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MAILBAG

HURRAY FOR SCHAEFFER

The evangelical community needs

more "angry" and "immoderate"
Franky Schaeffers and fewer tolerant

and understanding Richard Halver-

sons. Dr. Halverson suggests we
should listen more carefully to those

who disagree with us on the matter of

abortion.

In fact, we have listened too care-

fully to pro-abortionists. The result

has been compromise and paralysis.

What will it take to outrage us? If the

death of millions of unborn children

and the open practice of infanticide

don't move us, in the name of God,
what will?

Hurray for Schaeffer and any other

"overly angry" Christians who are
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prophets to a sleeping and cowardly

church.

—Fay V. Bird

Newark, Del.

THE AGGRESSIVE PSALMS

Franky Schaeffer is possibly the first

in recent times to use the God-given

weapon of "heavy sarcasm" against

the enemies of righteousness.

He also may be among the first to

come close to the aggressive spirit of

the Psalms against those same ene-

mies. Aiming with "bowstrings

against their faces" is not a love-pat!

(Psa. 21:12).

One reason today's evangelical

Christians have such a hard time get-

ting geared up to really fight for

righteousness is because they have

drifted so far from the Psalms in their

worship. They have become so filled

with "love" that they tend to turn in-

to patsies ripe for the enemy's takeover,

over.

Pray that the increasing ugliness of

humanism may finally awaken the

slumbering church!

—(Rev.) Raymond Joseph

Beaver Falls, Pa.

SHORT OF THE MARK

Frankly, Franky falls short of the

mark. In this chauvinistic world

where the father of a child—wanted

or not—is still "responsible" in terms

of dependency but increasingly emas-

culated in terms of authority, Schaef-

fer fails to introduce the father (bio-

logical, putative, or whatever) as one

of his variables in the decision-

making process.

Shouldn't the father also have a

vote, between the mother, doctors,

judges, mother's parents, and all con-

cerned? Can't he say "I'll pay for a

son, but kill the (a) daughters; (b)

crippled/retarded; (c) potential sex-

ual deviates; (d) all of the above"?

We're back in the 13th century.

"Kill them all; God will recognize His

own."
—R. T. MacPherson

Watkinsville, Ga.

TAYLOR TRIBUTE

Aiken Taylor could be described in

many ways but never as "Good ole

GAT"! (Mailbag, April 4).

Throughout his life, Aiken Taylor

was a dynamic leader. In college his

enthusiasm for missions in Brazil was

so contagious that he changed the

focus of the lives of many of his

peers. He owned a car—rare indeed

for college students in the pre-World
War II era! On the side in bold block

letters was printed "Bored of Educa-

tion."

The challenge of "bored of educa-

tion" has remained with me through-

out a life-time career in education.

Generations of students have felt the

influence of one teacher who knew
that education should never be bor-

ing. Aiken made his point well.

When Aiken Taylor joined the

staff of the Southern Presbyterian

Journal, he became a profound influ-

ence in the Presbyterian world. We
looked forward to his weekly com-
ments, sometimes disagreeing but

always aware of a strong force at

work. Forceful writer and speaker

that he was, he could also listen. Once
when the Journal was still quite

young, I in my best counselor lan-

guage wrote our dear friend Dr.

Nelson Bell. I suggested we would

have more people accepting our views

if Aiken were a bit more diplomatic

and a bit less acid. We thought he

should continue to "speak the truth"

but that he might add a bit more "in

love" to his presentation. Dr. Bell

handed the letter to Aiken. His reply

was a graceful acceptance of the criti-

cism, not a defensive blast or a dis-

play of why he took the tone he did.

In retrospect, the things he did for

individuals quietly and without the

knowledge of others stand out as a
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powerful part of the Aiken Taylor we

will continue to miss. One of our last

personal contacts was his response to

the appeal of a lonely woman. She

had come to our area and was experi-

encing the awful loneliness of this

hurried, restless community. Dr. Tay-

lor remembered that we were in this

area and wrote her to call me.

Dr. Taylor's new work at Biblical

Seminary reminded me of the enthu-

siastic young man I knew so many
years ago. He had worked long at the

Journal. Now he was doing what is so

desperately needed: Giving young

ministers an ideal. U.S. News and
World Report, April 16, 1984 pic-

tures four young people and the let-

ters "America's Youth in Search of a

Cause." Our young people are indeed

searching for a cause and with far less

help than we of the older generation

had. Who will wear the mantle he left

when God called him to the newest

work?
The Journal is at a major cross-

road. Dr. Taylor gave strong leader-

ship, making it a powerful voice in a

confused and confusing era. He left

the challenge here, too, to do greater

things than he had time to do because

he could not stay longer. He stood

tall at a time when most men merged
with the crowd or wavered with every

wind of doctrine. Those of us whose
terms of service are not over are left

with much to do.

—(Mrs.) Ellen Lee B. Elliott

Manassas, Va.
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i i The two main articles in this week's Journal are by
alcoholics. One is a minister in the Presbyterian Church in America, the

other a minister in the Christian Reformed Church. Do we need to say more
about those articles to get your attention?

I I Not being chemists, we're not sure just how volatile

alcohol is in that technical sense. But we're very much aware how volatile

an issue it is in churches where the Journal is read. So we want to stress:

This issue of the Journal is not about the rights and the wrongs of drink-

ing. Instead, our purpose is to offer some pointers to those of you who know
some victim of alcohol. We stress that here so that no one will be offended

when we refuse to print in our "Mailbag" column all the letters we expect

to get about whether people should drink or not. That is simply not the

topic here, and we thought we should explain that in advance.

i I Whatever your position, you'll be interested in the results

of a modest Journal survey on p. 16. Our guess is that most ministers tend

to underestimate the seriousness of the problem right in their own churches.

I l Almost as volatile as the issue of drinking is the propriety

of using a non-Christian organization like Alcoholics Anonymous as an aid

in the alcoholic's recovery. It happens that both ministers who write in this

issue see an appropriate place for AA. In fact, Mr. DeJong told us that

while AA is not in any sense Christian, he regards it for many as a "vestibule"

to Christian understanding. We still have some questions. But we hope that

readers will not make that the issue. Certainly there is room to disagree on
AA, and still to lend a truly helpful hand to the needy.

I I The anxieties of pluralism were well illustrated during the

recent congressional debate over prayer in our public schools. "This is a

Christian nation," claimed representative Marjorie Holt (R-Md.), in sup-

port of the measure. But New Republic magazine says her assertion was
challenged by representative Barney Frank (D-Mass.), who was chairing the

middle-of-the-night debate. Frank, who is Jewish, asked: "If this is a Chris-

tian nation, how come some poor Jew has to get up at 5:30 in the morning
to preside over the House of Representatives?"

I l We made a mistake in an ad last week, and want to cor-

rect an address given there just in case you might have an inquiry returned

by the post office. Details about the June 4-9 conference of the Reformed
Youth Movement may be secured by writing 1608 Lyncrest Ave., Jackson,

MS 39202, or by calling (803) 233-2138. We're sorry for the error.

i i While we're on the subject of mistakes, we may as well

admit that we've been limping along here for the last several months without

the services of a copy editor. For many years, the Journal enjoyed the diligent

attention of people who carried a dictionary around under each arm and
kept mistakes to a minimum. We need such a person now. Is there some
especially literate and painstaking reader who would like to retire in beautiful

Asheville and volunteer two or three hours a day for the JournaP. Write
us—and double-check your letter for errors!
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Humanists 9

Leaders See Need for Heroes

LOS ANGELES (RNS)—Organized
humanism, seen by some as near a

state of total collapse, needs to find

some heroes, according to a few of its

leaders.

Astronomer Carl Sagan comes to

mind often as a spokesman for the for-

mal movement. Believers and skeptics

alike have spoken in awe of his 1980

book and television series called

Cosmos.
The next year, Sagan accepted the

"Humanist of the Year" award from
the 4000-member American Humanist
Association. But the popular scientist

has appeared chary since then of ac-

cepting a formally religious humanism
as an approach to life.

Meanwhile, television producer
Norman Lear founded "People for the

American Way" to fight what he said

was increasing religious intolerance

from the religious and political right.

But Lear, too, has seemed skeptical

about taking up the cudgel for organ-

ized humanism as a legitimate world-

view.

Conservative critics, of course, say

that both men are perhaps more effec-

tive in promoting humanism simply by
appearing not to.

Less reluctant to wear the mantle of

leader is Paul Kurtz, philosophy pro-

fessor at the State University of New

York in Buffalo. Kurtz formerly edited

Humanist magazine, helped launch the

Skeptical Inquirer magazine, and now
edits Free Inquiry magazine.

Kurtz even announced the establish-

ment of the Academy of Humanism
last year to call attention to outstand-

ing living humanists. Thirty laureates

were named to the lifelong honor for

outstanding contributions, devotion to

free inquiry, commitment to a scienti-

fic outlook, the use of reason toward
nature, and upholders of humanist eth-

ical values.

"Humanist heroes in history," ac-

cording to the same organization, in-

cluded Socrates, Spinoza, Voltaire,

Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,
Charles Darwin, Mark Twain, Sig-

mund Freud, Jane Addams, and Ber-

trand Russell.

Asked recently who would be a good
candidate for the contemporary title of

"humanist hero," Kurtz mentioned
Sidney Hook, 81 -year-old emeritus

philosophy professor at New York
University.

But challenged then to narrow the

list to younger people, Kurtz pointed

to author-scientist Isaac Asimov, 64;

Harvard University sociobiologist Ed-

ward O. Wilson, 54; astronomer Sa-

gan, 45; along with paleontologist

Stephen Jay Gould and anthropologist

Donald Johanson, both born in the

1940s.

One noteworthy humanist leader is

Lester Mondale, half-brother of pres-

idential candidate Walter Mondale,
who has served as president of an in-

ternational assembly of religious

humanists and writes often for The
Humanist magazine.

Kurtz blames the movement's fail-

ure to become better known in a for-

mal way on a "lack of an inspiring

message of sufficient clarity and drama
to command public attention"; on the

paucity of "charismatic leadership of

sufficient skill and dedication"; and on
the "mistaken" strategy of trying to

become another religious organization

rather than a broad-based educational

movement.
The debate over whether to pursue

recognition as a formal religion con-

tinues to divide the humanist camp.
Some are embarrassed by efforts to be-

come "religious." But others think

without such a commitment, the fer-

vor to maintain the whole movement
will be lost. ffl

Vatican Orders Criticism

Of Liberation Theology

VATICAN CITY (RNS)—On orders

from the Vatican, liberation theology

is going to be getting a critical review

from the Roman Catholic Church. The
order will get special emphasis in Latin

America, considered the birthplace of

liberation theology.

The wedding of a Christian "option

for the poor" with Marxist analysis is

an unholy alliance, says West German
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, who over-

sees doctrinal orthodoxy for the Vati-

can.

Ratzinger is believed to have the full

endorsement of Pope John Paul II,

who has been stressing discipline and
unity in church ranks.

Ratzinger said in a rare news con-

ference here that it is wrong to "use
Marxist analysis to interpret not only



history and the life of society, but also

the very Bible and the Christian mes-

sage. Marxist analysis is not scientific,

is not real, and does not serve to pro-

mote the society of those countries"

where it has been taught.

In Latin America, liberation theol-

ogy has been inspired principally

through the writings of the Rev. Gus-
tavo Gutierrez, a Peruvian priest and
professor of theology at the University

of Lima.'

But Cardinal Ratzinger said he had
met in Bogota, Colombia, with the

doctrinal committee of the Latin

American Conference of Bishops, and
that they agreed that a new evaluation

of liberation theology is needed.

He emphasized that he was not dis-

missing "valid elements" of Marxism,
but only "the dogmatism." Some
priests, he said, accept a mix of Marx-
ism and liberation theology out of "a
sense of guilt" that they live in af-

fluence compared to the poverty of the

Third World.

Roman Catholic leaders in some
other parts of the world, however

—

including the United States and Afri-

ca—expressed concern that a formal

condemnation of liberation theology is

being prepared. ffl

Evangelism Effort Fruitful

In Nicaragua, El Salvador

MANAGUA, Nicaragua—While civil

wars continue in several Central

American countries, efforts to spread

the gospel through mass evangelism

seem to be bearing fruit.

Reports from Missionary News Ser-

vice say that a single one-week cam-
paign here in the capital city, spon-

sored by the National Council of

Evangelical Pastors, led to 36,000 pro-

fessions of faith.

Evangelist Alberto Mottesi spoke
during the week to 288,000 people.

Although meetings early in the week
had to be shifted on short notice from
a bullfighting arena to a local baseball

park seating just 8000, people squeezed

onto the field as well as into the sta-

dium. Saturday's attendance was
60,000, but that record fell on Sunday
when 80,000 people showed up.

Mottesi attributed the unusual re-

sponse to unified prayer among many
groups of Christians.

Meanwhile, American evangelist

Bruce Woodman, leading a crusade in

Tegucigalpa, Honduras, said a military

attache from El Salvador told him that

churches are experiencing a revival

never before seen in his country. "The
churches are bursting at the seams,"
the embassy official said. He told the

American evangelist that the spiritual

awakening is happening because in El

Salvador people "don't know whether

they'll die today or tomorrow." 2]

Falwell Seeks 1000 New
Homes for Unwed Mothers

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Moral Ma-
jority leader Jerry Falwell has begun
a network of 1000 homes to give un-

wed mothers "alternatives to abor-

tion."

If successful, the effort could "pre-

vent 500,000 abortions a year—or one-

third of the abortions now taking place

in the U.S.," said Falwell, whose
Thomas Road Baptist Church in

Lynchburg, Va., already operates what
it calls a model "Save-a-Baby" home.

Falwell estimates there are already

some 1500 existing homes with similar

purposes unrelated to his sponsorship.

Of his new Save-a-Baby Ministry,

Falwell says: "It's the most exciting

thing we're doing."

Most of the new homes are being

sponsored by local churches, according

to Jim Savely, executive director of the

Lynchburg home. He said 20 homes
have already been established in the

network, with 125 more commitments
having been made by other churches.

Half the babies born at the Lynch-
burg home are put up for adoption, he

said, making it one of the largest adop-
tion agencies in the state of Virginia.

Speaking at a convention here, Fal-

well claimed: "Never have we had one
woman who, having had it explained

to her what an abortion is, that it's not

just a tissue, but a human life that's

within her, opted for an abortion. "CD

Christian Realtor Cleared

Of Sales Bias Charge

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (RNS)—

A

circuit court judge here has ruled that

realtor Paul K. Lotz did not violate

Virginia's fair housing laws when he

put religious slogans and symbols in

his advertising.

The ruling by judge Fred W. Bate-

man was a defeat for the state attorney

general's office, which says it is too

early to say whether an appeal will be

filed.

"I'm elated and delighted," said

Lotz, whose advertising bears the

words, "Jesus is coming," the fish

logo commonly associated with Chris-

tianity, and a disclaimer stating that

Lotz does not practice any kind of dis-

crimination.

Assistant attorney general John
Morris III claimed the ads bore a

"clear message, to Jews in particular,

that they are not welcome to purchase

these houses [from Mr. Lotz]."

Two witnesses testified in court that

most Jews would be uneasy at, if not

offended by, Lotz's ads, and would ex-

pect discrimination from him.

But the judge said there was no spe-

cific evidence that Lotz had in fact

discriminated against anyone. He said

the state had relied on "subjective in-

terpretation" of the fair housing laws,

which prohibit the publication of any
notice that indicates "any preference,

limitation, or discrimination."

Lotz's advertising has been contro-

versial since 1980, when the Anti-

Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

filed a complaint against him with the

Virginia Real Estate Commission.
When efforts at conciliation failed, the

attorney general's office filed suit

against Lotz. CE

Also in the News . . .

The Easter celebration at Dr.

Robert Schuller's Crystal Cathedral in

Garden Grove, Cal., was gala indeed.

The million-dollar production includ-

ed a reenactment of the last seven days

of Christ just prior to the resurrection.

A cast of 400 was augmented by live

animals and a taped narration by ac-

tor Gregory Peck. Special effects pro-

duced lightning bolts and thunder at

the crucifixion, while the resurrection

was "magnificently illuminated with

lasers."

Denying that religious freedom has

been violated in any sense, the Reagan
administration has urged the U.S. Su-

preme Court not to hear an appeal

from the Rev. Sun Myung Moon on
his conviction for tax fraud. Moon has

argued that all the funds involved in

the charges were being held in trust by
him for the Unification Church, and
therefore were immune from all fed-

eral taxes. 0FJ
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The Alcoholic's Road Ahead

ALEXANDER C. DeJONG

"The Lord will keep youfrom all evil;

he will keep your life. " (Psalm 121:7.

The soul searching involved in

writing this helped me bring order

out of personal confusion. I will prob-

ably never know how and why alco-

holism happened to me.
But this I have learned: There is

hope for the alcoholic. Christians who
have experienced God's love in so

many ways will wish to extend that

love to any alcoholic who needs the

special healing hand of God.
I will never forget the April day

when I finally telephoned for help. My
doctor was a young physician who at

one time had been one of my theology

students. Naturally, I was desperately

afraid of the reaction of the religious

community when they would learn that

I had been hospitalized for alcoholism!

To be treated for a malfunctioning gall

bladder, heart, or even some emotional

disorder would elicit sympathy. But to

admit to being an alcoholic! This was
not done openly. I had no idea what

to expect.

My physician said: "Alex, at school

you helped me understand just what it

means to trust the Lord more than I

ever knew before. Why don't you try

trusting him now?"
God used his words to shatter every

defense I had so carefully built. No ex-

cuse remained. I had to submit to

treatment and admit to my congrega-

tion that my problem was alcoholism.

I needed their prayers.

God blessed this decision. He used

many people, many prayers to help me
along the path to recovery. Because of

God's goodness to me, I share these in-

sights on alcoholism so others may

The author Is a minister of the

Christian Reformed Church from

Orland Park, III. This article comes
from his book, "Help and Hope for

the Alcoholic," published by Tyn-

dale, and is used by permission.

walk with me on the road of sobriety.

There is indeed help and hope for the

alcoholic.

Let us suppose that there is an

alcoholic in your family or that a

friend's life is being damaged by
alcohol. It's obvious to you that he has

lost control over alcohol. Should you
talk to him, warn him? His family has

tried to do so, but these conversations

usually ended in shouting matches

followed by long periods of sullen

silence on both sides. His wife is deeply

concerned. He denies the existence of

a problem. He says, "It's those pills

I'm taking," or "It's those late nights

spent in committee work that are tak-

ing their toll."

Denial must be penetrated if the

alcoholic is to come to terms with his

illness. But how must this be done?

Must the alcoholic hit a skid-row "bot-

tom" before he sees the light? Can
friends and relatives do nothing more
than pray?

Praise God, there is a method, a

procedure, a technique, if you will, of

confronting the alcoholic with his

drinking patterns. It has proven suc-

cessful in many cases. It is called "ear-

ly intervention."

Early intervention is a well-planned

meeting between the alcoholic and

carefully chosen persons whose con-

cern for the welfare of the alcohol

motivates them. Their immediate goal

is not to get him to stop drinking. That

will not be accomplished immediately.

Their goal is to get him to face the facts

of his drinking.

Early intervention is not the occa-

sion to recite a litany of past misdeeds.

This technique is never done in anger

or for spite. It is an art learned by car-

ing people to help problem drinkers

break out of a world of illusion into

the daily arena of reality.

Who must intervene? It is essential

that those who intervene be carefully

screened. They must possess enough
emotional detachment to handle an

angry exit, sullen inuendos, wounded
denials. Often those who have suffered

from the alcoholism of a family emm-
ber cannot maintain this objectivity.

Their wounds are too fresh and the

pain too sharp. They will probably

strike out at the person who brought

so much grief into their lives. They will

want to hurt him as they have been
hurt. Therefore, persons who can re-

main objective must be chosen to inter-

vene.

Secondly, to intervene you must
have sorted out your own ideas about

alcoholism. Earlier [in my book] I

discussed alcoholism as a sickness.

Perhaps you do not hold this view and
prefer to think of it in terms of sin.

Whatever your viewpoint, be clear

about it to yourself and open about it

with the people you wish to help. Re-

member, the alcoholic can "feel" what

you believe about alcohol, by your

body language, attitudes, and voice

tones, even more than by the words

you speak. Educate yourself thor-

oughly on the subject before interven-

ing. Bungled efforts by ill-prepared,

well-intentioned people can do more
harm than good.

Having chosen an intervention

team, settle on a time and place when
you will not be disturbed. The alco-

holic must be sober. Because alcohol

interferes with the brain's ability to

reason, never try to discuss the prob-

lem sensibly when there has been some
drinking.

While expressing their love and con-

cern for the alcoholic, the team calm-

ly presents facts. These must be care-

fully prepared. Present him with a de-aiiic
nnnoodGC
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scription of alcohol-related events

which have been witnessed. Include

specific dates, amounts consumed,
harmful effects. These facts should be

written down so that when sensitive

matters are brought up, such as re-

ligious values that have been unwit-

tingly betrayed or innocent family

members that have been deeply
wounded, emotional control will be

maintained.

Use any evidence you can assemble.

Photographs have been used. Hand-
writing comparisons have been laid

before the alcoholic. Tape recordings

of verbal abuse have been played. Use
every bit of factual material you can
gather in order to make the alcoholic

realize how sick he real'y is.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that

intervention must never be a list of ac-

cusations. It must be nonjudgmental.

The alcoholic must never feel he is on
trial. It is designed to be an eye-opener.

Look! Here are the facts. You are sick!

You need help. We love you and want
you whole again. Please let us make
you aware of your symptoms.
Remember, intervention is not de-

signed to get the problem drinker to

stop drinking. Much more is needed to

achieve the fragile gift of sobriety. The
intervention team should have prev-

iously decided on the treatment which
they deem necessary for this alcoholic

to maintain sobriety.

You may at this point be able to

elicit some well-intentioned promises

from the alcoholic. He will "cut
down." He will quit. Never again! You
may consider the problem solved,

only to be disappointed in a month or

two. Alcoholism is usually long in de-

veloping. A sincere promise will not

make it go away. The alcoholic is

powerless over the drug. Therefore he
needs treatment.

For this reason solutions for the

alcoholic are arranged before interven-

tion takes place. A proper treatment

center should have been contacted, a
bed reserved, and transportation ar-

ranged. The alcoholic must have no
time for a change of mind. Prompt,
positive action is necessary. Do not fret

about begrudging agreement, reluctant

confessions, or sullen resentments.

You cannot expect him to be happy
about this turn of events. The team
must be strong, loving, and decisive.

The alcoholic's thanks will come later.

It will come!
The alcoholic will react to what hap-

pens during the intervention session. If

there has been no irrational explosion

of anger or frozen, silent retreat into

isolation, the problem drinker may
himself offer a plan of corrective ac-

tion. If honesty permits, compliment
him on the choices suggested. Remem-
ber that his sense of self-esteem, al-

ready low because of growing guilt,

has received another shattering blow.

He has been given clear proof that he

is not in control of his drinking.

But allow him now the dignity of be-

ing involved in the decision-making

process of what course of treatment to

follow. Remember to treat the alcohol-

ic as a human being. Depending on
what plans he mentions, it will prob-

ably be necessary to take him a little

farther along the road of healing and

help.

He will obviously choose the course

which is least disruptive to his sched-

ule, least painful to his psyche. Discuss

plans A and B as they present them-

selves. Perhaps an alternate plan C can

be suggested. If he is not informed

about the function and purpose ofAA
meetings, be sure this information gets

through to him. Tell family members
of the help they can receive from Al-

Anon and Alateen meetings. Interven-

ers can often get the alcoholic to sub-

mit to the kind of treatment they as a

team previously decided would be ne-

cessary.

A Pastor's Wife
"Honey, quit kidding yourself. You just got off a little sooner than the

rest of us, but it's the same elevator. You're an alcoholic." My new AA
friend's words stung like antiseptic in a raw wound.

Christians aren't supposed to become alcoholics. I was not only a Chris-

tian, I was a pastor's wife. Where had I gone wrong?
I drank to escape guilt. I had committed a terrible sin. I know, God

forgives the worst sinner. But could he forgive a repeat offender? I had
again embraced temptation instead of fleeing it. Surely he couldn't forgive

me. I couldn't forgive myself. So at the end of the day, to eliminate the

interval between getting into bed and falling asleep, I drank to pass out.

Without alcohol, the empty minutes stretched to hours as I screamed silently

in hatred of myself and anger at God who had made me this way.
I drank to punish myself. I knew my body couldn't continue to sustain

this abuse. I took grim satisfaction in the prospect of slow suicide. It eased

the pain of guilt.

I drank to assert my autonomy. God had let me down. He had created

me subject to sin, then had failed to provide me an out when temptation

came (or so I thought). Our small church was unable to provide my hus-

band an adequate salary. God could change that. He didn't. I shook my
fist at him and said, "I'll do it my way!" I worked hard and induced sleep

quickly with alcohol so I could work some more. The greater the gap be-

tween our income and our needs, the more work I took on to make up the

difference. But some alcohol demanded increasingly more alcohol until final-

ly my self-direction failed. God had allowed me to try to manage my own
life, but I had bungled it. I conceded him the victory, confused and tremen-
dously guilty.

Alcohol is "cunning, baffling, and powerful," according to Alcoholics

Anonymous. Christians are not immune to its deceits. When the promise
of alcohol didn't pay, I surrendered to God who cannot lie.

I found escape from guilt in my union with Christ. When God looks at

me he sees Jesus.

When Christ died for my worst sins, I died with Him. No further punish-

ment is required.

Righteous Job questioned God as I have. God gave us no answers but
revealed Himself in power and majesty. We worshiped.

Jesus, who embraced the leper, has loved all of us enough to foul Himself
with our sin. None of us is too clean not to need His touch, none too

repulsive for Him to love.—Name Withheld. CD
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What about treatment centers? Must
Christian interveners insist on Chris-

tian institutions? In the planning and

educational phases of intervention, the

team members should avail themselves

of help from those people who possess

Holy Spirit-matured sensitivities. Look
for a treatment center where the spir-

itual dimensions of AA are wisely

practiced. This needs emphasis. Heal-

ing horizons for many are limited nar-

rowly to the boundaries of what one

sees, feels, documents, and controls by

experiment. So many professionals in

health care are embarrassed to talk

about God, prayer, Jesus Christ, con-

fession, and salvation. The acids of

cynicism and doubt have eaten gaping

holes into the spiritual foundations of

human need. I underscore strongly the

need for religious and spiritual dynam-
ics as we seek healing for the alcoholic.

A smorgasbord of self-help pro-

grams is available. Too often their

methods ignore Christ and the deep re-

ligious needs of individuals. There are,

despite the cynics, many alcoholics

who are eager and able to talk about

sin and guilt, righteousness and for-

giveness, love and making amends,
prayer and healing, hope and salva-

tion, and may other religious realities.

Often in a problem drinker's life the

spiritual dimensions are the first to

stop functioning well. But even that

"fact" is not always true. It wasn't in

my case. It is true that it is impossible

to discuss God and his grace intelli-

gently with a person high or low on
booze. But after the body has become
drug free, the time may be just right

to speak about such simple things as

"Jesus loves me, this I know" and the

realities of God and his judgment. For

the Christian who is an alcoholic, these

spiritual realities form the foundation

for effective treatment.

In searching for a suitable treatment

center, do not be embarrassed about

asking questions which arise out of

your religious concerns. Staff members
who will treat your loved one should

be able to talk meaningfully, using

common theological terms.

Ask them about the "Higher Pow-
er" in their program. What do they

mean by "God as they understand

him"? What is their idea of making
amends, prayer and meditation, and
many other concepts of the AA pro-

gram? If they seem too embarrassed,

ignorant, or sophisticated to talk about

such things, you will know that this

center is not the place of choice. I'm

not saying that Christ cannot use such

a treatment center. He can and does!

But I would wish to choose a place

where Christians work freely, openly,

without apology, in the name of him
who is the Savior and healer of life.

Alcoholism untreated ends in death.

The intervention team must be con-

vinced that alcoholics will not—in fact,

cannot—recover unless they learn to

work steps two and three of AA's pro-

gram with the help of those who know
the Lord. Moreover, the problem
drinker needs God in Christ to prepare

himself for the kind of openness and
honesty demanded to work steps four

and five. Without the prayer and medi-

tation spoken of in step eleven, the

alcoholic will certainly relapse. There-

fore, be sure to investigate the spiritual

dimensions of the program offered by
the treatment center you may choose.

One of the questions I am frequent-

ly asked concerns AA. How does the

Christian fit into this group which has

had such an impressive success record

in helping alcoholics achieve and main-

tain the fragile gift of sobriety? Infor-

mation about AA is plentiful an readi-

ly available. Read it carefully.

AA provides a simple and sound

program that any alcoholic can follow.

In a group of fellow alcoholics, one

learns from the other to cultivate

mutual understanding, acceptance,

and help. There is only one condition

to meet in order to become part of this

unique fellowship. There must be an
honest desire to break away from
drinking. Period. Beyond this, there

are no trial memberships, period

pledges, or other commitments which

are demanded.
AA is not a religious fellowship. No

specific religious beliefs are set forth

as a condition of membership. The
Twelve Steps of the program may be

interpreted by each member in his or

Continued on p. 14, col. 2^^i

I Was Naive
Alcoholism was the backdrop of my family life as I was growing up. From
the time I entered elementary school until I left for college, my parents both

drank. There were seasons of moderate control and seasons of sustained

drunkenness. For a few years my mother gained control and went without

drinking at all. But when my parents started slipping toward a divorce, she

started again.

My approach was to beg and plead with them to stop drinking. I assumed

that it was simply a matter of choice, a free exercise of the will. I assumed

that they were free to drink or not to drink, and that if my sister and I

pleaded strongly enough and expressed our disapproval forcefully enough,

they would be persuaded to stop. I was naive. I didn't understand what

was at the heart of the matter.

They were not drinking because they wanted to. They were not drinking

to hurt us. They were drinking because they were afraid. They were drink-

ing because they were hurt and because they could only hurt each other.

They were drinking to escape what they felt was out of control and could

never be brought under control. For me to be able to help them, I had to

understand them. But I had no ability to understand. I was unable even

to sense the terror in their lives.

Now I see alcoholism differently. Drunkenness is often merely a symp-

tom of something that runs much deeper. If I want to help someone with

a drinking problem I realize that I must help him face up to the fears and
pain that he is trying to escape. I must help him see that he is a battlefield

for a spiritual warfare that is taking place. Satan, the lord of terror and

pain, wants to destroy the work of Jesus, the Lord of peace and healing.

The power of Jesus, however, is greater than that of Satan.

If I want to help an alcoholic in this spiritual warfare, then I must stand

alongside him and demonstrate the power of Jesus over the power of Satan.

I must help him attack the fears and the other weapons that Satan is using

against him so that the things that drive him to alcohol as an escape can

be nailed to the cross of Jesus—Michael G. Smith. Q]
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The Scream You've Been Waiting For

RICHARD L. GILLEN

I 'm an alcoholic." I am an alcoholic.

I I'm also a man, a husband, a father,

and a pastor of Christ's church.

Those words, "I am an alcoholic,"

bring to mind so many things, don't

they? To some, they conjure up pic-

tures of a skid row bum panting for

another drink. To some, the lonely

housewife drinking in the secret of her

day. To the alcoholic, those words can

be so shameful that he wants to be for-

ever anonymous. Others wear them
like a badge of valor.

There is absolutely nothing to feel

good about if you're an alcoholic. You
are a slave, a dupe, a dumb animal, a

liar, a cheat, an irresponsible drunk
under the influence of a liquid called

alcohol. If these words seem hard,

they're meant to. We seem to have got-

ten to the point where alcoholism is ac-

cepted like cancer. An awful disease

for which little can be done. Bunk!
We need plain words on the suject.

We have just about analyzed alcohol

to death. It doesn't matter why some-
one is a drunk (I like that word—it's

not as nice as alcoholic) or a druggie.

I can still drink. To say I can't is

silly. All I have to do is pick up the

glass, put it to my lips, and swallow its

contents. If those contents are alcohol,

I'm on the start of a drunk.

But I don't have to drink. I don't

want to. And as long as I keep my eyes

on God and know in my mind that the

first drink gets me drunk, I will never

get drunk—never! Simple, huh?
But I need help. I'd really just as

soon forget this alcohol business. After

all, I'm a respected person now. My
wife loves me. My kids don't think I'm
such a bad guy. People actually come
to me for counsel. On Sunday morn-
ing, I have a whole congregation hang-

The author is pastor of the Jupiter

Presbyterian Church in America,
Jupiter, Fla.

ing on my every word (it's hard for us

drunks to quit conning ourselves!).

So why keep reminding myself that

I'm a drunk? One reason: So I won't

become one again. The true Christian

is saved—right? Going to heaven

—

right? But still a sinner—right? We
need to keep that in mind.
Where do I get help? I personally go

to Alcoholics Anonymous to remind
myself that I'm a drunk. But it is the

church in which I came to know my
only help, Jesus Christ my Lord. That
produces a tension.

I have noticed something about
churches that can leave many a suffer-

ing alcoholic without any help at all.

So many churches do not know how
to deal with alcoholism. Some try to

be too understanding and tolerant, and
wind up wondering where they went
wrong when the drunk takes them for

everything he thinks he can get away
with and takes off. He claims the

church couldn't help him.

Or the church doesn't try at all. Or
the church refers the alcoholic to a

secular group, but ends up with the

same results. The drunk leaves, claim-

ing the church couldn't help.

The church not only can help—it is

absolutely the very best place for any
drunk to be. You leaders out there: A
drunk can be the very best thing that

ever happened to your church.

Alcoholism or drug abuse stems
from an addictive type of personality.

"Addictive" refers to a habit gone to

excess. The habit comes to control the

person. In a drunk or a druggie, it's

easy to see the results of the excess. But
anything done to excess is sin. Boy, can
we drunks tell you some things about
sin! You see, sin is real to us—not

some abstract truth, but a concrete

reality.

But let me offer some suggestions on
how the church can help the alcoholic

and the druggie. First of all, find a

recovering alcoholic in your church,

one who knows he is powerless over al-

cohol and who depends solely upon
Jesus Christ to run his life. Most alco-

holics who get to this point find it eas-

ier to turn from other sins. They know
how weak they are.

The average Joe in the pew is still

under the impression that he controls

his own life. He's more naive than an
informed alcoholic; so enlist the man
who knows who is in control!

This alcoholic just might make the

perfect counselor as your church

moves to establish a group for other

needy people. If he isn't called to be

a leader, you still have an experienced

brother or sister who can help you start

such a program.

Whoever provides the leadership for

such a new group needs to start a sys-

tematic program of his own to know
and understand as much about alco-

holism as possible. Attendance at open
AA meetings is important. AA is not

a threat to your church. Your presence

at meetings can bring new hope to

many hopeless people.

The alcoholic thinks his condition is

worse that that of any other person in

the whole world. No one can help him,

he thinks. Though he may listen to

you, in his heart of hearts he's saying:

"This joker doesn't know. He's never

been there."

The truth of the matter is that you
have been there, although perhaps not

to the same degree. You and the alco-

holic have to come to understand

—

together—that your point of reference

is the same because your condition is

the same: Ugly sin.

We are all addictive to some degree.

Some of us just jump in with more
vigor. You will find, however, that

drunks often jump out with just as

much vigor.

Secondly, when a practicing alco-

holic comes to you for help, he needs

a very disciplined program. That will

probably include church attendance

and involvement, Bible study, personal

counseling, and AA or its equivalent.

This should be a personalized pro-

gram. Some need a 24-hour-a-day pro-

gram, others not so much.
Continued on p. 16, col. 3HMHH
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Be Responsible to God
FOR MAY 20, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: James 4

Key verses: James 4:1-10, 13-17

Devotional reading: I Peter 4:7-19

Memory selection: James 4:8

INTRODUCTION

Dear Readers: Permit me a little space

to say something about our friend, Dr.

G. Aiken Taylor, whom the Lord has

called home to Himself.

I first came to know Dr. Taylor soon

after returning from the mission field,

in the late 50s. At that time I served

a pastorate in an area where liberalism

in the church prevailed. The ministry

of the Presbyterian Journal through

Dr. Taylor was a great comfort and
strength to me.

Later, in 1965, Dr. Taylor asked me
to write a few Sunday School lessons

for the Journal, which turned into

nineteen years of writing the Sunday
School Lesson section of the Journal.

It was through his initiative, there-

fore, that the Lord opened up a long

period of writing ministry for me,
which, in the past six years, has been

a fulltime task in service to the Chris-

tian Education and Publications Com-
mittee of the Presbyterian Church in

America.

Throughout that entire period of
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nearly a score of years, Dr. Taylor's

encouragement and suggestions were a

great aid to me, in the task of writing

and fulfilling my ministry.

For his initial challenge to take up
a writing ministry and the further op-

portunities it opened to me, I am deep-

ly indebted to this man whom the Lord
used in such an effective way in my
life.

I would like to dedicate the writing

of this particular lesson to him, not to

his glory, but to the glory of our Lord
Jesus Christ, whom, for a time, we
were both privileged to serve together,

in the Journal.

The content of this lesson relfects

James' continuing concern that be-

lievers demonstrate their sincere faith

by the way they live. In particular, he

exhorts them to cease from friendship

with the world, from proud behavior,

from judging other believers and from
planning without God.

Stop Befriending

1 The World
James 4:1-5

James warns that friendship with the

world is enmity with God. In doing so,

he addresses the readers as adulter-

esses. This implies that they are like

unfaithful wives who have gone to

other lovers.

Hosea and other Old Testament
prophets had accused ancient Israel of

the same sin. They had showed that

Israel had made league with other na-

tions, and in doing so, had departed

from God.
Elijah had said the same thing when

he accused the people in his day of

vacillating between God and Baal (I

Kings 18).

Later, Jesus declared that we must
serve either God or mammon, but we
cannot serve both (Matt. 6).

James says that God's people must
trust wholly in Him and commit them-

selves totally to Him or they could

have no part with Him.
True faith in God shuts out trust in

any other and true sanctification (or

holiness) means belonging wholly to

the Lord.

To make his point even clearer,

James declares that whoever would be

a friend of the world will be God's
enemy.

We cannot deceive God as we may
be able to deceive others. We can pre-

tend to be very religious and say all the

right things and yet indulge in what the

world has to offer, at the same time.

We may find that the church will

tolerate that so long as we do not go
too far and so long as we keep up the

facade of being religious. But God will

not tolerate it, and He will not accept

us if we live for the things of the world.

Such a desire for the world and its re-

wards betrays a heart that does not

love God or believe in Him. It is a

heart divided, and the Lord will not ac-

cept that.

James suggests that this is the reason

there are so many problems in the

church. Instead of helping one another

in Christian love, the members are

quarreling, each one trying to get the

advantage. If one member sees another

prospering he begins to covet his

neighbor's luxuries. Soon, he hates

him for having more than he has,
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which, in the eyes of God, is the same

as killing.

Instead of asking the Lord for what

they need and desire, they prefer to

contend with one another for it. Even

when they ask God for it, they do so

not out of a sense of asking for what

pleases God but for what pleases them.

They do not pray as Christians ought

to pray.

What James describes is not unusual

behavior but what could be seen in the

average church-goer of his day.

However, before we judge them too

quickly, we need to take account of

ourselves and of our own prayers, en-

vyings, ambitions, and attempts to

love the world while professing that we
love God. Are we really pulling it off

as we think? Are we really able to be

church members in good standing

before God, and yet indulge in the

worldly rewards that materialism so

lauds?

James says that while we may at-

tempt to have the best of two worlds

(or kingdoms) we cannot get away with

it before God.
If we ask what is wrong with the
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church, the answer may be that there

are too many people in it who are try-

ing to serve God and mammon, to be

"good" church members and at the

same time to lay up riches and enjoy

the pleasures of this world.

We may get away with it, so far as

the church is concerned, but James

shows us that such thinking, while ac-

ceptable in the world—even in the

church—cannot please God.
His concluding remarks should give

us pause (v. 5). Do we really think that

Scripture condones the kind of be-

havior in which we are indulging? Do
we really think that the Spirit who
dwells in all believers is a Spirit who
will lead to envying others? If not, then

what is the origin of that spirit in us

that does envy? If it is not from God,
then from whom? Sober up!

QUESTIONS
1. What are some examples of

friendship with the world which are

generally accepted in the church

today?

2. How much time do I spend seek-

ing God's will from His Word?

oiup DcudViny
PrnnHlvr i uuuij
James 4:6-10

Another lesson given by God in His

Word, from earliest times, is that He
does not like and will oppose pride.

The pride shown by men at the

tower of Babel is one example. Men
sought to make a name for themselves,

but in their planning they had no place

for God. Not once did they mention

God's name. God showed how He felt

about that by destroying their ambi-

tions and confusing their tongues

(language), so that they no longer

could communicate with one another.

Hannah, the mother of Samuel, saw
very clearly that the Lord will resist

and bring down the proud and will ex-

alt the humble (I Sam. 2). That fact

can be illustrated repeatedly in Scrip-

ture: Yet, to this day, even in the

church, the tendency is to reward the

proud, not the humble.

They demand their way and get it,

because they are proud and vain and
exalt self. The church, all too often like
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problem, for our Lord came back to

it several times; and James, as well as

other New Testament writers, warns

against it.

But what is meant by judging

others?

Some suppose that it means that we
should never say anything against

another, find fault in another, or

rebuke another even when we know
that he is sinning.

Some see other church members do-

ing what the Bible forbids but reason

that since God taught us not to judge

others, it is none of our business.

Nothing could be farther from the

truth. We are not to be blind to evil.

God taught Israel long ago that He is

a God who will not overlook sin (Exo.

34) and neither may we, if we would

be like Him. The whole responsibility

of discipline in the church would fall

flat if we pursued that practice. And,
indeed, it has failed in many churches

precisely because people are reluctant

to "judge others." But their error is

in their failing to understand what it

means to judge another brother.

James teaches us in this passage ex-

actly what it means to judge others.

Follow his argument carefully.

Start at the end (v. 12). James warns

not to judge another (a neighbor). He
explains that by "to judge" he means
"to speak against." But what does that

mean?
Go a little farther and see that one

who judges is really speaking against

the law and judging the law. Such a

one is a judge.

But who ought to be the judge? The
Lawgiver (God). He is the one who is

able to save and to destroy.

Now, put it all together and see that

in his reasoning, James is showing us

that what we are doing when we are

judging is making laws for others to

follow and condemning them when
they do not follow those laws.

We are guilty of judging, then, when
we set up laws for others to live by
which are ofour own making and then

condemn those who do not live up to

those laws we have made.

We are not talking about what God
has said is right and wrong. About
that, there can be no dispute. To ig-

nore what God has taught is sin. But

to lay down other laws, where God has

not spoken, and to try to make others

conform to them is judging. It is judg-

ing God's Law, because we are saying

that God's Law is not enough and

the world, rewards those who reward

themselves. But it is not God's way.

The psalmist was often concerned by

the fact that the wicked so often

seemed to win out. He wondered why
this was so and how it was that the

proud got away with it. But he learn-

ed, as we must, that they really do not

get away with it.

Nothing is more certain than that

the proud and self-seeking in the world

and in the church will be brought low.

We are not to bring them low; God
will.

Only as we are subject to God and
wait patiently, trusting in Him, can we
see God's way triumph. There is no
other way to become all that we ought

to be, than to trust in the Lord and
draw near to faith in Him. He will

work all things together for good to

those who wait on Him and do not

seek to exalt themselves.

The trouble is, we get impatient be-

cause we are not recognized by men
and because our works, which are

faithful, are not honored.

Unless we are able to suffer with

Christ and share in His humiliation in

this world, we will never know the joy

of his triumph. If we want to be

praised by men now, we will lose all

that God's children have in store for

them.

We must learn to mourn, weep, and

be afflicted for the sins of this world,

and particularly for those in the

church. Jesus was. Those who seem to

be glorying in themselves and in their

own accomplishments, today, will be

weeping in the day of judgment.

There is only one way to please God:

Humble yourself in the sight of God,
now, assured that in the end He will

exalt you. If you turn from that way,

there is no hope.

QUESTIONS
1. Do I become impatient wher

others are praised and I seem to be

overlooked?

2. Do I consciously seek to mourn
over those things that Jesus mourned
over when He was on earth?

Stop Judging
Your Brothers
James 4:11-12

Nothing has been more misunderstood

than the command not to judge others.

Obviously, the practice was a real
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must be supplemented by our laws.

It is judging others, because we are

trying to lay on them what pleases us.

But we have no right to do so. We have

no business judging others (making

laws for others to conform to).

Judging, in this light, is seen as a

very common practice by many in the

church and causes great trouble and
grief. Indeed, most new denominations

in the church have originated through

such judging—laying down restrictions

and standards not found in God's
Word. Such judging is harmful to the

whole church and must not be per-

mitted.

QUESTIONS
1. Have I ever insisted that others

meet my standard for what / think a

Christian ought to be and do?

2. Have I ever ignored or refused to

take any responsibility for the sins of

another because I did not want to

judge him?

Stop Planning4 Without God
James 4:13-17

There are some, today, who say that

it is not faith if we pray and ask for

something and then add, "if God
wills." That shows how far astray

from God's truth many in the church

have wandered!

Indeed we must always pray, "If

God wills." It is not a sign of a lack

of faith but an indication that we
recognize the limitations of our own
understanding of what is good for us

and others.

Even our Lord Jesus Christ, when
He prayed, prefaced it by the words,

"If Thou be willing."

But it is not only in prayer time that

we offend God, in regard to His will

over our own.
How often, as James notes, we find

ourselves making plans for the next

day—or even the same day—and leave

God out altogether. We do this though

we profess to be good Christians and
claim that we wish to be guided by
God's will.

It is so easy to get in the habit of

making plans without reference to

God. The whole world does it and so

it becomes easy for us. Indeed, we may
find it embarrassing to mention, in

talking to others, that our plans are

subject to God's greater will. They
may look at us askance if we do. So
we don't.

By the same token, some find it easy

to get in the habit of prefacing or end-

ing each word of intent with a phrase

such as "God willing," or "if God
wills."

However well-intentioned that may
be, it is not what James is talking

about. Just saying it is not enough. We
must mean it, in our hearts, and be-

have accordingly.

James equates our planning without

giving consideration to God's will to

glorying and vaunting (boasting). Are

CHILHOWEE ACADEMY IS NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FALL OF 1984

grades 8-12/fully accredited/dorms/
college preparatory/co-ed/

small classes/christian environment/
interview required/12 miles South
of Knoxville/

For more information, write or call:

Director of Admissions
Harrison Chilhowee Baptist Academy

Route 5, Box 1300
Seymour, TN 37865

(615) 573-8321

Chilhowee is an educational institution of the

Tennessee Baptist Convention

Twenty-Seventh Annual

PENSACOLA
THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

Held at and sponsored by
MCILWAIN MEMORIAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
E. Blount St. and 13th Ave.

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA
July 29 to August 5

In depth study for ministers,

students, and interested laymen
under highly competent scholars

with praiseful worship and
outstanding preaching against a

background of the world's most
beautiful beaches.

1984 FACULTY
SINCLAIR B. FERGUSON, Ph.D.

Preacher

W. ROBERT GODFREY, Ph.D.

Church History

GEORGE W. KNIGHT, Drs., Th.D.

Titus

MORTON H. SMITH, Th.D.

Predestination

RICHARD G. WATSON, Ph.D.

Christian Education

Registration - $18.00

19 meals - $50.50

children - $34.75

Nursery - $12.00

Kindergarten - $12.00

JUNIOR INSTITUTE
limited to 225 - thru high school

ONLY with registration by July 18

THE INSTITUTE CHOIR
is open to those with

choir experience

PURITAN AND REFORMED
BOOK STORE

with thousands of books!

Donald C. Graham, Dean
Malcolm M. Griffith,

Coordinator

Eula Drexler, Secretary

(904) 438-5449

Write for brochure and rental list.

Early registration suggested.

Last year registration 640

evening 1,000

Junior Institute 230

Pensacola Theological Institute

1220 East Blount Street

Pensacola, Florida 32503
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A CORDIAL INVITATION
The Presbytery of Northern California

ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Berkeley—Covenant Church
1623 University Ave., 94703
Richard Levis, Pastor (415) 525-1663
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
SS: 10:00 a.m.

Marysville—Church of the

Redeemer
13th and Rameriz St.

Mike Reilly, Elder (916) 573-0483
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

Modesto—Grace Church
1448 Standiford Ave., 95350
Levon Melkonian, Elder

(209) 523-3576
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Novato—Trinity Church
495 San Marin Dr. (S.D.A. Church)
Richard Miller, Pastor (415 ) 897-3410
Services: 11:00 a.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Sacramento—Church of the
Redeemer

YMCA, West and 20th St.

Daniel Morse, Pastor (916) 689-9303
Service: 10:00 a.m.
SS: 11:30 a.m.

San Francisco—First Church
1350 Lawton St., 94122
Charles Mcllhenny, Pastor

(415) 564-8180
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:40 a.m.

San Jose—Covenant Church
3980 Williams Rd., 95117
William Rudolph, Pastor

(408) 244-5438
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:30 a.m.

San Jose—Orthodox Presbyterian
Chapel

South Valley YMCA, 5632 Santa
Teresa Blvd.

Jonathan Male, Pastor
(408) 448-0211

Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Santa Cruz—Westminster Church
2245 Capitola Rd., 95062
Allen Moran, Pastor (408) 476-4262
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Sonora—Calvary Church
14892 Peaceful Valley Rd., 95370
Earl Robb, Elder (209) 532-9421
Services: 10:45 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:30 a.m.

South San Francisco—Brentwood
Church

186 Country Club Dr., 94080
Carl Erickson, Pastor (415) 871-7107
Services: 10:50 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:15 a.m.

Sunnyvale—First Church
1210 Brookfield Ave., 94087
Salvador Solis, Pastor (408) 245-1373
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

we not guilty of repeating the sin of the

men of Babel when we plan our day
without God?
We must remember that our own life

is but a vapor which will soon pass

away. It is but a moment in God's eter-

nity. If we think of pleasing ourselves

without reference to what pleases God,
we are leaving Him out of that mo-
ment of our time on earth; and, in the

end, we will be left out of His bless-

ings.

James' closing words are sobering.

He warns that if we go on seeking our
own pleasure, exalting ourselves, judg-

ing others, and planning without ref-

erence to God, we are sinning against

God. We are showing that though we
may profess faith in Him, we are not,

in our hearts, what we claim to be.

QUESTIONS
1 . How often, in a day, do I consider

God's will, as I go about my business?

2. Am I ashamed, when talking with

others, to mention that all of my plans

are subject to God's will?

Next week: "Be Patient Before

God," James 5. ffl

Road Ahead—from p. 8

her own way. AA's program is design-

ed to help the problem drinker find an
alcohol-free way of life. In meetings

where I have been welcomed and
found help, I remained free to tell my
story. The twelve-step program can be

used effectively by Christians as well

as non-Christians. The alcoholic needs

to be surrounded by others who under-

stand and can empathize with his pre-

sent problems and hopes for the fu-

ture.

I urge people to openly seek out

Christian treatment programs in hos-

pitals, half-way houses, and other in-

stitutional settings. When it comes to

weekly or daily meetings, however, I

prefer to join my fellow pilgrims with

drinking problems. Such meetings are

designed to preserve the delicate treas-

ure of sobriety. They are not designed

to win souls for Jesus or to engage in

religious self-analysis.

The Big Book of AA is right when
it states: "Rarely have we seen a per-

son fail who has thoroughly followed

our path. Those who do not recover

are people who cannot or will not com-
pletely give themselves to this simple

program, usually men or women who

are constitutionally incapable of being
honest with themselves. . . . Remember
that we deal with alcohol—cunning,
baffling, powerful. Without help it is

too much for us. But there is One who
has all power—that one is God. May
you find him now. . . . Half measures
availed us nothing. We stood at the

turning point. We asked his protection

and care with complete abandon."
Meanwhile, every day the Lord says

to me too: "Lo, lam with you always
to the close of the age. " CFJ

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSIHHBH
TONGUES tract: 29 (4x5 Vi) page exposition

of the nature, purpose, and cessation of

tongues (Sl.OO/packet). Or: Tongues; Infant

Baptism; and Abortion materials packet

($3.00). Ken Gentry, Rt. 14 Box 202, Green-

ville, SC 29607.

GOSPEL CARTOON TRACTS Tulip.

Foreknowledge, Creation, Church Govern-

ment, etc. Samples $5.00. Vic Lockman,

P.O. Box 7268, Tyler, TX 75711.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES A study

book entitled Contemporary Issues and the

Bible by Dr. Ronald L. Geschwendt, is avail-

able for an elective study in your church

school or home Bible study. Thirteen issues

are discussed including a description of the

problem, Biblical references and discussion

questions. Some of the issues discussed are:

Abortion, homosexuality, divorce and eutha-

nasia. Written from a reformed perspective.

The cost is $3.25 per copy (includes postage

and handling), or 25 or more copies at $2.75.

Order from the Sunday School Guide Pub-

lishing Co., 16 South Elm Street, Zeeland,

MI 49464. Phone (616) 772-2131.

"ALCOHOL AND
THE BIBLE"

by Stephen M. Reynolds,
Ph.D., Princeton University

The Bible speaks about this dangerous
drug, but many people, Christians as
well as non-Christians, do not under-
stand and are greatly harmed.

A book priced at $3.00,
available from the author.

Stephen M. Reynolds, 702 Custis Road
Glenside, PA 19038

Telephone (21 5) 884-5835

"Challenging insights on the absti-

nence issue51—Charles Butler, Ph.D.,

Temple University.
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CHURCHES
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome to

Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship

with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For

more information contact Dick or Mary
Johnson at (904) 386-2281.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday

School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

OPC GROWING IN AUSTIN S.S. 9:30,

Worship 11:00 a.m. 3407 Greystone (no

mail). Week night home Bible studies. Rev.

Jerry Taylor, pastor, 405 Tawny Dr., Austin,

TX 78745. (512) 442-5782 or 477-0887.

ORANGE BEACH, ALABAMA Faith

Presbyterian Church of Bear Point, a new
PCA work in the Lord. You would be warm-
ly welcomed to our 9:00 a.m. Sunday School

and 10:00 a.m. worship service. Presently

meeting in the Bear Point Civic Association

Building. Call (205) 981-4068.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

EDUCATION

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

10 great weeks in the unspoiled woods of

Northern Canada; produces remarkable
changes in attitudes and grades. Responsi-
ble Christian faculty with degrees in forestry,

biology, psychology and education, leads this

internationally-known program. Staff-to-stu-

dent ratio 1 :2! Remedial academics. Separate
programs for boys and girls 13-18. Expect
positive growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Great for normal underachievers!
Early response advised. Write: New Hori-

zons, 1000 South 350 East, Marion, IN

46953; (317) 668-4009.

FOR RENT
BEACH HOUSE, Dauphin Island, Ala., 30

miles south of Mobile. 2 minute walk from
beach, ocean view, A/C, sleeps 6. $350 week
+ deposit. (601) 394-2794 or P.O. Box 613,

Leakesville, MS 39451.

PANAMA CITY BEACH Condominium,
near beach, swimming pool, tennis court,

other recreational facilities, owned by Chris-

tian family, available May-September. Call

(205) 793-6375 or 792-1706.

FOR SALE i

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLE
NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an

energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN EDUC.
Covenant Presbyterian Church (PCA), 3100

Covenant Rd., Columbia, SC 29204 is

searching for a DCE. Applicants should have

MCE or M.Div. with emphasis in Christian

Education. Resume and biographical sketch

to Dr. Arthur Mosher, Chair, Search Comm.

SPANISH RIVER CHRISTIAN School

invites applications for 1st and 3rd grade

teachers for fall 1984. Send credentials and
references. For more information write or

call: Holly Cory, Administrator, 336 Spanish

River Blvd. NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431. Call

(305) 391-7000.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box
314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-
new, Search Committee Chairman.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1 . Salary and benefits. Send

resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC with a dynamic
Christian commitment to minister through

music needed from growing, 700-member
PCA church. Please cite education, experi-

ence, and salary requirements to: Chairman
of Music Committee, Kendall Presbyterian

Church, 8485 SW 1 12 St., Miami, FL 33156.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

KENDALL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL in

suburban Miami has openings for K-3, K-4,

4th and 6th grade teachers. We are affiliated

with Kendall Presbyterian Church (PCA).

Send resume to: Kendall Christian School,

8485 SW 112 St., Miami, FL 33156.

BRIARWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
is receiving applications for an experienced

teacher to develop a program for gifted

students. Persons interested in applying for

the 1984-85 school year should contact the

Superintendent, Briarwood Christian School,

6255 Cahaba Valley Rd., Birmingham,

Alabama 35243.

REFORMEDTEACHERS/PRINCIPAL
The Robinson Township Christian School

was organized in 1978 through the joint ef-

forts of the Providence Presbyterian Church

(PCA) of Pittsburgh, Pa. and the Grace Or-

thodox Presbyterian Church of Sewickley,

Pa. It will operate kindergarten and first

through seventh grade classes in the 1984-

1985 school year. The school is in search of

experienced elementary teachers, middle

school teachers, and a principal committed

to the Reformed faith and articulate in the

concepts of Christian education. For an ap-

plication, write Mr. Arthur J. Schwab, 212

New England Place, Sewickley, PA 15143.

No application will be judged on the basis

of race, color, or national or ethnic origin.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-
mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana Oust north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

SERVICESMHWH
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

tra vel mmmmmammmm
BED AND BREAKFAST in Central Flor-

ida. 1 hour drive to Disney World, aprox. Vi

hr. to beaches or Busch Gardens. 2 bedrooms

4 people, private bath. $30 - 2 people, $50
- 4 people per night. Write: P.O. Box 1264,

Brandon, FL 33511.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line. To place an ad simply write out the ad,

list the number of times you would like it to

run, and mail to: Classifieds, The Presbyte-

rian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC
28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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Alcoholism Survey
The following survey was sent to 286 ministers randomly selected from our list of

approximately 1700 ministers, of whom about half are subscribers to the Presbyterian

Journal, and about half are non-subscribers but members of various Presbyterian

denominations.

We received 85 responses, of which 12 could not be included in our results because

the respondents were retired, in chaplaincies or in other work, for a total of 73

responses appropriate for use. The results are below.

This is not intended to be a scientific analysis, but rather a hint of the prevalence

of alcoholism in our constituent churches, and some of the accompanying attitudes

toward alcoholism.

1 How long have you been pastor of your present church?

Less than 2 years - 18%, 2-5 - 44%, 5-10 - 30%, 10 or more years - 8%

2 How many members are there in your church?

(percentage of churches in each category)

Under 50 - 21, 50-99 - 27, 100-249 - 30, 250-499 - 11, Over 500 - 11

(13,846 members total, 190 members average)

3 Approximately how many of these members do you know of or suspect as deal-

ing with problem drinking?

(percentage of churches in each category)

No members dealing with drinking problems - 27%, 1 member - 14%,
2-4 members - 38%, 5-9 members - 11%, 10-49 members - 8%
50-99 members - 1%, Over 100 members - 1%
(456 members total, overall percentage of possible problem drinkers - 3.3%)

4 Is the prevailing practice of people in your church:

Abstinence - 37%, Moderation - 49%, No prevailing position - 14%

5 Have you had occasion to counsel problem drinkers or their families in your

church:

Often - 4%, Sometimes - 25%, Rarely - 38%, Never - 33%

6 When you do counsel problem drinkers/their families, do you refer them to:

a) counseling centers?

Often - 1%, Sometimes - 32%, Rarely - 16%, Never - 32%, No Response - 19%
b) secular treatment programs (AA, etc.)

Often - 5%, Sometimes - 32%, Rarely - 19%, Never - 23%, No Response - 21%

c) Christian treatment programs (Hebron Colony, etc.)

Often - 11%, Sometimes - 28%, Rarely - 12%, Never - 26%, No Response - 23%

7 Have you personally ever attended an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting?

Yes - 27%, No - 73%

8 Are the problem drinkers you have dealt with:

Mostly men - 59%, About equally men and women - 25%,
Mostly women - 1%, No Response - 15%

9 Do you know of or suspect problem drinking with adolescents in your church?

Large problem - 0%, Some problem - 18%, Little problem - 27%,
No problem - 52%, No Response - 3%

10 Do you consider alcoholism: Basically a sin - 12%,
Basically a medical problem - 0%, A sin that leads to medical problems - 55%,
A medical problem that leads to sin - 8%, Multiple or no response - 25%

1 1 What, in your experience, seems to be the primary cause of problem drinking/

alcoholism? Medical problems - 0%, Psychological problems (depression) - 7%,
General lack of self-control - 15%, Social drinking - 8%,
Spiritual problems - 19%, Multiple or no response - 51%
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Scream—from p. 9

The program should never be bro-

ken. There are no excuses. For the first

time in the drunk's life, perhaps, he
will be under some discipline. After the

first couple of months, you will find

him liking that discipline.

But until that time, be prepared for

a whole lot of excuses—very creative

excuses. Don't take them. Insist on his

presence. If a meeting is missed, have
a double meeting pre-programmed.

Third, it may be time to start what
we call a "James Gang." Our James
Gang is a fellowship of people with ad-

dictive type personalities (i.e., alcohol,

drugs, pills, food, smoking, anger,

etc.) and their families. The name, the

"James Gang," was derived from the

James 1:19: "Know this, my beloved

brethren. Let every man be quick to

hear, slow to speak, slow to anger."

The program for the drunk is exactly

the type of program needed for all ad-

dictive saints. It's hard for the drunk
to hide his addiction. It stands out like

a neon sign. Meanwhile, most of the

rest of us help each other make excuses

for our addictions. The possessive

mother, the angry father, the wilful

child, the compulsive eater, the chain

smoker, the pill popper, and many
others are as much under the control

of addiction as the drunk.

When we all get together once a

week, a curious thing happens: Fences

come down and we share our strengths

and our weaknesses under the headship

of Jesus Christ. The key to the James
Gang is the leader. He or she must be
able to relate the conversation to God's
Word, and have the ability to keep the

discussions on addiciton and not on
conditions.

Alcoholism is not some sort of con-

tagious disease. It is a disease of the

mind that only gets worse. It never gets

better.

But it can be controlled to the point

of benefit. God placed each of us here

for a purpose. He allowed some of us

to follow our own will to the point of

destruction. When that point can be

seen, when you come face to face with

it, eyes bugging and head pounding,

then out of the mouth comes the des-

perate scream: "No! No! Help!some-
one help me. Oh, thank you, Lord
Jesus."

Use those who know that scream.

They just might be the light you've

been looking for. (S
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MAILBAG

THOSE MISSIONARY BARRELS

As a PCA missionary to Japan, I

would like to respond to the helpful

article on "Missionary Support:

Who's to Blame for this Cumbersome
System?" (Feb. 8, 1984).

The best that can be said for this

cumbersome system is that it works,

after a fashion. One might add that

slavery worked too, with perhaps a

great deal more efficiency. The writer

correctly assesses that the missionary

support system works at the expense

of the missionaries; at great expense,

I would say from my own experience.

This brings me to a question that I

have struggled with for years: "Does
the end (getting to the field) justify

the means (putting up with the cum-

bersome system)?"

I have discussed this issue with peo-

ple who are spiritually astute in most
ways. But when it comes to mission-

ary support, they suddenly become
very worldly. "We have to be prac-

tical," I'm told. "People like to sup-

port individuals, not organizations."

The next line of the argument is never

stated outright but is assumed: "And
of course, we have to cater to the

wishes of the missionary donors."
But do we really? One reason that

cumbersome systems continue year

after year is that no one is willing to

actively and persistently advocate

change. We don't really know that

missionary donors would give less if

the system were changed. Simply the

fear of that possibility seems to be

sufficient to prolong this system's use

far beyond its natural lifespan.

The advocates for changing an un-

wieldy system would normally be

those who are adversely affected by
it: in this case, missionaries. But most
missionaries don't dare to speak up
publicly for the reason that the article

so aptly described: "You might be

tearing up your passport and airline

ticket in the process." The missionary

is, so to speak, "over a barrel." Mis-

sionaries just can't seem to get away
from those barrels.

—Sarah Young
Yokkaichi, Japan

HAPPY KOREAN GREETING

Although I was saddened by the news
of the recent death of missionary

Hugh Linton in Korea, I rejoice when
I realize the joyous homecoming
there must have been when Hugh
entered into the presence of our Lord,

especially as he was greeted by the

Korean brethren who came to Christ

as a result of Hugh's ministry.

I am very thankful for the privilege

that my husband, son, and I had of

participating on the PCA team in

Korea prior to our pastorate in the

states. As I reflect back over our time

in Korea, I remember the good times

we had with Hugh in his home and
ours. Hugh, with his light-hearted

and jovial personality, was a pleasure

to be with, and he brought much joy,

laughter, and happiness into our

lives. He was like a father to us in so

many ways as he truly showed much
care, concern, and compassion for us

and others.

I cannot imagine Korea without

Hugh. He truly gave his life for that

nation, the Korean people, and the

establishment and growth of the

church in Korea. We are thankful

that we had the privilege to worship

at some of the churches that were be-

gun by Hugh's labors for our Lord.

He was indeed a testimony to us as he

totally gave of himself to our Lord's

work in Korea. He will surely be re-

membered as one of the great mis-

sionaries and church-planters of our

time.

Our lives are much richer today

from having known Hugh Linton and
working with him in Korea. And for

that we are very thankful.

—Glenda W. Moore
Martinez, Ga.

FOREGOING LARD AND PORK

Thank you for the articles on Islam. I

am sure many of your readers do not

come in contact with Muslims in their

localities, but some of us do have this

opportunity, responsibility, and priv-

ilege. Some of us have friendships

with them, so are helped by such an

issue of the Journal.

One member of our congregation

calls upon the Lord Jesus Christ as

the Son of God, who had earlier been

oppressed with a distorted doctrine of

the Father physically siring a son by

a human mother. She has believed in

the virgin birth and the deity of our

Lord.

The women of our church have

Muslims in their meetings, so often it

is standard practice to forego lard

and other pork products in their lun-

cheons and snacks.

So that issue was most relevant for
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us and that pile of Journals was

quickly gone!

—(Rev.) David H. Linden

Calgary, Alberta

DON'T UPROOT GRASS ROOTS

Once again, the Presbyterian Church
in America will be faced with the

decision to delegate or not. If dele-

gated assemblies are to become a part

of PCA polity, then the concept of

delegation must be expressed either in

the Holy Scriptures or it must be de-

duced by good and necessary infer-

ence from the Holy Scriptures.

Is a delegated assembly warranted

by the Word of God? The answer that

must be given is "yes, by good and

necessary inference." Yet such an af-

firmation leads but to another more
important question.

On what grounds is it inferred that

a delegated assembly must be pro-

portioned among the presbyteries ac-

cording to communicant strength or

that teaching and ruling elders must

be equal in number?
It has been suggested that it is

"necessary for the effective ministry

of our denomination that the highest

court be smaller," and "that the

work of a deliberative body is more
efficient and productive when it is of

a manageable size." Does the PCA
desire a general assembly that is just

smaller or more manageable or one
that manifests the will of Christ and
the nature of His church by its actions

and decisions? If we are constrained
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I Since the Christian Reformed Church decided that it

would not ordain women to the ministry, a number of CRC people have

refused to accept the decision. One was Marchiene Rienstra, the Calvin

Seminary graduate whose request for ordination was refused. Mrs. Rienstra

was later ordained by what was then the United Presbyterian Church USA,
and a couple of months ago was installed as new pastor of Hope Reformed
Church of Holland, Mich. (As such, she is the first female pastor to serve

in the Reformed Church in America). But what has many CRC people upset

is the list of other participants in Mrs. Rienstra's installation service. They
included two CRC ministers, a Roman Catholic nun, and a Jewish rabbi.

We suppose if you're going to thumb your nose at a church court, you might

as well go all the way. Keep in mind that it wasn't the CRC that was respon-

sible for such flagrant abuse; indeed, the CRC may consider itself the abused

party.

I I Five Christian girls from Plainfield, Indiana, lost a chance

to win a state gymnastics title when they decided to attend church on Palm
Sunday instead of competing. "We believe our talents were given to us by
God, and we intend to glorify Him with our gifts," said their coach, Betty

Wright. The girls, ranging in age from 10 to 14, came from Baptist,

Methodist, and Roman Catholic backgrounds. Their coach had asked for

a change in the schedule, but the state amateur athletic union said it had
no control over such matters. "The kids shouldn't have to choose between
their love of sports and a Palm Sunday service, said Mrs. Wright.

1 l Just about
the time we are knee-deep in

the General Assembly pro-

ceedings of half a dozen
Presbyterian denominations,

one ruling elder and long-time

Journal reader will be
celebrating his 100th birthday,

Lord willing. He is Stephen A.

MacDonald, born July 21,

1884, and a lifetime elder of

Lafayette Presbyterian
Church (PCUSA) in Norfolk,

Va. Mr. MacDonald now lives

with his daughter, Mrs. Joe

W. Baxter, and her family in

Montgomery, Ala., where he

attends First Presbyterian Church (PCA) when he feels up to it. A
Presbyterian elder who was active in Norfolk Presbytery for many years,

he has always been a booster of the Journal, making sure it got sent to other

officers in the church whether they asked for it or not. May his tribe increase.
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Bishops May Oppose ERA If Abortion Rights Not Excluded

WASHINGTON (RNS)—The forma-

tion of a Roman Catholic bishops

committee to study the implications of

the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
signals a possible shift from neutrality

to opposition in the U.S. Catholic hier-

archy's official position.

The committee will hear testimony

soon from a variety of disciplines, in-

cluding law, and will make recommen-
dations to the National Conference of

Catholic Bishops (NCCB) next Sep-

tember.

The issue has come up because of a

report from the bishops' Pro-Life

Committee, which says ERA—if

passed—could well be used to provide

a legal basis for abortion rights.

To prevent that, the bishops have

stated their public support for an
amendment to the ERA, sponsored by
Rep. James Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc),
which states: "Nothing in this article

[the ERA] shall be construed to grant

or secure any right relating to abortion

or the funding thereof."

Now, a resolution from the NCCB
says that without such an amendment,
the bishops will have no alternative but

to oppose the ERA as it stands.

The shift from neutrality to possible

opposition stems from a Pennsylvania

state court ruling which held that a

state equal rights amendment made il-

legal any restrictions on public funding

of abortion.

In the Pennsylvania case, a state

court judge upheld arguments by the

American Civil Liberties Union and
Planned Parenthood that state laws

restricting medicaid funding for abor-

tion discriminate against poor women.
The ruling was the first time a court

has cited a state ERA law to nullify

abortion funding restrictions.

Pro-life advocates contend that the

proposed national ERA would be used

similarly in federal court cases to ban
restrictions on access to abortion.

Daniel F. Hoye, general secretary of

NCCB, said there were also other fac-

tors in his organization's shift in

outlook. He cited recent developments

in Congress and the courts pertaining

to women with implications for private

educational institutions, tax exempt
status of charitable organizations,

religious exemptions in federal grant

statutes, and government aid pro-

grams.

"In general," he said, "the poten-

tial gravity of ERA's implications is

the product not so much of its own
terms as originally understood by
sponsors and supporters, as it is of an

ambiguous record and the interaction

among ERA, legislative enactments,

and other legal principles."

But other observers said the re-

sponse to the new amendment will

prove that ERA supporters are not

willing to concede what the NCCB has

suggested is a crucial issue. ffl

Reagan Urged to Raise

Freedom Issue in China

WASHINGTON—Just before taking

off for his much-publicized trip to

mainland China, President Reagan
was urged by a Democratic congress-

man to raise the religious freedom

issue with government officials there.

Rep. Tom Lantos (D-Cal.) said: "I

cannot think of any way of making his

visit more meaningful." Lantos spoke

at a press conference sponsored by a

group called Christian Response Inter-

national (CRI).

Lantos said he fully supports im-

provement of U.S.-China relations.

But he said that the treatment of some
evangelical Chinese, as well as of some
Vatican-leaning Roman Catholics,

troubles him.

"Individuals who choose to function

outside the official church are sub-

jected to a variety of degrees of

persecution, discrimination, and, in

some cases, execution," he said.

CRI director Jeffrey Collins cited

religious freedom violations which he

says include the arrest of thousands of

so-called "house church" pastors. He
also pointed to new wording in the

Chinese criminal code which, under

certain interpretation, could make it

legal to execute persons for their

religious beliefs.

Last year, Lantos won asylum for

Chinese tennis star Hu Na when she

defected to the U.S. At the press con-

ference here, he said religious freedom
is an issue of equal importance with the

right to immigrate.

Congress and the media, said Lan-
tos, share a responsibility to get the

word out about human rights viola-

tions in closed societies. CE

Zimbabwe's Mugabe Upset

With Catholic Bishops

BULAWAYO, Zimbabwe—Prime
minister Robert Mugabe was raised as

a Roman Catholic. But now he is

locked in a bitter verbal battle with the

black leaders of the church in which he

grew up.

Those leaders, the bishops of the

Roman Catholic Church in this coun-

try known earlier as Rhodesia, have ac-

cused Mugabe's government of atro-

cities against the Ndebele tribal groups

in Zimbabwe's southwest corner.

During the years of black protest

against white rule here, the Ndebele

tribes and the Shona tribes ignored

their differences of many generations.

But once the white government was

finally ousted, Mugabe cooled toward

his long-time African ally, Joshua

Nkomo, who now leads the opposition

party against Mugabe's government.

Nkomo's political stronghold is the

territory where the Ndebele tribes live.

Reports of widespread killing of civil-

ians there by government troops about

a year ago prompted the Catholic

bishops in the capital city of Harare to

charge that Mugabe's government had

embarked on a "reign of terror."

Mugabe says clergymen should stay

out of government affairs. "We wish
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them success in their prayers and the

running of their churches," he says,

"but the task of running the country

belongs to the government."

In its newest communication, the

bishops have asked that Mugabe's cur-

few in the Ndebele regions be lifted,

and that a cabinet minister tour the

area with impartial observers. They
also ask that the Mugabe government
begin serious dialogue with opposition

parties. QQ

Judge Harsh to PCUSA's
Donegal Presbytery

CHESTER, Pa.—Two congregations

in Chester County here have been

awarded their properties in a dispute

with Donegal Presbytery of the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA).
In giving the properties, the presiding

judge had some sharp words for the

PCUSA's predecessor denomination,

the United Presbyterian Church USA
(UPCUSA).
One of the churches involved, Faggs

Manor Presbyterian Church of Coch-
ranville, is now part of the Pres-

byterian Church in America. The other

congregation, the Presbyterian Church
of Coatesville, is independent.

Judge John J. Bodley ruled that

Donegal Presbytery had no legal or

equitable interest in the properties of

the two churches. The judge said that

PCUSA officials might be perceived to

be "un-Christianlike in their attitude

and behavior," and that they had "ex-

hibited an interest not in the Christian

welfare of the congregation of Coates-

ville, but rather in the strength, power,

and wealth of the denomination."
The suit by the presbytery to gain

control of the two properties has been
in court since 1980, and will be ap-

pealed by the presbytery now that the

county judge has made his ruling in the

non-jury trial. DFJ

Church Groups Ask Bar
of 'Death-Qualified' Juries

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Five Protes-

tant groups have urged a federal ap-

peals court in St. Louis to bar pros-

ecutors from disqualifying potential

jurors because of their opposition to

the death penalty.

The church groups filed a brief ask-

ing the court to uphold a lower court

ruling in Arkansas. That ruling forbids

asking potential jurors in non-

sentencing trials whether they would

vote for the death penalty, and then ex-

cluding those who say they would not.

The Arkansas court said the practice

is unconstitutional because it in-

troduces a bias in favor of guilt.

The Arkansas ruling applies only to

juries which are chosen to decide the

guilt or innocence of a defendant—not

those which decide sentencing. The
U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1968 that

prosecutors may pose the question in

selecting sentencing juries.

In their brief, the church groups

criticized what they called "death-

qualified" juries. They said studies

have shown that such juries "are sig-

nificantly more likely to convict than

juries chosen normally."

If the court affirms the ruling, the

groups say the decision "should be ap-

plied retroactively to other prisoners

who were convicted by death-qualified

juries."

All five of the churches filing the

brief had earlier adopted strong stands

against capital punishment in general.

They include the Presbyterian Church
USA, the North Arkansas Conference

of the United Methodist Church, the

United Church of Christ, the Quaker-
sponsored American Friends Service

Committee, and the Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. CD

Also in the News . . .

The Rev. Don Dunkerley, PCA
minister who has been serving with

Presbyterian Evangelistic Fellowship,

has established a new evangelistic

organization to allow for more exten-

sive work abroad. Proclamation Inter-

national, to be based in Pensacola,

Fla., has as its board chairman Dr.

James C. K. Kim, a Korean-American
who is a ruling elder at Mcllwain PCA
Church in Pensacola.

B The Rev. Everett Sileven, pastor of

Faith Baptist Church in Louisville,

Neb., and principal of the Faith Chris-

tian School there, is back in jail. He
has begun serving an eight-month term

for contempt of court. After being a

virtual exile for many months, he re-

turned, saying, "We love Nebraska. I

want to come home." The sentencing

judge says Sileven can be released if

and when there are assurances that all

former students from Faith Christian

School have enrolled in state-certified

schools.

The Rev. D. James Kennedy,

pastor of the big Coral Ridge Presby-

terian Church
(PCA) of Fort

Lauderdale, Fla.,

has been named
1984 "Clergyman
of the Year" by

Religious Heritage

of America. The
inter-faith Heritage

organization, head-

ed by businessman

W. Clemente Stone, seeks to en-

courage the application of religious

principles to daily life. Earlier recipi-

ents of the award have included Dr.

Billy Graham, Dr. Norman Vincent

Peale, and Dr. Elton Trueblood. As
this year's award-winner, Dr. Kennedy
was applauded not just for his work in

building a 6500-member congregation

over the last 24 years, but for his radio

and television ministries, his church's

900-student Christian school, his lead-

ership in evangelism, and his role "as

a spokesman for current religious

thinking in every aspect of modern
society."

Philadelphia's Central Baptist

Church is the object of a libel and
slander suit, filed by Devere Ganges,

who was excommunicated by the

church last December. The suit charges

that the church's pastor defamed Gan-
ges by calling him a heathen, and com-
paring him to a devil. "Mr. Ganges is

in no wise a heathen or a devil, nor has

he conducted himself in such a man-
ner to lead reasonable people to con-

clude that he is," says the suit.

Public excommunication, once
regularly practiced by the Church of

England, has been revived by at least

one congregation in England. The Rev.

John Taylor, scholarly bishop of Win-
chester in London, has banned from
the sacraments two church members in

the village of Poulner, Essex, who are

accused of an adulterous relationship.

Announcing the verdict from the pul-

pit, the bishop said the couple had im-

agined they could do "a grave wrong"
and yet somehow remain in good
standing. "It is very important,

especially within the church, that peo-

ple should see their actions truly and
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not live in cloud cuckoo land," said

bishop Taylor.

Harold Dekker,

who has held the post

twice before, is new
academic dean of

Calvin Seminary in

Grand Rapids, Mich.
A faculty member
there since 1955,

Dekker was appoint-

ed by the seminary's

president, Dr. James

A. DeJong. Dekker, serve

a two-year term, and will assist in find-

ing his successor during that time.

Banner of Truth's sixth annual
conference for ministers and elders is

set for May 22-25 at Calvin College in

Grand Rapids, Mich. Speakers include

Sinclair Ferguson of Westminster Sem-
inary, David Jussely of Yazoo City,

Miss., Albert Martin of Montville,

N.J., Thomas Nettles of Mid-America
Baptist Seminary in Memphis, Tenn.,
Ernest Reisinger of Pompano Beach,
Fla., and O. Palmer Robertson of
Covenant Seminary.

Nevada state officials have closed

the Reno Christian Academy because
its principal, the Rev. James Hollings-

worth, refuses workman's compensa-
tion insurance for himself. Although
friends say Hollings is not "a cru-

sader," he says the unemployment levy

is not really an insurance policy, and
is unconstitutional. Jim Barnes, direc-

tor of Nevada's Department of Indus-

trial Relations, says he got no pleasure

out of closing the school. "We don't

like doing it," he says. "It's not

palatable to us." Be he said the law re-

quires such action. 12

A Tale of Two Pastors

The first pastor is Thomas T. Ellis Jr., who graduated

from Columbia Seminary in 1966. He served several

churches in Alabama and then got a call to Capitol View
Presbyterian Church in Atlanta Presbytery (PCUS).
When he was ordained, the PCUS had just voted to per-

mit the ordination of women. While Tom did not agree

with that action, neither did many others in the church

and it was not an issue at that time. Atlanta Presbytery

received him in spite of his position on women's ordina-

tion. The reception was appealed to Synod and General

Assembly, but the acceptance of Atlanta Presbytery was
sustained. Tom held his position in a sweet spirit and
said he wouldn't stand in the way of women being

elected in his church or the presbytery and, if ordered

to do so, would even participate in their ordination.

After almost nine years, Northshore Presbyterian

Church in Suwannee Presbytery in Florida called Tom
as their pastor. The Committee on Ministry met with

Tom and by a seven-to-one majority recommended his

acceptance to presbytery. As a part of the new PCUSA,
Tom not only had trouble with women's ordination; he

also had problems with Confession of '67 and the ad-

mission of baptized children to the Lord's Table.

Presbytery examined Tom for two and one-half hours

and then voted to receive him, even though some voted

against him. That reception meant his membership in

Atlanta Presbytery was transferred and his relationship

to the Capitol View Church was terminated.

But a member of presbytery filed a protest against

presbytery's action. She got thirty-one signatures—just

more than enough—to stay the action of presbytery until

the case could be heard.

Tom takes his vows seriously. Since he was ordained,

he hasn 't changed. While the ordination of women had
been approved prior to his ordination, it did not become
an issue in the Church for over a decade after his ordi-

nation. The admitting of baptized children to the Lord's

Table and the Confession of '67 did not arise until years

after his ordination in 1966. But Tom takes his Biblical

stand right where he took it when he was ordained.

The second pastor is John Hick. He had taught at

Princeton Seminary but left to teach in England at Bir-

mingham University. In England he had edited a volume
entitled, The Myth of God Incarnate, and his

christological views were well-known through various

publications.

In September of 1983 he appeared before San Gabriel

Presbytery of California for reception, transferring

from the United Reformed Church of England to be-

come a professor of theology at Claremont School of

Theology.

In his statement to presbytery on his personal faith

he wrote, "We know Jesus in the new Testament writ-

ings, visible through layers of First Century tradition

and interpretation, as mediator of God's transforming

claim upon us. I see Jesus as 'son of God' in the Hebraic

sense in which in the Scriptures the human race in the

person of Adam, angels, the ancient kings, and the peo-

ple of Israel are called 'son of God.'
"

Unlike Tom's case, members of Presbytery were not

permitted to question Dr. Hick. By a vote of 98 to 92

the presbytery approved his reception. Some members
have appealed the action of presbytery.

Will the members of presbytery be permitted to ques-

tion Dr. Hick? And the larger issue is this: Can Tom
Ellis be rejected and John Hick received? The Scots

Confession (3.22) and the Second Helvetic Confession

(5.191) oppose the ordination of women. All the major
confessions reject the admission of baptized children to

the Lord's Table. But none of them reject Christ as the

God/man, the divine Son of God, the Savior of the

world, and the meaning of the death of Christ on the

cross.

A lot is riding on how the Church deals with this. A
lot is at stake. It is bigger than Ellis and Hick—it is as

big as the limits to pluralism— it is as big as the limits

of what we believe about Jesus.

—

AndrewA. Jumper,
reprinted with his permission from the Open Letter. E
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The Christian Broadcast Network: Is it

A 'Christian' Alternative?

MICHAEL G. SMITH

Like most cable networks, the Chris-

tian Broadcasting Network does

not produce all its own programing. It

can't afford to. Production efforts go

primarily into The 700 Club and the

soap opera, Another Life, each of

which is aired four times during a

24-hour period. The remaining pro-

grams include interview and infor-

mation shows, sitcoms from the 50s

and 60s, game shows, half-hour west-

erns, and old movies. Saturday is

heavy on westerns; Sunday on religious

programs.

Like most cable networks, CBN has

more time than it has good programing.

CBN calls itself "The Family Enter-

tainer." They want to entertain, in-

form, and inspire the whole family.

That is a commendable goal; how well

CBN achieves it depends upon whom
you ask. Different people naturally

have different tastes. I happen to find

Dobie Gillis amusing. But My Little

Margie leaves me cold.

Is the entertainment offered by CBN
more in line with Christian values than

the current offerings of NBC, for in-

stance? Probably not. CBN's pro-

graming on the whole, is less offensive

to common moral sensibilites than

NBC's. But CBN's entertainment pro-

grams are not essentially Christian;

they are merely reruns from a previous

generation and reflect the cultural

values of that generation.

Take as an example the sitcom plot

so common in the 50s and 60s: The
businessman trying to swing a deal

with a potential client using whatever
tactics he could to appear to be like the

client in his dress, his tastes, his hob-
bies, etc. Business, according to the sit-

coms, is to be conducted by means of
subtle deceptions and clever appear-

ances. This business ethic is as destruc-

tive to the fabric as the "freedom of
choice" ethic of the 70s and 80s.

Although the values reflected by en-

tertainment programs are a matter of
deep concern, what is of more signifi-

cance is the value of the program itself.

Is a program worth watching? What is

it doing for me as I watch it?

If entertainment is nothing but di-

version from a more important task or

escape from demanding circumstances,

it is not a human good. Entertainment

must be more than diversion to be
good and useful. It must connect with

the imagination, it must refresh, in-

vigorate, renew. Then its positive value

as entertainment can be realized.

A number of the programs I watched

on CBN were not entertaining. They
were trite, bland, boring and left me
feeling worse than when I began
watching them. The debilitating effect

of bland programing is as alarming as

Are the Soaps Redeemable
During the early days of radio they were called sudsers, wash-

board weepers, and soap operas. Today the television versions

are known simply as "soaps," and the dozen or so broadcast 1

daily are viewed by millions of Americans.

Typical soap fare can be described accurately by even the most infre-

quent viewer: love triangles, power struggles, psychological turmoil, and
emotional stress—all peppered with occasional glimpses of personal hap-

piness and sexual fulfillment. Compared wth the daytime shows, prime-

time soaps such as Dynasty and Dallas are filmed on more elaborate sets

and use more expensive talent, but the basic formulas for success are the

same.

All soaps have the same theme: humankind is caught in an earthly strug-

gle for survival. Whether it be the oil barons of Dallas or the physicians

of General Hospital, people are portrayed as locked with their adversaries

in a battle for personal and professional power. The trick is for each char-

acter to survive, to hold onto what he or she already has, to make it with-

out calamity to the next episode of the show.

Soaps, then, are the human version of Mutual of Omaha's long-running

nature program, Wild Kingdom. Every chapter of a soap depicts a natu-

ralistic human "kingdom" in which each character is struggling to advance

his or her interests relative to other characters. Life for animals and hu-

mans is essentially the same, say the soaps.

Recent attempts to "Christianize" the soap opera have been strikingly

unsuccessful at changing the program's basic message of survival. Chris-

tian Broadcasting Network's Another Life, for example, simply inserts a

few "Christian characters" into the struggle. Faith becomes merely one more
human adaptation to man's social environment. Some people are oriented

towards sex, others toward their view of God; in the end both human re-

sponses to life's struggles are aimed at survival. Who is to say one is a bet-

ter survival scheme than the other?

In all dramatic forms except the soap, all action is directed toward a pre-

determined end. Only with soaps is there no ending. If drama is based on
character predestination, soaps are based on a kind of purgatory of change

that makes it impossible for man ever to arrive at his final resting place.

It just might be that soaps are popular precisely because of their hellish

view of life. If so, they may not be redeemable. Quentin J. Schultze,
Associate Professor ofCommunication Arts and Sciences at Calvin College.
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the harmful effect of immoral pro-

graming. Both kinds contribute to a

decline in taste, imagination, discipline

and human potential—not to mention

an erosion of Christian values.

What about the information and in-

spiration goals of CBN? How well are

they being accomplished?

CBN's own programing actitivites

concentrate on information. The 700

Club is a vehicle for Pat Robertson,

founder of the program and president

of CBN, to acquaint the American
public with some of his concerns about

national and international affairs.

One of CBN's weaknesses as an in-

formation network is its narrow infor-

mation base and its slant on news and
public affairs. There seems to be no

plurality of opinions on most mat-
ters—just Pat Robertson's opinion.

The day I was watching, a report on
the elections in El Salvador was aired.

The report included a shot of a dead
body in the street "strategically placed

just blocks from the main hotel."

What did the reporter want to imply

by that remark? How can a body
blocks away from a main hotel be
"strategically placed" in reference to

the hotel? The reporter did no investi-

gation into how the body got there or

who was reported to have killed the

man. The implication was that the man
had been killed by rebels attempting to

thwart the elections. But there was no
evidence and no allegation offered to

that end. We viewers were merely left

with an impression.

This report was reminiscent of the

many confused and misinformed re-

ports we Americans received about the

Vietnam war from correspondents

who had so little background in so

complex a situation.

As a talk-show, The 700 Club covers

most of the current topics that have the

attention of both Christian and secular

audiences. There is usually coverage of

some hard news (national and interna-

tional affairs), soft news (personalities,

etc.), and pieces of inspiration.

In the particular show I watched,

Pat Robertson was explaining the

Beatitudes, particularly what it means
for the meek to inherit the earth. The
Beatitudes, he contends, teach us how
to succeed on the earth. Meekness is

a form of self-control combined with

God's control that makes human suc-

cess possible. Meek people discipline

themselves and become good athletes,

good businessmen, etc.

The upshot was that God wants you
to succeed in the affairs of the world

—

business, politics, sports, entertain-

ment—and the Beatitudes direct you in

achieving your goals.

There are other inspirational pro-

grams on CBN, most of which can be

seen on independent and network-

affiliated stations. Jimmy Swaggart,

James Kennedy, and a number of Jew-

ish-evangelism programs. There is no
thread running through these religious

programs except a covert (or often

overt) pro-American/pro-Israeli stance.

The forms of Christianity which they

preach are often contradictory or in-

consistent. One does not get a picture

of a whole Christianity but only a

message of personal salvation and how
to get it. There is no church to speak

of, only religious personalities offer-

ing their various brands of salve for the

soul. »

CBN is really The 700 Club with

other programing for filler. In order

for it to become a truly Christian net-

work it must grow beyond one man's

concerns and one man's limitations. It

must look for entertainment that is

more than just innocuous. It must
grow to reflect and draw upon the full-

ness of Christianity and the wholeness

of the Christian faith\
CBN may be a small step in the right

direction. But with some changes like

these it could become a genuinely

Christian alternative among the net-

works. 21

Advantages of Television Nonownership

The advantages of not owning a television set are many: You can develop

a reputation among co-workers for being a good listener. You and your
family can wear older clothes, play with older toys, and drive an older car

without guilt. You are assured of lower radiation levels in your environ-

ment. You can escape pollsters with an honest excuse of ignorance. You
can still laugh at jokes that others have heard ad nauseam. All these are

real advantages, but they are trivial compared to some others.

Quiet is a rare commodity in our society, yet it is necessary for spiritual

health. "Be still and know that I am God." "Better is a dry crust with peace

and quiet than a house full of feasting with strife." Both Elijah and Jesus

found the solace and spiritual revitalization they needed in quiet settings.

We need quiet times to pause and think, to reflect and meditate. Not hav-

ing a TV makes it possible for a family to find and use the quiet.

Our family of seven includes a variety of personalities. Some are quiet

and passive by nature. Others would be squirmy and active even if they

were hogtied and unconscious. Both kinds need the empty time and space

(otherwise filled by TV viewing) for personal and group activity. They need

to play together, to encourage each other's imaginations and to keep Mom
and Dad on their toes. We parents find that the empty time and space forces

us to take more responsibility for our children's activities and involve them
creatively in cooking, sewing, crafts, art, and workshop projects.

Our family is not suffering from limited learning opportunities by not

having a TV. Instead, we find there is time for more directed teaching and
learning about the world around us as well as time for learning about the

Bible, ethics, human courtesy, various skills, music, art, etc. My daughter

Kimiko says that the greatest advantage of not having a TV is "more op-

portunity to read." She feels sorry for classmates who "don't even know
what kind of books they like."

The absence of a TV contributes to our family's holiness. We can discuss

and confess our sins without the additional burden of hundreds of fictional

evils that come through the airwaves during a given week. We are also

joyously free of much of the materialistic pressure that comes from the pro-

graming and commercials.

Even if there were a higher quality of programing to tempt us, that would
not be reason enough to get a TV. The advantages of not having a TV are

so compelling. James Trott, a poet and writer who earns his living as a
builder, roofer and wood craftsman. He lives in Philadelphia, Pa. DD
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CBN Viewing Log: March 23, 1984

Ten straight hours
of television

viewing, no
matter what the

network or

programing, is

hazardous to

your health.

MICHAEL G. SMITH

The CBN network broadcasts 24 hours

a day. But I could manage to watch
only ten hours before I had to get out

of the house. Ten hours of straight

television viewing, no matter what the

network or programing, is hazardous

to your health.

What follows is a log of programs
with some brief personal comments on
each.

CBN is the Christian Broadcast Net-

work located in Virginia Beach,
Virginia. It is available to viewers

across the U.S. and in a number of

foreign countries through local cable

companies that receive it by satellite.

7:00 a.m. It's an exercise program,
but I didn't catch the name. Just like

all the other exercise programs, the

physically-fit people on this show tell

you how much fun it is to inflict pain

on yourself.

7:30 a.m. Alive. This seems to be a
kind of health/personal living inter-

view show. I heard from a plastic sur-

geon that he's happy to be in the "van-
ity" business and from a nutritionist

that the answers to most of our health

problems lie in getting back to nature
and back to the Bible. Exactly how to

do that can be found in her new book
which was mentioned rather fre-

quently.

8:00 a.m. Blondie. This is one of
the early half-hour TV shows, not one
of the movies. A movie star comes to

town and as a promotion gimmick
claims that Dagwood was an old

flame. Yuk.

8:30 a.m. My Little Margie. One of
the stock plots of the 50s: Businessman
connives (in this case, his daughter) to

get an unwilling client to sign a
business contract.

9:00 a.m. Dobie Gillis. Cute and
snappy. I had forgotten how fresh and
different this program was. It's a re-

lief from bland comedy.

9:30 a.m. / Married Joan. Back to

bland comedy.

10:00 a.m. The 700 Club. This is

what CBN is really all about. A report

on the elections in El Salvador. It

seems that the rebels are the only threat

to public safety. A report on the lack

of performance guarantees for many of

our weapons systems. Apparently many
manufacturers just make their prod-

ucts meet the specs. No guarantees that

they will be reliable. Sounds like a nice

contract if you can get it. Free enter-

prise at work—or at its worst?

Pat Robertson on the Beatitudes:

Happiness is achieving worthwhile

goals. The beatitudes teach us to be
powerful, strong, under control—such

are the people who can accomplish

worthwhile goals. Interview with a

bank robber: "Why did you rob a

bank?" Response: "I was depressed.

I hoped I'd get shot and killed."

1 1 :30 a.m. Another Life. This is a

low-key-Christian soap opera. Trea-

sure (a valuable Bible), intrigue, peo-

ple speaking with vague middle Euro-
pean (bad-guy) accents plotting to steal

the valuable Bible, a marriage about to

be annulled, talk, talk, talk, specula-

tion about what someone else is going

to think, say, feel, respond to. Could
this be habit-forming?

12 noon. Movie: Robert Rossen's

Body and Soul. This is a good film

that I have been waiting quite a few
years to see. I'm glad I finally got the

opportunity.

2:00 p.m. American Baby. Practi-

cal advice on buying proper shoes.

2:30 p.m. / Married Joan. Another
bland comedy.

3:00 p.m. The 700 Club. Repeat of
the morning program.

4:00 p.m. Another Life. Repeat of
the morning episode.

4:30 p.m. I'm losing my ability to

concentrate. I've got to get out of the

house. I've got to do something for

this headache. I must get a grasp on
reality. I'll go get a pizza. [E
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A Christian Education for a
Life of Service.

Reformed Bible College offers accredited education for service in

evangelism, missions and Christian education. An experienced, dedicated

faculty prepares students for the hundreds of service opportunities

awaiting their graduation.

Reformed Bible College • 1869 Robinson Road, S.E. • Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Be Patient Before God
FOR MAY 27, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: James 5

Key verses: James 5:7-18

Devotional reading: I Timothy 6:3-10

Memory selection: James 5:16

INTRODUCTION

The final chapter of James must be

understood in the context of the entire

book. If not, we are in danger of mis-

understanding his words and failing to

get the point.

In essence, this chapter is a summary
of what the book is all about: We must

show that our faith is sincere and not

merely a pretense. He has a word to

say to oppressors, to oppressed believ-

ers, to all members of the visible

church, and finally, a word on behalf

of the ministry of love within the

church.

To

1 Oppressors
James 5:1-6

James begins with a stinging rebuke of

those who oppress God's children. He
cites their sins of holding back, by
fraud, what is due those who have

worked for them (v. 4). This sounds

like the cry of the prophets of the Old
Testament. They denounced those in

Israel and Judah who cheated their

poorer brothers by dishonest wages
and by stealing from the righteous

what was their due.

James addresses these oppressors as

"the rich." He is not saying that all

who are rich are evil. He condemns
those who use their riches for their own
pleasure and cheat others out of what
is their due.

It seems reasonable to assume that

he addresses not the rich of the world
so much as the rich in the church who
keep getting richer while their fellow

members get poorer.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

In Israel and Judah, the rich got

richer because they would break the

law and use it to their own advantage.

The righteous, however, would not

twist the law for their own advantage.

They understood that the law de-

manded that they love God with all

their heart, soul, and mind, and one
another as themselves.

James warns that unless the rich

learn to weep and wail in repentance,

they will surely weep later, when God
has His vengeance on them. He says

that their riches are corroded and that

the corrosion of their silver and gold

will be a testimony that their treasures

are on earth and not in heaven (com-

pare Matt. 6).

The rust that devours their treasures

on earth will one day, like fire, devour

their very flesh (an allusion to the lake

of fire into which all the wicked will

be cast (Rev. 20).

The fact that they have chosen to

live in luxury and self-indulgence con-

demns them. They are not God's chil-

dren at all because God's children do
not think that way. God's child under-

stands that if he has more than he

needs, it is in order that he may share

it with those believers who have less

and use it for the work of God's
Kingdom (v. 5).

He calls their behavior "nourishing

their hearts in a day of slaughter,"

—

in other words, spending their re-

sources in pursuit of their own plea-

sures.

James holds back no words of re-

buke when he accuses them of being

killers. He declares that they are con-

demned in God's sight. They have op-

pressed the righteous as the rich in

Israel did, in Old Testament times.

God will deal with them.

The sobering lesson of James is that

those in the church who have been en-

trusted material wealth and have used

it for their own pleasure won't get

away with it, as they have supposed.

QUESTIONS
1 . How do I view the surplus that the

Lord has entrusted to me? For His ser-

vice? For my pleasure?

2. If I have been oppressed by other

church members, how have I dealt

with the problem?

To

2 Believers
James 5:7-11

In verse 7, the word often translated

"patient" means steadfastness. It

means persevering to the end. That is

what all true believers are called to do.

Indeed, it is our steadfastness in the

faith—trusting in God in spite of all

that may happen—that demonstrates

that our faith is genuine. We must be

Especially at
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Also including a concert by James Ward
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Your Vacation

in the Mountains

—

Planning to spend a week or long-

er in North Carolina's cool and
refreshing mountains this summer?
You're welcome to use the facilities

of Ridge Haven Conference Center.

One bedroom Apartments, ac-

commodating 4 persons with

sofa bed in living room, rent for

only $350 a week.

4 to 6 persons can enjoy a 2 bed-

room-2 bath Apartment for only

$475 a week.

Twin-bed rooms with private

baths in Ridge Haven's Motel

are only $30 a day; rooms with dou-

ble bed, $25; with 2 double beds, $35.

Rooms with connecting baths in

Iverson and Dean Lodges

—

when available—$18 a day.

Motor Home and Camper sites

with electricity and water

hook-ups—$6 a day, $35 a week.

Sites for Tent Campers, $25 a week.

For reservations—write Ed Robe-

son, Administrator or phone

(704) 862-3916

CONFERENCE CENTER
Box 565

Rosman, N.C. 28772

steadfast until the coming of the Lord.

That is the exhortation to all, in every

generation, who love the Lord.

James uses, as an example of stead-

fastness, the farmer who plants and
then cultivates the plant until it comes
to its fruit and is harvested. He must
await the fruit, and in the meantime,
toil daily. So must Christians labor on,

in good times and bad, knowing that

in the end there will be a harvest.

Like the meek of Scripture, we are

to refrain from murmuring and seek-

ing vengeance. We are not to look for

the rewards of this world as the wicked

rich do. Rather, we are to await the

coming of the judge, at the end of the

ages, who will mete out true justice.

James reminds the righteous that the

judge stands at the door. That means
that judgment is near, in God's sight,

awaiting only His signal.

As another example of steadfast-

ness, James mentions the prophets of

old. They suffered greatly while doing

God's work on earth. They were

abused and rejected, and many of

them were killed for their faithfulness.

They had to bear a message that many
in the church did not wish to hear.

We think of men like Jeremiah, who

SUMMER WORKSHOP
A THEISTIC APPROACH TO

TO EDUCATION:

Exploring the Differences

Between
Reformed Christianity

and Secular Humanism

August 20-24, 1 984

at Trinity Christian College
An intensive, one-week study of basic

issues in education, focusing on the signifi-

cant differences between theistic and

humanistic approaches. Specific attention

will be devoted to such questions as the

bases upon which decisions are made,

contrasting views of the student, the most

worthy objectives to be pursued, the

nature of good discipline, and ways to in-

fluence behavior toward desired ends. The

course will be team-taught by Dr. Norman

De Jong, professor of education, Dr. Jack

Fennema vice president of business affairs,

and Rev. David J. Engelsma, guest lecturer

and author of Reformed Education.

Intended for in-service teachers and future

teachers. Credit: two (2) semester hours

graduate or undergraduate. Cost: $200.

Request registration materials from:

Summer Education Workshop
Trinity Christian College

Palos Heights. IL 60463

was persecuted through most of his

ministry. But he was steadfast, pro-

testing to the end that the message he

had received from God was true and
that if they did not believe it, they

would be destroyed.

Finally, James mentions the stead-

fastness of Job. Job was steadfast

through all that Satan could do against

him and even through the rebuke of

his own family members. When his so-

called friends came to comfort him and
ended up denouncing him, he re-

mained steadfast in his faith through

it all.

James teaches that we all must learn

to be like that, if we are to survive as

the true people of God. Whatever in-

justice is done us—as it was to Jere-

miah and to Job—will be compensated

for by our remembering that our God,
whom we trust and upon whom we
wait, is a God of pity and mercy. He
knows our sorrow and burdens and He
understands our needs. He will neither

overlook us nor fail to compensate us

for all that we have suffered in this

world for His sake, if only we are

steadfast (persevere to the end).

QUESTIONS
1. How have I shown steadfastness

in my Christian life?

2. How do I feel when I see others

who claim to be Christians behaving in

an ungodly manner and seemingly get-

ting away with it?

To AH

3 Church Members
James 5:12-15

Here James addresses all members of

the visible church. He is concerned

with the plight of those who profess to

be true Christians but are only deceiv-

ing their hearts.

He pleads for honesty. They must
stop swearing or taking any oath (of

their faithfulness) and let their yea be

yea and their nay be nay. In other

words, they must start showing by
their lives that they mean what they

say. Only the demonstration of a new
life in Christ will show that their faith

is genuine.

To depend simply on what they say

is to run the risk of falling under judg-

ment. They are in danger of talking

their way into hell, not heaven.

James realizes that the church is

made up of many different kinds of

12
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people. Some are suffering for their

faithfulness and steadfastness. He of-

fers them no remedy other than prayer.

They will find their refuge not in this

world but in the Lord. Let them learn

to run to Him for solace.

To those whose hearts are cheerful

in the Lord, he urges songs of praise.

Next, he addresses those who are

sick. The word usually translated

"sick" is misunderstood by many. It

is the same word used by Paul to de-

scribe those who are weak in their faith

(Rom. 14:1; 15:1).

Often, readers think James' words

are addressed to those who are physi-

cally sick, but that is not the case. The

context of this chapter—and the whole

of James—shows that he is addressing

those weak in faith. The word used by

James for "sick" is the same one Paul

uses in Romans 4:19 and 8:3. There,

it means weak spiritually (compare

also I Cor. 8:9, 11, 12).

He is saying that those who are weak

in their faith—whose faith is showing

weakness in the stress of being

tested—ought to call upon the elders

in the church for help. That is what

they are there for.

Likewise, the words "anointing with

oil" are often misunderstood. It is not

so much the act of anointing—as in

some ritual—but the significance of

that act—as taught in Scripture

—

which is important.

In both the Old and New Testa-

ments, it was an act which signified the

love and concern of the anointer for

the one being anointed (Psa. 23:5;

Luke 7:46). It ought to remind the re-

cipient that God's servants are here to

comfort and help.

James assures the readers that such

prayers are the means by which God
strengthens those weak in their faith,

in the church. It is the means the Lord
has ordained in the church for their

spiritual needs to be met. If they are

weak in faith, they ought not to try to

hide it from the officers of the church,

but call on them for spiritual help. It

is God's means of the church minister-

ing to itself.

Any sins that are revealed in such an

encounter with one who is weak in

faith are to be dealt with and forgiven.

That is what the Christian community
is for, and how each member can be
helped by others. It is why the con-

tinuing presence of the visible church
is so important for all members of

God's Kingdom on earth.

QUESTIONS

1 . How do I cope with my weakness

in faith?

2. How ready am I to help others

who may be weak in their faith and

need my help?

For Ministry4 In the Church
James 5:16-20

Finally, James speaks a few words on
behalf of that Christian ministry

among the brethren which Christ died

to make possible.

He urges sinners to confess their sins

to other believers, so that they may be

brought out into the open and dealt

with. The alternative—to hide them
and hope that the church will not

know—is to deceive one's self and to

hinder the healing process that can

bring restoration of a life for service

in God's Kingdom.
The healing that James speaks of, in

verse 16, is not physical but spiritual.

He reminds us, with the example of

Elijah, how effective the prayers of a

righteous man can be for the healing

of one who is weak in the faith.

We are not left alone. That is James'

chief point. God has established the

church on earth in order that we
should not be alone in this world. We
have Christ, of course; but we also

have one another and ought to minister

to one another, as any has needs,

physical or spiritual.

In the last two verses of his letter,

he summarizes what he has said be-

fore. If any has wandered from the

truth, and his faith, under testing, has

proved not to be genuine, let those who
have proved to be steadfast see it as

their responsibility to minister to him.

How vital is such a ministry? James

declares that it is as vital as the con-

version of a sinner. It is the salvation

of souls from death, and it is the lov-

ing ministry of the church.

The significance of this is that we see

the visible church as a very real and

vital field of evangelism. We cannot

assume that all who are in the visible

church are saved. Many are not; many,
whose faith is tried, show weaknesses

and inconsistencies between what they

profess and what they are. It is the

business of the church to be alert to

this and to be ready to minister to any
in the church who show that their faith

5 loaves

+ 2 fish
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DORDT COLLEGE
Invites applications for

the position of

DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC INFORMATION

The Director will play a key role in devel-

oping and supervising a communications
program to support the mission and pro-

grams of the college.

Responsibilities include publication of the

college's alumni and church constituen-

cy newsletters, articles and features for

church-related publications, news re-

leases, brochures and other promotional

materials.

Strong news and feature writing skills, ad-

ministrative ability and interpersonal

competencies required. Journalism expe-

rience preferred. Knowledge of photo-

graphy and layout desirable.

Qualified individuals who are committed
to a Biblical, Reformed theology and edu-

cational philosophy are invited to send a

personal resume and references to:

Mr. Lyle A. Gritters

Vice-President For Development
Dordt College

498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
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seminary
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and surprisingly **

different.

.Biblical
Seminary

Instead of teaching students to articulate the
"Seminary position" on every point of doctrine,
Biblical teaches students how to go directly to the
Bible and find out for themselves what it teaches.
While our doctrinal position is based on the
Westminster Standards, and the faculty are all

premillennial in their eschatology, there is freedom
and liberty to reach conclusions other than those

held by the Seminary.
Teaching students how to handle the Bible sanely

and responsibly is only one of Biblical's

distinctives. Having "hearts for people" is another.
And evangelism. And have you heard a Biblical

graduate preach? We invest an unusual amount of
time, effort, and energy into producing preachers
and teachers who are powerful communicators

. . rather than boring, dull lecturers. The
transformation that takes place in Biblical students

over the three years is striking.

For an in-depth explanation of Biblical's approach
to theological education, write: Communications
Office, Biblical Seminary. Hatfield, Pa. 19440

Founded in 1971 • 150 students • M.A., M.Div., and
S.T.M. degrees • Not affiliated with any one

denomination • All faculty hold to full authority and
inerrancy of Scripture

is weak or nonexistent.

James says that such a ministry in

the church covers a multitude of sins.

The work of the church, in minister-

ing to its own, is a clear manifestation

of the love of Christ which sent Him
into the world to die on the cross for

our sins.

In so ministering, we are expressing

the love of Christ for those sinners

among us who are not yet redeemed.

QUESTIONS
1. What kind of ministry of love

does my church show?
2. How many have I known who

have been in the church for a con-

siderable time before being saved?

Next week: "The People's Demand
for Monarchy," I Samuel 8; 12. 21

Letters—from p. 3

by the Word of God to delegate, and
thereby must impose a limit on who
may attend or not, then let us strive

by all means to limit the attendance

on the part of our teaching elders on
an alternating annual basis but allow

and encourage every session to con-

tinue to send its delegate.

If the past may help us chart a

course for the future, it would appear

that the PCA would do well to insist

that its "grass roots" remain planted

and not uprooted!

—(Rev.) Steven B. Shuman
Hueytown, Ala.

THINGS LEFT UNSAID

I appreciated the article about home
schooling. I believe the article left

much unstated, specifically what
Scripture requires of whom regarding

teaching/education of God's people,

especially the children of believers.

Please contact Christian Home
Schools, 8731 NE Everett, Portland,

OR 97220, for publications which de-

scribe families which home school,

not because 1) there are no acceptable

Christian schools nearby; or because

2) private, Christian, formal schools

can be cost prohibitive, but rather

because many parents recognize

home schooling as the best, and per-

haps the only Biblical option. Thank
you.

—CP. Walton
Anchorage, Alaska

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
DO MIRACLES THEN CONTINUE?

A well-researched 100-page book on the sub-

ject of the duration of miracle activity. Min-

isters get several to use as Sunday School

study material. For those who reply to this

ad, we will enclose another book on the sit-

uation in the North of Ireland absolutely free.

Send $5.00 for both books postpaid. To Dr.

Ronald Cooke, Manahath School of Theo-

logy, 1111 N. Juniata St., Hollidaysburg, PA
16648. This is a book to make Christians and

Christian ministers THINK. For S.S. teach-

ers, 10 copies for $25.00 postpaid.

TONGUES tract: 29 (4x5 Vi) page exposition

of the nature, purpose, and cessation of

tongues ($1.00/packet). Or: Tongues; Infant

Baptism; and Abortion materials packet

($3.00). Ken Gentry, Rt. 14 Box 202, Green-

ville, SC 29607.

GOSPEL CARTOON TRACTS Tulip,

Foreknowledge, Creation, Church Govern-

ment, etc. Samples $5.00. Vic Lockman,
P.O. Box 7268, Tyler, TX 75711.

CHURCHESHMBHH
OPC GROWING IN AUSTIN S.S. 9:30,

Worship 11:00 a.m. 3407 Greystone (no

mail). Week night home Bible studies. Rev.

Jerry Taylor, pastor, 405 Tawny Dr., Austin,

TX 78745. (512) 442-5782 or 477-0887.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

WICHITA, KS & BARTLESVILLE, OK
Local contacts are needed NOW for church-

planting by the Church Extension Commit-
tee of the PCA Oklahoma Presbytery. Send

names, addresses and phone numbers to:

Rev. Richard Fisher, 200 N. 8th St., Stilwell,

OK 74960. (918) 696-4262.

EDUCATION

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

10 great weeks in the unspoiled woods of

Northern Canada; produces remarkable
changes in attitudes and grades. Responsi-
ble Christian faculty with degrees in forestry,

biology, psychology and education, leads this

internationally-known program. Staff-to-stu-

dent ratio 1 :2! Remedial academics. Separate
programs for boys and girls 13-18. Expect
positive growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Great for normal underachievers!

Early response advised. Write: New Hori-

zons, 1000 South 350 East, Marion, IN

46953; (317) 668-4009.
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FOR RENT
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Professional

Christian female, single, 31, needs to share

my 2 bedroom, 1/2 bath home. $260, Vi

utilities, deposit, non-smoker, dogs. S.

Sarasota, Fla. (813) 921-7601.

PANAMA CITY BEACH Condominium,
near beach, swimming pool, tennis court,

other recreational facilities, owned by Chris-

tian family, available June-September. Call

(205) 793-6375 or 792-1706.

FOR SALEH^HHI
BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New

pews, furniture installation and repairs,

pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40

years experience. Rt. 6, Box 20-1, Marion,

NC 28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

of Cranford, N.J., a member of CSI, is seek-

ing applications for the following positions:

P. E. /Athletic Director, 5th/6th grade teach-

er, and kindergarten teacher. Please send re-

sumes to: Mr. Arthur Pruiksma, Box 966,

RD #2, Chester, NJ 07930. (201) 879-7739.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-
mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

KENDALL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL in

suburban Miami has openings for K-3, K-4,

4th and 6th grade teachers. We are affiliated

with Kendall Presbyterian Church (PCA).
Send resume to: Kendall Christian School,

8485 SW 112 St., Miami, FL 33156.

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC with a dynamic
Christian commitment to minister through
music needed for growing, 700-member
PCA church. Please cite education, experi-

ence, and salary requirements to: Chairman
of Music Committee, Kendall Presbyterian

Church, 8485 SW 112 St., Miami, FL 33156.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send

resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-

man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791 , Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box

314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-

new, Search Committee Chairman.

SPANISH RIVER CHRISTIAN School

invites applications for 1st and 3rd grade

teachers for fall 1984. Send credentials and
references. For more information write or

call: Holly Cory, Administrator, 336 Spanish

River Blvd. NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431. Call

(305) 391-7000.

NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an

energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

WANTED: Music Director and Organist for

large, evangelical Presbyterian church. Hus-

band/wife team desirable; director-organist

acceptable. Requirements: Professional edu-

cation and some experience. Part-time teach-

ing a possibility. Please write including com-
plete resume to: Pastor Donald E. Hoke, Ce-

dar Springs Presbyterian Church, 9132 King-

ston Pike, Knoxville, TN 37923.

RETAIL STORE MANAGER Medicare

Equipment Center, with 3 retail stores on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person or cou-

ple to manage mall store that sells aids for

daily living products like wheel chairs, hos-

pital beds, mastectomy, ostomy and orthotic

products to individuals. Product knowledge
would be helpful but not necessary. 3-5 years

of retail selling experience is essential. Con-
tact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S. Highland Ave.,

Clearwater, FL 33516. Phone (813)446-6332.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
Medicare Equipment Center, a medium size

medical equipment supply business on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person to super-

vise customer service department. Must be

able to coordinate sales people, institutional

buyers, V.A. contracts and communicate cus-

tomer needs to the organization. Product

knowledge would be helpful but not neces-

sary. 3-5 years of customer service work is

essential. Contact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S.

Highland Ave., Clearwater, FL 33516. (813)

446-6332.

SERVICESHHHm
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed built and tumtsned

on your lot Average price

S40/SQ tt We design lor

seating l 30 or more

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from $22/sq. It.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 275 buildings constructed in the Southeast

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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The original McGuffey's
Readers were different.

They were Christian

Now they're available again
after 125 years. You can get the
full set here and SAVE $60

Rev. William McGuffey published his legendary Readers in the 1830s.

Later editions, from 1857 on, were revised without his approval, and ex-

purgated most references to religion. They were still excellent texts, but

no longer Christian texts.

Now a Christian publisher, Mott Media, has reprinted the originals. We
are offering them, with pride and admiration, for parents, godparents

and grandparents who care enough to teach at home, or at least to help,

the children they love.

The Original McGuffeys: 7 superb texts

Pictorial Eclectic Primer for Young Children. For kindergarten or pre-

kindergarten: the alphabet, simple sentences and stories, charming

original engravings.

Eclectic Primer. More advanced. For first-graders and bright

kindergarteners.

Eclectic First Reader for Young Children. For second-graders or bright

first-graders. Lots of spelling, and the words get as hard as "would" and

"stalked" and "deranged."

Eclectic Second Reader. 85 lessons, each a well written story with a

moral, some from Scripture or American history. Each lesson is fol-

lowed by 1) questions drawn from it (e.g., How did Washington receive

Lafayette? What is the Fifth Commandment? What is emulation?) and

by 2) spelling words ("believed," "myrrh," "forsook"). When your

children master this book, they'll be years ahead of their peers.

Eclectic Third Reader. Authors like Addison, Irving, Byron ... Bible

selections. . .excursions into history like the marvelous "Alexander the

Great" — adults can read this book with pleasure. After your child of 8

FREE BOOK Free with each set: McGuffey and His Readers: Piety, Morality and
Education in 19th Century America by John H. Westerhoff III

or 9 finishes it, he's reading better, and understanding more, than most

high schoolers.

Eclectic Fourth Reader. Quite beyond the average collegian today, yet

within the reach of well trained 10-to- 12-year-olds. Dozens of authors

they should meet: Johnson, Webster, Milton, Jefferson, Schiller, Bacon,

Southey, Bryant, Shakespeare, etc.

Eclectic Progressive Spelling Book. "Progressive" because it starts with

basics and builds to an advanced vocabulary worthy of a graduate stu-

dent. Not only definitions but pronunciations and usage in good

sentences.

Mark Sullivan, in his 6-volume history, Our Times, ranks McGuffey up

with Washington and Lincoln in influence. And a wonderful influence it

was. Do your children deserve less?

Startling call from eminent professor of English

"Let's bring back McGuffey's Reader - to College" is how Carl Bode,

University of Maryland, titled his article in The Chronicle of Higher

Education. Wrote Bode: "I guarantee that regular doses of McGuffey will

brighten their eyes and bring roses to their cheeks teach them to con-

centrate on the printed page give them some of the memorable

poetry and prose of our Anglo-American inheritance make them bet-

ter men and women, not to mention better-spoken men and women."

How to get this $69.95 slipcased set for ONLY $9.95!

How the Club Works

Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the

Club Bulletin, which offers you the Featured Selection plus a

good choice of Alternates — all of interest to conservatives. *
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come
automatically If you don't want the Featured Selection, or

you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy

card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline

date. The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%
discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. As
soon as you buy and pay for 4 books at regular Club prices,

your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or

by the Club. If you ever receive a Featured Selection

without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may
return it at Club expense for full credit. * Good service. No
computers' The Club will offer regular Superbargains.

mostly at 70-95% discounts plus shipping and handling

Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club

obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway

prices. Only one membership per household.

CONSERVATIVE Uii BOOK CLUB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE • HARRISON, NY 10528

I enclose $9.95. Please accept my membership in the Club and send me,
at no additional cost, the Original McGuffey Readers in the 7-volume slip-

cased set PLUS my free copy of McGuffey and His Readers. I agree to buy
4 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 2 years. I also
agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.

I don't care to join the Club but I'm enclosing $69.95 for the McGuffey
et plus the free book. I may return the set in 30 days for full refund ifset

,

not delighted

PJ-13

Name

.

Address

.

City. State
.

Zip.
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MAILBAG

APPROPRIATELY ANGRY

I commend you for publishing The

Mad Days of June. Franky Schaef-

fer's appropriately angry article on
abortion. His evaluation of the

schizophrenic attitude of the Supreme
Court on this issue applies equally

well to the medical community. As
physicians we use an unwritten princi-

ple called "benefit of the doubt." By
this we mean that when a patient's

condition is uncertain or she is unable

to consent to treatment we treat that

patient under that assumption that

she has a treatable condition and

wishes treatment.

However, this applies only for cer-

tain age groups. When a child/fetus is

still in the womb some doctors are un-

sure if it qualifies as a human patient.

In this situation one would expect the

child/fetus to gain the "benefit of the

doubt" as it is not clear that the

child/fetus is nonliving or nonhu-
man. But at this point the practice by
many is exactly the reverse; it is

thought to be perfectly ethical to ac-

tively (not passively as one might do
with a nonviable adult) end that

child/fetus' existence. By this way of

thinking it will continue to be ethical

until someone can prove that the

abortionist is committing murder.

We in the medical community have

conveniently left this burden of proof

on a being who is totally unaware of

any controversy and would, I'm sure,

be unimpressed by the logic of those

who refer to his or violent death as a

"T-A-B" (medicalese for therapeutic

abortion).

—J. D. Beavers M.D.
Gardner, Mass.

80-YEAR-OLD WISDOM

Having just arrived at age 80, and hav-

ing had my share of angry outbursts

for which I later repented, I am ready

to give some counsel to our beloved

Franky Schaeffer:

1) There is much peace in keeping

silent most of the time.

2) As much as possible, seek to be

on good terms and be loving toward

all persons.

3) Above all, speak the truth softly

and knowingly. Listen to others with

open ears and mind.

4) Express your ideas and ideals

without destroying others.

5) When disagreeing with people like

Dr. Halverson, take kindly to their

wisdom.

6) Nurture your soirit to enable you

to endure many trials.

7) As a nurse, I know that much
anger springs from fatigue and being

overanxious and overworked.

8) There will always be Christians

who do not show your zeal in Chris-

tian causes.

9) Enjoy your own involvement and

stick to it until the job is finished.

10) Thank God for the struggles

which must precede achievements.

—Elizabeth Caraman Payne
Lexington, Va.

MAY COST ME MY JOB

As a senior student nurse in an R.N.
program, it was with great interest that

I read the April 16 Journal article by
Franky Schaeffer.

In May I will begin work as a neo-

natal nurse in a large metropolitan

hospital. I will be one of "those"

medical personnel who may have to

decide whether to go against a doctor's

order and offer sugar water to an "im-

perfect" newborn, or work feverishly

to resuscitate a seventh-month pre-

mature infant while two floors below a

"routine D&C" takes the life of an-

other infant only a little smaller in size.

The decision to feed the "im-
perfect" infant may cost me my job

—

but if all Christians had the fervor of

Franky Schaeffer and would act on
their convictions—that type of decision

would not have to be made.
Abortion, infanticide, and euthan-

asia do exist. Do any true Christians?

—Judith C. Whorton
Mobile, Ala.

CURIOUS AND FOREBODING

The news item on the new law signed

by Gov. Bob Kerry, Nebraska, requir-

ing that teachers at private schools

submit to state licensing, or to state-

designed competency tests, or to some
other form of state approval, indicates

a curious and foreboding fact about

the Nebraska legislature.

The state chose such a law over the

alternative of requiring students to

take standardized tests to prove that

they were learning well in the various

basic academic disciplines.

That choice shows the real intention

of the Nebraska legislature and the

special interest groups (particularly the

Nebraska Education Association and
the government school bureaucrats)

who pressured it toward that decision:
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These people are not truly interested in

educational quality, but in educational

control.

Historically, that has always been

the case with informed advocates of

"public" (actually government) educa-

tion. Their intent, primarily, is simply

to control the educations children

receive, not to see those educations be

of the highest possible quality. And, as

Samuel Blumenfeld showed in his

magnificent historical critique of

"public" education, the real purpose

of that control is the shaping of the

values of the students so that they will

acquiesce in the totalitarian forces of

socialism (see his Is Public Education

Necessary?, published by Devin-

Adair).

When will we learn that education

is the responsibility of parents (Deut-

eronomy 6), not government, and be-

gin to fulfill that responsibility?

—E. Calvin Beisner

Colorado Springs, Colo.
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1 I The "News of Religion" section on the next two pages

of this issue is a little different from any that we can remember. A feature

about Marxist subversion of the church in Grenada in our March 22 issue

grabbed the attention of Journal reader Ted Seymour from Boca Raton,

Fla. Leaving the next day for a business trip in the Caribbean, Mr. Seymour
took copies of the Journal article with him, and what you read on the next

two pages is a summary of that unusual experience.

I Behind the original article which we published about

Grenada was an interview conducted by the Institute on Religion and

Democracy in Washington, D.C. IRD is a non-profit organization which

devotes itself to research of radical political and social influences on the

mainline denominations of America. As such, IRD has drawn fire from
the big liberal churches. In February, for example, a committee of the United

Methodist Church smeared IRD by accusing them of favoring apartheid

in South Africa—an accusation which is simply not true. The Methodists'

only basis for making the charge was that IRD gets some of its funding

from the Scaife Family Charitable Trusts of Pennsylvania. The Scaifes, noted

the Methodists, are "connected to groups which have promoted interests

of the Government of South Africa." All apart from the sleazy guilt-by-

association technique used in the accusation, it is noteworthy that the United

Methodist Church—including the very unit of the church under which the

unfair report was issued—over the last dozen years has received 14 gifts

of more than $1 million from the Scaife Family Charitable Trusts.

I The horrible pain suffered by a baby being aborted has

become quite a topic of discussion lately, as it ought to. Now it is also a

topic of legislation. Rep. Mark Siljander (R-Mich.) has introduced a bill

in the House of Representatives calling for informed "freedom of choice"

for women getting abortions. If they want, they may elect to choose an

anesthetic for the baby so that dying won't hurt quite so much. The legisla-

tion is for real—but don't jump on Rep. Siljander. He's really just trying

to dramatize an awful point.

i I In Dallas, an abortion clinic took offense last week
because a young woman has been regularly looking in the dumpster behind
the clinic, removing baby fetuses, and giving them a reverent burial. The
woman told a Dallas paper she has removed 900 fetuses since February.

The director of the clinic said she is concerned the privavcy of her clients

might be violated, and will put a lock on the dumpster.

1 1 While preparing to go to last week's convention of the

Evangelical Press Association, I got a phone call from EPA's president asking

me to serve as parliamentarian for this year's business session. Why? I asked,

acknowledging that I enjoyed Robert's Rules of Order, but also pointing

out that I really had no special proficiency in the area. "A friend of mine
told me," EPA's president admitted, "that if I needed a parliamentarian,

I should just look for the nearest Presbyterian."
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NEWS OF RELIGION

False Gospel Almost Took Over in Grenada

TED SEYMOUR

Prime Minister John Compton of

St. Lucia said of the Caribbean

people: "We are not a headline—we
are a people yearning to be free!"

Grenada has faded from the head-

lines now. Six months after the Octo-

ber 25 "deliverance," "invasion,"

"incursion," "rescue mission," or

"liberation" (whichever term your bias

is comfortable with), my small twin

prop plane swooped over coconut plas-

tered palm trees onto the tiny runway

at Pearls Airport on Grenada. At the

end of the very short runway was the

beach, and then the sea.

This was a layman's opportunity to

see for himself what was going on in

the most famous media island in the

Caribbean. As we taxied up to the

small reception building, I could hard-

ly believe this tiny airstrip was where

the U.S. Marines had landed. Did the

people here really live in the helpless

grip of an authentic reign of terror?

Tucked away in my briefcase was

my latest issue of the Presbyterian

Journal, which had arrived just before

I left home for several weeks of busi-

The author is a public relations

consultant and a PCA layman
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ness in the Caribbean. I had been

startled by that March 21 issue, with

its article, "The Grenada Documents:
Plan for Church Subversion." Was it

really true that the radical Marxists had
planned to eliminate the churches on
the island?

And finally: Was the glow of free-

dom still burning in the hearts of the

Grenadians six months after all the

hulabaloo and TV cameras were

packed up and gone?

My taxi driver, hearing my half Brit-

ish, half American accent, said, "As
far as I'm concerned, mun, dis islan

can be de United States of Grenada.

Dey can take it all over."

Our hour-long drive to the capital,

St. Georges, took us over the moun-
tains on badly neglected roads, a

bumpy testimony to the decline created

by the so-called people's revolution.

We passed an empty and badly dam-
aged guest house on the crest of the

mountain. My driver said, "Dey Cu-
bans . . . dey mash it all up . . . was
nice place once for tourist."

We passed the famous graffiti wall

seen by millions of TV viewers with its

slogans: "Thank God for America,"
"Our heroes," "God bless Uncle
Sam," "Thank you for deliverance."

It was a refreshing change from the

"Yankee go home" messages I had
seen on other travels. One line of graf-

fiti said it all: "Bishop done dead—de

revolution ... a fraud."

A spectacular view of St. Georges

Harbor soon came into view. All those

familiar scenes from TV news were
now a living reality. But now it wasn't

NBC, ABC, or CBS. Now / was the

one who got to ask the penetrating

questions.

An opportunity came quickly.

Dropping into the airline office to

reconfirm my seat on the small plane

to the island of St. Vincent, I casually

asked the agent there: "What was it

like under the revolution?"

Without looking up from his work,

the young man said with just a hint of

sarcasm: " 'Twas like livin' in a toilet,

man!" I laughed out loud, taken by
surprise. Not even the big news media
had picked up a quote like that.

My hosts for the evening were Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Bailey. He and his wife

own a pleasant guest house, and he

runs the only funeral home on the

island. He took me on what he called

his "military tour." His had been the

sad duty to work with the U.S. mili-

tary, picking up the bodies of Cubans
slain in combat. Some, he said, still

had bandoliers filled with bullets

wrapped around their chests. Many
had their feet tied together, with ap-

parent orders from their commanders
to "fight to the death" rather than fall

"under the thumb of the imperialist

aggressors." Some Grenadians were

also killed in the fighting.

Sitting on the veranda on the side of

the mountain overlooking St. Georges

Harbor, watching the sun go down, I

broached the subject of the Christian

community and the Grenadian church

with Mr. Bailey and his wife. Did the

church suffer under the Marxist regime

of Bishop and the Peoples Revolution-

ary Army (PRA)?
At first, Bailey told me, the churches

had been left alone. "But soon we saw
them take our young people away and
put them into work crews on Sunday."
Children were taught, he said, *o "hate

church." Social science was touted

above a personal faith in God.
Work crews would sometimes drive

earthmoving machines close to church-

es during morning worship, deliberate-

ly creating distracting noise. Cuban
construction workers (some of them
well trained as soldiers) congregated

near the entrances to churches to

smoke and carry on loudly.

My "TOP SECRET" document from
the Journal was no surprise to Bailey.

The takeover of the churches was go-

ing to happen, he said, but it was sub-

tle in the first stages.

Later in Jamaica I met Gerand
Keens-Douglas from the Evangelical

Caribbean Communicator magazine,

published in Kingston. He had just
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completed a month's research on the

church in Grenada. In his soon-to-be

published article, he wrote: "In the in-

itial stages of the revolution, the

evangelical churches conducted their

activities with relative ease and without

fear. Bishop himself made it clear that

the church should do its spiritual work
and leave the politics for the poli-

ticians—a position he did not advocate

prior to the revolution. After the rev-

olution, however, he seemed not pre-

pared to tolerate any challenge from
any quarter, not even the church."

Keens-Douglas went on to say:

"However, as Bishop's socialist poli-

cies became clearer, the church realized

that interference in its affairs was just

a matter of time."

The next morning, I wandered in

Fort Rupert where the infamous mas-
sacre of October 19 had taken place.

It was there that Bishop and most of

his cabinet were murdered—an out-

break which triggered the American
decision to intervene. News services

from St. Georges reported 50 casual-

ties from PRA troops firing on the

demonstrators. Bailey believes there

were more. He knows of one Grena-

dian family with five children missing,

all believed killed when crowds poured

over the fort wall, some falling to their

deaths as people tried to escape.

Bishop, it should be remembered,
was Marxist himself—but apparently

not radical enough for the power
brokers from Cuba and the Soviet. It

is rumored that his body and those of

his cabinet were burned. The walls

were peppered with bullet holes—and
I could almost hear the masses loudly

demanding their revolutionary leaders

to release and reinstate Bishop, only to

have their requests shattered by the rat-

tle of gunfire. The socialist dreams
were drowned in the screams of dying
children and the mad scramble to get

over the wall. Painted on the bullet-

scarred wall was the image of Che
Guevara, the slain Cuban revolution-

ary. History repeating itself, I thought.

Just before his death, Bishop is re-

ported to have said, "Oh, no, they're

shooting at the masses."

Now, a door banged eerily in the

breeze. Behind it was a storeroom, its

floor covered with PRA documents. I

picked one up; it was a newsletter. Its

closing slogan: "LONG LIVE GRE-
NADA'S RELATIONS WITH FRIENDLY
AND PROGRESSIVE COUNTRIES."
Next on the schedule was an inter-

view, arranged at the last minute, with

the commander of the Caribbean

peacekeeping forces now in charge

here on Grenada. As the taxi climbed

the hill to Prime Minister Bishop's

former home, we passed the soldiers of

the peacekeeping force, all of them
saluting smartly. The commander,
Nestor Ogilvie, is a Grenadian-born

Jamaican career soldier, tall and hand-

some with a cheerful smile. He greeted

me with a firm handshake.

Although Commander Ogilvie gave

permission for some photos to be

taken during the conversation, he

seemed embarrassed by any media
attention.

Once more, I pulled out my "TOP
SECRET" document and passed it over

his desk. "Have you seen this?" I

asked.

Ogilvie could not stop reading the

memorandum written last July 12 by

Major Keith Roberts of the PRA.
"Yes," he said, "I have heard about

this, but have never seen it. May I keep

this?" I gave him a copy.

We agreed to steer clear of political

questions, however. Instead, with his

Bible lying open on his desk alongside

military reports, we focused on what

seemed to interest him more. What, I

asked, did he do when any tough situa-

tions arise? "I just pray about it and

the Lord shows me how to handle it

and it works out."

Ogilvie reflected: "I was once called

out to the front of my church in

Jamaica by my pastor. He felt a great

need to pray for Grenada, which was

then in the grip of Bishop's turmoil.

Little did I know I would be here. I feel

God has brought me here for a pur-

pose."

Then, knowing I had to get to the

airport, he stood. As he gripped my
hand, we prayed together for Grenada

and the transition it is going through.

Riding back to the airport, I re-

flected on what I had seen and heard.

Everything confirmed that 95 percent

of the people were still glad to be free.

The churches and the population at

large had indeed been rescued.

As I continued my island-to-island

hop across the Caribbean, I left other

copies of the article I had read in the

Journal with newspaper editors and

other church leaders I met. Some had

suspected this. Some spoke out in ad-

vance, and suffered for what they said.

Others kept quiet, burying their head

in the sand.

But after the American intervention,

ministers on Grenada had gathered for

fellowship and consultation about
what had happened. Pastor Anthony
Grainer, according to a report from
Keens-Douglas, said: "I strongly feel

the need for Grenadian evangelicals to

unite." And indeed, a number of ev-

angelical organizations have begun
providing assistance to the church in

Grenada.

My own response? In my personal

travels, I have witnessed the tremen-

dous vacuum among the masses. I hate

that Marxist word "masses," because

Commander Nestor Ogilvie, Grenada born
Jamaican, is commander of the peacekeep-
ing forces on the island of Grenada.
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we are individuals with personal self-

worth. Into this upheaval of people

throughout the world striving for a

better life come the false prophets of

Marx and Lenin, always promising to

take away their poverty by stealing

from the productive to give to the non-

productive.

But we Christians have a bigger and
better mandate. We must indeed

preach the gospel to the people—to in-

dividuals in that mass. But we must
also show a lifestyle of caring that goes

beyond mere crusade and crowds com-
ing to hear the Word. This Word must
be lived out in practical and real,

honest social concerns that affect the

day-to-day living of those who listen.

A critical gathering of Caribbean

church leaders will wrestle later this

year with some of those issues. CON-
ECAR '84 is set for September 17-24 at

the Mona University campus in Kings-

ton, Jamaica. Important on the agen-

da there will be a discussion of why
and how alien ideologies continue to

threaten the Caribbean basis, and how
the Christian message can counteract

such false gospels. CD
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The Baker

JAMES D. WALTON

Once upon a time there was a baker

whose bread was the finest anyone in

the world had ever tasted. As he trav-

eled throughout his small country he

sold his bread to all who relished its ex-

quisite taste. Even though they could

not always afford it, the poor and the

handicapped sought his bread more
than anyone; they were never sent

away empty-handed. In time the

baker's business grew into a small

company, for his bread knew no equal.

When he relinquished the operation

to his partners, tremendous growth en-

sued as they carefully followed the pat-

tern the baker had modeled for them.

Traveling everywhere, they accepted

no boundaries in their aggressive sales

to the masses. But even in their wan-

derings, and in the midst of explosive

growth, they gathered regularly with

the new recruits to show their appre-

ciation for the baker who had started

their corporation and to encourage

each other to be the best they could be.

Their vision was to become like the

baker.

Through the passing years sales

dropped off substantially as the cor-

poration grew more concerned about

organizational structure and policy

than about bread quality. Discourage-

ment set in among most of the sales-

men, although the sales output of some



with refinement and polished tech-

niques surged. In time these supersales-

men, fine orators that they were, be-

came "set apart" from the common
salesmen. The gatherings of apprecia-

tion and encouragement mutated into

opportunities for these "professional"

salesmen to rehearse their high-

powered sales techniques in front of

the other salesmen. Large crowds

flocked to hear them. Before long,

almost all sales of the bread in the

countryside itself ceased. The com-
moners, instead, coaxed people to at-

tend these regular—now weekly

—

meetings to hear the professional sales-

men. Their strategies were so superior!

Strangely enough, the commoner;,

could be very aggressive in sales to

each other, but selling to those outside

of their own group terrified them: Too
many sales were rejected on the out-

side. It was much less threatening to

sell the bread only to each other. The
professionals were left to do all the

heavy sales work.

Soon they all found themselves get-

ting fat on bread. Because they con-

tinually bought from each other, sales

remained high. And each week at their

regular meetings different ones of the

commoners went forward, begging to

buy the bread once again from the pro-

fessionals. Regularly they were in-

formed about people on the outside

who were starving, and a new cam-
paign was launched to bring a few

starving ones into their meeting to hear

the professional deliver his sales pitch.

They had forgotten how to sell the

bread themselves.

Some still longed for the purer days

of selling as the baker had— for using

the meetings to show their appreciation

for him, encouraging each other to be-

come like him. The professionals,

however, wanting to maintain their

high sales volume, refused to train

them properly, insisting on using the

meetings to deliver their worn out sales

pitches. After all, they reasoned, there

might be someone in their midst who
never before bought the bread. Mean-
while, to this day, no one except the

professionals knows how to sell bread;

instead, they simply enjoy being com-
fortably fat. And outside, people

starve to death. DD

The author is a minister in
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Social Security—A Humanistic Trap

RICHARD CHEWNING

The intent of Social Security is good

—

to provide a minimum base of finan-

cial support for retirees.

But the method employed (the suc-

ceeding generation pays for the pre-

ceding generation) is a humanistic trap

that erodes self respect and mocks fi-

nancial accountability.

Biblically, one is deemed blessed

who can provide for old age and leave

an inheritance; being dependent upon
others in old age is not a blessing. That

is why Scripture says "... children

are not responsible to save up for their

parents" (II Cor. 12:14).

People who ignore God's principles

will reap the consequences. Preparing

for one's old age is the responsibility

of every steward, and being diligent in

this regard may well provide an in-

heritance for your children. Scripture

speaks frequently of fathers providing

an inheritance for their children. (Prov.

13:22; 17:2; 19:14; Ezra 9:12). It warns
against children getting their inheri-

tance too early (Prov. 20:21) and also

speaks of those who squander their in-

heritance (the prodigal son). In fact,

a child's receipt of an inheritance is a

foreshadowing of the inheritance our

heavenly Father has for His children.

The "Social Insecurity" our culture

will inherit, when the financial pres-

sures flowing from the system of Social

Security are coupled with our dimin-

ishing view of human worth, is already

on the horizon. Abortion is rampant
and legal. Infanticide is now with us

and "mercy killings" are escalating,

with the courts offering the most
meagre of consequences.

When the elderly become a genuine

financial burden to our culture because

Social Security is bankrupt (all pro-

jections say this burden will be very

great), then genocide of the elderly is

sure to follow. When children and

The author is professor of Business
Administration at the University of
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young adults accept abortion and in-

fanticide as an acceptable means of

eliminating the "unwanted," can the

"unproductive" and infirm be far be-

hind? The "legal" and "moral" com-
ponents for such are already in place.

The Supreme Court said in 1973 they

could not define "meaningful life."

The question of life's "meaning" is

now socially open-ended and unstable.

The intent of these comments is not

to "cry wolf" nor generate fear. They
are intended to be sobering. They are

a warning to the Christian communi-
ty to make private provisions for

retirement. They are a call to be on
guard in the years ahead with regard

to allowing any elderly brother or sister

to reside as a "ward of the state" in

a public institution. Their life, in all

probability, will not be defined as

"meaningful."

This then brings me to the question:

"If I am to provide for my own retire-

ment, what is the best way to go about

doing it?" In future columns I will de-

scribe seven means—excluding Social

Security and company retirement pro-

grams—by which one might accom-
plish this. They are: (1) purchasing

common stock; (2) investing in fixed

income securities such as bonds and
preferred stock; (3) setting aside money
in a variety of cash accounts such as

savings accounts, certificates of de-

posit, money market accounts, insur-

ance, or annuity purchases; (4) the

perpetuation of an entrepreneurial en-

terprise; (5) purchase of precious

metals; (6) investing in land and real

estate; and (7) exotic investments such

as art, antiques, diamonds, etc. I per-

sonally use five of these techniques.

As we begin to think about the

broad and complex subject of "in-

vesting," there are four things I want
to say as a backdrop for what will be

said in the future.

First, do not enter into an invest-

ment with either the hope or expecta-

tion of becoming rich. This is a temp-

tation which can easily cloud your

judgment. Money is placed in an in-

vestment to receive a fair return on its

use. High returns normally reflect a

high risk. Fortunes are not waiting

behind every stock transaction or land

purchase. If they were, the owner
would not sell it to you so cheaply. The
market pays only a fair return on
money used.

Great wealth is usually gained in one

of three ways: inheritance; the good
providence of discovering a scarce re-

source on your property—oil, urani-

um, etc.; or the market capitalization

of earnings—you own a business that

generates earnings of $3,000,000 a year

and then you "go public" and the

market pays you twelve times earnings

for the stock which makes you worth

$36,000,000.

Second, you should invest or save in

that which you know, understand, or

are familiar with. Investing from a

posture of ignorance is imprudent.

You multiply your risk and not your

rate of return when you "fly blind."

Third, be very, very careful about

whose advice you take. Never follow

a person's advice who is not following

his or her own advice and profiting by

it. Has your advisor got money riding

on the advice and/or will he profit

from youl Has your advisor a history

of success?

Finally, all investments bear a risk.

Accept only those risks with which you
are willing to live. The more you seek

protection, the smaller will be your

return. The more you will take a risk,

the more you will earn—or lose.

The only no-risk, high-return value

known to mankind is a gift—the free

gift of eternal life in Jesus Christ. HI
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The Church Should Mind Its Own Business
The Senate debate over school prayer was big news in

March. Night after night, the networks covered prayer

vigils on Capitol Hill, the President's appeal to the na-

tion, heated exchanges between senators.

But almost obscured by the national furor over the

constitutional amendment was a case in an Oklahoma
courtroom, the outcome of which could have far greater

consequences for religious liberty and the church in

America.

The case grew out of the actions of a small church

in rural Oklahoma. Some months ago, the elders con-

fronted one of their members, Marian Guinn, who was

having an affair with a local man. She was counseled

to repent or the church would withdraw from her.

Guinn did not deny the charge—her affair was well

known—but, according to the elders, refused to repent.

What does a church do with a member who persists

in flagrant sin? The Bible gives clear direction: Paul in-

structed the church at Corinth to expel members for sex-

ual immorality and told Timothy the rebuke must be

public "so that others may take warning."

Of course, every effort ought to made to gently bring

offending members around; in this case the elders be-

lieved they had exhausted every effort, having con-

fronted Ms. Guinn privately several times. So they ap-

plied the strict standards of the Scriptures. (Since the

facts are still in dispute as of this writing, I can pass

no judgment on whether the elders acted precipitously.)

So Marian Guinn was separated from fellowship. She

was also enraged. "What I do or do not do is between

God and myself," she said, charging that the elders had
no right "to mess with someone's life."

And she promptly hired an attorney who sued the

church for more than a million dollars, charging inva-

sion of privacy. Incredibly, to my way of thinking, the

court rejected motions to dismiss, thereby asserting

jurisdiction over what has always historically been a

matter of church business.

The trial began in mid-March; and, incredibly again,

the court ruled in Marian Guinn's favor, awarding her

$400,000. (The verdict will be appealed.)

The case presents two issues of enormous significance:

• The first is whether the state can hold the church

liable for enforcing Biblical standards on its members.
The trial court's decision, if it stands, would be an out-

rageous invasion by the state in the affairs of the church,

and would reduce the church to nothing more than a

Sunday morning Rotary Club.

• The second issue is less obvious, but even more
disturbing—for the Guinn case tells us how the church
is perceived by the culture.

Guinn's lawyers argued that their client's love affair

was "irrelevant" to the church. Most press accounts

were sympathetic to Guinn; one national magazine put

quotation marks around the word "sin" as if fornica-

tion no longer qualified—except to backwards, narrow-

minded church folks.

Guinn's attorney brazenly summed it up: "It doesn't

matter if she was fornicating up and down the street.

It doesn't give [the church] the right to stick their noses

in."

As the world sees us, the church has no business be-

ing concerned with the moral standards of its members.

Unfair? Or is the world's perception justified by the

way we've acted?

To find the answer, we're forced to ask ourselves

some tough questions:

• Have we become more concerned with enlistment

and church membership than demanding righteousness

and spiritual discipline?

• Do we preach a prosperity Gospel, or do we call

our comfortable congregations to repentance?

• Do we really insist that our faith make a difference

in how we live—including not just piety but our views

on justice, caring for the disadvantaged, even our per-

ceptions of art, literature, music?

If we're honest, we have to admit the world's view

of us is not so far from the mark. Our culture doesn't

think morality is any of our business because they

haven't seen us make it our business.

It will be bad news if the court should emasculate the

church by holding that it can't enforce Biblical standards

on its members; but it will be even worse news if it turns

out that by ignoring our Biblical responsibilites we have

done it to ourselves.

The celebrated national prayer debate and the obscure

trial in Oklahoma suggest that our priorities are con-

fused: It is incongruous for a nation to seek to restore

prayer in its schools while at the same time rejecting

holiness in its churches.—Charles Colson, reprinted

with permission from Jubilee. CD
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Living Life

By God's Law

Living Life

By God's Law
A Study in the Ten Commandments

A rare find . . . theologically accurate . . . under-

standable to God's people in the pew and a very

practical guide to righteous living. Good sermons

and good books ought to instruct and motivate.

Gordon Reed's hook on the moral law does both.

Terry Gyger

Coordinator of Church Development

Presbyterian Church in America

As values change and America secularizes,

Christians need more than the strident voice of radi-

cal theonomy. Gordon Reed opens the Ten Com-
mandments with warmth and compassion. Finally,

Presbyterian evangelicals have a spokesman.

Reed clears the air and brings the full power of

historic Christian thinking to bear on the most

serious issue facing the church today.

Pastors, Sunday school teachers, and Bible

study leaders will find Living Life By God's Law
invaluable. Each chapter concludes with study

questions and references for further research. Reed's

study books have been popular for a generation, but

this time he sets a new standard.

Living Life By God's Law: A Study in the Ten Commandments
Word Ministries • $5.95

682 Mulberry Street, Macon, Georgia 31201 • (912)746-3760

(Quantity discounts available for churches, special discounts for

Christian bookstores. Write for details.)



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The People's Demand for Monarchy
FOR JUNE 3, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Samuel 8; 12

Key verses: I Samuel 12:14-25

Devotional reading: I Samuel 8:4-9

Memory selection: I Samuel 12:24

INTRODUCTION

In this new quarter, we return to the

Old Testament for a study of the his-

tory of Israel and Judah—the rise and
fall of a nation.

Israel began as a theocracy (a peo-

ple led by God) at the time of the Exo-
dus. It became a monarchy, at the end

of Samuel's time as judge, some 400

years later. This lesson picks up the

story there.

Rejecting

1 God
1 Samuel 8:1-9

After God had set aside Eli and his

wicked sons, He began to speak and
lead through Samuel.

Samuel led the people faithfully for

many decades, out of the evil times of

the judges back to the Lord. He led the

people to repent of their sins and put

their trust in the Lord once more.
As a result, the era of Samuel, as

judge, was one of the best in Israel.

But his sons did not follow in his foot-

steps. They did not walk in the way of
the Lord but, for the love of money,
took bribes and perverted justice in the

manner of Eli's sons.

The people, instead of asking Sam-
uel to replace his wicked sons with bet-

ter judges, asked that a king be ap-

pointed over them. They wanted to be
like the nations around them.

This was tantamount to saying they

were tired of being the unique people

of God, led by an invisible King. They
were denying their birthright as God's
people and rejecting His kingship.

This, despite the fact that the Lord had

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

demonstrated that He was their king

by overthrowing all of their enemies in

Egypt, in the wilderness, and as they

entered Canaan. It was their disobe-

dience and the subsequent punishment

for their deeds that had brought trials

and disaster to Israel.

Yet, they seemed to be blaming God
for their troubles. It was because they

had an invisible king, while the other

nations had a very visible king to ride

before them and fight their battles.

Samuel apparently took their rejec-

tion personally, as though they accused

him of failing to be the kind of judge

(representative of God) he ought to be.

Though he was hurt, he went to God
in prayer, showing his wisdom and
meekness.

God's words helped his feelings,

personally
—"They have not rejected

you but me." But, because he loved

the Lord he served, Samuel was not

pleased.

The Lord reminded Samuel that this

rejection was nothing new. It fitted a

pattern established over a long period

of time. Indeed, from the time the

Lord had first brought them out of
Egypt, until Samuel's day, Israel had
had a long history of forsaking God,
though He had been good to them.

God's counsel to Samuel was to

listen to what the people had requested

and give it to them (v. 9). They wanted
a king? Let them have a king! But they

must know that in getting their king,

"like the other nations," they would
be getting more than they had bar-

gained for.

There are times when men will not

learn simply by hearing God's Word.
Our hearts are too stubborn and we
must learn the hard way. This is what

the Lord determined regarding Israel.

They had refused to be taught by the

Word. Now, they would be taught by

going against the Word and suffering

the consequences.

QUESTIONS
1. What have I learned by going

against God's will and suffering for it?

2. Have I ever been guilty of blam-

ing God for my troubles? What did I

learn from that?

The Awful

2 Alternative
1 Samuel 8:10-22

Since the people wanted to have a king

like the nations around them, God in-

structed Samuel to teach them what it

would be like to have a man, rather

than the Lord, as king.

The Lord had given them rich bless-

ings over the years since leaving Egypt.

They had multiplied even in Egypt and
in the wilderness. They had filled the

cities of Cannan with the families that

Especially at
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This year's topic "The Great Exchange"
Also including a concert by James Ward
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SOLVING MARRIAGE
PROBLEMS
Jay E. Adams
Tired of watching marriages fall

apart? You can do something about
it . . . ifyou knowhow. Learn how to

help others discover marital prob-

lems, their causes, and their biblical

solutions in this insightful work.

And watch yourown marriage grow

as well!

132 pages, paper, $4.50

n

GRISTFROM ADAMS'S MILL
Jay E. Adams
Here's a book bound to stimulate

discussion in your Sunday school

class or study group. Its 27 pointed

essays on Christian living include

topics such as guidance, pain, fads,

music, failure, and culture, all aim-

ed at stirring readers to deeper
thought and biblical action.

96 pages, paper, $2.50

Available from your local Christian

bookseller, or:

PRESBYTERIAN

J AND REFORMED(i PUBLISHING CO.
Box817PhillipsburgNJ 08865

God had showered on them. They were

indeed a mighty nation of people go-

ing into Canaan and capturing city

after city. Only their disobedience had
brought them troubles.

But now, they wanted a king. They
would soon learn that he would not

give them sons and daughters but take

from them those God had given. He
would draft them into his army and
lead them off to be killed. He would
make them slaves to serve him. He
would take their daughters and use

them as pleased him, to wait on him
hand and foot.

God had given them fields already

prepared by others and rich crops from
those fields. But their king, for whom
they asked, would take from them the

fields and even a part of the crops they

harvested. Now, they would be work-
ing for the king and his retinue, since

they refused to work for the glory of

the Lord.

They had obtained many male and

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
INTERNATIONAL

invites applications

for the position of

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
The Director of Operations serves as

publisher and reports to

the Executive Director and
Board of Directors

Qualifications

Commitment to the Reformed confessions

and Christian elementary and secondary
education. Skilled in administration, plan-

ning, management, and written and oral com-
munication. Candidates for this position

should have significant experience in the fol-

lowing areas: publishing, financial admin-

istration, curriculum development, marketing,

and staff supervision.

Responsibilities

1. Coordinate planning and development of

textbooks and curriculum materials.

2. Administer all budget and financial matters

including development and monitoring of

cost centers.

3. Coordinate planning and implementation

of school services—school relations, gov-

ernment relations, and consultancy pro-

grams.

4. Supervise CSI programs and personnel.

5. Coordinate the work of regional directors.

Applications or nominations will be
received until June 20, 1984.

Send resume or request

for job description to:

Michael T. Ruiter

Executive Director

Christian Schools International

3350 East Paris Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508

female servants from the natives, when
they had conquered the land of Ca-
naan. But now, the king would take

those servants from them and cause

them to serve him. He would take the

best for himself.

The Lord had given them cattle to

cover the hills of Israel and Judah, but

the king they had called for would take

the cattle for himself and they would
be forced to shepherd their own cattle

for the king, making them his shepherd

instead of having the Lord as their

Shepherd.

When they began to see what a bad
bargain they had made they would cry

out for relief, but it would be too late,

then. They would be stuck with the

king they had cried for.

Despite Samuel's words, however,

the people continued to insist that they

knew what they wanted—a king over

them, "like the other nations." They
did not wish to be God's unique peo-

ple. They wanted to be like the pagans

around (vv. 19-20).

Samuel was grieved, no doubt, but

he dutifully reported back to the Lord
what they had said, knowing that it

displeased the Lord even more. He
found his solace in talking with the

Lord, not in reasoning with men (v.

21).

There is only one alternative to hav-

ing the Lord as our king: tragedy.

Today, if we choose not to serve the

Lord and not to be His holy people,

there is only tragedy in store for us, as

well. We have seen, through the his-

tory of the church, what happens to

those churches which refuse to honor
the Lord. Ultimately, God will set

them aside, too, as He did Israel.

QUESTIONS
1 . Have I ever desired to be like the

worldly people around me, enjoying

their kind of lifestyle?

2. What happens to those who turn

their back on God, leave the church,

and go back into the world?

God

3 Still King
1 Samuel 12:1-18

Samuel's first goal was to affirm his

own faithfulness before the people. He
desired the people to understand that

he had been a faithful servant of the

Lord. They were not justified in reject-

ing God because of him or his be-
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havior.

This was important, for his whole

life had been given to these people. If

their changing from a judge, appointed

by God, to a king, chosen by them,

was allowed to be interpreted as

Samuel's failure, God's work through

him would be called into question. He
wanted his own integrity vindicated so

that the Lord's name might be hon-

ored.

When he had made that point, he

wanted them to see that no matter

what they did or no matter who ruled

over them, God was and is and forever

shall be the only true King of His peo-

ple (v. 12).

To prove this, Samuel recited the

history of God's dealing with them. It

was the Lord who had appointed

Moses and Aaron, in the first place.

This had led to their being set free

from Egypt.

When the people had forgotten the

Lord and tried to live without Him,
they had been punished by God and
sold into the hands of their enemies.

That, too, showed that the Lord was
in charge. The very victories of their

enemies over them was ample evidence

that God was in control and would de-

termine what their life should be.

Likewise, when they had come to

their senses, as they did, at times, in

the period of the judges, the Lord had
heard their cries of repentance and
helped them. He had raised up various

judges to deliver them from their

enemies.

Repeatedly, the Lord had demon-
strated that He was able to put them
down when they rebelled, and to lead

them to victory when they trusted in

Him.
But they, when faced with an enemy

they feared, instead of trusting in the

Lord who had delivered them in the

past, cried out that they were tired of
God. They wanted a king to go out and
fight their battles (v. 12).

Samuel pointed out that though they

had chosen a king, in reality, it was
God who had set up that king (v. 13).

They would not have had a king if God
had not willed to give them one.

In this way, Samuel was showing
that the Lord was still in charge of
their lives and that He could and would
overrule them whenever He chose.

Furthermore, if they and their new
king did not continue to honor the

Lord and recognize Him as their only
true King, they would not prosper.

No doubt, many of those listening

to Samuel were skeptical. What dif-

ference would it make to God whether

they had a king or not? What differ-

ence would it make in their lives

whether they acknowledged God or

not?

To make this point, he asked the

Lord to demonstrate in a mighty way
that He is sovereign and in control. If

God could send thunder and lightning

in the time of harvest, when there was

not supposed to be any rain at all, then

surely this One whom they had refused

to have as their king was to be feared

and was greater than any on earth.

It worked. God sent thunder and
rain in answer to Samuel's prayer, and

the people were filled with fear. For

the first time, they began to realize that

what they had been asking for was
wrong. They were in trouble. In spite

of what they had wanted, God was and
would continue to be their King. They
must get right with Him, if they were

to have any hope for the future.

QUESTIONS
1 . How concerned am I for my own

integrity before others?

2. When I see that I have displeased

DORDT COLLEGE
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track position in the

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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tems courses.
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THE PRESBYTERY OF THE EAST

OF THE

EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

INVITES YOU TO

Come Worship with Us

Ashland Evangelical
Presbyterian Church

33 E. Evesham Ave.
Voorhees, NJ 08043
Rev. C. Lowry Horner
(609) 429-3614

Calvary Presbyterian Church
123 E. Diamond St.

Butler, PA 16001
Dr. Donald Hyer
(412) 283-6070

Christ Church
6602 Degen Drive
Burke, VA 22015
Rev. Leslie Michael Winship
(703) 455-2412

Christian Covenant Church
P.O. Box 126
Glen Echo, MD 20812
Dr. Eddy Swieson
(301) 229-1910
Meeting at Thomas Wootten H.S.

Dundalk Presbyterian Church
1969 Merritt Blvd.

Dundalk, MD 21222
Rev. J. Kent Bull

(301) 284-3250

First Love Evangelical
Presbyterian Church

c/o Mr. Charles Ross
195 Oak Neck Red.
W. Islip, NY 11795

North Park Evangelical
Presbyterian Church

600 Ingomar Road
Wexford, PA 15090
Rev. James Morrison
(412) 367-5000

Perhaps you and your friends are

seeking a warm Christian fellowship

in a Presbyterian church true to the

Scriptures and with freedom in the

Spirit. If so, let us help you start such
a fellowship in your area.

Evangelical Presbyterian

Church

2312 Monroe St. Dearborn, Ml 48124

(313) 562-2300

the Lord by my own stubborness, what

do I do to be reconciled to Him?

The Good and
The Right Way
I Samuel 12:19-25

For the first time since they had asked

for a king, the people realized that they

were sinners before God and in danger

of feeling His wrath. They acknowl-

edged that asking for a king other than

the Lord was an evil thing to do.

So they cried to Samuel and asked

him to pray on their behalf, before

God. They suddenly saw that, in

angering the Lord, they needed a

friend who could intercede for them.

Samuel, for his part, might have

tried to gloss over their sins. But, as

a faithful leader, he told the truth.

They had sinned, and what they had

done was evil in God's sight.

Nevertheless, he counseled them

—

now that they had come to their

senses—not to turn from the Lord.

They must repent of their sins and turn

to Him with their whole heart (I Sam.

How to
MakeWiser
Choices*

Geneva College offers Tax, Estate and
Gift planningguides especially tailored

to a wide variety of financial situa-

tions. This information includes, of

course, advice on the tax and estate

advantages of investing in Geneva, a

distinctive Christian college directed

by the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
The facts apply, however, to other

forms of charitable giving as well.

Don't you owe it to yourself to send
for one of our booklets? Please indicate

the category most appropriate to you,

fill in the coupon, and mail to Geneva
College, Beaver Falls, PA 15010.

Executives Farmers & Ranchers
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Mr./Mrs./Miss __
Street L

City State

_

7:1-3).

This had been Samuel's counsel

when he was young, and now that he

was old, it was still valid (v. 20).

They must not trust in their new
king to lead them out of trouble; only

God could (v. 21).

He sought to show them how unlike

themselves God is. They had deserted

the Lord, time and again, but they

need not fear that He would desert

them. He is faithful, even when they

are not. He will not forsake them.

Why is this so? Because God's plans

do not depend on men. Men may
abandon God and even rebel against

Him, as all of us have; but the Lord
has a plan—had it from before He
created heaven and earth (Eph. 1:4).

According to that plan, the Lord de-

termined to have a people to be His

forever and to share in the blessed life

of heaven with Him.
Had that plan depended on men be-

ing worthy of spending eternity with

God, it would never have gotten off

the ground. It would have failed in

Eden. God's plan called for Him to do
what was necessary to have a people

to be His holy people: Without blem-

ish, in a bond of love with Him and
with one another forever.

That is why Samuel could assure

these people: "It has pleased the Lord

to make you a people unto Himself"

(v. 22). Nothing else could explain their

lasting this long.

Here, Samuel showed his true great-

ness by promising not to cease to pray

for them and to continue to teach them

in the good and right way, as he had

been doing for so many years (vv.

24-25).

QUESTIONS
1 . How have you behaved when hurt

by others in the church?

2. How can you see, in your life,

that in spite of your sins, God has not

given up on you?

Signature

*And help promote Christian higher educa
tion in the bargain.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHES
DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

OPC GROWING IN AUSTIN S.S. 9:30,

Worship 11:00 a.m. 3407 Greystone (no

mail). Week night home Bible studies. Rev.

Jerry Taylor, pastor, 405 Tawny Dr., Austin,

TX 78745. (512) 442-5782 or 477-0887.

SACRAMENTO The Church of the Re-

deemer (OPC) welcomes you. Sunday

—

Morning Worship, 10:00 a.m.; Sunday
School 11:30 a.m. Thursday—Home Bible

Study, 7:30 p.m. We are meeting at the YM-
CA Central Branch, W & 20th Streets, Sac-

ramento, Cal. Call: Pastor Daniel Morse,

(916) 427-5242.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true to

the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David L.

Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone

(214) 386-0121.

EDUCATION

PEOPLE

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

10 great weeks in the unspoiled woods of

Northern Canada; produces remarkable
changes in attitudes and grades. Responsi-
ble Christian faculty with degrees in forestry,

biology, psychology and education, leads this

internationally-known program. Staff-to-stu-

dent ratio 1 :2! Remedial academics. Separate
programs for boys and girls 13-18. Expect
positive growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Great for normal underachievers!
Early response advised. Write: New Hori-

zons, 1000 South 350 East, Marion, IN

46953; (317) 668-4009.

FOR RENT
PANAMA CITY BEACH Condominium,

near beach, swimming pool, tennis court,

other recreational facilities, owned by Chris-

tian family, available May-September. Call

(205) 793-6375 or 792-1706.

FOR SALE^mmmmmtm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,
SC 29673.

GOSPEL CARTOON TRACTS Tulip,

Foreknowledge, Creation, Church Govern-
ment, etc. Samples $5.00. Vic Lockman,
P.O. Box 7268, Tyler, TX 75711.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-

mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

BIBLE TEACHER, MA in N T., 15 years

experience desires church staff position in

teaching, discipleship, Christian education,

lay ministry, Christian school - Reformed
perspective. Resume upon request: Tom
Osterhaus, 12600 SW 203 St., Miami, FL
33177. (305) 253-1710.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
Medicare Equipment Center, a medium size

medical equipment supply business on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person to super-

vise customer service department. Must be

able to coordinate sales people, institutional

buyers, V.A. contracts and communicate cus-

tomer needs to the organization. Product

knowledge would be helpful but not neces-

sary. 3-5 years of customer service work is

essential. Contact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S.

Highland Ave., Clearwater, FL 33516. (813)

446-6332.

RETAIL STORE MANAGER Medicare

Equipment Center, with 3 retail stores on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person or cou-

ple to manage mall store that sells aids for

daily living products like wheel chairs, hos-

pital beds, mastectomy, ostomy and orthotic

products to individuals. Product knowledge
would be helpful but not necessary. 3-5 years

of retail selling experience is essential. Con-
tact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S. Highland Ave.,

Clearwater, FL 33516. Phone (813) 446-6332.

WANTED: Music Director and Organist for

large, evangelical Presbyterian church. Hus-

band/wife team desirable; director-organist

acceptable. Requirements: Professional edu-

cation and some experience. Part-time teach-

ing a possibility. Please write including com-
plete resume to: Pastor Donald E. Hoke, Ce-

dar Springs Presbyterian Church, 9132 King-

ston Pike, Knoxville, TN 37923.

NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an

energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send
resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box

314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-

new, Search Committee Chairman.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC with a dynamic

Christian commitment to minister through

music needed for growing, 700-member PCA
church. Please cite education, experience,

and salary requirements to: Chairman of

Music Committee, Kendall Presbyterian

Church, 8485 SW 112 St., Miami, FL 33156.

KENDALL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL in

suburban Miami has openings for K-3, K-4,

4th and 6th grade teachers. We are affiliated

with Kendall Presbyterian Church (PCA).

Send resume to: Kendall Christian School,

8485 SW 112 St., Miami, FL 33156.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA
1521J8.

SERVICESHHHM
MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5°Io discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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MAILBAG

DEFENDS CBN

I was sadly disappointed in the pro-

fessional standards that were missing

in the piece by Michael Smith on the

Christian Broadcasting Network.

While CBN is not totally my cup of

tea either, I thought Mr. Smith gave it

unusually short shrift. A much fairer

way of viewing CBN (or any network)

would have been to have studied the

entire daily schedule, then watch just

those shows that would be appealing

and interesting, rather than trying to

conduct a marathon. Also, why select

the morning and day hours, when
everyone knows the major audience is

garnered during the evening prime

time? A study of the programing dur-

ing those hours would have been

more valuable than those selected by

Mr. Smith.

If CBN is footing the bill for the

service, why shouldn't it have the

right to promote the attitudes and
editorial stances of its owners? No-
where does CBN claim to be represen-

tative of any kind of cross section or

group other than itself. If one does
not agree with their journalistic style,

one has any number of other alterna-

tives to which to turn.

As an alternative for families who
are glued to the television set, CBN is

the answer. If one wants to delve into

the ethical consequences of twenty-

year-old episodes of Blondie and My
Little Margie, then one probably
would find little to be entertained by
on television or cable anyway.
CBN is undoubtedly a better Chris-

tian alternative to other cable services

that parade one preaching/peddling

evangelist after another 24 hours a

day.

—Bill Andrew
Atlanta, Ga.

RIPPLES IN THE WATER

I really enjoyed the issues on the

Schaeffers and L'Abri, especially the

article by Franky and interview with

Udo Middelmann. In my opinion, the

Schaeffers' commitment to God's
truth and their willingness to put their

lives on the line for that truth out-

weigh any flaws that may exist in

their works. In thinking of the in-

fluence they've had, the image that

comes to mind is that of ripples in

water in which a stone is dropped.

I'm sure the world has barely begun
to feel the impact of Francis and
Edith Schaeffer upon it, as the ripples

are still spreading and will continue to

spread long after they are gone,

through the ministries being carried

out by people whose lives they have
touched. My own Christian life has

twice experienced a renaissance due
to their influence. I am thankful to be

a part of the same denomination as

these world Christians, Francis and
Edith Schaeffer!

—Joan Brauning
Philadelphia, Penn.

FOLLOW-UP IS ESSENTIAL

Regarding your item: "Evangelical

Effort Fruitful in Nicaragua" (May
2, 1984), one sad item went unre-

ported. The Conela April press re-

lease states (my translation from
Spanish): "The Crusade Nicaragua
84 committee of evangelist Alberto

Mottesi reported that the accumula-
tive attendance for the seven-day cru-

sade was 288,000 with 36,000 deci-

sions to accept Christ as personal

Savior. However, the lamentable fact

was that there were insufficient coun-

selors. Only 7,000 of the 36,000

seekers received counsel."

Evangelism without follow-up,

"teaching them to observe whatso-

ever things I have commanded you,"
leaves seekers disoriented and
spiritually frustrated. Our experience

in Latin America is that such lack of

follow-up gives the false cults un-

precedented opportunities for

growth, especially Mormons and Je-

hovah's Witnesses. In many areas,

they in fact do all the follow-up!

Our enthusiasm for evangelism, es-

pecially mass evangelism, needs to be

tempered by the serious responsibility

to provide adequate follow-up. As
Archie Parrish of Serve International

points out, "The individual sharing

the Gospel needs to know how to do
basic follow-up before he is equipped

to share the Gospel . . . [learning] the

knowledge and skill necessary to fold

a believer into the local church and
guide them in the first steps necessary

for an intimate relationship with the

Lord." Surely God's Kingdom de-

MINISTERS
Frank Boswell (PCA) from Jacksonville, Fla.,

to work as evangelist in the Austin, Tex. area.

Bailey C. Cadman has been installed as asso-

ciate pastor of a church he helped organize,

the Gospel Fellowship (PCA), Gibsonia, Pa.

L. Milton Cutchen from Centreville, Ala., to the

Greenville, Ala. church (PCA).

DeWitt M. Watson (PCA) from Cincinnati, Ohio,

to San Antonio, Tex. as evangelist.

Fred Zoeller from Aiken, S.C., to the First

Church (PCA), Gadsden, Ala., as assistant

pastor.
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serves our deep concern over the lack

of follow-through in evangelism as

witnessed in Nicaragua. We rejoice

over the huge crowds hearing the

Word preached. We weep over our

careless reaping procedures. How
desperately we need to "teach" the

young, national church, particularly

in evangelistically fruitful fields like

Latin America.
—Les Thompson
Miami, Fla.

BEAUTIFUL! I WEPT

Reference "Under My Palm Tree,"

"Grace-Fellowship-of-the-Ramada-

Inn," (April 18 Journal).

Beautiful! I just read it. I don't

know why, but I wept. The author has

been there. And so have we. Thanks.

—(Rev.) William A. Fox Jr.

Gulf Breeze, Fla.

Most of our readers know that "Under
My Palm Tree" is written by Jean Shaw
of St. Louis, Mo. Somehow, we ne-

glected identifying her in the April 18

issue.
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I ~l Here is one of the fullest issues we've sent your way in

quite a while. The main feature, having to do with the kinds of hymns we
sing in our worship services, ought to be of interest to almost every reader.

But just in case it isn't, try the columns by Don King on religious hucksters

(p. 14) or Jean Shaw on keeping the Sabbath (p. 18). Still not satisfied?

There's a novel suggestion (p. 7) on how the PCA could do a better job

of running its General Assembly from year to year. Writers in the "Mailbag"
column are feeling vigorous this week, or you might like to test a slightly

bigger-than-usual book review section (p. 15). If you still haven't found what

you're looking for, you'll probably have to wait until next week.

I The lead news story on the next page has set us to wonder-

ing. No one has ever accused Jerry Falwell of being cowardly. But we do
suggest he and Liberty Baptist College are strategically wrong in going along

with requirements of the state of Virginia that the study of biology at the

college should be kept a safe distance from the study of theology or the

study of philosophy. The college's agreement to remove one course from
the science department and move it to the philosophy department was a

concession having to do with the heart and the soul of Christian education.

There is a bit of the pragmatist in all of us, and we're sure Liberty Baptist

College is looking out for the employability of its graduates. Even so, Chris-

tians everywhere ought to raise their voices over such meddling by the state

where it has no business at all.

H If occasionally you feel that we Bible-believers have

become a persecuted minority just because we believe some unpopular things,

don't forget that other religious minorities have it harder. In Harmony,
Minn., 47 Amish families are being ticketed because of their refusal to put

bright orange safety emblems on the backs of their horse-drawn buggies.

The Amish, who think the Lord frowns on their using bright colors, would
rather pay the fines than comply.

1 A faithful Journal reader with a strong interest in church

history has asked for a bit of help in finding two long-lost items. One is

a communion token used in the Second Presbyterian Church of Charleston,

S.C., before the year 1900. The other is a miniature statue of a Methodist

circuit-riding preacher astride his horse, with Bible in hand. Is there anyone
out there who has seen either of these items and can help us out?

~l There were some who thought the pope had performed
a miracle. Jan Lavric, who was visiting in Rome, got up from the wheel

chair and walked away without so much as a limp after hearing the pope
speak. But, it turns out, the only reason Lavric was in the wheel chair in

the first place was that he had grown weary waiting for the pope to appear.

The wheel chair was simply the nearest and handiest place for a tired tourist

to sit down. ^ -—
•>

Late word has come that Dr. Francis Schaeffer died about 4 p.m. on Monday, May 14,

at his home in Rochester, Minn. He was 72. Funeral services are planned for 3 p.m., Sunday
afternoon, May 20, at the John Marshall High School in Rochester.
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Falwell's Creation Sermon Stirs New Controversy

LYNCHBURG, Va.—Liberty Baptist

College (LBC) here faces new chal-

lenges to its right to build creationist

convictions in the teachers it prepares

to go into Virginia's public school

system.

A two-year-old controversy over the

granting of state approval to LBC's
teacher education program has been

renewed because of complaints by the

Virginia chapter of the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU) after they

heard tape recordings of a sermon

preached by the Rev. Jerry Falwell.

According to Virginia's ACLU di-

rector Chan Kendrick, the sermon
proves that LBC was insincere in its

promises to the state two years ago to

acquaint students with the theories of

evolution as a proper preparation for

teaching in public schools.

Somewhat disjointedly, Kendrick

said he is not convinced LBC has

stopped teaching the Biblical version

of creationism to its biology education

majors. "I'm convinced otherwise,"

he said.

School officials said a commitment
to ignore creationism was never a part

of the college's commitment two years

ago to the state. Instead, LBC's under-

standing was that the theory of evolu-

Jerry Falwell

tion ought to be fairly presented to its

students.

Falwell's sermon figured in the con-

troversy because he told students to

"demand—not ask—but demand"
that "every man, every woman, who
ever stands on a podium over there [at

LBC] believes the inspiration of Scrip-

ture, including the Genesis account of

creation. Just as it is written." The
sermon came 17 months ago at the

Thomas Road Baptist Church where
Falwell is pastor.

Falwell is also chancellor of the col-

lege, but in remarks to the Washington
Post last week defended his remarks at

the church simply on the grounds that

the church and the college are separate

institutions. Falwell said his duties at

the college are "mostly honorary,"
and that he is only one of about 20

board members who establish the col-

lege's policies.

When the Virginia board of educa-

tion gave provisional approval to

LBC's teacher education program in

December 1982, the 7-2 vote came fol-

lowing questions about another Fal-

well sermon in which he said LBC
would teach its students about evolu-

tion in order to show "why it's

foolish."

With renewal of that provisional ap-

proval scheduled for a vote next

month, the Post last week quoted an

unnamed board of education member
who said: "We're questioning. We're
doubting. Liberty Baptist will have to

be beyond a shadow of a doubt. It'll

have to be exemplary."

Falwell, meanwhile, said LBC's
problems are not with the state board,

which he said had been "very fair,"

but with the Virginia ACLU, whose
"anti-Christian bias" he said is "real-

ly a kind of harassment."
Waiting for an important May 24 re-

port to the state board from a commit-
tee which visited the college, LBC of-

ficials appeared to be jockeying for

position. To the state, the college said

in a variety of ways that it would com-

ply. To insiders, the college seemed to

be saying "Never!"
Opponents of LBC say they have

doubts about the college's "ability and
desire" to remove the teaching of sci-

ence from "its strong theological at-

mosphere." Some backers of the col-

lege are outraged that the state would
ask LBC to do so. Still others are con-

cerned about even the little steps the

college has taken by way of com-
pliance. 21

Conservative Christians

Take Over Political Party

MINNEAPOLIS (RNS)—Conserva-
tive Christians who say they are pro-

life and pro-family are winning control

of the Independent-Republican party

in Minnesota, often at the expense of

party regulars.

Two weeks ago, three top Hennepin

County officers were unseated at the

GOP county convention, all by lop-

sided margins. Earlier, the Christian

conservative faction, allied with other

social conservatives, dominated the

county's district conventions.

The group says it wants both the

party and its candidates to embrace a

platform against abortion, homosex-

ual rights, and the Equal Rights

Amendment. It also wants support for

school prayer, parental screening of

school books, and the teaching of cre-

ationism in public schools.

The Hennepin County Independent

Republican convention voted 1003-250

for a resolution condemning the Su-

preme Court's 1973 abortion decision.

By a 829-362 vote, it asked for rein-

statement of the death penalty in Min-

nesota. Opposition to the ERA won by

a 1059-172 vote, and opposition to a

nuclear freeze by about the same
margin.

Editorializing on the unusual devel-

opments, the Minneapolis Star and
Tribune said: "Participants at some
precinct caucuses were asked to declare
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their religious rebirth, even to state

their sexual preference." People the

paper called "moderates" were "de-

nied a delegate spot or party office

because they did not pass the test."

The editorial complained: "The pur-

poseful exclusion of those who fail to

conform to fundamentalist criteria is

worrisome, as is a concerted effort to

construct the political debate according

to a born-again blueprint. Fundamen-
talists should have the opportunity to

advocate their causes during the cam-
paign, but voters need to hear from
candidates on all important issues, not

just the issues some call funda-

mental." ffl

Exiled Cuban Priests Say
U.S. Bishops Are 'Soft

9

MIAMI (RNS)—The National Con-
ference of Catholic Bishops, along

with other religious groups, has been

accused of being soft on communist
Cuba.
The attack came from the Inter-

national Association of Cuban Priests

in Exile, meeting here for its 10th an-

nual gathering.

The declaration called itself "an
earnest appeal to our brother priests,

as well as our brothers and sisters of

the laity, of the United States, Latin

America, and Western Europe, espe-

cially to those who, while they with

every good reason condemn the crimes

perpetrated by the so-called 'govern-

ments of the political right,' systemat-

ically ignore that there is a church op-

pressed by the Marxist government of

Cuba."
The statement says that the Cuban

church is "systematically decimated"

by government policy, is "gagged"
without access to the means of com-
munication, and is denied the right to

have schools in which to teach the

Christian faith.

In addition, say the exiled priests,

Roman Catholics in Cuba are "pain-

fully and even fearfully aware that if

they make any public profession of

their Christian faith, they will be shut-

ting themselves off from any normal
opportunity" for educational or oc-

cupational advancement.
"They are subjected to an unbloody

martyrdom as they are continually

limited in their most fundamental
rights as human beings and as mem-
bers of a religious group.

The Rev. Jose Nikse, pastor of the

St. Brendan Church in Miami, said the

U.S. Bishops have been guilty of a

"Robin Hood idealism" as they have

protested human rights violations in El

Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala,

but not in Cuba. CD

Churches Ask New Look
At USSR Poison Charges

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Officials of

a dozen denominations have urged

Congress to investigate "new evi-

dence" which they say counters United

States charges that the Soviet Union
has used chemical weapons in violation

of arms treaties.

The church representatives said

hearings on the issue are needed

because "hasty and potentially false

accusations about Soviet treaty viola-

tions and untrustworthiness imperil

past treaties and present negotiations."

In a letter to members of Congress,

the church officials cited recent reports

in some scientific journals. Those re-

ports question the research procedures

used by the Reagan administration to

investigate allegations of Soviet use of

mycotoxic gas weapons, known as

"yellow rain," in Afghanistan, Laos,

and Kampuchea, formerly known as

Cambodia.
The letter says what some scientists

thought was yellow rain may in fact be

bee feces, which occurs naturally in

Southeast Asia.

Among those who signed the letter

were Washington representatives of

the Presbyterian Church USA. ffl

After-School Prayer Bill

Called a 'Profound Threat
9

WASHINGTON (RNS)—The so-

called equal access bill to allow

religious groups as well as others to use

public school facilities after school

hours is "a profound threat to our

public school children and to the prin-

ciple of the separation of church and

state," says an official of B'nai B'rith

International.

Stuart Raskas says the bill, spon-

sored by Rep. Don Bonker (D-Wash.)

"would turn our schools into part-time

churches."

If passed, the measure would deny

funds to public schools which do not

allow student-initiated clubs to meet on

The Rev. Sun Myung Moon was scheduled
to go to jail last week after exhausting all

appeals for a tax evasion conviction relating

to money which he said he was only holding

for his Unification Church. The U.S. Su-

preme Court refused to accept that argu-

ment, sending Moon to prison for an
18-month sentence. upi photo

their premises while granting such priv-

ileges to other clubs.

Raskas complains that while the

groups must be student-initiated, they

do not need to be student-controlled.

Control can be "in the hands of out-

side religious groups," he says. In ad-

dition, he says, the authority of

teachers will be mobilized on behalf of

particular religious beliefs since all

school activity must be supervised by

teachers.

The equal access bill appears to en-

joy substantially more support in Con-
gress than did the recently-defeated bill

to allow oral prayer in public school

classrooms. CE

Methodists Vote To Keep
Homosexual Sanctions

BALTIMORE (RNS)—Delegates to its

general conference decided not to

change the disapproving language

which now describes the United
Methodist Church's attitude toward
homosexuality.

The 1000-member deliberative body
voted decisively here to leave intact ex-

isting language in the Book of Disci-

pline of the 9.5 million-member-

church. That book says, in language

adopted in 1972: "We do not condone
the practice of homosexuality and con-

sider this practice incompatible with

Christian teaching."

Meanwhile, the group here voted to

encourage the study of human sexuali-
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ty by medical, theological, and human-
istic disciplines.

Speaking for retaining the present

language, the Rev. Richard Looney, a

pastor from Johnson City, Tenn., re-

minded delegates that United Metho-
dism is a "global church." He said

that "any hint that we would accept

this practice [of homsexuality] as nor-

mative would be disastrous for the fu-

ture of the church in Africa, a church

that takes seriously the witness of the

Scriptures."

But the Rev. C. Joseph Sprague of

Marion, Ohio, supporting a proposal

to remove the disapproving language,

said: "There is no more rejected and
ridiculed segment of our society to-

day" than homosexuals. He called the

proposal "a petition of graceful hos-

pitality." ffi

Abducted Presbyterian

Wanted 'Arab Side'

BEIRUT, Lebanon (RNS)—A Presby-

terian minister who has been kid-

napped here had tried for many years

to get Americans to consider "the

Arab side" of the Middle East crisis.

The Rev. Benjamin Weir, a minister

of the Presbyterian Church USA
(PCUSA) said as early as 1968 that he

was frustrated by the "apparent accep-

tance by the West of the gross fabrica-

tion that the State of Israel is an out-

post of peace in the Middle East. But
worse, it seems that Christian church-

es unknowingly give silent support to

political injustice in this issue."

Weir also said at that time that the

"so-called Christian West, in Europe
and the United States, still does not

know the Arab side of the story—that

the objective facts simply are not

reported by the news media."
The pro-Iranian Islamic Jihad terror

group claims responsibility for the

May 8 abduction of the 60-year-old

minister. Weir, who was leaving his

house with his wife, was forced into a

car by three men.
A resident of Beirut for the last 31

years, he is currently an education con-

sultant to the National Evangelical

Synod of Syria and Lebanon and
teaches at the Near East School of

Theology. Friends said he had recent-

ly been spending a great deal of time

helping Christian refugees from the

southern Sudan.

The terrorist Jihad organization,

which claimed responsibility for bomb-
ing the U.S. Marine base here last Oc-
tober, also says now it is holding Wil-

liam Buckley of the U.S. Embassy and
Jeremy Levin of Cable News Network.
The organization says it "is determined

that not one American will be left in

Beirut, as we made clear with the at-

tack on the Marine base." 21

Private Busing Bill Dies
In Illinois Legislature

SPRINGFIELD, 111. (RNS)—A pro-

posal by Gov. James Thompson to use

tax money to provide free bus service

for private school students has died in

the Illinois legislature.

A certain cynicism greeted the gov-

ernor's proposal, since he had vetoed

virtually the same idea in 1979 and
1981. Many viewed his position this

year as political, in light of his chair-

ing President Reagan's re-election

campaign in Illinois.

Democrats opposed the measure for

that reason, and some Republicans

from the Chicago suburbs opposed it

because of the high cost to public

school boards.

Supporters said they would still try

to find ways to pass the proposal in the

future. Similar benefits to private

school students are available in

Michigan, Pennsylvania, Minnesota,

and some other states—usually based

on public safety arguments. CTJ

Koop Rejects Compromise
For Newborn Treatment

WASHINGTON—Surgeon General

C. Everett Koop, a strong pro-life ad-

vocate, has rejected compromise
guidelines developed by a pediatrics

group to govern the behavior of physi-

cians and hospitals in the treatment of

handicapped infants.

Both Koop, other members of the

Reagan administration, and represen-

tatives of a number of pro-life groups

say the proposed agreement violates

the spirit of principles agreed on last

November, as well as the essence of

agreements in January between Koop
and the American Academy of Pedi-

atrics.

Koop took heavy criticism recently

from some of his fellow pro-lifers for

agreeing to any compromise at all.

Now, even the effort to agree with his

opponents seems to have been lost.

The guidelines are defective, say

their opponents, because they put too

much stress on subjective "quality of

life" factors and too little on life-

saving treatment. The groups also crit-

icized the absence of any "child's ad-

vocate" on proposed voluntary hos-

pital review panels.

Koop was sufficiently upset by what
he thought was a betrayal that he can-

celled plans to appear at a news con-

ference where he had been expected to

endorse the guidelines.

Dr. Harry Jennison, the academy's

executive director, said the criticism

surprised him because the pediatricians

had made a "good faith" effort to in-

sure protection of newborns. He indi-

cated, however, that the group was still

open to revise the guidelines. [TJ

There was a poignant Mother's Day observance in Dallas, Texas, last week. Members of

the Right to Life organization decorated this gravesite, beneath which they say have been
buried between 900 and 1000 fetuses which they retrieved from the trash dumpster of

a local abortion clinic. The clinic has recently locked the dumpster to prevent such
activity in the future. upi photo
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PRESBYTERIANS

We Can Have Our Cake and Eat it Too

E. CROWELL COOLEY

Three presbyteries of the Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) have over-

tured the General Assembly to con-

sider again the matter of representative

assemblies. I suppose the question will

not go away; but perhaps we need to

consider a new way to address it. With
this in mind, let me suggest how we can

have our cake and eat it too!

Why do some want a representative

or delegated aseembly? They see the

General Assembly as a deliberative

body, a place where issues are debated

carefully and fully, and wise decisions

are made following thorough debate.

To have over 900 men involved in such

a debate is cumbersome, and careful

study is difficult. What would it be if

the potential 2500 were present for

such a discussion? Careful analysis and

thorough debate is almost ruled out by

the sheer size of a PCA assembly.

But the opponents suggest that the

loss due to size is offset by the advan-

tage of giving each church a voice in

the assembly, by every session being el-

igible to elect a representative. We are

a grass roots church, and we value the

input of all who can attend. The meet-

ings are long, and the issues may not

be as carefully considered as possible,

but the fellowship is great, and we do
not want to lose that.

There are other factors. We see an
increasing disparity between the num-
ber of ruling elders present as com-
pared to teaching elders. This is a

major concern, even though a ruling

elder friend of mine says that one rul-

ing elder is worth three teaching elders

any time! We do want a balance in rep-

resentation at the assembly, and we are

losing that.

It is possible, however, to resolve the

problems which we see now, and at the

The author represents the PCA's
Mission to the United States as well
as the PCA's Ascension Presbytery
as a minister-at-large.

same time to preserve the best of both

systems. The PCA should develop a

two-level assembly—debate and delib-

eration level and a general approval

level. I visualize the idea something like

this. We could make the "Committees
of Commissioners" the level where the

careful deliberations are accomplished,

and then change the rules so that the

General Assembly as now constituted

would be limited in what it courd do
to the reports of the "Committees of

Commissioners."

The pattern for this is already pres-

ent in the way that reports are handled

from Judicial Commissions. In order

to accomplish this I believe that the

following changes should be made:

1) Enlarge the Committees of Com-
missioners to include at least one rul-

ing elder and one teaching elder from
each presbytery. Perhaps a presbytery

should have an additional ruling elder

and teaching elder if their communi-
cant membership is over 6000 to bal-

ance the size problem in our presby-

teries. This would provide for some
continuity on a particular Committee
of Commissioners since a presbytery

could elect the same man to serve for

two or three consecutive years.

Representation of a presbytery could

be limited to matched pairs of TEs and
REs on the Committees of Commis-
sioners so that they would send a

pair—or have no representation at all

that year. This would resolve the

balance question. Presbyteries with less

than 2000 members would elect only

one elder to each Committee of Com-
missioners, and would be paired with

another presbytery.

2) The Committees of Commis-
sioners would conduct a thorough
evaluation of that particular area of

the work of the church, with the pos-

sibility of visitors as we now have for

further input. They would prepare rec-

ommendations for the assembly which
would be dealt with in a limited num-
ber of ways by the entire assembly.

3) The General Assembly would be
constituted as it now is, but its task

would be to ratify the recommenda-
tions presented by the Committees of

Commissioners, who have deliberated

carefully the issues in detail. The
General Assembly would be limited to

these four options.

A) Approving the recommendations

of the Committee of Commissioners.

B) Not approving the recommenda-
tions.

C) Sending the matter back to the

Committee of Commissioners.

D) Amending the recommendations,

but only with a }A vote of the entire

registered commissioners.

This would add clout to the recom-

mendations and work of the Commit-
tees of Commissioners, but would also

give every church the opportunity to

have a voice in the decisions of the as-

sembly. We have broad representation

and careful deliberations. We have our

cake and eat it too!

4) I also suggest a scheduling change

to enable this system to function. The
General Assembly sessions should be

convened at 1 :00 p.m. each day to run

until 9:30 or 10:00 p.m. with a dinner

break. Mornings should be left free

for Committee of Commissioners meet-

ings or Judicial Commission meetings,

or even for fellowship. This would
enable matters to be referred back to

a Committee of Commissioners and
would also enable all commissioners to

the General Assembly to be present for

the ratification process.

This proposal provides a forum for

thorough debate of the issues. It is an

open forum, since the meetings of the

Committees of Commissioners are

open meetings. We could have the

balance of teaching and ruling elders

which we desire on the Committees of

Commissioners, where the detailed

work would be done. The broader

based assembly would also play a very

important part in decision making, for

its support would be necessary for a

matter to become the position of the

court.

Can we not have our cake and eat

it too? m
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Singing Can Be A Sham

ROBERT G. RAYBURN

Two lines in a simple one-stanza

hymn for children by Edith Mac-
alister express the true believer's at-

titude in song as well as in prayer:

And when we sing, and when we
pray,

Help us to mean the words we say.

If we are to honor God in our worship

of Him, it is necessary that we be in-

telligently aware of what we are sing-

ing when we join other members of the

congregation in the hymns of service.

Our Savior made it very clear that wor-

ship which is acceptable to God must
be offered "in truth" (John 4:24). If

we are not expressing true convictions

when we sing we might just as well sing

nursery rhymes. Yet an amazing num-
ber of Christians pay little or no atten-

tion to what they are affirming in the

hymns they sing.

Not long ago my wife and I were

worshiping in one of the churches of

our denomination in another state. We
were surprised to find that our de-

nominationally-approved hymnal
which we knew had been used in this

congregation for some years had been

replaced by another hymnal in the pew
racks. While this was disappointing be-

cause we were familiar with the con-

tents of this hymn collection and knew
it was inferior to the hymnal which had
been rejected, we were not prepared

for the shock when the first hymn was
announced. It was Henry Van Dyke's
well-known "Joyful, Joyful we Adore
Thee." I knew this hymn was very

popular in liberal churches, but I felt

sad that is was announced in this evan-

gelical and Reformed church with no

The author is a professor at Cove-
nant Seminary in St. Louis, and
author of "O Come, Let Us
Worship," published by Baker.

apparent recognition of what the peo-

ple were affirming as they sang it. Of
course, this hymn is usually sung to the

beautiful tune, "Hymn to Joy," which
is an adaptation of the choral theme
from Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
Undoubtedly this beautiful tune has

had much to do with making the hymn
popular with people who are careless

about the theology of the hymns they

sing. Hearing it used in one of our

churches by a congregation of people

who are members of a denomination
which has a reputation for great doc-

trinal concern made me realize that one

of the easiest ways in which to spread

false doctrine is to have it sung.

Many believers who would be sure

to demand theological accuracy from
their pastor in his sermons will be

careless about the hymns they sing. Let

us take the Van Dyke hymn referred

to for an example. I don't believe

many in the congregation where we
were worshiping would have allowed

their pastor to preach the liberal doc-

trine that all God requires of His

children is to love one another, yet they

sang heartily the heretical statement of

the third stanza, "All who live in love

are Thine," after referring to Christ as

"our Brother." Then in the fourth

stanza, "Father-love is reigning o'er

us, Brother love binds man to man."
This is the all-too-familiar teaching of

the universal fatherhood of God and
brotherhood of man which was
popularized in the early part of this

century, and against which orthodox

believers found it necessary to take

their stand.

The Gnostic and Arian heretics of

the very early centuries of the Chris-

tian Church discovered that one of the

best ways to spread their false doc-

trines was to put them to music and
sing them. In fact, it was the false

teaching of these very early heretical

hymns that inspired orthodox believers

to respond with the first systematic at-

tempts to produce hymns which were

theologically sound.

Arius of Alexandria (250-336) made
an effort to spread his view of Jesus

Christ as a created being, not equal

with the Father, while orthodox theo-

logians answered with such hymns as

that of Ambrose of Milan:

O splendor of God's glory bright

From light eternal bringing light,

affirming clearly the Nicene Chris-

tology established in 325 A.D.
We must remember that there is

theology in all the hymns we sing.

Some of it may be very good, but some
may be bad. It is important for us to

identify the doctrine which we are af-

firming when we sing. Theological

concepts not in harmony with Chris-

tian truth can be very destructive when
proclaimed in corporate singing. Un-
less we understand and believe what is

articulated in the hymns we sing there

is no real worship and the singing is a

sham.
Some time ago, upon visiting the

church service of a pastor friend who
had forsaken the orthodox doctrine of

the Trinity and had become a Unitari-

an, I was surprised when he announced
as the first hymn Bishop Heber's great

"Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Al-

mighty," which clearly affirms the

Triune God. When the service was
over I asked him about this and he

replied, "It doesn't harm the people to

sing these familiar old hymns, which
they have perhaps sung since child-

hood. They can make what they want
to out of these concepts." If one has

no standards of absolute truth, such an

attitude is understandable. However,
if one takes seriously his responsibili-

ty to worship God in truth, he can

never be indifferent to what he sings

when he is worshiping.

Because of the unusual power of

music to touch the emotions, it is es-

pecially important that false ideas not
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be joined to appealing music and sung

in the church. Poetry set to beautiful

music has historically been a channel

for expressing the rich heritage of our

Christian faith and specifically our

Reformed faith with all of the pro-

found experiences of life upon which

the Bible sheds the light of God—sin

and salvation, disappointment and
hope, sorrow and joy, human failure

and divine victory. These must never

be misrepresented. Hymns are indis-

pensible, not only as a wonderful

means of expressing our devotion to

God but also as the Apostle Paul put

it, as a vehicle to be used to "teach and
admonish one another . . .

."

One could find many popular

Gospel songs and choruses which

should never be used in worship ser-

vices, because they demonstrate how
serious errors have crept into the music

in evangelical churches of our day. Let

us take, for example, the song "In the

Garden" which music pollsters have

rated as the second most popular song

in the church today. Surely Christians

who sing this song must not think

about what they are singing, for in the

chorus, repeated after each stanza,

each individual singer boasts of a joy

shared with Christ which "none other

has ever known!"
However, it is not to the Gospel

songs alone that our attention should

be directed, poor as many of them are.

We should be concerned with the songs

we sing in the Sunday morning wor-

ship services as well as those sung on
more informal occasions. I have al-

ready mentioned "Joyful, Joyful We
Adore Thee." Let me point out a few
more with serious doctrinal error in

them.

Charles Wesley wrote some of the

greatest hymns in the English lan-

guage, yet his Arminianism cropped up
in a number of his hymns, some of
which became very popular. For exam-
ple, his:

A charge to keep I have

A God to glorify

A never-dying soul to save,

And fit it for the sky.

should never be sung by those who un-

derstand the doctrine of the grace of

God who alone saves the souls of men.
Another popular hymn frequently

sung in evangelical churches where
there is carelessness about the doctrinal

orthodoxy of the hymns which are

Continued on p. 17, col. 2 ^HHIHHH

Singing the Psalms—Roadblock to Error

"Come, let us sing unto the Lord! Let us in honor shout for joy to Him, the Rock

of our salvation. O let us enter His presence with thanksgiving, with joyful song.

O let us sing with psalms unto Him. Because the Lord is a great God, a mighty

King above all gods. " (Psalm 95:1-3).

Singing such a Psalm is not only an expression of praise to God. It is a

means God uses to teach His people of His greatness and salvation.

What we sing is tremendously important. Someone has written, "Let me
write the songs of a nation, and I care not who writes her laws." Since

the Beatles came on the scene, we have been even more aware of the close

relationship between music and our culture. What people sing is both

descriptive of them and has its effect upon them.

The Psalms have been sung by God's people for over 3000 years. They
brought strength and courage and comfort and direction to both Old and

New Testament saints. The Reformation

brought a great revival of Psalm singing as peo-

ple returned to reading and studying the Bible.

This was true of the common people, and their

joy and understanding became evident. They
sang God's Word with the assurance of His

promise that it would not return unto Him
empty.

Calvin, in the introduction to his commentary on the Psalms, points out

that singing Psalms is a way of access to God. In the words of the Psalm-

ist, we express adoration, confession, intercession, and thanksgiving. Calvin

says that since the Psalms depict the character of God and His providence

toward us, in singing we learn about Him and His worship.

Today, we can still sing the Psalms. As a part of the inerrant Word of

God, they are not only a book of praise for singing, but also a true expres-

sion of the teaching of the Scriptures. People singing the Psalms are sing-

ing lyrics which are wholly consistent with all of Scripture. The Psalms deny

no Scriptural teaching, nor do they add any unscriptural doctrine. They
are as unsectarian as the Bible itself. Their repeated singing helps to im-

plant the truths of Scripture in the minds and hearts of God's people. Their

depth, richness, tenderness, and comprehensiveness continue to penetrate

our thoughts and to affect our decisions.

Think for a moment of some of the great themes of the Psalms—God's
work of creation, God's judgment for sin, God's redemptive grace, God's
providential care, and God's covenant love for His people. In Luke 24:44,

Jesus spoke of those things written about Him in the Psalms. There we
sing of His birth, His life, His death, His resurrection, and His coming
again. As in our worship we sing regularly of these great themes of Scrip-

ture and of those great doctrines in the life of Christ, we can see how they

influence our understanding of Biblical doctrine and our commitment to it.

The Psalms have real substance. They do not lose relevance or interest

because of fads or trends. They express objective truth, yet they mirror our

experiences and reflect the struggles and defeats, the joys and victories, of

our everyday lives. As we sing, we express our faith and hope in what God
is doing for us, and we can respond in ways that will honor Him.

In Psalm 43 we sing, "O send your light forth and your truth, O let them

lead me well." In singing this part of God's Word, we not only express this

petition, but we are already laying up God's light and truth in our hearts.

It cannot help but have an influence on the doctrines we hold.

I am greatly encouraged today as more and more people turn to the

Psalms—not only for devotional study and strength, but for singing praise

to God. It gives greater hope for doctrinal purity in the church.

—

BRUCE
C. STEWART, president ofReformed Presbyterian Seminary, Pittsburgh.
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Hymns Don't Need To Be Vertical

GEORGE MlLADIN

Austin C. Lovelace has an article in

the Journal of Church Music (No-

vember 1981), entitled "Hymns That

Jesus Would Not Have Liked" (two

that he mentions are "Mansion Over

the Hilltop" and "In the Garden").

The article's bottom line, positively

put, is that Jesus likes hymns that are

consonant with John 4:24.

Roughly translated, Lovelace sug-

gests: God-centered (vertical) hymns
are in, man-centered (horizontal)

hymns are out or at least relegated to

"the back of the book."

By such a standard, the leading can-

didate for our Lord's favorite church

music might well be Roman Catholic

sacred music from the 1 1th through the

16th century—plain chant to Pales-

trina. Many would argue that few

things are more spiritually moving
than Biblical words adorned with sin-

gle line melodies, their haunting strains

wending around every turn of the great

cathedral corridors and floating up in-

to the buttresses as though they would
rise to the very throne of God. Here
is mystery, wonder, and the "vertical"

of which most Protestant evangelicals

are quite ignorant.

But my thesis is somewhat different.

Believing that the Lord would have us

reject a God-directed/man-directed

division, both with respect to hymnody
and worship (the two so closely re-

lated), 1 suggest the following proposi-

tion: God-centered worship incorpor-

ates a man-directed element which is

the love of God's people for one
another and for the world. This ele-

ment needs to be reflected both in our

The author is pastor of New Life

Church (Orthodox Presbyterian) in

Point Loma, California. Before
entering the ministry, he was a

professional musician.
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hymnody and in our worship services.

Why? For the simple reason that it

is Biblical!

As to what constitutes a God-cen-

tered hymn, the table of contents (page

viii) in the Trinity Hymnal provides an

outstanding listing of such hymns
(hymns about God: His being, works,

and Word). But is this exhaustive of

the category we call "God-centered"?

Are God's "concerns" any less God-

centered than "His works?"—espec-

ially when His crowning work is re-

creating a people for His Son, a peo-

ple who above all the peoples of the

earth will mirror the love of Christ in

a life of love for one another and for

the world?

This element of one-to-another love,

which according to I Corinthians 13 is

the greatest of all, seems to be the miss-

ing ingredient in many of the discus-

sions involving hymnody and worship.

Some would argue that it is lacking in

our inter-personal relationship as well

as in our worship services. Perhaps,

but more easily verifiable, hymns on
"the life of love" are held to a bare

minimum in most of our Reformed
hymnals. I checked the word "love"

in the index of the Trinity Hymnal.
"Love for Christ and God" had a

generous listing, 542-557. Under the

entry "Love of Brethren," there are no

hymns at all; only the instruction "See

Friendship: Christian." And what did

1 see there? Only three hymns, that's

all. Hymns dealing with Christian ser-

vice, the love of Christ reaching out to

the poor and needy of this world, are

no better represented.

A few years back a leading hym-
nologist ranked several of the hymnals

currently in use, among them the Trin-

ity Hymnal. They were ranked accord-

ing to singable tunes, readable print,

contemporaneity, inclusion of folk

hymns, doctrinal and historical hymns.
Trinity Hymnal was ranked number
one in the last two categories and near

or at the bottom in all the others. Per-

haps, after all, there is a relationship

between an anemic life of love and the

absence of hymns in our services on
that vital Biblical topic.

Now, two practical applications!

First of all, love would have us be sen-

sitive in relating our music to people

where they are in contrast to where we
think they ought to be. If the public(s)

surrounding our church edifice are

high-brow traditionalist types (in some
Christians' minds, the "arrived-

ones"), it obviously won't do to meet

them with a simple diet of guitar-

accompanied Scripture songs. Con-
versely, if the bulk of the people we are

serving and/or seeking to reach are

semi-literate transients, most likely our

musical starting point shouldn't be

four stanzas of "Whate'er My God
Ordains is Right"—as profound a

hymn as it is.

Call it contextualization or some-

thing else; I prefer to view it as follow-

ing Jesus who left heaven's court and

stooped awfully low in order to com-
municate with us. From His perspec-

tive He spoke "baby-talk"— isn't that

the idea behind all those anthropomor-

phic references to His nostrils, arms,

ears, etc.).

No, our Lord didn't come in order

to entertain, and much of contempor-

ary church music is only entertaining

instead of edifying. But isn't it equal-

ly true that Jesus didn't come to bore

us. You draw the appropriate in-

ference.

Instead, Jesus came to reveal, en-

lighten, and enliven, as He exegeted

the invisible Father (cf . John 1:18). He
met us where we were in order to take

us where we ought to be.

Another aspect of loving relational

activity has to do with musical ranges

and the keys of many of our published

hymns. They are too high; and because

our Lord is sensitive to the abilities as

well as the culture of His children, I



believe that Jesus would not like some
of our most doctrinally rich hymns be-

cause of their neck-stretching ranges.

Even "Whate'er My God Ordains is

Right" is better in the key of Eb
!

The other practical application is

that love demands a sense of fair play.

In our diversified congregation in

Point Loma our musical tastes run the

gamut from the simplest choruses,

through James Ward, upward through

Bach ascending through Episcopal

"chants." As a music committee of

one, I seek to incorporate and rotate

different styles of music into the wor-

ship services. For instance, over a

period of several months we have

utilized the following hymns and
spiritual songs in that important open-

ing hymn slot following the call to wor-

ship: Margaret Clarkson's "O Father

You Are Sovereign" (to the tune as-

sociated with "Lead On O King Eter-

nal"), Bruce Ballinger's contemporary

song "We Have Come Into This

House," David G. Wilson's and Dud-
ley Smith's "Sing a New Song To The
Lord" (a kind of 6/8 jazz feeling),

"Holy, Holy, Holy" (traditional), and
Rick Riding's eight-measure setting of

Revelation 5:12 "Worthy Is The
Lamb."

If we had the right-sized choir,

Handel's "Worthy Is The Lamb"
would be utterly thrilling as an opener.

But our congregation is sufficiently

lifted by Riding's simple piece of 12

sustained melody notes supported by
some inside movement and a one note

pedal on the bottom (one of my fav-

orites!). Another congregational

favorite is the "breezy" setting of

Micah 6:8 done by Bob Sklar. Once in

a while someone chooses Erik Rout-
ley's and Alfred Bayly's far more
serious and sturdy setting of the same
text—and no one seems to mind, judg-

ing by the musical sounds filling the

sanctuary.

"Oh how good it is for brethren to

dwell/sing in unity."

And that pushes us to a final point:

The beauty of brothers and sisters in

Christ "speaking to one another with

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs,

singing and making music in our hearts

to the Lord," allowing our voices to

range over a multitude of Biblical

topics and Godly concerns. Such con-

cerns include the love we have for one
another and for the world. This, I am
confident, is what Jesus likes most of
all. ffl

Take a Hymnal Home For Dinner

Can you remember the last time it happened to you? The service is over

and you've exchanged pleasantries with your friends. You gather all the

family and their Sunday School papers together and head for home. You're

just inside the door and you find it. Hidden underneath your own Bible

is one of the church hymnals! Your mind is immediately filled with a varie-

ty of emotions ranging from utter embarrassment to horrible guilt. How
could I "steal" from God's house one of the hymnals? You quickly deter-

mine to conceal your mistake from the family and return the hymnal to

its proper place as soon as possible.

That scene, in one form or another, has occurred in the life of almost

every churchgoer at least once. We laugh about making such a foolish

mistake and vow to ourselves that it will never happen again. But in keep-

ing that vow is it possible that we are depriving ourselves of one of the most

meaningful resources available for developing our knowledge, love and ser-

vice of God?
As a pastor I'm convinced that one of the most significant responsibilities

I have is the development of a true spirit of worship among God's people.

Unfortunately too many people lack an appre-

ciation for the flow and continuity of a wor-

ship service and too few people fail to realize

that the hymns and Scriptures were really se-

lected for a purpose. Worship is now regarded

as valuable only if the preacher and choir per-

form well. And the pastor better be careful not

to offend or embarass his congregation by se-

lecting a hymn no one has sung. Can't he stick

to the old "favorites"?

Perhaps the first step to curing the cancer of

hollow worship is to encourage people to do
what most have done by mistake—take a hymnal home for dinner.

Resourceful parents could find numerous ways to acquaint themselves and
their children with the hymnal—the hymns of the service would be reread

and certain phrases explained, the responsive readings could be reviewed

perhaps with the help of a different translation. The goal of course is

understanding through familiarity.

On subsequent days the family could play a version of "Name That
Hymn" or have each person locate his favorite hymn. One would soon dis-

cover that the hymns are placed in the hymnal in logical order as they relate

to a specific Biblical theme or attribute of God. Scripture texts noted before

the hymn could be the basis of the family's devotional meditation. Even-

tually one might locate the story behind the hymn (there are books which
provide that information) and share it to further enrich the appreciation

of the hymn. It might even be possible to learn a little church history as

the hymns of years past are reviewed.

It saddens me that while man's chief end is to glorify God and enjoy

Him forever, so few of us enjoy our worship. Is it any wonder that our lives

subsequently bring Him so little glory? On the other hand, can you imagine
what could happen if God's people began to worship with understanding

and enjoyment, being transformed in the pew from spectator to partici-

pant? I have to believe there would be some evidence of that joy in daily

life which would bring glory to our God.
So why not take a hymnal home for dinner? Get acquainted with the

hymns, the messages and all the rest incorporated between its covers. It

is sure to brighten up the lifestyle of the hymnal and it may even encourage
you.

—

REV. WILLIAM SPINK, pastor of Riveroaks Reformed Presbyterian

Church, Memphis, Tenn.
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The Good—
We asked several randomly selected ministers for their answer

to the following question, "What 3 hymns (published in hymn-
books) are your favorites in terms of the way they express the

doctrine of the Christian faith and why?" Here are their re-

sponses.

CARL BOGUE, Faith Presbyterian Church, Akron, Ohio.

The God of Abraham Praise (tune: Leoni). This hymn is

clearly focusing our praise on God and not man. Prom-
inent attributes of God are set forth in the context of both

historical revelation and the Trinity. Easy to sing, yet

majestic!

Jesus Shall Reign Where'er the Sun (tune: Duke Street).

Here is a great missionary hymn which directs us, not to

man's efforts, but the promises of God in prophecy con-

cerning the success of our faithful efforts. Underscores the

much needed theme of the Lordship of Jesus Christ over

all the earth. Easy to sing.

Unto the Hills Around (tune: Sandon). Here is a great and
comforting testimony to the providential care of Jehovah,

one of the all too few Psalms (Ps. 121) in most hymnals.

Easy to sing with nice harmony.

WILLIAM D. MCCOLLEY, Bellewood Presbyterian Church,

Bellevue, Washington.

Father I Know that All My Life (Trinity Hymnal #444).

Teaches the believer contentment with the knowledge of

God's sovereignty.

Lord, Thou Hast Been Our Dwelling Place (Trinity Hym-
nal #287). This hymn, written among the Waldensians, cel-

ebrates God's dealings in history. It confesses human sin

and worships God for His faithfulness.

The Day of Resurrection (Trinity Hymnal #197). This hymn
and its companion, "Come Ye Faithful" both by John of

Damascus, are excellent in the way they tie the New Testa-

ment to the Old Testament. In this case likening the

Resurrection to the Passover.

WILLIAM SHISHKO, Orthodox Presbyterian Church, Frank-

lin Square, New York.

Praise to the Lord the Almighty (doctrine of God). I can-

not think of a more comprehensive hymn of praise which

extols so many of God's attributes with a tune so appro-

priate to the subject matter.

Alleluia . . . Hearts to Heaven (doctrine of Christ). Again,

this hymn is rich with solid doctrine about the work of

Christ Jesus (much doctrine that is too uncommon in our

days of diluted evangelicalism), with a triumphant tune be-

fitting the rich message. We should sing it more often than

on "Easter Sunday"!

Onward Christian Soldiers (doctrine of the Christian life).

Perhaps it is because our children love to sing this in fami-

ly devotions, but for whatever reason I have come to more
and more appreciate this grand old favorite as a solid ex-

pression of true Christian warfare. Perhaps we have grown
so familiar with this one that we do not really consider the

truth of its message—so much needed today.

THOMAS D. CHURCH, Orthodox Presbyterian Church,
Yakima, Washington.

Lord, in the Morning Thou Shalt Hear My Voice Ascen-
ding High (Trinity Hymnal #332). This is a beautiful

paraphrase of Psalm 5 by Isaac Watts. It provides a model
prayer for the congregation, clearly expressing the Psalm-

ist's Godly sentiments.

God Moves in a Mysterious Way (Trinity Hymnal #21).

The text of this hymn comes from William Cowper and
reminds us of God's loving sovereignty. Its content is both

encouraging and instructive, and clear enough for everyone

to understand. It is one of those rare hymns that lifts the

troubled singer to that blessed place of divine perspective.

How Sweet and Awful Is the Place (Trinity Hymnal #271).

Having explained to the congregation the meaning of

"awful," this hymn is a favorite. The doctrine of election

is presented here with that same delicate balance between

adoration and fear and thanksgiving that we find in the

Scriptures.

JAMES L. RANSOM, The Presbyterian Church of Coatesville,

Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

To God Be the Glory This is for me a great hymn of testi-

mony and praise. Its music is altogether exultant and its

message clear—the Good News is shared, praise the Lord!

O Sacred Head Now Wounded. The message of personal

redemption and its personal application has always touched

me deeply. It is simplistic and pietistic in both verse and
tune. From the first time I heard it, it's spoken to me in

a very special way.

Crown Him With Many Crowns. The triumph and glory of

our Lord Jesus is here well put with rousing melody which

is necessary for me. Too many great themes are plagued

by awkward music in my judgment; fortunately, this is not.

ALICE B. ZITZMANN for her late husband FRED P. ZITZ-

MANN), First Presbyterian Church, Nashville, Tennessee.

We discussed hymnody many times together. Our home had

family devotions from the beginning of our marriage, and

on as the children came, and now that they have families

of their own they continue to worship the Lord in their

homes. Singing hymns and psalms was an important part

of our worship. My husband lived less than 24 hours after

his heart attack. While he was in the hospital, unable to

speak because of the breathing apparatus, the children and

I sang the 23rd Psalm, and he moved his lips to form the

words with us. A few minutes later he was with the Good
Shepherd. I have considered your questions and have an-

swered as I believe Fred might have done.

And Can It Be That I Should Gain. This is a praise hymn
which reflects on God's love and mercy in Christ. It alludes

to Scripture as it presents salvation in action, calling forth

praise from the redeemed.

Great is Thy Faithfulness. The faithfulness of God is the

theme of this hymn based on Lamentations 3:22,23. It is

a true praise hymn reminiscent of the Psalms.

May the Mind of Christ My Savior. A prayer hymn, it ex-

alts Christ and the Word and seeks to relate faith and ac-

tion to the glory of God in our lives.
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—and the Bad
We asked the same ministers for their answer to the follow-

ing question, "What 3 hymns (published in hymnbooks) do

you think are most detrimental to a proper understanding of

the Christian faith and why?" Here are their responses.

CARL BOGUE
/ Come to the Garden Alone (tune: Garden). Both music

and words express a sentimentalistic, man-centered theme

with little objective reference to the things of God. The
words imply the error of continuing revelation, focusing

on the experiential rather than the Word of God.

Jesus Is Coming to Earth Again (tune: Second Coming).

Several errors of rapturism show up here: separating the

return of Christ from the final judgment, denying that

Christ has already established His Kingdom, and that

therefore we must wait to "Crown Him King." "Joy to

the World" is a good antidote.

Come, Holy Spirit, Dove Divine (tune: Maryton). This is

an "all wet" hymn inasmuch as it teaches an unbiblical

mode of baptism. In those hymnbooks where Rom. 6:4

is given as the theme text, it further promotes a total mis-

interpretation of our "burial with Him."

WILLIAM D. MCCOLLEY
/ Come to the Garden Alone (Hymns for the Living Church

#398). This is a favorite target for criticism because it has

so many outstanding theological faults. It reeks of ar-

rogance and nonsense.

/ Serve A Risen Savior (Hymns for the Living Church #158).

This contains a line in the chorus which overemphasizes

the subjective experience of the believer, denigrating the

objective, theological and practical arguments of Scripture

in I Corinthians 15. "You ask me how I know He lives

—

He lives within my heart."

Trust and Obey (Hymns for the Living Church #318). This

has a verse which says God's "smile quickly drives away"
any trouble or disappointment a believer may experience.

It is a negative version of "Everyday with Jesus is Sweeter

Than the Day Before."

WILLIAM SHISHKO

Love Lifted Me. How can anyone sing "I was sinking deep
in sin" to the tune of carnival music? The whole character

of this popular gospel song grossly cheapens both the mean-
ing of sin as rebellion against God and the meaning of de-

liverance by the crucified and risen Christ, who is more
than the abstract concept "Love."

At the Cross. I guess the sentiment of this is good, but the

doctrine is atrocious. Every good adherent of the Reformed
faith knows that God-given sight precedes faith, and not

the other way around; and (contra. Robert Schuller) the

saints of God know all too well that it is fraudulent to sing

"now I am happy all the day" when the world, our flesh,

and the devil often make us feel like modern Asaphs.

Sweet Hour of Prayer. I am always tempted to ask (when
this hymn is requested) "How many of you spend an hour
in prayer?" so that we will think more seriously before we
sing! And, frankly, prayer is not always "sweet," doesn't

Paul speak of "agonizing" in prayer? If we really believed

what we sing in this hymn, our prayer meetings would be
jammed every week! [Note: Stanza 3 of "Onward Chris-

tian Soldiers" (if the "church" is understood as "the

church universal") is also open to the criticism of #3 above.]

THOMAS D. CHURCH
I am familiar with only 2 hymnals (the Trinity Hymnal, and

The Hymnal, 1940 (Protestant Episcopal), neither of which

have any hymns that I am aware of, which could be faulted

seriously for their doctrinal content. I have no doubt that

some may disagree with me, but if you can't get along with

either of these hymnals it's going to be tough to find any-

thing you can live with.

In other churches that I've visited, I have seen hymns
that are at least tasteless and sometimes downright incor-

rect and misleading in doctrine. I do not remember any

of these by name . . . they were not impressive.

James l. ransom
God of Concrete and Steel. Can't imagine what was in the

writer's mind— it certainly doesn't ring true to my mind.

/ Believe in Miracles. This somehow clouds natural oc-

curances with the miracle of transforming grace. I fault

it for lack of clarity and muddying-up the waters regard-

ing the miraculous.

Shall We Gather at the River. If sung at its usual pace, it

will kill any life in a service!

ALICE B. ZITZMANN
"Are Ye Able," Said the Master. The problem with this

hymn is the idea that we have it in ourselves to make it

in the Christian life. Actually, we can't make it unless

Christ enables us.

/ Come to the Garden Alone. This hymn is an egocentric

fantasy trip with a spurious spirituality concocted of dewy
roses in a garden where the Son of God croons a love song

to me. Apparently, I have no responsibility to praise or

serve the Son of God, just enjoy what "none other has ever

known."

The Savior is Waiting. Although we are given in Revelation

a picture of Christ standing at the door of our lives, knock-

ing to enter, we need not conclude that this is a continu-

ous situation, and that Christ is helpless to act without our

cooperation. This hymn depicts Christ as impotent rather

than an omnipotent sovereign who is able to knock a man
like Paul off his horse to enter his life.
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Religious Hucksters

DON KING

As I was thumbing through my
junk mail the other day, I came

across a letter that promised mental,

spiritual, and material prosperity. The
writer, whom I'll call Rev. Joe, tries

to show how sincere he is by offering

to send me, free of charge, of course,

a gold prosperity cross. After receiv-

ing this cross, he assures me, I will be

blessed in some material way.

To convince me further, he prints a

testimonial by someone who received

$7500 dollars the day after getting her

cross. In addition, in order to gain my
confidence, he promises that he has

"prayed over my address," as if that

gave him some kind of sanction from
God.

Rev. Joe and others like him are

deeply disturbing because they draw
many unsuspecting people into their

subtle webs of deceit. As Christians, it

is our duty to look at such people very

carefully and expose them for what
they are: Religious hucksters.

What is a religious huckster? He is

one who uses religion (especially Chris-

tianity) to sell himself, his ideas, or his

merchandise. Typically he hides be-

neath a veneer of "religiosity" in order

to make money. He may sound sin-

cere, especially since one of his favorite

devices is the use of Christian catch-

words, but his sole purpose in referring

to Christianity is to bring an air of
respectability to his financial schemes.

The first thing we need to under-

stand is the strategy religious hucksters

use. Normally they prey upon lonely,

poor, uneducated people, offering

false hopes of blessings. They are

careful to promise not only spiritual

and mental blessings, but financial

ones as well. Rev. Joe, for instance,

asks: "Do you need help? Do you need

prayer? Are you troubled? Are you

The author is professor of English
at MonUeat-Anderson College
in Montreat, N.C.

lonely? Do you need a continuous flow

of money blessings?"

In addition, testimonials are used to

persuade the reader of the huckster's

ability to "deliver the goods." Some-
one calling himself the Georgia Proph-

et, for example, employs testimonials

repeatedly that relate stories of new
Cadillacs, TV sets, cash windfalls and
so on, all produced as a result of send-

ing away for his "Prosperity Pack-

age."

Proof-texting, or using Scripture out

of context, is another favorite tactic.

For example, Rev. Joe refers to eight

different Bible verses in his initial let-

ter. Never mind that the verses are

often unrelated to his arguments.

A final tactic is the offer of a free

gift that will ensure financial success.

This is perhaps the cleverest ploy of all,

since few of us can refuse anything

free. Of course the problem with send-

ing away for the free gift is that the

huckster has now caught our interest.

The gift is the bait, we are the fish, and
the hook will only be revealed later

when we are asked to give money to

help the huckster's "important
ministry."

For make no mistake: The ultimate

design of these people is not our

spiritual well-being; it is on our pocket-

books. Money, and lots of it, is their

ministry.

Let me add here that there is a place

for legitimate Christian fundraising.

There are a number of sincere evan-

gelists and preachers who do need to

raise money in order to support their

work. They too may make special gift

offers and offer to pray for their lis-

teners. What separates them from the

Rev. Joes is that they do not use the

name of Christ so that they can line

their pockets; that is, for a dollar to-

day, they do not promise we will re-

ceive five tomorrow.
The central flaw, however, in the

work of religious hucksters is this:

They imply that faith in Christ insures

financial prosperity. But did Jesus

promise His followers prosperity? "Do

not lay up for yourselves treasures

upon the earth, where moth and rust

destroy, and where thieves break in

and steal. But lay up for yourselves

treasures in heaven, where neither

moth nor rust destroys, and where
thieves do not break in or steal; for

where your treasure is, there will your
heart be also."

It doesn't sound like Jesus promises

financial prosperity, does it? There-

fore, when the Georgia Prophet de-

clares that we need "to go from the

ghetto to the get-mo," he is perverting

the message of Christ, who tells us we
must deny ourselves, take up our cross,

and follow Him daily.

What can we do to combat the Rev.

Joes and Georgia Prophets? First, we
must see clearly what they are doing.

Second, we must re-examine our
own priorities and financial goals. Is

financial security our sole purpose in

life?

Finally, we must attempt to reach

the same poor, lonely, and uneducated
audience and show them true Christian

faith and service; this will be the

hardest part because there will be,

paradoxically, costs to us—in time,

money, and energy. Yet, we dare not

fail for the very name of Christ is at

stake.

Rev. Joe and others are guilty, in the

final analysis, of the love of money.
May God grant that we are not. CD

GOT SOME DOUBTS?
With so many organizations asking for

your gift dollars, you might want to

check with the Evangelical Council
^UCM.cowg^ for Financial Account-

fP!fISQl ability about the repu-

• tation of any particular

PFJ? charitable group you
c
'*l accoun^ have questions about.

ECFA is a sort of "Better Business

Bureau" for Christian groups, in which

the Journal itself is now seeking

membership. They look for high ethical

standards and good financial account-

ability. ECFA's address is 1825 Eye St.

NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20006.
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BOOKS

LOVING GOD, by Charles Colson.
Zondervan Publ. House, Grand Rapids,

Mich. 250 pp. 1983. $11.95. Reviewed
by Rev. Barry G. Waugh, Eastland
Presbyterian Church, Memphis, Tenn.

It is always refreshing to read a book

which breaks the pattern often found

in evangelical literature. The writings

of Charles Colson are sincere, open,

and from-the-heart communications

of the newness of his Christian life.

Born Again and Life Sentence were

somewhat autobiographical. Loving

God is more a guidebook to self-sac-

rificial obedience and discipleship.

The basic question which the pages

of the book answer is, "What is lov-

ing God?" So often we profess that

we love our God, but when asked

how we express that love, we are at a

loss. Colson's point is that love for

God is expressed in actions that ac-

cord with His will. In other words,

loving God is obeying God.
The book is broken down into six

major sections. The author starts

with "Obedience," and builds each

following section on the one before

until he crowns the structure, in the

sixth section, with two examples of

self-sacrificing love for God. Each
section contains pointed teachings

and exemplary illustrations of them.

One of the strongest points of this

work is the use of illustrations. An ex-

ample of literary excellence is the

chapter, "Remember me." Here is a

vivid picture of the day of our Lord's

crucifixion. The emphasis is not on
Jesus as much as it is on the repentant

thief. In the previous chapter, the

author made the point that people in

prison have an easier time under-

standing repentance than those who
are free. "Remember Me" illustrates

this in an exceptional way. While
reading this chapter I felt as if I were

there; I felt as if I were the repentant

thief about to be nailed to the cross

next to Jesus.

Mr. Colson's point is that all

believers should feel like the repent-

ant thief. We should all realize that

our spiritual condition and the thief's

are one and the same. I have been im-

pressed repeatedly with the author's

clarity and emotion as he expresses

his message.

In a day when God's grace to His

people is often emphasized at the ex-

pense of His requirements from them,

Loving God reminds us that God
saved His people to do His will.

I recommend this book to every-

one, pastors and teachers included.

Be warned—this is not the book to

read if you want to be content in

lethargy. This book calls you to ser-

vice and action. Jesus said, "Blessed

is he that hears my Word and does it."

PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN IN AMERICA;
TWO CENTURIES OF A QUEST FOR
STATUS, by Lois A. Boyd and R. Douglas
Brackenridge. Greenwood Press,

Westport, Conn. 308 pp. Reviewed by
Susan T. Foh, Eatontown, N.J.

This study presents the history of

American Presbyterian women from
1789 to 1981 with a focus on the

United Presbyterian Church USA
and some discussion of the Presby-

terian Church in N.A., the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church and the

Presbyterian Church U.S. (South-

ern). Relying on archival and docu-

mentary materials, Boyd and Brack-

enridge have thoroughly researched

their subject and relay a detailed pic-

ture.

Part 1 deals with the development

of women's organizations. In the

nineteenth century, women began to

band together to raise money for mis-

sions, specifically women's work for

women and children. The women
eventually organized and formed in-

fluential boards for missions and
Christian education (1870s). In the

1920s the church reorganized and in-

corporated the women's boards into

its own structure for efficiency's

sake. As a result, women lost control

of programs and institutions, though

they had limited representation on
policy-making councils. From
1933-1958, the organized Presbyte-

rian women evolved into a national

organization.

In Part 2 views on women's ordina-

tion are discussed in historical per-

spective (1789-1958). The arguments

for and against have not changed.
Part 3 examines women in missions,

women in education and ministry,

and minister's wives. Part 4 sum-
marizes the history of southern Pres-

byterian women and views the current

situation.

The authors consider sexual equali-

ty the worthy goal of church women.
It is a goal that has been formally but

not substantively reached in the

PCUSA. Their history shows that the

movement towards this goal is not
based on Biblical understanding but

on cultural trends. What enabled this

"progress" is not a new or different

interpretation of the Bible but a dif-

ferent view of the Bible. It is no
longer the controlling element in de-

termining practice; it is instead over-

Defenders ofthe faith

Five Limited Edition
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looked.

This book is a worthwhile contri-

bution to women's studies and gives

needed perspective by showing where
we came from and how we have come
to the present situation. LTJ

BETTER THAN SCHOOL, Nancy Wallace,

Larson Publ., Burdett, N.Y. 256 pp. $14.95.

Reviewed by Jean Shaw, St. Louis, Mo.

First grade in public school was a

disaster for Ishmael Wallace. He be-

came withdrawn and fatigued, suf-

fered from headaches, and was gener-

ally miserable. He needed "special

materials," a fact not appreciated in

a room full of children whose parents

expected them to follow a prescribed

curriculum.

Rather than face another year of

unhappiness, IshmaeFs parents de-

cided to teach him, and later his sis-

ter, Vita, at home. This is a record of

their experiences. It is an account of

the joys of exploration, the excite-

ment of discovery. With warmth and

humor, Nancy Wallace describes how
a family can go to school together,

drawing upon its own resources while

branching out into the community.

There was gardening followed by

home canning, star gazing, jars of

shrimp hatching on the piano, and a

raft which Ishmael built with his

father. John, up the hill, was a potter

who helped the children build a kiln

and fire pots. Anne, a former French

teacher from New Zealand, taught

French.

Since the Wallace children showed
unusual interest and aptitude for

music, their parents encouraged them
to learn piano and violin. Ishmael

composed short musical pieces by the

time he was ten years old, and two
years later wrote an entire musical

play which was performed by a small

local theater. A detailed explanation

of the Suzuki method, and a diary of

events at a Suzuki musical camp, /pro-

vide thoughtful analysis of this ap-

proach to music education.

Also described in detail are the

Wallaces' experience with local and
state authorities, as they sought to

keep their children out of public

school. Much practical information is

given as to how these authorities

should be approached. The writer

does not gloss over the fact that there

is a price to pay for home education.

Her distress did not come from learn-

ing with her children at home, a task

she finds continually rewarding, but
from the harrassment and callousness

of school officials.

For the parent considering home
school, this is a practical and very

human book. For anyone involved in

teaching children, this is a book to lift

your sights and inspire you to follow

your own innovative inclinations. E

THE NEW CENTURY BIBLE COMMEN-
TARY: I AND II THESSALONIANS, by I.

Howard Marshall. Eerdmans, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Paper, 240 pp. $6.95.

Reviewed by the Rev. Kenneth L. Gentry Jr.,

pastor, Reedy River Presbyterian Church,
Greenville, S.C.

In this affordable, compact, and yet

thorough work, New Testament schol-

ar I. Howard Marshall presents a fine

technical commentary on the two
much-debated epistles of Paul to

Thessalonica.

Though dealing frequently with

higher critical theories, Marshall con-

sistently comes down on the evan-

gelical side of the issues (e.g., pp.

127f; 1430, even affirming Pauline

authorship of both epistles (pp. 6,

45). And when dealing with perplex-

ing passages, he is always fair in

listing and discussing alternative in-

terpretations. He knows when to dis-

cuss briefly the simpler passages and
when to analyze thoroughly more dif-

ficult ones, affording them up to

three or four pages of discussion.

While this is a technical com-
mentary, Marshall does engage in

more pastoral digressions of both

personal and cultural exhortations

(e.g., pp. 75, 110, 123, 142, 165). This

gives the commentary a vital contem-

porary relevance.

Marshall is consistently evan-

gelical, holding to such fundamental

doctrines as the deity of Christ (p.

49), the integrity of Scripture (p.

127), and the fact of eternal punish-

ment (p. 178).

However, Reformed Christians will

find him inconsistent. He acknowl-

edges eternal election (p. 207) and is

clearly opposed to premillennialism

(pp. 121, 191). Yet, he is a trichoto-

mist (p. 163), disavows reprobation

(p. 140), and allows for tongues-

speaking today (pp. 158-160).

Though he recognized references to

the A.D. 70 event in some passages

(pp. 12, 82, 191), there are other

passages that he should include here

but does not. For instance, though he

Matan Htbltcal Unstttutc
JULY 29 to AUGUST 1, 1984

"HOW TO GET TO KNOW GOD BETTER"

Who is the speaker? DR. R. C. SPROUL President of Ligonier Valley Study Center

What is the location? FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, MACON, GEORGIA

What is the cost? There is no cost for registration.

What about housing7 In addition to many fine motels/hotels, at no cost there will be a limited

number of private homes made available to our guests.

What about the kids? A complete program for them will be provided.

What about meals7 Each evening a meal will be served at the church at a nominal cost.

What is the schedule? Uncluttered, so you can have family time to see the beautiful Macon area;

take in a Braves game or see Six Flags in Atlanta; or just relax at our

church's swimming pool or tennis courts.

D Saturday evening, July 28, Dr Sproul will speak to a banquet for Pastors and Church officers on the

topic, "Eliminating Boredom," (Reservations are requested).

Sunday morning, July 29, Dr. Sproul will preach in both morning worship services on the topic,

"Jacob's Ladder."

Sunday to Wednesday evenings, Dr. Sproul will bring 4 messages on the topic, "The Names of God."

Wednesday noon, Dr. Sproul will speak on the topic, "Respect." (Luncheon follows).

REGISTRATION FORM
NAME ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP.

1
.
I/We will be attending the Pastors/Officers Banquet, and will have in our party.

2. If available, I/We would appreciate private housing. In my party there will be adults,

teens, children, infants.

3. We would like to receive information on local motels/hotels, and camping sites.

Mail this form to; MBI RESERVATIONS SECRETARY
First Presbyterian Church, 682 Mulberry Street, Macon, Georgia 31201
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discounts Warfield's preterist view of

II Thessalonians 2:4f, his own futur-

ist position is far less satisfying.

A 45-page introduction and a seven-

page index enhance the research value

of this work. CFJ

THE ULTIMATE PRIORITY: JOHN
MACARTHUR JR. ON WORSHIP, Moody
Press, Chicago, III. 200 pp. $4.95.

Reviewed by the Rev. Chet Lanious,
Bartlesville, Okla.

Worship, the most important aspect

of our Christian walk has become
meaningless and shallow. Our mini-

mal understanding of what it is or

why we do it is reflected by two sinful

attitudes: (1) It's boring: Long ser-

mons, long prayers, no life, every-

body is a hypocrite; and, (2) I go to

church for the people, the fellowship,

the celebration, the good feelings, in-

spiration and motivation.

Unfortunately, worship has be-

come impoverished and bittersweet

because most of us view it as a spiri-

tual laundromat. We take our enor-

mous piles of dirty lives to be cleansed.

We discover that the machinery of the

the service is too small; the dryers of

encouragement too cold; the coin

machines of our participation

broken; and to top it all off, there are

no colas or candy bars to send us

away with a good, sweet, satisfied

feeling for having spent time there.

The situation is so critical that at a

well-known evangelical seminary a

Doctorate of Ministry course on
"Worship" consisted of mood and
atmosphere techniques—plus mo-
tivating the congregation by manipu-
lating the order of service and hymnal
music.

What is needed is a presentation

which is exegetically sound, compre-

hensive without being heavy, and

written from a pastoral perspective.

John MacArthur's book is, I think, a

step in that direction. The Ultimate

Priority demonstrates that worship is

not a Sunday morning exercise but

the proper daily response to the

Creator-Redeemer by those who are

redeemed. For any professing Chris-

tian to come to the corporate worship

of God's people without due prepara-

tion is an offense to the living God.
We cannot content ourselves with oc-

casional service to Christ. Our lives

must be living, spiritual sacri-

fices—daily! You are not a true

friend of God if every time you pray

formal introductions are needed to

become reacquainted.

The Ultimate Priority deals with

God's revelation concerning spiritual

sacrifice (latreia), why God com-
mands and demands worship, wor-

shiping in Spirit and truth (John 4),

and the relationship of private wor-

ship to public (congregational) wor-

ship. This book is highly recom-

mended—not just for reading—but

for study and personal evaluation. It

is a step in God's direction written by

one who, quite obviously, has walked

the way. ffl

Singing— from p. 9

used is William Merrill's "Rise Up O
Men of God!" While the second stan-

za of this hymn is bad in its appeal to

"bring in the day of brotherhood," it

is the third stanza which is worst. It

pictures the Church as waiting for men
to make her great, because she is "un-

equal to her task." This contradicts the

Lord's own promise that "the gates of

Hell shall not prevail against her."

William Garrett Horder, an English

Congregationalist, wrote in 1889 a

famous book, The Hymn Lover, giv-

ing an historical survey of hymnody.
He suggested to English Christians that

they should learn from what Ameri-
cans were doing. It was he who later

introduced to English congregations

some hymns that were already popular

in America. However, in addition to

introducing popular American hymns,
he was responsible for taking lines

from a lyric poem by James Russell

Lowell and making it into a hymn
known as "Once to Every Man and
Nation" and exporting it back to the

United States where it became popular

partially because it is usually set to a

fine Welsh tune. This hymn is full of

error with its "God's new Messiah"
and its "Toiling up new Calvaries

ever," and other doctrinal error.

Sincere Christians need to constant-

ly exercise discrimination in the hymns
that they sing. The Apostle Paul has

reminded us that we should "test

everything" and "hold fast to that

which is good" (I Thess. 5:21). We
must carefully avoid offering worship
to God with hymns that have theologi-

cal concepts which are not in accord

with the truth of Scripture. Reality in

worship demands that we sing only

what we know to be true. CD

Memorial Gift
Palmer Orphanage, A Home for Children P.O. Box 746, Columbus, Miss. 39701
(Please print information)

The enclosed gift of $500 $250 $ 1 00 $50 $25 $ 1 0 Other is i n memory of:

Name City State

Please send a memorial card to:

Name Address

City State Who is the of the deceased

This gift is made by:

Name Address

City State Relationship
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Palmer Home For Children

A memorial gift to help dependent children receive Christian care and
training is a living memorial which grows with the child as he grows

into a useful citizen. Gifts are frequently sent to Palmer Home for

Children in memory of a loved one or friend. Immediately upon receipt

of the gift an appropriate card is mailed to the family. The gift is also

acknowledged to the donor and a list of these memorials is printed in

our bulletin. The funds accumulated in this manner are used for food,
clothing, shelter, education and Christian Training for the children at

Palmer. In making this type of contribution please give name and
address as shown below.



UNDER MY PALM TREE

Six Flags Instead of Sunday School

Back in the fifties, when I was a strained carrots and ap-

plesauce Christian, there was a lot of concern about

"keeping the Sabbath." Not keeping the Sabbath holy,

curiously enough, but just keeping it. I guess our religious

leaders thought it was more realistic to ease us in

gradually.

One Sunday morning during Sunday school we talked

about whether or not a farmer could walk around his

farm on Sunday. Our elder-teacher thought it would be

a risky thing to do, since the farmer would probably think

about how he could improve his corn yield or what repairs

he should make to his barn. That would be "working,"

and it was sinful to work on Sunday. If the farmer could

take a walk and think about how God created the earth,

it would be all right. That's the kind of discussion we
had in 1959.

Can you imagine that kind of discussion today, when
churches have to let out by noon sharp so members can

get home in time for pro football on their TV's? Would
anybody today understand the spiritual wrestling we went

through over the question of whether or not our children

could go to birthday parties on Sunday? (They did not

go.) We did not read secular literature on Sunday. The

newspaper was not opened until after evening service. We
were taught that the Sabbath was 24 hours long. There-

fore, if we began observing it at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday

night, by reading our Sunday school lesson and getting

our clothes ready, we ended our observation at 8:00 p.m.

Sunday. Those who went in for secular activities on Satur-

day night just had to wait and read their Sunday paper

on Monday.
It all sounds terribly legalistic, and perhaps it was. But

we cared very much about how we kept the Sabbath, to

the point of drawing some very fine lines. In the sum-

mer, we ate Sunday dinner inside, because if we ate it

outside it was a picnic, and picnics were wrong. I had

been a Christian for 15 years before I ate outdoors on
Sunday, and that was with our minister and his family,

who had so many people to entertain they took us all out

to a state forest. I sat through the whole meal feeling sin-

ful. Summer of '82, our entire church held a picnic on

Sunday, frisbees and softball and bought fried chicken.

I still didn't feel comfortable; but it couldn't have been

sinful if the minister and all the elders were there, right?

Around here our family is regarded as being somewhat

quaint because we don't watch TV, shop, or eat in res-

taurants on Sunday. I have learned to say, "I don't be-

lieve it's right for me," so I do not impose my Sabbath-

keeping on anyone else. Such imposition is wrong, I have

been told, since each Christian must be led by the Holy

Spirit to keep the Fourth Commandment in his and her

own way. Since we cannot accuse the Holy Spirit of be-

ing inconsistent, we deduce that He likes variety!

Anyway, the argument goes, it is not what we do not do
that keeps the Sabbath, but what is in our hearts, and
only God can see the heart. Dare I judge that the man
who goes to a baseball game on Sunday is not loving God
while he eats his hot dog and drinks his beer?

We quaint ones are also admonished about our nega-

tive interpretation of the Sabbath. We are always not do-

ing something, instead of doing something. "Come
around and tell me not to swim at the country club after

you've performed all your deeds of necessity and mercy.

When you have visited five people in the hospital,

distributed food to the needy, and sung Gospel hymns
at the old folks home, then maybe I'll get out of the

pool."

It's all so confusing! The rules keep changing, and I

end up being either legalistic or old-fashioned, but never

right. The subject of Sabbath-keeping is rarely mentioned
from the pulpit. My Bible, with its sermon notes, is rich

in Ephesians and Philippians. Exodus 20 has not a single

comment for a time period covering 350 Sundays. A min-
ister told me once that if he preached on keeping the Sab-

bath holy the congregation would decrease by half. The
current attitude is that no one has the right to tell anyone
else what to do. If a family chooses to go to Six Flags

instead of Sunday school, that's their business.

I keep remembering the farmer. He was supposed to

think about the Lord all day Sunday. If we made that

our goal we would start doing some things, and stop do-

ing others. But maybe not. There's nothing like a few
dozen games of Pac Man and Donkey Kong to remind
you that technology is a manifestation of God's creative

power.—Jean Shaw. CD
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SHIFT
GEARS

For a change ofpace—slow^^//down and take an inspiration
break with these appealing new books from Bethany House.

ANNE
This compelling romance for older teens
reinforces a Christian's responsibility to

choose a believer as a marriage partner.

Muriel Canfield weaves love and mystery
around the life of Anne, a young Christian

who experiences the problems of

compromising her Christian principles.

$2.95 paper

LOVE'S FRAGILE FLAME
In this historical novel, Phyllis Caggiano
portrays the courage of

"underground saints" caught in

England's persecution of
Reformation Christians. This

gripping romance will strengthen
your faith in Christ! $3.95 paper

THE TUTOR'S FIRST LOVE
Another classic love story from
19th Century author George
MacDonald, retold for today's

readers. The captivating story

about Hugh Sutherland, a young
Scottish tutor, that weaves spiritual

insights into a plot of love and
intrigue. $4.95 paper

TODAY'S DICTIONARY
OF THE BIBLE
The READABLE Bible

dictionary designed for families

and Bible students. The only
up-to-date volume of its kind for

under $20. $15.95 cloth

THE BELIEVER'S PRAYER LIFE
A classic on prayer by Andrew Murray,

updated for toda/ reader. Offers spiritual

yet practical help lor beginning and
maintaining a meaningful prayer life.

$3.95 paper

COMING UP SHORT IN A TALL WORLD
Humorous and touching Kel

Qroseclose's book helps parents
understand and identify with the

real-life problems of bringing up
teens. Encourages family unity

and parental guidance.

$3.95 paper

THE WONDERFUL WAY THAT
BABIES ARE MADE
Help your children understand
the facts of life from a Christian

perspective. Larry Christenson
explains the mysteries of love

and sex clearly and tastefully.

Color illustrations add interest.

$7.95 cloth

at your bookstore or

BETHANYM HOUSE PUBLISHERS
6820 Auto Club Road • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
(add $1 for mail orders)



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

When Jealousy Dominates
FOR JUNE 10, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Samuel 18:1-29

Key verses: I Samuel 18:5-16

Devotional reading: Genesis 37:12-24

Memory selection: I Samuel 18:7

INTRODUCTION

In this lesson we continue our study of

the rise and fall of Israel, focusing

upon one period in the relationship

between David and Saul. While jeal-

ousy was clearly one of the strong

emotions at play in this episode, it is

not the only one. In fact, we shall note

contrasting emotions of David and

Saul, as it became increasingly evident

that Saul was not suitable as the leader

of God's people whereas David, by

God's grace was.

Love and

1 Jealousy
I Samuel 18:1-9

Several chapters in I Samuel describe

the relationship that developed be-

tween David and Saul's son, Jonathan.

It was in stark contrast to that which

developed between Saul and David.

As it became increasingly evident

that David, and not Saul, was God's
choice to be the leader of Israel,

Jonathan, the one who could have ex-

pected to be heir to the throne, showed
his true character. Instead of being

jealous, as we might have expected, he

showed his approval of David to suc-

ceed his father. He was humble and
supportive of God's will, in spite of the

personal cost.

This relationship is beautifully ex-

pressed as the "knitting together" of

the souls of Jonathan and David (v. 1).

Perhaps Saul, at first, approved of

the close relationship between his own
son and David, hoping that it would
encourage David to fight for him and
win him to servitude to Jonathan,

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council ot Churches ot Christ.

when Jonathan became king. But he

would certainly not have approved of

the way in which Jonathan made a cove-

nant with David, symbolically giving

him the kingdom, as he gave him his

own royal robes and weapons (v. 4).

Thus, a love developed between

these two young men, who well might

have been rivals for the throne but for

the grace of God that worked in their

hearts.

David, for his part, behaved wisely

and faithfully and sought to serve the

king. At this time, Saul approved of

all that David did and encouraged him
in his duties by setting him over the

men of war. Remember, David had be-

come a hero to the people by defeating

Goliath (ch. 17).

It was the women of Israel who be-

haved unwisely, setting the stage for

the life and death struggle that ensued

between Saul and David.

With little consideration for the feel-

ings of their king, they began publicly

to praise David over Saul. This natur-

ally provoked jealousy in a man whose
heart was not right with God.
What the women did was thought-

less and unnecessary. Their praise of

the young hero could only bring trou-

ble in the heart of Saul and eventually

in the life of Israel.

Saul began to eye David from that

day (v. 19). He was now very jealous

of David and sought occasions to stop

his rise to power in any way he

could—even by murder, if necessary.

Saul cannot be exonerated simply

because his jealousy was provoked by

thoughtless women. What happened is

that the circumstances in which these

two men lived, tested their character,

and most importantly, their faith in

God. In the testing, Saul failed and
David proved faithful. One learned to

trust God even more; and the other,

without faith in the Lord, sought to

protect himself without God and with-

out thought to God's will.

The times and conditions under

which we all live are constantly testing

our faith and true character. We can-

not blame the circumstances for how
we turn out. The circumstances sim-
ply show us for what we are.

QUESTIONS
1. Have I ever been jealous of

another in the church who seemed to

be more appreciated by others than I?

2. How is my faith being tested in

these present times?

Wisdom and
Fear
I Samuel 18:10-16

David, in seeking to serve the king in

any way he could, probably had no
idea that Saul was jealous of him or

desirous of getting revenge. He had
been initially called to play his harp

and soothe the nerves of Saul. He was
engaged in that ministry, one day,

when suddenly, without warning, Saul

sought to kill him.

It was probably not a premeditated

thing with Saul. He happened to be lis-

tening to David's playing while holding

a spear in his hand. Suddenly, the

realization that he needed David,

whom he now feared, filled him with

frustration and anger; and under an
evil impulse, he threw the spear at

David (v. 11).

The Bible explains that impulse as

an evil spirit from God. Earlier, the

Lord had sent His Spirit on Saul,

enabling him to lead Israel and to indi-

cate that he was supportive of his

leadership. But when Saul had shown,

by his disobedience to God, that he

had no intention of being led by God's
spirit, the Lord replaced that Holy
Spirit with an evil spirit which troubled

him (16:14).

In considering the significance of the

coming of that evil spirit upon Saul,

we need to understand that it was not

a wicked spirit—in the sense of one

that was morally evil (no spirit from

God could be such)—but one that

brought evil upon Saul.

In Scripture, there are two meanings
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of the term "evil." It can mean that

which is immoral and wicked, but it

can also mean that which is hard and
terrible (in judgment).

It is in this latter sense that the Lord,

in Isaiah 45:7, declares that He makes
peace and creates evil. He does not

mean that He is the author of wicked-

ness but that He creates the punish-

ment (evil) that comes on those who do
wickedly. Thus, the Lord sent a spirit

to bring punishment upon Saul for the

evil he had done.

The evil that caused Saul to try to

kill David and to continue to pursue

him was from his own heart, not an

immoral spirit that "made him do it."

On the other hand, it was surely God
who was moving against Saul to bring

him down, so that Saul found himself

in the untenable position of both fear-

ing David and needing him at the same
time. Out of that frustration, Saul

showed that the evil in his own heart

reigned supreme and provoked his out-

bursts against the innocent David.

The fact that he was not successful

and could not kill David even when he

was in his hands, made him fear all the

more. He now began to realize that

God was for David and against him (v.

12).

His solution was to remove David
from his sight by promoting him in the

army. Perhaps he thought that promo-
tion would cause David to oppose him
openly and thus be guilty of insurrec-

tion. However, David did nothing that

was out of line or that could be con-

strued by any as treason. Clearly, God
was with him.

Saul could not outwit David and
could only stand in awe of his be-

havior.

This made Israel love David all the

more. Everything was going his way
and there seemed no way that Saul

could change the situation.

Here we see the difference between
one who is guided by God's Word
(walking in wisdom) and one who
seeks to secure himself a place by his

own devices. Saul's plan turned to fear

and hate, while David's way resulted

in love between him and God's people.

QUESTIONS
1. How do I behave when others

seem to be doing better than I am?
2. Are there any people today whom

I fear? Why?

1 Humility and
Cunning
I Samuel 18:17-21

Saul's evil heart showed itself again

when, in what appeared to be a gra-

cious offer, he said he would give his

elder daughter to David in marriage,

as recognition of his faithful service.

Saul knew that such an offer would
only make a man like David willing to

prove himself all the more worthy by
going out and doing something heroic.

In this way, David would expose him-

self to the Philistines and be killed.

We see here something of the cun-

ning in Saul. He could, at the same
time, appear to all to be showing great

approval for David and, in reality, be

plotting his overthrow and death.

Such cunning by Saul was not

matched by a like cunning on David's

part. He sought, rather, to trust in the

Lord to be with him and see him
through his every testing.

In this case, David showed genuine

humility. He was overcome by the of-

fer of the king to make him his son-

in-law. Perhaps he should have sus-

ABORTION
"The fetus is a human life to be protected by the

criminal law from the moment when the ovum is fer-

tilized ..."
— The 174th General Assembly, UPCUSA, 1962

"The decision to terminate a pregnancy may be an af-

firmation of one's covenant responsibility to accept

the limits of human resources ..."
— The 195th General Assembly, UPCUSA, 1983

PROGRESS
ISN'T ALWAYS
FORWARD

There is a PRO-LIFE solution

to the Abortion Problem
and

there are Presbyterians

who are supporting it . .

.

If you would like to join,

or for more information, write:

PRESBYTERIANS PRO-LIFE,
RESEARCH, EDUCATION, CARE, INC.

P.O. Box 2153
Decatur, GA 30031
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pected something evil on Saul's part,

but there is no evidence that he did (v.

18).

His humility evidently kept David

from doing anything to try to prove his

worthiness, and Saul, seeing that his

plan was not working, gave her to an-

other. That seemed to end it for the

time, until word came to Saul that his

second daughter, Michal, was in love

with David.

This stirred up Saul's memory of his

original plot, and once more he saw the

possibilities of getting rid of David by

using his daughter Michal as bait. If

all went as the king planned, he would

appear to have been very gracious, to

have approved of David's service, and

at the same time would have gotten rid

of his hated and feared rival.

Here we see the classic confrontation

between the spirit of Christ and spirit

of Satan. Christ's servants have hu-

mility and appear, therefore, to be

weak. The children of this world, such

as Saul, plot to take advantage of that

humility and to destroy the righteous.

While the evil ones often seem to be

winning out—taking advantage of the

ones faithful to God's will and ways

—

we know that in the end all things do

work together for good to those who
love the Lord and are faithful and

steadfast.

QUESTIONS
1. When I have to stand against the

world, do I do so with humility or with

cunning?

2. Why is false humility, in reality,

cunning?

Success and4 Enmity
1 Samuel 18:22-29

Saul, this time, was not satisfied to sit

back and see what David would do

when offered a second time the chance

to be his son-in-law. He sent his men
to tell David that not only would he be

honored to have him as a son-in-law,

but that David could easily prove his

worthiness by killing 100 Philistines. In

saying this, Saul again, hypocritically,

was pretending that his enemies were

the hated Philistines, when, in reality,

his enemy was David. It was David

that Saul wanted to see dead (v. 25).

Saul thought David would brashly

go out to kill one hundred of the

enemy and would get killed in the

QO Presbyterian Journal
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process. He would die a hero, but a

dead hero would no more be a threat

to Saul.

He may have thought that David

would try it alone, to prove his

strength. That is the way Saul would
have thought. But David, sincere as

always, thought that what Saul wanted

was not him dead, but a sure victory

over the Philistines. So he took some
of his men with him and killed not 100

but 200 Philistines.

What could Saul say? The man had
done what Saul had asked for, though

not in the manner he had thought he

would. He had done better, killing two
hundred of the enemy instead of one
hundred.

Saul, so wrong most of the time, was

right in one thing: God was clearly

with David. But that was shown not in

the fact that David kept getting the

best of Saul. God was with him be-

cause it was evident that David was a

man after God's own heart, seeking to

do what was right in God's eyes. He
was not self-seeking, as Saul was.

Saul could never understand David.

David did not think as he did and

David would not react to situations as

Saul had expected, because Saul's

heart was evil and David's was pure.

The world and Satan can never un-

derstand the heart of the believer. They

never can anticipate how the believer

will react to any given situation be-

cause their own hearts are evil.

That is why it is vital for believers

to walk by faith and not as the world

walks. That is why God has given us

weapons of spiritual warfare not like

those of this world. If we are faithful

and consistent in our faith, we will see

triumph after triumph in our lives

—

maybe not the kinds of triumphs that

the world cheers, but those that glorify

God and give evidence that Christ truly

lives in us.

QUESTIONS
1 . Have I ever made enemies by be-

ing faithful to the Lord?

2. When opposed by evil men, do I

continue to walk in God's ways or try

to fight with worldly means?

Next week: "An Annointed Shep-

herd," II Samuel 5:1-3; 7:8-16.

CLASSIFIEDS

books wmmm—mmmmm
FOR SALE— Retiring— The Expositor's Bi-

ble, Nicoll, vol. 1-6, Eerdmans, 1940; The

Anchor Bible, Doubleday, vol. 1, 12, 15, 16,

1 8, 20, 2 1 , 3 1 ; 20 Centuries of Great Preach-

ing, Word, vol. 1-13, 1971; The World's

Great Sermons, Grenville, Kleiser, Funk &
Wagnalls, 1908, vol. 1-10; Calvin's Institutes,

vol. 1-2, Beveridge transl., Eerdmans, 1957;

New Testament in Greek, (with lexicon),

Westcott & Hort, Macmillan, 1940; Thayer's

Greek-English Lexicon of N. T. , Harper

Bros., 1889; Introduction to Hebrew Method
and Manual, W.R. Harper, 6th ed., Scribner,

1890; Elements of Hebrew, Scribner, 1890,

11th ed.; The Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah, Edersheim, vol. 1,2, E.R. Herrick

& Co., 1886; The Pulpit Commentary, edited

by H.D.M. Spence & J.S. Exell, vol. 1-52,

Funk and Wagnalls Co., 1944; also, Master

Addresser, Model 99, never used, $125. R.B.

McAuley, 2742 St. Clair Ave., E. Liverpool,

OH 43920. Phone (216) 385-1400 .

DO MIRACLES THEN CONTINUE?
A well-researched 100-page book on the sub-

ject of the duration of miracle activity. Min-

isters get several to use as Sunday School

study material. For those who reply to this

ad, we will enclose another book on the sit-

uation in the North of Ireland absolutely free.

Send $5.00 for both books postpaid. To Dr.

Ronald Cooke, Manahath School of Theo-

logy, 1111 N. Juniata St., Hollidaysburg, PA
16648. This is a book to make Christians and

Christian ministers THINK. For S.S. teach-

ers, 10 copies for $25.00 postpaid.

GOSPEL CARTOON TRACTS Tulip,

Foreknowledge, Creation, Church Govern-

ment, etc. Samples $5.00. Vic Lockman,
P.O. Box 7268, Tyler, TX 75711.

CHURCHES
BOISE, Idaho, A growing Christian Reformed

Church true to the Word of God and the Re-

formed faith. 3580 N. Cloverdale Rd., Pastor

J. Peter Vosteen, (208) 377-4256.

PITT SBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North

Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

OPC GROWING IN AUSTIN S.S. 9:30,

Worship 11:00 a.m. 3407 Greystone (no

mail). Week night home Bible studies. Rev.

Jerry Taylor, pastor, 405 Tawny Dr., Austin,

TX 78745. (512) 442-5782 or 477-0887.



WICHITA, KS & BARTLESVILLE, OK
Local contacts are needed NOW for church-

planting by the Church Extension Commit-
tee of the PCA Oklahoma Presbytery. Send

names, addresses and phone numbers to:

Rev. Richard Fisher, 200 N. 8th St., Stilwell,

OK 74960. (918) 696-4262.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

EDUCATION

PEOPLE

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

10 great weeks in the unspoiled woods of

Northern Canada; produces remarkable
changes in attitudes and grades. Responsi-

ble Christian faculty with degrees in forestry,

biology, psychology and education, leads this

internationally-known program. Staff-to-stu-

dent ratio 1 2! Remedial academics Separate

programs for boys and girls 13-18. Expect
positive growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Great for normal underachievers'

Early response advised Write: New Hori-

zons, 1000 South 350 East, Marion, IN

46953; (317) 668-4009.

FOR RENT
PANAMA CITY BEACH Condominium,

near beach, swimming pool, tennis court,

other recreational facilities, owned by Chris-

tian family, available May-September. Call

(205) 793-6375 or 792-L706.

FOR SALEHHHHHi
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

OBITUARIESHHHH
REV. PETER B. BURLEIGH. Services

for the Rev. Peter B. Burleigh, 92, of 243

Narvaez Drive, Titusville, Fla., were held at

2 p.m. Wednesday, May 2, 1984 at Lanier

Funeral Home in Lakeland, Fla. A retired

Presbyterian minister, still belonging to

Orange Presbytery, and a Brevard county res-

ident for 8 years. Rev. Burleigh died Satur-

day, April 28th at Titusville Nursing Home.
Survivors include his wife Bertha and daugh-

ter Helen Burleigh of Titusville; sons Arden
Burleigh of Litchfield, Minn., Howard Bur-

leigh of Richland, Wash.; sister Agnes Black

of Lakeland; and one brother living outside

state.

Was buried at Roselawn Memorial Cemetery
next to his father in Lakeland, Fla.

RETAIL STORE MANAGER Medicare

Equipment Center, with 3 retail stores on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person or cou-

ple to manage mall store that sells aids for

daily living products like wheel chairs, hos-

pital beds, mastectomy, ostomy and orthotic

products to individuals. Product knowledge

would be helpful but not necessary. 3-5 years

of retail selling experience is essential. Con-
tact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S. Highland Ave.,

Clearwater, FL 33516. Phone (813) 446-6332.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-

mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 1 5218.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
Medicare Equipment Center, a medium size

medical equipment supply business on the

West Coast of Honda, needs person to super-

vise customer service department. Must be

able to coordinate sales people, institutional

buyers, V.A. contracts and communicate cus-

tomer needs to the organization. Product

knowledge would be helpful but not neces-

sary. 3-5 years of customer service work is

essential. Contact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S.

Highland Ave., Clearwater, FL 33516. (813)

446-6332.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(grades K - 6) of St. Louis, Mo., is seeking

applicants of the Reformed faith for teaching

positions in the 2nd and 5th grade levels. Ad-

dress all resumes and inquiries to Mr. Bill

Stanley, 1313 Missouri Avenue, Kirkwood,

MO 63122.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791 , Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box

314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-
new, Search Committee Chairman.

PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-

ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CSI school

K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send

resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-

man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

services wiwrwrnfinnriii

MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

WANTED
WANTED: TRINITY HYMNALS.

Growing young church needs to add to its

supply of the green, non-denom. edition of

the Trinity Hymnal. Contact A. Hitchcock,

20 Crider, Moorestown, NJ 08057. (609)

234-3275.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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GCTS offers curricula leading to four

degrees:

MRE - Master of Christian Education

MATS - Master of Arts in Theological

Studies

M.Div. - Master of Divinity

D.Min.- Doctor of Ministry

Robert E. Cooley, Ph.D.,
President

B y inspiration, Evangelicals have understood

that God the Holy Spirit creatively utilized re-

sponsible human agents to write the Scriptures

in such a way that what they intended to convey

and what they did convey corresponded fully

with what God willed should be conveyed. Inas-

much as God does not mislead or misinform us

and because these Scriptures are the expression

of His will, they reflect completely and without

exception His character of veracity and faithful-

ness. Scripture is inerrant.

From the Commentary on

the Preamble —
"The Statement of Mission"

It is our conviction that men and women pur-

suing a biblical-theological education should

attend seminary where the faculty is academi-

cally proficient, delights in worship and praise,

holds to a biblically-based theology, is sensitive

to the needs of students and is committed to a

high view of Scripture. Gordon-Conwell seeks

to be this kind of school.

Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary does not discriminate

on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex or handicap.

Please send:

The 24 page The Mission of Gordon-
Conwell Theological Seminary

The 1983-84 Catalog

Information on the Doctor of Ministry

program

Information on the Urban Ministry

program

Information on Summer Courses

Name

Address

City State Zip

Return to:

Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary

Dean of Instruction, Rm. 118

130 Essex Street

So. Hamilton, MA 01982

Phone: (617) 468-7111
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MAILBAG

POOR JOURNALISTIC BIASES

How disappointed I was in the issue

on CBN. Michael Smith displayed

poor journalistic biases on every

count. He objected to the use of 50s

and 60s sitcoms. While not overtly

Christian, these were produced dur-

ing a time when our nation still held

Judeo-Christian ethics, and these

programs reflect that.

He objects to Pat Robertson giving

his opinion on world affairs. Does he

not object to the opinions our secular

humanist networks give? Pat Robert-

son is a thinking, devoted Christian,

and his evaluation of world events are

refreshing.

I applaud CBN for the vision it has

of using TV as an evangelistic and

teaching medium.

Perhaps Mr. Smith believes Chris-

tians should refrain from taking a

stand and being the salt and light we
are called to be. Or, perhaps Mr.
Smith is just hostile towards charis-

matics.

The unsaved world must love to see

a Christian publication criticizing a

Christian network. It makes our doc-

trine of brotherly love seem all the

more hypocritical.

—Jamie Crockett
Birmingham, Ala.

LET LOVE COVER

I was saddened to read the article

"CBN: A Christian Alternative" in

your recent issue dealing with CBN.
Oh that we had such a heart in us that

we would let love cover one another's

shortcomings if in fact they exist.

Why need we dissect one another? No
one among us is perfect nor perfect in

ministry but how I rejoice that our

brother Pat Robertson has sought for

years to establish as he saw fit in the

Lord a television ministry to present

Jesus to this world. It seems to me
such a time as ours is a time for the

building up of one another in love.

As for me where CBN is con-

cerned, I pray each of the rest of us

would demonstrate the commitment
to the Kingdom of God that CBN
does. How great is our need to pray

for one another that the Lord
Himself might lead us in all His ways.

—Shannon Bethea

Dillon, S.C.

ROUGH, CALLOUSED, DIRTY, GREASY

Dead? Hugh? That strapping, healthy,

hardworking man who always looked

so young? We knew few people more
alive, livelier, than Hugh Linton.

His hands bore witness to that. All

of the hospital staff who worked to

revive him [following an automobile

accident] commented on his hands

—

rough, calloused, dirty, and greasy.

Not the hands one usually associates

with a moksa (minister). It is written

in the Bible, "How beautiful are the

feet of those who preach good news!"

But we will always think of Hugh's
hands.

We first met Hugh Linton in 1964
in Monroe, N.C. He came to our coun-

try church to speak on Korea and show
slides of his work. I still remember the

slides and the impression they gave of
the beauty of Korea. There was one of

Hugh speaking with an elderly, white

bearded gentleman on a mountain
pass. The man was 80, Hugh said, and
had not yet heard of Jesus Christ. I

think that it was then, when I saw that

picture, that I first wanted to come as

a missionary to Korea.

Hugh flew into Monroe in his own
small plane that trip. How he loved

vehicles of any kind! Planes, jeeps,

motorcycles, Landrovers—anything

with wheels or wings. Once he broke

his leg while hang-gliding. . . . We
thought his casket was lacking a few

details. It should have had wheels, and
a trailer behind. . . .One always thinks

of Hugh with that trailer. He not only

started churches—he built them, in-

venting cement forms for an easily and
inexpensively constructed house of

worship. . . .

Hugh and his vivacious wife Betty,

two independent personalities, made a

wonderful team. They have a family of

five sons and a daughter, children who
never seemed to have mumps, measles,

or chickenpox, but always something

like TB, typhoid, meningitis, hepatitis,

or kidney disease. All six have grown
up strong in faith and character and
fluent in Korean. There are now two
Korean daughters-in-law, other in-

laws, and eight grandchildren. After 31

years of Soonchun living, Hugh and
Betty were associated with Soonchun
in a way few people ever are. . . .

MINISTERS
J. Curtis Lovelace from the British West Indies,

to the Grace Church (PCA), Braintree, Mass.,

as organizing pastor.

DEATH
Alfred Hal Key, retired PCUSA minister from

Midland, N.C „ died May 4, 1984. He was 90.
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Hugh Linton dead? Don't you be-

lieve it. . . . Hugh Linton is more
mobile, more joyous and busy and
alive than ever.

—Martha Huntley

Chunnam, Korea

THANKFUL FOR MOORES
In the April 1 8 Journal there was a let-

ter from the Dedricks regarding Dr.

Moore and homeschooling. I found

their comments to be vague and

defaming. Dr. and Mrs. Moore are

Godly people and if there are com-
plaints against their teaching, those

complaints should be specific.

In what ways are their educational

methods reflecting secular philosophy?

How is their view of the child based on
secular ideas?

We love the Reformed faith and we
also appreciate the Moores and are

thankful for what they've done for

homeschoolers. Let's not condemn
them or their teaching without

thoroughly explaining the problem.

And even then, there is much to be

gleaned from their wealth of knowl-

edge and years of experience.

—Jane Dermyer
Grand Island, Neb.
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I I Even before word came early last week of the death of

Dr. Francis Schaeffer, we realized that commenting on the significance of

his life was something bigger than we wanted to take on by ourselves. Nor
were we going to be satisfied with a traditional news story reciting a list

of facts readers were already familiar with. So we got on the phone and
asked a dozen people from different viewpoints to put in perspective the

life of one of the best known evangelical leaders of our generation. Our
regular news pages are devoted to their responses.

l l Dr. Schaeffer was an extraordinarily busy man, with hun-

dreds of demands on his time. But he was also a regular Journal reader.

We know that first because he told us so—which, of course, he might have

done just to be nice. But it wasn't just to be nice that two or three times

every year he would send a handwritten note commenting on something the

Journal had reported. All that might not surprise you so much; since you're

a Journal reader too, you really expected to be in good company. But it

may surprise you to know that Dr. Schaeffer took a very strong liking as

well to our God's World series of children's magazines. In fact, he wrote

us: "Since I have been here in Rochester, I have looked over about eight

issues of God's World, and I do want to tell you how thankful I am for

them. They certainly are doing what I think is so important—teaching the

children and young people to understand the Christian perspective on all

that is around us and them, and thus helping them not to be infiltrated

without realizing it. This is the only way to have the church, 20 years from
now, if Christ does not return, to be a living church as the salt and light

in the whole of life. I truly am glad for what you have done with this."

I I Ironically, when we first began planning this issue of the

Journal having to do with racism in the church, we asked Dr. Schaeffer

if he would write the lead article for it. That was back in January, and because

he was very sick at the time, our request went unanswered. But then in March
he regained much of his strength and sent word that yes, he would be glad

to send the article in time for a May 21 deadline. But the Lord had better

plans for him. So we went back ten years to pick up an article from an
unlikely source (for the Journal), and with permission from The Other Side

magazine are adapting an interview with Dr. Schaeffer which they first

published in June 1974. Besides being very much related to the theme of

this issue, the interview shows the breadth of Dr. Schaeffer's remarkable
sensitivity on a variety of issues.

I I The season of the assemblies of all the Presbyterian

denominations is almost on us. Leading off will be the mainline Presbyterian

Church USA, whose annual gathering is out in Phoenix, Ariz., during the

last week of May. We expect to have a reporter there, and will be giving

you an account as up-to-date as any you can get anywhere. Simultaneously,

we'll be covering the Orthodox Presbyterian Church in Beaver Falls, Pa.

Then, over the next few weeks, we'll bring you word on the Associate

Reformed Presbyterians, the Christian Reformed Church, the Presbyterian

Church in America, the Evangelical Presbyterian Church, and the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of North America.
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PRESBYTERIANS

PAUL SETTLE
Pastor, Greenville, S.C.

Though my first thoughts on the sig-

nificance of Francis Schaeffer's min-

istry naturally focus on his magnificent

frontal attack on humanistic material-

ism and rationalism, further reflection

elicits even deeper appreciation for his

pastoral ministry. This may be surpris-

ing to some since Dr. Schaeffer has not

served what we consider a regular or

a "normal" pastorate for many years.

Nevertheless, I think Dr. Schaeffer

has given the church a remarkable ex-

ample of the Biblical role of the pastor-

leacher or undershepherd. For exam-
ple, he guarded the greater flock with

the rod of apologetics and Biblical law

and the staff of Biblical exposition.

With gentle zeal he guided the church
in the world along the way of "whole
counsel" righteousness. By means of

brilliant writings, lectures, addresses,

and sermons, he has fed the flock in

the rich green pastures of the Word.
No one in the evangelical and Re-

formed world has so incisively diag-

nosed mankind's social, political, and
spiritual ills and so wisely prescribed

the anointing oil of grace as the rem-

edy. In other words, Francis Schaef-

fer has exemplified what I call "with-

ness"—that is, the blessed presence of

the Lord with His disciples or of the

Shepherd with His sheep. The scat-

tered sheep of the late 20th century

—

disillusioned, discouraged, despairing

dropouts—have had a true undershep-

herd of Jesus Christ to lead them home
by way of the cross. Praise God!

CHARLES COLSON
Founder of Prison Fellowship

Down through the years, God has
singled out certain men and women to
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stand in the gap. Francis Schaeffer was

one of these, a giant in our times, to

our church and culture. When the his-

tory of this life is written, it will say

that God used this brilliant thinker to

stand against the surging tides of

apostasy, to carry on high standards

for Christ and His kingdom.
Schaeffer's courageous call to the

church—to hold fast to Biblical truth,

to take its stand against the sickness of

our times, and to uphold the dignity

of life—will live on. We who follow

best honor his memory by being stead-

fast in pursuit of the goals for which
he lived.

We will miss him. I will especially;

few men have had a greater impact on
my life. Not only through his brilliant

writings, but his gentle, loving ways in

the precious fellowship we shared.

EDMUND CLOWNEY
Former President,

Westminster Seminary

God's delight is to shame the wisdom
of the world with the foolishness of the

Gospel. This is His triumph in the life

of Francis Schaeffer. A less likely guru
for the dropout youth of the 60s would
be hard to imagine. A preacher in a

splinter Presbyterian denomination
that grew out of the fundamentalist-

modernist controversy in the 30s; an
English-speaking missionary living in

a mountain hamlet in French-speaking

Switzerland; a missionary who chose

the unlikely base of a work in chil-

dren's evangelism: This is the man the

Lord chose to claim thousands of dis-

illusioned young men and women for

Christ and to confront millions around
the world with the reality of the God
who is there, and is not silent.

God's hand was on him. Francis

Schaeffer had a consuming love for his

Lord and for the truth of the Bible. He
loved people, too, and was a marvel-

ous listener. He embraced the victims

of the drug culture and respected their

opinions. Alcoholics vomited on the

rug of his home; atheists argued on his

couch. The mountain home of Edith

and Francis became a shelter. His lov-

ing understanding was unshockable,

and as he listened, he learned.

His acceptance gained the respect of

long-haired wanderers, and clarity of

his gospel witness was the sword of the

spirit in their hearts. Yet his learning

marked him out from other earnest

ministers. L'Abri discussions brought

him in touch with all the currents of

contemporary thought. His back-

ground of study (particularly, I think,

under Dr. Cornelius Van Til) had

opened for him a Biblical life-and-

world view. Francis Schaeffer was a

fundamentalist in the sense that J.

Gresham Machen was: A man who
submitted to the Word of God and
found there wisdom of God that is the

only light for dying man. Francis

Schaeffer galvanized a generation of

young Christians to claim Christ's

lordship over all of life. "To me to live

is Christ, to die is gain."

W. JACK WILLIAMSON
Attorney-at-Law,

Greenville, Alabama

He was surely a prophet of God for

this age. God gave him special insights

into and unusual ability to communi-
cate to his generation. The intellectual

he confronted with the wisdom of the

Creator. The philosopher he answered

with the revealed plan of God. The
floundering youth he challenged with

a concept of his individual worth to a

Father who loved him and had made
him for a specific purpose.

But to me his greatest mission was

to call Christians to the true Lordship

of Jesus Christ in all areas of their liv-

ing. He once said to me: "Jack, you

are a lawyer. Why have you let the

Supreme Court get in such a mess?

What have you done about it?"

I was shocked, for I felt no personal

responsibility for the Supreme Court.

But he was right. I had done little in

my profession to preserve the Judeo-

Christian basis for law and order. He



challenged me to show the Lordship of

Jesus Christ in my chosen vocation. It

has had a profound influence in my
life.

I shall never forget the few hours we
spent together in June 1982 after he

had delivered the keynote address to

the historic joining and receiving Gen-

eral Assembly in Grand Rapids of the

Presbyterian Church in America and
his own denomination, the Reformed
Presbyterian Church, Evangelical

Synod. He was relaxed, but a certain

theme kept recurring in our conversa-

tion. He kept coming back to it, five

or six times. He would ask: "Do you
reckon those 700 brothers-in-Christ to

whom I have just spoken realize the

opportunity God has given them? Do
they realize that they are probably the

last hope to return America to its

Judeo-Christian foundation? Will they

go home and seize this opportunity in

this society or will it just be business

as usual?"

It is this theme that keeps recurring

in my thinking. Will we? Are we? He
would say: "You can if you will claim

the Lordship of Jesus Christ for all this

culture." To me, this is the legacy of
his life. John wrote it under the divine

inspiration of the Holy Spirit: "Write.

Blessed are the dead who die in the

Lord . . . they will rest from their

labor, for their deeds will follow

them."

Rest, Francis, our brother. We ac-

cept the gauntlet.

CARL F. H. HENRY
Author and Lecturer

Francis Schaeffer was a vigorous con-

tender for Christian fundamentals.

L'Abri reminded many young evangel-

icals of the treasure of their neglected

heritage and ministered to artists and

to others at the fringes of modern
culture. His many books trumpeted

absolutes in a relativistic age and spoke

movingly to a concerned laity. His con-

tribution was less to the academic com-
munity than to church audiences dis-

tressed by the rampant humanism and
heathenism of secular society. His

books were less textbooks than cul-

turally concerned theological commen-
taries, but they enlisted many church-

goers and young students in Biblical

studies. His concern for Scriptural in-

errancy prompted him to distinguish

true and false evangelicals. And in his

most recent works he warned of a be-

trayal of evangelical perspectives by

conservative colleges and seminaries.

MARTIN MARTY
Church Historian,

University of Chicago

Francis Schaeffer undoubtedly had a

wider international influence on young
evangelical intellectuals than any other

person of his generation. By hosting

the retreat center in Europe and serv-

ing so energetically on the American
lecture circuit and through books and
the use of modern media of commun-
ications, he helped make credible the

Christian claim to be a generation of

people who had experienced conver-

sion or a re-intensification of faith but

were worried about its intellectual

justification. It was in this field that he

had his greatest successes.

Where I think he met his frustration

among Christians of other schools

—

Roman Catholics, mainline Protes-

tants, Anglicans, Lutherans, and so

on—was that his entire apologia was
founded on an metaphysic which so

many others found to be rationalistic

and aprioristic as opposed to the focus

on response, encounter, and personal

relation with God which so many of

them feel is the grounding for anything

that is to be said subsequently, philo-

sophically. Therefore, he had little

positive response among them and
most of them would conceive that in

this respect he built an impressive

edifice on a metaphysically threatened

or condemned site.

The fact that his final work took
such a bitterly polemical tinge should

not color our retrospect of his whole
career which did not always have that

mark. In this respect I would compare
him to Jacques Maritain, the Roman
Catholic leader who was embittered by
some turns his church took. Schaeffer,

I am sure, would rather have been re-

membered for the positive contribu-

tions of his younger years.

JERRY FALWELL
President of Moral Majority

Time magazine was right in 1960 when
it called Dr. Schaeffer "a missionary

to intellectuals." But Dr. Schaeffer

was far more than that. He and his

wife Edith provided Scripturally-based

answers to the most difficult philo-

sophical questions asked by a "turned-

off" generation. In doing so, both per-

sonally—and through their more than

25 books—they led literally hundreds

of thousands, perhaps millions, to a

saving knowledge of Jesus Christ.

Dr. Schaeffer will stand as one of

the most prominent Christian thinkers,

if not the most prominent, of this cen-

tury. He provided an intellectual base

for those of us who wear the label

"fundamentalist." Yet he belonged in

no man's camp, except the Lord's.

I have been proud to know him as

a friend and fellow servant of the Lord
Jesus Christ. He has been one of those

rare thinkers, preachers, writers, and
speakers whose works will live on and
bless unknown millions in future gen-

erations.

WILLIAM S. BARKER
President, Covenant Seminary,
Editor-elect, Presbyterian Journal

"With you in prayer—Francis Schaef-

fer."

That is what the telegram said which

I received on the day of my ordination

a generation ago. Dr. Schaeffer had
been my pastor in St. Louis in the

1940s, before he established the min-

istry of L'Abri Fellowship in Switzer-

land, and then he had lectured on the

campus of Covenant Seminary when
I was a student there.

The telegram embodied two things

that have been very meaningful to me
in the ministry of Francis Schaeffer.

One is his personal caring for people.

The other is his reliance on the power
and grace of God.
When the Schaeffers went to Europe

after World War II, they sought to

provide a demonstration of the reality

of the God of the Bible to the 20th

Century. Modern western civilization

had come increasingly to deny the re-

ality of the supernatural. This trend

had to be combated at the intellectual

level, but it also had to be met through

living example. And this could be done
only by prayerful reliance on the infin-

ite/personal God who is indeed there.

In many remarkable ways the work
of L'Abri, the ministry of the Schaef-

fers, has demonstrated the reality of

the living and true God in the 20th

Century. I still remember the advice of

Dr. Schaeffer when I was a seminarian

struggling with the pressures of de-

mand that tended to crowd out the

time I wanted to spend on devotions:

"Remember that God is not a ma-
chine; He is a person." There is still

Presbyterian Journal
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a struggle for most of us with our

mustard seed-like faith. But I am
grateful for the example of Francis

Schaeffer's prayerful reliance on the

Lord.

The other thing that has most im-

pressed me is his compassionate con-

cern for people. Juan Mesas, a brilliant

Argentinian student at Covenant Semi-

nary in the early 1970s, had been a stu-

dent at the Sorbonne and was convert-

ed through the witness of L'Abri peo-

ple. I remember his telling me that the

intellectual ministry of Dr. Schaeffer

was helpful to him—giving honest an-

swers to honest questions. But even

more than that it was the loving care

that the Schaeffers provided for him
as a person that really showed him
Jesus Christ. When Dr. Schaeffer was

back at Covenant Seminary three years

ago as our baccalaureate speaker, hav-

ing just gone through the ordeal of

chemotherapy treatments, he stood on
the platform for 45 minutes after the

service greeting with warmth and vivid

memories scores of people whom he

had pastored 35 years before. Because

it was specific people for whom Christ

had died, there were indeed no little

people for Francis Schaeffer.

In addition to the intellectual de-

fense of the faith that Dr. Schaeffer

provided for our time, I praise the

Lord for the encouragement of his ex-

amples of Christian love and faith,

helping put the true church on the of-

fensive in the 20th Century.

JAMES B. HURLEY
Professor-elect,

Reformed Seminary

Twenty-four years ago I walked a

number of miles down a mountain, ex-

pecting to laugh at an ignorant, fun-

damentalist evangelist named Francis

Schaeffer. I didn't laugh.

Instead, I met a man who showed a

deep concern for others, who was pre-

pared to give honest and reflective

answers to honest questions and who
above all seemed to know the One
about whom he was talking. Through
his work, I came to know God.

Dr. Schaeffer has often been called

a philosopher and a theologian. I think

that is a mistake and misses his real

distinctives. While he did work with

philosophy and theology, I believe he

is better described as an evangelist—

a

"structuralist" and a catalyst.

His deep love for God and concern
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for others made him a powerful evan-

gelist. His words rang true and his

compassion was used to win many. His

modeling of what it means to speak the

truth in love has been the deepest single

influence in my life. Without love, the

Apostle Paul said, we are only noise-

makers.

His many books and films have not

brought new theology or philosophy.

God has used him as an intellectual

catalyst to give a generation of evan-

gelicals a vision of the "structure" and

"flow" of secular thought. Through
them a host of evangelical students has

been strengthened in its faith and made
bold to take Biblical faith into the

marketplace of ideas. His recent films

and conferences have helped to cata-

lyze the church at large to apply Bib-

lical faith in the social marketplace. A
significant number of Christian leaders

both in scholarship and in public af-

fairs trace their careers to the emphasis

of Schaeffer's works.

We owe the Lord thanks for the life

of his singular servant who combined
intellectual vigor with compassionate

faith and then had the courage to live

out the results. I think we best honor
his life by being imitators of him as he

was of Christ.

GEORGE MARSDEN
History Professor, Calvin College

Francis Schaeffer was first of all an

evangelist, one of the best evangelists

of his generation. His rise to fame was

a phenomenon of the 1960s and he was

one of the remarkable figures of that

troubled and creative era. Working in

a spectacular Swiss mountain setting,

this American evangelical successful-

ly evangelized a steady stream of the

disillusioned in the younger genera-

tion. What was startling about his

work was that Schaeffer was an Amer-
ican evangelical Calvinist of the most

conservative inerrancy-of-Scripture

type. Yet in the mid-60s, before coun-

terculture Christianity became wide-

spread, he was used of God to reach

a type of person who typically thought

of traditional Christianity as part of

the problem, rather than as the solu-

tion.

How did such a conservative Calvin-

ist attract disillusioned members of the

60s generation? Primarily by present-

ing to them the personally and cultur-

ally radical aspects inherent in the

Christian message. The secrets to his

success were, first, the deep spiritual-

ity of the Schaeffers and their L'Abri

community and, second, that Schaef-

fer took disillusioned people and their

complaints seriously. He contrasted his

approach to what he called "ugly or-

thodoxy" which condemned or ridi-

culed any dissent.

Schaeffer, on the other hand, recog-

nized that he was dealing with persons

made in the image of God who were

perceiving the emptiness of a world

that was, even at its best, fallen. The
Calvinist doctrine of the fall and the

counterculture dogma of the utter hy-

pocrisy of conventional civilization

had much in common. Schaeffer's an-

alysis of what had gone wrong with

western civilzation followed in impres-

sionistic ways the critique developed in

Dutch Kuyperian Calvinism. He add-

ed his own version of the post-World

War II "neo-evangelical" apologetic.

All the major options to radical Chris-

tianity, he argued, were closed. Either

they were intellectually inconistent or

they failed the test of livability. The
problems that the 60s young people

saw with their civilization were real;

but there was a solution.

The irony of Schaeffer's career is

that his image changed so drastically

during his last decade. In the 1960s he

was a hero of the dissident and pro-

gressive evangelicals who typically

would relate Christianity to simpler

lifestyles. His later years were spent

among the bright lights of slick promo-

tions and as a darling of middle-

American evangelicalism and the

Moral Majority. The conservative

political activism of his later days was

reminiscent of the early Schaeffer of

the 1930s and 1940s, who was an ally

of Carl Mclntire. But the Schaeffer of

the 1960s had seemed to be sounding

an entirely different note.

Then he had warned that deep po-

litical involvements on either the right

or the left were dangerous distractions.

He had at the same time challenged the

middle-class complacency of evangel-

ical churches and had pled for height-

ened Christian sensibilities toward the

environment and the poor. Rather

than packaging his message for mass

culture, he had spent his major ener-

gies building a small community of

compassionate concern for individuals.

At best, the shift demonstrated a

flexibility and an ability to read the

temper of the times and to adjust one's

Continued on p. 14, col. 3^H



Schaeffer: Evangelicals Failed On
Race Issue

This interview with Dr. Francis

Schaeffer was conducted by John
Alexander and was first published
in 1974 by The Other Side maga-
zine. It has been adapted here (with

permission) because of the passage
of time, and the slightly different

focus of this issue.

Dr. Schaeffer, we live in a world where
reason and theology are being down-
graded. This is substantially because
modern man thinks he has failed. Ra-

tional science has produced the atom
bomb and transistor radios. Theology

has baptized oppression and hunger.

Even among some evangelicals, the-

ology is being regarded with increas-

ing doubt. The simple fact is that for

many of us, when we sought guidance

on how to deal with racism, we found
that guidance in the secular press

more than in the church. When we
found churches which gave guidance
they were generally churches with bad
theology. Yet, in the midst of this

trend, you are well known for your em-
phasis on reason and theology. Why
do you think that such things are so
important?

One reason Christian theology is im-

portant is that it gives us a reason to

fight injustice. God made all man in

his own image. Man is not an accident

to be manipulated nor did God make
some of the various races above the

others. No, in space and time, all men
were made in his image, and we all

come from a common ancestor. So the

evangelical Christian ought to be the

man most thoroughly opposed to ra-

cism. We have a basis.

But modern man is treating man as

less than human because he has the

idea that man is only a computer. So
he treats him like a computer, with the

small computers being manipulated by

the larger computers.

Now it may seem that the black man
is doing better today. He is, in many
ways, and we can be thankful. But
having said that, if men are seen only

as computers to be manipulated, then

it's going to go on and on. Not only

white men are going to be manipulated

but it's also going to go on to the black

man and the Indian too. Ideas have

consequences. They have overwhelm-

ing consequences. You couldn't have

a better illustration of it. . . .

. . . Theology used to be more ortho-

dox, but that was the era of slavery,

colonialism and Jim Crow laws. Does
this mean that after all theology does-
n't have consequences?

I do think we used to live in a Chris-

tian consensus. However, this doesn't

mean I thought the consensus was ev-

erything it should be. In an article in

Christianity Today on January 4,

1974, I said there were at least two
areas in which the Christian consensus

was weak. We were weak in various

areas, but specifically we were weak in

the areas of race and economics. I had

an extra paragraph in my manuscript

that was dropped by the editor from
the printed article. In the Christianity

Today article I say that in these areas

we were "definitely sub-Christian."

But in the original article I say: "I

would especially point out two places

where we must say that the consensus

was non-Christian, repeat, non-

Christian." So my original statement

was very much stronger than the one

printed.

The problem of accumulated wealth

has always confronted the church, but

after the Industrial Revolution we had

a special responsibility which we sim-

ply failed. And we certainly did fail in

the area of race. We just didn't speak

when we should have.

There were people in England who
spoke out for the proper use of ac-

cumulated wealth, what I would call

the "compassionate use." There were

Christians who spoke out in the area

of race as well. But even though we
were not back there involved in it per-

sonally, we must tell the Lord we're

sorry and ask people's forgiveness. We
were not consistent with what Christi-

anity actually teaches. As it was usually

carried out, this was not just sub-

Christian, but non-Christian. And un-

doubtedly the same is true today:

Evangelicals are still not as clear as

they should be in the areas of race and

accumulated wealth. So I would say

that we need some activists in the area

of race and the use of wealth. Both

areas are equally important, and we
need a strong response.

That doesn't mean that I think we
should end with neo-orthodoxy. As I

listened to some of the discussion in [a

recent conference], I was really dis-

turbed. My ear is trained in this area,

and the thing that bothered me was

that there wasn't very much difference

between some of the things said and

neo-orthodoxy. So we must guard

against neo-platonism, but we must

also avoid introducing neo-orthodoxy

in the form of black theology.

Does that mean you reject all black

theology? Most of the blacks [at the

conference] would argue that because
of their culture and their experience of

oppression in America, they can see
things in Scripture which whites miss.

I want to say two things. On the one

hand, different races and different

people may get slightly different em-
phases out of Scripture, and this is cer-

tainly true of blacks. As they read the

Bible under the leadership of the Holy
Spirit, they will see certain things that

some of us who haven't known oppres-

sion and the rest of the culture may
easily miss. In the same way, much of

my own work has been emphasizing to

evangelicals things they haven't

thought of: the Lordship of Christ

over the whole man including the cul-

ture and creative work. That was heard

very rarely in the evangelical camp 10

or 15 years ago. So things can be seen

which are not really new—they were in

the Scriptures—but were overlooked

because of the structures people built

themselves into. We live and die in

these structures, and the dilemma is

that we therefore miss much of the

richness of the Bible. No one race or
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school has the total truth out of the

Scripture. We ought to understand

that we're all fallible; we're all weak,

we're all sinners, and we all make mis-

takes. So in reality, the church is bet-

ter served in the balance of the whole
than by any one group.

Without any doubt blacks have

something to teach whites about
theology. I want to emphasize that.

But having said that, I also want to say

that theology has no color. Different

groups can enrich one another, and we
must be open to this enrichment and
learn from one another. But after

we're done learning, theology is theol-

ogy. It is either true or false. Theology
is not just in our heads: It is something

objective. It is not finally to be form-

ulated out of practice but out of the

teaching of Scripture. To deny that is

to collapse into neo-orthodoxy. That
was what bothered me [at the confer-

ence].

I am saying two things simultane-

ously. The first is that coming out of

different backgrounds—different eco-

nomic, cultural and racial back-

grounds—we have without any ques-

tion something to add to the whole
church. That's point one. But point

two is that when we're all done, truth

is truth. We mustn't fall into the neo-

orthodox or existential view in which
reason is set aside and religious things

are some blind, irrational leap into the

upper story. It seems to me that some
things in Scripture have in a certain

sense, nothing to do with color or per-

sonal experience. Our application of

them, our profundity in thinking about

them, may be affected by our makeup,
but the truth is the truth.

Take God for example; He is an in-

finite personal being. Now one may ex-

press this in various ways, but when
you get all done, either there is the in-

finite personal God or there is not.

And that has nothing to do with col-

or. It's true whether you are black,

white, yellow, or brown.

So our responses to the truth may
differ, and in the total church we can

learn from these differences. As far as

truth is concerned, it has nothing to do
with color. The great central antithesis

is that God is there instead of not be-

ing there. The infinite personal God is

there instead of only being a projection

in my own head—a kind of trick. The
danger here is that under the name of

black theology what we may really

come up with is another form of neo-

orthodoxy in which whenever the Bi-

ble touches the area of reason or his-

tory or the cosmos, its truth becomes
unimportant and all that matters is

some sort of emotional response or ac-

tivist response in race or economics.

We do need an emotional response and

an activist response, but I don't think

we can separate these from objective

truth.

How different from traditional the-

ology do you think the theology of

blacks could legitimately be? Would it

merely state recognized theological

truth in black terms and make, as the

Frankfurt Declaration says, new ap-

plications of old truths? Or might it

find new truths and drop old dogmas?
In historical theology, there is a grow-

ing belief that theology did not grow
in a vacuum, but arose in response to

a particular historical situation and the

conceptual framework of that culture.

The growth of theological liberalism

and the social gospel in response to

evolution is one example of that, and
the growth of an other worldly fun-

damentalism in response to the social

gospel is another. But today, our prob-

lems are different; so we want new an-

swers. Does that make past theology

irrelevant and black theology crucial?

Continued on p. 14, col. 1 ^^I^HH

How Racism Can Exist in Practice

I am a pastor in an affluent and cosmopolitan suburb near Washington,

D.C. Since "racism" is a bad word in our church, I was initially perplexed

when I thought of how racism continues to affect us.

Racial discrimination still exists. But racism suggests more than dis-

crimination. It suggests attitudes and actions arising from an assumption

of racial superiority. In many ways, I thought, we dealt with that sin a

decade ago. However, an incident far from home reminded me that racism

is not so far below the surface as we would like to think.

I was leading a group of members and friends on a tour of Israel. One
day as we were riding on the bus our guide said he wanted to play a tape

of jokes that were recorded by a preacher whose group he had guided some
months before. The tape began with the minister quoting some Scripture

about the value of humor and then paying tribute to the great contribution

the Negro race had made to the treasury of American humor. With this

introduction he proceeded to speak in "old Southern black" dialect and
told a series of offensive stories that belonged to the era of the minstrel

shows.

It was discomforting to hear a minister of the Word justify the telling

of those "jokes" by quoting Scripture. But it was even more discomfort-

ing to hear peals of laughter coming from several members of our

"enlightened" congregation. Happily there were also several who did not

find the stories humorous and soon found a way to ask the guide to stop

playing the tape.

Ironically the one who laughed the hardest was our guide, who was a

Palestinian Christian Arab. On other occasions he very soberly told us about

the oppression his race had experienced under the Jews in Israel. I could

not conceive of him tolerating racist jokes in his context; but he could laugh

easily at a different version of racism. Insensitivity to issues affecting other

races is certainly not a uniquely American problem. It is an aspect of our

fallen nature.

The lesson I learned was that the true level of our sensitivity toward such

critical issues as racism can be discovered by considering what we find

humorous—what causes us to laugh in our unguarded moments.
When that preacher quoted Scripture about humor he should have in-

cluded Ephesians 5:4: "Nor should there be obscenity, foolish talk, or coarse

joking which are out of place, but rather thanksgiving." Laughter and fun

are gifts of God, but when that laughter comes through belittling other peo-

ple or other races that is "out of place," it is "improper for God's holy

people" (5:3) no matter how innocently the ridicule may be intended.

—

STEPHEN E. SMALLMAN, McLean Presbyterian Church, McLean, VaM
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Old Fences Must Go

ROGER GREENWAY

A foreign student enrolled in my
evangelism course several years

ago prepared a research paper which

remains, in my mind, one of the most

interesting, creative projects any stu-

dent has ever done in my classes. On
ten consecutive Sundays he put on tat-

tered clothes, ruffled his hair and

shuffled into churches of various de-

nominations, most of them white mid-

dle class. His purpose was to test

peoples' reaction to the appearance of

a poorly dressed stranger with a for-

eign appearance at their service.

Before launching the project the stu-

dent worked out a list of criteria by
which to "rate" a congregation. After

each service he hurried home to tabu-

late the scores and record what he had
observed about the church and the

ways in which people had reacted to his

presence. He took note of whether

ushers seated him in the same way and
in the same area as others. He noted

how many people shook his hand, in-

quired about his name, took down his

address, and asked how they might

help him. Of particular interest was
whether anyone invited him to return

the next Sunday.

Some churches scored very high,

others very low. In general the student

found that churches whose members
were socially and economically more
diverse showed higher levels of accep-

tance toward a scrubby looking visitor.

On the other hand, congregations

which were more socially homoge-
neous were less friendly to the "mis-

fit."

Here, I think, lies an important

point. Social, economic, and racial

diversity in a congregation produces an

atmosphere of openness toward the

stranger who is "different". That same
openness is often lacking in churches

The author is a professor at

Westminster Seminary in

Philadelphia, Pa. He is also a
former missionary to Mexico.

where by design or circumstance little

diversity is found among the members.

Unity: The New Testament Norm

When we examine passages such as I

Corinthians 7:17-24, we cannot avoid

the conclusion that God is saying

plainly that in the body of Christ, race

and social status are irrelevant. The
only thing that matters is love and

loyalty toward Jesus Christ.

In Christ a new homogeneous unit

is created. At the table of the Lord,

there is no room for elitism, class

distinction, or prejudice. These things

divide the world. But the more the

gospel leavens the church, the old

separations disappear and the unity we
profess in Christ takes tangible form

and shape.

So how big is the front door of your

church and mine? It is the same as ask-

ing how much the gospel of the one

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ has im-

pacted us through the years. Are racial

differences, and social and cultural

distinctions, still functioning like in-

visible fences keeping some people

out? Or is our unity in Christ actually

translated into mutual acceptance on

Sunday morning?

Situations do exist in which visible

unity at the local level between Chris-

tians is extremely difficult to maintain.

Such situations, when identified and

explained, essentially have to do with

communication.

Where language barriers exist,

separate church units are legitimate. In

geographic areas where congregations

are composed entirely of people who
belong to the same race and communi-
ty, there is probably no real alter-

native. And in certain instances where
there are major cross-cultural dif-

ferences so wide that an effective com-
munication of the Gospel can happen
only by means of specialized attention

to the thinking patterns of a particular

group, separation may be legitimate or

even required.

But fences in the church must always

be provisional, temporary measures

while we learn to understand better

those still in unbelief or just coming in-

to the Christian faith.

Then we can be more effective in

communicating our message to them.

Separations must not be allowed to

become permanent conditions or be

perpetuated on the basis of class pre-

judice or superiority. In Christ's body,

long term separations based on per-

sonal preferences and secondary loy-

alties work against the unity brought

about by salvation. They are inherently

evil. They must be persistently reject-

ed. The church is never to adopt or re-

inforce society's prejudices and strati-

fications, but to challenge them and
show Christ's alternative way.

Fences Which Must Come Down

American churches have given in to

society too long. Were it not for our

resistance, the gospel might have

changed us more that it has. In a world

of prejudices, elitism, and class con-

sciousness the unity of Christ's people

Survey Comments
fi tlf blacks came for worship and not to

cause trouble I believe they would be wel-

comed by many. But to be very practical,

as one black minister told me, we would

get little from one of their services and they

would understand very little from ours. It's

a matter of communication."

til am not a racist and would be open to

minority participation in the church. How-
ever, I must admit that I would be more
comfortable in an homogeneous church.

This is probably the attitude of most in the

church."

t tl believe that the denial of the gospel to

minorities was the reason Jesus cleansed the

temple ('. . . a house of prayer for all na-

tions . . .'). The practice of preaching the

Gospel to homogeneous groups is actually

dressed-up racism."

1 1 1 have probably had more contacts with

blacks since integration of my high school

occurred while I was a student and I have

had deep fellowship with some outstanding

Christians of other races. I am committed

to Christian fellowship regardless of race.

But I am not presently involved in any

inter-racial relationships."
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Survey
The following survey was sent to 287 ministers randomly selected from our list of

approximately 1700 ministers, of whom about half are subscribers to the Presbyterian

Journal, and about half are non-subscribers but members of various Presbyterian

denominations.

We received 106 responses, of which 6 could not be included in our results because

the respondents were retired or in other work, for a total of 100 responses appropriate

for use. The results are below.

This is not intended to be a scientific analysis, but rather a reflection of some
of the current realities and attitudes towards racial differences in our constituent

congregations. The no-response category in each question proved to be statistically

negligible (1-3% in most cases) so it is not represented.

1 How many members are there in your church?
Under 50 - 10%, 50-99 - 26%, 100-249 - 36%, 250-499 - 16%, Over 500 - 11%

2 In what type of area is your church located?

Urban (in city of 100,000 or more) - 24%, Small town or city - 37%,
Suburban area - 23%, Rural area - 13%

3 How many of your church members are: White , Black ,

Hispanic , Oriental , Other
(All responding churches had a majority of white members).
100% White - 59%, 2% or less Black - 7%, 3-9% Black - 1%, 2% or less

Hispanic - 3%, 3-9% Hispanic - 2%, 10-24% Hispanic - 1%, 2% or less Oriental

- 6%, 3-9% Oriental - 2%, 9% or less Other - 3%, 9% or less Various - 11%,
10-24% Various - 3%, 25% or more Various - 2%

4 Describe the prevailing attitudes of your congregation concerning race

relations in the church.

a Congregation demonstrates little interest in reaching out to minority families

or groups.

True - 26%, Somewhat true - 36%, Generally untrue - 36%
b Congregation has made at least one specific effort in the last three years

to reach out to some minority family or group.

Yes - 65%, No - 32%
c Congregation views ministries to minorities primarily to be task of minority

congregations.

True - 17%, Somewhat true - 46%, Generally untrue - 35%
d Any emphasis on outreach to minorities is seen as dealing in "liberal" concerns.

True - 2%, Somewhat true - 22%, Generally untrue - 73%
e A visit to a worship service by a minority family would be a topic of conversation.

Yes - 43%, No - 54%
f Congregation would tend to see separation of the races as a Biblically

warranted practice.

Yes - 14%, No - 83%
g Congregation would tend to see active promotion of racial harmony as

Biblically warranted.

Yes - 72%, No - 21%
5 In what ways (if any) do your personal attitudes on race relations in the

church differ from your congregation's as a whole?
No difference - 54%, Pastor more accepting of minorities - 45%, Congregation
more accepting of minorities - 1%

(In the following questions, "minority-race" refers to any race other that the race

of the majority of your church members. The term "believing" refers to a practic-

ing Christian who accepts and affirms the standards of your church.)

6 Would you encourage a believing minority race family to become church members?
Readily - 81%, With reservation - 12%, Probably not - 6%, Definitely not - 0%.

7 Would you encourage a believing family with mixed-racial marriage to

become church members?
Readily - 67%, With reservation - 20%, Probably not - 10%, Definitely not - 2%.

8 Would you personally perform a mixed-racial wedding ceremony for a believing

couple after appropriate counseling?

Readily - 59%, With reservation - 27%, Probably not - 10%, Definitely not - 2%.
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ought to be challenging society, not

reflecting it. The familiar option for

"folks like us" is the way the world

around us operates, but it is far re-

moved from Christ's model.

In Christ's body, of which each local

congregation ought to be a microcosm,

rich and poor, black and white, the

powerful and the powerless sing and
pray and hear one Word together. If

churches are to move beyond mere lip-

service to that doctrine, they must be

intent on tearing down old fences.

Class consciousness and cultural pre-

judices are constant temptations which

the church must always be combating;

not just theoretically, but actually,

which means locally in the churches

where you and I worship and serve. It

is there that we give evidence before a

world of prejudice and alienation that

Jesus Christ has reconciled us "to God
in one body through the cross."

Diversity Within Unity, Then and Now

Authentic unity is always unity in

diversity. So it was in the churches of

the New Testament. Pluriformity was

not denied or suppressed, but allowed

to continue within the one fellowship.

The churches which Paul established

each manifested both the unity and the

diversity of Christ's one body, and

therein lay much of their strength and
witness to the outside community.

In America and parts of Western

Europe, there is something of an

evangelical revival happening today.

But there is an issue which should

receive serious attention on the part of

those who give direction to this revival.

I do not expect renewal to come unless

and until it attacks our culture religion,

which means bringing down our racial

and social class fences.

America needs desperately to see

models of the church emerge in which

love and brotherhood will melt away
old barriers and bring about new rela-

tionships between the races and the

classes. This alone can tell the world

that a new order among people has tru-

ly been established and a power

unleashed which can only be of God.

Ignatius said, "Where Jesus Christ

is, there is the whole church." Where
each local church is, we may add, there

the unity and diversity of Christ's one

body ought to be manifested. Where
this happens, the life of each one is

enriched. The gospel grows ever more

meaningful. And the stranger is

welcomed and urged to return. d



BOOKS

APARTHEID IS A HERESY, edited by
John W. de Gruchy and Charles Villa-

Vicencio. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B.

Eerdmans, through special arrangement
with David Philip, Publisher, Cape Town,
South Africa: 1983. 184 pp. Paper, $5.95.

Reviewed by Dr. William S. Barker, St.

Louis, Mo.

It is difficult to comment on the racial

problems of another nation and of

fellow Christians in another nation,

especially when the record of one's

own nation and Christian community
is not so pure as could be wished. But

when one has met Christians from
South Africa—whether white or black

or "colored" in their terminology— it

does not take long to realize that they

are vexed by the whole subject. No
easy solution to the problem is ap-

parent, but a problem is definitely

there, and one's soul cries out for

this country, for these people, and
for the churches of Jesus Christ that

a solution be found.

This book is an effort by some
South African Christian leaders to

define what the essence of the problem
is. The title comes from a statement

made by Allan Boesak, president of

the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches in his address to the WARC
in Ottawa in August Of 1982, which is

included as the first of the nine articles

in the book: ".
. . Churches should

recognize that apartheid is a heresy,

contrary to the gospel and inconsistent

with the Reformed tradition, and con-

sequently reject it as such" (p. 8).

Boesak's statement was evidently

picking up on a statement made earlier

in 1982 by David Bosch, another con-

tributor, that the Nederduitse
Gereformeerde Kerk's (NGK or Dutch
Reformed Church) rationalization of

separate churches was "nothing but a

heresy." Bosch's article declares: "If

a local church closes its doors to other

worshipers, it ascribes soteriological

significance to cultural distinctiveness
1 and thus falls captive to an ideology"

(P. 34).

The nine articles in this book all

relate favorably to Boesak's statement.

The contributors are all South Afri-

cans, four of them from the Dutch
Reformed family of churches and the

other five from the English-speaking

churches, including the Church of the

Province (Anglican), the United Con-
gregational Church, the Methodist

Church, and the Presbyterian Church
of Southern Africa, and from the

Evangelical Lutheran Church.

One article offers a historical

analysis, two describe theologically

why apartheid should be viewed as a

heresy, one deals with the way in which

racism has also pervaded the English-

speaking churches in South Africa, one

responds to objections to describing

apartheid as a heresy, and two deal

with the Bible and apartheid. Fourteen

documents are included in an appen-

dix that takes up the final 40 pages of

the volume.

This is a significant book for all who
want to understand the situation in

South Africa and how the churches re-

late to it. It will also constrain the

reader to re-examine his own racial at-

titudes. The article by David Bosch,

with a cogent argument against the

"homogeneous unit principle" as

developed by the American church

growth movement of Donald
McGavran and Peter Wagner, is worth

the price of the book by itself.

Some of the rest of the book is of

very uneven quality, both in its

theology and in its method of

argumentation. The article by Des-

mond Tutu, Anglican bishop and
General Secretary of the South African

Council of Churches, for example,

reflects a higher critical approach to

Scripture. Evangelical Lutheran Simon
Maimela's article blames white South
Africa's negative anthropology in part

on the "Paul-Augustine-Luther-Calvin

theological tradition" (p. 53).

Of the two articles on the Bible and
apartheid, I found that of Douglas Bax
more satisfactory than that of Willem
Vorster, whose piece would have been
improved by inclusion of at least some

significant portion of the 1975 NGK
statement Human Relations and the

South African Scene in the Light of
Scripture, of which he was offering an

interpretative critique, in the appendix.

The appendix does include several

responses to the WARC declaration of

1982 that apartheid is a heresy, in-

cluding that of the NGK which does

acknowledge that racism is a sin (p.

184). The idea that apartheid—now
referred to as "separate develop-

ment"— is a heresy, however, the

NGK seeks to evade in part by declar-

ing: "These decisions of the WARC
are undoubtedly taken from a stand-

point of liberation theology, which ac-

cording to the NGK is undoubtedly in

certain essential respects in conflict

with the Bible and Reformed the-

ology" (p. 183). A statement from the

Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk (NHK)
similarly claims that the WARC deci-

sions "promote the objectives of

godless communist imperialism" (p.

174).

The arguments of Boesak and of

Bosch and the historical evidence pro-

vided by Chris Loff of the NG Sen-

dingkerk (Dutch Reformed Mission

Church) call, however, for better

answers than these. It is clear that the

Reformed Churches of South Africa

must do more than face in theoretical

fashion the sin of racism. They should

confront the practice of racial separa-

tion from the standpoint of the Scrip-

tures and the challenge of the gospel.

Doctrinally conservative churches in

America also need to face not only the

theoretical aspects of racial discrimina-

tion, but our practice as well. Have our

churches done much to demonstrate

that our commitment to Christ tran-

scends various human divisions?

There is a need for repentance in

America as well as in South Africa, but

part of our repentance should certain-

ly include prayer for our fellow Chris-

tians in South Africa. Not only the

peace of that land and the preservation

of the churches, but the honor of

Christ is at stake. 13
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

An Anointed Shepherd
FOR JUNE 17, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Samuel 5-7

Key verses: II Samuel 5:1-3; 7:8-16

Devotional reading: Psalm 23
Memory selection: II Samuel 7:8

INTRODUCTION

In this survey of the history of Israel,

we can look at only a few parts of

David's life. This lesson deals with

God's promises to David and his heirs.

It shows him as one anointed by the

lord to lead God's people away from
the evil times of the judges and the

faltering times of Saul into the greatest

prosperity Israel ever had.

Anointed a

1 Leader
II Samuel 7:1-11

David, like many other leaders of

Israel, began as a shepherd. The
shepherd was to lead, protect and feed

the sheep under his care. It was clear-

ly a good preparation for leadership

among the people of God. Abraham
was a shepherd; so was Moses, and
later, Amos.

Because of this, the New Testament

speaks of church leaders as shepherds

under the Great Shepherd, Jesus

Christ. The term "pastor" connotes
the same thing.

Through the prophet Nathan, the

Lord reminded David of his shepherd

background and spoke of him as a

prince or leader, not a king (v. 8).

Later, he would be called a king; but

in reality, he was the leader of the peo-

ple under the only true King of Israel:

The Lord Himself.

The context of this confrontation

between David and the Lord was the

completion of the initial task of sub-

duing the enemies of David and the

rest from war that followed (7:1). Till

that time, David had given chief atten-

tion to providing a safe place for God's

people to dwell—the major task of any

shepherd.

When that had been accomplished

with God's help, David, understanding

rightly that his task was to lead the

people to God, grew concerned for a

more permanent place for God's

dwelling among them. Unlike his son,

Solomon, David was more concerned

for the house of God than for his own
(vv. 2-3).

Unitl the Lord overruled, David's

plans seemed good to Nathan.

The basis of the Lord's objection to

a house being built for him was that

none had been required. He had re-

quired a tent to dwell in, as a reminder

of His presence with Israel in the wil-

derness. However, His intent was not

to dwell in any structure built by men's

hands but in the temple of the hearts

of His people.

Building the temple now would put

emphasis on what David did for God.
The Lord wanted emphasis put on
what God was doing for David and
Israel.

Then God reminded David of what

He had done in his life and of what He
yet purposed to do. Building a temple

might be taken as a climax to all that

Israel had done for God and that God
had done for Israel, as though the ul-

timate rest had now come. That was

not so. God had plans beyond the time

of David and his son, Solomon, in

which He would do yet greater things.

In other words, the Lord had not

completed His purpose, in respect to

Israel; and until that time, there was

no place for rest and celebration (vv.

9-11).

The Lord spoke of a great name that

He would make through David, of a

great place that He would prepare for

his people, and of the ultimate triumph

over their enemies—all things that

were yet to be.

As we look ahead, we understand

that He had in view the Name above

every name: The name of Jesus Christ,

David's greater Son. He had in view

the greater place of the fellowship of

God's people, in heaven, with God
forever. And He had in view the ulti-

mate triumph over sin and death, not

just over the nations of Canaan.

QUESTIONS
1. In what way are leaders in my

church like shepherds today?

2. Do I think more of what I do for

the Lord than of what He is doing for

me?

2 Anointed a Chan-
nel of Blessing
II Samuel 7:12-17

One of the primary reasons the lord

did not want David to spend his time

building a house for Him was that He
was still building the house of David.

There was yet much to do, and he

wished David to realize this.

He stated His intent to make David

a house (v. 11). The emphasis was on
what the Lord would do and shows
why he did not want His own plan to

be lost in the minds of the people by

their effort to make Him a house at

that time. David was the beginning of

a house that would develop under the

direction and blessing of the Lord. He
would be a channel of blessing from
God to Israel, but not to Israel only

—

to the whole world.

The Lord was not speaking of a

house of wood and stone, but of

flesh—a house of people. He spoke of

raising up David's offspring to succeed

him and of establishing his Kingdom
We know the immediate fulfillment

of God's plan was in establishing the

kingdom of David that would last as

long as Judah, a kingdom of this

world.

But God had in mind more than an

earthly kingdom. He spoke of a throne

that would last forever (v. 13). Clear

ly, this was beyond David and his

fleshly heirs. God was speaking of His

own eternal Kingdom. That Kingdom
would come through one of the heirs
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of David who would be not only a man
but God Himself, int he flesh—Jesus

Christ.

In the meantime, the Lord antici-

pated that among the heirs of David
would be some descendants who would

be disobedient and require discipline

(v. 14). We know from the history of

Israel that this was true. A few of the

kings of Judah proved to be faithful,

such as Hezekiah and Josiah. How-
ever, none of them, good or bad, could

affect God's ultimate purpose to bring,

through the line of David, an heir who
would be sinless and triumphant.

This was because the lovingkindness

of God would prevail. God's good in-

tent to have a people to be His for-

ever—holy, without blemish, in His
presence in a bond of love—would not

fail, in spite of the failures of men (v.

15). The kingdom of Saul terminated

in failure; but that would not be al-

lowed to happen with the kingdom of

David, until the ultimate Son of David
came and made the kingdom of David
the Kingdom of God.

It was in this sense that David's

throne would be secure forever. It

would not be because all of the heirs

of David were worthy or faithful, but

because one heir, Jesus Christ, would
be worthy and faithful: The Son of

David and the Son of God (v. 16).

QUESTIONS
1. Why is God's promise to David,

3000 years ago, so very important to

us today?

2. How am I a channel of blessing

from God to others?

Anointed for

3 God's Glory
II Samuel 7:18-23

David rightly saw that these promises

and blessings were not in order that he

should boast and take pride in himself,

as though they were for him alone.

Instead, he responded with humili-

ty, asking, "Who am I? and what is

my house?" (v. 18). Like Moses, when
confronted by the living God and told

that the Lord had a great work for him
to do, David realized his own inabili-

ty, limitations and smallness in the

presence of such a great God.
He knew, too, that the Lord had not

made a mistake—thinking that he was
more than he really was. David under-

stood that the Lord knew him and his

limitations, sins and faults (v. 20).

That was the real beauty of the whole

thing: God loved him and planned

great things for him in spite of know-
ing his own unworthiness.

Is that not the wonder, as well, of

the Lord's having chosen us and prom-

ised to bless us? He knows what we are

and our own unworthiness and that

there is no good thing in us except what

God has done in and for us through

His Son, Jesus Christ.

That is the beauty of the Gospel as

its truth breaks upon our hearts and
minds. We are not worthy, yet God
loved us.

David realized that Israel was

uniquely blessed to have such a God,
One who has redeemed a whole peo-

ple to be His from among the nations

of the world (v. 23).

We see, again, why David was a

man after God's own heart. He under-

stood what the Lord wished all Israel

to understand: They were unique

because they had been called—they

alone—to be the people of God.
Of course, we must remember that

they were not all truly the Israel of God
(God's people) just because they were

born of the seed of Abraham and

David. The true Israel would ulti-

mately be those in Israel—and later

among the Gentiles—who had a faith

like the faith of Abraham and David.

David also rightly understood that

the Lord had chosen to have a people

on earth to make a name for Himself
among the nations (v. 23). They were

to glorify God among the people of

earth by behavior and character like

that of God—showing that they were

indeed His children.

QUESTIONS
1. How do I show my awe at being

called a child of God?
2. How does my salvation glorify the

Lord in my daily life?

Anointed for4 God's People
II Samuel 7:24-29

David not only understood that all that

happened to him as the channel of

God's blessings, was for God's glory

but also that it was chiefly for the

benefit of God's people. He did not see

himself as the terminal in the blessings

of God. The people of God were the

ultimate object of such lbessings (v.

24). God had established for Himself

a people to be His forever. This meant
that He had stored up for them bles-

sings that would stretch into eternity.

God was not singling them out for

blessings for the present time only.

Again, we need to remember that the

people of God, of whom David
spoke—no matter how well he under-

stood this at the time—were not the

Israelites of the flesh, but the true

Israel of God: The church of Jesus

Christ both from the Old Testament

era and the New Testament era, to the

end of human history.

For this reason, David prayed that

the name of God would be magnified

forever (v. 26).

David further realized that those

promises could not be fulfilled by the

strength of his house. God would have

to build the house, and He alone could

make those promises come to fruition.

Therefore, David prayed that the

Lord would bless the house of David,

to the end that all that the Lord had

said would come to pass (v. 29).

David's reliance was not on his abili-

ty nor on that of his children, after

him, but on God. Of course, in rely-

ing on God, he was, in a true sense,

depending on one of his heirs: Jesus

Christ.

How fully David understood this at

this point we cannot know.
Like the prophets and all Old Testa-

ment believers, he knew enough to put

his whole trust in God without being

able to see, fully, how the Lord would
save him. He knew that the Lord was
his Savior and believed in Jesus Christ

as fully as we do, in the sense that he

trusted, even then, in the salvation that

the Lord would provide in His own
time and in His own way.

He, as we, depended upon the Word
of God ("thou has spoken it"—v. 29).

"Faith comes by hearing and hearing

by the Word of Christ" (Rom. 10:17).

QUESTIONS
1. In what sense do I see that my

ministry and blessings in Christ's

church are for the benefit of all of His

people?

2. In what sense do believers today

walk by faith and not by sight, as they

did in David's day?

Next week: "Family Rebellion," II

Samuel 15:2-12. m
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Schaeffer— from p. 8

I would just say that the form of the

expression is undoubtedly determined

by the culture at that moment in his-

tory. Theologians who are black must

at least speak to their people. They will

give old theology new application. But

beyond that I think that the Frankfurt

Declaration is being too limited if it

restricts black theology to application.

Under the leadership of the Holy
Spirit, there will be new things which

have previously been missed or down-
played. They will be able to point out

things in Scripture that we haven't seen

clearly or at least haven't practiced. I

think the contribution of black theol-

ogy can be quite significant, and we
should be thankful because that brings

us closer to what the Bible really taught

—to what has been there all along.

Having said that, there is something

else which I must also say. The form
of expression can vary, but the truth

should be exactly what the Bible

teaches: these do not change.

Jim Pike used to say that the Trin-

ity was invented by theologians in the

Fourth Century to answer questions of

unity in diversity raised by Greek

philosophers. He was terribly wrong.

The Greeks were wrestling with prob-

lems of unity and diversity, and by the

Fourth Century the problems were

highly defined; then the churchmen
suddenly realized that in the Trinity

they had the answer to the question the

Greeks were wrestling with. But I don't

think for a moment that the church-

men invented anything out of the

thinking of the time. They simply saw

that what they had believed all along,

the Trinity, gave the answre to the

problems then being discussed under

different terminology. So the formula-

tion was formed a bit by the surround-

ing time, but the belief was not.

So then there are among the un-

changeable truths great tremendous Bi-

ble teachings: Guilt, sin, the fall, and

grace. We simply don't abandon them

as historical curiosities. If we do this,

we don't have any answers, and if

black theology does this, give it one

generation and those who follow it are

not going to be Christian at all.

They're going to be something else,

maybe still religious, but not Christian.

So the eternal truths must not be given

up, but rather we must prayerfully ask

the Holy Spirit to show how to com-

municate the truths which are there,

and are never changed, in the situation

which surrounds us. They may be

given a somewhat different emphasis,

out of our own background and ex-

perience, but they are changed radical-

ly and basically.

How do you sort out the unchanging
truths from the cultural forms?

We must understand that we in the

Reformation believe that the Bible

speaks clearly on central things. We
believe that you can take any kind of

man, teach him to read, put the Bible

in his hands, and he will be able to

come to the central truths. It doesn't

mean that people can't get mixed up

on the peripheral things, but we think

the central things are clear. So I don't

think that any of the central things are

unintelligible to modern people or to

the people of any race either.

You must understand that I haven't

always worked among intellectuals.

My first pastorate in Grove City, Pa.,

was among small town people, among
farm people, and my second pastorate

in Chester, Pa., was largely among
ship-yard workers. In my background,

I've worked much with my hands, I've

worked in factories, I've worked on

farms, I've been an ice man, I've sold

fish from a huckster's wagon on

Gray's Berry Road in Philadelphia. So

I feel that my knowledge of man has

some width, and I don't believe there's

any one of the central doctrines of

Christianity that can't be taught to

somebody from India or somebody
from Japan, Korea, or Africa. And the

proof of the thing is that here at

L'Abri we have people from all of

these backgrounds. And in spite of

that, we are able to present the gospel

to all of them as long as we have

enough compassion to take time to un-

derstand their thought forms and take

time to understand what kind of term-

inology we need to use. So I think any-

body who has normal facilities can un-

derstand as long as we have the com-
passion to find out how to do it.

Beyond that, what we have to do if

we are told to hold on to the unchang-

ing truth is to lean against the consen-

sus of our own day. So the careful

theologian is the one who understands

the consensus of his own day and

fights against being infiltrated by it. He
understands and speaks into it, but he

never lets it take charge. The Scriptures

are his final authority.

Marsden—from p. 6

emphasis accordingly. And no doubt
there is some commonality between the

critique of New Deal-liberal culture

developed by the counterculture and

that developed by the Moral Majority.

Schaeffer, at least, found radical

cultural implications of the gospel that

for him bridged these two movements.

Two Schaeffers, however, may be re-

membered. As he might have put it,

there is the "later Schaeffer" of the

1960s, and the "later-later Schaeffer"

of the 1980s.

Rather than as the champion of this

or that contemporary trend, Schaeffer

should be best remembered as an evan-

gelist who was also an imaginative,

perceptive, and wide-ranging thinker.

This reputation deserves to survive

despite his serious shortcomings by any

academic standard. Sympathetic
Christian specialists in almost every

field have been outraged by some of

his oversimplified generalizations.

Such critiques have been sharpened by

the fact that Schaeffer's promoters

have presented him to popular evan-

gelical culture as a philosopher. He is

tauted as a true authority on western

thought and culture. Schaeffer himself

often accepted this role.

Certainly in the long run, however,

Schaeffer will not be remembered for

his contributions to philosophy or cul-

tural analysis. Rather, he will be

remembered as a remarkable evangel-

ist. He was an evangelist who took the

trouble to learn a great deal about

western culture and thought and to in-

tegrate that learning into his evan-

gelism. He also had a knack for in-

sights that penetrated to the essence of

an issue, even when his understanding

of the details was somewhat blurred.

He was not a philosopher in the

technical sense; but he was something

of a philosopher in the sense that Ben-

jamin Franklin or Thomas Jefferson

was a philosopher. In this sense, he

embodied some of the best traits of a

rapidly disappearing American tradi-

tion—that of the practical amateur

philosopher.

Schaeffer was not only an admirable

Christian. He was also a practical man
who in the 20th Century dared to relate

wide-ranging learning to a compas-

sionate presentation of the gospel.

Another version of this same article is being submitted

tor use in the Reformed Journal.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHES
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Riveroaks Re-

formed Presbyterian Church (PCA) 1625 W.
Massey Rd., Memphis, TN 381 19. Rev. Wil-

liam Spink, Pastor. (901) 761-0590 or home,
767-2770. Sun, ser. 9:30 & 1 1 am and 6 pm.

OPC GROWING IN AUSTIN S.S. 9:30,

Worship 11:00 a.m. 3407 Greystone (no

mail). Week night home Bible studies. Rev.

Jerry Taylor, pastor, 405 Tawny Dr., Austin,

TX 78745. (512) 442-5782 or 477-0887.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

EDUCATION

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

10 great weeks in the unspoiled woods of

Northern Canada; produces remarkable
changes in attitudes and grades Responsi-
ble Christian faculty with degrees in forestry,

biology, psychology and education, leads this

internationally-known program Staff-to-stu-

dent ratio 1 2! Remedial academics Separate
programs for boys and girls 13-18. Expect
positive growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Great for normal underachievers!
Early response advised Write: New Hori-

zons, 1000 South 350 East, Marion, IN

46953; (317) 668-4009.

FOR RENT
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Professional

Christian female, single, 31, needs to share

my 2 bedroom, 1 'A bath home. $260, Vz

utilities, deposit, non-smoker, have dog. S.

Sarasota, Fla. (813) 921-7601.

FOR SALE
GOSPEL CARTOON TRACTS Tulip,

Foreknowledge, Creation, Church Govern-
ment, etc. Samples $5.00. Vic Lockman,
P.O. Box 7268, Tyler, TX 75711.

PEOPLE
INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC

church in Zachary, Louisiana Oust north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791 , Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR for EPC congrega-

tion to implement newly budgeted church

planting project. Must be devoted to Christ,

be able to preach and teach the Word of God
effectively and must possess a strong com-
mitment to the organization of a new con-

gregation. Send resume to: Stanley Scott,

Search Committee, 301 E. Evesham Ave.,

Voorhees, NJ 08043.

COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(grades K - 6) of St. Louis, Mo., is seeking

applicants of the Reformed faith for teaching

positions in the 2nd and 5th grade levels. Ad-

dress all resumes and inquiries to Mr. Bill

Stanley, 1313 Missouri Avenue, Kirkwood,

MO 63122.

PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox

Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-

ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CS1 school

K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
Medicare Equipment Center, a medium size

medical equipment supply business on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person to super-

vise customer service department. Must be

able to coordinate sales people, institutional

buyers, V.A. contracts and communicate cus-

tomer needs to the organization. Product

knowledge would be helpful but not neces-

sary. 3-5 years of customer service work is

essential. Contact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S.

Highland Ave., Clearwater, FL 33516. (813)

446-6332.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box

314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-
new, Search Committee Chairman.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on

the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send
resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

RETAIL STORE MANAGER Medicare

Equipment Center, with 3 retail stores on the

West Coast of Florida, needs person or cou-

ple to manage mall store that sells aids for

daily living products like wheel chairs, hos-

pital beds, mastectomy, ostomy and orthotic

products to individuals. Product knowledge

would be helpful but not necessary. 3-5 years

of retail selling experience is essential. Con-
tact: Henry Vierling, 1269 S. Highland Ave.,

Clearwater, FL 33516. Phone (813) 446-6332.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-

mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

SERVICESHHHH
MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

WANTED
WANTED: TRINITY HYMNALS.

Growing young church needs to add to its

supply of the green, non-denom. edition of

the Trinity Hymnal. Contact A. Hitchcock,

20 Crider, Moorestown, NJ 08057. (609)

234-3275.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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4th Gcnerat Assembly

of the

"Evangelical TresByterian Church

June 11 - i4> tyfy

'Belhaven College • Jackson, Mississippi

Program Highlights

MONDAY EVENING - JUNE 1

1

DR. BOANERGES RIBEIRO
Presbyterian Church of Brazil

TUESDAY- JUNE 12

MORNING - COMMUNION SERVICE

EVENING - DR. ANDREW JUMPER
Central Presbyterian Church
St. Louis, Missouri

WEDNESDAY- JUNE 13

NOON - WOMEN'S LUNCHEON
Margaret Hess
Ward Presbyterian Church
Livonia, Michigan

- MODERATOR'S LUNCHEON
(For Friends and Observers)

AFTERNOON - WORKSHOPS IN MINISTRY

EVENING - PRESBYTERY MEETINGS

Featuring

Dr. James Van Dyke
Moderator

Dr. Andrew Jumper
Central Presbyterian Church

All Sessions Open • Warm Fellowship
Reasonable On-Campus Housing, Food Service

• Plus These Morning Devotional Speakers:

DR. VERNE KENNEDY,
President, Belhaven College

DR. LUDER WHITLOCK,
President, Reformed Theological Seminary

DR. WILLIAM FLANNAGAN,
Central Presbyterian Church, (St. Louis)

Margaret Hess
Ward Presbyterian Church

TO REACH BELHAVEN COLLEGE:
From 1-55 take the Woodrow Wilson Drive exit West to North State Street Then

South on North State Street to Belhaven Street. Then East on Belhaven Street to

Belhaven College.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
EPC 2312 MONROE ST., DEARBORN, MICHIGAN (31 3) 562-2300
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MAILBAG

OWE AN APOLOGY

You were apparently hard up for

material for your May 9, 1984 issue to

waste 20% of your 15 pages with such

garbage as the article by M. G.

Smith—taking potshots at another

Christian organization.

For anyone to waste 10 continuous

hours to watch a network so he could

nit-pick shows a mental warp in the

author and to publish it tells a lot

about the editors of the Journal.

Personally I feel the 700 Club is one

of the few programs on TV worth

watching. It is not supposed to be a

news program but it does give the side

omitted by the CFR-controlled TV and
press. The plays or "soaps" are clean

and in general those made before sex

became necessary for TV production.

The interviews are generally very

interesting.

I think you owe Pat Robertson an

apology for your disgusting article.

—H. B. Davis

Dayton, Tenn.

WHOLE FAMILY COULD WATCH

I question the statement "Is the enter-

tainment offered by CBN more in line

with Christian values than the current

offering of NBC, for instance?" The
author has obviously not viewed any
programing by NBC, CBS or ABC in

the last ten years or he would not

have made such a statement!

In any of the programs on CBN,
though they may be of past genera-

tion, there was never any time that

the whole family could not view the

program.
Contrary to your view that there is

no difference in content between pro-

graming of CBN and NBC, I cannot
believe that you have viewed any of

the current fare on NBC where fre-

quent adultery, promiscuity and for-

nication are not only shown, but ex-

plicitly so.

—George J. Poulos
Miami, Fla.

CRC 'HIERARCHY' CRITICIZED

I am referring to your first editorial

item on page three of the May 9, 1984

issue of the Presbyterian Journal in

regard to women in ecclesiastical of-

fice in the Christian Reformed
Church, in which you speak of the

CRC being the abused party.

Whatever your source of informa-

tion, you evidently are not aware of

all the details concerning this issue.

Although there are many in the CRC
that feel abused because of this issue,

it is no one's fault but their own. The
issue is born out of the infamous

Report 44 in which the Scriptures are

culturally conditioned, or are to be

interpreted that way. In the CRC the

women in office issue is born out of

this cultural conditioned Scripture.

Those in a hierarchical position in

this denomination are pushing with

all their might to get this issue passed

in Synod. The sad part is that the man
in the pew and the clergy do little ex-

cept talk and complain about not on-

ly this issue but other issues as well.

It is apparent that the CRC, at least

in practice, has become apostate as

far as their creeds are concerned and
the Scriptures as well.

Do not take my word for this con-

dition by itself. For your source of in-

formation do not go to the higher ups
in the denomination. I suggest that

you write to some of the clerks of the

consistories, or ministers.

—Howard VanManen
Grand Rapids, Mich.

TAKE A DAY OFF

It interests me that in the editor's col-

umn (Apr. 18), Franky Schaeffer was
maligned for not checking the ac-

curacy of Halverson's Washington
Post comments. Schaeffer was criti-

cized for not checking the accuracy of

the facts, yet Halverson himself ad-

mitted the accuracy of the interview.

Furthermore, as to what Halverson

said, I myself have listened to the

"pro-choicers"; I have listened to the

debates; I have called and written my
"pro-choice" elected officials, and
they favor the killing of unborn in-

fants. This is what Halverson calls a

"God-has-given-us-a-choice-in-such-

matters" approach to the abortion

issue.

As a registered nurse, I have seen

the results of an abortion—both the

unborn child (as I have visited an

MINISTERS
R. Will Butler from Los Alamos, N. Mex. to the

Calvin Church (PCA), Phoenix, Ariz., as assis-

tant pastor.

CHURCH
The Moreno Valley Church (PCA), Sunnymead,

Cal. has been organized. Donald C. Taylor is

pastor.

ELDER
The Session of the First Church (PCUSA), Gulf-

port, Miss., has memorialized ruling elder and

treasurer, Guy M. Stigall Sr.
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abortion mill) and the woman who
has had an abortion (I presently work
in a psychiatric hospital and I see the

psychological results of the women
who practiced Halverson's idea of

choice).

The unborn infant has no choice.

The expected outcome of every abor-

tion is a dead baby. So much for Hal-

verson's idea of choice.

I suggest that Mr. Halverson take a

day off from the Senate and stop in at

one of the local Washington, D.C.,

abortion clinics. After a day of seeing

delimbed, decapitated, eviscerated,

bruised, and salt scalded human be-

ings, I would hope that he would re-

pent of his choice position and work
for the prevention of the destruction

of the unborn.

—William Devlin, R.N.
Hatfield, Pa.

TRIVIAL, OR NOT?

Not too long ago I was searching

through some past issues of the Pres-

byterian Journal when I noticed some-

thing disturbing. For reasons unknown
to me the qualifying statement: "Sup-

porting a Presbyterian Witness Loyal

to Scripture and the Reformed Faith"

had been removed from the week to

week cover format.

That banner under which the Pres-

byterian Journal staff and contributors

serve, and have served, is now no long-

er immediately visible to those who
may come in contact with the Journal.

I may at this point be laboring

upon something that some might think

trivial, I do not think so. Perhaps other

readers will agree!

—F. W. Schnitzler

Manasquan, N.J.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I Did you know that the world's population is now closer

to 5 billion than to 4 billion? The people-counters say about 4,762,000,000

people now inhabit this struggling planet. No matter how dramatically some-

one portrays that number, probably none of us can imagine that many human
beings. What we can begin to appreciate is this: The big number above is

just about twice the world population at the end of World War II. And
evangelist Leighton Ford reminds us that even with encouraging advances

by the church around the world, population gains continue to move faster

than evangelization gains.

i I With an increasing number of ministers being given

opportunities for continuing education (especially in Doctor of Ministry pro-

grams at various seminaries), we were interested in a survey of the feelings

of members in those ministers' churches. The study was done by the

"Presbyterian Panel," a research unit of the Presbyterian Church USA,
and primarily involved ministers in the PCUSA. But there's no reason to

think the results would be much different in a conservatively inclined

denomination.

About half the members surveyed said their pastors became more interested in and com-
mitted to their jobs in their present ministry settings as a result of their D.Min. studies.

About one in five said the studies distracted their pastors from their work.

One in five said the pastors had a hard time managing their time because of the demands
of their studies, but one in five also said their pastors became better managers of

their time!

A third said their pastors "showed renewed enthusiasm for their present work," while

a fifth thought the studies made their pastors restless in their current assignments.

So draw your own conclusions. But at least you'll know what your church's

statistical chances are when your pastor asks for a study leave!

l l We're planning to bring you a report in next week's issue

about the PCUSA's assembly out in Phoenix, Arizona. But we're warning

you here that we've had a couple of technical snarls. The PCUSA press

room announced that a special phone was being installed for regular reports.

What worried us was the somewhat elusive note that came with the number:
"The number will include a short message about assembly news—and will

be changed once daily." So we tried early, just to get some news before

they changed the number on us. Guess what! Even the number they gave
us was wrong. It was an Episcopalian fellow up in Lexington, Kentucky,

who said he didn't have a clue what was happening out in Phoenix. There's

only a digit's difference between the area code for Lexington and the one
for Phoenix. Our Lexington friend thought he might leave the house for

a week or so.

l l Up in Chicago, a music publisher who won a $3 million

suit against a Roman Catholic diocese for copyright infringement says it

wants to sit down now to work out a conciliatory agreement. Having won,
they're probably a little worried about alienating a market they need. But
the damage seems already to have been done. Diocese officials have said

no thanks to the offer; they are appealing the case.
t
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Nebraska Pastor Jailed, Deprived of Writing Materials

LOUISVILLE, Neb.—The Rev.
Everett Sileven, determined head of

Faith Christian School here, is not only

back in jail for an eight-month

sentence for refusing a distasteful

court-ordered choice between closing

the school or getting a state license for

it. Now county judge Ronald Reagan
has ordered that Sileven be given no
writing materials except those neces-

sary for personal correspondence.

Even the Nebraska chapter of the

American Civil Liberties Union said

from Lincoln that the judge had
"overstepped his authority" in refus-

ing access to writing or recording ma-
terials to be used for publication.

Judge Reagan said he had received

information that while Sileven had
served a 1982 sentence for contempt,

he had written a pamphlet, copies of

which were sold for $20 or more. But
Dick Kurtenbach of the Nebraska
ACLU said that is not sufficient basis

to deny Sileven his First Amendment
rights.

"Generally," said Kurtenbach,
"when it comes to First Amendment
rights regarding censorship, there must
be a security interest on behalf of the

institution. Restricting his freedom in

this area is definitely censorship. I

would hope Judge Reagan would re-

consider his order."

Kurtenbach said it might invite

Sileven to request their formal legal

assistance in the matter. "It's certain-

ly an area that's near and dear to us,"

he said.

Sileven's friends said the judge's

charge that a pamphlet had been sold

for $20 was "not only untrue, but
libelous." They called the judge's ac-

tion "one of the most despotic, tyran-

nical, and insensitive rulings in the an-

nals of American jurisprudence."

Faith Christian School was closed in

April as a conciliatory gesture, with

Sileven saying the school would wait

until a new state law takes effect July

10. Under that law, teachers in private

schools can be exempted from certifi-

cation if they pass an exam or undergo
evaluation by state officials.

The children from five families for-

merly enrolled at the school have been
being taught at home. Parents of those

children refused an offer from Judge
Reagan to free their pastor if they

enrolled their children immediately in

state-approved schools.

Meanwhile the American Council of

Christian Churches (ACCC) has asked

President Reagan and Nebraska Gov.
Robert Kerrey to grant pardons to

Sileven and to the Rev. Bob Gelsthorpe

of North Platte, Neb., also jailed for

refusing to close his unlicensed Chris-

tian school. Gelsthorpe, in an unusual

arrangement, reports to the local sher-

iff's office to serve his sentence be-

tween 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. each day that

his school remains open.

Appealing to President Reagan, the

ACCC declared that "innocent Chris-

tians have served longer terms than

some guilty criminals." It asked the

president to "pardon at once Chris-

tians who are jailed in Nebraska," say-

ing that "such an outrage should never

have happened in America."
The appeal to Gov. Kerrey asked

him to "pardon immediately all Chris-

tians who are jailed for their Biblical

religious beliefs and practices." It

claimed that 90 percent of the citizens

of North Platte would "favor such a

move," and expressed the prayerful

hope that the Nebraska governor "will

obey God in this matter." DQ

Moslem Beliefs Discounted

At Marine's Court-Martial

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (RNS)—

A

Marine corporal who says his Moslem
beliefs prevented him from serving

with his unit in Lebanon and Grenada
has been demoted to private and sen-

tenced to four months at hard labor.

Prosecuting attorneys pointed out

during the court-martial that 22-year-

old Alfred Griffin had not previously

told other Marines about his religion

and that he admitted he had not been

to a mosque in ten years. But Griffin

said he had remained quiet about his

Moslem beliefs for fear of being dis-

criminated against.

Griffin said he didn't enlist in the

Marine Corps "with the thought of go-

ing into combat." He said he would
have been willing to serve in a peace-

keeping force, and was looking for-

ward to doing so in Lebanon, but re-

fused to do so when he learned he

would have to engage in combat and
possibly kill other Moslems. He cited

the same reasons for refusing to serve

in Grenada.

The Marine's sister, Michele Chand-
ler, testified she and her brother be-

came Moslems when they were very

young. But under cross-examination

she admitted her brother had been

graduated from a Roman Catholic

high school and that he had left his

mother when he was 10 to live with his

father, who is a Baptist.

Louis Farrakhan, controversial lead-

er of the Nation of Islam, said Grif-

fin's position was consistent with Mus-
lim beliefs. "If he is asked to take a

position where he has to fight and pos-

sibly shoot and kill one of his Moslem
brethren, this is strictly forbidden in

the Holy Koran," he said.

But Capt. James Marino, the Ma-
rine prosecutor, said that conscientious

Alfred Griffin
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objections based on religious beliefs

are "not recognized as a defense in

military law." With regard to Griffin's

refusal to kill another Moslem, Marino

said: "As a Moslem, such actions may
some day be rewarded. But as a Ma-
rine, it was bad conduct and should be

punished."

Griffin's lawyers said the court-

martial verdict will be appealed in

civilian courts, all the way to the

Supreme Court, if necessary. CE

Charismatic Presbyterians

Adopting a New Name

OKLAHOMA CITY—The Presbyte-

rian Charismatic Communion, an

18-year-old independent organization

based here, has adopted a new name
and will in the future be known as

"Presbyterian and Reformed Renewal
Ministries Interna-

tional" (PRR).

In making the

change, PRR said

that "many inde-

pendent churches

and groups have

word 'charismatic' so that the con-

notation of the word has changed over

the years. The board could see that it

was becoming increasingly difficult to

provide a clear meaning to 'charismat-

ic' The media has also compounded
the problem. Originally, PCC had em-

ployed the term as an alternative to the

word 'neo-pentecostal,' which was be-

ing used by hierarchies of several de-

nominations to describe those mem-
bers who were involved in charismatic

renewal."

PRR claims members in 26 different

Presbyterian and Reformed denom-
inations worldwide, although most of

its membership and leadership comes
from the mainline Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA).
PRR estimates that "between 3000

and 4000 Presbyterian and Reformed
pastors in the United States have been
involved in the charismatic renewal

personally, and between 200,000 and
250,000 laypersons." PRR further

claims that more than half of those

laypeople have left the Presbyterian

and Reformed denominations during

the past 15 or 20 years, feeling un-

welcomed or deprived of spiritual

nourishment."

PRR seeks to promote charismatic

renewal through publishing ministries

and a broad series of national and
regional conferences and seminars. CB

Planned Parenthood Gives

Abortions, Quits Charity

CHICAGO (RNS)—The Planned Par-

enthood Association here, announcing

plans to begin offering abortion ser-

vices, has withdrawn from the United

Way of Chicago.

Frederick L. Mills III, president of

Planned Parenthood's board, said the

agency was giving up its annual

$150,000 allocation from the United

Way to avoid hampering United Way
fund raising efforts.

Last September, Cardinal Joseph

Bernardin, Catholic archbishop of

Chicago, suggested that Catholics

either designate that their United Way
contributions go only to Catholic

Charities or that they contribute direct-

ly to church causes, skipping United

Way altogether.

Some Protestant pro-life leaders too

have vigorously protested United Way
support of Planned Parenthood.

Although Planned Parenthood says

it is only now actually providing abor-

tion services, it has for many years ad-

vocated abortion as a solution to un-

wanted pregnancies.

Planned Parenthood's Mills said

that United Way funds "have not and
would not be used" for actual abor-

tion services, but that his organization

is giving up its claims to United Way
funds just to make it easier for United

Way to raise money.
Even so, Planned Parenthood here

will get a one-time "transition grant"

of $250,000 from United Way for

"counseling, referral, and clinic ser-

vices." Pro-life critics say that even

those funds will be used indirectly to

promote abortions. CFJ

Illinois Reduces Abortions
Paid for By Medicaid

SPRINGFIELD, 111. (RNS)—A state

law restricting the use of taxpayers'

money for abortions reduced the num-
ber of state-financed abortions to only

17 last year, according to the Illinois

Department of Public Aid.

The state paid for 23,309 abortions

in 1976, the year before a law pro-

hibited the use of public money for the

operation unless it was medically

necessary to save the mother's life. The
courts upheld that law in 1980.

Meanwhile, the overall number of

abortions in Illinois has also been

dropping, from a 1977 high of 71,326

to 66,613 in 1982. But the number paid

for by Medicaid dropped from about

35 percent of the total to less than one
percent.

Rita Davis of the Illinois Planned

Parenthood Council said there was no
way to determine how many poor

women might be using other welfare

benefits to pay for their abotions. "A
couple of national studies," she said,

"indicate that as many as 75 percent

of women previously covered by Medi-

caid abortion payments may be having

the operations anyway." 51

Schenectady Congregation

Given Property by Court

NEW YORK (RNS)—A Presbyterian

congregation in Schenectady, N.Y.,

has been given the right to leave the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA)
and take its property with them.

Key to the unanimous ruling by the

New York State Court of Appeals was

the First Presbyterian Church's date of

incorporation: 1803. The court said the

early organization exempted the

church from religious incorporation

laws of 1828 which bind many church-

es to hierarchical denominations.

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled

that civil courts must use "neutral

principles of law" in deciding church

property disputes like the one in

Schenectady. Judge Richard Simons
said such an analysis shows clearly that

the land on which the church is situ-

ated belongs to the congregation. 13

Hindus Turning to Christ

At Rate of6000 Per Month

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.—Hindus in

India are making professions of faith

in Christ at the rate of 6000 per month,
according to president John DeVries of

the Bibles for India organization.

In an unusual note for reporting

evangelistic progress, DeVries said his

organization measures only the num-
ber of baptisms reported by cooper-

ating churches instead of verbal de-

cisions, of which he said there were

325,000 last year. OB
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The Temptation of Power

MICHAEL G. SMITH

Salvation has always been the focus

of Christian theology and the driv-

ing concern of practical Christian

teaching. But salvation is not a nar-

row, one-dimensional concept in Scrip-

ture. It is as full and many-faceted as

the canon of the Bible.

The Reformation made the issue of

reconciliation between God and man-
kind the focus of its reflection on
salvation: "How can sinful man be

reconciled to a holy and just God?"
The answers came in the formulations

of the doctrines of grace, justification

by faith, and substitutionary atone-

ment. The cross of Jesus was seen to

be the point in time and space in which
salvation was accomplished.

Salvation is more than reconcilia-

tion. It is also transformation, empow-
erment, liberation. It not only restores

a relationship; it brings about a new
heaven and a new earth. Salvation is

a matter of power as well as a matter

of relationship.

Power is one of the central themes
of the New Testament. Paul makes it

the keystone of his epistle to the

Romans: "I am not ashamed of the

gospel, for it is the power of God for

the salvation of everyone who be-

lieves" (1:16 NIV). The power of the

mighty Warrior-Lord is the trium-

phant message of Revelation. The
power of resurrection life is the com-
forting message of Peter's first epistle.

The power of the ascended Son of God
is the vision of the book of Hebrews.
The power of the Creator-Lord Christ

is the good news of the epistle to the

Colossians. The power of the risen Son
of Man is the mind-shattering procla-

mation of the gospel of Matthew: "All

authority in heaven and on earth has

been given to me" (28:18 NIV).

Are Christians Power-Seekers?

In the past few years, Christian writers

and scholars have been giving attention

to the theme of power—the power of

Jesus Christ on the one hand and the
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Again, the devil took him to a

very high mountain and showed
him all the kingdoms of the

world and their splendor. "All

this will I give you," he said, "if

you will bow down and worship

me."

Jesus said to him, "Away
from me, Satan! For it is

written: 'Worship the Lord your

God, and serve him only.'
"

—Matthew 4:8-10

"Blessed are the poor in spirit,

for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven."

"Blessed are those who mourn,

for they will be comforted."

"Blessed are the meek,
for they will inherit the earth."

—Matthew 5:3-5

"You have heard that it was
said, 'Eye for eye, and tooth for

tooth.' But I tell you, do not

resist an evil person. If some-
one strikes you on the right

cheek, turn to him the other

also. And if someone wants to

sue you and take your tunic, let

him have your cloak as well. If

someone forces you to go one
mile, go with him two miles."

—Matthew 5:38-41

"Do not store up for yourselves

treasures on earth, where moth
and rust destroy, and where
thieves break in and steal. But

store up for yourselves

treasures in heaven. . . . For

where you treasure is, there

your heart will be also."

—Matthew 6:19-21

idols of power on the other. Three

books especially merit the scrutiny of

Christian readers. Each complements
the other two.

Cheryl Forbes has written The Reli-

gion of Power (Zondervan, 1983) to

awaken her readers to the fact that the

lust for power drives Christians as well

as nonchristians. Her book "is about

power—what it is, what it means, how
it seduces and sickens and eventually

strangles those who think they control

it, but who find in the end that it con-

trols them."
Forbes is concerned, and rightly so,

that Christians often side-step the fun-

damental issue of power by assuming

that power is legitimate if the right

people use it to accomplish the right

purposes. "At a certain point, a Chris-

tian must say no to maneuvers and ma-
nipulations, to politics and pretend-

ings. The price of power is too high."

Forbes' book is a very down-to-earth

description and assessment of power

and its many forms in everyday life.

Every reader can relate to most of her

examples. We all use and recognize the

symbols of power—dress codes, per-

sonal possessions, titles, confidences,

or pecking orders. We are all tempted

sometime or other to keep someone

waiting or put someone down in order

to display our power and authority.

Power is not a god only for the rich

and influential. Even those who are

without wealth and status seek to have

and use power at every opportunity.

The garage mechanic revels in the

power he has over the poor car owner
who is at his mercy when the engine

won't start. The waitress delights in the

power she has over a customer who is

waving for her attention as she pre-

tends to ignore him. The four-year-old

boldly displays his power over his

parents as he refuses to eat what has

been put in front of him.

Everyone is eligible to play the

power game, and most people do, in-

cluding most Christians.

Why this obsession with power? The

answer that Forbes gives is that hu-



mans want to defend and protect

themselves from any natural or man-
made threats that might arise. The way
we try to protect ourselves is to gain

control of as many aspects of life as

we can. Behind this drive for security

lies a lack of faith in God's care for

us. The irony of all this is that every-

thing we attempt to use as protection

becomes itself a new threat. Every at-

tempt to gain new forms of power
brings with it new threats that drive

one to strive for more power.

The striving after power has so

many forms—the search for knowl-

edge, the accumulation of wealth, the

desire for a reputation, the commit-
ment to a career—all of which become
tied up with the drive to succeed. But

the form in which it is best seen is the

exercise of power over other people.

People seek to have power over other

people in the organizations in which

they work, in their families, in their

churches, in their political structures

—even in their love relationships.

Forbes does a superb job scrutiniz-

ing the various kinds of people power
plays that characterize everyday life.

The manager sets up the furniture in

his office so that he has space to move
while his visitors sit up against the wall.

Another example: The wife uses her

sexual powers to get her husband to

agree to her plans for the summer va-

cation or the color of the new car-

peting. Again: The pastor gets the

elders in line with his particular pro-

gram by using pious words and phrases

to describe the high spiritual quality of

his program compared with the other

possible programs that are "merely
human in their motivation."

These kinds of power plays go on all

around you. Have you seen them? Do
you play the power game without real-

izing what you are doing? Forbes
wants you to take these questions

seriously and then consider, as your
Christian duty, the rejection of the

temptation to power: "Once power in-

vades us, it invades us whether we are

at work or at home. Soon all our rela-

tionships will be affected by the ties

upon which power feeds. And vice ver-

sa, which is why Christians cannot use
power, and why Jesus rejected Satan's

temptation to power, choosing instead

the path of powerlessness."

Realistically Rejecting Power

Anthony Compolo in his book, The
Power Delusion (Victor, 1983), has a

Jesus went through all the

towns and villages, teaching in

their synagogues, preaching the

good news of the kingdom and

healing every disease and sick-

ness. When he saw the

crowds, he had compassion on

them, because they were har-

rassed and helpless, like sheep
without a shepherd.

—Matthew 9:35,36

".
. . I praise you, Father, Lord

of heaven and earth, because
you have hidden these things

from the wise and learned and
revealed them to little children."

—Matthew 11:25

"If anyone would come after

me, he must deny himself and
take up his cross and follow

me. For whoever wants to save
his life will lose it, but whoever
loses his life for me will find it."

—Matthew 16:24,25

"I tell you the truth, it is hard

for a rich man to enter the

kingdom of heaven."

—Matthew 19:23

".
. . whoever wants to become

great among you must be your

servant, and whoever wants to

be first must be your slave-
just as the Son of Man did not

come to be served, but to

serve, and to give his life as a
ransom for many."
—Matthew 20:26-28

"But you are not to be called

'Rabbi,' for you have only one
Master and you are all brothers.

And do not call anyone on
earth 'father,' for you have only

one Father, and he is in

heaven. Nor are you to be
called 'teacher,' for you have
one Teacher, the Christ. The
greatest among you will be
your servant. For whoever
exalts himself will be humbled,
and whoever humbles himself

will be exalted."

—Matthew 23:8-12

message similar to Forbes': "This

book is an attempt to show how a crav-

ing for power interferes with love and

destroys personal relationships. The
desire to be powerful interferes with

the possibility of our being real Chris-

tians. This book is also an attempt to

demonstrate that salvation lies in be-

ing surrendered to God, serving others,

and giving up all attempts to be

powerful."

Compolo covers some of the same
ground as Forbes as he describes the

various ways in which the power game
is played and the willingness of Chris-

tians to play by the rules of the game.

He provides some good examples of

the ways males, females, parents, and
children all use the forms of power that

are at their disposal. But while Forbes

concentrates on the power games in

jobs and careers, Compolo goes into

detail on what happens in the church.

"One way for the minister to gain

and maintain power is to do all the

work of the church himself. As a

young pastor I was very guilty of this

tactic." Compolo considers this power
play, even if it is not a coldly calculated

maneuver on the part of the pastor, to

be responsible for producing inactive

and lethargic congregations.

Pastors are not the only ones who
play power games in the church. Mem-
bers often play the game as if their lives

depended on it. This can be seen in

conflicts and divisions where the power
and influence of a group or an individ-

ual is being threatened. Many churches

has been ripped apart by the lust for

power of a few members.
Compolo explains some of the dy-

namics he sees at work in such cases:

"In most cases, members who strug-

gle to gain control of a church are peo-

ple who have a sense of powerlessness

in their everyday lives. Perhaps they

feel put down at their jobs or find

themselves dominated at home. In one
way or another, they feel they have

been diminished by others. They find

that within the church they are allowed

to assert themselves and even be ag-

gressive. They discover that the church

provides them with opportunities to

engage in power games they are inca-

pable of playing in the world."

Obviously there is more to it than

that. But it is undeniable that people

who are frustrated and shut out of one
power game will try to find a better

arena in which to play. Too often the

church becomes that arena.
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Compolo also takes a look at Chris-

tian political power groups and asks

whether they are legitimate: "My con-

cern now is with any church group that

chooses to function like a political par-

ty. Whether that group be to the right

or to the left of the political spectrum

makes no difference. The National

Council of Churches upsets me when
it exercises political power and the

Moral Majority upsets me for the same
reasons. Whenever church groups play

power games, they are not being faith-

ful to their calling, nor to the Bible."

So what does Compolo offer as an

alternative based on the Bible? "The
Christian alternative to power is love."

Is this a proper alternative? Love and

power don't seem to be the same cate-

gory of thing? How can you substitute

love for power? It sounds like non-

sense. What would a mechanic say if

his supervisor told him, "Every time

you need a wrench, use a glass of

water"?

Compolo wants his readers to un-

derstand that Jesus is our model in all

this. Instead of drawing upon the pow-
er that was rightfully His, He emptied

himself of that power and suffered an

ignominious and unjust death for the

sake of others. It was love that made
Him do it. Love for the Father and

love for the sinners who didn't deserve

the love. If Jesus can substitute love

for power, even if it appears to be

nonsense, how can we who are His

disciples do otherwise?

Power is a delusion partly because

it appears to be a force in the world

that will accomplish something. But it

never manages to bring something al-

together good and true into existence.

The products of power are always con-

taminated and corrupted. Love is

something different. It appears to be

weak and ineffective, but the only pure

and enduring works that come into be-

ing come by way of love.

Only those with spiritual discern-

ment can truly appreciate the differ-

ence. Those without discernment will

go on thinking that power is going to

accomplish something. They will main-

tain the delusion. Compolo tries to

warn Christians not to be among their

number.

Money and Power

The third book is by a French theolog-

ian-historian-sociologist and was pub-

lished 30 years ago in France. Jacques

Ellul's Money and Power (InterVarsi-

One of Jesus' companions
reached for his sword, drew it

out and struck the servant of

the high priest, cutting off his

ear.

"Put your sword back in its

place," Jesus said to him, "for

all who draw the sword will die

by the sword. Do you think I

cannot call on my Father, and

he will at once put at my
disposal more than twelve

legions of angels? But how then

would the Scriptures be fulfilled

that say it must happen in this

way?"
—Matthew 26:51-54

They stripped him and put a

scarlet robe on him, and when
wove a crown of thorns and set

it on his head. They put a staff

in his right hand and knelt in

front of him and mocked him.

"Hail, King of the Jews!" they

said. They spit on him, and

took his staff and struck him on

the head again and again."

—Matthew 27:28-30

"All authority in heaven and on

earth has been given to me."

—Matthew 28:18

"I tell you the truth, unless you
change and become like little

children, you will never enter

the kingdom of heaven.

Therefore, whoever humbles
himself like this child is the

greatest in the kingdom of

heaven."
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ty, 1984), is an English translation of

that unrevised book. Ellul takes quite

a different tack on the issue of power.

He examines the way in which money
is a form of power, one which attempts

to control and direct the life of man.
His book is an attempt to unmask a

particular idol, Mammon himself, and
show him to be a false god, but one
with a large following nonetheless.

Ellul carefully points out that money
and wealth are given many different

values in Scripture. They are a sign of

God's blessing on the one hand, but a

curse and a burden that makes it dif-

ficult to be a disciple of Jesus on the

other. But ultimately we must see

money as one of the "powers and prin-

cipalities" that Paul speaks of in his

epistles.

The fact that money is a "power"
in the New Testament sense means that

we must approach it with a keen sense

of its potential to enslave and control

us. When the New Testament refers to

the powers it has in mind all sorts of

structures, entities, systems, etc. that

serve both good and evil purposes in

God's creation. It is the tendency of

these powers (political ideologies, for

instance) to enslave mankind and make
them servants of the powers that be.

If the Christian makes the simple as-

sumption that money is neither good
nor evil in itself, and that it matters on-

ly how one uses money, then he is in

danger of being used by the system and

being implicated in the evil that is ac-

complished by the power of money.
"Thus when we claim to use money,

we make a gross error. We can, if we
must, use money, but it is really money
that uses us and makes us servants by

bringing us under its law and subor-

dinating us to its aims. . . . We are not

free to direct the use of money one way
or another, for we are in the hands of

this controlling power."

If we understand what money does,

then we can better understand what

ought to be a Christian stance to-

ward money, "the power of

money establishes in the world

a certain type of human rela-

tionship and a specific human
behavior. It creates what could

broadly be called a buying-selling

relationship. Everything in this

world is paid for, one way or anoth-

er. Likewise, everything can, one way
or another, be bought."

We Christians have come to ac-

knowledge and honor this power of



money. We demonstrate this with our

endless conversations about how much
various things are worth. We never

question whether there is some other

way to measure value except the ex-

change value (how much money some-

one would pay for an object). We take

the buying-selling relationship for

granted and allow it to contaminate

our relationships with others. We have

not opposed Mammon, but have

helped give him plenty of operating

room. As Ellul says, "Money would be

nothing, materially speaking, without

human consent." And money would
not have the power it does without the

consent of Christians.

God calls us out of bondage into

freedom in His Son. Salvation means
liberation from the powers that other-

wise would have control over us,

money included. In his epistle to the

Colossians, Paul reminds his readers

of the kind of victory Jesus accom-
plished by describing Him as a con-

quering general: "And having dis-

armed the powers and authorities, he

made a public spectacle of them, tri-

umphing over them by the cross"

(2:15).

Even the power of money has been

broken by the death and resurrection

of Jesus Christ. But Christians do not

experience the liberation unless they re-

nounce the power and seek to live

apart from it.

Live apart from money? Are Chris-

tians to become hermits and scaven-

gers? No! They are to live apart from
the power of money but not apart

from money. To be liberated from a

power is to be able to use something
without being in its power. The only

way to live apart from the power of

money is to know the way its power
works and to renounce that power, to

refuse to play into its hands.

Ellul offers some good examples of

ways Christians can refuse to play in-

to the hands of the power of money:
"We must decide in favor of the per-

son and against money . . . the law of
the old covenant clearly teaches us to

respect the person rather than mon-
ey." The cost of things must never ob-
scure the supreme value of people.

Another way the Christian can re-

fuse to play into the hands of money-
power is to deny its ability to provide

"security." Only God can secure his

people. Money is a false security. For
Ellul this truth means that savings and
insurance programs, for the most part,

are forms of false security that keep

the Christian from placing his reliance

upon God. His argument is not quite

so simple as to suggest that one should

make no provisions for the future. But

he questions whether all the programs

we devise to secure the future are valid

for faithful Christians.

Ellul also recommends that Chris-

tians take away the power of money by

questioning its sacred character. In the

affairs of the world money is sacred.

Christians must never bow down as the

world does. Furthermore, Christians

must keep money in its place by giv-

ing it away. The act of giving, more
than any other act, profanes money
and shows up its true nature as nothing

more than a material instrument. To
give money to those who are in need

of what it can buy helps destroy the

power that money wants to have over

us. Money wants to be hoarded, count-

ed, admired, touched and worshiped.

When Christians give it away, money
is humiliated and debased and shown
up for its real self.

The Triumph of God's Power

The three books reviewed here help

bring some of the many dimensions of

power into a Christian perspective.

Each in its own way issues a warning

to the Christian community to discern

the temptations of power and to re-

nounce them. Each demonstrates the

many guises of power and the idolatry

that naturally go with the seeking af-

ter power. Each recognizes that Chris-

tians who are seduced by various forms

of power are looking for security in the

wrong place. These books speak pro-

phetically to the church today.

The only true power that exists is the

power of God Himself. And it is a

power with many facets. It is not only

the power of a mighty warrior but also

the power of a suffering Savior. God's
power can do things that the world
never dreamed of. God's power can
heal and rebuild what man's power
constantly corrupts and destroys.

God's power is best exemplified in Je-

sus who submitted Himself to the hu-

miliation of death on the cross so that

the power of life—real life—would be

set loose in the world.

The Christian who wants to experi-

ence God's power finds himself in the

interesting position of having to re-

nounce all other powers in order to re-

ceive the power of God. A man can-

not serve two masters. EE
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PATTI ROBERTS: GOOD-BYE TO A
DREAM, by Patti Roberts with Sherry

Andrews. Word Books, Waco, Texas.

$8.95. Reviewed by the Rev. John
Mason, Bristol, Tenn.

Patti Roberts' story is an extremely

interesting one. Television, beauty,

wealth, and evangelism, are them-
selves fascinating, and the presenta-

tion is good.

If this were all there were to it, the

book might be just another entertain-

ment, and a gossipy one at that. In

fact, however, the story is one of

growing maturity, humility, and
faith. This is an edifying book.

Patti Roberts went to Oral Roberts

University and married the heir appar-

ent, Richard Roberts. She appeared

regularly on television with him and
made records. In a word, she became
rich and famous. That's something to

envy and/or identify with.

Of course, Patti Roberts was not

just a celebrity; she was a Christian

celebrity. This meant money. We
learn the mysteries of open-ended

charge accounts at Niemann-Marcus
and seasonal forays to sunspots. Any
Christian fund-raiser knows that

many gifts come from the relatively

poor and are sacrifices to God. As
Jesus said, "The rich cast in of their

abundance, but this poor widow has

given all that she had." Mrs. Roberts

explains how these facts weighed on
the conscience and what rationaliza-

tions were most effective. She was
even more perturbed that Oral

Roberts' insistent preaching on seed-

faith was displacing the gospel.

The Roberts' marriage was under
considerable strain. They made
several attempts to have counseling,

but failed to follow through. Mrs.

Roberts singles out this failure to

follow through on counseling as a

principal factor in their decision to be

divorced. She now lives with her two
daughters in Franklin, Tenn.

Life inside the Oral Roberts estab-

lishment was unusual. Roberts and
Andrews have resisted the temptation
to gossip or slander. They have made

the account instructive, while still

perserving its deep emotion.

Success in our popular Christian arts

implies that good contact has been

made with strong themes in American
Christian hearts. Patti Roberts makes
sense of her involvement with some of

these themes. Many readers will find

their own hearts under scrutiny as well

as hers. UJ

IDOLS FOR DESTRUCTION, by Herbert
Schlossberg. Thomas Nelson, Nashville,
Tenn. 344 pp. $8.95. Reviewed by John M.
Frame, Associate Professor of Apologetics
and Systematic Theology, Westminster
Theological Seminary, Escondido, Cal.

In 1973, Os Guinness published a

book called The Dust of Death,

which, for many of us, seemed the

definitive Christian critique of
modern culture. Critiques of culture,

however, even at their best, rapidly

become out-of-date. Where, we won-
dered, could we find a replacement for

Guinness? Well, Schlossberg's Idols

is here, and it is (amazingly enough)
comparable or superior to Guinness in

the thoroughness of its research, the

cogency of its argumentation, and the

depth of its insight.

The book explores modern views of

history, human nature, economics,

science, politics, religion. Schloss-

berg's positions are close to those of

Rushdoony and North, strongly anti-

socialistic, insistent upon the impor-

tance of divinely revealed absolutes.

Guinness did give the impression of

sympathizing with the leftist radicals

of his day, while disagreeing with

their philosophical "base;" Schloss-

berg gives no such impression. His-

toricism, humanism, determinism,

naturalism, socialism— all are

"idols," deifications of creaturely

reality. With these, no compromise is

possible, only a fight to the death.

Until these idols are dethroned, our

society has no hope.

This is a powerful book—the text-

book of choice for college or semi-

nary courses in "Christian critique of

culture," "must" reading for all

thinking believers. E '



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Family Rebellion
FOR JUNE 24, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Samuel 13:20-

18:16; I Kings 1

Key verses: II Samuel 15:2-12

Devotional reading: II Samuel 14:25-33

Memory selection: II Samuel 15:6

INTRODUCTION

This last study of David shows an un-

pleasant side of his life and family.

Nevertheless, it illustrates that the

redeemer of men could not come from
man alone, but must come from God.
In spite of human frailties, the Lord
had not turned from His good purpose

to raise up one from David's offspring

who would be the perfect Redeemer:

God and man.

The Sins of the

1 Fathers
II Samuel 12:1-15

In order to understand today's Scrip-

ture, we must go back to the sin of

David, which precedes it. Though he

was a man after God's own heart, Da-
vid was a sinner like the rest of us.

He had lusted after another man's
wife and then tried to cover up the

adultery by the murder of her husband
(see II Samuel 11).

David apparently assumed that

because he was the king and an-

swerable to no one, he had gotten

away with his sin. He went back to

business as usual. But his deed had
not escaped the eyes of God.
When Nathan, his friend and advi-

sor came to David that day, the king

seemed to suspect nothing. No doubt
Nathan had often counseled David
about matters pertaining to the

kingdom and had given accounts of
things that needed the king's attention.

The account of the unjust rich man
who wronged a poor man was the very

kind of thing that would make David

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
of the National Council ol Churches of Christ.

angry and bring swift justice on the

evil-doer.

Only when Nathan announced,

"Thou art the man," did David come
face to face with the reality of his own
sin and the fact that God had not ig-

nored it (v. 7).

The Lord reminded David of how
He had anointed him king over Israel

and had rescued him many times from
the vengeful hand of Saul. He wanted

David to remember that he was king

only because God had intervened and

given him what had been Saul's (vv.

7,8).

However, David had returned evil

for the goodness of God to him (v. 9).

The Lord described his sin as despis-

ing His Word. But He got even more
personal, declaring that in this deed,

David had despised the Lord Himself
(v.10).

This shows the close relationship, in

God's sight, between our attitude to

His Word and our attitude to Him.
Some who claim to love and serve the

Lord today show no respect for His

Word. They question its authority

while claiming to be servants of God.
That cannot be!

As a consequence of David's sin, the

Lord said that He would now raise up
evil (judgment) against that same
house He had once promised to bless

(v.ll).

David would not be permitted to get

away with his sin, lest all Israel sup-

pose that God does not care about sin

or that He has favorites, whose sins He
will ignore. God would bring dire con-

sequences on David for the sake of His

own justice (v. 12).

The greatness of David cannot be

described in terms of his sinlessness.

He was a sinner as fully as Saul. That
is not what made the difference be-

tween the two men. What made the

difference was that David, while a vile

sinner, nevertheless knew how to deal

with his sin.

Unlike Saul, who sought to cover it

up even when it was pointed out to him
and who vehemently denied that he

had done anything wrong, David im-

mediately confessed that he was a sin-

ner (v. 13).

As soon as David had confessed, he

was assured that his sin had been

forgiven and would not be held against

him (v. 13). Nevertheless, David would

see the consequences of that sin for the

rest of his life. The evil he had done
would be reflected in his house for a

long time to come (v. 14; compare v.

10).

We learn from this that though the

Lord will forgive the sins of His

children, who confess them to Him (I

John 1:8-10), He does not promise that

they will escape the consequences of

those sins in this life. They will be

visited upon the children and the

children's children (Exo. 20:5;34:7).

QUESTIONS
1. Have I, as a child of God, ever

taken license to sin, supposing that

God would not care?

2. What consequences of sins have

I known in my life? Am I assured that

God has forgiven those sins?

The Mirror of

2 Sin
II Samuel 13:20-39

David could not have known fully

that day the extent of the consequences

of his sins. The first one was the death

of his son by Bathsheba, but that was
only the beginning.

Later, he would be forced to see in

his son Amnon the same lust that had
dwelt in his own heart. Amnon lusted

after one of David's daughters—like

father, like son.

When Amnon had had his way with

her, he despised and rejected his own
sister. It was a sorry, sordid affair

which was bound to breed trouble for

David's household.

David was angry about this evil done
by one of his own sons, but there is no
evidence that he took any steps to

discipline Amnon.
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That failure undoubtedly played a

part in the further deterioration of his

family. Absalom, the full brother of

Tamar, who had been raped by Am-
non, plotted revenge (v. 22).

He waited until the king was com-

pletely off guard and unsuspecting. He
wanted the murder to be open and seen

by all, as a lesson that no one could

get away with disgracing his sister.

When the time was right and all the

family was gathered for a party at Ab-

solom's home, he had his servants kill

his brother before the eyes of the whole

family. It must have been a disappoint-

ment that his father was not there

(v.25).

In the sin he committed, Absalom
was a perfect mirror of his father

David. However, unlike David, Ab-
salom did not repent of his sin. He fled

from David and lived for three years

beyond his reach (v. 38).

Herein is a great lesson. When we as

parents, or older people in the church,

do what is not right in God's eyes, we
may be assured like David that we can

be forgiven if we truly repent. But the

younger people in the church, or in our

own homes, may not have the

resources of faith that we have, so that

they do not repent of those sins they

imitate in us.

Absalom was like David in his sin,

as was Amnon, but neither was like

David in his heart. Their sins were un-

to death, for they never knew the Lord

as David knew Him.
David mourned for three children

now, for a daughter who had been

raped, for a son who had been mur-
dered, and for a son who had mur-
dered. It was a true tragedy. But it

was not over yet.

QUESTIONS
1 . Have I ever seen my children im-

itating my sins?

2. Have I exercised discipline in my
family to teach not only that sins must
be punished but also that we have a

refuge in the Lord?

Rebellion in

3 Sin
II Samuel 15:1-12

David again showed real weakness in

dealing with his children, as he mourn-
ed the departure of Absalom, but did

nothing about it. It was Joab, no real

friend of David, who took the initia-

tive to bring Absalom back to his

father.

Even after Absalom had returned to

Jerusalem, David was not able to han-

dle the situation well. He was still

crushed by the disgrace his family had
brought on him and showed his anger

by refusing to see Absalom (14:28). We
do not know how much this affected

the behaviour of Absalom. He certain-

ly gave plenty of signs that rebellion

and resentment were building up in his

heart and his father did little to deal

with the problem.

However, after a formal reunion,

arranged by Joab, the two began to

live in what appeared to be a peaceful

coexistence, but not a warm friendship

(14:33).

Then Absalom began to plot how to

overthrow and get even with a father

who he felt had not treated him or his

sister fairly (15:1-6).

His plan was simple. Like so many

ABSOLUTELY
CRUCIAL
READING"

Rill
NEWS FOR
MODERNMAN

AN ACFNDA FOR CHRISTIAN ACTIVISM

FRANKY
SCHAEFFER

John W. Whitehead

"An urgent call to Christian activism which also gives sound and practical

solutions to the pressing issues of the day. Whether you agree or disagree, this

book is absolutely essential reading."

John W. Whitehead, author of The Stealing ofAmerica

"Every Christian who takes his faith seriously needs to face up to the issues

raised in Bad Newsfor Modern Man.

"

Dr. Homer A. Kent, President, Grace Seminary and College,

Winona Lake, Indiana

"Franky Schaeffer has uncovered and identified a number of disturbing

trends within evangelical Protestantism. There are enough similarities to

the destructive movements which have plagued Catholicism for the past

20 years that all evangelical Christians should be alarmed."

James Hitchcock, Professor of History, St. Louis University

"In this important book, Franky Schaeffer bravely deals with controversial

weaknesses within the church. Bad Newsfor Modern Man will be good news

for everyone if we heed Franky's appeal. Those who are tired of an anemic

Christianity will applaud this book."

Nelson Keener, Publisher, The Fundamentalist Journal
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by Franky Schaeffer. $7.95
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politicians today who desire the office

that another holds, he told everybody

that he could do a better job of ruling

than his father could. The reason for

injustice in the land was that his father

was not able or willing to do what was

needed.

He also feigned humility to win the

hearts of the people. Politicians today

use the same methods that Absalom
used. There is nothing new under the

sun.

Absalom succeeded in stealing the

hearts of the people from David and

became their darling (v. 6).

David was too blind to see it,

however, and Absalom went off and

gathered his supporters to himself and

gained leadership. He blasphemed the

Lord in the meantime, claiming that he

was going to fulfill a vow, while all the

time he was out to serve himself alone

(v.8).

David was naive, supposing that

somehow his son had had a great

change of heart and had suddenly

become religious (v. 9). But Absalom's

only religion was self-adoration (v. 10).

He was in open rebellion against his

father.

That rebellion, however, did not

succeed because God was not willing

to lay aside David, as He had promis-

ed earlier. Even so, David was not

done with suffering as a result of

rebellion in his own family.

QUESTIONS
1. After disciplining a son, have I

sought to win him back in love?

2. How could David have done
things differently?

No4 Discipline
1 Kings 1:1-21

The consequences that came in David's

life, because of his sin, could not be
escaped, but they were clearly com-
pounded by his own failure to disci-

pline his children.

For this failure, David was destined

to suffer rebellion within his own
household up to the time of his death.

Adonijah, another son of David, is a

case in point.

Adonijah, like the other children,

never had known the discipline of his

father (v. 6). David seemed to feel guil-

ty about disciplining his own children,

perhaps, erroneously, because he knew

READY TO SERVE!
Rev. Pablo Torres: one of the 231 graduates

in LOGOI's first graduating class in Mexico

His church in downtown
Veracruz, Mexico,

was dying. . . Pablo

Torres was discouraged,

ready to quit the ministry. . .

only his commitment to Christ

made him stay on. Then
LOGOI arrived and Pablo enrolled

in the three-year seminary

program. Today the Good Shep-

herd Presbyterian Church is

packed. Pablo is a happy man for

what Christ has done.

LOGOI, Inc. / 4 100 W. Flagler St., Suite B-3 / Miami, FL 33 1 34 / 1 3051 446-8297
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Please send me further

information about LOGOI and
tell me how I can help a Latin

pastor get the Bible training he

needs.



NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100 ass

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

MALE FEMALE

Age 35 $120 Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165 Age 45 $132

Age 55 $315 Age 55 $205

(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

Compare our rates with your policy and see

why our companies do over TEN BILLION

per year with people like yourselt.

For further information, please call, col-

lect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or

write: Financial Independence Group

21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

AGE PHONE ....

SUMMER WORKSHOP
A THEISTIC APPROACH TO

TO EDUCATION:

Exploring the Differences

Between
Reformed Christianity

and Secular Humanism

August 20-24, 1 984

at Trinity Christian College

An intensive, one-week study of basic

issues in education, focusing on the signifi-

cant differences between theistic and

humanistic approaches. Specific attention

will be devoted to such questions as the

bases upon which decisions are made,

contrasting views of the student, the most

worthy objectives to be pursued, the

nature of good discipline, and ways to in-

fluence behavior toward desired ends. The

course will be team-taught by Dr. Norman

De Jong, professor of education, Dr. Jack

Fennema, vice president of business affairs,

and Rev. David J. Engelsma, guest lecturer

and author of Reformed Education.

Intended for in-service teachers and future

teachers. Credit: two (2) semester hours

graduate or undergraduate. Cost: $200.

Request registration materials from:

Summer Education Workshop
Trinity Christian College

Palos Heights, IL 60463

IN ' H f BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS Of NORTH CAROLINA .

This summer combine a va-

cation with an education-

bring your family, friends or

church group to one of Mon-

treat Anderson College's

Summer Computer Camps.

SUMMER,
THE MOUNTAINS,
AND COMPUTERS One-week micro courses

for the beginner start June 25.

Introductory programm-

ing courses start July 9.

Room, board, and recrea-

tional facilities available.

For more information:

The Dean's Office, Montreat-

Anderson College, Montreat,

NC 28757. (704) 669-8011.

LIVE THEGOOD NEWS!
THE GOD-MAN OF GALILEE

Studies in Christian Living

by Dr. Howard Moody Morgan

Available for the first time ever, an inspiring collection

of sermons that brings a new and deeper understanding

to the compelling story of Jesus and His love. An excel-

lent resource for preachers and Bible study groups

alike.

Send check or money order for $11.95 plus $1.25

postage and handling to:

Robert Scharff and Associates, Ltd.

Dept. PJ, RD 1, Box 276

New Ringgold, PA 17960

(717) 943-2216
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that he was far from perfect. However,

we do not discipline our children

because we are always right and they

are always wrong. We discipline them

because the Lord has taught us to do

this, for their sakes and our own.

When David was quite old and near

death, Adonijah, sensing the nearness

of his father's death, thought he would

take the kingdom for himself. He un-

doubtedly knew that this was not the

will of his father, who had appointed

Solomon to be his successor. However,

he realized that if he were going to act,

he must act now, while there was time

(v.5).

He drew some very influential men
to his side, including Joab, the long-

time right-hand man of David, and at-

tempted to take over the kingdom in

a day.

However, David was alert enough to

stop Adonijah from succeeding and to

put Solomon on the throne even before

his own death.

Sadly, this was not the end of

Israel's misery. For a time, Solomon

appeared to be righteous and obedient

like David. But he was not. Later, he

imitated many of the sins of his father,

and brought on Israel a long history of

rebellions, rapes and murders.

Times would never again be, in the

kingdom of Judah, what they had been

in the early days of David. This simp-

ly points to the fact that the hope for

Israel could not come from flesh and

blood, but must come from God's in-

tervention. He, in His own good time,

brought forth from the seed of David

one who is truly King of kings and

Lord of lords. Only then could there

be the realization of redemption for

God's people.

QUESTIONS
1 . State the difference between sins

being forgiven and the consequence of

sins being removed.

2. Why do you suppose that God
chose to be born into a sinful family

of men?

Next week: "Sowing Seeds of

Destruction," I Kings 9:1-7; 11:9-12.



CHURCHES
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome to

Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship

with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For

more information contact Dick or Mary
Johnson at (904) 386-2281.

VISITING ASHEVILLE AREA this sum-

mer? Moving to Western Carolina? Worship

with us at Covenant Reformed Presbyterian

Church (PCA). Call (704) 298-0133 for de-

tails and times of services.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday

School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

NORTH CHICAGO Trinity Presbyterian

Church (OPC). Proclaiming God's Word
and God's grace, providing a fellowship of

loving concern. Calvin Knox Cummings,
Pastor. Phone (312) 539-2902.

for salewmmmm^mm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

LETTER QUALITY computer printers for

sale. Only a few left. 40% off list. Call Jon

Turner: (213) 596-3677.

PEOPLE
PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send
resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

QUALIFIED CHRISTIAN TEACHERS
Wanted in a well-established PCA school.

Openings in kindergarten, elementary, and
high school to accomodate vacancies and ex-

pansion. Send resume to: West End Chris-

tian School, 1600 Atlantic Street, Hopewell,
VA 23860 or call (804) 458-6142 as soon as

possible.

ARTIST NEEDED. Strength required in

publication and graphic design and typog-

raphy. Ability in illustration preferable. To
begin by July 1, or August 1 at latest. God's

World Publications, Box 2330, Asheville, NC
28802. (704) 253-8063.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana Oust north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Sundays only. Write P.O. Box 314,

Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew,
Chairman, Search Committee.

PASTOR Zachary Evangelical Presbyterian

Church is seeking to hire a pastor. We have

a membership of 140, including a good cross-

section of all age groups. Zachary is a grow-

ing city of 7,500, located just north of Baton

Rouge, Louisiana. Send resume to: P.O. Box

314, Zachary, LA 70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Ag-
new, Search Committee Chairman.

PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-

ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CS1 school

K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(grades K - 6) of St. Louis, Mo., is seeking

applicants of the Reformed faith for teaching

positions in the 2nd and 5th grade levels. Ad-
dress all resumes and inquiries to Mr. Bill

Stanley, 1313 Missouri Avenue, Kirkwood,

MO 63122.

SPANISH TEACHER WANTED Large,

well established Christian school seeks a

Spanish teacher for start of 84-85 school year.

Experience and certification pref erred but not

necessary. (302) 239-2121 or write Wilming-

ton Christian School, P.O. Box 626, Hoc-
kessin, DE 19707.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-

sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph

to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA
school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-
mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

MINISTER NEEDED. Growing PCA
church, applicants should be evangelistic and

committed. Send resume to: Box CG, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802.

MINISTER OF EDUCATION or Direc-

tor, Christian Education required for a dy-

namic, growing PCA church located in sub-

urban St. Louis. Previous experience in an

educational ministry important. Advanced
degree preferred. Please send complete

resume with 3 references to Dr. Donald E.

McCoy, Chairman, Search Committee, The
Kirk of the Hills Presbyterian Church, 12928

Ladue Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

SERVICESl

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

WANTEDIHHWH1
WANTED: TRINITY HYMNALS.

Growing young church needs to add to its

supply of the green, non-denom. edition of

the Trinity Hymnal. Contact A. Hitchcock,

20 Crider, Moorestown, NJ 08057. (609)

234-3275.

NEEDED: 800 churches or people to give $200

each toward our first building. Address gifts

or inquiries to: Rev. Steve Schoof, New Life

Presbyterian Church (PCA), 3866 Holland

Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23452. All PCA
churches will be receiving complete details.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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Are you as informed as you'd like to be
about all the great events and movements

of your lifetime?

For the first time: a sweeping, detailed survey of
the significant events of our century —
by a conservative. And one who manages
to be both stylish and blunt

Rarely does a work of history receive from major publications the un-

bridled enthusiasm that is greeting Modern Times. Still less often does

such a book by a conservative enjoy this kind of reception.

"A bold and capacious mind is required for what Paul Johnson has undertaken in

this book: a history of the world during the last 60 years, taking in all continents

and major countries. Fortunately, the author possesses in abundance the qualities

necessary to the enterprise unites historical and critical consciousness

Johnson is most interested throughout in drawing conclusions, many of them pro-

vocative, from his materials. He stands in the train of those historians of the last

two centuries for whom historical writing seemed profitless unless it yielded up

revelations and judgments pertinent to the world around us By far the greater

part of Mr. Johnson's book is concerned with. . .the will to power. . .It is in this

light that Mr. Johnson sees the rise, commencing with Lenin, of 'gangster-

statesmen.' Among them he includes most prominently Mussolini, Stalin, Hitler

and Mao Zedong. In Mr. Johnson's view, Lenin was by far the most influential

...A good deal of Mr. Johnson's book is devoted to tracing the spread of

Leninism, and all its ramifications, in the world. Ordinarily we sharply distinguish

communism from what became known as fascism. But he sees the distinction as

being without much difference. All the founding fathers of totalitarianism, Hitler

and Mussolini included, were socialists in principle. . .There are 20 closely-packed

chapters in the book, and I must content myself with a modest selection to convey

its riches we can take a great deal of intellectual pleasure in his book, which is

a truly distinguished work of history." — Robert Nisbet, page 1, NY Times

Book Review

"Brilliant, densely textured, intellectually challenging. . .skillfully com-

pressed. . .powerfully cautionary book." — Edmund Fuller, Wall St.

Journal

"Rip-roaring survey of the pathology of modern relativism. . .provo-

cative." — Time

"Delicious. . .Johnson's verdicts on historical figures are shrewd and

unsparing. He calls Gandhi a 'sorcerer's apprentice' whose rhetoric of

nonviolence was 'nonsense,' given the turmoil he ignited About

American affairs Johnson is extremely keen. He speaks contemptuously

of 'the Watergate witch-hunt,' brought about by people in the

media he is not fooled by the favorable publicity the 'activist' (read:

leftist) judiciary has received at home. . .But he ends on a note of hope,

seeing 'palimpsests of freedom' amid the destruction." — Joseph

Sobran, National Review

How to get this massive

$27*95 volume FREE

A long, leisurely "good

read" of 817 pages 54

pages of Source Notes

29-page subject and

proper-name Index

MODERN
TIES

Mjridirom
theTwentk

totheHghties

How do you score
on men and events?

Fill in the blanks with the people Paul Johnson
is referring to:

"The invasion [of Washington], one visiting

statesman observed, was 'like watching the Borgia
brothers take over a respectable north Italian town'."

(Page 614)

"In the atomic field Soviet agents included Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. Morton Sobell, David Greenglass,
Harry Gold, (alias Alexander Stevens), to

whom Whittaker Chambers acted as courier, and
Jacob Golos, as well as Klaus Fuchs, who had been
cleared by British security." (Page 458)

"Yet was not a statist. He said he was
against any attempt 'to smuggle fascism into America
through the back door'. On many issues he was a
liberal. ... He did not make anti-Semitic jokes, like

Woodrow Wilson and his wife or Franklin Roosevelt.
To a very wide spectrum of educated American opin-

ion, he was the leading American public man..."
(Page 243)

History Without Tears

We stick with many a book because it's good for us,

because we ought to read it. Modern Times is a
welcome change, compulsively readable. As the snip-

pets above suggest, Paul Johnson is a pleasure to read.

How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the

Club Bulletin, which offers you the Featured Selection plus a

good choice of Alternates — all of interest to conservatives.

If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come
automatically. If you don't want the Featured Selection, or

you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline

date. * The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%
discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. * As
soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices,

your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or

by the Club. * If you ever receive a Featured Selection

without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may
return it at Club expense for full credit. * Good service. No
computers! The Club will offer regular Superbarga'ins.

mostly at 70-90% discounts plus shipping and handling.

Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club

obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway

prices. Only one membership per household.

CONSERVATIVE /II BOOK CLUB

15 Oakland Avenue • Harrison, NY 10528

Please accept my membership in the Club and send me, free and

postpaid, Paul Johnson's "truly distinguished work of history," Modern
Times. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over the

next 18 months. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.

PJ-14
Name

Address

City State

.

Zip
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MAILBAG

ECCLESIASTICAL NOOSE

With all that is good in the Journal,

1 am still sadly aware of your persis-

tent drift into a stance of ecclesiastical

exclusivism which is gradually render-

ing your publication intolerant and

stuffy to some Presbyterians.

Your recent issue stressing the im-

portance of using proper hymns is an

example of what I mean. While no one

wishes to sing a lie nor praise the Lord
with an erroneous theology, can't we
continue to get our doctrine from the

Bible and Confession of Faith, and let

the hymn writers express their subjec-

tive experience in the poetical forms

they find appropriate?

There are probably not 15 hymns in

the whole of Christendom that cannot

be faulted by zealous Reformed theo-

logical examiners. Are we confined on-

ly to singing quotations from the Bi-

ble? Where will it end? Now that our

"inferior" hymnbooks have been

taken away from us, when will we take

up the matter of stained glass windows
and pulpit furniture?

I'm very sorry, but I find your nar-

rowing ecclesiastical noose almost as

uncomfortable as the permissiveness

and liberalism of my former connec-

tion. Both will quench the Spirit who
is working so ardently among us.

—(Rev.) Fred Thompson
Roebuck, S. C.

APPEASING THE CRITICS

The expedient always deem the price

of principle too dear, but what of the

cost of compromise?
To appease anti-life critics of the

original weak Baby Doe regs (fines

for murder?), Dr. Koop has weak-

ened them yet further to the point

where their prognosis is as poor as the

babies they purport to protect. In the

process, the government has sanc-

tioned hospital "God squads" (aka

ethics committees, etc.) to turn

thumbs up or down on the infirm or

impaired.

And for what? So that Dr. X pays

for the suit presently being pressed

against the new Baby Doe regs with

his AMA rather than his APA dues.

"When you try to get 100 percent

of anything you (have) a real risk of

ending up with nothing." Koop ar-

ticulates the compromisers' credo

well, but Christians who know that

the Ten Commandments are not ten

negotiating points should recall, as

Franky Schaeffer reminds us, "Christ

himself died rather than compro-
mise."

A man true to his principles still

has them at the end and never winds

up with nothing. To quote Franky in

closing, "The greatest danger we face

in this era as Christians is from our-

selves, not the opposition." Amen.
—Earl E. Appleby Jr.

Shepherdstown, W. Va.

IF WE CAN DO BETTER . . .

I have to disagree with our brother

who, in the May 9th issue of the Jour-

nal seemed to "damn with faint

praise" the Christian Broadcasting

Network.

I listen to the 700 Club on CBN
whenever possible and I find their

delivery of news from a Christian per-

spective rewarding and inspiring.

I am so sick and fed up with the ma-
jor news networks with their slanted

news, so cleverly done, so obviously

non-Christian and often anti-Christian

that it is heartwarming to hear "the

other side of the story" for a change.

Often I cringe while hearing the

"news" from local Christian radio sta-

tions. As the announcer reads the copy

I wonder how he can quote some of the

stuff without some kind of disclaimer.

As a Christian he is sure to realize the

anti-Christian slant of some of the cov-

erage. I wonder whether there is some
coercion by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission which makes the lo-

cal station afraid to give at least an

editorial comment on the biased news.

I applaud Dr. James Kennedy for

his recent TV messages on the nature

of communism and the plight of Chris-

tians in Russia. He is bound to be criti-

cized by fellow Christians for daring

to speak out and tell the truth forth-

rightly.

It is also heartwarming to hear Dr.

Ben Haden speak out boldly in defense

of the truth in our national life.

After years and years of seeing

Christians laughed at or ignored in

public life, and in recent years of be-

ing increasingly denied equal rights

with atheists, secular humanists and

radicals of all kinds in public schools,

I feel that it is about time that some
stood up in our nation and told it "like

it is."

We may not cross every "t" and dot

every "i" exactly as some others do,

but if they are believers we should

thank God for what good they are do-

ing. We need to practice more of what

Paul taught in Philippians 1:18 and
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Philippians 4:8.

We should applaud those who are

bringing the news with a Christian

viewpoint, and if we feel like pointing

out our differences make them a minor

part of our review and evaluation. And
if we can do better, broadcast our own
programing.

—Louis F. Hutchins

Slidell, La.

TITHING HOUSE APPRECIATION

I would like to add something to what

J.R. Brame III said about Robert

Case's article on home ownership.

I believe both Mr. Case and Mr.

Brame missed what is perhaps the

most important point.

In the parable of the servants who
were given talents to invest, the Lord

clearly indicated approval of invest-

ing our talents for profit—in this case

investing our talent (money) in a

home.
He has promised those of us who

are faithful and tithe our income be-

fore investing that He will honor our

tithing. Then if the property increases

in value, we owe Him a tithe out of

the increase.

I believe the Lord gives more to the

faithful so they in turn can give more
to Him.

I fail to see where there should be

any guilt attached when the Lord has

given the increase. Did He not give us

the intelligence to make a good in-

vestment?

A gift over and above the tithe out

of the increase is also in order. The
Lord loves a cheerful giver.

—George Ormsby
Aston, Pa.
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l It seemed timely this week, in connection with our

coverage of the 196th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church USA,
to remind ourselves of the great debate which has existed as long as the Jour-

nal has—and much longer: To separate or not to separate. For many years,

Journal readers, Journal board members, and even Journal editors have

disagreed on the subject. But more recently, of course, this magazine's posi-

tion on the subject has not really been in doubt. Under the editorial direc-

tion of Dr. G. Aiken Taylor, and with the support he had from a growing

majority on the board, the Journal concluded that the firm control of the

liberals in the mainline churches made necessary the establishment of a new
testimony where a greater proportion of everyone's energies could be devoted

to the positive propagation of the gospel, rather than its defense. The Journal

still believes that—probably more vigorously than ever. It is partly because

we believe the evidence is now so overwhelming on our side of the argu-

ment that we are not fearful of publishing a good-natured dissent to our

position. Dr. Richard Lovelace of Gordon-Conwell Seminary has long been

a proponent of "staying in," and when he asked for space in the Journal

to make his case, the editorial committee agreed to give it (p. 6). The con-

trasting argument from Scripture (p. 8) that sometimes withdrawal is

justified, comes from Dr. George Knight of Covenant Seminary. It was first

prepared about a dozen years ago, but is, we believe, as valid now as when
he first offered it.

I l Time magazine religion editor Richard Ostling told a din-

ner meeting of Missouri Synod Lutherans recently that their church suffers

from a weakness in its local pulpits. "Something I would worry about if

I were one of the many distinguished Lutheran leaders in this room is that

the emphasis on the beauty of music, arts, and liturgy can undermine the

centrality of the pulpit and the preached word," said the journalist. Chal-

lenged to back up his charge that Lutheran preaching is weak, Ostling said

that Protestants who work from a "confessional" position (that includes

us Presbyterians!) rely overly much on "linear reasoning—starting from
a premise and working through to a logical conclusion." In contrast, Ost-

ling proposed two different styles of preaching: the black pulpit in America
and the teaching ministry of Christ. "Story telling is often a more power-

ful way to communicate the gospel," he suggested.

I I Most of you readers know that a weekly magazine could

never break even with an annual subscription price of only $12—except for

generous outside support. So now it is time to say a special thank you to

several thousand of you. The kind of support you have exhibited in recent

weeks has been nothing short of astonishing, providing gift income which
comes close to breaking every record in Journal history. Such generosity

enables us to continue expanding our publishing ministry on several fronts.

Our weekly outreach through five separate publications now includes more
than 150,000 subscribers. That's a big pulpit; pray that it will remain a

faithful one.
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PRESBYTERIANS

PCUSA Elects Woman as Moderator for Assembly

PHOENIX, Ariz.—Several hours later

than it was scheduled to happen, rul-

ing elder Harriet Nelson jogged to the

platform at the Phoenix Civic Center

Plaza to accept the position of mod-
erator of the 196th General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church USA
(PCUSA).
The process had gone longer than

expected because of the nominating

process, candidates' speeches, ques-

tions from the floor, two ballots,

arithmetic problems—and a sociolog-

ical response to the candidates'

answers to questions.

Accompanying Mrs. Nelson to the

platform was her jubilant nominator,

the Rev. William H. Pinzar of Phil-

adelphia, who had met her only two
days before.

Although the California native de-

feated two ministers from Michigan in

the race to be moderator, one observer

noted that since the year ahead is seen

primarily as a time of unifying the

church rather than pushing for new
programs, "It wouldn't have made any

difference who is moderator."
What the candidates said during a

question-and-answer period prior to

the election did matter, though. Each
candidate was asked to express what
ought to be done about the country's

"transitional economic situation."

When the Rev. Donald Lester of De-

troit indicated that unemployment

PCUSA Moderator Harriet Nelson

counseling is less important for women
than for men because "women have

another identity" as wives and mothers

with work in the home to fall back on,

the electoral momentum clearly swung
toward Mrs. Nelson.

Each candidate responded to six dif-

ferent questions from the floor.

Among the topics were evangelism and
church growth, pluralism, peacemak-
ing, and the reduction of military

forces.

Mrs. Nelson drew applause from the

assembly when she spoke about plur-

alism in the church: "Since the im-

agery [of the church] is the body of

Christ, we must include all parts.

Pluralism already is within the church,

and we must recognize it."

At a news conference following her

election, Mrs. Nelson said she is the

wife of a school administrator and the

mother of three young children. She

said her role as a "professional vol-

unteer" and her family background
had helped her develop a grasp of

issues now important in her church
work.

Coming from Redwood Presbytery,

she noted that her grandmother was
the first woman ordained as an elder

in that presbytery—way back in 1935.

Later, her mother also served as an

elder.

But Mrs. Nelson refused to classify

herself theologically. She said only that

she considers the Bible to be "very im-

portant for guidance" and that "Scrip-

tural material says to be active in all

of life."

Asked about abortion, the new
moderator said the question must be

seen in the "moral decision context."

She pointed to Old Testament Scrip-

ture which speaks of choosing between

fire and water, and noted that both are

positive forces which can also be

destructive.

"Most pregnancies," Mrs. Nelson

said, "are not problems. But some are.

And a woman with a problem preg-

nancy must have the possibility of

choosing to terminate the pregnancy

and we must not make it impossible
for her to do that."

Speaking about the controversial in-

clusive language lectionary published

by the National Council of Churches
(NCC) and recommended by the PC-
USA, Mrs. Nelson noted that it is a
"paraphrase, only provisional, and not

mandatory." But women, she said,

shouldn't have to go through a process

of deciding whether they are included

in the words of Scripture. "The
language should be clear."

Concerning the PCUSA's involve-

ment with the NCC and the World
Council of Churches, Mrs. Nelson af-

firmed the "process of the church."
She said the PCUSA is only one part

of those bodies, and that although "we
may question some of the councils'

decisions, we need to be in discus-

sion."—CELESTE MCFARLAND. ffi

Finances Up, Membership
Down in Enlarged PCUSA

PHOENIX, Ariz.—Commissioners to

the 196th General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA)
were quietly thankful there was
nothing to march through the streets

for this year. An early arrival of shock-

ing desert summer heat greeted parti-

cipants as they gathered here for the

first meeting of the 3 million-member

denomination since its union assembly

last year in Atlanta.

The union had brought together the

United Presbyterian Church USA
(UPCUSA) and the Presbyterian

Church US (PCUS) after a 122-year

separation going back to the Civil

War.
The assembly here was acknowl-

edged before it started to promise less

drama than its Atlanta predecessor.

Denominational leaders stressed goal-

setting as the PCUSA seeks to become
a totally "new" church—a task with

1989 as a safely distant target date.

Retiring moderator J. Randolph
Taylor opened the assembly with a

Presbyterian Journal
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traditional report on his year's travels

in the enlarged church. Such travels

found him being greeted by a tuba

band in Oregon and by a bowing au-

dience in Scotland, where a church

moderator earns high respect.

Taylor reported that in responding

to PCUSA directives to meet with

moderators of other Reformed bodies,

he had included the moderator of the

Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA). Last year's union of the UPC-
USA and the PCUS, he said, "is not

something we regard as an end in it-

self."

Reports from the PCUSA' s interim

co-stated clerks indicated last year's

giving for the big denomination
reached the unprecedented sum of

$1,244 billion—up almost $73 million

over the previous total of the two

denominations. Per member giving

was $397.51, an increase over the

figure from a year before for the

former UPCUSA but a slight decrease

from the PCUS's earlier record.

Church membership, however, is a

more somber story for the PCUSA,
which lost another 35,000 members
during the last year. Although that was
down from the combined UPCUSA-
PCUS loss of 45,000 the year before,

the clerks told the church it should
take no comfort from the decline in

losses, but should look instead to the

work of evangelism.

—

CELESTE S.

MCFARLAND. [E

Election of Stated Clerk

Tops PCUSA Issues List

PHOENIX, Ariz.—As commissioners

to the 196th General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA)
settled down to the nitty-gritty of their

week's work, the election of a new
stated clerk dominated conversation.

Although the clerk's job is clearly

the most influential in the church since

it carries over from year to year, there

was extensive talk here of limiting the

powers of the office.

Two candidacies had been an-

nounced before the assembly here got

underway. William P. Thompson,
long-time clerk of the UPCUSA and
interim co-clerk since last year, sought
the post, as did the Rev. Flynn V.
Long, an associate stated clerk of the

church.

In addition to other nominations ex-

pected from the floor, the PCUSA got

Before heading for Phoenix to end his role

as retiring moderator of the PCUSA, the

Rev. J. Randolph Taylor of Charlotte, N.C.,

spoke at baccalaureate services for Austin
College in Texas. As first moderator of the

denomination which united the PCUS and
the UPCUSA, Taylor symbolized the south-

ern church's contribution. The election last

week of Harriet Nelson made it the northern

church's turn to provide a moderator.

one name from its official nominating

committee—that of the Rev. Patricia

McClurg, a former PCUS moderator

and presently a church executive in the

Atlanta offices. The election of a

woman as moderator, however, was
seen by some here as an impediment

to Mrs. McClurg's election as clerk,

since that would pass both top denom-
inational posts to women.

But Thompson's candidacy was also

troubled. At issue was his initiative in

filing an amicus curiae brief in a Ken-

tucky court case involving alleged em-
ployment discrimination against ho-

mosexuals. The Louisville Presbytery,

upset with what they believed was an

inappropriate picture of the church im-

plied by the Thompson brief, over-

tured the assembly here to withdraw

the brief from the courts.

The brief, said the presbytery, "does

not fully reflect the statement of the

church on the issues [of homsexual-

ity]," and "the procedure prior to the

filing of the papers did not follow the

instructions of the 195th General As-
sembly concerning issues with substan-

tial conflict."

The issue of the church's stance on
homosexuality was not formally before

the assembly this year, but there was
widespread discussion among conser-

vatives about how the church will

finally come down on the matter

—

particularly with reference to issues of

ordination and employment practices.

The assembly here is being chal-

lenged by 15 different overtures con-

cerning abortion, with several of them
asking for a sharp redirection of the

PCUSA's "pro-choice" stance. But

there were also efforts to use parlia-

mentary tabling tactics to stall any

discussion on the subject until next

year.

Assembly conservatives were also

talking about the 1988 expiration date

of a contract governing production of

the current unified Sunday school cur-

riculum. A subcommittee is recom-

mending that the contract not be

renewed, but that the PCUSA produce

its own curriculum, more distinctly

Presbyterian and Reformed in content.

Conservatives hope to take advantage

of any changes to introduce their own
influence into curricular content.

—

CELESTE S. MCFARLAND. ffl

Conservatives Hear Koop
At PCUSA Assembly

PHOENIX, Ariz.—The surgeon gen-

eral of the United States was the

featured guest speaker for two conser-

vative groups of the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA) during that de-

nomination's 196th General Assembly
here.

Addressing Presbyterians United for

Biblical Concerns (PUBC) and the

Covenant Fellowship of Presbyterians

(CFP), Dr. C. Everett Koop spoke as

a layman, out of uniform, telling the

enthusiastically receptive group that he

was on vacation and on leave from his

official Washington post.

In his address, Koop covered much
of the material already in published

form in his book Right to Life, Right
to Die, and in Whatever Happened to

the Human Race, co-authored with his

good friend, the late Francis A.

Schaeffer.

Koop traced the history of the Eu-
thanasia Society in pre-war Germany,
which he said led to the corruption of

both medicine and law. He then drew
parallels between that time and present

day Britain and the U.S.
He provided historical evidence of

how the three issues of abortion,

infanticide, and euthanasia have a

domino effect on each other. The first

two have fallen, he said, and now "the
third domino is euthanasia, and it has

been struck, and it is falling."

Turning to the Bible, Koop asked:

"With 4000 abortions a day, how can
Continued on p. 10, col. 3
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Separation and Renewal
"First, it challenges

those who are rooted in

the historic churches

and feel called by God
to remain there, not to

duck the need for con-

fronting heresy and evil,

but to speak the truth

clearly, in love.

"

"Separatism is the

Anabaptist strate-

gy of renewing

the church; it is

not the Reformed

way. A minority

of the Puritans

were separatists;

most wanted to

stay in the English

church to bring it

around.

"

RICHARD LOVELACE

Protestants, separated from the Ro-
man Catholic church in the 16th

Century—and separating among them-

selves ever since—often assume that

division is a normal way of life. At
best, they may act as if God has issued

every congregation a separating li-

cense. At one extreme, some even ar-

gue that separation renews the church!

And sometimes, of course, it does.

If you cannot exercise the vital gifts

God has given you for the rest of the

body of Christ—if you are a Martin
Luther excommunicated, or a mission-

ary walled off from the field by a bar-

rier of red tape, if you are a woman
called to preach in a church which for-

bids ordination, or a man with Biblical

scruples against ordaining women in

another which forbids your convic-

tions—then the Holy Spirit may well

lead you in an end run around estab-

lished structures, so that the work of

God may be done.

The author is a professor at Gordon-
Conwell School ot Theology in

Massachusetts and a minister in

the Presbyterian Church USA,
where he is a long-time
leader among evangelicals.

"They

must

not sit

like

buz-

zards

on a

fence

waiting

to

pounce

on

those

who
se-

cede.
"

Discipline that chokes the life of the

church may often demand separation.

And if the main body of the church is

decrepit, "another game in town" may
force it to clean up its act. There is a

"Free Enterprise Theory of Renewal":

A denomination which becomes a pilot

project of reformation and spiritual

growth may force the rest of the

church to reform, as surely as Japan

forces Detroit to make better cars.

But there are obvious limits to this

thesis, as we have learned in the last

four centuries. A divided, strife-torn

church is a powerful argument against

the Gospel, as Jesus indicates in John
17:21 . In a territory in which ministers

are entrepreneurs in different com-
panies, fishing for members or look-

ing for sheep to steal, mission is shat-

tered, as John Calvin and Richard

Baxter argue. Evangelism cannot be

planned in any coordinated way, and

the church's impact on society and

culture will be weakened. Evangelical

historian Timothy Smith recently re-

marked that while Catholics and Prot-

estants were fighting one another at the

end of the 19th Century, the humanists

took over the American educational

system. How much of the seculariza-

tion of the West is due to the division

of the church?

Philip Schaff argues that Protestant-

ism suffers from two debilitating dis-

eases: The spiritual individualism that

leads to separatism, and the doctrinal

individualism that leads to heresy. But
must we not separate from heresy in

order to preserve the church's health?

I have searched the New Testament
many times to find a hint of such ad-

vice. But I have no indication that

Paul, who had plenty of heresy to deal

with, ever threatened to walk out on
Corinth and Galatia. As he shows in

Galatians 1:3-9 and 4:16-20, his

remedy for wolves is not to desert the

sheep, but to stay with them and bark

louder! II Corinthians 6:14-18, the

favorite text of separatists, applies not

to professing Christians but to pagans,

according to most Reformed exegetes.

The Scripture counsels excommunica-
tion, and warns us not to listen to

heretics, but it never advises separation

from other Christians because of their

weaknesses. And heresy, after all, is a

weakness—a fault in the sanctification

of the mind, as Edward Carnell said

—

and it is a very common weakness in

the western church, which has been

processed through the Waring Blender

of our secular educational system.

Which of us is without it?

Of course, the church should disci-

pline false teaching and evil practice.

What if it is too tolerant? What if it

Presbyterian Journal
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deals with the tares too gently, in order

not to disturb the wheat? The Dona-
tists taught that it was the obligation

of strong Christians to separate from
those who were less holy and would
tolerate weakness. Augustine replied

that Donatism is itself a heresy, that

it leads its adherents into spiritual and
intellectual pride, and that it chokes

out the love the Holy Spirit gives us for

other believers, and so shuts us off

from the fullness of His presence. All

of us can think of separatist churches

which are like burning wrecks by the

side of the road, beacons that warn
against these errors.

Calvin, who said he would cross ten

seas to reunite the shattered body of

Christ, follows Augustine closely on
separation. Discipline is necessary, he

urged; but be careful that the cure is

not worse than the disease: "
. . .

Private persons, if they see faults cor-

rected with too little diligence by the

council of elders, should not on that

account immediately withdraw from
the Church . . . -Pastors themselves, if

they cannot succeed according to the

wishes of their hearts in reforming

every thing that needs correction,

should not, in consequence of this,

desert the ministry, or disturb the

whole Church with unaccustomed as-

perity" (Institutes, IV: 12: 11).

It might be argued that the faults

Calvin is willing to bear are small com-
pared to what we endure today, but

this is not likely: "If there remained a

church among the Corinthians . . .

where a crime held in execration even

among the Gentiles, was publicly sanc-

tioned . . . where some ridiculed the

doctrine of the resurrection, with the

subversion of which the whole gospel

would be annihilated; where the grace

of God were made subservient to am-
bition, instead of charity; where many
things were conducted without decen-

cy and order; and if there still re-

mained a Church, because the ministry

of the word and sacrament was not re-

jected . .
." (Institutes, IV: 1:14). The

description is certainly close to the

reality in the huge, disorderly bodies

of covenant children traveling through
history which are mainline churches.

Calvin would not look kindly on our
leaving the descendents of those who
responded during the Great Awaken-
ings without a culturally close witness

to the Gospel.

Calvin says, "For so highly does the

Lord esteem the communion of His

church that He considers every one as

a traitor and apostate from religion,

who perversely withdraws himself

from any Christian society which

preserves the true ministry of the Word
and sacraments" (Institutes, IV: 1:10).

Calvin sensed that the Anabaptist

separatists were going to cripple the

church's mission in Switzerland. And
separatism is the Anabaptist strategy

of renewing the church; it is not the

Reformed way. A minority of the

Puritans were separatists; most wanted

to stay in the English church to bring

it around. The Evangelical movement
which grew out of Puritan Calvinism,

aligned with Lutheran Pietism and
Wesleyan Arminianism, was primari-

ly concerned with the renewal of the

historic communions, not with erecting

small pilot projects of perfectly

ordered churches.

What infected Evangelicalism with

the separatist bias? The infection came
not from Calvin but from John Nelson

Darby. The Dispensational theology

taught that every institution inevitably

decays and requires eventual separa-

tion—every institution except, per-

haps, the Plymouth Brethren. Darbyite

pessimism captured modern Funda-
mentalism, and has so polluted the

Evangelical atmosphere that those who
have Edwards' and Wesley's outlook

on the church are now discounted as

naive optimists. T. S. Eliot observed

that to a world evading God, Christian

believers appear to be retreating from
reality. To a church wearing smoked
glasses, anyone without them seems to

be looking through rose-colored lenses.

The inevitable "ruin of the church,"

the "entropy theory of church his-

tory," is a destructive heresy. It is

closer to the truth to say that every

branch of the body of Christ is sick

and wounded by division, but that no
part is dead or devoid of gifts the other

parts need. Ephesians 4:1-16 counsels

not separation, but unity, as the cure

for heresy, as each part of the body
supplies its essential enzyme, speaking

the truth in love.

What does all this say to American
Presbyterians in today's troubled

arena? First, it challenges those who
are rooted in the historic churches and
feel called by God to remain there, not

to duck the need for confronting
heresy and evil, but to speak the truth

clearly, in love. The "pluralistic"

denominations have been bending over

backwards to avoid discipline ever

since the Fundamentalist-Modernist

Controversy of the 1920's. Conform-
ing to this spirit, Evangelicals who re-

mained in these bodies muted their

protests in order to avoid the charge

of Fundamentalism. The result: They
began with a majority, but lost their

voice because they failed to speak up.

There is also a challenge here for

those who have felt they must in con-

science separate. If they have been

forced out, or have felt that they must
in conscience leave the church, they

can still pray for those they left behind,

especially for their brothers and sisters

who are fighting to reform the system

and reach those within it. They can

pull alongside and rescue those who
have been thrown overboard, but they

must not appeal to the crew to jump
ship. They must not sit like buzzards

on a fence waiting to pounce on those

who secede, or the very Gospel they

proclaim will be obscured. If they yield

to the temptation to point out faults

in another communion, they should

not be surprised to receive help from
the great Accuser of the brethren,

whose aim is always to divide and con-

quer, since he knows a house divided

against itself cannot stand. CD
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Separation
"We must always

remember that we
speak the truth in love;

a genuine love and con-

cern for those from

whom we must, in obe-

dience to the Son of His

love and out of love to

Him and His church,

separate.

"

from Unbelief
"Be not "It needs to be

unequal- recognized that

ly yoked all the churches

with un- of the Reforma-

believers; tion are churches

for what which have in

fellow- obedience to the

ship Scriptures

have separated from

righ- some other body.

teous- . . . We are not

ness and discussing the

iniquity?
,,

question as

separatists and
non-separatists.

"

GEORGE W. KNIGHT

A most decisive lesson that con-

servative Presbyterian denomina-

tions have learned in the realm of

church order is the Biblical demand to

separate from unbelief when it be-

comes pervasive in the life of a denom-
ination.

Certain perspectives may help us to

be more faithful with the Biblical data.

The first is a keen awareness of the

Biblical teaching of the sin of schism.

The party spirit, the rending of the

body of Christ, is not to be counte-

nanced or to be engaged in.

Second, we must always remember
that we speak the truth in love: a gen-

uine love and concern for those from
whom we must, in obedience to the

Son of His love and out of love to Him
and His church, separate.

Third, we need to be aware of the

danger of rationalizing our own histor-

ical position. We have been forcefully

reminded of this tendency, particular-

The author is New Testament
professor at Covenant Seminary in

St. Louis. This article is adapted
from an address he gave in 1973
about the time that the Presbyterian
Church in America was being
formed.

ly on the part of those churches which
have most recently experienced separa-

tion. Certainly the danger is equal for

any vantage point. This is all the more
reason for an objective study of the

Scriptures so that the excesses may be

corrected by fellow Christians in the

light of the Scriptures.

Fourth, it needs to be recognized

that all the churches of the Reforma-
tion are churches which have in obe-

dience to the Scriptures separated from
some other body. There is the separa-

tion of the church from Judaism, the

Reformation separation from Roman
Catholicism, the separations in the

Netherlands and in Scotland, the sep-

arations in American Presbyterianism.

There is the large separation at the time

of the Civil War, in which there was
no judicial action or actual expulsion

by the parent body. Then there is the

separation of some 50 years ago.

We are not discussing the question

as separatists and non-separatists. At
the time of the formation of the Pres-

byterian Church in America, Mr. Ken-
neth Keyes said simply: "We are now
agreed that separation is inevitable."

That inevitability calls us at times to

search the Scripture with new urgency.

The first decisive separation in the

New Testament from the people of

God as an institution is that of the

church from the synagogue. Acts high-

lights this separation and uses the very

word and concept:

"And he entered into the syna-

gogue, and spake boldly for the space

of three months, reasoning and per-

suading as to the things concerning the

kingdom of God. But when some were

hardened and disobedient, speaking

evil of the Way before the multitude,

he departed from them, and separated

the disciples, reasoning daily in the

school of Tyrannus."
The background of Paul's decisive

action is a period of reasoning and per-

suading concerning the kingdom of

God. The moment for action comes on
this background "when some were

hardened and disobedient, speaking

evil of the Way before the multitude."

Then Paul takes the initiative: "He de-

parted from them, and separated the

disciples, reasoning daily in the school

of Tyrannus."

Certain factors need to be noted.

First, the apostle labors within the sit-

uation to accomplish results through

a vigorous evangelism that reasons and
persuades concerning the central issue

of the kingdom of God. Second, the

separation is a response to some (not all

or many) who harden themselves and
are disobedient to the apostolic mes-

sage, and who manifest this by speak-
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ing evil of the Way (Biblical Christian-

ity) before the gathered multitude.

Third, the apostle Paul, in response to

their attitude and action toward Christ

and the Gospel (not waiting for an ac-

tion to expel him), not only departs

from them himself but separates the

disciples and goes from the synagogue

building to the school of Tyrannus.
The principles inherent in this passage,

written for our instruction, are clear

and forceful.

The Johannine teaching is as force-

ful as the Pauline example in its de-

mand to separate from false teaching

because of the corporate responsibili-

ty that one has. II John 10 and 1 1 say:

"If any one comes unto you, and
brings not this teaching, receive him
not into your house, and give him no
greeting: for he that gives him greeting

partakes in his evil works."
Here again the norm or standard is

the apostolic teaching with its focus on
Christ. One who comes and does not

bring that teaching is one from whom
one must separate. To give such a one
a greeting is to partake (to fellowship)

"in his evil works."
The very action which we have seen

exemplified in Paul is also taught by
him in Romans 16:17: "Now I beseech

you brethren, mark them that are caus-

ing the divisions and occasions of
stumbling, contrary to the doctrine

which you have learned: and turn away
from them."
Once more we see that the norm or

standard is the apostolic teaching

which for us is inscripturated in the

New Testament. And again the believ-

ers are commanded to take a decisive

action: "turn away from them." The
reason given is that "they beguile the

hearts of the innocent" (v. 18).

Last, but not least in this brief over-

view of some of the most important
Scripture passages bearing on this sub-
ject is that of II Corinthians 6:14-7:1:

"Be not unequally yoked with unbe-
lievers: for what fellowship have righ-

teousness and iniquity? or what com-
munion has light with darkness? And
what concord has Christ with Belial?

or what portion has a believer with an
unbeliever? And what agreement has
a temple of God with idols? for we are
a temple of the living God; even as
God said, I will dwell in them, and
walk in them; and I will be their God,
and they shall be my people. Where-
fore

Come out from among them, and

be separate, says the Lord,

And touch no unclean thing;

And I will receive you,

And will be to you a Father,

And you shall be to me sons and
daughters, says the Lord
almighty.

Having therefore these promises,

beloved, let us cleanse ourselves

from all defilement of flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in

the fear of God.
"

The principle enunciated in this pas-

sage is that which the other passages

have also set forth: Separation from

unbelief. Even though an ecclesiastical

context is not specifically indicated, the

passage with its principles is apropos.

The separation from unbelief enjoined

is demanded because fellowship with

God who is the Holy Father is incom-
patible with fellowship with unbeliev-

ers. Therefore, the Lord almighty

Himself demands the separation of His

people from unbelievers.

Certain general principles are evi-

dent in these passages:

1) Separation from unbelievers in

the church is both taught and demand-
ed by Scripture.

2) Unbelief is delineated as "speak-

ABORTION
"The fetus is a human life to be protected by the

criminal law from the moment when the ovum is fer-

tilized ..."
— The 174th General Assembly, UPCUSA, 1962

"The decision to terminate a pregnancy may be an af-

firmation of one's covenant responsibility to accept

the limits of human resources ..."
— The 195th General Assembly, UPCUSA, 1983

PROGRESS
ISN'T ALWAYS
FORWARD

There is a PRO-LIFE solution

to the Abortion Problem
and

there are Presbyterians

who are supporting it . .

.

If you would like to join,

or for more information, write:

PRESBYTERIANS PRO-LIFE,
RESEARCH, EDUCATION, CARE, INC.

P.O. Box 2153
Decatur, GA 30031
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ing evil of the Way" (Acts 19:9), not

bringing the "teaching of Christ" (II

John 9), "contrary to the teaching

which you learned," and not serving

"our Lord Jesus Christ" (Romans
16:17,18).

3) Separation is not effected by the

unbelievers, but by the believer. Paul
"departed from them, and separated

the disciples" (Acts 19:9). The believer

is not to receive the false teacher or
give him a greeting (II John 10). The

Schaeffer's Vital Distinction

Speaking in Phoenix in meetings related to the PCUSA's 196th General

Assembly, Dr. C. Everett Koop reflected in a question-and-answer session

on the recent death of Dr. Francis A. Schaeffer:

"I have really lost my finest Christian friend. We had some marvelous

times together over the years, especially during the filming of Whatever

Happened to the Human Race? Francis has gone to his reward. One mourns
his passing as a hurrian being, but can only be happy that he is where he is.

"But the important thing is that he has left behind an army of construc-

tive people who can carry on what he was doing. Perhaps not in the same
way—he had a certain charisma other people don't have. But I would like

to tell you something about his death that is fascinating, since he and I spent

so many hours talking to thousands of people about the difference between

prolonging the act of dying and giving a person all the life to which he is

entitled.

"Francis had lymphoma cytosis, discovered the last day of our filming

in 1978. It's interesting that he was in his terminal illness, and yet produced

12 books, revised all his formal writings that are now in 17 languages, and

did all that in his terminal illness—as what the world would call a dying

man. And when he had a complication totally unassociated with his cancer

and had to have a re-section of his bowel earlier this year, it set him back

a little bit. This also did something to change the tumor type, and he went

from a small cell lymphoma cytosis to a giant cell lymphoma cytosis, and

that galloped along with a much greater speed.

"The point of my story is this: He wanted very badly to make one final

trip with his son Franky in order to authenticate Franky's ministry. And
he wanted to travel to 12 colleges. He went to his doctors at Mayo Clinic

and said, 'You know, Dr. Koop and I have made very clear distinctions

between giving a person all the life to which he is entitled and prolonging

his act of dying. I know I am going to die soon. But I would hope you

would give me a little more life to which I am entitled and let me make
this trip.'

"The doctors responded magnificently. They transfused him, they gave

him steroids, they gave him chemotherapy. He took off and made all of

those 12 college appointments. He couldn't do everything he was scheduled

to do; sometimes he just sat for one-and-a-half hours answering questions.

The last four times, he had to be helped up on the platform, he was so weak.

"Then he came home, went back to the Mayo Clinic, and slipped very

badly in the next couple of days. The doctors came to Edith and said, The
time has come when to prolong your husband's life we are going to have

to get him on some life-support system.' Edith said: 'I know enough about

that to know this: It is not prolonging life to which he is entitled. That is

just prolonging his act of dying. So I want to take him home.' They said,

'We think that's great,' and she took him home.

"The Mayo doctors made house calls. He had his last chemotherapy four

days before he died. He died peacefully and in the presence of his family

in his own surroundings, with his children and grandchildren around him.

I think that was absolutely marvelous. He lived and died in the last months

of his life exactly the way he preached the last eight years—just beautifully

done. And 1 have nothing but the greatest respect for the physicians. They

listened to him."—Celeste S. McFarland. ffl

believer is to "turn away from them"
(Romans 16:17). Finally, the command
of God Himself is "Come out from
among them, and be separate, says the

Lord" (II Corinthians 6:17).

4) Separation from unbelief is de-

manded by our fellowship with God
and because of the devastating result

of continued fellowship with unbelief

in the church. Paul cannot remain in

a situation where men are "speaking

evil of the Way before the multitude"

(Acts 19:9). To receive and greet the

false teacher means that one "partakes

[fellowships] in his evil works" (II

John 11). Paul beseeches the brethren

to turn away from them "that are

causing the divisions and occasions of

stumbling" and who "beguile the

hearts of the innocent."

Finally, it is because God dwells in

His own and they are His people that

the call from God to separation comes
and the Father promises to receive such

who obediently respond (II Corinthi-

ans 6:16-18). Such separation is thus

unto the end of being more faithful

sons and daughters, of claiming God's

promises and of "perfecting holiness

in the fear of God" (II Corinthians

6:28-7:1). ffi

Koop—from p. 5

we expect to escape the judgment of

God?"
The surgeon general cited Exodus

4:11 as a verse that has guided him in

his policy-setting. In a question-and-

answer session, Koop said he prefers

education to legislation and regulation.

He has set up a computer information

network for doctors to see what re-

sources are available to them in hand-

ling difficult cases, and is working now
to tie in the network with a computer-

ized 800 number for citizens' use as

well.

"Too often," he said, "medical

judgments are made too quickly about

hard cases."

The surgeon general was well re-

ceived by the pro-life groups in a

church that had just elected a moder-

ator who affirms a woman's right to

secure an abortion. Koop himself is

still a member of Tenth Presbyterian

Church in Philadelphia (PCA), al-

though the world-traveling public

figure attends Fourth Presbyterian

Church in Bethesda, Wash. (PCUSA)
while working in Washington, D.C.—
CELESTE S. MCFARLAND. 00
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Sowing Seeds of Destruction
FOR JULY 1, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Kings 9:1-11:13

Key verses: I Kings 9:1-7; 11:9-12

Devotional reading: II Peter 2:17-21

Memory selection: I Kings 9:6-7

INTRODUCTION

The account of Solomon is one of the

saddest in Scripture, relating how this

man of such great promise utterly

failed to be what the Lord had called

him to be. Instead, he turned his back

on all the advantages the Lord had

given him and made a mess of his

life—a warning to all who are blessed

of God, if they show no gratitude for

His goodness.

The
Warning
I Kings 9:1-9

There were many evident flaws in

Solomon's character quite early in his

life. He married the daughter of

Pharaoh, king of Egypt, in violation

of God's will for His people (I Kings

3). He also made a practice of offer-

ing sacrifices in the high places of the

land (sites of former Canaanite wor-

ship). He spent more time on and built

a larger house for himself than for the

Lord. To do this, he raised a levy out

of Israel (I Kings 5). These were early

indications that all was not right in the

heart of Solomon, in spite of the great

wisdom he demonstrated.

This probably explains why the Lord
appeared to Solomon a second time to

warn him should he fail to live up to

God's expectations (v. 2).

This time the Lord's approach to

Solomon was in the form of a condi-

tion. If he would walk before the Lord

as David, his father, had done, then all

would be well. He would be blessed as

David had been (v. 4). The very con-

dition put to Solomon indicates that

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

ol the National Council ot Churches of Christ.

God viewed him as requiring a warn-

ing, lest he fail to walk as David had.

But though the Lord had promised

to bless David and his house forever,

He showed plainly, in addressing

Solomon, that he was not necessary to

God's plans, nor was historical Israel,

nor even Jerusalem and the temple that

Solomon had built. All of these things

were expendable, as God proceeded to

carry out His purpose of building for

David an eternal house.

As we have seen, the Lord intended

to bless David and his house after him,

ultimately, through the coming, by the

family of David, of God Himself, in

the flesh.

Historical Israel was not necessary

to the plan of God. His good pur-

pose—to have a people to be His

forever—could just as well be carried

out among the Gentiles as the Jews.

Solomon and Israel were not needed

by God; but they needed the Lord, if

they were to survive.

Indeed, God could make Israel and
Solomon a byword and a lesson to the

nations that followed. His judgment
on them would remind all the world

that unless men are obedient to God,
they cannot survive. No matter how
important they may view themselves to

be, they are expendable if they do not

serve the Living God (vv. 8-9).

Thus, the Lord warned Solomon
that though he was David's son and
the current king of Israel—very rich,

prosperous and famed for his wis-

dom—none of this was any guarantee

that he would endure and escape the

wrath of God. Only by faith and obe-

dience could he please God—other-

wise, he would be removed, together

with all of Israel that followed in his

ways.

QUESTIONS
1 . What lessons of the expendabili-

ty of great churches in history can you
think of?

2. What does this say about present-

day popularity and prosperity of

church leaders?

The

2 Signs
1 Kings 9:10-28

As we have seen, there were already

many indications that Solomon was
not all that he at first appeared to be.

Those signs continued to show up in

his life.

In his dealings with Hiram, he

showed a tendency to take advantage

of others, giving them less than they

deserved, so that he could make more
profit for himself (vv. 10-14). This is

the way that later kings and the rich

in Israel dealt with the poor of the

land. The prophets would condemn
such actions.

We learn, too, that Solomon con-

scripted forced labor to build the tem-

ple and his own palace (v. 15). Evident-

ly, there was much complaining about

this, so that later he conscripted pagans

dwelling in Israel for that work. Never-

theless, his purpose to muster all the

resources in Israel for his own pursuits

of pleasure did not end.

In the early chapters of Ecclesiastes

we have an account of some of those

pursuits and the way in which Solo-

mon considered them to be vanity

—

as having no real purpose. They did

not satisfy him, even though he spent

much time and effort in them.

He also showed real weakness in

marrying Pharaoh's daughter and in

pampering her with whatever her heart

desired (v. 24). He had no time for his

people because he was absorbed in

such things.

The excesses of Solomon are

another clear sign that he was in

serious trouble, spiritually. We men-
tion a few examples.

His provision for a single day were

excessive, showing that he thought big

and lived big, even by standards of

kings in that day (4:22-23).

He also had 40,000 stalls of horses

and 12,000 horsemen (4:26).

When he built the house of God, he

overlaid it with pure gold and used ex-
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cessive amounts of gold, even when it

was impractical to do so (6:21-22, 30;

10:17-18).

In Deuteronomy 17:14-17, there is

an interesting warning which seems to

anticipate such a king as Solomon.

There, Israel is warned against a king

who would acquire great numbers of

horses himself and cause the people to

return to Egypt (make political ties

with Egypt). It also warns against the

king's taking many wives who would
turn his heart from God and against

his accumulating great amounts of

silver and gold.

We can see all of these dangerous

tendencies in Solomon quite early in

his life as king. Israel sinned by indulg-

ing him in these things, shutting their

eyes to the clear signs that to tolerate

him was to invite disaster.

QUESTIONS
1 . What excesses can be seen in the

church's use of God's gifts today?

2. What signs of disaster can be

noted, in Scripture, of the church in

history?

The

3 Tempations
I Kings 10:1-29

Some are tested by hardships and tri-

als, others by properity and the easy

life. Everyone who professes faith in

the Lord will surely have that pro-

fession tested by God to show whether

or not it is genuine.

David was tested throughout his life

by great hardships. As a shepherd boy,

he faced lions, other wild animals and
the elements to test his faith and love

for the Lord. As a young man, he was
tested by unappreciative brothers and
Goliath, the giant.

Soon, he was being tested by the

jealousy of Saul, whom he served. He
was forced to flee from Saul's anger

and wander with a band of rowdies for

long periods of time, cut off from his

own family. All of his life, David was
tested by hardships.

In contrast, Solomon was literally

born with a silver spoon in his mouth.
He never knew hardships and never

knew war. He lived in the period of
Israel's greatest prosperity, thanks to

the faithfulness of his father and the

goodness of the Lord.
He never wanted for anything he de-

sired. He simply desired it and it was

provided.

But though this may seem to be the

"good life," it has its pitfalls. The
temptations to self-indulgence are

great, and Solomon succumbed to

those temptations.

He was flattered by visits from the

famous who came to meet him. The
queen of Sheba is one example. She

came to test him with hard questions,

but went away in amazement, acknowl-

edging that he was even greater than

his reputation. She added to his wealth

with her own gifts.

So rich did Solomon become that he

had to look for ways to use all the gold

and silver that had accrued to him (w.
14-22).

His fame became such that no other

king in the entire world could begin to

match his glory (v. 23). Having
nothing better to do, he continued to

accumulate more of everything that he

already owned (v. 26). He was deter-

mined to make silver as commonplace
as stones and fine wood as common as

sycamore trees (vv. 28-29).

If all of this seems mindboggling to

us, think what reaction it must have

had in Jerusalem and among the Is-

raelites. As later chapters indicate,

many of his subjects were denied a

share in all of this wealth. He saw it

as chiefly for himself and not for

others, thus bringing on the rebellion

that was already in the making.

QUESTIONS
1 . To what extent is my own life be-

ing tempted and tried by more luxuries

than I really need?

2. What am I doing to share with

other believers the blessings the Lord
has given me?

The4 Failure
I Kings 11:1-13

This chapter records Solomon's sad

downfall in the eyes of God. Although
he said that he loved the Lord, his love

of foreign women belied that claim (v. 1).

He clearly disobeyed the Lord in

marrying foreign women. He not on-

ly married them, but when it became
evident that he had displeased the Lord
in this, he chose to stand by his wives

rather than to repent as he ought to

have done (v. 2).

As the Lord had foretold, these

wives led Solomon astray in his later

Last year
more
Presbyterians
chose us!

That's right, 33%,
one third of our

student body was
Presbyterian. The
P.C.A. accounted

for 15%, with the

Korean, Orthodox

and Associate

Reformed
Presbyterian

Churches also

represented.

Why?
For more
information, write

and ask for the free

brochure, "Why
Presbyterians at the

Reformed Episcopal

Seminary?''

Reformed Episcopal

Seminary
4225 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 222-5158
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EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
INVITES YOU TO

Come Worship with Us

Cherry Hills Community Church
90 E. Orchard Ave.
Littleton, CO 80121
Dr. James Dixon
(303) 795-6715

Evangelical Presbyterian

Communion
1925 Juan Tabo NE, Suite B 205
Albuquerque, NM 87123
Dr. Roy Howes
(505) 897-3004

Evangelical Presbyterian Church
P.O. Box 8923
Amarillo, TX 79114
(806) 358-1959

Faith Presbyterian Church
11373 E. Alameda Ave.
Aurora, CO 80012
Dr. Dean Wolf
(303) 364-7271

Faith Presbyterian Church-
Cherry Creek Church

8851 E. Hampden Ave. #C-1
Denver, CO 80231
Rev. Mark Brewer
(303) 695-8713

Fort Collins Fellowship
2605 Harvard
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Rev. Ed Davis

(303) 223-1217

Southwest Community Church
8341 S. Sangre de Cristo Rd.

Suite 13
Littleton, CO 80127
Rev. Christian Smith
(303) 979-1888

Trinity Evangelical Presbyterian
Church

6160 W. Fairview Ave.
Littleton, CO 80123
Rev. Dan Hiett

(303) 798-6387

Woodward Church
c/o Mrs. John Boyle
1913 18th St.

Woodward, OK 73801

Evangelical Presbyterian

Church
2312 Monroe St. Dearborn, Ml 48124

(313) 562-2300

In Essentials ...
In Non-Essentials
In All Things

Unity
Liberty
Charity

years so that be began to go after their

pagan gods. His heart was not perfect

with God as David's had been (v. 4).

He became a worshiper of pagan
gods which the Lord had condemned
before Israel ever came into the land

of Canaan (v. 5). He is condemned in

Scripture as one who now did evil in

the sight of the Lord and no longer

followed Him completely as David had
done (v. 6).

He added to his sins by building

places of worship for all the pagan
gods of his pagan wives. It was an
abomination (vv. 7-8).

It is not surprising, therefore, that

the Lord was angry with Solomon be-

cause his heart had turned away from
Him (v. 9). God showed His anger by
promising to tear apart the kingdom
that David had passed on to his son.

It would no more be united but soon

became two badly divided kingdoms
and never reunited. Divided, it would
eventually fall altogether; but a rem-

nant of true believers would survive all

of this and a people of God would con-

tinue until, from the family of David,

the Christ was born.

It is clear that the Lord spared

Solomon from seeing the split-up of

his kingdom in his lifetime only

because He had loved David, his

father. The eternal covenant with

David—that the Lord would not

break—spared Solomon the full rec-

ompense that his sins deserved.

What can we say about Solomon?
He is an enigma in Scripture. While

having many early traits that com-
mended him, he seems to have erased

their advantage altogether before he

died. Here we see that no matter how
secure one may appear, from the

standpoint of personal advantages,

prestige, wealth, family and fame,

these are of no avail if one does not

have genuine faith in the Lord. Let

Solomon stand as a warning to us that

God does not need any of us, but we
all desperately need Him. If we forget

that, we had better take heed lest we
also fall.

QUESTIONS
1 . In what do I trust (depend) for my

eternal security before the Lord?
2. How is my faith being tested?

Next week: "Why Division Came,"
I Kings 11:29-33; 12:15-16. ffl

CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHES I

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David
L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

VISITING ASHEVILLE AREA this sum-

mer? Moving to Western Carolina? Worship
with us at Covenant Reformed Presbyterian

Church (PCA). Call (704) 298-0133 for de-

tails and times of services.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified

teachers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian
campuses provide unique, stimulating study
options. Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team
sports, tennis, and horseback riding. Students

start any month! Expect remarkable growth
in faith, character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call:

(31 7) 668-4009. CRC references on request.

FOR RENT
BLACK MOUNTAIN, N.C. Delightful

spot for an affordable vacation. Comfortable

accommodations for (families or groups) five

or six, with kitchen privileges, separate en-

trances, baths. Near points of interest for

sightseeing or Montreat conferences. For fur-

ther details you may telephone (704) 669-7026

as late as eleven o'clock in the evening.

FOR SALEwmmmmmmm
THEOLOGICAL BOOKPLATES - Lu-

ther, Calvin, Zwingli, Knox, Edwards, J.

Wesley, J.S. Bach, Other Designs; Examples

w/SAS envelope + $.50; Dealer inquiries in-

vited on letterhead; $3/pack of 50; JMH III,

9815 SW 96 St., Miami, FL 33176.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs,

pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40

years experience. Rt. 6, Box 20-1, Marion,

NC 28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.
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DAMERON-JONES TAPES A limited

supply of the cassette tape Dameron & Jones

Sing Songs of the Church? are available.

Don't miss owning your own personal copy

of such classic numbers as "Chewning
Lowered the Boom" and "The Women of

the Church." Send $3.50 to Thomas F.

Jones, 225 S. High St., Belleville, 1L 62221.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
TEACHERS WANTED in a growing PCA

school in the beautiful northeast Alabama
town of Anniston. Christian teachers with a

Biblical world-life view and a strong commit-

ment to education that is Christian should

apply. There are openings in the elementary

school as well as Jr. High. Salary will be com-
mensurate with degree and experience. Please

send resumes to: Faith Christian School, 4100

Roannaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

MINISTER NEEDED. Growing PCA
church, applicants should be evangelistic and
committed. Send resume to: Box CG, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-
ville, NC 28802.

EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
is seeking an elementary teacher for grades

4-7 for 1984-85. Must have Reformed world
view. Send inquiries to Mr. Harry W. War-
ner, 22 Conger Street, Dover, NJ 07801.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-
orarium. Write P.O. Box 314, Zachary, LA
70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew, Chairman,
Search Committee.

PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-
ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CSI school
K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

PASTOR available as church planter, multi-

ple staff, or established church. Shepherd's

heart and soul-winning zeal! Self-disciplined

initiative; versatile; goal-oriented; admini-

strator; discipleship/Chr. Ed. emphasis. Age
40, 2 children, ordained PCA. Send for re-

sume: Rev. Gary Purvis, 307 S. Smith St.,

Sandersville, GA 31082. (912)552-9427/1842.

SPANISH TEACHER WANTED Large,

well established Christian school seeks a

Spanish teacher for start of 84-85 school year.

Experience and certification preferred but not

necessary. (302) 239-2121 or write Wilming-

ton Christian School, P.O. Box 626, Hoc-
kessin, DE 19707.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-

sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph

to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

QUALIFIED CHRISTIAN TEACHERS
Wanted in a well-established PCA school.

Openings in kindergarten, elementary, and
high school to accomodate vacancies and ex-

pansion. Send resume to: West End Chris-

tian School, 1600 Atlantic Street, Hopewell,

VA 23860 or call (804) 458-6142 as soon as

possible.

MINISTER OF EDUCATION or Direc-

tor, Christian Education required for a dy-

namic, growing PCA church located in sub-

urban St. Louis. Previous experience in an

educational ministry important. Advanced
degree preferred. Please send complete

resume with 3 references to Dr. Donald E.

McCoy, Chairman, Search Committee, The
Kirk of the Hills Presbyterian Church, 12928

Ladue Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1 . Salary and benefits. Send
resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

WESTMINSTER
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
P.O. Box 27009

Philadelphia, PA 19118

is seeking a

DIRECTOR
OF DEVELOPMENT

Resumes should be sent to Dr. George
C. Fuller, President, and should indicate

(1 ) an understanding of the Seminary's

ministry and (2) experience in develop-

ment or work related to development.

ARTIST NEEDED. Strength required in

publication and graphic design and typog-

raphy. Ability in illustration preferable. To
begin by July 1 , or August 1 at latest. God's
World Publications, Box 2330, Asheville, NC
28802. (704) 253-8063.

BRIARWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
invites applications from experienced Chris-

tian educators for a high-school math posi-

tion and a high-school science position (de-

partment chairman and teaching). Contact:

Superintendent, 6255 Cahaba Valley Rd.,

Birmingham, AL 35243.

BRIARWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
invites applications for elementary/junior

high principal. Experienced Christian admin-

istrators should send a resume to: Superin-

tendent, 6255 Cahaba Valley Rd., Birming-

ham, AL 35243.

SERVICES I

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq ft We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated).

Includes Masonry and wc I construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nurse' choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Sleel or masonry from $22/aq. It.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and largar

Write or call for FREE information and brochures
(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Ovar 300 building* constructed In the Southeast

MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

wantedwmmmmmmmm
NEEDED: 800 churches or people to give $200

each toward our first building. Address gifts

or inquiries to: Rev. Steve Schoof, New Life

Presbyterian Church (PCA), 3866 Holland

Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23452. All PCA
churches will be receiving complete details.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.

jr.y
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TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL

JULY 29 to AUGUST 5, 1984

Sponsored by Mcllwain Memorial Presbyterian Church, 1220 E. Blount St., Pensacola, FL 32503

In-depth study for ministers, students and interested laymen during eight days under competent scholars and a dis-

tinguished pulpit ministry—with the joy of singing God's praises, engaging Him in worship and the delight of Christian

fellowship—against the refreshing background of Florida beach life and at a cost within reach of all who want to come.
Our Gulf Coast beaches are acknowledged by world travelers as the most beautiful in the world, located 1 1 miles from
the church, including five miles of scenic bridges.

It is most helpful if you register as early as possible. There could be a limit to the number we can accept and early

registration serves to insure acceptance. Please do not plan on coining to classes and services without advance registra-

tion even though making your own rooming arrangements. Beach accommodations are in high demand the week of

the institute and should be made directly as early as possible. Write for hotel, motel, and private housing information.

New Hilton Hotel just opened a mile and half from church.

SINCLAIR FERGUSON, Ph.D., Institute preacher - now at Westminster Seminary, Philadelphia. Still under 40, he

preached regularly as Associate at the largest Presbyterian church in Scotland, St. George's-Tron Church, Glasgow;

author of numerous books. J. I. Packer says: "Dr. Ferguson is an accomplished divine in the best Scottish tradition,

indeed the best tradition anywhere ... He conceals the learning which his judgments reflect and sets everything before

us in straight exposition of Scripture, just as John Calvin and John Owen. He is of the older, riper, wiser, deeper sort."

W. ROBERT GODFREY, Ph.D., Church History - another younger leader of the Reformed family, now at Westminster-

West, Escondido, California, currently heard widely at many conferences and institutes. Author of a number of books

and contributor to encyclopedias.

GEORGE W. KNIGHT, Drs., Th.D., Exegesis of Titus - Professor of New Testament, Covenant Seminary, St. Louis,

Mo., early education in the liberal establishment of Presbyterianism today. Always good to hear!

MORTON H. SMITH, Drs., Th.D., Theology . . . Predestination - Stated Clerk of General Assembly, PCA, founding

professor at Reformed Seminary; no finer spokesman for Calvinism in America from the standpoint of stating and

defending its controverted points.

RICHARD G. WATSON, Ph.D., Christian Education - The Academic Dean of Reformed Seminary, Jackson, Miss.,

is also Associate Professor of Christian Education. The final week-end is a "Must" for those concerned with Christian

education anywhere. His five lectures will reflect that he was a highly successful pastor, also builder of a Christian

school of 550 students.

SPECIAL TWO HOUR SYMPOSIUM BY FACULTY - "WHERE IS THE REFORMED FAITH IN THE WORLD
TODAY?"

SEND FOR BROCHURE AND REGISTRATION FORM: Mcllwain Church, 1220 E. Blount St., Pensacola, FL 32503.

Last year's registration: 640, evening average 1,000, Junior Institute K through High 230. Excellently conducted Nursery,

100 babies with specialized care.

1984 FACULTY

PURITAN AND REFORMED BOOKSTORE WITH THOUSANDS OF BOOKS

Donald C. Graham, Dean
Dining Hall Available

Malcolm M. Griffith, Coordinator Eula Drexler, Secretary

(904) 438-5449
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PEOPLE FIRST OF ALL

As an urban pastor (who happens to

be white) of an independent church
(which happens to be black), I was
glad to see the Journal devote some
space to the question of race. Having
served where I am for almost three

years, I quickly came to view the

members of my congregation not pri-

marily as black, but first of all as peo-
ple, who also happen to be black.

Schaeffer is right that the humanness
of blacks is the primary thrust of the

Bible since all have been made in

God's image. Now that may sound
simple and easy to say, but it has pro-

found implications. It still needs to be
proclaimed since many continue to

hold to stereotypes of blacks and even

use Scripture to support the view that

the black race is cursed or that the

races should be separate.

The implications for accepting the

full humanity of blacks are most
clearly seen in the question of inter-

racial marriage. The matter concern-

ing social acceptance are real, al-

though that argument displays more
of a suburban mentality than an ur-

ban mentality, where diverseness is

common. Many may not frown on an
interracial marriage as such, but the

rubber meets the road when you are

asked the question, "Would you
allow your daughter to marry a black

Christian?" Our response to that

question shows how deep-rooted our
prejudices are. Although I work in a

black setting and have been accepted

by the people, I still must continually

confront my own prejudice. Every
two years I try to read What Color Is

Your God? by Columbus Salley and
Ronald Behm. Anyone who is ready

and willing to tackle their prejudice

could begin at no better place.

—Richard Belcher Jr.

Rochester, N.Y.

HE WON THE RIGHT

It was in the summer of 1971 that,

through a curious confluence of fac-

tors, a lost and searching hitchhiker

first "chanced" upon a Christian

community in the Swiss Alps.

The owner had opened his home to

anyone—including degenerates like

myself—just to share his faith; which

he did by comparing the logic of his

Christian beliefs with any others.

As I slept on the floor in his over-

crowded hallway, I wondered what
motivated this old guy who had to

step over sleeping bodies at night even

to use his own bathroom.
Over the next fortnight I heard, for

the first time in my life, an intelligible

presentation of Biblical Christianity.

Through numerous meals and discus-

sions I listened attentively as the

curious old sage with the longish hair,

Swiss mountain pants, and who
shared my disdain for bourgeois

values (at one point he even drank his

soup right from the bowl—a gesture

that won my revolted heart) explained

in my own countercultural language
the truth about the Lord and Savior.

Though I was only 17 and he was
well over 30 (remember it was 1971), I

listened. For the man obviously had a
gift for "destroying lofty things that

raised themselves up against the

knowledge of God." But most of all,

through his disarming hospitality, he
had earned his right to speak. Might
the same be said about those whose
lives he so positively influenced.

—Marc Mailloux
Villeurbanne, France

DISGUSTED

Having attended Dr. Richard Halver-

son's church (Fourth Presbyterian,

Bethesda, Md.) the last eight months
before he left to become chaplain of

the Senate, I read with great interest

Franky Schaeffer's article and the

following editorial, letters, etc., con-

cerning Dr. Halverson's stance on
abortion. And I must say that I am
disgusted with Dr. Halverson's stand.

Apparently it is of no great concern
that an unborn child is a human being

created by God in His image, and that

the termination of that innocent's life

is called murder in His written word.

No, the important issue here, so it

seems, is that an individual has a

choice whether to abort the unborn,

MINISTERS
Sherman Isbell, received from the OPC into the

PCA, to Columbia, Tenn. as organizing pastor.

James L. Spiritosanto (PCA) from Gadsden,

Ala., to active duty as a Navy chaplain.

Robert D. Wilcox, PCA evangelist, Central

Carolina Presbytery, to the Castanea Church,

Stanley, N.C.

The following were received into the EPC, Pres-

bytery of the Southeast: Roger L. Bush, Clif-

ton Forge, Va
,
Jimmie R. Hollandsworth

Richmond, Va., and Jerry G. Robinson,
Clover, S.C.

CHURCHES
The Hosanna Church, Sunnyvale, Cal., has been

received into the PCA. Young Soo Shin is pas-

tor.
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and that we as Christians must be un-
derstanding. How nice. I would direct

Dr. Halverson's attention to John the

Baptist. He had a choice too, but
chose to stand on the word of God
and call Herod's affair what it

was—sin against God. And he lost his

head. I am wondering if Dr. Halver-
son has come to love his head more
than God's word.

—Mrs. Marian Hill

Tupelo, Miss.

DISCREDITING HYMNS

Now you have done it. To discredit

many of the precious hymns that have
been a long standing standby within

the churches. Just because a few of
the ministers do not like certain verses

does not mean that we should give

them up. I will continue to sing "In
the Garden," "Trust and Obey,"
"Love Lifted Me," etc.

I wonder how many like their ser-

mons? Surely, they will not be dis-

credited.

—Janet Pratt

Bradenton, Fla.

SHORT AND SNIPPY

One sure way to cut short God's
favor and blessing is to allow a short

snippy article to find a place in your
ministry like the one you ran on
CBN. I was saddened to see this.

Be there faults in someone else's

ministry, a weakness—maybe, but I

do not think God will bless you as

you indulge in criticism of one of his

servants. Please do not do this again.

—Mrs. T. N. Van Colt

Selma, Ind.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

] I One of the Soviet church leaders who visited Fort Worth,

Texas, on a National Council of Churches peacemaking exchange won't

forget his visit soon. He climbed up on a horse—only to have it run away
with him! Igor Krylov, a church leader from Leningrad, was barely aboard

a quarter horse at a show he was visiting when it started walking away. He
asked bystanders how to stop the animal, but the horse didn't understand

"whoa" in Russian, and took off instead. "We were afraid it might cause

an international incident," said Krylov 's host. But a cowboy on another

horse caught up with the churchman and brought everything under control.

l l Soon after the Rev. James Andrews was elected stated

clerk of the PCUSA last week, he admitted to some reporters that pro-

crastination and laziness are among his besetting weaknesses. What is his

greatest strength? "That my greatest weakness doesn't bother me," he said.

I I As if the Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA) didn't al-

ready have enough problems in its constant drift to the left, they're asking

now for new trouble. A new member has been added to a committee charged

with writing a "brief statement of faith" for the big church. He is Dr. Jorge

Lara-Braud, a vigorous proponent of liberation theology in the former PCUS
while he served in its Atlanta office, and before. Lara-Braud is now a

theology professor at the liberal San Francisco Theological Seminary. We
wonder: How could a statement of faith in the PCUSA be anything but brief?

I I "I have a problem," privately said one seasoned veteran

of many Orthodox Presbyterian assemblies to a colleague last week. "I have

a point I'd like to make in this debate that I believe would really contribute

to this discussion. But there's no way I could make my point without deeply

hurting one brother. What should I do?" "You'd better make the point,"

said his friend, eager to see the whole body benefit. But the older commis-
sioner stayed quiet—and thereby accomplished several things: 1) He preserved

a friendship. 2) He shortened the debate, which was already too long. 3)

He demonstrated confidence that the Lord could lead the assembly through

the wisdom of others as well as his own. The Presbyterian assembly season

would have been far more profitable this year if all commissioners had
exercised the same wisdom.

I 1 Last week, we were talking to a young man who had just

finished his high school work and who for the last several years had pretty

much rejected the idea of enrolling in a Christian college. Then, just a cou-

ple of months ago, he had attended a seminar sponsored by L'Abri

Fellowship—and suddenly saw how strategically important it is for him to

focus his college studies from a Christian perspective. He has his applica-

tion in now at a Christian liberal arts college. Could you re-direct some young
friend in a similar way? A helpful guide is a brochure published by the Chris-

tian College Coalition, 1776 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, DC 20036,

listing its 70 member institutions. Write for a free copy—and then pass it on.
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PRESBYTERIANS

OPC Giving Sets Records, But Stewardship Reshaped

BEAVER FALLS,
Pa.—With its best

financial year ever

just behind it, the

Orthodox Presby-

terian Church
(OPC) neverthe-

less has altered

substantially its approach to funding

its several outreach committees.

Gone from the OPC scene is a cen-

tral stewardship committee with a

highly visible executive secretary to en-

courage giving among the OPC's 166

congregations.

In its place is a restructured coor-

dinating committee with a somewhat
lower profile. Included for the first

time on that nine-person committee are

official representatives of the three ma-
jor outreach committees of the OPC.
That contrasts with a committee elect-

ed until now exclusively by the OPC
general assembly.

The shift from "at-large" represen-

tation to several who represent the

church's "bureaucracy" concerned

some commissioners here, and was one

of the reasons the proposal to reshape

the stewardship approach won by a

slim 53-51 vote.

But perhaps the main reason why
the OPC took a whole day to decide

the issue was that many failed to see

the need for revising a stewardship

program which was finally giving

strong evidence of working. Giving to

the OPC's Worldwide Outreach pro-

gram in 1983 topped a million dollars

—or 104 percent of the goals set for

the period.

Some thought the often-beleaguered

Stewardship Committee should get

more credit for a job well done—and
a new lease on life.

But the committee itself said last

year's improving economy, along with

several generous bequests, helped swell

the 1983 totals. Whether the commit-
tee's efforts also contributed signifi-

cantly to the bigger total was open to

anyone's interpretation—and almost

everyone here was ready to offer an
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opinion about why totals were higher.

One prevalent interpretation was

that the individual committees during

the past year have themselves engaged

in extensive promotion, dramatizing

their own work instead of relying on
the stewardship committee for such ef-

forts. Even though resulting gifts went

to the central committee, the overall

pot was enlarged, benefiting the in-

dividual committees.

The OPC's per capita giving in 1983

jumped to $716 from a 1982 level of

$664—a gain of almost 8 percent.

Benevolent giving was up even more
—about 23 percent. Both figures com-
pared highly favorably with other

NAPARC churches.

In the OPC system, giving may be

designated for an individual commit-

tee if an individual or local church

chooses to do so. But when a particular

committee reaches its budgeted target,

that committee no longer shares in the

common giving until the other com-
mittees also reach their budgets. At
that point, all the committees begin

sharing again on an assembly-

designated basis. E

Diaconal Tasks Remain
Focus of OPC Assembly

BEAVER FALLS, Pa.—The Ortho-

dox Presbyterian Church continued

for the third year in a row here to

wrestle with the extent of the church's

diaconal concerns—but once more
basically chose to avoid the issue.

Debate on the topic took a substan-

tial chunk out of the OPC's docket as

the church grappled with differences

between majority and minority reports

from a committee assigned to study

what the Bible has to say about

diaconal activity.

The issue arose casually enough

several years ago when the Christian

Reformed Church's Committee on
World Relief (CRWRC) invited the

OPC to use its facilities for charitable

relief giving. Before making such a

commitment, however, the OPC de-

cided to explore Biblical principles on
the subject.

That exploration led quickly to a

polarization which even this year re-

fused to yield to compromise. Most
visible characters in the continuing

drama have been the Rev. Lester Bach-

man, long-time chairman of the de-

nomination's diaconal committee; the

Rev. Leonard Coppes, a pastor from
western Pennsylvania and another

member of the committee; and the

Rev. James Petty, inner-city pastor

from Philadelphia.

At each of the last three assemblies,

Bachman and Coppes have represent-

ed a cautious, somewhat restricted per-

spective on diaconal giving, focused

almost exclusively on needy people

within the church. Petty, meanwhile,

has spoken for a more aggressive pos-

ture in which Christians provide assis-

tance both within and outside the fel-

lowship of believers.

This year, Petty's position barely

secured majority status in the commit-

tee report, while Bachman and Coppes
spoke for the committee's minority.

But such differences were almost tech-

nical, since the OPC assembly proved

reluctant to adopt either position.

For many, the minority report from
Coppes and Bachman seemed tight-

fisted and grudging in its attitude

toward those needing help. Where Pet-

ty urged "giving with overflowing

joy"—even to those outside the

church, if necessary—the minority

report to some seemed to construct

such a checklist of qualifications that

"a donor would always be afraid he

was giving to someone he shouldn't,"

as one commissioner put it.

The minority was afraid, however,

that the majority was recommending
a careless course of giving which would

be so ambiguous in its targets that

there would be no resources left for

those the Bible charges Christians to

care for.

"If I adopted the majority report,"

said Dr. Thomas R. Armour II, a rul-



COPPES

ing elder from Harrisville, Pa., "I

would be obligated to meet every need

of every person in the world. There is

a limit to our pocketbooks, although

of course there is no limit to the mer-

cy of God. That is what we should be

preaching."

Indeed, the minority clearly believed

that what the majority was proposing

bordered on quasi-socialism, or a kind

of church-mandated redistribution of

wealth. So eager was the Coppes report

to reject that possibility that he listed

the church as fourth in line to exercise

care for the poor—behind the individ-

ual, the family, and even the state.

Commissioners listened to, but

didn't quite buy, the Coppes and
Bachman suspicions of the Petty ideas.

"Not everyone out there is a socialist,"

said the Rev. Lawrence R. Eyres of

Winner, S.D.; "there isn't one under

every bed. But there are a few! If we
had been around at the time of Sodom,
we might have tried to pull as many
people as we could have from the

flames."

On a series of razor-thin votes, the

OPC assembly chose first to reject the

minority report, then not to "com-
mend" the majority report, and final-

ly just to send both reports back to

local church sessions and diaconate for

more study.

Both majority and minority repre-

sentatives went home feeling at least

somewhat rejected. The assembly
decided that enough was enough, and
turned down a motion to continue the

study—thereby disbanding the com-
mittee.

Failing to get the church to adopt
Petty's ideas formally, backers later

nominated him to serve on the denom-
ination's diaconal committee, where at

least he would have opportunity to put

PETTY

into practice some of his concepts.

Even that effort failed, however, with

Bachman gaining six more votes than

Petty and thus continuing on the

church's committee which until now
has primarily cared for needy ministers

and ministers' widows.

Petty firmly rejected charges that he

was proposing some sort of poverty

standard for the church. He recom-

mended, for example, that responsible

planners should consider personal

estates of less than $100,000 as inade-

quate to care for families left behind.

"That doesn't sound like someone
who's taken a vow of poverty, does

it?" he asked.

Petty says he hopes to take his re-

jected report and develop it into a

book to be used as an aid for diaconal

tasks.

Coppes said, meanwhile, that he ex-

pects the OPC will ultimately follow

Petty's line of thinking, although he

thinks it will be several years before it

is ready to adopt such positions in a

formal way. 21

OPC Suggests to RES
That Patience Could End

BEAVER FALLS, Pa.—The Ortho-

dox Presbyterian Church (OPC) is

serving polite notice on the Reformed
Ecumenical Synod (RES) that its pa-

tience with the larger international

body has its limits.

The OPC, which has been a member
denomination of the RES since the

1940s and which has urged a con-

ciliatory attitude toward the RES while

it deals with the membership of an in-

creasingly liberal Dutch Reformed
denomination, is now firmly suggest-

ing that it is probably past time for the

RES to resolve the prickly matter.

In fact, the OPC is telling the RES,
in a letter authorized by the OPC's
assembly here, that the RES ought to

make the status of the Gereformeerde

Kerken Nederland (GKN) its first item

of business when the RES meets in

Palos Heights, 111., later this summer.
An earlier OPC assembly said it is

time for the RES to declare that the

GKN is "not eligible for continued

membership." The present action sug-

gests the possibility that if the RES
delays such disciplinary expulsion, the

OPC's RES membership would be put

at jeopardy.

The GKN has not only demonstrat-

ed substantial latitude in Biblical inter-

pretation in recent years, but has for-

mally accepted practicing homosexuals

as members without discipline. In one
GKN church, the children of a lesbian

couple were baptized. The GKN is a

member denomination of the World
Council of Churches, and is pursuing

union with the Hervormde Kerk, one

of Holland's most liberal churches.

The OPC points out: "... Some
member churches have already con-

cluded that the Reformed witness of

the RES has been so compromised by
its seeming toleration of serious depar-

ture from the Reformed creeds of the

RES constitution that it has lost its in-

tegrity as a Reformed institution, and
that they have felt obliged to leave our

fellowship. We are sure that that will

not end such departures unless we are

willing to banish the clouds, however
painful that may be. . .

."

Referring to its own separation from
the Presbyterian Church USA in the

1930s, the OPC says: "We learned

something from that experience that

most RES member churches have not

previously been called upon to endure
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until now in the RES. The events of

that day heightened our sensitivity to

latitudinarianism in the church and the

ease with which departures from Scrip-

ture are obscured in the name of dif-

fering 'interpretations' of the Bible,

and by which many of God's chosen

people are deceived and lulled to sleep.

"We became aware that such con-

ditions may not be allowed to be iden-

tified with the body and its members.

Separation from unbelief has since

then been very important to us, though

we recognize that this has both its

assets and its liabilities."

The OPC-RES relationship has an

extra dimension because of the invita-

tion from the Presbyterian Church in

America (PCA) to the OPC to become
part of the PCA. Although the PCA
is not a member denomination of the

RES, the OPC has been concerned

through several years of negotiation

that the PCA would honor the OPC's
membership by becoming part of the

RES itself.

But the PCA is considered by vir-

tually all observers as totally unlikely

to involve itself in the RES so long as

the GKN cloud hangs over the situa-

tion.

Neither in the RES discussion nor

otherwise in OPC business did the

PCA's invitation consume much OPC
attention. By common consent, that

debate was delayed until next year's

assembly. ffi

Gaffin of Westminster
Named OPC Moderator

BEAVER FALLS, Pa.—Westminster
Theological Seminary, an independent

school long identified with the Or-

thodox Presbyterian Church and the

supplier of 15 of the church's 51

moderators since 1936, has now pro-

vided another one.

The Rev. Richard B. Gaffin Jr.,

who has taught New Testament at the

seminary since 1965, was elected

without opposition at the OPC's 52nd

assembly here.

Gaffin was born in Peking, China,

where his parents were OPC mis-

sionaries until forced out by the com-
munist takeover there. Almost ever

since, he has called Philadelphia his

home.
Studying first at Southern Cal and

then at Calvin College, Gaffin natural-

ly went to Westminster for theological

studies. All his advanced degrees are

from Westminster, although he did

some of his academic work in Ger-

many.
It was the untimely death of Dr. Ned

Stonehouse in 1963 that created the

opening which Gaffin was called to

fill. Students call him one of the

school's most competent teachers

—

and the fact that no one nominated
another candidate for moderator in-

dicated he has similar respect

throughout the OPC. IS

PCUSA 'Calls Attention* To Congress on Renewal

PCUSA
general

assembly

GAFFIN

PHOENIX, Ariz.

—Evangelicals in

the Presbyterian

Church USA (PC-

USA) were disap-

pointed here when
the church's Com-
mittee on Evangel-

ism and Church Growth backed off

from a proposal to "endorse," and
decided only to "call attention to" a

PCUSA-related congress on renewal

next January.

The congress is being planned by the

Presbyterian Congress on Renewal, a

Dallas-based organization backed by
four conservative PCUSA-related
groups—the Presbyterian Lay Com-
mittee, Presbyterians United for

Biblical Concerns, the Covenant Fel-

lowship of Presbyterians, and the Pres-

byterian Charismatic Communion.
An early report from the denomina-

tional committee to the assembly here

included an endorsement of the con-

gress as reflecting both the "pluralism

and mission priorities of the church."

But the committee withdrew that en-

dorsement after learning that the

PCUSA's program agency objected to

the congress because of what it con-

sidered to be inadequate participation

by women and minorities. The com-
mittee's chairman, however, went fur-

ther, saying, "It was not just sex and
race—but also the kind of theology

that was involved."

Responding, the congress's execu-

tive director, Ernest Lewis, said: "The
four groups that put the congress to-

gether automatically damn it in the

minds of some people." He claimed

about 50 women and 37 minority peo-

ple were involved in planning for the

congress, which he predicted will at-

tract from 10,000 to 15,000 people.—
CELESTE S. MCFARLAND. 13

Abortion Consideration

Postponed by PCUSA

PHOENIX, Ariz.—Not many topics

seem too hot to handle for the Pres-

byterian Church USA (PCUSA), but

the church's 196th General Assembly
here postponed at least until next year

any serious discussion on the issue of

abortion.

The assembly adopted the postpone-

ment by a 2-1 acceptance of a recom-

mendation from the Committee on
Justice and Human Rights.

Wide disagreements within the

church were not the only reason for

delaying a formal response to some 16

overtures about abortion. The Justice

and Human Rights Committee had
prepared an extensive paper entitled

"The Covenant of Life and the Car
ing Community and Covenant and
Creation: Theological Reflections on
Contraception and Abortion." Al

though that paper had been adopted

by the former UPCUSA, it was not

widely available in printed form until

March of this year—and the commit
tee argued that a more thorough study

of the paper was important.

Nonetheless, pro-life forces here

sensed that they faced stalling tactics

at many turns. A minority report

called for withdrawal of the long-titled

document. But the stated clerk said

one general assembly can't overturn

the work of another—it can only take

"alternative contrary action."

The inplausibility of any such action
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by a PCUSA assembly was highlight-

ed, however, when the church voted

down even a mild proposal to "devel-

op programs aimed to reduce the need

for abortion, and to help with adop-

tion and other support services."

The assembly did pass a motion
recommending to the PCUSA's pro-

gram agency that it include in a forth-

coming study guide questions to stim-

ulate assistance of lower income fam-
ilies in adoption procedures, since

adoption seems to be increasingly an
option only for the wealthy.

The assembly also called on local

sessions to respond to the study docu-

ment through their presbyteries, and
that the presbyteries report those

responses to the Advisory Council on
Church and Society at least 120 days

before next year's assembly. CD

Former PCUS Clerk Gets
Same Post for PCUSA

PHOENIX, Ariz.—In one of the few

moments of drama to touch the 196th

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA), a former

stated clerk of the Presbyterian Church
US (PCUS) was elected to the same
post for the 3.1 million member en-

larged church.

The vote for the Rev. James E. An-
drews of Atlanta, which did not come
until the fourth ballot in the tense elec-

tion, was a surprise for almost every-

one here. Andrews had been clerk of

the PCUS for 10 years prior to the

merger of the two big denominations

last year, but had chosen not to be-

come a candidate for the post seen as

the most powerful in the church.

Instead, the church had opportun-

ity to consider electing another veteran

of the clerk's post, ruling elder William

P. Thompson, a Kansas attorney who
held the clerk's position in the New
York offices of the United Presbyte-

rian Church USA for 17 years and who
served with Andrews last year as in-

terim co-clerk until this month's elec-

tion. Thompson had a reputation as a

hard-driving bureaucrat, almost too

ready to assume prerogatives to let his

opinions stand for those of the church

at large.

Thompson actively sought the posi-

tion, along with the Rev. Flynn V.

Long, who has served in the post of

associate clerk, and the Rev. Patricia

McClurg, a denominational adminis-

trator from the church's Atlanta

offices.

Mrs. McClurg's name came to the

assembly from a special search com-
mittee which considered 55 people and
interviewed 13 candidates. But, in a

surprise to commissioners here, Mrs.

McClurg's name was not forwarded to

the assembly by the regular nominating

unit.

In the end, all the proposals which
had come through regular channels

were rejected. So was the Rev. Robert

Lamar, pastor from Albany, N.Y.
The assembly's rejection of the

white, middle-aged men came, accord-

ing to Lamar, because they failed to

"represent the rainbow diversity" of

the church which some commissioners

especially wanted to highlight. Some
indicated a desire for a "new face" for

the denomination.

Mrs. McClurg's rejection was hard-

er to explain, although some say the

election a few days earlier of ruling

elder Harriet Nelson as moderator
made the election of a woman as stated

clerk less likely. But the Rev. Robert

Weems of St. Louis, chairman of the

nominating committee, claimed that

"at no time did the issue of a female

woman moderator play a part or come
up."
"We have worked bloody hard,"

said Weems, "to make this a fair

process."

Some observers said regional rival-

ries and feminist aspirations played a

role in the election, as well as differ-

ing views on whether the clerk should

be a powerful, activist head of the

denomination (in Thompson's UPC-
USA style) or whether the clerk should

share leadership in a "collegial, con-

sultative style."

As in the earlier election of moder-
ator, the assembly here quizzed can-

didates for stated clerk.

"They surely didn't waste any
time," said one observer when the very

first question put the candidates on the

spot. The questioner was blunt: "What
is your position on the ordination of

homosexuals and why do you favor

that position?"

All the candidates, however, took
refuge in "the church's position,"

rather than stating their own con-

victions on the touchy subject. Can-
didate Long went a bit further, saying

he believed the present PCUSA consti-

tution allows the ordination of homo-
sexuals, but would probably be "open

to complaint."

Other questions involved the candi-

dates' vision for the church, the

possibility of meeting in more modest

settings than metropolitan hotels and

convention centers, the men's views on

"inclusiveness," especially of women
as elders, and the servant nature of the

clerk's office.

When balloting began, predictions

were common that Thompson would

win, but not until a second or third

ballot. Indeed, he held a commanding
lead over Andrews in the first round.

But that lead shrank by a third on

the second ballot. On the third,

Thompson led only 334-323.

In a post-election press conference,

Andrews said he sees his work more as

administrative than as chief executive

officer—and said that those who elect-

ed him were "typical Presbyterians"

rather than "movers and shakers."

Where Thompson had drawn fire

for dramatizing his own opinions in

amicus curiae briefs in court cases on
which the PCUSA might not have a

consensus, Andrews appeared to favor

a more laid-back approach. Only if

"the issue is critical and/or closely

related to assembly policies" should

the clerk consider he has no choice in

going public with policy statements.

It was reported to the assembly that

the clerk's salary could range from a

low of $40,000 to a high of $90,000.

—CELESTE S. MCFARLAND. IS

In Other Action . . .

PHOENIX, Ariz.—In miscellaneous

action, the 196th General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church USA:
—Endorsed the principle of "in-

clusive [sexually neutral] language" in

editions of the Bible and the church's

teaching materials, but stopped short

of recommending to local churches the

controversial inclusive language lec-

tionary produced last year by the Na-
tional Council of Churches.

—Went on record opposing "work-
fare" as a legitimate means of pro-

viding welfare for needy people, but

urged Congress to provide more job

training programs. "Workfare" gives

cash benefits only to those willing to

put in specified hours of labor.

—Reaffirmed earlier actions of both

predecessor churches (the PCUS and
the UPCUSA) regarding homosexual-
ity, saying that homosexual practice

does not accord with ordination re-
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Jewish Merchant Supports Christian Motto

quirements but urging tolerance in the

areas of civil liberties, equal rights, and
protection under the law from social

and economic discrimination.

—Refused to withdraw amicus
curiae briefs filed by one interim co-

stated clerk, William P. Thompson, in

the Door v. Kentucky National Cor-

poration case involving alleged em-
ployment discrimination against

homosexuals.

—Went on record opposing the ap-

pointment of a U.S. ambassador to the

Vatican.

—Accepted an interim report from
a special committee exploring dif-

ficulties relating to the World Council

of Churches and the National Coun-
cil of Churches. The committee urged

churches and presbyteries to "theolo-

gize about the worldwide mission of

the church both in general and as it

relates to the councils."

—Voted to enter communications
with the Evangelical Pesbyterian

Church, even though most of that

denomination's congregations have
very recently left the PUCSA or its

predecessor churches.

—

CELESTE S.

MCFARLAND. CFJ

M1LLEDGEVILLE, Ga. (RNS)—

A

Jewish merchant is leading a campaign

to preserve the Christian motto on this

town's official seal, despite the fact

that the American Jewish Congress is

challenging it in court.

The brief filed by the Jewish organ-

ization in U.S. District Court in Macon
says that the Milledgeville motto,

"Liberty and Christianity," is an "im-

portant first step which could lead to

the establishment of a full partnership

between church and state."

But Sam Goldstein, a local mer-

chant, disagrees. He has organized the

Council to Save the Seal which has col-

lected 17,710 signatures of support.

"If we were designing the seal to-

day," Goldstein says, "that isn't the

one we'd design. But it's never hurt

me. I was born and raised here, and

was not even aware of it—so it could-

n't have been much of a nuisance."

The local paper calls the dispute the

"most unifying, electrifying, and
motivating issue" in years. ffl

Also in the News . . .

Christian literature is now available

24 hours a day through a new vending

machine outlet in Tokyo. Struck with

the high volume of business done by

a vending machine dispensing por-

nographic books, the Christian Liter-

ature Crusade decided to experiment

with a similar device stocked with

Bibles, magazines, and Christian

books. Tokyo media, intrigued with

the experiment, gave it some extra

publicity.

Christian Action Council, the

leading Protestant anti-abortion

organization in North America, now
has helped establish a "crisis pregnan-

cy center" in Japan, where the abor-

tion rate is twice what it is in the U.S.

CAC has about 65 centers in North

America.

The Rev. Isaac Jen, director of

Chinese ministries at the Back to God

Hour of the Christian Reformed
Church, says that mail inquiries from
mainland China have dramatically in-

creased since the early May visit there

by President Reagan. The radio min-

ister said 273 letters arrived in May,
breaking all previous records. Jen said

the mail came from 22 of China's 26

provinces.

JEN

Jerry A. Miller, a member of

Arden Presbyterian Church in subur-

ban Asheville, N.C., has been elected

president and chief executive officer of

Cove Ministries there, succeeding Dr.

J. Robertson McQuilken, organizing

president. Cove Ministries involves the

new Billy Graham Lay Center, Ben
Lippen School, Ben Lippen Confer-

ences, and Ben Lippen Camps, all be-

ing developed on a 1500-acre site given

by the Billy Graham organization in

1981. Miller, a native of Roanoke,

Va., served as director of employee

and labor relations for Texaco U.S.A.

before taking early retirement last year

to join the Cove effort.

Dr. C. Gregg Singer, history

scholar who has served as a member
of the Journal board for many years,

was awarded an honorary Doctor of

Divinity degree by the Atlanta School

for Biblical Studies (ASBS) at its recent

commencement exercises in Atlanta.

Singer serves as director of ASBS's ex-

tension studies at Salisbury, N.C. til

THEAuSABLE INSTITUTE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

Applications are invited for this new posi-

tion due to expanding programs. The
AuSable Institute is an educational and ser-

vice institute whose mission is the promo-
tion of Christian environmental stewardship

locally and nationally.

The Associate Director will need to

demonstrate a commitment to the promo-
tion of Christian environmental stewardship

and the ability to administer the implemen-
tation of the stewardship mission of the

Institute.

Qualifications include demonstrated ex-

cellence in written and oral communication,

knowledge of academic policies and pro-

cedures, understanding of the concept of

faculty governance, strong organizational

and managerial skills, education in an area

appropriate to environmental studies, ex-

cellent interpersonal skills, and ability to

represent the Institute effectively to a

diverse clientele.

All applications received by July 20, 1 984,

will be considered. Inquiries including a re-

sume or curriculum vita, transcripts, and
names of three references should be sent to:

Dr. Calvin B. DeWitt, Director

AuSable Institute of Environmental Studies

Route 2, Mancelona, Ml 49659.
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing: Neither Gambling or Speculating
'

~
"II Preparing for one's

I retirement is the

Ml f~nrH ill
responsibility of

^9 « every steward.HM a And since I believe

^^Br 1 that the federal

^ |
Social Security

system will fail to

meet our retirement needs by the year

2000 (it is structurally unsound), I want

to set forth some guides for those who
wish to invest for the future. As men-
tioned before, we will eventually look

at seven types of "investment." Here
we will want to look at common stocks

as an investment.

First, I want you to note that I am
talking about investing—not gambling

or speculating. Gambling is an all-or-

nothing risk— I win everything or I lose

all 1 put up. The only thing that even

approaches gambling in the "market-

place" is the buying and selling of

futures contracts in the commodities
markets. The instant use of new, in-

fluencing information (timing) is so

important in this arena that only those

who own "seats" on the exchanges

have more than a gambler's chance of

being successful over the long haul in

this market.

Speculating, on the other hand, is

the buying and selling of a security

with an eye to making a capital gain

(change in the price of the security)

that is based on market fluctuations

not associated with the company's
earnings and dividends. Speculating is

looking for "underpriced" stocks in

the hope that they will become popu-
lar; it is hoping for market reactions

to specific news—Federal Reserve deci-

sions, announcements of mergers or

resource discoveries, etc.

When people speculate, they are not

looking for income or capital growth
that is tied to the economic growth of
the particular company in which they
are buying stock. Speculators are look-

The author, Richard Chewning, is

professor of Business Administra-
tion at the University of Richmond.

ing for capital growth that is general-

ly tied to forces external to the com-
pany they are buying.

Investing is different. When one in-

vests, he is focusing on a combination

of economic components that are re-

lated to the business in which he in-

vests. Investors are interested in both

income and capital growth that are tied

to the company's growth.

Each investor has his "pet" ques-

tions or information he wants when
deciding what common stock to pur-

chase. The following considerations

are minimal.

First, the investor needs to formu-

late some kind of general market
strategy if he is going to enter the stock

market. "Will I limit my purchases to

stocks that are listed on the 'big

boards'—New York and American Ex-

changes—or am I willing to buy re-

gional stocks and small company
stocks listed in the 'over-the-counter'

market?" There is less risk associated

with market information and liquidi-

ty with "big board" stocks, but there

are good investments in both markets.

All stocks fluctuate in price, so the

timing of a purchase is important when
investing, but not as important as

when speculating. Do not be overly

concerned with trying to "buy low and
sell high." That is a hope that usual-

ly nets poor results because it too often

is guided by emotions. Invest with a

five year view in mind. Look at growth

in ordinary earnings of the company
under consideration for the past five

years, and then determine if the growth

in the stock price over the same period

of time places the current market price

above or below the average growth

line, it is "reasonable" to invest at that

price.

Next, an investor should give con-

siderable thought to the industry under

consideration. Industries also have pat-

terns. There are growth industries,

such as high technology; there are

mature industries, like chemicals and
and paper; there are decaying indus-

tries, such as tanneries.

Good buys can be found in all in-

dustries, but some carry greater risks

than others. Growth and decaying in-

dustries carry higher "opportunities"

for gains and losses than do mature in-

dustries. Growth industries are glam-

orous, but the failure rate in them is

the highest of all industries.

Some industries are more stable than

others over economic cycles when their

products are necessities (food) or ad-

dictive (tobacco). But their overall

growth is tied to population changes or

changes in their share of the market.

Others are highly cyclical and follow

closely (either leading or lagging)

general economic cycles—such as the

machine tool industry. You need to

decide what you are willing to "ride"

with because common stocks will

cycle.

Finally, the selection of a specific

company must be made. If the "gen-

eral market" and "industry" decisions

have been carefully thought out first,

then the specific company selection is

greatly simplified. Here one needs to

know management's record of success,

history of product innovation, current

products and market position, and if

there has been efficient management of

costs over economic cycles. Past suc-

cess is one of the best indicators of

possible future success.

If you decide to invest in stocks,

measure your progress only over long

periods of time. Don't enter the mar-
ket unless you can "sit still" on the

down side of the market rollercoaster.

Investors who bail out on the down
side of the market plunge generally get

out too late, anyway. "Emotions" and
the "market" do not mix.

If you decide to buy common stock,

use the best mental faculties God gave

you. But remember: God does not

guarantee His children success in the

stock market. CD
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BOOKS

UNTIL JUSTICE AND PEACE EMBRACE,
by Nicholas Wolterstorff. Wm. B.

Eerdman's, Grand Rapids, Mich. Cloth,

197 pp. $13.95. Reviewed by Louis J.

Voskull, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

How should one think about the

problems of hunger, poverty, and in-

justice in Latin America? Are we in

the United States enjoying our stan-

dard of living at the expense of others

in poverty? Does the Christian faith

speak to problems such as these? Is

there a relationship between worship
and work?

These are some of the central con-

cerns of Until Justice and Peace Em-
brace. The author, Nicholas Wolters-

torff, professor of philosophy at Cal-

vin College, indicates that the founda-
tional question concerning him is this:

How should the Christian insert him-
self or herself into the present social

order? The book is not a narrow po-

lemic; it bears the marks of sustained

reflection and thought. It is stimulat-

ing, informed, challenging, disturbing.

The first two chapters establish the

framework for the rest of the discus-

sion. Wolterstorff first examines the

ways religions have characteristically

confronted a sinful reality. One ma-
jor tradition turns away from the evil

of ordinary life, seeking a cure by
closer contact with a higher reality.

Another major type of response, which

he calls world-formative, comes to

grips with sinful reality by struggling

for reformation.

m0^r*}~<- Wolterstorff ar-

gues that orig-

inal Calvin-

ism was a

world-forma-

tive religion,

that it taught

that "the re-

sponsibili-

ty of

the3
saints

to

strug-

gle for

the reform of the social order in which
they find themselves is one facet of

the discipleship to which their Lord
Jesus Christ called them." Subse-

quent Calvinism has lost much of that

world-formative character. Wolters-

torff calls for a revival of a world-

formative impetus.

The second part of his stage-setting

is an analysis of the way the modern
world functions. Before one can offer

obedience to Christ in a world setting,

one must understand its character. Is

the world constituted as a large num-
ber of distinct societies, each at a cer-

tain level of economic and political

development, as modernization the-

orists have alleged, or is it a single,

more or less unified, interdependent

system in which each part inescapably

affects the prosperity and destiny of

the others?

Wolterstorff argues a version of

the latter perspective. Thus the pros-

perity of the industrialized nations

bears a direct relationship to the

poverty of the Third World. Obvious-
ly, in a world-system perspective such

as the author supports, each of us, as

members of a core sector of the sys-

tem, has a great opportunity, but also

a direct responsibility, for alleviating

poverty and promoting justice. This

is all the more true for those, such as

the Calvinists, who profess a world-

formative Christianity.

In the rest of the book Wolterstorff

looks at various topics which relate

his basic question to the framework
established in the first two chapters.

He examines and evaluates the ap-

proach that the liberation theologies

and the neo-Calvinist, Kuyperian
tradition each provides for the issues

he has raised. Each has similar cri-

tiques of the world-system, each has

helpful insights, but each is at least

partially inadequate.

Wolterstorff next analyzes the

nature of world poverty, the con-

tinuing divisiveness of nationalism,

and then, as a model for Christian

thinking, describes the broad outlines

of a community of shalom where peo-

ple live out their responsibilities to

God, to each other and to nature in

such a way that delight and joy char-

acterize the life of human society.

He further looks at Christian wor-
ship, its essential character, its

necessary interpenetration with life in

the world and, finally, the relation-

ship of scholarship to social commit-
ment, of theory to practice.

The book constantly stimulates the

reader's thinking with its fresh and
creative analysis. By way of example:

In his chapter, "The Rich and the

Poor," the author conducts an ex-

tensive discussion of human rights

and then argues the validity of a con-

cept of "sustenance rights," some-
thing the Enlightenment of the West
with its bent toward "freedom
rights" failed to consider.

For Wolterstorff, sustenance rights

mean "social arrangements that will

reasonably ensure our sustenance in

the face of ordinary, serious and
remediable threats." This is not the

same as the dole, however. It means
working to eliminate the systemic

causes of poverty.

Is he correct? Is government, the

primary agency concerned with the

enforcement of rights? What does it

mean for ecclesiastical charity?

Equally stimulating discussions of

the thankful use of wealth, the role of

beauty in city architecture and plan-

ning, and other topics find their place

in the book.
The issues and problems covered in

the book are complex and wide rang-

ing. Without doubt, there will be dis-

agreement with the author at various

points; discussion and fine tuning are

necessary. It could hardly be otherwise.

He warns us in the preface, that "this

is not a how-to-do-it book;" its con-

cern is with "the formation of a new
consciousness and a firmer resolution.

The church needs to come to terms
with the cry for justice and peace in

our troubled world. Wolterstorff

gives us a good push with a fresh

penetrating analysis. He deserves a

wide audience. It will be a tragedy if

evangelical Presbyterianism ignores

this study. HI
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Why Division Came
FOR JULY 8, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Kings 11:26-14:31

Key verses: I Kings 11:29-33; 12:15,16

Devotional reading: I Kings 12:1-11

Memory selection: I Kings 11:31,33

INTRODUCTION

Division was inevitable in Israel

because Solomon refused to glorify the

Lord as he had been called to do.

Nevertheless, the Lord did not over-

throw the kingdom of David alto-

gether, still purposing to bring the Re-

deemer of His people through David's

family. His actions regarding Solo-

mon's disobedience do not reflect His

attitude toward sin so much as His

great grace and mercy toward all

whom He would call out of the nations

to be His people forever.

Division

1 Purposed
I Kings 11:26-42

It is clear that the overriding purpose

of God was to preserve a faithful line

through which the promised Messiah,

the seed of David, would come. The
Lord expressed it most clearly in verse

36, where He speaks of His purpose

that David might have a lamp always

before Him in Jerusalem, the city

where He had chosen to put His name.
This means that the Lord had His

eye on the One to come from the fami-

ly of David, in accord with His prom-
ise. With that as His chief focus, He
directed all history toward that end.

This reflects that revelation of the Lord
made known first to Moses, in Exodus
34:6-7.

There, the Lord had shown Moses
that He is a God of mercy, lovingkind-

ness, longsuffering and readiness to

forgive the sins of His people. He pur-

posed to deal with their sins by for-

giving them; without that, there would
be no hope for any of us.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

But the Lord had also shown Moses
that He is not a God who will over-

look or ignore our sins. They must be

dealt with. Thus, the Lord would not

let Solomon get away with his evil

deeds. He and his people must be

punished, lest men think that kings

could get away with sins that others

could not.

The Lord had already shown this in

His dealings with David, but Solomon
had failed to learn the lesson. Now,
since Solomon's conduct had set such

a terrible example for the people of

Israel, the Lord found it necessary to

punish him and his nation for its re-

bellion.

He did this through the person and
actions of Jeroboam, one of the ser-

vants of Solomon who had shown con-

siderable initiative in service to the king

(v. 28). Jeroboam, while serving

Solomon, was undoubtedly close to the

laborers whom Solomon had con-

scripted to build what his vain ambi-
tion purposed for his own glory.

Jeroboam saw that the future lay with

the one who could be closely identified

with these laborers and their cause.

Though a servant of Solomon, he must
have sympathized with laborers and
known how they chafed under the

heavy hand of Solomon and his poli-

cies.

One day, the Lord sent a prophet to

inform Jeroboam that He would di-

vide the kingdom of Solomon, after his

death, giving ten tribes to Jeroboam.
In other words, the Lord would estab-

lish a new kingdom, the northern

kingdom of Israel. Jeroboam would
have the unparalleled opportunity of
building a new kindgom to serve the

Lord (v. 31).

God made it clear to Jeroboam that

in doing this He was not through with

the family of David. He was punishing

them for the sins of David's son,

Solomon (vv. 32-36).

If Jeroboam would see this as an act

of God's discipline and yield himself

to the Lord, God would prosper his

new kingdom and bless it, as He had

promised to bless the kingdom of

David (vv. 38-39).

In telling Jeroboam His plans, the

Lord held out to him the possibility of

being an instrument in His hands for

disciplining David's family because of

their unfaithfulness. He also indicated

that such a division would not last

forever (v. 39). Clearly, God suggested

that if Jeroboam did his job faithful-

ly, and Judah repented, the day would
come when the two kingdoms would
be reunited.

The tragedy, as it unfolds in history,

is that neither Solomon nor Jeroboam
was willing to submit to God's dis-

ciplinary plan. Solomon, getting word
of the possible rise of Jeroboam, set

out to kill him, to thwart God's good
purpose (v. 40). And, as we shall see

later, Jeroboam likewise fought

against the Lord's purpose by doing all

he could to see that the two kingdoms
were never again united.

QUESTIONS
1. When I am being disciplined by

the Lord, do I fight it or submit to it

as David did?

2. When I am favored by the Lord,

do I see it as an opportunity to advance

myself or serve Him?

Division

2 Accomplished
1 Kings 12:1-33

Common sense would have demanded
that Rehoboam, the son of Solomon,
do all that he could to be submissive

to the will of God that the least possi-

ble harm might come to the kingdom.
But those were not days when common
sense prevailed.

The Lord once again demonstrated
that He can and does use even the

worst of human traits to accomplish
His own good purposes. In the case of

the division of the kingdom, we find

that the behavior of Rehoboam, as

startling as it was, fitted right into

God's purpose to divide the kingdom
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of David.

The writer of this portion of God's

Word explains that the refusal of

Rehoboam to give heed to the advice

of his older and wiser counselors was

itself of the Lord (v. 15). God had de-

clared that He would rend the king-

dom, and the behavior of Rehoboam
in seeking to prevent this actually

precipitated the division.

We see, in the account of Reho-

boam, the hand of God working to do

what He had willed to do: Divide the

kingdom.

Even the worst evils of men cannot

frustrate God. He can and does turn

the evil of men against them and
toward what He wills. That is what we
mean when we speak of the sover-

eignty of God. He is in control, no
matter what men may do or purpose

(Prov. 21:1).

The tragedy of this account is not

the division itself. That was already

determined by God.
The tragedy is in Jeroboam's reac-

tion to all of this after he was made
king.

Jeroboam, with a unique possibili-

ty of being a willing instrument in

God's hands for disciplining the

kingdom of David and then reuniting

the two countries, refused to play that

part in God's purpose. Instead, he

fought against God's good will and
sought to thwart any possibility of the

two countries ever being reunited (v.

26).

To stop such a possibility, he was
willing to give his people a false

religion in place of the true one that

the Lord had given through Moses (w.
26-29).

This led the entire northern kingdom
into gross sin, from which it never re-

covered. After this, all of the kings of

Israel would be known as followers of

Jeroboam, who made Israel to sin.

In the end, all of the efforts of
Jeroboam to keep the two kingdoms
separate, permanently—and thus to

oppose the good purpose of the

Lord—were to no avail. The Lord had
His way when all true believers in

Israel ultimately fled to Judah and
God utterly destroyed the rest in the

northern kingdom. All memory of
Israel was wiped from the pages of
history. You cannot foil God; you only
destroy yourself!

QUESTIONS
1. Have I ever served as an instru-

ment of God for disciplining one of

His children?

2. Has my personal ambition ever

gotten in the way of my being a will-

ing servant of God?

Israel

3 Condemned
I Kings 14:1-20

The Lord was not at all pleased with

the way Jeroboam, the king of Israel,

behaved. He had the opportunity of

glorifying the Lord by willingly sub-

mitting to God's purpose in bringing

David's seed to repentance and recon-

ciliation with Him. This would have

brought about the preservation not on-

ly of David's family but of the whole

of Israel. But Jeroboam continued to

be stubborn and proud and fought the

Lord all the way.

Of all the descendants of Jeroboam
and the kings who followed him, until

the end of the northern kingdom's

history, God speaks well of only one.

Ironically, that one was the son of

Jeroboam who died in childhood (v.

13). Somehow, that child came to

know the Lord and God's grace was

with him. But he was not permitted to

live to adulthood. The Lord permitted

him to die as a child, in peace, to be

spared the terrible things that would
happen to Jeroboam's descendants.

Though Jeroboam, through most of

his rule, cared little for obeying God's

will, when his son and probable heir

to the throne became ill, he was wor-

ried about his future. Thus, he sent his

wife to Ahijah, the prophet, to find

out what would happen to the boy.

There, he got more than he had

wished for. He learned that the Lord
was not pleased with his behavior and

would bring evil on his house (judg-

ment) instead of blessings. It would be

cut off because he had presumed on
God's goodness and sought to secure

his own kingdom rather than trust in

the Lord to secure it.

Unlike the house of David, which

would be spared utter destruction, his

own house would fall completely (v. 1 1).

In the eyes of the Lord, the house

of Jeroboam set the pace for the rest

of the history of the northern king-
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dom. God had determined to over-

throw the northern kingdom of Israel

because Jeroboam had made Israel sin

(v. 16). He set the pattern which all of

Israel—together with all of its

leaders—would follow.

God had determined not to be gra-

cious to the northern kingdom but to

let it go its own way. Salvation and
hope would remain only in Judah and
Jerusalem, the city of David, and in

David's descendants.

This does not mean that there were

no believers in the northern kingdom.

We learn from Amos and Hosea that

there were many faithful believers dur-

ing the course of its history. Elijah,

Elisha, and their followers were among
them. But the nation as a whole was
rejected and ultimately the hope of all

believers rested in what God would do
through Judah.

QUESTIONS
1 . What happens to churches today

whose leaders choose not to submit to

the will of God?
2. What happens to true believers in

such churches?

Judah4 Punished
1 Kings 14:21-31

We should not suppose that the Lord
chose to bless Judah and not Israel

because the leadership in Judah proved

to be better or more committed to the

will of God. The reverse is true.

It was God—in accord with His

promise to David to bless his seed and

to give hope to men through his

seed—who ordained that there should

be some faithful leaders in Judah, the

southern kingdom, while in the north

there never was a faithful king.

To show that it was not because they

were any better in the south, the Lord
left Rehoboam and his immediate de-

scendants to themselves. He did not

change their hearts. As a consequence,

they proved to be every bit as vile and
rebellious against God as were the

northern kings (v. 24).

The only explanation for the sur-

vival of Judah while Israel was totally

destroyed lies in the grace of God.
Nowhere else.

Rehoboam, left to his own evil

heart, led Judah to do what was evil

in the sight of the Lord (vv. 22-23).

To show that He was displeased with

such behavior, God allowed the ene-

mies of Judah to invade and capture

her treasures (vv. 25-26). This was con-

sistently one of the ways in which the

Lord showed His displeasure with

Israel and Judah. Conquest or threat

of it by enemies of Israel always indi-

cated that the Lord was displeased. He
promised to protect them from their

enemies only as long as they proved to

be obedient to Him.
The survival of Judah did not de-

pend on men but on God. Left to men,
the pattern of one evil king after

another would have continued in

Judah as it did in Israel. The difference

was not that the people of Judah were
better, but that the Lord was not will-

ing to give Judah up. Therefore, from

time to time, He raised up faithful

kings in Judah to return the people to

God and to keep His Word before

them. In Israel, He simply chose to let

them go their own way.

That is the way God continues to

deal with me. Today, it is not those

who are better and deserve to be saved

who are. Rather, it is God who in

His great love and mercy, chooses to

save from the world some to be His

people forever. They become good and

faithful servants of God because of His

grace. Through regeneration, by the

work of the Holy Spirit, God changes

hearts, as He applies Jesus' blood to

them. He is that promised seed of

David, who came in God's own good
time (Titus 3:3-7).

QUESTIONS
1 . How do I explain my own salva-

tion while others die every day without

Christ?

2. How do I explain the fact that

some churches continue to be faithful

to the Lord and His mission while

others have long ago departed from
God?

Next week: "An Era of Evil," I

Kings 16:15—22:40. ffi
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CHURCHESHi^HI
NORTHWEST AUSTIN! A new PCA

church to reach a new and growing area.

Northwest Hills Presbyterian Church. Call

or write Rev. Frank Boswell, 4304 Harcourt

Drive, Austin, TX 78727. (512) 837-4884.

BOISE, Idaho, A growing Christian Reformed
Church true to the Word of God and the Re-

formed faith. 3580 N. Cloverdale Rd., Pastor

J. Peter Vosteen, (208) 377-4256.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), nOOOFarmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-
tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

PITTSBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North
Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

VISITING ASHEVILLE AREA this sum-
mer? Moving to Western Carolina? Worship
with us at Covenant Reformed Presbyterian

Church (PCA). Call (704) 298-0133 for de-

tails and times of services.

for rent l^mmammmm
BLACK MOUNTAIN, N.C. Delightful

. spot for an affordable vacation. Comfortable

accommodations for (families or groups) five

or six, with kitchen privileges, separate en-

trances, baths. Near points of interest for

sightseeing or Montreat conferences. For fur-

ther details you may telephone (704) 669-7026

as late as eleven o'clock in the evening.

FOR S4LEHHHHHI
THEOLOGICAL BOOKPLATES - Lu-

ther, Calvin, Zwingli, Knox, Edwards, J.

Wesley, J.S. Bach, Other Designs; Examples

w/SAS envelope + $.50; Dealer inquiries in-

vited on letterhead; $3/pack of 50; JMH III,

9815 SW 96 St., Miami, FL 33176.

DAMERON-JONES TAPES A limited

supply of the cassette tape Dameron & Jones

Sing Songs of the Church? are available.

Don't miss owning your own personal copy

of such classic numbers as "Chewning
Lowered the Boom" and "The Women of

the Church." Send $3.50 to Thomas F.

Jones, 225 S. High St., Belleville, IL 62221.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLEMBHH
MINISTER NEEDED. Growing PCA

church, applicants should be evangelistic and

committed. Send resume to: Box CG, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802.
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AVAILABLE FALL 1984 Covenant Col-

lege bachelor of music graduate seeking full-

time music director position. Resume sent

upon request. Write to Timothy Wilds, Box
280, Covenant College, Lookout Mountain,

TN 37350. Telephone (404) 820-1560.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1. Salary and benefits. Send

resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-

man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Write P.O. Box 314, Zachary, LA
70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew, Chairman,

Search Committee.

EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
is seeking an elementary teacher for grades

4-7 for 1984-85. Must have Reformed world

view. Send inquiries to Mr. Harry W. War-
ner, 22 Conger Street, Dover, NJ 07801.

PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox

Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-
ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CSI school

K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-

sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph

to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

PASTOR available as church planter, multi-

ple staff, or established church. Shepherd's

heart and soul-winning zeal! Self-disciplined

initiative; versatile; goal-oriented; admini-

strator; discipleship/Chr. Ed. emphasis. Age
40, 2 children, ordained PCA. Send for re-

sume: Rev. Gary Purvis, 307 S. Smith St.,

Sandersville, GA 31082. (912)552-9427/1842.

QUALIFIED CHRISTIAN TEACHERS
Wanted in a well-established PCA school.

Openings in kindergarten, elementary, and
high school to accomodate vacancies and ex-

pansion. Send resume to: West End Chris-

tian School, 1600 Atlantic Street, Hopewell,

VA 23860 or call (804) 458-6142 as soon as

possible.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR of Admissions

Counseling. Covenant College seeks a sales-

oriented field representative who is commit-

ted to Christian education. Will travel to

churches and high-schools and meet with

prospective students and their parents in

home visits. Should be able to articulate Cov-

enant's distinctives. Must have a college de-

gree, good presentation skills, and a desire

to see Covenant College grow. Send resume

by July 15 to Mr. Harry Pinter, Dir. of Ad-
missions Counseling, Covenant College,

Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 37350.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

ARTIST NEEDED. Strength required in

publication and graphic design and typog-

raphy. Ability in illustration preferable. To
begin by July 1 , or August 1 at latest. God's

World Publications, Box 2330, Asheville, NC
28802. (704) 253-8063.

BRIARWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
invites applications from experienced Chris-

tian educators for a high-school math posi-

tion and a high-school science position (de-

partment chairman and teaching). Contact:

Superintendent, 6255 Cahaba Valley Rd.,

Birmingham, AL 35243.

WESTMINSTER
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
P.O. Box 27009

Philadelphia, PA 19118

is seeking a

DIRECTOR
OF DEVELOPMENT

Resumes should be sent to Dr. George
C. Fuller, President, and should indicate

(1 ) an understanding of the Seminary's

ministry and (2) experience in develop-

ment or work related to development.

FORT LAUDERDALE Christian School is

seeking a high-school math teacher for the

1984-5 school year. Please send inquiries to

Jim Marsh, Principal, Fort Lauderdale

Christian School, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

or call (305) 972-3444

CHURCH POSITION, Bible teacher, 15

years experience in church/Christian school

desires church staff position as associate

—

teaching, discipleship, Christian ed., pastoral

care—Reformed. Resume upon request. Tom
Osterhaus, 12600 SW 203 St., Miami, FL
33177. (305) 253-1710.

MITCHELL ROAD Christian Academy
(K-8) of Greenville, S.C. is receiving appli-

cations for school secretary, P.E. teacher and
art teacher. Address all resumes and inquiries

to Mr. John Owen, 207 Mitchell Road,
Greenville, SC 29615.

MINISTER OF EDUCATION or Direc-

tor, Christian Education required for a dy-

namic, growing PCA church located in sub-

urban St. Louis. Previous experience in an

educational ministry important. Advanced
degree preferred. Please send complete

resume with 3 references to Dr. Donald E.

McCoy, Chairman, Search Committee, The
Kirk of the Hills Presbyterian Church, 12928

Ladue Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

SERVICES I

M= CHURCH
FINANCING

MORTGAGE FREE CONCEPT

Borrow $200,000
Pay 2,400/Month, 7 Yrs.

TOTAL $201 ,600

David Savelle

P.O. Box 4181

Warrington, FL 32507
Call (904) 453-4364 or 455-8008

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

MOVING TO AUSTIN, TEXAS? Pur-

chasing a home is a major decision. Wouldn't

a Christian realtor's help be reassuring? Call

Paula Taylor, (512) 442-5782.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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one of our fastest towing majors

As parents, we want our son to get the best

education he can. It's a competitive world, and he has

W\t to be prepared to find his place in society. But it is

also a world of compromise

to be ready to make decisions

his own, based on solid

biblical teaching. I'm glad

Covenant has high spiritual

and academic standards . . .

because we do too!

Covenant College does not discriminate on the basis

of race, color, sex, national and ethnic origin, age, or

handicap in administration of its policies and programs.

ed to find his place in society. But it is

raise, so we wanted him
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MAILBAG

ACCIDENTAL OR PERCEPTIVE?

1 found it interesting that the clarifica-

tion of Martin Marty's and George

Marsden's apparent misunderstanding

of Francis Schaeffer's position was re-

vealed in John Alexander's 1974 inter-

view with Schaeffer on the race ques-

tion appearing in the same issue of

your journal. Was the layout acciden-

tal or perceptively intended?

The irony is not that Schaeffer's

"image changed so drastically during

his last decade," nor that "his final

work took such a bitterly polemical

tinge." The irony to me seems to be

that (supposedly) thinking evangelicals

gloss over, among other frightening

cultural trends, the fact that for the

past decade we've been killing millions

of babies; and any Christian who does

not rally polemically to the opposing

side of that atrocity simply has not in-

tellectually followed the implications

and consequences of that reality to

their logical conclusion.

1 would hope that Marty and Mars-

den would terminate their luncheon en-

gagement soon and get back to work
and ask, "Is what Schaeffer saw and
said true!" And if it is, when are we
as Bible believing Christians going to

respond to that truth? What can we
practically do, both individually and
collectively, to turn or at least stem the

raging tide of Satan's lies that has so

sickened our segment of history?

Subjective academic discussion and
opinionated nit-picking, as weapons of

our warfare, are superfluous and
grossly inadequate in the face of the

Sword of the Spirit which is the Word
of God, which is the truth, ready and
straining to be applied into all areas of

our lives. Our bankruptcy will not af-

ford us the continuing luxury of a

paper war.

Francis Schaeffer has said repeated-

ly that we are Biblically mandated to

take a stand and consistently apply

Biblical principles into the totality of

life. The issue is not whether we win

or lose. The issue is being true and
faithful to the Lord Jesus Christ, by

not accepting nor accommodating nor

integrating the forms of the surround-

ing world spirit into our thinking and
resulting actions.

If the Lord Jesus Christ took a whip

to the money changers in the temple,

what might He do in an abortion clin-

ic? The hour is very late. When are we
going to wake up and smell the stench?

—Joanie Somerfield

Sevierville, Tenn.

A TRUE PHILOSOPHER

It is to be regretted that George Mars-

den has been permitted to make ad-

verse remarks about the late Dr. Fran-

cis Schaeffer by denying that he was

a philosopher "in the technical sense."

Dr. Schaeffer rightly considered him-

self a philosopher. A true philosopher,

before he can even be called true, must
accept the Bible as inerrant. God, the

author of all wisdom, decrees that. All

that is built on the Bible considered as

fallible, or on no Bible at all, is "sci-

ence falsely so-called" spoken of in I

Timothy 6:20. Colossians 2:8 links

such human philosophy to empty de-

ceit.

Dr. Schaeffer failed to meet the

standards of Dr. Marsden and Dr.

Marty, but he nevertheless was a true

philosopher, was well read in the

writings of the great pagans and others

professing to be philosophers, under-

stood them, and properly refuted

them. He demonstrated the weakness

of those who would build an apologet-

ic based on the Bible alone without us-

ing any human reason (a gift of God)
and of those who would ignore the Bi-

ble or deny its inerrancy.

It does not detract from his memory
that some who profess Christianity

deny that he contributed to philosophy

or cultural analysis.

—Stephen M. Reynolds

Glenside, Pa.

TITLE WAS CHANGED

I sincerely appreciated Rev. John

Mason's open and honest review of the

book by Patti Roberts (with Sherry

Andrews) in your June 6th issue.

However, I wanted to notify you

and your readers who may be search-

ing for this book as a result of the re-

view that the actual title is Ashes to

Gold rather than Goodbye to a Dream.

As I understand it, the latter was the

original working title used during the

writing of the manuscript.

Again, thank you for sharing Mr.

Mason's discerning insights on this

book.
—Robin Mulford

Dunwoody, Ga.

REALLY ROTTEN STUFF

With all the really rotten stuff there is

on TV to criticize, I do not under-

stand why the Journal (of all publica-
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tions!) selected the Christian Broad-
casting Network as a target for at-

tack.

As to its "narrow information

base" that reflects only the opinions

of Pat Robertson—why not? It's his

program, isn't it? And there is a sur-

feit of the "plurality of opinion" that

you so desire on a hundred other

news programs, isn't there?

There may be some validity to

some of your complaints (as far as

I'm concerned all "soaps" should be

snuffed out completely). But if, as af-

firmed at the end of one of the ar-

ticles, "it is a step in the right direc-

tion," would it not have been kinder

to take the complaints directly to

CBN and not aired them in a public

forum?
—Louise Love

Louisville, Ky.

DOCUMENTING THE TOKENS

How good to see a mention of com-
munion tokens in "Across the

Editor's Desk" (May 23, 1984) when
many Presbyterians have forgotten

(or never heard) the story of the

token! A small handful of us are try-

ing to document the use of commu-
nion tokens in American churches,

and preserve this oft-forgotten part

of our common Presbyterian heri-

tage. We invite Journal readers to

share dates, descriptions, "rub-

bings," etc., with us; we'll gladly

cover postage and related costs.

Thank you!

—Leonard Dunikoski

Little Silver, N.J.

Dr. Dunikoski Is editor of the Presbyterian

Communion Token Quarterly, Box 122, Lit-

tle Silver, N.J. 07739.
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l l Already weary of reports from the Presbyterian

assemblies? We can understand why. But believe me, one of the genuinely

rewarding aspects of our getting out and visiting those gatherings is the

opportunity to meet hundreds of people with stirring testimonies of how
God has moved in their lives. One we thought you'd enjoy comes from a

young man from western Pennsylvania, a member of a PCA church there,

who barely lived to tell about it. Be sure to read about him starting on p. 8.

l The popular motivational speaker Zig Ziglar wasted no
time motivating the conservatives in the Southern Baptist Convention soon

after his election as vice-president of that huge church body. What did he

think of having a Mormon professor at Baylor University, a Southern Baptist

school? "He should be relieved at once," said Ziglar, "and assigned the

job of cutting grass on campus." Mr. Ziglar, 57, said he would refuse to

pay tuition for any of his children at a Baptist college or seminary if he

found they were being taught that the Bible was anything but literally true.

Actually, with talk like that, Mr. Ziglar probably motivated a few liberals

as well.

I I don't know Charles and Becky McPherson. But they

sound like two people worth getting to know. After working through the

past winter in a mission in Atlanta, they went to Coral Springs, Fla., and
on April 16 began a walk across the United States to "speak to any interested

ear about salvation in Christ." By early June, they had passed through Pen-

sacola and were on their way to New Orleans. If you happen to see a young
couple with "Walking for Jesus" emblazoned on their sweatshirts, you might

want to get to know them a little better or offer them a place to pitch their

tent for the night. We understand Charles was raised as a Southern

Presbyterian.

l There's been a fair amount of discussion in recent years

in Presbyterian circles about who ought to participate in the Lord's Supper.

But not much has been said about who should serve the elements. The elders,

you say—of course. Well, for starters, which elders? In most of our churches,

for example, communion can't be served unless a teaching elder is present.

Could you defend that from the Bible? Or limiting such service even to elders

in general? We mention it here because the Evangelical Presbyterian Church
decided last week to take a look at the whole question of why administra-

tion of the sacraments (baptism as well) is limited to elders. Do we do it

because of tradition or Biblical teaching? We'll let you know what the EPC
decides in due time. Along the way, we might even join the discussion.

I A pastor reminded me today how he always hears what
he's done wrong, but rarely what he's done right. "A salesman gets his com-
mission, and it's an indicator that he's accomplished something. How's a

pastor supposed to enjoy that same sensation?" he asked. Would it help

if a few hundred Journal readers picked up their phones this very minute

to say thank you for some pastoral duty especially well performed?

Presbyterian Journal
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Stagnation, Division, Put Behind By ARP

ARP
general

synod

FLAT ROCK, N.C.

— If stagnation

and occasionally

bitter division

characterized the

Associate Re-
formed Presbyte-

rian Church for

much of the last decade, the ARP's
180th General Synod here demon-
strated clearly that the two plagues

have been set aside.

In their place, the ARP is enjoying

a spurt of growth and a kind of unity

which made the sessions here almost

tedious in contrast to the argumen-
tative fireworks of recent years.

No one was complaining about the

quiet. A tiny handful of those who
resisted most vigorously the conserva-

tive directions of recent synods have

now left the church, and their depar-

ture seems to have brought a peace

many longed for.

Even the withdrawal of an ARP
congregation in the Charlotte (N.C.)

area produced little more than scat-

tered comment. First Union Presbyte-

rian Church had been established in

1967 as a church under joint affiliation

with the ARP and what was then the

Presbyterian Church US (PCUS). But

last year, the congregation voted over-

whelmingly to cast its lot exclusively

with the mainline Presbyterian Church
USA (PCUSA), and sought at the

synod here to be exempted from a two-

year withdrawal process which governs

ARP congregations.

Ironically, some conservatives who
earlier had chafed under the two-year

limitation were ready to grant the fairly

liberal church the exemption. "Good
riddance!" muttered one of them.

In the end, synod bypassed the rule

and encouraged the presbytery in

charge simply to dissolve the rela-

tionship with the church, a technical-

ity recommended by the ARP judicial

unit.

The disappearance of party spirit in

the ARP was evident as well in the

election of moderator for next year.

Recent ARP synods have made it tra-

ditional to decide between "conser-

vative" and "moderate" nominees

—

with substantial tension surrounding

the decision of who would spend the

year in control.

But this year's election presented no

Both candidates tor moderator at the ARP synod— the Rev. Robert Robinson (left) and
the Rev. Charles Edgar (right) were baptized a number of years ago by the same man.
The Rev. A. K. Whitesides (center) is, at 92, the oldest minister in the denomination.

such choice. The two nominees were

the Rev. Charles Edgar from Prosper-

ity Church just north of Huntsville,

Ala., and the Rev. Robert Robinson
from Rock Hill, S.C. Both men were

basically acceptable to conservatives in

the church, and both brought creden-

tials as having contributed to the heal-

ing which is obviously going on in the

28,000-member church. Robinson won
in a close election marked by frequent

comments from everyone, "No mat-

ter who wins, we can't lose."

Growth in the ARP probably has

slowed a little from last year's pace,

when 12 new churches were added.

Many expect to see a new influx from
the Presbyterian Church USA next

year, however, when the PCUSA's
waiting period ends and congregations

formerly in the PCUS are allowed to

leave with their properties.

ARP leaders, however, are being

careful not to recruit such churches ac-

tively. The posture is more one of

simply answering questions in a dis-

creet manner, and letting the inquiring

churches make up their own minds. 31

Erskine Bible Professor

Serves as ARP Moderator

FLAT ROCK, N.C—A Bible pro-

fessor at Erskine College who has

never been ordained as a minister

brought all kinds of Presbyterian

credentials to his task as moderator of

the 180th General Synod of the As-

sociate Reformed Presbyterian Church

(ARP) here last week.

Dr. William H. F. Kuykendall, 50,

is professor of Bible at Erskine Col-

lege, the ARP liberal arts school in

Due West, S.C. "My grandfather," he

told his denominational magazine, "a
Presbyterian minister, was a second

father, and I often rode with him as

he did the work of three rural congre-

gations. I grew up in a thoroughly

Christian environment. Later, in col-

lege and graduate school, I tested what

I had been taught at home and found
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KUYKENDALL

it was a firm basis for life."

Kuykendall is a graduate of David-
son College, a Presbyterian institution

where his younger brother John is now
president. He also earned a Ph.D. in

Near Eastern languages, history, and
archeology at Johns Hopkins.

Claiming that "I never felt a call to

the ministry, but instead a distinct call

to teach," Kuykendall decided he
wanted to focus on Bible. After a year
at Union Seminary in Richmond
(where he taught three courses in

Hebrew each semester), he went to Er-

skine, where he has served for the last

21 years.

Kuykendall calls the ARP "the
healthiest it has been in many years,"

but cautions his fellow churchmen that

"while we have inherited a great tradi-

tion, in some ways we have inherited

the customs of our ancestors without
understanding why these things were
important." [0

In Other Action . . .

FLAT ROCK, N.C.—In miscella-

neous action at its general synod here,

the Associate Reformed Presbyterian

Church (ARP):
—Heard that for its children and

youth divisions, the Sunday school

literature of David C. Cook Publish-

ing Co. is most popular among its

churches. Cook material is used by
about 50 of the ARP congregations

—

more than six times as many churches

as use any other publisher. Other
material used includes Gospel Light,

Scripture Press, Great Commission,
Christian Reformed, and Standard.

For adult study, most ARP churches

use their own denominational materi-

als.

—Heard from its Board of Church

Extension that 15 separate mission

churches are in various stages of

development throughout all the pres-

byteries of the denomination.

—Referred to a study committee an

assignment to explore further a proper

Christian response to the growth of

pornography and obscene literature in

America and to help local churches in

the fight.

—Officially recognized Bethany

Christian Services as a church-

approved counseling and support

agency in the pro-life movement.

—Struggled with a request that de-

nomination health insurance be se-

cured only from a carrier which refuses

to pay for abortions. The complicated

issue, made more difficult because

ARP premiums have skyrocketed any-

way, was finally referred to a com-
mittee. 3]

EPC's 'Position Papers 1

Preliminary in Nature

JACKSON, Miss.

—The Evangelical

Presbyterian
Church (EPC) in

its 4th General
Assembly here

took just 15

minutes to process

23 pages of position papers on five dif-

ferent topics. With virtually no debate

on the substance of any of the papers,

the EPC spoke out on the value of

"I can't get used to all these new faces," said many old-timers. The entrance of more
than 20 churches into the ARP in the last couple of years means more new ministers
and elders than have been received over the last decade. Included among them is this
delegation from First Presbyterian Church in Columbia, S.C., received last year from the
PCUS. At left is elder Warren M. Wardlaw, with the Rev. Glen Knecht (center) and elder
Patrick C. Smith (right). The 1600-member church is now the biggest in the denomination.

human life, on abortion, on capital

punishment, on the role of women in

ministry, and on homosexuality.

If the adoption seemed less than

painstaking, the EPC had an out.

Before adopting any of the papers, the

fledgling denomination approved with-

out dissent a preliminary statement of

principles about preliminary papers.

The purpose of such papers, declared

the assembly here, is for the EPC "to

make a statement to itself, or the

Christian community, or the world in

general, on some issue or subject so

that our general position is quickly

made clear while the thorough theo-

logical or exegetical study may be done
in due time."

Had the assembly taken time to

delve into exegetical backup for the

positions they took, the going would-

n't have been so easy. On the women's
issue, for example, 8V2 pages of the

9-page preliminary study was set aside

while the EPC officially adopted only

two paragraphs (see box, next page).

When the Rev. Ron Odum of Frank-

lin, N.C., started to complain that the

longer report was making the apostle

Paul say things Odum didn't think he

had said, the moderator cut through

the process by reminding Odum that

95 percent of the report had become
inoperative.
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Although some of the papers have
been developed by specific ad interim

committees assigned to particular

topics, it is likely in the future that an

increasing number of such subjects will

be assigned to a more permanent
"theological study" committee. Such
a committee will annually receive

topics for which it bears responsibility

to develop Biblical insights and an-

swers.

Indeed, on motion by the Rev. An-
drew Jumper from Central Church in

St. Louis, the EPC will consider this

year making the committee technical-

ly permanent. Jumper said: "You
don't have to see too far to appreciate

that we're gping to have issues like this

every year."

On the matter of the value of human
life, the EPC used the Westminster

Catechism extensively to spell out the

Christian's duty to reflect God's great

love for life. At the same time, it

weighed thoughtfully the fact that

sometimes the duty to "do no harm"
may conflict with the duty to "protect

from harm." In such cases, a pacifist

spirit is rejected by the study.

On capital punishment, the assem-

bly affirmed its Biblical warrant,

especially in the Old Testament, but

cautioned that what is allowable may
not always be advisable. "Capital pun-

ishment," said the report, "is justi-

fiable when it represents the only ade-

quate and viable resolution of conflict

between our duty to do no harm and
our duty to protect from harm, and
when it represents the most consistent

and affirming reverence, respect, and
valuing of human life."

A three-page study on abortion was
set aside in favor of a briefer statement

already approved by last year's EPC
assembly. That statement clearly con-

demns most abortion, but in the minds
of some tended toward softness in its

allowance for difficult situations.

The EPC was blunt and unambig-

EPC's Statement on Women
The Evangelical Presbyterian Church set aside most of a study on the role

of women in office, recognizing that reaching agreement on a long exegetical

basis would be difficult. Instead, the church adopted the following brief

statement as a "preliminary paper":

"The Evangelical Presbyterian Church does not believe that the issue of

the ordination of women is an essential of the faith. For example, the historic

Reformed position on the Scriptural doctrine of government by elders is

believed to be that form needed for the perfecting of the order of the visi-

ble church, but has never been considered to be essential to its existence.

Indeed, in the Westminster Confession, the chapter on the church makes
it clear that the church catholic is sometimes more, sometimes less, visible

according to the purity of the church at a particular time. Also, the purest

churches under heaven are subject both to mixture and error. Nevertheless,

in spite of such failures to be all God wants His church to be, the

Westminster Confession affirms, 'There shall always be a church on earth,

to worship God according to His will.'

This means that while some churches may ordain women and some may
decline to do so, neither position is essential to the existence of the church.

Since people of good faith who love the Lord and who hold to a higher

view of Scripture may differ on this matter, and since such uniformity of

view and practice is not essential to the existence of the visible church, the

Evangelical Presbyterian Church has chosen to leave this decision to the

consciences of the particular congregations of the denomination concern-

ing the ordination of women as elders and deacons, and to presbyteries con-

cerning the ordination of women as ministers. It is in this context that the

Evangelical Presbyterian Church in its Book of Order, in the portion on
government, in the section on 'Limitations in Perpetuity,' has stated, 'The

church may make no laws that infringe on the rights of the particular church

to elect its own officers . .
.' (Section 17-5.B). The motto of our denomina-

tion summarizes our stance: 'In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty;

in all things, charity.' " CD

The EPC's stated clerk, the Rev. L. Edward
Davis of Livonia, Mich.

uous, however, about homosexuality.

"Living as we do in an era when we
are emphasizing the rights of minori-

ty groups such as women, blacks, and
others, the homosexual community is

insisting that it be treated as any other

minority. The EPC does not believe we
can do that. To permit our children,

our young people, and our commun-
ity to be exposed to a homosexual life-

style and to proclaim that it is a valid

lifestyle is to court disaster. While the

civil rights of the homosexual must be

protected and maintained, the rights of

others to be shielded and protected

from the homosexual lifestyle pre-

sented as a valid and acceptable way
of life must also be protected."

Later, the position paper warned:

"We wish to address (in a personal and
pastoral way) those who are homosex-

ual or who have homosexual tenden-

cies. You must never accept the idea

that your feelings, your sexual pref-

erences, are acceptable. Your sexual

desires are outside the will of God and

you must never pretend they are not."

The paper also warned briefly about

the tendency of the church to forget

heterosexual sins in the process of con-

demning homosexuality. 21

EPC Authorizes Plan

For Church Development

JACKSON, Miss.—Concerned that its

church planting efforts might fall into

a hit and miss syndrome, the Evangel-

ical Presbyterian Church (EPC) here

authorized the drawing up of a com-

prehensive plan for starting new con-

gregations. With the plan will come a

comprehensive funding blueprint as

well.
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Although enthusiasm here was high,

the EPC's early growth has tapered off

to some extent. Enthusiastic plans a

year ago for a "25 by 85" plan

—

starting 25 new churches by 1985

—

were forced to yield to the hard real-

ity that planting new congregations

takes money. Only a handful are un-

derway, and commissioners here heard

that support for them could run out as

early as August of this year.

No one really expects that to hap-

pen, but the Rev. Calvin Gray, chair-

man of the EPC's Church Develop-

ment Committee, was candid in his

prediction that without a commitment
to the comprehensive plan, the denom-
ination would be floundering a year

just as it is now.
The EPC, which added 21 new

churches between its second and third

assemblies, recorded only 12 new con-

gregations over the last year—for a

total of 63 churches nationwide. Five

of the 12 were in Virginia, Kentucky,
and the Carolinas.

Gray did not hesitate for a minute
when asked what this year's synod's

most significant action was. "Any-
thing else we might do," he told the

Journal, "might well go for nothing if

we don't get busy and start planting

new churches."

As a matter of fact, the EPC stands

to pick up a number of new congrega-

tions over the next year or two as the

fallout accelerates in the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA). As former
PCUS congregations move into the

period when they may withdraw with-

out threat of losing their properties,

EPC leaders anticipate many will find

their denomination an attractive op-

tion.

But the same leaders have heard

from other separatist groups that

growth by transfer is no substitute for

the esprit de corps developed by start-

ing new congregations from scratch.

The plan called for by Gray's com-
mittee will help identify pockets of

people desirous of starting new church-

es. It will seek to identify strategic

growth centers, as well as existing

churches which are willing to parent

mission congregations. It will identify

men with vision and gifts for church
planting, and provide training and re-

sources for those men on a presbytery

level.

Along with those objectives, the

comprehensive plan will include means
of communicating priorities to the peo-

ple in ARP pews.

EPC pastors and elders at the assem-

bly here heard the Rev. Donald J.

MacNair of the Presbyterian Church
in America stress principles of church
growth, and the committee reported

that he will play a strategic role in con-

tinuing training as the master plan is

implemented. ffl

Michigan Attorney Elected
As New EPC Moderator

JACKSON, Miss.—If a four-year-old

pattern can be called a tradition, the

Evangelical Presbyterian Church
(EPC) kept a tradition alive here by
electing a ruling elder for its moder-
ator. The unwritten rule is that the

church's highest office will alternate

between ruling and teaching elders.

Elected without opposition was at-

torney Donald C. Harms of Farm-
ington, Mich., an elder in the large

Ward Presbyterian Church of nearby

Livonia. A partner in the firm of Lar-

son and Harms, the new moderator
specializes in corporate law, real estate

law, and estate planning.

A graduate of the University of

Michigan and Wayne State University,

Harms sees his personal goals as

somewhat similar to those of the

church he serves: "To grow in matur-

ity, and to be open and flexible."

Harms told the Journal that the

EPC's most important action this year

was approval of the idea of a master

plan for church planting. "We'd go

ahead and do it even without the

plan," he said, "but this will give it a

coordinated thrust." ffl

CRC Publications Board
Pays Part of IRS Levy

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (RNS)

—

The board of publications of the Chris-

tian Reformed Church (CRC) has paid

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) part

of a fee the CRC owed to a war-tax

resister who does contract artwork for

the church's educational department.

The board owed Paul Stoub $4100

for artwork he finished for it in

January. But IRS put a lien of $2500

on the amount because Stoub and his

wife Fenna had been withholding pay-

ment of half their taxes since 1979,

estimating that as the percentage the

government spends on the military.

The Stoubs have paid the same amount
to groups promoting peace or feeding

the hungry.

The CRC board originally planned

to turn the $2500 over to the govern-

ment, but after getting a written plea

from Stoub, decided to postpone ac-

tion until the matter could be decided

this month by the CRC synod.

But when the publications board dis-

covered it would face a 50 percent

penalty in addition to the lien, the

board had to reconsider its delay.

Noting IRS's "crude" threats, the

Stoubs offered to pay $400 toward the

penalty, and a CRC congregation here,

Church of the Servant, said it would
also contribute $1000 toward the pen-

alty. Sharply divided, the publications

board voted 21-20 to pay up.

"It's a wrong decision," said Stoub.

"The church has embarrassed it-

self." ffl

EPC moderator Donald Harms (right) with the guest keynote speaker tor the assembly,
the Rev. Boanerges Ribeiro (left) of the Presbyterian Church of Brazil.
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Sovereign Recovery

GLADYS WILSON

Last year at this time, Calvin Troup
had just graduated from Geneva

College and was planning to be mar-
ried in August.

But first, he was planning to cele-

brate the marriage of Edwin Hartman,
a good friend, another Geneva gradu-

ate and fellow football player.

Hartman never married. He and an-

The author is a Christian freelance

writer from western Pennsylvania
and a correspondent with the

Beaver Valley Times, where a ver-

sion of this story first appeared.

other friend, Keith Myers, were killed

May 27 on Route 8-28 in Etna, Pa., on
their way home from his wedding re-

hearsal dinner. Calvin was critically in-

jured, along with three other friends in

the car.

Their car was slammed head-on by
another driven by Lawrence Rodgers

of Etna. The boys had not been drink-

ing; Rodgers' blood test registered

nearly three times the legal drinking

limit. According to Allegheny County
court judge Robert Dauer, Rodgers

later pled guilty to two counts of

homicide by vehicle, and one count

each of driving under the influence of

alcohol and of aggravated assault. He

is serving a six-to-twelve-year sentence

and his case is on appeal.

This year finds Calvin reconstruc-

ting his life. At age 22, he is married

and living in Washington, D.C. He
writes for The Naisbitt Group, whose
founder authored the best-seller Mega-
trends. The group projects economic
and societal trends.

The future is where he prefers to

focus. But he cannot deny the indeli-

ble imprint of the accident.

"Before the accident, I thought as

a child. Death was something that hap-

pened to old people," Calvin says. "I

had no ability to identify with the feel-

ings of those who were sick and dying.

The accident changed all that.

"The six of us in that car were on
the brink of fulfillment. Ed's marriage

the next day would have been the first

marriage in the group. We'd shared a

lot, being suitemates at Geneva, play-

ing football together, talking about our

future plans."

Calvin smiles faintly as he remem-
bers their youthful exuberance. Then
he speaks more softly of the pain of

disrupted satisfaction.

"In an instant, they were gone," he

says. "It still doesn't seem possible,

and I've come to understand my own
limited mortality."

"Regardless, I believe that it would
be a mistake to allow the accident to

redirect my life," he states. "My goal

before the accident was to pursue a

career in writing, and in many ways the

accident has prepared me to write more
effectively. It has increased my own
awareness that I must be accountable

for what I do or say or write."

"I am alive today because many
people submitted themselves in a

responsible manner to training and
discipline, some in the medical profes-

sion and some who discipline their lives

through prayer. These people worked
together. No one person could have

acted effectively alone," Calvin says.

"Some believe that as a Christian,

especially one whose life is spared

miraculously, I should go into 'full-
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time Christian vocation.' Perhaps I

understand vocation differently than

some people do. My service to God,

which is my vocation, must always be

in the tension of grappling with issues

that affect the quality of life for my
fellowmen."

Calvin does not remember the events

that immediately followed the acci-

dent.

That night, Avon Hastings, evening

supervisor of nurses at Allegheny Gen-

eral Hospital, Pittsburgh, was on her

way home from work when she arrived

at the scene.

"The smoke was still rising," she re-

calls. "The person driving my car

stopped and offered to help. When the

officer saw my nurse's uniform, he

told me that they desperately needed

help, particularly with Mr. Troup, who
was conscious and critically injured."

The cars were so enmeshed and pas-

sengers so enfolded in the wreckage

that Mrs. Hastings was unsure where

Calvin had been sitting. But, still con-

scious, he was near a door some men
were removing.

"Calvin was repeating his name. He
was able to tell me that he was from
Beaver Falls. I knew that his chances

of survival were much better if I could

help him keep conscious," Mrs. Hast-

ings says.

She considered asking the police to

contact the Life-Flight helicopter, but

the first ambulance had arrived. "I

directed them to take Calvin to Alle-

gheny General, because I knew the

work of the trauma center."

"Minutes seem like hours at a time

like that. Although my part was very

small, 1 felt that I hadn't passed that

way by chance. By God's sovereign di-

rection, I left work five minutes early

that night. I know the critical nature

of time in such cases."

Calvin's parents, Anita and Lee
Troup of Chippewa Township, were
called by the hospital at 12:35 a.m. His

father remembers every word: "Your
son, Calvin, has been in a serious auto-

mobile accident. Many (four) cars were
involved and many people injured. He
is conscious, but in critical condition."

The couple dressed quickly and left

the house a few minutes later. They ar-

rived at the hospital before 1:30 a.m.
"We didn't say much on the way

down," says Lee, public relations

director at Geneva. "Halfway there,

we began to sing 'A Mighty Fortress

Is Our God.' It was a great comfort at

this time when we didn't know what

to expect."

A team of nurses awaited Mr. and

Mrs. Troup at the emergency room
and described their son's injuries

before taking them into surgery.

"Doctors were working to repair the

ruptured diaphragm, spleen, and blad-

der. An opthamologist worked on his

eye," Lee recalls. "One thumb was

almost torn off. His leg and hip were

crushed and his pelvis broken. That

pelvic break was the doctors' most

urgent concern."

Says Anita, "They never gave us

false hope, but knowing Calvin's con-

dition and the medical implications

helped us to know how to pray."

During the first two days after the

accident, the family was supported by

friends who visited at the hospital:

Athletes who knew their son, people

who knew others involved in the acci-

dent, friends from the school, the

church, the neighborhood.

Lee recalls almost breathlessly the

"indescribable" support from Keith

Myers' father. "Although Keith and

Calvin were close friends, we had never

met Mr. Myers. He came directly from

the morgue where he identified his son.

It was incredible to me that he was

concerned for my son at a time like

that," he says. "We sat outside the

trauma unit and talked and prayed. He
left us to make the rounds of the other

hospitals" (to visit the other boys).

The Troups were acutely aware of

warnings from Dr. Barry Riemer, or-

thopedic surgeon on the trauma team,

that they must expect several critical

periods. As Calvin first stabilized, they

watched for swelling.

As the swelling was controlled, the

Troups' apprehension gave way to

concern over when to tell Calvin about

the death of his friends, all the while

realizing that several weeks would pass

before he himself would be out of dan-

ger.

"We didn't want to jeopardize his

recovery but on the third day we felt

we must tell him before we left to at-

tend the funerals of the others," Lee
says. "It was Memorial Day. His

former roommate and close friend,

Living Out God's Sovereignty
Why do bad things happen to good people? A modern rabbi, experienced

in sorrow and suffering, addresses the problem in a book titled after the

question. He concludes that God is powerless to control human events, but

possesses an enormous capacity for comfort and support of His children.

We need not discuss the question of good people, since Scripture describes

our hearts with painful clarity (although we may still ask "why" with the

rabbi). Neither should we need to consider seriously the man's impression

of God. God's sovereignty is a given.

But sadly, we too often treat sovereignty as the solution.

Certainly providence impacts our lives in every circumstance where evil

is avoided. And when evil affects us we affirm that God remains sovereign.

But we must never conclude with the same.

God's active control of His creation establishes the context we live in

—

it's the beginning. But context, in this case sovereignty, doesn't do any-

thing—it is. What would we think of a person who endlessly pondered a

stage, only to say, "That structure is a stage!"? Would we not rather have

him act on it? Or how might we respond to a football game where the teams

stood by their benches chanting, "This field is for football," for three hours

on a Saturday afternoon and then went home?
On a Saturday morning last year, as I came out of anesthesia and began

to analyze my situation, I said to myself "God is sovereign, and nothing

has happened or can happen to me apart from God's providence." But
in the suffering that followed, the unintended misuse of sovereignty as lit-

tle more than an evangelical buzzword and an excuse for inactivity surfaced

repeatedly.

Assuredly, we may sometimes rest in the context of God's power. But
we must make our rest deserved. The awesome reality of sovereignty is our

liberating mandate to live and act boldly within it.—CALVIN TROUP DO
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Your Vacation
in the Mountains

—

Planning to spend a week or

longer in North Carolina's

cool and refreshing mountains

this summer? You're welcome to

use the facilities of Ridge Haven
Conference Center.

One bedroom Apartments,

accommodating 4 persons

with sofa bed in living room, rent

for only $350 a week.

4 to 6 persons can enjoy a 2

bedroom-2 bath Apartment

for only $475 a week.

Twin-bed rooms with private

baths in Ridge Haven's Mo-
tel are only $30 a day; rooms

with double bed, $25; with 2

double beds, $35.

Rooms with connecting baths

in Iverson and Dean Lodg-

es—when available—$18 a day.

Motor Home and Camper
sites with electricity and

water hook-ups—$6 a day, $35

a week. Sites for Tent Campers,

$25 a week.

For reservations—write Ed
Robeson, Administrator or

phone (704) 862-3916

-laven

CONFERENCE CENTER
Box 565

Rosman, N.C. 28772

John Hays, had come in from Los An-

geles and we knew it would help for

John to be there when we told him.

"I watched his face as I told him.

It was a critical moment," Lee says.

"I could almost anticipate Calvin's

response: Tf they are gone to be with

the Lord, what about me? Will I die,

too?'

"I told him that he would be OK.
He could marry as he had planned.

Andy has serious injuries, but he is

OK. The others are OK. I felt my way
tentatively, watching each response.

We knew that his recovery might rest

on the manner in which he received this

news because of the extraordinarily

close relationship among these men."
John Hays, who had often been in

Bible study groups with Calvin, read

Psalm 46: "God is our refuge and

strength, a very present help in trou-

ble . .
."

The hospital staff also offered emo-

tional support, Anita Troup says.

"The nurse on duty listened and an-

swered his questions. 'Will I be able to

marry?' Calvin asked one of them. 'If

you have a girl,' the answer came back

to him. 'I have a beautiful girl,' Calvin

responded."

Calvin's fiance, Amy Spear, and her

mother had flown in from New York.

Anita Troup believes that Amy provid-

ed a strong incentive for Calvin to

strive toward recovery.

He progressed faster than had been

expected and was home 20 days after

the accident—home to a hospital bed

in the living room, to the family dog,

the neighbors' children and the host of

well-wishers who streamed into his

room.
"God supplied my needs through

people caring. Their concern was so

important because I can't adequately

describe the emotional and spiritual

battle," says Calvin, who describes

those first three months after the acci-

dent as a spiritual high. "I never

dreamed anything could hurt so much
for so long. Death and heaven seemed

preferable to enduring the pain.

"My basic belief in God wasn't

threatened, but I had to ask the ques-

tion, 'How does this fit into God's

plan for my life?'

"I was never angry with Mr. Rod-
gers (the driver of the other car) for

what he did to me physically, but the

harder thing to accept was the loss of

my youth."

"Young people rarely experience

death close up. Only people who are

very old die," he says. "You can't

identify with their feelings. You believe

that it can't happen to you. When it

does, your frame of reference shifts.

You suddenly perceive how temporal

life really is."

So, Calvin plunged emotionally

from youth to maturity in a few short

weeks. Simultaneously, his physical

life regressed.

"He was totally dependent when he

came home, not permitted out of bed,

having to be cared for like a baby,"

his father says. "He had to progress

from one growing stage to the next in

a battle to regain his independence."

Once Calvin was sitting up in a

wheelchair, he fought to master mov-
ing it himself. By the time he was walk-

ing with a cane, he was driving the car

again, albeit cautiously and strapped

in by a seatbelt. (Lee credits use of a

seat belt with saving his son's life).

"His wedding to Amy, postponed

from August to the Thanksgiving

weekend, became the symbol of his

return to adulthood and indepen-

dence." Lee says.

Calvin still tires easily, but he

describes his pain as more of a discom-

fort. Dr. Riemer's goal is to see him

restored to his normal physical

strength. That will mean, however, no

more football playing for the young

man who played guard and defensive

tackle at Blackhawk High School, who
was chosen as one of the 44 finest ball-

players in western Pennsylvania, and

who started as center all four of his

years at Geneva.

"Not everyone gets back to normal,

but Calvin has unusual physical and

emotional strength," says Riemer.

"Full recovery, even activity in sports

is the goal. Of course, I don't rec-

ommend football for those recovered

from high-energy fractures." He esti-

mates that Calvin's pelvic break was

the result of 10,000 pounds of force.

Calvin echoes his parents when he

says that their family has always dealt

with the present, not looking back on

what has happened.

The miracle of Calvin's survival be-

gan in the cradle when his parents

launched the rigorous Christian disci-

plines that set their home apart as a

model of Biblical practice. The train-

ing in the Scripture, the disciplined

Christian life-style, and the joy of

Christian fellowship were instruments

of Calvin's healing. 21
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

An Era of Evil
FOR JULY 15, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Kings 16:15-

22:40

Key verses: I Kings 16:21-25, 29-33;

22:37-39

Devotional reading: I Kings 16:15-22:40

Memory selection: I Kings 18:21

INTRODUCTION

With the ascendency of the line of

Omri and his son, Ahab, Israel reached

its all-time low. Nevertheless, the Lord

was not without His witnesses in those

evil days, for God raised up Elijah,

whose name means "The Lord is my
God."

The Worst

1 Of Times
1 Kings 16:15-34

Scripture sums up the reign of Ahab,
the son on Omri, as a time when the

king did evil in the sight of the Lord
above all that were before him. To that

he added the great sin of marrying the

daughter of the king of the Sidonians,

an avid worshiper of Baal (vv. 30-31).

Prior to the time of Omri, Israel had

gone through a very unstable period.

One king after another had tried to set

up a dynasty, but none lasted long.

Zimri tried to gain control but he

lasted only seven days. When he fell,

two men vied for the kingship of the

northern kingdom: Omri and Tibni.

Since most favored Omri, who had led

the forces of Israel for some time, he

prevailed (v. 22).

Omri, unlike his predecessors, was
able to establish a dynasty which

would last for some time. His own
reign lasted only twelve years, but he

was able to pass on the kingdom to his

son, Ahab.
Omri must have been an outstanding

king, compared to most. He did much
to stabilize the land and bring peace to

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council of Churches ol Christ.

his people. In fact, so renowned was

Omri that in the chronicles of the As-

syrians, Palestine was known as Omri-

land, and long after his death the kings

of later dynasties in Israel were still

called the sons of Omri.

Scripture tells us of one thing that

Omri did which helped to make Israel

strong: He established a new capital

for the nation (v. 24).

The wisdom of this new site for the

capital is seen in the fact that the city

of Samaria did not fall to any enemy
for over a century. The hill of Samaria

rose abruptly from the valley below, so

that it was almost impossible to storm

the walls and enter the city. It was easi-

ly defensible. It was also surrounded

by higher mountains and could easily

view the only road leading through the

valley below. Thus, no enemy could

surprise the city.

Omri was a genius in military

strategy, but morally, he was no bet-

ter than Jeroboam had been, nor any
of his successors. Scripture dismisses

his fame among the other nations of

that era and simply says that he walked

in all the ways of Jeroboam, the son

of Nebat, and in his sins, by which he

made Israel to sin (v. 26).

Thus, while men lauded Omri and
his successes, God condemned and re-

jected him for his rebellion against

Him.
But if Omri was evil, his son, Ahab,

was far worse in the evil he perpe-

trated.

Scripture chooses as his worst deed

his marrying Jezebel, the daughter of

Ethbaal, king of the Sidonians (in the

area of modern-day Lebanon (v. 31).

(We all know the reputation of Jeze-

bel. Her name is still synonymous with

evil.)

Indicative of those times was the

record of the rebuilding of the city of

Jericho by Hiel from Bethel (v. 34).

You may remember that Joshua cursed

anyone who should dare to rebuild that

city after the Lord had so gloriously

overthrown that wicked place in the

days of the invasion of Canaan by the

Israelites.

Scripture simply records that Hiel

tried to rebuild the city and that he suf-

fered the curse which Joshua had put

on any who dared to do this. But the

sobering thing to see is that those days

were so wicked that no evil seemed be-

yond limits.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the limits of evil in our

day, in our land?

2. What does this say about the

Lord's view of our era?

A Still

2 Small Voice
1 Kings 18:16-19:14

One day during the reign of Ahab,
with Jezebel at his side, Elijah the

prophet suddenly appeared and
declared to Ahab that it would not rain

in those days except at his word (17:1).

This was not arrogance on his part. He
came as God's spokesman and un-

doubtedly, the Lord had taught him
what to say (v. 36).

Like Moses and Joshua, Elijah's

ministry was accompanied by many
great signs (miracles). As we have

often noted, those signs were given to

show that the one through whom the

Lord was working was also His

spokesman and that his words ought

to be received as God's Word (17:24;

compare Exo. 4:1-5).

After some time had passed and it

had not rained, the king, who had at

first not taken Elijah seriously, began

in anger to seek him out. But he was

not able to find the prophet. God hid

him. When he did appear it was at

God's command.
Ahab called Elijah "the troubler of

Israel" when he first saw him after the

famine (v. 17). But Elijah's reply is a

classic answer to all, in any era, who
accuse the faithful of being trouble-

makers in the church. He declared that

it was Ahab and not he who had

caused trouble, because he had
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departed from God's Word. Let that

be a lesson today, when church liberals

accuse conservatives in the faith of be-

ing troublemakers.

Elijah saw as his mission the necessi-

ty of convincing the people that it was
wrong to worship Baal or to compro-
mise with that god or his worshipers,

including Jezebel. He wanted clear

proof given that would convince them
that the Lord was their only God.
To do this, he devised a contest on

^/CROSSWAY BOOKS
A DIVISION OF GOOD NEWS PUBLISHERS
WESTCHESTER, ILLINOIS 60153

the top of Mt. Carmel, near the border

of Israel and Phoenicia. He called all

Israel to come and see, so that there

would no longer be any doubt about

the Lord as their God.
After the Baal prophets had had

their try and failed, Elijah took over

with the desire to prove once and for

all who the true God of Israel was
(w. 30-35).

He publicly called on the Lord to

answer by fire from heaven so that the

people would see and know the truth

and that their hearts would be turned

back to the Lord (vv. 36-37).

The Lord complied sending down
fire which not only consumed the

sacrifice but licked up the water in the

trench, removing all doubt that God
had spoken from heaven by fire.

The response of the people was what
Elijah had hoped for. They saw and
confessed that the Lord is truly God.
So great was the apparent change in

them that Elijah was allowed by them
to punish the Baal worshipers with

death (v. 40).

Elijah seemed to have had his way
and to have triumphed. But he ap-

parently underestimated the power of

Jezebel. When she heard what had
happened at Mt. Carmel, she swore to

get even.

Suddenly, the people who had so re-

cently cried out that the Lord is God
disappeared and Elijah realized that

they were no longer with him, because

of their fear of Jezebel. He was forced

to flee (v. 3).

Elijah was understandably discour-

aged and wished to die, feeling that he

had failed (v. 4).

He retreated, at God's insistance,

until he arrived at Horeb (v. 8). That

is another name for Sinai. It was as if

the Lord were saying to Elijah, "You
still have much to learn about the way
I work. Go back to where I spoke to

Moses first. I will teach you more."
While at Horeb, the Lord showed

him great signs of His power: A
mighty wind, a great earthquake and

a fire, like the fire that had come out

of heaven on Mt. Carmel. But after

each of these signs, the statement is

made that the Lord was not in them
(vv. 11-12).

After this was over, Elijah heard a

still small voice, perhaps inside of him.

At any rate, the Lord was showing Eli-

jah that it is not His intent to change

the hearts of men by mighty signs.

That will never turn hearts to Him.
Hearts will be turned to the Lord only

by His Word, proclaimed by His

prophets, such as Elijah—the still

small voice of God.
We see the truth of this in the words

of Paul, later, when he declared that

faith comes by hearing and hearing by

the word of Christ (Rom. 10:17). The
Lord clearly taught that if they did not

hear the Word of God, as in the words

of Moses and the prophets, they would

not believe even if one be raised from
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the dead (Luke 16:31).

This certainly says something about
our own day when so many seek for
signs rather than studying God's
Word. It is as true today as in Jesus'
day that it is a wicked generation that
seeks after signs (Matt. 12:39).

QUESTIONS
1

.
How in this present generation do

we show our faith in the Lord?
2. What turned your heart to believe

in Jesus Christ as your Savior?

Continued

3 Enmity
I Kings 21:1-29

Ahab and Elijah were never friends,

but the episode at Mt. Carmel showed
how great the enmity was between
them. Of course, all true believers in
the Lord Jesus Christ must realize that
all unbelievers are our enemies, be-
cause they are the enemies of Christ.
But we are exhorted to continue to seek
to win them to the Lord because the
Lord kept on loving us when we were
His enemies.

So Elijah, though an enemy of
Ahab, continued to bring the Word of
the Lord to him, even at great risk to
himself (v. 20).

In this episode we see how Jezebel
was the real leader in that family, and
how very weak Ahab was.

He, the king, wanted a parcel of
land that belonged to Naboth, who
was unlike most in those days, faithful
to the Lord. But Naboth refused to sell

his family's inheritance (v. 3).

So Ahab went home and pouted.
There was undoubtedly some fear of
God's wrath in him that prevented him
from taking the land by force.
However, whatever scruples he may

have had were totally lacking in
Jezebel. She came from a kingdom
where the word and will of the king

Subscribe
Subscribe to The Presbyterian Journal
and keep up-to-date with 50 news and
issues filled magazines a year. For one
year send $12 and your mailing address
to: The Presbyterian Journal, P.O Box
2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

was the only law. Jezebel, therefore,
simply took the land from Naboth,
and took his life at the same time
(vv. 5-14).

The sin that Ahab and Jezebel com-
mitted in taking Naboth's land and his

life remains to this day and will be held
against them in the final day of judg-
ment. That is true of all who have not
believed in the Lord. No sin, no matter
how seemingly insignificant, will be
forgiven or forgotten. They will pay
fully for it in hell.

Ahab did not enjoy his newly-
acquired land for long. Soon, Elijah
was sent to tell him that God had seen
what he had done and would punish
him for it. Elijah made a dire predic-
tion of the inglorious end of all of
Ahab's family, including Jezebel, his
wife (vv. 20-26).

That prediction reminds us of the
awful scene of the last days on earth
depicted in Revelation 19:17-18.

....
We stand amazed at the mercy of

God in not bringing that horror in
Ahab's day. He was spared seeing that
evil, but there is no indication that he
was ever forgiven his sins (vv. 27-29).

QUESTIONS

1
.
Do I think of all unbelievers as my

enemies because they are the enemies
of God?

2. How do I deal with my enemies
in this world?

Compromise

14 With Evil
I Kings 22:1-40

So far, Judah in the south was not in-
volved in the evil deeds of Ahab and
Jezebel. The south was ruled in those
days by Jehoshaphat, one of the more
faithful kings of Judah, who wor-
shiped the Lord and sought to honor
Him.

It is hard to understand how he
could have let himself become involved
in the evil of the northern kingdom
But he did.

Part of it was total lack of discern-
ment. When Ahab offered himself as
an ally of Jehoshaphat and the king-
dom of the south, Jehoshaphat re-
sponded positively, saying, "I am as

Children shrieking like

guinea hens, a delicious
appetizer of muddy water
and tadpoles, eighteen
young people unexpec-
tedly dropping by for a
meal, or Ruth in black
turtleneck and goggles
riding a motorcycledown
the highway— were all a
part of the everyday hub-
bub of . .
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NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

MALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165

Age 55 $315

FEMALE

Age 35 $120

Age 45 $132

Age 55 $205

(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

Compare our rates with your policy and see

why our companies do over TEN BILLION

per year with people like yourself.

For further information, please call, col-

lect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or

write: Financial Independence Group
21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805
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Living Life

By God's
Law

An Evangelical Study

In The Ten Commandments

A rare find . . . theologically

accurate . . . understandable to God's

people in the pew and a very practi-

cal guide to righteous living. Good
sermons and good books ought to

instruct and motivate. Gordon Reed's

book on the moral law does both.

Tprry Gyger
Coordinator. Church Development

Presbyterian Church in America

Living Life By God's Law:

A Study In the Ten Commandments
Word Ministries (912) 746-3760 $5.95

682 Mulberry St., Macon, GA 31201

you are, my people as your people, my
horses as your horses (v. 4).

Such a statement is incredible. How
could he say that? But he did. Such is

the folly of many believers who, today,

still cannot see much difference be-

tween themselves and the people of the

world. They gloss over sin as though

it really does not matter to God, either.

Even after Jehoshaphat had sought

a word from God before entering into

war, with Ahab as his ally, he still did

not understand the danger he was get-

ting into by an alliance with the evil

king.

Micaiah, like Elijah, was a prophet

of God in the northern kingdom. He
had undoubtedly spoken God's Word
to Ahab on numerous occasions, none

of it to the liking of the king.

So when Jehoshaphat insisted on

hearing from the prophet of the Lord,

great pressure was put on Micaiah to

tell lies like the false prophets of Israel.

At first, he mockingly talked like the

false prophets, but it must have been

evident to all that he was only mock-

ing. Then Micaiah prophesied that in

the battle they contemplated, the two

kings would be beaten by the Syrians

and Ahab would be slain (v. 17).

The reprisal against the faithful

prophet was great. He was put in

prison for his faithfulness to the Lord

(v. 27). Yet, after all of this,

Jehoshaphat still went into battle with

the king. How could he be so blind!

He ought to have suspected some-

thing when Ahab went into battle in

disguise while urging him to wear his

royal robes. Ahab seemed to have had

more fear of God's Word, at this

point, than Jehoshaphat. But he

thought he could trick the Lord by dis-

guising himself.

It didn't work; and by the provi-

dence of God, Ahab was killed (v. 34).

But the story does not end there.

Because of this foolish alliance be-

tween the king of Judah and the king

of Israel, dire consequences befell

Judah.

Jehoshaphat's son married Jezebel's

and Ahab's daughter, and thus,

Baalism was brought into Judah—as

well as the evil line of Ahab into the

line of David. Baalism would continue

to plague Judah for many generations.

There has to be a lesson here.

Though Jehoshaphat may have been

able to resist the influence of Baalism,

his son was not. Exposed to that evil,

he succumbed; and, as a result, his

wife nearly exterminated the entire line

of David. Only the grace of God
spared one heir of David's line, so that

its continuity was preserved. But that

is another story.

Surely we see the wisdom of God's

exhortation that believers not be un-

equally yoked with unbelievers.

QUESTIONS
1 . Have I, in any way—by business,

marriage or social life—become yoked

with unbelievers?

2. How does this section teach the

truth of God's Word that the sins of

the fathers will be visited on the sons

to the third and fourth generation of

those who hate Him?

Next week: "Reform: By Force?" II

Kings 10:18-19, 24b-31. DO

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

ARE YOU SERIOUS about memorizing

Scripture? We can help you. We have Mem-

ory Books for all ages. Write for informa-

tion & two books: Keep in Memory on the

principles of memorizing and What It Takes

to get children to memorize Scripture. $2.00.

Scripture Memory Fellowship, P.O. Box

24551, St. Louis, MO 63141.

CHURCHESHHLH
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

VISITING ASHEVILLE AREA this sum-

mer? Moving to Western Carolina? Worship

with us at Covenant Reformed Presbyterian

Church (PCA). Call (704) 298-0133 for de-

tails and times of services.
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Riveroaks Re-

formed Presbyterian Church (PCA) 1625 W.
Massey Rd., Memphis, TN 381 19. Rev. Wil-

liam Spink, Pastor. (901) 761-0590 or home,
767-2770. Sun, ser. 9:30 & 11 am and 6 pm.

NORTHWEST AUSTIN! A new pca
church to reach a new and growing area.

Northwest Hills Presbyterian Church. Call

or write Rev. Frank Boswell, 4304 Harcourt

Drive, Austin, TX 78727. (512) 837-4884.

for salemmmmm^mm
DAMERON-JONES TAPES A limited

supply of the cassette tape Dameron & Jones
Sing Songs of the Church? are available.

Don't miss owning your own personal copy
of such classic numbers as "Chewning
Lowered the Boom" and "The Women of

the Church." Send $3.50 to Thomas F.

Jones, 225 S. High St., Belleville, IL 62221.

THEOLOGICAL BOOKPLATES - Lu-
ther, Calvin, Zwingli, Knox, Edwards, J.

Wesley, J.S. Bach, Other Designs; Examples
w/SAS envelope +$.50; Dealer inquiries in-

vited on letterhead; $3/pack of 50; JMH III,

9815 SW 96 St., Miami, FL 33176.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-
drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
PASTOR WANTED: Covenant Orthodox

Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-

nia, is seeking a pastor who is fully commit-
ted to the Reformed faith, to its preaching,

and teaching Christian schools. CSI school

K-12 available. Send resume and references

to Mr. Don Adams, 1608 Graham Blvd.,

Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

MITCHELL ROAD Christian Academy
(K-8) of Greenville, S.C. is receiving appli-

cations for school secretary, P.E. teacher and
art teacher. Address all resumes and inquiries

to Mr. John Owen, 207 Mitchell Road,
Greenville, SC 29615.

PALMER HOME FOR CHILDREN,
Columbus, Miss., solicits applications for po-
sition of executive director. Successful appli-

cant shall have combination of education and
experience in administration, preferably in

the field of child care. Applicant should be
conservative theologically and be seeking a
challenging ministry. Send resume with ref-

erences to: Palmer Home for Children, At-

tention Chairman Search Committee, P.O.
Box 746, Columbus, MS 39703-0746

QUALIFIED CHRISTIAN TEACHERS
Wanted in a well-established PCA school.

Openings in kindergarten, elementary, and
high school to accomodate vacancies and ex-

pansion. Send resume to: West End Chris-

tian School, 1600 Atlantic Street, Hopewell,
VA 23860 or call (804) 458-6142 as soon as

possible.

MATH TEACHER needed for fall '84 at

Shannon Forest Christian School, Rt. 2, Gar-

lington Rd., Greenville, SC 29607, to teach

math full-time: Geometry, Trigonometry,

Pre-Calculus and Algebra II. We are a PCA
church school of some 500-plus students. We
are in a developing area and a developing

school with a good salary schedule and good
benefits. If interested please send resume
and/or application to us in care of the school.

CHURCH POSITION, Bible teacher, 15

years experience in church/Christian school

desires church staff position as associate

—

teaching, discipleship, Christian ed., pastoral

care— Reformed. Resume upon request. Tom
Osterhaus, 12600 SW 203 St., Miami, FL
33177. (305) 253-1710.

FORT LAUDERDALE Christian School is

seeking a high-school math teacher for the

1984-5 school year. Please send inquiries to

Jim Marsh, Principal, Fort Lauderdale

Christian School, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

or call (305) 972-3444

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR of Admissions
Counseling. Covenant College seeks a sales-

oriented field representative who is commit-
ted to Christian education. Will travel to

churches and high-schools and meet with

prospective students and their parents in

home visits. Should be able to articulate Cov-
enant's distinctives. Must have a college de-

gree, good presentation skills, and a desire

to see Covenant College grow. Send resume
by July 15 to Mr. Harry Pinter, Dir. of Ad-
missions Counseling, Covenant College,

Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 37350.

WESTMINSTER
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
P.O. Box 27009

Philadelphia, PA 19118

is seeking a

DIRECTOR
OF DEVELOPMENT

Resumes should be sent to Dr. George
C. Fuller, President, and should indicate

(1 ) an understanding of the Seminary's
ministry and (2) experience in develop-
ment or work related to development.

ARTIST NEEDED. Strength required in

publication and graphic design and typog-

raphy. Ability in illustration preferable. To
begin by August 1 . God's World Publica-

tions, Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802. (704)

253-8063.

MINISTER OF EDUCATION or Direc-

tor, Christian Education required for a dy-

namic, growing PCA church located in sub-

urban St. Louis. Previous experience in an
educational ministry important. Advanced
degree preferred. Please send complete
resume with 3 references to Dr. Donald E.

McCoy, Chairman, Search Committee, The
Kirk of the Hills Presbyterian Church, 12928
Ladue Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-
sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph
to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 175 mem-
ber PCA congregation seeking pastor. De-
sire experience, strong preaching/teaching/

equipping gifts. Send tape, data sheet to P.O.

Box 5730, Jacksonville, FL 32247-5730.

EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
is seeking an elementary teacher for grades
4-7 for 1984-85. Must have Reformed world
view. Send inquiries to Mr. Harry W. War-
ner, 22 Conger Street, Dover, NJ 07801.

INTERIM PASTOR required for EPC
church in Zachary, Louisiana (just north of

Baton Rouge, Louisiana). Mileage and hon-

orarium. Write P.O. Box 314, Zachary, LA
70791, Attn: Mr. Sam Agnew, Chairman,
Search Committee.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing applicants for position

of Dining Hall Supervisor. Salary and bene-

fits. Send resume and ask for application.

Send to Mr. James Hiers, Director of Food
Service, P.O. Box 60, Clinton, SC 29325. No
calls please.

THORNWELL HOME AND SCHOOL
is now interviewing prospective Houseparents

and Reserve Houseparents that will live on
the Thornwell Campus. Positions to be filled

before August 1 . Salary and benefits. Send
resume and ask for application. No telephone

calls please! Send to Mr. Harold F. Chap-
man, Director of Homes, P.O. Box 60, Clin-

ton, SC 29325.

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

SERVICESBMWIMHH
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-
TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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The most influential conservative Protestant writer of our era

now collected in this monumental set

THE

COMPLETE WORKS OF
FRANCIS A. SCHAEFFER
Save $70! Yours for only $19.95

NOT a reprint — all 21 volumes revised and updated

Who is the most important Evangelical writer of our time? If a poll could be taken

among Evangelicals the world over, the name of Francis A. Schaeffer would pro-

bably lead all the rest. By far.

The liberals pretend that a few TV preachers are causing the resurgence of conser-

vative Protestantism. But it goes far, far deeper, and much of the credit belongs to

Francis Schaeffer. He is bringing thoughtful conservative Protestants 1 ) back to their

roots and 2) right smack into the mainstream.

How to formulate a world view that is both Christian and conservative

Schaeffer ranges from epistemology to

spirituality to the arts

VOLUME 1: A Christian View ofPhilosophy and Culture

How Christianity relates to philosophy. . .to culture. Roots of

the "God is dead" mentality. How to make the Christian faith

live and flourish under modern conditions. Includes these four

books, complete and updated:

The God Who Is There * Escape from Reason * He Is

There and He Is Not Silent * Back to Freedom and

Dignity

VOLUME 3: A Christian View of Spirituality

How to relate biblical reality to the nitty-gritty of everyday life.

Includes these four books, complete and updated:

No Little People * True Spirituality * The New Super-

Spirituality * Two Contents, Two Realities

VOLUME 2: A Christian View of the Bible as Truth

Is the Bible true? How and why it is truth. When does the Bible

touch on science? How to integrate Genesis with theological and

scientific thought. How Bible truth should relate to Bible study

— and to the Christian world view. Includes these five books,

complete and updated:

Genesis in Space and Time * No Final Conflict *

Joshua and the Flow of Biblical History * Basic Bible

Studies * Art and the Bible

VOLUME 4: A Christian View of the Church

Why Western culture is dying. Is the church dying too? How the

church can survive and grow in our time. Ways of giving Chris-

tian witness today, in deed and word. How the church can cope

with ecological problems and population growth. Includes these

four books, complete and updated:

The Church at the End of the Twentieth Century The
Church Before the Watching World The Mark of the

Christian Death in the City

VOLUME 5: A Christian View of the West

The rise of Western culture — and the seeds of decay. What
Christians must do. Coming: the death of freedom and the rise

of an authoritarian elite? Abortion, euthanasia, pollution:

Christian responses. Includes these four books, complete and

updated:

Pollution and the Death of Man * How Should We
Then live? * Whatever Happened to the Human Race?

* A Christian Manifesto

How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin,

which offers you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates.

Books on current issues, religion, economics, Communism, politics, etc. —
all of interest to conservatives. * If you want the Featured Selection, do

nothing. It will come automatically. If you don't want the Featured Selec-

tion, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy card

enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline date. The majori-

ty of Club books will be offered at 20-50% discounts, plus a charge for ship-

ping and handling. As soon as you buy and pay for 4 books at regular

Club prices, your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or by

the Club. If you ever receive a Featured Selection without having had 10

days to decide if you want it, you may return it at Club expense for full

credit. * Good service. No computers! * The Club will offer regular Super-

bargains, mostly at 70-95% discounts plus shipping and handling. Super-

bargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club obligation, but do enable

you to buy fine books at giveaway prices. Only one membership per

household.

an wis

CONSERVATIVE #!! BOOK CLUB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE • HARRISON, N Y. 10528

I enclose $19.95. Please accept my membership in the Club and

send me, at no additional cost, the 5-volume $89.95 set of THE
COMPLETE WORKS OF FRANCIS A. SCHAEFFER. I agree

to buy 4 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 2

years. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.

Name _
Address

City Stale_ Zip_
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MAILBAG

WHAT HAPPENED?

Someone knowledgeable has said that

in the church there are three kinds of

people: Those who make things hap-

pen, those who watch things happen,

and those who ask, "What hap-

pened?" In my opinion, Richard

Lovelace shows from his article

"Separation and Renewal" (June 13)

that he is in the latter group, or very

soon will be.

—(Rev.) William Solomon
Irmo, S.C.

NO PROBLEM WITH SYSTEM

The May 9 "Mailbag" carried a letter

from Sarah Young, PCA missionary

to Japan, complaining about the

PCA's method of supporting mis-

sionaries. As one who has seen both

sides of the coin, I could hardly

disagree with her more. Growing up
in the UPCUSA, I can remember on-

ly two missionaries in the pulpit dur-

ing my grade and high school years in

the church (surely there were more?).

Their system was to pay the mission-

aries a salary without requiring them
to visit churches to raise support. I'm

not sure when that system came in,

but that great church went from 1200

missionaries in the 50s to less than

400 before the merger with the South-

ern church.

During my 10 years as a pastor in

the UPCUSA, I brought missionaries

to the presbyteries in which I served.

One lady said, "This is the first time

in 40 years that I have seen a mission-

ary in this church."

Now, as a missionary to Ecuador
with the PCA, when I visit churches,

money is always secondary for me.

My prime interest is to get to know
people, and to let them know me.

Money is God's job, making myself

known is mine. Money gets me to the

field, but it is prayer that builds the

church. As a pastor I pray for the

missionaries I know personally, as do
the folks in the church. What assur-

ance it gives me to know that people

are praying, and that in the process

they have decided to support me as

well.

I suppose anything can be con-

sidered a drag and a bother, but when
I consider the privilege of being here

on the field representing our Lord
and our church, I have no problem
with the system. If there is another

that gives me such exposure without

the work, I am open to it, but as yet

have not found it.

—(Rev.) Samuel A. Mateer

Quito, Ecuador

UNBELIEVABLE SENTENCE

You would think us country bump-
kins out here in Nebraska—as so

many think of us—would be more
conservative and traditional, but not

so. We are not only leading the nation

in breaking up the traditional

family—Judge Reagan's onslaught

against Christian and home
schools—with little opposition from
within or outside the state, but we
also have our own abortion atrocities

and schizophrenia like those Franky
Schaeffer has pointed out in your

April 18 issue.

Recently, Chief U.S. District Judge
Warren Urbom assigned to Dr. M.J.

Epp of Lincoln, Neb., as a part of his

sentence, 504 hours of service to the

Youth Service System. Epp, who per-

forms upwards of 1,000 abortions

annually, was convicted of evading

taxes on income generated by his

abortion practice at a clinic in

Omaha. His sentence includes inter-

viewing and counseling youths re-

garding health, sexuality, and birth

control under the auspices of the

Youth Service System. The man is

nothing less than a criminal by the

state's standards and a killer by

God's standards. Yet he is assigned to

counsel troubled youth.

Individuals representing the Lin-

coln and Omaha Christian Action

Council as well as the Lincoln Right

to Life, Nebraska Catholic Con-
ference, and the University of

Nebraska at Lincoln Christian Legal

Society met with the board of the

Youth Service System asking them to

turn down Dr. Epp's services. The re-

quest was denied. What can we do? Is

there anything you or your readers

can do? Please write and tell us at the

Lincoln Christian Action Council,

Box 5706, Lincoln, Neb. 68505.

—Fred Hotz
Lincoln, Neb.

A DISTORTED POTSHOT

I was extremely disappointed in your

article on the Christian Broadcasting

Network. The limited and distorted

view that was given by Mr. Smith is in

no way a total nor accurate picture of

CBN. He failed to mention that CBN
has a tremendous world-wide out-

reach through radio and television,
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especially in the Middle East. Their

"Operation Blessing" seeks to en-

courage churches to minister to the

poor, hungry and homeless of our na-

tion and they are presently involved

in a program to get the Bible into the

hands of those who might never read

it otherwise.

His criticism of Pat Robertson's

Judeo-Christian slant on the news left

me wondering about his opinion of

the secular news media. The slant you
get from NBC, ABC and CBS on any

given night is decidedly humanistic.

Personally, I find Pat Robertson's

Christian slant refreshing.

Mr. Smith's criticism of Jimmy
Swaggart, James Kennedy and others

was equally disturbing. Most tele-

vision evangelism is aimed at those

who otherwise would not hear the

Gospel. To say that one only gets "
. .

.

a message of personal salvation and
how to get it . .

." and to call their

messages "... various brands of

salve for the soul ..." leaves me
wondering if he believes there is a

more important message than this to

get across.

I find the "filler," as he calls it,

much more family oriented than any-

thing on secular TV. He failed to

mention . . . because he only watched
one day . . . that there are programs
on sewing, cooking and the family

that minister to the homemaker.
His final statement, "I must get a

grasp on reality," leaves me with one
question for him. Is secular television

Continued on p. 15, col. 1
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l I Take note, please, that this issue of the Journal is the'

last you will receive for two weeks. Twice each year, our staff takes a week
off—and believe me, there is no more appropriate time than just after the:

marathon of half a dozen church assemblies. In this issue, you get wrap-up*

reports from the Presbyterian Church in America and the Christian Reformed!

Church. Note, too, that there are two Sunday school lessons in this issue.

I We've been trying to keep you up-to-date with current

church history. But for some of you who enjoy the longer perspective,

especially with respect to the PCA, a new book will soon be available. History

of the Presbyterian Church in America: The Continuing Presbyterian Church
Movement, by Frank J. Smith, is available at a pre-publication price of

$10.00 (plus $1.50 for postage and handling), compared to $15.00 after

publication. The 350-page book includes 100 photographs highlighting some
of the PCA's early years. The foreword comes from the PCA's stated clerk,

the Rev. Morton H. Smith. Orders (which must include the $11.50) should

be sent to REF, 9400 Fairview Ave., Manassas, VA 22110. The pre-

publication offer expires July 31.

l l Our "Mailbag" column this week is a whole page longer

than usual, reflecting the vigorous agreement or disagreement many of you
are expressing with recent issues. That response is heartening. At the same
time, please remember our normal limitations: 300 words per letter. If you
edit to that length, we won't have to!

I "Wine, women, and song.

Those are the three issues which separate my
church from yours," said the Rev. Bruce
Backensto of the Reformed Presbyterian

Church in North America, speaking to the

PCA's general assembly last week. Backensto

noted that the RPNA insists on total absti-

nence for all officers, allows women to serve

as deacons, and adheres to exclusive psalmody
in worship services—three distinctives which
would be hard for the PCA to accept.

I l With this issue, I send you a grateful farewell. Next week,

you and I both will welcome to this column and to the overall editorial direc-

tion of the Journal Dr. William S. Barker, who just ended his work as presi-

dent of Covenant Seminary to become this magazine's editor and publisher.

Twenty-six years ago, as a college freshman, I signed up for a course in

British history—taught by Will Barker. The C- I had at mid-term suggested

to me I was dealing with someone who expected more diligence than I was
giving. But his help in letting me recover to a decent grade by semester's

end has always been a symbol to me of his pastoral heart. I think you too
will discover both qualities as you get acquainted with him through these

pages from week to week. I expect to be more involved than ever, helping

Dr. Barker in an administrative role and continuing to do some writing as

he assigns, especially in the news columns where I feel most at home.
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Parliamentary Breakdown Paralyzes PCA Session

BATON ROUGE,
La.—For half a

morning here, and
for much shorter

periods at other

points in its

docket, the gen-

eral assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA) sat paralyzed by unprecedented

procedural breakdowns.

Immediate cause of the longest lock-

up was confusion within a committee
concerning a report it was making.
Not many in the assembly, though,

faulted the committee for its problems.

The workload assigned to the Commit-
tee of Commissioners on the denom-
ination's judicial business included

responses to at least 80 separate items.

Any one of those items might easily

have taken as much as an hour of com-
mittee consideration. Some took much
more.

Furthermore, the assignment to that

committee was by no means unusual.

A workload involving 50, 60, or 70

separate proposals was more the rule

than the exception.

PCA committees of commissioners
typically arrive two or three days
before the assembly itself begins, but

even that headstart is not enough to

preclude late-night sessions throughout

the week.

In the embarrassing snafu last week,

the remarkable workload caught up

—

and then passed—the skills of the com-
mittee itself, and then of the assembly

as a whole. While up to 800 commis-
sioners struggled to gain their balance,

business went nowhere—challenging

the efforts of veteran parliamentary

leaders to unsnarl the gridlock.

The dramatic stoppage was only an

extreme case in a week when the PCA
assembly repeatedly bogged down un-

der the heavy load of its docket. Com-
missioners seemed united only in a

sense that new ways would have to be

discovered soon for resolving their

differences. 13

PCA Assembly Declines

To Call PCUSA 'Apostate
9

JACKSON, Miss.—The Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) rather con-

sciously chose here not to call the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA)
"apostate."

No one denied the theological liber-

alism which controls the PCUSA. But

many were concerned about putting

the PCA in the role of labeling other

church groups. Few seemed ready to

adopt the broad suggestion of the Rev.

George Long of Lookout Mountain,
Tenn., that the church should not

publicly label either individuals or

other churches with respect to virtual-

ly any sin. But neither were they eager

to become known as those who had a

pigeon-hole for everyone.

Westminster Presbytery of south-

west Virginia had asked for the desig-

nation. "If we aren't willing to call

these denominations apostate," said

the Rev. Brent Bradley of Kingsport,

Tenn., "we sinned grievously in leav-

ing those churches."

But the Rev. Frank Barker of Bir-

mingham, Ala., disagreed. "It's not

our job to line everyone up and label

them as some others have done."
The assembly was clearly concerned

that through a choice not to apply the

label, some outsiders might infer that

the PCA was saying the PCUSA is not

apostate. "We're in an awkward posi-

tion," noted the Rev. Stephen Small-

man of McLean, Va., main author of

a report on apostasy several years ago
for the Reformed Presbyterian

Church, Evangelical Synod (RPCES).
One suggestion was that the labeling

be restricted to particular points.

Through such a limitation, the PCA

The best moderatorial skills in the PCA were challenged again and again as parliamentary mines exploded along the roadway. At the

tar left, the Rev. Vaughn E. Hathaway Jr., assistant parliamentarian, offers assistance while acting moderator W. Jack Williamson

(center), moderator James Baird (standing, right), and stated clerk Morton Smith (seated, right) puzzle over the rules of the assembly.

Baird frequently relinquished the chair to Williamson and to the Rev. Paul Settle (right photo), both recognized as skilled parliamentarians.
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Lightening the Load
One of the more preposterous proposals at the 12th General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in America in Baton Rouge was that future

assemblies be limited to just three days of business. That's like trying to

re-write the Westminster Confession on your way to work some morning.

Only by staying up to all hours (one session lasted until 1:10 a.m.) did this

year's assembly even pretend to complete its work in five days.

Much has been said about delegated assemblies for the PCA, but the prob-

lem is not that there are too many people. The problem is that there's too

much work. Cutting the assembly to 300 people wouldn't solve anything,

except that the overload would be less expensive.

Indeed, although we're too tired just now to try to give you an accurate

count, this year's PCA assembly was asked to act on not fewer than 500
or 600 separate proposals. Assuming that there were 40 hours for business,

that leaves an average of about four or five minutes per proposal. Who
can call that a deliberative assembly? Several important questions got short

shrift because of the clock.

So here's a practical suggestion: Why doesn't the PCA move to divide

its work load at each assembly? If the denomination isn't ready for a

delegated assembly, let every church send its minister and as many elders

as it wants, and assign everyone who comes to one of three houses—an
administrative assembly, a legislative assembly, and a judicial assembly.

Those in the administrative body would review the work of the church's

committees and boards. The legislative body would keep up with the un-

ending need for updating the constitutional documents. And the judicial

unit would deal with conflicts not resolvable in the church's lower courts.

We're guessing that in a typical year, the workload would be fairly equitably

distributed.

Commissioners would be rotated from year to year from one assembly

to another. All three assemblies could continue to meet simultaneously at

the same place, maintaining the present opportunities for joint worship and
fellowship which are indeed valuable. Or the three assemblies could meet
at separate sites, coming together for joint meetings only every three to five

years.

By reducing each commissioner's workload, opportunity for thoughtful

deliberation would be enhanced. Six or seven hours of actual business each

day (with everyone participating instead of out for coffee) might be fol-

lowed by informal chit-chat and some physical recreation to clear the

cobwebs for the next day's work. The church's work is too important to

be done in marathon sessions.

—

JOEL BELZ. DfJ

would only say: "When the PCUSA
ordains a man who denies the deity of

Jesus Christ, at that point the PCUSA
is apostate." But some questioned

whether that approach had any teeth

at all.

At one point, the assembly was

given the opportunity to sidestep the

whole issue by postponing a vote either

way. But sentiment was strong for

speaking softly about liberal church

bodies. By a substantial vote, the

assembly said it was not going to find

itself in the mode of applying labels to

those groups. CE

Baird from Mississippi

Elected PCA's Moderator

BATON ROUGE, La.—The senior

pastor of the largest Presbyterian

church in the state of Mississippi was
elected on the first ballot here as

moderator of the 12th General As-

sembly of the Presbyterian Church in

America (PCA).
The Rev. James M. Baird of Jack-

son's First Presbyterian Church won
the election 396-283 over the Rev.

Donald B. Patterson, Baird's prede-

cessor in the same pulpit. Patterson

now serves on the staff of the PCA's
Mission to the World as pastor at large

to MTW's missionaries.

Baird called it a privilege to follow

Patterson as pastor of Jackson's First

Church, and said he would have been
happier if he had also followed him in

the voting for moderator.

Saying he does not consider himself

an expert parliamentarian, Baird spent

far less than half the assembly behind

the rostrum. Instead, he called regular-

ly on previous PCA moderators to

push the assembly through its in-

credibly heavy agenda.

Baird, 55, is a native of New Jersey

and grew up in Illinois. He is a grad-

uate of Maryville College in Tennessee

and Columbia Seminary in Atlanta.

He has served PCUS and PCA pastor-

ates in Alabama, Georgia, and Flor-

ida, as well as Mississippi.

The moderator is a member of the

boards of the Journal and Reformed
Seminary in Jackson, Miss.

The Bairds have four sons, two pre-

paring for the ministry. 13

OPCs Ruff Reports

On Prospects for J&R

BATON ROUGE, La.—A represen-

tative of the Orthodox Presbyterian

Church (OPC) told the Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) here that

the OPCs acceptance of an invitation

to join the PCA is likely to be a pain-

ful process.

"Our unity is threatened," said the

Rev. Lewis Ruff, head of the OPCs
Home Missions Committee and offi-

cial representative of the OPC to the
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RUFF

PCA's assembly here. "But so perhaps
is our blindness to our calling," he
continued. "We want to do God's will.

We're in a good position—one that

could produce pain and sadness, but

also one that could produce under-

standing and growth."
Ruff said that reports that the OPC

was intent on celebrating its 50th an-

niversary as a church in 1986 were true.

But that, he said, is only a minor
reason for the OPC's delay in respond-

ing to the PCA's invitation.

More important, he reported, is the

desire of many in the OPC to gather

information about the PCA before

making such an important decision.

Among other things, he said OPC peo-

ple want to learn how the PCA's 1982
reception of the Reformed Presbyte-

rian Church, Evangelical Synod, has

affected former RPCES members.

"From what I have heard so far,"

Ruff said, "that has gone very well

indeed."

"We in the OPC would not join you
to save ourselves," said Ruff. "If we
were a dying church, we would not

vote to join the PCA just to save our
lives. But to do what is right, and to

increase the health of both bodies, we

BATON ROUGE, La.— If commis-
sioners to the 12th General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in America
here heard the opening address from
their retiring moderator, they showed
few signs later in the week that they

had taken his advice to heart.

Closing out his year in the PCA's
top post, ruling elder L. B. "Pete"
Austin of Chattanooga stressed the

need for balance in understanding and
ministry. Austin noted that many of

Scripture's great commands are

couched in combinations joined by the

word "and," not in choices separated

by the word "or."

Quoting from a popular book on
business management, Austin encour-

aged commissioners to strive to build

a church which is appropriately

"tight" and "loose" at the same
time—"tight and unbending about

basics," he said, "but loose in terms

of reaching out to people's needs."

ought gladly to give up our life."

According to the schedules of both
churches, the OPC's first assembly-
level vote on the issue will come next

June. If the proposal passes there, it

will go during the following year to

OPC presbyteries for ratification

before a final vote by the assembly in

1986. m

Organizations that are exclusively

tight fail because of their inflexibility,

Austin stressed, while those that are

exclusively loose fail because they lose

their way.

In one of its most grueling sessions

toward the end of its business week,

the PCA here seemed to need some of

that balance as it ricocheted between
the polar extremes of what kind of

church it ought to be. And the ricochet

effect was sometimes accentuated as

opposite sides appeared to operate as

much on perceptions of their oppon-
ents as they did on what was actually

being said.

Written large over the tussle were at

least two important but superficially

unrelated issues. On the one hand was
the frustration many felt over a deci-

sion by the PCA's 1983 assembly

which threatens the ordination of a

minister in Ascension Presbytery. That

minister, the Rev. Kurt H. Lutjens,

had taken exception to several details

of the PCA standards during his or-

dination process—but not in areas con-

sidered sufficiently serious by the

presbytery to keep them from ordain-

ing him.

Last year's general assembly dis-

agreed, however, listening to many in

the church who said that ordaining a

man like Lutjens is evidence that the

church has become too "loose." The
assembly instructed Ascension Pres-

bytery to counsel the minister, to re-

examine him, and if necessary to re-

move his ordination if he continued to

find his views out of compliance with

PCA standards.

For many others, that judgment by

the 1983 assembly was evidence of a

church that had become too "tight."

Indeed, Ascension Presbytery did lit-

tle during the past year to follow the

1983 assembly's instructions, strug-

gling instead to find some middle

With 15 active duty chaplains in the Army, 13 in the Navy, and 3 in the Air Force, the
PCA enjoys representation in the military chaplaincy at a rate probably 10 times what
many denominations have. Chaplains committee chairman William B. Leonard (center)
attributes that to the continuing availability of PCA men when slots open up and to the
high calibre of men provided and the good records they have made. Talking here with
Leonard are Peter C. Jensen of Twentynine Palms, Cal. (left), and the PCA's highest ranking
chaplain, Col. David P. Peterson (right), who has just been transferred from post chaplain
at West Point to the Army War College near Carlisle, Pa.
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Left: Ruling elder and retiring moderator Pete Austin, who encouraged the PCA to find a balance between being "tight" and being
"loose." Center: Teaching elders Robert Cannada Jr. (left) of Little Rock, Ark., and Stephen Leonard (right) of Seattle, Wash., who
huddled to clarify their differences on the debate. Right: Ruling elder David Coffin, an attorney from Washington, D.C., who tried

repeatedly—but unsuccessfully— to find some parliamentary opening to allow the assembly to reverse its judgment against Ascension
Presbytery and the Rev. Kurt Lutjens.

ground.

A second major issue here came in

the form of an overture from Cove-
nant Presbytery in Mississippi re-

questing a Book of Church Order
amendment to spell out specific limita-

tions on the church's higher courts.

If adopted by the presbyteries this

coming year, the PCA would then op-
erate under rules which say that the

"general assembly may not admit min-
isters or congregations to a particular

presbytery, nor may the general assem-

bly dismiss ministers or congregations

from a particular presbytery." Parallel

limitations are also imposed on pres-

byteries in their dealings with local

churches.

That proposal, first offered as an
antidote to one or two cases where
presbyteries were said to have dealt in

a high-handed manner with local

churches, dissolving sessions and
threatening to separate congregations
from their properties, sailed through
the assembly with minimal opposition.

But when the same language was
later suggested as applicable to the

Lutjens case, many commissioners
wanted a second look. Could the gen-
eral assembly really not tell a presby-

tery that a particular candidate was not

satisfactory? If not, why is there a
judicial appeal system of any kind?
Had the PCA really been designed as

a congregational system, with a sort of
pseudo-Presbyterian connectionalism

meant only as a means of fellowship?

Alarmed, about 90 commissioners
—including at least two former PCA
moderators—signed a vigorous pro-
test, written by the Rev. Vaughn E.

Hathaway Jr., affirming what they

saw as the assembly's proper role as an

authoritative higher court.

But ruling elders Robert Cannada
and W. Jack Williamson, who both
were prominent in writing the original

PCA constitutional documents, said

the skeptics were misunderstanding the

Too Loose?
Would you have voted to ordain Kurt
Lutjens? When he stated exceptions to

the PCA standards, would you have
judged them too important to vote

"yes"? Here, perhaps overly simpli-

fied, are the issues:

1) Lutjens says he personally be-

lieves Scriptures allow for women to

serve in the helping office of deacon,
but not in the ruling office of elder.

But he said he was willing to abide by
PCA standards in spite of his beliefs.

2) Lutjens does not agree with PCA
standards which require ministers serv-

ing communion to restrict the sacra-

ments to those who "are members of
evangelical churches."

3) Lutjens disagrees also with PCA
standards which restrict baptism to

those who are members, or in the pro-

cess of becoming members, of a
church.

Some say it isn't any one of the

three points listed here—but the cumu-
lative impact of them, a combination
which indicates a particular attitude

toward Scripture and the PCA stan-

dards, which prompts them to vote

against the candidate.

Is Lutjens too loose—or the PCA
too tight?

effort. Yes, indeed, they argued, the

assembly could instruct the presbyte-

ries, as presbyteries could instruct local

churches. In extreme cases, if a higher

court believed a failure to follow in-

structions was sufficiently serious, the

higher court even had the power to

remove the lower court from continued

membership.

The limitation, said Cannada and
Williamson, was on the higher courts

reaching in and changing the member-
ship of the lower court. Such high-

handed tactics had been found repul-

sive in mainline Presbyterian denom-
inations, pointed out Cannada, and
had deliberately been omitted from

PCA church order.

Whether the controversial Overture

33 would be approved by presbyteries

after raising so many eyebrows re-

mains to be seen during the coming
year. If it passes, its applicability to

Ascension Presbytery and Kurt Lut-

jens will be similarly intriguing.

The development proved ironic for

some who had come from the former

Reformed Presbyterian Church, Evan-

gelical Synod (RPCES), to join the

PCA two years ago. Many (but by no

means all) former RPCES commis-

sioners were backers of Lutjens, a

Covenant Seminary graduate. But

many of those same people were afraid

of the wide door which they felt Over-

ture 33 seemed to be opening. They
wanted a church loose enough for Lut-

jens, but not so loose that a general

assembly seemed to have its hands tied

with respect to a stubborn presbytery.

Indeed, many long-time PCA ministers

and elders shared the same tension.
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This year's assembly, in spite of

repeated efforts to stall such efforts,

renewed its instructions to Ascension

Presbytery to do what last year's

assembly first ordered—and even put

specific deadlines on those orders.

Many were unhappy with having to

deal with the problem that way. They
wanted a church loose enough to give

a man like Lutjens room to operate,

but felt they never had a chance to vote

on that matter this year. Instead, they

were required to focus only on whether

a presbytery could ignore the assem-

bly's orders. On that specific issue, a

consistent four-fifths of the body said

"no"—that would be a little too much
looseness. CTJ

PCA's Financial Woes
Give Way to Better Times

BATON ROUGE, La.—The sorry fi-

nancial plight of the Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) in 1983 has

given way to better times, according to

reports here from the church's Com-
mittee on Administration.

Giving to the PCA's administrative

unit was only 72 percent of the targeted

budget for the year 1983—but because

the committee was careful to spend on-

ly what it had or what was clearly in

sight, it ended the year with a small

surplus.

In fact, the committee which report-

ed near bankruptcy last year told this

year's assembly that all prior debts

were cleared up in last year's oper-

ations. ID

Associate stated clerk Paul R. Gilchrist of-

fered special commendation to PCA leaders

for making the acceptance of the former
RPCES, where he was stated clerk, a
smooth transition. Gilchrist has resigned
the PCA clerk's post to do more writing.

'Previous Baptism' Still

Unresolved by PCA

BATON ROUGE, La.—The legiti-

macy of baptisms performed in apos-

tate churches or to the children of

unbelieving parents continued to be a

thorny problem for commissioners at

the 12th General Assembly of the Pres-

byterian Church in America (PCA)
here.

Many commissioners felt a commit-

tee assigned to study the matter had
made little progress since the same
issue had frustrated last year's

assembly.

This year's committee, like last

year's, was divided between a major-

ity report and that of a one-man
minority. The majority basically ar-

gued for a narrow interpretation

through which nearly every baptism

performed under questionable circum-

stances would have to be performed
again. The minority report suggested

that because baptism is more a symbol
of God's faithfulness than of the par-

ticipants', the first baptism should nor-

mally be recognized as legitimate even

when it may not have been fully un-

derstood when performed.

The main division here was whether

the denomination as a whole should try

to establish rigid formulas to apply to

every situation, or whether local ses-

sions should be allowed flexibility with

respect to individual situations.

The committee's chairman, the Rev.

George W. Knight III of St. Louis, ar-

gued strenuously that the PCA assem-

Host pastor Joe C. Gardner Jr., pastor of the
Plains PCA congregation in Zachary, La.,

headed an efficient but unflustered staff of
volunteers from area churches which pro-
duced one of the best coordinated assem-
bly programs in commissioners' memory.

KNIGHT

bly should take a firm position agree-

ing with the majority.

Others insisted that Presbyterians in

North America have previously chosen

to allow local option on the matter.

They felt that Knight was ignoring

evidence from American church his-

tory that such earlier bodies had felt

local option was the best approach.

In the end, the assembly decided to

endorse neither the majority nor the

minority viewpoint, but to send both

to the churches for information. The
study committee has also been con-

tinued to seek further resolution of the

issues. IS

Evaluation Group To Look
At PCA Committee Lineup

BATON ROUGE, Miss.—The de-

nominational structure of the

Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA) may be due for major revision.

By a virtually unanimous vote, the

PCA's general assembly here approved

appointment of a six-person commit-
tee to explore several cumbersome
aspects of denominational activity, and

to suggest possible changes to next

year's assembly.

A prime target of the study will be

the PCA's nominating process, de-

scribed by the retiring moderator in his

formal report as "a disaster."

Other obvious purposes of the as-

signment are to produce better coor-

dination and cooperation among the

PCA's major committees, which are

regularly accused of running indepen-

dent programs, and to cut through the

judicial business logjam which ac-

cumulates annually.

While here, assembly commissioners

heard a report on specific research in-
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Covenant Seminary board chairman Lanny Moore (left) of Greenville, S.C., with Dr. Robert

G. Rayburn, founding president, and introduced here as the school's interim president.

dicating few PCA members see their

denomination as an integrated pro-

gram. But the research was hardly

necessary; the unanimity on the vote

to seek more unity demonstrated how
common the concern is over fragmen-

tation of major PCA efforts. 51

In Other Action . . .

BATON ROUGE, La.—In other ac-

tion in its 12th General Assembly here,

the Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA):

—Gave emeritus elders an official

place in the church through an amend-
ment to the Book of Church Order.

According to the new statement, an

elder may be given emeritus status on
the basis of infirm health or old age

—

but only at his own request. Most con-

troversial was a proposal that emeritus

elders should not be eligible to vote in

local sessions. That passed by a 2-1

margin, although elders who already

hold emeritus status are exempt from
the ruling.

—Passed a resolution of apprecia-

tion to Dr. Robert G. Rayburn for 10

years of service to Covenant College as

founding president and 19 more years

as a member of the board. The resolu-

tion was accompanied by a standing

ovation and the robust singing of the

Doxology. Later, Rayburn was intro-

duced as the new interim president of

Covenant Seminary, where a search

committee is seeking a successor to Dr.

William S. Barker.

—Closed the door, by a substantial

margin, on a proposed study to explore

a possible role for women as deacons.

Delmarva Presbytery had asked for

such a study because "the possibility

exists that our church is going beyond
the requirements of Scripture" in pro-

hibiting women deacons "and thereby

may be impoverishing herself." On a

close 265-263 vote, the assembly also

eliminated as appropriate "for further

study" earlier RPCES studies on the

issue which had been favorable toward
women in the helping office of deacon.

But the RPCES studies had never won
a majority vote even in that church's

synods, in spite of several efforts.

—Affirmed an Illiana Presbytery re-

quest that a committee be appointed to

study questions about "heroic mea-
sures" to preserve life. The assembly
asked that the committee include, if

possible, Dr. C. Everett Koop, U.S.

surgeon general and a PCA layman.

—Affirmed a Delmarva Presbytery

request for a study committee to give

"pastoral guidance regarding nuclear

armament and nuclear deterrence."

The study is to be submitted to next

year's assembly, along with "any
Christian viewpoints consistent with

Reformed theology."

—Changed the name of the Com-
mittee on Christian Education and
Publications to "Mission of Christian

Education"—although the change is

subject to approval by the respective

presbyteries during the coming year.

—Backed off from proposals to

change policies about disciplining

delinquent members until legal advice

can be secured. Commissioners were

advised that the practice of suing

church authorities for exercising

discipline is increasing, and that the

PCA should be careful not to put its

congregations in unnecessary legal

jeopardy.

—Formed two additional presbyte-

ries by dividing the existing Texas

Presbytery into northern and southern

sections and the existing Evangel Pres-

bytery in Alabama, also into northern

and southern sections. The action

means the PCA now has 40 presbyte-

ries in the U.S. and Canada. The pres-

ent boundaries of St. Louis Presbytery

were also extended to include the

whole state of Missouri.

—Refused to move toward setting a

minimum voting age for local church-

es' communicant members who might

be judged to be too young to vote for

church officers. There was substantial

confusion, however, whether local

churches have the right to set such

minimum ages if they wish to do so.

—Said that memorial services for

unborn children—as in the case of a

miscarriage—are appropriate, "re-

gardless of the existence of physical re-

mains available for burial." The as-

sembly struck a phrase, however, say-

ing such memorial services should be

"encouraged."

—Agreed to send observers in Sep-

tember to a National Consultation on
Obscenity and Pornography in Cincin-

nati, Ohio. The gathering is being

organized by a PCUSA pastor from
Cincinnati.

—Told its Committee on Inter-

Church Relations to explore future

PCA membership in the National As-
sociation of Evangelicals—with an en-

couragement to local congregations to

join in the meantime to learn firsthand

whether they want to join later as a

denomination.

—Heard that nearly one-third of all

local PCA churches failed to file

statistical reports for 1983. Based on
information which was received, and
extrapolating 1982 figures from chur-

ches which did not report, PCA com-
municant membership is now estimat-

ed at over 135,000.

—Set its 1985 assembly for the

month of July in St. Louis, Mo., and
its 1986 assembly in Philadelphia, Pa.,

to coincide with the 50th anniversary

assembly of the Orthodox Presbyterian

Church. 51
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NEWS OF RELIGION

CRC Approves Women Deacons, But Not Elders

GRAND RAPIDS,

CRC Mich.—Women in

the Christian Re-

formed Church
may be elected to

the office of dea-

con, but not to the

office of ruling or

teaching elder, following a series of

sometimes confusing decisions here by

the church's synod.

This year's synod had been seen by
many throughout the church as a wat-

ershed, as some conservatives dug in

their heels to prevent opening any of-

fices to women while a small minority

on the other side hoped for a crack in

the dike which would open all offices.

Over three days, almost every crucial

question was answered by a vote so

close that as few as three delegates

made the difference.

Early in the discussion, conser-

vatives seemed to have things going

their direction as the CRC synod ap-

proved 81-76 a statement that "the

headship principle, which means that

the man should exercise primary

leadership and direction-setting in the

home and in the church, is a Biblical

teaching recognized in both the Old
and New Testaments."

Among the best known works of the Christian Reformed Church is the popular Back to

God Hour, featuring radio minister Joel Nederhood and a team of national preachers in

other languages. Recent reports indicate substantial acceptance of the Spanish "La Mora

de la Reforma" in Cuba, according to the Rev. Erelio Martinez (left), pastor of the 85-member
Christian Reformed congregation in Jaguey Grande. The program comes to Cuba via the

short-wave broadcasting facilities of HCJB, the "Voice of the Andes," in Ecuador. Mar-

tinez and another CRC minister, the Rev. David Lee (a Cuban pastor of South Korean

descent), reported during a recent visit to Back to God headquarters that "With God's

help, the church in Cuba is growing. There are currently 13 places of Christian Reformed
worship in Cuba—eight are established churches In Jaguey Grande, our congrega-

tion gathers several times each week for regular worship, Sunday school, and special

meetings for men and women. In addition to our 85 baptized members, we have a work-

ing relationship with 250 families in our town—people who are not yet committed Chris-

tians but who want us to pray with them." Martinez and Lee, who had sought for permis-

sion to come to the U.S. for several years, only this year got clearance from the Cuban
government to attend the CRC synod In Grand Rapids.

10

But the next day, by a more convin-

cing voice vote which was not chal-

lenged, the synod declared that there

is insufficient Biblical evidence to say

that the same headship principle is a

creation norm. Therefore, said the

CRC, the headship principle is not ap-

plicable to areas of life outside the

home and the church.

That statement backed off substan-

tially from the main committee report

which had supported a kind of univer-

sal male headship.

Then, in still another vote which ap-

peared to contradict the first position

on headship, the synod rejected 82-77

a statement that the first position ex-

cludes women from the offices of

minister, elder, and evangelist. No one

at this year's synod explicitly pushed

to have those offices opened to

women, but the reluctance to approve

a statement of principle excluding that

possibility was disturbing to many con-

servative in the church.

The actual decision to open the of-

fice of deacon to women came on an
82-75 vote, but was qualified in several

important ways. For one thing, in con-

gregations where deacons sit regularly

with elders in the church "consistory"

(the CRC equivalent of a Presbyterian

session), such deacons are clearly for-

bidden to exercise "consistorial"

authority. In many CRC congrega-

tions, the two bodies sit together in

what is sometimes called the church

"council," and functions are at least

blurred by the joint work. The synod

here asked churches, if they elect

women as deacons, to keep the func-

tions separate.

Further, every CRC minister is

guaranteed freedom of conscience in

connection with the ordination of

women as deacons. No minister may
be required, under the new rules, to

participate in such an ordination if he

chooses not to do so.

Because this year's synod adopted

language first approved by the 1978

CRC synod, rather than suggesting

new changes in church order, the im-
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Pro-life forces around the country have continued to watch the progress of little Malika—
born four months premature in Dayton, Ohio, and considered to be one of the smallest

surviving infants in U.S. medical history. Hundreds of babies, of course, at ages more
advanced than this. Malika weighed less than a pound at birth, and was shorter than a

ruler. upi photo

pact of the decisions here is immediate.

No further ratification is necessary.

Although the limits of this year's ac-

tion are clear, many in the church re-

main fearful that there will be a con-

tinuing effort to open the offices of

elder and minister as well. "If that is

the case," says John Hultink, editor of

Christian Renewal, a conservative

CRC-oriented tabloid in Ontario,

"what happened here is the beginning

of the disintegration of the Christian

Reformed Church."
Those who believe all offices should

be open to women, while thought to

be a small minority, have hardly hid-

den their views. The Rev. Andrew
Kuyvenhoven, editor of the official de-

nominational magazine, the Banner,
has written repeatedly in support of the

wide open position, allowing minimal
space in the magazine for the more
widely held conservative viewpoint.

"He acts more like a papal authority

than an elected officer of a Protestant

denomination," complains Hultink.

One reason for conservatives'

distress is a set of statistics published

early last spring by the Banner in-

dicating the grassroots support for

women in all offices continues to grow
in the CRC. "Naturally," one layman
told the Journal, asking not to be iden-

tified. "They control the magazine, the

college, and the seminary. They can
teach future members anything they
want to."

In other action here, the CRC de-

clared that any effort to use the Bible

as a defense for apartheid is a heresy.

In doing so, it distinguished between
the practice of apartheid itself on the

one hand and some Christians' at-

tempts to justify apartheid on the other

hand.

The synod, with lktle dissent,

backed its publications board in a con-
troversial decision not to join a CRC
member in his protest against U.S. war
involvement. The board had recently

paid the Internal Revenue Service

money which IRS said was owed by a
man who had done woik for the

church. Although synod here appoint-
ed a committee to study such issues in

more detail over the next two years, for

now it said that it could support a
church member in his right to protest

without actually joining him in that

protest.

Also referred for further study was
a proposal to join the CRC's foreign

missions board and the denomina-
tion's popular world relief committee
(CRWRC). The two agencies have

found themselves in frequent conflict

as their respective roles of evangelism

and social relief have tended to follow

separate rather than complementary
patterns. Ill

Korean Church Hosts
Unusual Prayer Assembly

SEOUL, South Korea—More than

3200 people gathered here early in June

for a virtually unprecedented focus on
prayer for world evangelization.

About 2200 Koreans hosted the

event, which attracted 1000 other peo-

ple from 68 different nations.

Co-sponsored by the Korean Evan-

gelical Fellowship and the Lausanne
Committee for World Evangelization

(LCWE), the gathering concluded on
Pentecost Sunday. Leaders and par-

ticipants described the week-long in-

volvement as a "transforming expe-

rience."

Most sessions were held in the

Young Nak Presbyterian Church here,

the largest Presbyterian congregation

in the world with some 60,000 mem-
bers. The church's pastor, the Rev.

Cho Choon Park, was co-chairman of

the prayer assembly.

For many who came from other na-

tions, the week's highlight was ex-

posure to the dynamic spiritual life evi-

dent in the host Korean churches.

Prayer has historically been a key ele-

ment in church life here, with Korean

Christians often rising before dawn to

assemble in their churches for prayer.

Six hundred of the non-Korean par-

ticipants traveled an hour by bus to

spend time at one of South Korea's

"prayer mountains." One such gather-

ing place is owned by the Young Nak
church, with another operated by the

Full Gospel Central Church of Seoul.

The sites have been designated by the

churches as special gathering places,

and about 2500 people gather daily at

the mountain sponsored by the charis-

matic congregation.

Attendance at the assembly's final

session was about 70,000. 21

After Expulsion, Students
Sue Baptist High School

CANOGA PARK, Cal. (RNS)—Five
seniors expelled two months ago and
prevented from attending graduation

ceremonies at Faith Baptist High
School, because they danced and
sipped wine coolers at private class

parties, have sued the school for $1

million each.

"We all feel very betrayed and very

cheated," said Christine Blake, 18, a

straight-A honor student who was
forced to collect her awards for speech

and other activities in a cardboard box.

"When I go to sleep at night, I cry."

Gloria Allred, attorney who filed the

girls' civil suit in Los Angeles County
Superior Court, said the five have not

been permitted to attend classes for the

past two months, but did take final ex-

aminations and will have their diplo-
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mas mailed to them. She said the girls

decided to seek monetary damages in

the suit rather than ask court permis-

sion to attend graduation ceremonies

where all would have received awards.

The suit accused school authorities

of invading the girls' privacy by ques-

tioning them about their behavior at

private, parent-chaperoned parties; in-

flicting emotional distress by threaten-

ing to subject them to lie-detector tests,

and breaching standards of fair deal-

ing by expelling them immediately

after questioning them without giving

parents an opportunity to protest.

Each of the girls had conceded that

she danced and sipped wine coolers at

one of three parties given last Sep-

tember, November, and February, for

the 70-member senior class. The suit

says 53 of the seniors engaged in those

activities, but that only seven (in-

cluding two who did not join the suit)

were ousted.

"Because we told the truth," said

Miss Blake, "we were expelled."

The girls' attorney said other stu-

dents were questioned, but apparent-

ly refused to answer or may have lied.

The alcoholic beverage in question,

according to the suit, was "California

Cooler" with a six percent alcohol con-

tent. "There is less alcohol in that

drink than in cough medicine," Mrs.

Allred said.

The attorney emphasized that the

suit in no way attacks a private

religious school's right to impose
restrictions on how students dress or

behave at school, but contests the

school's right to dictate behavior in

private homes and to question them
about it.

Dr. Roland Rasmussen, director of

Faith Baptist Schools, said, however
the girls and their parents had each

signed an agreement annually stating:

"I understand that no student enrolled

in Faith Baptist Elementary, Junior

High, or Senior High School may at

any time participate in smoking, drink-

ing, social dancing, use of narcotics,

or any type of behavior which is con-

sidered to be immoral by the admin-
istration of Faith Baptist Schools. This

applies not only to actions committed
on the school property, but off the

school property as well . . .
."

"None of the parties resulted in any
scandalous activities or brought any
disrepute on the school or any of the

students at the school," the suit said.

"For the most part, the activities at the
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parties consisted of discussion among
the students concerning choice of col-

leges and senior activities coming up."

The girls were also excluded from
the junior-senior banquet, senior trip

and patriotic programs.

"This case is important," Mrs.
Allred told reporters, "because if the

private school is permitted to engage
in this far-reaching and intensive

scrutiny of the student's private life,

then there would be no prohibitions

against the school requiring each stu-

dent to come in and divulge everything

they and their classmates have done the

prior weekend.

"This would not only invade a stu-

dent's right to privacy," she said, "but

it would also allow schools to under-

cut the authority of parents who
should be the final decision-makers on
their children's non-school-related ac-

tivities." CD

High School Sued By
Editors of Religious Paper

MINNEAPOLIS (RNS)—Two stu-

dents suspended from surburban

Hopkins High School for distributing

a newspaper with religious content

before school hours have filed a law-

suit against the school district and
board members.

In filing the suit, students Doug
(Duke) Pagitt and Tani Winther
claimed that their constitutional rights

have been violated. They charged cen-

sorship and religious discrimination.

The two students had distributed

literature with religious content in

January, but had stopped when asked

to do so. They renewed distribution in

April, and the issue was reviewed by

the school board which, on the advice

of its attorney, refused students the

right to distribute literature with

religious content.

The lawsuit alleges that members of

the school board "do not respect the

spiritual nature of the plaintiffs or ac-

commodate their spiritual needs but,

instead, exact a price for attendance at

a public educational institution."

It says that the board uses "state

power to handicap religion, making
government an adversary of religion,"

and that "their purpose is to hinder,

inhibit, handicap and eradicate re-

ligion."

The suit says the school board vio-

lated the students' right to equal pro-

tection of the law by establishing a

"suspect classification" (literature

with religious content) which cannot be

justified by any "compelling state in-

terest." HI

South Dakota College

Severs Presbyterian Ties

HURON, S.D. (RNS)—Huron Col-

lege here is terminating its century-long

relationship with the Presbyterian

Church USA.
The financially hard-pressed college

is negotiating to sell its facilities to the

National College of Business in Rapid
City, S.D.

That sale is contingent on approval

by Huron voters at an election July 10

to extend the city's one percent sales

tax for another 24 to 30 months to pur-

chase the college's fine arts center. The
city of Huron would then lease back

the center to Huron College for its use.

It also would be available for city ac-

tivities.

If the tax extension is approved, Na-
tional College of Business will buy the

rest of the college's facilities. It will

assume all operating and maintenance

costs.

Huron College will continue to of-

fer liberal-arts courses but more career-

oriented courses will be added, said

Marilyn Hoyt, chairperson of the

Huron College's board of trustees.

The present trustee board will con-

tinue as custodians of the mortgage,

but new trustees will be chosen to

govern the college. The present Huron
College faculty of 27 members will be

offered interviews and chances for

placement on the successor college

faculty.

Mrs. Hoyt said Huron College has

had financial problems for many years

and it has a current debt of about $1.3

million.

The PCUSA Synod of the Lakes

and Prairies has provided financial aid

in terms of short-term loans, according

to the Rev. Robert T. Cuthill, synod

executive in Bloomington, Minn.

The synod held its annual assembly

at Huron College, June 1 1-14, a kind

of church farewell to the college.

Ted DeVries, president of Huron
since last August, said the college had

an enrollment last fall of about 300

students, which increased to 330 this

spring. An enrollment of 375 to 400

had been anticipated for next fall. CD



UNDER MY PALM TREE

Out of Her Anguish Came a Plea

Sue Ellen jogs down the street in her white shirt and red

shorts. "How thin she is!", you exclaim, wishing you
could lose a few pounds and look more like the actresses

on TV. Sue Ellen rounds the corner, presses on for two
more miles, and returns home.

Exhilarated? Refreshed? On the contrary. She views

her gaunt frame in the mirror with disgust. What she sees

is a person who is too fat. Tonight she will eat a salad

for supper. Later on, when the family is in bed, she will

raid the refrigerator, stuffing her stomach with high

calorie foods. Then she will lock herself in the bathroom
and make herself vomit. The family will hear the retching

and fall deeper into despair.

Sue Ellen suffers from anorexia bulemia, an eating dis-

order characterized by an obsession with overweight that

seeks control through the use of laxatives or vomiting.

Particularly serious among white females in the 15 to 25

age category, it is now being admitted by more and more
men, and people who are middle-aged.

Nationwide, anorexia affects 5 to 15 percent of our
population, but this statistic includes only those with a

psychiatric disorder so serious they are seeking profes-

sional help. Thousands of people do not admit their prob-

lem. A social worker for BASH—Bulemia Anorexia Self

Help—located in St. Louis, tells me that one of the city's

most prestigious universities has signs in the rest rooms,
"Please do not vomit," in an effort to reduce plumbing
problems. The university estimates that one out of five

female students is anorectic!

Sue Ellen is not a mythical character, dreamed up to

illustrate an eating disorder gone rampant. She is a real

person, a young woman who literally went from death

to life by the grace of God.
At 19, Sue Ellen was 15 pounds overweight. For many

reasons she hated herself, and she focused that hatred

on those 15 excess pounds. While reading Sports Illus-

trated one day, she came across an article telling how
jockeys and wrestlers routinely controlled their weight by
vomiting. It took her many tries to learn how to do it.

With a strict diet and swimming, she lost 35 pounds.
Bulemia is usually practiced in secret, so the bulemic

person develops into a sneak who must also lie to cover
up the practice. Soon these sins creep into other areas

of life. When concerned parents, who are understand-
ably disgusted, confront the sufferer, there are denials

and further accusations, often followed by admonitions
to "Stop it!," which the anorectic is helpless to do.

Sue Ellen's parents threatened to keep her out of col-

lege. They took her to a doctor who described her condi-
tion as "like a common cold," and prescribed diet pills.

She went away to college, free at last from parental re-

straint. She ate and drank to excess, and was put on pro-
bation. After Christmas she decided, "I've got to get my

act together," and for two months she went without

bulemia. Her grades improved. Then she got a job in the

college cafeteria, a poor choice for someone with her

problem. But it was the only job available that didn't re-

quire a car. One night she "slipped up" and ate two ice

cream cones. The bulemia was back.

Summer came and the problem got worse. Sue Ellen

returned to college, and became so involved in a soror-

ity, in an effort to be somebody important, that she

flunked out. At 20 she found herself a failure, friendless,

and totally dependent upon her parents with whom she

had no loving relationship at all. Life was not worth liv-

ing. "I'm going to hurt my parents as much as they have

hurt me," she decided. She emptied the family medicine

cabinet of its pills, downed them all, and laid down on
her bed, prepared to die.

Death did not come, but sickness did. This time Sue

Ellen's parents put her under the care of a counselor

available through the family medical plan. He placed her

in a psyciatric ward, prescribed Valium, which she did

not take, and visited her several times a week. Free from
the pressures of "the real world," Sue Ellen ate three

meals a day.

But the "real world" had to be faced. Sue Ellen re-

turned home where fighting and yelling characterized

family life. She went back to her old eating routine, and
this time her parents put her out. She found an apart-

ment in the city, a friend co-signed a loan for a car, and
she found a part-time job. Expenses mounted, however,

especially when her roommate moved out. One July day,

unable to find her checkbook, which had one remaining

check to cover all her bills, she sat on the floor and cried.

Out of her anguish came a plea, "God help me," a con-

fession, "I don't know what to do," and repentance,

"I'm sorry for what I have done." This from a person

who stopped going to church the day after she was con-

firmed at 14, who saw religious people as hypocrites.

The checkbook was found. Sue Ellen also found a full-

time job and a room in a town-house near her new job.

She went back to her city apartment to get her furniture,

and discovered it had all been stolen. She recorded in her

personal journal, "I've done nothing good with my life.

God, take over."

A friend invited her to Women's Bible Study Fellow-

ship. She loved it. The Bible, which had always been dry

history before, now became a personal application of

spiritual principles. Hungry for more reading, she went
into a Christian bookstore looking for commentaries,

saw a sign "Assistant Manager Wanted," applied, and
promptly got the job!

Sue Ellen moved back home. Through a friend in Bible

Study Fellowship she met a young man who took her to

Continued on p. 19, col. 2WBBHm
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BOOKS

More on Hymns

HYMNS AND THEIR USES, by James R.

Sydnor. Agape, Carol Stream, III. Paper,

152 pp. $6.95.

FAITHSONG, by Thomas L. Are.

Westminster Press, Philadelphia, Pa.

Paper, 96 pp. $6.95.

THE FAITH WE SING, by Paul S.

Schilling. Westminster Press,

Philadelphia, Pa. Paper, 262 pp. $14.95.

Reviewed by Larry Sibley, Glenside, Pa.,

book editor for Bible Newsletter.

Although music of one sort or another

fills most people's days—whether you
keep a small radio tuned to classical

music or simply endure your employ-

er's choice of "wall music"—the

church is one of the few organizations

that make music a regular part of al-

most every meeting. The PTA, Rotary

or city council are almost never caught

singing, but Christians can't get to-

gether without a song or two.

Often, however, we sing without un-

derstanding. Who wrote these words,

this music? Why? What do these

words mean? Also, how are we to

listen to the choir, the soloist, the

organ? The books before us help to an-

swer these questions. They give under-

standing.

James Sydnor's Hymns and Their

Uses begins with congregational sing-

ing—who is responsible (everyone),

what's involved (spiritual perception

and musical artistry) and why (to ex-

press feelings, tell others, become clos-

er, learn the faith and be strength-

ened). I'd add a sixth reason to the lat-

ter—to tell God what we think, believe

and feel.

Succeeding chapters cover the hymn
(music and words together, plus a basic

list), how to use a hymnal, leading the

singers (by pastor, organist, songleader

and choir) and private/family singing.

Sydnor has given us a workable, basic

tool for improved singing.

Thomas Are's Faithsong focuses

primarily on the role of various leaders

in the ministry of music and will be

most helpful to pastors and musical

professionals (ministers of music, or-
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ganists). In order to improve the mu-
sical side of worship their role as part-

ners is explored.

A very positive feature of the book
is the focus on the people/persons who
minister. Are's goal is not so much
superior performance as the develop-

ment of people, their gifts and rela-

tionships. He has a healthy sense of the

body of Christ functioning together,

members helping each other instead of

competing for prominence. By recall-

ing case histories he is able to show
how relational problems develop and
how music leaders can work together

to overcome discord. The choir doesn't

have to be the conflict center of the

church!

The Faith We Sing (Schilling) is pri-

marily a discussion of the theology of

hymns. He draws samples from sixty

different hymnals, arranging his ma-
terial topically (God, Humanity, Jesus

Christ, The Holy Spirit, The Church
and Its Mission, the Christian Life,

Consummation). He quotes heavily

and comments briefly on his samples.

He makes you aware of what you are

saying as you sing.

He also makes you aware of his own
theology. According to Schilling, Wes-
ley's "Arise, My Soul, Arise" contains

questionable content (a substitutionary

penal view of the atonement) and an

unscriptural "My God is reconciled."

His theological standards (scripture,

tradition, experience, and reason) lean

heavily towards the latter three: "Is the

hymn in harmony with present-day

knowledge?" He believes God's work
of creation is continuing and struggles

to redefine the Trinity in a modalistic

sense.

Schilling's theology is more explicit

than either Sydnor's or Are's, but all

three are broader—and more liberal

—

than most Journal readers'. However,
you will find much to help you in these

books. Schilling certainly makes one
think about what's being sung. He also

makes me thankful to have the Trini-

ty Hymnal at my disposal. Some of the

songs in those other books are beyond

the pale.

Just keep your sanctified wits about

you and use what you learn to praise

God better. ffi

ON BEING REFORMED, by I. John Hes-
selink. Servant Books, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Paper, 112 pp. n.p. Reviewed by the Rev.
Stuart R. Jones, pastor, First Orthodox
Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, Md.

I. John Hesselink is currently profes-

sor of theology and president of

Western Theological Seminary
(RCA). Previously he studied under

Emil Brunner and Karl Barth, re-

ceiving his doctorate at the University

of Basel. He followed these studies

with service as a missionary and
teacher in Japan.

In this book, Dr. Hesselink gives us

one view of what "being Reformed"
entails, without trying to answer the

question "why be Reformed." War-
field has a good answer to this, but it

is doubtful that the author would ac-

cept Warfield's dictum that Cal-

vinism is Christianity come into its

own. Consequently, this book may
lack some punch for those outside

historically Reformed denomina-
tions. But it is primarily to those in-

terested in being reformed that Hes-

selink is writing.

Even some who are interested in

being Reformed will receive this work
with a mixture of admiration and dis-

agreement. There is much in this

compact book of historical interest

that sheds light on the roots of our

Reformed heritage. Hesselink is wel

read in the various traditions anc

chooses important misconceptions o:

the Reformed faith to address in each

chapter.

However, the interpretation is not

always balanced and sound. Federa

theology and Scottish Realism receive

very hard knocks, but neo-ortho-

doxy, not surprisingly, emerges un-

scathed. Inerrancy is treated as not

having a serious part of the early Re-

formed heritage, largely based on the

absence of that particular word in the



creeds and writers. We are also sur-

prised to find Cornelius Van Til listed

with Clark, Montgomery, and other

apologists who are "united in their

reliance on reason and logic."

Beyond these considerations, Hes-

selink's book is well written and will

probably have importance in main-

line denominations seeking to main-

tain a special sort of Reformed iden-

tity. E

Letters—from p. 3

with immorality, violence and put-

downs of the home and family the

reality he wants to feed on? CBN may
have areas that need improvement,
but they are seeking God's direction

and are a vital ministry in his body.
When the body of Christ is under

attack from all sides in today's world,

it is a shame that your magazine al-

lows an article that takes a distorted

potshot at another part of God's
body.

I hope this article is not an indica-

tion of the direction the Presbyterian

Journal is taking.

—Mary Roberts
Ocean Springs, Miss.

CRITICIZES AA

The authors of the two main articles

in your alcoholism issue assumed un-

critically the tenets of Alcoholics

Anonymous. Although I, with them,

laud AA's successful efforts in the

treatment of alcoholism, I cannot buy
everything they sell.

I was once an alcoholic. I am alco-

holic no longer. I am cured—not ar-

rested, but cured. I usually choose
not to drink, but I can and have. The
first drink no longer demands a sec-

ond. Alcohol has no power over me.
I am one of many who have been

disabused of the mistaken conviction

that alcoholism is a disease—an in-

curable, bio-physiological process

which can be halted but never re-

versed. Although there is no scientific

basis for this theory, it is propagated
by self-proclaimed experts who resort

to proof-by-definition: "Once an al-

coholic, always an alcoholic." That
is, the compulsive drinker who comes
to be truly free of that compulsion
could not—by definition—have been
an alcoholic, since an alcoholic is one
who cannot control his drinking.

How can AA members and adher-

ents so adamantly insist on this

falsehood? Again, slogan supplants

fact: "It takes an alcoholic to under-

stand an alcoholic." I.e., "If you dis-

agree with us, you're wrong." No
doubt alcoholics are better able than

most to empathize with other alco-

holics. But on what basis can they

justifiably regard themselves as final

arbiters of matters that can be deter-

mined only through scientific re-

search?

The "arrested alcoholic" is bound
to a lifetime of practicing the AA pro-

gram in all his affairs. His unques-

tioning acceptance of the physically-

construed medical model results in re-

fusal to investigate possible under-

lying causes. But while alcoholism

has physiological effects, no
physiological cause has yet been iden-

tified. And honest investigation of

available data suggests emotional,

mental, social or spiritual pathology

at the root of the alcoholic's com-
pulsive behavior. Thus, AA can have

a detrimental effect on the alcoholic's

recovery.

AA's dogma is at variance with re-

sults of scientific research. But its in-

congruity with Scripture overshadows
even this consideration. The Chris-

tian is one who, by virtue of his union
with Christ, has become a new crea-

ture who is constantly being renewed
into the image of Jesus Christ (Col,

3:1-11; Eph. 4:17-24; II Cor. 5:14-17).

The world was crucified to the Chris-

tian when he died with Christ (Gal.

6:14). The power of the world and of

sin over him has been terminated.

When he bows to the authority of sin,

he makes himself once more a servant

of the principalities and power of this

world (Rom. 6; Col. 2:8-23; Gal.

4:1-9). Nothing lies outside the scope

of Christ's victory: Death, life, prin-

cipalities, things present, things to

come, height, depth (Rom. 8:38-39)

—

not even alcoholism. To deny this is

to deny the sufficiency of Christ's vic-

tory and the renewing power of His
Spirit in our lives. I do not deny that

Satan and alcohol have power over

the Christian alcoholic. The grip of

addiction is powerful and persistent

and is neither easily nor quickly loosed.

But our God is greater than the ruler

of this world and has put all things

under Christ's feet.

For me, AA was a life preserver in

a storm. I thank God that it was there

when I needed it. I would urge a

Christian enslaved by compulsive
drinking to turn to AA for help. But
when his hands steady and his nerves

stop screaming, I would encourage
him to see AA for what it is—a good,
but fallible, tool, in his recovery (and

not the only one at that). AA imposes

on the Christian who has been an

alcoholic a label that declares his per-

manent slavery, an identity that is out

of accord with his true identity in

Christ. And it preaches bondage, not

freedom. As a servant of God alone,

the Christian must not exchange an

addiction to alcohol for an addiction

to AA or slavery to its doctrines. He
can boldly acknowledge that he is a

new creature in Christ and that Christ

has broken the strangle-hold of sin

and Satan. He can confidently expect

that in time, and by use of all the

tools at his disposal (AA included),

he can and will grow to be in practice

what God has already declared him to

be in fact. The Gospel of our Lord is

an invitation to freedom—not a free-

dom to do as we please, but freedom
to be what we are in Christ. "It was
for freedom that Christ set us free;

therefore keep standing firm and do
not be subject again to a yoke of

slavery" (Gal. 5:1).

—An ex-alcoholic

(name withheld)

Only In rare circumstances do we print let-

ters without Identifying the writers. In this

situation, we believe It was appropriate to
do so.

A PROPER PRAYER?

I have a problem which I think may
create interest in your letter column
and maybe find others of like mind.

Should Christians pray for peace?
For years I have been praying for

peace and I am sure literally millions

of others of all denominations and
types of Christians have been doing
the same.

Result: New wars and threats of
war all the time. Why?

I have been studying some books
on prayer and they stress study of

God's promises and praying for

things promised and according to

God's will.

I know of no promise of peace, ex-

cept at the second coming, to be

found there. We know the God of
Joshua and David as a God of success

in war.

Our Savior in Matthew 24:6, Mark
13:7, and Luke 21:9 prophesied that

there shall be wars and rumors of
wars, and in Matthew 10:34, "I come
to bring not peace but a sword."
So I wonder if I pray for peace, am

I praying against the will of God, and
in opposition to the prophecy of
Jesus Christ?

—William H. Nichol

Lancaster, Pa.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Reform: By Force?
FOR JULY 22, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: li Kings 9-10,

Hosea 1:4-5

Key verses: II Kings 10:18-19, 24b-31
Devotional reading: Psalm 37:1-9

Memory selection: Proverbs 24:5

INTRODUCTION

Let me say at the outset that I believe

the compilers of the Scriptures for this

lesson have erred in their assumption

that the sin of Jehu was in slaughter-

ing the Baal worshipers. Furthermore,

they erred in calling this a reform. This

was God's vengeance on Israel for the

Baalism that had been allowed into

that nation. The lesson could be bet-

ter entitled "The Failure of Jehu." We
shall see precisely what that failure

was.

Elijah's Work

1 Finished
II Kings 9:1-13

After the Lord had shown Elijah that

He would not change the hearts of men
by mighty signs—such as those done
on Mt. Carmel—but by the proclama-

tion of His word through prophets like

him, God gave Elijah three jobs to do
(I Kings 19:15,16).

Elijah was to anoint Hazael to be

king over Syria, Jehu to be king of Is-

rael, and Elisha to be his successor.

Subsequently, we learn that Elijah did

only one of those jobs himself. He
anointed Elisha to be a prophet to car-

ry on the work of the Lord, and to

train other young men to follow in

their footsteps.

Whether Elijah knew that he would
be taken to the Lord before he could

do all three of these things we cannot

know. It was a wise move to call Elisha

as his first priority.

Soon, Elijah was taken to heaven

and the rest of the work that he had
left undone was completed by Elisha.

This says something about our stew-

ardship of time, as well as how impor-

tant it is to teach others to walk in the

ways of the Lord as we have sought to

walk. When we are gone, others will

carry on the Lord's work. This is a re-

sponsibility that all of us, as parents,

have toward our children.

Elisha in turn, did carry out the

work given him by Elijah. He directly

anointed Hazael to be the king of Syr-

ia (II Kings 8). But he commissioned
one of his trainees among the sons (pu-

pils) of the prophets to anoint Jehu

(9:1,2).

The reason given for the anointing

of Jehu to be the new king in Israel is

found in 9:7. Jehu was to be the instru-

ment for God's vengeance on Ahab's
family for the way they had killed

God's prophets and people over many
years.

You may remember that the Lord
had promised Ahab that he would not

see that awful vengeance of God
against his house (I Kings 21:27-29).

However, after Ahab had died and his

son, Joram, reigned, God moved
against that house with a vengeance

that is remembered to this day, even
in the minds of many who know very

little about Scripture. The expression

"to drive like Jehu" and the death of

Jezebel are etched on the minds of

many who have never even looked at

a Bible.

As the prophet sent by Elisha went

to Jehu and announced what his mis-

sion was to be—to rule and to destroy

the house of Ahab—the writer gives us

a humorous glance into human nature.

When the prophet, a stranger to

Jehu and his men, first spoke to Jehu
in private, the men with Jehu thought

that he was just another prophet of

Israel trying to talk religion to their

leader. They paid him no mind at all.

Even after the prophet had left, they

told Jehu not to pay any attention to

what he had said (v. 12). However, as

soon as they learned that he had pre-

dicted that Jehu would be king, they

immediately got on the bandwagon.
How quickly men embrace God's
Word when they think that it is in their

selfish interest to do so! But such ac-

ceptance of that Word is not lasting.

QUESTIONS
1 . Have I learned to delegate work

in the church to others? How do I do
this?

2. Name some public figures today

who quote Scripture when it is conve-

nient but who demonstrate that they

have no intention of living by God's
Word.

Jehu and the End
Of Ahab's House
II Kings 9:14-10:17

Joram, son of Ahab and Jezebel, and
king of Israel, was wounded in a bat-

tle with Hazael, king of Syria, and
went to recover in Jezreel (8:29). At
that time, Ahaziah, king of Judah,

also went to Jezreel to visit Joram.
To understand the significance of

this, it is important to have the gene-

alogy clearly in mind. We begin with

Jehoshaphat of Judah and Ahab of Is-

rael.

While Jehoshaphat of Judah reigned,

Ahab was king of Israel; and the two
made an unholy alliance.

Jehoshaphat's son, Jehoram, mar-
ried the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel,

Athaliah, and so brought Baalism's

wicked influence into Judah as it was
in Israel (II Kings 8:18).

When Ahaziah, the son of Jehoram
and Athaliah, began to reign, his

mother's influence over him was great.

It was this Ahaziah who came to visit

Jehoram, the son of Ahab, also called

Joram.

We see, then, that Ahaziah, the king

of Judah, was kin to Jehoram (Joram)

the king of Israel. This explains why
he came to visit him (9:16).

While the two kings were visiting in

Jezreel, Jehu determined to go to Jez-

reel and kill the king of Israel, Joram

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.
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(9:17-22). He succeeded in his mission

and the blood of Ahab, through his

son, Joram, was spilled in the field of

Naboth, which Ahab had stolen from
Naboth (v. 25). Justice had now been

done and vengeance brought against

the family of Ahab, as God had deter-

mined (v. 26).

But Ahaziah, king of Judah, also

carried the blood of Ahab; and so he,

too, was killed. It was undoubtedly in

God's purpose that the king of Judah
should be visiting Joram, king of Is-

rael, so that he too could be punished

(9:27,28).

But Jehu's work was not yet done.

There was still Jezebel, -as evil and as

arrogant as ever. She defied Jehu to

the end, though she must surely have

known that her time had come. She
even decked herself in her finest and
sat in the window mocking her killer

(vv. 30-37).

As she died, defying God and man,
she is a very clear example of how sin-

ners will perish in the end.

There still remained many sons of

Ahab to be dealt with and Jehu was in-

strumental in their destruction. Thus,

the full wrath of God was carried out

in respect to Ahab and his wickedness

ANNOUNCING:
Orthodox Presbyterian Church

50th ANNIVERSARY VOLUME

To be published in 1986

This 300-page book will chart the story of

the OPC, and will include histories of con-

gregations, presbyteries, denominational

committees, and the work of the women's
presbyterials. A biographical register will

appear, listing all ministers having served
the church.

COST: $21. Order now and save:

Pre-publication Offer: $16.00
(Including shipping and handling)

(10:1-17).

Even the more remote kin of Ahab
were slaughtered in God's wrath car-

ried out through Jehu. There was not,

among the Israelites, one heir remain-

ing to Ahab, however remote. All of

this was in full accord with what God
had said would happen, through Eli-

jah (10:17).

These were bloody days and to read

of this may make us shiver. However,
we should realize that the overriding

lesson in all of this is that God, while

long-suffering and merciful, will never-

theless, not overlook sin. If sin is not

dealt with by faith in the Lord and a

broken heart, it will be dealt with by

God's vengeance, in the day of judg-

ment.

Men may seem to get away with

their sins, but God sees and will not

forget. The things that happened to

Ahab's family were nothing to be com-
pared with the judgment of God in the

last day, when all the dead will be re-

called to appear before God's judg-

ment seat and their iniquity will be

punished in the everlasting fire of hell.

The things written in Scripture are

for our instruction, lest a worse destiny

than Ahab faced on earth face those

who ignore God's warnings, in the

final day of judgment. God will not be

mocked.

QUESTIONS
1. What troubles do I know that

have been brought on by believers

marrying unbelievers?

2. How many sermons have 1 heard

in the past five years on the judgment
of hell?

Jehu and the End

3 Of Baalism
II Kings 10:18-28

We come now to the events related to

the destruction of Baal worship in Is-

rael. As we indicated at the beginning,

those who compiled the Scripture for

this lesson evidently view the work of

Jehu as being out of accord with God's
will. Scripture, however, will not back

them up.

We need to remember that Jehu's

mission was one of war and destruc-

tion against those who had defied God
over a long period of time. When that

mission had been completed, God told

Jehu that he had done well (10:30).

The Reformed Faith

"Here is a near perfect tool to propagate the

precious truths of the Reformed Faith. I refer to

a new writing by the author of the well known
book, The Reformed Doctrine of Predestination,

which itself has gone through 27 printings and
4 translations. This new instrument is a 28 page
booklet which includes the Five Points of Cal-

vinism together with some new theological in-

sights. It is exceedingly helpful because it sells

for only 40* and can be distributed to an entire

congregation, one to a family as there may be
promise to read it. We have found this most
helpful in the Mcllwain Church and the best kind

of investment."

— Rev. Donald C. Graham
Pensacola, Florida

Order from the author
Loraine Boettner

Box 56, Rock Port, Missouri 64482
40 cents per copy postpaid
if 10 or more are ordered.

Single copies $1.00

Clip out coupon and mail to:
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A CORDIAL INVITATION
The Presbytery of Northern California

ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Berkeley—Covenant Church
1623 University Ave., 94703
Richard Levis, Pastor (415) 525-1663

Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
SS: 10:00 a.m.

Marysville—Church of the

Redeemer
13th and Rameriz St.

Mike Reilly, Elder (916) 573-0483
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

Modesto—Grace Church
1448 Standiford Ave., 95350
Levon Melkonian, Elder

(209) 523-3576
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

NovatO—Trinity Church
495 San Marin Dr. (S.D.A. Church)
Richard Miller, Pastor (415 ) 897-3410
Services: 11:00 a.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.
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Redeemer
YMCA, West and 20th St.

Daniel Morse, Pastor (916) 689-9303
Service: 10:00 a.m.
SS: 11:30 a.m.

San Francisco—First Church
1350 Lawton St., 94122
Charles Mcllhenny, Pastor

(415) 564-8180
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:40 a.m.

San Jose—Covenant Church
3980 Williams Rd., 95117
William Rudolph, Pastor

(408) 244-5438
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:30 a.m.

San Jose—Orthodox Presbyterian

Chapel
South Valley YMCA, 5632 Santa

Teresa Blvd.

Jonathan Male, Pastor

(408) 448-0211
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Santa Cruz—Westminster Church
2245 Capitola Rd., 95062
Allen Moran, Pastor (408) 476-4262
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
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Therefore, we are not to view what
Jehu did as anything like a reform. As
an instrument in God's hands he was

not out to reform anyone, but to de-

stroy and punish evil in Israel.

He called together the Baal worship-

pers on the pretense that he was in

sympathy with them. In reality, he de-

sired to destroy them for the great evil

that they had brought into Israel. More
particularly he wished to destroy them
because they had been strong suppor-

ters of Ahab and Jezebel in their con-

tinued evil over a long period of time.

He took care to eliminate from the

slaughter every worshiper of the Lord.

He wanted no slip-ups or errors. But

he did want every Baal worshiper

there. The only way he could get

them all was to send throughout the

land for them, leading them to believe

that they were to be honored. Because

their vanity overruled their reason,

they gathered in droves at the place

Jehu had designated.

Jehu seems to have wanted with him
a man of reputation—a man of God

—

so that what he did would be seen in

the proper light as a mission of God
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and not his own overzealousness. He
asked Jehonadab, the son of Rechab,

to accompany him when he had the

Baal worshipers slaughtered (v. 23).

We learn more of the reputation of

the Rechabites in Jeremiah 35, where
they are given as a model of commit-
ment which God desired to see in all

Judah. Thus, the presence of Jehona-

dab gave respect and credibility to

what Jehu was doing.

Jehu was determined that not one of

those gathered to honor Baal should

escape; and when they had all been

slaughtered, he saw to it that every re-

membrance of Baal worship was wiped

out of Israel.

The final statement about all this is

that Jehu destroyed Baal out of Israel

(v. 28). It was a radical remedy but one

that was necessary, and nowhere does

Scripture indicates that God was dis-

pleased with Jehu's behavior.

In fact, as we have noted, God Him-
self commended Jehu for a job well

done (v. 30). To ignore that is to fall

into a serious error of assuming that

Jehu's work was out of accord with

God's will.

But, you may ask, what of Hosea's

prophecy in Hosea 1:4,5? In the next

section we shall see what the Lord

meant there.

QUESTIONS
1. What do you think this Scripture

says about all false religions of our

day?

2. Why do you think the Lord does

not similarly destroy false religions to-

day?

Jehu and the End4 Of Israel
II Kings 10:29-36

GC-87001

Despite the good work that Jehu had

done in carrying out God's will, he did

not please God in the long run.

There is not a shred of evidence that

Jehu displeased the Lord by killing the

two kings, or by killing all the rest of

the heirs of Ahab, or by killing the

worshipers of Baal. Clearly, accord-

ing to Scripture, what displeased the

Lord about Jehu when he began to rule

in Israel, was that he did not depart

from the sins of Jereboam, the son of

Nebat.

He left standing the altars that

Jereboam had erected (v. 29). Al-

though he had an unparalleled oppor-
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tunity to return Israel to the true wor-

ship of God, he did not. That is what
displeased God.

Because Jehu failed to lead the peo-

ple back to God, all that bloodshed

had been for naught.

That is why Hosea, writing at a later

time, speaks of the blood of Jezreel

and judgment on the house of Jehu

(Hos. 1:4,5). It was not a condemna-
tion of the act of destroying the line

of Ahab and the Baal worshipers, but

of failing to take advantage of the sit-

uation to bring Israel back to God. In-

stead, Jehu went on in the ways of the

evil kings of Israel before him and so

sealed the destiny of that country. He
proved that there was no hope for Is-

rael and its people and made necessary

its sure destruction.

That is exactly what the Lord says

in II Kings 10.

First, the Lord commends Jehu for

carrying out His will against Ahab's
family and the Baal worshipers (v.

30). He says that in doing this, he did

what was right in God's eyes. How can

anyone therefore condemn Jehu for

what he did?

Because Jehu had done what was
right in His eyes, God promised that

Jehu's sons to the fourth generation

would reign in Israel. These kings in-

cluded Jereboam II, one of the strong-

est kings to reign in Israel after Omri,
and Zechariah—the fourth and final

ruler of the line of Jehu (II Kings

15:8-12). After that, it was only a short

time until Israel fell to the Assyrians.

However, in spite of God's blessings

on Jehu, he made no effort to keep the

Law of the Lord. He sinned like the

other kings had done. In a real sense,

all that slaughter had been in vain. It

did not bring the people back to God.
But it did teach that God, while show-
ing Himself merciful, longsuffering

and ready to forgive sin, will not over-

look evil. He will deal with it in His
wrath when it is not repented of.

To show His displeasure with Jehu's
failure to walk in His ways, the Lord
began, even then, to reduce the size of
Israel—the beginning of the end of
that nation (v. 32).

QUESTIONS
1 . What does this lesson say about

our lost opportunities today, to bring

the church back to the ways of the

Lord?

2. What good is discipline in the

church if the church does not repent

and return to the Lord?

Next week: "War Between the King-

doms," II Kings 14. 03

Anorexia— from p. 13

a PCA church where she found a

group of people who "really cared."

The man went back to college, but

Sue Ellen stayed on for the pre-

membership class, joining the church.

She is still tempted to vomit. She at-

tends monthly BASH meetings, along

with 500 other people. But her depen-

dence for help is upon God. "I wanted

a quick cure," she says, "but I learned

that God doesn't snap His hands and
say, 'You're better.' Healing is a slow

process that requires patient relying on
Him all the time."

The basis for anorexia is self-hatred.

The sufferer feels worthless. She des-

perately wants to please people, to be
worthy of love and esteem. If she is

"Twiggy-thin" people will like her.

Thinness becomes equated with perfec-

tion. If she is perfect, she will have
love, especially the love of her parents.

Sue Ellen was looking for someone to

make her feel worthwhile. She learned

that God loves her, "and if God loves

me, it doesn't matter what people

think." She found fellowship with

other Christians. "I didn't have to put

on an act. People would like me for

what I am."
Now 22, Sue Ellen is starting two

other Bible studies, one especially for

a friend who is anorectic. Still very

young in the Lord, she is eager to learn

more about Him, and to share this

learning with others. Happy with her

job in the bookstore, happy to be sin-

gle, she sums up her Christian experi-

ence to this point with the statement,

"I am content with just God."

—

JEAN SHA W. m
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

War Between the Kingdoms
FOR JULY 29, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Kings 14

Key verses: II Kings 14:1-3, 8-14

Devotional reading: Deuteronomy 24:16-22

Memory selection: Proverbs 16:18

INTRODUCTION

In this lesson, related to wars between

the northern and southern kingdoms
of Israel, we shall see how the longsuf-

fering of God was extended to its lim-

its, so far as the northern kingdom was
concerned, but how His mercy contin-

ued to sustain Judah and purge it of

evil.

Recovery from
Baalism in Judah
II Kings 14:1-6

Since many of the kings of the north-

ern and southern kingdoms had simi-

lar or identical names, it is difficult to

keep the lines of rule straight.

It is important to understand who
the actors in the main events of these

days were. Joash, the son of Joahaz,

the king of Israel (v.l), is mentioned

earlier, in 13:10. His father (also call-

ed Jehoahaz) was the son of Jehu who
overthrew Ahab and his family. Thus,

Joash of Israel was the third in line

from Jehu.

Amaziah, the king of Judah, whose
father's name was Joash (v.l) succeed-

ed his father as king of Judah in the

second year of the reign of Joash, king

of Israel. We read of Joash of Judah
(also called Jehoash) in 12:2.

This Joash was spared death at the

hands of the wicked Athaliah—the

daughter of Ahab and Jezebel who had

married into the family—when she

sought to kill all of her grandchildren

and the heirs of the throne of David.

She did this to take over the kingdom
for herself and to strengthen Baal wor-

ship in Judah.

But her plans were foiled by the

faithful priest, Jehoiada, who hid

Joash until it was safe to make him
king and to destroy Athaliah. Jehoiada

brought up Joash in the ways of the

Lord; and so long as Jehoiada lived,

Joash was a good and faithful king.

But he still had blood from the family

of Ahab in his veins and sought to do
evil after the death of the old priest.

Amaziah, his son, is the Amaziah
mentioned in our text as the new king

of Judah, in the second year of Joash,

king of Israel (v.l).

Amaziah seems to have been the

first of the kings of Judah to show any
concern for the Word of God after the

intermarriage of the line of Judah with

the line of Israel. He is described as do-

ing that which was right in the eyes of

the Lord, but he did not walk as David

had walked (v. 3). He was not much
better than Joash had been, which pro-

bably means that he needed sound

counsel in order to do what pleased the

Lord.

In punishing those who had killed

his father, he showed some subjection

to the Word of God, in that he did not

try to take vengeance on the children

of the murderers (v. 6). In this, he ap-

parently was seeking to obey God's

Law as given by Moses.

This seems to indicate that in Ama-
iziah we have some evidence of the re-

newed grace of God working in Judah

after the shameful intermarriage with

Ahab's line and the bringing of Baal

worship into the southern kingdom.

QUESTIONS
1. What is the difference between

God's visiting the iniquity of the fa-

thers on the children of the third and

fourth generations and men punishing

children for their father's sins?

2. What evidence of the grace of

God have I been able to see in my own
family, in past generations?

Blind

2 Pride
11 Kings 14:7-16

Amaziah, evidently feeling that things

were looking up for Judah, sought to

test his strength by attacking Edom, in

the south of Judah. Remember, the

Edomites were descendants of Esau,

who had been Jacob's brother.

He won a significant victory over

Edom and managed to take their fa-

mous fortress city, called Sela. We
know that city better by the name
Petra; and it is, to this day, a major
tourist attraction in the Middle East.

The pride of the inhabitants of Sela is

well documented in Scripture. Obadiah
writes of that pride and of the over-

throw of Edom at a later time.

Having had a taste of victory over

his enemies, Amaziah seems to have let

his heart become so full of pride that

he now challenged the northern king-

dom and its king, Jehoash (Joash) to

battle (v. 8).

Jehoash, apparently a wiser man
and not seeking a conflict with the

southern kingdom, tried to persuade

the southern king to back off. He did

so, as kings so often did in those days,

by means of a parable, likening Judah

to a thistle which was trodden under

foot by a wild beast.

Further, Jehoash predicted not on-

ly the defeat but the fall of Judah, if

they dared to challenge the might of

Israel (v. 10).

The battle was fought in the south,

in Bethshemesh (v. 11). This did not

bode well for Judah. They were put to

flight by the mightier army of Israel

and the king was captured (v. 13).

Not only this, but Jehoash entered

Jerusalem and began to carry away the

valuables and precious vessels of the

temple. This was the beginning of a

long series of raids which would not

stop until Jerusalem finally fell to the

Babylonians, long after this event.

But though Joash managed to defeat

the king of Judah in this skirmish, it

was Amaziah who outlied Joash. God
was quickly moving to bring the histo-

ry of the northern kingdom to an end.

Joash's son, Jeroboam (known in his-
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tory as Jeroboam II) was to be the last

strong king of Israel. His son, Zecha-

riah, would be the last in the line of

Jehu. After that, Israel would quickly

deteriorate and fall before Assyria,

carried off and completely forgotten,

so far as history is concerned.

The blind pride of the king of Judah

led him to try to end the kingdom of

the north before God was ready. He
supposed that he could defeat his

enemies without God's strength. He
did not consult the Lord at all in his

determination to go to war with Israel,

but paid dearly for that pride. Men
cannot run ahead of the Lord. To pre-

sume to do so is to invite disaster.

QUESTIONS
1. Have 1 ever been guilty of run-

ning ahead of the Lord, in my own
zeal, rather than waiting patiently for

Him to work out matters according to

His good purpose?

2. How has my pride gotten me in-

to trouble?

Toward a

3 Better Future
11 Kings 14:17-22

After the defeat of Amaziah, things

looked bleak for Judah. Yet, he man-
aged to reign another fifteen years

(v. 17). Amaziah was certainly not one
of the outstanding rulers in Judah, but

he was the first, after the bad marriage

between the line of David and the line

of Ahab, to show any signs of recovery

from the evil that had come into

Judah.

We can see the grace of God at work
in the life of Judah, despite the king's

pride and evil. In her darkest days,

there was born to Amaziah, a son,

named Azariah—better known as Uz-
ziah, who reigned longer in Judah than

any other king, over fifty years.

He was only one year old when Jo-

ash of Israel died. His father lived for

fifteen years longer, so that Uzziah had
the opportunity to grow up and devel-

op into the position of ruler after him
(v.21).

Amaziah 's death was not pleasant

for he was killed by a conspiracy in his

own kingdom (v. 19). In II Chronicles

25:14-28, we find the reason for his

overthrow.

After Amaziah had defeated the

Edomites, he did a very foolish thing.

He brought back from the victory the
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gods of the Edomites and made them
his own gods (II Chron. 25-14).

The Lord was angry with him for

this and sent a prophet to warn him of

his evil (v. 15). But the king would not

listen, rebuking the one whom God
had sent, and rejecting his counsel

(v.16).

From the time Amaziah turned from

the Lord to worship pagan gods, a plot

to overthrow him was in the making
(II Chron. 25:27). However, it was not

carried out until Uzziah had grown to

be a man and was able to take over

from his father. Here we see the grace

of God at work for the good of His

people, even when the king had failed

the Lord.

We see, too, God's on-going pur-

pose to have a people to be His despite

the failings and disappointments of

many in Judah in those days.

QUESTIONS
1 . How does this study show the im-

portance of comparing Scripture with

Scripture?

2. How does this study show that

long life does not necessarily mean
God is pleased with that life?

Reconciliation
Toward the End4 Of Israel
II Kings 14:23-29

their many sins (v. 26). He knew that

if He did not intervene in the history

of Israel, the nation would soon per-

ish. He was not willing, yet, that they

should be overthrown (v. 27).

That is why Jeroboam was raised up
and why he succeeded, for a time, in

strengthening the Israelites. That is

why he lived so long, so that the Lord
could give them a moment of grace in

history, before the end came.

However, the end was inevitable;

and after a few victories by the last of

Jehu's line, Jeroboam (v. 28), he died,

and with him the hopes of Israel. His

son, Zechariah, reigned only six

months. After that, only rapid decline

and final destruction lay in store for

Israel. Next week, we shall study about

the last days of the kingdom.

QUESTIONS
1. What evidence of the grace of

God do I see at work in my own na-

tion today?

2. What evidence of God's grace can

be seen in the history of my denomina-

tion (church) in these days?

Next week: "Last Days of a

Kingdom," II Kings 16-17. B3
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The long reign of Uzziah, in Judah,

was paralleled by the long reign in

Israel, by Jeroboam, the strongest of

the descendants of Jehu, king of Israel.

He is known in history as Jeroboam II,

to distinguish him from Jeroboam I,

who was the first king of Israel, after

the division of David's kingdom.

The second Jeroboam, who reigned

for more than forty years, was no bet-

ter than the first, who had made Israel

sin. However, he was powerful and

managed to enlarge the northern king-

dom for a short time (v. 25).

It was in those days that Jonah, one

of the writing prophets, was active.

Undoubtedly, his prophecies that Je-

roboam would enlarge the borders of

Israel, made him very popular. It also

explains, in part, Jonah's reluctance to

go and prophesy against Nineveh, a city

of the Assyrians. He did not want

them to repent and be spared by God.

He saw Nineveh and the Assyrians as

a constant threat to his own nation.

But God in His goodness was not yet

willing to write off Israel, in spite of
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Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs,

pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40
years experience. Rt. 6, Box 20-1, Marion,
NC 28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-
drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PRINCIPAL Well-established, growing, PCA
school seeks experienced administrator for

a K-3 through 12th grade school of 300 plus.

Please send resume to Superintendent, West

End Christian School, 1600 Atlantic Street,

Hopewell, VA 23860.

PALMER HOME FOR CHILDREN,
Columbus, Miss., solicits applications for po-

sition of executive director. Successful appli-

cant shall have combination of education and

experience in administration, preferably in

the field of child care. Applicant should be

conservative theologically and be seeking a

challenging ministry. Send resume with ref-

erences to: Palmer Home for Children, At-

tention Chairman Search Committee, P.O.

Box 746, Columbus, MS 39703-0746

MATH TEACHER needed for fall '84 at

Shannon Forest Christian School, Rt. 2, Gar-

lington Rd., Greenville, SC 29607, to teach

math full-time: Geometry, Trigonometry,

Pre-Calculus and Algebra II. We are a PCA
church school of some 500-plus students. We
are in a developing area and a developing

school with a good salary schedule and good

benefits. If interested please send resume

and/or application to us in care of the school.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF YOUTH MIN-
ISTRY for growing PCA church. Responsi-

bilities include oversight of Christian Edu-

cation program for cradle roll through Se-

nior High, plus direct involvement with Teen

Ministries. Previous experience required, es-

pecially in areas of program development,

teacher training, and counseling of parents

and teens. Brand new facilities; worship at-

tendance 500 + , Sunday School attendance

150+ ; excellent salary package. Send resu-

me and references to PASTORAL SEARCH
COMMITTEE, Severna Park Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 138 Ritchie Highway,

Pasadena, MP 21122.

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 175 mem-
ber PCA congregation seeking pastor. De-

sire experience, strong preaching/teaching/

equipping gifts. Send tape, data sheet to P.O.

Box 5730, Jacksonville, FL 32247-5730.

FORT LAUDERDALE Christian School is

seeking a high-school math teacher for the

1984-5 school year. Please send inquiries to

Jim Marsh, Principal, Fort Lauderdale

Christian School, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

or call (305) 972-3444

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-

sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph

to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR of Admissions

Counseling. Covenant College seeks a sales-

oriented field representative who is commit-
ted to Christian education. Will travel to

churches and high-schools and meet with

prospective students and their parents in

home visits. Should be able to articulate Cov-

enant's distinctives. Must have a college de-

gree, good presentation skills, and a desire

to see Covenant College grow. Send resume

by July 15 to Mr. Harry Pinter, Dir. of Ad-
missions Counseling, Covenant College,

Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 37350.

EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
is seeking an elementary teacher for grades

4-7 for 1984-85. Must have Reformed world

view. Send inquiries to Mr. Harry W. War-
ner, 22 Conger Street, Dover, NJ 07801.

SERVICESHHUHI
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

• anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq It We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construcfion. social area,

oflices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from S22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call (or FREE information and brochures
(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed in the Southeast

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES ft.

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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Alpha-
Phonics
A Primer for

Beginning Readers

Samuel LBturoenfeld
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Now YOU can teach your child
to read beautifully — by the
time-tested phonics method.

And it's FREE
New program developed by a pioneer in the private-school

movement . . . and already proved succesful

Would you be curious about a reading program that can produce an unsolicited letter like this one? It's from VV. M. of Westfield, NJ:

I must write to express my wife's and my thanks for

your excellent book. It has been so very valuable to us

in teaching our 8 Vi -year-old-son, Eric, to read . .

.

When I started on September 10th, Eric was almost

totally retarded as a reader. Evidently he was one of

those youngsters who refuse to attempt sight reading. I

followed your book's instructions exactly. Would you
believe that we went from Lesson 2 through Lesson 27

in two weeks? And by Thanksgiving we had drilled

right through Lesson 117?

Even you wouldn't believe the results! It was as if we
were witnessing a miracle!

Eric is now reading Robinson Crusoe, and is just lov-

ing it! He had been having headaches all through se-

cond grade and was losing weight. Since he started

learning by your method, he hasn't been sick one day,

and has gained weight rapidly to where he has a

perfect physique.

Needless to say, we are grateful. Thank you so much
for your excellent effort in helping countless parents,

such as ourselves, in warding off the educational crip-

pling of countless children.

The man who evokes that enthusiasm is Samuel L.

Blumenfeld. Sam is an old friend of us here at the Club,

and we've watched his interest in this problem grow over

some 25 years. First as a New York editor and a member
of the Advisory Council of the Reading Reform Founda-
tion. Then as the author of several basic books in the

private-school movement: How to Start Your Own
Private School — And Why You Need One; The New Il-

literates; Is Public Education Necessary?; and How to

Tutor. Finally, as a teacher himself. Sam has the creden-

tials, in abundance, so we'll let him describe the essence

of this breakthrough program:

ALPHA-PHONICS was created to provide teachers,

tutors and parents with a sensible, logical, easy-to-use

tool for teaching reading. It is an intensive phonics in-

struction program based on the author's many years of

research and experience in the reading instruction

field. It answers the need for a practical instruction

book that anyone who wants to teach reading can
learn to use with a minimum of training.

This program can be used to teach reading to begin-

ners of all ages, older students in need of remediation
and retraining, functional illiterates, dyslexics, special-

needs students, the learning disabled, and non-English
speakers who wish to learn to read English and im-

prove their pronunciation.

It can also be used as a supplement to any other

reading program being used in the classroom. Its

systematic approach to teaching basic phonetic skills

makes it particularly valuable to programs that lack

such instruction.

The book's step-by-step lessons in large, eye-pleasing

calligraphy make it suitable for both direct one-on-one
tutoring and regular classroom use. Parents who wish
to teach their children to read at home will find the

book particularly useful, since it is written in normal,
everyday English and is free of the professional jargon
characteristic of so many reading-instruction books.

All of the lesson pages were carefully designed to

eliminate distraction and to focus the pupil's full atten-

tion on the work at hand. The Teacher's Manual, in

the back of the book, provides teachers and tutors

with the necessary instructional information for each
lesson. The program, as a whole, is flexible enough so

that any teacher or tutor can adapt it to his or her own
teaching style or situation.

If you have never taught reading before in this sensi-

ble, systematic way, you will be pleasantly surprised by
the results.

From the Teacher's Manual you 7/ learn a few

things . .

.

• How today's teachers of reading harm their students,

sometimes for life. The simple remedy.
• "The fastest and most efficient way to teach the

alphabet" — and writing script, as well.

• Psychological aids to encourage children without

coddling them.

How to get this oversized (8
1U x 103U) $19.95 quality paperback FREE

/itHow the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin which offers

you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates — all of interest to con-

servatives. If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing; it will come

automatically. If you don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an Alter-

nate, indicate your wishes on the handy card enclosed with your Bulletin and return

it by the deadline date. The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50% dis-

counts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. As soon as you buy and pay for

3 books at regular Club prices, your membership may be ended at any time, either

by you or by the Club. * If you ever receive a Featured Selection without having

had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may return it at Club expense for full

credit. Good service. No computers! * The Club will offer regular Super-

bargains, mostly at 70-95% discounts plus shipping and handling. Superbargains do

NOT count toward fulfilling your Club obligation, but do enable you to buy fine

books at giveaway prices. Only one membership per household.

CONSERVATIVE f !! BOOK CLUB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE • HARRISON, NY 10528

Please accept my membership in the Club and send FREE
my copy of the $19.95 ALPHA-PHONICS: A Primer for
Beginning Readers by Samuel L. Blumenfeld. I agree to buy
3 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 18

muiiuis. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this

coupon.
P J - 16

Name _

Address

City State Zip
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Doing Politics:

Three Approaches
From Our Past



MAILBAG

PRACTICING OUR ORTHODOXY

I did not originally intend to say any-

thing about the articles of the May
23, 1984, edition of the Presbyterian

Journal regarding the hymns that we
sing. The main reason I never in-

tended to write was that I never ex-

pected anything to be said in a

negative manner about the articles. I

naturally assumed that Presbyterians

concerned with orthodoxy and ex-

cellence in everything would have no
objections to men bringing to light

the falsehoods that have crept into

our worship under the guise of

"beauty."

I suppose that I was rather foolish

for making such an assumption, for it

is very apparent that many believe all

the "right things" and practice the

opposite. I remember hearing a lec-

ture by Dr. J. I. Packer on "Predesti-

nation and Sanctification" in which
he challenged those who held to the

best system of doctrine, namely, the

Reformed faith, to practice the same
excellence in their lives. It is indeed

quite a heart-breaking experience to

see orthodox Presbyterians who con-

form to and accept the philosophies

of the world, the chief of which seems
to be the sole guidance of feelings.

Besides being unconcerned with truth

and excellence in music, some of the

"best" Presbyterians flout the laws

of God in dress and speech. The fore-

fathers of the Reformed faith listed

some "hair-raising" things in Ques-
tion 139 of the larger Catechism
which asks, "What are the sins for-

bidden in the seventh command-
ment?" Three listed are "all corrupt

or filthy communications, or listening

thereunto"; "immodest apparel";

and "lascivious songs."

I commend my friend Dr. Robert

Rayburn and the others who have

brought to our attention these errors

in hymns, and I challenge all Chris-

tians to become more concerned with

excellence in all our services to God.
Theology is no more than the study of

God that we might be better able to

please Him. If we are not concerned

with theological accuracy, are we
concerned with pleasing God?

—George W. Robertson

Sheffield, Ala.

RIGHT DOCTRINE?

Does the hymn, "To God Be the

Glory" express doctrine as we under-

stand it in the words

"Who yielded His life an atonement for sin

And opened the life gate that all may go in"?

Or, in "Lead On, O King Eternal" in

these lines

"With deeds of love and mercy

The heavenly kingdom comes?"

Or, in "I Stand Amazed in the Pres-

ence" do these lines adequately inter-

pret the Gethsemane agony

"He had no tears for His own griefs

But sweat drops of blood for mine"?

"I Surrender All" is too lofty for

most of us to sing truthfully.

—Jean Chastain

St. Augustine, Fla.

100 PERCENT FOR

Congratulations to the Rev. Fred
Thompson for the letter in the June
13 issue of the Journal.

For the past 62 years, I have been
100 percent for "In the Garden."

—Bruce D. Mateer
Sun City West, Ariz.

SENTIMENTAL DITTIES

A tip of the hat to you for the article

on worshipful music in the church

service. Sentimental ditties and gospel

jazz are not satisfactory music in the

worship of our sovereign God.
Also, George Knight's focus on

Biblical separation is both incisive

and cogent. Those of us who have
been "through the fires" know the

validity and urgency of his position.

May the design of God's grace be

perfected in each of us.

—(Rev.) John H. Thompson Jr.

Orlando, Fla.

GOD GIVEN CHOICE

I am disturbed to see the Rev. Hal-

verson criticized for speaking of

abortion as a "God given choice."

Man was not created a robot but the

MINISTERS
William Bratley from Jackson, Miss., to the

Pinewoods Church (PCA), Cantonment, Fla.,

as associate pastor.

E. Lee Trinkle III from Panama City, Fla., to the

West End Church (PCA), Hopewell, Va.

CHURCHES
The following PCA churches have been organ-

ized: Grace Church, Cedartown, Ga., Paul

Volpitto, pastor; Ormond Beach, Fla. church,

Lauris Vldal, pastor; and Pinewood Church,

Orange Park, Fla
,
Rodney W. Whited, pas-

tor.

DEATH
William Henry Benchoff, retired PCA minister

from Greenville, S.C., died May 20, 1 984. He

was 68.
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freedom to choose evil was God given

by the Creator. We all exercise it each

day when we choose to do what is not

God's will.

I was helped several years ago so

much by Mr. Halverson's sermons at

Bethesda. I am sure he sees abortion

as evil, as many of us do. But that

does not alter the fact that the

freedom to choose is "God given."

—Mary Sanford

Arlington, Va.

ERROR-PLAGUED

My chief objection to the Journal's

sloppy, error-plagued, misleading

and unsigned "coverage" of the As-
sociate Reformed Presbyterian
General Synod concerns the inflam-

matory quotation about the Charlotte

First Union Church.

Whom are you quoting as saying,

"Good riddance?" Why is the

speaker not identified?

Who else, other than your anony-
mous reporter, heard the person say

this? The comment, you say, was
"muttered" and not shouted.

This is not responsible journalism.

Is there a hidden motive for this

quote? Is someone playing games,
trying to drive a wedge between ARPs
and some other folks?

I don't believe that this particular

Continued on p. 13, col. 2
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l That smile on my face reflects my gratitude for God's
calling to a position of such challenge and opportunity for service. No doubt

that smile won't always be there, either on my face or on yours. But I trust

that our relationship through these pages may prove pleasing to our Lord.

I A word of thanks to interim editor—now executive

editor—Joel Belz, who has carried a tremendous load so capably over the

last ten months. Many Journal readers may not realize that there is another

half to the Journal publications, which represents a substantial part of the

vision and labor of Mr. Belz. This is the God's World publications, which

comprise three levels of a Christian "weekly reader" for Christian schools,

including the three-year-old It's God's World for 4th grade and over (cir-

culation 65,000) and the one-year-old Exploring God's World for 2nd and
3rd grades (circulation 60,000) and God's Big World for kindergarten and
1st grade (circulation 50,000). Teachers' helps are also provided. Those who
know the Belz family are aware that in its veins flows printer's ink, pro-

pelled by a heart that beats for Christian education. I would not have felt

free to accept my new position without the continuation of Joel Belz, who
as executive editor will supervise the work of the business manager's office

and the office of promotion and development for all the Journal publica-

tions and will also continue to edit the news for the Journal.

I I My thanks also to the temporary publishers during the

past year, Rev. W. Donald Munson Jr. and Rev. John C. Neville Jr., and
to their churches in Asheville and Hendersonville, N.C. Their labors of love

were a real ministry to the staff of the Journal publications.

I I The editor's desk on my first day in the office was so

bare that my former colleagues at Covenant Seminary would never have
recognized it as mine. It didn't stay that way long. The flow of material

and the compulsion to express myself on various topics brought to mind
the admonitions of acting moderator Paul Settle at the recent PCA general

assembly as culled from the menu of Po' Folks Restaurant in Baton Rouge:
"It is better to let people wonder why you didn't speak than to have people

wonder why you did." And: "A closed mouth gathers no foot."

J In spite of the admonition above I am reinstituting the

editorial page inside the rear cover, resuming the tradition of Dr. G. Aiken
Taylor which Mr. Belz was too busy to maintain. When some have asked
why I have come to the Journal, after leaving the presidency of Covenant
Seminary because I am essentially a teacher who felt squeezed out of the

classroom, I have replied that the editorial page will be my weekly pulpit

or lectern. May it prove both instructive and edifying, to the glory of God!

A faithful reader has a 10-year collection of Journals

which he would be happy to give to the first party asking for them. They
might make a valuable addition to a library in a college, seminary, or local

church. Get in touch with Mr. J. C. Walker, 427 N. Main Street, Whitmire,
SC 29178. ffl
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Moon, Sileven, Join in Protesting 'Violations
9

WASHINGTON—A cultist and a self-

acknowledged fundamentalist pastor

made an unlikely team here protesting

before a congressional panel what they

claim is a growing pattern of harass-

ment against those holding to un-

popular religious beliefs.

The Rev. Sun Myung Moon, leader

of the Unification Church, testified

here along with Rev. Everett Sileven,

pastor of Faith Baptist Church and ad-

ministrator of Faith Christian School,

both in Louisville, Neb. They were

witnesses before a Senate judiciary

subcommittee investigating alleged

disregard of religious liberty rights by
courts and government agencies.

But Moon said he has been "deeply

moved" by support he has received

from major American church groups

in his unsuccessful fight against a

criminal tax prosecution.

Moon is to begin serving an 18-

month sentence on July 20. Sileven has

already spent 157 days in jail for

deliberately ignoring state require-

ments for teacher certification.

A packed hearing room included

Lutherans, Presbyterians, and South-

ern Baptists, as well as two constitu-

tional lawyers, who joined many
Moon followers. The Korean cult

leader drew occasional shouts of

"amen!" from white and black fun-

damentalist clergymen.

Moon maintained that he was con-

victed not only because of his handling

of taxes, but also for the unpopular-

ity of his movement. That, he said, has

"shocked and awakened" religious

leaders who fear they may be next.

"Many religious leaders and be-

lievers of all faiths have stood up in

outrage," Moon said, noting that a
thousand clergy members have pledged

to spend a week in jail to protest his

conviction.

Moon was making his first public

appearance since the U.S. Supreme
Court refused last month to hear his

appeal of a tax-evasion conviction. He
was praised for his courage by Sen. Or-

rin Hatch (R-Utah), who presided over

the hearing, but challenged by Sen.

Dennis DeConcini (R-Ariz.).

When DeConcini asked why he had
refused a jury trial, Moon said he

doubted that any jury would be impar-

tial toward him. Then he added:

"Jesus Christ got a jury trial, and he

got the verdict."

DeConcini replied, "I take offense

at that."

Moon said he had supported Ronald
Reagan for president "because I hoped
he would do God's will to stop the

spread of communism and truly bring

this nation back to God and to her

founding spirit. It is disappointing that

under this man, the state is encroach-

ing more than ever on the affairs of the

church. For the first time, ministers are

being jailed."

Moon was convicted of failing to

report $1 12,000 in interest from a $1.6

million bank account, and $50,000 in

stock held in his name, as personal in-

come. His lawyers had argued that the

funds were held in trust by Moon for

church purposes and were therefore

not taxable—an argument that scored

no points with the high court. HI

French Catholics Defend
Right to Private Schools

PARIS (RNS)—Hundreds of thous-

ands of parents, teachers, and politi-

cians marched through the streets of

Paris to protest plans by the socialist

government of President Francois Mit-

terand to reform the mainly Roman
Catholic private school sector.

The demonstration, which police

said involved about 850,000 partici-

pants, was one of the largest ever seen

in France.

Chanting "Free schools in a free

country," people in four separate pro-

cessions converged on a central square

as part of their protest against bring-

ing partly state-funded private schools

more closely into the state education

system. II

Vatican Pays $241 Million

As Share of Defunct Bank

VATICAN CITY (RNS)—The Vati-

can has paid almost a quarter of a

billion dollars to creditors of Italy's

Banco Ambrosiano, which went de-

funct in an international scandal two

years ago.

The official Vatican report, con-

firming rumors in the Italian press,

said Vatican-appointed delegates paid

$241 million to a holding company in

Luxembourg, which will distribute it

among 109 creditor institutions.

The Vatican bank, formally known
as the Institute for Religious Works,

agreed to make the voluntary contribu-

tion toward a general settlement.

When it signed the agreement in

Geneva, the bank was given the option

of paying in three installments over a

twelve-month period. But it chose to

qualify for a substantial discount by

making the payment all at once.

Vatican spokesmen would not com-

ment on the payment or how the bank
raised the substantial sum of money,



which equalled nearly half its reported

liquid assets of $500 million.

Banco Ambrosiano collapsed in Au-

gust 1982 after Italian authorities

discovered it had amassed nearly $1.3

billion in debts. Just before the failure,

the body of the bank's president was

found hanging under a bridge in Lon-

don, England.

Authorities in Italy accused the

Vatican bank of involvement in Am-
brosiano's failure. Although the Vat-

ican consistently denied liability, it has

now agreed to "make a voluntary con-

tribution in order to facilitate a global

solution" of the international dis-

pute. IS

Quotes from Presidents

Replace Kentucky Plaques

CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. (RNS)

—

The board of education here has voted

to take down copies of the Ten Com-
mandments from classroom walls and
replace them with posters containing

biblical quotes from presidents.

Superintendent David Fryrear said

the action was taken to avoid a lawsuit

in which the Kentucky Civil Liberties

Union said it would take action to

force up to 40 school districts to re-

move the Ten Commandements from
classrooms.

The Kentucky attorney general has

advised school systems to remove the

Ten Commandments after a ruling of

the U.S. Supreme Court which struck

down a state law requiring that the

commandments be posted in public

school classrooms if paid for by pri-

vate gifts.

Campbellsville schools had refused

to take down their copies of the com-
mandments.

However, Fryrear said the com-
mandments had been posted in the sys-

tem's old high school building, but

were not put in the new building after

the old one was torn down.
He said there was strong opposition

to removing the commandments and
that school board members had acted

only to be in compliance with higher

authorities.

"To take those Ten Commandments
off the walls went against every man's
convictions," he said. "At the same
time, they realized the Supreme Court
has spoken and the laws need to be
obeyed."

The posters that will be displayed in

place of the commandments are being

given by the Kentucky Heritage Foun-

dation, headed by Rev. Thomas Riner,

an independent Baptist minister and

state representative from Louisville, a

chief proponent of using the Ten Com-
mandments plaques.

The posters carry quotes from Presi-

dent Reagan and from former presi-

dents such as Abraham Lincoln, An-
drew Jackson, Thomas Jefferson, and

Dwight Eisenhower.

The newest poster, titled "The Bi-

ble Is Our Heritage," quotes President

Reagan: "Within the covers of the Bi-

ble are all the answers for all the prob-

lems men face. The Bible can touch

hearts, alter minds, and refresh souls."

The late President Eisenhower is

quoted as saying, "The Bible is en-

dorsed by the ages. Our civilization is

built upon its work. In no other book
is there such a collection of inspired

wisdom, reality, and hope.

The posters also include the nation-

al motto which appears on U.S. coins,

"In God We Trust." ffl

Kenya Presbyterians Plan
Missionaries to Scotland

NAIROBI, Kenya (RNS)—Scottish

evangelists went to Kenya in the 19th

century to help found what is now the

Presbyterian Church of East Africa

(PCEA). Now, to return the favor, the

African church is raising funds to send

missionaries back to Scotland.

The PCEA, says the news service of

the All Africa Christian Conference,

has concluded that "there are many
people in Scotland who need spiritual

revival." It says the evangelistic pro-

gram is envisioned as "a show of

fellowship with the Scottish Chris-

tians." ru

PCA's Membership Tops
140,000; Growth is 8%

DECATUR, Ga.—Communicant
membership in the Presbyterian

Church in America at the end of 1983

reached 140,515, according to new
figures released by the PCA's stated

clerk, Dr. Morton Smith.

The figure is up from 130,000 at the

end of 1982, producing an eight per-

cent gain during the period. The PCA
reports 1466 ministers and 835 local

churches. HI

Also in the News . . .

The Reformed Church in America

(RCA) has approved establishment of

a new Theological Education Agency

on the campus of Fuller Seminary in

Pasadena, Cal. The RCA already has

two of its own seminaries in New
Brunswick, N.J., and Holland, Mich.

But the continued westward expansion

of the denomination has prompted in-

creased use of other seminaries like

Fuller, where 33 RCA students are

presently enrolled.

The new stated clerk of the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA),
the Rev. James E. Andrews, says he

expects to keep his office in Atlanta

rather than moving to New York. He
will probably be installed at a late

August meeting of the PCUSA's
General Assembly Council in Minne-

apolis.

Dr. John Gerstner, church history

professor who is retired from Pitts-

burgh Seminary, is the teacher for a

new 24-part video series on the West-

minster Confession of Faith being dis-

tributed by Ligonier Valley Study Cen-

ter. The Westminster Confession, says

Gerstner, is "the best written synop-

sis of all the major and minor tenets

of classical Christianity." Meanwhile,

Ligonier—which maintains its study

center and video facilities near

Stahlstown, Pa.—has announced that

new corporate offices are being estab-

lished in Orlando, Fla., to coordinate

the teaching ministry of Ligonier's

founder, Dr. R. C. Sproul.

The archives of the Billy Graham
Center at Wheaton College in Illinois

are being augmented with the personal

papers of two fascinating people, both

familiar with living in captivity. A
foundation representing Corrie ten

Boom, famous for her story about

"The Hiding Place" in the Nether-

lands during World War II, has given

a collection of her papers to the center

including correspondence and photo-

graphs. Meanwhile, Charles W. Col-

son presented many personal papers to

the archivist in mid-June, including

files relating to his Watergate-related

trial and some White House papers

which are still subject to circulation

restrictions.
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Doing Politics: Three Approaches
From Our Past

STEPHEN R. KAUFMANN

Increasingly, matters of public concern

are sharing joint billing with private

considerations on the evangelical agen-

da of important topics. In this re-

vamped agenda, evangelicals are turn-

ing to political involvement as a way
to address matters of social and public

concern.

For all our talk in near past genera-

tions about the dirty business of poli-

tics, it is actually not surprising that we
are becoming less passive politically,

for we have a tradition of political ac-

tivism that periodically appears during

times of national debate over social

issues. Charles Hodge's appeal for the

progressive emancipation of slaves,

and the work of the Woman's Chris-

tian Temperance Union are but two ex-

amples of evangelicals contributing to

public debates.

Our time is such a time of debate,

and the contested issues today are as

intractable as those plaguing 19th cen-

tury society. The current wide array of

opinions regarding customs, mores,

and morals indicates that the conflict

over abortion is but one manifestation,

howbeit quite visible, of fundamentally

different value systems rooted in fun-

damentally different ways of viewing

life.

Given the wide cracks in our na-

tion's social cohesion, it is not enough
for evangelicals to "turn" to politics.

Along with the turning, we must
develop a theoretical base from which

to build a political agenda.

This is the first of a six-part series

on "The Values Behind Your Vote"

to appear this summer and fail prior

to the November elections by
Stephen R. Kaufmann and Louis J.

Voskuil of the faculty of Covenant
College, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

Stephen Kaufmann is Assistant Pro-

fessor of Education whose research

has focused on the history and
philosophy of education.

We need to ask ourselves: What are

our ultimate political goals? Do we
want to transform society by passing

legislation that conforms to Biblical

norms? Do we want to find a political

common ground with those of other

religious and moral persuasions in

order that all may live in relative peace

in a pluralistic society? Or, should we
despair of the political process, and
devote ourselves to personal evan-

gelism as the one sure way to raise

society's moral tone?

We needn't attempt to answer these

questions in a vacuum. Our past po-

litical activism provides us with a varie-

ty of approaches that merit our con-

sideration. Consider the ideas of three

men who represent three of the more
important of these approaches and
reflect on their relevance for our own
theorizing.

Winthrop: The Godly Commonwealth

John Winthrop (1588-1649), the first

governor of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, represents the first-generation

colonial Puritan approach to defining

the Christian's political task.

The forerunners to the American
version of Puritanism emerged in the

second half of the 16th century as a

force for change within the English

church. For the Puritans, the process

of reformation in the Church of Eng-

land had not gone far enough, and fur-

ther purification would be necessary

before it would resemble the church of

the early Christians. At first they were

concerned primarily with matters of

church organization, but by the early

1600s, Puritan theology had begun to

diverge from mainline Anglicanism,

particularly in the areas of predestina-

tion, the nature of the conversion ex-

perience, and the doctrines of the cove-

nant.

Their efforts at reform, however,

were for the most part thwarted in

England by both the church and the

monarchs. The result was a growing

desire among some of the Puritans to
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come to the new world in order to live

out their faith in a way they believed

God would have them to live. In 1630

an initial band of 400, led by John
Winthrop, set sail for the new world,

to be followed by some 40,000 over the

next 15 years to their colony in Mas-
sachusetts Bay.

The Puritans did not leave England

merely to escape oppression. They had

a positive mission in mind. In the new
world, John Winthrop and the other

Puritan leaders believed that the Prot-

estant reformation of church and
society could be completed. Here was
a chance to start anew, to build a city

set on a bill for the eyes of all the world

to see.

To that end, they entered into a cov-

enant with God to build a society in

which the Lord was to be exalted in

every respect. John Winthrop called

the people to their task with the follow-

ing words:

Thus stands the cause between God and us.

We are entered into a covenant with Him
for this work [and have! sought His favor

and blessing: Now if the Lord shall please

to hear us, and bring us in peace to the

place we desire, then hath he ratified this

Covenant . . . [and] He will expect a strict

performance of the Articles contained in

it, but if we shall neglect the observation

of these Articles . . . [and] shall fall to em-
brace this present world ... the Lord will

surely break out in wrath against us, be

revenged of such a perjured people and
make us know the price of the breach of

such a covenant.

This covenant articulated by Win-
throp was the engine that powered the

Puritan errand into the wilderness. In

their effort never to allow what God
forbade, and never to forbid what God
allowed, the Puritans legislated in a

whole range at theological, moral,

social, and political matters, including

such issues as the wearing of wigs and
the setting of a just price for com-
modities.

A major problem for the Puritans,

and for those today who are attracted

to transposing the laws governing Old
Testament Israel to modern society, is

the disposition of the unregenerate.

Those outside the pale posed a direct

threat to efforts to keep the terms of

the covenant. Hence the Indian pa-

gans, the Quaker heretics, and the vic-

tims of the Salem witch trials all met
with banishment or death at the hand

j

of the rulers of the godly common-
wealth. Sometimes brethren met the

same fate, as was the case with dis-

sidents Roger Williams and Anne Hut-

chinson.

Our society, of course, is no longer

Puritan, and is even less receptive to

Puritan laws than were the Quakers

and Roger Williams. Moreover, even

the most theologically Puritan among
us may well wonder about the wisdom
of turning church issues into matters

of state.

Therefore, it would seem that the

Puritan vision of transforming socie-

ty needs modification to be of use to

us in today's pluralistic context. Our
next example illustrates one way for

Christians to be politically active in a

religiously diverse setting.

Witherspoon: Common Sense

In 1768 John Witherspoon (1723-94),

a well known leader of the Kirk of

Scotland, came to America to assume
the post of president of the College of

New Jersey (later Princeton Univer-

sity).

On the way to establishing the col-

lege as one in the first rank, he became
politically active in the independence

movement in New Jersey. He served in

the Provincial Congress of 1776 that

deposed the royal governor William

Franklin, and later he was the only

clergyman to sign the Declaration of

Independence.

Witherspoon was a leader in the

cause of the separation of church and
state, arguing that complete freedom
of worship was the only proper prin-

ciple for a republic to follow. Through
his moral philosophy classes at Prince-

ton (he wrote Lectures on Moral
Philosophy and Eloquence) he in-

fluenced a goodly number of men who
were later to become prominent in

public life. Stow Persons counts one
president of the United States (James
Madison), 15 United States senators,

24 congressmen, three justices of the

Supreme Court, and twelve state

governors among Witherspoon's stu-

dents (Stow Persons, American Minds,

p. 145).

On what did this prominent Presby-

terian and patriot base his politics?

One evangelical historian points out

the Scottish "Common Sense Philoso-

phy" had more to do with shaping

Witherspoon's political thought than
did Biblical precepts (Mark A. Noll, et

al, The Search for a Christian Amer-
ica, p. 91).

Simply put, the Scottish philosophy
was a response to the epistemological

skepticism of the Scottish philosopher

David Hume. The Common Sense phi-

losophers argued that skepticism, not

certainty, must be rejected on the

assumptions that the common beliefs

and common experiences of mankind
are reliable. Our intuition, our com-
mon sense, they said, confirms that the

external world is as our senses tell us

it is. Furthermore, this direct intuition

of the external world is complemented

by a moral sense which can arrive at

transcendent moral principles on the

basis of self-evident intuitions. Indeed,

our moral sense, according to leading

Common Sense philosopher Francis

Hutcheson, provides man with a

knowledge of good and evil wholly in-

dependent of God or revelation.

It was on this common sense plat-

form that Witherspoon constructed his

political ideas. His aversion to political

tyranny came not from the teachings

of revelation but from the collective

common sense of the people. His

moral philosophy lectures affirm this

by rooting political thought in the soil

of reason unaided by God's Word.
Moral philosophy, including poli-

tics, said Witherspoon, is "an inquiry

into the nature and grounds of moral

obligation by reason, as distinct from
revelation" (Noll, p. 90).

At first blush, Witherspoon's com-
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mon sense approach is appealing in

that it provides a way for Christians

and Deists, believers and unbelievers

alike, to join together politically on
common ground. On reflection, how-
ever, even though our common sense

tells us that human freedom is pre-

cious, it apparently doesn't tell us

whether that freedom extends to the

unborn as well as the born. Our col-
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lective common sense fails us here.

Ultimately, Common Sense philoso-

phy breaks down because it rests on the

notion of human goodness. Perhaps it

was easier in Witherspoon's day, when
Isaac Newton's stable universe was

widely accepted, to believe that

humankind would always think and

act in benign ways.

In today's divisive society, faith in

the common sense goodness of man-
kind seems even more inadequate a

model for us to follow than Win-

throp's essentially theocratic rule.

There remains a third approach which

largely removes politics and social en-

deavor outside the arena of legitimate

evangelical concern. We turn next to

inspect it.

Moody: The Fundamentalist Way

It is generally agreed by historians that

the 17th century Puritans "parented"

two ideological children who have

deeply affected American culture ever

since.

One child latched hold of the

Puritan reverence for reason, extracted

it from its moorings in faith, and over

time gave birth to such grandchildren

as Deism, Unitarianism, and the Social

Gospel of liberalism. These offspring

tended to hold dear the Puritan zeal

for social renewal and belief in the in-

nate powers of human kind to trans-

form society.

The other child, more pietistic in

nature, tended to reverence the

Puritan's love for the Word and for

the need to have a personal experience

with God. The emphasis on salvation,

revivals, and a personal code of ethics

characterized the offspring of this

child.

It would be a mistake, however, to

think that the difference between these

two streams of thought and belief was
always as clear as I have made it out

to be. But, by the turn of the 20th cen-

tury, they were increasingly at odds.

By that time, the liberals were clearly

the party of social concern, and the

fundamentalists, with some excep-

tions, focused on matters of personal

piety as well as cultural retrenchment

against the onslaughts of an age

shaped by Darwin.

Although just prior to the time of

the fundamentalist movement, Dwight
L. Moody (1827-99), stands out as a

prime example of one who focused

primarily on evangelism. Indeed,

Moody was a pacesetter in the trend

away from social action by evangeli-

cals. Moody himself said that

When I was at work for the City Relief

Society ... I used to go to a poor sinner

with the Bible in one hand and a loaf of

bread in the other . . . My idea was that

I would open a poor man's heart by giving

him a load of wood or a ton of coal when
winter was coming on, but I soon found

out that he wasn't any more interested in

the Gospel on that account. Instead of

thinking how he could come to Christ, he

was thinking how long it would be before

he got the load of wood . . . and that was

just the contrary of the order laid down in

the Gospel (George M. Marsden, Fun-

damentalism and American Culture, pp.

36-37).

We cannot reject Moody's focus on
evangelism without rejecting the heart

of Christianity itself. But by minimiz-

ing social concern, Moody was paving

the way for the virtual abdication of

social and political action (again with

certain exceptions such as temperance)

by evangelicals in the early 20th cen-

tury. Politics became at best irrelevant

and usually a dirty business as a grow-
ing number of Christians questioned

whether the kingdom of God could be

served through legislation.

Apparently, fundamentalists had
forgotten what the Puritans well

knew—although laws can't change the

human heart, they can inhibit people,

both individually and corporately,

from acting on the basis of their evil

inclinations. A more just order is

thereby created than otherwise might

have occurred. Clearly, God's rule ex-

tends to all of life and should not be

compartmentalized to personal piety as

the Moody approach would suggest.

As we attempt to apply the legacy of

the past to our Christian political

thinking today, we will surely want to

be selective in what we use.

Winthrop's desire to erect a godly

commonwealth is appealing, but the

idea lacks Christian charity for the

unregenerate and is clearly unworkable

in a secular pluralistic setting. Wither-

spoon's desire to fight tyranny and
promote liberty is one we can all

subscribe to, but basing political ideas

on common sense lacks Christian

distinctiveness and can be downright

dangerous in a society whose "sense"

takes it down paths antithetical to

Christian teaching. Moody's call to

conversion is certainly crucial to the

nature of Christianity, but offers lit-

tle for Christians to do politically once

they are in the kingdom and reduces

God's rule to matters of personal and

private concern.

Perhaps our present political think-

ing, while accepting none of the ap-

proaches, can borrow from all three.

Like Winthrop, we can seek to effect

cultural renewal. Like Witherspoon,

we can seek ways to do so within a

pluralistic context. And like Moody,
we can realize that our first love is

Jesus Christ himself. Another article

in this series will further explore the

potential for rooting our present

political thinking in this soil from the

past. OFJ
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing: Consider Quality Bonds
Thinking about
preparing finan-

cially for one's

time of retirement,

we have, looked at

the problems of

Social Security

and eventual de-

pendency upon the state for care in

one's later years. We also discussed in-

vesting in common stocks.

Here I want to look at the alterna-

tive of investing in fixed income
securities such as bonds and preferred

stock. (Yet to come are discussions on
investing in gold/silver, real estate,

cash accounts, etc.)

As in the case of common stock, a

person can either speculate or invest in

fixed income securities. Bonds (B) and
preferred stock (PS) are generally sold

with fixed rates of return contracted

for on the face value of the security.

The market value of the B or PS,

however, will be determined by the

current rates of interest that prevail in

the marketplace and the length of time

until the specific security matures. If

you purchased a $10,000 bond that

paid a 10% return on its face value

($1,000 per year), and the prevailing

market rate of interest climbed to

12%, your bond would drop in price

(be discounted) to around $8,333 (a

loss in value of $1,667) so that the

$1,000 of interest yields a 12% return.

If you can hold the bond to maturi-

ty you will get the "face" amount back

($10,000). However, if you have to sell

it when interest rates are higher than

they were when you first purchased,

you will suffer a capital loss. The
reverse is also true. If interest rates

drop, the market value of the security

will go up to reflect this change in in-

come values.

So, people who speculate in fixed in-

come securities do so by guessing on
future changes in the prevailing rates

The author, Richard Chewning, is

professor of Business Administra-
tion at the University of Richmond.

of interest. When they believe interest

rates are high—near their peak—they

will buy fixed income securities at

relatively low prices hoping that

market rates of interest will begin to

fall, which will result in an increase in

the market value of the security. They
are looking for capital growth resulting

from declines in the market rate of in-

terest.

If you are considering investing in

fixed income securities at the time of

retirement, however, let me suggest

that you stay away from preferred

stock and consider quality bonds. My
reasoning is based on two factors.

First, PS has (in most cases) no maturi-

ty date which would force its market

price to eventually return to its "face

value." This fact, when coupled with

The long-term out-

look is for higher
and higher

interest rates.

my second reason, keeps me away
from PS as an investor.

My second reason for not investing

in PS is that, in my judgment, the long-

term outlook is for higher and higher

interest rates. What I mean by this is

that while interest rates cycle—move
up and then return to a lower level

before going up again—the cycle will,

in my opinion, continue to reach

higher and higher low points which
means that the capital value of PS,

which has no maturity date, will erode

badly over time.

The grounds for my perspective on
rising interest rates is based on a per-

sonal study of interest rates that covers

3000 years of history for every major
civilization during that time period. I

do not know why six percent interest

is so important in this history. But
every civilization which has maintained

a six percent or lower rate has re-

mained financially healthy. Some
maintained such rates for hundreds of

years; our own nation did this from its

founding until 1965. But every civiliza-

tion that has broken through this six

percent barrier for five or more years

has experienced inflation and fiscal ir-

responsibility until it financially col-

lapsed. ("Lay up your treasures in

heaven, and not upon earth . . . .")

So, if one is going to invest in fixed

income securities, I recommend quality

bonds and not preferred stock. Bonds
have maturity dates which will force

their market value back to their face

value. Since I also believe that the in-

terest rate cycles are likely to become
steeper and more frequent, I further

suggest that investments be made in

two to five year maturities, even in

bonds. This provides investors an op-

portunity to preserve their capital while

taking advantage of the increasing in-

terest rates.

While I do practice what I am sug-

gesting, keep in mind that I am no
prophet. Therefore my counsel is to be

carefully weighed by the reader. Any
responsibility for it, if you accept it,

must be your own.
Personally, my investments are di-

versified. I do have common stocks as

discussed in the previous article; I do
have bonds; I do speculate (with up to

15 percent of the total investment port-

folio); I do invest; I do have some suc-

cesses; I do have some failures; I am
not rich; and I am not poor financially.

I am blessed above measure, how-
ever, for my confidence is not in my
possessions, nor am I fearful of their

very possible (even probable) loss in

the years ahead. I will boast only in

Christ, but while here on earth I am
responsible for my stewardship of the

portion of this earth under my care.

May God give us all good common
sense as we live in a tumultuous world

that has turned its back on the biblical

principles so clearly set forth and
which are absolutely necessary for an

ordered and sensible economic life. CD
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BOOKS

THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT AND CHRIS-
TIAN FAITH, by Gabriel Fackre. Eerd-

mans Publ. Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

1982. 126 pp., $8.95. Reviewed by John
Mason, Nairobi, Kenya.

Every theological enterprise needs re-

finement, and a critique of the "Reli-

gious Right" is welcome.

Fackre presents the general outline

of the movement accurately. He distin-

guishes between fundamentalists, old

evangelicals, new evangelicals, justice

and peace evangelicals, and charismat-

ic evangelicals. Moral Majority Inc. is

taken as representative of the political

and ethical aims of the religious right.

In describing all this, Fackre is com-
mendably objective.

In analysis and critique, however,

something peculiar happens. Fackre

concludes that the religious right is

deeply infected with secular humanism
and Zoroastrianism! This charge is re-

peated like a refrain. The idea is that

the "battle of right against wrong" is

a prominent theme in the Moral Ma-
jority and is to be traced back to Man-
ichaeism and Zoroastrianism. One
might as well conclude that Jesus, in

destroying the works of the devil, was
doing the work of Zoroaster.

As for secular humanism, Moral
Majority is supposed to have in com-
mon with its enemy an admiration for

"mighty men" and a desire for worldly

success. It is good to keep in mind the

danger of following a gospel of tri-

umph and not the gospel of the cross.

But Fackre does not demonstrate that

Moral Majority has an unhealthy de-

sire for influence beyond what is need-

ed for moral reformation. He does not

show that Moral Majority is trusting

in the hand of man for deliverance.

Fackre says that Moral Majority is

too interested in sexual sins. The truth

is that the church, following Scripture,

has always given sexual ethics a prom-
inent place in its teaching. There are

too many voices abroad which would
like to persuade us that the Bible is out-

dated on this matter in particular.

The curious twisting evident in

Fackre's critique is perhaps due to his

theological presuppositions. He de-

scribes the Christian religion as a "nar-

rative" and "story." He even speaks

of "telling our own tale" and of "the

Christ symbol." Such an outlook may
encourage "creative" theology and
"creative" ethics.

While Fackre confesses allegiance to

"classical Christianity" and "the great

tradition," there is something wrong
in his representation of it. Moral Ma-
jority deserves better. 3]

WHAT IS SECULAR HUMANISM? Why
Humanism Became Secular and How It Is

Changing Our World, by James Hitchcock.
Servant Books, Ann Arbor, Mich. 158 pp.
$6.95. Reviewed by Rev. John Mason,
Nairobi, Kenya.

We have been so bombarded with the

discussions of "secular humanism"
that we need accurate knowledge of

what it is. Unfortunately, a lot of

what we read about it seems thin, un-

reliable, or adulterated with special

pleading. Conservative Catholic James
Hitchcock has supplied us with a book
free of these defects.

Belief in the Bible is the guiding

light of his analysis, but this has not

led to propagandistic distortions. In-

deed, a clear presentation of what
secular thought is these days, how it

got that way, and where it proposes

to go, is more effective than any
harangue could be.

The opening chapter defines "secu-

lar humanism" and "humanism" in

its several uses, clearing away a lot of

confusion in short compass. Hitch-

cock then turns to a popular history

of philosophy, starting with the Greeks

and Hebrews, and becoming more de-

tailed as he draws nearer to our own
time. Some space is given to the Re-

naissance and the Reformation.

The last half of the book is taken

up with "The American Experience."

Here we have a sober look at pros-

perity, selfishness, the mass media,

the law, and finally the secularization

of the churches. The discussion of

popular phenomena such as "human
potential" movements, rock music,

and television, is impressive.

The chapter on secularization of
the churches is if anything more im-
pressive. For example, Hitchcock ex-

plains how it is that religious liberalism

finds it more and more difficult to

speak with authority on religious mat-

ters, like the Bible and its ethical sys-

tem, but easier and easier to speak with

authority on matters in which the

church has no special competence

—

the politics of El Salvador, for example.

Not to understand how things got

the way they are is distressing. It

makes for a feeling of helplessness

when courage is required. This book
unfolds the causes and effects of

many troubles. It should help Chris-

tians very much to sanctify them-

selves and their country. E

THE BOOK BEFORE PRINTING. Ancient,

Medieval and Oriental, by David Diringer.

Dover, New York, N.Y. Paper, 603 pp.
$10.00. Reviewed by Rev. John Mason,
Nairobi, Kenya.

Few volumes could interest booklovers

more than this one. Dover Publica-

tions has reprinted Diringer's The
Hand-produced Book (1953) with their

usual care: good paper, sewn binding,

fair price. The text is unabridged; only

the title has been changed.

As this change suggests, Diringer's

scope is vast. Among writing materi-

als, clay, bamboo, wood, and wax are

mentioned, while the main path is

papyrus and parchment.

An abundance of illustrations shows

clearly cuneiform, Coptic, Celtic, and

much else. Figure VI-9 is the famous

papyrus Rylands 457, the earliest sur-

viving manuscript of any part of the

New Testament (125 A.D.).

Diringer discusses not just the form,

but the purpose and content of the

many types of books he considers. The

wealth of information he presents is

amazing. Of all books, the Bible is the

most important. Its history before

printing receives due attention. CS
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Last Days of a Kingdom
FOR AUGUST 5, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Kings 16-17

Key verses: II Kings 17:5-9a, 11b-15a, 17,

18

Devotional reading: II Kings 17:34-41

Memory selection: II Kings 17:18

INTRODUCTION

In this lesson we see the fall of one na-

tion and the continuance of another,

not because one was better than the

other, but because God's grace was

continued in one and removed from

the other.

Ahaz'

1 Compromise
II Kings 16:1-9

Ahaz was one of the worst kings of

Judah, which was still plagued by the

evil influence of Baalism through the

intermarriage of the line of David with

that of Ahab.
He even followed the abominable

practice of the Canaanites by having

his son pass through the fire. This

probably means that he had him ex-

posed to fire, in order to give him some
permanent scar, in the name of pagan
gods.

Like the kings of Israel and some in

Judah, including Solomon, he sacri-

ficed to pagan gods and used Ca-
naanite altars.

When threatened by enemy nations,

he did not repent and turn to God, as

even Israel had done in the days of the

judges, but looked to pagan alliances

to solve his problems (vv. 5-7).

From Isaiah's prophecy, we learn

that when Syria and Israel threatened

Judah, God sent the prophet to chal-

lenge King Ahaz not to be intimidated

but rather to trust in the Lord who
would defeat them (Isa. 7:3-9).

Isaiah told Ahaz to believe in the

Lord and in His Word rather than in

his own devices and warned him that

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

ol the National Council of Churches of Christ.

if he did not believe, he would not be

established (Isa. 7:9).

Since Ahaz had given no evidence of

faith to this point, the Lord even of-

fered a sign to convince him that what

Isaiah said was from Him. This was in

accord with the New Testament doc-

trine that signs are not for believers

(who are willing to walk by faith and

not by sight) but for unbelievers (who

doubt and reject the Word of God or

view it as insufficient).

In a show of false piety, Ahaz re-

fused to ask for a sign from the Lord

(Isa. 7:11-12).

The Lord, therefore, gave a sign,

not for that generation, but for a

future one, when He would send His

only begotten Son into the world to be

the Savior of all who believe in Him
(Isa. 7:14).

Ahaz refused God's message and

promise brought by Isaiah, and chose,

instead, to look to a secular king to

deliver him from his enemies (II Kings

16:7). He hired Assyria to fight against

his two northern enemies and to pull

them off his back by bribing the king

with gold and silver from the house of

the Lord and from the king's treasury.

Assyria did attack Damascus, the

capital of Syria, and took it in 732

B.C. They did not stop there. Ten
years later, they moved down and took

Samaria. Before the end of the cen-

tury, they were at the very gates of

Jerusalem, threatening to take that ci-

ty, as well.

All of this was in accord with the

prophecy of Isaiah, who warned that

if Ahaz did not trust in the Lord, now,

the days would come when that hired

razor (Assyria) would be threatening

the very doors of Judah (Isa. 7: 17-25).

QUESTIONS
1. To what extent has our worship

and practice of religion taken the form
of the pagan world around us?

2. To what extent does the church,

today, look to the secular world for

protection and ally with it, instead of

trusting in the Lord alone?

Ahaz'

2 Sin
II Kings 16:10-20

Not only did Ahaz follow in the foot-

steps of the more evil kings of Judah,

he exceeded the rest in doing things

that were abominable to the Lord.

When he went to Damascus to meet

the king of Assyria, after the fall of

that city, he saw an altar to their god
which struck his fancy. He liked its

design and determined that it was the

kind of altar on which he would like

to worship in Jerusalem.

This may seem strange, inasmuch as

the god of that altar in Damascus had

done little to help Damascus against

her enemies. But as was so often the

practice of the pagans in the ancient

world, whenever they conquered a

people, they adopted their gods and
religion as their own.
Not only did Ahaz offer sacrifices

on the altar in Damascus, he sent for

the priest in Jerusalem to come and

copy it and make one like it for his

own purposes in Jerusalem.

He even had the temple area rear-

ranged to fit in this strange altar from
the pagan world, thus openly abusing

and perverting the will of God for his

own pleasure and pride. He considered

it the great altar and offered his regular

sacrifices upon it, taking over the

brazen altar, ordained by God, for his

own private use (v. 15).

In this way, Ahaz even exceeded the

evil of Solomon—and to some degree

that of the Baal-worshiping kings of

Israel—in his rebellion against the

Lord.

He greatly altered the appearance

and the arrangement of temple wor-

ship which had been followed in Judah
since the time of David and Moses (v.

18).

The silence of the priest, Urijah,

would indicate his complicity in this

evil. It speaks of the state of religion

in those days and the evidence that

most of the leaders (prophets, priests
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and kings) were corrupt and utterly

failing God and the people under

them.

This makes the rise of Hezekiah,

Ahaz' son and successor, all the more
remarkable. He was totally unlike his

father. As we shall see next week, he

listened to Isaiah and sought out God's

prophet, to learn from him and to be

guided to do God's will with his whole

heart.

QUESTIONS
1. Have any worldly or false

religious practices been adopted by

churches today?

2. Can you think of ways in which
worship today has been altered to

please the world?

Israel's

3 Fall
II Kings 17:1-19

Hoshea was the last king of Israel

before Samaria fell, in 722 B.C. We
know little about him, except that he

was the least evil of the kings of Israel

from the time of Jeroboam I. What-

ever his conduct, it was not sufficient

to turn away God's wrath from Israel

for its many centuries of corruption.

Time had run out for Israel and for

Samaria, its capital.

Hoshea tried to ally himself with the

king of Egypt to gain protection

against the king of Assyria, but his

plan did not work.

The writer of the record tells us that

Israel fell because the Israelites had
sinned against their God by worshiping

other gods and following the practices

of the nations which they had con-

quered (vv. 7-8). Not only did they do
these more blatant things against God,
but, in secret (in hypocrisy), they

sinned against the Lord (v. 9). Ap-
parently, many of the people imitated

Achan, who had sinned against the

Lord in secret, at the time of the fall

of Jericho. God openly punished

Achan, to teach all of us that He sees

even the sins we do in secret.

The fact that He did not always

openly punish the sins of the Israelites

did not mean that He had a change of

mind about their sins. Ultimately, all

would be judged for every sin of the

heart, even things they did in secret

and thought they were getting away
with.

The same is true today. The Lord
does not always openly punish men's

sins, but He knows and He remembers;

and unless those sins are confessed and
repented of, in the day of judgment
those who sinned will have to answer

for them.

The fact that the Israelites continued

to sin provoked God to anger. They as-

sumed that they could sin and get away
with it, but they could not. God is

long-suffering and His mercy seems to

know no bounds, but ultimately, He
will judge the unrepentant sinner.

God gave them numerous oppor-

tunities to repent through the prophets

He sent (v. 13).

Finally, God's patience came to an

end and He judged them by removing

them from His sight (v. 18).

For us, today, there is a message. As
we learn in Revelation 2:5, the Lord
warned that He would remove any

church, anywhere, which refused to re-

pent and clean up its own act. He still

destroys churches and builds new ones.

Only one people were left to be

God's people: Judah. But lest we as-

sume that Judah survived because it

was better than Israel, Scripture says

that Judah really did no better (v. 19).
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It survived only because the Lord

wished to spare Judah and to maintain

a people of God there for His own
glory, in accord with His promises to

Abraham and David.

QUESTIONS
1. What has brought about the fall

of churches in our century?

2. Why is there still a remnant of

believers in some churches?

The

4 Aftermath
II Kings 17:20-41

The king of Assyria, known for his

cruel army, carried away the

Israelites— all of them—to settle in

other lands. They have come to be

known as The Lost Tribes of Israel,

and men are still trying to find them.

But they will not be found, for the

Lord removed them from His sight.

This means that they have ceased to ex-

ist. They are not traceable today nor
will they ever be. They are finished.

In their stead, the king of Assyria

brought in people similarly captured

from other lands and settled them in

the land formerly held by Israel. They
occupied the capital city of Samaria
and the land around.

These people were pagans and car-

ried their paganism with them. The
king put his captives in strange lands

with the idea that they would never be

able to rally again to oppose him. They
would be strangers and would no
longer have a homeland.
When lions began to attack them,

they realized that though the original

inhabitants of the land were gone, their

God was not. Most pagans viewed
each region to have certain gods at-

tached to it and believed that they must
know how to appease that god.

Of course, the sovereign God of the

universe is everywhere. He continued

to be active in Canaan even after the

Israelites were expelled; and, for His
own glory, He punished these pagans
so that they feared Him.
The amalgamation of religion that

resulted by the mixture of perverted

Israelite worship and the pagan wor-
ship of the new inhabitants is known
as the Samaritan religion. It was preva-

lent in the days of Christ, and con-
tinues to be observed by a handful of
Samaritans who continue that tradi-

tion in the midst of the state of Israel

today.

Basically, they view only the first

five books of the Jewish Bible to be

valid—the Pentateuch, the books of

Moses. They reject the rest.

They continued to fear God and rec-

ognize His power, but they—like the

demons—though fearing God, for the

most part, did not come to believe in

Him. A few came to know the Lord
in the days of Jesus on earth and when
the Gospel finally reached Samaria in

the first century, after Pentecost.

QUESTIONS
1. What caused the collapse of

Israel, pagan nations or unbelief?

2. What most threatens the church

today, the world or unbelief?

Next week: "Reform in Religion,"

II Kings 18-20. ffl

Letters— from p. 3

quotation is representative of even a

small segment of our denomination. I

believe most ARPs are happy to have
had the opportunity to attempt a

joint-venture church with another
Presbyterian body, even though this

sometimes created unusual problems.
We are sorry to see First Union
Church end its ARP connection and
we wish them well.

Your credibility suffers. I tend to

suspect your reporter fabricated the

quote out of thin air—or out of his or

her own bias.

—Ben Johnston

Greenville, S.C.

Indeed, two people— not just one— talked
about "good riddance," although Mr.

Johnston may well be right that they were
not typical. We goofed, however, In two
other details of our reporting on the ARP
synod. Apparently elections tor moderator
In the last couple ot years haven't been as
heated as we suggested. And we wrongly
Identified two men In one of the photos.
We're sorry.

JOY HAS DOUBLED

I have been getting the Presbyterian

Journal since our church, Highline

RPCES, joined the PCA. I have
often thought I should write to tell

you how much I enjoy it, and I appre-

ciate the many fine articles. Seems it

is getting better all the time.

Having come from a dispensational

background, I am so thankful now
that the Lord has opened my eyes to

the Gospel of the kingdom eschato-

logical position. My joy in Christ has

doubled. I am getting some very real

answers that satisfy from some of

your articles like "The Temptation of

Power" by Michael Smith, "Separa-

tion from Unbelief" by George
Knight, and the Rev. Jack Scott's

Sunday school lessons.

Could go on and on. I also want to

mention that I appreciate the strong

stand you take on issues. It is truly a

joy to be in the Reformed faith. Keep
up the good work.

—Frank Starr

Puyallup, Wash.

HE MISSED IT TOO

Trivial

—

no, I do not think so. I also

missed the banner statement on your
cover. Where is it? Why did it go
away and when will it return? Don't
become just another "Christian"

paper, but stand forth for the Scrip-

ture and the Reformed faith. Put that

right up front and then stand behind
it all the way.
—(Rev.) David F. Elmer
Manasquan, N.J.

How to
MakeWiser
Choices*

Geneva College offers Tax, Estate and
Gift planning guides especially tailored

to a wide variety of financial situa-

tions. This information includes, of

course, advice on the tax and estate

advantages of investing in Geneva, a

distinctive Christian college directed

by the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
The facts apply, however, to other
forms of charitable giving as well.

Don't you owe it to yourself to send
for one of our booklets? Please indicate

the category most appropriate to you,
fill in the coupon, and mail to Geneva
College, Beaver Falls, PA 15010.

Executives Farmers & Ranchers

Business Owners Women
Retirement Planning Physicians

Charitable Giving Course by Mail

Mr./Mrs./Miss

Street

City State Zip

Signature

*And help promote Christian higher educa-
tion in the bargain.

GC-87001
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CLASSIFIEDS

books mm^mmmtmmm
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

churchesmmmammtm
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 1 1:00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1 :00 a.m. and
7 p.m. Dr. George W. Finke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Finke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

NORTH CHICAGO Trinity Presbyterian

Church (OPC). Proclaiming God's Word
and God's grace, providing a fellowship of

loving concern. Calvin Knox Cummings,
Pastor. Phone (312) 539-2902.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

NORTHWEST AUSTIN! A new PCA
church to reach a new and growing area.

Northwest Hills Presbyterian Church. Call

or write Rev. Frank Boswell, 4304 Harcourt

Drive, Austin, TX 78727. (512) 837-4884.

VISITING ASHEVILLE AREA this sum-

mer? Moving to Western Carolina? Worship

with us at Covenant Reformed Presbyterian

Church (PCA). Call (704) 298-0133 for de-

tails and times of services.

PITTSBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North

Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

ORANGE BEACH, ALA. A new PCA
work in the Lord, The FAITH PRESBYTE-
RIAN CHURCH OF BEAR POINT invites

you to come worship with us while visiting

on the Alabama Gulf Coast. S.S. 9:00 a.m.,

Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m. The Rev.

George McGuire, Pastor. (205) 981-4068.

MARIETTA, GEORGIA: Christ Presby-

terian Church, a new PCA congregation. Al

Baker, pastor. Located in the American Busi-

ness Center at Cobb Parkway (Hwy. 41) and

the South 120 Loop. 9:30 a.m. Sunday
School, 11:00 a.m. Worship Service. For

more information call (404) 977-7652.

for salemmm^mmmm
LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately J/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLEHMB
NEEDED: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Principal. Chapelgate Presbyterian Church
(PCA) has an immediate position for prin-

cipal to coordinate and develop a Christian

school opening September, 1985. Must have

pioneering spirit, be enthusiastic, and be able

to promote a new school program. Send re-

sume to Bill Thompson, c/o Chapelgate Pres-

byterian Church, 3291 N. St. John's Lane,

Ellicott City, MP 21043.

1500-MEMBER Presbyterian Church in At-

lanta is seeking an experienced Director of

Activities and Recreation for new Family Life

Center and community activities program.

Groundfloor opportunity for qualified per-

son. Salary negotiable. Staff and ministry is

progressively evangelical. Send resume and

reply to: Carl Ohly, 1882 Queens Way NE,
Atlanta, GA 30341.

AGAPE VILLAGE, a Christian residential

community for mentally retarded adults in

Macon, GA is now interviewing prospective

Home Coordinators (houseparents) and As-

sistant Home Coordinators. Looking for

mature and enthusiastic people interested in

ministry and training of MR adults. Salary

and benefits. Send resume and photograph

to: Dr. Glenda Wallace, Agape Village, P.O.

Box 2042, Macon, GA 31203.

MATH TEACHER needed for fall '84 at

Shannon Forest Christian School, Rt. 2, Gar-

lington Rd., Greenville, SC 29607, to teach

math full-time: Geometry, Trigonometry,

Pre-Calculus and Algebra II. We are a PCA
church school of some 500-plus students. We
are in a developing area and a developing

school with a good salary schedule and good

benefits. If interested please send resume

and/or application to us in care of the school.

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 175 mem-
ber PCA congregation seeking pastor. De-

sire experience, strong preaching/teaching/

equipping gifts. Send tape, data sheet to P.O.

Box 5730, Jacksonville, FL 32247-5730.

PALMER HOME FOR CHILDREN,
Columbus, Miss., solicits applications for po-

sition of executive director. Successful appli-

cant shall have combination of education and
experience in administration, preferably in

the field of child care. Applicant should be

conservative theologically and be seeking a

challenging ministry. Send resume with ref-

erences to: Palmer Home for Children, At-

tention Chairman Search Committee, P.O.

Box 746, Columbus, MS 39703-0746

PEOPLE! Looking for a chaplain? PCA licen-

tiate, who has experience as a hospital chap-

lain and in pastoral care work. Seeking a call

as a hospital chaplain or minister of pastoral

care. Contact: George M. Tady, 7550

Dickson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15218.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF YOUTH MIN-
ISTRY for growing PCA church. Responsi-

bilities include oversight of Christian Edu-

cation program for cradle roll through Se-

nior High, plus direct involvement with Teen

Ministries. Previous experience required, es-

pecially in areas of program development,

teacher training, and counseling of parents

and teens. Brand new facilities; worship at-

tendance 500+ , Sunday School attendance

150+ ; excellent salary package. Send resu-

me and references to PASTORAL SEARCH
COMMITTEE, Severna Park Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 138 Ritchie Highway,

Pasadena, MP 21122.

PRINCIPAL Well-established, growing, PCA
school seeks experienced administrator for

a K-3 through 12th grade school of 300 plus.

Please send resume to Superintendent, West

End Christian School, 1600 Atlantic Street,

Hopewell, VA 23860.

SERVICES
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK If you or your

organization wants to publish as few as 100

or as many as 2000 books, then Quill Publi-

cations is an excellent choice. For almost two

years our presses have helped pastors, school-

teachers, women's clubs, evangelists and

others get in print at a low cost in a very short

time—often within 2-4 weeks. Our self-ex-

planatory brochure, "7 Steps to Publishing

Your Book," will explain how to receive a

cost estimate for your book at no obligation.

Write to: Quill Publications, P.O. Box 36499,

Pept. J, Pecatur, GA 30032.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The PCA: Establishing Communication in the Marriage

Orthodox Presbyterian fraternal dele-

gate to the Presbyterian Church in

America General Assembly, Rev. Lew-

is Ruff, commented that the OPC, in

its preparation to respond to the

PCA's invitation to join it, is interest-

ed in how the assimilation of the Re-

formed Presbyterian Church, Evangel-

ical Synod, has gone since its "joining

and receiving" in 1982. By 1 a.m. on
Friday, June 22 some may have felt

that it wasn't going so well. A night's

rest and a new perspective, however,

helped bring the General Assembly to

a happier conclusion by 5 p.m. on that

Friday. Most of the commissioners felt

like Moderator James M. Baird, who
said that he could go home encour-

aged.

What produced the temporary frus-

tration? As reported in the Journal for

July 4 and 1 1 , the underlying difference

had to do with how the church is to be

governed. And the division was not

simply between former RPCES people

and original PCA people, there being

a mixture of both people on both sides.

The questions were what kind of au-

thority the higher courts of the church

should exercise over the lower courts

and also what sort of authority the

Book of Church Order should have

compared with that of the Westminster

Confession and Catechisms. (All would
agree on the Scriptures being the only

infallible rule of faith and practice.)

If there was an identifiable distinc-

tion between original PCA and former

RPCES representatives it should be
viewed as the kind of squabble a newly

married couple goes through in the

first few years. People with strong

commitments to tjhe same Lord, but

with different perspectives from their

backgrounds, have been brought into

intimate fellowship. The key to a
bright future is the establishment of
good communication. And that means
the ability to listen to one another with

mutual respect as well as the effort to

express seemingly familiar assumptions
with clarity and patience.

The honeymoon is probably over,

but it is appropriate now to move to

the next stage on the road toward a

solid and productive marriage. CD

Remembering
At its recent General Assembly meet-

ing in Baton Rouge the Presbyterian

Church in America for the first time

in history held a memorial service to

remember those elders in the church

who had died in the previous year.

Among several others who were men-

tioned were Rev. Bill Hill, missionary

to Korea Hugh Linton, Dr. Francis

Schaeffer, and Dr. G. Aiken Taylor.

Another who died this past year

from a sister denomination, the Or-

thodox Presbyterian Church, was Pro-

fessor Paul Woolley, who had taught

church history at Westminster Semi-

nary from its beginning in 1929 until

just a few years ago.

Not only were these men leaders in

Christ's church, but their lives help us to

remember—to gain the perspective of

history on the present and on the future.

Where were you in 1929? 1949? 1969?

What has God been doing within the

circle of your life in that time? Have you

been a part of it? Are you ready to con-

tribute to the carrying out of his plan?

History can be like a benevolent un-

cle. If we are wise, we can learn vicar-

iously from his experience without

having to learn more painfully from

our own experience. And an uncle's

advice can sometimes be received more
freely than a parent's command.

It was my privilege to know to vary-

ing degrees three of the five men
named above. You may have known
one or more of them yourself. Think of

how things have changed in their life-

times. Think of how they contributed

to the changes God was bringing and
to the preservation of what God had
already brought to his church.

The perpective of history is instruc-

tive in the ways of the Lord. "Remem-
ber," says the Scripture repeatedly.

The children of Israel "soon forgot

what he had done," says Psalm 106:13,

and the consequence was disastrous.

"We will tell the next generation the

praiseworthy deeds of the Lord, his

power, and the wonders he has done,"

Psalm 78 proclaims in verse 4 and goes

on to speak of God's laws "which he

commanded our forefathers to teach

their children, so the next generation

would know them, even the children yet

to be born, and they in turn would tell

their children. Then they would put their

trust in God and would not forget his

deeds but would keep his commands."
We do well to remember. It is my

hope that these columns will assist us in

remembering by bringing before us the

historical perspective of God's working

from generation to generation. 21
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Amen
The following resolution sent to us by the

Western Carolinas Presbytery of the PCA,
which was adopted April 28, speaks for itself:

Whereas: the Lord in His wisdom has

called home to the General Assembly on high

our brother, G. Aiken Taylor, and
Whereas: Dr. Taylor was instrumental in

and one of the moving forces in the estab-

lishment of the Presbytery of the Western
Carolinas, and of the Presbyterian Church
in America, and

Whereas: he faithfully served as Editor of

The Presbyterian Journal, in our midst for

twenty-four years, in which capacity he be-

came consultant to the Church at large, giv-

ing pastoral care to ministers, pastoral care

to congregations, serving as an expert in mat-

ters of church property, and in many other

ways serving as a spiritual "father in Isra-

el," and
Whereas: Dr. Taylor always had a great

personal concern for the lost and compassion

for those in need, and
Whereas his unexpected departure from

this life leaves us with a deep sense of loss

and sorrow,

Now, therefore, we rejoice in the sure hope
in Christ, that those who fall asleep in Jesus

are with Him, and we who tarry are destined

to meet them again in glory at Jesus' feet.

Further, we as a Presbytery desire to go
on record in thanksgiving to God for His

ministry through this His servant, and for the

fellowship with him and the privilege of

laboring with him in the Lord's vineyard.

To God be the glory and to Him we lift

our praise.
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MAILBAG

PCA PRESBYTERY "TOO LOOSE"

You really ought to know better than
to invite a referendum over the "Lut-
jens' Ordination Case." There are

too many like myself who will take

you up on your offer!

I would say that Ascension Pres-

bytery's original acceptance of Lutjens

was "too loose," and that the 1983

General Assembly Judicial Commit-
tee's action (i.e. of criticizing the

same) was "just right." From your
review of Lutjens' exceptions to the

PCA standards, it would be a serious

mistake not to take exception to Lut-
jens.

Modern liberalism finds God's
limiting church offices to men re-

pugnant. Churchmen who are unable

to discriminate against such social-

ideological pressures are like Trojan
horses within the walls of Christ's

church.

Lutjens also appears to be infected

with a liberal-mystical view of the

church inasmuch as he denies that the

sacraments of Christ should be re-

stricted to the church of Christ. In the

same way that charismatics are cut

off from objective authority by their

subjective view of revelation, Lutjens

is cut off from a meaningful-rational

church by his subjective view of or-

ganization.

Even though individuals may be re-

generated, they do not have "rights"

to the privileges (i.e. sacraments, etc.)

of the organized church until they are

formally recognized by the Elders

who have been entrusted with the keys

of admittance to Christ's organiza-

tion (cf. Matt. 16:13-20). Equivo-
cation over such issues is hard to stop

once it has begun. The end result has
always been the same: Liberalism and
doctrinal infidelity.

—(Rev.) Richard E. Knodel, Jr.

Lynchburg, Va.

CLARIFICATION FROM KURT LUTJENS

I read with interest your coverage (Ju-

ly 4-11) of the PCA's Twelfth

General Assembly. On the whole
your article, "Tight Church—Loose
Church Tensions Evident," was ac-

curate and fair in dealing with the dif-

ficulties evident in the Assembly's

handling of the judicial case involving

Presbytery of the Ascension and their

original action in sustaining my ordi-

nation exam. However, convinced of

the Journal's integrity and its

commitment to ".
. . promoting a

Christian understanding of current

and ecclesiastical issues," I would of-

fer three important clarifications. I

offer them cautiously, not wanting to

be perceived as going over the heads
of my brothers in Ascension Presby-
tery in order to gain sympathy from a
wider audience. I write not to defend,

but to clarify.

I do want to thank you for focusing

on the issues in your little insert enti-

tled, "Too Loose?." Fortunately,

you did preface that section with the

admission, "Here, perhaps overly

simplified, are the issues." Unfor-
tunately, in theological discussion

oversimplification can inadvertently

lead to distortion.

First, your summary of my diffi-

culty with the church membership re-

quirement for participation in the

Lord's Supper was technically cor-

rect, but too brief to do justice to my
view, as it could lead any reader to

conclude that I see no connection be-

tween participation in the Lord's

Supper and membership in the

church.

I would like to quote a summary
statement I made in a paper written

for my fellow presbyters earlier this

year: "For reasons of ignorance, er-

ror, or even circumstances, many
people in our churches do not have

full membership status. Some should,

no doubt, be barred from the Lord's

Table. However, many are, though in

error, submitting to the authority of

the church, exercising their spiritual

gifts, and showing love concretely to

their brothers and sisters. While re-

maining sympathetic with the intent

of Book of Church Order 58-4, its ef-

fect is to establish through a univer-

sal, across-the-board law, that all

such persons are to be considered un-

deserving of the covenant com-
munity's confidence, that is the confi-

dence that they belong to Christ. I

believe that only the local session can

and should make that determina-

tion."

This statement is based upon the

conviction that some baptized, pro-

fessing Christians who are not for-

mally members of local congregations

may have an irregular but valid

membership in the visible church

(WCF Ch. XXV, Par. II and Ch.

XXXVIII, Par. II). They must be in-

structed and led into greater obe-

dience as disciples of Christ, but not

prevented from feeding upon their
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Lord by an exclusion not found in the

New Testament.

Secondly, concerning baptism and
church membership—my view is con-

sistent, I believe, with the West-

minster Confession and our Book of

Church Order. In the paper referred

to above, I affirmed: . . that since

local congregations are manifesta-

tions of the visible church, defined by
Scripture and the WCF as the church

catholic, it is ordinary and regular

that persons requesting baptism
would be required to obligate them-

selves to the congregation in which
they are being baptized, through for-

mal church membership."
Nothing in our standards prevents

a session in extraordinary circum-

stances from authorizing the baptism

of someone for whom membership in

their body is not feasible. In the bap-
tisms of the Ethiopian eunuch, the

Apostle Paul, and the Philippian

jailer, there is clear Biblical warrant
for the extraordinary situation.

Finally and most importantly is the

whole matter of my attitude toward
Scripture and the PCA standards to

which you alluded. None of my fel-

low presbyters in Ascension Pres-

bytery have ever raised questions as

to my view of, or attitude toward,

Scripture. My difficulties with the

two points of PCA polity (women)
deacons and Lord's Supper) have
arisen because I don't find these re-

strictions in the Bible, not because I
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I Young people! What sort of vibrations does that term

conjure up in your soul? When I was a boy, I sometimes felt afraid of elderly

people, perhaps because my grandparents died before I got to know them
as friends. Then as a young man I was scared of babies—until I had my
own and found out they weren't all that fragile. But young people! Proba-

bly adults are more intimidated by the prospect of working with a bunch
of junior or senior high-schoolers than by any other group in the church.

The unknown is what usually frightens us, yet teen-agers—once you know
them—can be some of the most delightful people around. They also have

tremendous potential for the Lord, and it is challenging to have a part in

shaping that potential. Mike Khandjian's feature article and Jean Shaw's

column are both addressed to active or prospective youth group leaders.

Most of our readers may be in the "prospective" category. We hope you
will be encouraged by this issue to move into the "active" column.

I I Those of you in your teens, we hope that you will read

these articles and offer confirmation if they are on target from your perspec-

tive. Let us hear from you!

I l War and peace constitute one of the most serious ques-

tions of our time, but occasionally you have to smile even in the context

of such weighty matters. A letter to Time magazine a month ago said: "I

protest your observation that one of the lessons of D-Day is that 'war is

cruel and wasteful but sometimes necessary.' No, war is only cruel and waste-

ful. You obviously have not learned the lesson." The writer, interestingly,

had a distinctively German name and wrote from Buchenberg, West Ger-

many. For another facet of the war and peace question see our second

editorial in this issue.

I

~
l From McMinnville, Tenn. comes the story of 67-year-

old Ruth Bottoms Caldwell, known as "Miz Pokey," whose bootlegging

operation was recently closed down by authorities. Over the past 30 years

she had used the profits for various humanitarian projects. "Miz Pokey
has helped people that some churches would even disdain to talk to," said

one local church member. The authorities took a dimmer view. Said assis-

tant district attorney Mickey Layne: "While I recognize Mrs. Caldwell's

generosity to those in need, I wonder if a lot of those needy people sank

into the condition of social dependency because of the liquor she sold."

I

~
I The article spelling out a Biblical basis for a church's

separating from a liberal denomination which was carried in the June 13

Journal is now available in leaflet form. Copies are available from the author,

Dr. George Knight, Covenant Seminary, 12330 Conway Rd., St. Louis, MO
63141, or by calling him at (314) 434-4044. The cost is $10.00 per hundred
copies.

l

~
l The three letters concerning the ordination of Kurt Lut-

jens in Ascension Presbytery of the PCA are a natural response to our
coverage of that matter. We want to avoid, however, even appearing to try

this case in the pages of the Journal. Further letters will be of interest,

therefore, only as they may correct information already reported. [fl
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Appeals Court Says Nebraska Acted Illegally

ST. LOUIS (RNS)—Nebraska offi-

cials had no business raiding and bolt-

ing the doors of a church in that state

while services were in progress, the 8th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled

here.

The court overturned lower-court

decisions that allowed authorities to

enforce state school laws by locking

the church doors to prevent it from be-

ing used as a school.

"It is no part of the business of gov-

erning in this country to decide when
people may go to church," said the

Circuit Court's majority opinion.

"The First Amendment protects prayer

at 6 o'clock on Monday morning just

as much as at 11 o'clock on Sunday
morning."

The decision stems from a long and
complicated dispute between Nebraska

school officials and the Faith Baptist

Church of Louisville, near Omaha,
which operated a Christian school that

did not meet state standards.

After several months of legal wrang-

ling, a Nebraska judge told authorities

they could lock the doors except on
Saturday, Sunday, and other days

when there were church services. Twice

during the feud the church's minister,

Rev. Everett Sileven, was jailed for

failing to obey court orders to close the

school.

Shortly after dawn on Monday, Oc-
tober 18, 1982, 15 carloads of deputies

and police raided the church school,

where about 85 church members were

holding a prayer vigil to protest Sile-

ven's jailing and the school's closing.

No children were present. No classes

were in session. When the congrega-

tion refused to move, they were carried

outside and the school was chained and
locked.

The state argued that its raid was in

compliance with orders to keep the

school closed. It also argued that au-

thorities could not be prosecuted for

carrying out valid court orders.

In their appeal, church members ar-

gued that the courts had not ordered

their eviction from church services and

that any orders to evict them from a

service were unconstitutional. The Cir-

cuit Court agreed.

"The judgment simply enjoined the

church and certain individuals from
operating an unapproved school," said

the Circuit Court's ruling, written by
judge Richard Arnold of Little Rock,
Ark. "It said nothing about prohibit-

ing worship on the premises."

The school remained closed through-

out the past school year, but Sileven

has pledged to reopen it this fall, au-

thorities said. Lawyers for the state

said they were uncertain whether they

would appeal. CFJ

California Court Reinstates

Clergy Malpractice Suit

LOS ANGELES (RNS)—A church

and its pastor can be sued for "clergy

malpractice" if a person commits

suicide after receiving pastoral coun-

seling, the state court of appeal ruled

here.

The 2-1 decision overturned a 1981

ruling by superior court judge Thomas
C. Murphy which dismissed a lawsuit

against the Grace Community Church
of the Valley in Sun Valley and its

pastor, Rev. John F. MacArthur, Jr.

Maria and Walter J. Nally, of Tu-

junga, filed the suit in 1980, after their

24-year-old son, Kenneth Mark Nally,

put a shotgun to his head and killed

himself in a Burbank apartment.

MacArthur, a nationally known
minister and author, had counseled

young Nally after a previous suicide at-

tempt. Mr. Nally's parents charged

that the counseling had so upset him
that he made a follow-up successful at-

tempt to kill himself.

In ordering the case back to the

lower court for trial, appeals court

justice Vincent S. Dalsimer wrote for

the majority that "a trier of fact might

well find that defendants engaged in

extreme or outrageous conduct by de-

liberately encouraging Kenneth Nally

to commit suicide, or by either de-

liberately or recklessly increasing his

intense feelings of guilt with full

knowledge of his past attempts at

suicide."

The court said evidence made it pos-

sible to conclude that the defendants

"followed a policy of counseling

suicidal persons that, if one was unable

to overcome one's sins, suicide was an
acceptable and even a desirable alter-

native to living."

The majority also ruled that "the

free-exercise clause of the First

Amendment does not license inten-

tional infliction of emotional distress

in the name of religion and cannot

shield defendants from liability for

wrongful death caused by such con-

duct."

In a 37-page dissent, Justice L.

Thaxton Hanson said the majority was

"opening a virtual Pandora's box of

litigation by subjecting all religious

faiths and their clergy to wrongful-

death actions." 21

Anglican Editor Protests

'Brutality' in Uganda

NAIROBI, Kenya (RNS)—A maga-
zine published by the Anglican Church
of Uganda says that under the govern-

ment of president Milton Obote, "the

general condition of the whole coun-

try has totally deteriorated."

In an editorial, the church's English-

language monthly, The New Century,

urged the government to open a

dialogue with all opposition parties, in-

cluding those waging guerrilla war

against it. President Obote last year re-

jected a similar suggestion from Car-

dinal Emmanuel Nsubuga.
The magazine editorial said that

Uganda has since 1966 been ruled by
successive governments that had been

"cushioned in power not by popular

support, but by means of the barrel of

the gun, which has been responsible

for terrible evils and ills in the

country."

"Ugandans with access to the guns
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have continually turned the rest of the

Ugandans into beasts of prey to be

hunted and killed with impunity—in

their beds, in prison, dungeons, on the

roads, in the bars, in the hotels, in the

fields, and everywhere.

"They hunt them not for their flesh,

but as a show of power, and as a

means of acquiring their wealth. Even
beasts of prey in other countries are

better protected against poachers than

Ugandans against their fellow Ugan-
dans are today," the magazine la-

mented.

The Anglican paper asserted that

"since the present government came to

power in 1980, it is the military which
has figured more prominently than the

politicians, which has led to the wor-
sening of the security situation in the

country, so much so that not only has

the intended reconstruction of the

country failed to materialize, but the

whole morale and the general condi-

tion of the country has totally deterior-

ated." is

Vatican Squabble Cited

As Example of Problems

WASHINGTON—The intervention of

Vatican ambassador William Wilson

with federal authorities on behalf of a

controversial Vatican bank official is

an embarrassment which the Reagan
administration could have avoided by
never appointing the ambassador in

the first place.

That is the opinion of Americans
United for Separation of Church and

State, a lobbying group here which op-

posed the appointment of the ambas-
sador last year.

"We have repeatedly warned that

diplomatic ties between the U.S. gov-

ernment and the Holy See can only

lead to church-state problems," said

Americans United director Robert

Maddox.
The Los Angeles Times and the

Washington Post both reported that

ambassador Wilson had contacted the

Justice Department and the FBI in an
effort to find out if archbishop Paul

Marcinkus is under investigation for

criminal activities. Marcinkus, an
American who is president of the Vat-

ican bank, played a central role in an
international financial scandal which
included the collapse of Banco Ambro-
siano, one of Italy's largest banks.

"Ambassador Wilson's actions

place him in the position," said Mad-
dox, "of interfering with law enforce-

ment authorities in behalf of a church

official. This is an unacceptable breach

of church-state separation."

Americans United is preparing a

federal court suit challenging the

diplomatic exchange. 31

Half of U.S. Olympians
Said To Be 'Born Again*

VAN NUYS, Cal.—Almost half of the

750 athletes on the U.S. Olympic team

are born-again Christians, two top ath-

letes told a worship service here.

According to the City News Service

in Los Angeles, track and field star

Carl Lewis wore a "Lay Witness"

T-shirt as he addressed about 300 peo-

ple at the First Baptist Church of Van
Nuys. He said he had "received Jesus

Christ" in 1981, through the work of

a group called Lay Witnesses for

Christ. Formerly based in Fort Worth,

Texas, the group is moving to Van
Nuys and has numerous athletes in its

ranks.

The 22-year old Lewis is aiming for

four gold medals in track and field at

the Olympics, which open July 28 in

Los Angeles. He credited Willie Gault,

a Chicago Bears receiver who sought

unsuccessfully to regain amateur status

to try out for the Olympics as a sprint-

er, with having led him to make a

Christian commitment.
Gault told the gathering here that 40

to 50 percent of the U.S. Olympic team
are born-again Christians. Asked later

if Gault's estimate was correct, Lewis

replied, "at least."

In his talk, Lewis said that before

accepting Christ he "didn't have con-

fidence." Now, he said, "before the

race even starts—the 100 meters, the

200 meters and the long jump—I've al-

ready won (spiritually)."

Sam Mings, a founder of Lay Wit-

nesses for Christ, said that some peo-

Pontius' Puddle

pie accuse Lewis of being "arrogant

and egotistical" because he often raises

his hand as he crosses the finish line

first.

"Do you know what he's doing?"

Mings asked? "He's pointing people

to Jesus Christ."

Other athletes who attended the

"Olympic warm-up rally" at the

church included Jeanette Bolden, who
will compete in the 100 meters, and
Roslyn Bryant, who won a silver medal
in the 400 meters at the 1976 Montreal
Games, but failed to qualify for the

1984 Games. ffl

Also in the News . . .

The Jews for Jesus organization

has purchased a seven-story building

in downtown Manhattan to extend its

ministry in New York City. Purchase

of the $1.6 million facility will not

replace the organization's San Fran-

cisco headquarters, but will enhance

what Jews for Jesus head Moishe
Rosen says is an "impact for Christ in

the Big Apple that could have a ripple

effect that is unparalleled in modern
history." Because of extensive gifts

from supporters, Jews for Jesus paid

cash for the building, although exten-

sive renovation is still needed.

Westminster Theological Seminary

at Escondido, Cal., has achieved full

accredited status in record time. The
seminary, which opened its doors for

the first time in September 1980 has

been informed by the Western Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Schools that it

has been accepted as a member institu-

tion. The seminary's close identifica-

tion with Westminster Seminary of

Philadelphia provided an umbrella cer-

tification of "Westminster West's"

program during the initial years, but

the new action gives independent ac-

creditation to the program which last

year served 91 students. 21

Joel Kauffmann

OOR REQUEST To BE
THE OFF\CtAl_ RELIGION OF
OP THE SOrAWL* OLYtAPlCS
HAS BLENTOGMED DOWN.
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The ABC's of Youth Ministry

MIKE KHANDJIAN

This alphabet is not exhaustive. You
may come up with something that will

aid you in a greater way in your youth

ministry. However, it does come from

a fellow struggler and worker in the

youth ministry. May it bless and en-

courage you in all that you do as you

seek to bring young people to the Lord

Jesus Christ and raise them in the life-

style that he has laid out for all who
believe in his name and his Word.

r\ —Activities

Schedule activities. Activities not on-

ly show that your group is on the

move, but they also show that you are

willing to spend extra time with your

young people in something that is fun

for them. Activities provide a chance

for you to get to know them in a more
relaxed and casual atmosphere.

6—Be Available

Don't live from Bible study to Bible

study, from activity to activity, in your

office. Don't hide from the young peo-

ple. Just like in every other ministry,

we must be available to the young peo-

ple as they have needs. Although it is

on a different level, we must be avail-

able to hear them when they want to

tell us that their house was "toilet-

papered" or that they won the spell-

ing bee at their school or that they are

concerned about a friend whom they

have been talking to or that they are

upset because they failed in their --ser-

vice for the Lord. We must be avail-

able in order to have a true pastoral

ministry with these young people.

The author, a graduate of Belhaven
College and Reformed Theological

Seminary, la assistant pastor at Old
Cutler Presbyterian Church in

Miami. The article is an address
given at a recent meeting of the

Southern Florida Presbytery of the
PCA.

V/ —Competition

Whether we want to believe it or not,

we as youth ministers are in competi-

tion with the world. Eighty-five per-

cent of all seniors in high school across

the nation are drug users. Take a mo-
ment one day to drive by a senior high,

or even a junior high, and look for cars

where someone is just waiting for

young people to come up to them and

buy some dope. Our programs must be

those that are better than the world.

We don't have to lower our standards

or show them something that compro-

mises our convictions; but it must be

based on the fact that the world is a

competitive market, and young people

will not naturally flock to something

which does not compete.

h* —Discipline

As ministers, we must be disciplined in

what we do. We must be disciplined in

that we will not put an example before

these young people that would make
them think that being a Christian and

being involved in the church is sloppy

business. We must discipline ourselves

to study in presenting what we do to

the young people. None of us would

go into the pulpit to preach a 35-min-

ute sermon not having studied or hav-

ing written two or three words on a

piece of paper; and yet, at times we
have the false impression that youth

work is different, that we can just

think of something interesting that

happened in our life, and that will suf-

fice for the young people. Be diligent

to be disciplined in preparing for youth

ministry; but not only this, discipline

in our lives will rub off in the lives of

the young people. They will see that

they can have a responsible place in the

church by seeing discipline in our lives.

Em—Encourage and Endure

We must be a source of encouragement

for the young people. No, we are not

replacements for the Holy Spirit. How-
ever, we stand before these young peo-

ple as the leaders that will guide them
through very important years. Let us

be ministers whom the young people

come to as a result of our encourage-

ment rather than with fear and trem-

bling. No, this does not take away
from the guts of the gospel of Jesus

Christ. This does not take away our re-

sponsibility to come before anybody
when they are involved in sin which is

open and shameless. However, even
these two things will find no place in

anyone's heart apart from a founda-

tion of Christian encouragement. And
we must endure—endure those weeks
when we know we are boring; endure

those weeks when we have poor turn-

outs, when those young people who
had promised that they would be there

on Tuesday or Wednesday night never

showed up; endure those weeks when
parents call because they are dissatis-

fied with their teen-ager's develop-

ment. When we endure these times,

God shows the young people that we
will "stick it out" for them through all

things. And not only this, let us re-

member that God honors our hearts.

Even when we think we're boring, even

when the young people have something

unkind to say despite all the work that

we've put into it, God will honor this

if our heart is in the right place.

I —Friendships

First, we must work towards having a

friendship with the young people. This

is necessary for an effective program.

Just as we would have friendships

from the pulpit in a church, we must
have friendships with the people that

we work with, even when they are

young people. Youth ministers come
and go, but the friendships that are

built go on and on. Remember, we are

in a sense in competition with the

world; and young people look for

friends. If we won't become their

friend, then somebody that may not

care for them may become their friend.
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Remember, these are human beings;

and not only will our friendship be im-

portant to them, but their friendship

with us will be important to us and

something that we will value. Also, be

aware that these young people have

friendships with each other. These are

friendships that are very transient at

times. One day, a person will be best

friends with one person, and then the

next day with the other. We have a

wonderful opportunity in the church

to teach young people of friendship

such as Jonathan's and David's which

is beautiful and eternal in our Lord.

VI —God's Word

It used to be that every home had a Bi-

ble. It seemed that whether a person

was a devout believer or the vilest

heathen there was a Bible, whether up
front or hidden in the deepest, darkest

spot in the closet or drawer. This is not

the case today. Many young people

grow up not ever having heard John
3:16. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses,

Noah, Job are no longer names that

automatically ring a bell in every

young person's mind. The road to

Damascus is no longer a key phrase in

which one responds with recalling of

Saul's conversion.

Don't be afraid to teach God's
Word. Teach the young people to love

it. Teach them that they need it. I'm
convinced that there's a fear running

rampant among youth leaders, and this

fear says that if I introduce God's
Word into our meeting, then the kids

will be turned off. If I quote Scripture,

then the kids won't listen. This is a lie,

and only the deceiver gives us this lie.

The young people in our group will not

come to know Jesus Christ with a sav-

ing knowledge unless we present God's
Word to them as he is offered. And
those that believe will not learn to love

God's Word unless we do the same.
Don't feel locked in to presenting it in

any particular way. Use your creative

capacities to bring God's Word across

in a real, dynamic way.

1 —Humility

Humility does not just mean "thinking
of others as more important than our-
selves" (Phil. 2:3), but it also means
that we must realize that we cannot do
everything and be everything for these

young people. We will not always be
the fastest, strongest person that the

young people have ever seen; but it is

not our job to be their heroes. It is our

job to be the person that leads them
in the way of the Lord. Not only this,

but there will be times when the young
people will say things to us as if they

were talking to their brother, sister or

friend which may seem offensive. Do
not be offended, but rather know that

you may be the person that they need

to vent some frustration. This does not

mean that we cannot say that they are

being unkind. There's no place for

this. However, there is no place for

coming across as so untouchable that

the young people cannot be familiar

with us.

/— Interest Level

Work to keep the interest level of each

young person up. A youth group can-

not be run like presbytery. It would die

in a month. The young people have

different interests, and there are indi-

cators that we can look for along the

lines of what will keep them interested.

Again, this does not mean sacrificing

or compromising our standards. It

simply means that in order for us to

minister to a certain age level, we must
be aware and sensitive to that age level.

Let us never be guilty of not worrying

about the interest level when we know
that certain young people will show up.

This is spiritual robbery, and it is one
of the signs of a dead or dying church.

Remember, your youth group is a

body of believers.

J—Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ should be the center, the

life, the breath and the dwelling place

for all that we do. He should be at the

center and at the head of every activi-

ty. It is for his sake that we even gather

together, and it should be the goal of
every minister, much more a minister

to youth, to teach Jesus Christ in all

of his reality, that these young people

walk away with a saving and intimate

knowledge that such a relationship can
and will exist in their lives.

i —Keep in Touch

Touch base with the individuals. Once
again, visit them at schools. Be aware
of young people who are hurting in the

group. Take notice of a different

mindset or a different habit of a young
person. Pray for and practice the abili-

ty of looking for indicators in individ-

uals. Why is this young person not

talking today when he normally does?

Why is this person extra boisterous or

excitable this week? Why is this young
person withdrawn? All of these things

are indicators of something that may
be taking place in a young person's

life, whether it is a family hurt or a

possible involvement with drugs or al-

cohol or a realization that there is a

deep need for Jesus Christ. Whatever
it might be, touch base with them; and
along these lines, look for trends. Fol-

low the trends that the young people

go through. What music do they listen

to? What movies do they like? Who
are the stars they like? What are the

shows that they watch on TV? Get a

picture of where your youth are mov-
ing. And as a result, you will be better

prepared to deal with situations, indi-

vidually and collectively, that arise in

the group.

L —Love and Listen

One of the criteria in the job descrip-

tion of an elder in the Presbyterian

Church in America is that the ruling

and teaching elder is to "guard the

children of the church." Love those

young people as if they were your own.
Protect those young people with your
prayer and with your care and with

your thoughts. No, this does not mean
taking each young person up to be
your own child. However, let us not be
guilty of saying that "these young peo-

ple are their parents' responsibility, not

mine!" There is no doubt that we can-

not mother the children. This would be

unhealthy and unwise. However, they

must know that we love them with a

love that is comparable to that of Jesus

Christ. Listen to the young people.

Show them that what they say is im-

portant to you because it is important]

Do not make light of the problems or

the feelings that they share. When one
of them is hurt by a young girlfriend

or boyfriend, it is traumatic; and it is

important. When one of them is upset

because a friendship which may be on-

ly three days old is falling apart, this

is important to them; and you must be

available and ready to listen to them.

M.1 —Money

Money should never be a reason that

a young person cannot take part in an
activity. There is almost always a way
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that a young person can. For a young
person, as well as for an adult, not

having enough money is very embar-

rassing. In fact, it could prevent a

young person from being involved in

the youth group. Be aware of this;

make sure that the young person feels

comfortable despite the fact that they

do not have all that the others have.

Allow that the church pay for such a

young person to go someplace; and if

this is not possible, don't let them be

denied the possibility of taking part in

a meaningful experience even if it

means the money coming out of your

own pocket.

—Noise

Work toward noise immunity. There

is nothing wrong with a bus full of

loud, screaming kids. There is nothing

wrong with a beach full of loud,

screaming kids. Yet, at times, the noise

is so offensive that we tend to parallel

noise with out-and-out filthy sin. This

is not true. These people are young,

they have to be quiet in school all day;

and it's nice to be able to just go some-

place and "let it all out." There are a

few practical things that we can do to

work towards noise immunity and at

the same time show the young people

that certain things are important. First

of all, realize that young people will be

noisy. Secondly, respect a young per-

son when she or he speaks (respectful-

ly, of course). And thirdly, demand the

respect of the young person when you
speak. If it is done in this order, then

the problem will likely take care of it-

self.

\f —Occupational Hazards

Avoid them as much as possible. It is

not wise to take a young girl home late

at night without anybody else in the

car. It is not wise to drop off several

young people, being left with one of

the girls in the youth group. Remem-
ber, we are weak people. We do not

operate based on our strengths, but

rather God's strength is made perfect

in our weaknesses; and we must realize

that there is only so far we can go and
that we cannot test the strength of our

own spirituality by putting ourselves in

a position where our morals may be

compromised, where the strength we
may have thought we had was nothing,

or where we could even be caught in

a situation where someone lies and ru-

ins our ministry. Avoid occupational

hazards! Realize your weaknesses and

know that there is always a way
around these things. Yes, there will be

exceptions to the rule, as long as they

remain exceptions and not the norm.

I —Prayer

Teach the young people to pray. Pray

for the young people, and drench ev-

erything that you do concerning the

young people in prayer. This means
that our prayer lives as youth ministers

must be strong ones. But not only this,

just as with God's Word, let us not be

afraid to show the young people that

they, too, can pray. Set aside a time

when they pray, and show them when
God answers prayer; and teach them
that continuous and hopeful prayer is

what God wants. Every week we spend

at least five solid minutes in prayer

among each other. This is not with

three people; this is not with 30 peo-

ple; but rather, it is with between 75

and 84 young people. And they are si-

lent. This is not a bragging point; but

rather, this is what happens when we
show these people how important

prayer is and simply the fact that they,

like any elder, deacon, minister, or

adult in the church, can and must

pray together. In our group, the results

have been fabulous. It has been one of

the most unifying factors that we've

had. Try keeping silent for five min-

utes, and then multiply yourself by 85.

Is it possible? Absolutely! Whether 84

young people in Miami, Florida or 12

in Brandon, Mississippi, God will bless

your group greatly.

Q
Let's save this one for last.

1 1 —Recognition

Work to recognize the young people as

often as you can. Whether it means
putting out a newsletter and mention-

ing little things that the young people

have done or things that they've ac-

complished. This shows that you have

pride in these young people, that what

they do is important; and it's simply

recognizing the fact that they are spe-

cial to the church that they belong to.

A good rule to go by is this: Seek to

recognize the young people in your

group, but don't seek recognition for

yourself. There is no doubt that God

will honor and bless the group that you
have. We have no idea what it does for

a young person to see his name in a

newsletter written by his minister. We
have no idea how important it may be

to a young person who gets recognition

no place else to see that you, her min-

ister, took time to recognize her. Don't

leave this out. Don't make the young
people prove that they are stoic, faith-

ful youth-groupers that will continue,

despite recognition. Let us strive to

show that each young person has a

great amount of human dignity, as well

as self-worth, which God has laid on
them.

Vr —Schedule

Another good rule of thumb is that

wavering schedules make for wavering

youth groups. Put everything down on

paper. Look ahead. Schedule months
in advance so that the burdens and

stress that you feel during the week will

be due to ministry rather than trying

to figure out what to do with your

young people. Again, this means keep-

ing in tune with them. They are going

to be much more interested in going to

the beach or going to a waterslide or

going on a progressive dinner than

playing chess or going to a quiche-eat-

ing seminar.

I —Travel

Take the kids somewhere, even if it's

only ten miles away! Show the young
people that you are willing to sleep in

a dirty sleeping bag with wet socks.

Spend time away from the church.

This shows that they are important

enough to go away on their own trip.

This raises all kinds of excitement in

the group itself. The only thing that is

more exciting in a youth group than

the young people looking forward to

a big trip that's coming up is the ex-

citement that the young people have

once they've returned from such a trip!

In Florida, it is possible for a group of

young people to spend two nights and

three days at a camp; to go to a play

that is given locally in the town; and

to go to Disney World for a day for

less than $50.00, including four meals.

There are opportunities like this all

around the country. You do not have

to go to Disney World to have a good

time. However, the impact of any

trip is immeasurable to your youth

group.
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'—Uglies

Work towards keeping the "uglies" or

undesirables in the group. Do not let

your group become a "beautiful peo-

ple" youth group. Do not let young

people be guilty of looking for only

physical niceties in a person. This is to-

tally unbiblical. We have an opportu-

nity to show these young people that

as God looks on the heart we must seek

to do so also; and it would be a great

injustice to let someone fall by the

wayside or not to be involved because

of her or his appearances, social back-

ground, or financial state.

1^— Volunteers

A youth ministry will not work without

them. This does not mean that we can-

not demand Biblical standards out of

each volunteer. We must set the stan-

dards. We must set the course as is set

in the Bible, and yet we must utilize

volunteers. Not only does this help

take the total burden of setting things

up and getting the youth room or

crowd-breakers or whatever set up for

the young people, but it also expands

your ministry as they can be involved

in being aware and sensitive to the

young people. This does not mean a

distribution of power. The leading of

the youth group should be centralized

with the youth minister; but once

again, these people should be recog-

nized, they must see that the youth

ministry has been enhanced by them,

and that their work is very important.

—Watch

Watch for problems: possible family

problems; drug problems; and this ties

in with keeping in touch. Watch for

young people who may be disturbed or

hurt. Once again, watch for unchar-

acteristic behavior in young people.

Keep alert for all these things so that

you may be closer and better in touch
with the young person. And let us as

youth ministers watch ourselves for

temptation as the Lord told his disci-

ples, "we must watch and pray in or-

der that we do not fall into tempta-
tion."

/V—Examine

Examine the methods that you use.

Are they working? Is there room for

improvement? Am I putting more in-

to the method than to the person? Has
the method become more important

than the message? Is there a better

method that would facilitate those

things which you want to bring across

to the young person? Examine prog-

ress. Is the group progressing, not on-

ly numerically but in the faith? Do you

see change in the young people? Do
you see development in the Christian

life? Examine families as we have men-
tioned already. Examine your own
ministry. Am I putting the study time

and the work into this ministry that I

should? Is my life a living example of

the ministry? Am I practicing what I

preach? Examine yourself. Are you
burning the candle at both ends? Are
you asking too much of the people

around you—your wife, your volun-

teers? Am I keeping refreshed in my
own walk with the Lord? Be a minister

who is constantly examining the things

around you as well as yourself, and the

result in the youth group will be that

of constant progress and life.

yI —Yearn for the Lost

Yearn that people come to know Jesus

Christ in a saving and intimate way.

Do not be guilty of violating Jesus'

parable of the wheat and the weeds.

Look for commitment for Jesus

Christ. Work towards seeing people

come to know him. Never assume that

everybody in the room knows Jesus

Christ, but rather yearn that souls

would be pierced and that the Spirit

will work in these lives, bringing them
to salvation. This is something that will

catch on in the youth group. Young
people will see that this is important

and will want their friends, families,

and those around them also to come
to Jesus Christ.

tm—Zeal

Do everything zealously for the Lord,

knowing that he will honor your ef-

forts in heaven. Work hard. There's no
replacement for hard work in any-

thing, much more in the ministry. It is

one of the hardest occupations on
earth, and yet it cannot be done half-

heartedly without zeal for Jesus Christ.

0*H — Quitting at the Right Time

When that day comes when you think
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UNDER MY PALM TREE

No One Became a Pro Quarterback

Back in the days when two of my children were in high

school, I received a phone call one Sunday afternoon

from our pastor, asking me to take over the Sunday
night senior high youth group that evening, and possibly

the next Sunday also. He needed someone to fill in

"temporarily," he said.

Since I was committed only for two weeks, I agreed,

realizing I had absolutely nothing going for me in the

capacity of a youth leader. I had no training, no ex-

perience, I was much too old according to the usual

specifications, and I had two of my own children in the

group. Add to that my female gender, and I should have

refused the job on the spot. But I have always been sus-

ceptible to the pleas of distraught ministers, and then

there was that word "temporarily."

Two years later, when parents of two other high

school students took over my job, I could praise the

Lord that he had enabled us all to hang on through
three weekend retreats, a hundred Bible studies and
related activites, service projects, myriad hamburgers,
volley ball, and "Jesus Christ, Superstar." "Relating,"

"one-on-one," and "discipling" were not in the stan-

dard Christian vocabulary at that time. All I knew about

teen-agers was to keep them busy, and help them make
choices compatible with the Scriptures.

No one in the group went on to become a professional

quarterback who led his whole football team to the

Lord. On the other hand, as far as I know, no one
turned out too badly, either. If there is anything the kids

remember about those two years, I hope it is the fact

that an ordinary mortal person, flawed and deficient,

can be a youth director if the need arises. Within each

of us resides the ability to serve the Lord in his church

as unprepared as we think we might be.

Call me obtuse, but I do not understand why youth

directors have to be men, eternally under 30, with

charismatic personalities, boundless energy, and
specialized training. Since the teen age is when adult role

models are so impressive, why do we set before our

young people an example that is so unrealistic? Are we
all secretly hoping that our children will evolve into

adults who can handle any situation with great charm
and humor, playing the guitar, pumping iron, living for

a week in the wilderness sustained only by granola bars?

The very promotion of this fantasy widens the gulf

between teen-agers and their parents, who already feel

frightfully inadequate as it is. How can Dad and Mom
compete with this individual who is always so available,

so understanding? He is not coping with stress at the

office, commuting, paying bills, or the care of other

children! The common response is to turn over child

rearing during adolescence to the youth leader. Let him

work out all the problems, and when the child turns 21

,

happy and well-adjusted, the family welcomes him back

with a great sigh of relief.

That's a great plot for a Christian movie—but life

isn't really like that. Parents and teens still have to live

together, each side suffering with the shortcomings of

the other. With the church's help, this can be construc-

tive suffering, with experiences the teen-ager can use in

his own parenting 20 years later. Involvement of parents

in the youth program helps to present their point of view

as they gain understanding and perspective of a world

that seems to be both confusing and hostile.

Youth leadership should include women, since there

are girls in the group who need role models for wives,

mothers, and the increasingly popular third option

—

employees. Boys, too, need to know women other than

their own mother and sisters, for they are going to enter

a work world where women are prominent, and a mar-

riage world where women have different expectations.

More adults are choosing to remain single. Should there

not be a single woman to present the positive aspects

of this life style?

When our teen-agers join the church, we tell them that

they are now a part of the body of Christ, subject to

its privileges and responsibilties. It is difficult to put this

concept into practice when they remain apart from the

rest of the church, all the more obvious because they

have a "professional" leader. Put a deacon in their

midst and he will quickly involve them in various work
projects of benefit to the church and its outreach to the

needy. Let an elder help plan programs and young peo-

ple will see that problem solving requires an extra-

ordinary amount of wisdom. Add a missionary on fur-

lough, and you won't have to come up with clever pro-

grams to get the kids interested in missions. Just her

presence and her conversation will pique curiosity. Add
a carpenter, a musician, a mother who stays home with

her children, and a mother who doesn't, and you can

show young people what it takes to be a Christian in

a world which now offers many options for a high price.

None of these people has to work with teen-agers

forever. Let them come and go as they are available.

Far better to provide a variety of personalities than one

individual, no matter how multi-faceted he may be. All

through life we have to adjust to changing and/or multi-

ple leadership. Our trust is ultimately in Christ, not a

person. Indeed, youth leaders seem to come and go

rather frequently, first building up fantastic allegiances

and then leaving great voids that no other human be-

ing can possibly fill. Christ is the same, yesterday, to-

day, and forever. Why not learn that at 16, rather than

46?—Jean Shaw. 03
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Reform in Religion
FOR AUGUST 12, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Kings 18-20

Key verses: II Kings 18:1-8; 19:29-31;

20:20

Devotional reading: Isaiah 1:18-20

Memory selection: II Kings 19:30

INTRODUCTION

With Israel gone, only Judah was left.

To show that he was still with his peo-

ple, the Lord blessed Judah in those

days with one of her greatest kings,

Hezekiah. He brought Judah back

from the ways of his father, Ahaz, to

serve the Lord again.

Faith Found

1 In Judah
11 Kings 18:1-12

The description of Hezekiah is that he

trusted in the Lord (v. 5). This made
him almost unique among the kings of

Judah, as well as Israel. He reigned on-

ly 29 years, but they were among the

best in Judah during her latter history.

Scripture declares that he did what
was right in the eyes of the Lord and
shows how his faith was demonstrated.

Hezekiah took away the high places

of pagan worship in the land and
broke down religious symbols which
had been around from pagan times.

Even legitimate symbols which had
become stumbling blocks for Judah
were destroyed. It took boldness to

break in pieces the brazen serpent

Moses had made in the wilderness (v.

4), but evidently it was necessary,

because the people, with their

idolatrous hearts, had come to revere

it as an idol.

What is more, Hezekiah's ways were

consistently faithful (v. 6).

Because of this, we are told of
Hezekiah something that was rarely

found in the annals of the kings of
Judah or Israel: The Lord was with
him (v. 7). Like Joshua, he prospered
in all he did because he was faithful to

the Word of God and upheld the truth

(v. 7).

Ahaz, his father, had bargained with

the Assyrians to defeat his enemies, the

Syrians and the northern kingdom of

Israel. Assyria had gladly done so;

and, after that, undoubtedly they con-

tinued to threaten even Judah. Judah
was put in a position of dependence on
and service to the Assyrians, lest the

country be overrun by them.

But Hezekiah, whose faith was in

the lord and not in men, refused to

buckle under the Assyrians. He wanted

his people to be free of this threat and
refused to serve Assyria any longer (v.

7).

He also defeated more traditional

enemies, like the Philistines (v. 8). All

this showed that the Lord was pleased

with him and prospered his efforts. It

was much as it had been in the days

of David, his ancestor.

Hezekiah was eyewitness to the de-

struction of Israel, in the north, and
of the captivity from which Israel

never returned. He did not wish such

things to happen to his people.

Thus, faith had returned to Judah
in the person of a faithful king, a rari-

ty in those days. It would not save

Judah, in the long run, from captivi-

ty, but did give encouragement to the

faithful in Judah who, for so long, had
had to live under kings who did not

honor God and who gathered around
them priests and prophets who were

false and who set evil examples of con-

duct for the people of the land. Un-
doubtedly, God raised up Hezekiah to

encourage the remnant of faithful ones

still living and serving in Judah.

QUESTIONS
1. What reform has been seen in

your church, in your lifetime?

2. How did it come to pass?

Faith

2 Tested
II Kings 18:13-37

Many years passed with prosperity,

but, finally, Ahaz' evil—depending on

Assyria rather than trusting in the

Lord—came home to roost.

The Assyrians, led by Sennacherib,

one of their most famous kings, came
to Judah and threatened Jerusalem.

At first, Hezekiah sought to live in

peace with this military giant to the

north. The Assyrians had a reputation

as a very cruel people who had come
from the land of Abraham's ancestors

and had dominated that part of the

world for many centuries. They were

the first of many great empires that

would arise in that part of the world

until the time of Alexander the Great,

in the fourth century before Christ.

Hezekiah paid silver to Assyria as an

attempt to keep them from his nation's

doors, but that did not work. The
Assyrians came to the gates of Jeru-

salem and insisted that the people sur-

render.

The leader of the army of Assyria,

Rabshakeh, stood before the gates and
shouted over the walls, making mock-
ery of Jerusalem's king and threaten-

ing to take the city by force if they did

not surrender.

In particular he charged the people

not to trust in their king or in his God.
He attacked Hezekiah's God on the

one hand, and on the other, claimed

that he had come by the authority of

that God to destroy the city.

He revealed how little he understood

of the Jews' religion by claiming that

when Hezekiah had destroyed all the

illegal altars, he had angered the God
of Judah (v. 22).

If the people would be willing to

pledge themselves as servants of As-
syria, they would be spared destructive

battle (v. 23).

Blaspheming, he claimed to come in

the name of the Lord to destroy the ci-

ty (v. 25). The Assyrians were not

squeamish about such things because

they had overthrown many other cities

whose inhabitants had trusted in their

gods to save them. To the Assyrians,

all such gods were alike. They believed

in none of them. They believed only in

their own power to make them vic-
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torious over all nations and gods.

The more the leaders of Judah pled

with Rabshakeh to speak in his own
language and not in the language of the

Jews—they did not want the people

frightened—the more he shouted in the

language all could understand.

He tried to persuade them not to

trust in Hezekiah and in his God to

deliver them (v. 31). Going over the

head of their leader, he was seeking to

get them to overthrow their king and

surrender, in fear.

He openly challenged the God of

Judah to do anything about him and
his mighty army (v. 35).

It is to the credit of Hezekiah' s good
leadership and to the credit of the peo-

ple of Jerusalem that they remained

silent (v. 36).

When Hezekiah heard what Rab-
shakeh had said, he faced the greatest

crisis of his reign. He had stepped out

in unequivocal faith in the Lord and
had conducted himself consistently, till

now. But what would he do in the face

of such opposition?

QUESTIONS
1 . How do the leaders and people of

the world today mock our God?
2. How do the people of the church

respond to such mockery?

Faith

3 Shown
II Kings 19:1-37

When Ahaz had been faced with the

threat of invasion by his enemies, he

had rejected the urging of Isaiah to

trust in the Lord (Isa. 7).

Hezekiah, faced with an even

greater threat, not only refused to trust

in men, but sent for Isaiah, the same
prophet whom his father had rejected,

and sought his counsel and aid in with-

standing the enemy (v. 2).

He particularly had in mind the rem-

nant of faithful believers in his

kingdom who had been the victims of

so much oppression over the years

from those in Judah who had been

faithless. He wanted them protected in

these days of siege (v. 4).

Isaiah's words to Hezekiah were not

unlike those given his father more than

two decades before (v. 6). He told him
that God would protect him and their

city from her enemies, if they would
put their trust in Him and not be

afraid. God assured Hezekiah that the

enemy would not take the city and that

their king would die by the sword in

his own land—all by the sovereign will

of the Lord.

Rabshakeh withdrew for the time

and returned to his homeland but did

not forget his threats to Judah, sending

a letter to warn them that he had with-

drawn only temporarily.

When Hezekiah saw the letter, he

went to the Lord in prayer, expressing

his great faith in God, in the face of

such trials (v. 15).

Recognizing the Lord as God over

all the kingdoms of the earth, he

prayed that he would save them out

of the hand of their enemies.

Then, Isaiah sent word to Hezekiah

saying that God had heard Hezekiah's

prayer and that there was nothing to

fear from Assyria.

Further, Isaiah the prophet, speak-

ing for the Lord, denounced the As-

syrians and all who would withstand

the sovereign God of the universe (v.

25). Then the Lord declared that He
would defend Jerusalem personally (v.
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34).

To show that he meant what he

had said, God caused a great plague to

afflict the camp of the Assyrians that

same night. So many died that the As-

syrians were frightened and withdrew

from Jerusalem, never again to return.

Their king, Sennacherib, later died

in Assyria, in accord with what the

Lord had first said to Hezekiah,

through Isaiah (v. 37; compare v. 7).

Secular history mentions this great

plague that struck the camp of the

Assyrians, but gives no explanation of

it, simply saying that it happened and
that it spelled the end of Sennacherib.

Here we see the faith of Hezekiah

demonstrated when it was tested to its

fullest. He faced insurmountable odds

and did so with full faith in the Lord.

All faith must be tested. As Scripture

shows, it is by testing that our faith is

shown to be genuine or not.

As James later wrote, by their

works, their faith was shown. Without

the works, we could never know
whether or not Hezekiah had truly

believed in the Lord. Now we know.

QUESTIONS
1. In what ways has my own faith

been tested?

2. How have I shown the certainty

of my faith by how I have reacted to

trials of that faith?

Faith4 Offguard
II Kings 20:1-21

We could hope that Hezekiah's faith

would continue, without wavering, but

that was not the case. Like other

faithful ones in Scripture, Hezekiah
also stumbled. So did Abraham; so did

Paul.

Hezekiah was very sick and was told

by Isaiah that he would die.

He was only 39 at the time, and that

was the year he had gone through the

great ordeal of the threat of the

Assyrians and had proved his faith.

Undoubtedly, his desire to live longer

had something to do with his desires

for his people.

They had been brought through a

great crisis triumphantly, by the first

faithful king they had known in a long
time. If he were to die so suddenly,
now, when things were beginning to

look hopeful, it would seem that their

hopes were to be dashed again.

This sickness was apparently anoth-

er testing of Hezekiah's faith.

He was concerned not simply to live

longer, but to rule longer for the good
of Judah, his people—God's people.

God answered Hezekiah's prayer

and promised him fifteen more years

of life (v. 6), years in which to

strengthen the faith of his people.

To reassure himself, he asked for a

sign, which he did not need. It was an

indication of a weakness in his faith

that it needed to be bolstered by signs

(v. 8). The Lord, through Isaiah, had
already assured him that he would live,

but Hezekiah still wanted a sign. The
Lord gave him one, but that request in-

dicated a stumbling on the part of

Hezekiah.

In the context of this weakness in his

faith, visitors from Babylon came, and
their interest in Hezekiah and his king-

dom seems to have put him off guard.

Flattered by their concern, he showed
them everything in Jerusalem.

He did not know that they had come
from the nation that would eventually

overrun Judah, take Jerusalem, and
haul away the people from that city to

captivity in Babylon.

It is clear from Isaiah's words that

the Lord was not pleased with the way
Hezekiah had stumbled in his faith.

Nevertheless, the Lord spared Heze-

kiah from seeing those things happen.

He lived for fifteen more years going

down in the records as one of the most
faithful of the kings of Judah, overrall.

This stumbling of Hezekiah should

teach us that none of us is perfect in

his faith. We all fall short, as Paul

testified of himself, doing what he did

not want to do and not doing what he

wanted to do (Rom. 7).

Like Paul, we should all determine

to keep pressing on toward that per-

fection of our faith which God desires.

Though we do not attain it in this world,

we must press on toward that mark of

the high calling in Christ (Phil. 3).

QUESTIONS
1 . What have I done when I stum-

bled in my faith?

2. Am I still trying to be consistently

faithful to the Lord?

Next week: "Measured by the

Word," II Kings 22:10-13, 15-16;

23:1-30. m
The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council ot Churches of Christ.

Letters—from p. 3

find them but don't like them. I am
seeking as honestly as I can to be
faithful to my Savior whom I serve,

his church which I hold in high

esteem, and the Reformation princi-

ple sola scriptura to which I am firm-

ly committed.

—(Rev.) Kurt H. Lutjens

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WRONG KIND OF BALANCE?

Thanks to Joel Belz for the thorough
reporting on various denominational

assemblies and synods during the re-

cent months. The report of PCA
General Assembly was interesting to

us all. As a new ecclesiastical venture

the PCA faces significant issues. I

was struck by the heading on stories

about "Tight Church—Loose
Church" tensions. The need for

balance in understanding and min-
istry was urged on the General As-
sembly.

In a fraternal spirit, I would point

to one passage which warns of a
wrong kind of balance. The Laodi-

cean option is often adopted by
churches under the mistaken zeal for

balance and peace: "I know your
deeds, that you are neither cold nor
hot. I wish you were either one or the

other! So, because you are luke-

warm—neither hot nor cold—I am
about to spit you out of my mouth"
(Rev. 3:15-16).

It is my prayer that the PCA and all

the rest of the Reformed bodies may
burn with zeal for obedience to the

Lord Jesus Christ, "the Amen, the

faithful and true witness, the ruler of

God's creation."

—(Rev.) Samuel E. Boyle

Shawnee, Kan.

SENSITIVE TOPIC

The May 30 Journal was dedicated to

a sensitive topic, race. As a black Re-

formed Christian preparing for the

ministry, I was pleased with the

Schaeffer interview and the Greenway
article. I was a little let down by the

results of your survey, but I am aware

that sanctification is a process. I only

hope that we continue to press toward

the goal of becoming more like our

Lord. Thank you, Journal, for deal-

ing with the issue.

—Sam Murrell

St. Louis, Mo.
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ABC's—from p. 9

that playing dominoes will be much
more exciting than taking the young
people to a Christian concert or to the

beach, then it may be time to hang it

up. It may be time to move on to some-

thing else. Do not become stale in the

youth ministry beyond your potential.

Let us not be youth ministers who are

guilty of trying to keep young people

in an era which does not belong to

them. Quit at the right time, knowing
that God will raise up somebody bet-

ter and able to do that which God has

for them. EE

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
ARE YOU SERIOUS about memorizing

Scripture? We can help you. We have Mem-
ory Books for all ages. Write for informa-

tion & two books: Keep in Memory on the

principles of memorizing and What It Takes

to get children to memorize Scripture. $2.00.

Scripture Memory Fellowship, P.O. Box
24551, St. Louis, MO 63141.

FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS
Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

CHURCHESBHMiMBHH
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Riveroaks Re-

formed Presbyterian Church (PCA) 1625 W.
Massey Rd., Memphis, TN 381 19. Rev. Wil-

liam Spink, Pastor. (901) 761-0590 or home,
767-2770. Sun, ser. 9:30 & 1 1 am and 6 pm.

OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 1 1:00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

MARIETTA, GEORGIA: Christ Presby-

terian Church, a new PCA congregation. Al

Baker, pastor. Located in the American Busi-

ness Center at Cobb Parkway (Hwy. 41) and
the South 120 Loop. 9:30 a.m. Sunday
School, 11:00 a.m. Worship Service. For

more information call (404) 977-7652.

ORANGE BEACH, ALA. A new PCA
work in the Lord, The FAITH PRESBYTE-
RIAN CHURCH OF BEAR POINT invites

you to come worship with us while visiting

on the Alabama Gulf Coast. S.S. 9:00 a.m.,

Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m. The Rev.

George McGuire, Pastor. (205) 981-4068.

for salemmmmmmmmmm
LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately 3/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
MATH TEACHER needed for fall '84 at

Shannon Forest Christian School, Rt. 2, Gar-

lington Rd., Greenville, SC 29607, to teach

math full-time: Geometry, Trigonometry,

Pre-Calculus and Algebra II. We are a PCA
church school of some 500-plus students. We
are in a developing area and a developing

school with a good salary schedule and good
benefits. If interested please send resume

and/or application to us in care of the school.

PALMER HOME FOR CHILDREN,
Columbus, Miss., solicits applications for po-

sition of executive director. Successful appli-

cant shall have combination of education and

experience in administration, preferably in

the field of child care. Applicant should be

conservative theologically and be seeking a

challenging ministry. Send resume with ref-

erences to: Palmer Home for Children, At-

tention Chairman Search Committee, P.O.

Box 746, Columbus, MS 39703-0746

PRINCIPAL Well-established, growing, PCA
school seeks experienced administrator for

a K-3 through 12th grade school of 300 plus.

Please send resume to Superintendent, West

End Christian School, 1600 Atlantic Street,

Hopewell, VA 23860.

NEEDED: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Principal. Chapelgate Presbyterian Church

(PCA) has an immediate position for prin-

cipal to coordinate and develop a Christian

school opening September, 1985. Must have

pioneering spirit, be enthusiastic, and be able

to promote a new school program. Send re-

sume to Bill Thompson, c/o Chapelgate Pres-

byterian Church, 3291 N. St. John's Lane,

Ellicott City, MD 21043.

1500-MEMBER Presbyterian Church in At-

lanta is seeking an experienced Director of

Activities and Recreation for new Family Life

Center and community activities program.
Groundfloor opportunity for qualified per-

son. Salary negotiable. Staff and ministry is

progressively evangelical. Send resume and
reply to: Carl Ohly, 1882 Queens Way NE,
Atlanta, GA 30341.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is

seeking qualified teachers for elementary

grade levels. A.C.S. is a small school set in

a rural/suburban area of northwest New Jer-

sey. Send resume to: H. Leon Ben-Ezra,

A.C.S. , 126 S. Hillside Ave., Succasunna, NJ
07876.

WANTED:
A few good men

M.Div. in Pastoral Theology

Concentration: Church planting and

evangelism.

Teaching style: A discipleship

core group.

Contact: Dean of Ministry Teacher,

Dr. Bill Iverson

International School of Theology

P.O. Box 50015
San Bernardino CA 92412

SERVICES I

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Hi lores m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

In the Marketplace

Before moving from St. Louis to Ashe-

ville, my wife and I visited our gradu-

ate-student daughter's new apartment

in a cosmopolitan section of the area

known as University City. After break-

fast I accompanied our daughter to the

outdoor market a block away.

Here in the warm morning sun were

brightly-striped awnings covering a

variety of fruits, melons, and vegetab-

les—apples, cherries, green beans, yel-

low squash, cantaloupes—with almost

as great a variety of spelling on the

hand-lettered signs.

And seemingly an even greater varie-

ty of people! Young couples, some
with children contained in papooses or

walkers, some with slightly older kids

noticeably unrestrained as they played

at knee-level of the adults. There were

middle-aged men wearing the now un-

becoming shorts that no doubt were

purchased when they were younger

and trimmer. I saw two elderly wom-
en, one probably in her 70's pulling a

grocery cart with one hand while with

the other hand supporting a still older

woman who balanced her shuffling

gait with a cane. There were Asian-

Americans, Blacks, Jews, Hispanics,

middle-class Whites, and almost every

other variety imaginable in the market-

place.

A microcosm of the world, I thought.

And how are we Christians to meet the

needs of all these people? When Jesus

saw the crowds, "he had compassion
on them, because they were harassed

and helpless, like sheep without a shep-

herd" (Matthew 9:36). He cried over

Jerusalem, "How often have I longed

to gather your children together, as a

hen gathers her chicks under her wings,

but you were not willing" (Matthew
23:37).

How will we even know their needs?

How can we make known to them the

love of God?
One thing is sure. Like Jesus we

must be in the marketplace.

As I was viewing the scene, my
daughter had been scouting out the

bargains in order to make her pur-

chases, but was unable to get waited

on at one counter. An adjoining cus-

tomer advised her, "Honey, you'll

never get their attention unless they

think you're going to buy," and of-

fered her a brown paper bag, into

which she shoveled some green beans.

Sure enough, the vendor swiftly ac-

cepted her payment.

Are we Christians willing to ac-

knowledge our common humanity

with the (as yet) unbelievers and deal

with them in the marketplace of ideas

and beliefs as well as of fruits and veg-

etables? There but for the grace of God
go we. But for the grace of God in

Christ that came into the marketplace

of our needs. DD

Yes, We Are to
Pray for Peace

In the "Mailbag" of a recent issue of

the Journal (July 4 and 1 1 , 1984) read-

er William H. Nichol of Lancaster,

Pennsylvania raised an interesting

question: "Should Christians pray for

peace?" In light of our Savior's pre-

diction of the inevitability of wars and
rumors of wars, Mr. Nichol conclud-

ed: "So I wonder if I pray for peace,

am I praying against the will of God
and in opposition to the prophecy of

Jesus Christ?"

This is an appropriate question be-

cause it certainly does not do much
good to ask the Lord for something

contrary to his will.

In I Timothy 2:1-2, however, the

Holy Spirit had the Apostle Paul write:

"I urge, then, first of all, that requests,

prayers, intercession and thanksgiving

be made for everyone—for kings and
all those in authority, that we may live

peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness

and holiness."

We pray for the governing authori-

ties—even wicked ones as some of

them were in Paul's day—in order that

we may live peaceful lives for the sake

of godliness and holiness. Peace for a

purpose! Verses 3 and 4 continue:

"This is good, and pleases God our

Savior, who wants all men to be saved

and to come to a knowledge of the

truth." The lives of Christians in a

peaceful society are to point others to

a knowledge of the Savior.

It is true that sometimes the horrors

of war bring sinners to repentance

while accomplishing the purposes of

God's judgment. But God's ideal plan

is for his people to communicate to

their neighbors by word and example
in a context of peace. The Lord's

message to those exiled from Jerusa-

lem to Babylon in Jeremiah 29:7 was:

"... seek the peace and prosperity

of the city to which I have carried you
into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, be-

cause if it prospers, you too will pros-

per."

Yes, we are to pray for peace. Any
of us with draft-age sons can feel the

need for such prayer. But more than

just for our own good, we are to pray

for peace so that our neighbors, too,

may come to know Jesus Christ, ffl
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A fat 489 pages •

Photo section on
good coated stock •

Documented with 27
pages of notes • Index

• EXTRA! Complete list of

Soviet "diplomats" ex-

pelled from the West as
spies — just since

1974 • EXTRA! "Organ-
ization of the KGB":
detailed outline,

including basic tactics

The book the Kremlin

denounced
Now you can take it not for

$19.95 but FREE

Stanislav Levchenko was the first KGB defector to escape from the very core of
that vile organization. Pure gold to the FBI and CIA. But after they debriefed him
in November 1979, he sought out John Barron for some real talking. Levchenko
felt that he had to unburden himself . . . disgorge all he had thought and done, all

that happened to turn his stomach and change his heart.

But why John Barron? Because Barron, years back, had written an expose of the

KGB. It was so accurate that the KGB had it translated into Russian, and used it as

a training manual for the top brass. Levchenko knew Barron was one man who would understand.

So well does he understand that Barron now gives us not only the fascinating odyssey of a major defec-

tor, but what amounts to a brand new manual. The contents more than justify the title. Here indeed is

the KGB Today.

It's a firm rule in the USSR to ignore exposes like Barron's. So you can imagine the author's delight

when Pravda and Radio Moscow denounced him. He's hitting them where it hurts most, because he's

exposing the arch-thugs who hold it all together. For as Barron points out, "It is impossible to under-

stand the Soviet Union without understanding the KGB and its transcendent role in Soviet policy and
society." Now we understand, better than ever.

"A narrative that sucks the reader in the way a vacuum cleaner sucks confetti Long after the ruling

cliques of today's culture are dissolved, books like Barron's will tell the truth of our time." —National

Review

"A masterpiece of investigative reporting." — CBS

"John Barron's eye-opening book should be made must reading for every congressman, governor, civil

servant, businessman, teacher, clergyman, engineer, scientist, newspaperman, and peanut farmer in our

still too complacent, somnolent, and unsuspecting land." — American Spectator

"Chilling." - UPI

"A remarkable work of synthesis ... the work of a highly intelligent man who can analyze and explain

as well as gather and narrate." —New York Times

"Meticulously documented . . . Levchenko has spilled the KGB's beans all over the floor." —Human
Events

"As exciting as a dozen thrillers." — Robert Conquest

"In terms of hard, geopolitical importance, this book outranks and helps illuminate Solzhenitsyn's

Gulag Archipelago. " — Newsweek
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NEGATIVE LETTERS GET RESPONSE

I had not planned to write in response

to Michael G. Smith's article on
CBN, but after several negative let-

ters were printed by the Journal, I felt

compelled to do so.

I commend Mr. Smith for his arti-

cle and found it to be neither nit-

picking nor unkind, but, rather, to be

perceptive, timely, and well done.

Too often, Christians believe that if

entertainment is devoid of sex and
violence, it is "safe" for Christians.

Thus, the subtle, humanistic philoso-

phy of an earlier era is readily de-

voured because it appears morally

more acceptable than what is offered

today. True, I would rather have my
children watch "Leave it to Beaver"

than "Three's Company." But I

can't pretend that "Leave it to

Beaver" is any more "Christian" or

safe with its white, middle class, re-

ligious ethic, where all works for

good to those who love country, hard

work, and honesty. Such values,

however good, are presented as

achievable without Christ.

As I have observed Presbyterian

and Reformed churches, far fewer

covenant children have been lost to

sex, drugs, and violence than have

been lost to humanistic, suburban,

materialistic values which were and
continue to be so ably taught by '50s

and '60s sit-coms.

Finally, because television pro-

graming of earlier eras was devoid of

Christ, by no means implies that

television programing of today is bet-

ter or even as good. The question is:

Does not a Christian station have a

responsibility to consider programs
of past eras just as critically as they

do programs of today? And must not

that critical look extend to the

philosophy presented by the pro-

gram?
Thanks for the article. I hope there

will be more like it.

—(Rev.) Don Pipes

Seattle, Wash.

DISLIKED POWER ARTICLE

The June 6 cover article on "Power"
by Michael Smith was one of the most

damaging and foolish things I have

ever seen printed in the Journal. It

was a clever synthesis of right and
wrong wonderfully mixed producing

a conclusion of absolutely nothing.

Mr. Smith's advice to all of us in

the light of living after the fall is to do
absolutely nothing but love. And this

means not using force or power of

any kind whether it be politics or

whatever.

I would like to ask Mr. Smith how
he proposes that love and that alone

would stop the holocaust of our time

which is abortion and the slaughter of

more than a million each year. Judg-

ing by how few Christians seem upset

to the point that they are moved to

act, I would say that they have

already spoken to Mr. Smith. Chris-

tians in Europe during WW II cer-

tainly were moved from a position of

passivity to one of using force. In the

Old Testament God shows us how
very much he hates sin and its hideous

results when he instructed the

Israelites to use force. I am also very

glad that the Moral Majority people

have read the Bible clearly and have

used political force and power.

I do hope that not too many people

took the article seriously. Instead, I

hope that many will hurry and read

the last book by Franky Schaeffer

and the one by Dr. Francis Schaeffer.

These books instruct us wisely to

demonstrate simultaneously the love

and justice of God. And this will

many times include the use of real

force. These are evil days in which
God has placed us and we must daily

ask for his wisdom and look to his

Word for instruction which is never a

synthesis.

—Barbara Butterfield

Orlando, Fla.

BACKBITING TONE OF LETTERS

In at least three different places, Lev.

19:18, Matt. 22:39, and James 2:8, we
are commanded to "love thy neighbor

as thyself." Again, in I Cor. 13:1-3,

Paul reminds us that "though we
speak with the tongues of men and of

angels, and have not charity (brother-

ly love), we have become as sounding

brass, or a tinkling symbol."

MINISTERS
Kenneth D. Counts (PCA) from Rustin, La. to

Dallas, Tex. as teacher at Cornerstone Acad-

emy.

Kurt Gebhard from Brevard, NC. to the Oak-

land Avenue Church (EPC), Pontiac, Mich, as

associate pastor.

James R. McKee from Jacksonville, Fla. to the

Briarwood Church (PCA), Birmingham, Ala.,

as minister to youth.

CHURCH
The Cornerstone Church (PCA), St. Peters, Mo.

has been organized. Ronald A. Hidey is pastor.
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With this in mind, it is somehow dis-

heartening to see the backbiting, fin-

gerpointing, name-calling tone of many
of the letters in recent issues of the

Journal.

I believe Paul gives us the right atti-

tude when he says in I Tim. 1:15:

"Christ Jesus came into the world to

save sinners, of which I am chief."

With this kind of attitude, there's not

much room left over for pointing our

fingers at others.

—Sam Parks

Weaverville, N.C.

OPC COATTAILS

Although the Orthodox Presbyterian

Church's involvement in the Re-

formed Ecumenical Synod is not

without its tensions, especially at

present, the ecumenical fellowship

with Reformed churches throughout

the world has benefited the OPC.
The "Joint Statement" under which

the PCA's invitation to receive the

OPC was issued includes the under-

standing to honor such commitments
as the OPC may have. This provision

is apparently intended to include the

OPC's membership in the RES. Thus,

if J&R is consummated, the expanded

Continued on p. 15, col. 3
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Hospitality has long been recognized as a Christian vir-

tue. Christians have not always seen, however, all the possibilities for the

use of the Christian home for others as new situations arise. This issue of

the Journal should provide plenty of stimulus along that line. The article

by Mary Condit provides a general introduction with reference to several

Scriptural principles. Fred Kerr then applies these principles with reference

to the international students who are residing in North America, often from
lands where missionaries cannot gain entrance. Karin Clumpner illustrates

this use of the home from experiences of her family. Then Sharon Duble's

article tells of using the home in a very special way—to assist unmarried
women who are pregnant and have chosen not to have an abortion. The
letter from Debbie Gamble and the review of Radical Hospitality, by David
and Ruth Rupprecht reinforce this theme.

I i Further uses of the Christian home will come to mind.

For example, singles—who tend to feel isolated—might take the initiative

to invite over a married couple for a meal or a dessert and give a housewife

a break from kids and cooking, thus bridging a gap that too often exists

in Christian fellowship. For more stimulus on the whole subject of Chris-

tian homemaking, see Edith Schaeffer's Hidden Art, published by Tyndale
House.

I i James T. Dennison, Librarian of Westminster Theological

Seminary in California, is completing a cumulative index to The Presbyterian

Guardian. The index will be ready for shipment in June 1985. The Presby-

terian Guardian was launched in 1935 by J. Gresham Machen at the height

of the modernist-fundamentalist controversy in the Northern Presbyterian

Church (PCUSA). Machen withdrew from the denomination in June 1936

in order to establish the (now) Orthodox Presbyterian Church. The Guard-
ian remained the unofficial organ of this movement until it ceased publica-

tion in 1979 and merged with the Journal.

Dennison's index is an exhaustive listing of the following: articles—by
author and subject; congregations; pastors—calls, installations and resigna-

tions; obituaries; editorials; letters to the editor; book reviews; Scripture

index; photographs. Case bound copies in Class A reference binding will

be shipped postpaid. Cost of the index is $75 ($80 foreign and Canada).
Pre-payment is required for shipment; an invoice will be provided on re-

quest. No copies will be available after June 1985. Checks should be made
payable to the author and mailed to his home: 940 Ball Ave., Escondido,

CA 92026.

I l As already mentioned, The Presbyerian Guardian was
merged with the Journal in November of 1979. The Journal office, however,

does not possess a complete file of Guardians. Is there anyone who would
be willing to contribute such a back file for our reference purposes?

EDITORIALS
Page 15

I I Sharp-eyed reader Winslow Collins of St. Louis spotted

a typo on page 20 of our July 4 and 1 1 issue where "Amaziah outlied Joash"

should have read "outlived." Politicians tending to be the same over the

centuries, perhaps he outlied him, too! QO

Coyote
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Jewish Group Says NCC's View of USSR Rose-Tinted

NEW YORK (RNS)—A spokesman
for the American Jewish Committee
(AJC) has criticized the largest delega-

tion of U.S. church leaders ever to visit

the Soviet Union for putting Christian

unity concerns above human rights.

Rabbi A. James Rudin, speaking for

the AJC, told The New York Times

that a 226-member delegation spon-

sored by the National Council of

Churches, which returned June 21

from a visit to the Soviet Union, had

painted "a rosy picture" of religious

life in the Soviet Union and had not

pressed strongly enough for release of

imprisoned Soviet dissidents.

"I did expect better of them," said

Rabbi Rudin, national director of

interreligious affairs for the AJC, say-

ing it was unacceptable to contend that

human rights were secondary to Chris-

tian unity. "I think millions of

Americans expected more," he said.

"They missed an enormous opportuni-

ty for moral suasion and moral leader-

ship."

Earlier at a press conference, Dr. V.

Bruce Rigdon, one of the leaders of the

NCC delegation, said that the purpose

of the trip "was to demonstrate that

the unity which God has given the

church transcends all boundaries of

ideology, nationality, and social

system, and to contribute to the peace-

making programs which are integral

and increasingly central parts of

church life in the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R."
Progress on human rights was a

secondary purpose of the visit, he said,

asserting that the delegation was "not

blind" to religious restrictions. The
group visited only churches registered

with the government, he said, but also

made efforts to inquire about un-

registered churches and religious dis-

sidents.

Rigdon said the group "discovered

vital religious communities wherever

they went" in the Soviet Union, and
that hopeful signs included opening of

new churches, reopening of a mon-
astery in Moscow, and a doubling in

the number of seminary students in

Moscow, Leningrad and Odessa. HI

Hospital Costs Threaten

Oral Roberts* Ministry

TULSA, Okla. (RNS)—Financial

problems stemming from the building

of his own hospital threaten to over-

whelm the 37-year-old ministry of

evangelist Oral Roberts.

The Roberts organization recently

announced 334 employees would be

laid off, including 244 from the City

of Faith hospital, and 90 from the Oral

Roberts Evangelistic Association.

Various other cost-saving measures

have been put into effect.

The Roberts operation includes an

ultra-modern university with about

4000 undergraduate students, a

777-bed City of Faith hospital-research

complex, and an evangelistic associa-

tion which operates his international

television and print outreach.

The Oral Roberts hospital isn't the

only one in the Tulsa area suffering of

late. Hillcrest Medical Center recently

announced a layoff of 200. Saint John
Medical Center has enacted a hiring

freeze. The patient load has been down
as much as 10 percent in most of the

city's hospitals since late last summer,
hospital officials say.

Officials of the city's major hos-

pitals fought Roberts' efforts to start

the City of Faith from the first. When
the Oklahoma Health Planning Com-
mission was considering the project, in

early 1978, the hospital groups claimed

it would result in a dangerous over-

supply of hospital beds in the city. The
state refused to allow the City of Faith

to operate all 777 beds when it opened

in 1981, and much of the 60-story hos-

pital tower is empty.

In a letter to his "partners," mailed

in mid-June, Mr. Roberts wrote,

"Since you have invested so much in

this ministry over the years and have

been so faithful to us, I feel I owe it

to you to tell you that our ministry is

in real financial need. Without a

miracle, very, very soon we literally

cannot survive."

Roberts' mammoth hospital com-
plex from the start performed below
projections. Additionally, officials say

effort to keep the ORU medical school

fully accredited is proving to be a ma-
jor financial drain.

In September, hospital officials say,

the university faces a meeting with ac-

creditation officials. By that time, in

order to have a sufficient number of

accredited programs to keep the school

operating, an obstetrics and gynecol-

ogy unit planned at the City of Faith

must be operational.

So at the same time the City of Faith

is laying off 244 emplyees, reducing its

staff from 907 to 663, it is looking for

highly paid ob-gyn staffers to get that

program off the ground.

A department of the size needed for

accreditation is in excess of the real

needs of the three-year-old City of

Faith, officials say. The 294-bed hos-

pital is housed in an elaborate building,

complete on the outside, but with an

only partially complete interior. At last

report there were only about 85 pa-

tients in the hospital.

In February, Mr. Roberts admitted

the ministry has been subsidizing about

$12 million of the City of Faith's an-

nual $60 million budget for some time.

He said the total budget for his entire

ministry totals between $125 million

and $130 million.

The needed City of Faith subsidy

just about equals the shortfall Mr.

Roberts has been experiencing recent-

ly. On a recent Sunday broadcast he

said, "We are out of cash," having

operated in the red by about $1 million

each of the last three months.

Mr. Roberts is meeting the shortfall

by the layoffs and by putting the staff

at Oral Roberts University on a four-

day, 32-hour work week for awhile. In

addition, an outreach office in down-
town Tulsa was closed and scholar-

ships were cut for incoming freshmen

in seven of ORU's minor athletic pro-
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grams.

Ironically, ministry officials admit

the current financial problems have a

foundation in a ceremony held more

than a year ago, which led many of

Oral Roberts' followers to believe the

City of Faith was in the clear financial-

ly, ffl

Reagan Urged To Stand
On Birth Control Policy

WASHINGTON (RNS)—A represen-

tative of the American Catholic

bishops has urged President Reagan to

stand by his announced plan to with-

hold U.S. funds from programs that

use abortion as a form of population

control.

Msgr. Daniel Hoye, general sec-

retary of the U.S. Catholic Confer-

ence, urged the president to retain key

features of an administration position

paper to be delivered in Mexico City

in August, before the International

Conference on Population.

The position paper, drafted by the

White House and the National Security

Council, would "signal a redirection

of American policy toward an ap-

proach which is more balanced and
more respectful of human dignity,"

Hoye said in a letter to the president.

He said efforts to "help these na-

tions develop their natural resources

and raise their standard of living

should be given higher priority" than

population control.

The administration paper has come
under fire from international family

planning organizations, many of which

receive large amounts of money from

the federal government.

Ross Pumfrey, executive director of

Zero Population Growth, said the ad-

ministration has drafted an "outrage-

ously irresponsible policy statement in-

tent on reversing the progress of inter-

national family planning efforts" over

the past 20 years. HI

Assemblies of God Report

300,000 Member Increase

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (RNS)—The
Assemblies of God has reported a

worldwide membership increase of

more than 300,000 in 1983, and near-

ly 1,500 new churches and outstations

around the globe.

The world's largest Pentecostal de-

nomination reported that the number
of foreign members and adherents

climbed to 10,559,391 from 10,250,571,

while foreign churches and outstations

grew from 98,381 to 99,574 last year.

In the United States, members and
adherents rose from 1,879,182 to

1,992,754, while the number of

churches grew from 10,173 to 10,386.

There are 1216 Assemblies of God
missionaries now serving in 1 13 coun-

tries, compared to 1220 in 110 coun-

tries in 1982. An additional 15 foreign

Bible schools were opened last year.

The Assemblies reported an increase

in U.S. day schools from 1074 to 1386

last year, with an enrollment growth

from 94,750 to 112,433.

Clergy increases were reported for

both the U.S. and overseas. Nation-

wide, there were 24,959 ordained and
licensed Assemblies ministers last year,

an increase of 830, while an increase

of more than 5000 abroad brought that

total to 86,620.

Started in 1914 with some 300 per-

sons, the Assemblies of God has been

one of the nation's fastest growing

churches for more than a decade. In

recent years, its annual growth rate has

exceeded that of the population of the

United States. HI

Homosexual Unions Given

Guarded ABC Approval

VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (RNS)-A con-

troversial policy statement that ap-

proves remarriage for divorced Chris-

tians under certain circumstances and
gives guarded acceptance to homosex-

ual unions was approved by the Gen-
eral Board of American Baptist

Churches at its semi-annual session.

The denomination's news service

here reported that at its June 23-25

meeting in Green Lake, Wis., the

board also urged the United States to

remain in the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific and Cultural Or-

ganization (UNESCO) for at least

another two years, asked for several

changes in U.S. policy in Central

America, and spent an unprecedented

four hours debating American Baptist

involvement in ecumenical organiza-

tions.

In adopting a policy statement on
family life for the 1 .6-million-member

denomination, the board affirmed the

individual competence of Christians to

determine, in response to God's call,

choices about singleness, marriage,

parenthood, and "living in covenantal,

intentional family arrangements."

While affirming that God intends

marriage to be monogamous and life-

long, the statement said that remar-

riage for divorced Christians is "ap-
propriate where the issues which ended
an earlier marriage have been ad-

dressed."

Some board members expressed

concern about the open-ended refer-

ence to "covenantal, intentional family

arrangements," and asked whether it

could be construed as approving ho-

mosexual unions. Robert Chew of St.

Thomas, Virgin Islands, a member of

the task force that prepared the state-

ment, replied that it does not condone
all family lifestyles, but is "a mandate
to ABC churches to minister to every

kind of lifestyle that exists." HI

House Renews Ban On
Funding For Abortions

WASHINGTON (RNS)—The House
of Representatives has voted to renew
a ban on abortion coverage in federal

employee health insurance programs.

The House adopted, by a vote of 261

to . 156, anti-abortion language in an
appropriations bill for the Treasury

Department and Postal Service. The
language continues the year-old pro-

hibition on insurance coverage of

abortions.

Rep. Christopher H. Smith (R-N.J.)

said the issue was whether "we want
our tax dollars to pay for" abortions.

He said federal health isurance paid

for 1700 abortions in 1980.

However, Rep. Barbara Boxer (D-

Cal.), who sponsored a defeated

amendment to delete the anti-abortion

language, said the prohibition "in-

fringed" on the right of federal

employees to choose health services

they want. HI

Also in the News . . .

Dr. R. C. Sproul of Ligonier Valley

Study Center will be the speaker for

the July 29-August 1 Macon Biblical

Institute, sponsored by First Pres-

byterian Church of Macon, Ga. The
program, designed for out-of-town
guests as well as local members and
friends, includes the possibility of free

housing in private homes.
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Your Home May Be an Evangelistic

Tool

MARY CONDIT

As one who became a Christian in col-

lege, I was frustrated. How could I

continue to be a witness to the student

world now that I was no longer a stu-

dent? I didn't know how to make a

transition from "campus life" to the

"rest of the world life."

The answer was so obvious that at

first I overlooked it. It was my home.
Some people who are not impressed at

first with the gospel itself may be im-

pressed with the quality of life that the

gospel imparts. In our homes they can

see God, alive and working in us.

Yet there are some problems. The
first is that our American cultural

orientation tends to make us less open

to "outsiders." We are a private peo-

ple; we have many casual or superficial

relationships and few intimate friends.

We are not accustomed to having peo-

ple come and share our lives.

But the Biblical model is radically

different. Beginning in Genesis and

running through the Scripture, the

theme of hospitality is constant. Gen-
esis 18 shows us Abraham greeting

three strangers who are standing be-

fore his tent; he begs them to come in

and refresh themselves. Numbers 9:14

speaks of alien sojourners partaking of

the Passover with the Israelites. Pass-

over was a serious time, a family

time—and yet strangers were included.

Deuteronomy 10:17-19 tells of the

Lord's command to his people to show
love for the alien. Within the context

of Paul's admonition in Romans 12

not to be "conformed to this world,

but be transformed" is the command
to practice hospitality. The Hebrews 13

passage is familiar to all, "Do not

neglect to show hospitality to strang-

ers."

So Scripture speaks clearly of a

hospitality, an opening of our homes,
which is foreign to too many of us.

This cultural response can be easily

overcome as we break the invisible bar-

rier and begin to ask people into our

homes.

Now, however, a second problem
confronts us. Hospitality seems to be

a lost art. We immediately assume that

people do not want to come to our
homes, or that our homes are not fit.

If we do ask and they do accept, what
then? Many of us have neither the

time, the ability, nor the inclination to

prepare a gourmet meal, and what in

the world do you talk about during

and after dinner. These are all real con-

cerns that need practical answers.

We must first deal with the wrong
assumption that people do not want to

come to our homes. It makes a person

feel special to be invited anywhere, to

be included, specifically in a universi-

ty town where a great many students

are far from their own homes. Many
dorms do not serve meals during week-

ends and long holiday breaks, so stu-

dents must either skip meals or eat at

The author is a member of Bethel

Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Lake
Charles, La.

Christian Home-Ownership
To the Editor:

In regard to Christian home-ownership, I have often evaluated my posi-

tion as a mortgage holder. My husband and I possess a four-bedroom/two-

bathroom home and we currently use only two bedrooms—one for us and
one for our infant daughter. In America this isn't a particularly unusual

situation, but the prevalence of it is hardly a justification of it. So, how
do we justify our decision to buy this particular home with the Lord's

money?
As with all possessions, we are aware of our responsibility of steward-

ship in the use of our home. At present, we have our doors open to church-

related activities (prayer meetings, entertaining visitors and new members,
etc.), temporary housing for church guests (missionaries, teacher inter-

viewers for our school, tour choirs, etc.), out-of-town company (an abun-

dance when you live in Florida!), and we frequently have youth stay with

us when parents go out of town (we work with junior highs). In short, we're

available for whatever God brings to us. It is a privilege and a blessing to

be used this way!

My hope for the future is to go on the mission field and let our house

be used for missionaries on furlough. Since we have a 15-year mortgage,

we could feasibly do this at minimal cost when our mortgage is paid off.

I've often thought it would be wonderful if we could offer our house

to a missionary or pastoral family (or any family in the Body!) when we
go out of town during summer vacation. I'm certain there are countless

families who would enjoy being in Orlando for a few days. We're open
to doing this, but we have yet to get the opportunity.

Our desire is to honor God with our home. After all, it is his! He may
call us to give it up someday, but right now we both believe God is minister-

ing to his people through our home. It's a great feeling to realize that he

can take something as mundane as a mortgage and glorify himself with it.

—Debbie Gamble
Altamonte Springs, Fla.

The writer and her husband worship at the Orangewood PCA Church in Orlando.
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fast-food restaurants.

If the person has previous plans, ask

them to come over at some near future

time. If this happens after church,

make it for the following Sunday,

which will give them a reason to come
back to your church for another visit.

Get their telephone number and give

them a call Saturday evening to remind

them and to let them know you are

looking forward to having them join

you for lunch.

If the person says "No," be polite.

Let them know your home is open to

them and move on to others. Don't

take rejections personally.

What if you feel you have nothing

to offer, that your house is too small,

too hot, too cold, too uncomfortable,

too threadbare? There are always a

thousand reasons, none of them real-

ly valid. We are to share our lives

—

that is the command. If we wait for

our circumstances to become "right,"

our time to share will never come.
My husband and I spent about two

years traveling around the country

with a musical group, staying in a dif-

ferent home each night. We stayed

with more than 500 families, and made
an interesting observation. The house
had very little to do with how comfor-
table we were staying there. What
made us feel "at home" was the host

family.

We stayed at one mansion in Loui-
siana where we had a fabulous room,
run of the house, free access to the kit-

chen. But the host and hostess, while

generous, were not warm, and we were
uncomfortable there. The next time we
visited that town another couple kept
us. They lived in a very modest little

house, but they also actively made us

part of their family. Every time we
came back to that town we asked to

stay with them. We preferred their lit-

tle house and their love to the big man-
sion where we had first stayed.

Some of us do not like to invite

others because we feel that we must
prepare an elaborate meal. The op-
posite should be true. The simpler, the

better. The purpose of opening our

homes is not to impress our guests but

to minister. If we are busy trying to get

the 'steak au poivre' to ignite, we pro-

bably will not be able to focus on the

needs of our guests. Keep it simple.

Keep it easy. If we are comfortable, it

will put our guests at ease. But if we
are tense, we can count on that being

communicated as well.

A good cookbook for quick and ex-

cellent meals is Emalee Chapman's Fif-

Radical Hospitality

RADICAL HOSPITALITY, by David and Ruth Rupprecht. Presbyterian and
Reformed Publishing Co., Phillipsburg, N.J. 118 pp. $4.95. reviewed by Rev.

David Tickner, Associate Pastor, Calvary Presbyterian Church, Glendale, Cal.

Most people cringe when the word "radical" is mentioned. David and Ruth
Rupprecht take a few words to describe what they understand to be radical:

"While we often think of radical as being extreme, its primary meaning
is 'going to the center, foundation, or source of something; fundamental;

basic'
"

Radical hospitality is the type of hospitality that our Savior encouraged

in Luke 14:12-14. Radical hospitality is opening a Christian home—a home
where family members are consciously working at their relationships to the

Lord God and to each other—to someone who has been torn emotionally

or relationally by sin or by others, so that he or she can see firsthand the

power of God to redeem, change, and heal.

Interspersed through the book are accounts from the authors plus others

across the country who have been offering radical hospitality, each with

its own design and format. The one striking point is that we are not presented

with success story on top of success story. What we find is reality. And
reality is exactly what this little book wants to face.

The motivation to be involved in radical hospitality has come from the

Biblical mandate, "And you are to love those who are aliens, for you
yourselves were aliens in Egypt" (Deut. 10:19, NIV). Motivation was also

derived from President Reagan's challenge to the churches and private sec-

tor to "take up the slack" in providing basic social ministries. The Rup-
prechts are convinced that if every church could identify 3-5 family units

who could minister to the physically, emotionally, and psychologically disen-

franchised, something would be realized that could transform church and
society.

Chapter six gives five steps for those considering this ministry: 1) Seeing

the need; 2) Having your family together; 3) Adjusting to an added family

member; 4) Checking improper motives; 5) Evaluating your physical cir-

cumstances—time, space, health.

In chapter seven, the authors deal with basic questions that need to be
answered before welcoming someone into your home: 1) Why is the troubled

person here in the home? 2) Will the newcomer submit to authority? 3)

Is the new family member willing to work toward change?
There is very valuable advice also in the chapter on "Mucking It Out."

This book is a Biblically sound, practical how-to manual for this joy-filled,

heart-aching but much-needed ministry of radical hospitality. 21
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teen Minute Meals. The Wok Way, by
Winnie Tuan, is another good com-
pany cookbook. It uses the Chinese

technique of cooking called "stir-

frying." It is quick, easy, and econom-
ical. The beauty of stir-frying is that

it allows several people to work togeth-

er. Encourage your guests to join in the

preparation; it is a good ice-breaker,

and many people are more comfor-

table when their hands are engaged.

We made good friends with several

students as we put them to work peel-

ing shrimp for stir-fry shrimp with

broccoli. Don't make the mistake of

kicking the men out of the kitchen;

many are happy to help but are never

asked.

Now that dinner is served, what do
we talk about? A good rule is: When
in doubt, ask a question. Ask questions

that will draw out the guest. It is easy

to get students to talk. Ask about their

major in school, their future plans,

where they are from, what it was like

growing up there, how it is different

from this town, what made them
choose this school.

Questions are also an effective way
to direct the conversation and turn it

to Christ. If the meal follows the

church service, take advantage of the

opportunity to talk about the sermon.

Did they understand the pastor's main
point? (We had better know it before

we ask that.) Did it make sense to

them? There is nothing wrong with

leading questions so long as we are sen-

sitive to the guest's response.

Don't be afraid to ask personal

questions. In many countries it is con-

sidered rude not to. Be interested in

getting to know your guests, be will-

ing to listen, be willing to share

yourself.

It is easy to open our homes and
lives to others after taking that first

step. It becomes more and more natu-

ral as we practice, and the problems

which seemed monumental at first melt

away as hospitality becomes a way of

life.

A final reminder: If the purpose of

having people in our homes is for them
to see Christ, we must first be sure that

God is working in our lives. I'm not

suggesting that our lives need to be

perfect—just that God needs to be pre-

sent in them. If he is not there Mon-
day through Saturday, he probably

won't come Sunday afternoon just to

visit, only to leave when your guests

do. m

Bring the Mission Field

into Your Living Room
FRED KERR

Why not use your supper table for mis-

sions outreach? Is it now possible to

help reach a lost world while sitting in

your living room? How can a loving

Christian family get personally involv-

ed in cross-cultural evangelism?

The missions scene is changing. It is

no longer only overseas, somewhere.

Missions is here. Missions is in our

midst!

Some 35 nations still deny entrance

to foreign missionaries or severely re-

strict evangelistic activity. Yet we have

over 100,000 foreign students studying

here from these same countries. What
an opportunity!

Unfortunately we have next to no

missionaries in the militant Middle

Eastern nations and too few in the

Eastern European block. How many
missionaries do you know in Saudi

Arabia, Kuwait, Libya, Syria, or

Hungary? Yet from these lands and

many others we have one-third million

foreign students right here.

Thousands of these "Ethiopian eu-

nuchs" are now open to listening to the

good news of salvation through the

free gift of Jesus Christ. Who is tell-

ing them? Where will they hear it?

The author, a graduate of the Col-

umbia (S.C.) Graduate School of

Bible and Missions, Is director of

Home Mission to Internationals.

Dr. Robert Taussig had a heart for

reaching internationals where he was

—

Kansas State University. Under his

leadership one church in Manhattan,

Kansas mobilized dozens of Chris-

tians. They set up a friendship evange-

lism ministry. Over 70 internationals

have been brought to Jesus Christ in

just over a year.

Are there yet other towns and col-

leges without such outreaches? Deut.

10:19 says: "Show your love for the

alien, for you were aliens in the land

of Egypt." (NASV)
The local church has become a large,

untapped resource in the field of mis-

sions today. We can fulfill a vital part

of the great commission by reaching

out cross-culturally to those living on-

ly five to ten miles from us, rather than

traveling 5,000 to 10,000 miles. Our
Christian homes can be the meeting

place.

Like scented candles, there is a

fragrant aroma that permeates the

godly Christian home. Outsiders can

"smell" the warmth, peace, and quiet

joy. Guests may well sense that they

are in another dimension, thinking

"Something's different here."

As Betsy R. Guffey of International

Students, Inc. advises: "Remember
that LOVE is the Key. Your visitors

can outwit your logic, but they have no

answer for your love." Even the most
intellectual person has heart needs.

Most foreign students are lonely. They
are far away from home. They miss

mother, father, perhaps their own chil-

dren, friends, and favorite foods. Be

a warm place for them. Be substitute

brothers, sisters, or parents. They will

respond.

Children are a big plus. Interna-

tionals love kids. They can melt bar-

riers quickly. Turn your little dingers

and climbers loose in their laps. Be

natural. Let them see your family as

you really are.

I heard the story of two elderly

ladies in England. They were chal-

lenged to reach out to local foreign stu-

dents. They called the university ask-
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ing that they send some over for lunch

on Sunday. As lunch time arrived, they

wondered if any would come. They

waited anxiously. Finally one student

appeared at the door. They welcomed

him. The following week he returned

with one or two others. From this mea-

ger beginning, the two ladies were

launched into a flourishing ministry

with internationals.

Missions is not just where we are,

but where our heart is. Today missions

involves reaching out to that Muslim
or Chinese wherever he or she is.

For the hospitality evenings at our

home, we invite more than one inter-

national. This makes the conversation

flow more easily. We also try to in-

clude another Christian family, or sin-

gles, thus spreading the ministry

vision.

The main thing to remember is just

to relax—let the Spirit lead. Don't

force events. Be yourself and enjoy

these resource people from exotic

lands. Ask them questions about their

family, foods, geography, pets, and
religious customs. Be casual. Leave

your best silverware in the drawer.

They want to see you in your natural

habitat. We've gotten repeated laughs

by explaining the meaning of our

American saying, "He has a hollow

leg."

After the meal we sometimes offer

the internationals an opportunity to

share a song, skit, story, or joke from
their country. Then we may do an im-

promptu skit of Goldilocks and the

Three Bears, and then the Prodigal

Son. Upon finishing it, I will ask rid-

dles like: "Who first told this story?"

"Who does the son represent?" "Who
does the father represent?" We also

usually have a brief Bible reading, and
explanation, along with the table

grace.

With warmth, grace and truth, a
blossoming friendship can be estab-

lished. You, and your family can be

part of God's worldwide plan to bring

some of every ethnic group to himself.

Where do I start? Call the Interna-

tional Student Advisor at your nearby
university or community college. To
discuss getting a group going in your
church to reach them, contact: Home
Mission to Internationals, 143 W.
Idlewood Circle, West Columbia, SC
29169.

Begin praying today, asking God to

give you a heart for these lost aliens

and one or two fruitful contacts. EE

One Family's Experience
When we were first married, we made ourselves available as a "host" family

to the international student center at Yale University under their existing

program. Most universities have similar programs which are always in need

of more families to become involved. As Yale did not provide Sunday meals

for students, it became a routine for us to invite "our" student to a meal

and whatever activity we would be engaging in, from a walk through the

park, a musical event, visiting friends, or games at home.

In this way we were able to become very close to one student from Japan
who became a real part of our family and after a year a member of God's
family as well. Soon he was bringing his friends along at our suggestion.

Some of them were excellent cooks and enjoyed preparing a meal of their

own kind of food. For the hostess that is easy as I only needed to provide

the ingredients they specified. From these informal times together a Bible

study grew, held weekly on Sunday evenings after an activity and a shared

meal. Frequently, one of the Christian students would lead the study.

Not all the students assigned to us by the university were so compatible.

We met quite a few who were not interested in the "homey" kind of hospi-

tality we offered. In those cases we just invited them less frequently or asked

for a reassignment, praying that God would lead us to those students in

whom he is already working.

Almost all students, no matter how poor their English, like to talk about
their families, customs, and lifestyles if they feel the listener really wants
to know. Sending a note off to their families together is often a good thing

to do because it allows the family back home to know that the student is

being cared for as well. They also like to play games such as ping-pong,

volleyball, or other non-language games. Children are also good ice-breakers

as most students have sisters or brothers back home. Our children have

been enriched by knowing students, learning where they come from on a

map, and hearing about their lives at home. Recently we have been "fami-

ly" to a student from Nigeria whose father was a witch doctor in a small

village before his conversion to Catholicism. The same uncle who brought

the message of change to their village was now helping to send Remigius

to the University of Missouri.

Most Oriental students love rice. One Korean, newly arrived in this coun-

try was invited to a dinner at a home where rice was being served home-
style from a large serving bowl on the table. As the bowl happened to be
placed near our Korean friend, he happily began to eat directly out of the

serving bowl while the surprised hostess quickly went to the kitchen to pre-

pare more. Such incidents show the need for a sense of humor, patience,

and love when sharing our lives with students.

Today, many students from Muslim countries are cut off from their fam-
ilies because of fighting and unrest. Missionaries cannot work in many of

these countries; but here in the United States, students are lonely and inse-

cure and very open to the love of Jesus shown through his people. One
such person, Rauf from Afghanistan, struggled with the studies but also

carried a burden of concern for his family back home. Being able to share

his concern and our praying for them lightened his load and conveyed our

confidence in the Lord as the source of all help and comfort.

Much of American Christianity is very confusing to a foreign student,

but love and genuine concern cut across all barriers and speak clearly of

God's love for mankind. "Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by doing

so some people have entertained angels without knowing it" (Hebrews 13:2).

—Karen Clumpner. ffl

The author and her husband, Joseph A. Clumpner, worship at Westminster Presby-
terian Church (PCA) in Ballwin, Mo., where he serves as a ruling elder.
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The Shepherding Home—Parenting

God's Way
SHARON L. DUBLE

When I became a Christian at the age

of 30, it was quickly evident to me that

my job "as a new creature" was to give

my life, love, and time to him so that

he could use all of me and my experi-

ences for his glory. It was this commit-
ment that laid the foundation for a

shepherding home ministry at our

house for women being helped by
Bethany Christian Services.

Being a shepherding family means
openly sharing forgiveness, love, and
understanding. Today's youth are be-

ing brought up to believe that nothing

really matters but today, and that

babies are not babies until they are

born. When an unmarried pregnant

woman makes the brave decision to

allow her child life, we as Christians

must let her know we recognize her

strength. To be a shepherding family

means we can continually remind her

that God loves her and her baby. And
as we love her, we help her love her-

self—she hasn't done that very well by
herself.

We meet her with a willingness to

sacrifice because God has sacrificed for

us. It is sacrifice to take someone into

your home and love them the way you
love your children, but that is what
shepherding is all about. Think back

to the struggles of your marriage's ear-

ly months and how you adjusted to the

ways and habits of another person or

when that new baby "took over" your

life. To be a shepherd will mean that

kind of sacrifice. Sometimes it helps to

remember that her adjustment to us

and our lifestyle is even more difficult.

The author and her husband, ruling

elder E. Allen Duble, are members
of Westminster Reformed Presby-
terian Church (PCA) in Ballwin, Mo.
Reprinted from The Bethany
Bulletin, newsletter of Bethany
Christian Services of Grand Rapids,
Mich., an agency of child and family

services, Including alternatives to

abortion.

Barb was the first woman to live

with us. After she had left, our son
Troy, 12, said, "I really miss her. At
first, it was weird to have someone else

live here, but now I feel like she's one
of the family." And can you imagine

the joy Barb feels when she comes over

for a visit and Robyn, 8, runs to greet

her with hugs and squeals of delight?

We adopted Barb into our family as

God adopted us. We treated her just

as we would treat an older child. We
let her make decisions that she should

be making, only giving thoughts and
directions. My kids have jobs to do
and although they don't always want
to do them, they do so because they are

part of the family. So we gave Barb re-

sponsibility and made sure she was
shown that we wanted her to be a full

member of the family. And if we had
a problem with her, we prayed about

it and then discussed it with her—it

drew us even closer because it was done

with love.

As we continually assure her in her

choice to give her baby the gift of life,

we have to be willing to talk about the

pros and cons of keeping the baby af-

ter it is born. We help her look at both

sides realistically, remembering that

the decision must be hers alone. If she

decides not to keep the baby, we have

to help her make the decision not only

for financial reasons but on her abili-

ty to care for the baby's physical and
emotional welfare. Releasing her child

for adoption is also an act of sacrificial

love.

If she decides to keep her baby, we
help he,r learn to be a mother and par-

ent by discussing all the aspects of

parenting. She must think about hous-

ing and work, cooking and nutrition

as well as baby and child care. We sug-

gest books that will help and show her

how to shop for bargains.

Because we don't sense the purpose

of Bethany or a shepherding home
merely as an adoption service but as an

effort to love the woman and her child,

I believe that she should be able to

come back to the shepherding home
for a month—with or without the ba-

by. She needs time to adjust to her

decision, to have help with the baby
when she feels inadequate, to look for

a job and a place to live and to feel the

caring you have for her when she is not

pregnant. Remember, she is a member
of the family, a real person separate

from her baby. Just as importantly,

keep in touch after she's left your
home.

I just want to share an added
wonderful experience I received from
my involvement with our Barb. She
asked me to be her labor coach. I

watched Stephanie Anne being born
and saw the bonding of mother and
child. We were bonded, too, Barb and
I, as we loved each other during this

time. Don't miss sharing that if you
have the opportunity.

Our family has learned so much
from loving someone else. We have

drawn closer together. We have add-

ed a new member to our family and

pray she will also become a member of

the larger family of God. It is almost

embarrassing to call any of this by the

name "sacrifice."

If we are going to meet the abortion

issue, to be salt of the earth, we must

be willing to do more than write a check

—"To be doers of the Word, not just

hearers." To God be the glory! 31
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Measured by the Word
FOR AUGUST 19, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Kings 21:1-23:30

Key verses: II Kings 22:10-13, 15-16;

23:1-3

Devotional reading: II Kings 21:1-9

Memory selection: II Kings 22:8

INTRODUCTION

History always has its peaks and
valleys for the church: Those times

when it is more faithful and those

when it is not faithful. Such was the

history of Judah in her latter days.

The

1 Valley
II Kings 21:1-26

Manasseh's was one of the longest

reigns in Judah. Unhappily, it was also

one of the most evil. Totally unlike his

father, Hezekiah, he proved to be

faithless through most of his reign.

In fact, in the Book of Kings, we
learn nothing of him that is not evil.

But in Chronicles, we are told that in

his latter days he sought to return to

the Lord and to make up for his earlier

evil. He was not able, however, to turn

the people back to God. His evil ex-

ample for too long had done irrepar-

able damage to the spiritual life of

Judah.

Manasseh's sins sound like those of

the kings of Israel. They were an
abomination to the Lord. He even re-

stored the Baal worship that his father

had sought to eradicate and brought
back the pagan religions that had been
blotted out during his father's reign.

He even brought new pagan reli-

gions into the land and caused his sons

to pass through the fire, in imitation

of the paganism of that day. He fol-

lowed all the evil practices of which
God had warned (v. 6).

He even moved his idols into the

very place of the worship of the Lord
(v. 7).

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

ot the National Council of Churches of Christ.

Thus Manasseh not only proved to

be evil, he also encouraged the people

to follow his evil example. How dis-

couraging it must have been in those

days for those who had been helped by
the reforms of Hezekiah!

Because of Manasseh's evil the Lord

finally made known through the

prophets his determination to destroy

Jerusalem as he had destroyed Samaria
(v. 12). And because the people had
behaved as the Israelites had done,

they would suffer the same humiliation

and defeat at the hand of their enemies

(v. 14).

Despite these warnings, Manasseh
did not cease to do evil but shed much
innocent blood, no doubt killing the

prophets and the righteous who with-

stood him (v. 16).

Nothing that Manasseh did in later

life, when he seems to have repented

and turned back to the Lord, could

change the course of history. Judah
was doomed.

His son, Amon, was no better but

—

mercifully for Judah—he lived only a

short time after taking over the rule.

This was a time of hardship for the

people of God in Judah, a valley be-

tween two spiritual giants: Hezekiah
and Josiah.

QUESTIONS
1 . Consider how quickly churches in

our own day, and whole denomina-
tions, through one generation of bad
leadership, have gone from being

faithful to being faithless.

2. How do you explain how Manas-
seh, the son of Hezekiah, could have
turned so evil?

Context for

2 Reform
II Kings 22:1-20

Josiah was quite young when his father

died. Totally unlike his father or

grandfather, he sought to serve the

Lord. How he knew the Lord and
from where he learned of the will of

God we are not told. Undoubtedly, by

the grace of God, someone of God's

people got to this young man and pre-

pared him to be faithful.

As he grew up and matured, Josiah

sought to do something to show his

love for the Lord. Since the temple was

in disrepair, he sent men whom he

could trust to the high priest, turning

over to them great sums of money to

do the repair work. His intent was to

make the temple of the Lord beautiful

again and re-establish its place in the

hearts of his people.

But something he had not antici-

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
INTERNATIONAL

invites applications for the position of

DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS
The Director of Publications is

responsible for the editorial content

and appearance of all CSI publications.

Qualifications

Commitment to the Reformed confes-

sions and Christian elementary and sec-

ondary education. Skill in written and
oral communication, planning, and man-
agement. Candidates for this position

should have significant experience in the

following areas: editing, publishing, cur-

riculum development, and staff super-

vision.

Responsibilities

1 . Develop detailed proposals for new or

revised publications. -

2. Supervise the development of manu-
scripts from writing through printing.

3. Supervise the publication of Christian

Home and School and other CSI
periodicals.

4. Supervise the work of editorial and
production staff members.

Applications or nominations will be
received until September 15, 1984.

Send resume or request
for job description to:

Michael T. Ruiter
Executive Director

Christian Schools International

3350 East Paris Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
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A CORDIAL INVITATION
The Presbytery of Northern California

ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Berkeley—Covenant Church
1623 University Ave., 94703
Richard Levis, Pastor (415) 525-1663
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
SS: 10:00 a.m.

Marysville—Church of the

Redeemer
13th and Rameriz St.

Mike Reilly, Elder (916) 573-0483
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

Modesto—Grace Church
1448 Standiford Ave., 95350
Levon Melkonian, Elder

(209) 523-3576
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Novato—Trinity Church
495 San Marin Dr. (S.D.A. Church)
Richard Miller, Pastor (415) 897-3410
Services: 11:00 a.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Sacramento—Church of the

Redeemer
YMCA, West and 20th St.

Daniel Morse, Pastor (916) 689-9303
Service: 10:00 a.m.
SS: 11:30 a.m.

San Francisco—First Church
1350 Lawton St., 94122
Charles Mcllhenny, Pastor

(415) 564-8180
Services: 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:40 a.m.

San Jose—Covenant Church
3980 Williams Rd., 95117
William Rudolph, Pastor

(408) 244-5438
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:30 a.m.

San Jose—Orthodox Presbyterian
Chapel

South Valley YMCA, 5632 Santa
Teresa Blvd.

Jonathan Male, Pastor

(408) 448-0211
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Santa Cruz—Westminster Church
2245 Capitola Rd., 95062
Allen Moran, Pastor (408) 476-4262
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:45 a.m.

Sonora—Calvary Church
14892 Peaceful Valley Rd., 95370
Earl Robb, Elder (209) 532-9421
Services: 10:45 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:30 a.m.

South San Francisco—Brentwood
Church

186 Country Club Dr., 94080
Carl Erickson, Pastor (415) 871-7107

Services: 10:50 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
SS: 9:15 a.m.

Sunnyvale—First Church
1210 Brookfield Ave., 94087
Salvador Solis, Pastor (408) 245-1373
Services: 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

pated occurred—to show again the

grace of the Lord. While making the

repairs, the men found in the temple

a long-lost copy of God's law (v. 8).

From its contents we can surmise

that the particular book found was the

book of Deuteronomy, though other

portions of the law might also have

been discovered.

What was found was read to Josiah

and when he heard things that had not

been heard before by his generation,

he was grieved. He realized how far the

people of Judah, who were supposed

to be the people of God, had strayed

from the Lord's will.

He reacted in the way all believers

ought to react when they hear God's
will and compare their own lives with

what pleases him. He reacted with a

broken and a contrite heart, as had his

ancestor, David, long before (Psa. 51).

Then he sought a prophet to instruct

him as to how they might respond to

this revelation from God and become
obedient people again.

They found not a prophet but a

prophetess. What this means we can-

not say. Perhaps there were few

faithful prophets around. We know
that Jeremiah was living then, as well

as Habakkuk. But we do not know
that at this time their reputation as

prophets was established. Evidently,

Jeremiah came to the foreground on-

ly toward the end of Josiah 's reign.

The prophetess told them what they

had feared: They had done evil in the

sight of God and would be punished.

Only because Josiah cared for God's

law would he be spared the sight of see-

ing Judah brought to her knees (v. 19).

Josiah would die before that terrible

day. The fact that he died in battle, a

relatively young man, indicates how
the mercy of God can choose to call

home to himself one of his own, to

spare him greater grief on earth.

QUESTIONS
1 . When was the last time you came

to the Lord with a broken and contrite

heart?

2. How has the Lord spared you

grief?

Reform by the

3 Letter
II Kings 23:1-25

To the credit of the king, though

knowing that he would not be a wit-

ness to the terrible things that the Lord
had planned for Jerusalem, he never-

theless did not choose to live out his

life in ease. He was concerned to do
all he could to turn the hearts of the

people back to God. He wanted to

have God's law exalted once again

before the people and God's name
back on their lips.

He gathered around him counselors

to try to bring about a great reform.

He tried to set the course of that

reform in accord with what the first-

discovered book of the law had re-

quired.

He wanted all the people to hear

God's law (v. 2).

He made a new covenant with God
and the people, challenging them to

return to the Lord and to obedience to

his law.

Most scholars agree that by the ac-

tions taken in Josiah's reform it was
most likely the book of Deuteronomy
that was their guide. However, most
liberal scholars reject the notion that

this book was discovered. They call it

a "pious fraud," saying that it was not

discovered but actually written in those

days by certain schools of priests and

prophets who were for revival. They
contend that the book of Deuterono-

my was not written by Moses at all, but

by priests of Josiah's era.

This claim became the rallying point

of all higher critics, from before the

time of Wellhausen, the noted leader

of higher criticism in the last century.

Though, today, higher criticism is

radically different from the brand

taught by Wellhausen, the German
critic, the dating of Deuteronomy in

the time of Josiah—and not in the time

of Moses—is still the keystone of the

higher critical theory. And though that

theory has been reworked many times

and many so-called higher critics have

come a long way back from the radical

claims of Wellhausen, higher criticism

still rejects Moses' authorship of the

book of Deuteronomy.

For us, who believe that it is what

it claims to be—the book of Moses

—

and who believe what the Bible

teaches—that it was rediscovered after

being lost to the memory of those liv-

ing in Josiah's day—the important

thing to note is that Josiah sought

carefully to do everything in accord

with that law. Everything that did not

belong in the worship of the temple

was removed; and everything that had

been neglected for so long was rein-
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troduced, in accord with what the law

of Moses had taught.

Scripture itself evaluates the reform

of Josiah quite highly (v. 25). There is

no doubt that young man sought with

all of his heart to do what the Lord
wanted done (compare Deut. 6:4 and
following verses).

QUESTIONS
1 . Does my church go by the book

in all of its planning and worship?

2. What inroads has higher criticism

made into my church or denomina-
tion?

Only

4 Feignedly
II K. 23:26-30; Jer. 3:6-10

There is never any question about the

sincerity of Josiah and about what he

did in seeking to bring about revival in

the hearts of his people. However, in

actuality, the people never really

returned to the Lord. They went along

with their king, outwardly, no doubt
wishing to please him, but they were
not changed in their hearts.

We know this from the words of

ANNOUNCING:
Orthodox Presbyterian Church

50th ANNIVERSARY VOLUME

To be published in 1986

This 300-page book will chart the story of

the OPC, and will include histories of con-

gregations, presbyteries, denominational

committees, and the work of the women's
presbyterials. A biographical register will

appear, listing all ministers having served

the church.

COST: $21. Order now and save:

Pre-publication Offer: $16.00
(Including shipping and handling)

Clip out coupon and mail to:

Charles Dennison, OPC Historian

804 7th Ave., Coraopolis, PA 15108

Name

Address

Cily/Slate

Zip

Amount enclosed Volumes

Make checks & money orders payable to:

OPC ANNIVERSARY VOLUME

Jeremiah, whose preaching ministry

began during the days of Josiah's

reform and toward the end of his life.

In those days, as Jeremiah observed

the reforms tried by Josiah, the Lord
showed him that it was not working in

the hearts of the people. They were on-

ly pretending to go along with Josiah

(Jer. 3:10).

For this, they were sternly rebuked

by Jeremiah, as they proved to be no
better than the Israelites, their sister

nation to the north. They seemed to

have learned nothing from Israel's

mistakes, but went in the same way
Israel had gone and were therefore

destined to the same end.

Thus, the Lord did not turn away
his wrath from Judah in the days of

Josiah but determined that Judah must
fall (II Kings 23:26).

The city of Jerusalem was to be

destroyed, as Samaria had been; but

there was to be a difference. There
would be a remnant of faithful be-

lievers perserved in Judah and their

heirs would return to Jerusalem one
day and restore the city and its

temple—in the days of Zerubbabel and
Ezra and Nehemiah. But that was
more than a generation away.

In the meantime, Jerusalem must
fall to her enemies, the Babylonians.

To spare the good king, Josiah,

from seeing any of this happen, the

Lord, in his good providence, caused

Josiah inexplicably to go out to battle

with Pharaoh-necoh, who had pre-

ferred to bypass Judah and fight in

the north.

Josiah's insistence on fighting the

Egyptians at this time led to his own
death. But, as we have seen, in the long

run it was a merciful death. He died

a hero in the eyes of most and did not

see his beloved Jerusalem fall. That
terrible sight was for his sons.

As for Josiah, he was commended
by the Lord for his own faithfulness

in spite of the fact that he did not get

what he wanted: A people whose
hearts were turned to the Lord. Like

Elijah, he was called home without see-

ing this happen; but still, God's grace

was not fully removed from the peo-

ple. There were faithful ones in Jeru-

salem until the day it was carried away
captive. A faithful remnant would re-

main long after Jerusalem fell.

QUESTIONS
1. Have you witnessed reforms or

The Regional Seminary of the Northeast

One year of graduate urban studies with credit through the Graduate School
of Missions of Columbia Bible College.

Combining academics with action

Integrating holiness within and boldness without

Doing theology through discipleship and evangelism
Learning how to plant churches
Making a difference

Apply to: Ronald Peri, President

The Regional Seminary of the Northeast
242 Shunpike Road, Springfield NJ 07081

Scholarships available for prospective pastoral evangelists of proven commitment through the

Daniel Iverson Fund for Pastoral Theology. Apply to Dr. Bill Iverson, Director at the above address.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Presbyterian Church in America

Kailua, Hawaii

needs $500,000

to complete the financing of our

property and school building.

Available in multiples of $1 ,000

Write or call:

Mr. Harry Otsuji, Trustee, 130 Merchant St., Suite 1910

Honolulu, HI 96813. Phone: (808) 524-5252

(This is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation to buy)
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revivals in your church which did not

seem to turn the hearts of the people?

2. Have you ever pretended what
was not so in your heart?

Next week:

24-25.

"Into Exile," II Kings

00

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and
hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

churchesmmmmmmm
HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1:00 a.m. and

7 p.m. Dr. George W. Finke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Finke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 1 1:00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

MARIETTA, GEORGIA: Christ Presby-

terian Church, a new PCA congregation. Al

Baker, pastor. Located in the American Busi-

ness Center at Cobb Parkway (Hwy. 41) and
the South 120 Loop. 9:30 a.m. Sunday
School, 11:00 a.m. Worship Service. For

more information call (404) 977-7652.

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome to

Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship
with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For
more information contact Pastor Robert

Evans at (904) 222-8553 or 385-2600.

ORANGE BEACH, ALA. A new PCA
work in the Lord, The FAITH PRESBYTE-
RIAN CHURCH OF BEAR POINT invites

you to come worship with us while visiting

on the Alabama Gulf Coast. S.S. 9:00 a.m.,

Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m. The Rev.

George McGuire, Pastor. (205) 981-4068.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified

teachers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian
campuses provide unique, stimulating study
options. Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team
sports, tennis, and horseback riding. Students

start any month! Expect remarkable growth
in faith, character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write
1000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call:

(31 7) 668-4009. CRC references on request.

FOR SALE\

LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately 3/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

people mmmmmmmmmtm
ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF YOUTH MIN-

ISTRY for growing PCA church. Responsi-

bilities include oversight of Christian Edu-
cation program for cradle roll through Se-

nior High, plus direct involvement with Teen
Ministries. Previous experience required, es-

pecially in areas of program development,

teacher training, and counseling of parents

and teens. Brand new facilities; worship at-

tendance 500+ , Sunday School attendance

150+ ; excellent salary package. Send resu-

me and references to PASTORAL SEARCH
COMMITTEE, Severna Park Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 138 Ritchie Highway,

Pasadena, MP 21122.

NEEDED: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Principal. Chapelgate Presbyterian Church
(PCA) has an immediate position for prin-

cipal to coordinate and develop a Christian

school opening September, 1985. Must have

pioneering spirit, be enthusiastic, and be able

to promote a new school program. Send re-

sume to Bill Thompson, c/o Chapelgate Pres-

byterian Church, 3291 N. St. John's Lane,

Ellicott City, MD 21043.

1500-MEMBER Presbyterian Church in At-
lanta is seeking an experienced Director of
Activities and Recreation for new Family Life

Center and community activities program.
Groundfloor opportunity for qualified per-

son. Salary negotiable. Staff and ministry is

progressively evangelical. Send resume and
reply to: Carl Ohly, 1882 Queens Way NE,
Atlanta, GA 30341.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is

seeking qualified teachers for elementary

grade levels. A.C.S. is a small school set in

a rural/suburban area of northwest New Jer-

sey. Send resume to: H. Leon Ben-Ezra,

A.C.S. , 126 S. Hillside Ave., Succasunna, NJ
07876.

WANTED:
A few good men

M.Div. in Pastoral Theology

Concentration: Church planting and
evangelism.

Teaching style: A discipleship

core group.

Contact: Dean of Ministry Teacher,

Dr. Bill Iverson

International School of Theology
P.O. Box 50015

San Bernardino CA 9241

2

TEACHER NEEDED for Christian School

in lower grades. Must be degreed and have

a Reformed world and life view. Covenant
Christian Academy, Colleyville, Texas. (817)

281-4333 or 498-2626.

services^mmmmamm
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK If you or your

organization wants to publish as few as 100

or as many as 2000 books, then Quill Publi-

cations is an excellent choice. For almost two

years our presses have helped pastors, school-

teachers, women's clubs, evangelists and

others get in print at a low cost in a very short

time—often within 2-4 weeks. Our self-ex-

planatory brochure, "7 Steps to Publishing

Your Book," will explain how to receive a

cost estimate for your book at no obligation.

Write to: Quill Publications, P.O. Box 36499,

Dept. J, Decatur, GA 30032.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Where We Stand

plat*form n 1 b: a declaration of

the principles on which a group of per-

sons stand

plank n 2 a: an article in the plat-

form b: a principal item of a policy

or program

In this season of national political con-

ventions it seems appropriate that the

Journal should declare its principles

via a platform with its various planks.

Now that we are three weeks into a

new editorial regime, we want to ex-

press forthrightly where we stand.

This will be a platform not so much
in the sense of the Democrats or Re-

publicans, but more in the sense of the

17th-century American Puritans' use

of the term when they framed the

Cambridge Platform (almost identical

to the Westminster Confession of

Faith) as an expression of their faith

and the life that flowed from it. These

planks will represent our deepest con-

victions that shape the approach we
will take to the world, its issues, and
its people.

We believe that all those who are

faithful to the historic heritage of the

16th-century Protestant Reformation

and the 18th-century Evangelical

Awakening—indeed all those who are

faithful to the Biblical Christianity that

those eras rediscovered and reapplied

—will share these convictions. The
ever-shifting sands of time, however,

call for fresh insights and applications

in the last decades of the 20th century.

Some of our convictions, therefore,

may stimulate renewed faith and new
obedience to the Lord who is the same
yesterday, today, and forever.

Plank No. 1: We are followers of

Jesus Christ

If the proverbial man from Mars were
to confront us on the corner of 4th and
Main and ask us who we are, our an-

swer ought to be—as with those per-

secuted followers of the Lord in the

Roman Empire—"I am a Christian."

The problem is that the name
"Christian" in 20th-century America

sometimes means nothing more than

Gentile, or perhaps churchgoer. In 1st-

century Antioch, where the name orig-

inated, it probably had more the mean-

ing of "Christ-ian"—much as in my
undergraduate days at a secular univer-

sity a particularly religious student got

known as a "Christ-er" because his

talk and lifestyle always had Christ as

a reference point.

Why don't we receive that sort of

derogatory designation nowadays?
"Christ" actually means King, the

anointed one, the Messiah. "Jesus,"

his personal name, means savior. Some
have tried to distinguish between

knowing Jesus as savior and having

him as lord; but if we haven't bowed
to Jesus as lord, as the King, then we
haven't understood what salvation is

all about. How can one receive pardon

for something that cost another his

life, voluntarily offered, without ow-
ing one's new life in gratitude to that

savior?

So if Jesus is savior, he is also the

Christ, the King and sovereign lord of

our lives. As followers of this lord, we
relate to him in at least the following

ways:

Teacher. Disciples are eager to

take in all that their teacher has

to impart. He is the Truth. We lis-

ten to him for all of the knowl-

edge and wisdom that we need to

understand reality.

Model. We observe his example in

order to imitate his ways. He is

the Life. His manner of relating

to people and of obeying his Fa-

ther's will show us how we are to

live.

Master. Our desire becomes above
all else to please him. Like Paul

we are glad to be his bond-slaves,

because he is a master who calls

us no longer servants, but friends.

As the Truth and the Life, he is

the Way.
20th-century Americans aren't used to

having a king. We are accustomed to

criticizing our less than perfect leaders.

When have we offered anyone slave-

like obedience?

But if we are followers of Jesus

Christ, we must love him.

If we love him, we obey his com-
mands.

If we are to obey his commands, we
must know him.

In today's context this means read-

ing the Gospels—meditating on the

parables, the healings, the discourses,

the service, the self-disclosure, the sac-

rifice and victory of Jesus.

It means having the communion of

the Lord's Supper with frequency

—

coming back to the cross where our sin

and his grace are so simply and power-

fully communicated and where our

commitment of mutual love is re-

newed.

It means talking with Jesus in

prayer—telling him our sorrow when
we have failed him and expressing our

thanks when we have been blessed.

It means seeking his grace for the

days ahead, for without him we can do
nothing.

It means worshiping him.

When this happens, Jesus will be

more apparent in his people. I don't

see too much evidence in our day of

"Christ-ians" of this sort, real follow-

ers of Jesus Christ. But then I haven't

responded very fully either to his call,

"Follow me!"
Let this be, therefore, the begin-

ning of the platform where we shall

stand. HI

Letters—from p. 3

PCA is expected to be a member of the

RES.
Since the RES meets only once every

four years, I would encourage the

members of the PCA to take advan-

tage of the July 24-August 10 meeting

of the RES in Palos Heights, Illinois

to observe at close range this impor-

tant meeting of the Synod, a meeting

which could affect their church's fu-

ture ecumenical relationships.

—(Rev.) John W. Mahaffy
Newburg, Ore.
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The original McGuffey's
Readers were different.

They were Christian

Now they're available again
after 125 years. You can get the
full set here and SAVE $60

Rev. William McGuffey published his legendary Readers in the 1830s.

Later editions, from 1857 on, were revised without his approval, and ex-

purgated most references to religion. They were still excellent texts, but

no longer Christian texts.

Now a Christian publisher, Mott Media, has reprinted the originals. We
are offering them, with pride and admiration, for parents, godparents

and grandparents who care enough to teach at home, or at least to help,

the children they love.

The Original McGuffeys: 7 superb texts

Pictorial Eclectic Primer for Young Children. For kindergarten or pre-

kindergarten: the alphabet, simple sentences and stories, charming

original engravings.

Eclectic Primer. More advanced. For first-graders and bright

kindergarteners.

Eclectic First Reader for Young Children. For second -graders or bright

first-graders. Lots of spelling, and the words get as hard as "would" and

"stalked" and "deranged."

Eclectic Second Reader. 85 lessons, each a well written story with a

moral, some from Scripture or American history. Each lesson is fol-

lowed by 1) questions drawn from it (e.g., How did Washington receive

Lafayette? What is the Fifth Commandment? What is emulation?) and

by 2) spelling words ("believed," "myrrh," "forsook"). When your

children master this book, they'll be years ahead of their peers.

Eclectic Third Reader. Authors like Addison, Irving, Byron. . .Bible

selections. . .excursions into history like the marvelous "Alexander the

Great" — adults can read this book with pleasure. After your child of 8

FREE BOOK Free with each set: McGuffey and His Readers: Piety, Morality and
Education in 19th Century America by John H. Westerhotf III

or 9 finishes it, he's reading better, and understanding more, than most

high schoolers.

Eclectic Fourth Reader. Quite beyond the average collegian today, yet

within the reach of well trained 1 0-to- 1 2-year-olds . Dozens of authors

they should meet: Johnson, Webster, Milton, Jefferson, Schiller, Bacon,

Southey, Bryant, Shakespeare, etc.

Eclectic Progressive Spelling Book. "Progressive" because it starts with

basics and builds to an advanced vocabulary worthy of a graduate stu-

dent. Not only definitions but pronunciations and usage in good

sentences.

Mark Sullivan, in his 6-volume history, Our Times, ranks McGuffey up

with Washington and Lincoln in influence. And a wonderful influence it

was. Do your children deserve less?

Startling call from eminent professor of English

"Let's bring back McGuffey's Reader - to College" is how Carl Bode,

University of Maryland, titled his article in The Chronicle of Higher

Education. Wrote Bode: "I guarantee that regular doses of McGuffey will

brighten their eyes and bring roses to their cheeks. . . teach them to con-

centrate on the printed page. . give them some of the memorable

poetry and prose of our Anglo-American inheritance. . make them bet-

ter men and women, not to mention better-spoken men and women."

How to get this $69.95 slipcased set for ONLY $9.95!

How the Club Works

Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the

Club Bulletin, which offers you the Featured Selection plus a

good choice of Alternates — all of interest to conservatives. *
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come
automatically. * If you don't want the Featured Selection, or

you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline

date. * The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%
discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. * As
soon as you buy and pay for 4 books at regular Club prices,

your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or

by the Club. * If you ever receive a Featured Selection

without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may
return it at Club expense for full credit. Good service. No
computers! * The Club will offer regular Superbargains,

mostly at 70-95% discounts plus shipping and handling.

Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club

obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway

prices. * Only one membership per household.

£11CONSERVATIVE U !! BOOK CLUB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE • HARRISON, NY 10528

I enclose $9.95. Please accept my membership in the Club and send me,
at no additional cost, the Original McGuffey Readers in the 7-volume slip-

cased set PLUS my free copy of McGuffey and His Readers. I agree to buy
4 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 2 years. I also
agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.

I don't care to join the Club but I'm enclosing $69.95 for the McGuffey
set plus the free book. I may return the set in 30 days for full refund if

not delighted.
PJ-18

Name.

Address

.

City. State . Zip.
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MAILBAG

PUERILE AND PICKY

Thank you for your thought-provok-

ing articles on hymnody. Dr. Rayburn
is certainly right in his theological eval-

uation of such hymns as "Joyful, Joy-

ful We Adore Thee," "A Charge to

Keep I Have," and "Once to Every

Man and Nation." We never use any

of these in worship.

I appreciated George Miladin's ar-

ticle giving the other side of the issue.

His statement that "love demands a

sense of fair play" is often forgotten.

Those who gladly accept the beautiful

Negro spirituals as a part of the black

culture usually reject—often contemp-

tuously— the "Country and Western"
spiritual songs that are part of the cul-

ture of a large segment of American

Christians. Why? Could it be an at-

titude of pride in their own education

and musical erudition? Is it an effort

to put such a denomination as the

PCA into a monolithic cultural mold?
There has to be some "give and

take" in the matter of musical prefer-

ences. Your writers condemn the use

of "In the Garden." It is not one of

my favorites either, but when we oc-

casionally use it, I point out that it is

based on Mary Magdalene's experience

in John 20:11-18. We use "The
Church's One Foundation" in spite of

the fact that the first stanza indicates

baptismal regeneration in the Anglican

context. Why was there no doctrinal

criticism of this hymn?
I appreciated the statement that the

Book of Psalms furnishes us a "Road-
block to Error." The psalms are full

of both praise to God and also intense

personal and emotional cries. Such
cries are criticized by some who find

them in Gospel hymns. Why?
When it comes to much of the criti-

cism of such spiritual songs as "He
Lives," "Trust and Obey," "Love
Lifted Me," "At the Cross," "Jesus

Is Coming to Earth Again," and
"Sweet Hour of Prayer," I believe

there is a word for it, a word that John
Calvin loved to use in various discus-

sions
—

"puerile." We have another

word for it in this part of the country,

although I can't find it in my dictio-

nary. It is
—"picky."

—(Rev.) Charles W. McNutt
Maiden, W.Va.

LACKS ON BOTH SIDES

We were intrigued by the articles in

the issue of the Journal having to do
with separation. Dr. Lovelace had a

logical approach, but lacked one im-

portant element. Scripture. The other

gentleman rode the Scriptures to

death. But neither one of the authors

seemed to grasp the fact that Jesus

Christ said, "/will build my church."

He is not looking for architects. He
does want mechanics who will use the

tools he supplies. And the instruc-

tions for using these tools are found
in Paul's letters to the churches and
the elders. It was timely, the Pres-

byterian Church (USA) diregarded a

plain requirement as they elected their

moderator.
As to separation, in Revelation

3:20 Jesus seemed to have left the

apostate Laodicean church, which
puts me in good company as we left

one also.

—Everett H. Burns

Greenview, 111.

DEFENDS HYMN

Your issue of May 23 was read with

interest and a challenge to sing what
is meaningful and true to the gospel.

Some comments might be helpful.

Three of the panel quoted criticized

the song, "In The Garden." I am
wondering if they know this song was
inspired by and based upon the in-

cident in John 20, where Mary Mag-
dalene met the Master in the garden

by the tomb from which he arose

from the dead. This song is the result

of C. Austin Miles, a commercial
Christian song writer, to provide

something for Easter. If by the grace

of God seven demons had been cast

out of us, would we not have inspira-

tion to praise in a manner "none
other has ever known"?
Don Hustad, who teaches music at

the Baptist Seminary in Louisville,

Ky., wrote some excellent thoughts

on this song in Crusade Hymn
Stories, a Billy Graham crusade

publication (1967). How would we
feel if we thought we were talking to a

mere gardener, and suddenly realized

it was the risen Lord? The "voice of

woe" comes from I Corinthians 9:16.

The words of this song, set to a very

inspiring tune, do not identify Mary
Magdalene directly. But there is a

lesson that we need to learn, as "he

bids me go" to be a living witness, a

channel through which the grace of

God can function.

The comment concerning Charles

Wesley's hymn, "A Charge to

I
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Keep," indicates the writer did not
give a Calvinistic emphasis. Some re-

cent hymnals omit the last stanza:

"Help me to watch and pray,

And on Thyself rely,

Assured if I my trust betray,

I shall forever die."

Obviously the hymn emphasizes
man's responsibility with possibility

of losing his salvation and experi-

encing eternal death. The hymn was
not acceptable to the editors of Trini-

ty Hymnal.
Thinking of hymnals, one of your

panel claims he only knows Trinity

Hymnal and an Episcopal hymnal.
His ministry might be broadened if he
knew what other Christian people are

singing. There are many more good,
true-to-the-Word hymns to use in

praising our God than can be printed

in any one book of hymns.
It is important to know what we are

singing. A study of the lives of many
hymn writers give us clues that could

make our singing more uplifting.

—(Rev.) Robert S. Wilson

Myerstown, Pa.
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[ I Labels are convenient for categorizing, but they usually

tell only part of the story and hence can be confusing and misleading. The
labels "conservative" and "liberal" as used in politics can produce confu-

sion for orthodox Christians, who are conservative in doctrine because they

adhere to the faith once for all delivered to the saints. While the church's

understanding and application of the faith can and should grow over time,

the necessary truth is all there in the Bible, the only infallible rule of faith

and practice. In the second article of our series on "The Values Behind Your
Vote," Louis Voskuil describes the history behind our political terms "con-

servative" and "liberal" and raises the question of whether the same labels

apply to both doctrine and politics. Whatever political stripe you identify

with, I hope you will examine your position from a Scriptural perspective

as you prepare to vote this November.

I I When most of us think back on our Sunday-school ex-

perience and compare it with the rest of our education, we are aware of

many limitations and weaknesses in the training we received from the church.

Yet where would we have been in our knowledge of God's Word without

Sunday school? This is the dilemma that most churches face: We don't want
to give up the main vehicle for instruction that we have, yet how can we
make it as effective as daily schooling in accomplishing its even more im-

portant function of the spiritual and moral training of our children? In this

issue Richard Fisher and David Trembley offer some new (and old) ideas

that may help your Sunday school become more effective.

I l Vanessa Williams' resignation of her Miss America title

because of the publication of indecent photographs for which she posed
two years ago has produced various reactions. We think she was right to

resign and the Miss America Pageant is right to uphold a standard of decency
for its contestants. But what sort of penalty does our society inflict upon
the photographer and the publisher who exploit such people as Miss Williams

and pander to the public's desire for pornography? Does the Miss America
Pageant itself not contribute to exploitation of women by putting its em-
phasis on physical characteristics? We are glad to see a groundswell develop-

ing in church circles against the pornography and obscenity that are increas-

ingly rampant in our culture. A significant National Consultation on Ob-
scenity, Pornography, and Indecency is scheduled for September 6 and 7

in Cincinnati.

I I Elizabeth S.C. Gomes, daughter of Southern Presbyterian*

missionaries and wife of a Brazilian pastor who is director of the Instituto

Presbiteriano Nacional de Educacao (IPNE) in Brasilia, writes asking for

information on the building up of this Presbyterian Layman's Institute 23

years ago. Those who had a part in this work and are willing to describe

their motives, make comments, and answer questions are asked to write to:

Rev. and Mrs. Wadislau Martins Gomes, I.P.N.E., SHIS Ql 05 Chacares
74-79, 71.600 Brasilia, D.F. BRAZIL. ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

'Equal Access 9

Bill Ready for Reagan Signature

WASHINGTON—With an over-

whelming 377-77 approval by the

House of Representatives, the so-called

"Equal Access" bill has cleared Con-
gress and gone to the White House for

an expected signature from President

Reagan.

The bill, supported by an unusual

alliance of conservative and liberal

religious groups, opens the way for

religious clubs to meet in public

schools before or after school hours.

Both the National Association of

Evangelicals (NAE) and the National

Council of Churches (NCC) praised

Congress for passing the measure. The
NCC said it would put an end to a

20-year controversy over prayer and
religious activity in public schools.

The bill says nothing about prayer

or other activities inside classrooms per

se, but touches only on activities out-

side academic hours. In what many
saw as a "free speech" issue, student

religious groups such as those spon-

sored by Young Life and Youth for

Christ may now schedule meetings in

public school buildings on the same
basis as chess clubs, agricultural

groups, or homemaking clubs.

The American Jewish Congress

(AJC), however, a staunch opponent

of the bill, said it would "carry the

fight to the courts to have this legisla-

tion invalidated."

"Requiring schools to permit re-

ligious clubs to use school facilities

under the guise of equal access opens

wide the gates of our public schools to

aggressive cults and militant extremist

groups," said Theodore Mann, AJC
president.

Mann said the measure would con-

fuse local school districts which had
earlier been ordered by various courts

not to allow religious activity but now
face a "congressional requirement to

the contrary."

The bill which finally cleared the

House was identical to a Senate version

written by Sen. Mark Hatfield (R-

Ore.) and Sen. Jeremiah Denton (R-

Ala.). The bill stipulates that the

meetings held in public facilities must
be voluntary and student-initiated.

Outside speakers can be invited on an

occasional basis.

A similar measure had been killed

earlier this year, with the NAE charg-

ing that opponents had deliberately

misrepresented its backers as cultists

and extremists.

Unlike the earlier bill, the one just

passed carries no sanctions for local

boards which choose to ignore it. The
earlier bill would have cut off federal

aid to such schools. The new bill sim-

ply suggests that groups which are de-

nied meeting space should resort to

civil lawsuits.

The diverse coalition of those back-

ing the bill, in addition to the NAE and
the NCC, included the Moral Major-
ity, the U.S. Catholic Conference, the

Presbyterian Church USA, and the

Quaker-sponsored Friends Committee
on National Legislation.

The NCC's expectation that the new
bill would end other controversy over

prayer in the schools, however, turned

out to be short-lived. Before the week
was out, another measure passed the

House of Representatives by a sur-

prising 378-29 margin which affirmed

the right of individual students to pray

silently in their rooms.

Opponents to that innocuous mea-
sure argued that it was simply a step

toward encouraging—or at least allow-

ing—schools to declare brief periods of

silence for student prayer. Such times,

opponents say, would be embarrassing

to those not wanting to participate.

The Baptist Joint Committee on
Public Affairs, for example, had sup-

ported the "equal access" bill but

called the silent prayer measure "very

unfortunate." The House "has now
confused the whole picture," said

Rosemary Brevard.

The silent prayer issue is still before

the Supreme Court, which this fall will

review an Alabama measure allowing

public schools to set aside brief periods

each day. Similar laws exist in 21 other

states. CfJ

Reagan's Religious Views
Included in New Book

ANAHEIM, Cal. (RNS)—A collection

of President Reagan's views on a vari-

ety of religious topics is being rushed

into print by Tyndale House Publish-

ers, which says it hopes to have the

$3.95 paperback ready for the Repub-
lican National Convention.

Tyndale thinks the book, Ronald
Reagan: In God I Trust, will do well

in Christian bookstores. Another slim

volume credited to the president, on
the subject of abortion, is on the best-

seller list in most such stores.

The idea for the new Reagan book
came from David Shepherd, a Reagan
campaign worker. The book will con-

sist of Reagan's remarks, grouped by
topic, from various radio talks he has

given as well as from addresses to

religious groups. 51

Michigan Judge Bars
Municipal Nativity Scene

DETROIT (RNS)—A U.S. district

judge has ruled against the municipal

sponsorship of a nativity scene on the

ground that the scene promoted only

one set of religious beliefs.

Judge Anna Diggs Taylor ruled

against the city of Birmingham, Mich.,

in a suit filed by the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU).
Although the U.S. Supreme Court

last spring had upheld a public nativ-

ity scene in Rhode Island, Judge Tay-

lor noted here that the approved scene

was accompanied by secular holiday

symbols, whereas the one in Birming-

ham was strictly religious.

Her ruling contrasted with another

recent federal court ruling in New
York state. There, the village of

Scarsdale was upheld in its right to per-

mit a private nativity display in a

public park on the basis that "religious

benefits derived from the use of an
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open access forum are incidental."

The city of Brimingham is consider-

ing appealing its case to the Sixth Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals. CFJ

Golden Temple Storming
May Have Killed 18,000

NEW YORK (RNS)—More than

18,000 people died in the storming of

India's Golden Temple and follow-up

violence, says an American Sikh

group.

The 25,000-member Sikh Dharma
said the figure was based on reports

from thousands of Sikhs in India who
telephoned relatives in the United

States, Canada and England. "This

was quite a major atrocity," said Sada

Sat Singh, a representative of the

group. "The Indian government is

playing games with the figures."

He said leaders of Sikh communities

from three continents met in Santa Fe,

N.M., to develop a strategy to respond

to the attack.

Singh said he felt it was "too ear-

ly" to speak of the attack as genocide.

But he said the Indian government was

attempting to portray the storming of

the shrine as "a specific attack on a

few terrorists" when "in fact, it was

a wide campaign against all religious

shrines. Probably many more people

died."

Police said about a thousand people

were killed in the attack, and govern-

ment sources estimated 4,500 people

were later detained by security forces.

The Indian government said 492

Sikh extremists and 84 Indian soldiers

were killed in the attack on the Golden
Temple, holiest shrine of the Sikh re-

ligion.

Indian troops stormed the temple in

the Sikh holy city of Amritsar in the

Punjab state June 6, in an effort to

capture extremists who had taken

refuge in the shrine. Dozens of other

Sikh shrines were also raided by Indian

troops, which prompted many Sikh

members of the Indian army to mutiny

as a protest.

Singh, leader of Sikh Dharma's Los
Angeles branch, said his group's es-

timate of the deaths included persons

killed in all raids.

"It is very important that the truth

gets to the Western press and this

doesn't get swept under the carpet,"

he said. "This is not just an issue

where a small number of people were

killed in a confrontation with police.

If we don't bring this issue to light,

many more people may be killed."

Singh said telephone calls from Pun-

jab were censored, and "the line has

gone dead" in many instances when
relatives mentioned the death toll. But

he said enough people were able to

communicate so that the figure was

established as reliable in the eyes of the

American Sikh community. SI

Reformed French Clergy

Drop 'Ordained' Term

GENEVA, Switzerland (RNS)—The
national synod of the Reformed
Church of France has decided to stop

using the term "ordained" in regard

to its clergy, according to a report

from the news service of the World
Council of Churches here. Instead, the

church will speak of "liturgical

recognition of ministers."

Since the late 1960s, some French

Reformed pastors have objected to or-

dination, saying it fosters clericalism

in the church. CD

'Definitive' Galileo Volume
Planned by the Vatican

VATICAN CITY (RNS)—Church
scholars working in the Vatican ar-

chives are preparing a volume of docu-

ments they say will shed new light on
the ecclesiastical trial of 17th-century

astronomer Galileo Galilei, who was

convicted of heresy for saying that the

earth revolved around the sun.

Rev. Sergio Pagano and Prof. An-
tonio Luciani said the volume they

prepared at the request of the

Vatican's archives and academy of

sciences will contain six never-before-

published documents pertinent to

Galileo's trial.

The scholars said the new material,

excluded from an old Vatican docu-

ment known as the "Code of Galileo's

Trial," provides insight into the events

leading up to the astronomer's con-

demnation as a heretic in 1633.

"If this is true, as we believe, there

will have to be a review of observations

made in the past regarding the judi-

ciary procedure against Galileo," the

scholars said. They said the volume
will go on sale soon at the Vatican.

Galileo was tried in an ecclesiastical

court and forced to recant the Coper-

nican theory that the earth revolves

around the sun.

In 1979, Pope John Paul II, urged

church scholars and scientists to re-

examine the case of the Pisa astrono-

mer in order to resolve the problems

"this case still creates in the minds of

many for fruitful concord between

science and faith, between the church

and the world."

Carlos Chagas, president of the

Pontifical Academy of Sciences, told

reporters that the new volume "can be

considered the definitive work" on the

Galileo trial. [fl

Also in the News . . .

Sheri Dunham Haan has been

named director of operations for

Christian Schools International (CSI)

in Grand Rapids, Mich. With a special

so served as a major author for the

"Bible Way" Sunday school curric-

ulum produced by the Christian Re-

formed Church. She is author of Good
News for Children (Baker) and has

taught in three different Christian

school systems. CSI is a service organ-

ization based in Grand Rapids, Mich.,

publishing textbooks and providing

support services for approximately 400

Christian schools in the U.S. and Can-

ada.

Serving perhaps as a precursor for

other such gatherings by other congre-

gations, Newport Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) of Newport, Tenn., has an-

nounced a special congregational

meeting for 2 p.m. on August 19 to

consider whether the congregation will

request dismissal to another denomina-
tion. Only now are congregations from
the former Presbyterian Church US
permitted to hold such meetings, with

a full year having elapsed since the

union between the PCUS and the

UPCUSA. Even after the meeting, at

which representatives from the

PCUSA and the Presbyterian Church
in America will speak, no vote on the

issue may be taken for another six

months. E
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Left— Right! Left— Right! Are
Christians Out of Step?

LOUIS J. VOSKUIL

As the American voter thinks about

the choices and options available in the

coming national election, it soon be-

comes apparent that the choices and
options are those defined in terms of

a specific political spectrum shaped by
American experience over a span of

more than two centuries. Generally

speaking, evangelical Christians have
made their choices of candidates and
programs from the right or conser-

vative side of that spectrum. In most
parts of the country that choice has

meant voting Republican, except in the

South where Democratic candidates

have often been very conservative.

Some evangelical authors have even in-

sisted that conservative theology is

logically connected to conservative

politics and economics. Is this correct?

Does the Christian faith rather auto-

matically tie one to conservative poli-

tics? Is this conjunction to be a kind

of weather vane for Christian direction

in 1984? Do Ronald Reagan, the Re-
publicans, and conservative Democrats
have an automatic hold on Christian

support? If not, could the alternative

possibly be for one to vote liberal?

I will be examining the political spec-

trum to determine whether the com-
mon connection between conservative

theology and conservative politics is

really valid. My focus will be historical

first of all, to see where the political

spectrum came from, what values are

imbedded in it, and what that means
for the Christian voter.

Political Conservatism

It is difficult in a short article to sum-
marize adequately and fairly what a

This is the second in a six-part

series on "The Values Behind Your
Vote" by Louis Voskull and Stephen
Kaufmann. Dr. Voskuil is Professor
of History at Covenant College and
holds degrees from Calvin College,

Westminster Seminary, and Loyola
University (Chicago).

specific political position stands for.

The terms themselves are often loose-

ly and ambiguously used. Nevertheless

one can fairly represent the core of

political conservatism as committed to

limited (even small) government, free

enterprise, individual freedoms and
rights, and a strong defense against ex-

ternal aggression. Probably most cen-

tral is the belief that government is the

prime source of repression and tyran-

ny and that in its domestic role it

should be carefully restricted to the

propagation of justice, defined nar-

rowly as punishing criminals and re-

moving obstacles to the free exchange

of economic goods.

The historical era in which these

principles arose was the late 17th and
18th centuries. This was the fading,

pre-industrial world of European
monarchies which were attempting to

maintain their power in competition

with other states and were restricting,

controlling, and manipulating their

economies in the interest of state

power. At that time the rising middle-

class entrepreneur and factory owner
found such a state and its control and
restriction of the economy to be the

chief obstacle to the prosecution of

their business and industrial activity.

For others such states were a source of

religious persecution.

In that setting the ideas of John
Locke, Adam Smith, and others be-

came the basis for principles which the

middle class could use against a med-
dlesome government. In his political

theory Locke pictured a society of in-

dividuals who had the inalienable (that

is, natural, belonging to people as peo-

ple) rights of life, liberty, and proper-

ty and the only validity any govern-

ment had was the protection of those

rights. When government did not per-

form such a function, the social con-

tract was broken and revolution was
justified. Any function other than the

maintenance of the inalienable rights

was tyranny and ought to be resisted.

Smith argued along similar lines with

reference to the economy. Except to

maintain justice, the government
should let the economy alone. Its own
natural inner workings would guaran-

tee the best results. Such ideas had con-

siderable impact; they fit the agenda
and needs of the middle class and ap-

peared to be anchored in the very

structure of the universe, to have the

same validity as the law of gravitation.

Translated into politics, Locke's

ideas seemed to mean a democratic

and constitutional government, civil

rights—freedom of the press, speech,

religion, assembly, petition, and the

like, and a laissez-faire (free enterprise)

economy. In the early 19th century,

this collection of political ideas was
known as liberalism because they were

to set humans free from the inter-

ference and tyrannies of the monar-
chies of Europe. It was a program
designed to benefit all people because

the principles were believed to be

universal, true for everyone at all

times. In fact, it was largely the

business and professional groups who
benefited because they were the only

ones with the educational attainments

and financial power necessary to take

advantage of the situation. These prin-

ciples, known today as classical

liberalism, pretty much became the

credo of the middle class. They pro-

ceeded to use their abilities and wealth

and opportunities in the creation of an

industrial society.

Political Liberalism

At the end of the 19th century, with

the industrial revolution well establish-

ed and radically changing life, many
social reformers began to advocate dif-

ferent solutions for the problems

which came with the industrial era.

They came to believe that many of the

problems and injustices the masses of

industrial society were experiencing

came from powerful industrial mono-
polies, large banks, slum landlords,

and other powerful organizations that

grew out of industrialism. These re-

formers argued that the state, rather

than being the agent of repression and
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tyranny, was the only institution with

sufficient size and power to save the

working class from opression. The
state, of course, had to be democratic,

that is, oriented to the desires and

needs of the masses, not the tool of the

industrialist. Among the things that the

state ought to provide for everyone

was education, unemployment com-
pensation, accident insurance, and
other such measures that would cush-

ion the working class against the ac-

cidents of an industrial society and give

them a fair start in life. These ideas

and principles, in the 20th century,

became tied to the name of liberalism

and are pretty much what the term in-

dicates today. Meanwhile those who
continued to believe the solution of

America's industrial problems and the

proper place of the state was that set

of values identified with Locke and
Smith came to be known as conser-

vatives. Today's conservative, then, is

pretty much the classical liberal of the

19th century, today's liberal the one
who advocates a strong welfare state.

The Values Behind the Spectrum

The brief historical sketch I have just

outlined highlights the central beliefs

of the conservative and liberal sides of

our political spectrum. It is time now
to look closer at the values and think-

ing behind that spectrum to determine

how a Christian should relate to it.

In the struggle against the growing
power of monarchy states where there

was no sense of limitation or restraint,

the classical liberals gave western socie-

ty a valuable heritage of commitment
to freedom and the dignity of each in-

dividual person, and from those values

a necessary emphasis on government
under law which ought to be limited in

its competence and power. By stress-

ing life, liberty, and property as in-

alienable rights, that is, rights which
belonged to humans as humans, they

removed these rights from the manip-
ulation of the state. Perhaps they were
still building on a Biblical, though by
then largely secularized, idea of hu-

mans created in God's image. Most of
our valuable heritage of freedom-rights

comes from that era. These ideas are

still central to the political thinking of
conservatism.

At the same time their view of hu-
mankind did not take evil very serious-

ly. Such a sense was somewhat there

in Locke and was built into the U. S.

Constitution in its checks and bal-

ances, but they did not believe the in-

dividual to be seriously flawed. Gov-
ernment tyranny was the chief prob-

lem. Set the individual and the social

order free, and natural law would har-

monize the competitive strivings of in-

dividuals with but a little aid from the

police and judicial powers of the gov-

ernment.

Furthermore, as they struggled

against monarchy they tended to theo-

rize about the individual in abstrac-

tion, apart from God, in a natural or-

der, and the result was the free in-

dividual, not really bound by any law

(including God's law) except that of his

own making. That way of looking at

things along with the wide-open social

and economic frontier society of

America created a setting in which in-

dividualism could run rampant, a

society which offered no appreciation

or protection for those lacking finan-

cial, educational, or political power.
The classical liberals, struggling on
behalf of the middle-class entrepre-

neur, could not appreciate the injus-

tices and complexities of a growing in-

dustrial world which leaned heavily on

the laboring masses. Their extreme in-

dividualism in outlook helped prevent

them from recognizing how deeply evil

could penetrate and shape the very

workings and structures of society,

hence their failure to appreciate the

desperate plight of the victims of the

industrial process.

On the other side of the spectrum,

the liberals of the 20th century recog-

nized that competition and the work-

ings of the economic order did not pro-

vide economic justice automatically,

that justice would not be achieved by
government simply restraining those

who abused the competitive system.

They realized that the government

would have to take positive steps to

create a public order that gave freedom

of opportunity to all groups equally.

They had a greater compassion for

those who through no fault of their

own could not compete and faced on-

ly poverty and misery.

The modern liberal, however, has

even more of an optimistic view of

humans than the conservative. The sys-

tem is at fault; if only the social and
political structures could be changed,

the ills of society could be cured. That

faith has been translated into a belief

in social service government. If enough
money is put into the right programs,

government can solve most if not all

of the poverty and misery of contem-

porary society. The liberal fails to

distinguish adequately between justice

and charity. He forgets that the pro-

per focus of government is justice;

sometimes it coincides with charity.

But when government confuses the

two and takes charity rather than jus-

tice as its norm, it loses its standard for

intervention in situations and indis-

criminately gives a little to everyone.

The tough questions of freedom and
responsibility go unasked and unsolved

(see Stephen V. Monsma, The Unrav-
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Family-Together Sunday School

eling ofAmerica, Inter-Varsity Press,

pp. 101 ff.). The result is a government

that is subject to virtually no limita-

tion, that encroaches on the freedom

humans need to fulfill their various

callings and tasks, a government that

paternalistically keeps people in a state

of dependence, unable to be responsi-

ble, thus dehumanizing them and

crushing initiative.

Conclusion

It should be apparent that because of

the particular blend of values behind

both conservative and liberal politics,

it is difficult, even impossible, for the

Christian to identify consistently with

any one position on the American po-

litical spectrum. Believing that people

are responsible, creative moral beings

made in the image of God, the Chris-

tian ought to support the conservative

in maintaining a social order which of-

fers the greatest possible freedom and
holds people responsible for their ac-

tions, but must not elevate the indivi-

dual to the point of ultimate value.

With the liberal, the Christian should

have a profound compassion for the

weak, the poor, and the helpless. At
times, when private agencies fail or

resources do not stretch, the state must
practice welfare. The direction of such

government assistance, however,
should be toward restoring the ability

and responsiblity of the individual to

provide for his or her own needs. The
liberal has too much faith in programs,

no sense of personal evil, and can pro-

vide no lasting solution.

In the way the various positions in

the American political system have

developed, there are both valid insights

and unfortunate blind spots all along

the spectrum. It is crucial, therefore,

that the Christian not be tied to any
one position. If one always votes either

conservatively or liberally, it probably

means that he or she is not seeing the

whole picture very clearly. Consider-

ing the manner in which the American
political spectrum came to be formed
and the way it presently functions, the

Christian should not be defined by it,

but should evaluate, judge, and act by
principles derived from the Christian

faith. Without clarifying the operative

values imbedded in the political sys-

tem, all one can do is think pragmati-

cally on a short-term basis about issues

as defined by the system and in such

cases advance humanistic goals with-

out realizing it. GD
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RICHARD E. FISHER

Teaching whole families together in

Sunday school offers much to chal-

lenge and enrich the church of Jesus

Christ. During the week, family mem-
bers are separated from one another by
work, school, extracurricular activities,

meetings, television, divorce and dis-

tance. Many American children are ig-

nored, rejected, or abused physically

and verbally by even the most well-

intentioned parents. To protect and
strengthen the family, the church

should champion love and emotional

bondedness between family members,
especially in our mobile, rootless age.

English churchman Eddie Gibbs
writes, "Our youngsters should be able

to look back on their childhood in later

life with happy memories of a church

which enlarged and enriched the fami-

ly, rather than dividing it and leaving

them in foster care." But too often

church activities unnecessarily fracture

the family that already spends too lit-

tle time together. Evidence of the lack

of bondedness within families may be

seen in the worship service when family

members consistently choose not to sit

together in the presence of God.
Radical new thinking in Christian

education is called for in meeting con-

temporary family needs as we disciple

and equip the church for this genera-

tion and the next. How many parents

read the Sunday-school take-home
papers with Johnny and Jennifer? Do
they make sure that the children know
their memory work for the following

Sunday? Are the memorized verses or

catechism preserved by periodic drill-

ing at home? Have the parents mas-
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tered and used the content of what is

supposed to be so important for the

children to learn? Is Dad serving as the

spiritual head and discipler of the

home beyond getting the family out to

church on Sunday? Church opponents
of Sunday schools in the late 1800's

argued that the Sunday schools were
pre-empting the Christian family of

its educational responsibilities. Now
the family altar is an archaic idea to

many if it is even considered at all. The
resulting ignorance of Biblical faith

and practice has been the death toll for

many marriages in which the spouses

were Christian, but their marriages

were not.

As a church planter, I have been

forced to consider how to have Sun-

day school before I have adequate

Sunday-school teachers. I decided to

have the worship service the first hour
and the Sunday school following it.

The lesson will flow out of the sermon
to solidify and apply one main facet of

God's truth through the coming week.

Instead of age dividing and separa-

ting the congregation, they will sit

together as families. Families may be

grouped according to the ages of their

children (infant to five years; six to

twelve years; thirteen to eighteen years,

etc.) to allow some peer grouping and
stimulate creativity among families

facing similar challenges, opportuni-

ties, and (yes) problems. Children pre-

sent without parents may be adopted

into the families of their friends. Or
they may persuade their own family to

come to this different kind of Sunday
school. Families that have one parent

absent because of death, divorce, or

choice may feel self-conscious at first,

but then welcome spiritual and social

interaction with other families with

whom they hold so much in common.
Singles of all ages may join a mature
family or group of families as an aunt,

uncle, or grandparent. Nuclear fami-

lies living at a distance from their ex-

tended family may welcome some
adopted relatives (doubly so if they

baby-sit). Likewise, singles, especially



new converts, may enjoy the oppor-

tunity to see a solid Christian family

interacting and learning together. Oth-

er singles may want to form a group

according to their own ages and in-

terests or marital status. Family-

together Sunday school can be a pow-
erful tool to make church family be

much more than a pleasant thought.

One-on-one discipleship has been

greatly blessed of God, but it is not the

only model to use in discipleship. In

the New Testament whole households

were won to the Lord, and no certified

Sunday-school teachers were present to

do the follow-up. Consequently Paul

taught them publicly and in family

units from house to house (Acts 16:32;

20:20). Family-together Sunday school

groups people house by house in the

public meeting in order to facilitate the

transference of Biblical content and

behavior to the homefront that Satan

is so severely attacking.

If the family studies together as a

unit, a sense of responsibility and ac-

countability for Christian learning will

be developed in the home and in the

church. Children and parents will re-

mind and help one another to complete

assignments. Likewise individual fam-
ilies will be responsible to the whole

group. Nor will the family system be
overloaded with trying to keep current

in a different lesson for each parent

and child. The unified theme and joint

participation after the worship hour
will help make God's truth a more per-

manent part of the families' experi-

ence. Families and individuals can be

guided by handout papers and yet be
free to develop the subject more fully

by additional discussion, study, prayer

and service. Activities discussed and
begun on Sunday could be completed
and reported on to the overall class at

a future date. Families could covenant
together to read a Scripture portion or

an edifying book in their respective

homes. Short-term projects to meet the

needs of missionaries, disaster victims,

the elderly, the unevangelized, the im-

prisoned and their families, may be
jointly agreed upon. Likewise social in-

teraction among the participants may
take place naturally.

In family systems counseling, the

therapist joins the family unit as a

member to be a catalyst for problem-
solving, reconciliation, esteem-
building, and to model good com-
munication among the participants.

Adapt this model to disciple whole

families together during the Sunday-

school hour and more permanent

change may be facilitated in the

homes. Rather than talk to parents

about having family devotions, spiri-

tual exercises in the home may be the

(super) natural outflow of the Sunday-

school time. Having the family togeth-

er during Sunday school allows the

pastor and other teachers to "join" the

congregation's families as they lead

and float around to interact with

families working on their assignments.

Memory work, discussion, brainstorm-

ing, postermaking, puzzlesolving, ser-

vice project planning, missions empha-
sis, songwriting, coloring, etc. can be

learning activities for most ages. Of
course, the children will insist that the

handwork begun on Sunday at church

be finished soon at home. The church

and home can both greatly benefit

from this adaptation of the one-room
schoolhouse, a very excellent educa-

tional model to excite, pool, and equip

people of all ages for further ministry.

Families will begin a pilgrimage of

faith that will bring Dad more into the

spiritual and emotional center of the

home. Fathers can watch and encour-

age each other as they grapple with be-

ing effective spiritual leaders of their

own families. The central example of

the pastor's family leadership will be

supplemented by that of other good
and godly men who can be seen Sun-
day morning in action with their fami-

lies. As a result, the family-together

Sunday school may be the initial test-

ing ground and the church's resource

pool of men most likely to become ef-

fective elders and deacons.

The block of time spent together in

worship and study Sunday morning
could become the high point of the

family's week, prepared and looked

2 r* .*"W
forward to with great anticipation.

With so many ages, minds, and de-

grees of Christian maturity interacting,

the Sunday-school participants will

listen for God's voice speaking to his

people in community. The predictabili-

ty of a four-page lesson with applica-

tion will often give way to the Holy
Spirit doing a new work bringing life

versus that which only seems like life.

The church together will be drawn in-

to the present realities of questions,

suffering, noise, hopes, and needs. All

will be challenged to know and love

God's Word and God's people. Be-

sides communicating the content of the

faith in a less structured way, Sun-

day school may become the healing

hour, helping families become more
human, patient, and understanding of

one another, and aware of the various

stages of faith in life.

Even if family-together Sun-
day school is not chosen to be the

modus operandi for the whole year, it

can be used for three months of the

year. This will give the regular Sunday-

school teachers a well-deserved break

and the parents will be much more sup-

portive and thankful for what the

Sunday-school teachers are trying to

do the rest of the year. Families may
elect to have a "together" Sunday-
school class for six months and then

periodically decide whether to continue

meeting in that format.

Preachers will be compelled to con-

sider their whole audience and to in-

carnate the Word when they no longer

have the protection of being six feet

above contradiction. Pastors cannot

afford to be pictured in the words of
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The Lost Art: Home Visitation

Ross MacDonald, "The walls of books

around him, dense with the past,

formed a kind of insulation against the

present world and its disasters." In

whole-family Sunday school, pastors

and teachers will be forced to plan

messages and lessons well ahead to

lead the congregation to practical holi-

ness and wholesomeness in all of life.

They should welcome the opportunity

to lead the congregation in more ac-

tively interacting with one another

around a facet of the Word after they

have all just interacted on it with God
in worship. Further give and take will

hinder Satan from removing the truth

just heard from the understanding.

People may also pay closer attention

in worship knowing that it is the foun-

dation for the Sunday school.

The books on family-together Sun-

day school have yet to be written. I

have seen only one book on in-

tergenerational Sunday school. Be-

cause this is such a new way of doing

Sunday school, a basic core curriculum

and teaching methods must be de-

veloped that have proven to be very

beneficial to the participating families.

In fact, the families could help write

the curriculum as a project under the

direction of the pastor, or director of

Christian education. Families will con-

clude that we are responsible before

God for our own Christian education.

For those who point out that studies

with adults and children would not be

so erudite as those without children, I

agree. Yet points just as profound may
be made, and family members and
habits may be redeemed. Even teen-

agers may be persuaded not to flee the

church. More in-depth or detailed

classes may be offered when it is not

so likely to have the whole family

together for a block of time. This may
even increase attendance for Sunday
night and midweek gatherings.

Family-together Sunday school is yet

to be field tested and refined. The
books of ideas expanding and apply-

ing sermons to various age levels of

understanding are not yet available.

Look at your own family; look at oth-

ers; what are you missing; what are

they missing in Christianity and fami-

ly life? Pull all your Scripture know-
ledge, experience, communication
skills, love, and prayers together in

family-together Sunday school. All I

ask is that you write and tell me about

it so that we might grow together in the

family of God. ffl

DAVID TREMBLEY

It used to be that the Sunday-school

teacher was as natural a visitor in the

homes of his or her students as any oth-

er member of the community. In the

everyday sharing of neighbors, parents

and teachers would share information

about the child, and in that process the

spiritual future of the child would be

shaped. It used to be, but it no longer

is that way, because the obvious truth

is that our communities have changed.

Changing communities have meant
changing churches, and home visita-

tion by the Sunday-school teacher has

been one of the casualties. (After all,

the secular teacher was once a regular

visitor in the home, too; but that habit

also has gone by the boards.)

The truth is, if we're going to re-

establish home visitation by our

Sunday-school teachers as a regular

practice of our churches, we're going

to have to find a new basis upon which

to build the practice. But the prelimi-

nary question is, why bother to try to

re-establish the practice of home visita-

tion? What Christian purpose does

home visitation serve?

The Why

Modern children are fragmented. They
have "school-selves" and "home-
selves" and "street-selves" and (if they

are fortunate) "church-selves," but the

selves that they have are not necessarily

very closely related to each other. This

fragmentation of modern children is,

after all, only another way of saying

what we already know. It is not only

the children who are fragmented; it is

also their parents. Pulled in a hundred
different directions by job and recrea-

tion and avocational interest, we have

become a mobile people in the ex-

treme. Large family gatherings are a

great deal rarer than once they were.

The author is pastor of Faith Bap-

tist Church (ABC/USA) In German-
town, Wisconsin and Is editor of

The Wisconsin Baptist.

Grandchildren and grandparents don't

see each other as frequently and don't

know each other so well. And on and
on and on. What else do we mean
when we say that our communities

have changed?
Enter the church. Is it not true that

the message of the church is the most
important of all? Is it not precisely to

the church that we must look if we are

going to succeed in putting all the

pieces back together again? Every oth-

er force in modern society is pulling the

person apart. To our shame, some-

times the church does that, too. Choir

on Tuesday, Christian Education

Board on Thursday, and Saturday's

the day for cleaning up the grounds;

a different member of the family ex-

pected at each different meeting. The
church, too, pulls families and persons

apart, but it doesn't have to be that

way, and it ought not to be that way.

All of which is only words about

what the problem is and why it is the

church which should be addressing the

problem. The real question, for most
of us, is "how?"

The How

First, a word about what won't work
It is almost a guarantee of failure if w
simply try to go back to the way thing

used to be. If, for instance, the wome
of the church can be persuaded to coo

a supper every Saturday, we shal

quickly discover that no one wil

come—at least not after the novelt

has worn off, and that won't take very

long. The truth is that society h

changed too much to simply go back

ward and recapture, and the deepe

truth is that the alternatives the worl

offers to Saturday-night suppers ar

more attractive to most people, most

of the time.

If not going backwards—if not Sat

urday-night suppers—what? Home vis

itation by the Sunday-school teache

offers a fruitful area for beginning. O
course, this time, it will have to be

different kind of visiting. It is n

longer true that the lives of the teacher
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and parents are densely intercon-

nected, as they once were in simpler,

more rural times. Every aspect of the

home visitation program will change

—

the "what" and the "when" and the

"how."
Let's take the characteristics in or-

der. The first is the "what"—the con-

tent—of the home visit. Both the

teacher and the parents will be quite

clear that there is only one purpose for

the visit, and that purpose is the very

thing that used to happen "by acci-

dent": planning the spiritual education

of the whole child. It will mean, of

course, that modern Sunday-school

teachers will have to be a whole lot

clearer about their mission than their

predecessors were. We shall need to

upgrade our entire awareness about

how children learn, especially how they

learn spiritual things, and we shall need

to find a way of sharing that new so-

phisticated knowledge with parents,

who do not themselves know. Teach-

ing Sunday school—if we do it right in

this complex modern age of ours—will

take on something of the quality of

vocation. Time will need to be found
for workshops and individual study,

and we shall need to communicate to

our churches something of the awe-

someness of the task that the Christian

education of children has become in

this, our modern age.

There's more to be said about the

"what" of the matter—a great deal

more—but it lies far beyond the scope

of a single article. Its completion, in

fact, would be the wholesale considera-

tion of what the Christian education of

children in the modern world might

mean. Since we can't talk comprehen-
sively about that, let's say a few things

about the "how" of this new plan of

home visitation. First, it will be a

planned visit, which both teacher and
parents have scheduled. Our lives will

simply not permit our leaving the mat-
ter to the chances of whether the

teachers can find the time "when they

happened to be in the neighborhood,"
or whether the parents will be at home.
Secondly, the meetings will be regular,

and the agenda will be mutually decid-

ed upon ahead of time.

The consideration of agenda leads

us to the "how" of home visitation.

Sunday-school teachers who are in

touch with the times will not try to

fight against the wisdom of the

world—at least not when the wisdom
is wisdom, indeed. One of the things

that means is that any modern pro-

gram of home visitation will rest se-

curely on the awareness that specializa-

tion is not a bad thing. The parents,

after all, are themselves specialists with

regard to their children, indeed, the

primary specialists. The Sunday-school

teacher is a specialist, too. And the

pastor and the advisor of the youth

group and the Sunday-school superin-

tendent. Each one of these specialists

will be included at appropriate points

in the process, but the front-line obser-

vance of seeing to the spiritual educa-

tion of the whole child will remain the

responsibility of the Sunday-school

teacher.

"It's Too Much For Me!"

If you've managed to read this far, you

might be shrugging your shoulders

anyway and muttering something like,

"I don't know what kind of church

he's talking about, but it doesn't have

anything to do with the church to

which I belong."

O, yes it does! The church I belong

to is smaller—and more ordinary

—

than yours. What I've been talking

about is the vision, but a vision is a lot

like the Promised Land: it's up ahead

—already, but not yet. The point is

that each of us can do something to

move in the desired direction, and that

direction is forward rather than back

to the Egypt from which we all came.

The question is, what can you do to

begin to capture this vision of a new
kind of home visitation program for

your church? I'll close this article with

two suggestions. The first is that you
find one single individual on your

Sunday-school staff who suspects, as

you do, that a new program is need-

ed. Share your ideas. Brainstorm with

each other. When you've come to

agreement, make just one small (but

significant) proposal to yor Christian

Education Board. You might be sur-

prised. Others may well have been feel-

ing what you were feeling, but just

didn't have any notion of where to

begin.

The second suggestion is even sim-

pler. Find a sympathetic father and
mother. Share with them your vision

about what a better program for the

Christian education of their child

might look like. Propose that you
covenant with each other for a year's

worth of bi-monthly or at least quar-

terly scheduled visits, where the only

point of the meeting is to enhance the

quality of the spiritual life of the child.

You see, the key really is intention. It

doesn't matter as much where we are

as that we are moving in the right

direction. A new kind of home visita-

tion program may be exactly the direc-

tion God would have you move in or-

der to restore the "lost art" of home
visitation and bring maximum spiritual

help to the child. Q]
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Into Exile
FOR AUGUST 26, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Kings 24-25

Key verses: II Kings 25:1-12

Devotional reading: Jeremiah 12:8-16

Memory selection: II Kings 24:20

INTRODUCTION

This lesson concludes our studies on
the history of Israel and Judah, from
the time of Saul till the fall of Jeru-

salem. In the next quarter we shall

study the letters of Paul.

Nebuchadnezzar:

1 Kingmaker
II Kings 24:1-17

Among the kingdoms that arose from
the area of Mesopotamia, Nebuchad-
nezzar was the most powerful king to

date. The Babylonians overthrew the

Assyrians who had threatened Israel

and Judah earlier. The fall of Nineveh,

delayed by over a hundred years by
their repentance at the preaching of

Jonah, finally came in 611 B.C.

About three decades later, Nebu-
chadnezzar, current ruler of the

greatest empire of the day, was at the

gates of Jerusalem. Jehoiakim was the

king, succeeding his brother,

Jehoahaz.

For a time, Jehoiakim served the

king of Babylon as his vassal (v. 1). It

was during this time that Nebuchad-
nezzar took the best young men in

Jerusalem to Babylon, to be taught

their learning and culture, so they

could serve the Babylonian kingdom
well.

Among those young men were
Daniel and his three companions, who
remained in Babylon for the rest of

their lives. These four men, while ser-

ving Nebuchadnezzar, had a greater

allegiance to the Lord. For their

faithfulness, they endured beyond the

time of Nebuchadnezzar and even the

The International Sunday School Leaeon Outllnea ara
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of the National Council of Churchoa of Christ.

Babylonian empire.

The Lord showed his anger toward

Jehoiakim, the most wicked of the last

kings of Judah, by not helping him in

his efforts to rebel against Babylon.

God supported his enemies (v. 2). .

God determined not to bless Judah
any more, as a nation, because the

leaders had failed God and his people

completely. In particular, Manasseh is

mentioned as the reason why the Lord
determined to destroy the kingdom of

Judah forever (v. 4).

By the time Jehoiakim's reign was
over the political situation had changed

greatly. The king of Egypt, who had
been a part-time ally to Jehoiakim, was
no longer powerful. The king of Baby-

lon had firm control over all the land

reaching to the river of Egypt (its

border).

Jehoiachin, Jehoiakim's son,

reigned only three months and was
ineffective as a ruler, being dominated

by the Babylonians (vv. 8-9).

In his reign, Nebuchadnezzar again

besieged Jerusalem and demanded his

surrender. Jehoiachin was taken by
force to Babylon, leaving the throne of

Judah empty (v. 12).

Nebuchadnezzar also took most of

the treasures left in Jerusalem, in-

cluding the best of the people. He left

only the residue.

It was during this time that Ezekiel,

the prophet, and many others of like

caliber were carried to captivity in

Babylon (Eze. 1:1-2). But we see by the

fact that Daniel, his friends, and
Ezekiel were carried to captivity, that

the Lord had good things in store for

those carried away. The only way
Judah could be purged and continue

as the people of God was to be carried

away and taught God's will by these

prophets, who, by their words and ex-

ample, gave hope and purpose to many
of the captured Jews.

With the throne empty, Nebuchad-
nezzar made the brother of Jehoahaz
and Jehoiakim the new king of Judah.

He was to be the last. He was renamed
Zedekiah. However, we see that the

real king of Judah was Nebuchadnez-
zar.

Looking ahead, we learn that the

only king blessed in those days was the

one carried away captive: Jehoiachin.

We will see why later.

QUESTIONS
1 . Why was the captivity of Daniel

and Ezekiel a blessing for Judah?
2. Have I ever seen the blessing of

the Lord in some seeming tragedy?

Zedekiah:2 The End
II Kings 24:18-25:7

Zedekiah, predictably, was the last

king of Judah, the last in a pre-

dominantly sorry line of rulers—from
the time of Solomon on. God had de-

termined to throw Judah out of his

sight, so that there would never be a

kingdom of Judah again (v. 20).

Of course, God did not abandon his

promise to David that through him the

kingdom would be established forever.

But though the Lord preserved the

royal line beyond Zedekiah until the

coming of Jesus Christ (the son of

Abraham and David), none would rule

in the kingdom of Judah free from the

domination of foreign powers.

Zedekiah rebelled against the Baby-

lonians but it was to no avail (25:1).

Nebuchadnezzar came against the ci-

ty, as he had done many times. This

time, however, there was a difference.

He was determined to destroy it be-

cause it was God's will that Jerusalem

be destroyed (v. 2).

In those days, the people suffered

the effects of famine (v. 3). Among the

people still living in Jerusalem was

Jeremiah, the prophet faithful to God
when most of the rest were faithless

and preaching lies. They offered hope

to the people that the city would not

fall. But Jeremiah told the truth and

for this he was despised.

Another prophet in those days of

siege and fall was Habakkuk, who had
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been shown by the Lord that only

those who trusted in him, would sur-

vive by their faith.

There were undoubtedly many more
faithful believers in Jerusalem sharing

in the hardships of the fall and its

aftermath. Many were carried captive

to Babylon. A few would return one

day with Zerubbabel to rebuild much
of what had been torn down.

Zedekiah, when he saw that the fall

was inevitable, sought to escape, but

was unsuccessful (v. 5). He was cap-

tured and the last thing he saw was the

death of his sons, slaughtered before

his eyes. Then he was blinded, left to

remember for the rest of his life that

awful scene before his own light went

out (v. 7).

Here we see how the sins of the

fathers were visited upon their children

to the third and fourth generation.

The heavy debt of sin, laid up by cen-

turies of disobedience on the part of

the leadership of Judah, now had to

be paid. Zedekiah and his destiny

clearly reflected the sure wrath of God
against all sin.

QUESTIONS
1 . How are believers today suffering

in the midst of God's judgment on a

sinful world?

2. How has the church in our day
paid for the sins of the fathers of past

generations?

Jerusalem

3 Despoiled
II Kings 25:8-21

Nebuchadnezzar had more important

things to do than oversee the despoil-

ing of the city of Jerusalem. He sent

his captain, Nebuzaradan, to oversee

the rape of the city. He did a thorough
job.

The house of God, the house of the

king and all the buildings and houses
of Jerusalem were destroyed. It was
Babylon's purpose to erase all memory
of this city from the minds of men.
That did not happen, for later the ci-

ty was restored. But God ordained that

first it should be destroyed, to teach his

people that their hope must not rest in

the cities of this world. Our hope is in

the Jerusalem that is above, the city of
God, where his children will spend
eternity with him.

Most of the citizens of Jerusalem re-

maining after the siege and destruction

of the city were carried to Babylon to

join those who had already been car-

ried captive several years before. They
would spend the rest of their lives

there, far from home and dominated

by a language and culture totally

foreign to them.

But also, they would be molded in-

to the will of God once more, in ad-

versity, much as had happened to their

fathers in the wilderness experience,

many centuries earlier.

God was not done with his people

whom he had preserved during this

time. But he was done with the nation

of Judah, as with Israel. It would rise

no more.

Scripture teaches that only the

poorest of the land were left after

Jerusalem fell. Among these were

some strong leaders and faithful

prophets, most notable of whom was
Jeremiah.

Jeremiah had been called by the

Lord, when a young man, to preach to

the people until they were destroyed or

carried away captive. It was a hard

assignment and not a popular one.

Jeremiah was hated by most of his own
people; his life was constantly in

danger. Nevertheless, he persisted to

the end and even beyond the time of

the fall. He never turned back from the

assignment God had given him,

though it was often done with a broken

heart.

In the book we call Lamentations,

Jeremiah put down in writing some of

his own feelings about the sad plight

of the city of Jerusalem. He was faith-

ful and right in the eyes of the Lord,

if not in the eyes of his contempo-
raries.

QUESTIONS
1 . What religious denominations in

your lifetime have passed from the

scene?

2. How is one to show himself faith-

ful to the Lord today, as Jeremiah was
in his day?

The4 Aftermath
II Kings 25:22-30

Jeremiah was given a choice to go with

Nebuchadnezzar to Babylon and live

there in comparative comfort or to stay

and suffer with the residue of the peo-

ple left behind (Jer. 39:11 ff.; 40:1 ff.).

It is remarkable that he was given

such a choice, for Nebuchadnezzar

gave such a choice to no one else, so

far as we know. But Jeremiah was re-

spected by the king.

Jeremiah chose to remain with the

people left behind, amid the rubble of

the city that had once been Jerusalem,

the glorious city of the Jews.

This shows something about the

man and about his faithfulness not on-

ly to the Lord but also to God's peo-

ple. He would not choose ease for him-

self, though of all men in his genera-

tion he surely deserved it most.

Gedaliah was put in charge of the

people left behind. Jeremiah counseled

the Jews to obey Gedaliah and not flee

from Jerusalem to Egypt. But they

would not listen.

Gedaliah was murdered; and then

the people, frightened by the prospects

of Babylonian vengeance, fled to

Egypt to escape Babylon's wrath. All

the while, Jeremiah was urging them
to stay and see the whole matter

through to a peacful solution.

Not only did they not listen to

Jeremiah, they even forced him to go
with them into Egypt (v. 26; see

Jeremiah's account of this).

Even in Egypt, Jeremiah—though

there against his will—did not stop

teaching the people and warning them
of their folly. He apparently died

there.

Those who escaped to Egypt passed

from the record of history after a time

on an island in the middle of the Nile

River, at a place called Elephantine.

Happily, the record does not end on
a sad note but on an encouraging one,

as if to assure the readers that God did

not forget his people who had been

carried away into Babylon.

In the sovereign will of God,
Jehoiachin, that king who had been

carried to Babylon before Jerusalem

fell, was raised from the status of a

prisoner to that of a guest in the palace

of the king of Babylon (vv. 27-30).

This was undoubtedly done to make
it easier on the Jews in Babylon and
to give them hope. If God could so

move the heart of the king of Babylon,

he could also direct their preservation

and eventual return to their homeland.

QUESTIONS
1 . How can we show ourselves faith-

ful to our jobs, today, as Jeremiah was
to his?

2. What evidence of the sovereignty

of God do you see today? Ill
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. Over 500

books and commentaries. All Reformed.

Many rare and out of print. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37
c

) to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS
Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon
books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

ARE YOU SERIOUS about memorizing
Scripture? We can help you. We have Mem-
ory Books for all ages. Write for informa-

tion & two books: Keep in Memory on the

principles of memorizing and What It Takes
to get children to memorize Scripture. $2.00.

Scripture Memory Fellowship, P.O. Box
24551, St. Louis, MO 63141.

CHURCHESHHHH
OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 1 1:00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

FOR rent wmmmmmmmm
MOBILE HOME LOTS for rent in Ashe-

ville, North Carolina. Outside of city but

close to shopping and 1-40, on quiet road-
good place to retire or to vacation. Children

O.K. if well disciplined. Write: Route 5, Box
842, Asheville, NC 28803; or call collect (704)

298-9040.

for SALEw^tmmmmm
BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New

pews, furniture installation and repairs,

pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40
years experience. Rt. 6, Box 20-1, Marion,
NC 28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately 3/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN Education

for a growing Presbyterian Church U.S.A.,

located in Wichita, Kansas. Requirements in-

clude complete commitment to the Reformed

faith, at least three years experience, ability

to teach teachers, administrative skills,

M.R.E. degree. Minimum salary package of

$25,000. Send resume to Dr. Frank N. Kik,

Eastminster Presbyterian Church, 7202 E.

9th St., Wichita, KS 67206.

TEACHER NEEDED for Christian School

in lower grades. Must be degreed and have

a Reformed world and life view. Covenant
Christian Academy, Colleyville, Texas. (817)

281-4333 or 498-2626.

WANTED:
A few good men

M.Div. in Pastoral Theology

Concentration: Church planting and

evangelism.

Teaching style: A discipleship

core group.

Contact: Dean of Ministry Teacher,

Dr. Bill Iverson

International School of Theology

P.O. Box 50015
San Bernardino CA 92412

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is

seeking qualified teachers for elementary

grade levels. A.C.S. is a small school set in

a rural/suburban area of northwest New Jer-

sey. Send resume to: H. Leon Ben-Ezra,

A.C.S. , 126 S. Hillside Ave., Succasunna, NJ
07876.

1500-MEMBER Presbyterian Church in At-

lanta is seeking an experienced Director of

Activities and Recreation for new Family Life

Center and community activities program.

Groundfloor opportunity for qualified per-

son. Salary negotiable. Staff and ministry is

progressively evangelical. Send resume and
reply to: Carl Ohly, 1882 Queens Way NE,
Atlanta, GA 30341.

SERVICES I

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-
TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

H£ tovts mt

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot. Average price

$42/sq. ft. We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated).

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steal or masonry from $22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed In the Southeast

WANTED

BOOKS NEEDED. Rev. Alan Lee (World
Harvest Mission church planter in Western

Uganda) has an urgent need for good Re-

formed books to train national Christians.

Please enclosed gift to cover shipping costs.

Mail to 7426 Normandy Ln., Melrose Park,

PA 19126.

HELP WANTED: PASTOR'S WIVES
to answer questionnaire which will contribute

to the writing of a book addressed to con-

gregations concerning the needs of pastors

and their families. Send requests for ques-

tionnaires to: Mrs. Priscilla King, P.O. Box
385, Hamill, SD 57534.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10°7o dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - l5°/o dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

We Follow Jesus Because He is God

PLATFORM PLANK No. 2

He was dazed by the fact of Jesus'

crucifixion. Perhaps also by the fact

that he and his companions had not

died with him. For hadn't he been will-

ing to go back into Judea with Jesus

before the raising of Lazarus even

when there was the threat of death by
stoning? But now he was so dazed that

he didn't even gather with the other

disciples who were reporting that they

had seen Jesus alive again on Sunday
evening.

"Unless I see the nail marks in his

hands and put my finger where the

nails were, and put my hand into his

side, I will not believe it," he said.

The next Sunday he was there with

the others, however, when Jesus ap-

peared and said to him, "Put your fin-

ger here; see my hands. Reach out your
hand and put it into my side. Stop
doubting and believe."

And Thomas responded, "My Lord
and my God!"
Thomas' expression was no mere ex-

pletive. As a statement of fact it would
have been regarded as blasphemous by
pious Jews. Yet Jesus accepted his re-

sponse and pronounced those blessed

who would believe without the kind of

evidence that doubting Thomas re-

quired.

Paul likewise was compelled by a

confrontation with the risen Lord to

acknowledge the deity of Jesus Christ.

Blinded and knocked to the ground on
the way to Damascus, he cried out,

"Who are you, Lord?" The rest of his

life was an answer to that question:

"our great God and Savior, Jesus

Christ" (Titus 2:13), "Christ, who is

God over all, forever praised" (Rom.
9:5). In Colossians 1:15-20 Paul wrote
a rhapsody on the theme of Jesus' dei-

ty. And Hebrews chapter 1 gives the

same testimony. The critical scholar E.

J. Goodspeed is reported to have de-

clared that whoever wrote Hebrews,
the author certainly believed that Jesus

was God.
John, who knew Jesus most inti-

mately and was the most perceptive of

the apostles, wrote: "No one has ever

seen God, but God the only Son, who
is at the father's side has made him
known" (John 1:18).

In 1980-81 when Presbyterian minis-

ter Mansfield M. Kaseman was unwill-

ing to affirm that Jesus Christ is God,
he was going counter to testimony of

the apostles.

But why is the deity of Christ so im-

portant? I recall an incident from an

inquirers' class I was conducting for

the church I was pastoring. One of the

people in the class, who had been at-

tending the church for some months
and whose trust in the Lord for salva-

tion was as apparent as it can ever be

to an outside observer, said when we
came to the person and work of Christ,

"Do you mean that we believe Jesus

is actually God?" She trusted in Jesus

as her savior, but somehow the idea of

his deity had never occurred to her.

Perhaps its significance was dawning
on her as it yet needs to dawn on many
who claim to be Christians.

What difference does it make?
It made a lot of difference to Atha-

nasius back in the 4th century. And it

was a preoccupation of church leaders

for more than a century, from the

Council of Nicaea through the Coun-
cil of Chalcedon. What was at stake

that would cause Athanasius to go into

exile five times for 17 years of his

ministry?

It was salvation itself. Athanasius

saw clearly that if it was not God him-
self who was incarnate in Jesus Christ,

then the sacrifice of Christ would be

to no avail for salvation from our sins

and from death. No mere man, sub-

ject to the consequences of Adam's
fall, would be able to pay that price.

This was no mere theoretical matter

for the scholars to debate. No, it was
turned into songs sung in the streets by
Arians and hymns sung in Ambrose's
cathedral by besieged parishioners.

The eternal destiny of people depends
upon the sufficiency of the sacrifice of
Christ.

This is why the fundamentalists gen-

erations ago focused on the substitu-

tionary atonement and resurrection of

Christ, his virgin birth and his mira-

cles, as essential teachings of the Chris-

tian faith. They all testify to, and de-

pend upon, his deity. Without that we
may have a beautiful moral example
and brilliant teaching, but we do not

have salvation. Fundamentalism was
not just taking a stand for the reality

of the supernatural in opposition to

scientific naturalism; it was concerned

for the eternal destiny of everyone who
would trust in Jesus Christ.

But what did Jesus himself claim?

Typically, he asked his questioners

a question: "What do you think about

the Christ? Whose son is he?"
"The son of David," they replied.

"How is it then that David, speak-

ing by the Spirit, calls him 'Lord'? For

he says, 'The Lord said to my Lord:

"Sit at my right hand until I put your

enemies under your feet." ' If then

David calls him 'Lord,' how can he be

his son?" (Matt. 22:41-45)

The only answer, as was seen by the

Jews in response to his discourses in

John 8:23-59 and 10:24-38—when he

made such statements as "before

Abraham was born, I am," is that he
claimed to be God. He claimed to be

one with the Father in a unique way
(Matt. 11:27; John 5:20-27).

Either we worship him as God incar-

nate or we ought to be among those

picking up stones to deal with the blas-

phemer. He didn't come to produce
mere admirers.

Either we entrust our eternal destiny

to him as Immanuel—God with us—
or, by doing anything less, we reject

him and trust in something else. There
is no middle ground.

And when we are persuaded that he

is God, then like Athanasius we can

face five exiles, like John on the Isle

of Patmos we can suffer for the word
of God and the testimony of Jesus, like

Thomas we may go as far as India for

the gospel, like Paul we will fight the

good fight and keep the faith. HI
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THE reference work on the
subject for those committed
to traditional moral values"

Here in one 700-page volume, every aspect of

the homosexual movement that bears on

politics, religion and social life:

Acceptability of Homosexuality in the United

States • The Homosexual Subculture •

Ideology of the Homosexual Movement •

Goals • Homosexuality and Religion

Author Enrique Rueda is a priest who serves as

director of the Catholic Center for Free Enter-

prise, Strong Defense, and Traditional Values.

No Christian writer has ever given the subject

this awesome coverage.

* Tax-exempt and federal funds for homo-

sexual groups. * "The degree of promiscuity

. . .defies the imagination of those not familiar

with homosexuality." * Liberalism and the

"gay-lib" movement: ties so binding that

Rueda calls liberalism "part and parcel" of the

movement. * Homosexual teachers unite in

major cities. One talks about kissing his

students. * The Catholic bishop who claims

"gays" were condemned in the Old Testament

for other than moral reasons. * Once a homo-

sexual, now a Christian: it does happen, but the

media look the other way. * The links between

feminism and the homosexual ideology. *
Sample the "Gayellow Pages." How homo-

sexual men transmit disease — often to the in-

nocent. * HEW study finds acceptance of

homosexuality a prime goal of most sex-ed pro-

grams. * Voting records of prohomosexual

senators and congressmen.

Let Fr. Rueda have the last word:

"As a Bible-believing Christian steeped in the

traditions of the Roman Catholic Church, I

believe that homosexuality is a manifestation of

the sinful condition that affects mankind and

each man, and that homosexual behavior is

gravely sinful by the very nature of reality ... I

do not advocate the persecution of homosexuals

or their condemnation on account of their

condition."

— Morton Blackwell
Special Assistant to the President

CASE STUDY: The Roman Catholic Church

72-page study-in-depth. Fr. Rueda expounds the Church's universal teaching on

the subject, then explores the campaign to chip away at it. Prohomosexual
Catholic groups, Dignity and New Ways Ministry. . .key staffer at U. S. Catholic

Conference/National Conference of Catholic Bishops emerges as leader of

Washington homosexual movement and president of Dignity chapter, without pre-

judice to his job. . .internal USCC pro-Dignity memo reproduced in full. . .mixed

responses to prohomosexual legislation by individual bishops. . . 16 bishops listed

by New Ways for beneficial statements . . .Archbishop Weakland's ambiguous let-

ter. . . Bishop Rosazza's letter endorsing ordination of homosexuals. . . New Ways
source book on supporters: 77 dioceses, seminaries, schools, parishes, publica-

tions, theologians, etc. .. .Dignity/New York sponsors Cabaret Night, a

homosexual dance at St. Francis school auditorium — on Wednesday of Holy

Week. . .Women's ordination and the homosexual movement . . .prohomosexual

writings by Catholic Theological Society and Notre Dame Magazine. . .Dignity

chaplain reports that "25 percent of all priests in the Phoenix area are basically

homosexual". . .priest helps homosexual priests without condoning their prac-

tices — and is anathematized by prohomosexual Catholics. . . homosexual "mar-
riage rituals" ... "religious orders"... 21 pages from Communication,

underground newsletter by and for homosexual priests and nuns.

Over 1,000 notes • 93 illustrations • 4 in-

dexes: names, organizations, places, sub-

jects • listings: "Alleged Supporters of the

Homosexual Movement/Ideology". . .Dig-

nity Chapters . . . Integrity Chapters . .

.

Homosexual Synagogues . . . Homosexual

Student Groups. . .Homosexual Political

Organizations. . .Homosexual Interest

Groups (academic, business, professional)

"A definitive statement about the realities
of the current homosexual movement in

America .... not written to appeal to
prurient interests. . .but to accurately,
thoroughly and dispassionately
document .. .the political movement
which the homosexual movement in

America has become today." — Dr. Jerry
Falwell

"A blockbuster! Rueda has researched
the widening homosexual power-grab in

our society, and in the process tells us
everything we don't want to hear, but real-

ly ought to know about... an important
book." — Rev. Charles Fiore, President,
Catholics for a Moral America

How to get this new $24.95 book FREE

r How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a tree copy of the

Club Bulletin, which otters you the Featured Selection plus a

good choice ot Alternates — all of interest to conservatives. *
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come
automatically. * If you don't want the Featured Selection, or

you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline

date. The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%
discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. As
soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices,

your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or

by the Club. If you ever receive a Featured Selection

without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may
return it at Club expense for full credit. * Good service. No
computers' * The Club will offer regular Superbargains,
mostly at 70-95% discounts plus shipping and handling.

Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club
obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway
prices Only one membership per household.

IICONSERVATIVE U II BOOK CLUB
15 Oakland Avenue • Harrison, NY 10528

Please accept my membership in the Club and send me, free and
postpaid, Enrique Rueda's monumental new volume, The Homosexual
Network. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over

the next 18 months. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this

coupon.
PJ-19

Name

Address

City State. Zip.
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MAILBAG

"C" SHOULD BE FOR "CALL"

The article in the July 25th issue, by

Mike Khandjian, "The ABC's of

Youth Ministry," has much to say

about working with high-school aged

people. I would question his choice of

"Competition" for "C" rather than

"Call". I'm sure Mike is assuming that

we will "assume" that God's call is a

prerequisite to any ministry. But as I

read on to "Q"—"Let's save this one

for last," and studied his "Quitting at

the right time." I came to the conclu-

sion that "Call" wasn't part of Mike's

presentation.

One of the biggest problems the

church has today in the area of minis-

try to high-school aged people is the

lack of continuity in the adult profes-

sional leadership working with kids. In

most major denominations the average

stay in the "Youth Ministry" is 18

months. "Youth Ministry" is the place

the church puts its most inexperienced

people until they are "ready" for the

"real" ministry, working with older

adults. About the time that they have
learned to do many of the things that

Mike talks about in his presentation,

the church promotes them or they de-

cide that it's time to look for "a church

of my own", because they are no long-

er willing to do what is necessary to re-

late to high school people.

The church needs to wake up—and
begin to look for individuals that are

certain of their "Call" to work with

kids and believe that that "Call" is for

the long haul, not just for a couple of

years while they are waiting to move
"up". There is no generation gap that

we do not create for ourselves, when
we're tired of working at relating to

kids. I became a Christian when I was
40 years old and God began to use me
in a ministry with high school people

—

at 58 I lead two Young Life clubs, one

in its first year averaging 50 kids per

week. We've just returned from Young
Life's Windy Gap, where we had 36

kids from one of these clubs and over

half of them responded to Christ as

Savior and Lord for the first time.

I'd like to suggest that we forget

about the "Competition" and be more
concerned about our "Call" and per-

haps we can put "Q" back in its prop-

er order and allow it to stand for

"Quality". (I'd also question the va-

lidity of Mike's statement that 85% of

all high school seniors across the na-

tion are drug users. Just not so—bad,

but not that bad.)

—Gil Hopkins
Cincinnati, Ohio

STATE NOT ENCROACHING ON CHURCH

Many times the logic as well as the

Scriptural basis for some Christians'

actions escape me. Specifically Rev.

Sileven (July 18 edition of PJ) who

feels that Christianity excuses him
from obeying such laws as may be in-

tended to help children have safe, ef-

fective and qualified education. The
Christian seeks to provide education

even better than the best while more
than fulfilling the requirements of the

law. If the children in school learn that

all you need to do is label it "Chris-

tian" so that the law can't touch you,

how is that teaching them to be respon-

sible Christians in society?

Rev. Sun Myung Moon is in a worse

position because it is only money he is

arguing about. Christians should be

above suspicion. There are laws which

must be followed and they provide that

monies given to a church or non-profit

organization should be under other

than individual control. The Moon
church finances should be in a treasury

with full accounting and publicly ac-

cessible audits.

If Moon wants the money in his

name, then he pays taxes on it like

MINISTERS
Richard F. Altork, former PCUSA from Fuquay-

Varina, N.C., to the Village Chapel Church

(PCA), New Bern, N.C.

Charles E. Craven from Rock Hill, S.C., to the

Freedom Church (PCA), Charlotte, N.C.

Wesley Home, Jr., Asheville, N.C, to new
work as assistant pastor of Trinity Church

(PCA).

Edward T. Ouimette from Matthews, N.C. to

the Second Street Church (PCA), Albemarle,

N.C.

Earl E. Pinckney received from the BPC into

the PCA as conference coordinator with PEF,

Tampa, Fla.

J. Byron Snapp from Gaffney, S C., to the Cov-

enant Church (PCA), Cedar Bluff, Va., as as-

sistant pastor.

CHURCHES
The following churches have been organized:

Sycamore Church (PCA), Midlothia, Va., Harry

D. Long, pastor, and Immanuel Church (PCA),

Norfolk, Va., William W. Harrell, pastor.

MEMORIAL
The Korean Mission (PCA) has memorialized the

Rev. Hugh M. Linton, church planter in Korea

under the PCA's Committee on Mission to

World who died April f 0. He was 58.
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every other privately wealthy indi-

vidual.

The state does not encroach on the

affairs of the church when it only asks

the church to provide effective educa-

tion and a reasonable level of trust in

its financial dealings.

—(Rev.) John F. Seibert

Alton, 111.

GIVE CBN A CHANCE

So CBN isn't perfect yet! As an infant

it has a lot of growing to do, but as an

infant in a Christian home, it is being

directed in a godly way toward a goal

of witnessing for Christ.

I had the feeling that Mr. Smith
didn't spend enough time to really find

out what CBN is all about, and espe-

cially the leadership of Pat Robertson

through the 700 Club and as president

of CBN. I hope his mind wasn't al-

ready made up before he began.

I have found out more important in-

formation of concern to Christians and
Continued on p. 18, coi. 1i^B
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i l Inevitably—sooner or later—we all experience suffering.

It is one of the "givens" in this fallen world. We can thank God that he

uses our sufferings to teach us more about himself and the ultimate realities

of life. As Lewis B. Smedes says in How Can It Be All Right When Every-

thing Is All Wrong?, "We need to suffer some of the cussed wrongness

of life in order to find its deep Tightness." It is one thing to acknowledge

this in theory, however, and another thing to know it in the midst of the

experience of suffering. The point has been made that C.S. Lewis's popular

The Problem of Pain (1940) was criticized by some as a little too pat, but

his A Grief Observed (1961), following the death of his beloved wife from

cancer, reflects the depths of actual suffering. This week's issue deals with

how God can use suffering and draws from diverse experiences of death

or the threat of death.

l l New Life Orthodox Pres-

byterian Church in Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

was confronted with suffering and the threat

of death for three of its members, including

the pastor, within a short span of time. Mi-
chael Smith interviews them for their reflec-

tions on the effect of this experience. In a sec-

ond article Susan Simoneau, whose husband
is a pastor in Clover, S.C., gives a poignant

account of the death of their first child dur-

ing their seminary days. Michael G. Smith

l l Another kind of suffering is described in Jonathan Chao's

story of the church in China, now that the bamboo curtain has lifted enough
for us to learn of the past generation's experience of persecution there. Amer-
ican Christians tend to know about persecution only from accounts of the

church in the Roman Empire from Eusebius or of the Reformation from
Foxe's Book of Martyrs. But it has been estimated that there are as many
martyrs for the faith in the 20th century as in any previous era of the church's

history. And the results are as phenomenal in China as they were in the

earlier ages. As you read of the lessons learned from suffering, ask your-

self how we in the American church might do under such persecution.

i l Finally in this expanded issue, we have the first in a series

of occasional articles on what he terms "functional Calvinism" by Pro-

fessor Clair Davis of Westminster Seminary. He relates the doctrine of the

humanity of Christ—the theme of this week's editorial—to our sufferings.

It happens that Dr. Davis is also an associate pastor of the church featured

in our first article this week.

I I The political campaign is warming up, as evidenced by
the following exchange:

Democratic Vice-Presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro: "The Presi-

dent walks around calling himself a good Christian, but I don't for one
minute believe it because [his] policies are so terribly unfair. They are dis-

criminatory and they hurt a lot of people."

Republican President Reagan: "The minute I heard she'd made that state-

ment, I turned the other cheek." 3D
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NEWS OF RELIGION

InterVarsity Press Faces Protests Against New Book

ANAHEIM, Cal.—When two dozen
demonstrators used the occasion of the

Christian Booksellers Association con-

vention here to protest a new book
published by InterVarsity Press, it was
just the tip of the iceberg.

Across the country, the respected

evangelical publisher is taking it on the

chin for releasing the book Brave New
People, a treatment of biomedical

ethics which critics say is too tolerant

of therapeutic abortion.

The book's author is D. Gareth
Jones, anatomy professor at Otago
University in New Zealand. Jones is an
active evangelical.

Anger at the IVP book seems based

not so much on what it says in its

seventh chapter, a consideration of

abortion, as at the fact that a major
evangelical publisher—trusted for the

reliability of its Biblical orientation

—

has, in the minds of many, betrayed its

audience.

"The tragedy is not simply the indi-

vidual author's viewpoint," says Rev.

Robert Borger, Orthodox Presbyterian

minister in Grand Rapids, Mich., "but
that an evangelical publishing house
has enabled him to publicize those

views."

Borger adds: "Brave New People is

billed as a book dealing with ethical

issues arising from the bio-medical rev-

olution. Written out of a professedly

Christian context, evangelicals might
well be expected to turn to this book
for help in this area. It is here, how-
ever, that Jones's answers are most dis-

appointing."

Without question, Jones has sug-

gested a perspective on abortion quite

different from that of most Biblical

conservatives. Although he asserts that

his position "differs very little from a

strong anti-abortion stand," he in fact

differs with ardent pro-lifers at some
of the most strategic points in the

whole debate.

IVP got its first outspoken reaction

from the May 22 Action Line, the

newsletter of Christian Action Coun-
cil (CAC) in Washington, D.C. Action

Line pictures Jones as struggling with

the dilemma of whether the unborn are

fully human, "and accuses him of re-

solving his dilemma only by resorting

to a supposed distinction between "ac-

tual" and "potential" human life. "A
fetus, Jones says, 'is a potential per-

son [with] a high probability of future

personhood. With this goes a claim to

life and respect, a claim that in very

general terms may be proportional to

its stage of fetal development.' Jones

makes the same point in theological

terms when he writes that 'the fetus is

being built into the image and likeness

of God' " (emphasis added).

Doug Badger of the CAC staff told

the Journal that Jones's bibliography

makes clear where the author's orien-

tation lies. "The kinds of people who
have shaped his thinking are people

whose writing contributes only to

fuzzy views," Badger said.

Oddly, at least for IVP, there is no
reference in the entire book to the

thinking of Dr. Francis A. Schaeffer

or of Dr. C. Everett Koop. Schaeffer

especially has been closely identified

with IVP's publishing fortunes.

Schaeffer's son, Franky, has been
outraged by that disjunction. "I am
glad my father did not live to see this

recent travesty, this amalgam of dis-

honesty" he wrote angrily in a folder

distributed at the convention here.

"What a lesson to the wider Christian

community that in the span of one
generation, the corruption of the

fashionable world spirit can take such

hold that the same organization that

printed books such as The God Who
Is There and Escape From Reason is

now publishing books promoting the

new eugenics movement—so-called

'therapeutic abortions.'
"

In the same blistering piece, Schaef-

fer charged: "Unless they return im-

mediately to first principles, it is time

for InterVarsity Press to shut their

doors."

IVP, meanwhile, has defended pub-
lication of the Jones book on several

bases.

In letters to critics, IVP editor James
W. Sire has said that quotations from
Jones have been taken out of context.

Further, he argues, the Jones position

has been endorsed by prominent evan-

gelical scholars, although Sire iden-

tified those scholars only indirectly.

And finally, he defends IVP's publica-

tion of the book on the basis of the

Christian public's right to hear a vari-

ety of opinions on the subject.

"We have important freedoms in

this country: one of them is the right

to be heard. Let people hear. Then let

them agree or disagree based on their

own reading of the book, their own
Christian standards, and the teaching

of the Bible."

CAC's Badger responds by saying

that, of course, IVP has a civil right

to publish such a book. But he believes

that as a prominent Christian pub-

lisher, IVP has betrayed a sort of

pastoral trust.

"We're less sure of their Christian

right to publish the book," Badger
told the Journal. "Our concern is for

the Christian with a weak conscience

who now finds some justification from

a trustworthy source to do something

which is so clearly sinful."

Badger made it clear, however, that

CAC is not endorsing a boycott of

IVP—a course of action recommend-
ed by some of the demonstrators at the

booksellers' convention here.

Nevertheless, CAC has released a

flier including criticisms from Sire and

Jones of CAC's original review—and

CAC's answer to those criticisms.
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CAC continues to hold IVP's feet to

the fire, suggesting that whatever per-

sonal opinions or preferences Jones

may have on the subject, the actual

arguments he uses are so slippery that

someone who wanted to could easily

use them to allow for abortion on
demand—or even infanticide—without

substantially changing the arguments.

Sire argues that CAC and others

have failed to note Jones's "careful

Biblical exegesis" in the book. But

CAC calls such exegesis on Jones's

part "perfunctory," saying he "em-
phasizes mostly what the Scriptures do
not say about the practice."

When Jones suggests a cautious ap-

proach to texts such as Psalm 139:

13-16 ("Important as are passages such

as these, they should not be made to

signify too much"), CAC responds:

"Jones's exegetical blunders suggest

that he is more interested in explain-

ing away such passages than with ex-

plaining them."
Some Christian bookstores have

removed the book from their stock,

and the Puritan Discount Book Ser-

vice, although at first listing the title,

has chosen not to distribute further

copies. HI

Liberty Baptist's Biology

Accredited by Virginia

RICHMOND, Va.—Biology educa-

tion graduates from Liberty Baptist

College in Lynchburg, Va., will be

allowed to teach in Virginia's public

schools, following a state board of

education decision here.

The board voted 6-2 to end a 30-

month controversy by giving the ap-

proval. The college had applied for ac-

creditation for the program in 1981,

but ran into opposition when Rev.

Jerry Falwell, the college's founder,

said Liberty Baptist graduates would
teach that evolution is foolish and the

Bible's account of special creation is

correct.

The board granted temporary ap-

proval in late 1982. But confusion has

continued over what the college is ac-

tually teaching.

Liberty Baptist president Pierre

Guillermin said he was sorry the

board's decision took so long. He said

the college had been willing to drop a

stress on creationism in its biology

department, while putting an emphasis
on it in college Bible courses. The col-

No Place for Games
BRAVE NEW PEOPLE, by D. Gareth Jones. InterVarsity Press, Downers Grove, III.

Paper, 221 pp. $6.95. Reviewed by Marvin Padgett, Nashville, Tenn.

At a recent meeting of our elders, one of the men picked up a copy of this

book to make the point that many people have only recently begun to read

"good books like this on abortion." Sadly, I had to interrupt and point

out that this was not a good book on abortion.

The elder explained that it must be a good book, because InterVarsity

Press had published it. Tragically, such assumptions are not always safe.

Brave New People is not, strictly speaking, a book about abortion. Its

subtitle is "Ethical Issues at the Commencement of Life." Dr. Jones surveys

the current state of biomedicine, particularly as it touches "tampering" with

the beginnings of life. If he had left this book as a survey of those issues,

it could have been at least helpful.

His hand is tipped as early as page ten where he uses the term "therapeutic

abortion" with neither qualification nor disavowal. But what is therapeutic

about abortion? "Therapeutic" is defined as "to take care of, treat medi-

cally, ... of or pertaining to the healing art; concerned with remedies for

diseases; curative." Have words lost meaning? Who finds abortion

therapeutic?

In his discussion of the procedure of amniocentesis (pp. 65-66), Jones

reports no regret nor reluctance despite risks both for the fetus ("baby"
is a word generally avoided by Jones) and to the mother, except that cau-

tion should be used. He is silent on the fact that this procedure is most
often a "search and destroy" mission, seeking possible birth defects which
then are used to justify abortion.

Jones examines in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer (pp. 88-95), and
makes much of the progress and success rates in such procedures. But the

ethical problems relating to the disposal of "spare embryos" he simply notes

as "controversial." He never discusses the controversy. This is not simply

a technical work on the subject; claiming to be a book on "ethical issues,"

this failure looms large.

On the subject of the ethics of "therapeutic abortion," Jones says:

".
. .if abortion is contemplated, a responsible decision will take into ac-

count the fetus, and also the parents and siblings" (p. 157); "any decision

to deprive a fetus of its potential [sic] for life is . . . weighty" (p. 157);

"In this instance it has to be decided whether abortion will benefit the fetus

. .
."

(p. 158); "No biblical passage speaks of humans possessing personhood

before birth" (p. 169); "I am prepared to admit there may be circumstances

where, very regretfully, even Christians may have to contemplate an abor-

tion" (p. 173); "unfortunately, some families cannot cope with such a

challenge, and a compromise must be reluctantly adopted, namely, termina-

tion of the pregnancy" (p. 179). Unbelievably, he continues: "God's love

for the weak . . . requires comparable concern for the abnormal and for

those likely to be rejected by society." Some love; some concern.

Jones saves his final blow for the last (p. 204). Having claimed that no
Biblical passage ascribes personhood to the fetus, he quotes Psalm 139. One
wonders if the book were written instead by Franz Kafka!
Where has InterVarsity Press come? Why this book? Every secular

publisher in the country has stuff like this. Abortion is no place for games.
We are dealing with life itself. Death is an enemy—an enemy Christ has

come, among other things, to put an end to. Abortion is a critical—the

most critical—social issue for Christians. If we cannot stand here against

the final enemy, with its 4000 daily abortions—where will we stand?

Just as "you can't tell a book by its cover," neither can you necessarily

tell a book by its usually reliable publisher. [S
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Seminarians Learn on Police Beat

lege wanted to insure that its students

could continue to teach in public

schools, he said.

"We have not in any way compro-
mised our religious convictions,"

Guillermin stressed.

Earlier reports had indicated that the

college's only concession was to prove

to the state that it was adequately por-

traying the theory of evolution—as a

theory—to its biology education stu-

dents so that they in turn could ac-

curately "present the theory to

students in a balanced and objective

way" as they took up positions as

teachers in public schools.

Meanwhile, the American Civil Lib-

erties Union (ACLU), which has op-

posed the college's application from
the beginning, said it may appeal the

new approval. "History tells us that

Liberty Baptist will come up with some
other problem," said ACLU aide Judy
Goldberg. 33

U.S. Christians' Wealth
Seen As Poverty Answer

NEW YORK (RNS)— If American
Christians took a hard look at their

personal resources and redefined their

priorities, they could wipe out world

poverty, say John and Sylvia Rons-

valle, an Illinois evangelical Christian

research team.

Taking inflation and taxes into ac-

count, Americans are 65 percent richer

today than they were 20 years ago. But

church giving during that time rose on-

ly 13 percent, the couple says in a new
book, The Hidden Billions: The
Potential of the Church in the U.S.A.

Studying per capita income statistics

compiled by the U.S. Department of

Commerce Bureau of Economic Anal-

ysis, the Ronsvalles estimate that an
additional $100-$300 billion would be

available each year for missions and
outreach activities if Christians obeyed

the Biblical command to tithe.

By the Ronsvalles' figuring, Amer-
ican Christians today are actually giv-

ing only about 1.6 percent of their

income—or $21.5 billion—to their

churches. Of that amount, 80 percent

goes for congregational expenses, leav-

ing only 20 percent for other giving.

As giving approaches 10 percent,

however, the Ronsvalles argue, less is

needed for local expenses, and more is

available for outreach giving. 33
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PRESBYTERIANS

HATFIELD, Pa.—When the squad

cars of the Philadelphia city police

pulled out for an evening patrol one

night recently, several carried some
unusual passengers. On board were

students for the ministry from Biblical

Theological Seminary herein Hatfield.

Some of them uncomfortable in bul-

letproof vests, the students were learn-

ing what a routine patrol in a high-

crime area could be like. It was part

of an intensive course in a new field of

ministry: police chaplaincy.

Available in a seminary setting for

the first time in any theological school

on the East Coast, the January course

at Biblical was taught by Rev. John
Philip Clark Jr., police chaplain for

the Navajo tribe in Window Rock,

Ariz.

Clark is responsible to the Tribal

Council of the Navajos, which he also

serves as general director of Western

Indian Ministries and as field repre-

sentative for the American Red Cross.

Here in the Philadelphia area, the

night patrol is intended to give students

a feel for the community and sensitiv-

ity to the problems and situations

regularly encountered by police.

"We ran into nothing sensational,"

reported Russell Bacon, a middler

from Jobstown, N.J. "But there were

some exciting moments."
"Not long after we left the station,

we saw a man running from a purse-

Clark

snatching. The police drove the car

right up on the sidewalk and jumped
out to give chase.

"They didn't catch him," Bacon
added, "but we got our first impres-

sion of being in on the action."

There were other chases and search-

es. "That night the police were look-

ing for two suspects in a murder,"
Bacon said. "Several times the police

in our car got out to stop someone on
the sidewalk, or go into a bar to check

out someone who seemed to match the

description of the people they were
looking for."

But the night wasn't all "cops and
robbers." "We got a chance to talk

about basic things," Bacon reported.

"And I got a new insight into human
nature as it is without a vital faith. It

was easy to see how a cold 'us against

them' attitude can develop when even

cops can see no real human difference

between themselves and the people on
the street."

Back at the seminary, students

learned how they could minister to

men and women in one of the most
stressful professions in modern society.

The need for such a ministry, Clark

pointed out, is reflected in statistics

showing high rates of suicide and fam-

ily problems in police ranks.

Clark, himself a graduate of Biblical

Seminary and an ordained minister of

the Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA), was on leave from his post to

teach the special course. Grandson of

a family which served the Navajos as

missionaries, he comes by his interest

in the Indians naturally. His father,

Rev. J. Philip Clark, is coordinator for

the PCA's Mission to North America.

"I got into police chaplaincy by an

unusual providence," Clark says. "I

was serving as principal of the Hilltop

Christian School in Arizona when one

of the Navajo chiefs asked me to coun-

sel the tribe's head of security, who at

that time was thinking of resigning his

post."

That experience resulted in further

invitations to counsel police officers



with various problems and an oppor-

tunity to teach a course as a chaplain

at the Navajo Police Academy.
Then Clark was asked to become a

full-time member of the Navajo police

department, and now he teaches five

courses while continuing his other

ministries. Riding regularly with the

police, Clark has come to know the of-

ficers in an intimate way, but he does

not intrude into their personal lives

unless invited.

"I am not there to push religion

down their throats," he says.

The position of police chaplain is a

full-time paid position in some larger

cities such as Philadelphia and Detroit,

but it also occurs in some smaller com-
munities where local ministers serve as

police chaplains on an on-call basis.

National standards for police chap-

lains are set by the International Con-
ference of Police Chaplains, of which

Clark is the Arizona state represen-

tative. "Those standards require the

police chaplain to hold a divinity de-

gree and to be endorsed by a recog-

nized church," Clark said.

Having ridden with over two dozen

police departments around the coun-

try, Clark says he has found that police

officers often become cynical or mech-

anical in their work as they see human-
ity at its worst. Police officers who are

allowed to use force in their work in

the field often take out their frustra-

tions by being abusive to the general

public or even to their own families,

he said.

"Being a police chaplain sometimes

is like being in a war zone," Clark

said. But he quickly added: "Just hav-

ing a chaplain present in certain cir-

cumstances can cool down the situa-

tion, especially in domestic arguments

where family members are less likely

to be abusive, use foul language, or

become violent if a minister of the

gospel is present."

Clark has been involved in at least

one threatened suicide. Typically, after

the police officer involved convinces

the potential victim that no one will

harm him, he asks if he would be will-

ing to talk with a police chaplain. In

a surprising number of cases, the

answer is yes.

"The chaplain comes in with a bit

of fear and trembling," Clark says.

"But you remember the power of the

grace of God and you pray that you
can convey some impression of that

power to this distraught person. After

On the beat with a Navajo patrolman

a while you convince this lonely lad to

phone his parents on the West Coast."

Clark has never had his own
separate parish, but considers the en-

tire Navajo tribe his ministry. When he

attended seminary, he says, no one was
talking about police chaplain minis-

tries. Only in recent years has such a

ministry been accepted by the police

and considered by seminaries.

"There are Biblical references nam-
ing police officers as ministers of

God," Clark says. "Soon I envision all

the major denominations supporting

this type of work.— WILL LIEGEL. DB

Kirk Heads Cincinnati

Pornography Consultation

CINCINNATI, Ohio— Billed as the

largest meeting ever to have been held

on the subject, the National Consulta-

tion on Pornography, Obscenity, and
Indecency is set to gather here

September 6 and 7.

Evidence that concern for the issues

involved has reached beyond the usual

groups is the fact that chairman for the

gathering is Rev. Jerry Kirk, pastor of

College Hill Presbyterian Church
here—a conservative congregation of
the Presbyterian Church USA.
On the committee issuing invitations

to attend are people from 18 other de-

nominations and groups, including the

National Association of Evangelicals,

the Church of God, the Church of the

Nazarene, the Associate Reformed

Presbyterian Church, the Free Metho-

dist Church, the Reformed Presby-

terian Church of North America, the

Assemblies of God, the Greek Ortho-

dox Church, and the Christian and

Missionary Alliance.

Kirk says the consultation's goals

are three-fold: To unite the Christian

community in studying the destructive

influences and serious consequences of

pornography in North America; to ex-

amine federal, state, and local laws on

the subject; and to begin laying stra-

tegies in each denomination and group

to combat the problems.

Four national "pro-decency"
groups are also part of the consulation:

the National Federation for Decency,

Morality in Media, Citizens for Decen-

cy Through Law, and the National

Christian Association. CD

Also In the News . . .

The Presbyterian Church in

America (PCA) has adopted a target

of $101.97 per member for benevolent

giving for the current year—up from

$91.91 last year. Nearly two-thirds of

the total ($64.97) is designated for

foreign missions. Next highest segment

($11.29) is targeted for the PCA's
church-planting effort, Mission to

North America. Mission of Christian

Education is to get $6.60, Covenant

Seminary $5.87, and Covenant College

$8.08. The PCA's Committee on Ad-
ministration is budgeted for $5.46.21
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Being on the Brink of Death:

An Interview

MICHAEL G. SMITH

During the summer of 1983, the mem-
bers of New Life Orthodox Presbyte-

rian Church in Jenkintown, Pennsyl-

vania were in prayer for three of her

members, each having been on the

brink of death. On June 12 Joan John-

son, a high-school English teacher,

went to the hospital to give birth to her

first child. The labor was long and
hard. On June 14 the baby was finally

born by a Caesarean section. Joan was
very weak and contracted an infection

that attacked her body for the next

three weeks. She had been out of the

hospital for only four days when, on
June 30, she was readmitted and was
not given any assurance that she would
certainly recover. On that same day,

the Rev. Jack Miller, one of the pas-

tors of New Life, suffered a heart at-

tack while he was in Uganda with

members of a mission team from New
Life. He was put into a hospital and
given the best care that could be mus-
tered under the circumstances. But
there was fear that, if he should have
a subsequent attack, he might not sur-

vive.

On Sunday, July 3 New Life suspen-

ded the regular educational program
and spent the entire Sunday-school

hour in prayer for the two suffering,

perhaps dying, members. They did not

die. As the summer progressed, each

followed a slow recovery, by God's
grace, and testified to the power of

prayer. But even as they were on the

road to recovery, another member of

the congregation, Dr. Ray Dillard, an

Old Testament professor at Westmin-
ster Seminary, suffered a heart attack

while bike-riding with his oldest son

along the Schuylkill River in Philadel-

phia. He received good medical care

and, again, was upheld by the faithful

Michael Smith, contributing editor

for the Journal during the past year,

is now editor, Ministry Resources
Library, for Zondervan Publishing
House in Grand Rapids, Mich.

prayers of many in his church and
many far beyond.

Approximately one year later these

three people sat down together to re-

flect on their experiences and share

with others what they have learned

from being on the brink of death.

Does the experience of having been
close to death separate you from other

people?

Jack: In some ways it does just the

opposite. It makes it easier for you to

identify with them. It really takes

JACK MILLER

down barriers that might have been in

your mind subconsciously. So I found

it gave me greater identification with

people. It's true, having been close to

death, you've gone through an expe-

rience that most people haven't gone

through. I draw a distinction between

what I call a "close call" and being on
the brink of death. The brink of death

experience seems to be to be one where

you have a long enough time to sit on
it so you know you're there and that

you are in it pretty much alone. A close

call can be you and 300 other people in

an airplane or you and your family in

a car. But I'm talking about the private

experience of being on the brink of

death in which it's just you, alone, suf-

fering. In that case, it certainly does

separate you from other people. One
way it separates you is in a strong

awareness of the fact that life is pretty

short—very short. The sense of the

stewardship of time and of gifts be-

comes much stronger.

Joan: I found that even while I was

sick and I knew that things were get-

ting worse and I really didn't think I

was going to leave the hospital, I was

trying to explain my feelings to [my

husband] Paul. I was scared—I wasn't

afraid of God but I was afraid of the

unknown. I had just had my baby and

I wanted to live so I could raise him.

Even trying to explain this to my hus-

band, the person who is closest to

me—he didn't see it. I decided that it

wasn't really important that anybody

else understood. What's funny is that

when I came back among the members

of the church, so many people looked

on me as some kind of a hero. I'm not.

I just had to go through something.

Jack: I believe there are many worse

forms of suffering than being close to

death. I think loneliness is a much
more serious problem.

Ray: It's hard for me to think about

the events that happened to me as suf-

fering. Now I look at that time as one
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of the best things that has ever hap-

pened to me. I take the experience [of

my heart attack] not as something that

has separated me from other people,

but as an enhanced understanding,

and, using Jack's term, an identifica-

tion. I found one of the salutary bene-

fits of the experience was to be able to

help someone else who was going

through a similar experience.

How were you helped by other people
as you were In the middle of your suf-

fering, with all your fears and the loom-

ing spectre of death?

Ray: Prayer. The thing that turned

out to be such a blessing was the reali-

ty of the prayers of the people of God

RAY DILLARD

for me. I heard from former students

from around the globe and many oth-

ers in the weeks that followed. It was

just remarkable. I wish there were

some way that everyone could experi-

ence that without having to go through

all the pain. And during the first few

hours it was the steadiness and faith-

fulness of my wife.

Jack, you were thousands of miles

away from most of your family, friends,

and close acquaintances. Was your ex-

perience different?

Jack: During the first hours I was
relatively alone. But I made a decision

during the first hours that was very cri-

tical. I had to decide whether from
now on I will live for myself or for

Christ. Before, living for Christ was
kind of an abstraction. Now I had to

make it real. So even during these

weakest moments I tried, by the grace

of God and prayer, to live for the doc-

tors and nurses who attended me—to

be a good patient and not complain

and also tell them about Jesus and
what he could do for them. I saw my-

self as performing a service. I was lib-

erated. It was the best time of my life.

Joan, would you put it that way?

Joan: No, not at all. I probably have

a thick head. I don't listen so well un-

less God takes a sledgehammer and

knocks me on the head with it and gets

my attention. To be honest, a whole

lot of things, like how I viewed my life

and how I viewed life with a capital L,

have been totally changed. My month
in the hospital was hard. I was play-

ing a waiting game and getting weaker

and weaker. I enjoyed being alone be-

cause I didn't have to be cheerful. I

could just be sick. The one thing that

just made me cry with happiness was

when I would read the Bible. I know
that it is because God was answering

prayers that I'm here today. But my
own prayers bounced back on me.

Paul's prayers— I didn't hear them.

But when he would read the Psalms or

any Scripture that told about who God
is—that's how I found out who I am.
When I was in the hospital and at my
worst physically, that's when I was at

my best spiritually. I was impotent and
I knew it. As I started to improve, then

my self-sufficiency came back.

Jack: I think Joan was really much
more of a heroine than Ray and I were

heroes. Hers was much more drawn
out. Ray and I went through a crisis

in which it was clear after a few days

whether we were going to live or die,

but Joan had a long period of sus-

pense.

Ray: What Joan endured was much
more than what we endured. There
was no getting gradually sicker with a

heart attack. There was only one way
to go after that, either you died or you
began to recover. So we started recov-

ering. There was not a long period . . .

Jack: ... of wearing down.

4s you are stretched out on a bed
day in and day out, where are your
thoughts going?

Ray: In the hours that followed the

heart attack, I struggled an awful lot

with the question "Is this death? Is this

what death is going to be like?" and
I felt an overwhelming sadness that the

Lord in his wisdom—maybe for the

sake of my family and his church

—

was going to remove me from the

scene. I don't think I had any sense of

the fear of dying so much as concern

mainly for my wife and children.

"Have I planned well enough for

them? Are they going to survive?"

Jack: When I realized I was having

a heart attack, it tended to blow every

thought out of my mind. What Joan

said about prayer not meaning much
applies. At the beginning, prayer

didn't mean anything. I tried to pray

but I really didn't have anything to

pray about. I tried to recall Scripture

verses—I've got a lot memorized—but

I couldn't recall any. My head just

went empty. The condition of my body
just controlled everything. I was a lit-

tle bit irritated because people kept tell-

ing me how well I looked as the pain

was getting worse. That wasn't doing

much for me. But after a time I began
getting a deeper view of what prayer

is. Sometimes prayer is communicating
to God your attitudes as much as it is

your words. Finally I got a hold on one
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Scripture verse and used that for

prayer. It was Hebrews 4:16, "Let us

draw near with confidence to the

throne of grace so that we may find

grace and mercy in a time of need."

I got hold of that verse and that was
it. I was able to change my attitude.

Rather, my attitude changed. That was
the first breakthrough for me. I was in

a lot of pain and I hadn't had any
painkiller. In all of this I was aware
that God was speaking to me. But it

was highly unconventional.

Joan: Let me go back to a question

you asked earlier. You asked how peo-

ple could help those who are suffering.

I learned some things through know-
ing Terry Eves [a former member of

New Life Church and now a Bible pro-

fessor at Westmont College] who has

a terrible disease that causes a lot of

suffering. He said that the way we
helped him was by coming to visit and
playing Parcheesi with him and
laughing and leaving it open for him
to talk about whatever he wanted. My
friends who really knew me, when they

came to visit me, would just sit. They
wouldn't expect me to be happy or

anything; I could just be who I was.

I was just there.

When people want to comfort some-
one who is suffering as you were,

should they refrain from spouting off

wishful, hopeful, comforting words?

Ray: My experience was a little dif-

ferent. I benefited from the visiting.

The nurses were amazed by all the

preachers and pastors who were in and
out of my room. They couldn't figure

it out. "How many churches do you
go to?" I appreciated their calls. It

meant a lot to me.
Jack: The concern of my friends in

Uganda was prompted by the fact that

they knew this was no place to have a

heart attack, and they did not want to

face up to the fact that I was having

one. Even I was a little reluctant to

face up to that fact. There was a cer-

tain amount of wishful thinking resid-

ual in my own mind. I'm going to be

more careful when I talk to someone
who is in that state not to assure them
that they "look fine."

People who are undergoing this in-

tense kind of suffering understand that

they are meeting God in a much more
direct way than they do in the routine

of life. When this affliction comes,
they want God to give an account of

himself: "Why are you doing this to

me?" Did you do that?

Ray: People often think of going

through something like this as retribu-

tion or chastisement for something in

particular. For me, it's not "Why,
God?" when I'm innocent, but it's

"For which of the many possible

reasons?" For me it was long overdue

and much needed. I really needed to

be redirected and I really got redirec-

ted. Right now my prayer is that I

would not forget the things that I've

learned.

Jack: One thing that Ray has em-
phasized to me is that your whole sense

of values is altered. Before, almost

anything can be important to you. But
after you go through something like

this, suddenly they look very unimpor-
tant. I think that's liberating. If we are

to share something with someone who
has not gone through it, that insight is

crucial. Some things that you think are

important really don't matter at all.

The sifting out of your values is a tre-

mendous advantage of a confrontation

with death.

How, then have your values and prior-

ities changed?

Ray: To answer that question is dif-

ficult because you don't want to give

the false impression that you've at-

tained what you think is important.

That's not the case for myself. Now I

know that my family is far more im-

portant to me—we all like to think that

our families are important—but I can

see in my life that my involvement in

my church, the seminary, my career

contributed to the neglect of my fami-

ly. I also see that I neglected to do

things to maintain my own health. To
say the family ought to come first is

no longer a goal to which I pay lip-ser-

vice, it's something I work on.

Jack: The values go deeper into the

heart. It's not only a change of values,

but you have a new realization and

confidence that certain things are true

and you have a desire to struggle in be-

half of certain values. Before, you

drifted along—like life is a stream and

you just float more than you like to

admit—but now you want to direct

things.

Ray: You learn about your own
mortality and you learn that time is

really more precious than you thought.

What you find is that you want to
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spend more time—not in furthering

your career—but in what might be

called "trivial pursuit."

Joan: My experience is different,

probably because I was more imma-
ture before this whole thing happened.

Christopher

I feel like my life has gone through a

180-degree turn. Prior to my illness

and from the time I was thirteen, after

my father died, my idea was things are

all right, it's not so bad, life is OK. I

would maximize all the positive. That

was really deceptive and the reason is

that I was relying on my own strength.

And then here was a new ball game.

It was humiliating; it was ugly; it was
painful. And where does Christ fit in-

to it? That's what I had to understand.

Another thing is a factor here. After

I finally got through the ordeal and got

home with my son, I would read him
a book and he would grin or make
noises and I would just cry. Little

things like that 1 wouldn't take for

granted anymore.

Jack: I think what Joan is saying is

that often we look at life now as some-

thing we are going through to reach

something more important. But this

kind of experience teaches you that

everything you are going through is re-

ally important because it's your now,
it's God's now. H]

SUSAN SIMONEAU

Most people cherish fond memories of

a beautiful time in their lives. Our story

revolves around such a time, yet I hope

few people will experience it as we
have. It is a story of intense love and

joy, yet it involves immense sorrow

and grief. It is the story of our baby
boy's life—and death.

Christopher Welford Simoneau was

welcomed into the world by an elated

father, an exhausted but happy
mother, and a jubilant aunt in the

birthing suite of the Baptist Medical

Center in Jackson, Miss., on March
14, 1978.

All the families were thrilled

—

everyone had hoped for a boy. He was
the first grandchild in my family and
the first grandson in my husband's

family. I didn't sleep for the two days

we were in the hospital— I was too ex-

cited! The experience of bearing our
first child was very special and un-

forgettable, filled with indescribable

emotion and maternal feelings. The
miracle of birth was overwhelming.

At home, we began to get to know
our little son. He was active, even from
the beginning, turning over, grinning,

scooting, playing baby games. Life

soon returned to normal with sleep at

night, cooking, housework. Yet it had
a new dimension, a sharing of hopes

and dreams and laughter with our own
baby boy.

Chris was a precocious little one. He
crawled at 5 Vi months and was walk-

ing at 8!/2 months. He was anxious to

accomplish things—a real go-getter.

"Mama," "dada," and "bye-bye"
soon became favorite words. Chris was

The author lives in Clover, S.C.,

where her husband, Rev. James R.

Simoneau, is pastor of Scherer
Memorial Presbyterian Church
(PCA). The events described
occurred while he was a student at

Reformed Theological Seminary.
The Lord has since then given the

Simoneaus two children, Beverly
Joy and Joel.

a ham, too. All we had to do was pre-

tend we were taking a picture, and he

would light up his winning smile.

The week before we lost Chris, we
had moved into a larger house, having

just been surprised to discover that I

was pregnant again. Chris let me rock

him to sleep that week for every nap
and at bedtime—a treat, since he

usually fought sleep.

That Tuesday my sister called from
the nearby college she attended, ask-

ing us to take her to eat somewhere.

On the spur of the moment, we went,

and had a great time. At the pancake
house, Chris played with the sour

lemon on his tray, bringing it to his

mouth again and again with a puzzled

expression, then bursting into a gleeful

grin. He was a tease, but it was the last

time his aunt would see him.

Already at that point in our lives,

my family had faced some other hard

trials. Since Chris's birth, my grand-

father had died, my sister had discov-

ered she had leukemia, and my mother

had undergone major back surgery.

"They say trouble comes in threes,"

my mother commented that Christ-

mas. "So I guess we've had our quota
for a while."

But then one day in January, just

after he was 10 months old, Chris

woke up at 7 a.m. but refused his

breakfast of eggs and banana. I won-
dered why, since he loved both. But

after an early nap, he woke up happy
and playful, so I didn't worry.

Throughout that day, Chris slept

more than usual, but had no other un-

usual symptoms that I could put my
finger on. When neighbors came by
with their children, Chris romped and
played with them.

In the middle of the afternoon, how-
ever, Chris threw up. I called a doc-

tor, who gave me a prescription for

nausea. I could bring him to the doc-

tor's office the next morning, I was
told, if he got worse.

From that point on, Chris mostly

slept. We quietly rocked him for a cou-

ple of hours. Jimmy, my husband,
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sang lullabies as they rocked.

When Jimmy left at 7 that evening

for a church event, I rocked Chris for

another hour and put him to bed. He
sat up out of his deep sleep and
watched me leave the room, then put

his head down. Naturally, I won't
forget that look as long as I live. It was
the last time he looked at me with

recognition in his eyes. It was his last

good-bye.

We were concerned that Chris was
sick. But because he had had a similar

illness the previous fall, we weren't

he breathing?" he asked. That very

moment, Chris had stopped breathing.

I jumped from the bed in a panic. Jim-
my called, "Chris, Chris, come back
to us!" Jimmy pressed Chris's back
and I heard air escape from his little

mouth. Maybe he's breathing again!

We got the doctor on the phone, and
rushed out the door to meet him at the

emergency room.
My memory of the trip to the hos-

pital is a blur. As we rushed through
red lights, we were grateful it was
Saturday-morning with little traffic on

other's arms, I sobbed: "I think he's

gone." We cried there a moment to-

gether until the nurse showed us to a

room where we could be alone. Pass-

ing through the hall, we glimpsed the

doctor carrying Chris down the hall

with four or five nurses following, all

trying to revive him with emergency
procedures.

Waiting alone, we began to hope
again. Maybe they could do some-
thing. We just couldn't lose our little

boy. That couldn't happen to us. We
prayed, asking our Father in heaven to

prepare us for what might happen.

Twenty minutes seemed like an eter-

nity. Jimmy finally went to the nurses'

station to see what was happening, and
came right back with the doctor on du-

ty that morning. The staff had been
waiting for our own pediatrician to

come and tell us. Chris was dead.

Three weeks later, the autopsy told

us that Chris had suffered from a

"type H" influenza infection which

had quickly overcome his body. Our
doctor couldn't explain why this com-
mon illness had taken him from us, but

reassured us that we couldn't have

done anything different to prevent

what had happened.

Three months later, a final autopsy

report revealed a neuroblastoma on
Chris's adrenal gland—a malignant

growth which probably lowered his im-

munities and made him susceptible to

serious infections. Although neuro-

blastomas as very treatable, we were

thankful Chris had lived a happy and
full life, free from the pain and suffer-

ing he might have had from that prob-

lem.

God taught us many lessons as we
grieved over the loss of our firstborn

son. If someone had told me six

months before that we would have to

give up our little boy, I would have

told them to send me away— I couldn't

cope with a tragedy like that.

But when we knew Chris was gone,

we claimed God's promise of faithful-

ness in prayer, and he immediately

gave us his peace. We felt God's

presence with us keenly in the first few

days. When others were trying to min-

ister to us, we found ourselves com-
forting them with the peace God had

given us. This special experience of the

Lord's grace left us with the assurance

that no matter what tragedy may befall

us in our lives, God will supply the

strength to help us through it.

Many people, after experiencing the

Maybe they could do something. We
just couldn't lose our little boy. That

couldn't happen to us. We prayed,

asking our Father in heaven to prepare

us for what might happen.

really worried. That had been diag-

nosed as a stomach virus, from which
he quickly recovered.

After I checked Chris at 11 p.m.,

telling Jimmy I thought the fever was
gone, we talked and went to sleep.

Chris too slept through the night.

But at 6 a.m., I heard a faint moan-
ing from his room. I started to go back
to sleep, knowing he usually slept

longer and thinking he was going to be

back to normal that morning. But I did

go to his room. As I lifted him from
his bed, he was limp in my arms.

Finally, we realized he was very sick.

The Saturday morning clinic opened at

8:30, and we knew we would have to

take him. For now, I rocked and sang

to him in the living room until he was
quiet and sleepy again.

Having contacted the doctor, and
waiting for his call back, I lay down
on our bed with Chris resting on my
chest. He seemed to be barely breath-

ing. The thought flashed through my
mind: "What if he died?" But I re-

jected the thought; it just couldn't hap-

pen. I held him close and loved him.

Minutes later, Jimmy walked in. "Is

the streets. I held Chris close to me,

face down on my shoulder. I kept

pumping his back, praying that he was
still breathing, that he would be alive

when we got there.

With no parking places near the

emergency room entrance, Jimmy
stopped at the door and told me to go

in with Chris. Panic-stricken, I

screamed: "I can't go in without

you!" I didn't want to face anything

bad alone. But I knew Chris needed

help, so I jumped out of the car and

went in.

"Is your baby sick?" the nurse

asked from her desk. I guess she saw

nothing out of the ordinary as I held

Chris on my shoulder. "I don't think

he's breathing," I cried—and she took

us to an examining room. She reached

for a blood pressure instrument as I

laid Chris on the table—but when she

saw that his lips were blue, she

dropped the instrument immediately

and called for the pediatrician on duty.

My heart leaped to my throat as they

ushered me from the room. I started

weeping. Then I saw Jimmy in the

waiting room. As we fell into each
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Lessons on Suffering Learned
from the Church in China

death of a loved one, go through per-

iods of despair and anger against God.

We were grateful that the Lord gave

us immediate acceptance of his plan

for us concerning Chris's death. But

after a few weeks, the everyday real-

ity of not having Chris began to affect

us. Our grief became acute as we faced

daily reminders of our precious little

one.

The truth that sustained us through

this difficult time was the realization

that as believers in Christ, we are not

without hope. Healing began as we
claimed God's promise that one day

we will all be reunited in heaven, to-

gether forever in Jesus.

My mother, confined to bed just

then with a sprained muscle in her back

following surgery, had a particularly

hard time coping with the death of her

first grandchild. With time on her

hands to do nothing but think, she

found herself despondent and de-

pressed. But God used his Word with

her as well, especially the 23rd Psalm,

to bring comfort and assurance that

Chris was safe in him. Comfort came
especially from repeating simple Scrip-

ture passsages to herself.

Fellow Christians were instrumental

in meeting our material and emotional

needs. Their sharing surrounded us

with love and made us know that we
were not alone in our sorrow. Those
special friends who were willing to

listen—and just be there as we ex-

plored how Chris's death had affected

our faith and life—helped greatly in

our adjustment in those early months.

We view having children in a dif-

ferent light since Chris died. Losing

him made us realize that our children

are ultimately not ours—they belong

to God, who entrusts them to us to

nurture and love. We cherish now,
even more than before, the privilege

and responsibility of raising a child.

It has been over five years now since

Chris left us. I still think about him
almost every day—sometimes with a

smile at a sweet memory, many times

with an ache of longing to have him
once again in our lives. Some of the

hurt of losing Chris has faded, but we
still miss him deeply.

We are grateful for our son's brief

but joyful stay with us. Christopher's

life and death have enriched our lives

with a greater dimension of love and
joy, and his memory will forever be a

reminder of a part of our lives which
was beautiful. [fj

JONATHAN CHAP

It has been almost 35 years since China
fell into the hands of the Communists.

During these years the Christian

church in China has gone through a

prolonged period of suffering and ex-

perienced various forms of persecu-

tion.

19501958

During the first eight years of the

Communist take-over, 1950-1958, the

Protestant church was brought under

the full control of the party through

the Three-Self Patriotic Movement
(TSPM). "Three-Self" stands for self-

support, self-government, and self-

propagation. These are former mis-

sionary and Chinese goals for develop-

ing indigenous Chinese churches. In

1950, however, a liberal Young Men's
Christian Association (YMCA) leader

worked wth Chinese Communist Par-

ty officials to form the TSPM in order

to break the ties between the Chinese

church and the West and to bring the

church under the control of the party.

This was done so that the church

would support the political programs
of the party, which is the meaning of

"patriotic" in Communist China.

By 1952 nearly all of the 6,000

foreign missionaries had left China.

Some left of their own accord, while

others were expelled after a period of

retention. Accusation meetings against

church leaders who worked closely

with missionaries took place from 1951

to 1954. By then all former Christian

schools, colleges, hospitals, and church

offices were taken over by the govern-

ment. All pastors and Christian leaders
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were forced to join the TSPM as a dec-

laration of their support for the new
China. Those who refused to join the

state-backed TSPM organization were

regarded as non-patriotic and labeled

as anti-revolutionaries. Most of these

were arrested in 1955 and again in

1957. Those pastors who refused to

bow to the state were imprisoned for

15 to 23 years and were not released

until 1978-1981.

So by 1958, all Christian activities

were brought under the control of the

party through the TSPM. The 200-plus

churches in Shanghai, for example,

were reduced to eight by 1958. The 66

churches in Peking were reduced to

four. Throughout the country, chur-

ches were closed down in the name of

unification. After their pastors left or

were arrested, the flock was scattered.

In 1958, even those pastors who had
joined the TSPM were removed from
their ministry and sent to factories and
farms for labor reform.

1958-7966

During the years of 1958-1966, only a

few TSPM churches were allowed to

open. Sermons were censored and in-

cluded political propaganda. The peo-

ple, getting nothing from such ser-

mons, began to meet secretly. Those
who were caught suffered interroga-

tion and were frequently imprisoned.

Adults were sent far away to reform

camps; their families were left without

income, and their friends and relatives

would have little to do with such fami-

lies. Only fellow believers stretched out

a helping hand, sharing their meager
resources with them.

1966 1976

When the Cultural Revolution broke

out in 1966, Christians throughout

China suffered unprecedented persecu-

tion. Even officials of the TSPM were
attacked. Red Guards stormed every

believer's home searching for Bibles,

hymnals, and all other types of Chris-

tian literature in order to confiscate or

burn them. In Amoy, the Red Guards
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China

gathered all the Bibles they could find

and piled them in a large heap in the

city public square. They then forced

the Christians to kneel in front of this

mountain of Bibles and they set fire to

it. Red Guards stood behind the Chris-

tians and forced them to stay on their

knees so that, as the flames soared in-

to the sky, the heat severely scorched

the faces and bodies of many of the

kneeling Christians. Some, in despera-

tion, fled to the second floor of near-

by buildings and jumped to their

deaths. Only those whose faith was ex-

ceptionally strong endured this fiery

ordeal.

In other incidents, Christians were

forced to walk the streets in public

"struggle meetings," with their hands

tied behind their backs and carrying

cardboard signs displaying the nature

of their crime such as "walking dogs

of the imperialists." And in Peking, a

Bible woman was beaten to death in

one of the churches.

After the initial repression of the

Cultural Revolution, no open church

activities were allowed. China became
a "religionless society." But now, al-

most 20 years later, we have learned that

Christians did not stop meeting for

worship even at the height of the Cul-

tural Revolution. They conducted their

prayer meetings secretly, in homes.
This state of affairs continued until the

death of Chairman Mao in 1976.

1976-1982

After Mao died, China began to

change politically, but Christian ac-

tivities remained illegal until 1979 when
the former policy of limited toleration

was restored. Churches began to re-

open for public worship in September

1979, and, to date, there are 300 chur-

ches open for worship. The present

policy is a return to what it was dur-

ing 1958-1966; the TSPM has been re-

stored and has become the main agen-

cy for controlling the churches.

With the reorganization and expan-

sion of the TSPM, since 1980, house

church activities have again become
the target of control. Recently a house

church meeting in East China was

stormed and its leaders were beaten

with electrified rods and the Christian

sisters were stripped of their clothing.

In Henan, two old pastors who had

come from Nanking to preach the gos-
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pel were beaten on the spot, arrested,

and taken back to the Nanking Reli-

gious Affairs Bureau. There they had

to write confessions for preaching

without TSPM permission. The con-

flict between the house churches and
the TSPM is taking place right now.

The history of the church in China

raises several questions. Why, then,

did God allow the church in China to

go through such prolonged periods of

suffering? What has God done
through the suffering church? What
can we learn from the sufferings of the

church in China? These are profound

theological questions that all Chris-

tians in the world should reflect upon.

From the viewpoint of an historian

of the church in China, I have discov-

ered, after four years of research, that

the Protestant church in China has in-

creased by nearly 500 percent or 50

times over. In 1950 there were fewer

than a million Protestant communi-
cant members, 840,000 to be exact.

Today, the Chinese Church Research

Center estimates that there are about

50 million believers. The suffering

church, tested by many trials, has been

purged of its impurities and weak-
nesses and has become a missionary

church that is trying very hard to reach

the 950 million nonbelievers in China.

In my opinion, the church in China
is growing by leaps and bounds
because it has suffered for Christ's

sake and has learned that suffering is

central to Christian maturity and to

church growth. This is one of the im-

portant lessons that can be learned

from the church in China.

Learning Obedience Through Suffering

(Hebrews 5:8-9)

There was a young preacher in

Shanghai who was greatly used of God
in the 1950's. Through one week's

evangelistic meetings, 500 came to

know the Lord. In 1960 he was ar-

rested and imprisoned for preaching

the gospel. He served for ten years in

a hard labor camp. In 1970 he was re-

leased. He began to preach the gospel

again, this time in Henan, his home
province. After four years of secret

itinerant preaching, in 1974, he was ar-

rested and imprisoned again and was
not released until late in 1979.

Five months after his release my
wife interviewed him. In the course of

the conversation he reflected upon the

meaning of his suffering. He said that

the 16 years of imprisonment taught

him two lessons: (1) suffering enabled
him to know God more profoundly
and (2) suffering helped him to learn

obedience to God's will. This is the ex-

perience of our Savior. God also in-

tends for us to experience suffering

that we may learn obedience and hence
be perfected in our obedience.

Sharing in Christ's Suffering

(Philippians 1:29)

Recently 14 young preachers were ar-

rested in central Henan for preaching

the Gospel without permission. They
preached in a town where 5,000 came
to hear them. The police forced them
to stay in a kneeling position with their

hands tied to the back of their necks

and feet for three days and three

nights. One of them, a girl, fainted and
was released earlier, but the rest suf-

fered nine days of imprisonment. After

their release, the girl who was released

earlier wept, feeling ashamed because

she suffered for only three days. She

felt that she was underprivileged!

During the Cultural Revolution a

Christian high-school teacher in

Swatow, South China, the most edu-

cated man in his village, was publicly

humiliated and abused simply because

he was a Christian. After being "strug-

gled" against in public meetings, he

was tied to a telephone pole for several

weeks, exposed to the sun and the rain.

Even children could spit on his face.

At night his ten-year-old son would
bring food to him. Afterwards he felt

so ashamed and depresssed that he

contemplated committing suicide. As
he stood on a bridge overlooking the

water, his eight-year-old daughter ran

after him. Coming close to him, she

said, "Dad, I know that you are dis-

graced because of Jesus." He burst in-

to tears. Holding her in his arms, he

confessed his weakness before the

Lord.

Knowing the Lord Through Suffering

(Philippians 3:8-10)

The Chinese preacher who suffered

imprisonment for 16 years says that he

did not really know Christ as fully as

God intended until his second impri-

sonment. He told us that his knowl-

edge of God and of Christ and his style

of ministry were all limited by tradi-

tion. Through suffering, he said, "My
religious traditions, like a jade jar,

were broken and the ointment of

Christ came out. Now I have come to

know the depth of the love of God, the



mercies of God, and the faithfulness

of God through suffering. I came to

know what it means to be identified

with the death of Christ and to enjoy

the power of his resurrection." Suffer-

ing, for Christians in China, has be-

come an avenue for knowing God.
"You don't know the holiness of

God," they say, "until you have

suffered."

Suffering Liberates from Sin

(I Peter 4:1-2)

One house church leader in central

China used to be bound by the sins of

adultery and stealing. One day he was
caught stealing a fellow farmer's sav-

ings and was imprisoned. This impri-

sonment led him to have a conviction

of sin. After he became a Christian, he

was still bothered by these two sins un-

til he was imprisoned again for the

gospel's sake. Now he testifies that the

second suffering released him from the

lust for women and the desire for

money. He is now pastoring a house

church that is more than 400 strong in

his village. He is completely preoc-

cupied with preaching the gospel. Re-
cently he was the team leader on a mis-

sion trip to a nearby province.

Suffering Tests and Refines Faith

(I Peter 1:6 7)

Before the Communist takeover there

were many "rice Christians" in China
who joined the church for material

benefit: like free education, free

medicine, and possibly church employ-

ment. Persecution separated the genu-

ine believers from the false believers,

who quickly denied that they were

Christians. Persistent persecution has

preserved the purity of the church in

China because it has made it costly to

confess Christ in a socialistic country.

A young high-school boy was recently

severely beaten by his party-member
father for accepting Christ. The fa-

ther's beating was done in love because

by becoming a Christian his son had
virtually forfeited his future prospects.

So the suffering comes even from a

believer's loved ones.

A believer in Peking was arrested in

the early 1950's because a fellow Chris-

tian betrayed him to the government.
After 20 years of imprisonment he was
released and came to Hong Kong. I

asked him, "How do you now feel

about the man who betrayed you?" He
replied, "I have learned to forgive him
after hating him for the first ten

years." Such is the kind of re-

fined faith: one which forgives

and is displayed in a gentle

spirit.

Suffering Leads to Maturity

(James 1:2-3, Romans 5:3)

Wang Ming-Dao was the best known
evangelical Chinese pastor before the

"Liberation." He was arrested twice,

once in 1955 and then again in 1957,

for not supporting the TSPM. Alto-

gether he served 23 years in prison. He
testifies to visitors that there was a time

when he, too, was weak and even

"denied" Christ. But he took courage

from Peter's failure and is repentant

now. After prolonged suffering, he

tells his fellow believers that there is

nothing in the whole world that would
ever shake his faith or destroy his

loyalty to Christ. Suffering has made
him more steadfast in the Lord than

ever before.

In China, many of the faithful pastors

and Christian leaders were imprisoned

for 15 to 23 years. Many promising

youths spent their most creative adult

years in prison doing hard labor. Dur-

ing these years they were subjected to

long hours of Marxist and Maoist po-

litical study and pressured to abandon
their "idealistic world view" and "su-

perstitions." They were promised early

release or better treatment, such as

having enough to eat, if they re-

nounced their faith. Many opted for a

shorter term by compromising. The
test was one of endurance under pres-

sure. Often Christians did not even

have access to other believers for

mutual encouragement. The challenge

was to hold on to the end. The faith

of these who perserved was literally

stretched. But in the process of such

prolonged deprivation, they have

learned to endure suffering and to per-

servere in Christ.

Strong Christians characters have

emerged out of these trials of endur-

ance. One man was exiled td northern

Manchuria in 1958. At that time his

son was only six years old. In 1978 his

grown-up son went to visit him. "It is

not really that necessary that you
spend all that money to come so far to

see me. The important thing is that I

see you there, before the Lord, in that

day," he said to his son. This man's
strength of spiritual character was sus-

tained by his hope of the appearance

of Jesus Christ.

If you had fellowship with house

church leaders in China, you would be

impressed by their strength of charac-

ter. Their characters are marked by
strong faith, boldness in preaching the

gospel, breadth of love for fellow co-

workers, and a self-sacrificing attitude.

One of the itinerant preachers told me
that he is a target for arrest by the

Public Security Bureau (the police) in

the district where he ministers. He
preaches every day in different villages.

As soon as the local police learn of his

arrival, they attempt to arrest him.

One day as he was preaching in the

courtyard at a house church meeting,

a police chief arrived suddenly. The
believers immediately encircled the

police chief and meanwhile led the

preacher away to a hiding place. Local

believers, at first, didn't know where

to take him for safety. But suddenly

they got the idea of taking him to the

home of the police chief, because the

policeman's mother, wife, and chil-
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dren were all believers. There he stayed

with the policeman's son until he was

escorted away at midnight to another

village. "Repeated deliverances like

this incident," he said, "have made me
bold in the Lord because I believe that

the Lord will protect me." Christian

character is built in the heat of trials

where we experience the power of

God.

Conclusion

Are you suffering in some way? Are

you suffering because you are follow-

ing Christ as a faithful disciple? Re-

joice and be glad in it because God is

being gracious to you, giving you su-

pervised training for greater Christian

maturity and preparing you for glory

(James 1:2; I Peter 4:13).

An American youth came to our

Research Center for a month's intern-

ship in the summer. Before he left

America, a Christian friend asked him:

"If God loves the Chinese church so

much, why did he allow so much suf-

fering to come upon it?" The youth

had no answers to this question. Then
he travelled to China and had personal

fellowship with those believers who
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had gone through much suffering and
were zealously doing the work of

evangelism. This experience completely

changed his life. "I now have the

answer to my friend's question," he

said to me. "I am going back to

America and ask him this question: 'If

God loves the American churches so

much, why hasn't he allowed us to suf-

fer as he did the church in China so

that our faith might be strengthened,

our lives purged, and our relationship

with Christ deepened to serve him
wholeheartedly?'

"

The church in China is being

prepared for a great harvest to come.
When China opens her door more
widely in the next two decades, per-

haps we will see the greatest harvest of

souls in the history of world missions.

As a student of modern Chinese

history, I see that the Chinese people,

particularly the young, are ready for

ideological and institutional change. In

fact, they desire greater toleration for

the co-existence of a number of ideo-

logical views and for the quick estab-

lishment of an objective, and of even

an independent, legal system. The
Chinese people also want political

machinery that will solve the problem
of poverty, stagnation, and feudalistic

traditions in their society. The 40,000

students who study abroad will become
significant agents of ideological and
social innovations in the next two
decades. But most importantly, the

Christian church, especially the house

church movement, has become the

most vital spiritual and ideological

force in China among the young.

When these above factors are viewed

through the eyes of faith, they enable

me to look forward to a great harvest

in China by the end of this century. It

is my prayer that the Christian chur-

ches worldwide will be prepared for

that day. To get prepared, we need to

start praying for China and studying

China and the impact of the gospel in

China, both in the past and in the pre-

sent. We also need to begin to train a

new generation of Christian China-

scholars and evangelists.

Has God blessed greatly the church

in your country? If so, why? I believe

that he has blessed you in order that

you might become a blessing to the na-

tions. China contains one-third of the

world's unreached people. Would you

pray that you may become an agent of

God's blessing to the one billion peo-

ple in China? 31
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Who Knows More about Trouble

Than You Do?

P. CLAIR DAVIS

What do Presbyterians believe? Does
that question make you nervous? It

ought to! When someone asks that,

usually what he's getting at is that he

thinks that thousands of life-long Pres-

byterians don't know what they be-

lieve, and he's about to set them
straight. Anyway, the answer is

easy—Presbyterians believe what the

Bible teaches.

Not everybody finds the same things

in the Bible though, and that causes

problems. Then Presbyterians try to

make what they've been saying clearer,

and they start talking about distinc-

tives—not the whole package of what
the Bible has to say, but just the things

that folks don't appreciate.

That can't be the way to go. Try
thinking of Presbyterianism not in

terms of what it's against, but how it

can help you fine-tune the way you
think and live as a believer in Jesus

Christ. It's a place to start as you work
on growing up into Christ.

Begin by thinking about what Jesus

means in your life right now, not just

what he did for you two thousand
years ago. When Martin Luther drew
that line across the table and said to

our fathers, "You have another
spirit," that's what he was talking

about. Behind all the fuss about how
Jesus is here in the Lord's Supper and
how he is there in heaven are tre-

mendously practical concerns. What
does it mean that Jesus is a man? Does
he really know what it's like to live in

your world of temptation and trouble?

Why did Jesus ask the woman at the

well for a drink? Our answer is, be-
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cause he was thirsty! Why did Jesus

pray? Because he needed his Father's

help. Why did he ask three times that

his cup of suffering and death be taken

away? Because it was terribly hard for

him to face his Father's anger and
judgment.

That's what the Bible says, and
that's why we say it. It's also true that

what the Lord tells us about Jesus has

a lot to do with what he says to us.

Such as, when the Lord tells us to take

up our crosses daily! He wants us to

do his will when we don't feel like it,

to be servants when no one is serving

us. Even to begin to do that, we have

to understand about Jesus.

You see, the Bible tells us that two
stupendous things are true. First, Jesus

Christ has come and changed us and
the world; he has been raised from the

. . . he's been there

himself.

dead, has defeated Satan and has sent

his Spirit—for us! Second, the Lord is

incredibly patient and merciful, and

isn't going to send his Son to judge the

world until all his people have been

brought into the family. The longer he

waits, the longer things are this way for

you. There you are, right in the mid-

dle of God's plan; you've been

changed and given the wisdom and

power that Jesus has bought for you
on the cross—but your life is hard.

So until Jesus comes back your job

is to obey the Lord patiently. You have

been given all that you need—for a

long painful struggle. How can you do
that? How can you keep from quitting,

from getting lazy, from feeling sorry

for yourself? How can you keep on do-

ing what's hard? You know it's not be-

cause you have amazing character and

staying power.

It's because Jesus Christ keeps on
being your faithful Savior that you
keep on going. That's true in a lot of

ways, but especially in his ministry of

prayer for you. Jesus taught that you
should pray, and not faint. Those are

the only realistic alternatives for

you—becoming weary in well-doing,

or praying. Remember Gethsemane,

when Jesus asked his disciples to stay

awake and pray with him? That shows
that prayer is hard; if Jesus needed

help, you certainly do. You need his

help. To pray, your self-will has to go.

You have to ask and to want that you
will do what the Lord has taught you
in his Word to do, even though you
don't want to now. Jesus learned that

himself, so he knows how to pray for

you.

Look at Hebrews again. See what it

says about your life, that it's like

Israel's in the desert, at the brink of

unfaithfulness. See what it says about

Jesus, that he is greater than any who
came before him. Focus then on learn-

ing about his greater work of prayer,

at the end of chapter four and into

chapter five. Against the dark back-

ground of your ungrateful, treasonable

nature there shines the bright sun of

Jesus. He knows how to pray for you
because of what he has suffered.

That's why it's important that you
know that Jesus Christ is a real man.
If you're looking for an excuse, say-

ing that the Lord couldn't possibly

know what you're going through or he

wouldn't ask you to do what his Word
seems to say—then the Lord is calling

you to believe that Jesus does know.
If you're bone-weary of it all, then he's

encouraging you by showing you that

Jesus knows how to care for you be-

cause he's been there himself. If elders

and friends have helped you, remem-
ber to say thank you to Jesus, too.

Underneath it all were his prayers.

Isn't it a blessing to have this

teaching of God's Word clear in your
heart? What a powerful and sympa-
thetic Savior he has given you! 51
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citizens through this network than

through the church or any other

means. I have found Pat Robertson to

be very fair in presenting other opin-

ions. Of course the news they dig out

is presented from a Christian perspec-

tive! You're saying the major network

news isn't slanted in the other direc-

tion?

Even the soap opera (and millions of

people watch soap operas) makes a real

statement of witness as its Christian

characters really live their faith. We
need to reach people where they are

—

not where we think they ought to be.

Give CBN a chance—they're grow-

ing!

—Joy Montgomery
Memphis, Tenn.

FELLOWSHIP WITH ELECTRONIC BOX

Reading the article on Christian televi-

sion (May 9, 1984) and the letters gen-

erated in its wake has been most in-

teresting. I also was not comfortable

with all that Mr. Smith had to say. Yet

I am not comfortable with the appar-

ently uncritical support of many read-

ers who have written. CBN is certain-

ly better than the alternatives. Yet that

surely must not place it beyond criti-

cism.

I think that there are serious issues

to be dealt with regarding the develop-

ment of Christian TV. Not the least is

the fact that TV is a very demanding
medium. Whether you like it or not

you are competing with the non-Chris-

tian broadcasters. Hence, you must
certainly find yourself appealing to-the

minds of viewers on the same basis.

That ought surely to cause us some un-

easiness. Then there is the pressure of

time. It takes a large team of writers,

producers, and technicians to send out

a program. These people work under
extreme pressure in the very expensive

and sensitive world of high-tech elec-

tronic media. Having this team is a
help to those at the top, yet does not

and cannot lift the pressures of time

and public exposure from the leaders

whose names become public bywords.

When I read or hear what some of these

men are undertaking I am amazed. I

wonder how any man can be involved

in so many things and still have time

for prayer, for his family, and for his

church.

Another issue and pressure is the

need to claim great results when seek-

ing the support of Christian constitu-

ents. This must create a tendency to

look for the numbers, as well as to

minister in directions which tend to

produce nice numbers.

I have personal experience which is

limited, but has been disturbing to me.
I was for several years a referral pastor

for the 700 Club. This meant that

when people called in from my area I

was notified to contact them for pas-

toral follow-up and for contact with a

congregation to which they might be

invited. This process proved sufficient-

ly troublesome that I asked to be re-

moved from the roster of referral pas-

tors. My difficulty was that time and
again I visited and found people who
were unwilling to make the transfer

from the electronic box in the living

room to meeting with real people

where fellowship is more tangible. I

finally reached the point that I was no
longer willing to appear supportive of

what seems to me an abortion of New
Testament teaching of what constitutes

a legitimate church. Please understand

that I am in no way accusing CBN of

intending this or approving this. They
intend quite the opposite. Neverthe-

less, they have not been able to find the

structure which will bring about the

thing which they desire. This is another

problem to be addressed.

I for one, would be interested to

read articles in the future which may
deal with some of these problems.

—(Rev.) David R. Johnston

Sewickley, Pa.

HYMNALS WERE SIMILAR

May I add "Amen" to the letter

published in the Journal from Janet

Pratt of Bradenton, Florida (no rela-

tion).

Having been closely associated with

my beloved nephew, the late Rev.

George Aiken Taylor, I became a con-

vinced PCA convert some years before

the PCA church was officially recog-

nized
—"True to the Scriptures, the

Reformed faith, and obedient to the

Great Commission of Jesus Christ."

As a retired mining engineer, I have

been in many states and usually by let-

ter associated in membership with the

Presbyterian church or the Methodist

church, the latter having been my
wife's church. If neither were avail-

able, we attended either the Baptist or

Lutheran church. Of the four, we
found all of the hymnals most similar

and very seldom were any songs sung
by the congregation that were not

familiar.

It is my considered opinion that

hymns and spiritual music are an in-

tegral part of any worship service as

they result in a strong influence in con-

ditioning the heart and mind of the

hearer for the message from the pulpit.

My old Scofield Bible, King James
Version, lists seven thousand promises

God made to man—I ask, "Should
'Standing on the Promises of God' be
eliminated with hundreds of other

loved and familiar songs?"

—Nathaniel A. Pratt, Sr.

Gainesville, Ga.

CATECHISM HONOR ROLL
The Journal continues to award free Bibles to

children reciting the Shorter Catechism to their

pastors, and free New Testaments to those

reciting the Children's Catechism. Here are

those who have won awards in recent months.

Shorter Catechism
Susan Hill of the First Church, Augusta, Ga.;

Kristie Michele Babb, John Patrick Bell, Steven

John Bledsoe, Stephanie Francis Boyce, Amy
Marie Bryan, Stephen Scott Campbell, William

Jarrett Campbell, Jean Leigh Gresham, David

Thurston Happe, William Bundy Hassell,

Sonya Kay Holmes, Nadia Hussain, Jonathan

Jarrett Orr, Harriett Anne Reid, Alva Adair

Shipman, Emily Shannon Simpson, Robert

Wayne Smith, Tommy Lee Smith, William Mar-

tin Trammell, Carolina Louise Tyler, and An-

drea Lechelle Williams of the Thornwell Home,

Clinton, S.C.; Helen Armstrong of the First

Church, Hazlehurst, Miss.; Jamie Michelle

Hope and James Patrick Hope of the Union

Memorial Church in Winnsboro, S.C.

Children's Catechism
Elizabeth Lynn Bogue of the Faith Church, Akron,

Ohio; William Joel Bell of the Trinity Church,

Alcoa, Tenn.; Elena Henderson of the Mt.

Salus Church, Clinton, Miss.; Georgiana

Bishop Beaty, Julie Elizabeth Cheely, Melody

Maiko Fowler, Joshua Patrick Hollenback,

Leslie Lynn Jenkins, Matthew Scott King, Vic-

tor Chunpong Lee, and Sonya Georgette

Shankle of the Thornwell Home, Clinton, S.C;

Kerry Callaway of the First Church, Decatur,

Ala.; Caleb Hurst of the Calvary Reformed

Church, Hampton, Va.; Charles Hefner and

Anthony Hinton of the First Church, Hazle-

hurst, Miss.; Amy Downing and Philip Down-

ing of the Lake Osborne Church, Lake Worth,

Fla.; Bonner Lee and James Lee of the Mon-

roeville Church, Monroeville, Ala.; Doug Hamil

and Wes Hamil of the First Church, Philadel-

phia, Miss.; Sam Baker, Preston Burgess,

Brooke Huff, Mac McNeill, and Sarah Plum-

mer of the Raeford Church, Raeford, N.C.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Paul's Conversion to the Way
FOR SEPTEMBER 2, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Acts 7:54-8:3;

9:1-19; Galatians 1

Key verses: Acts 7:59-8:1; 9:3-8;

Galatians 1:11-17

Devotional reading: Acts 9:20-31

Memory selection: Galatians 1:15-16

INTRODUCTION

Today, we begin the first of a two-part

series on the letters of Paul. Next year,

we shall take up the second part. This

lesson gives the Scriptural background

on Paul's life, as the Lord completely

changed the direction in which he was

going, and set him on the course to-

ward being the missionary to the Gen-

tiles.

Saul:

1 Persecutor
Acts 7:54-8:3

We get our first glimpse of the young
man called Saul (later Paul) at the per-

secution and martyrdom of Stephen.

From other evidence we surmise that

Saul was a very zealous Jewish student

of the law of God, completely commit-

ted to what he had learned at the feet

of such great scholars in the Jewish

world as Gamaliel.

We do not know whether he ever

met Jesus before his death. Saul had
apparently completed his formal edu-

cation prior to the events recorded

here.

He was well-known to the Jewish

people who gathered to accuse Ste-

phen. He undoubtedly heard Stephen's

defense against his accusers and saw
the hot anger build up in the people.

He, like them, did not care for what
Stephen said and concluded that this

new doctrine about Jesus was a threat

to everything he had been taught and
firmly believed.

What really angered the people was
the statement that they, who had re-

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
o< the National Council of Churches of Christ.

ceived the law, had not kept it (v. 53).

They thought they had and did not ap-

preciate anyone telling them anything

to the contrary. Paul later declared

that he had viewed himself as one who
had perfectly kept God's law (Phil.

3:4-6).

After Stephen had hurled this accu-

sation at them, they heard nothing

else. They were enraged and rushed at

him to kill him.

Meanwhile, Stephen, full of the Ho-
ly Spirit, looked heavenward and saw

the glory of God, with Jesus, his

Savior, standing at God's right hand.

He even testified of this vision in an

audible voice, so that the crowds, and

Saul, too, could hear it. Paul later

must have told Luke what he heard

Stephen say, since Luke was not in that

crowd.

Stephen drew his comfort from the

fact that the one at God's right hand
was the Son of man. To him, this

meant that believing men on earth had

a representative in the presence of

God, looking out for their needs. What
was happening, therefore, was not a

tragedy without meaning, but some-

thing in the good purpose of his friend

at God's side.

His testimony did not affect the peo-

ple. They tried to drown his voice with

their cries.

They rushed at him, dragging him
out of the city, and began to stone him
(v. 58).

Standing by, but apparently not tak-

ing part in the stoning, stood the young
man, Saul, as fully zealous for what
the mob was doing as they were. They
chose to lay their garments at his feet

as they stoned their enemy.
This means that Saul fully consented

in all they did. Paul never exonerated

himself of this crime, but took full

blame for all that was done that day.

He apparently never got it out of his

mind, for he continued to relate it

many years later as part of his testi-

mony to the glory of God.
This one death instigated a series of

persecutions and deaths among the be-

lievers in Jerusalem. They were forced

to flee to other areas: Judea and

Samaria and all the way to Damascus.

Saul had not taken an active part in

Stephen's persecution and death, but

thereafter he quickly became one of

the leaders in persecuting the hated

followers of the hated Jesus (8:1-3).

QUESTIONS
1. Before your conversion, what was

your feeling about Christians?

2. How would you feel if someone
challenged your faith today?

Saul:

2 Converted
Acts 9:1-19

Luke captures the zeal of this young
persecutor by describing him as

breathing out murderous threats

against the disciples of the Lord (v. 1).

He is portrayed as the one who had no
higher priority than to stop the spread

of Christianity.

He undoubtedly saw that killing Ste-

phen had been a mistake. It only scat-

tered the Christians farther and farther

from their base. His strategy was to

round up those who had been scattered

before they could do more harm to

other Jewish communities.

Thus, he approached the high priest

in Jerusalem with the scheme of receiv-

ing letters of introduction to priests in

the synagogues of Damascus. He
wanted their help in arresting all

followers of Jesus there. Damascus
was a large city and shows how ambi-

tious Saul was.

He wanted to bring those arrested

back to Jerusalem, in order to contain

the movement which seemed such a

threat to Judaism.

This was Saul's plan; but God had
another, which would prevail.

Jesus Christ met Saul head-on, as he

traveled to Damascus, and brought

him low. He confronted the young
man with the accusation that he was
not persecuting mere men, but Jesus
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Christ, his Lord.

Jesus did not argue with Saul; He
simply informed him what he should

do. Moreover, the Lord told him that

when he got to Damascus, men there

would tell him what he must do.

Saul was not used to being told what

to do. He was usually telling others.

This was going to be a humiliating ex-

perience (v. 6).

To add to his humiliation, Saul was

blinded and had to be led by the hand.

The fact that he refused food and

drink for the next few days revealed

what was going on in his own mind.

However, as God's word indicates

repeatedly, it is God's purpose to hum-
ble those whom he has chosen, not to

ridicule them. God wishes to restore

them and exalt them in the work he has

for them.

This was the case with Saul. Before

he arrived in Damascus, the Lord had

already been working, preparing a

humble believer named Ananias to

minister to Saul and begin his restora-

tion as a servant of the Lord.

We can understand Ananias' reluc-

tance to go to Saul, considering his

reputation among the believers who
had already reached Damascus. Every-

thing Ananias had heard about Saul

was true. He had been a chief enemy
of the gospel and of Christ. But when
the Lord had revealed his good pur-

pose for this man, it stood in sharp

contrast to all that Ananias had heard.

He was a chosen vessel to carry the

gospel to the Gentiles. Until now, there

had been no one to do this.

Jesus hinted at the humiliation Saul

must yet go through by saying that he

would be taught how much he must
now suffer for the sake of the gospel

of Christ. The persecutions which Saul

had been engaged in would continue,

only now he would be the recipient of
the Jewish wrath and not its instigator.

Ananias must have given much
thought to how he would address Saul

when he came to him. His simple

"Brother Saul" said it all. He yielded

to Jesus' call for him to accept Saul as

a fellow believer. It must have been a

comfort to Saul, who could well have

feared the consequences of being at the

mercy of Jesus' followers.

Saul was to receive his sight and be

filled with the same Holy Spirit who
had so recently led Stephen to testify

and die for the sake of Jesus. He could

see something of what was in store for

him.

That day, Saul was on his way to be-

ing Paul, the apostle of Jesus Christ.

But there was yet much to learn before

this could happen.

QUESTIONS
1. How have God's plans for you

overruled your own and how have they

proven better?

2. Although Ananias was never

heard from again, how great would
you say was his impact on the history

of Christianity?

Paul's

3 Gospel
Galatians 1:1-10

These words of Paul were written

about twenty years later than the

events recorded in Acts. What gospel

was he preaching twenty years later?

We note first that he viewed himself

to be an apostle not by the authority

of men but by the authority of Jesus

Christ (v. 1). He understood himself to

be as fully an apostle as Peter, James,

and John.

To Paul, the resurrection of Jesus

was the heart of the gospel, for it

spelled the victory over sin and death

(v. 1).

In essence, he saw the gospel as

Jesus' giving himself for our sins, so

that he might deliver us from our sins

and from this evil world, all by the will

and good purpose of the Lord (v. 4).

In summary we can say that the gospel,

to Paul, was the message that Jesus

Christ came into the world from God
and gave his whole life to deal with our

sin and to die to pay the penalty for

it. He did this so that he might present

us to the Father, redeemed and free

from sin and death. He accomplished

this by his death on the cross and his

resurrection from the dead.

Here, Paul was writing to the Gala-

tian churches, the first group of

churches he and Barnabas had visited

in Asia.

Since his first visit, and perhaps

before his second, he had heard that

others had come there and were

preaching a contrary gospel that re-

quired more than faith in Jesus Christ.

It emphasized compliance with the

Jewish law and traditions.

Apparently, Jewish leaders thought

the best way to fight Saul's influence,

after his conversion, was to corrupt the
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message he gave and make it more a

Jewish gospel than a Christian gospel.

Paul felt so strongly about this that

he wrote the churches, warning them

not to listen to the bearers of such a

gospel. It was not just another version

of the true gospel Paul had brought

them, but a totally different gospel, of

a totally different nature—one that

would condemn them before God, not

save them.

This is why he could say so strongly

that if any brought any other gospel

than what they had heard from him,

he ought to be anathema (accursed).

They ought to have nothing to do with

him.

Paul was not being egotistical when
he reiterated this. He was not saying,

"My way of putting it is superior to

the ways of others." He was saying

that any deviation from what he had

preached was a lie and designed to de-

stroy, not save those who followed it.

QUESTIONS
1 . How would you summarize your

concept of the gospel?

2. How strongly do you feel about
the gospel today?

Paul's4 Teacher
Galatlans 1:11-24

The reason Paul felt so strongly about

the gospel he preached is that he knew
the source of his message was not men
but Jesus (v. 11). Moreover, it had
come directly from Jesus and not by
means of men. He had received his

gospel to preach as directly from Jesus

as did the other apostles who had
walked and talked with Jesus for the

three years of his earthly ministry.

The reason for this- emphasis may
well have been that Paul was accused
of preaching an erroneous gospel,

since he had not been one of the

original followers of Jesus. How could

he be relied on to be accurate when he
had received his message second-hand?

Paul defended himself to the Gala-
tian churches by reminding them of his

former life as a persecutor (v. 14). He
had been a ringleader in the persecu-

tions.

But when it was God's good plea-

sure to change Paul's life, he did not
do it by means of the ordinary preach-
ing of the gospel, but by confronting
Paul face to face, as he had once con-

fronted those fishermen by the Sea of

Galilee (w. 15-16).

Not only did Jesus purpose to call

him directly, by a mighty conversion

on the road to Damascus, but he con-

tinued to be Paul's teacher for a period

of three years.

Paul does not give any detail about

his three years in the Arabian region,

which would probably be in a desert

area south of Damascus. We assume

that Jesus, in some way, appeared to

Paul alone in the desert and taught him

as he had taught the others over a

period of three years. Jesus was pre-

paring him for the ministry to the Gen-

tiles as he had prepared the others for

the ministry to the Jews.

Even when Paul was done with this

formal training under Jesus, he did not

seek out men to learn further from
them. He met only a few of the leaders

in Jerusalem—and that for only short

periods of time (vv. 18-19). After that,

he went back to his homeland, in

Cilicia and Syria, until he was called

by Barnabas to go and help him in his

work in Antioch.

Paul wanted the Galatian believers

to understand that his gospel was de-

pendable because it had come directly

from Jesus and not via other believers

before him.

This was not said in pride, but to

stress the genuineness of his gospel, so

that when they heard others maligning

it, they might know that they were not

maligning Paul, but Jesus Christ.

QUESTIONS
1 . How do you utilize your own per-

sonal experience in witnessing to

others?

2. How sure are you of the gospel

you claim to represent?

Next week: "Faith—The Way to

God," Romans 1:1-17. ffl
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and
hard to find in-print expository sermon
books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. Over 500

books and commentaries. All Reformed.

Many rare and out of print. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37
c

) to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

ROCK MUSIC?? Finally! Eric Barger has

developed a system to help Christians to rate

the world of rock music. Have you wondered
what is wrong with today's music? Write to-

day for this expose on over 400 rock groups

and artists. Send just $2.00 to: Eric Barger,

THE CHAIN OF FAITH MINISTRIES,
P.O. Box 78548, Seattle, WA 98178. For

seminar and rating information write or call

(206) 723-8521.

CHURCHESMM
NORTH CHICAGO Trinity Presbyterian

Church (OPC). Proclaiming God's Word
and God's grace, providing a fellowship of

loving concern. Calvin Knox Cummings,
Pastor. Phone (312) 539-2902.

PITTSBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North

Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 11:00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant
Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1 :00 a.m. and
7 p.m. Dr. George W. Fincke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Finke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor

CHAMBLEE, GEORGIA. Nicene PCA
practices John's Gospel evangelism. We are

not charismatic or free-will evangelicals, but

biblically Reformed. Call Ed Vrell (404) 252-

0923 for information.

COLUMBIA, MO. PCA mission church

that is conservative, Biblical, and committed

to evangelism and body life. College and
family-oriented ministry. REDEEMER
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Pastor, Jon
Maas, 329 Maple Grove Way, Columbia,

MO 65203. (314) 443-2321.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

for salew—mmma—m
FOR SALE Stencil duplicator—Gestener

model #420. 2'/2 years old; hardly used; cost

over $1 ,000 new. Will accept any reasonable

offer. Richard H. Lang, 287 Southward Dr.,

Coraopolis, PA 15108. (412) 262-3161.

LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately 3/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLE
ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF YOUTH MIN-

ISTRY for growing PCA church. Responsi-

bilities include oversight of Christian Edu-

cation program for cradle roll through Se-

nior High, plus direct involvement with Teen

Ministries. Previous experience required, es-

pecially in areas of program development,

teacher training, and counseling of parents

and teens. Brand new facilities; worship at-

tendance 500 +, Sunday School attendance

150+ ; excellent salary package. Send resu-

me and references to PASTORAL SEARCH
COMMITTEE, Severna Park Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 138 Ritchie Highway,

Pasadena, MP 21122.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is

seeking qualified teachers for elementary

grade levels. A.C.S. is a small school set in

a rural/suburban area of northwest New Jer-

sey. Send resume to: H. Leon Ben-Ezra,

A.C.S. , 126 S. Hillside Ave., Succasunna, NJ
07876.

WANTED:
A few good men

M.Div. in Pastoral Theology

Concentration: Church planting and
evangelism.

Teaching style: A discipleship

core group.

Contact: Dean of Ministry Teacher,

Dr. Bill Iverson

International School of Theology
P.O. Box 50015

San Bernardino CA 9241

2

TEACHER NEEDED for Christian School

in lower grades. Must be degreed and have

a Reformed world and life view. Covenant
Christian Academy, Colleyville, Texas. (817)

281-4333 or 498-2626.

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN Education

for a growing Presbyterian Church U.S.A.,

located in Wichita, Kansas. Requirements in-

clude complete commitment to the Reformed
faith, at least three years experience, ability

to teach teachers, administrative skills,

M.R.E. degree. Minimum salary package of

$25,000. Send resume to Dr. Frank N. Kik,

Eastminster Presbyterian Church, 7202 E.

9th St., Wichita, KS 67206.

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN Education

needed. Also responsible for youth minis-

tries. New youth center with up-to-date

equipment. Contact: Glenn Lautzenhiser,

The Presbyterian Church of Columbus, 1 10

N. 7th St., Columbus, MS 39701.

SERVICESMHMMM
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK. If you or your

organization wants to publish as few as 100

or as many as 2000 books, then Quill Publi-

cations is an excellent choice. For almost two

years our presses have helped pastors, school-

teachers, women's clubs, evangelists and

others get in print at a low cost in a very short

time—often within 2-4 weeks. Our self-ex-

planatory brochure, "7 Steps to Publishing

Your Book," will explain how to receive a

cost estimate for your book at no obligation.

Write to: Quill Publications, P.O. Box 36499,

Dept. J, Decatur, GA 30032.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

We Follow Jesus Because He is Human
PLATFORM PLANK No. 3

People seem to have a lot of interest

in recent years in their genealogical

roots. Perhaps Alex Haley's tracing of

his heritage back to Africa got us go-

ing. Perhaps it is the pervasive quest

for identity in our anonymous culture.

Think for a moment of Adam as

your great, great, great, great, . . .

great-grandfather. No doubt he was
handsome, coming right from the

hand of God (hence whatever good
looks we might claim). Apparently he

had intelligence, to appreciate the

qualities of the animals God brought

him to name. He probably would have

been an Olympic-quality athlete. His

moral character—yes, we would pro-

bably identify with that, too. In spite

of all the evil consequences resulting

from Adam's fall, we have to recog-

nize that, for the very reason that

Adam was the consummate product of

God's creation—human nature in bet-

ter condition than we have ever seen

it, we would have fallen also. Yes, we
can identify with our ultimate ances-

tor, Adam, for we share his nature in

its various qualities.

What about that one whom the

Scriptures call "the last Adam" (I Cor.

15:45)? Can you identify with him?
Coming from a generation in which

the deity of Christ needed to be as-

serted over against contemporary
naturalism's denial of the super-

natural, I had to grow into an aware-

ness of the practical meaning of the

humanity of our Lord. The fact of his

humanity is evident on the surface of

the Gospel accounts. The disciples

knew him as a man. What had to dawn
on them was his deity. Living many
centuries later, with the benefit of long

tradition of worship of Jesus, evan-

gelical Christians sometimes have to

struggle to relate to him as a man.
But the Westminster divines had it

right, consistent with the conclusions

of Chalcedon in 451: "The only re-

deemer of God's elect is the Lord Jesus

Christ, who, being the eternal Son of

God, became man, and so was, and
continues to be, God and man, in two

distinct natures, and one person, for-

ever" (Shorter Catechism, No. 21).

The eternal Son of God became man
in the incarnation, conceived of the

Holy Spirit and born of the virgin

Mary in Bethlehem, and he continues

to be man, as well as God, forever.

The Council of Chalcedon found it

difficult to explain this mystery posi-

tively, mainly giving a negative answer

to certain false views of Christology.

But however mysterious the incarna-

tion must remain for us, the mere reali-

ty of Christ's humanity is astounding

in its implications.

Our focus on abortion in recent

years has made us realize the per-

sonhood of the fetus from the time of

conception. The eternal Son of God

. . . Christ's

humanity is

astounding in its

implications.

was incarnate in that minuscule form
in the womb of Mary. He then became
a baby wrapped in swaddling clothes,

bawling to make his parents aware of

his needs (surely "But little Lord Jesus,

no crying he makes" of the Christmas

carol "Away in a Manger" is apocry-

phal). Then "the child grew and be-

came strong" (Luke 2:40); as a boy he

was obedient to his parents and "grew
in wisdom and stature, and in favor

with God and men" (Luke 2:51-52).

In his adult years "he learned obe-

dience from what he suffered" (Heb.

5:8), ultimately in his agony in the

Garden of Gethsemane prior to the

cross.

In his humanity he bore our sins. He
had to be a man to make atonement.

The blood of bulls and goats could not

take away our sins. It had to be a

descendant of Adam to represent

Adam's race before the righteous

tribunal of God.
In his humanity he conquered death.

He died a man, and he rose again as

a man, bringing immortality for the

human race.

In his humanity he ascended into

heaven, bringing human nature, for

the first time, victorious to reign at the

right hand of God the Father.

In his humanity he has experienced

every kind of temptation, yet without

sin. It is such a one who intercedes for

us as our great high priest.

Fifteen years ago U.S. astronauts

landed on the moon for the first time.

Suppose God had chosen to locate his

throne on the moon, of all places in

creation. Think of how we would have

felt if our men—at last—were that near

to God.
Think how we should actually feel

that our Man, the last Adam, has

brought our human nature—through

all the temptations of this life in

sinlessly perfect condition, through the

great sacrifice of himself in obedient

humiliation, through death in vic-

torious exaltation—our human nature

to the very presence of the holy God,
there to represent us.

One of the martyrs of the English

Reformation, after waiting 18 months
for his execution, characteristically

wrote at the top of his letters from
prison as the day of his burning at the

stake approached: "Jesus Immanuel"
—Jesus, God with us. Yes, he is God,
but through his incarnation he has

become God with us, God who shares

our human nature, God who knows
our every trial.

This is why Clair Davis could ask the

question earlier in these pages, "Who
knows more about trouble than you
do?" The man, Christ Jesus, that's

who. Black slave experience under-

stood the profundity of the victorious

suffering of the humanity of Jesus

when it sang: "Nobody knows the

trouble I've seen, Nobody knows but

Jesus—Glory, hallelujah!" ffl
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Something
happens when
students and

missionaries get

Something life-

changing, exciting
and worthwhile

Urbana '84 is the largest student missions

convention in the world. Delegates meet at

the University of Illinois, Urbana, to talk with

missionaries, hear stirring messages about

God's plan for the whole world and seek their

place in that plan. And it will take place

December 27-31. This convention's theme is

"Faithful in Christ Jesus."

Urbana '84 can open your heart to the
needs of the world.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship sponsors

the Urbana Student Missions Conventions.

But it takes people like you to see that the con-

vention actually takes place. It takes prayer,

giving and sending. Prayer for the delegates

and speakers. Giving so that students who
could not afford it can attend. And sending.

You can send young people from your church

or fellowship group to Urbana '84.

Urbana '84

If you want to help students

find their place in world
missions fill in the following

coupon and return it to:

Urbana '84,

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship

233 Langdon Street,

Madison, WI 53703.

Questions about Urbana '84

registration? Call the Urbana
Hotline (608) 257-8855.

PJ 8/22 I

YES, I want to help students
find their place in world
missions at Urbana '84.

Please send me the following free Urbana '84 materials:

Urbana '84 registration forms. quantity.

Information about providing scholarships for

Urbana '84.

Add my name to the Urbana Prayer Partners so I

receive Urbana '84 prayer requests.

Name

Address

City State Zip





MAILBAG

KEEP GOD'S NAME SACRED

I have been a subscriber to the

Presbyterian Journal for years, and my
father before me. Since my sister and
I are both here at the Presbyterian

Home, we take it together, and it is

now in her name instead of mine. I

save the copy to read on Sunday after-

noon. When I was reading it this after-

noon, I could hardly believe my eyes,

when I noticed the little comic strip on
page 5 entitled "Pontius Puddle," and

the first word in it was "Drats"! Ac-

cording to my Oxford dictionary that

word means a "curse—God rot," and

that I read in a Christian paper] It

might as well have been the most
familiar four-letter word. Do we no
longer believe we need to keep God's

name sacred, as we're commanded to

do in the Third Commandment? If a

Christian paper allows the use of such

language, what can we expect of a

secular one? Please edit your material

more carefully.

—Mrs. T. N. McLauchlin
High Point, N.C.

WANTS FORMER STANDARD RESTORED

We have all copies of the Journal since

1964. Men like Dendy, Bell, Strong,

and Taylor gave us what we need. Un-
less the paper can get back to the stan-

dard of these men, this will be our last

renewal. We like Jack Scott and that

is about it!

Man's days are few and full of trou-

ble and time is running out. We have

the only remedy—let's hear more
about it. Not the temporal.

—Carl Gardner
Smith Center, Kans.

NO WONDER

When one examines the proceedings

of the PCUSA's 196th General As-

sembly in view of what Dr. George
Knight of Covenant Seminary penned

about separation from unbelief, then

it is no wonder that the PCUSA lost

80,000 members in the last two years.

It is clear, at least from the selection

of Mrs. Nelson as moderator of the

assembly, that the PCUSA is more in-

terested in worldly, i.e., social

issues—women's rights, "peace-

making," military concerns, socio-

logically nuanced lectionaries, and
pro-abortion "rights" and proce-

dures—than it is about the proclama-

tion of the gospel, a concern for sin-

ners, and presenting the cure to all the

world's maladies—Christ the King
and Savior. One should anticipate no
less from a denomination when it

elects as its titular head an individual

who notes that the Bible is "very im-

portant for guidance;" after all, so

are road maps, textbooks, and in-

structions for assembling tricycles.

Too much of the world (I John
2:15-17) has crept into the PCUSA;

the Bible is not inerrant and infallible

but a catalog, a volume of etiquette,

of sayings, and recipes of various

stripes. As Francis Schaeffer ob-

served: "Liberalism has committed
suicide because it has cut away its

foundations."

Still, conservatives—and, in fact,

everyone in general—are asked to re-

main in the PCUSA. Richard Love-
lace, in a cryptic slap at the Dis-

pensationalist dictum that institutions

ineluctably decompose, failed, it

seems to me, to recall that God
always keeps his people and will,

even among the incessant encroach-

ment of Satan's forces inside the

PCUSA. Consequently, we should

see the abandonment of the PCUSA
by conservatives not so much as an
act of separation or secession but as

the perseverance of purification by a

sovereign God jealously, but divinely,

guiding his sheep.

Shortly before he died in 1921, the

inimitable B. B. Warfield expounded
on the future of the Presbyterian

church, as it then was organized, at

the questioning of J. Gresham
Machen, with the following: "No,
you can't split rotten wood." Sixty-

three years later the wood is more de-

cayed than ever with the legion of

parasites increasing exponentially.

—Terrance Neal Brown
Memphis, Tenn.

GLAD EDITORIAL PAGE IS BACK

How delighted I was to read in the July

18 edition in "Across the Editor's

Desk" that Dr. Barker is reinstating

MINISTERS
Richard Fisher (PCA) from Stilwell, Okla., to

Wichita, Kans. as presbytery evangelist in

Wichita.

Terry F. Thole, received from the CRC, to the

Campbell Church (PCA Mission), San Jose,

Cal. as organizing pastor.

DEATH
Henry Dalrymple Phillips, retired OPC minister

from Escanaba, Mich., died July 29, 1 984. He

was 72.
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the editorial page of the Journal. Oh,

how I've missed that page!

Having been raised as a Baptist, and

later becoming a Christian in a Re-

formed Presbyterian Church, I had to

learn Reformed doctrine from scratch

(which wasn't easy, being the stiff-neck

that I am!).

Then the organizing pastor of our

new church (Rodney Whited—Pine-
wood Presbyterian) decided that the

best thing he could do for his small

congregation in a mostly Baptist/

charismatic territory would be to buy

a year's subscription to the Journal for

all charter members.

I must tell you that from the first ar-

ticle I read, my heart and mind were

opened up to the truth I found between

the covers, and I began to ponder over

things I had never known about before

or had never thought of. But the edi-

torial page has always been my favor-

ite. Dr. Taylor's editorials made
everything written about in each issue

come together on the last page as a

solid thought or idea, as well as voic-

ing a strong opinion on how each issue

or controversy should be viewed ac-

cording to God's Word and Reformed
practice.

—Mrs. Alexis Edel

Jacksonville, Fla.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I "Back to school!" Three words that produce a variety

of vibrations for different people. A wave of relief for harried housewives

and mothers of bored kids by the lag end of summer. Either anxious dread

or bounding anticipation by children and young people of all ages. For their

teachers either the excitement of renewed challenge or the sigh of regret over

the end of refreshing vacation. The truth is, we all have mixed feelings over

the beginning of the academic year and over the schools that educate the

next generation. In this issue we focus on Christians in the public schools,

including a teacher in high school, parents who have purposely kept their

children in public elementary school, and a trustee for a state institution

of higher education. Each one has reasons for being involved in the public

schools and seeks to have a Christian witness there.

I I We are also including information on two evangelical

Christian organizations for teachers in the public schools. Both are relatively

small, with a combined membership of under 4000. It has been estimated

that there are as many as 550,000 born-again Christian teachers in the public

schools from kindergarten through high school. If a majority of these could

be organized for mutual encouragement and combined influence, what an

effect could be achieved in arresting the erosion of values from the steady

seepage of naturalism and humanism. Parents of Christians in the public

schools can also have an immense impact through parent-teacher associa-

tions or even elections to school boards. Sometimes as citizens we wonder,

"What right do I have to exert such an influence?" But in our mobile society

people often do not stay in one community for more than a few years, and
yet they have as much a right as anyone to have an influence—especially

if their own children are involved. Of the 36 to 40 million school-age children

in the U.S., 90% are in the public schools. While rejoicing in the develop-

ment of Christian schools in recent years, we cannot neglect the public schools

and the vast influence on our culture that they have.

I I Dr. Jack Arnold, pastor of Shannon Forest PCA church

in Greenville, S.C., offers a comment on the reason for Christian schools

in our time. With such a school in his own church, he also recognizes the

need for Christians to be concerned for the public schools—as one of his

own deacons, John Griffin, the subject of this week's interview, is involved

as a high-school teacher. Our editorials this week also comment on two
related issues: "equal access" and prayer in the public schools. I plan to

resume the "platform planks" of the Journal's editorial position from time

to time in the coming months.

l I A reader requests assistance in the preparation of ban-

ners for a new church building. Anyone with patterns, designs or sugges-

tions for those who will be working on the banners is asked to write to:

Patricia Lynn, President, W.I.C., Faith Presbyterian Church, Route 2, Box

724-C, Morgantown, NC 28655. ffi
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Population Experts Call for More Abortion in Third World

NEW YORK (RNS)—The only way to

bring dangerously accelerating popula-

tion growth under control in the Third

World is wider use of abortion, say

two writers in a leading U.S. medical

journal.

Writing in the current issue of the

American Journal of Obstetrics and

Gynecology, Stephen D. Mumford
and Elston Kessel compare abortion

incidence rates and the use of contra-

ception in 116 of the world's largest

nations, examining the role of induced

abortion in controlling population

growth.

Their survey revealed that low

population growth rates occurred in

populations which were on the average

older, and where rates of abortion and

contraceptive use were the highest.

Ninety percent of the world's

population growth occurs in develop-

ing nations where the population is

younger and where contraceptive ser-

vices are inadequate, non-existent, and
where the user effectiveness of con-

traception tends to be significantly

lower, they said.

Thus, developing countries will have

to rely more on abortion than

developed countries to bring their

population rates under control.

"All developing countries will have

to bring their rate of abortion up to

over 500 per every 1 ,000 live births (the

highest abortion rate cited in the study

in order to control the population ex-

plosion," Dr. Mumford, a researcher

at the Center for Research on Popula-
tion and Security in Research Triangle

Park, N.C., said in a telephone

interview. 13

RES Warns GKN and
South African Church

PALOS HEIGHTS, 111.—The Re-

formed Ecumenical Synod (RES),

meeting here for its 10th quadrennial

gathering, sent strong warnings to two
member churches in Holland and
South Africa. But to the distress of

some delegates, it stopped short of

coupling the warnings with meaningful

censures.

The most direct warning went to the

Reformed Churches of the Nether-

lands (GKN), whose doctrinal laxity in

general found expression in recent

years in a willingness of the highest

church courts to accept practicing

homosexuals to the Lord's Table.

The warning drafted here declared

flatly that all homosexual practice is

sinful, and called on the 870,000-

member GKN to "withdraw its pas-

toral advice" of 1979 supporting the

"morality of homosexual love."

The warning failed, however, to give

any formal indication what RES
response would be concerning future

GKN membership if the Dutch church

chooses to ignore the warning. It sim-

ply suggested that other churches

might leave the RES if the GKN failed

to tighten its policies.

The Orthodox Presbyterian Church
(OPC) is one long-time RES member
denomination which may have looked

for somewhat sterner action.

Meanwhile, the RES also adopted,

at least in spirit if not in detailed

language, a statement proposed by the

Christian Reformed Church (CRC)
saying that any attempt to justify racial

apartheid on the basis of the Bible con-

stitutes heresy.

That warning was careful not to

identify the Dutch Reformed Church
in South Africa, whose historic teach-

ing on the subject made it clear who
was intended. Neither was there any
threat of terminating that church's

RES membership. And the "heresy"

label was applied only to the teach-

ing—not to the church itself, even if

the church is promoting the teaching.

The CRC had adopted a very similar

statement at its June synod in Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Both issues were deeply controver-

sial, according to RES general secre-

tary Paul G. Schrotenboer, who told

the Journal that the South African

delegates left "deeply disappointed"

with the apartheid statement and that

the Netherlands denomination now has

a "major challenge" before it.

The Reformed Church of New Zea-

land joined the OPC in its eagerness

for a strong stand against the GKN on
the homosexuality issue.

Earlier in the sessions, delegates

found more harmony in welcoming the

involvement of Third World churches

in RES affairs. Opportunity was pro-

vided for those denominations to de-

scribe some of their unique needs.

Then a special committee was estab-

lished to channel resources to such

churches in the areas of missions,

diaconal needs, radio, and theological

concerns.

"The expanded ministry of the

Third World churches was a highlight

of this synod," Schrotenboer said.CE

Evangelicals in Portugal

Enjoying New Openings

PONTE DE SUR, Portugal—Evan-
gelicals here and elsewhere in Portugal,

after centuries of persecution by kings

and dictators, are discovering new
freedom to spread the gospel. Better

yet, they are finding an encouraging

response.

That is the report of Rev. Don Dun-
kerley, minister of the Presbyterian

Church in America who directs the

work of Proclamation International

and who spent part of his summer
speaking here.

Current religious freedoms, Dunker-

ley says, were made possible by the

overthrow of the Salazar dictatorship

ten years ago. Among those working

since then with the Department of

Justice to spell out new freedoms was

Rev. Jaime Vieira, president of the

Portuguese Evangelical Alliance, who
now represents all Protestants in legal

cases before the government. Vieira is

a Presbyterian minister formally co-

operating with the PCA's Mission to

the World.
Dunkerley reports: "Christians are
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able to evangelize openly and aggres-

sively in public places without govern-

ment permission. Although most Por-

tuguese remain highly suspicious of

non-Catholics, many listen with in-

terest to the new message. As a result,

new churches are being formed and are

growing rapidly."

The oldest evangelical body in Por-

tugal today, according to Dunkerley,

is the Congregational Union, a Calvin-

istic group founded a century ago but

which now has only four ordained

ministers and three organized
churches. But the small group has

become aggressively evangelistic, and
now has two dozen preaching points in

addition to the congregations here, in

Lisbon, and in Piao Pires. [fl

Jews for Jesus Sues
LA. Airport Commission

LOS ANGELES (RNS)—The Jews for

Jesus evangelistic group has filed a

court challenge here against a regula-

tion of the city airport commission that

bans distribution of religious materials

in the terminals.

The regulation was enacted last July,

but was largely unenforced until a fed-

eral judge agreed to rule on its consti-

tutionality in response to a lawsuit by
members of the International Society

for Krishna Consciousness. Members
of Jews for Jesus and other religious

groups were then told to stop giving

out literature in the terminals,

although such leafleting is permitted

outside the terminals.

Attorneys for Jews for Jesus said the

group has distributed material at the

airport for 10 years. They called the

regulation unconstitutional. EE

Pope's Life Story
Dropped, Is a Fraud

NEW YORK (RNS)—A book pur-

porting to be the life story of the

Roman Catholic pope, John Paul II,

has been withdrawn from publication

after the president of the company
releasing it said it is a fraud.

God's Broker was published in

April, and enjoyed respectable sales at

$20 a copy. The author, Antoni Gro-
nowicz, said earlier he based the book
on 200 hours of conversation with the

pope, but more recently reduced that

claim to "many hours."

Vatican sources, however, say

Gronowicz, like the pope a native of

Poland, never spoke to the pope at all.

A cover photo of the two was actually

a group photo of a number of people

with everyone else cropped out.

The book's co-publisher, Stewart

Richardson, says the book was "taken

on in good faith." He says he was per-

suaded to buy the manuscript both by

the text itself and by an endorsement

from Cardinal John Krol of Philadel-

phia, who wrote: "I am not engaging

in flattery when I say that your book
is a masterpiece—different and better

than anything I have read."

Later, however, the cardinal with-

drew that statement, saying the author

had asked him for an endorsement

"before I had a chance to read it," and

that he wrote the letter after "having

read selective parts of the book."

The author is being sued for the

$60,000 advance he received. The pub-

lishers also expect to spend $200,000

in recalling the 35,000 copies of the

book which were sold. HI

Central America Reporting

Fewer Missionaries Now

MONROVIA, Cal.—The four years

between 1979 and 1983 brought a sig-

nificant drop in the number of North

American missionaries serving in Cen-

tral America.

That is the finding of a telephone

survey just conducted by the Missions

Advanced Research and Communica-
tions Center (MARC) of World Vision

International. MARC says major
North American sending agencies had

a decrease of 190 missionaries during

the period.

The biggest drop came in Nica-

ragua, where there are now 77 fewer

missionaries than in 1979. That is a 79

percent decrease.

In El Salvador, the total is 38 lower

(53 percent) than five years ago, while
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in Guatemala, the drop is 30 mission-

aries (7 percent). Boards reported a

decrease of 23 in Costa Rica (9 percent)

and a decrease of 22 in Honduras (7

percent).

MARC commented: "Obviously,

political unrest and military operations

in several of the countries have made
mission work difficult. The national

church and its leadership carry on the

work of evangelism under difficult

circumstances during this time of

stress." ffl

Also in the News . . .

Through a large gift from the fam-

ily of George and Asha McMillan of

Hendersonville, N.C., Union Theo-

logical Seminary in Richmond, Va., is

establishing an enhanced program in

evangelism. A visiting professorship

will bring to the seminary campus a

different professor each year to expose

Union students to the "best of current

theology, theory, and practice in out-

reach, evangelism, and church
growth."

Dr. Kenneth B. Bootsma, super-

intendent of the Bellflower Christian

School system in California, has been

named new president of Trinity Chris-

tian College in Palos Heights, 111.

Bootsma will take office about Sep-

tember 1. A graduate of Calvin Col-

lege and Western Michigan University,

he is a member of the Christian Re-

formed Church, which provides most
of Trinity's students and support.

Covenant Seminary in St. Louis

has named Rev. Rodney Alexander as

its first coordinator of minority pro-

grams. Alexander, a graduate of Cove-

nant College as well as of Covenant
Seminary, was ordained by the Ortho-

dox Presbyterian Church and has

served most recently as pastor of the

First Christian Reformed Church in

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Joel Kauffmann
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Being a Christian Teacher in a Public
High School: An Interview

How long have you been a public
school teacher?

I have been teaching for about ten

years.

What subjects do you teach and at
what level?

I qualify to teach various social stud-

ies. However, in actual practice I have
been teaching all levels of American
history for the past five years at Wade
Hampton High School, which is part

of Greenville County school district.

What sort of limits do you feel as a
Christian high-school teacher in what
you can teach in the public schools?

Well, I feel there are perhaps some
limitations on actually coming out and
using the classroom as a setting for ser-

mons. However I feel fairly free to

identify myself as a Christian and to

introduce the Christian viewpoint into

teaching history.

Are there any specific restrictions or

guidelines that come down from the

school district or the administration?

I read of guidelines and restrictions in

the paper, but in actual practice in my
classroom, as far as I have been able

to tell, there are none.

You teach history and say you can
identify yourself as a Christian and, of

course, as Christians we believe in the

providence of God in history. To what
extent can you bring that sort of

specific perspective into your teaching

of history?

History lends itself to the explaining of

John Griffin had all of his education
in the public schools of Georgia
and the Carolinas. He holds a B.A.
in social studies from Western
Carolina U. and an M.Ed, from the
U. of Georgia. He and his wife,

Laurie, have two children aged 5
years and 11 months. In addition to

his teaching he is a deacon at the
Shannon Forest PCA church in

Greenville, S.C. and conducts white-
water ratting trips during the
summer months.

Christian influences because the his-

tory of the United States of America
has been frequently dominated by
Christian thought and by political and
social actions motivated by adherence

to Christian doctrine. I think it would
be difficult even for a non-Christian to

teach history without reference to

Christianity and the role that Chris-

tians and Christian thought have played

in our country's history. The alterna-

tive to explaining history in terms of
God's providence— that is, as a chance

happening of events—is just another

theory as far as I'm concerned. And
I take great pleasure in indicating that

I think God's providence frequently

has as much to do with events in his-

tory as such a thing as chance happen-

ing.

As far as you know, do you have a great

variety of religious viewpoints among
your students? Would there be possib-
ly atheists or Jews in addition to Prot-

estants and Catholics?

The predominant religious affiliation

in my classroom is Southern Baptist.

Greenville, South Carolina is a town
dominated by Southern Baptists and
Southern Baptist churches. I will on
the average have one Jewish student

out of 120 in a school year. I will have
many who claim to be atheists, but I

sometimes doubt that.

How much are you able to relate to the

students personally and get to the
point outside of class where you can
talk about religious things?

Discussions with students sometimes
lead to an experience when I can share.

This, unfortunately, because of some
failing on my part doesn't happen as

frequently to me as sometimes I think

it should. Some of my Christian col-

leagues in the school have more oppor-

tunities to share than I do, however.

Is there a fair amount of Christian
fellowship with the other teachers or
administrators in public schools?

In my school there is a large number
of professing Christians. We do fel-

lowship together on an informal basis.

At least in my school we do not yet

have a formal time to meet and enjoy
prayer together, but this has been done
in the past to a certain extent and I

hope the future will open up new op-
portunities for such fellowship.

How do textbooks get chosen in your
school system, and if there is ever ob-
jectionable material from your Chris-

tian viewpoint, how do you handle
that?

Usually the textbooks that are chosen
arise out of a consensus among class-

room teachers and administrators who
have some input to the textbook selec-

tion committee. I myself was given a

chance to indicate what I thought

would be the best textbooks. As far as

objectionable material in the text-

books, I think that perhaps a human-
istic viewpoint of history, and a sub-

tle humanistic viewpoint I might add,

is the most objectionable. The some-
times almost deliberate misrepresenta-

tion of groups like the Puritans or

events such as the first and second

Great Awakenings, a glorification of

groups like the Progressives of the ear-

ly 1900's I find personally offensive be-

cause I think they are frequently un-

true. The influence of Christians in

these events that I have mentioned and
the negative impact of groups like the

Progressives on our laws and our polit-

ical system are not emphasized enough
by textbooks. And, of course, I take

liberty to straighten the textbooks out

when I have opportunity to.

Since the Christian school movement
has developed and grown in recent
years, is there a diminished Christian

testimony among the teachers or

among the students of public schools?

I think there may be some diminished

testimony. From a personal standpoint

I have not been able to notice a dimin-
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ished testimony. There are a lot of

Christian teachers in the public school.

And a great many Christian students

whose parents feel public school is best

for them, but in speaking with groups

that try to minister inside the public

school there is some complaint about

a diminished number of contacts

through which to witness in the public

school system.

What is your feeling about the whole
controversial issue of prayer in the

public schools?

There was a time in our history when
the presence of Christian witness in the

public schools was never in doubt.

However, through the actions of the

courts, the legislatures, the congress,

that opportunity is gone. And I think

gone forever. I think that any effort to

re-legislate prayer or Bible teaching in

the public school would result in a kind

of teaching that would have the stamp
and opinion of whatever teacher might

be disseminating that teaching or su-

pervising that prayer. And the possi-

bility for irreparable harm is so great

that I think that the present situation

where a person is able to pray at any
time that they wish to pray, and pos-

sibly even to gather together with those

of like precious faith and pray when-
ever they can, is about all that we can
ask for. I do think that Christians need

to contend for freedom of speech. Not
only in public schools, but in any pub-
lic place just like anyone possessing

any other opinion. Freedom of speech

is one thing that we need to hold on to.

How can fellow Christians, church
people, be supporting and helpful to

you as a Christian in the public

school?

For one thing I think all Christians

need to view the public school as a mis-

sion field. Christian schools and the

growth of Christian schools are fine.

I intend to send my own children to a

Christian school. But the public school

is where the world is. And we are com-
manded to carry the gospel to the

world. If we restrict ourselves from the

world, or if I as a teacher withdraw
from the public school and go to the

cloister of a Christian school, I feel

that the testimony before the world
will be harmed. I think that all Chris-

tians need to strongly support and ad-

vocate the movement of Christians in-

to the area of public education. If I

had a nickel for every time I have

heard someone complain about the

fact that humanism, subtle secular

humanism, has become pervasive in

public education, I would probably be

a rich man. Let's turn it around—the

battle is not lost. We can move in and
we can pervade the public school scene

in very much the same way. And I feel

that Christians perhaps need to devote

themselves not only to moving into the

area of public schools, but into all

areas of society and become, as I have

heard Francis Schaeffer mention, salt

and light into the world. I would cer-

tainly want the support of fellow

Christians in that spirit. The more
Christian influence there is through

Christian administrators and Christian

school teachers who are not afraid to

go into the school system and actively

seek opportunities to witness, fellow-

ship and pray with one another, and
try to present not only a strong Chris-

tian testimony but a Christian exam-
ple, the better off things would be in

general. II

Two Helpful Organizations
Described until recently as the only national professional organization for

Christians in America's public schools, the Christian Educator's Associa-

tion (CEA) was founded by evangelical educators in southern California

in 1953. After thirty years it has spread across the nation and into Canada
with some international representation in India and also schools for U.S.

military personnel in Germany.
Current membership is around 2500, with about 60% being teachers in

elementary schools, 35% at the high-school level, and 5% in college and
university teaching. Some members are teaching in private schools and some
are non-educators. The executive director, Forrest L. Turpen, is concerned

to see the membership grow to the potential 500,000 who are estimated to

be evangelical teachers in the public schools at all levels.

At CEA's annual convention in Washington, D.C. in July Turpen in-

cluded in his vision for the future of the organization the continuing role

of encouraging and ministering to Christian teachers, special help in organiz-

ing a model for excellent inner-city school teaching, and a greater involve-

ment of Christian parents. "God has given the parents responsibility in this

area of education," he said, "so they must also be encouraged to follow

through with their responsibility. This is an area of real burden to me."
Having recently attended a Christian schools teachers conference, Turpen

proposed adaptation of some of the teaching materials for use in the public

school curriculum. Private school teachers, Christian parents, churches, and
some para-educational organizations all share with CEA the goal of reaching

America's children and young people with God's truth.

CEA provides its members with such services as legal counsel for teachers

being harassed by their districts, unions, or parents; an intimate prayer

fellowship with fellow Christian teachers nationwide; regional seminars for

the achievement of excellence in public education; and free subscription

to a monthly magazine, a recent issue of which contained a handy primer

by the Christian Legal Society on religious freedom in the public schools.

Further information about CEA, including how to form a local chapter,

can be obtained from its office at 1410 W. Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena,

California 91105 or by calling (213) 684-1881.

Begun in 1983, the National Association of Christian Educators (NACE)
is a second organization available for Christian teachers in the public

schools. It offers most of some services as CEA, but differs, according to

its president Dr. Robert L. Simonds (formerly president of CEA), in its

emphasis on confronting the secular humanism in the public school systems.

After its first year, NACE has a membership of 1200. It has formed a par-

ents' group called Citizens for Excellence in Education which seeks to bring

a Christian influence into local school boards. For more information write

NACE's office, Box 3200, Costa Mesa, California 92628 or call (714)

546-5931. ffl
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Being Parents of

Children in Public

Elementary School

JOANNE PARKER

Each morning as I watch my children

walk toward their school, an integrat-

ed, urban, public school— I must re-

mind myself that God is sovereign and

his love for them is greater than mine.

I would have to do this wherever they

attended school, but I am quite sure

that I pray for them more fervently be-

cause of the temptations facing them
in the public school setting. Truly to

be salt and light is a very great chal-

lenge, often my parting words to Todd
and Heather are, "Remember today

that you are God's child and that will

make you different."

Every year we discuss and evaluate

the decision to keep our children in

public school. Each spring we assess

the progress of each child in all areas,

the effects of the present school year

and the prospects of the next year. We
can request specific teachers for the

coming year, critique their textbooks,

and be as involved in their school life

as we desire. We will not sacrifice our

children for the public school, but it

is our first choice for them as long as

they are not hindered spiritually or

academically.

We are glad Todd and Heather are

in a cross-cultural setting, learning to

get along with all kinds of people. Be-

cause of the wide range in the student

body, instruction is largely individu-

alized and each child is competing on-

ly with himself. It is a neighborhood

school, close to our home, and in-

volves us in community life.

To learn at an early age to be in the

world but not of the world is our great

desire for Todd and Heather. Our chil-

dren seem more able to identify and

stand against the breaking of God's

The author is wife of Rev. Michael
Parker, pastor of Fellowship of the

Lamb (PCA) in University City, Mo.
She and her husband have assisted
in the preparation of Covenant
Seminary students and their wives
for pastoral ministry.

Ten Commandments than to deal with

the legalism, materialism, self-righ-

teousness, and isolation from the

world found in some Christian set-

tings. From our experience, we would
rather fight the obvious evils found in

the public school than the more subtle

evils we see in many Christian schools.

Our children are learning to become
critical thinkers and evaluators. Din-

ner conversations often include discus-

sions about sin, Satan's influence, and
how we as Christians can be examples

of Jesus' love. We never skirt or gloss

over the real issues. Choosing to stand

up for what is right when that is not

popular, Todd and Heather have

grown spiritually by having to rely on
Christ. We pray with them for specific

children and about specific tempta-

tions which they face.

Today mothers rarely continue to be

homemakers after their children enter

school. But I have the opportunity to

be a volunteer in my children's class-

rooms and keep in touch with what
goes on there. As well, this allows me
to influence the other children by
showing that I care for them and want

to help them. Their eyes light up at a

gentle touch or hug. They appreciate

anyone who will help them with diffi-

cult assignments. Many of these chil-

dren get little individual attention at

home.
Because of our involvement in

school activities (my husband also

coaches Todd's soccer team), our chil-

dren's classmates will come to our

home. They feel safe and wanted here

in a Christian environment so different

from their own. Our greatest contact

with non-Christians has come through

our involvement in the public school

system.

Whatever positive influence we have

whatever seeds are planted, to God be

the glory! CD

Being a Christian on
the Board in Public

Higher Education

ROBERT A. CASE, II

On July 1, 1984 1 was elected chairman
of the board of trustees of Central

Washington University, an institution

recently cited by U.S. News and World
Report (November 28, 1983) as one of

the top eight comprehensive small

universities in the West.

I was first appointed to the board of

trustees in 1981 as a reward for my
campaign support of the current gov-

erner of Washington State, John Spell-

man. I am the owner of a small busi-

ness in a small rural town in central

Washington—hardly the background
of a political heavyweight. And yet be-

cause I was strategically involved in the

gubernatorial campaign in our com-
munity, I was willingly appointed to a

public board.

Why did I seek a position of influ-

ence in public higher education which
is avowedly secular, and in Washing-
ton State, constitutionally separated

from the Christian faith? Frankly, at

first I saw the appointment mainly in

terms of a stepping stone to elected po-

litical office. However, once I assumed
my responsibilities on the Board, I was
increasingly made aware of the fact

that my position was due more to a di-

vine favor than a civil one (I Samuel
2:7).

One divine obligation that I believe

has been laid to my account now is to

present one man's Christian mind-set

in a responsible and respectable man-
ner to a secular university environment

(Esther 4: 14). That is not to say I fan-

cy myself a scholar! Rather, besides

the obvious occasion to influence pub-

lic policy as it applies to higher educa-

tion, there is the necessity to define the

honest search for truth in God's cre-

ated order and epistemology (Col.

1:16-20). Because of my position I

have the opportunity to share ideas

The author, a 1973 graduate of

Covenant Seminary in St. Louis, is a

real estate broker with Thayer-Case
Realtors in Ellensburg, Wash.
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Kindergarten Through College:

Secular or Christian?

and perceptions of the role, mission

and purpose of education, scholarship,

research, and even the university sys-

tem itself to academically gifted men
and women. I have also been given a

unique role to encourage the rigorous

use of that most prized biological gift

to God's most cherished creation

—

man's mind.

Are there clear-cut issues which

distinctly divide Christians and non-

Christians within the world of public

higher education? Yes, but fewer than

one might expect. More often, my
Christian convictions show themselves

in such provincial concerns as merit

pay and tenure for faculty, staff assess-

ment, student-aid criteria, funding

priorities for the institution, and socio-

logical considerations such as being

willing to stand alone in board voting

and discussions. The fact of the mat-

ter is that the discretionary authority

of a public school official is so circum-

scribed by federal and state statute that

power to change public education fun-

damentally is almost absent. What I

work for, then, are small alterations in

the system and for a continuing Chris-

tian perspective, which may differ

from that of my secularist colleagues

on any given issue. I have not always

found that work simple or enjoyable

(Jer. 20:7-9).

However, I believe like the Puritans

that, if we evangelicals persevere in the

halls of academe, Christ will once
again take his rightful place as Master
and Tutor of all learning (Col. 2:2-

4). ffl

JACK L. ARNOLD

My total education, kindergarten to

college, has been in the California pub-

lic school system—the most progres-

sive and liberal in the nation. In my
early years of ministry, I was very pro-

secular education because, quite frank-

ly, I was ignorant of Christian educa-

tion, and I knew nothing else but the

system I was raised in.

I said, "If it was good enough for

me, it is good enough for my kids and
others. After all, I wasn't hurt serious-

ly by it, so why should other people's

children be affected by it?" All my
children attended the public school

through high school.

About ten years ago, I began to

study the philosophy of Christian edu-

cation because I began to see what sec-

ular education had done to me, what
it was doing to my own children, and
what it was doing to Christians in the

local church. At the age of 39, I did

a complete about-face on my view of

Christian education, and today I'm a

strong proponent of Christian educa-

tion when it is done Biblically. Once
I came to understand Christian educa-

tion, I encouraged all my children to

attend a Christian college, which they

have done.

Clearing the Air

Before I go a step further, I need to

state my concept about secular educa-

tion.

1) Public schools should be in exis-

tence to educate the American popu-
lace; Christian education is not for

everyone.

2) Parents who send their children

to public schools are not necessarily in

sin.

The author is pastor of Shannon
Forest Presbyterian Church (PCA) in

Greenville, S.C. He has a B.S. from
UCLA and a Th.M. and Th.D. from
Dallas Theological Seminary. He
and his wife, Carol, have four sons
who have studied at Wheaton Col-

lege and at Covenant College.

3) Christians who teach in the pub-

lic school are not out of the will of

God; we need Christians to teach in the

public schools. Thank God for those

Christians who choose to stay in the

public system.

4) Children from Christian homes
who go to public schools are not sec-

ond-class citizens,

5) Not all secular educators are of

the devil. Many times they are very sin-

cere people who believe in the public

school system and are in reaction to a

false concept of Christian education

which is propagated by many so-called

Christian schools.

6) It is possible for a child to go to

a secular school and turn out as a

strong Christian. But it is getting in-

creasingly more difficult for this to

happen as humanistic thinking gains

more control over the minds of secu-

lar educators.

Clarifying the Issues

It is very difficult for the average

Christian to realize the U.S.A. has be-

come a secular society, and this atti-

tude has had its greatest impact in the

public school system. The public school

today is in no way Christian, and apart

from a few isolated spots, it is not sym-
pathetic with Christianity at any level.

The present generation of true

Christians faces a situation unlike any-

thing else in the history of the church.

God has commanded Christian parents

to be responsible for the education of

their children; therefore, all Christian

parents must give their children a

world and life viewpoint with God at

the center of all.

There are two major issues which we
face as Christians, causing us to be in

direct conflict with the public school

philosophy:

1) State ownership. Do parents or

does the state have the right to posses-

sion of our children? Laws have been

passed and lawmakers are trying to

pass laws today which take rights away
from parents and give them to the

Continued on p. 13, col. 3^B
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Something
happens when
students and

missionaries get
• • •

Something life-

changing, exciting
and worthwhile

Urbana '84 is the largest student missions

convention in the world. Delegates meet at

the University of Illinois, Urbana, to talk with

missionaries, hear stirring messages about

God's plan for the whole world and seek their

place in that plan. And it will take place

December 27-31. This convention's theme is

"Faithful in Christ Jesus."

Urbana '84 can open your heart to the
needs of the world.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship sponsors

the Urbana Student Missions Conventions.

But it takes people like you to see that the con-

vention actually takes place. It takes prayer,

giving and sending. Prayer for the delegates

and speakers. Giving so that students who
could not afford it can attend. And sending.

You can send young people from your church

or fellowship group to Urbana '84.

Urbana '84

If you want to help students

find their place in world
missions fill in the following

coupon and return it to:

Urbana '84,

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship

233 Langdon Street,
Madison, WI 53703.

Questions about Urbana '84

registration? Call the Urbana
Hotline (608) 257-8855.

f PJ 8/22

YES, I want to help students
find their place in world
missions at Urbana '84.

Please send me the following free Urbana '84 materials:

Urbana '84 registration forms. quantity.

Information about providing scholarships for

Urbana '84.

Add my name to the Urbana Prayer Partners so I

receive Urbana '84 prayer requests.

Name

Address

City State Zip



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Faith—The Way to Go
FOR SEPTEMBER 9, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Romans 1:1-17

Key verses: Romans 1:1, 3-17

Devotional reading: Romans 16:17-20

Memory selection: Romans 1:17

INTRODUCTION

We begin the study of Paul's writings

in the book of Romans, the clearest

and most thorough treatment, in a sys-

tematic way, of the gospel which Paul

preached. This lesson deals with faith

as the Way Paul proclaimed.

Faith:

1 In Christ
Romans 1:1-7

Paul introduces himself to the Roman
believers as both a servant of Jesus

Christ and his apostle. By his own
mind, in submission, he was a servant

aspiring to no greater title. By Christ's

own will, he had been chosen and
called to be an apostle (v. 1).

Paul used the word "bond-servant"

or "slave" to describe his own re-

lationship to Jesus. This was the same
man who had once proudly persecuted

Christ and those who followed him.

But Paul now has a new heart.

Paul was not vainly proud of being

an apostle of Jesus, but recognized the

authority which that title carried. He
was not reluctant to consider himself

on a par with the other apostles, view-

ing his position as equal to theirs by
the will of Christ. As one of the chosen

writers of the New Testament, he

wished to guard the authority by which
he wrote as much as the authority by
which the other apostles wrote.

As a servant and apostle, one chosen
and sent to the Gentiles by Jesus, he

considered himself separated to the

gospel of God. That is, he viewed his

whole life as one to be consumed in the

business of proclaiming that gospel.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ot the National Council of Churches of Christ.

He understood the roots of this

gospel to be in the Old Testament. He
was building on what the prophets had

already taught, as they were led by

God's Spirit to proclaim the day of the

gospel to come (v. 2).

Paul understood that the gospel he

proclaimed was centered in Jesus

Christ, the Son of God (divine) and the

Son of David (human).

The indisputable fact of the resur-

rection of Jesus Christ was central to

Paul's gospel, as we see from reading

I Corinthians 15. Therefore, it is not

surprising that as he begins to talk of

the gospel, he begins with the procla-

mation of the resurrection of Christ

from the dead. Paul had formerly re-

jected that doctrine and was willing to

persecute those who held it, until he

was confronted by the living resur-

rected Christ on the road to Damascus.

After that, for Paul, there could be

no other conclusion than that this

resurrected Christ who had died on the

cross was indeed the Lord of God's

people, the very Lcrd who had re-

vealed himself to his forefathers in Old

Testament times (v. 4).

It was through Jesus, then, that he

and the rest of the believers received

grace and apostleship—the necessary

things for the church to begin to carry

out the Great Commission. All were

saved and endowed by Jesus with

power, by his grace. The whole church

profited by the apostleship that the

Lord established. By that apostleship,

the church received its first leadership

and the rest of the written Word of

God, so necessary for it to carry out

its mission to the ends of the earth in

the following centuries.

The obedience unto faith of which

Paul speaks is the result of the procla-

mation of the gospel, as Christ con-

tinues to pour out his grace on the

church and its work by the Word of

God. As he later wrote: Faith comes
by hearing and hearing by the word of

Christ.

Paul reminds the readers that the

gospel has now come to them and they

are, with him, fellowservants of Jesus

Christ (v. 6).

For that reason, he addresses them
as "the church at Rome, beloved of

God, called to be saints" (v. 7). This

reminds the readers that they, with

him, have been called to be wholly and

exclusively the servants of Jesus Christ.

They are to belong exclusively to the

Lord and to live for him only.

Grace and peace (v. 7) are not mere
words of greeting, but convey the im-

pact of the gospel: the means of its

coming (grace) and the result of its

coming (peace).

QUESTIONS
1. How aware are you of belonging

to Christ exclusively?

2. Why can you say that you have

obedience unto faith?

Faith:

2 Proclaimed
Romans 1:8-13

Paul has no illusions that he is in-

troducing the Roman readers to the

gospel. He knows they had received it

earlier, by another agency than him-

self. Nevertheless, because he is the

apostle specially appointed to the Gen-

tiles, he feels it necessary to write these

Gentile Christians in the greatest city

of the world.

He is thankful for them—that they

have already heard and responded to

the gospel. He knows that their con-

version, as his own, was through Jesus

Christ (v. 8).

But more, he is thankful that their

faith has been proclaimed throughout

the world (v. 8). They have been busy

doing that. Their very location in the

city of cities has given them a unique

opportunity to share their faith with

the world. From Rome all roads lead

to the outermost points of the world.

This is undoubtedly why Paul was

so eager to come to thern and to write

them, unfolding systematically the

gospel he was proclaiming. He wanted
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to be sure that the faith they pro-

claimed was one with his own, because

he knew that his doctrine was from
Christ and that already, in the world,

false gospels were being proliferated.

He wanted them to know several

things about him even as he desired to

know more about them.

First, he wanted them to know that

he was constantly in prayer for them
(vv. 9-10). For Paul, constantly being

in prayer was not just so many empty
words. Every breath was a breath of

prayer. He was continually in com-
munion with the Lord and was in

meditation on the Word of God, as all

true believers should be. When he later

wrote to the Thessalonian believers to

pray without ceasing, he was not be-

ing unreasonable. He meant that their

every thought ought to be God-di-

rected.

More specifically, he was praying

that if it pleased the Lord, he might be

privileged to come and address them

personally (v. 10). Undoubtedly, since

he did not know that it was the will of

God that he would get to see them, he

wrote this letter as an alternative,

should he be prevented. He was clear-

ly submissive to God's will; and, at the

same time, he took advantage of the

opportunity to fulfill God's revealed

will, by writing them this letter.

The entire church has been enriched

by the fact that Paul wrote this letter

for it is the clearest exposition we have

of the gospel of Christ.

Paul also wanted them to know that

he desired to see them, in order to be

a personal blessing to them and to re-

ceive from them, in fellowship, some
personal blessing—a mutually spiritual

benefit (vv. 11-12).

It may be that some in Rome had

complained because Paul had left them
out. They may have felt that he was ig-

noring them. He wanted them to know
that this was not so.

He had tried many times to make
such a trip but always had been

hindered from going (v. 13).

He does not tell us how he was
hindered, but elsewhere he sometimes

speaks of being hindered by God and

at other times of being hindered by

Satan. He understood that over all was

the sovereign will of God.
Even now, as he wrote—probably

from Corinth—he could not envision

that when he did come to Rome it

would be by compulsion, as a prisoner

of the Roman government.

Paul's desire for fruit among
them—as among the rest of the Gen-
tile churches—was reasonable. After

all, this was the most influential city

in the world and where could he bet-

ter go to reach most of the Gentile

world?

As he had noted, the faith of the

Roman believers was being proclaimed

everywhere. History has shown the

correctness of his sense of the im-

portance of the need for the purity of

the Roman faith. It would ultimately

influence the world greatly and set the

course for Christianity for more than

a millennium.

QUESTIONS
1 . To what extent has Roman Chris-

tianity affected your faith?

2. To what extent has Romans af-

fected your faith?

Faith:

3 For Power
Romans 1:14-16

The power of the gospel is clearly dem-
onstrated in the life of Paul. Here was

a man who, at one time, felt indebted

to Judaism to the extent that he was
willing to live and die for it. He was
ready to round up all followers of

Christ and have them imprisoned or

put to death.

He was more zealous than any other

young Jew of his day in his desire to

keep Judaism free from the heresy he

knew as "the teaching of the Naza-
rene."

But when Christ came into his life,

he became a debtor to all men—Jews

and Gentiles, Greeks and Barbari-

ans—to preach the gospel he had once

persecuted.

He had had an excellent education

and was equipped to talk to the wisest

of men in philosophical terms. But the

power of the gospel made him ready

and willing to talk to the common
folk—not to rely on his wisdom but on

that power to change the lives of others

as it had changed his life.

He had once been ashamed of Chris-

tianity and desired to snuff it out.

Now, though persecuted himself and

ridiculed among those he had once

sided with, he was not at all ashamed.

Paul undoubtedly had heard the

words of Jesus that those who were

ashamed of him, he would be ashamed
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of in the day of judgment. He did not

wish to be counted among those who
were ashamed of the gospel and dem-

onstrated by his life his pride in that

same gospel he had once despised.

How could he be ashamed of that

gospel which had first been foretold in

the Garden to Adam and then demon-
strated in the life of Abraham, the

father of the Jews? Now that he under-

stood it, it was the very heart of the

Old Testament revelation. All he had

learned under Judaism and the study

of Scripture was now seen to have been

fulfilled only in Jesus Christ. He made
it all possible. Far from being ashamed

of the gospel, Paul could now boast in

Christ- Jesus who, as Isaiah had fore-

told, laid down his life for the sinners

whom God would redeem to be his

children.

Paul could not be ashamed of what

had made possible all the promises to

Abraham and David. He could not be

ashamed of the one who had laid down
his life on the cross that men might be

set free from their sins. It was the on-

ly truly good news that could ever be

told.

He gives us a clear reason why he

was not ashamed. The gospel is the

power of God that grants salvation to

all who believe in Christ. It is power
to turn proud Jews into humble ser-

vants of God and alienated Gentiles

back to God, their Creator.

QUESTIONS
1 . How has the power of the gospel

been demonstrated in your life?

2. Can you say, with Paul, that you
are not ashamed of the gospel? What
is the basis for your answer?

Faith:4 For Living
Romans 1:17

The Lord had told Abraham that he
had chosen him so that he would teach

his children and his children's children

to keep the way of the Lord by doing
what was right and just, so that the

Lord might bring about for Abraham
all that he had promised (Gen. 18:19).

God had said this, but it was not in

the power of Abraham or his children,

in themselves, to do what was righ-

teous.

Had not Isaiah proclaimed that all

our righteousness is as filthy rags in the

eyes of God (Isa. 64:6)?

Paul could read the Old Testament

historical accounts and see how far

short of God's righteousness his

chosen people had fallen. It was im-

possible for them to please God.
But Paul learned that Abraham was

not made righteous before God by his

own effort. Indeed, the Lord had

challenged him to trust in the Lord to

do what he, himself, could not do.

And the Scriptures taught that Abra-

ham had believed in the Lord and in

his promises and it was reckoned to

him for righteousness (Gen. 15:6).

Suddenly it came to Paul that

righteousness never comes by our own
effort. It has to come by our learning

to trust in the Lord. Only as God
changes our hearts and makes us and
our works righteous in his sight can we
ever be said to be righteous and to do
righteousness. Good works are not the

means of our salvation but the result

of our having been made righteous by

faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
who loved us and gave himself for our

sins!

Now, Paul also remembered what
Habakkuk had learned when God
showed that those who had learned to

put their trust in the Lord and to obey

his Word would by faith live forever,

in God's sight (Hab. 2:4).

To Paul, these two Old Testament
passages (Gen. 15:6; Hab. 2:4) became
the foundation stones of his gospel

message. They explained how all of

God's people—in Old Testament times

and afterwards—were saved: not by

works but by faith.

How could he be ashamed of such

a truth taught by none other than the

Lord?

He and all other believers had a

righteousness that came from God
himself: the righteousness of his Son,

Jesus Christ, which was imputed to

them (applied to them). They were

right before God because the righ-

teousness of Christ was put in the place

of their own sinfulness and weakness.

The righteous shall live by his faith.

That was the good news. They live and
will never die, as Jesus promised Mary
and Martha. They live to serve Christ

and to enjoy him and fellowship with

him forever. Their life will never end
because Christ lives in heaven and one
day will come and receive all believers

to be with him forever.

Eternal life is not just living forever,

but living righteously, so that we please

the Lord and glorify him by our lives.

QUESTIONS

1 . How do you define the righteous-

ness of God?
2. How do you show daily that you

live by faith?

Next week: "Do 'Good' People

Sin?" Romans 2:1-3:20. ffl

Kindergarten—from p. 9

state. At this point, Christians must
stand, even to death, for parental

rights over children.

2) Shaping the mind. The second is-

sue we Christians have with the state

is who has the right to shape the mind-

set of our children—the state or the

Christian parent? Public education is

not neutral, nor is Christian education.

Both are biased opinions based on two
diametrically opposed ways of think-

ing. Someone is going to indoctrinate

our children—either the humanists or

the Christians. We Christians feel it is

mandated by God that we indoctrinate

our children for God, for Christ, for

righteousness, justice, freedom, and
godliness.

Christian education must be Chris-

tian, and no public school in America
can give a child a Christian education.

Enrolling a child in a Christian school

does not necessarily mean that we are

racists or are on a crusade against the

public education system. It means that

we want a God-centered, Bible-cen-

tered education for a child who can-

not be given that in the public schools

of our nation.

Even if public education takes a con-

servative turn (and it may) so that ac-

ademics are stressed, discipline is main-

tained, drugs and alcohol are con-

trolled, and prayers are reinstated, this

would in no way be Christian educa-

tion. The public school will never be

able to give a God-centered viewpoint

of life based on the Bible which is the

only world-life viewpoint God ac-

knowledges. Christian education gives

a world view based on God with the

express goal of teaching the child his

personal accountability to God.

Identifying a Philosophy

Christian education comes as Christian

parents and Christian churches arrab-

solutely convinced that God wants

them to educate their children from a

Biblical perspective.

Many people think a Christian
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school is a place we send our children

to evangelize them and to get them
saved. Yet this is not the reason for a

Christian school. If our kids happen to

get saved in a Christian school, we
thank God for it, but that is not the

ultimate reason for a Christian school.

There must be a Christian view of cul-

ture, history, economics, politics, phy-

sics, and every other subject and truth.

God is God everywhere or he is God
nowhere.

Christian education is not secular

education with some religious features

externally added. It is not secular edu-

cation with courses in Bible study, dai-

ly chapel services, prayer groups,

Christian outreach, or whatever.

Christian education means educa-

tion which is Christian in its essence or

inner character in every classroom and
every laboratory, as well as in the life

and thinking of the teacher. We must
not divide life into the secular and the

sacred. CE

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. Over 500

books and commentaries. All Reformed.

Many rare and out of print. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37
c

) to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS
Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

ROCK MUSIC?? Finally! Eric Barger has

developed a system to help Christians to rate

the world of rock music. Have you wondered

what is wrong with today's music? Write to-

day for this expose on over 400 rock groups

and artists. Send just $2.00 to: Eric Barger,

THE CHAIN OF FAITH MINISTRIES,
P.O. Box 78548, Seattle, WA 98178. For

seminar and rating information write or call

(206) 723-8521.

churchesmmmmmmmm
HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

COLUMBIA, MO. PCA mission church

that is conservative, Biblical, and committed

to evangelism and body life. College and
family-oriented ministry. REDEEMER
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Pastor, Jon
Maas, 329 Maple Grove Way, Columbia,

MO 65203. (314) 443-2321.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

OPC IN TYLER. Tyler (Texas) Presbyterian

Church, proclaiming the doctrines of grace

and providing a caring Christian fellowship,

at 230 S. Broadway. S.S. 9:45, worship 1 1 :00.

John H. Johnson, pastor (214) 593-9065.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

FOR RENTHHHM
MOBILE HOME LOTS for rent in Ashe-

ville, North Carolina. Outside of city but

close to shopping and 1-40, on quiet road

—

good place to retire or to vacation. Children

O.K. if well disciplined. Write: Route 5, Box

842, Asheville, NC 28803; or call collect (704)

298-9040.

FOR S)ILE^HHH
LOT NEAR RIDGE HAVEN, state road

by this lot scheduled for paving soon. Ap-
proximately 3/4 acre, land with gentle slope,

perpetual water supply included in price. No
well to drill or pump to maintain. In near

proximity to well-built and beautiful houses.

Terms available. (912) 746-3760.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

PEOPLEMHHHHI
CHRISTIAN orthopedic surgeon with busy

practice in northeast Texas town of 25,000

serving area of 100,000 looking for another

Christian orthopedist willing to do general

orthopedics. Contact Dr. Sandy B. Bahm II

at (214) 455-5360 or 455-5399 or write to 4818

Wellington, Suite 8, Greenville TX 75401

.

WANTED: Director of Christian Education

and Youth; and Choir Director. PCA church.

Write to: 3220 Rainbow Dr., Gadsden, AL
35901 or call (205) 442-3440, if interested.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is

seeking qualified teachers for elementary

grade levels. A.C.S. is a small school set in

a rural/suburban area of northwest New Jer-

sey. Send resume to: H. Leon Ben-Ezra,

A.C.S. , 126 S. Hillside Ave., Succasunna, NJ
07876.

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN Education

for a growing Presbyterian Church U.S.A.,
located in Wichita, Kansas. Requirements in-

clude complete commitment to the Reformed
faith, at least three years experience, ability

to teach teachers, administrative skills,

M.R.E. degree. Minimum salary package of

$25,000. Send resume to Dr. Frank N. Kik,

Eastminster Presbyterian Church, 7202 E.

9th St., Wichita, KS 67206.

WANTED:
A few good men

M.Div. in Pastoral Theology

Concentration: Church planting and
evangelism.

Teaching style: A discipleship

core group.

Contact: Dean of Ministry Teacher,

Dr. Bill Iverson

International School of Theology

P.O. Box 50015
San Bernardino CA 9241 2

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN Education

needed. Also responsible for youth minis-

tries. New youth center with up-to-date

equipment. Contact: Glenn Lautzenhiser,

The Presbyterian Church of Columbus, 1 10

N. 7th St., Columbus, MS 39701.

SERVICES
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

M( loves m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The "Equal Access" Bill

As America prepares to return to

school and as the political campaign
heats up, it is not surprising that a few

controversial issues relating to religion

in the public schools should surface.

One of them—so-called "equal ac-

cess"—could prove to be of major sig-

nificance.

A bill passed by Congress in late Ju-

ly allows for voluntary, student-initi-

ated religious meetings in the public

high schools to be held before or after

school hours so long as they are not

sponsored by the schools.

The American Jewish Congress was
among those who opposed this legisla-

tion for fear that the door would thus

be opened to "aggressive cults and mil-

itant extremist groups."

Not every evangelical Christian will

agree, but I believe that "equal access"

may represent a turning point that

could lead toward an equal voice for

theism in our public schools. For too

long our rightly cherished concept of

separation of church and state has

been understood to mean that public

education cannot include discussion of
the implications of the existence of

God for science, history, society, or the

arts. The "no establishment of reli-

gion" clause of the First Amendment
has prevailed over the "no prohibiting

the free exercise thereof" clause.

What the "equal access" bill would
accomplish remains to be seen, and no
doubt its effects will vary from com-
munity to community, but where evan-

gelical Christian students can make
good use of it, bringing in effective and
winsome communicators to stimulate

thought, it could have a profound ef-

fect. At the very least it can instill con-

fidence in the truth of Scripture on the

part of believing students. The fellow-

ship with other Christians in the con-
text of school can encourage a warm
and natural witness to others. And
those who are invited to visit the

meetings could find that the natural-

istic and humanistic assumptions of
the classroom should not go unchal-
lenged in their thinking.

But most significant is the recogni-

tion that religious ideas deserve the

same freedom of expression in the con-

text of the public high school as polit-

ical, scientific, sociological, or artistic

ideas. Those parents who fear concern-

ing their child's susceptibility to the ag-

gressive claims of some extremist

group should be aware of the variety

of ideas already spread before high-

school young people, not only by the

teachers in the classroom, but by the

books that are read and through the

activities that are shared. Young peo-

ple 14 to 18 are exposed by our culture

—not just by the public schools—to an

immense variety of viewpoints, ideas,

and stimuli.

"Equal access" is a small step in the

direction of giving theism an opportu-

nity to be heard. If evangelical Chris-

tians prove ready to handle this oppor-

tunity well, it could lead eventually to

an equal voice for theism in the public

school classroom in addition to the

extracurricular time before or after

school hours. ID

Prayer in the
Public Schools
Also adopted by the House of Repre-

sentatives in late July, one day after the

"equal access" bill, was legislation that

would allow moments of silent prayer

in the public schools. Later in the fall

the U.S. Supreme Court is to rule on
an Alabama state law allowing public

schools to have moments of silent

prayer. There are 22 states that have
similar laws.

Can there be any good reason for

anyone to object to such a practice? If

the child of atheist parents does not

want to use the moment of silence for

prayer, can it not be well employed for

meditation? Meditation is a lost art in

our civilization—indeed, the practice

of silence is, too—and thus is worthy
of being part of our public education.

Vocal prayer in the public schools,

however, is something that conserva-

tive Christians have been far too vocal

about. What is it that is to be gained

by having state-sponsored prayer in the

schools? A pallid reference to a name-
less God like the great clockmaker of

the 18th-century Deists or the "ground
of being" of more recent disbelievers

in a personal deity? The benediction at

the conclusion of such exercises might

just as well be Star War's "May the

Force be with you."

And if such religious exercises were

to be more specifically Christian and
genuine in certain public school set-

tings, at what cost would we have such

gain? Social pressure on the Jewish

student in the school to conform or be

an obviously embarrassed minority?

Enforced hypocrisy for the sincerely

agnostic students whose parents also

pay taxes? Ultimately a legalized

prayer tends to make the most signifi-

cant of words lose their meaning.

What can the words of "Hark! The
Herald Angels Sing" possibly mean
when sung by a class of which even 51

percent is genuinely Christian: "Veiled

in flesh the Godhead see; Hail th'incar-

nate Deity"?

If you were Jewish or atheist par-

ents, would you want your child to be

expected to sing those words? In the

days of the Roman Empire the major
problem for Christian citizens was just

this sort of coercion to conform to re-

ligious practices that were not one's

own. Our spiritual ancestors were will-

ing to die in order to worship none but

Christ. More recent ancestors fought

to gain freedom from religion estab-

lished by state authority.

Vocal prayer in the public schools is

not the issue. Freedom of expression

for a theistic viewpoint is. The Supreme
Court decisions in 1962 and 1963 that

excluded the devotional use of prayer

and Bible reading in the public schools

actually encouraged the public school

use of the Bible as literature and his-

tory. We could have used more prayer

outside of the schools for the effective

use of that opportunity these past 22

years. EE
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MAILBAG

ORIGIN OF "RIGHT" AND "LEFT"

The "right" is not always right, and
our cultural heritage should be con-

served only to the extent that it is Bib-

lical. I would, however, like to men-
tion a telling historical footnote about

the origin of the political terms "right"

and "left" from the book Fire in the

Minds ofMen: Origins of the Revolu-

tionary Faith by James H. Billington,

who taught history for 17 years at Har-

vard and Princeton. On page 22, he

makes the following comment about
Revolutionary France after the guillo-

tining of King Louis XVI in 1793:

"External and internal violence in-

creasingly polarized politics and split

the National Assembly into the origi-

nal 'right' and 'left.' The subsequent

equation of the right with virtue dra-

matized revolutionary defiance of

Christian tradition, which had always

represented those on the right hand of

God as saved and those on the left as

damned."
—(Rev.) Grover Gunn

Fort Smith, Ark.

LIBERAL AGENDA UNCOMPASSIONATE

Dr. Voskuil's article on the left-right

political spectrum was very informa-

tive as an historical analysis. However,

as an analysis of the present political

trends, I must disagree with him.

To speak of the liberal as one who
has "a profound compassion for the

weak, the poor, and the helpless" is no

longer justifiable (assuming it once

was). Modern political liberalism, as

defined by the 1984 National Demo-
cratic Platform, defines itself in terms

of an agenda for murder, fornication,

and theft. The pro-choice stand is

nothing less than the call for the mur-

der of "the weak, the poor, and the

helpless" unborn child. The call for the

rights of those with differing sexual

preferences (as publicly made on na-

tional TV by the Rev. Jesse Jackson)

is an attempt to legalize fornication

(Biblically termed sodomy). The so-

cialistic concept of forced charity

under threat of fine or imprisonment
is nothing less than theft.

Dr. Voskuil is correct when he en-

courages Christians to vote according

to "principles derived from the Chris-

tian faith." A good principle for the

Christian at the polls is to vote for

those who will uphold the integrity of

the law of God, whether they claim to

be liberal or conservative.

—(Rev.) Larry E. Ball

Kingsport, Tenn.

BIBLE SPEAKS TO POLITICAL CHOICES

As with many, I presume, I have been

intrigued with watching the Journal's

"transition" this past year. It has been

gratifying to me to see more articles be-

ing published which had more direct

roots in our Presbyterian heritage. I

am thinking of these over and against

articles from a merely "evangelical"

perspective. If our heritage is worth

preserving, then we ought to major in

the same, especially in "presbyterian"

publications like the Journal.

Yet this is not to say that I have been

totally pleased with all of the presby-

terian output. I would say that it has

been uneven, and this is distressing

when some of the authors are from
erstwhile "reformed" colleges and
seminaries.

Let me give you both a positive and
a negative example. Professor George
Knight's article (June 13) on "Separa-

tion from Unbelief" was great. It was
referenced by much Scripture and re-

flected our confessional heritage. It

was also pertinent, in relating a re-

formed mind-set to a contemporary

dilemma.
Dr. Louis Voskuil's article on the

Right and Left in politics (August 8)

on the other hand, wasn't so good. In

this case, the lack of Scriptural allu-

sions was significant. In discerning be-

tween the various shades of Right and
Left, the reader was served, as he

might be served by a humanistic psy-

chologist, with the wise counsel of Dr.

Voskuil. I would rather have the coun-

sel of God's Word.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK
Many questions remained in my

mind. Does the Bible speak to our po-

litical choices today? Does it speak any
more clearly than in the general prin-

ciples of "some private ownership"

and "some love" for which Voskuil

held forth? Inasmuch as God's Word
(and not man's word) is a "lamp unto

our feet" (Ps. 119:105), ought we not

to seek the light?

—(Rev.) Richard E. Knodel, Jr.

Lynchburg, Va.

PULLING OUR LEGS?

Knowing of Martin Marty's legend-

ary sense of humor, is it possible that

in his "tribute" to Francis Schaeffer
in the May 30 issue his turgid profes-

soreze in the second paragraph was a
way of pulling our collective legs? If

not, please ask Dr. Marty for a simple

English translation!

—(Mrs.) Elsie Davidson
Macomb, 111.
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I I Labor Day was instituted in Canada and the U.S. a num-
ber of years ago to honor the workingman. That a need was felt for such

a holiday testifies to the low esteem in which our work is often held. (Perhaps

there is some irony, too, in celebrating our work by taking a holiday from
it.) Christianity has contributed greatly to the dignity of labor—from the

medieval monk's working alongside the peasant in the field to the Protes-

tant's emphasis on serving God in our calling. Nevertheless, much confu-

sion can result from our work as we tend to form our identity from our

job and offer to God what we do more than what we are.

I I As we return to our jobs from summer vacations, it is

opportune to reflect on both the purpose and the procedures of our work.

Productivity and personal relations are not unrelated, as the story of Wayne
Alderson by R.C. Sproul shows. The remarkable story of the Pittron foun-

dry has moved Wayne Alderson into a ministry from which we hope many
of our readers will benefit. Paul Martin adds some insights from his study

on how preachers can address this subject. Helen Louise Herndon contributes

spiritual principles which she was able to apply in the experience of a labor

conflict.

i I In light of recent discussions of prayer and Bible reading

in the public schools it was interesting to see the results of a poll conducted

by William J. Bennett, chairman of the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities, columnist George Will, and a number of summer seminars for

high-school teachers on what ten works every American high-school graduate

should have read. Shakespeare's plays topped the list. Then came key Amer-
ican political documents, Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn, and the Bible.

After that came works by Homer, Dickens, Plato, Steinbeck, Hawthorne,
Sophocles, and Melville. Though disappointing, it is not too surprising that

the Bible should be beat out by Hamlet, the Declaration of Independence,

or even Huckleberry Finn. What I wonder is whether the Bible gets assigned

in the classroom more than the Illiad, Tale of Two Cities, Oedipus Rex,
or Moby Dick.

Still adjusting to the pleasant Southern climate, including

the tradition of the Southern gentleman, I was reminded of this baseball

story. Former major-league player then managing the Dodgers' Fort Worth
farm team, Bobby Bragan, Alabama-bred and known for his politeness,

received a telegram from Dodger general manager Branch Rickey asking

if he thought the Dodgers could be helped in the pennant race by Fort Worth
pitcher Carl Erskine. Bragan, with an economy of words, wired back:

"YES." Rickey, with numerous telegrams on his desk, couldn't remember
what he had asked and so wired back: "YES, WHAT?" Ever the gentleman,

Bragan responded: "YES, SIRl" ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

'Comparable Worth 9 Seen as Threat to Families

ROCKFORD, 111.—"If comparable

worth becomes the law of the land,

parental care of small children may no
longer be possible," says a new report

released by The Rockford Institute

here. "Public policy can favor either

the middle-class family model focused

on the needs of children or 'the work-

ing family' model focused on the pri-

vate desires of adults; it cannot be

'moderate,' favorabe to both, or neu-

tral."

The report, authored by Allan

Carlson and published in the institute's

Persuasion At Work, argues that the

feminist agenda for the 80s aims at

ending "institutionalized sexism" in

the workplace, so that a secretary

would be paid as much as her truck

driving counterpart, or a nurse as

much as a doctor. Carlson thinks that

the doctrine would have dire economic

consequences, predicting that its end
result could only be governmental con-

trol of the wage setting process.

"But the social consequences of the

comparable worth doctrine are even

more devastating," Carlson says, "for

it threatens parents' abilities to raise

and care for their own children."

Carlson takes a detailed look at

Sweden and seeks to show how that

country has effectively coerced women
to join the work force, whether they

want to or not. Prevailing wages and
tax levels in that country virtually man-
date the "two income" family, he

notes. Welfare and tax benefits are

negatively affected if one parent

foregoes paid work and chooses to stay

home and care for the children.

Carlson points to the extremely low
marriage and birth rates in Sweden and
suggests that socialized control of

children makes such rejection of fami-

ly life logical behavior.

Carlson calls Sweden a "doomed
society," saying that present birth rates

are only 60 percent of what is neces-

sary to maintain zero population

growth.

In the United States, the "family

wage," or an income sufficient for a

male laborer to support his wife and
children in modest comfort, was once

an informal market mechanism that

supported the nuclear family social

structure. In addition, Carlson shows
that social security and tax laws

favorable to families made cultural

assumptions about the importance to

society of maternal care of children.

He goes on to trace the origins of the

"comparable worth" idea in legisla-

tion such as the Title VII Act of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and charges

that this doctrine's spread has occurred

primarily behind closed doors, di-

vorced from public debate.

Carlson thinks there is a contradic-

tion between woman's "two roles" as

workers and mothers, one that Presi-

dent John Kennedy's 1961 Commis-
sion on the Status of Women touched

on but left unresolved. On the one
hand, the commission presupposed

that the nuclear family unit was vital

to the stability of American society and
that women have a unique and un-

changeable role in it. On the other

hand, it argued that every obstacle to

women's full participation in society

must be removed. Carlson agrees with

feminists who have argued that this im-

plicit contradiction could be removed
only if men and government took on
far more responsibility for child rear-

ing and homemaking.
Carlson concludes that public policy

will favor either the middle class family

unit or "the working family model"
and suggests that the needs of children

should be the determining factor in the

comparable worth debate. He also sug-

gests that some version of the "family

wage" concept, such as a children's al-

lowance or tax benefits or payments
for maternal care of pre-school chil-

dren, be adopted as a way of recon-

structing the "family wage."
Carlson is executive vice-president

of the institute, a conservative non-
profit research center devoted to the

study of the cultural dynamics of a free

society. He has written extensively on
family issues and has recently testified

before the U.S. Senate and the U.S.
Attorney General's Taskforce on
Family Violence. H

U.S., Vatican Pleased
With Population Conference

MEXICO CITY (RNS)—The United

States and the Vatican were both
pleased at the outcome of the Interna-

tional Population Conference, as far

as abortion is concerned.

Among the 88 proposals adopted by
the representatives of 149 countries

who attended the United Nations con-

ference was one stating that abortion

"in no way should be promoted" as

a family-planning method.
The statement came short of a

Vatican proposal that "abortion
should be excluded as a method of

family planning," but was sufficiently

negative on abortion to win the ap-

proval of both the Vatican and the

U.S.

An editorial in the Vatican's semi-

official newspaper, L'Osservatore

Romano, said that the final statement,

"despite not completely expressing the

doctrinal position of the Catholic

Church on abortion, still constitutes an
important affirmation because it ex-

cludes abortion as a method and a

right for family planning, which could

easily have been implicitly supported

by the conference."

In its editorial, L'Osservatore

Romano referred to Pope Paul VI's

controversial 1968 encyclical on birth

control. "It is not the anti-pill en-

cyclical, as its critics have called it,"

the editorial said, "but a document
with an ample vision of human digni-

ty and life in matrimony, in the fami-

ly, and in society. It has firm principles

against materialism and protects fun-

damental human and Christian val-

ues."

James L. Buckley, chief U.S. dele-

gate at the conference, said the abor-

tion statement was "wholly consistent

with the position of the United States
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government." He announced that a

$19-million U.S. appropriation to the

U.N. Fund for Population Activities,

which had been held up pending the

outcome of the conference, would be

"disbursed immediately."

Rafael Salas, the director of the

U.N. fund, sent a letter to Jeane

Kirkpatrick, the U.S. ambassador to

the U.N., stating that the fund "does

not support abortion as a method of

family planning nor does it sanction

—

nor has it ever sanctioned—coercion in

the implementation of family-planning

programs." 13

Abducted Beirut Minister

Reported As Still Alive

NEW YORK (RNS)—Three months
after the May 8 abduction in Beirut of

Rev. Benjamin J. Weir, a missionary

of the Presbyterian Church USA
(PCUSA), "there continues to be a

variety of unconfirmed, but apparently

reliable, indications that he is alive,"

says a PCUSA official.

Rev. Frederick R. Wilson, who
works in the PCUSA's New York of-

fices, said last week that there is still

"no verifiable word concerning Ben's

whereabouts or condition."

Wilson, who recently returned from
a trip to Cyprus to visit Weir's wife

Carol, even declined to identify the

"apparently reliable indications" that

the 60-year-old fraternal worker might

still be alive. But he added that the

U.S. State Department shares his op-

timistic feelings.

The Weirs, who have worked in

Lebanon since 1953, are consultants in

Christian education to the National

Evangelical Synod of Syria and Leb-

anon, an indigenous Arabic-speaking

body. m

Two Homosexual Ministers

Appointed by Methodists

NEW YORK (RNS)—Despite a new
United Methodist policy explicitly bar-

ring "self-avowed, practicing homo-
sexuals" from the ministry, two homo-
sexual ministers in the denomination
were given appointments by bishops
during June, while a third homosexual
clergyman took early retirement.

Bishop Melvin E. Wheatley, of
Denver, appointed Rev. Julian Rush,
47, as part-time associate pastor of St.

Paul's United Methodist Church in

Denver—the church where Rush
served just before going on a study

leave in 1982.

Rev. Morris Floyd, 37, who since

1982 has been on an involuntary leave

of absence imposed by the church's

Pacific and Southwest Annual Confer-

ence, was returned to active ministerial

status and appointed by Bishop Jack

Tuell to a ministry "beyond the local

church"—to work at the secular

social-service agency in Minneapolis,

where he is currently employed.

Rev. Paul Abels, 46, pastor for 11

years of Washington Square United

Methodist Church in New York's

Greenwich Village, took early re-

tirement from the active ministry after

20 years of service. He retains his

ministerial privileges and pension

rights, but is no longer under ap-

pointment.

The church's New York Annual

Conference adopted, by a vote of

184-157, a resolution celebrating

Abel's ministry. The statement said:

"We deeply regret our denomination's

continued oppression of homosexual

persons and its role in your decision

for early retirement from the parish

ministry which you have served so

well. We look forward to the day when
the church will accept gay and lesbian

persons into full fellowship."

Abels had announced his impending
retirement in April, invoking a provi-

sion in church law that allows retire-

ment with full pension rights after 20
years of service. The timing of his

decision, he said, was influenced by the

likelihood that the United Methodist

General Conference would pass legisla-

tion specifically forbidding the ap-

pointment of homosexual clergy.

The General Conference, meeting in

Baltimore in early May, approved a

new provision that "self-avowed, prac-

ticing homosexuals are not to be ac-

cepted as candidates, ordained as

ministers, or appointed to serve in the

United Methodist Church."
The ban was enacted after the Judi-

cial Council, the church's supreme
court, ruled that a General Conference

action requiring clergy to practice

"celibacy in singleness and fidelity in

marriage" would not "necessarily"

preclude the ordination and appoint-

ment of "self-avowed, practicing

homosexuals." The court said that on-

ly annual conferences, the church's

regional governing bodies, have the

authority to decide whether ministerial

candidates meet stated requirements.

The language on celibacy and fidelity

will, nevertheless, be added to the

church's Discipline.

The nine-member Judicial Council

has been asked to rule on the more
specific ban when it meets in Chicago,

October 24-27.

In any case, the new ban does not

go into effect until Jan. 1, so the ap-

pointments of Rush and Floyd appear

to be technically not in violation of

church law until that date.

The head of a conservative caucus

in the denomination called Bishop
Wheatley's action "violation of the

clear intent of General Conference."

Rev. James Heidinger of Wilmore,

Ky., executive secretary of the Good
News Caucus, said, "I guess it's the

bishop's final opportunity to make a

point in his own personal crusade on
this issue, but it's not fair for the total

church, in terms of fallout, which will

be pretty heavy." 51

Also in the News . . .

The Southern Baptist Convention

now calls itself the "largest Spanish-

speaking Protestant group in the

world." The SBC says it has 1800

Hispanic congregations, and that the

total is growing by 150 churches each

year, with a goal of 4000 Hispanic con-

gregations by the year 2000. The His-

panic presence is growing also in the

American Baptist Churches, which list

209 churches; in the Presbyterian

Church USA, with 120; in the Church
of the Nazarene, with 147 churches.

The 2 million-member Assemblies of

God attribute their recent explosive

growth to a large Hispanic following,

with 1 100 congregations making up 10

percent of the denomination.

Geneva College at Beaver Falls,

Pa., has launched a program through

which gifted students may complete an

undergraduate degree in six normal
semesters plus at least one summer
session.

Calvin College has named Terri

Harris as a minority student admis-

sions counselor. Calvin calls the ap-

pointment "an essential witness to

society of the gospel's power to break

down racial, economic, educational,

and cultural barriers." CE
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Labor Relations God's Way

R.C. SPROUL

The following true story is excerpted

from Stronger Than Steel: The Wayne
Alderson Story, by R.C. Sproul (Har-

per & Row, Publishers, 1980), and is

reprinted with permission of the copy-
right holder. The book may be ob-

tained in both hardback and paper-

back form.
Wayne T. Alderson is a Presbyterian

layman in Pittsburgh. A coal miner's

son, he was a point man in the infan-

try in World War II—actually thefirst

U.S. soldier to enter Germany on
March 15, 1945. After the war he rose

through the ranks to become a mana-
ger of the Pittron steel plant. Having
become a Christian, he applied Biblical

principles to the tense labor situation

there and saw a tremendous turn-

around take place in the working at-

mosphere and in productivity. Now he
makes his living by conducting semi-

nars spreading his Value ofthe Person
concept for positive labor/manage-

ment relations, and he also seeks to be
a peacemaker wherever he can.

Wayne Alderson drove his car through

the streets of Glassport, passing the

storefront churches, ethnic meeting

halls, and shops. As he approached the

railroad tracks that formed a barrier

to the gates of Pittron, he experienced

a queasy feeling in his stomach. The
strike was over and this was the day he

would launch his management dream,

Operation Turnaround. His team had
been briefed and promises had been

R.C. Sproul Is president of the

Llgonler Valley Study Center In

western Pennsylvania, a professor
at Reformed Theological Seminary
In Jackson, Miss., and Is also a PCA
minister. He Is the author of a
dozen books, Including Knowing
Scripture, In Search of Dignity, and
Classical Apologetics In addition to

Stronger Than Steel.

made, now it was up to Alderson to

make it work. The voices of the skep-

tics were echoing in Wayne's ears. He
knew the vultures were poised, ready

to attack at the slightest sign of failure.

He had effectively and persuasively

"talked the talk," but now it was time

to "walk the walk." He crossed the

tracks and entered the gate. Operation

Turnaround was underway.

The plan called for more than a

"rah-rah spirit." Pittron's work force

was comprised of grown men and
women who would not put up with

children's games or empty rhetoric. To
cut through to the hearts of those men,
who had been hardened by years of

growing mistrust and broken promises,

would take a strong effort. It meant
action that was visible and genuine.

There were new promises to keep.

The first step was simple, but

dangerous. As a form of announce-
ment, Wayne had huge posters hung
strategically throughout the plant.

Everywhere the workers looked was a

poster that proclaimed Operation

Turnaround. The workers knew all

about announcements. They were

veterans of television, with its glut of

advertisements and commercials cloak-

ing deceit in the garb of wonderful

promises.

Wayne's announcements were made
boldly and widely, so that no one could

miss them. In effect they proclaimed,

"We shall be different," inviting the

closest possible scrutiny from the labor

force. Here was the danger—it was put

up now or shut up forever. The posters

called for mutual cooperation and
teamwork between labor and manage-
ment. A fine idea, but the workers

would look to their managers and
supervisors to see if anything would
really change. Wayne knew posters

weren't magic; words on the wall had
no power to turn the foundry around.

Without demonstrable action, the

posters would be so much graffitti.

As a matter of course, when man-
agement posted signs in the plant, they

became fair game for the angry em-

ployees. It was assumed that within

twenty-four hours of the posting of
signs they would become billboards of
profanity reflecting the vented hos-

tilities of the workers. But the Opera-
tion Turnaround posters were left un-

touched. Perhaps the workers clung to

a faint hope that this time things would
change. To mar these signs would be
to desecrate this glimmer of hope they

carried within them. The workers
waited . . . and watched.

Alderson intuitively understood that

the first step toward reconciliation had
to come from the management team.

They were supposed to be the leaders,

the ones invested with the authority

and power. It was their responsibility.

He also realized that any significant

change in the work environment would
not take place overnight. The hostili-

ty felt by the workers had been long

in evolving. The wound of previous

bouts of confrontation were imbedded
deeply. Human beings were creatures

of habit, and the habit of management
by confrontation was difficult to

break.

But Alderson, an optimist by na-

ture, did not allow the unfavorable

odds to push him to despair. His com-
bat experience provided him with an
operational strategy, and he likened

Operation Turnaround to the task of

capturing a town. You took the town
a street at a time, you took the street

a house at a time, you took the house

a room at a time. If the town were

taken quickly, it would be destroyed in

the process.

In war, each side knows who the

enemy is. But who or what was the

enemy at Pittron? The goals of both
labor and management were, as al-

ways, the same. Both wanted higher

productivity. Both wanted increased

sales. Both wanted better quality of

goods and services. Both would wel-

come a better work atmosphere. But

these goals were not being met because

they were so busy fighting each other.

Alderson came to the firm convic-

tion that labor was not the enemy of
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management, and management was

not the enemy of labor. Unconscious-

ly and unwittingly, management had

become its own worst enemy. By un-

critically accepting confrontation as a

management tool, it had sown the

seeds of its own destruction. Thus
Alderson began to attack those as-

sumptions. He sought first not to

"correct" labor, but to correct him-

self, to modify his own management
style.

The first step Wayne took was to

throw away the scorecard. He com-
mitted himself to taking positive steps

of reconciliation, expecting nothing in

return. If positive responses appeared,

they would be viewed as bonuses rather

than repaid debts. There would be no
marker system if reconciliation was to

prevail over confrontation. It's up to

us, Wayne thought. We must take the

first step and—// necessary—the sec-

ond and third until things start to

change. We're responsiblefor what we
do, notfor what they do in response.

Wayne's next step was to break a

cardinal rule of management. He be-

gan to walk with the men. Though no
company policy manual stated it ex-

plicitly, it was tacitly understood that

management never walks with labor.

Wayne determined to learn the name
of each man, and to become acquaint-

ed with him. He was aware of the fact

that the men wanted to be recognized,

to be known and appreciated for their

efforts. The work force numbered
slightly over 300 at the time, making
it difficult for individuals to be any-

thing but anonymous. Wayne began
walking through the plant daily, stop-

ping to chat with the men as they

worked, addressing them by name.
Suddenly, the Vice-President in Charge
of Operations was highly visible. The
men began to wonder what was up.

One day, he stopped to watch a
chipper. Chippers had one of the hard-

est jobs in the plant. It was dirty, filthy

work, demanding brute strength and
endurance. The chipper's tool was a
large hammer, like a jack hammer,
weighing about 30 pounds, which he
used to chip away defects from large

steel castings. Some of the castings

weighed up to 300,000 pounds, and
were the size of a small house.

Wayne stopped and shouted up at

the man. "Hey, Tony, what are you
doing?"

Stifling a curt reply, the man looked
at the boss and said simply, "Chip-

ping."

"It looks like hard work."
With a weary glance the chipper

said, "It is."

Alderson said, "Let me have a crack

at it."

With that, Wayne removed his suit

coat, rolled up his sleeves, and climbed

onto the casting. He asked for the

hammer. As the chipper watched in

disbelief, Wayne began furiously

working with the hammer. His stamina

lasted all of three minutes. Sweating

profusely and gasping for breath, he

said to the chipper, "How much
money do you get paid for this job?"
The chipper told him, and Wayne

breathed a heavy sigh. Shaking his

hand, he said, "This is tough work.

You earn every cent the company pays

you."
Within five minutes every man on

the floor had heard about the episode.

Alderson, by his gesture, had dignified

the least respected task in the plant. It

was like a surgeon emptying a bedpan
or a banker cleaning the washroom.
He left one happy chipper in his wake
as he continued his rounds.

Other small symbolic steps were

taken to implement Operation Turna-

round, and Wayne broke another in-

dustrial tradition. Status was reflected

in small but obvious ways within the

plant. For example, the color of the

safety helmets the men wore communi-
cated rank and status. Just like in the

cowboy movies, where the "good
guys" always wore white hats and the

"bad guys" wore black hats, in the

plant the laborer's hard hat was tradi-

tionally dark blue or brown, while the

boss's hat was always white. In a con-

summate act of symbolism, Wayne
had his safety helmet painted black.

This simple gesture had a galvanizing

effect on the men. Ultimately, the hat

was treated like a religious relic, en-

shrined in a case under the open
hearth.

The act symbolized the management
team's willingness to give up one of

their prerogatives. Of course they

didn't exchange their white shirts for

blue ones; they didn't give up their ex-

ecutive privileges. Wayne didn't move
his family out of the suburbs to live

near the rank and file. He remained a

manager and upheld the dignity of his

office. The men didn't want their

bosses to start wearing blue shirts. As
long as they were respected and recog-

nized, they actually enjoyed the ele-

vated status of their leaders. They be-

gan to take special pride in their leaders

and wanted them to have more status

than leaders of other competitive en-

terprises. The more status their leaders

had, the more significant they felt

themselves.

Sam Piccolo, the union president,

was the leader on the floor, but his of-

fice was not paneled with teak wood.
In fact, the only office he had was the

Value of the Person
His calling card carries the legend: "Improving labor-management relations

through Love • Dignity • Respect." This was the spirit of Wayne Alder-

son's "Operation Turnaround" at the Pittron steel foundry, and it is the

theme of his "Value of the Person" seminars which he conducts on a one-

day basis for organizations of every variety, from manufacturing to unions,

from government to education, from hospitals to hotels. Ministers, too, have

testified to the benefit of his insights for working patterns built on personal

relationships.

Wayne Alderson has carried his Christian testimony into the midst of labor-

management strife in order to bring reconciliation and greater productivity

for the benefit of all involved. As can happen with those who gain a reputa-

tion as peacemakers, his life has been threatened more than once and as

recently as the past May 12.

Undaunted by such dangers, he seeks to convey the insights derived from
his Christian faith and his unusual experience to all those who can be helped

by them. A movie, "Miracle of Pittron," is available, and a new film based

on the book Stronger Than Steel is in preparation.

For further information, write Value of the Person, 100 Ross Street, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15219 or call (412) 562-9070. 00
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cab of his crane. Alderson saw that as

a slur on Piccolo's leadership, an in-

sult to his dignity, and took steps to

correct the inequity. Piccolo was given

a real office in which to meet with his

men.
If the rank and file were watching

Alderson to^^ct a false move, Pic-

colo was likermawk. He watched and
waited, and wondered if Wayne would
break. He was impressed, but the jury

was still out. After an 84 day strike,

no union president can afford to be

buddy-buddy with a management ex-

ecutive. To be openly friendly would
be to provoke suspicions of a sellout,

to lose credibility with his men. Piccolo

bided his time.

Alderson added another feature to

his daily routine: standing at the com-
pany gate like a pastor standing by the

church door, greeting his parishioners

after the Sunday service. As the men
came off the shift, Wayne offered his

hand and personally thanked each man
for his day's work. At first he felt

ridiculous standing there, and in the

beginning only a few of the men
stopped to shake hands. Most avoided

him, warily averting their eyes.

Gradually, however, the minority grew

to a large majority, warmly grasping

their boss's hand as they left the plant.

The men's response helped Wayne to

feel comfortable as he stood there.

With these small but meaningful

gestures, Operation Turnaround began

to gather momentum. The spiral was

beginning to turn upward. Perhaps

more importantly, the germ of a new,

far-reaching concept was taking shape

in Wayne's brain. It emerged as the

"Value of the Person" concept. Aider-

son realized that the key to worker
morale and reconciliation focused on
how people were being treated. If peo-

ple were valued, prized more than ma-
chines or profits, perhaps the other

logistical and mechanical problems of

management would begin to take care

of themselves. It dawned on him that

Pittron's problems were not caused

primarily by problems of capital, sup-

plies, or equipment. The problems of

Pittron were people problems. Aider-

son had heard industrial slogans like

"People are our most important prod-

ucts," or "We put people first." But
he viewed these claims as empty sounds

that would dissipate as soon as produc-

tion pressures became great. But at Pit-

tron, it was starting to be a reality.

People were starting to be valued.

What industrial magnate could public-

ly defy the authority of God on the

value of a human being? Who would
dare stand before his Creator face to

face, and argue that profits were more
important than people? What manager
would stand up in front of his employ-

ees and say, "You have no value?"

Thus the concept of the Value of the

Person was born in a steel foundry in

Glassport, Pennsylvania. Wayne Al-

derson found something both labor

and management could agree on.

Every man and woman in the entire

operation had something in common:
They all wanted to be valued.

As Wayne began to ponder the signi-

ficance of his discovery, he was able

to isolate three key ingredients that

together spelled the Value of the Per-

son. These ingredients, or virtues, were

bound up in three common words:

love, dignity, and respect. These were

the values that had to be restored if

Pittron was to make it.

In our culture, love is frequently

described in passive terms as some-

thing that "happens" to us. It is

something over which we have no con-

trol. One does not "decide" to fall in

love. But Alderson's view of love was

different. For him, love had to be in-

volved with doing rather than with

feeling. If love is defined by actions

rather than feelings, it becomes pos-

sible even to love one's enemies.

Maintaining this atmosphere of ac-

tive love meant protecting the dignity

of the worker. Wayne realized that the

question of human dignity was becom-

ing paramount in America. Alderson

was only vaguely aware of the atten-

tion given the problem by the social

scientists, philosophers, and psycholo-

gists—to Wayne, the name B. F. Skin-

ner sounded like a horse trader. The
only thing this child of the coal fields

could envision "beyond freedom and
dignity" was slavery and indignity.

Wayne's team was busy communi-
cating respect for every person in the

plant, believing that respect for other

people is closely related to self-respect.

Nothing destroys both faster than

negative criticism.

At Pittron, negative criticism pre-

vailed. Insults were commonplace; and

management had acquired a "red pen-

cil mentality." The men were tired of

being called derogatory names. The
black man bristled at the word "nig-

ger"; the Slavic person was weary of

being called a "polack" or a "hunky";

the Italian fumed at the name "dago."
This atmosphere of insult and negative

criticism had to change if Operation
Turnaround was going to continue its

upward spiral.

A spirit of teamwork blossomed,

which benefited even the wives and
children of the workers. Love, digni-

ty, and respect were being incarnated

in visible action in the antiquated,

grimy steel foundry.

What did Operation Turnaround
achieve? How did it affect the actual

operation of the plant? The owners of

Pittron were not interested in hearing

about sweetness and light, and about
what a nice place Pittron was becom-
ing. They wanted to know the bottom
line: measurable results.

The scorecard for Operation Turn-

around's twenty-one month history

went like this: (1) Sales went up 400

percent; (2) Profits rose to 30 percent;

(3) Employment went up 300 percent

(the work force grew to over 1000 em-
ployees); (4) Productivity rose 64 per-

cent; (5) Labor grievances declined

from as many as twelve per week to

one per year; (6) Chronic absenteeism

virtually disappeared; and (7) Quality

of the product became the best in the

history of the plant.

Pittron had suddenly become the

Cadillac of the steel foundry industry,

exceeding the goals of the five-year

plan the owners said would never

work. Of Textron's 35 divisions, Pit-

tron moved from last place to the top

ten. The results were astonishing, but

they were real and they were measur-

able. No one could deny them. Pit-

tron's solid bottom line was every

manager's dream. The boss was ecstat-

ic. He said, "There will never be a pen-

alty for over-achievement."

Other corporations began inquiring

about the causes of the dramatic turn-

around. Pittron's story attracted na-

tional attention. News of it even

reached the White House. It emerged

as a vital challenge to the sacrosanct

managerial philosophy of confronta-

tion. The sacred cow of alienation had

been slaughtered on Pittron's altar of

reconciliation. The Value of the Per-

son had shown that there was "a more
excellent way."

In the short space of 21 months, Pit-

tron moved from a deficit of $6,000,000

to a profit of $6,000,000—a profit-loss

swing of $12,000,000. Business specu-
j

lators couldn't ignore such obvious

success. DO
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Christianity in the Working
Place: An Interview

PAUL M. MARTIN

Would you describe the nature of the

Doctor of Ministry project that you
have been conducting under the super-

vision of Dr. Jay Adams of Westmin-
ster Seminary in California?

The project which I am working on is

primarily a homiletics project on the

teaching of preachers to preach from

the Pauline epistles to people as they

work in institutions alongside unbeliev-

ers. For example, the main place is the

work force. There might be other

things—for example, athletic groups,

the professional organizations—med-
ical, etc.,—any place where they are

working in legitmate areas of business,

legitimate callings by God with un-

believers. You wouldn't be working

consciously with unbelievers, for ex-

ample, in the church.

What proportion of your focus has
been on the areas of labor we would
normally consider ones where there

would be labor/management tensions?

Quite a bit of it has been that. In fact

that's probably the question out of

which the project has grown.

Can you give a tew examples of that

type of laboring context?

Okay. One that I have been involved

in here in Arizona was a construction

company where there was a subcon-

tractor who was not meeting his obli-

gations. The question came up, "How
do we deal with this problem?" There
is the traditional way of saying, "Let's

look at the bottom line; the fellow is

not working out, scratch him and get

Rev. Paul M. Martin is pastor of the
Reformed Presbyterian Church
(RPNA) of Phoenix, Ariz, where he
has served since 1972. He is a
graduate of Geneva College and of
the Reformed Presbyterian Theologi-
cal Seminary in Pittsburgh. He is

currently a Doctor of Ministry can-
didate at Westminster Seminary in

California. He also serves as stated
clerk of the RPNA general synod.

someone else." Or I think another way
to look at it is, "Is there some way we
can minister to this subcontractor in a

way that is going to help him honor

God in a greater way in his work"
rather than just letting him go—and all

our concern is in getting the house built

rather than saying, "Yes, we're con-

cerned about getting the house built,

but people here who are laying the

blocks are concerned, and the subcon-

tractor also is concerned."

How would you summarize the find-

ings of your project at this point?

A couple of things. One is an over-

riding concern that we find in our cul-

ture for profit only, to the exclusion

of people. The second is a concern for

the reformation of business without

the ministry of the fruit of the Spirit.

Maybe I can enlarge on that one a lit-

tle bit more.

That would be good.

I find that there is a concern for doing
things the right way. So we may use all

kinds of tactics to do things the right

way. And almost develop a way of

business that is the right way. Whereas
I find in Scripture that the apostle

doesn't focus a great deal on the right

way of doing the various things a slave

would do. But rather in Scripture there

is a focusing on the slave doing his

work as a calling of God: do it hearti-

ly as to the Lord. He doesn't put a

great deal of emphasis on getting rid

of the institution of slavery. And by
that I am not suggesting that the Scrip-

ture therefore is approving the institu-

tion of slavery, but he calls the believ-

ing slave, the believing employee, the

believing worker to do his work there

heartily as to the Lord. And he says

that if the one who is over you is in the

Lord you ought to do it all the better

to the Lord.

Have you found that Christian workers
don't always display this spirit?

I have had several employers tell me
that when they get summer workers

they don't want Christians. That has

bothered me. One of the reasons they

said they don't want Christians is that

they want to spent their time witness-

ing, although they have given their

word to do a particular job. They have

felt that, if they have the opportunity

to witness, they can set aside their con-

tractual relationship in order to do this

witnessing. I think in the overall pic-

ture that is not a true witness.

What are some of the Scriptural pas-

sages that are the most revelant to

these matters?

There is one in Titus 3:14, where the

apostle says, "We need to make sure

that our people know how to work,"
as though the people were maybe lazy,

maybe finding excuses not to work.

Maybe being willing to live off the

charity of the Christian community.
"Our people must learn to devote

themselves to doing what is good in or-

der to provide for daily necessities and
not live unproductive lives." That's

one of the passages that has certainly

bored in hard on me. Another one
seems to be calling us to a particular

lifestyle, Titus 2:9-10: "Teach slaves to

be subject to their masters in every-

thing, to try to please them, not to talk

back to them, and not to steal from
them, but to show that they can be ful-

ly trusted, so that in every way they

will make the teaching about God and
our Saviour attractive." I think that's

an important question for the Chris-

tian community to ask: Does our work
ethic make the gospel, the teaching of

God and our Saviour attractive?

These passages that you have referred

to focus more on the worker. Do you
have some that focus on the employ-
er?

It's interesting that apparently in the

New Testament most of the converts

came from the lower class, which
would be the employee class. There are

familiar passages, for example, in

Ephesians which address the manage-
ment. The master is to treat slaves the

same way in which the slave is to treat

the master—do not threaten them.

Since you know that he who is their

master and yours is in heaven and there

is no favoritism with him. In the work
relationship leadership expresses itself

by, not the weak spirit, but the quiet

and gentle spirit. And I wonder if as

laborers we don't need to focus on
that. I think that Wayne Alderson is

Continued on p. 13, col. 3Mi
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Presbyterians on Opposite
Sides of the Picket Line

HELEN LOUISE HERNDON

Labor/Management disputes occupy

prime column space in business maga-

zines, in papers like the Wall Street

Journal, and in nation-wide syndicated

newspapers. Surprisingly, even the hu-

man elemant is taken into consider-

ation in the writing of such articles. As
commonplace as such disputes or

strikes are, it is strange that the sub-

ject is virtually ignored by pulpits and

Christian reviews. I cannot remember
ever reading an article written by a

Christian or hearing a sermon touching

on the subject. Yet many readers, as

well as those in the pew, could be fac-

ing such a conflict either from the

standpoint of management or of labor.

Christians are not immune from such

conflicts. That includes Christians

from the same denomination, even

Presbyterians who could echo in har-

mony a statement from the Westmin-

ster Catechism: "The chief end of man
is to glorify God and to enjoy him for-

ever." With strikes either threatening

or taking place across the country,

could Presbyterians find themselves on
opposite sides of the picket line? Not
only is it possible, it has happened.

Such was the case of two Presbyterians

in the same city and in the same com-
pany. They could easily find them-

selves sitting next to each other in a

pew on Sunday morning worshiping

God or even sharing communion.
Come Monday morning, they must
face each other on other sides of the

picket line; for one is in management
and the other is a member of the

union, a contract employee.

The author is a free-lance writer

who lives in St. Louis, Mo. and at-

tends Central Presbyterian Church
there. A graduate of Columbia Bible

College and formerly a missionary
with North Africa Mission, she here
describes a real-life situation in

which she and a Presbyterian friend

in management found themselves on
opposite sides of a labor conflict.

In the past, these two Presbyterians

enjoyed sharing thoughts about Scrip-

ture, viewpoints on different issues dis-

cussed in their Sunday-school classes,

and what their individual activities and
responsibilities in their churches were.

One is a deacon and serves on the

Christian Education Committee. The
other is a former missionary and serves

on the Missions Committee. One is an
employer; the other is an employee.

Though one in faith and practice

doctrinally and ecclesiastically speak-

ing, each is a part of a separate work-
ing-social structure. Though we can

elect what ecclesiastical structure we
desire to join, the choice of working-

social structure is often not a free op-

tion. Consequently, the same church

or denomination may contain mem-
bers of diverse working backgrounds

—

for example, management, salaried,

hourly, union, self-employed, skilled

and unskilled, and professionals. The
Presbyterian branch of the church in

particular is open to all who are com-
mitted to Jesus Christ and persuaded

doctrinally of the Reformed faith. One
of the basic tenets of the Reformed
faith is that all work is honorable.

Emotions tend to run high in com-
pany/union disputes. What in reality

appears to be a dilemma to these two
Presbyterians in a strike situation

could be viewed more a challenge to

both the church and to the persons in-

volved to discipline themselves to ad-

here to the royal principle of love.

How can this be done?

First, whether we belong to labor or

management, we must continue to love

the brother or sister on the opposite

side. Remember that each is acting in

group situation, rather than on an in-

dividual basis. Pray for both manage-
ment officials and union leaders while

in negotiations that justice and equality

will be forthcoming. Proverbs 21:15

says, "The execution of justice is joy

for the righteous."

Secondly, guard against any subtle

bitterness which would quench the

Spirit and cut off the Christian fellow-

ship. Family is family, especially when
it involves the family of God. Don't
permit temporal ties to destroy spiritu-

al ties or eternal values.

Thirdly, be sensitive to the role al-

lotted by God's grace and calling to the

other. One may be called into manage-
ment and the other into labor. There
also may be inner conflict about what
is happening in either's heart or regar-

ding their role in the dispute. Either

corporate motives or union motives

could be questionable, as well as tac-

tics in achieving their goals.

Fourthly, be careful to avoid all evil

or appearance of evil which might
manifest itself in such disputes, bear-

ing in mind we have a higher calling

as pilgrims in this socio-economical

structure; we are seeking another city

whose builder and maker is God. Ma-
lice can be manifested either by man-
agement or labor, and the Christian is

to "put off malice." Violence can and
does enter into strikes. This might be

a good point at which to examine
whether or not we are comfortable

with the demands or position of the

side on which we find ourselves and if

God would have us remain where we
are. Either management or labor can

be guilty of greed, exploiting the

worker or draining the company, and
"the love of money is the root of all

evil."

Lastly, when the labor/management
dispute is settled, seek to work together

in a spirit of reconciliation and
forgiveness as a testimony to God's
great mercy working in and through

us. The return to work can be the most
dramatic moment of all, and hatred in

such circumstances has been known to

last for decades. Whether returning to

work or receiving the returning work-
ers, love paves the way to cooperation,

productivity, and progress. "Blessed

are the peacemakers, for they will be

called sons of God."
Yes, Presbyterians too can and will

find themselves on opposite sides of

the picket line, yet with a particular

Presbyterian perspective: "The chief

end of man is to glorify God and to

enjoy him forever." A labor/manage-

ment dispute or strike can be one of

the most tense situations that will strike

a church or denomination such as the

Presbyterian church. Corporations

seek loyalty, and unions call for frater-

nity; the Gospel expressed through the

church demands love to the glory of

God. 31
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Do 'Good' People Sin?
FOR SEPTEMBER 16, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, PKD.

Background Scripture: Romans 2:1-3:20

Kay varsaa: Romans 2:1, 17-24; 3:9-12,

19-20

Devotional reading: Romans 2:3-16

Memory selection: Romans 3:12

INTRODUCTION

Paul sets out to show that men cannot

be confident in anything other than in

faith in Jesus Christ. In particular, he

addresses the Jews who still hold to

Judaism and have confidence in their

knowledge of God's will, in their back-

ground and heritage as Jews, in pos-

sessing the Scriptures, and in being bet-

ter than the pagans around them. Paul

wishes them to see that all such confi-

dence is vain and will not save them.

Not Knowledge

1 But Life
Romans 2:1-16

Often a little knowledge can be most
dangerous. With a little knowledge of

God's Word we can become judges of

others.

This was evidently a problem with

many in Judaism, particularly as they

looked at pagans. They felt superior

simply because they had more knowl-

edge of God and felt secure in that

superiority.

Paul showed that merely knowing
God's will is not enough. They were
condemned because they knew better

than pagans and yet sinned (vv. 1-3).

He reminded them that they had
been privileged above others to know
of God's goodness as revealed in his

Word. God had revealed it through
Moses as well as in all of his dealings

with their fathers (v. 4). That revela-

tion of God's goodness, in contrast to

their evil rebellion against him, ought
to have brought them to broken hearts

and repentance. Instead, it had

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ot the National Council of Churches of Christ.

brought them to pride of heart (v. 5).

They must learn that merely having

a better knowledge of God was not

sufficient to save them. God doesn't

work that way (v. 6). He looks for

results, for lives that have been

changed (w. 7-11).

Paul is not teaching that men who
have not heard the gospel but who do
good works are going to be saved while

Jews who had the gospel and rejected

it will not. He is saying that the Gen-
tile Christians who have been con-

verted to faith in Christ, though hav-

ing little knowledge of God compared
to the knowledge of him possessed by
the Jews, will surely be saved.

The power of the gospel can be seen

in them, the power of God to change

their hearts and enable them to do
what pleases God. On the other hand,

the Jews who boast of their knowledge

about God but who go right on sinning

and show no change of heart will

perish. God won't save them just be-

cause they are Jews, nor will he reject

others just because they are not (v. 11).

He makes clear that Gentiles who
continue to sin will perish as well as

Jews who continue to sin without

Christ. Whoever rejects the gospel in

Christ and goes on sinning will perish

(v. 12).

Paul states the principle declared by
Jesus at the end of the Sermon on the

Mount: Not the hearers of the law but

the doers will be justified (v. 13).

When he speaks of Gentiles who do
not have the law doing by nature the

things of the law—doing them out of

hearts that have been changed (v.

14)—Paul is not suggesting that there

are pagans in the Gentile world who
will, by nature, obey God even though
they do not hear the gospel. He is say-

ing that Gentiles who have heard and
believed the gospel and whose hearts

are changed through faith in Christ

will be saved and please God, whereas

Jews, trying to rely on their knowledge
of the law but without faith in Jesus,

will perish.

All of this is relevant for us today.

We must see that being Reformed
Protestant church members cannot be

the basis of our confidence, either. We
may have a clear knowledge of God,
superior to that of others who have not

been privileged to be taught the truth

from infancy. However, if our lives

have not been changed and we are not

obedient in our heart to God's will,

then we are no better off than the ig-

norant pagan, so far as our salvation

is concerned.

It was easy to be proud of the vast

wealth of knowledge stored up in

Judaism and it is equally easy to be

proud of our Reformed doctrines. But
neither, in itself, can save us, if we are

mere hearers of the truth and not doers

of it.

How to
MakeWiser
Choices*

Geneva College offers Tax, Estate and
Gift planningguides especially tailored

to a wide variety of financial situa-

tions. This information includes, of

course, advice on the tax and estate

advantages of investing in Geneva, a
distinctive Christian college directed

by the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
The facts apply, however, to other
forms of charitable giving as well.

Don't you owe it to yourself to send
for one of our booklets? Please indicate

the category most appropriate to you,
fill in the coupon, and mail to Geneva
College, Beaver Falls, PA 15010.
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Retirement Planning O Physicians

Charitable Giving Course by Mail
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Signature

*And help promote Christian higher educa-
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QUESTIONS
1 . How would I compare my knowl-

edge of God and the gospel with that

of those with whom I work daily?

2. In what is my confidence: My
knowledge of God or my faith in his

Son?

Not Background

2 But Life
Romans 2:17-29

Many with whom Paul had to deal in

the 1st century were Jews very proud
of their heritage. He knew the feeling

well because he had been one of them
before Christ came into his life.

Now, he addresses those who op-

pose him in his preaching and are

proud of being Jews. They consider

that they have the last word in regard

to the truth. They view others, par-

ticularly of the Gentile world, as mere
babes who are unable to stand with

them when it comes to ability to ex-

pound the truth about God and the

world.

They proudly preach God's law and
point the finger at sinners who are not

keeping it, but, in fact, they are break-

ing it every day, though they will not

acknowledge it (vv. 21-23).

What Paul was talking about here

was what Jesus was hitting at in the

first part of the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt. 5). Jesus showed that though
the, Jews thought they were keeping

God's law—making a great effort to

keep the letter of the law—never-

theless, in their hearts they were break-

ing it continually. They would not

think of committing adultery by going

to another man's wife and having sex-

ual relations with her, but they would
lust for her in their hearts and desire

such relations.

By a whole encyclopedia of writings

Subscribe
Subscribe to The Presbyterian Journal

and keep up-to-date with 50 news and
issues filled magazines a year. For one
year send $12 and your mailing address

to: The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box
2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

over the centuries, Judaism had put
fences around the law to make it say

whatever they wanted it to say. These
writings and learned studies were de-

signed to allow them to do what they

pleased while believing that they were
keepers of the law.

Paul said in Romans 7 that there was
a time when he did not believe that he
had sinned. He had convinced himself,

as a good Jew, that he was keeping all

of God's law and thereby pleasing him.

But then he reread the Tenth Com-
mandment and realized that, while he
had thought that he was sinless, he was
not. He was committing sin in his

heart, which the Tenth Commandment
would not allow; and when he saw
that, he knew that he was condemned
by God's law (Rom. 7:7-11).

Paul addresses those of a mind like

his former one and says that they have

deceived themselves into believing that

they are keepers of the law but, in fact,

their lives show that they are breaking

the very laws of God they boast of up-

holding. This has resulted in God's
name being blasphemed among the

Gentiles, who see their ludicrous

behavior and laugh (vv. 23-24).

Their confidence in their circum-

cision is vain. By their works they show
that the circumcision they received as

babes is of no value at all (v. 25).

Gentiles who become Christians and
who thereby have changed hearts and
who begin to obey God's law show
that though they are not circumcised

in the flesh, they still have the more im-

portant circumcision: that of the heart

(vv. 26-27).

Paul teaches a most important les-

son: To be a true Jew (God's child) is

not a matter of being born in a Jewish

family, but of being born again into

the family of God.
God taught through Moses that the

real circumcision needed by all is the

circumcision (cleansing) of the heart

(Deut. 10:16; 30:6). The Jews con-

tinued to circumcise the flesh but paid

no attention to the cleansing of their

hearts.

For us the lesson is the same. It is

easy to boast of our background in the

Reformed faith and of our parents'

faith and to have confidence in our

having been baptized as infants and
brought up in a Christian home.
We can boast: "I am a Presby-

terian," but if our lifestyle shows that

we are really no different in regard to

our ambitions and methods from pa-

gans, we are blaspheming the very

name of the Christ we claim to be
following.

QUESTIONS
1 . What spiritual heritage do I have

from believing forefathers?

2. To what extent is my assurance of

salvation based on the church to which
I belong and the faith of my parents?

Not Having the
Truth, But Life
Romans 3:1-18

At this point Paul realizes that some
of the Jews are beginning to say that

he is teaching that there is no advan-

tage to being a Jew and that all that

knowledge and tradition of 2000 years

was for nothing (v. 1).

Paul assures them that this is not the

case. He continued to be grateful for

his spiritual heritage and for what he

had been taught from Judaism, so far

as it pertained to the truth of God. He
recognized that the fact that Jews had
been trusted with the written Word of
God was, in itself, a great privilege (v.

2).

Many of his forefathers, through
that word of God, had come to true

faith. Many, from Abraham on, had
embraced God as their Savior and did

not trust in their own righteousness.

The fact that not all in Jewish

history had such a faith did not annul

the effectiveness or the advantages of

having been brought up a Jew (v. 3).

The rejection of the truth ofGod by
so many Jews simply showed the need

of all for the righteousness that only

God could supply (w. 4-8).

Paul, having once thought like these

Judaizers, anticipates that they will

argue that if indeed the righteousness

of God is shown to be necessary by the

failure of so many Jews to do righ-

teousness, then their sin has com-
mended the righteousness of God

—

devious reasoning but typical of Jewish

thinking of that day.

Paul's response is to put together

from various parts of the Scriptures

verses which show clearly that all men,
Jews and Gentiles alike, are sinners in

God's sight and can have no hope in

their own works.

None, Jews or Gentiles, are righ-

teous in God's sight. None really

understand about God or salvation.

None, in their own hearts, truly seek
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after him. All are lost and without
hope in the world, Jew or Gentile.

Their mouths spew out all kinds of
sin and their ways show that they are
on the path to destruction. They do not
know peace with God and never have.
They do not truly fear the Lord
(believe in him; vv. 10-18).

This startling collection of verses
from the Psalms and the prophets
stands as a testimony against all con-
fidence in the flesh, which is exactly the
confidence of the Jews of Paul's day.

But it is also the confidence of many
in the churches today. They have the
Bible and boast in that fact, but they
do not read it; and when they do, they
ignore everything that questions their

i confidence in their own ability to
please God.

QUESTIONS
1

.
You have the Bible in your home.

How much of your time do you give
to learning what it teaches? Compare
that with the time you spend watching
TV, entertaining, pursuing your hob-
bies, etc.

2. How much of your wastefulness
and sin do you excuse because others
are doing worse?

Not Verbal Testi-
mony But Life
Romans 3:19-26

Paul is tired of those Jews who keep
boasting of their salvation and
righteousness but whose lives do not

i show it. He wants their mouths
stopped (v. 19). He wants all the world
to see what God's Word so plainly
teaches: All men are under God's judg-
ment and cannot escape that judgment
in their own strength (v. 19).
Not even the Jews, who have God's

law, are justified, because they cannot
keep that law. The more they under-
stand what God is saying in the Scrip-
tures the more they are condemned (v
20).

v

If this was true for the Jews of
Paul's day, it is no less true today of
church members who continue to
boast of their being Christians when
their lives give plain testimony that
they are not.

It is so easy to profess anything with
our mouths. We can say we believe,
but if there is no evidence in our lives
ihat we do, our lives show that our
testimony of faith is a lie. That lie can

send us to hell as surely as the unbeliev-
ing and unprofessing world will go to
hell.

Paul affirms the difference between
knowledge about God, spiritual heri-
tage, and verbal professions of faith,
on the one hand, and true life in
Christ, on the other hand (vv. 21-26).
He shows that the only righteous-

ness which God will accept does not
come from knowledge, heritage, or
verbal professions, but solely from
faith in Jesus Christ.

Only by the shed blood of Jesus
Christ can our sins be dealt with and
only by the power of his resurrection
can any of us have true life and salva-
tion.

All men are born into this world as
sinners in God's sight and are therefore
condemned from the beginning. Noth-
ing they do can ever change that. On-
ly what God has done through his son
can change us from condemned sinners
to those who are justified and saved in
God's sight.

Salvation through Christ is not
something we can earn. We are given
it freely (v. 24).

By what Christ did on the cross, the
Lord showed his righteousness in not
condemning all men forever. He
showed that he is just, in that he will
not overlook sin. It must be dealt with.
It was dealt with on the cross, for all

who believe in Jesus. Those who reject
him will have their sin dealt with in the-
day of judgment when they are cast in-
to the lake of fire with the devil and
his angels.

What Paul wrote to the Jews who
were claiming to be God's people but
really were not is just as relevant for
us, today, who have to contend with
many who claim to be Christians
(God's people) but who are not and
who are relying on their profession of
faith to save them, not on Jesus Christ.

QUESTIONS
1

.
Am I able to recite the sound doc-

trines of Scripture? Can I explain the
plan of salvation accurately? Do I truly
believe in Christ?

2. Do I have confidence in the fact
that I have made a profession of faith
or is my confidence in the life-changing
power that has been worked in me
since I truly believed in Jesus Christ as
my Savior?

Next week: "The Struggle to Do
Right," Romans 7:4-25. ffi

Working Place—from p. 9

getting hold of something like that.

Do you find that business people or
working people are being adequately
helped in the difficulties of their work-
ing relationships by the instruction
they normally receive in church— from
the pulpit or from Sunday school?
I have written to 25 people in business
or professional fields across the nation
and I've received answers back from
nearly all, and without exception they
have expressed an opinion that no,
they're not receiving from the preach-
ing of the Word adequate preparation
to deal with the problems in business
in the marketplace.

Do you have any other suggestions
that you would want to make for Chris-
tians involved in labor/management re-
lations in the working place?
I would really encourage the reading
of Dr. Sproul's book about Wayne Al-
derson. I think people have to stretch
their imaginations. The work force is

so stratified that management and
labor cannot interact. The superinten-
dent is the automatic adversary of the
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ones who are under him. I think there's

a whole mind-set that has to be

changed. One of the things that I am
finding is that there are certain changes

that have to take place so that we can

develop proper kinds of relationships.

I think this holds true in the work
force. We have to find that our own
self-concept does not rest in my being

better than someone else. Or I am in

an office that is more respected than

someone else, so that the person who
is in the low position would have a very

low self-concept and the person who
is very high up has a higher self-con-

cept. As Christians we need to under-

stand that our self-concept comes from
our being made in the image of God.
When I can accept myself—when the

worker can accept himself as one who
has value because he has been made in

the image of God and then redeemed

by the cross of Jesus Christ, he must
view all those around him as having

value, not primarily because of the of-

fice in which they have been put by

God, but because they have been made
in the image of God and redeemed in

Jesus Christ. That's sort of an easy

concept to talk about, but a very hard

concept to start living out. 12
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REF, 9400 Fairview Ave., Manassas, VA
22110. Pre-pub offer expires August 31.

FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS
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hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

ROCK MUSIC?? Finally! Eric Barger has

developed a system to help Christians to rate

the world of rock music. Have you wondered

what is wrong with today's music? Write to-

day for this expose on over 400 rock groups

and artists. Send just $2.00 to: Eric Barger,

THE CHAIN OF FAITH MINISTRIES,
P.O. Box 78548, Seattle, WA 98178. For
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LIKE POETRY? Send for free copy of Silver
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for postage. Write Silver Wings,
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GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
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byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,
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5
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WANTED: Director of Christian Education
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Write to: 3220 Rainbow Dr., Gadsden, AL
35901 or call (205) 442-3440, if interested.

CHRISTIAN orthopedic surgeon with busy

practice in northeast Texas town of 25,000

serving area of 100,000 looking for another

Christian orthopedist willing to do general

orthopedics. Contact Dr. Sandy B. Bahm II

at (214) 455-5360 or 455-5399 or write to 4818

Wellington, Suite 8, Greenville TX 75401.
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REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-
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others get in print at a low cost in a very short

time—often within 2-4 weeks. Our self-ex-

planatory brochure, "7 Steps to Publishing

Your Book," will explain how to receive a

cost estimate for your book at no obligation.

Write to: Quill Publications, P.O. Box 36499,

Dept. J, Decatur, GA 30032.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-
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simply write out the ad, list the number of
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Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The "Equal Access" Bill

PLATFORM PLANK NO. 4

The leaders in Jerusalem sought to

stone Jesus for blasphemy because he
called God his own Father, making
himself equal with God. It was not in

dispute, and Jesus clearly manifested,
that the one whom he revered as his

Father was the one living and true God
whom the descendants of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob claimed to worship.
Then, too, he referred to the Spirit of
the Father (Matt. 10:20), or the Spirit

of God or the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:28,

31-32), as a person distinct from him-
self and from the Father, yet worthy
of the worship that only the one God
is to receive. One God, yet three dis-

tinct persons in this one deity.

The Old Testament Scriptures had
stressed the oneness of God over
against the multiplicity of deities in the
polytheistic culture of the ancient
world. The complexity of the God-
head, however, should not have been
an alien idea to students of the Old
Testament. In Genesis the one Creator
God said, "Let us make man in our
image." The various theophanies, or
manifestations of God on earth, were
worthy of worship, yet did not produce
polytheistic belief. The Old Testament
prophets frequently refer to the Spirit
of the Lord (see especially Isaiah 48: 16,

61:1, 63:10-14 and Ezekiel 2:2, 3:12,
11:5).

The doctrine of the Trinity was thus
not a new revelation from Jesus. But
his own incarnation as the eternal Son
of God become man and his promise
of the special functions of the Holy
Spirit among the apostles and within
the church (John 14:16-17,26; 15:26;
16:7-15) gave definition to the reality
of the Trinity. And one of the unex-
pected aspects of the functions of the
Trinity is that the Father and the Spirit
focus upon the Son.
At Jesus' baptism the voice from

heaven had said, "This is my Son,
whom I love; with him I am well
pleased." And again on the Mount of
Transfiguration the voice from the

cloud had said, "This is my Son,
whom I love; with him I am well
pleased. Listen to him!" Jesus in his

high-priestly prayer of John 17 could
say before his crucifixion, "And now,
Father, glorify me in your presence
with the glory I had with you before
the world began."
The Spirit's focus also is on the Son.

Jesus told his disciples, "When the
Counselor comes, whom I will send to
you from the Father, the Spirit of truth
who goes out from the Father, he will

testify about me" (John 15:26), and
"He will bring glory to me by taking
from what is mine and making it

known to you " (John 16:14).

There are many profound mysteries
about these relations between the three
persons of the Trinity, especially as the

The doctrine of the
Trinity is not
theological

baggage.

Lord allows us a glimpse of them in his
upper room discourse in John 14-17,
but at least the following truths are
clear:

1) At the very core of reality there
is a unity and a diversity that tran-
scends our comprehension. The doc-
trine of the Trinity resolves one of the
deepest philosophical questions that
man's mind wrestles with—that of the
one and the many. Yet the teaching
that the one God exists in three per-
sons, the same in substance, equal in
power and glory, goes beyond our rea-
son's capability of understanding. His
thoughts are higher than our thoughts,
as the heavens are higher than the
earth.

2) At the very core of reality there

is a relationship of love. As the Son
yields obedience to the Father in sub-
mission to the power of the Spirit, so
the Father and the Spirit glorify the
Son. In human relations the very term
"triangle" is notorious for mutual
jealousies. But in the everlasting God-
head there is perfect unity and har-
mony. This is one reason why I John
4:8 can declare that God is love. His
ways are higher than our ways.

3) At the very core of reality is holi-

ness. The word "holy" means sepa-
rate, or set apart, in the sense of being
pure and worthy of veneration. God
revealed as the Trinity is set apart from
our reason's comprehension and our
fallen nature's behavior. He is holy,
and when we sense that, we are filled

with awe.

The doctrine of the Trinity is thus
not theological baggage with which
early church councils burdened ordi-
nary people who responded to the sim-
ple message of Jesus. No, profound as
it is, it is one of the most practical
teachings of the Christian faith.

.
It shows us that we cannot begin

really to understand life and the world
without knowledge of God. The fear
of the Lord is indeed the beginning of
wisdom.

It shows that we cannot really deve-
lop a loving relationship with others
without knowledge of the Trinity. God
is love, and we love because he first

loved.

It shows that we can gain a proper
perspective on ourselves only as we
come to know this infinite yet personal
God.
The conclusion of the matter is that

Christians are theists. We begin with
God. Because of God's holiness we
have a proper understanding of our-
selves as fallen sinners. Because of
God's loving character we gratefully
rely upon his grace for our salvation.
Because of God's transcendent being
we depend upon his revelation for all

that we need to know and to do. Put-
ting God first is essential to following
Jesus. [J
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The most influential conservative Protestant writer of our era

now collected in this monumental set

THE

COMPLETE WORKS OF
FRANCIS A. SCHAEFFER
Save $70! Yours for only $19.95

NOT a reprint — all 21 volumes revised and updated

Who is the most important Evangelical writer of our time? If a poll could be taken

among Evangelicals the world over, the name of Francis A. Schaeffer would pro-

bably lead all the rest. By far.

The liberals pretend that a few TV preachers are causing the resurgence of conser-

vative Protestantism. But it goes far, far deeper, and much of the credit belongs to

Francis Schaeffer. He is bringing thoughtful conservative Protestants 1 ) back to their

roots and 2) right smack into the mainstream.

How to formulate a world view that is both Christian and conservative

Schaeffer ranges from epistemology to

spirituality to the arts

VOLUME 1: A Christian View ofPhilosophy and Culture

How Christianity relates to philosophy. . .to culture. Roots of

the "God is dead" mentality. How to make the Christian faith

live and flourish under modern conditions. Includes these four

books, complete and updated:

The God Who Is There * Escape from Reason * He Is

There and He Is Not Silent * Back to Freedom and

Dignity

VOLUME 3: A Christian View of Spirituality

How to relate biblical reality to the nitty-gritty of everyday life.

Includes these four books, complete and updated:

No Little People * True Spirituality * The New Super-

Spirituality * Two Contents, Two Realities

VOLUME 2: A Christian View of the Bible as Truth

Is the Bible true? How and why it is truth. When does the Bible

touch on science? How to integrate Genesis with theological and

scientific thought. How Bible truth should relate to Bible study

— and to the Christian world view. Includes these five books,

complete and updated:

Genesis in Space and Time * No Final Conflict *
Joshua and the Flow of Biblical History * Basic Bible

Studies * Art and the Bible

VOLUME 4: A Christian View of the Church

Why Western culture is dying. Is the church dying too? How the

church can survive and grow in our time. Ways of giving Chris-

tian witness today, in deed and word. How the church can cope

with ecological problems and population growth. Includes these

four books, complete and updated:

The Church at the End of the Twentieth Century * The
Church Before the Watching World The Mark of the

Christian * Death in the City

VOLUME 5: A Christian View of the West

The rise of Western culture — and the seeds of decay. What
Christians must do. Coming: the death of freedom and the rise

of an authoritarian elite? Abortion, euthanasia, pollution:

Christian responses. Includes these four books, complete and

updated:

Pollution and the Death of Man How Should We
Then live? * Whatever Happened to the Human Race?

* A Christian Manifesto
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MAILBAG

WHOSE BUSINESS IS EDUCATION?

Rev. John Seibert (Letter, August 15th

PJ) wonders why Rev. Everett Sileven

refuses to allow the state of Nebraska

not only to verify but prescribe what

constitutes a "safe, effective, and qual-

ified" education. He perhaps assumes

that teacher certification, one of the

central issues in the squabble, is a

neutral process.

As a certified public school teacher,

I agree with Sileven that there is a cer-

tain amount of indoctrination in the te-

nets of secular humanism associated

with becoming "certified." Providen-

tially, I was somewhat older when I

took education courses at a state uni-

versity and was able to combat the pre-

vailing humanistic viewpoint, but it

was very difficult. Even at most
church-related colleges, the education

professors will have received their

graduate training at state schools and
may not fully integrate profession and
practice.

Then there is the larger question of

what business the state (or the church!)

has in education in the first place,

when Scripture clearly indicates a

parental resposibility. While I don't

agree with all of Sileven's tactics, that

a confrontation was made to try to es-

tablish what is and is not legitimate

state interest is commendable. Given

the opportunity, a godless government

mil encroach on Kingdom-followers

(Eph. 6:12).

As of today (August 16th) a com-
promise has been reached whereby Ne-

braska parents may file for a "religious

exemption" from certification require-

ments. Unfortunately, this only per-

petuates the state's failure to acknowl-

edge that all education, not only Chris-

tian education, is necessarily perspec-

tival and inescapably religious.

—Renwick B. Adams
Clarinda, Iowa

FROM A SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICER

I believe that Richard Chewning's cri-

tique of Social Security in your May 16

and June 20 issues was inaccurate.

First, the "intent" of Social Security

is to provide a partial replacement of

earnings due to death and disability, as

well as retirement, and to provide

health insurance for the aged and dis-

abled. Second, his suggestion that So-

cial Security is a "humanistic trap"

because it ignores a supposed Biblical

principle of preparing for one's old age

and leaving an inheritance for children

remains unproven. Admittedly, both

of these would be great blessings, but

none of his proof texts command them

as duties. Further, he ignored texts that

do command believers to provide for

their needy parents, I Tim. 5:4 and

5:16, and complementary, Mark 7:9-13

and John 19:26-27. 1 Tim. 5:4 explicit-

ly says believers are to "make some re-

turn to their parents, for this is accept-

able in the sight of God" (a return of

the parent's provision for the children

before they were self-sufficient, I Cor.

12:14). I am not saying that Social

Security is commanded in the Bible; I

am saying that the income transfer sys-

tem designed to help provide for the

aged, widows and orphans, and disa-

bled, rather than contrary to the Bible,

is actually congruent with some impor-

tant Biblical commands. Third, his

linking of Social Security with abor-

tion, infanticide,"mercy killings," and
a supposed "genocide of the elderly"

is only speculation; there cannot be

guilt by association if there is no asso-

ciation. Finally, his remarks about a

"very great" tax burden and future

bankruptcy of the system are over-

stated. According to the 1984 Trustee's

Report, the cost of all Social Security

cash benefits is projected to gradually

decrease from the current 11.3% of

taxable payroll to about 10% of pay-

roll by 2010, and then increase to

about 15% through 2060 (75 years

from now), a significant tax rise, but

hardly devasting. Only God knows the

future. The best human projections,

however, do not predict the gloom that

Mr. Chewning does.

I am not an apologist for Social Se-

curity, and this letter is personal not

official. Social Security is not perfect,

and the headaches of the bureaucracy

are many. However, Mr. Chewning
has not made me sorry to be working
in a program that has served the needs

of millions of people for almost 50

years.

—Keith L. Yoder
Social Security Administration

South Bend, Ind.

FAMILY CLUSTER PLAN

Richard E. Fisher's article "Family-

Together Sunday School" (August 8)

provides a good remedy for the grad-

ed organization of so many schools

which result in the "scatterization" of

families instead of their unifying. The
"Family Cluster" plan has been
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around since 1969 and you may write

for information to: Family Clusters,

Inc., P.O. Box 18074, Rochester, N.Y.

14618. Dr. Margaret Sawin, its orig-

nator, has published among other

books, Family Enrichment with Fami-

ly Clusters (Judson Press).

Here at Gordon-Conwell we offer a

course "Family Cluster Seminar" and

another "Family Life Education in the

Church." We believe that the church

has a great responsibility for the nur-

ture of families, and one way that can

be furthered is through intergenera-

tional classes in the Sunday school. I

would be glad to correspond with pas-

tors or Boards of Christian Education

of local churches about it

—(Rev.) Charles G. Schauffele

South Hamilton, Mass.

Dr. Schauffele, an Orthodox Presbyterian

minister, has taught Christian education for

35 years at Gordon-Conwell Seminary and
is himself a resource for ideas and materials

for Sunday school. His address is: Gordon-
Conwell Theological Seminary, Department
of the Ministry of the Church, South
Hamilton, Mass. 01982.— Ed.

NURTURE TO BE FROM PARENTS

I am writing in response to David

Trembley's article, "The Lost Art:

Home Visitation" (Aug. 8). As a

Christian school teacher, occasional

Sunday-school teacher, and the mother

of three children, I must take excep-

tion to Mr. Trembley's statement that

"... seeing to the spiritual education

Continued on p. 13, col. 1
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I Now that the Republican National Convention is con-

cluded, the political campaign is going full force. We hope that through

all the rhetoric to which we shall be exposed, Christians will be able to discern

which issues and positions are genuinely Biblical. It is not always easy to

tell, and even among those committed to the truth of the Bible there will

be different perceptions on priorities and applications of Scriptural prin-

ciples. Louis Voskuil's article, the third in our series on "The Values Behind

Your Vote," seeks to clarify the Christian's involvement in politics by pin-

pointing justice as the normative concern for the state.

I l Speaking of justice, Jean Shaw comments on a practice

common in our churches, but to which most of us not on the receiving end

are blind. Do we take advantage of those whose business is useful to the

church's life or property? And before Labor Day fades from our memory,
Clair Davis reminds us of the place of our work in God's calling in the se-

cond of his series on "functional Calvinism."

I l Oops! The title for last week's editorial, Platform Plank

No. 4, should have been "Jesus Reveals God as the Trinity." The "Equal
Access" bill headline got left in from the previous week. While the three

persons of the Trinity are equal in power and glory, the "Equal Access"

bill does not mean that Congress is attempting to legislate that aspect of

prayer. In one family discussing the editorial, the question did arise whether

we can pray to the Son or the Holy Spirit as well as to the Father. I still

recall the answer of Covenant Seminary professor Dr. J. Oliver Buswell
Jr. to a similar question: "There is no protocol in the Godhead." We do
have a marvelous freedom in our access to God through Jesus Christ.

I l Probably no topic in recent months has stimulated so

much response from the readers as the subject of hymns. This says some-

thing about the proximity to our hearts of what we sing. The ecumenical

movement found out years ago that you could change or discard doctrine,

you could modify polity, and there would be limited reaction from the people

in the pews. But change the worship patterns and you'd better watch out!

All of which makes me wonder why we don't have more hymns being com-
posed today for congregational singing. A chronological analysis of most
of our hymnals would reveal that the art of this type of versification seems

to have faded out after the 19th century. Does anyone know why?

I l At the recent annual meet-

ing of the Journal board, Mr. Steve A. White
stepped down from being president to be re-

placed by Mr. W. Jack Williamson. Steve

White, originally elected to the board in 1960,

has served as its president for the last 18 years.

He will continue as vice-president. President

of White Furniture Company in Mebane,
N.C., he is owed a debt of gratitude by all who
benefit from reading these pages. We on the

staff who are pleased to know him express our

thanks! ffl White, Williamson
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Broad Cross-Section Represented in Denver

DENVER, Colo.—Even if Jay
Grimstead and his colleagues should

fail to reach their grandest goals, they

deserve an A for what they achieved

here.

Anyone who can get leading dispen-

sationalists and leading postmillen-

nialists to sit down for 3 lA days to

discuss the future might qualify next

to be a diplomat between Israel and
Syria.

To be more precise, eschatology

wasn't really the focus of the Con-
tinental Congress on the Christian

World View held here in late August.

Rather, the objective was to draw
together Bible-believing evangelicals of

differing eschatological bents to begin

forging statements showing how their

faith applies to a variety of practical

topics.

The topics ranged from economics

to discipling, from law to prayer, from

art to Bible study, from politics to

Christian education and medicine.

Making progress here, of course,

virtually forced participants to put in-

to the background—at least for the

time being—some of their most foun-

dational thinking. Many seemed will-

ing to do that, hoping that the result

might be a more united Christian voice

on a number of contemporary issues.

Addressing the 500 or so partici-

pants were Christian leaders as diverse

as Bill Bright of Campus Crusade for

Christ and R. J. Rushdoony of the

Chalcedon Foundation. Harold Lind-

sell, former editor of Christianity To-

day, spoke about inerrancy, while

Hendrik Krabbendam of Covenant
College led a study on revival. Norm
Geisler of Dallas Seminary and Luder
Whitlock of Reformed Seminary were

both on the program.

Such tensions were exactly what
organizers of the conference had in

mind—but they also had the potential

for aborting the gathering's output

before it got off the ground.

The potential for negative fallout, in

fact, prompted the conference's steer-

ing committee to impose an unusual

press blackout on all the proceedings.

"We're not eager to have the secular

press caricature what we're doing be-

fore we've even begun," Grimstead

told the Journal.

What really happened will probably

take months to make itself clear—if in-

deed the unusual coalition of thinkers

survives. Organizers were understand-

ably skeptical about the damage which

might be inflicted even by Christian

magazines if unfinished working pap-

ers were held up as examples of the

conference's work.

(For that reason, the Journal, while

disagreeing with the press blackout, is

agreeing for now to withhold even ex-

cerpts of the position papers worked
on here).

General structure of the conference

was a several-tiered effort to reach

consensus where until now there has

been only a bewildering array of

diversity.

First tier of that effort is agreement

on the place of the Bible. Significant-

ly, much of the leadership for the con-

ference here was identical to that of a

1982 Congress on the Bible held in San
Diego, Cal.

With that foundational tier in place,

the conference's main objective here

was to break into small sections to

polish 18 "sphere" papers—relatively

brief documents spelling out the im-

plications of a Christian world view in

18 different areas of concern.

The "sphere" papers were consid-

ered to be so preliminary in nature that

each carried an imprint calling it a

"working draft of ideas and words yet

to be critiqued and edited by an edi-

torial committee. It is not for public

consumption nor is it to be copied."

Organizers of the conference here

hope that the working papers can be

circulated discreetly in coming months
for further improvements. That will

happen partly in regional conferences

The driving force behind the Denver gathering was Dr. Jay
Grimstead, executive director of the Coalition on Revival. Grim-
stead served earlier as head of the International Council on Biblical

Inerrancy, sponsor of the 1982 Congress on the Bible in San Diego.
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Writer ft J. Rushdoony (right) was a plenary speaker, but also spent

much time talking with individual participants, including Philip

Porter (left) of Aurora, Colo.



to be set up in eight or nine areas of

the country.

The results of that input will pass by

the approximately 100 members of the

conference's steering committee, and

then be finally edited by a nine-man ex-

ecutive committee including Grim-
stead, the conference coordinator;

Geisler; Bill Nix of Christian Heritage

College; Dennis Peacocke of Covenant

Outreach Ministries; Cal Beisner of the

Navigators' Discipleship Journal; T.

M. Moore of Evangelism Explosion;

Krabbendam; Jimmy Williams of

Probe Ministries; and Gleason Archer

of Trinity Seminary.

That committee's work will finally

be proposed for formal adoption at a

followup conference set for July 1985

in Dallas, Tex. There, the hope is to

produce a united "action plan" for

Christians' consideration for the next

ten years.

Few here were willing to be quoted
about conference details, wanting to

observe the spirit of the off-the-record

agreement. When one participant

threatened to leave because his view

seemed to be getting short shrift, Krab-

bendam played the peacemaker, plead-

ing: "Let's not walk out—let's talk it

out. It's too early in this effort to

leave." The man stayed.

Significantly, the gathering only par-

tially covered the spectrum of evangel-

icals interested in addressing cultural

and societal affairs. Included were
thinkers from the center to the right

—

but debate was scarcely affected by the

perspective of Christians further to the

left.

Noting that fact, Gary DeMar of the

American Vision organization conced-

ed in a seminar he was leading: "We
may not appreciate some of the things

writers like Ron Sider have said, but

we have to admit that sometimes we've

done too little to build positive models
of our own to address the issues he
raises. That's partly why we're here."

Even with that limited purview, con-

sensus here was fragile. Whether in the

future the discussions will be broad-

ened will depend, in part, on whether
even the limited effort survives. E

The Denver Conference was a working session, with most of the time being devoted to

small groups' editing 18 different position papers. Here, Dr. Ronald Jenson of Campus
Crusade's International School of Theology leads a session of "Developing Biblical Con-

victions."

PRESBYTERIANS

Kooistra Named Covenant Seminary Head

ST. LOUIS, Mo.—Paul D. Kooistra,

practical theology professor at Re-

formed Seminary in Jackson, Miss.,

has been named by the board of trus-

tees of Covenant Seminary as that

school's third president, effective

January 1.

In accepting the appointment, Kooi-

stra noted the opportunity he senses in

building a closer relationship between

Covenant and the Presbyterian Church
in America (PCA), under whose aus-

pices the 28-year-old school operates.

Although a native of Minnesota,

where his roots are in the former

United Presbyterian Church USA,
Kooistra's educational background is

distinctly southern. After earning his

undergraduate degree at the University

of Minnesota, he completed his

M.Div. at Columbia Seminary in At-

lanta (1967) and his Ph.D. in educa-

tional psychology at the University of

Alabama (1980).

Kooistra, 41, has served for the last

eight years on the Reformed Seminary
faculty, and also holds the position of

director of institutional research there.

Earlier, he served pastorates in Miami
and Tampa, Fla., and filled a two-year

appointment as an assistant professor

of Christian education at Belhaven

College.

Married and the father of three

children, Kooistra is a minister of the

PCA and has served on the denomina-
tion's Committee on Christian Educa-
tion and Publications. He is a trustee

of Great Commission Publications,

has been active in staff training for

Reformed University Ministries, and is

chairman of the board of Mt. Salus

Christian School.

In becoming head of the PCA's
theological school, Kooistra noted:

"The church needs Godly men to serve

it as pastors. The seminary should

serve the church in equipping these

men for the task. There needs to be a

continuing effort on the part of the

seminary to enlist the cooperation and
input of the church in the seminary's

part of the mission to train pastors."

Kooistra added: "Today there is a

temptation to cloud this mission by
adding many auxiliary degrees to the

seminary's curriculum. While it may
be desirable to add certain programs,

the M.Div. degree should be the focal

degree of the curriculum." E
Presbyterian Journal
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Christian Values in Today's Politics?

LOUIS J. VOSKUIL

It is easy to sympathize with D.L.

Moody, who believed that Christians

should put untiring zeal and effort in-

to evangelism. After all, the time is

short and the world is exceedingly

wicked. Above all, one should stay out

of politics; it is there that all the drives

of the human ego for power, wealth,

and self-glorification seem to be con-

centrated. Corruption is ingrained,

compromise the rule of the game. Pol-

itics is the domain of the prince of this

world, separation the only option for

the sojourner of pure heart.

In this brief article I try to give an

answer to Moody, but also to Wither -

spoon and Winthrop whose positions

were outlined in the first article of this

series (July 18). In short, I will be argu-

ing that Christians ought to be in-

volved in politics, in law, and in gov-

ernment and, secondly, will indicate a

certain direction for Christian action.

Those who are looking for handy how-
to-do-it rules for political involvement

may find this discussion disappointing.

It will remain mostly on the level of

principle, but since action flows from
belief, votes from values, such consi-

deration is necessary. Later articles will

address specific issues more directly.

Witness and Values in Politics

First of all, two preliminary but nec-

essary considerations. The position

represented by Moody has been and
probably still is very common among
evangelical Christians. Even among
those who are involved, action is usual-

ly narrowly focused on specific issues

of central concern to the church. While

that is certainly legitimate, I believe

Christian politics should be a much

The author is a professor of history

at Covenant College, Lookout
Mountain, Tennessee. This article is

the third of a six-part series on
"The Values Behind Your Vote" by
Dr. Voskuil and Prof. Stephen R.

Kaufmann.

broader kind of activity. Since the

Christian is called to be a steward of

the creation order in a total sense, since

the Bible calls us to promote justice

—

the special concern and function of the

state, and since Jesus Christ is Lord of

all spheres of life, the Christian ought

to work to claim this aspect of life for

Christ and use it to secure justice for

all people. To the extent that the peo-

ple are able to institute justice and

peace in the political order, a witness

is established to the validity and au-

thenticity of the Gospel in its healing

impact on human life. To that extent

also, the message of the church is made
more credible. Conversely, for the

Christian community to walk with

skirts lifted high, above the mud of

politics, is to make a negative state-

ment about the Lordship of Christ and

Politics is not

simply a matter of

working the levers

of a machine
to exhibit an indifference about the in-

justice of the social order and the

plight of the helpless. If we are respon-

sible stewards, isolation is impossible;

the critical question is not whether, but

how.
The second thing important to note

in a preliminary way is that behind the

thinking and activity of all who are in-

volved in politics—whether it be the

president of the United States or sim-

ply the citizen who only votes every

four years—is the shaping and direct-

ing presence of a value system. This is

the consequence of God's creating men
and women in his image, of his mak-
ing humans conscious, creative, re-

sponding creatures who live out their

lives according to a faith commitment
they must necessarily make. Politics is

not simply a matter of working the

levers of a machine in a neutral arena

to achieve certain goals.

The American system was created in

the colonial and revolutionary era in

which its Christian heritage, the British

political tradition, and 18th-century

views of humankind and the state were

all interwoven into a democratic sys-

tem which has become a foundational

set of principles guiding American
thinking and acting ever since. Many
people think they act objectively or

neutrally in politics because they do
not realize they have become creatures

of the American way of life. It is ex-

tremely important that the system of

beliefs, ideas, and values operating in

American life generally, and in politics

specifically, be examined by Christians

so they can use what is valid and re-

ject what is not. Without such a testing

of the spirits, the Christian communi-
ty cannot begin to formulate a position

for political involvement that is con-

sistently Biblical, a position necessary

if one's activity will truly contribute to

justice and peace.

Justice in Confessional Diversity

As one begins to consider the role of

the state and the meaning of justice in

society today, the troublesome ques-

tion of the relationship between Chris-

tianity and the state emerges. After

some early difficulties in connecting

church and state, American society has

almost universally rejected the belief

that the state should establish and sup-

port one particular kind of religious

establishment or practice. Partly from
experiencing the tyranny of a state-

enforced religious conformity and
partly out of a growing conviction con-

cerning the proper limitations of state

power and the freedom of the church,

our society has come to a firm belief

in the separation of the two
institutions—a proper and necessary

conclusion, in my opinion.

The separation of institutions, how-

ever, does not solve the problems for

those who wish to engage in politics,

but do not share the value system of

secular American society. This is true
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not only for the Christian, but also for

other groups who represent minority

ideological positions. The American
way allows differences in church life,

but is not very sympathetic to those

who wish to change the public legal

order according to a pattern different

from the one in existence. In fact, at

that point, both the political establish-

ment and the ordinary citizen often be-

come hostile. One's loyalty to the na-

tion is suspect. The problem is no long-

er one of church and state, but of a

plurality of value systems. In a socie-

ty including a number of groups with

different values, the dilemma is ines-

capable.

The problem is there for Christians

as well. They claim the freedom to live

out their confession in each area of

their lives; to do anything else would
violate their consciences and betray

their Lord. But if the Christian com-
munity tries to work out its confession

in politics, is that a violation of the

rights of others who hold to different

beliefs? Does Christian belief require

the establishment of a Christian public

morality through the use of state pow-
er? If not, do Christians deny their

consciences? Was the direction John
Winthrop took in his godly common-
wealth right after all? In short, what

guidelines does Scripture give us for

leavening American politics in a soci-

ety where there are many groups hold-

ing diverse values?

In stuggling with this question, it is

important to keep the focus of inquiry

clearly in mind. Our concern is the

state's legitimate task and whether

Christian belief should help define that

task. Most Christians would undoubt-

edly prefer to be members in a society

where all people walked in God's ways.

The question is, however, whether the

state has the responsibilty to create that

society.

Justice and Responsibility

The Biblical account of creation, I be-

lieve, sets a direction for considering

the above questions concerning politics

and Christianity. God made men and
women to be responders, and he gave
them an important and creative role in

exercising dominion over creation.

They had the freedom to obey or dis-

obey in doing the task given them by
God. They had a responsible role and
were responsible for the way in which
they carried it out. When sin distorted

this state of affairs, neither the role nor

the responsibility changed. Regulation

and restraint were needed, however.

That became the defining characteristic

of the state—to promote justice, that

is, to create a public legal order which

gives the greatest possible scope to each

individual to carry out his or her cul-

tural task creatively and responsibly.

The state ought only to step in when
one person injures another or when
conditions inhibit the freedom to act.

More on this a little later.

The same rights, freedoms, respon-

sibilities hold for unbelievers, however

regrettable their behavior at times may
be. What God has made of humans,

and the task- for which he made them
responsible, requires freedom to act.

Those in rebellion against God must

respect the rights of others and carry

out their public responsibilities; but to

force them through the use of state

power to live out in their private lives

a Christian morality is to dehumanize
them, because a central characteristic

of human nature is taken away from
them—responsibility. Let them answer

to God.
What is true for humans made in the

image of God as individuals holds as

well for structures ordained by God to

a certain role in the social order, such

as the family, state, or church, or for

associations or institutions created by

people to serve necessary and legiti-

mate functions in society. The state
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Forty Percent Off at Clem's
When the church decorating committee decided to re-

carpet the pulpit area, it sent Mrs. Bigelow down to

Clem's Carpets to pick out something in dark blue. Clem
was a member of the church, and as Chairman Sanford

said, "We should support our own people."

Clem was attending Kiwanis at the time, so the new
salesman spent an hour helping Mrs. Bigelow make her

decision. When it came time to write up the bill of sale,

Mrs. Bigelow asked if the church got a discount. The salesman didn't know,

but he said he'd ask Clem when he got back. Mrs. Bigelow emphasized that

the carpet was "for the Lord's house," and the church had a limited amount
of money to spend on decorating.

Clem looked at the bill of sale and cut the cost 40 percent. The salesman

whistled. "You aren't making any profit at that price!"

Clem agreed, but he really had no choice. He would be thought selfish

if he sold the carpet at full value. If he discounted less, the church would

buy the carpet at another store, which would be embarrassing to him. The
loss would have to be made up by sales to customers outside the church.

Business had been very slow lately. He hoped the improved economic climate

would eventually affect the carpet business.

On Sunday, the pastor, Mr. Armstrong, announced the project to redec-

orate the sanctuary. He said he hoped that the congregation would be gen-

erous in its financial support. Friday afternoon, Clem received a letter from
the church asking him to make a donation to the redecorating fund.

Actually, as much as Clem liked carpets, he was more concerned about

the deficit in the benevolences account. For two months the church had been

behind in its support of church extension. Clem wanted to see the denomi-

nation grow, especially in the Grandville area, where his daughter lived. He
wished he had more money to give for an organizing pastor.

After the blue carpet was installed, Mr. Armstrong made a public an-

nouncement about Clem's generosity. He urged other folks in the congre-

gation to buy their carpet from Clem, too. Clem prayed fervently that they

would not. He knew they would all expect special treatment because they

were Christians.

Every time Clem looked at that blue carpet, he thought how great it would
be if Christian people paid full price for things, and then let the seller decide

how he wanted to use the profit. He would use his to start more churches.

And they wouldn't have to be carpeted, either.—JEAN Shaw. HI
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should not repeat the classical liberal

error of elevating the individual to the

point where collective functions are

undermined. These too have their

rights. The state should not become a

totalitarian entity usurping the proper

functions of other institutions. As in

the case of individuals, the state should

assume a limited, defined role enhanc-

ing a social environment in which a

plurality of structures are able to ful-

fill their functions harmoniously.

Justice and Opportunity

In emphasizing the centrality of free-

dom and equality of opportunity, it is

important not to define a just society

too narrowly as today's conservatives

often do. If the role of the state is

defined too narrowly as merely regu-

lating competing interests and preven-

ting injury, many individuals and mi-

nority groups do not receive real equal-

ity of opportunity. Cultural, econom-
ic, and educational deprivation make
a mockery of freedom. It was this

problem that welfare-state liberalism

tried to address, but in doing so lost

sight of the norm of justice and created

a paternalistic service state that often

permanently reduces people to a de-

pendency that dehumanizes them. The
solution is almost as bad as the prob-

lem.

To address the problems of the poor

and helpless, some Christians have be-

gun to discuss the concept of suste-

nance rights (or "right to life")*. The
concept could perhaps be legitimately

interpreted as a broadening of the

rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit

of happiness promulgated in our Dec-

laration of Independence. As I under-

stand it, the concept provides a way of

thinking about the justice due to those

who through no fault of their own,

and without any other help, lack the

necessities of life—food, shelter, medi-

cal care, and the like. Instead of mak-
ing them permanent welfare depen-

dents, however, the state should ad-

dress the situation which produced the

problem—unemployment, for exam-

ple—providing temporary assistance,

as it does now, while seeking to cor-

rect the injustices behind the problem.

* Nicholas Wolterstorff, Until Justice and Peace

Embrace, Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1983, pp.

81 ff. See also the discussion of Bernard Zylstra,

"Using the Constitution to Defend Religious

Rights," in Freedom and Faith, ed. Lynn R.

Buzzard, Crossway Books, 1982, pp. 97-98.

If, however, people refuse to take re-

sponsibility when opportunities come,
assistance may be denied.

Education provides an example of

how the state might properly function.

One could argue that it is a matter of

justice for the child that ten or twelve

years of education be provided. With-

out it, in an industrial society there is

no equality of opportunity, and little

chance to fulfill one's calling. Rather

than erect a massive public system, the

state should allow people to channel

their tax moneys to the school of their

choice and thus allow the various con-

fessional groups to maintain their

schools with their own taxes. For the

poor and those unable to set up their

own schools, a minimal public system

would still be maintained. The state

would retain the right to set up exter-

nal standards for building safety and
scholastic achievement levels. Such an
approach would protect plurality of

belief, respect the educational func-

tion, and provide for all people.

Conclusion

Although I have argued for the great-

est possible freedom for all people, I

am not implying that people can do
whatever they wish. For example, be-

cause abortion injures others, it should

be outlawed. My difference with Win-
throp is that I believe the Bible does

not call for us to create the godly com-
monwealth by state power in today's

society. All people should have the

freedom to follow out their convic-

tions. However, rights, freedoms, and
responsibilities must be set in the con-

text of a Biblical view of individuals

and institutions. I do not apologize for

that. But it is a context that allows the

fullest freedom for even the unbeliever

to be responsible and to answer to

God, not man.
Coming back to D.L.Moody for a

moment. He was right; politics is often

a dirty business. Power attracts greed

and self-gratification. Even when such

motives are not present, neat easy solu-

tions are seldom possible. Yet there are

moments when God's justice breaks

through. Christians must increase

those moments by reflection and ac-

tion. To abstain is to turn over a whole

area of life to the powers of this world.

The Christian community must begin

to develop a Christian political mind.

Until it does, the individual Christian

will vote and act in terms of the dy-

namics of the secular system. CD
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Thank God It's Monday!

D. CLAIR DAVIS

Fill in the blank: "Calvinist ."

That's right, it's not joyfulness. Not
prayer life, not evangelistic zeal. Of
course, it's WORK ETHIC. Presbyte-

rians are the folks who concentrate on
what the Lord has called them to do,

never spend their money foolishly, go

to Bible studies in their Mercedes, and

hate to retire. That's why even though

all the big churches are blue-collar

Baptist, we have all the lawyers and
doctors.

How's that sound to you? It's not

quite that simple, is it? What's the dif-

ference between the Presbyterian work
ethic and the Japanese work ethic, ex-

cept that they've got more of it? Is it

really true what the books say, that we
Presbyterians are driven to be success-

ful because that's the only way we're

sure that the Lord loves us—and the

only way we let our children find out

that we love them?
There's a lot bigger question though:

Does the Lord love winners and hate

losers? The way we talk about the

Lord's mercy and kindness must have

something to do with it. Unconditional

election, remember? It's terrible to talk

about the Lord loving the people who
he can tell are going to amount to

something. Your only hope is in being

sure that he loves helpless sinners like

you! The Lord goes out of his way to

call you, the least likely to succeed, so

it will be clear to everyone that he's the

one who gets the credit when he does
use you. You're not going to stay a

loser, not in anything important any-
way, such as belonging to Jesus Christ

forever. But being a moral or career

success isn't the way to get the Lord
to love you—he does that because of
his mercy!

The author is a professor of church
history and systematic theology
at Westminster Seminary in

Philadelphia. This is the second in

his series of articles on "functional
Calvinism."

You've got to treat people, includ-

ing your children and your husband,

the Lord treats you—not because you
think they're going to make it but be-

cause you love them. You've got to

learn yourself to depend upon nothing

but a gracious Lord. That's easier said

than done. Understanding grace does

put a song in your heart

—

but it also makes you radically honest

with yourself. To see the Lord's mer-

cy, you have to see your sin. All of

your life you remember why Jesus

went to the cross for you.

Now you can think about your job.

Everyone around you thanks some idol

Hammering dents
out of fenders,

playing on the

floor with pre-

schoolers, doing
geometry, pulling

teeth, looking for a

job—everything
helps put into his

world the order the

Lord wants.

that it's Friday—you thank the Lord
that it's Monday! Your work isn't a

frustrating interruption to your week-

ends—it's part of the reason you're

here. The more that you understand

how much the Lord freely loves you,

the more eager you are to use the new
life that he has given you.

Don't subtract all those hours on the

job from your "real" life. What you
believe about how a believer should
live includes the time on the job. You
have God's law—why? Not just to

help you see your need for Christ in be-

coming a Christian—but also to show

you how to do your work. You should

repent for laziness after becoming a be-

liever too—flowing out of the hope
and boldness you have in your Savior.

The grace of Jesus isn't just for prayer

meeting—it's for all the time. When
it's hard to do your best on a job, or

to show love to an angry supervi-

sor—then the Lord is there, hearing

your blitz prayer for a change of your

heart and motives, for a vision for the

eternal value of your job. That's the

way to study the Bible too, looking out

for how it fits Monday.
Work isn't just for your benefit,

though— it's something you do for the

good of God's world. While things

look bleak on this old earth, it's still

the one the Lord made. It's where
Jesus put an end to Satan's power. It's

the world that's groaning for its final

liberation. It's part of the place where
you will live forever with Jesus, after

it's been cleaned off with fire. This

world is not junk, anymore than your

body is. True, it still has a long way
to go—and so do you. But the begin-

ning you're making is real and worth

doing—the Lord has prepared you and
the world for what you're doing right

now. Hammering dents out of fenders,

playing on the floor with pre-school-

ers, doing geometry, pulling teeth,

looking for a job—everything helps

put into his world the order the Lord
wants.

See what's ahead. The Lord has

promised you that whoever is faithful

in small things will be given cities to

run. Heaven isn't your retirement plan

—it's your promotion! Because you
aren't working for the office with the

window, but for the Lord's glory

—

that's why he has eternal expectations

for you. He's stretching and training

you now, through frustrations, de-

layed results, lack of recognition and
all the rest—for an eternal life worth

having as a working, productive mem-
ber of his own family.

Your work amounts to something,

because of Jesus. You're even leaving

your mark on the Lord's world!

T.G.I.M. m
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Struggle to Do Right
FOR SEPTEMBER 23, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, PH.D.

Background Scripture: Romans 7:4-25

Key verses: Romans 7:5,6; 13-25

Devotional reading: Romans 6:12-23

Memory selection: Romans 7:24b-25a

INTRODUCTION

It is important to read Romans 4

through 6 before looking at this lesson.

There we see how the believer, though
saved and spiritually cleansed by the

blood of Jesus, nevertheless must live

in a body that has not yet been re-

deemed. His duty is to bring that flesh,

inclined to evil, under control and
make his body serve the Lord. This has

to do with the whole process of sanc-

tification. It is a cooperative work be-

tween the Lord and his child.

Newness of

1 Spirit
Romans 7:1-6

Paul explains the circumstances of one
who is now saved and no longer dead
in trespasses and sins by the analogy

of the relationship of a widow to her

former husband.

So long as her husband lived, she

was bound to him by marriage. Her
life was wrapped up in his. If she went

after another man, she was committing

adultery. But after her husband was
dead, she was no longer under the old

laws which held her to her husband.

She was free to marry as she chose (vv.

1-3).

Paul's point is that the law former-

ly condemned us and brought us to the

judgment seat of God as sinners. God
gave that law to Israel in the wilder-

ness. It spelled out just what the Lord
expected of those who would be his

children. He showed that they must
live or die by that law.

God's purpose in giving the Law, in

the first place, was to show how much

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

greater his expectations were than their

ability. The Jews who failed to see

God's good purpose in the giving of

the law supposed that they could keep

it or else that it was too difficult even

to worry with. In either case, they de-

ceived themselves and were condemned
by God.

Others, rightly understanding that

the law's demands were far greater

than they could ever meet, came to

God with broken and contrite hearts

(Psa. 51), recognizing that they need-

ed God's mercy. They knew that they

could never do what pleased the Lord
or ever earn their own salvation.

These God saved because they came
with broken hearts and put their trust

in him to save them. That is the way
all true believers in the Old Testament

came to the Lord.

But now, for believers, a new thing

has happened. We are like the widow
freed from the old arrangement. We
were once married to the condition of

sin and death, but when Christ died for

us, we were set free from that condi-

tion. Now, though we live in the same
sinful bodies in which we once did, our

souls have been set free to serve the

Lord.

We are now married (joined) to the

resurrected Christ. As he lives, so do
we. The life we now live in the flesh

we can live to God's glory, bearing

fruit of the spirit of Christ who lives

in us (v. 4).

When Paul speaks of our having

been in the flesh, he means that before

we were saved by faith in Christ, we
lived in and were bound to the flesh,

so that the sin we did in the flesh con-

demned us and brought us to judgment
and condemnation (v. 5).

Now, things are different. We are no
longer in that former situation, when
whatever we did in the flesh con-

demned us. When Christ died for us

on the cross, we died to what once

bound us.

Now, we serve the Lord in the new-

ness of the spirit and not in the old-

ness of the letter (v. 6). That means

that what God promised through Jere-

miah, long before, has happened (Jer.

31:33). He promised that he would
write his law on the hearts of his chil-

dren so that the law would no longer

be some external standard which they

could not keep. Now, it is in the hearts

of those for whom Christ died.

The law is not an external threat but

an internal, spiritual desire of every

true believer. We now want to do
God's will from the heart. It is our new
nature in Christ.

QUESTIONS

1 . How do I view the law today: as

something unattainable and fearful or

as a clear statement of the desires of

my own heart?

2. What spiritual fruit can be seen

in my life to indicate that God's spirit

lives in me?

New View of

2 The Law
Romans 7:7-12

Paul wishes to reassure the readers in

Rome that he is not teaching that the

law of God is a bad thing. He points

out that it was that which first showed
him that he was a sinner in the sight

of God (v. 7).

He gives a particular example: the

Tenth Commandment which teaches

that we are not to covet.

There was a time in Paul's life, when
he, as any good Jew of that era, sup-

posed that he was not a sinner. In ac-

cord with the teaching of the Phar-

isees, scribes, and scholars of his

time, Paul believed that it was possi-

ble to keep the whole law of God, as

understood and interpreted by the

Jewish schools of thought (see Phil.

3:4-6).

We get a hint of this teaching when
Jesus, in the Sermon on the Mount,
warns his hearers not to think of the

law of God as the scribes and Pharisees

do. They had taught that if one did not

kill outright, he had kept the com-
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mandment "Thou shalt not kill."

Likewise, if one did not commit adul-

tery outright, he was free of the com-
mandment "Thou shalt not commit
adultery."

Jesus showed that God's law (righ-

teousness) demanded much more than

mere outward conformity. There must

be conformity of the heart as well. If

one hated another or lusted after an-

other, he was equally guilty of the sin

in the eyes of God.
Paul is saying that once he followed

the Pharisaical view that outward con-

formity was all that mattered. But

when he read the Tenth Command-
ment and learned that God was con-

cerned for what one desired in the

heart as well as what he did outwardly,

he was convicted of sin. He suddenly

realized that all the time he had
thought he was keeping the law and

pleasing God, in reality he was not. He
was still a sinner and condemned to

death (vv. 8-10).

He realizes then that once, when he

was a good Jew but not pleasing to

God, he was deceived by sin. Sin had
convinced him that he was a child of

God because he did all that he thought

God expected of him. It was a rude

awakening when he came to see that

he was a vile sinner in God's sight and
with no hope.

Just when this realization came to

Paul we cannot know. Very likely it

came during the time when, after

meeting Jesus on the road to Damas-
cus, he sat in reflection before God,
blind and smitten. He began to see

then why God was not pleased with

him and why he needed Jesus Christ

as his Savior.

The law was not bad. It had brought

him to see himself as God sees him.

How could anything that would do
that be evil?

QUESTIONS
1 . When have I been convicted, by

the law of God, of sins of which I was
formerly unaware?

2. Have I been concerned to keep
God's law in my heart as well as out-

wardly?

New View of

3 Self
Romans 7:13-23

in an unredeemed body. He still sins

and God's law is still needed.

He declared in verse 12 that God's
law is holy and righteous and good. He
views the law not as some outward
thing that holds him in like a prisoner

but as an ally which works with him
and guides him to do God's will while

living in this sinful and condemned
body.

He fully understands that not God's
law but sin is his enemy and brings all

of his trials in this life.

God's law is like a light that gradual-

ly shows us more and more of the sin

we have even after we have been saved.

It is like a light in a darkened room,
which, as it gets brighter, shows more
and more of the dirt in that room. The
light is the law and the dirt is sin in the

bodies we continue to live in. They are

still prone to sin and susceptible to

temptation. Every Christian knows
well the struggle of which Paul speaks.

When he says, "I am carnal," he

means that he is still living in the sin-

ful body in which he must live out his

life. It is sold under sin and will not

be cleansed until, in the last day, he

gets a new body at the resurrection,

Paul now begins to look at himself as

a believer who has to continue to live
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III

one that will not know or be capable

of doing sin (v. 14).

This means that there is a warfare

within every believer, between his mind
and spirit which belong to Christ and

his body which seeks to serve the lusts

that are still in it.

Paul testifies that as a believer he may
desire to do good, but that is not al-

ways what he practices. Often he finds

himself doing what he hates (v. 15).

He does not forget God's law but

praises it. It is good, but sin still has

its way with him unless he learns to

bring that body under control to serve

Christ.

He concludes that nothing good
lives in him. His body will never

naturally do what is right. It will

naturally do what is evil, for his body
is not yet redeemed. It goes on want-

ing to do evil. The body of every

believer is warring with his heart and
trying to live in sin while he seeks to

live for the glory of God. The battle

is not easy (vv. 18-20).

It is true for every Christian that

when he would desire to do good, evil

looms and has to be reckoned with, no
matter how strong the desire is to

please Christ and no matter how many
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times before he has faced this battle

with sin.

Paul views it as all-out war and
something that has to be reckoned with

(v. 23). This view is normal for every

believer. The more you want to do
right, the harder the struggle seems to

be.

Christians should not think this to

be strange. We are living in bodies that

are as yet unredeemed. This means that

the Christian warfare begins right in

our own bodies and continues there so

long as we live in this world.

QUESTIONS
1 . How do I feel when, as a believer,

I nevertheless sin and do what I know
is not pleasing to God?

2. Do I ever use the excuse that since

no one is perfect, I can't be held re-

sponsible for my actions?

New View of4 The Task
Romans 7:24-25

At times, to Paul and to us, the battle

seems to be futile. We see, every day,

failures in our own lives to live up to

what we know are God's standards for

us. We have the will to do what is right

because we have the mind of Christ (I

Cor. 2:16). But, somehow, try as we
may, we do not seem to be able to get

control of some sins. They still loom
unexpectedly, just when we think we
have them under control.

Paul describes himself as a wretched

man who wishes always to please the

Lord, but who finds himself failing to

do that time and again (v. 24).

He sometimes must have wondered

if it would ever end. He could say to

the Philippians that indeed it were bet-

ter to be absent from the flesh and at

home with the Lord. Then, the battle

would be over and he would be set free

from this body of death (Phil. 1:21-

24).

He understands that his present

body is one of death that can only sin,

if uncontrolled by him. It is under the

condemnation of death and must die

one day.

So what is he to do?

He answers in verse 25. He will go

right on struggling and seeking to serve

God's law with his mind and heart,

knowing full well how hard it will be

to bring the body under control.

But he will be frustrated no longer,
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knowing and remembering that one

day his body will be redeemed, as his

soul has already been redeemed. One
day he will have a new body as he now
has a new heart, made new by the

grace of God through the death and

resurrection of Jesus Christ.

He takes heart in the knowledge that

he can control the body and bring it

more and more under service to the

Lord to do God's will and not the will

of the flesh.

So must we all learn, with Paul, that

in this world we are in a life-long strug-

gle against the deceit of sin which still

looms and causes us to win when we
do not want to. But we cannot give up
or give ourselves over to it. We are in

these bodies to make them serve Christ

so that our lives may be instruments of

righteousness for God (Rom. 12:1-2).

QUESTIONS
1. Does sinning make me feel

wretched?

2. How does John teach us to deal

with sin, each time the flesh has got-

ten the upper hand in our lives? (see

I John 1:7-10).

Next week: "Life in the Spirit,"

Romans 8. Bl

Letters—from p. 3

of the whole child will remain the re-

sponsibility of the Sunday-school

teacher."

It has always been my understanding

that Deuteronomy 1 1 was addressed to

parents, or at least fathers, when it

speaks of instructing children through-

out the course of daily life. Surely this

suggests that spiritual training is in-

tended to be an ongoing process, rath-

er than an occasion for fragmentation

of the child.

Christian schools and Sunday schools

can serve supportive and complemen-
tary roles as they reinforce and extend

spiritual truths. However, no Christian

teacher ought to have the full burden
for a child's spiritual welfare foisted

upon her. Hasn't the Lord given the

child to his parents? Won't they be

held acccountable for the manner in

which they raise him? I truly hope that

Mr. Trembley is not encouraging par-

ents to wait for trained teachers to plan

their children's spiritual instruction. A
parent who on a daily basis lives his

faith before that child is able to seize

upon the "teachable moment" to in-

struct in an incidental way as well as

to conduct a planned series of Bible

lessons at regular times.

My husband and I are deeply grate-

ful to the many excellent Christian

teachers who have had the opportuni-

ty to work with our children. However,

we consider ourselves as the primary

teachers, with the help of the Holy
Spirit.

—Kathleen A. Snavely

Glenside, Pa.

PURPOSE OF WORSHIP IS WORSHIP

Thank you for dealing with the ques-

tion of the content of worship-song in

a recent issue (May 23, 1984). How-
ever, I must take strong exception to

the thrust of one of the main articles.

George Miladin argued that singing

in worship should not necessarily be

God-centered. His argumentation is

wrong for at least three reasons. First,

he appealed to certain broad principles

of love and understanding in order to

try to justify man-centered singing in

worship. Such an appeal totally ig-

nores the regulative principle of wor-

ship, and the fact that the determina-

tion of the content of worship-song

cannot be made on the basis of such

a broad appeal but on the detailed in-

structions of the Word of God. If car-

ried out logically, this type of argu-

mentation completely goes against the

regulative principle, thereby proving

itself to be false. Secondly, his appeal

was that worship itself should be man-
centered. This absolutely turns the

whole notion of worship on its head,

and incredibly seeks to justify the in-

creasing idolatry of worship in evan-

gelical (and Reformed?) churches. Mr.
Miladin essentially admitted that his

goal was to appease visitors and others

who might be frightened off by a ser-

vice which emphasized God and his

transcendent nature. Besides the fact

that it is precisely in such a service that

men can come face-to-face with the

holy and living God, it must be main-

tained that the purpose of worship is

worship—not entertainment, appease-

ment, or even edification. We are not

called upon to please men, but to

please God; we are not going to be

judged according to the amount of

"nickles, numbers, and noise" we
have generated, but according to our

faithfulness in following Christ, in-

cluding our fidelity to the prescription

of Scripture with regard to worship.

Thirdly, the writer called into question

the very Presbyterian and Westminster

view of the dialogical nature of wor-

ship. "The dialogical nature of wor-

ship" is really just a fancy way of say-

ing the very simple Sunday school con-

cept that in worship God speaks and
men respond. The reading of Scripture

and the preaching of the Word are not

so that God can listen to his Word, but

that his people can hear it. The pray-

ing of prayer and the singing of praise,

though both may functionally be edi-

fying, are not directed to the congrega-

tion, but to God. Even little Johnny in

Sunday school knows that.

I much appreciated Dr. Rayburn's

skewering of much modern hymnody.
However, the last paragraph or two of

his article reveals a significant mis-

conception. The question to ask with

regard to whether or not this or that

song should be included in worship is

not, "Is it true?" (or, "Is it edify-

ing?", or "Do 1 like the words?"), but

rather, "Is it commanded?" The late

Robert Marsden served in the 1940's

on the OPC committee to study the

content of worship-song; he was the

chairman of the committee and an

author of the majority report which

advocated hymnody. In a 1948 article

in the Presbyterian Guardian, Marsden
admitted that not only had his commit-

tee's report failed to prove that sing-

ing uninspired hymns in worship was
acceptable; he stated that it is impossi-

ble to prove such a view from Scrip-

ture. Many of us who believe that King

Jesus is the only lawgiver in Zion are

still waiting for someone to prove that

Marsden's admission is in error.

—(Rev.) Frank J. Smith

Lincolndale, N.Y.

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSMHHHHI
350 PAGES, History of the Presbyterian

Church in America: The Continuing Presby-

terian Church Movement. Send $11.50 to

REF, 9400 Fairview Ave., Manassas, VA
22110. Pre-pub offer expires September 10.
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FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS
Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED for

memorizing Scriptue as families, schools &
to sell in stores—books for all ages—pre-

school through adults. Free information and

book. Scripture Memory Fellowship, Box
24551, St. Louis, MO 63141.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1 000 S. 350 E, Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.

CHURCHES
DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-%, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1 :00 a.m. and
7 p.m. Dr. George W. Fincke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Fincke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome to

Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship

with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For more
information contact Pastor Robert Evans at

(904) 222-8553 or 385-2600.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

FOR RENT MHMHRHI
MOBILE HOME LOTS for rent in Ashe-

ville, North Carolina. Outside of city but

close to shopping and 1-40, on quiet road

—

good place to retire or to vacation. Children

O.K. if well disciplined. Write: Route 5, Box
842, Asheville, NC 28803; or call collect (704)

298-9040.

for SALEwmmmmm^
A LOT IN RIDGE HAVEN, one of the

highest, Lot # 39, on the crest of Panther

Ridge. Call (404) 322-3965.

TIME IN PRAYER Cost: your involvement.

Contract: open-ended. Return: churches

planted by the PCA team in Quito, Ecuador.

Apply directly—daily appointments available.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLE
CHRISTIAN orthopedic surgeon with busy

practice in northeast Texas town of 25,000 ser-

ving area of 100,000 looking for another

Christian orthopedist willing to do general or-

thopedics. Contact Dr. Sandy B. Bahm II at

(214) 455-5360 or 455-5399 or write to 4818

Wellington, Suite 8, Greenville TX 75401.

OPENING for a Director of Admissions and
Financial Aid, as of January I, 1985. Appli-

cations should be received no later than Nov-

ember 1, 1984. Montreat-Anderson is a two-

year, liberal arts college related to the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Applicants

should have three years experience in admis-

sions work or college administration or teach-

ing experience and experience in financial aid.

They should have knowledge of public and

private schools in the Southeast, be willing

to travel and capable of supervising 4-6 peo-

ple. Send resume to: Silas M. Vaughn, Pres-

ident, Montreat-Anderson College, Box 1034,

Montreat, NC 28757.

CHARLESTOWN, Baltimore's new and
growing retirement community, seeks a chap-

lain to provide spiritual leadership for 500 +
residents. Charlestown is an ecumenical com-

munity with leadership committed to pro-

claiming the Lordship of Jesus Christ and en-

couraging its residents to grow in their faith

in him. Qualified applicants will have an

M.Div.; experience as a pastor, missionary

or chaplain; an evangelical faith; and good
skills working with older adults. On site hous-

ing available. Send resume to Thomas L.

Brod, Executive Director, Charlestown Re-

tirement Community, 711 Maiden Choice

Lane, Catonsville, Maryland 21228 or call

(301) 247-3400.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR needed in a PCA
church with an average attendance in the a.m.

of 325 and in the p.m. of 75. Will share equal-

ly in the preaching and administration, with

emphasis on ministering to the younger

members. Must be sensibly Reformed and
willing to give an invitation at the close of

a worship service. Send resumes to Pastor

John H. Eastwood, 6709 Arizona Avenue,

Hammond, Indiana 46323.

WANTED: Director of Christian Education

and Youth; and Choir Director. PCA church.

Write to: 3220 Rainbow Dr., Gadsden, AL
35901 or call (205) 442-3440, if interested.

WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member
PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will be

a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720

Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

SERVICES I

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

wanted w—mmnmmmm
HELP WANTED: PASTOR'S WIVES to

answer questionnaire which will contribute

to the writing of a book addressed to con-

gregations concerning the needs of pastors

and their families. Send requests for question-

naires to: Mrs. Priscilla King, P.O. Box 385,

Hamill, SD 57534.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Honesty in Public Office

In recent weeks Senator Mark Hatfield

(R-Oregon) has come into the glare of
public scrutiny because of possible
conflict of interest for payments his

wife received in her real estate business
from a person whose economic inter-

ests are affected by the senator's po-
litical influence. An evangelical Chris-
tian with a reputation in the political

world for moral integrity, Sen. Hatfield

appears to be making a full disclosure
of his and his wife's financial records
to the Senate Ethics Committee.
The provision of the Ethics in Gov-

ernment Act that brought Mrs. Hat-
field's finances to light is the same one
from which Democratic vice-presiden-
tial candidate Geraldine Ferraro at first

claimed exemption. Now that her hus-
band John Zaccaro's finances have
been disclosed, the public has the
chance to be satisfied as to whether
there are any indications of dealings
that could affect the candidate's trust-

worthiness.

Some observers have complained
over the intrusion into one's privacy
that the legal requirement of disclosure

produces. Because of the nature of
trust in public office, however, and be-
cause of recent betrayals of that trust,

such a requirement is necessary. The
Christian in government should not
object, for our lives should be open to
public scrutiny, just as we know they
are open to the Lord. If Sen. Hatfield
should be guilty of misconduct in of-
fice, it will be far better for his peace
of soul if he can acknowledge his guilt.

Shame is afraid for anyone to know.
True guilt recognizes that God knows
and, having laid that guilt on Jesus, it

doesn't care who else knows.
Recently the tenth anniversary of

Richard Nixon's resignation from the
presidency reminded me of the special
burdens of public office and also of the
need for the utmost honesty in such
positions before the citizenry and also
before God. I didn't pray enough for
the man when he bore the heavy re-

sponsibilities. Since he has been re-
lieved of those responsibilities, I have

prayed for him more frequently.

Although he has made a tremendous
recovery in terms of acceptance in pub-
lic visibility, and his knowledge—par-
ticularly in the area of foreign af-

fairs—appears still to make a contri-

bution in the counsels of government,
nevertheless he seems unable to make
a clean breast with the American peo-
ple of his wrongdoings in the whole
Watergate affair. When asked by
CBS's Diane Sawyer, who worked
with Nixon on the preparation of his

Memoirs, what he was most sorry
about, he answered: "Well, the . . . the

. . . well . . . well, the ... if ... if

. . . well, it . . . I th . . . I've . . . I've

covered it already." Asked in a CBS
interview last April whether he should
apologize to the American people, he
said: "There's no way that you could
apologize that is more eloquent, more
decisive, more finite, which would ex-
ceed resigning the presidency of the
United States. That said it all."

But did it? With impeachment pro-
ceedings being prepared, he resigned,
and a few months later was pardoned
by his successor, Gerald Ford. There
seems never to have been an explicit ac-

knowledgement of anything more than
errors of judgment on his part.

Americans can be a forgiving peo-
ple. Former senator Sam Ervin of
North Carolina, who chaired the Wa-
tergate congressional committee, has
said recently that if President Nixon
had readily admitted the misdeeds in-

volved in Watergate, the public would
have forgiven him and he could have
continued his presidency. Remember-
ing those days and some of the animos-
ity already latent toward Nixon, I am
not so sure of that. But in any case a
man's soul can find peace only through
confession of sin.

King David describes the anguish of
unconfessed sin as even physical in its

effect: "When I kept silent, my bones
wasted away through my groaning all

day long. For day and night your hand
was heavy upon me; my strength was
sapped as in the heat of summer. Then

I acknowledged my sin to you and did
not cover up my iniquity. I said, 'I will

confess my transgressions to the
Lord'—and you forgave the guilt of
my sin" (Psalm 32:3-5). The peace of
soul that he found after confessing his
sin with Bathsheba and against Uriah
and the people of Israel—and really

against the Lord—is indicated in the
51st Psalm. We do not know what all

the public reaction to his sin and con-
fession was. It had its negative effects

within his family, and there was anta-
gonism within the society upon which
Absalom could build his rebellion. But
David's reign did go on, and he was
able to prepare for the glories of the
Temple to be built in the subsequent
reign of Solomon, his son by that same
Bathsheba with whom he had commit-
ted adultery.

The Lord is ready to forgive, be-
cause he is a merciful God. But there
needs to be confession of sin as part
of the process of repentance. How can
one even ask for forgiveness without
acknowledging that there is something
to be forgiven? When one does confess
his sin—calling it as God sees it—and
trusts in the redemption of Jesus
Christ, then God forgives. And Chris-
tians, who have experienced God's for-

giveness, should do likewise.

Confession of sin by a public official

does not necessarily mean that his of-
fice should be retained. As in the
church, discipline producing repen-
tance leads to forgiveness and restor-

ation of relationship, but not necessar-
ily restoration to office. Betrayal of a
public trust may require renunciation
of office. But the individual's soul and
the public welfare are both safeguard-
ed by openness and honesty.

Honesty is an essential requirement
in public office. The kind of scrutiny
that government officials must under-
go is but one part of the heavy respon-
sibility that they must bear. Let us pray
for them faithfully while they bear the
burden of office, and we may not have
to pray afterward for the peace of their

souls. [j
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When a former aide to Hubert Humphrey writes a
book about liberal hypocrisy, that's news. When
her book digs deep, down to the very roots of

the liberal worldview, that's IMPORTANT

"How can it be," asks Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick,

"that persons so deeply committed to the liberation off

South Vietnam and Cambodia . . . were so little af-

fected by the enslavement that followed their libera-

tion? Why are Western liberals — who often are such
smart people — such slow learners about Com-
munism?" Our outspoken UN Ambassador answers
this riddle in one of the most searching critiques of

liberalism since Burnham's Suicide of the West.

Have you been reading about how the liberals still buried in the State Department keep

sniping at Ambassador Kirkpatrick? They spread vicious rumors, lose no opportunity

to wield the stiletto. They want the lady out of the way.

Small wonder, when she says things like ...

How the liberals consistently help Marxists get power in the Third World. The

media's role. Disaster, thy name is Jimmy. A comprehensive review of the wreck

Carter left. The difference between Communists and autocrats. Why the U.S. can

properly help the latter, but not the former. The Soviets in Cuba: dug in far deeper

than most realize. The real problem in El Salvador (knee-jerk liberals haven't even

scented it). The fatal flaw of every liberal. Is there a silent majority of conser-

vatives? How the McGovern reforms infected the Republican Party. What hap-

pens when a nation turns its back on tradition. The famous essay that caught

President-to-be Reagan's eye.

If the feisty UN Ambassador had simply run through the dismal leftist

track record, that would make this a valuable book. But she takes us in-

side the liberal mind. Her warning: It's a wrecking ball, and it's swing-

ing wildly, out of control.

eanelKirtoatrick

Did you ever dream you'd hear our Ambassador to the UN saying the unmentionable?

"Our times seem especially hospitable to bad ideas, probably because,

in throwing off the shackles of tradition, we have left ourselves^

especially vulnerable to untried nostrums and untested theories."

"The failure of the Carter administration's foreign policy is now clear

to everyone except its architects, and even they must entertain private

doubts from time to time about a policy whose crowning achievement

was to lay the groundwork for a transfer of the Panama Canal."

"Assisting 'change' did not lead the Carter administration to under-

take the destabilization of a Communist country. The principles of

self-determination and nonintervention are thus both selectively ap-

plied. We accepted the status quo in Communist nations (in the name

of 'diversity' and national autonomy), but not in nations ruled by

'right wing' dictators or white oligarchies."

How to get this new $14.95 book FREE

How the Club Works

Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the

Club Bulletin, which offers you the Featured Selection plus a

good choice of Alternates - all of interest to conservatives. *
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come

automatically. * If you don't want the Featured Selection, or

you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy

card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline

date, * The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%

discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling, * As

soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices,

your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or

by the Club, If you ever receive a Featured Selection

without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may

return it at Club expense for full credit. * Good service. No

computers! The Club will offer regular Superbargains,

mostly at 70-90% discounts plus shipping and handling,

Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club

obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway

prices. * Only one membership per household.

CONSERVATIVE Bli BOOK CLUB
15 Oakland Avenue • Harrison, NY 10528

Please accept my membership in the Club and send me, free and

postpaid Jeane J. Kirkpatrick's outspoken new book, Dictatorships

and Double Standards. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular

Club prices over the next 18 months. I also agree to the Club rules

spelled out in this coupon.

PJ - 21

Name

Address

City. State. Zip.
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MAILBAG

FAITHFUL MINISTRY OF THE WORD?

Thank you for publishing the articles

on separation by Richard Lovelace

and George W. Knight (June 13).

Dr. Lovelace refers to Calvin's

comments on the troubled situation

in the Corinthian Church to support

the view that we should remain in

"disorderly bodies" like the mainline

churches. But the question is not: Are
they too disorderly? The question is:

Do they have a faithful ministry of

the word?
Calvin says the Corinthian Church

was still a Church "because the

ministry of the word and sacrament

was not rejected . . . ."If the ministry

of the word is rejected, then you
don't have a Church. Isn't that ex-

actly the situation that exists in many
PCUSA churches today?

A certain PCUSA pastor describes

his theology as neo-orthodox. He
preaches and teaches on the basis of

that theology. His theology uses the

language of Reformation theology,

but it is, according to Cornelius Van
.Til, (Christianity and Barthianism)

"a religion of man's own devising."

Would Dr. Lovelace consider this

PCUSA pastor a true minister of the

word?
—David R. Prichard

Corvallis, Ore.

GETTING TO THE HEART

The Journal's articles re/"Hymns"
in the May 23 issue sparked my inter-

est, and while I quickly scanned the

material there was that familiar feel-

ing of having "heard that song

before"!

Ephesians 5:19 says it best of all:

"Sing and make music in your heart

to the Lord, always giving thanks to

God the Father for everything, in the

name of the Lord Jesus Christ"

(NIV)\ George Miladin in "Hymns
Don't Need to Be Vertical" empha-
sized this Biblical concept of "church

music," and he gets to the "heart" of

the matter!

"Take a Hymnal Home for Din-

ner" introduced a note of joy for the

Christian family who sing hymns to-

gether, if the suggestion may prompt
some diaconates to check the mem-
bers at the sanctuary door! (An alter-

native at my church is to offer hym-
nals for sale in the bookstore for per-

sonal use!)

I recently discovered a little "easy-

to-play" songbook based on the

Psalms and agree that "Singing the

Psalms" is an idea worth reviving,

but for the "joy" of the words and
music, not "for fear of error"! When
you "grow up in the church" as I

have, you come to know its music as a

vital part of your faith and worship.

It's true that musical tastes vary, but

the real test is clearly stated in Ephe-

sians 5:19: "Singing and making
melody in your heart to the Lord"!
(KJV)
So why do we "strain at a gnat"

with questions and answers such as

those in "The Good—and the Bad"?
Poor old "I Come to the Garden
Alone"! And "Are Ye Able, Said the

Master"! Years ago I heard those

criticisms which made me un-

easy—for a time, but no more!
Finally, please consider this true

story! Picture, if you will, a man in

his seventies sitting day after day in a

geriatric chair. He has Alzheimer's

Disease. One day he is wheeled to the

lounge of the nursing home for a pri-

vate hymnal sing with family. As his

favorite hymns are played on the old

upright piano, the man's clear tenor

joins in perfect harmony with the

melodies of "I Come to the Garden
Alone," "Ivory Palaces," "The Old
Rugged Cross," "Living for Jesus,"

and other favorites from the tattered

hymnal.

The words? So imperfect as to be
unintelligible! Yet in those moments
of song, God touches a man's soul

with his healing love, for through the

scrambled signals of that diseased

brain comes brief and glorious com-
munication between God and a man!
(But how can you be sure?) . . . Sud-

denly, in mid-song the man's lovely

voice falters and is still. Turning to

him beside the piano, we see tears

streaming down our brother's face.

Tears, we gently wipe away.

Praise God, it is he who touches the

heart of a man to compose the songs

of the church, and the heart of a man
to sing them! Surely, it is God who
knows best of all what is in the

"heart" of a song. Alleluia!

—Judith R. Gaunt
Lynn Haven, Fla.

PEOPLE DISLIKE MINISTER'S CHOICES

Re: the May 23 article on hymns, "The
Good—and the Bad." You asked the

wrong people. You asked ministers.

The fact is, the people in the pew
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dislike the hymns the ministers pick

out to sing.

Just because a hymn is 400 years old

makes it neither "holy" nor "theo-

logically correct."

"I Come to the Garden Alone" is

among the most favorite American

hymns of all times. Mr. Bogue calls it

"sentimentalistic." Perhaps if he

understood the theme of the hymn he

would feel different. It is told from the

perspective of Mary of Magdala on
Easter morning when the risen Christ

came to comfort her in the garden.

Well within the time frame of the

canon—hardly cause for Mr. Bogue's

concern of "continuing revelation."

Wake up, clergypersons. The
"great" music that killed the churches

of Europe is now killing the churches

of America.

The churches that are making the

greatest impact for Christ today are

those that use music contemporary in

style and melody. They will continue

to grow while some, claiming the

"great old hymns," will pass from the

scene singing "Day is Dying in the

West."

God save us from dull boring church

music.

—(Rev.) Jon H. Allen

Ontario, Cal.
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f I The majority of us who read these pages or write a letter

to the editor probably take our mental faculties pretty much for granted.

If we have occasion to think about it, we may thank the Lord that we are

"normal." Most likely we do not feel any obligation toward those around
us who are not "normal." Yet there are many such in our society, and but

for the grace of God, there would we be. Ministry to the mentally impaired

is a part of the fulfillment of the Great Commission that we tend to overlook.

In this issue Celeste McFarland describes how such a ministry "happened"
to the church where she and her pastor-husband ministered and what lessons

have been learned from that experience. Robert Hobson tells of his con-

ducting of a Bible study for the mentally handicapped. In both settings the

Christian Reformed Church's "Friendship Series" proved effective; Jean

Shaw describes these materials and how they may be used. In a moving let-

ter to his newborn daughter with Down's syndrome, Randy Steele testifies

to the lessons learned of the grace of God. (At latest report there is no evi-

dence of the hole in the heart that was at first thought to complicate Bethany

Anne's condition.)

I I Celeste McFarland offers these further suggestions,

beyond what is in her article, as to what churches can do in ministering to

the mentally impaired. Use singing and prayer time as activities into which
they can enter with their feelings. A few rules, gently but clearly stated,

can be helpful. Treat them as normally as possible. Church membership
is a possibility. Cultivate relationships with the people in charge of clinics,

homes, and sheltered workshops. Help the mentally impaired write letters

to their families, which often are not in frequent contact. Don't worry about

legal liabilities, but take the normal precautions of any helping situation.

I I We are deeply grateful to Rev. Craig R. Rowe of the

Orthodox Presbyterian Church in Cheyenne, Wyoming, who has sent us

more than two-thirds of the issues of the Presbyterian Guardian from its

beginning in October 1935 to its merger with the Presbyterian Journal after

October 1979. Can anyone help us with the remaining ones which are lack-

ing? They include the following: Vol. 1 , nos. 5-6, 8-1 1 (Dec. '35-Mar. '36);

Vol. 3, nos. 7-12 (Jan.-Mar. '37); Vols. 4-12 (April '37-Dec. '43); Vol. 13

nos. 1-22 (Jan. - Dec. '44); Vol. 14, nos. 1-15, 21 (Jan. -Aug., Nov. 25, '45);

Vol. 15, nos. 12, 17 (June 25, Sept. 25, '46); Vol. 16, nos. 9-10, 14-15, 19-23

(May, July-Aug., Oct. -Dec. '47); Vol. 17, nos. 1-2, 11 (Jan., July '48); Vol.

18, nos. 1-2 (Jan. -Feb. '49); Vol. 19, nos. 9-10 (Sept. -Oct. '50); Vol. 20,

nos. 1-3, 5, 9-12 (Jan. - Mar., May, Sept. -Dec. '51); Vol. 21, nos. 4-6 (April-

June '52); Vol. 22, No. 3 (Mar. '53); Vol. 23, nos. 1, 4, 8 (Jan., April, Aug.
'54); Vol. 24, no. 7 (July-Aug. '55); Vol. 28, nos. 5, 12, 17, 21 (Mar. 10,

June-July, Oct., Dec. '59); Vol. 33, no. 2 (Feb. '64); Vol. 34, nos. 5, 10

(May-June, Dec. '65); Vol. 35, nos. 1, 5-10 (Jan., June-Dec. '66); Vol. 36,

nos. 1-10 (Jan.-Dec. '67); Vol. 37, nos. 1-10 (Jan. - Dec. '68); Vol. 38, nos.

1-4, 6-10 (Jan. -April, June-Dec. '69); Vol. 39, nos. 1-10 (Jan.-Dec. '70);

Vol. 40, no. 6 (June-Aug. '71); Vol. 48, no. 5 (May '79). ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Archbishop: Situation in Nicaragua 'Very Desperate 9

ST. PAUL, Minn. (RNS)—Arch-
bishop John R. Roach, back from a

fact-finding mission to Nicaragua for

the National Conference of Catholic

Bishops (NCCB), found the situation

there to be "very desperate," he said.

'

Tensions between the Roman Cath-

olic Church and the Sandinista govern-

ment were "accelerating rapidly," he

said in a statement.

Archbishop Roach, former presi-

dent of the NCCB and now head of the

St. Paul and Minneapolis archdiocese,

made the four-day trip at the request

of Bishop James Malone, current

NCCB head.

The bishops' conference from Nic-

aragua had originally requested the

trip.

Noting that his fuller report will be

made in a couple of weeks, Roach said

Just as he and Mrs. Carter did before he
was first elected to national office, former
President Jimmy Carter and his wife spent
a tew days last week in volunteer work in

New York City helping restore a slum dwell-

ing. With an increasing reputation as a

skilled cabinet maker, Carter demonstrated
here he knew how to do rough framing work
as well. upi photo

"it would be unfair of me to try to an-

ticipate that report."

But he said "the war is devastating

and is causing great hunger and very

serious health problems. The situation

is incredibly complex, and any attempt

to simplify it is to underestimate the

reality."

Roach said the immediate reason for

the request from the Nicaraguan Ro-
man Catholic bishops was the July ex-

pulsion of ten foreign priests by the

government. Those priests, he said,

were part of a large peaceful demon-
stration supporting Rev. Luis Amado
Pena, who has been placed under

house arrest for alleged "anti-

revolutionary activities" against the

Sandinistas.

While in Nicaragua, Roach says he

met not just with the bishops but with

Commandante Daniel Ortega, presi-

dent of the Sandinista junta which
rules the country; with four of the

eight ministers of the junta; with the

presidential candidates running in the

November 4 election; with the presby-

terial council of the Managua archdi-

ocese; and with officers of a coalition

of private school boards.

He said he also "spent a very long

evening meeting with American mis-

sionaries working in Nicaragua, and
with a variety of lay people." 21

Campus Crusade Reports
Nicaraguan Opposition

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (MNS)

—

Campus Crusade for Christ Interna-

tional says that the Sandinista govern-

ment here is resorting to tough mea-
sures to restrict Crusade evangelistic

efforts.

Director Jimmy Hassen says he has

been called in to the Ministry of Justice

seven different times this year. During

his most recent summons, he was
asked to sign a statement that Campus
Crusade would end its evangelistic ef-

forts. Refusing, he was notified that

Campus Crusade was prohibited from

doing anything connected with the

preaching of the gospel.

Hassen said he wrote on that gov-

ernment notification: "I declare that

I will not do what is asked of me and
I am willing to pay the price for not

doing it."

Two days later, Hassen says a fellow

worker found an intruder going

through the Crusade's office files here.

He chased the man into the street, but

was struck with a revolver.

Two days later, four armed men re-

portedly invaded the Crusade office,

beat up a worker, and then fled in an
official car. CD

Mail Order 'Church'

Loses Tax Exemption

SAN FRANCISCO (RNS)—The Uni-
versal Life Church, noted for its mail-

order ministerial credentials, has been
removed from the list of tax-exempt

organizations published by the Inter-

nal Revenue Service (IRS).

"We can't publicly say that all tax-

exempt status has been revoked," said

IRS repesentative Larry Wright. "All
we can say under the law is that the

organization is not listed as a tax-

exempt organization."

The church was incorporated in Cal-

ifornia in 1962 by its founder, Kirby

J. Hensley. It claims 11 million mem-
bers worldwide, and sells ministerial

credentials and church charters by mail

to anyone on payment of a fee.

In 1974, U.S. district judge James F.

Battin ruled that the organization was
entitled to exempt status. "Neither this

court, nor any branch of government,

will consider the merits or fallacies of

a religion," he said at the time.

But IRS says now that the Univer-

sal Life Church gives "a religious label

to everything." Wright explained that

a typical member "sets up his home as

a church and establishes himself as the

minister, with his wife and kids as his

congregation."

Andre Hensley, son of the church's
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founder, says the church will appeal

the case in U.S. court, where the

church's attorney says "we will sustain

our position." 13

Nepal Putting Pressure

On Growing Church

KATHMANDU, Nepal—The govern-

ment of Nepal, a primarily Hindu
country with a population of 15 Vi mil-

lion, is seeking increasingly to curb the

growth of evangelical churches, ac-

cording to D. John Richards, general

secretary of the Evangelical Fellowship

of Asia.

Richards says government restric-

tions are coming because the number
of conversions to Christianity, al-

though small, is regular.

Richards estimates there are about

15,000 Christians in Nepal—one per-

son in a thousand.

But last May, during a one-month
Bible school in Dandeldhura, teachers

and students were reportedly called in

by police and registered. Over the next

10 days, 14 of them were taken into

custody by the police.

Richards said bail requirements for

all the students and teachers were ex-

cessively high.

Nepal subscribes to the United Na-
tions Charter on Human Rights, and
claims to permit full religious liberty.

But since 1970, some 50 cases of police

harassment, arrests, and imprisonment
of Christians have been reported, ffl

IV Press Withdraws
Controversial Book

MADISON, Wise— InterVarsity

Christian Fellowship, parent organiza-

tion to InterVarsity Press (IVP) of

Downers Grove, 111., has announced
the withdrawal from the market of a

controversial book, Brave New
People.

Since releasing the book three

months ago, IVP has reaped a storm
of protest from readers who charge

that author Gareth Jones takes too

permissive a stance with regard to

abortion in so-called "hard cases."

In announcing the withdrawal, Dr.

James McLeish, president and chief

executive officer of IVCF, said: "We
did not publish, nor did Dr. Jones

write, the book with the intention of
supporting abortion in any way. How-

ever, the book is being perceived by the

Christian public that way. Therefore,

rather than detract from the campus
ministry of reaching students for Jesus

Christ to which Inter-Varsity is called,

I am withdrawing the book."
McLeish said it was the first time in

IVP's 43-year publishing history that

a publication had been withdrawn
from the market. CTJ

CBN University Names
Slosser as President

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.—Bob G.

Slosser, popular biographer of the last

two U.S. presidents, has been named
president of CBN University here, a

graduate level institution with strong

departments in communications and
education.

Slosser is author of The Miracle of
Jimmy Carter, which sold more than

a million copies, and the recent Reagan

Inside Out, which also is proving to be

a best-seller.

Slosser is also co-author with Dr. M.
G. (Pat) Robertson of the Christian

Broadcasting Network of The Secret

Kingdom.
A newsman with 30 years experi-

ence, he has served as assistant na-

tional editor of the New York Times.

Slosser is an Episcopal layman, and is

on the board of Episcopal Renewal

Ministries.

CBN University's enrollment was

projected at 600 graduate students for

the current fall term. II]

NCC Head Could Be
Presbyterian Leader

NEW YORK—As the search for a new
chief executive of the National Coun-
cil of Churches narrows, the possi-

bility—or even the likelihood—grows

that the new head will be a Presbyte-

rian.

Four of the eight names being men-
tioned most frequently belong to men
who are either Presbyterian or Re-

formed in their affiliation.

According to Religious News Ser-

vice, the long-time former stated clerk

of the United Presbyterian Church
USA, Dr. William P. Thompson, 64,

is a candidate for the post—but is ex-

pected to get the appointment only if

the NCC's search committee concludes

the body needs a strong interim leader

to serve for a relatively short term.

Most sources, according to RNS,
say the top prospect is Rev. Arie

Brouwer of the Reformed Church in

America, who barely lost out last July

in a contest for the top post of the

World Council of Churches. Some
U.S. church leaders said Brouwer lost

because Russian Orthodox leaders

were under strong pressure from the

Soviet government not to vote for an

American.
Other Presbyterian candidates in-

clude Rev. Oscar McCloud, 48, general

director since 1972 of the Program
Agency of what is now the Presbyte-

rian Church USA (PCUSA). McCloud

In Fincastle, Va., supporters of a Christian television station dramatized their cause at

the Botetourt County Courthouse, where the board of supervisors heard arguments for

and against construction of a 346-foot transmission antenna. Supporters said Christian

programing is desperately needed in the area. Opponents said pilots approaching a nearby
airport will be endangered and that the scenic beauty of the area will be hurt. The board
delayed action until hearing from other experts. upi photo
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is described by RNS as "the highest-

ranking black in the Presbyterian

bureaucracy."

Coming from the former Presbyte-

rian Church US (PCUS) is Rev.

George Telford, 50, pastor of the

475-member PCUSA church in Blacks-

burg, Va., and former executive of the

social justice division of the PCUS.
The new head will succeed Claire

Randall, 64, who has announced she

will leave the prestigious office at the

end of the year. LH

Kentucky Schools Cancel
Regular Bible Classes

PIKEVILLE, Ky.—Regular Bible

classes in another public school system

have fallen victim to another court

injunction.

The classes, held here and in other

eastern Kentucky towns for at least the

last 40 years, have been barred by an

injunction issued by U.S. district judge

Wix Unthank, pending a trial on the

issue next May.
The injunction prohibits the school

system from having instructors from
religious institutions tell Bible stories

"during school hours, on school prem-

ises, in a regular manner."
The suit was filed by the Kentucky

Civil Liberties Union (KCLU) for Deb-

orah Lucas here, who did not want her

kindergarten daughter to be exposed to

the classes. Faculty members from
Southland Bible Institute here are

reported to have led such classes, in-

cluding songs such as "Jesus Loves

Me" which Mrs. Lucas found offen-

sive.

Pikeville superintendent John Wad-
dell said school officials will meet with

KCLU representatives and with Judge

Unthank to work out a plan to allow

"moral training" in the public schools

here. LU

U.S. Army Purchases
Copies of Dobson Films

ARCADIA, Cal.—The popular

"Focus on the Family" film series,

used in hundreds of churches through-

out North America and overseas, is

getting an unlikely new sponsor: the

United States Army.
The Army recently purchased 225

copies of Dr. James Dobson's films on

Christian fathering from Word Inc.

and has placed them in audiovisual

libraries on military posts throughout
the world.

The joint effort by the Army and the

Focus on the Family organization is

part of the Pentagon's plan to provide

positive role models for soldiers and
their spouses. The Focus on the Fam-
ily tie-in came as the result of recom-
mendations from Rep. Dan Coats (R-

Ind.) and Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.)

Impressed by Dobson's message
through the film series, some of the

Army's highest ranking officers invited

him to address them last May on the

importance of traditional home-life

values. As a result of that gathering,

Dobson was appointed as a member of

the Army's Task Force on Soldiers and
Families.

The U.S. Army includes 780,000 ac-

tive personnel, with 1.08 million

dependent family members. W

Sunday Softball Rule
Stricken by Judge

SAN DIEGO, Cal. (RNS)—A federal

judge here has ruled that a girls' soft-

ball team cannot expel players who
refuse to practice on Sundays.

U.S. district judge Rudi Brewster

ordered the Navajo Bobby Sox Minor
League to reinstate Marnee Martensen,

11, and Alysson Gibbs, 12, members
of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints.

The judge said the team had no writ-

ten rules specifying that missing prac-

tice would result in expulsion. Even if

the team had such rules, he added, it

would be unable to expel the girls for

such a reason because the U.S. Su-

preme Court ruled in 1975 that no Lit-

tle League team that uses public

faciltiies can discriminate against

members for religious reasons.

Bobby Sox attorney Michael White

said the girls were aware of the rules

when they were invited to join the team

in June, even though the rules were not

written and the practice schedule dis-

tributed until several days later. 00
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A Ministry We Didn't Think We Wanted

CELESTE McFARLAND

Nobody said so aloud, but we knew he

wasn't a "normal" visitor, here to try

out the church after buying a house in

the neighborhood. Dressed in black

pants and jacket with an open-collared

white shirt, he was sitting quietly on a

folding chair when the first regulars ar-

rived for Sunday school.

When offered a handshake, he

seemed hesitant, embarrassed, and his

eyes darted quickly away. Nor did he

really speak; his words were mumbled.
When he left that day, no one could

say what his name was.

Wednesday night prayer meeting

came, and there he was again. When
you sat in a circle, you noticed his feet.

So small. Shiny, orthopedic shoes cov-

ered the feet of a boy, not the man
with a lined face dressed again in black

and white. And those eyes. He wasn't

trying to look away from people—he

was trying to look at them. His eyes

were so crossed he could not make
them look straight at you. Concentra-

ted listening to his garbled speech re-

vealed that his name was Jackie and
that he was "at the hotel across the

street."

Our small university town is inhab-

ited with tweedy, professorial types,

seasoned with an occasional outright

eccentric. But none like Jackie. "At
the hotel across the street" explained

why this less-than-preppy type had
walked into our church. Deinstitution-

alization was on our block. The owners

of the hotel, the Royal Hosts Inn, had
been granted a license to operate an

The author has written frequently

for the Journal, most recently in

reporting on the PCUSA General
Assembly in Phoenix. Her husband,
Rev. Frederick S. McFarland, is

pastor of Hope Presbyterian Church
(PCA) in Mesa, Ariz. This article is

reprinted from Leadership 100
magazine and was written when the

McFarlands were serving in Grace
Presbyterian Church of Lexington,
Va.

adult home—a residence for people

from institutions who have been

judged able to function in society with

a little help. At the Royal Hosts, they

would be responsible for their own per-

sonal needs, but the staff would pro-

vide meals.

When summer arrived, so did our

church's custom of backyard picnick-

ing on Wednesdays. Jackie was a reg-

ular by this time, and he was always

at the church—early—waiting for a

ride. But he was not alone. There was

Ed—tall, with slicked-back red hair.

Then there was Nina, her haunting

look accentuated with eye makeup and
her Jehovah's Witness Bible tucked

under her arm. We made more food

to feed them.

Did anyone see the outline of God's
providence and where he was leading

our congregation? Probably not.

Grace Church is a growing church

that looks forward to welcoming new-

comers. But frankly, we didn't expect

this kind of infusion. These people

were different, and we had to adjust.

For example, people with adult bodies

began vying with the children to col-

lect the Sunday school offering. Class

responses might have nothing to do
with the lesson. Bibles were shoved at

neighbors—and even the pastor—for

help in finding a just-announced Scrip-

ture. And there was the day a young
fellow interrupted the sermon by
graphically announcing his intention to

go to the bathroom.
While the unpredictable was becom-

ing commonplace, what was the atti-

tude of the congregation?

One member says candidly, "I had
no problem with them coming to the

church as long as I had no dealings

with them. In fact, I felt smug about
the church 'letting' them come."
We knew we not only had to "let"

these people come, but we had a re-

sponsibility toward these troubled

creations of God. But what? No one
in our congregation of less than 100

members had any formal training, so

we felt our way. We became accus-

tomed to speech impediments. We
learned how to communicate with hugs

and waves and nods. We gave a birth-

day party for Carter who was always

praising God "for my birthday this

week." The problem was, we gave the

party in October and later heard from

the hotel managers that his birthday

was in January.

The first organized effort for our

Royal Hosts "folks", as they were

called, began with Bob and Cindy
Withrow. "We began to have them in

our home and discovered a small min-

istry there, "says Bob. "We thought it

would be good for them to be away
from the Royal Hosts and spend time

in church members' homes, so we
decided to take one or two of them
each week and go to someone's home
for a meal."

Gib and Debbie Edson were one

couple who opened their home. "We
never knew they would need help with

a meal, or that they wouldn't know
what to do with a knife or fork," says

Debbie. "And conversation could

sometimes get irrational. Once when a

guest was telling stories about his fami-

ly, we couldn't tell if he was talking

about his sister or his cat! Having the

other couple there certainly helped to

ease the difficulty."

By the summer of 1982 the church

had a reputation in town. Other

churches, perhaps with a sigh of relief,

praised us for our efforts and persever-

ance. Non-Christians declared that

Grace Church was "the way things

ought to be." Some of the Royal Hosts

residents had joined the church and
entered various ministries, bringing

some personal difficulties and unpre-

dictability. We learned to make some
rules such as "only one dessert, not a

bowlful" and "you have to be able to

read to join the choir."

But still our hearts needed more
softening and more education.

Sam Calhoun, a church officer,

found that the summer of 1982 radical-

ly changed his attitudes. Several events

set the process in motion. First, one of
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the residents who had joined the

church got in trouble with the law, and

Calhoun, a law professor, was asked

to help.

"I actually had to spend time with

him, the better part of two days, in

fact. I found myself out in the world

with him, and I began to see his sense

of humor and to relate to him as a per-

son."

Then there was the sermon from a

visiting minister who didn't know
about the Royal Hosts. "The text was

Romans 3:9," Calhoun recalls, "where

Old Testament passages are repeated

showing just how we look without

Christ. Sure the Royal Hosts people

are unattractive but so am I without

Christ. The church's calling was clear.

If we weren't going to respond in a true

Christlike manner, well, we had just

better close our doors. And I knew I

had to get in line.

"Shortly after that, Bob Withrow
gave a talk that tied together Matthew

25:40 and Isaiah 53 to show us our re-

sponsibility as a church. Christ was the

suffering servant, and there was no
beauty in him. He was despised. The
Royal Hosts houses society's despised

people. When we love despised people,

we love Christ."

Our low-key, feel-our-way approach

was working so far, but the Spirit was
moving in us. More was needed, a

more organized ministry. Yes, they

were welcome; yes, some had made
confessions of faith and joined the

church; and yes, the management of

the hotel would call on us for help oc-

casionally. But we had to go beyond

mending clothes and taking them to

dinner.

After discussing several options, the

elders decided to implement a Bible

study program for mentally impaired

people that is published by the Chris-

tian Reformed Church. We would host

a Friendship Class, as the series is

known, and the nucleus of tutors

would come from our congregation.

We held a meeting for the public and
presented the idea. David, Jewish and
a victim of cerebral palsy, had become
a Christian and joined the church. He
told his story and received a round of

applause. The class began.

As one member has said,"We seem
to move in spurts in this situation. We
make a big move, then we sit for a

while."

Where we will be in six months or

a year we don't know. But we do know

that these people are a part of us. Yes,

visitors come to the church, feel un-

comfortable, and don't come again,

but we have been enriched by the Roy-

al Hosts folks in a way that never

would have been possible with "nor-

mal" people.

Robbie communicates with grunts

—

exuberant grunts but generally unintel-

ligible. Often at prayer time he mum-
bles in a prayerful tone. Others let him
mumble until he finishes. But once

someone did listen. Robbie was not

unintelligible. He was repeating over

and over, "Jesus loves me, Jesus loves

me ....
Hurt, anger and rage had Carter

shaking when he arrived unexpectedly

to see the pastor. Someone had hurt

him, and he wanted to talk about it.

After a short talk the pastor said,

"Carter, let's pray and ask the Holy

Spirit to help you." Upon the finish of
the prayer, Carter immediately held out

his hands toward the pastor and said,

grinning broadly, "Look Fred, the

Holy Spirit made me stop shaking!"

The simple faith of children in adult

bodies is demonstrated to us every day.

But the same adult-sized people can
also be self-centered, obnoxious, rude

—and probably won't change. God
knows we need these people, for they

show outwardly what we all are in-

wardly.

Perhaps someday the vision of one
member will be a reality, and the en-

tire Royal Hosts operation will be a

ministry of our church. But for now
we must do what we can. Our doors
are open. With God's help, we are liv-

ing with these people and loving them.
And in return, God is loving us

through them. 3]

A Letter to Bethany

RANDY L. STEELE

Dear Bethany,

I wanted to write you this letter in

order to share with you some of the

feelings I have upon your birth. I'm

writing though I know full well that it's

unlikely that you'll ever be able to read

this or comprehend it. You see, you're

so very special . . . special not just be-

cause you're the one and only daughter

I have but because you have Down's

Syndrome. The doctors came a couple

of hours after you were born and told

your Mommy and me. We were

shocked, of course, for we had no idea

there was a problem. But there is.

You're a 21 Trisomy Down's Syn-

drome child. Mental deficiency is cer-

tain ... to what degree only time will

tell. Your muscle coordination is ex-

pected to be less than normal, physical

Rev. Randy L. Steele is organizing

pastor of a mission church in Fort

Collins, Colo, for the Southwest
Presbytery of the PCA. He and his

wife Linda are parents of two sons
in addition to Bethany Anne, who
was born this past April 3.

growth is expected to be stunted, and

your all-around development is expect-

ed to be slow. Any Down's child has

a 20-30% chance of dying before the

age of two. In fact, the doctors have

determined there's a hole in your heart

. . . one that is large enough to prob-

ably require corrective surgery at some
point. You have many problems,

Bethany . . . and your Mother and I

have ached and ached over every one.

I know it's been hard for you al-

ready. You've spent days in the ICU
nursery where we've had to come just

to see you. You've been on oxygen to

help you breathe, had IVs in your head

and who knows how many wires run-

ning from your body to monitors.

You've had EKGs, chest X rays, echo-

grams and blood gasses . . . . I'm so

sorry you've had to endure it all.

1 know it won't make you feel bet-

ter, but it hasn't been easy on Mom-
my and me either. To watch you,

we've cried and hurt and prayed . . .

and cried and hurt and prayed some
more. It was very difficult to deal with

the time when your big brothers spoke

of your growing up, marrying and hav-

ing babies ... we know you never will.
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It's been hard to deal with the attitudes

of our society, which we've found in

the literature on Down's Syndrome
that says had we known of your condi-

tion, we could have aborted you. Or
the person who asked a friend of ours

upon hearing about you, "Are they

going to keep it?" Or those doctors

and nurses who speak to us hinting

that we might not want you ... or ac-

cept you into our family . . . or love

you. Bethany, I hope that, as long as

God allows us to have you, we'll be

able to communicate to you that we
love you ... we want you . . . you're

a part of our family. No matter what
society says, Bethany, I'll protect you

. . . and I'll guard your life with

everything that is within me! I also

want you to know that Mommy and

I have discussed it . . . and from our

hearts we say to you that if we'd
known of your condition when we
started planning and praying for you
last summer, we wouldn't have

changed a thing. You see, we love you
not because of physical or mental per-

fection on your part. We certainly

don't love you out of pity because of

your problems. We just love you . . .

no strings attached. In this, Bethany,

I thank you. For I have seen in a new
and fresh way the unconditional nature

of God's love for his people. God
doesn't love me because I'm perfect;

I'm not. Yet he doesn't love me out of

pity over my sinful condition either.

The basis for his love lies not within

me but within him. He loves me not

because of who I am, but rather be-

cause of who he is . . . the Sovereign

God!
I want you to know that your prob-

lems have not caused us to waver in

our faith in or trust of God. Rather

we've been strengthened. Never before

have I experienced the depth of his

grace and love as now. Never have I

been stronger than in the early hours

of the morning of your birth as I cried

alone in the hospital chapel. As I

prayed there, I didn't ask God to re-

store you physically and mentally, but

rather I asked him to use you ... to

use you to bring great glory and honor
to his name. Already he's answered
that prayer. I've made sure that the

doctors and nurses who've remarked
about how well your Mother and I

have responded know the reason for it.

The countless people who've prayed
and been concerned for you . . . only

God knows how many lives you've al-

ready spiritually affected, Bethany!

For that I give thanks to God!
Your Mommy and I consider you

God's gift to us. We know that all

things are ordered after the counsel of

his sovereign will. It's not by random
chance nor accident, as the books say,

that you've come to us. It is a'part of

God's good plan for our lives and
yours. We praise him for giving you to

us. I just pray that I'll be worthy of

you.

Bethany Anne, I love you.

With thankfulness and praise in

my heart to God for you,

Your adoring Daddy 12

Ministering to the

Mentally
Handicapped

ROBERT E. HOBSON

For the past year I have been doing

volunteer work at Mississippi Christian

Family Services. MCFS is an institu-

tion dedicated to ministry among the

mentally handicapped in the Mississip-

pi Delta and receives some financial

aid and much volunteer support from
the Christian Reformed Church. My
role has been very small as I help lead

a Bible study among the mentally re-

tarded one hour a week. This past

year's experience, coupled with 13

years of volunteer work in mental hos-

pitals in Virginia and Mississippi, has

given me insights that I would like to

pass on to those considering volunteer

work among the mentally handicapped.

How Do We Serve the Mentally
Handicapped?

There are three principles that I believe

to be important for anyone desiring to

minister to the mentally handicapped.

They are: commitment, patience, and
simplicity.

Commitment involves both regulari-

ty of attendance and loving sincerity.

This ministry is not one that you can

just drop in and out of. Sometimes
Christians get all enthused over an in-

7he author, a graduate of Reformed
Theological Seminary, is pastor of

Rolling Fork Presbyterian Church in

Rolling Fork, Miss.

spiring sermon or Christian conference

and are geared up to witness in nurs-

ing homes or mental hospitals, but af-

ter a short time the interest dies down
and they cancel the Bible study or wor-

ship time which they had established.

This kind of ministry does more harm
than good because a mentally retard-

ed person sees it as one more rejection

in a long list of rejections he has re-

ceived in his lifetime. If you are inter-

ested in sharing the gospel with the

mentally retarded, it is best to go with

someone who has a ministry already

established. Visit for several weeks

simply as an observer, then slowly be-

gin to participate in the service. In this

way you can gauge your desire for in-

volvement before making a commit-
ment. If you do begin a ministry and

for any reason must miss a meeting,

call ahead so your people won't be

waiting for you.

Sincerity is also an important part of

commitment. It is essential really to

care about the people you are minister-

ing to as this means more to them than

eloquent speech or in-depth under-

standing of the Word of God. The
mentally retarded person wants to

know that you really like him, and if

he senses that, he will open himself up
to anything you want to teach him.

Spend time before and after the study

in fellowship, come at times that you
are not expected to be there, spend

some time one on one in prayer and
conversation, remember birthdays,

and bring a little gift or surprise on oc-

casion. These things show that your
message is more than surface deep,

coming from the heart.

Patience is the first of the qualities

of love mentioned in I Corinthians

13:4 and is of paramount importance
as a way to manifest love to the men-
tally handicapped person. It is also a

very necessary quality for teaching the

mentally retarded person the content

of the Word of God. Repetition and
review must be an essential part of the

instructional program. In the Thurs-

day Bible study at Mississippi Christian

Family Services we are using materials

especially designed for the mentally re-

tarded called the Friendship Series.

The instructor leads a large group ses-

sion for the first half hour utilizing

songs, filmstrips, skits, pictures, rec-

ords, and other media to drive the cen-

tral point home. After this the class

breaks up into several small groups

where the lesson is taught again, mak-
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ing use of crafts, coloring, or other

kinds of hands-on methods. These

small classes enable the teacher to as-

certain whether everyone has under-

stood the lesson. The next week the les-

son is reviewed again before going on

to something new. After five lessons a

review touching on the whole unit is

given. We have to be willing to go over

the same material often to make sure

students have learned. We must never

let the mentally retarded person feel

that we are disappointed in his perfor-

mance when he is putting forth effort;

rather we must applaud even the small-

est achievements.

Simplicity without being simplistic is

the method of instruction most suited

to the mentally handicapped person. I

teach adults who have the cognitive

ability of a grade-school child, but I

cannot talk to them in high-pitched

tones or use childish illustrations. I

have to keep the lesson simple, but still

respect the diginity of their adulthood.

It is, however, important to keep the

vocabulary uncomplicated. Words that

an ordinary congregation would easi-

ly understand may have no meaning to

the retarded person. If a difficult word
is needed as part of the lesson, it must
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be explained clearly first. Concepts

also must be kept simple. The basic

gospel of salvation is what the people

need to hear. Theology may be taught,

but without the theological jargon.

The Results of Ministering to the

Mentally Handicapped

What results can we expect from Bi-

ble studies and worship services de-

signed for the mentally retarded? Ba-

sically we can expect the same things

we look for in the church at large,

namely conversion, changed lives, and

service to Christ as part of his body.

The mentally handicapped are capa-

ble of making a profession of faith for

Christ and thus being a born-again be-

liever. One of the reasons that minis-

tries to retarded people have been slow

in getting started is the notion that peo-

ple with mental deficiencies cannot un-

derstand enough of the gospel to re-

ceive Christ as their own. This belief

flies in the face of two important doc-

trines of the Reformed faith. The Re-

formers disagreed with the Roman
Catholic view that only the church

could understand and interpret the

Scriptures. Instead they said that even

the most humble can understand that

which is necessary for salvation (West-

minster Confession of Faith 1:7). Re-

striction of ability to receive Christ also

puts too much emphasis on one's own
decision rather than leaving room for

the Holy Spirit to do his work first.

I came to understand that the retard-

ed person could make a commitment
to Christ by way of an illustration in

one of our Bible studies. We were

learning about the disciples of Christ.

After teaching the lesson, I put a flan-

nelgraph picture of Christ in the mid-

dle of the board with the twelve disci-

ples around the picture. Earlier I had
given each student a piece of paper

with his name on it and asked if any-

one would like to be a disciple of

Christ by placing his name with the dis-

ciples pictured. Everyone of them
came forward and did this. While this

action does not guarantee conversion,

it does illustrate a conscious decision-

making process on their part.

A changed life is the next expecta-

tion we look for after conversion.

Have the lessons really taken root? Are
they applying what they have learned

to real life situations? These are two
of the questions I was asking myself

last Christmas as I taught the students

about the wonderful gift of Christ, and

because God gave Christ to us, we are

pleased at Christmas to give gifts to

others as well. The following week a

man named W.C. motioned me to

come out in the hall after the Bible

study. He told me to hold out my
hand, whereupon he placed in it a

crumpled piece of paper. I opened it

and found a roughly cut out picture of

a truck. He said, "Give this to your

son." My youngest son is six years old

and often attends the Bible study with

me. I knew my son probably wouldn't

be too excited about a truck that didn't

have batteries, but I was greatly im-

pressed with this gift from the heart.

One thing we often forget as we min-

ister to the mentally retarded is that

they also can minister to us. One of the

young ladies who is in the Bible study

also attends our church and serves the

Lord by being a teacher's aide. Mari-

lyn is not able to teach the kindergar-

ten Sunday-school class or children's

church, but she is a real helper to the

teachers of these groups. She is using

her gift of love for children to help the

church and serve her Lord.

The love of Christ when given to the

mentally retarded truly comes back to

us. m

The 'Friendship Series'

The Friendship Series, designed and published by the Christian Reformed

Church, provides resources for the church's educational ministry to persons

with mental impairments. The target audience is youth and adults. Materials

include a teacher's manual, a group leader's guide, and a packet of student

resources containing papers for each lesson and activity sheets.

A group leader's kit contains an extensive and varied set of audio-visual

aides, such as slides, posters, flannelgraph materials, and similar resources

to enhance the teaching of Bible stories and concepts, and stimulate devo-

tional response. The kit also includes a manual containing lesson plans for

weekly sessions, 30 sessions per year. Materials are arranged on two levels,

youth—designed for young people between the ages of ten and twenty, and

adult— for those in a sheltered workshop or employment situation.

The program works very well as a community-wide, multi-church

cooperative effort. Typically, such Friendship classes are held on a weekday

evening. However, the series can be used with only one teacher and one stu-

dent, and can be adapted for the regular church school hour on Sunday.

An excellent film, "We Are the Church Together," is available for a small

rental fee. It shows a Friendship Class in action and encourages church mem-
bers to become involved. "Me, A Teacher?" is a video tape introducing the

Friendship Series curriculum. "Giving All I Can" is an overview of mental

retardation and one community's response. The Christian Reformed Church

also has teacher trainers located around the country who will come for a

very modest fee and conduct workshops.

Inquiries should be addressed to Education Department, 2850 Kalamazoo

Ave. SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49560 (telephone 616-241-1691).—JEAN SHAW



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Life in the Spirit
FOR SEPTEMBER 30, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Romans 8

Key verses: Romans 8:1-8, 31-39

Devotional reading: Romans 8:18-20

Memory selection: Romans 8:2

INTRODUCTION

In the last lesson, from Romans 7, we
saw the problem believers have living

in a hostile world in bodies prone to

sin. In this lesson, we shall see how we
are able to live pleasing to the Lord by

the dwelling of Christ's Spirit in our

mortal bodies.

God's Spirit

1 In Us
Romans 8:1-11

The Spirit of God dwelling in us is the

fact that makes life for believers in this

world possible. Paul makes clear that

if the Spirit of Christ is not in a man,
he is not a child of God (v. 9).

This is why Paul had written to the

Ephesian believers that we are all

sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise

(Eph. 1:13). Without the Spirit we
could not live differently from those of

the world who have not been con-

verted.

First, Paul assures the readers that

there is no condemnation to those who
are in Christ Jesus, because though
they may fail to please God at all

times, Christ always pleases him.

The law of sin and death reiers to

the status of those who have not be-

lieved on Jesus and been changed in

heart to become the children of God.
For them, life without sin is impos-
sible. For believers, who are living

under the law of the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus, living without sinning is

possible. We never have to sin. We sin

only when we yield to temptation and
let our flesh follow its lusts rather than
bring the body under the control of the

Spirit who lives in us (vv. 2-3).

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on tho Uniform Series
of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

Believers, in their hearts, desire to

please God and obey his will. They
walk after the Spirit (desire to follow

the Spirit) rather than the flesh. Un-
believers, on the other hand, walk after

the flesh and desire to please the flesh

rather than God (v. 5).

Believers are carnal. They live in a

body which has not yet been redeemed

(Rom. 7.T4). But believers are not

carnal-minded (8:5-6; compare I Cor.

2:16; 3:1). It is important to make this

distinction. We have the mind of

Christ which is not carnal. This means
that believers desire to please God;
their minds are in harmony with God's
will. However, they live in bodies

which have not been redeemed as yet,

and therefore are prone to sin. The
mind of the carnally minded leads to

death (vv. 6-8). The mind of the spiri-

tually minded leads to life and peace.

Thus, the believer, like the un-

believer, lives in a body which is dead,

so far as the will of God is concerned.

It lusts after sin and if not controlled

will lead the believer into sin (v. 10).

On the other hand, our spirits have

been redeemed. Our souls belong to

the Lord and desire to please him.

They have been made righteous in the

shed blood of Jesus Christ—righteous-

ness having been reckoned to us by
faith in God's Son (v. 10).

Though our bodies are still dead
because of sin, nevertheless, by the

Spirit of God who lives in us, we are

able to make them serve God and have

a life which glorifies God. The life is

God's life in us which enables believers

to live useful and glorifying lives while

in these mortal bodies (v. 11).

From Wisconsin
to Mississippi:
Why?

What's a guy from Wisconsin J^f
doing at RTS in Jackson,
Mississippi?

Because it's one of the few Christian graduate schools that
allows you to earn state certification while pursuing a degree. The
Graduate School of Education provides that training with a mature
balance of educational principles and scriptural application.

The warmth and personal sensitivity of the professors far

exceeded my expectations. They live what they teach and inspire
me to the great task of teaching.

Marshall Rorie

The Graduate School of Education.
It's what Christian Education should be coming to.

RTS REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi 39209
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to put to death the deeds of the body
(v. 13). The flesh will always be in-

clined to do what is evil. It will never

wish to do what is right, as long as we
are in this world (v. 12). For that

reason, we have to make the effort to

bring it under control.

We could never do this alone, but we
have help. We have God's Holy Spirit

living in us, ready to work with us to

control our bodies so that the flesh

does not get what it wants but God gets

what he wants in our lives. This is what
Paul means by our being led by the

Spirit of God. This is what it means to

be the children of God (v. 14).

In fact, it is the presence of the Spirit

in us—enabling us to do what pleases

the Lord in spite of living in bodies

which are sinful and mortal—which
shows that we are God's children.

It is not easy to live in the world in

mortal bodies and have to control

them constantly so that we do not give

way to the lusts there but serve Christ.

Paul had already expressed the suf-

fering he went through trying to serve

the Lord in such a body (ch. 7).

He reminds us that we must all ex-

pect to suffer, for we are going against

what is natural when we resist the flesh

and obey Christ. We are going up-

stream while the rest of the world

floats easily downstream.

Therefore, Paul gives us both hope
and encouragement in this task, in the

midst of our suffering.

He reminds us that the end of such

a life is to come to the day of being

glorified with Jesus when he returns (v.

17). Nothing we have to suffer or en-

dure in this world can compare with

that.

One day we can expect to see all

creation renewed (vv. 20-21). God had

already promised a new heaven and
new earth through his servant, Isaiah

(lsa. 65:17; 66:22). Jesus promised a

place that he is preparing for us (John

14:2-3). Peter, too, points us to the

renewed heaven and earth which God
had prepared (II Pet. 3:13).

Not only will we, one day, be in a

better world than this one, but we will

live in better bodies than these. That

is the hope that stems from Jesus' own
resurrection from the dead. Jesus came
not only to redeem our spirits but our

bodies (v. 23). We will have bodies free

from suffering, sickness, and sin.

We have not yet seen such a thing,

but we hope for it—a hope that will not

be disappointed (v. 24; cf. Rom. 5:2-5).



For now, we must wait for the glory

and persevere in the struggle against

the flesh to bring all the body under

obedience to our Lord (v. 25).

QUESTIONS
1. What are some specific ways in

which I have learned to control my
body to serve Christ?

2. How does my hope of a new body

affect the way I live now?

The Spirit Work-
ing in Us
Romans 8:26-30

Paul mentions two very specific ways

in which the Spirit helps us, in addi-

tion to others mentioned already.

First, he compensates for our own
feebleness in coping with life. Our
greatest resource for help is from God,
and we gain that as we learn to pray,

depending upon him for everything.

The problem is, we do not know
how to pray as we ought. Prayer is a

constant thing; we soon weary of it and

begin to think and plan our lives with-

out conscious reference to the Lord.

The Spirit does two things: He prays

for us before God, even when we are

unaware of it; and he teaches us by his

Word what the will of the Lord is, so

that we may learn to meditate upon it.

Thus the Spirit makes up for our

lack by interceding for us continually.

He prays, while in us, to the Father;

and the Father hears those prayers as

he heard the prayers of Jesus while he

lived on earth.

Our prayers are often inadequate.

We pray for what we do not need or

for what we ought not to ask. But the

Spirit in us prays on our behalf for

those things that please the Lord.

At the same time, the Spirit teaches

us God's written Word, of which he is

the author. As we learn the Word of

God and learn to meditate upon it

more (relating all of its teaching to our

lives), we are better able to pray.

Second, as we study God's Word and
learn what the Spirit has taught us, we
come to have assurance about our-

selves and our place in God's plans.

We come to realize that all things do
work together for good to those who
are called in accord with God's own
good purpose. The basis of this assur-

ance is that God finishes what he
begins.

God initiated our salvation, we did

not. He planned it even before we

—

or the world—were created (Eph. 1:4).

Having foreknown our destiny by vir-

tue of his own plan and will, God then

foreordained that we should be con-

formed to the image of his Son.

Having foreordained us to be like

his Son, God then proceeded, in due

time, to call us—to make us conscious

of the salvation he offered us.

As we responded to the work of his

grace in our hearts, we showed our

faith in him. For this, we were justified

in the sight of God. That means we are

now acceptable to him, our sins being

forgiven and our hearts cleansed by his

Son's blood.

Just as surely as we have already ex-

perienced these great works of God in

our hearts, so surely we anticipate that

one day we will be fully glorified (like

Jesus) and able to spend eternity in

redeemed bodies with him (v. 30).

This whole order of our salvation is

most important and precious to us. It

all comes to be realized in us by the

working of God's Holy Spirit who lives

in us and teaches this truth that we may
have hope for the future and steadfast-

ness for the present.

QUESTIONS
1. How aware am I of my own fee-

bleness in prayer?

2. How does knowledge of God's

order of salvation in my life comfort

and assure me?

Christ and the4 Believer
Romans 8:31-39

Paul has set out to assure all believers

that though we fall far short of what
the Lord would have us to be, we need

not fear if we have true faith in the

Lord. Our salvation continues to rest

not on ourselves but solely on God. It

is he who initiated our salvation and
he who will carry it through to the end

(v. 31). He is for us, and that removes

all danger from those who are against

us, including Satan himself (v. 31).

The Lord has shown how much he

cares for us and values us by what he

did in sending his own Son to die on
the cross and win freedom for us from
sin and death (v. 32).

He has once and for all shut the

mouth of Satan (v. 33). To understand

what Paul is speaking of here, we need

to remember the case of Job. Before
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Jesus came and accomplished our re-

demption, Satan had access to God
and was permitted to accuse believers

before God (Job 1).

However, once that work of re-

demption was done, Satan was cast out

of heaven and permitted no more into

the presence of the Lord to impugn
God's children (Rev. 12:7-12).

This means that no one can ever lay

any charge against God's elect. God
has justified us and that is it. Christ

died for us and it is finished. Christ,

moreover, is at God's right hand in-

terceding for every one of those whom
the Father has given to him. Not one

of us will be overlooked (v. 34).

If our continuance in the good
graces of God depended upon our

holding on to Jesus Christ, then we
would all have to fear. But it does not.

We will never be separated from Jesus

or our salvation because Christ holds

on to us and will not let go (vv. 35-37).

Paul is certain that nothing can

separate us from Christ's love and that

when we have faced every tribulation,

we will stand fast.

It is this constant love of God

—

de-

termined before he created the world

and demonstrated in the coming of

Jesus—that is the basis of Paul's cer-

tainty about our salvation (v. 39).

QUESTIONS
1. Do I have the confidence that

Paul did of my eternal salvation?

2. Do I fear Satan's accusations?

Next week: "Household of Faith,"

Rom. 12:9-21; Gal. 6:1-18. ffi

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSMBHHHHHI
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly po-

sition papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

CHURCHES
CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1:00 a.m. and
7 p.m. Dr. George W. Fincke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Fincke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

FOR SALE
BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New

pews, furniture installation and repairs,

pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40

years experience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC
28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone

(803) 277-1658.

A LOT IN RIDGE HAVEN, one of the

highest, Lot # 39, on the crest of Panther

Ridge. Call (404) 322-3965.

PEOPLE
ASSOCIATE PASTOR needed in a PCA

church with an average attendance in the a.m.

of 325 and in the p.m. of 75. Will share equal-

ly in the preaching and administration, with

emphasis on ministering to the younger

members. Must be sensibly Reformed and

willing to give an invitation at the close of

a worship service. Send resumes to Pastor

John H. Eastwood, 6709 Arizona Avenue,

Hammond, Indiana 46323.

CHARLESTOWN, Baltimore's new and

WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member
PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will be

a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720

Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

SERVICES HHHHHHHHH
INTERNATIONAL OPENING: Oppor-

tunity to join the Christians in Ecuador at

9 p.m. (EST) for 5 minutes of prayer. They're

praying each night that the PCA churches

will grow— will you?

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.

growing retirement community, seeks a chap-

lain to provide spiritual leadership for 500 +
residents. Charlestown is an ecumenical com-
munity with leadership committed to pro-

claiming the Lordship of Jesus Christ and en-

couraging its residents to grow in their faith

in him. Qualified applicants will have an
M.Div.; experience as a pastor, missionary or

chaplain; an evangelical faith; and good skills

working with older adults. On site housing

available. Send resume to Thomas L. Brod,

Executive Director, Charlestown Retirement

Community, 711 Maiden Choice Lane,

Catonsville, Maryland 21228 or call (301)

247-3400.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and lurnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq ft We design for

seating 1 30 or more

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from $22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed in the Southeast
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EDITORIALS

Corporate Guilt?—(and Other Reflections on the Church and Society)

In Hamburg, West Germany last

month the West German Baptist

Union presented a statement to the

seventh congress of the European Bap-

tist Federation declaring its failure to

oppose the Hitler regime and express-

ing shame and grief "especially when
we consider the persecution and the

mass extermination of the Jewish peo-

ple." Numbering about 68,000 or a

fraction of 1 percent of the nation's

total population of 61.7 million, the

West German Baptists offered their

first such "Declaration of Guilt" in the

context of Protestant celebration of the

50th anniversary of the Barmen Dec-

laration, which led to formation of the

so-called Confessing Church in opposi-

tion to the Nazi regime.

Welcomed by the non-German par-

ticipants in the European Baptist Con-
gress, this statement raises a number
of questions. Were the churches in part

responsible for Hitler's rise to power
and for Nazi tyranny? Is there such a

thing as corporate, rather than simply

individual, guilt? Is it meaningful for

people to confess the sins of the gen-

eration of their parents or grandpar-

ents?

The answer to all three questions is

yes. The prayer of Daniel in chapter 9

of his book shows a man making con-

fession of sins that brought the judg-

ment of God on Jerusalem almost 50

years earlier: "We have been wicked
and have rebelled; we have turned

away from your commands and laws.

We have not listened to y-our servants

the prophets, who spoke in your name
to our kings, our princes, and our
fathers, and to all the people of the

land" (verses 5-6). Bear in mind that

Daniel's personal reputation for righ-

teousness was such that the only ac-

cusation his enemies could bring

against him was that three times a day
he got down on his knees and prayed
to his God (6:10-12), yet he includes

himself in the confession of the cor-

porate guilt of his people from the

previous generations.

Many of the German churches failed

to oppose the wickedness of the Nazi

regime that led to the destruction of

millions of lives. It was important

not only that Christian individuals, but

also churches from the pulpit and in

synods and councils uphold the ways

of righteousness. It is meaningful to

acknowledge such corporate guilt, for

it can encourage the present and future

generations to accept our corporate re-

sponsibility. 12

'Never Underestimate . .
.'

On August 17 the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia up-

held the right of the Navy to discharge

petty officer James Dronenberg for

having committed homosexual acts

with another Navy man in 1981 . Judge
Robert Bork, who wrote the 3-0 opin-

ion for the appeals court, said that

homosexuals have no "constitutional

right to engage in homosexual conduct

and, as judges, we have no right to

create one."

In the reaction from the gay commu-
nity to this decision, which was viewed

as portending "bad times ahead for

gays" because of the liberal reputation

of the D.C. appeals court, blame was
placed on the churches. An Episcopal

gay leader said, "This society normal-

ly takes certain cues from religious

groups, particularly establishment

groups like the Methodists." He was
alluding to the decision in May by the

general conference of the United Meth-
odist Church to ban the ordination of

homosexual ministers in the church. A
leader of a Roman Catholic gay rights

group commented that the churches

"have created this climate."

While there has been continued sup-

port for the civil rights of homosex-
uals, there is also evident a welcome
shift in some of the mainline denomi-
nations recently toward a recognition

of Scriptural opposition to homosex-
ual practice and hence toward restric-

tion of homosexuals from the ministry.

Most interesting is the impact of the

position of the churches upon the

society. The church's role is essential-

ly spiritual and moral rather than so-

cial and political. That spiritual and

moral influence, in its corporate as

well as individual impact, as the salt of

the earth and the light of the world

has, however, its effect on the larger

society. Never underestimate the po-

tential influence of the church. ffl

. . So Help Me God'

From ancient, or at least medieval,

times the courts of Great Britain have

required witnesses to swear "by Al-

mighty God" to "tell the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the

truth." Now three of Britain's leading

legal societies are proposing that oath-

taking be abolished, to be replaced by

a simple promise to tell the truth.

Breech of promise, as with the oath,

would be considered perjury.

The argument is that the ritual of

taking the oath is out of date, with lit-

tle or no meaning for the vast majori-

ty of British people. Also, swearing on
the New Testament in the fashion of

the established Church of England is

not appropriate for atheists or even for

many religious people.

No doubt the three legal societies

have an accurate sense of where their

culture is. But what a distance England

has come from the roots of her civiliza-

tion, which are formally and explicit-

ly Christian in a way that those of the

United States are not. It used to be that

one expected real judgment from the

living God if he broke his word in an

oath or vow. Now that the majority

seem not to believe in God, society

must rely on a simple promise to tell

the truth. For the sake of Great Bri-

tain, we should hope that there are still

many whose yea will be yea and their

nay, nay. And since Western culture in

general has a fading sense of the reali-

ty of God, there is all the more reason

for the church to function as a con-

science for society. CFJ
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MAILBAG

RESPONSIBLE CHRISTIAN POLITICS

After reading Louis Voskuil's excellent

article"Left—Right! Left—Right! Are
Christians Out of Step?" I was struck

by a simple step available to all con-

cerned Christians to form a foundation

for responsible viewing of both sides

of the political realities.

Starting this election year 1984, get

a copy of synopses of the Democratic

and Republican platforms. Take these

platforms and hold their individual

parts up to the laws and teaching of the

Bible. This action should give the

Christian a solid foundation to view

which party will most advance the

work of Christ. It will also provide a

sounding board for reviewing the par-

ty's success in achieving its platform.

To some this may smack of church

and state over-involvement, but in fact

anyone who claims Christ as Lord and
Savior no longer belongs to a religion,

but follows a lifestyle and worldview

built on Christ.

—Jay Weemhoff, II

New London, N.C.

RESPONSE TO TWO LETTERS

Two Mailbag letters in the August 22

issue touch on subjects of crucial im-

portance for the future. May this long-

time friend of the Journal be permit-

ted a few observations on those:

I would take gentle and respectful is-

sue with our brother from Kansas that

the Journal needs to go back to policies

of long ago. I believe that it is being

realized more decisively than ever that

not only is Christ to be recognized as

Savior and Redeemer but also that he

is to be seen and powerfully pro-

claimed as King over all of life and the

world. Scripture teaches that emphat-
ically throughout and our Lord himself

said in his Great Commission: "All

power is given unto me in heaven and
in earth" (emphasis mine). Surely we
are to proclaim that rulership of his

and all the implications of it as we
"teach all nations"(or "make disci-

ples" of them). I believe that we
should especially teach God's revealed

truths and principles in the controlling

heights of those nations: and there I

mean the areas of education, politics-

government, economics and monetary

affairs.

I fervently believe that it is precise-

ly because of the loss of view of the

kingship of our Lord that we have seen

the immense secularization of the

Western world. And many of those

"leave God out of it" ways have

flowed into the lives of Christians

—

and even their churches. We have sep-

arated the faith-life from the rest of

life, and the fatal direction of that

move is now being seen with ever-

greater clarity.

The Journal board adopted the

policy of speaking Biblically on all the

issues of life. This was a wise and
faithful step, in the opinion of this

humble reader (and he would surmise,

of a large majority of the growing

number of Journal readers).

I would agree with my fellow-Mem-

phian Terrence Brown in what he says

in his Mailbag letter about the conti-

nuing worldly and unbiblical trends in

PCUSA. Greater parts of the actions

and beliefs in that denomination are

utterly incompatible with what is

preached and taught in many of the

PCUSA churches—those holding to a

high view of Scripture. And denomina-

tions can eventually work their will on
individual churches! Is it not true that

there is only one instance in history

when God turned a denomination back

to faithfulness, once it made a real

start down the road of liberalism—and
that one case being the Church of

Scotland when all of Britain was
undergoing its great revival in the eigh-

teenth century anyway?
—Robert M. Metcalf

Memphis, Tenn.

SCHAEFFER OF THE LAST DECADE

I was interested to read the various

comments concerning Dr. Francis

Schaeffer (in the Journal for May
30).

I was privileged to work with Dr.

Schaeffer. Apart from the theological

area, his influence on my thinking has

been greater than that of any other

person. I'm truly grateful to God for

raising up such a spiritual giant in our

time.

I'm writing this letter particularly

in response to some of George Mars-

den's comments. He states that Dr.

Schaeffer was first of all an evan-

gelist. This is certainly true. He was

an apologist-evangelist, who will be
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remembered for his keen cultural

awareness and evangelistic fervor.

I think it's unfortunate that Mars-
den seems to present a cleavage be-

tween the Schaeffer of the 1960s and
the Schaeffer of the last decade. To
the end Francis Schaeffer warned
against accepting uncritically political

labels of "right" or "left." And to

the very end he challenged so in-

cisively the middle-class complacency
of evangelicals. This comes out clear-

ly in his final book, The Great

Evangelical Disaster.

It wasn't that Schaeffer's thinking

was changing but that his focus was
in a different area. He was enabled to

read the tenor of the times. And his

focus was on the underlying issues of

the moment. And his last book,
which presents a clear warning
tempered with love, is an example of

this. As he indicated, we who claim to

believe the Bible must bear much of

the responsibility for the humanistic

(man-centered) consensus. Instead of

challenging the culture, in love and
holiness, we've been accommodating
Continued on p. 16, col. 2 ^^MHH
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I Contemporary popular music is an area where the genera-

tion gap is most apparent. When I attend a concert or listen to a recording,

I tend not to relate to the music with quite the enthusiasm with which the

younger generation does. Needless to say, younger people do not share my
pleasure over certain kinds of music that satisfy me. Yet the arts and the

artists often give us major clues as to where our culture is and where it may
be heading. And even apart from that valuable sort of understanding, it

is important that Christians be redeeming whatever of value we can find

in the sin-scarred creation to the glory of the God who made us and redeemed

us. In this issue Stephen Lutz interviews James Ward, a Christian musician

who strives to use his gifts for the glory of God in contemporary idiom.

(His latest album, No Violence, produced in 1983 by Music A.D. Records,

captures some of his early songs in his more recent style with the live feel

of a concert performance. Among the pieces are "Morning Sun," "Con-
sider the Lilies," "Creation," and "O Father," his setting of the Lord's

Prayer.) Then Ronald Johnson describes the contributions of several Chris-

tian musicians, not in the church context, but in the realm of popular con-

temporary music in the world. The challenge is to be in the world without

being of the world.

I l Speaking of that challenge, we have noticed the recent

strife between Republicans and Democrats over the role of religion in politics.

That controversy should make all the more relevant our series on "The Values

Behind Your Vote." This week Stephen Kaufmann provides the fourth in

that series, on pitfalls into which evangelicals have tended to stumble while

venturing onto the sometimes unfamiliar terrain of politics.

I I Also helpful in the political arena is a new book edited

by Richard Cizik of the National Association of Evangelicals entitled The
High Cost of Indifference: Can Christians Afford Not to Act? It contains

eight essays, of about 20 pages each, by young evangelicals active in

Washington, on such subjects as the poor, abortion, pornography, the public

schools, and nuclear arms. The effort is made to bring a balanced presen-

tation of the application of Biblical principles to these issues. The latter part

of the book provides practical information on how our American political

system works. Suitable for use in adult Sunday-school classes, the book can

be obtained for $6.95 in local Christian bookstores or by mail from NAE,
Box 28, Wheaton, IL 60189.

1 I Religious News Service reports from Sheffield, England
that a British designer has produced a compass which he says always points

to Mecca from anywhere in the world. Saudi Arabia has purchased 20,000

of the plastic devices, whose manufacture was suggested by an American
working for a Saudi Arabian company. The source of the idea reminds me
of the old Peter Arno cartoon of an ugly American stopping his car by an
Arab prostrate on his prayer rug and asking, "Hey, Jack, which way to

Mecca?" More than one person, apparently, now feels the need for such

direction. ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Conference on Pornography Demonstrates Its Evils

CINCINNATI, Ohio—Objectivity

and outrage were combined in the

meeting here of the National Consulta-

tion on Obscenity, Pornography, and
Indecency early this month.

Dr. Paul A. Tanner of the Church
of God (Anderson, Ind.) summed up

the tenor of the conference when he

said that a priority must be on infor-

mation concerning the $8 billion sex in-

dustry in America, but if that is not

followed by indignation we are "either

soft in the brain or there is something

lacking in our moral character."

Organized by Dr. Jerry Kirk, pastor

of College Hill Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) here, the consultation pre-

sented more than 300 participants

from nearly 100 denominations with

evidence of the evil effects of porno-

graphy in American society.

Dr. Victor B. Cline, clinical psy-

chology professor at the University of

Utah, reported that research in recent

years demonstrates that pornography
can produce addiction, escalation, de-

sensitization, and acting out of fan-

tasies, frequently leading to violence.

Dr. Reo M. Christenson, political

science professor at Miami University

(Oxford, Ohio), said that social scien-

tists now regard the 1970 presidential

commission, which reported that there

is no evidence that pornography leads

to anti-social behavior, as not defen-

sible.

Participants were exposed to ex-

treme examples of the consequences of

pornography, particularly from Dr.

Elizabeth Holland, Memphis pediatri-

cian, who recounted the stories of pa-

tients, boys and girls from teenagers

down to three-year-olds, sexually

abused by their relatives.

Rev. Donald A. Wildmon, United

Methodist minister and founder of the

National Federation for Decency, ex-

hibited videotapes of anti-Christian

network TV, seductive pornography
from the Playboy cable channel, and
hard-core explicit sexual scenes from
cable TV.

In agreement with Wildmon's com-
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ment that "it is not the dirty pictures

and dirty words that are the problem;

it is the underlying secular philos-

ophy," Joseph Cardinal Bernardin,

Roman Catholic archbishop of Chi-

cago, summoned the audience to reaf-

firm the theological base of Christian

opposition to pornography—the dig-

nity of the human person as made in

the image of God.
The conference's second day led to

the production of action steps as par-

ticipants met in small groups. Rev.

William Hay, pastor of Covenant
Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Bir-

mingham, Ala., commented: "I am
encouraged to believe Christians can
do something. This consultation has

wiped out the myth that the First

Amendment protects real obscenity."

Law enforcement experts, from
prosecutors to FBI agents to White
House representatives, declared that

the laws against obscenity already ex-

ist; they just need to be enforced. Suc-

cess stories were reported from Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Fort Wayne, and

Indianapolis, whose Presbyterian

mayor, William Hudnut, described the

relation of his city's statute with the

civil rights of women, who are degrad-

ed and subordinated by pornography.

It was apparent that the victimiza-

tion of women and children in society

provided a basis for cooperation

among a wide variety of denomina-
tions. Dr. John A. White of Geneva
College and the Reformed Presby-

terian Church of North America
(RPNA) serves on the steering commit-
tee of the National Consultation and
led participants from the North
American Presbyterian and Reformed
Council (NAPARC) churches in en-

couraging Christians to observe an an-

nual "pornography awareness week"
(this year: October 28-November 4).

Other action items included writing

the president to direct the Justice

Department to enforce existing obscen-

ity laws, picketing stores that display

and sell pornographic material, consid-

eration of boycotting products adver-

tised in offensive magazines or TV pro-

grams, and development of commu-
nity resistance to cable TV porno-

graphy.

Rev. Mark Dalbey, pastor of

Church of the Covenant (PCA) here,

commented: "This consultation has

been an overwhelming eye-opener to

the seriousness of the problem and the

strong hold that secular humanism has

on our culture. But I also leave the

conference hopeful because the one
who is in you is greater than the one
who is in the world (I John 4:4). "II]

Schools Claim Victory

In Nebraska Regulations

LINCOLN, Neb. (RNS)—The seven-

year battle between unlicensed Chris-

tian schools and the State of Nebraska

appears to be over with the adoption

of new regulations by the state board

of education which at least some of the

schools say are acceptable.

In April, Gov. Bob Kerrey signed a

law which provides that teacher-

competency information can be used

by the state as only one factor in

evaluating private schools. The un-

licensed schools had been defying a re-

quirement that all schools in the state

hire only state-licensed teachers.

The state board of education, how-

ever, has recently approved new regu-

lations for the Christian schools. In ad-

dition to permitting them to hire

teachers without state certification,

they permit state officials to visit

schools to verify information and to

test students.

Rev. Everett Sileven of Louisville,

jailed on several occasions for failing

to have his church-operated school

licensed, said the new rules should

resolve the dispute. "From our stand-

point, it's going to be a solution," he

said.

Gov. Kerry cautioned that the state

will still be responsible for monitoring

Christian schools. "The board of ed-

ucation could reverse the rule they



adopted if they have reason to believe

these children aren't getting an educa-

tion as intended by the constitution of

the State of Nebraska," he said. EE

'Concerned Presbyterians
9

Plan October Reunion

ROSMAN, N.C.—Twenty years have

passed since conservatives in what was

then the Presbyterian Church US
(PCUS) formally organized to protest

the liberal theological direction of that

body.

Now disbanded, and for the most

part in a new denomination, the "Con-

cerned Presbyterians" of the 1960s and

early 1970s have announced a nostalgic

reunion to be held October 16 and 17

at Ridge Haven, the conference center

of the Presbyterian Church in America

(PCA).
"A lot of water has gone over the

dam since 1964," says Kenneth S.

Keyes, retired Miami real estate ex-

ecutive who was a driving force in the

Concerned Presbyterians organization,

in the formation of the PCA, and in

the founding of Ridge Haven.
"Our purpose was to launch an all-

out lay effort to return the leadership

of the PCUS to men who believed in

the integrity and authority of the Bi-

ble, the validity of the Westminster

Confession of Faith, and the urgency

of the Great Commission."
Those who joined Concerned

Presbyterians—along with two related

organizations, Presbyterian Church-
men United and the Presbyterian

Evangelistic Fellowship—ultimately

acknowledged they didn't have the

votes to reverse trends in the PCUS.
Most of them joined hands within the

PCA, which now has about 880 con-

gregations with a communicant mem-
bership of 140,000.

Speaking at the October reunion will

be several PCA leaders including Rev.

Kennedy Smartt, Rev. Paul Settle, and
attorney W. Jack Williamson.

Registrations should be sent to Ed
Robeson, Box 565, Rosman, NC
28712. LB

Graham Speaks Again

Of Freedom in Soviet

MOSCOW (UPI)—Evangelist Billy

Graham, who earned widespread criti-

cism two years ago for speaking of the

freedom enjoyed by Christians in the

Soviet Union, said again upon arriv-

ing here last week that religious expres-

sion in this officially atheistic coun-

try is freer than most westerners ima-

gine.

Graham told reporters at the airport

here that his remarks in 1982 were

misinterpreted. "I said then that I

found a measure of religious freedom
in the Soviet Union, more than the

average American has been led to be-

lieve. I still hold to that," Graham
said.

"People said then I was naive and
was not fully briefed about the Soviet

Union, but that was not true."

Graham, now 65, is touring four

Soviet cities on his current 12-day visit:

Moscow, Leningrad, Tallin, and Nov-
osibirsk. In Leningrad, he stopped to

lay a wreath at the tomb of the un-

known soldier.

Graham said he came here primari-

ly to preach the gospel. His invitation

to speak came from religious leaders

representing between 500,000 and a

million Baptists and as many as 60

million Russian Orthodox church
members.

Both those groups have suffered of-

ficial restrictions on their activities,

ranging from harassment to over-

crowded facilities to lack of Bibles.

Graham acknowledged those problems

when he said two years ago that a per-

son in the Soviet Union could go to

church "if he could find one and if he

could get in."

Crowds were smaller than he was ac-

customed to in the West, mostly

because indoor forums rather than

stadiums were the only facilities

allowed by the government for

Graham's preaching services. ITJ

California Church Appeals
Over Pastor Being Sued

SAN FRANCISCO (RNS)—Grace
Community Church of Sun Valley has

asked the California Supreme Court to

overturn a ruling permitting its pastors

to be sued on charges of malpractice

in pastoral counseling.

A California appeals court had ruled

in June that Grace Church's pastors

could be sued by the parents of 24-

year-old Kenneth Nally, who commit-

ted suicide in 1979 following counsel-

ing by the pastors. The parents as-

serted that the counselors had told

their son that suicide was a form of

God's punishment.

As evidence, the Nallys presented a

tape of a speech by Rev. Richard Thom-
son, one of Kenneth's counselors,

which included the statement: "Suicide

is one of the ways that the Lord takes

home a disobedient believer.

In its appeal to the state supreme
court, the church says there is no
evidence that Thomson or anyone else

in the church ever told Kenneth that

suicide was acceptable. The appeal said

the tape was made 18 months after the

suicide.

"A sermon is mass counseling, while

pastoral counseling is a private ser-

mon. Neither can be the subject of

governmental regulation," said the ap-

peal written by attorney David Cook-
sey of Tustin.

The appeal added that freedom of

religion forbids deputizing a court "to

look over the shoulder of the clergy as

they counsel their troubled parish-

ioners and to second-guess the counsel

given." ID



A Christian in Contemporary Music:
An Interview with James Ward

STEPHEN LUTZ

How did your new program "Music
Celebration" come about? How is that

going?

I was invited by a Reformed Church
of America in Genesee, Michigan, to

do a Palm Sunday evening service

[concert]. Of course, that's nothing

new; I do a lot of evening services. But

I decided to contour the format to the

subject of that Sunday and really make
it a worshipful experience. I also in-

volved the children and some of the

adults in learning some of the songs

and doing hand motions and things

like this. It was a hit.

So we decided to expand slightly on
the concept and offer a performance
format specifically for churches. Say
they wanted to have a Christmas pro-

gram with me as a guest, then I would
work either on choral numbers or, if

they had a brass choir, then I would
do an arrangement with brass choir

—

maybe some of my songs or of some-
one else. Then we would work together

to actually create a special event.

It looks good on paper. We haven't

had an opportunity to work it out. We
are still primarily booking just straight

concert performances.

But you see some value in involvement
rather than simple presentations?

A lot of churches are totally unfamiliar

with incorporating concert artists into

traditional worship services. Some

James Ward is a Christian who is a
professional musician. A graduate
of Covenant College, he serves as a
ruling elder in New City Fellowship
(PCA) in Chattanooga, Tenn. He was
interviewed by assistant editor

Stephen Lutz this past July at a
PCA youth conference at Ridge
Haven in North Carolina.

Discography: To the Glory of God, Peniel Records,

LP1088, 1973; James Ward Himself, Dharma LP1005.

1974; Morning into Dancing, Lamb & Lion LL1050,

1979; Faith Takes a Vision, Lamb & Lion LL1059,

1981; No Violence, Music A.D. M.A.D.1002, 1983;

(with New City Choir) Songs of the New City, Music

A.D. M. A.D. 1005, 1983.
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churches do it all the time. I have

played in a lot of PCA churches, just

a straight performance, no explana-

tion, no contouring to the congrega-

tion's regular service. In other situa-

tions they have actually had me play

as sort of a substitute for the message

—they'll have their offering and their

hymn sing and everything and then

they'll have—"And now
But what we are trying to do is help

churches in the Reformed tradition

(primarily this is where I do a lot of

my church work) to welcome the idea

of modern contemporary music in the

context of church worship.

My manager is from the Christian

Reformed Church and I have done a

lot of work with the CRC. He told me
when talking with people in the CRC
not to use the term "worship" as as-

sociated with what I do, but to use

terms like "educational value." Wor-
ship to them is a sacrosanct institution.

It cannot be invaded by something as

trivial as contemporary music in the

CRC. Yet they are very open to con-

temporary music if it has the right per-

spective. So long as it's educational

you can use it.

What are some of the destructive ele-

ments that you see in today's popular
music?

The destructive elements in today's

music are no different than they were
in the '20s, '30s, or '40s. Popular
music reflects the attitudes and lifestyle

of its listeners and of its creators. As
long as this style is controlled by un-

regenerate people, or pagans if you
will, pagan and unregenerate concepts

are going to come through in lyrics.

And in the performance of the music
certain kinds of values will be commu-
nicated that are, if not questionable,

actually at cross purposes with Chris-

tian belief. As a Christian, of course,

I am in a constant filtering process.

In everyone's job there are risks, es-

pecially if you work for a non-Chris-
tian employer. You are asked to do
things that contradict your moral or

your ethical standards, and rock music
is no different.

I have to go through a constant fil-

tering process as to what are the things

that are of paramount importance,
things that are of lesser importance,
and things that are up for grabs-
things that are not necessarily ethical

issues. And in today's pop music I

don't think that having drums in music

is an ethical issue. I don't think hav-

ing loud sound is an ethical issue. And
to many people my age—Paul McCart-

ney is over 40—rock music is no longer

a youth phenomenon, it is an adult

phenomenon. And our churches are

going to change, too, as the leadership

in our churches are people who have

come up in this environment and are

more tolerant of it. So some of these

things I think are essential issues.

Essential issues in today's pop music

are, of course, the modeling of rock

performers who are obviously deca-

dent, by youth, and the attempt on the

part of youth to emulate these people.

Of course, too, the continual bom-
bardment of suggestion in music to

fornication or to abuse yourself or to

abuse others in any way. I wouldn't

want to limit it to sex, because sex is

not the only form of abuse.

That's a roundabout way to answer
a question, but if you detect any degree

of defensiveness, it's that I feel that

music has been unfairly singled out as

an evil influence on our youth. I think

that many of the moms' and dads' at-

titudes have as much influence on their

youth, positive or negative, as the

music that they listen to. If a mother
or father is inordinately hostile toward
their child's musical taste, it is guar-

anteed to result in greater tension with-

in the family than it would be if that

parent would come along side and
listen to the music with their child and
would allow their child the ability to

discern good and evil.

I am not being glib about this either.

My children are not old enough to be

contending with this, but I am attempt-

ing in my own family to create an at-

mosphere with my children that they

are free to listen to their music with me
around and we listen to it together and
we evaluate it together.

What positive trends do you see in to-

day's popular music, particularly new
wave?

During the 1970s a lot of popular

music was dance-oriented and very

superficial lyrically. New wave music,

at least as it originated in England, is

much more cause-oriented and much
more serious about life rather than be-

ing escapist. So I think that's the re-

deeming value of the new wave in

music and groups such as The Fixx and
U2. I'm not necessarily endorsing

these groups, I'm just saying that I've

heard in my own appraisal of their

messages that they are concerned

about justice and about right and
wrong, rather than just leading every-

body over a precipice.

It wasn't the way it was in the '70s

with John Travolta and the BeeGees
with their Saturday Night Fever. Pop
music continues to go on and pour out

a whole diatribe of worthless commu-
nication.

But the good things in today's music
continue to be honesty and forthright-

ness. I think there are some artists and
bands that continue to have a whole-

some message in their music. I would
heartily endorse Kenny Loggins;
Earth, Wind and Fire; and Donna
Summers and her recent albums after

her conversion to Christianity. Ann
Murray, I think, is a harmless artist.

I don't want to show my own prefer-

ences here for styles—country music
has its share of positive influences too.

But most of them are negative. There
are a few artists who seem to be selec-

tive about what they record. Personal-

ly I like Ronnie Milsap and Willie Nel-

son.

So across the board there are peo-

ple who even in the midst of a very

pagan industry do have legitimate mes-

sages and I think Christians are naive

if they think they can only feed on sec-

tarian or religious music and have a

balanced existence.

What has been your experience in con-
temporary church music as you've
been connected with two congrega-
tions during the past twelve years?
What sort of development or change
in attitude has gone on during that

time in your views of church music?

I have become more willing to enjoy

music that a large group of people sing

together rather than trying to impose
on that group my own sometimes jerky

ideas. I began my career in music as

a performer and you really have to

shift gears to work in the church.

When I play piano in my own home
church it is a totally different function

from performing at the piano, and I

treat them as two separate responsibi-

lities.

At New City I do not lead the sing-

ing from the piano. I just play and
have another person lead the singing

for the purpose of my working as a

support person rather than as a fea-

tured person in the church. So that's

one example.

I think that church music has helped
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me to realize where most people are in

their musical understanding and appre-

ciation. It's helped me to write more
and more music that's palatable with

all ages and with all different tastes.

You get to try it out from week to week.

Yes, I do—it's a major barometer for

me to judge whether a song is going to

float, whether or not our church is go-

ing to sing it and enjoy it. There are

some kinds of songs that a church can't

sing, of course, but when it comes to

ministry-oriented music, churches and
their choirs are great testing grounds.

What has been your experience in us-

ing contemporary music in evangel-

ism? Have you come to any conclu-

sions about that?

It might come as a shock to some of

the constituents who support Covenant

College, but Christian college educa-

tion is a risky business in that many of

the students who go to a Christian col-

lege become cynical about Christiani-

ty through overexposure. Now I am
not criticizing Christian education. I

am thankful for my college education

at Covenant, but it did take me be-

tween a five and ten-year period to be

liberated from cynicism and to work,

my way through to the point where I

could see myself working within socie-

ty to bring about change in a Reforma-
tional way rather than a revolutionary

way.

So many young people coming out

of Christian institutions tear down
everything they see, whether it be ver-

bally, or actually by neglect. So after

getting through that, in my profession

that cynicism included—and this again

I never want to blame on my in-

structors at the college nor would I

want to blame it on anybody but my
own perception—the whole suspicion

of American evangelical tactics was in-

troduced to me and many of my friends

and we have all gone through a period

of questioning about: what is evangel-

ism, when is it legitimate, when are you
manipulating people, when does it be-

come propaganda? This really became
important to me when I became more
in the mainstream of contemporary

Christian music and I began to see how
other contemporary Christian musi-

cians treated evangelism. Obviously

their music was only a tool to the much
more important agenda of evangelism.

The chief end of man is to give glory

to God and to enjoy him for ever, and
not to evangelize. To me the arts is one

of the most visible and dynamic ways
to give glory to God in society. We see

all around us artistic evidence of glory

to man: We see it in our architecture,

we see it in our paintings, we hear it

in music all the way back to Beethoven

and farther. We see anti-godly atti-

tudes reflected in music. So I say,

"Man, this is great, give my whole life

to the enterprise of making music to

bring glory to God."
To make a long story short, evan-

gelism, of course, fits very nicely into

that. Evangelism is that broad task of

communicating the whole truth of

Christ to the watching world. It's

multi-level.

My two and one-half years of work
with InterVarsity really helped me to

see how well thought-out their evangel-

istic methods were. They used me a lot

in a pre-evangelism context to perform

songs that started conversations, but

not necessarily preaching and giving

long invitations from the stage. In the

years after that I have seen people

come to Christ on the evening of my
performances and I have had people

come up to me and say, "The last time

I heard you play I didn't know Jesus

and since the last time I saw you, I

have come to Christ and now your

concert is much more meaningful to

me." So I know that my music is bear-

ing fruit. But I do not see my perfor-

mances as primarily for the purpose of

people making decisions that night. I

don't think it's a hypercalvinism at all.

I think, rather, it's a recognition of the

dignity and role of art in society.

Is one of your goals as a composer
contributing significantly to the hym-
nody of the church; say hymns that will

be around in 50 years?

I would not say that I get up every

morning saying "What hymn am I go-

ing to write today?" But over the years

several songs that I have written were
structured along the line of hymns
with, say four verses and a chorus

—

not structured like "Mighty Fortress"

hymns, but structured more like the

19th-century format of verse and
chorus.

I am taking hymns more seriously,

though, and I think I am writing them
better. The most recent efforts I have

made were to rewrite a couple of older

hymns with new tunes. One is "O for

a thousand tongues" and the other is

"Rock of Ages." The "Rock of Ages"
tune is already under consideration by
the Christian Reformed Church hym-
nal revision committee. Also, Larry

Roff, who is working with Great Com-
mission's committee on a supplement

to the Trinity Hymnal, tells me that

several of my earlier songs are under

serious consideration.

The CRC hymnal revision commit-

tee also asked for present day writers

to write tunes to revised psalms. And I

submitted four different psalm tunes

for some of those texts they sent out.

So that's something I have done most

recently. In the CRC they only revise

their hymnals about once every fifty

years. So if I could get a couple of

songs in there ....

You would last fifty years.

There's not that much money in that

sort of thing. It's not that I would
make a lot of money, but it would real-

ly be a meaningful thing to be able to

contribute. I guess I'm still writing just

simple songs with contemporary
music.

The people in the church must
realize that in popular music style one

of its very basic ingredients is simplici-

ty—a more pejorative term would be

superficiality. It's just inherent in the

idiom not to go real, real deep. If

you're going to have everybody sing it

you've got to have something that's

simple. I was really intrigued when the

CRC sent out the guidelines that they

have for the hymns in the book. They
even told you how wide the melodic

spread could be. It had to be like with-

in an octave. So you are really limited
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when you are writing hymns, it's not

like writing classical or even Broadway
or something. It's really narrow para-

meters. It's a challenge.

How would you describe your current

musical style?

I would say that an important change

in my style is that my writing is becom-

ing smoother. I say that is an impor-

tant change because when I first start-

ed writing I think that my relationship

to the piano plus my own explosive

personality or energy level made my
music very jerky and made it hard for

other people to buy into very quickly.

I think that now my writing and my
performing are smoothing out— it still

is punchy and it still has energy—but

it's becoming something people can

pick up on more rapidly.

I think the technology of popular

music is influencing me a lot. I have

recently purchased a drum machine

that has digitally reproduced drum
sounds and is fully programable that

can be patched into a Commodore 64

for additional memory. I am learning

about tape loading of digital sounds

—

the technology in the music business is

exploding just like everywhere else. So

that's a big change for me. This sum-

mer I have been spending a lot of time

looking for equipment that is going to

be compact and that is going to be

good for my own needs. A lot of my
friends from ten years ago would not

even recognize my music now because

of its advancement in the '80s.

Maybe a little bit of history here. How
did your own gifts as a composer
develop? What were some of the cul-

tural roots of your music?

I grew up in a Reformed Presbyterian

minister's household. My father, Sam-
uel Ward, is currently retired. Our
family is very musical. We sang togeth-

er, particularly psalms, at home. I'm

the only one who sort of pursued it

professionally and so already at home
that was a priority for us—we all loved

it. I took piano as a child and later in

college.

I went to Covenant College in '69

with the intention of being a history

major and had no plans to go into

music at all. But the piano teacher at

Covenant talked me into changing my
major. Shortly after that one of my
friends in the madrigal singers there

told me that I had some piano-playing

ability that I should exploit, more in

a blues piano style. The reason that she

mentioned it was that the song, "O
Happy Day" was a hit on the radio

then in 1971. If you recall, the song

was done by a gospel choir from south-

ern California and was really a dynam-

ic expression of faith but actually be-

came a hit on the radio. That was real-

ly a big turning point for me just to

embrace the whole idea of getting in-

to performance, to glorify God and to

see his name honored rather than

abused. From that point on I became

much more serious about it and I had

a group in college that was kind of a

workshop for some of those dreams.

After graduating, I decided, after a

job offer with a Presbyterian church

in Philadelphia that I turned down, to

go into music as a profession. I spent

two and one-half years with InterVar-

sity Christian Fellowship as a music re-

source person in the southeast and

after that I went to Pennsylvania with

my wife and joined a jazz-oriented

group for two and one-half years in the

Pittsburgh area. When that didn't

work out quite to our liking we moved
back to Tennessee and I continue to

play solo.

How does your being Reformed in out-

look separate you from other "contem-
porary Christian" artists?

Hopefully less and less, because I'm

finding there is tremendous growth

and maturity taking place among the

artists in the field of contemporary
Christian music. I could cite numerous
examples of people that I know who
are thinking a lot and reading a lot

—

artists who are involved in many-Pres-

byterian or Reformed churches. In a

PCA church in Nashville a number of

artists and music industry people at-

tend and are members there. More and
more I run into people with whom I

have a lot in common. Eddie DeGar-
mo at one time was a member of our

Memphis church.

So I hope that gap is narrowing. I

think, too, I want to say that for my
own self my theological heritage is still

integral to my lifestyle and to my fami-

ly. But I am trying more and more to

reach beyond that and to make my mu-
sic accessible to Christians and non-

Christians outside the Reformed tra-

dition.

People really used to like my music

because it had little words in it like

"My covenant children I will not for-

sake." But I think that's a myopic way

to create music and the Reformed

community is still a vast minority in all

of Christendom, so I think that for me
it has meant rather, using those things

in my heritage that I have in common
with other traditions. The Scripture is

something that all Christian traditions

have in common as a base. But, you

don't find, necessarily, a lot of writers

using Scripture for their songs except

in the worship choruses from charis-

matic communities. So using the Scrip-

ture in popular music is a challenge,

but it continues to be a major source

for me. I think that's because of the

teaching I have had as a child and
Christian education.

Why do many young people, jaded by
top 40, relate so positively to your
music?

They do? Boy— it's good to hear! I'm

glad they do.

/ knew they did when I heard someone
at the conference here carrying around
a ghetto-blaster listening to James
Ward.

Sometimes I wish my records more ac-

curately represented my music live be-

cause, if my records did, I think it

would be more popular among the

kids. I think that the most important

thing for an artist to keep in his mind
is to be accessible and be genuine.

I am afraid that a lot of Christian

artists have missed that in an effort to

be holy. I think it is a misguided defini-

tion of holiness to have every hair in

place and to have this ministerial voice
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when you're talking. And that you talk

a lot—you don't play music very much,
you just talk from the stage and you
are always trying to lay Bible verses on
people and stuff.

My approach to my job is I am pri-

marily a musician in that function and

the kids realize that. They get their

money's worth. When they come to a

concert I perform, it's all music with

very little talk. That's what they think

a concert should be. They don't think

a concert should be where a guy plays

for 20 minutes and talks for an hour.

I've seen many artists do this and I

think that sometimes it's because the

artists have a miscalculation of their

identity. Some of them, I think, see

themselves as using music again as a

tool to accomplish something else

rather than seeing music as a legitimate

task in itself. I appeal to any of the

sources from Dr. Francis Schaeffer

and Hans Rookmaaker and even

Franky, Jr.—his books are bringing

out much more of the idea that art

needs no justification—it's a legitimate

task in itself. When artists don't have

that orientation they are constantly

dressing that up and kids don't like

that. When kids come to a concert they

want stuff to cook.

Do you have a new album coming out?

Yes, my manager and I have been talk-

ing about doing another album like the

one, James Ward Himself, which was
just voice and piano. So we will be pur-

suing that project later this year and
try to clinch it. It will probably be

released in cassette form only at first.

It will be current material, but record-

ed with just voice and piano.

Are you trying to capture some of the

concert's feel?

We have always received so much pos-

itive response to a solo presentation

and there are many other artists who
perform solo all the time, just with

piano. People really love it. I think my
piano playing too has improved a lot

since the Himself album. And my
songs, like I said, are smoother and
better quality songs. So I think if we
did an album like that, people would
really latch on to it. It might even get

airplay. But I'm not currently under

contract with any record company.

Where would you like to be in your
career ten years from now? What are
your long-term goals?

I have always been a long-term ori-

ented person and I think my career has

had a slow, steady movement, and I

think that's due to my personality and
to my preference for things of quality

rather than a big splash. I think that

my music has the ability to have a very

broad commercial appeal, but I think

that my personality and my priorities

have often times kept me from a wide

exposure. For example, when I got

bored with my music in the mid-'70s,

instead of moving to Nashville or go-

ing to LA, I moved in with this jazz

group in Pittsburgh. It was almost a

self-destruct move because the group
was a failure and in some ways I was
underground with this weird group all

during the time that Christian contem-

porary music was exploding across the

country.

Now those people, my peers, my age

group, are down the road several al-

bums farther. People like Pat Terry,

David Meece, and those people, many
of whom started after I did who are ac-

tually farther along in visibility. But I

don't regret those things. I see them as

actually being a part of who I am, the

things that motivate me.

That's why I say I'm a long-term

person. I want to have a life-long

career in music. I want to serve peo-

ple on a variety of levels and I don't

have a real one-dimensional picture in

my mind of what's important and
what's exciting to me. I love show mu-
sic. I love straight-ahead rock music.

I love church music. I love studio

work. All of these things tug at me for

my interest. So far I have been able to

make credible contributions in all those

areas. So as I grow older I would like

to continue a career in music.

I have no intention of checking out

or becoming a youth worker or going

back to school or anything like that

necessarily. If I could go back to

graduate school and study composi-

tion, that might be worthwhile. But I

think my desire would be more along

the lines of someone like Ralph Car-

michael or Duke Ellington—someone
who's active all their life in perfor-

mance in the music business. Now you
may not like Ralph Carmichael's mu-
sic, but he has made a career out of

music and that's why I don't see my-
self primarily as a rock-and-roller. I see

myself as a contemporary musician

who will be working all my life in this

medium. It's the only thing that moti-

vates me to get up in the morning. HE

Staging the Real
Battle

'

RONALD E. JOHNSON

Obeying Christ's command to be in the

world but not of it is a perennial strug-

gle for any Christian. The implications

of this teaching directly affect our at-

titude toward the culture we find our-

selves in and our own cultural pursuits

as Christians. One group of people

who live with the tension of being in

but not of the world is musician/song-

writers who are Christians and whose
audience is predominately non-Chris-

tian.

Performers such as T-Bone Burnett,

Bruce Cockburn (pronounced Coe-
burn), Bob Dylan, and three members
of the four-member Irish band U2
claim to be Christians. The musical

styles of these artists range from folk

to folk rock to rock, new wave, and
punk. Their Christianity is expressed

more in terms of their individual ex-

perience and perception than in terms

of denominational orientation. It is

difficult neatly to classify them in

terms of Protestant, Catholic, etc.

T-Bone Burnett, for instance, is an
Episcopalian, but this fact would be

difficult to derive merely from listen-

ing to his songs. A tall Texan, Burnett

made his entrance into mainstream

music as a member of Bob Dylan's

Rolling Thunder Revue in the mid
'70s. His albums range from a rocka-

billy, country style to folk rock. His

songs tend to be short stories or para-

bles about society and the people he

sees around him.

Burnett's own observations on the

world and his work in it reflect the ten-

sion of "in but not of."

I think the number one problem on earth

is separation; we're separated from God,

The author makes creative rubber
stamps and lives in Chattanooga,
Tenn., where he worships at New
City Fellowship (PCA). Having at-

tended Covenant College, he has
made the activities of Christians in

contemporary music a subject of

his special interes t.
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from one another, even from ourselves, and

that leads to isolation and despair. In a

medium as powerful as rock and roll, you

can help bridge those gulfs in immediate

and personal ways. I think that's what the

best rock and roll does. It helps us over-

come that separation and sometimes that's

a saving force in itself. (Rolling Stone)

In another context Burnett states:

I just have a very specific point of view that

doesn't mesh with rock and roll. I couldn't

tell you what it is; that's why I write songs.

But I can tell you what it's not. It's not sex,

drugs, and rock and roll. It's not 'rock and

roll is the answer.' I don't think rock and

roll gives life meaning in and of itself.

(Unicorn Times)

Burnett is not primarily as concerned

with evangelism as with writing good

songs.

From the outset of his career in the

early '60s, Bob Dylan's audience has

been largely secular. In fact his influ-

ence can be seen in much of the popu-

lar music of the '60s and early '70s.

Both T-Bone Burnett and Bruce Cock-

burn point to Dylan as a source of in-

spiration for their own music. After his

well-publicized conversion to Chris-

tianity in 1978, Dylan began to get a

hearing among some Christians for the

first time. His first three albums as a

Christian were very personal and

somewhat didactic, or at least overtly

and specifically Christian in perspec-

tive. On his latest album, Infidels,

Dylan's songs are informed by his

Christianity, though it remains more
in the background. Some of the songs

are very poetic and are thus more ob-

lique and evocative. Over the years his

musical style has covered the range of

folk and folk rock while rock, reggae,

and gospel can be heard in his recent

works.

Canadian singer/songwriter Bruce

Cockburn has been making albums

since 1969. An accomplished guitarist,

Cockburn's early music was his own
blend of folk, classical, eastern, and
jazz. Recently he has turned to rock,

new wave, and reggae. He has received

numerous Canadian awards including

Male Vocalist of the Year. He is prob-

ably more well known in Canada, Eu-

rope, and Japan than in the States.

Cockburn's conversion to Christian-

ity in 1973 has been described as "the

end of a long, gradual process of

thought" (Christianity Today). The
expression of his Christianity has been

perceived as intellectual, mystical, and
unorthodox. One reviewer has said

that he "uses Christianity as a solid

footing against the disintegration of

spiritual values in the 20th century"

(Maclean's). While some songs are

overtly Christian in content, most are

personal, poetic reflections on his own
experiences in the contexts of nature,

his relationships, the city, and more re-

cently the Third World. His faith is the

undergirding framework for his ways

of seeing. Stealing Fire, his latest al-

bum, contains several songs concern-

ing the political struggles of Nicaragua,

which he visited last year. He has de-

scribed his work as a "journalistic re-

port on a Christian life . . . [which is]

the aspect intended for the already

converted" and as something that "of-

fers Christianity as a viable intellectual

option to the unconverted" (Radix).

Cockburn seeks to address the ills of

the modern world through the eyes of

faith.

The popularity of the Irish group U2
in the United States is attested to by

their top-40 songs and sell-out con-

certs. Their music comes out of the

punk rock mainstream. The subject of

strife in the world and particularly

Northern Ireland is addressed in their

recent best-seller, War. Being Irish and

of mixed Protestant and Catholic

backgrounds puts the group in a par-

ticularly powerful position to speak on
the futility of war. Commenting on the

group's perspective, lead singer Bono
Vox says:

People would love to sensationalize our be-

liefs until they meant nothing. Three of us

are committed Christians. We refute the be-

lief that man is just a higher stage of ani-

mal, that he has no spirit. I think that when

people start believing that, the real respect

for humanity is gone. You are just a cog

in a wheel, another collection of molecules.

That's half the reason for a lot of pessi-

mism in the world. (Rolling Stone)

The members of U2 say that they are

not members of any church, setting

more value on what they view as the

spiritual implications of Christianity

and not the legislative.

The pressures of being in the lime-

light, of maintaining a consistent qual-

ity of work, and of living consistently

and honestly as Christians in the midst

of an industry so easily characterized

by the pitfalls of idolatry and the abuse

of sexuality and drugs brings home the

precariousness of being in but not of

the world. Time spent on the road

away from families and loved ones and

lack of supportive fellowship are just

a couple of the personal perils con-

fronting these artists. Positively, they

describe and diagnose the sickness of

alienated and lost 20th-century man,
and they try to bring hope in the midst

of crisis. The reason for their hope, as

the concluding lyrics of U2's "Sunday,

Bloody Sunday" cry, is that "The real

battle just begun/ To claim the victory

Jesus won/ On a Sunday, bloody Sun-

day." ffl
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Doing Politics: Five Pitfalls

For Evangelicals

STEPHEN R. KAUFMAN

N

Throughout the continent, we evangel-

icals are responding with a resounding

"Yes!" to the question of the propri-

ety of mixing religion and politics.

Earlier articles in this series have noted

that we should examine political ques-

tions from the perspective of our own
values, and indeed we have done so

with great force from time to time in

our national history.

Two examples of professing Chris-

tians doing politics are Martin Luther
King's Southern Christian Leadership

Conference and Jerry Falwell's Moral
Majority. Their work demonstrates

that Christians (although not always

evangelicals) have been in the fore-

front of efforts to obtain civil rights

for society's disadvantaged and help-

less, both born and unborn.

Yet the ideological distance between

King and Falwell is great enough to in-

dicate that Christians not only disagree

about what true religion is, but have

yet to settle how religion ought to be

mixed with politics.

Generally speaking, the most active

evangelicals on the political landscape

have mixed the two in such a way as

to promote military supremacy as the

keystone of foreign policy and, at

home, limited government safeguard-

ing the rights of individuals.

The final two articles in the "Values
Behind Your Vote" series will address

questions relating to foreign and do-

mestic policy matters. The purpose
here is to consider the predominant
evangelical strategy to effect political

change. That strategy is the targeting

of Christian special interests.

Of course, evangelicals are not alone

in promoting their special interests in

the political arena. The old coalition

The author is a professor of
education at Covenant College,
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politics made famous by Franklin

Roosevelt, in which seemingly dis-

parate groups allied together on a

common ground, is rapidly giving way
to politics by special interest groups.

Business, labor, feminists, educators,

and others are increasingly playing by
the new rules of withholding support

for a candidate until he or she endorses

their political causes.

The lack of social cohesion which
has produced this approach to politics

is regrettable. Perhaps we evangelicals

should pause to consider the conse-

quences before entering into a process

that promotes divisiveness by pitting

one group against another.

The path to justice in politics that

special interest groups follow is beset

.by many difficulties. Let me suggest

five pitfalls we evangelicals must avoid

on the way to promoting our political

causes.

Pitfall #T: Politicizing Everything

Probably there is no better evidence of

the fragmentation in our national life

than the current trend to resolve more
and more social problems in the po-

litical arena. Issues that were once the

province of the home, school, church,

and other mediating institutions are

now being referred to our courts and
legislatures.

Such an approach is replete with

problems. Former California governor

Jerry Brown once remarked that the

state would soon go broke if it had to

provide all the services that the fam-
ily provides. The economic conse-

quence is not the only one; to politicize

all problems is to assume that the state

is their legitimate and competent arbi-

ter. Such an assumption, of course,

can lead only to the growth of govern-

ment at the expense of individual and
institutional rights.

I believe, for example, that the pro-

choice interest group fell into this pit

when it sought redress in the courts

against anti-abortion laws, in order to

resolve the personal, social, and eco-

nomic problems of an unwanted preg-

nancy. To be sure, such problems ex-

ist, and the state along with private

groups may play a role in meeting

those problems. But by allowing the

abortion of the fetus in most circum-

stances, the Supreme Court is pro-

moting a naturalistic conception of

man which not only has dire conse-

quences for the fetus, but may also

ultimately undermine other of our
rights as citizens as well.

Pitfall #2: Equating Immorality, Illegality

Much that is immoral is and ought to

be illegal. Certainly those acts which

injure another person or his property

are included in this category. Yet to

place all immoral acts in this category

would surely backfire, for in order to

remain free to live as we think proper

before God, we have to extend the

same freedom to others.

I may, for example, be offended by
the hedonism and materialism that

permeates much of modern advertis-

ing. But I seek change through the

political process to my own detriment.

Moreover, those of us who seek to ban

all pornography may well ask our-

selves if we wouldn't be better served

by turning to the church rather than

the state to address this problem. Let

us retain freedom of expression for all

so that the church may proclaim its

healing message to our egocentric age.

God will deal with those who don't

listen.

Pitfall #3: Holding a Dualistic Worldview

How well does our evangelical political

thinking reflect the Biblical principle

of the lordship of Christ over all of

life? If we focus solely on matters of

personal morality, we may be reneging

on our responsibility as stewards over

all of God's world.

What, for instance, are we saying

about our environment, about having

compassion for the untold thousands

who die each day of malnutrition and

dehydration, about political refugees

escaping oppression in Ethiopia and

elsewhere, about the deterioration of



our cities, about crime in the streets,

about the economic calamity facing

our farmers, about justice for all in the

work place?

Moreover, what are we doing about

abortion? Are we trapped in another

dualism which prompts us to talk

about its evil, but never moves us to

act on what we are saying? In any case,

what we say and do about abortion

will take on added credibility before

the watching world if it is part of a full-

orbed platform for cultural renewal

committed to social, economic, and
political justice for all.

Pitfall #4; Being Sincere, But Wrong

One very real possibility for us to con-

sider is that some of our political

views, however earnestly held, are

wrong. Although we would not easily

admit this possibility, the lessons of

history instruct us that Christians can

be wrong in their political thinking,

sometimes with tragic results. We
needn't go back to the Inquisition, or

to Europe's religious wars, to look for

examples. The central event of our

own national life, the Civil War, pro-

vides many of them.

The Civil War so polarized thought

that preachers from both North and
South interpreted events so as to

reduce God to their own tribal deity.

Lost was the notion that man exists to

serve God, as preachers rushed to

point out that God served the Northern
cause, or the Southern cause.

Of the South, Northern preacher

Henry Ward Beecher declared: "I

thank them that they took another flag

to do the Devil's work, and left our
flag to do the work of God" (Conrad
Cherry, ed., God's New Israel:

Religious Interpretations ofAmerican
Destiny. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice Hall Inc., 1971).

In a similar way, Southern preacher

Benjamin Palmer invoked God's aid:

"We have ... in the institution of
slavery a great central fact, living and
embodied, listing itself up from the

bed of history as the mountain cliff

from the bed of the deep, blue sea; and
in defending it against the assaults of
'rose-water philanthropy,' we may . . .

feel the support of God's immovable
providence" (Cherry, God's New Is-

rael).

Clearly, zeal for a cause can cloud
our thinking to the point that we
replace our allegiance to God with

God's allegiance to our cause. When

that happens, Lincoln's suggestion that

the war was a plague on both houses

for the sins of the past tends to fall on
deaf ears. Certainly we are not exempt

from the temptation of misplaced al-

legiance as we promote our own causes

today.

Pitfall #5: Creating a Civil Religion

This pitfall is reserved for those who
don't learn the lesson of the previous

one. A civil religion goes beyond a mis-

placed zeal to a virtual replacement of

Christianity with a new religion. Will

Herberg has identified civil religion as

the uncritical validation of culture and
society in which "God is conceived as

man's 'omnipotent servant,' faith as a

sure-fire device to get what we want"
(Will Herberg, Protestant-Catholic-

Jew. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday &
Co. Inc., 1960). We evangelicals will

surely want to distance ourselves from
this aberration of Christianity.

Yet the legacy of the Civil War again

demonstrates the possibility that na-

tional division over a social issue can

result in the complete reversal of the

belief that man exists to serve God. In

the following statement by Civil War-
era governor John L. Pettus of Missis-

sippi, the events of the war are charac-

terized in a way that properly may be

regarded as blasphemous:

Mississippi must go down into Egypt [join

the Confederacy] while Herod rules in Judea

[Lincoln in Washington). . . . And when in

after years it shall be told you that they

[Republicans] who sought the life of this

Prince of Peace [slavery] . . . are dead, you
may come up out of Egypt [rejoin the

Union] and realize all the fond hopes of

. . . peace on earth and good will among
men (C. C. Goen, "Broken Churches,

Broken Nation," Church History, March
1983).

Conclusion

The above illustrations from the Civil

War are striking because they bear

testimony of an age not totally unlike

our own. Both then and now, a great

social issue dominated the nation's

thinking. Both then and now, the issue

divided the nation's people.

It should give us pause today to re-

flect on the sins of our brothers and
sisters of the Civil War era on both

sides. We should not forget that the

sins of misplaced allegiance and blas-

phemy were committed in the pursuit

of what they believed to be a righteous

cause, a cause in which the Almighty
would surely support them.

Today as we affirm the humanity of

the fetus, as others before us affirmed

the humanity of the slave, let us do so

with humility, recognizing our own fal-

libility. I rather suspect that the Devil

would like nothing more than for us

to believe that all the sinners are on the

other side of the issue.

I also suspect that if we evangelicals

are able to avoid all the political pit-

falls besetting our path, we may find

our special interests undergoing a

change. We may find ourselves mov-
ing beyond a narrowly defined agenda

to embrace the all-encompassing man-
date of the One who told us to do
justice, to love mercy, and to walk

humbly before him. Perhaps the Lord
will be pleased to effect that change in

us. rs
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing: Opportunities in Cash Savings

Our fourth article

on investing will

discuss the option

of placing money
in a variety of

cash accounts as a

means of prepar-

ing for retirement.

Having examined the Social Security

system, investing in common stocks,

and purchasing fixed income securities

(preferred stocks and corporate govern-

ment bonds), we will now examine one
of the very oldest forms of accumulat-

ing wealth—savings in a cash account

or "near cash" form.

The "conventional wisdom" of put-

ting savings into cash accounts has

changed three times in our nation's

history, and the fourth major change

is now fully upon us. There was a long

period at the beginning of our nation's

history when banks were privately

owned, local in character, and unregu-

lated. Failures were common; curren-

cies were not standardized between

banks; and therefore many people kept

their money in gold and silver coins

which they hid under the hearth or

buried in the floor of the barn. The
conventional wisdom was not to trust

the banks with your savings.

Banking changed. National banks

were formed; currencies became stan-

dardized; interest could be earned on
deposits', and finally, deposits were in-

sured. The opening of savings accounts

became popular—the new conven-

tional wisdom. (After all, even our

Lord had told the foolish steward with

one talent that he should not have bur-

ied it, but put it out to earn interest.

Matt. 25:24-27.)

This second period of conventional

wisdom extended from 1890 to 1950.

1 remember my grandfather selling his

retail business in the 1930's and put-

ting the proceeds in the bank to earn

interest. He received 1 Vi °7o on his sav-

The author, Richard Chewning, is

professor of Business Administra-
tion at the University of Richmond.

ings and lived on the income. That was
the "way to go" in those days. But in-

terest on savings remained artificially

low. Eventually, the effects of inflation

and the opportunities available in other

investment alternatives—stocks, real

estate, etc.—rendered this form of in-

vestment imprudent. So the third peri-

od of conventional wisdom (1950-

1980), that renounced cash savings as

a "smart" use of excess funds, was

begun and has influenced most of the

people living today.

I would suggest that the time has

come for us to reevaluate this third

stage of conventional wisdom—cash

A new conven-
tional wisdom
needs to be
considered.

accounts are not "good investments."

Some structural changes have occurred

in our money system that make cash

accounts very viable options today.

Deregulation in the financial markets

has opened the doors for small savers

(investors) to enjoy sizeable returns on

their savings that heretofore were on-

ly open to wealthy investors with large

sums of money. Prudence and good
common sense are still required, but

good opportunities are now available

for the small investor in cash savings.

Passbook savings and excess cash

kept in interest-bearing checking ac-

counts are still not a good investment.

The rate of return (interest paid) is too

low. But certificates of deposit (CDs)
of a one to two year duration which
are available at your savings and loan

association or bank are good sources

of "real income" that can be rein-

vested to gain the advantages of com-
pounding. U.S. Treasury Bills also pay
a good return on your investment and
are as secure as any investment avail-

able. And, if carefully selected with

regard to their basic security, there are

a number of good money market ac-

counts available to the small investor.

The key to choosing between the

various cash accounts—certificates of

deposit, Treasury Bills, and money
market accounts—is the spread be-

tween the rate of inflation and the in-

terest rate offered. The differential is

the "real earnings." When inflation is

heating up and interest rates are climb-

ing, get in short-term cash
instruments—six months to one year

maximum. If the rates on "money
market" accounts are paying 5% more
than their previous low, and still ris-

ing, they are a good place to be, for

they are the most sensitive to changes

in the market rates. This allows you to

take advantage of any additional in-

creases in the market rates of interest.

When "money market" rates decline

as much as 2°7o below their last high

point on the interest rate cycle, con-

sider moving out of the money market

accounts and getting into one-year

Treasury Bills, two-year Treasury

Notes, or certificates of deposit with

one to two year maturities.

Safe cash accounts that can earn you
2 Vi% to 4% more than the rate of in-

flation are available and will be

available in all probability for years to

come. As long as this is so, they are

good options to consider. A new con-

ventional wisdom needs to be con-

sidered, but as in all investments, first

examine the risk. Not all cash accounts

are safe either. Many are. Be prudent;

be wise; and remember, you are but a

steward seeking to be responsible. Be
glad that there is yet a greater treasure

in heaven. 13
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to cultural thought all along the line.

It's difficult to think what could be a

greater disaster in our day.

One thing that characterized Dr.

Schaeffer's total ministry was the

compassionate way he dealt with

those caught in the treadmill of socie-

ty. I'm not sure that I hear such a

strong compassionate note in what
Franky Schaeffer is saying. If it isn't

there in any pronounced way, I be-

lieve it should be. How we say what
we say is extremely important.

—James A. Hughes
Ottawa, Ontario

IN SUPPORT OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

In "Being Parents of Children in Pub-

lic Elementary School" Jodie Parker

argues that her children seem "more
able to identify and stand against the

breaking of God's Ten Command-
ments than to deal with the legalism,

materialism, self-righteousness, and

isolation from the world" in some
Christian settings. These "subtle

evils," as she calls them, as well as the

"obvious evils" of a public school set-

ting will face the child the rest of his

or her life. What better place to con-

front them, and at what better age,

than in a place where he or she can be

surrounded by Christian teachers that

support the views of the Christian par-

ents?

I am a teacher at a Christian school

in St. Louis, not far from where Jodie

Parker lives. Our staff, by God's

grace, works hard to teach our children

to become "critical thinkers and eval-

uators." We see our task to be one of

sharpening their spiritual skills so that

their basic human responsibilities, their

academics, and even their future ca-

reers can be scrutinized, perfected and

carried out on the basis of the Scrip-

tures. And because our student body
and faculty are made up of sinners, we,

too, right here at school have many
"conversations about sin" and Satan's

work in our midst. And our students

are learning, and sometimes fail, to

stand up for what is right but is not

popular. But all these things happen in

the context of a Christian family

—

growing, struggling, learning together

—finding out what it means to be a

light in a dark world. I believe that

when our students are in the class-

room, or in the counselor's office, or

in some tough discipline situation, they

are receiving an important message of
consistency and concern from home
and school: "This Christianity is so im-
portant and so pervasive that my par-

ents have invested in teachers who be-

lieve the same Scriptures— it affects

everything I do!"
The world is every bit as much

"upon" us here in this school as else-

where. The real difference, we hope, is

that when sin and temptation confront

our students, the instruction and direc-

tion we have given will become mean-
ingful, and that our "community" will

help a struggling or faltering member
back to his feet. A small example
comes from our administration. When
one of our students is disciplined by
suspension, the headmaster reports it

to the student body, with wisdom and
discretion. Then each class takes a few

minutes to pray for that student. Just

in that instance, I believe our students

are taught a great deal about discipline,

love, forgiveness, and restoration.

(And it has greatly reduced the gossip

circuit, too!)

I'm inviting Jodie Parker to visit our
school anytime. I think she would be

encouraged.

—Sara Drexler

St. Louis, Mo.

RESULT OF YEARS OF STUDY

John Mason's use of insinuation in

his review of Schaeffer's The Great

Evangelical Disaster (April 25, 1984),

makes it hard to respond to his ar-

ticle. My impression is that, accord-

ing to Mason, Evangelical Disaster is

irrelevant, unnecessary, confusing

and without documentation, and

therefore not worth reading. I hope

that this review will not keep people

from reading this book.

Schaeffer deals with ideas because

ideas are at the root of behavior.

Books concerning these ideas may
have been written by other authors,

but in this book Schaeffer makes the

message available to an even wider

audience. Despite Mason's comments

ibout the form of the book, this was

not some book that was just thrown

together to beat a deadline; it is the

result of years of observation and

study. Schaeffer did say that this

book needs to be read in the light of

all his works.

The statement which Mason made
that causes me the most concern is

one regarding page 34 of the book in
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which he states that Schaeffer "as-

sumes the battle for truth in the pulpit

is decisive for the life of the nation."

Is this a wrong assumption? See II

Chron. 7:14 which says, "If my peo-

ple, which are called by my name,
shall humble themselves and pray and

seek my face, and turn from their

wicked ways, then will I hear from
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and
will heal their land." That clearly

puts the responsiblity for the condi-

tion of a nation on God's people

whom he has placed in that society.

Pastors (priests, shepherds, watch-

men, prophets) are responsible to

proclaim truth which leads to life. I

might add that, in the same way, the

movie review by Stephen Lutz failed

to see the relationship of the nation's

health to that of the spiritual health

of the church.

Is Schaeffer's focus on the Refor-

mation fuzzy or is John Mason (like

many other critics) just trying to con-

fuse the issue?

—William S. Dedrick

Port Angeles, Wash.

NOT DONATIST HERESY

Richard Lovelace's desire for renewal

within the mainline denominations, as

well as his constant exhortations to

peace and unity are important em-
phases for many who labor within

those denominations. I am particular-

ly encouraged by the fact that Dr.

Lovelace has his largest influence for

renewal within my own denomination,

PCUSA.
I have been aware of the tragic con-

sequences of schism on the reputation

of Christ's church since hearing a pro-

fessor of mine at the University of

Wisconsin, Robert Kingdon, renowned
Calvin scholar, make the statement

that, historically speaking, the defin-

itive characteristic of Protestantism

has been schism. It continues to be a

sad fact of life in the Protestant tradi-

tion that we divide ourselves into com-
peting organizations at alarming rates.

This must stop. It strikes me as unfair,

however, for Dr. Lovelace to engage

in name-calling as he seeks to call us

to unity. More specifically, to imply
that those who do separate are guilty

of the Donatist heresy is not just un-

fair, but inaccurate (June 13, 1984).

The Donatists' main concern was
the validity of sacraments administered

by those who had sinned through com-
promising their Christian faith in the

face of persecution. The Donatists

claimed not only that all sacraments

administered by these people were in-

valid, but also that all those who
fellowshipped with the compromisers

were themselves equally infected. (This

would be similar to the teaching of

"second-degree separation" today.)

The Donatists therefore viewed them-

selves as the only true church. They
even required rebaptism as a condition

of membership in their own fellow-

ship.

Clearly the Donatist heresy should

not be applied directly or indirectly to

those today who have left the mainline

denominations. Those who have with-

drawn, to the best of my knowledge,

do not claim that the denomination

they join is the only true church. They
do not, as far as I know, require the

rebaptism of those who join their fel-

lowship, and most important, histor-

ically, they do not claim that all the

sacraments administered by other

denominations (particularly the de-

nomination they have left) are invalid.

Having recently taken several

courses under Dr. Lovelace at Gordon-
Conwell Theological Seminary, I know
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that he considers the Donatist heresy

to have a significant teaching potential

for those who have made a decision to

separate. It seems to me that a much
more charitable view of these brothers

and sisters is in order.

Augustine warned against the exclu-

sionary spiritual pride of the Donatists.

He also warned the church against ac-

cepting any Donatist as a brother in

Christ, since in his view their ec-

clesiology contradicted Christian faith.

I wonder whether Dr. Lovelace is

prepared to cut off, in a similar

fashion, all those who have withdrawn

from the mainline denominations. I

hope not.

—(Rev.) Timothy B. Bayly

Pardeeville, Wis.

SEPARATION NOT WHOLE ANSWER

The articles pro and con "separation"

in the June 13 Journal were interest-

ing, not so much for what they said

that was right but in what they said

that was wrong.

I would disagree with Dr. Lovelace

in his statements that the Donatists

and the Anabaptists were advocating

separation in the sense of what Pres-

byterianism has suffered in this cen-

tury. I see both of these Protestant or

reform movements as being primarily

against the un-Biblical and unaccept-

able sacralism of both Augustine and

Calvin. For, like it or not, Calvin was

a thoroughgoing Catholic.

I would disagree with Dr. Knight

when he bases his appeal to leave the

liberalism and socialism of the old de-

nominations on Acts 19 and II Corin-

thians 6. In Acts 19, Paul was sep-

arating from Jews who had heard the

truth of their Messiah and had re-

jected him. In II Corinthians, Paul
was urging separation of believers

from the mystery religions, the

modern revival of which we see most

notably in Freemasonry. Before Dr.

Knight further advocates migration

to the PCA, I suggest he urge his

brethren to come out from the oc-

cultism of Freemasonry and the

Islamic Shrine.

Since the apostasy of the 4th cen-

tury and the surrender of the church

to the Constantinian change and the

curse of baptized heathen and
"Christian" sacralism, the church

has had a long road back. And while I

agree with the separatists that the ills

and evils of the PCUSA are many and
grievous, I also agree with Dr. Love-

lace that another sectarian separation
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is not necessarily the answer.

Has anyone tried prayer?

—John Boatright

Memphis, Tenn.

ABOUT THE BIBLE PRESBYTERIANS

I enjoy reading the Journal regularly,

and I appreciate the good coverage you
recently gave to the general assemblies

of the various Presbyterian denomina-

tions. I kept hoping to see a small ar-

ticle about the Bible Presbyterian Syn-

od. We are a minor denomination, but

we are still around, and we had our

Synod in Tacoma, Washington, June
7-13. There were 83 voting delegates at

the Synod. The next synod of the Bi-

ble Presbyterian Church was set to

meet in Nashville, Tennessee in August

of 1985. Among others, resolutions

were passed concerning the U.S. am-
bassador to the Vatican, abortion, a

day of prayer and fasting, and evan-

gelism and church growth.

Thanks again for the Journal. Keep
up the good work!

—(Rev.) Marshall C. St. John
Concord, N.C.

PRESENT DANGER UNITES

In centuries past, our Presbyterian and
Anglican spiritual fathers did about as

much as they could to ensure the ex-

tinction of one another's version of the

faith. But, since your August 22 edi-

torials on "equal access" and silent

prayer, I am even gladder they all

failed. In our essential unity on the

Person and Work of Christ, we have

always been one. Please God, as C. S.

Lewis wrote, we may strive to be

"mere Christians" as well as "mere-

ly" reformed or "merely" episcopal.

If our present danger (since Bob Jones

determined that government is the fi-

nal arbiter of which church measures

up to "public policy") does not galva-

nize all traditional believers, then I sus-

pect nothing ever will. But I see en-

couraging signs all over this country

and abroad. In spite of the takeover of

so many ecclesiastical structures and
institutions by the Spirit of the Age,

God is not mocked, nor is the Holy
Ghost without witness. He is working

a revival in his people, and I thank

God that revival includes the Presby-

terian faith and church of my youth.

Keep up the good work!

—Louis E. Traycik, Editor

Christian Challenge

Austin, Tex.

FOR SHORTER GENERAL ASSEMBLY

I take issue with Joel Belz's comments
in "Lightening the Load" (July 4th

and 1 1th) that "One of the more pre-

posterous proposals at the Twelfth

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church in America in Baton Rouge
was that future assemblies be limited

to just three days of business." I cer-

tainly would not try to "re-write the

Westminster Confession" on my way
to work; however, I have in a few min-

utes worked up a tentative docket for

a three-day assembly which I think is

completely workable and gives as

much time to the assembly business as

was devoted to business in the Baton
Rouge assembly. It would require that

a few commissioners not monopolize
the debate and allow issues that have

been voted on to rest until another

assembly. It would also require that

the committees of commissioners be a

little more diligent in preparing their

reports.

It is also noteworthy that at the pre-

sent time the assembly is not a five-day

assembly but rather a four-and-a-half-

day assembly and that the opening

worship service communion and the

like took approximately two hours, so

that we did not really start business un-

til about 3 o'clock the first afternoon.

By Friday morning, approximately

half of the commissioners had already

left, which certainly meant that Friday

was not a day of a real deliberative as-

sembly. Quite frankly, a number of the

commissioners to the Twelfth General

Assembly spent one day of assembly

time in New Orleans attending the

World's Fair. If we had a three-day as-

sembly, I believe most of the commis-
sioners would spend their entire three

days tending to church business.

My proposed docket shows the elec-

tion of a moderator designate toward

the close of the assembly for the next

assembly. I certainly think that this

would expedite matters and assist the

moderator in doing a better job.

Teaching elders fail to realize that

most of them get a month's vacation

and that general assembly is not in-

cluded in their vacation time while rul-

ing elders, as a rule, are lucky to have

two weeks of vacation time every year,

and the general assembly is part of

their vacation time.

—Howard Q. Davis, Jr.

Indianola, Miss.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Household of Faith
FOR OCTOBER 7, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Romans 12:9-21;

Galatians 6:1-18

Key verses: Romans 12:9-13; Galatians

6:1-10

Devotional reading: Galatians 5:6-24

Memory selection: Galatians 6:10

INTRODUCTION

This lesson begins a series of studies on
Paul's writing about daily living. We
start with a study of his teaching about

the household of faith, looking at

Paul's writing on daily Christian

living among believers.

Love of the

1 Brethren
Romans 12:9-16

Paul immediately exhorts his readers

to maintain love without hypocrisy.

This implies that because of the

weakness of the flesh, it is easy to be

hypocritical about our love toward one

another. It is easy to say with the

mouth what we do not sincerely feel in

our hearts.

The reality of hypocrisy comes out

most clearly in the home. In Deuter-

onomy 6, the Lord showed the people

that they must love the Lord with their

whole heart. He showed that they must

not just say to their children that they

love the Lord but must show it daily

Subscribe
Subscribe to The Presbyterian Journal

and keep up-to-date with 50 news and
issues filled magazines a year. For one
year send $12 and your mailing address

to: The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box
2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

in all they did and planned.

Love of one another is to be shown
by tender affection for others, as we
honestly desire their honor before our

own.

We have seen how Paul taught

readers to expect difficult times in this

world as they lived in bodies which

were not yet redeemed and in a world

ruled by Satan.

Under such circumstances it is easy

to become slothful rather than diligent

in the work the Lord has given us to

do. To be diligent and not slothful we
must remember that we are serving the

Lord and not men (v. 11).

We must also remember that tribula-

tion will come but not be troubled by
this. We are to remember that Christ

has overcome this world in which we
suffer.

As we suffer for Christ's sake, there-

fore, we are to rejoice in hope, know-
ing that one day all of the suffering will

be ended and we will be given new and
redeemed bodies. This will enable us

to be patient and steadfast in the task

the Lord has given us to do (v. 12).

But we are to do more than merely

hold on. Positively, we are to be ac-

tively doing good. Communicating to

the necessities of the saints means that

we are to be seeking ways of helping

those fellow believers who have needs

greater than our own. One way that we
can do this is by showing hospitality

to others, welcoming believers into our

homes for Christ's sake, sharing with

them whatever blessings the Lord has

given us.

Some church members will not do
good to us in return, but may even

persecute us for our commitment to

Jesus. Never mind, we are not to strike

back at them but bless them even while

they seek to hurt us.

In our love for one another, we must

be flexible, not letting our personal

feelings get in the way. Sometimes, in

loving others, we will have to rejoice

in their joy even when we are broken-

hearted. Sometimes, in loving them,

we will have to weep with them even

when we feel joyful in our own hearts

(v. 15).

We are to be humble in mind as

Christ was (see Phil. 2:5-7). The thing

that will most prevent us from love of

the brethren is our own vain pride (v.

16). To love others we must view them
as better than ourselves and be willing

to humble ourselves that they may be

exalted.

QUESTIONS

1. What are some times when my
love has been hypocritical?

2. When was the last time I rejoiced

with another believer while my heart

was breaking?

Peace Toward

2 All
Romans 12:17-21

Believers must show their love beyond
the household of faith. We live in a

hostile world where, the more con-

sistently we seek to live for Christ, men
will wish to do us much harm. They
are servants of Satan, while we are ser-

vants of God.
Repeatedly in the Bible, the Lord

warns us not to fight against the world

with the world's kind of weapons. We
are not to strike back at the world

when it strikes at us.

Even in the face of evil words

spoken to us, we are to think of that

which is honorable to do—honorable

in the sight of God and man.
Our guiding principle is to seek

peace with all men, if that is possible.

Sometimes peace is not possible, when
men refuse to accept the fact that we
serve Christ or seek to force us not to

serve him.

But even then, we are not to avenge

ourselves. We know that the Lord is

in charge and that even if our tor-

mentors kill us, we are still in God's
hands. He can keep us alive if he
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desires, as he did the three friends of

Daniel (Dan. 3).

Knowing that men are all under the

wrath of God and will ultimately face

his judgment, we must understand

that now is the time for us to seek to

bring them from evil into the saving

grace of God. We are to do good to

our enemy so that, seeing the good, he

may repent of his evil and believe in

the Christ we serve. Satan cannot easi-

ly cope with Christian love.

It is better to heap coals of fire on
the head of the enemy now than to

allow him to go ignorantly into the

judgment of hell.

The promise of Paul is that evil is

often overcome by good in this world

and that surely, in the last day, all evil

will be overcome by the good of our

Lord Jesus Christ.

QUESTIONS
1 . When was the last time you struck

out at another person who had
wronged you?

2. Can you remember a time when
you overcame evil with good?

Being

3 Responsible
Galatians 6:1-6

One of the blessings of being in the

household of faith is that we can gain

so much from one another in help and
support and encouragement.

Whenever one of us is overcome in

any sin—and who has not been at

some time?—then we need to know
that we have the support of the Chris-

tian community, not by condoning our

sin but by trying to help us deal with it.

Paul is speaking here of the spiri-

tually strong and the spiritually weak.
The strong ought to help the weak and
not take advantage of them (Rom.
15:1-2).

James said much the same thing

(Jas. 5:13-20). Both call for believers

to be concerned about the spiritual

state of others and to get involved in

helping them, but without boasting or

condemning.

This is what Paul means when he

speaks of our bearing one another's

burdens. We fulfill the law of love, the

greatest commandment of all.

To exalt yourself over others when
they have stumbled or to take delight

in their stumbling is to invite disaster

in your own life. To think that we

never need the help of others in living

and coping with this life is to deceive

ourselves and shut ourselves off from

one of the main resources of strength

that God has provided.

Paul does not wish to be misunder-

stood, however. He is not teaching that

we should expect others to do the work
we ought to do or take advantage of

the goodness of others. We each have

responsibilities; we ought not expect

others to do what we neglect to do just

because they are Christian brothers or

sisters.

This is what Paul means when he

says that each is to bear his own
burdens. What we see here (vv. 2 and

5) is not a contradiction but a view of

the matter from two different perspec-

tives. From the perspective of the

strong, he is to be concerned for the

weak believer and reach out to help

him any way he can. From the perspec-

tive of the spiritually weak, he is not

to suppose that he can continue to be

negligent. He is to seek to do what he

can and carry the load-in the Christian

community. He is not to take advan-

tage of the caring brother.

Paul is not implying that those who
give themselves to the teaching and
preaching of the Word ought also to

go out and work in the world to earn

their keep. He reminds them that it is

the duty of those who are taught

spiritual truth from God's Word to

support those who teach and their

families so that they can give their full

time to this task (v. 6).

QUESTIONS
1. Have I ever known the Christian

community to reach out and help me
in need?

2. Have I ever, as a part of the

Christian community, reached out to

help another believer in some spiritual

need?

Being4 Steadfast
Galatians 6:7-10

Paul reminds the Galatians (and us)

that prosperity in the Christian life will

depend on commitment to the Lord.

The way of the flesh (pleasing our-

selves) is the way of the world. To live

in the flesh is to live in the world and
in its ways. No believer ought to do
this. We are to live by the Spirit con-

trolling the will of the flesh and bring-

ing the flesh under the control of

Christ and his Word.
Though most of us say that we want

to live by the Spirit and not the flesh,

we often fall into the trap of listening

to the desires of the flesh rather than

the desires of the spirit that has been

redeemed.

Paul exhorts us not to be weary in

well-doing. In the world it may seem

at times that our commitment to Christ

and efforts on behalf of him and his

church is not getting us anywhere. But

our rewards are not to be looked for

in this world. In due time we will reap,

even if we do not see many results in

this world and time.

Paul concludes the whole matter by

exhorting us again to do what is good
toward all men (believers and unbe-

lievers). But in particular, we are to do
good toward those who believe. We
are to be our brother's keeper!

QUESTIONS

1. Have you ever despaired of do-

ing good because your work in the

church did not seem to be appreciated?

2. How does the Spirit help us in be-

ing all that Paul calls us to be? SI
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Geneva . . . quality education from a
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
FOR PREACHERS AND TEACHERS

Periodic Sale Sheet of both out-of-print and

hard to find in-print expository sermon

books, sermon outlines, and commentaries.

Get your FREE copy: Norm Burleson, Book-

seller, Box 15007-PJ, Spartanburg, SC 29302.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-

ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, 1 do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

CHURCHESHnHHI
MARYLAND'S EASTERN SHORE.

Delmarva Presbytery (PCA) will attempt to

establish churches in the southern part of the

Del.-Md. peninsula. If you can supply names

and addresses of relatives or friends please

send them to DMV/MNA, 231 -A West Ti-

monium Road, Timonium, MD 21093 or call

(301) 252-5187.

NORTH CHICAGO Trinity Presbyterian

Church (OPC). Proclaiming God's Word
and God's grace, providing a fellowship of

loving concern. Calvin Knox Cummings,
Pastor. Phone (312) 539-2902.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday

School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

PITTSBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North

Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1 :00 a.m. and

7 p.m. Dr. George W. Fincke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Fincke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

ECUADOR 84: A PCA church, Cristo Vive,

and a mission, Luz del Valle, exist, and will

increase with your prayer. For favor, as often

as our Lord brings us to mind, Pray.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

FOR SALE\

Riveroaks Reformed
Presbyterian Church (PCA)

Memphis, Tennessee

FOR SALE
First Mortgage Church Bonds

12% and 13% with ACCRUED Interest

Good investment, Children's Education and

IRA Accounts.

Excellent opportunity for a good return while

your money is doing the Lord's work.

For information please write to:

Riveroaks Reformed Presbyterian Church

P.O. Box 17651, Memphis, TN 38187; OR
Call (901) 767-4012

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-

HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261 A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

A LOT IN RIDGE HAVEN, one of the

highest, Lot H 39, on the crest of Panther

Ridge. Call (404) 322-3965.

PEOPLEHHHn
WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member

PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will be

a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720

Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should

have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send

resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and
board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 10335 Vi Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

BUSINESS/OFFICE MANAGER.
Dynamic Atlanta-based Christian communi-
cations and publishing ministry seeks busi-

ness/office manager. Strong administrative

background required, some accounting ex-

perience preferred. Must be committed to a

Reformed world and life view. Excellent op-

portunity with a growing organization. Salary

range $16,000-$20,000. Call or send resume:

American Vision; (404) 256-3978; P.O. Box

720515, Atlanta, GA 30328.

PCA CHURCH of 100 members in Denver

area seeking pastor. Those interested contact

Covenant Presbyterian Church, West 44th

and Ingalls Street, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033.

(303) 424-8889.

services mmmmmmamam
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

1§ .

cAiM<x,/wm

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or

large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. Write: Classifieds,

The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802; or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Jesus Testifies to the Bible as the Very Word ofGod

PLATFORM PLANK NO. 5

By the time described in chapter 5 of

John's Gospel, Jesus' healing on the

Sabbath and his claiming of God as his

own Father had aroused the opposition

of the religious leadership in Jerusa-

lem. The dispute boiled down to the is-

sue of Jesus' authority.

"If I testify about myself, my testi-

mony is not valid," Jesus said in verse

31.

But there was external testimony:

John the Baptist. "You have sent to

John and he has testified to the truth.

Not that I accept human testimony:

but I mention it that you may be

saved" (verses 33-34).

Then there was even weightier testi-

mony to Jesus' authority: the very

works that he was performing. His

commission and the performance of it

testified that the Father had sent him
(verse 36).

But the climactic testimony was that

of the Father himself, whose word did

not dwell in Jesus' opponents, for they

did not believe him; but it was avail-

able to them in the Scriptures: "You
diligently study the Scriptures because

you think that by them you possess

eternal life. These are the Scriptures

that testify about me, yet you refuse

to come to me to have life" (verses

37-40).

The clincher for Jesus was the Scrip-

tures as the written word of God. Not
he, but Moses would be their accuser

before God: "If you believed Moses,
you would believe me, for he wrote
about me. But since you do not believe

what he wrote, how are you going to

believe what I say?" (verses 46-47).

Jesus clearly believed and declared

that the Scriptures of the Old Testa-

ment were the written word of God
and thus completely true and thor-

oughly reliable. Those who claimed to

be Jesus' followers must certainly be-

lieve the same. It is not just that Jesus
was being agreeable to the commonly
held beliefs of the day. No, Jesus pro-

claimed: "Do not think that I have

come to abolish the Law or the Proph-

ets"—that is, the Old Testament Scrip-

tures
—

"I have not come to abolish

them but to fulfill them. I tell you the

truth, until heaven and earth disap-

pear, not the smallest letter, not the

least stroke of a pen, will by any means
disappear from the Law until every-

thing is accomplished" (Matt. 5:17-18).

Thus it was with the utmost solemnity

that Jesus testified to the authority of

Scripture, and adherence to its precepts

went beyond conformity to the culture

of the day, for it was to produce a righ-

teousness surpassing that of the scribes

and Pharisees (verse 20).

But what of the New Testament?

Jesus promised his most intimate fol-

lowers that he would send them from
the Father the Spirit of truth, who
would testify about him (John 15:26).

This Spirit of truth would also guide

them into all truth, and he would tell

them what is yet to come (16:13). The
apostles themselves later indicated that

they were both eyewitnesses of the

matters they described and were di-

rected by the Holy Spirit (II Peter

1:16-21; I John 1:1-3; 4:1-6). Paul de-

fended his apostolic authority in both

Galatians and II Corinthians, and he

could assert to the Thessalonians:

"When you received the word of God,
which you heard from us, you accept-

ed it not as the word of men, but as

it actually is, the word of God,which
is at work in you who believe" (I

Thess. 2:13). And so Peter could clas-

sify the letters of Paul with "the other

Scriptures" (II Peter 3:16), recogniz-

ing them as carrying the same authori-

ty as the writings of the prophets and
the other apostles.

The church's understanding through

at least 18 centuries has been that the

Bible has unique authority as the infal-

lible word of God. The medieval church

developed tradition which claimed to

be an authoritative interpretation of

the uniquely authoritative Scripture.

And then there was papal authority,

which could conveniently interpret

both tradition and Scripture, thus su-

perseding their authority. But when the

16th-century Protestant Reformers
challenged the authority of popes and
councils by standing for the authority

of Scripture alone, there was really no
dispute over the infallibility of the

Bible.

It was only in the 19th century that

orthodox Christians felt the need, over

against scientific criticism of the Scrip-

tures from both outside and also inside

the church, to develop such termino-

logy as "the inerrancy of the Scriptures

in the original manuscripts." Such a

view, however, is perfectly consistent

with the testimony of the Westminster

divines, whose strong affirmation is

that the Scriptures are "the very word
of God" (Larger Catechism, Nos.4

and 157), with the testimony of Luther

and Calvin, with the testimony of the

church fathers, and most importantly

with the testimony of the apostles and
prophets and of our Lord Jesus Christ

himself.

We are no more ashamed to declare

"the Bible says" than the prophets

were to proclaim "thus saith the

Lord" or than Jesus was to say "it is

written." As the very word of God, the

Bible is as truthful and as totally reli-

able in all that it intends to convey as

the sovereign God who is its author.

Belief of God's word is only the be-

ginning, however. Obedience of it is

the real test. Indeed obedience is the

test of whether we have really believed

it. We are really no different from the

religious people of Jesus' day who
broke the command of God, or nulli-

fied the word of God, for the sake of

tradition. We are no different from the

religious people of Josiah's day who
discovered the law of God, unread for

so many years, right in the temple of

the Lord. We need to be like David,

who made the word of God his medita-

tion day and night.

If we believe in the inerrancy of the

Bible—as we should if we are followers

of Jesus—then we need to read it, to

study it, to meditate upon it, and to

obey it. ffl
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE

MO
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MO

When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65% of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for spiritual thinking about critical issues in

our contemporary society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout

Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder

of God and His creation.

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get that little

"more" at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone { L
church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad_

(ovenant
tgflege

Lookout Mountain, TN 37351
Covenant College does not discriminate on

the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.
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LETTER FROM CEA LEADER

I appreciated receiving the Journal to-

day. The question on the cover, 'The
Public Schools—How Can Christians

Affect Them?" is an excellent ques-

tion. Personally, I am happy to see the

question asked.

The body of Christ has not given

this question adequate thought and at-

tention for the past ten years or more.
The response of the body of Christ has

been to pull away totally rather than

seeking positive ways to influence the

public schools.

Several questions that need to be ad-

dressed are:

1. How can the Church effectively

support:

A. the Christian public school

teacher as a missionary in the public

school market place, and
B. the Christian parent whose

children are in the public school

(note—this represents 90% of all

Christian households)?

2. How can Christian parents help

their children survive the public

school?

3. What steps can the Christian

parent take to influence the local

public school and support Christian

public school teachers?

4. How can the Christian public

school teacher relate Judeo-Christian

values in the classroom.

We have developed a seminar to ad-

dress the four questions listed here.

Any organization, church, or conven-

tion wishing to include these topics at

a meeting should contact my office.

Please pray that God will lead and
his will be accomplished in this area.

—Forrest L. Turpen, Executive Dir.

Christian Educators Association

Pasadena, Calif.

ANOTHER FROM NACE LEADER

Thanks for the mention of NACE and
CEA in your August 22 issue. It was
well done!

Our new parents' organization CEE
(Citizens for Excellence in Education)

is having quite an impact on changing

our public schools.

The secular humanist society has

managed to take over public education

from the university down. Our objec-

tive is to return the entire education

system back into the hands of the local

Christian community. A simple major-

ity on a school board (in all 15,700

school districts) will give the Christian

community 100% control of education

again. Dreamer? Not at all! We believe

this is the democratic process and our

Christian commitment to bring moral
and academic excellence (and should

I say, sanity) back to our beloved

country. Our churches can easily do
this—since there are over 120,000

evangelical churches and only 15,700

school districts.

Please pray for our success. It will

give an entirely new ethic and mean-

ing to all 45,000,000 public-school chil-

dren, whom, in effect, the church has

abandoned to the atheist concepts and

socialist politics of the humanists.

—Dr. Robert L. Simonds, Pres.

Nat. Assoc. of Christian Educators

Costa Mesa, Calif.

COMPARABLE WORTH NO THREAT

I would like to mildly protest your

news story on comparability in the Au-
gust 29 Journal. It seems to me that

said story is little more than a rewrite

of a Rockford Institute study. Why not

run the study as an article and let it

stand on its own?
Not everyone maintains that compa-

rability means a secretary will make as

much as a truck driver. What most
people mean by comparability is that

when a woman does the same type of

work as a man she will be paid a com-
parable wage.

When I was a high-school student in

the '60s, the male teacher made more
money than the female ones, a situa-

tion that does not exist today. Do I

hear of anybody who wants to go back

to the old system? Who thinks it would
make families stronger to do so?

—Steve Hines

Hermitage, Tenn.

DEFENSE RATHER THAN JUSTICE

In Prof. Voskuil's otherwise admirable

"Christian Values in Today's Poli-

tics?" we have a faulty premise devel-

oped by a historian talking philosophy

about political science.

The defining characteristic ofa state

is that it provides defense for its mem-
bers. Insofar as the state succeeds, the

result will be peace.

All else is optional. Justice, free

lunch, human rights (sez who?), medi-

care, pie-in-the-sky—these are frills

with which we decorate our states.

Some are provided by idealists, some
by demagogues; all are desirable to or

desired by some segment of the public.

Fine, if you can afford them.
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Your cover says that you bought
Voskuil's premise. George Orwell

would love it; an allegory of Justice be-

ing "adjusted" by the Left. I wonder,
though—is that hand putting in or tak-

ing out?

—Robert T. MacPherson
Watkinsville, Ga.

APPRECIATES RECENT ARTICLES

Thank you for a number of recent ar-

ticles including those on labor relations,

and those by Louis Voskuil. How re-

freshing it is to read a conservative

Christian publication which is present-

ing positive articles, analyzing both

sides of the issue, researching the cul-

tural and historical influences, and set-

ting the stage for us to develop a Chris-

tian world-view. Unfortunately too

much of our agenda has been taken up
with reacting to negative influences,

and not enough to constructing Bibli-

cal alternatives informed by a commit-

ment to the Kingdom. It has become
very easy to score points by hitting the

same targets which bring the same
"Amens"; it is not as easy to develop

a Biblical world-view which is not

merely a pale reflection of the politi-

cal right or left.

Please keep up the good work.

—(Rev.) Stephen M. Clark

Blairstown, N.J.
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mi
I I September 27 is the first day of Rosh Hashanah, or the

new year, for Jewish people. October 6, the tenth day of the month Tishri,

is Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, which is subsequently followed by

Sukkot, or the Feast of Tabernacles, on the 15th to the 22nd of Tishri. As
Moishe Rosen of Jews for Jesus says, "You can wish your Jewish friends

a happy New Year, but never a happy Yom Kippur. Most Jewish people

would be offended or at least puzzled if you wished them a joyous Day of

Atonement because that is a most solemn occasion." For the Biblical basis

for the Day of Atonement, see Leviticus 16, and for all these High Holidays,

see Leviticus 23:23-43 and Numbers 29.

I l Although evangelism to the Jews is as old as the Book
of Acts and was a major impetus from the Puritans behind the modern world

missions movement, the last two decades have seen a remarkable increase

in the number of Jews who have recognized Jesus as Messiah. As Bruce

H. Joffe said in the July 13, 1984 Christianity Today: "More Jewish peo-

ple have accepted Jesus as their Messiah in the past 19 years than in the

last 19 centuries." Although difficult to ascertain, it is estimated that there

are from 30,000 to 100,000 Jews who believe in Jesus. A recent Jews for

Jesus survey calculates that, of those believers indicating their church at-

tendance, 25% are Baptist; 17% are in Messianic Jewish congregations; 11%
Assembly of God; 8% Presbyterian; 5% each in Lutheran, Charismatic,

Community, and Bible churches; 4% Foursquare Gospel; 3% Evangelical

Free and Episcopal churches; and 2°7o each in Roman Catholic, Methodist,

Nazarene, and Church of Christ churches. The Assemblies of God have been

particularly active in Jewish evangelism, and tracts and other materials may
be obtained from their Division of Home Missions, 1445 Boonville Ave.,

Springfield, MO 65802.

I l Other helpful agencies include Jews for Jesus, 60 Haight

Street, San Fransisco, CA 94102; Union of Messianic Jewish Congregations,

2208 Rockland Ave., Rockville, MD 20851; and American Board of Mis-

sions to the Jews, 100 Hunt Road, Orangeburg, NY 10962. If you like gospel

music with an ebullient Yiddish sound, Jews for Jesus' Liberated Wailing

Wall has issued a new record called "Messianic Joy" with more than a dozen
settings of Scriptural texts.

l l In this issue Richard DeRidder of Calvin Seminary de-

scribes eight principles developed by the Christian Reformed Church for

Jewish evangelism and argues that such Biblical principles should make
Reformed and Presbyterian Christians particularly suited for reaching Jewish

neighbors and friends. Moishe Rosen of Jews for Jesus tells what is usually

the underlying problem for Jewish evangelism—and urges that we face this

problem honestly. Marvin Wilson of Gordon College, out of extensive ex-

perience, presents seven practical points for sensitive witnessing to Jewish

people.

I I Insights into Jewish religious life and culture can be gained

from fiction, particularly from the novels of Chaim Potok written between
1967 and 1981, including The Chosen, The Promise, My Name Is Asher
Lev, In the Beginning, and The Book ofLights. The Chosen was made into

a movie. QO
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NEWS OF RELIGION

IRD Asks for New Look at Nicaraguan Situation

WASHINGTON—The Institute on
Religion and Democracy (IRD) here

has called on church groups through-

out the United States to take a fresh

look at politics and religion in Nic-

aragua, free from some of the "special

interests" which might have clouded

the situation on both sides.

The generally conservative IRD
says: "Some Christian leaders have ad-

dressed the crisis in Nicaragua primar-

ily in terms of the national security of

the United States. Others believe that

the churches [here] should assist the

Sandinistas in their announced objec-

tives. There are persons of deep and
genuine Christian conviction on both

sides of this divide."

IRD's challenge has two main objec-

tives:

1) A call to "the great national

forums of Christianity in the U.S."
(the National Council of Churches, the

National Conference of Catholic

Bishops, and the National Association

of Evangelicals) to organize within

themselves "a full and free discussion

of the factual situation in Central

America today."

2) A commitment by the church

groups to sustain "an independent

Christian witness to all the suffering

peoples of Central America"—an ob-

ligation which IRD says should tran-

scend both the geo-political concerns

of the U.S. and all other commitments
of various segments within the

churches.

IRD acknowledges that it "has long

and publicly pressed for the strength-

ening of democratic institutions as the

means of resolving the conflicts of the

region, and we regard Marxism-Lenin-

ism as the most dangerous threat to the

democratic alternative."

But IRD says that for too long,

"what is euphemistically called

'dialogue' about Central America in

many of our churches has been a pro-

cess in which each side is supremely

confident that it knows the truth, and
sees the other to be in great need of

having its consciousness raised. That

debate has been largely sterile."

IRD leaders believe all sides might

be able to accept a central point: the

primary importance of religious free-

dom and the independence of the

churches of Nicaragua and other Cen-
tral American countries.

U.S. churches, says IRD, "must
avoid supporting those in Central

America and elsewhere who commit
abuses against fellow Christians. IRD
has regularly spoken out against finan-

cial support being channeled from
mainline U.S. church groups to causes

backed by the socialist Sandinista

government in Nicaragua. HI
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Maine, Christian Schools,

Reach New Agreement

AUGUSTA, Maine (RNS)—Rep-
resentatives of a number of Christian

day schools in the state of Maine and

the state commissioner of education

have reached an agreement to end a

long-standing dispute over government

regulation of church-affiliated schools.

Under the agreement, directors of

unapproved private schools will volun-

tarily submit annual letters to the com-

missioner declaring that their institu-

tions:

—Provide appropriate instruction in

the basic core curriculum required by

state law (English, math, science,

history, geography, and social studies).

—Employ qualified teachers compe-

tent in their fields.

—Comply with all state and local

fire, health, and safety codes.

—Conduct classes for a minimum of

875 hours a year as mandated by state

law; and
—Provide periodic academic assess-

ments to parents of all students no

fewer than four times a year.

Rev. Herman C. Frankland, a foun-

der of the Maine Association of Chris-

tian Schools, was among those lauding

the new agreement. "They make us

free," he said, "from having to sub-

mit to the commissioner's office the

approval of our teachers and final

authority on our curriculum."

Christian school leaders agreed to

follow the guidelines because "we
want to be good citizens," Frankland

added.

Education commissioner Robert E.

Boose said the agreement would let the

state "get on with the business of
education, not the business of regula-

tion."

Three years ago, the Maine Associa-

tion of Christian Schools sued the state

to prevent the Education Department
from carrying out a threat to shut

down Christian schools which con-

tinued to operate without state ap-

proval. Last December, a federal judge

ruled that the state has no authority to

close unapproved schools. But the

judge said the state could file truancy

charges against parents of students in

such schools.

The new agreement should end the

threat of any such legal action against

parents. QOHi
Terrorism in Peru Mountains

Claiming Lives of Believers

LIMA, Peru—Newspaper and word-

of-mouth reports from the mountain

regions of this country indicate that

Christian believers, including some

close to missionaries of the Pres-

byterian Church in America, have paid

with their lives for their profession.

Missionary Homer Emerson, a

translator here working with the

PCA's Mission to the World, reports:

"Many are said to have been surprised

while in their services and taken out

and killed in cold blood. Six—some
say nine—persons identified as Pres-

byterians were taken out of a prayer

meeting in Huanta and shot."

One of the young men who was

killed had been baptized by PCA mis-

sionary Verne Marshall during a recent

visit to Huanta. Another had planned

soon to enter seminary in Lima.

Evangelical Christians in the area
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have apparently been threatened by
both sides in the continuing political

conflict. Marxist terrorists have
regularly targeted the Christians for

abuse and persecution. But similar

problems have come from regular civil

authorities, some of whom—as

Roman Catholics—have long-standing

grudges against evangelical Protestant

missionaries. "Our missionaries and
the people who have become Chris-

tians through their ministry are just

caught in the middle," said a stateside

observer.

Meanwhile, according to Emerson,
there is "greater interest in the Word
of God and people are flocking to the

churches in Ayacucho and Huanta.
This seems to be the influx of many
believers [fleeing] from the dangerous
conditions in the countryside. We
don't know whether the love of some
will 'grow cold' because of these direct

attacks." DQ

Muzorewa Says Detention

Was Politically Motivated

HARARE, Zimbabwe (RNS)—United
Methodist bishop Abel T. Muzorewa,
released from detention by the Zim-
babwe government, says he believes his

year-long detainment without charge

was politically motivated.

He told a press conference here that

the Zimbabwe government has been

unable to substantiate its allegations

that he has colluded with South Africa.

"The ruling party believed that by
detaining me, they would politically in-

timidate me and my organization," the

bishop said.

Bishop Muzorewa heads the United
Methodist Church in this country, and
served as prime minister in the interim

government of Zimbabwe/Rhodesia.
He said here he was treated well, even
though he was kept in solitary confine-

ment and only questioned the day he
was detained last October.

The 59-year-old churchman was ar-

rested after he returned from a private

visit to Israel for what he called a "Bi-

ble study" trip.

During his trip, Muzorewa urged
that Zimbabwe establish links with

Israel. Zimbabwe's government, how-
ever, headed by prime minister Robert
Mugabe, is a strong critic of Israel, and
has declared support for the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO).
Muzorewa says Mugabe is leading

Zimbabwe to "economic suicide"

through his openly Marxist policies,

and that his own minority opposition

party will make a comeback in next

year's election. Muzorewa's party cur-

rently holds only three of the national

assembly's 100 seats. ED

County Permits Required
For Home Bible Studies

SANFORD, Fla. (RNS)—Members of

the Seminole Baptist Association are

challenging a local zoning restriction

requiring permits for home Bible study

groups.

Volusia County zoning regulations

require that permits be obtained for

religious activities in residential areas,

including the construction of a church.

The Baptist association has no prob-

lem with the permit requirements for

church construction, but objects to re-

quirements for home Bible studies.

"To tell me that I can't do that [con-

duct a Bible study at home] is in viola-

tion of my rights," said George Dunn
of the Baptist association. "My free-

dom of religion is being suppressed."

Zoning officials say home Bible

study groups can be considered as

established religious organizations,

and hence need permits. CD
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7 Love America* PAC
Termed a Washout

LYNCHBURG, Va. (RNS)—Moral
Majority's political action committee,

set up last year to raise money for

political candidates, has instead spent

most of its money on printing, post-

age, and Bibles.

Only $1 of every $9 raised by the "I

Love America" committee has gone to

candidates for office or other political

groups, according to reports filed with

the Federal Election Commission in

Washington.
"It's not going that well," said

Ronald Godwin, Moral Majority's ex-

ecutive vice-president.

Moral Majority itself can't make
political contributions, but the af-

filiated "I Love America" committee
can. Television evangelist Jerry Falwell

is president of both non-profit organ-

izations, and the political action com-
mittee is run out of the same office as

Moral Majority.

The "I Love America" group raised

$485,000 in its first year, but spent

$413,000 raising it.

Godwin said fund raising techniques

which have worked well for Moral Ma-
jority and Falwell's television pro-

gram, the "Old Time Gospel Hour,"
apparently won't work for a political

action committee.

The "I Love America" committee
has relied heavily on direct mail

solicitations, offering donors various

gifts in exchange for $120 in annual

dues. But such computerized mailings

are expensive, and Godwin says the

result has been "a washout." E

Praying Judge Says,

Tm Not Highly Religious
9

GREENSBORO, N.C.—A North
Carolina judge who likes to open his

court sessions with prayer says of

himself: "I'm not a highly religious

person."

But district court judge Leonard H.
Van Noppen says he thinks the prac-

tice "starts court out in a way that im-

presses on people a sense of fair play

and justice. It impresses on the people

in the court that they can expect that

here."

Before starting court, Van Noppen
lifts his arms and delivers one of two

prayers—a general confession asking

forgiveness, or a prayer for social

justice seeking guidance for just and
impartial decisions.

"I stop before I use the name of

Jesus Christ, so as not to offend

anyone," says Van Noppen. "I hope
it doesn't offend anyone."
The American Civil Liberties Union

says it is indeed offended, but has not

taken formal action to stop the judge's

long-standing practice. [fl

Minister Evangelists

In Westminster Series

PHILADELPHIA—Eight Presbyte-

rian pastors from three different

denominations are spending a week
each this year on the campus of West-

minster Seminary in a special empha-
sis on evangelism. President George
Fuller says each was invited because of

his own varied, successful evangelistic

ministry. Public lectures, chapel mes-

sages, and student interviews are part

of each visitor's schedule. ffl
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Jesus for the Jews: The Christian

Reformed Church in Mission

RICHARD R. DeRIDDER

Persons of Reformed persuasion are at

an advantage theologically with refer-

ence to outreach to the Jews. They
have a high view of Scripture and of

the unity of God's revelation in the Old
and New Testaments. They are deeply

conscious of the unity of Jew and Gen-

tile in Jesus Christ, who broke down
the middle wall which once separated

them. They stedfastly affirm that there

is only one way of salvation for all

mankind (Acts 4:12). There is a keen

awareness of the fact that the Old Tes-

tament is a part of the heritage God
gave the church. The covenants with

Abraham and with Israel at Mt. Sinai

are ours also. The Law of Exodus 20

is read and preached and the Psalms

of David sung in the churches. Dispen-

sationalism and extreme fundamental-

ism are generally resisted. There is an

undercurrent of longing for the day
when Jew and Gentile believers will

enter the kingdom of God hand in

hand. We are taught that God's peo-

ple will not be complete until both the

fulness of the Gentiles and all Israel are

brought in.

Admittedly practice has not always

equalled theology. In past years the

Christian Reformed Church carried on
institutional forms of Jewish mission

in Paterson, N.J., and Chicago, 111.

Shifting populations and deteriorating

neighborhoods led to the end of this

form of mission. Realizing that in

God's providence the Jewish people

are now dispersed mainly among the

Christian-oriented nations and increas-

The author is professor of church
polity in the missiology department
of Calvin Theological Seminary,
Grand Rapids, Mich., where he
teaches a course on "Christianity

and Contemporary Judaism." He
has written several books and
articles on this subject, and his

doctoral thesis on pre-Christian

Jewish proselytism has been used
in a number of seminaries and Bible

schools.

ingly live next door to Christian

churches and members of the church,

a new approach developed. It was

called "the parish approach." Mr. Al-

bert Huisjen and others promoted this

method zealously. This helped to raise

the consciousness of the churches to a

degree, although the lasting effects

were disappointing.

Today the Christian Reformed
Church through its Board of Home

1 . The church recognizes, contrary

to a widespread Christian opinion, that

the Jews are still the Israel of the Old
Testament covenants and promises,

and that God continues to have a sav-

ing purpose with Israel until all "the

children of promise" within Israel shall

be saved.

2. The church must recognize that

now is the day of Israel's salvation,

that the salvation of "all Israel' 'does

Missions continues to keep this oppor-

tunity alive, but for the present its ef-

forts to recruit and train someone for

this mission have been unsuccessful.

Many congregations and members
channel their support through such

worthy and gifted organizations as

"Jews for Jesus." In other instances,

congregations and church members
carry on a witness to the Jewish peo-

ple in their area. Mention can be made
of Minneapolis, Toronto, and Mon-
treal among others.

Perhaps one of the contributions the

Christian Reformed Church has made
to an understanding of the Christian's

responsibility to God's people Israel is

its articulation of the guidelines and

principles for Jewish mission submit-

ted to the Synod of 1969 (which were

later condensed by the Synod).

not await a new epoch in the history

of salvation.

3. The church must recognize that,

since Jew as well as Gentile is called by

the gospel to faith in Jesus Christ as

the only salvatory response to God's

redemptive works, its essential mission

to Israel, as to all other people, is the

communication of the gospel of Jesus

Christ (evangelization rather than

"dialogue").

4. Both the motive and the attitude

of the church's mission to the Jews

must take account of Israel's priority

of privilege with respect to the gospel

which is hers by virtue of the promises

and covenants of God in the history of

salvation.

5. The church must recognize that

God's unique way of pressing the

claims of the gospel toward unbeliev-
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ing Israel is through the "provocation

to jealousy" occasioned by "the riches

of the Gentiles" which is theirs in

Christ; and that, therefore, the whole

church (corporately and individually)

has a responsibility toward Israel to

manifest these "riches" as fully as

possible in all its life, and not least in

its on-going mission to the Gentiles. At

the same time, it must be acknowl-

edged that "provocation to jealousy"

is God's way of dealing with Israel,

and cannot be directly translated into

a specific method, or technique, in the

church's mission to Israel, other than

the responsibility just noted.

6. The dispersion of the Jews among
the nations, and the spread of the

Christian church to all nations, ought

to be recognized as a providential com-
bination of events which allows for the

more effective display of "the riches

of the Gentiles" to the Jews, and thus

for a fuller effectuation of the "prov-

ocation to jealousy."

7. The church's attitude toward the

Jews must conform to God's contin-

ued yearning after Israel, and it must
with complete and genuine openness

stand ready to receive into its fellow-

ship every Israelite that turns to Christ.

8. The church must recognize that

the Jew who is brought to faith in

Jesus Christ, although he has thereby

been converted from Judaism, does

not cease being an Israelite. Therefore,

although he has the freedom in Christ

to conform in patterns of piety and re-

ligious observances to the larger Chris-

tian community, he must also be ac-

corded the exercise of his freedom in

Christ to observe patterns of piety and
religious observances appropriate on-

ly to him as an Israelite (e.g., Jewish

religious festivals), so long as they are

kept in a manner consonant with the

Christian faith, and his observance of

them does not occasion disruption in

the Christian community.
The most fruitful method which in-

corporates the above statements was
succinctly stated by Rev. Moishe
Rosen, founder of Jews for Jesus.

Moishe writes of the "4 Bs": Be a

friend, be patient, be true to Scripture,

and be much in prayer. Who knows
how great a harvest will be reaped
when Christians start where their Lord
told them to begin: "Pray the Lord of
the harvest." We generally do not in-

vest much energy, time, or resources

to things which have not been under-

girded with our prayers! 13

The Rejection Principle

MOISHE ROSEN

Many who would witness to Jewish

people find themselves going down the

wrong trail. They feel that if only they

could show enough love, or if only

they could answer all the objections,

then their Jewish friend would receive

Christ. Of course, all true work of God
is accomplished not by the wisdom of

men, but through the power of the Ho-
ly Spirit (Zech. 4:6). Yet we do need
wisdom in our approach to people.

Those who feel that they can use on-

ly love as a method of reaching others

for Christ fail to see that love, by itself,

testifies merely to the quality of the be-

liever's life. It does not necessarily fo-

cus attention on the recipient's need of

salvation and the Savior. Of course, all

human relationships should be anoint-

ed by God's love through us. But most

Christians fail to see this from the

other side of the cross. Some Jewish

people would say that you were a lov-

ing and righteous person if you didn't

try to tell them about Jesus. Then if

you should try to tell them about Je-

sus, they would see it as hostility aimed

at their Jewishness. Suddenly, what
you both had recognized previously as

a warm and sincere love, now has

come to be regarded as seduction. Sud-

denly, you are the seducer trying to win

their allegiance away from their ances-

tral religion.

The second notion entertained by
Christians is that Jews somehow have

developed a number of objections to

the Christian religion and if we could

only answer all of these objections,

then Jews would be won to the Savior.

These objections take many different

The author is founder and director

of Jews for Jesus, an evangelistic

association of Jews who believe in

Jesus as the Messiah. Based in San
Francisco, Jews for Jesus was
recently described by Christianity

Today as the "largest, most visible,

vocal, and controversial Jewish
missionary organization."

forms. Sometimes they take the form
of a question, "How can we believe in

the Christian religion which teaches

that there are three Gods when we
Jews have been taught to believe that

there is only one God?" "The Messiah

was supposed to bring peace. If Jesus

is the Messiah, why didn't he bring

peace?" "You're asking me to consid-

er believing in Jesus when for the past

20 centuries, the believers in Jesus have

v

V

done nothing but persecute my people.

How can I believe in Jesus?"

These objections sound sincere; they

come as a challenge to be answered.

Indeed, there are answers. For the per-

son who is really searching and seek-

ing the Lord, virtually every objection,

every question can be answered. But

oftentimes these objections and ques-

tions are not intended to be answered.

They are intellectual barriers to put

you off while the true objection is con-

cealed.

Is it possible to ascertain the sinceri-

ty of the person making an objection

or asking a question? Indeed it is. The
test of sincerity is easy. Take one ques-

tion, study it, answer it in detail, and
see if your Jewish friend accepts the

answer you give. If he doesn't accept

your answer, ask him why he does not
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accept that particular answer to that

particular objection or challenging

question. Unless he can give a good
reason for rejecting your answer,

you're just going through mental gym-

nastics.

Sometimes it's better to sidestep a

question than to confront it. An exam-

ple of this was a conversation I had
with a rabbi. He said, "Do you mean
to tell me that our ancestors will go to

hell simply because they did not accept

your religion?" I replied, "Rabbi, be-

fore I answer your question, let me ask

you a question. Do you believe in the

existence of hell?" He hedged and

tried to take the conversation in a dif-

ferent direction. I said, "Let's get back

to your question and mine. Do you be-

lieve that there is such a place called

hell where sinners and unregenerate

people go after death?" He compro-
mised the question with his answer and

said, "The only hell I believe in is what

we make for ourselves right here on
earth." Again I pressed the matter and

said, "Do you believe there is a hell

that sinners go to after death?" Again,

he hedged because if he had admitted

that he didn't believe in it, then I

would have told him that his question

was insincere and he was merely bait-

ing me. And if he said that he did be-

lieve in hell, he knew that I knew him
better than that. He said, "I can't real-

ly tell whether there's a hell or not."

I responded by saying, "Then neither

can I tell you the answer to your ques-

tion, because if you don't know wheth-

er or not there is a hell, my answer

wouldn't make any sense to you."
Does this seem terribly rude? You'd

better be careful before you say yes,

because our Savior used the same tech-

nique in dealing with that rabbi's spir-

itual forebears. When they asked a

question, he involved John the Baptist

and asked whether or not John the

Baptist was a good man. When the

rabbis reasoned among themselves and
found good cause to deny a true an-

swer, he replied by telling them that

neither would they understand his

answer (Matt. 21:23-27).

This doesn't mean that we can ig-

nore the questions and objections that

are raised. We can and must answer.

But even as we give the best possible

answer, we must know that by answer-

ing, we will not particularly put the one

who asks closer to knowing Christ or

making a commitment to him.

Oftentimes questions and objections

are raised in the spirit of intellectual

jousting. To my knowledge, there are

no people or culture that enjoy debate

as much as the Jewish people. Much
of the Talmud consists of the rabbis'

dissenting opinions on what was com-
monly accepted tradition, and the evi-

dence of why they felt they were right.

The Talmud also records what would
seem to non-Jews to be bitter debates

between rabbis. But in actuality, this

is called "pilpul" which is putting

ideas in contention in order to ascer-

tain truth.

Pilpul was not only done for the as-

certaining of truth, but to sharpen the

intellect. To those outside the Jewish

culture we Jews seem to be argumen-

tative, and perhaps we are; but it is not

done with hostility or resentment.

Those negatives do not necessarily en-

sue. Nevertheless, it is best for Chris-

tians not to enter into arguments with

Jews, because the Christian side of

stating the case is the life or death mat-

ter of salvation, and Christians are

overly earnest in stating and defending

Christian doctrine, whereas Jews gen-

erally don't take their religious doc-

trine as seriously. Then, too, in Chris-

Visiting a Jewish Synagogue
QUESTION: As a Gentile, would I be welcome in a synagogue for a wor-

ship service? What should I know, so as not to disturb, offend, or violate

the service?

ANSWER: The Jewish community is eager to establish good relations with

the Gentile community; therefore you would undoubtedly be welcomed and
treated as an honored guest at most Friday evening or Saturday morning
services. However, we'd like to offer a few words of important advice.

You should not make your visit during the Jewish high holiday season,

which this year falls between September 27 and October 6. These services

usually involve paid seating, due to heavy attendance, much like churches

experience at Christmas and Easter. You probably would not be allowed en-

trance during this high holiday season without a ticket or paid annual

membership. Again, we emphasize that this would only apply to high holi-

day time, and that you probably would be most welcome at other times.

When you do attend, keep in mind that males are required to wear a head

covering and prayer shawl, or at least a head covering. Most synagogues and

temples provide these for people who have not brought their own. You should

also be aware that Orthodox synagogues usually require separate seating for

men and women, and that the prayer book (Siddur) is printed in Hebrew.

For this reason, you might want to consider choosing a Conservative

synagogue service where at least part of the liturgy is in English so that you
can follow along. Most of the prayer books, except for those used by the

ultra-Orthodox synagogues, do contain parallel English and Hebrew prayers

for those who do not understand Hebrew.
In choosing a synagogue to visit, you would do well to ask a Jewish friend

or acquaintance to recommend one, or better still, to accompany you. That

way you would have a friend along to explain things to you. Furthermore,

it might provide you with an opportunity for a meaningful discussion later

about faith, God, and the Scriptures.

A WORD OF CAUTION HERE: Do not attend a synagogue service with

the intention of witnessing while you are there. This would show a lack of

respect unless you were specifically requested to state your beliefs. After all,

wouldn't you be offended if someone from a different faith came to your

church with the express and only intention of trying to proselytize you?

As a guest in the synagogue, you would be there to observe and to learn

and to worship the God of Israel. And we know that as a Gentile who believes

that Jesus is Israel's Messiah, you would also be praying inwardly that many
in that place might soon come to the realization of the wonderful redemp-

tion that is theirs for the asking. SI

(Reprinted with permission from the "Jews for Jesus Newsletter")
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Christian Witness and the

Jewish Community

tian discussions with Jews about

Christ, most Christians never get to the

true or unspoken objection which in-

volves THE REJECTION PRINCI-
PLE.
The rejection principle was estab-

lished even during the lifetime of our

Savior (see John 9:22). Way back then,

it was agreed upon that if any Jew
would declare that Jesus is the Mes-

siah, he would be put out of the syna-

gogue. This does not mean that he

would be asked to wait outside or told

not to come back; it was even more
serious. It was what we think of as ex-

communication. The person put out-

side the synagogue for matters of doc-

trine or personal contact was anathe-

matized and ostracized, and ordinary

Jews would not have social intercourse

with such a person.

This principle is still in effect today.

The gospel is rejected because the

hearer is unwilling to face the personal

consequences of believing something

which will set him apart from the ma-
jority of his people. He counts the cost

and decides the price is too high.

As a Christian, you need to voice

this unspoken objection with a pointed

question: "If the Bible is true, and if

Jesus is the Messiah after all, are you
willing to learn the truth and believe

in him even though your decision

might bring about severe social conse-

quences?"
When the rejection principle is hit

head-on, oftentimes it will cause the

Jewish person to examine his motives

more honestly. And don't be surprised

if spiritual needs dominate over social

ones! CD

MARVIN R. WILSON

Perhaps the greatest area of tension,

controversy, and impasse between

evangelicals and Jews centers around

the issue of witness and mission. How
are these terms to be understood? Pres-

ently both groups must gain some his-

torical, theological, and practical in-

sights into this issue in order to clarify

the misunderstandings which abound.

The term "witness" was not in-

vented by the early church; rather its

origin is thoroughly Jewish. Israel was

called into being to be a witnessing

community: "You are my witnesses,

says the Lord" (Isa. 43:12). The con-

version of Ruth, a Moabite, and the

missionary activity of Jonah to pagan
Ninevites are but two noteworthy

Biblical examples of Jewish outreach.

According to the late Jewish Biblical

scholar Samuel Sandmel, one reason

the early Christian church spread so

rapidly in the Roman world was be-

cause "its way had been prepared by

a Jewish missionary impulse." The
Great Commission given by Jesus to

his Jewish followers to go out and bear

witness to the world (Matt. 28:18-20;

see also Acts 1:8) is obviously far from
being a purely Gentile Christian con-

cept. In sum, the idea of witness is

Jewish at its very core.

Early in the Christian era, however,

Judaism largely dropped any outward
or aggressive efforts to make converts.

The author is Ockenga Professor of
Biblical Studies at Gordon College,
Wenham, Mass. Author of five

books, most recently he co-edited
with Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
Evangelicals and Jews in an Age of

Pluralism (Baker). Through his
leadership and the support of the
Jewish community three national
conferences of evangelical Chris-
tians and Jews were established in

the U.S. with religious leaders
attending from as far away as
Jerusalem. He holds degrees from
Wheaton College, Gordon-Conwell
Seminary, and Brandeis U.

This was mainly due to repressive

measures and threats instigated by the

church. By 1235 a church council in

Spain ruled that if a Jew tried to con-

vert a Christian, he was to be killed

and his property taken from him.

Only in the last few years has the

Jewish community seriously begun to

rethink the question of outreach. The
impetus for organizing a new program
for potential converts has come main-

ly from the Reform wing of Judaism.

According to Reform leadership, this

outreach is primarily aimed at the

American Gentile population which
now includes more than 60 million

"unchurched" and "unaffiliated."

This move has been largely prompted
by sociological factors. In short, the

Jewish community is shrinking in size.

Not only did the Holocaust exact a

staggering toll of lives (6 million), but

Jews also are now facing a declining

birth rate and further erosion of num-
bers through intermarriage and assimi-

lation.

Evangelicals should be fully cogni-

zant of these facts if they are to under-

stand why missionaries have not al-

ways been received cordially by Jewish

people. In addition, many Jewish

leaders have openly opposed Christian

missionizing on the grounds it is tan-

tamount to saying that every syna-

gogue should close it doors and Juda-

ism should cease to exist as a living and
bona fide religion.

Furthermore, Jewish leaders have
argued that whenever a Jew embraces
Christianity, he no longer is considered

to be a Jew. It is insisted that he simp-

ly cannot have it both ways. He must
decide on what side of the fence he will

fall. If he chooses to fall on the Chris-

tian side, he is considered a meshumad
("apostate") and cut off from Juda-

ism and the Jewish community. He is

thought to have committed an act of

cultural genocide. In the words of one
Jewish spokesman, "Whether you lose

them to gas chambers or by conversion

to Christianity, you've lost them."
The Messianic Jewish movement

Back in the 1940s Francis Schaeffer said

of Romans 1 1:31: "It tells us clearly what
our attitude in this age should be to

natural Israel. We should have mercy un-

to them. And, my friends, mercy and
anti-Semitism in any form do not live in

the same household. We cannot seek to

win them individually to the Lord Jesus

Christ as their personal Savior if we
despise them as a people in our hearts.

Not long ago an influential Jew in New
York City . . . quoted to me a little poem
which he said was widely repeated among
the Jews of that city .... It speaks

wisdom concerning the man who bears

the name of Christian and yet is anti-Se-

mitic in his thinking: 'How odd of God
to choose the Jew,/ But not so odd as

those who choose/ the Jewish God and
hate the Jew.'

"
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(sometimes called Jewish Christianity),

however, strongly disagrees with such

teaching. These people hold that

believing in Jesus—whether in the 1st

century or this present day—does not

affect the question of one's Jewish-

ness. Being Jewish, it is argued, is

primarily a matter of birth and ongo-
ing ethnic identity. Nothing can detract

from this. To lend textual support that

one remains technically a Jew, a well-

known Talmudic passage is sometimes
cited: "A Jew who sins is still a Jew."
At present, the debate continues to

rage.

One of the hallmarks of American
society is the precious liberty of
religious pluralism. This means the

freedom of conviction and speech in

matters of religion. It includes the right

of a person to follow his conscience,

to pursue truth and make an informed

choice. The witness of Jews to Chris-

tians, and Christians to Jews, must
never be muffled so long as it is built

around the imperatives of mutual re-

spect and sensitivity. Without genuine

regard for another's convictions, reli-

gious pluralism will fail. Interfaith

dialogue is always a two-way street. It

requires clearly defined rules of the

road for those who would travel there-

on. In this vein, the noted author Rab-
bi Bernard Bamberger invited vigor-

ous, sensitive exchange by stating, "I

see no reason why Christians should

not try to convince us of their view-

point, if they do so decently and
courteously and I believe that Jews
have the same right . . .

." Though not

every Jew would agree with Bamber-
ger, is there any Christian who could

not live within such open and thought-

ful guidelines?

We have briefly shown that witness

to one's faith is a legitimate and in-

tegral part of the religious heritage and
tradition of both communities, albeit

each group sees itself as a "witnessing

community" for different reasons and
with different motivations and goals.

Today a new openness exists between

evangelicals and Jews which enhances

the opportunity to exchange religious

viewpoints. National dialogues, joint

study groups, local conferences, broth-

erhood gatherings, shared publica-

tions, and tours to the Holy Land pro-

vide increased opportunities for inter-

action.

With these new avenues of potential

interchange and witness now open,

what sensitivities, guidelines, and con-

cerns should evangelicals keep before

them? We offer these practical obser-

vations:

(1) Evangelical witness must always

be characterized by the highest integri-

ty and ethical standards. This means
no hidden agendas. This also means
any evangelistic method considered to

be deceptive or devious or coercive or

manipulative is unworthy of the name
Christian.

(2) Evangelicals must earn their right

to be heard. The memory of the Jewish

community is very long, having suf-

fered horrendous persecution for near-

ly 2,000 years in the name of Jesus

Christ. Thus evangelicals must learn to

relate to Jews first and foremost as

Offensive Phrases for Jewish People
and Possible Euphemisms

(Evangelical Christians are sometimes unaware of the connotations that terms

familiar to them can have for some Jewish people. This list may prove helpful

in avoiding unnecessary offense.)

(Instead of—use)

Cross—the tree of sacrifice

Christian—Bible believer, messianic believer

"The Jews . . ."—"Some of the Jewish people" (watch anti-Semitic sug-

gestion in over-generalization about the Jewish people)

Christianity—the true messianic faith, true Biblical Judaism, Judaism for

all peoples, the true Scriptural faith of the Jews, the true Jewish faith

Christ—Messiah, Mashiach, the Holy One of Israel, the Anointed One
Church—local congregation, or (if used in the universal sense) the world-

wide congregation of the Messiah's people, or the messianic assembly.

Denomination—fellowship

Saved—rescued

Deacons—shamashim
Pastor—spiritual leader

Jesus—Yeshua
Old Testament—Tenach, Old Covenant
New Testament—New Covenant

Gospel—Good News
Missions—world outreach

Missionary—world outreach minister

Evangelist—minister of proclamation

Christian friends—messianic brothers

The Christian Church—the messianic community (local or universal)

Savior—Redeemer, Messiah

Bible—Jewish Scriptures (the Bible is often thought of as a Gentile-distorted

book because it is not understood that the New Testament is a Jewish

document)
Jehovah—the Lord (considered irreverent to say "Jehovah")
To Be Converted—have a change of heart toward God
Christian Gospel—messianic Good News
Gentile—non-Jew
Lord's Supper—Lord's Seder

New Converts—adherents, new believers

Evangelize—take the Good News to

Saints—messianic believers

The Christian Message—the messianic message, the Word of God
Jesus Christ—Yeshua the Messiah or Yeshua Ha Mashiach
The Blood of the Cross—the death of God's paschal lamb
Sunday School—religious school

Services—Bible classes —PHIL GOBLE

(Used by permission of the Division of Home Missions, The Assemblies of God)
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people with whom they share a com-

mon humanity. Too often Jews have

been violated by being earmarked as

mere repositories into which bags of

proof texts may be emptied with

abandon.

(3) Lasting friendships with Jewish

people are built on mutual trust. Chris-

tians will hold to their own deepest

commitments of faith without com-
promising the conviction of truth. But

a Christian's friendship, respect, and
care for Jewish people—as with all

people—should be unconditional, gen-

uine, and irrevocable, never pre-

conditioned or governed by the accep-

tance of any given Christian belief or

dogma.
(4) The Christian gospel has always

had a universal thrust with no one

group specifically targeted. Ac-
cordingly, evangelist Leighton Ford
has stated, "We reject the neurotic ap-

proach which would select out Jews

alone as some uniquely needy objects

for proselytism."

(5) Those bearing witness to their

faith must remember that truth is

ultimately something which can only

be chosen, it cannot be imposed. No
soul can be brought into a new reli-

gious experience against its will, this is

a myth to be quickly dismissed.

(6) All Christians are called to

witness/evangelize (to share the story

of God's love and redeeming grace).

No Christians, however, are called to

convert anyone. Conversion is the

work of the Holy Spirit; it is God's
work, not man's. Likewise, thoughtful

Christians must distinguish between
"evangelize" and "proselytize." The
latter has come to be a largely negative

term, connoting use of hard-line con-

versionary tactics.

(7) Christian witness must always be

conducted in an honest, open, sen-

sitive, and humble manner. As reci-

pients of God's grace, evangelicals

have no ground for boasting, ar-

rogance, or triumphalism (see Rom.
11:18-20).

Can evangelicals and Jews maintain
a healthy relationship, given the conflict

created by the New Testament man-
date of world-wide witness? On this

question, Orthodox Jewish scholar

Rabbi Yechiel Eckstein in his recent

work, Understanding Evangelicals: A
guide for the Jewish Community
(1984), has given some honest and pro-

voking insight for us to ponder in con-
clusion:

"... the principal conviction shaping the

backbone of the evangelical identity is

world evangelism, to proclaim the gospel

of Jesus Christ to all people, including

Jews. The central force guiding Jewish life

today, especially in the aftermath of the

Holocaust, is to survive as Jews. This clash

does not necessarily mean, however, that

Evangelical-Jewish relations are ultimate-

ly doomed to failure. It is possible to build

a modus vivendi despite the conflict be-

tween the two communities' core self-

definitions. To sustain any kind of positive

relationship, however, both will have to

engage in a 'give and take' process, affirm-

ing their central commissions, albeit in a way
that is least objectionable to the other."

Is this too far for evangelicals to bend?

Only time will tell. EE

A Jewish View
of Jesus'

Resurrection

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS, A
JEWISH PERSPECTIVE, by Pinchus

Lapide. Augsburg, Minneapolis, Minn.

160 pp., $8.95. Reviewed by Rev. Wil-

liam 0. McColley, Pastor of Belle-

wood Presbyterian Church, Bellevue,

Wash.

Here is a book written by an Or-

thodox rabbi who considers him-

self a modern descendant of the

Pharisees, but who promotes the

view that God raised Jesus from
the dead on Passover Sunday! Mr.
Lapide admits for many years he

couldn't accept the resurrection as

historical, but now after studying

the New Testament accounts, he is

convinced it is true. It is fascinat-

ing to see how he argues this posi-

tion. His attitude toward the New
Testament is to study it not as

Scripture, but as Jewish midrash

(i.e. homiletic commentary) on
God's prophet Jesus. So Mr. La-

pide remains Jewish because he can

understand Jesus only as a prophet

and not as the promised Messiah.

He sees the Christian church as

God's way of taking the monothe-
ism of the Jews to the pagans. This

book raises conversation between
Jews and Christians to an entirely

new and fruitful level.

All pastors, adult Bible teachers,

and any who witness to Jews will

profit from this book. EE

Too often we think of Christian

giving only in terms of direct

gifts to our church, a mission, or

a community service agency. But
a gift to Christian education
ensures that your donation will

keep on working— perhaps in

needed areas and fields you may
not even be aware of—for many,
many years to come.
Your gift to Reformed Bible

College helps us train capable,

willing, and eager young men
and women for importantjobs in

evangelism, missions, Christian

education, youth work, music,

and much more.
Every dollar donated will deliver

your message of Christian caring

because RBC graduates enjoy a

phenomenally high placement
record. The question is not "Will

there be openings for RBC
graduates?" but "Where will God
call them?"
Wont you help us continue
providing quality Christian

education at RBC by sending

your gift today?

Beyond Learning -
Active Service!

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CONTACT:

REFORMED BIBLE COLLEGE
1869 Robinson Rd., S.E.,

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506
(616) 458-0404
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Motives for Moral Living
FOR OCTOBER 14, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Philippians 2:1-18

Key verses: Philippians 2:1-13

Devotional reading: Philippians 1:19-30

Memory selection: Philippians 2:4

INTRODUCTION

In this writing, Paul speaks of the

primary motive for all that we do or

think: the example of Jesus Christ. He
reminds us of the mind of Christ, the

exaltation of Christ, his working in us,

and our position as the lights of the

world with Christ in us.

Having Christ's

1 Mind
Philippians 2:1-8

Paul speaks initially of varied motiva-

tions that dwell in the believer because

he has the mind of Christ (I Cor. 2: 16).

The first motivation is exhortation

in Christ. That is, all that Christ has

taught in his Word ought to exhort us

to right living for the glory of him who
is our Savior.

The second motivation is consola-

tion of love. Paul teaches that the love

of Christ for us and our resultant love

for him and for others ought to

motivate us to live in a way that pleases

the Lord.

The third motivation is fellowship of

the Holy Spirit. The indwelling pres-

ence of the Holy Spirit in every believer

transforms our lives, as we have al-

ready studied in Romans.
The final motivation mentioned by

Paul in this passage is tender mercies

and compassions. Such fruits of the

Spirit ought to be seen in every

believer, the result of God's Spirit liv-

ing in us.

The call for all believers to have the

same mind, therefore, is that all should

have the mind of Christ, who makes
these motivations possible in the heart

of believers (v. 2).

The great threat to the operation of

such motives in our hearts is the

presence of wrong motives, such as the

desire for factions, for trouble making
in the church, or the desire to glorify

ourselves in what we do, which Paul

calls vainglory (v. 3).

Only by having a lowly mind, which
was the mind of Christ, can the right

motives appear in our hearts and rule

our conduct (vv. 3-4).

The mind of Christ, as explained by
Paul, is reflected in Jesus' own be-

havior while on earth. First of all,

Jesus was equal with God, for he was
God. He did not have to grasp for such

a position. He already was fully and
truly God from all eternity (v. 5).

Nevertheless, he willingly laid aside

that glory with the Father in order to

save us. He did not empty himself of

his divinity but of the glory that goes

with that divinity. When Jesus took on
the form of a man, he no longer ap-

peared as God, though he was God.
Lowering himself to become a man
took away from his apparent glory.

Jesus did not stop here in his humili-

ty, for he did not even appear as a

great man in the eyes of men. He ap-

peared as a lowly man, one who was
executed for a crime (see Isa. 53).

His willingness to die on the cross

for us showed the extent of his hum-
ble mind. It is this mind that we are

to imitate by faith.

QUESTIONS
1. How conscious of the exhorta-

tions of Christ am I when I am mo-
tivated to do or not do a thing?

2. How evident are the fruits of the

Spirit in my life when I am motivated

to some action?

The Exaltation

2 Of Christ
Philippians 2:9-11

Along with the motivation of the mind
of Christ and his example, Paul also

notes the inevitable exaltation of

Christ.

While the world does not expect

either Christ or Christianity to be ex-

alted, the Bible says that Christ will be

exalted in the last day in the eyes of all

men.
Of course, he is already exalted in

heaven where he sits and rules all of

history and all the nations of the world

by his power and majesty. We do not

see this, but we believe it is based on
what the Lord has taught in his Word;
but the world, not seeing it, and not

having faith, does not have any idea

of Christ ruling at the right hand of the

Father in heaven. This is not seen by

sight but by faith.

The world goes on its way as though

there is no Christ at God's right hand

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

Pastors and Lay People are cordially invited to ...

The Annual Convention of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NOUTHETIC COUNSELORS
at Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

October 22 - 24,1984
Featured Speakers: Dr. D. James Kennedy & Dr. Jay Adams
Theme: Doctrine and Christian Counseling

Some topics: Scripture, Faith, Assurance, Holy Spirit and Repentance in Counseling

Registration fee $50 '[$60 after Oct. i/or $75 for Couple [$90 after Oct. 1]

Make check payable to: National Association of Nouthetic Counselors

Name Phone [ ]

Address
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who, one day, will return and make all

men accountable to him for all that

they have done or have not done.

The Bible speaks of a day when
Jesus will return and every eye shall see

him, and those who have not believed

in him or lived for him will be filled

with sorrow and fear (Rev. 1:7).

Thus our motivation, as regards

Jesus' exaltation, is that we know what

the world does not know. We know
that even though in this world we will

be despised as Jesus was, there will

come a day when Jesus will return in

glory, and everyone on earth will know
that we were right and they were

wrong.

We also know that even now he sits

at God's right hand and rules the world

and the events of history to bring

about all that God has purposed.

We have an insight into history not

known by the world, and it ought to

motivate us in an entirely different

direction in our daily living.

QUESTIONS
1. How affected is my life by the

knowledge that Jesus is at God's right

hand controlling all events in this life?

2. How affected is my life by the

knowledge that Jesus will come again

at the last day and that then all eyes

will see the truth of the gospel we pro-

claim?

God Working

3 In You
Phllippians 2:12,13

Paul challenged us to work out our
own salvation. This statement has

often been misunderstood to mean that

we are to save ourselves. That is not

what Paul is saying.

Paul has plainly taught throughout
his writings that we cannot earn our
salvation or do anything to gain it. It

is a free gift of God to all who believe

(in whose hearts God's work of grace

has occurred).

What he means by "work out your
own salvation" is that we are to put

to work the salvation that God has

worked in us. The potential of that

salvation and the eternal life which we
now have is far greater than any of us

ever realize in this life.

It is like a farmer who has been
given a great tract of land to work. It

is freely given to him and has the

potential of producing a great crop.

But he must go out in the field and
work the soil and plant and clear and
weed in order for it to meet its po-

tential.

If he works hard on that tract of

land he can grow many good things

and have a full life. If he is negligent

or slow to work, then he will have on-

ly a very small crop (compare Matt.

13:23).

One thing we need to remember as

we work out our own salvation is that

it is the Lord who works in us so that

we may both work and desire to work
for God's good pleasure.

The Lord does not leave us in the

world on our own. He offers us much
help in meeting our full potential of life

for him. None of us fully meets that

potential but the Lord is always call-

ing us to such good works. That is why
he saved us in the first place (Eph.

2:10).

QUESTIONS
1. How much is my life directed by

the desire to meet my full potential as

a believer?

2. How aware am I that the Lord
works in me and motivates me to

please him?

NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:
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A Light in a
Dark World
Phllippians 2:14-18

Finally, Paul declares that a major

motivation for our doing what is right

is our responsibility to the world.

We are to be seen as lights in the

world. The Lord put us here as be-

lievers in order that we might be lights

in a very dark and sinful world.

Jesus desires that we show forth our

light—his glory seen in us—in such a

way that men may see our good works

and glorify our Father who is in heaven

(Matt. 5:16).

We are the only ones in the world

holding forth the word of life, and

therefore we must not do anything that

would put that light under a bushel.

We are not to do anything that would

hinder the light shining forth from our

lives.

We live in the midst of a crooked

and evil generation, and if we live like

them or appear to be like them in the

eyes of men, then our witness and use-

fulness to the Lord is greatly hindered.

How to
MakeWiser
Choices*
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Gift planningguides especially tailored
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tions. This information includes, of
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The facts apply, however, to other
forms of charitable giving as well.

Don't you owe it to yourself to send
for one of our booklets? Please indicate
the category most appropriate to you,
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College, Beaver Falls, PA 15010.
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Paul understands that if those

among whom he has labored fail to

show forth Christ's glory, then he has

labored in vain. It is not enough that

they believe on Jesus, they must also

glorify him in their daily lives.

Paul is quite willing to make great

sacrifices for the sake of those to

whom he has been sent if they produce

lives that please the Lord. He is will-

ing to lay down his life for them, if

Christ is glorified.

QUESTIONS
1 . What have I said or done today

that has put a bushel on my light?

2. In what way have I shown a

stranger today the light of Christ liv-

ing in me?

Next week: "The Holy Spirit's Tem-
ple," I Cor. 3:9-17, 6:12-20; Eph.

5:15-20. m

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS^H^MMMI
HAVE READ BOOKS ON PRAYER?

Be doers, not hearers only. Pray for the PCA
church-planting team in Quito, Ecuador; the

Mateers, McKeowns, Hatches and SIMA
workers Allen and Coppersmith.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-

ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

CHURCHESHHH
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Riveroaks Re-

formed Presbyterian Church (PCA) 1625 W.
Massey Rd., Memphis, TN 381 19. Rev. Wil-

liam Spink, Pastor. (901) 761-0590 or home,
767-2770. Sun, ser. 9:30 & 11 am and 6 pm.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY Covenant

Bible Church, 123 Fishing Creek Road. Bi-

ble School 9:45 a.m. Worship 1 1:00 a.m. and
7 p.m. Dr. George W. Fincke, Pastor; Rev.

George B. Fincke, Associate Pastor. (609)

884-4162 or 886-3475.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

MARYLAND'S EASTERN SHORE.
Delmarva Presbytery (PCA) will attempt to

establish churches in the southern part of the

Del.-Md. peninsula. If you can supply names

and addresses of relatives or friends please

send them to DMV/MNA, 231 -A West Ti-

monium Road, Timonium, MD 21093 or call

(301) 252-5187.

for SALEmmmmmmmtm
BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-

FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

Riveroaks Reformed
Presbyterian Church (PCA)

Memphis, Tennessee

FOR SALE
First Mortgage Church Bonds

12% and 13% with ACCRUED Interest

Good investment, Children's Education and

IRA Accounts.

Excellent opportunity for a good return while

your money is doing the Lord's work.

For information please write to:

Riveroaks Reformed Presbyterian Church

P.O. Box 17651, Memphis, TN 38187; OR
Call (901) 767-4012

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone

(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLEHi^HH
SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

PCA CHURCH of 100 members in Denver

area seeking pastor. Those interested contact

Covenant Presbyterian Church, West 44th

and Ingalls Street, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033.

(303) 424-8889.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should
have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send
resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member
PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will

be a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720

Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

BUSINESS/OFFICE MANAGER.
Dynamic Atlanta-based Christian communi-
cations and publishing ministry seeks busi-

ness/office manager. Strong administrative

background required, some accounting ex-

perience preferred. Must be committed to a

Reformed world and life view. Excellent op-

portunity with a growing organization. Salary

range $16,000-$20,000. Call or send resume:

American Vision; (404) 256-3978; P.O. Box
720515, Atlanta, GA 30328.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and

board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 10335/2 Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

serviceswKmmm^mm
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

1§QtiMMt6&<,/WM

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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Government and Religion: Where to Draw the Line?

EDITORIALS

Recently both presidential candidates

have voiced their sentiments concern-

ing the relationship of religion and

government. President Reagan declared

his conviction about the dependence of

law upon morality and of morality up-

on religion. Walter Mondale empha-
sized the separation of church and

state for the sake of freedom of re-

ligion.

Both men are uttering important

truths. Christians readily recognize, on
the one hand, that morality is based

upon religious commitment (whether

conscious or not) and that a society's

laws are a reflection of its moral prin-

ciples. Where else do our laws come
from? On the other hand, we cherish

our freedom of doctrinal belief and
worship, and we look to the govern-

ment to protect that freedom while we
also expect it not to intrude its religious

practices and views (whether like ours

or not) upon society.

There is no question but that the up-

holding of these two principles has its

complexities in application, and the re-

sult is often confusing not only for the

government, but for sincere Christians.

Where are we to draw the line?

Evangelical Christians will agree

that the answer lies in the Lord's in-

tent. What say the Scriptures? In this

space we can focus only on one main
passage, but it sheds much light: Since

New Testament times it is the Lord's

intent that civil government enforce

righteousness between human beings,

but not enforce the true religion be-

yond the safeguarding of freedom of

worship and belief.

The classic passage is our Lord's

confrontation with the Pharisees and
Herodians over payment of the tax to

Caesar, as recorded in Matthew 22:

15-22 (with parallels in Mark 12 and
Luke 20). The context of this event is

important to note. In Matthew 21

Jesus entered Jerusalem in triumph on
Palm Sunday. He drove the money-
changers from the temple. His curse

withered the fig tree, clearly symbolic
of the fruitlessness of ancient Israel.

Then he taught the parable of the ten-

ants who killed the son of the vine-

yard's master, a parable which the

chief priests and Pharisees recognized

was being applied to them. The culmi-

nation of the Old Testament theocracy

has come! "The Kingdom of God will

be taken away from you and given to

a people who will produce its fruit."

A curtain is falling on the theocracy of

Israel, and a new act in the drama of

redemption is opening.

In this context the Pharisees sought

to trap him by mixing their followers

with the Herodians and raising a ques-

tion about the legitimacy of the tax to

Caesar. If he answered no, the Hero-
dians, political allies of the Roman re-

gime, would charge him with treason.

If he answered yes, the Pharisees

would claim that he could not be the

Messiah since he recognized a pagan
government. The extremists on their

side, the Zealots, would not even han-

dle the Roman denarius because they

believed that its inscription, "Tiberius

Caesar, son of the deified Augustus,"

violated the First Commandment, and
that its image violated the Second.

Thus they would place Jesus on the

horns of a dilemma. But our Lord re-

sponded, "Bring me a denarius and let

me look at it." And then he asked

them, "Whose portrait is this? And
whose inscription?" They replied,

"Caesar's." And he said in his wis-

dom, "Give unto Caesar what is Cae-

sar's, and to God what is God's."
This classic statement is not a mere

compartmentalizing of church and
state. It is climactic in structure, lay-

ing the ultimate burden on the Hero-

dians, that they, and we, should not

blindly obey civil authority merely be-

cause it is there, but rather because it

is ordained of God to do certain

things, such as are outlined in Romans
13, I Timothy 2, and I Peter 2. As
Peter and the Apostles demonstrated

in Acts 5: 29, situations can come when
we must obey God rather than men.

But on the other hand, the former
part of his statement, "Give to Caesar

what is Caesar's," said to the Phari-

sees, and to us, that we should respect

the role of the government as ordained

by God for human relations even

though it may be pagan. The implica-

tion is that we should not expect the

civil authority to support the true reli-

gion. The time has come for the gospel

to spread to the nations, and its spread

is to be by persuasion, not by the

sword's coercion.

On the same day and in the same
context (Matt. 22:34-40) Jesus sum-
marized all the Law and the Prophets

in two great commandments: "Love
the Lord your God with all your heart

and with all your soul and with all your

mind" and "Love your neighbor as

yourself." It is the proper role of the

government to make and enforce law

in the latter area, that of relations be-

tween neighbors and between nations.

In the former area, that of relations be-

tween people and their God, the gov-

ernment should do no more than safe-

guard freedom of worship and of doc-

trinal conviction, for only by persua-

sion will one come to saving faith.

This emphasis on persuasion has

come to be known as the Protestant

principle. But it took centuries for this

to be established. When the early

church gained respite from persecution

and the Emperor Constantine favored

Christianity, state support of the true

religion led ultimately to a corruption

of the church. Eventually the church

itself was bearing the sword in the me-

dieval missionary method of con-

version by crusades of conquest.

America had a similar experi-

1

ence when the Massachusetts Bay
s"

Puritans linked rights of citizenship
N

to church membership in a way that

produced the Half-Way Covenant, result-

ing in spiritual corruption of the church

as well as oppression by the state.

How should we draw this line based

on the two great commandments? It is

proper for government to enact laws

with regard to abortion, pornography,

sex education in the schools, and fami-

ly values. These are in the area of hu-

man relations. In our political system,

if enough people agree, then laws can

reflect our morality. Mr. Reagan is

right on this point. In the area of wor-
ship, prayer, and theological convic-

tions regarding our relationship to

God, Mr. Mondale is right that gov-

ernment should preserve our cherished

freedom by not imposing any one view

or practice upon society. 3]
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MAILBAG

DEFENDS 'BRAVE NEW PEOPLE'

The recently published review of Gar-

eth Jones' Brave New People (August

15) is objectionable. Having read the

book with an eye to testing reactions

such as Marvin Padgett's, I must say

that my evaluation is almost the oppo-

site of his.

A careful reading of the book re-

veals a thorough and somewhat tech-

nical exploration of the ethical issues

involved in some of the latest medical

technology. The first two chapters lay

down theological and ethical principles

which are then repeatedly brought to

bear on the issues. Jones is an evan-

gelical with a high view of the authori-

ty of Scripture, one that binds him to

obedience to the Word. Thus his prin-

ciples are drawn from the Bible. They
are phrased in language common to

medical personnel, which I find to be

a strength. The intended readers are

doctors and academicians. Within this

context, Jones' discussion is quite ade-

quate. The brevity of his comments at

times does not mean he is ducking any
issue. He says just enough to make his

point with his colleagues.

For those who may miss it in their

haste to denounce the book, Jones is

against abortion-on-demand (the ma-
jor medical problem today), in fact

against almost all abortions except for

certain carefully screened situations

with extreme conditions where there is

no positive solution available. If

Padgett had shown that he understood

this about Jones and then stated his

criticism, the review would have been

responsible.

It is at this point where I myself have

reservations about Jones' position.

One always recoils from the thought of

taking any human life—whether in

war, death penalties, or abortion. Even
when we have ample Biblical warrant,

it is still a difficult course, to be taken

reluctantly. In the case of abortion, I

am not ready to agree with Jones in

this one area, but I realize it is a very

limited situation he has in view—one
that is statistically very small. I also ap-

preciate his careful explication of the

matter. It has helped me think more
Biblically and realistically, even if I

would take a different course of action

at this one point.

InterVarsity Press publishes primari-

ly for the academic world. Many of

their books reflect the atmosphere of

the university campus where Christian

faculty and students are involved in the

give and take of discussion and learn-

ing, where new frontiers of science and
technology are raising new questions

that demand carefully considered an-

swers. Jones' book says no (on Biblical

grounds) to many of the theories and
practices of the university, yes to some
others (also on Biblical grounds), and
perhaps, in rare cases, to one practice

(again on Biblical grounds). It's an ap-

propriate book for this audience.

—Rev. Larry Sibley

Glenside, Pa.

IN DEFENSE OF IVP

I read with some surprise the recent

furor over the recent IVP release of D.

Gareth Jones' book Brave New Peo-

ple. If the reviews are to be trusted, he

says something very close to what Nor-

man Anderson wrote in a 1976 IVP re-

lease entitled Issues ofLife and Death.

Where were the critics when the issue

was first raised, back in 1976? No
wonder James Sire, IVP editor, is sur-

prised.

Anderson states, on page 77, "All

we can safely assert is that it is, right

throughout pregnancy, at least a po-

tential human being, and should there-

fore be treated with all due respect."

But having set the foetus (his term) as

a potential human he is then prepared

to assign value to the fully developed

human over and above the only poten-

tially human life of the foetus.

Whatever conclusions we reach

about the issues, we should recognize

that IVP is following its policy of

bringing us a broad spectrum of evan-

gelical opinion, and this includes views

that some of us will take exception to,

even violent exception.

—(Rev.) William Holiman
Rochester, N.Y.

REPLY FROM THE AUTHOR

In the 15 August issue of the Presby-

terian Journal there was a review of my
book Brave New People by Marvin
Padgett.

I have no objection to a reviewer

who disagrees with views of mine in the

book. However, I strongly object to

blatant misrepresentation of my posi-

tion. This amounts to dishonesty.

The reviewer refers to the section on
amniocentesis (pp. 65-66), and he says

that I show no reluctance in the use of

this technique. He obviously failed to

read pages 67-70, where I show the

greatest reluctance in the use of amni-
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK
ocentesis.

In referring to my discussion of in

vitro fertilization and embryo transfer

(pp. 88-95), Mr. Padgett says that I

"never discuss the controversy" sur-

rounding the disposal of spare em-
bryos. He obviously did not read chap-

ter 5 (pp. 105-128), in which I discuss

the ethics of these techniques. I discuss

spare embryos, their disposal and their

use in research on pages 114-125.

Every secular publisher most cer-

tainly does not have "stuff like this."

I am very well versed in this literature,

and very few secular publishers have

produced books with a distinctive

Christian emphasis. Perhaps your

reviewer should read Peter Singer's

latest book on the new reproductive

technologies (published by Oxford
University Press) to discover what a

humanist perspective amounts to.

Secular reviewers have readily seen the

enormous difference between his book
and mine (which has been described on
a number of occasions as "fundamen-
talist").

I fail to see what 4000 abortions a

day has to do with the possibility (in

extremely rare situations) of therapeu-

tic abortion for very severe congenital

Continued on p. 5, col. 3
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l l We pause this week from our preoccupation with politics

to focus on the church. This issue has a distinctly ecclesiastical cast. From
time immemorial Presbyterian elders have promised in their ordination vows
to pursue the peace, purity, and unity of the church (the Presbyterian Church
in America includes edification). Larry M. Ott's open letter to the Archbishop

of Canterbury deals with the doctrinal purity of the church. Mark R. Brown's

reasons for the Orthodox Presbyterian Church to join the PCA is concerned

with the unity of the church. And Larry E. Wilson's reflections on Francis

Schaeffer could be said to contribute to the peace and edification of the

church.

I l Speaking of doctrinal purity—Rev. Lane Adams of the

International Christian Graduate University in California, preaching at the

PCA General Assembly last June, referred to a time when he was perusing

the Westminster Confession of Faith while on an airplane with Billy Graham.
Dr. Graham borrowed the volume and, upon reading it through, said: "When
the Presbyterian Church starts believing what is in that book, there will be

great revival." Did I hear some Presbyterians say, "Amen"?

I l Rev. Reuben J. Wallace, pastor of Fuller Memorial Pres-

byterian Church, 100 Pleasant Dr. Ext., Durham, NC 27703, is seeking copies

of that very useful volume, A Harmony of the Westminster Presbyterian

Standards, by James Benjamin Green, which was published by John Knox
Press in 1951 but has gone out of print. If you know where copies may be

obtained, please let Mr. Wallace know.

! I We are making progress in our collection of back copies

of the Presbyterian Guardian. Thanks to further contributions by three par-

ties, we now have a complete file after January 1969. Our biggest gaps are

still in the early years, 1935-45. Then we are missing only certain random
issues from there through the '60s, except for the latter half of 1966 and
all of 1967, when for some reason all are lacking.

I l We return now to the political scene. A Christian politi-

cian received some national attention recently when columnist David Broder

focused on Paul Henry, congressional candidate in Michigan's 5th District.

Among other things, Broder wrote: "I encountered him ten years ago, when
he was a young professor at Calvin College doubling as the Kent County
Republican chairman, and the quality of his mind and conversation stayed

in memory ever since." After describing his Wheaton "fundamentalist"
and Duke "worldly" political science background, Broder says of Henry:

"He is, like Jerry Ford before him, a person who instinctively opens himself

to a wide range of views, without compromising his own convictions. When
I first met him, he was deeply involved in trying to bridge the racial gap
in Grand Rapids. ... He is a right-to-life supporter who understands and
endorses many of the programs of the local Planned Parenthood Associa-

tion. He is a fiscal conservative whose leadership on environmental issues

has won him Sierra Club endorsement. He is a Reagan supporter who says

that his constituents 'realize Reagan has to come forward with something
more substantive to deal with the deficit problem' than he has offered so

far in the campaign." All of this under the heading "GOP Attracts Talented

Men." m
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Vatican Ambassador Opposed in Law Suit

WASHINGTON (RNS)—More than

15 national church organizations have

filed suit to end U.S. diplomatic ties

with the Vatican.

"There has been a rising concern in

the religious community about the ap-

pointment" of a U.S. ambassador to

the Vatican, said Robert Maddox,
president of Americans United for

Separation of Church and State, which

led the groups in filing the suit in a

Philadelphia federal court.

Others joining in the suit were the

National Association of Evangelicals

(NAE), the National Council of

Churches (NCC), the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA), and the

American Council of Christian

Churches (ACCC). All the groups

charge that the Reagan administra-

tion's appointment of an ambassador
to the Vatican violates constitutional

separation of church and state.

"It is not right for one faith group

to have a special and unique relation-

ship with the U.S. government, with

formal, continuing access to the presi-

dent . . . and other highly placed of-

ficials in a way that no other religious

body enjoys," said Maddox, who once

served as religious liaison for former

president Jimmy Carter.

"It is obvious that the glamor of a

popular president and a popular pope
have blinded many in our land to the

bad public policy generated by this ap-

pointment," he added.

Two small Roman Catholic groups

also joined in the suit. Maddox said

they fear possible U.S. intervention in

the affairs of their church through the

ambassador's appointment, and that

they felt "their own input into their

church has been reduced by the ex-

change of ambassadors."

Joseph Conn, another representative

of Americans United, said the South-

ern Baptist Convention is also con-

sidering entering the suit, and ex-

pressed optimism that the bishops of

the United Methodist Church might

soon do likewise.

Liberal Protestant leaders were con-

cerned that through the special rela-

tionship afforded by the ambassador-

ial exchange, the Roman Catholic

Church might have undue influence on
the U.S. in pursuing such causes as

abortion and financial aid for interna-

tional population control.

Conn complained that the Catholic

church officials are developing closer

ties with the U.S. government at the

same time that liberal Protestants are

finding it difficult to "get in the door

at the White House because of their

criticisms of the Reagan administra-

tion."

Maddox said the suit is not being

filed just as a protest, but that the

groups entering it believe they have a

good chance of winning.

Last March, the U.S. Senate con-

firmed President Reagan's appoint-

ment of William Wilson as ambassa-

dor to the Vatican. In April, the presi-

dent accepted the credentials of Arch-

bishop Laghi, Vatican pro-nuncio to

the U.S. CD

Right-to Lifers Call

Indiana Courts Insane 9

COLUMBIA CITY, Ind. (RNS)—
Four anti-abortion activists in Indiana

have accused the state courts of "un-

fairness and insanity" in their treat-

ment of two cases involving the deaths

of infants.

They claimed that Indiana courts

allowed the death of "Baby Doe" in

Bloomington two years ago, but re-

cently convicted a couple for "reckless

homicide and child neglect for do-

ing the very same thing which the court

sanctioned and approved for Baby
Doe."
Those protesting the court action are

Rev. Ted Rapone, president of North-

east Indiana Christian Action Council;

Janelle Hensley, president of Allen

County Right to Life; Carolyn Beitz,

president of Lutherans for Life; and

Linda Zimmerman, president of Whit-

ley County Right to Life.

In the Baby Doe case, a court ap-

proved the decision of parents of an in-

fant born with Down's Syndrome to

refuse him corrective surgery or food
and water. The infant died of star-

vation and dehydration after six days.

Recently, however, a Whitley Coun-
ty court convicted Gary and Margaret
Hall, members of the Faith Assembly
sect, for refusing to provide medical

care for their 26-day-old son. The in-

fant died in February from untreated

pneumonia and bronchitis.

"Why has the state chosen to pros-

ecute one couple, the Halls, and give

approval to the same offense by Baby
Doe's parents, whom the courts al-

lowed to remain anonymous?" the

right-to-lifers asked.

They asserted that "it is socially and
legally acceptable not to medically

treat for so-called 'humanitarian'

reasons, but not for religious reasons."

The four activists declared their

"abhorrence for the Indiana court

system which would allow such an un-

equal application of the laws and such

an absurd situation to exist." EE

Carter Says Conservatives

Damage 'Mission Spirit*

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (RNS)—Former
U.S. President Jimmy Carter says the

missionary spirit of the Southern Bap-

tist Convention has been "seriously

damaged" by the takeover of that de-

nomination by conservatives.

Carter recalled that the denomina-

tion's "Bold Mission Thrust" and

"Mission Service Corps" programs

both began in 1977, and that he had

called Southern Baptist executives to

the White House for a meeting in June

of that year to discuss plans for their

volunteer mission programs.

"A lot of people who were inter-

ested in the Cooperative Program [the

denomination's unified budget] and

the home and foreign mission pro-

grams pledged to give their support,"

Carter said. But in the years since then,
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"that sort of spirit has been seriously

damaged."
The former president asserted that

the reason is "the intrusion, or dom-
inance, which is a better word, of the

conservative leaders who have pretty

well captured control of the conven-

tion." As a result, he said, "the em-
phasis on foreign missions, Bold Mis-

sion Thrust, and the Cooperative Pro-

gram is much less than it was in 1977."

In 1981, soon after leaving the pres-

idency, Carter was proposed by some
as a candidate for the presidency of the

Southern Baptist Convention. But he

declined, and said recently he has

"never been particularly interested in

the political workings of the conven-

tion."

While Carter says he doesn't "feel

compatible with what has happened
lately in the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion," he added that he has no inclina-

tion to withdraw from the church. As
a former U.S. president, he also feels

it would be inappropriate for him to

"try to organize or lead a movement
of moderates to recapture" the church.

"I've got more important things to

do," he added. ffi

Church Groups Appeal
'60 Minutes' Refusal

NEW YORK (RNS)—Five Protestant

groups have asked a federal appeals

court to grant them equal time to re-

spond to a 1983 broadcast by CBS's
popular "60 Minutes" program.

In a 37-page brief, the church

groups—all associated with the World
Council of Churches which was round-

ly criticized in the program—said the

program "clearly addressed a con-

troversial issue of public importance."

Therefore, they claim, the Federal

Communications Commission erred in

ruling in March that the report did not

demand an opportunity to respond.

Main topic of the broadcast was the

use of church funds in overseas ac-

tivities, many of which have included

radical political movements.
Citing the current public debate over

religion and politics, the brief argued
that disputes over religious issues can
rise to levels of public importance
necessary to invoke the FCC's "fair-

ness doctrine."

The fairness doctrine requires

broadcasters to present both sides of
any "controversial issue of public im-

portance." If a program on such an

issue includes an attack on "the hones-

ty, character, or integrity of a person

or group, the broadcaster must provide

air time for a response."

The groups, including the Presby-

terian Church USA, argue that CBS
falsely charged that church contribu-

tions were being used, without the

donors' knowledge, to support Marx-
ist groups overseas. 3]

Also in the News . . .

The largely undergraduate student

audience at Georgetown University

silenced evangelist Jerry Falwell with

applause two weeks ago when Falwell

likened the Supreme Court's decision

on abortion to the 19th-century Dred
Scott decision, which said that black

Americans were not human beings.

Falwell pointed out that the Dred Scott

judgment was passed with "a 7-2 vote

—incidentally, the same vote as in

1973, when the ruling was that unborn

babies are not human beings and there-

fore may be disposed of as tissues,

fetal products—something less than

human. They were wrong both times.

They were overruled the first time, and

I believe we will all live to see the day

when the court is overruled the second

time." DD

The validity of a Roman Catholic baptism
has become an issue tor the family of

Ronald Roffman, a 7-year-old Jewish boy
from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., whose parents
are engaged in a custody battle. Catholic

churchman Bryan 0. Walsh said the attempt
to have Ronald's baptism annulled was the

first time he could find in published litera-

ture "that someone has ever challenged the

validity of a baptism." upi photo

Letters— from p. 3

defects. They are totally different

issues, as all informed people (Chris-

tian and non-Christian) realize. I am
implacably opposed to abortion on de-

mand, which I did not discuss in my
book because it was irrelevant to the

topic of the book.

Reviewers have a duty to be honest

and fair in their appraisal of what

others have written. Surely, this is im-

plicit within the Christian position.

—D. Gareth Jones

Dunedin, New Zealand

COMMENDS WITHDRAWAL OF BOOK

I rejoice that InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship has withdrawn their book,

Brave New People. That the evangeli-

cal community was able to apply such

pressure is evidence of the growing

awareness and dedication to the pro-

life movement among evangelicals.

The comment by Dr. McLeish, pres-

ident and chief executive officer of

IVCF, however, makes me think they

still do not understand the issues. He
states that neither IVCF nor Dr. Jones

"intended" to support abortion in any

way. I believe them, but they must rec-

ognize that Dr. Jones destroys the

foundations of the Biblical concept of

human life.

Dr. Jones uses a utilitarian argument

that "personhood" (a term that drips

with liberalism) and thus a person, is

defined by a set of characteristics or

functions. Biblically and biologically,

person exists from the moment of con-

ception regardless of what character-

istics he or she may or may not have

at any later stage of development.

From his utilitarian position Dr. Jones

advocates abortion for severe genetic

problems and psychiatric problems.

Whether Dr. Jones intended to or not,

he not only inserted the thin edge of

the wedge but opened wide the door!

As Christians we must discern Bib-

lical principles from naturalistic argu-

ments. It disturbs me that such leaders

as Dr. McLeish fail to do so. Their

withdrawal of the book is commend-
able. Their failure to understand

beyond their intentions involves a

serious error of judgment.

—Ed Payne, M.D., Assoc. Prof.

Medical College of Georgia
Augusta, Ga.
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ON OUR WAY TO THE NEWS

Was the 'Journal
9

Fair to Dr. Jones?

The landscape of the evangelical

publishing world rumbled a bit last

month when InterVarsity Press an-

nounced it was withdrawing from
publication a controversial book,

Brave New People, because it was be-

ing construed as taking a too-tolerant

view of abortion.

IVP stressed that such an inference

was far from what it intended. The
publishers said again that Dr. Gareth

Jones, the New Zealand anatomy pro-

fessor who wrote the book, had em-
phasized in it: "In practical terms, the

position I am advocating probably dif-

fers little from a strong anti-abortionist

stance."

The Journal, of course, noted the

protest of IVP's book in a news item

in our August 15 issue, and added to

that a critical book review. Now, we
are grateful that IVP has withdrawn

the book from the market.

At the same time, knowing the em-
barrassment and substantial cost which

such a withdrawal involves, we can't

help looking back and measuring what

we did. Were we fair in what we said?

Did we go about it the right way?
Would we want to be treated as we
treated IVP?
We have enormous respect for Inter-

Varsity Press. Earlier this year, the

Journal featured IVP's editor in an in-

terview. IVP, through the years, has

distinguished itself by edifying us with

a calibre of books a cut above most of

what was available from Christian

publishers.

It is, in fact, the esteem we've had
for IVP that gave many of us a sense

of having been let down—or even

betrayed. Someone we trusted was
now giving bad advice.

Or were they? Had we read the book
too quickly? Were we fair to Dr. Jones

and to IVP in a negative review which

pulled no punches? In short, was it our

fault or theirs that they had to

withdraw the book?
To answer that question for myself,

I have gone back and re-read our

materials on the subject. I still think

that IVP brought its problems on
itself. But I've been reminded how
careful we ought to be when we criti-

cize fellow believers.

First, why I think IVP got itself in-

to trouble:

Dr. Jones insists that the context of

his discussion is limited to the possibil-

ity of abortion of extremely handi-

capped babies. I believe, however, that

he is careless in not reminding readers

(and perhaps himself) of that limita-

tion as he develops his arguments.

But let us take Dr. Jones at face

value when he says that even in such

situations he is generally against abor-

tion. "It should be contemplated by

Christian couples only under the most
extreme circumstances, the nature of

which will be discussed later in this

chapter," he says on p. 173.

For many of us, even that is giving

away too much. But let's at least let

Dr. Jones explain his case. The prob-

lem is that he never really does—at

least not with clarity. Repeatedly, he

waffles. He reminds me of Tevye in

Fiddler on the Roof, who goes back

and forth between "on the one hand
. .

." and "on the other hand . . .
."

Several times, Dr. Jones offers elo-

quent pro-life arguments. But then he

backs off. He says on p. 182: "For
myself, abortion is always an admis-

sion that a family (and society) will

probably be unable to cope with the

demands of a handicapped child. The
factors which have to be weighed up
when contemplating a therapeutic

abortion are relative ones. Christians

with a high view of human life will em-
phasize the preservation of life, and yet

will also take into account the mental,

spiritual, and financial resources of the

family and also the availability of

social and welfare services for han-

dicapped children in the community."
No one can say that paragraph is

taken out of context. Read the book
20 times, and you'll see it is the con-

text. Perhaps Dr. Jones didn't say ex-

actly what he meant, or perhaps IVP
didn't edit as skilfully as they usually

do. But that is what the book says.

A procedural question: Before get-

ting themselves so far out on a limb,

why didn't IVP call in some ardent

pro-lifers and ask them to critique the

manuscript before it went into print?

Wouldn't that have prevented much of

the outrage and anguish which have

followed?

It was while I was thinking about

IVP's shortsightedness that way that

I was reminded of our own lapses here

at the Journal. Why, last spring,

before publishing an evaluation of the

Christian Broadcasting Network
(CBN), hadn't we taken time to sit

down with some of their people and
get their side of things? I am embar-

rassed that we didn't, and have told

them so.

Publishers aren't the only ones who
speak before they have a handle on a

really balanced perspective. Too many
of us as individuals do the same thing,

of course. It's just that when a pub-

lisher does it, so many more people are

affected by the overly-quick judgment.

Dr. Jones has written us to say that

he believes we have not accurately

represented what he said in his book
(see his letter in this week's "Mail-

bag"). After retracing our steps, we
still believe we have. On the specific

issues of amniocentesis and in vitro

fertilization, our reviewer may have

overstated the case. But on the central

issue, we think our criticism was
justified.

At the same time, the whole episode

has reminded me how fragile are our

efforts to be truthful and to be loving

at the same time. To Dr. Jones, to

IVP, and to you, we can only promise

to keep trying.—JOEL BELZ IS
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An Open Letter to the

Archbishop of Canterbury

UPl PHOTO

LARRY M. OTT

Dr. Robert Runcie

Archbishop of Canterbury

Canterbury, England

Dear Dr. Runcie:

On July 9, 1 awoke to the news that

the great cathedral of York had been

struck by lightning and was on fire.

This news was very alarming as I have

an interest in these great structures and

possess several books on them. A year

ago our choir was in Europe and had
the opportunity to see a number of

cathedrals, and this not only enhanced

my appreciation of such magnificent

buildings, but the tour also gave me a

certain love for your land and your

people. Anyway, I quickly got up and
did a little research before watching the

televised account.

While watching the account of this

tragedy, I was surprised by another

story that came to light amid the York
Minster flames. That story concerned

a demonstration outside York Minster

the previous week in protest of the in-

stallation of a new bishop to Durham
Cathedral, the Rt. Rev. David Jenkins.

From what I've heard and read, Bish-

op Jenkins does not believe in certain

doctrines that most Christians hold

true. Specifically, Bishop Jenkins main-

tains that the virgin birth and resurrec-

tion of Christ are to be understood as

symbolic in nature only, according to

the Miami Herald's and Time maga-
zine's coverage of this story.

What an unusual sight to see laymen

Mr. Off is a deacon in the Coral
Ridge Presbyterian Church (PCA) in

Fort Lauderdale and is the tenor

section leader in the church's
Chancel Choir that toured in Europe
a year ago. He is operations
manager with International Business
Computing. The sermons referred to

near the end of his letter are by Dr.

D. James Kennedy on "Why I Be-

lieve in Christ," "Why I Believe in

the Resurrection," and "The Virgin

Birth."

and ministers picketing the church!

Even more surprising, was learning

that a vicar, Rev. John Mowll, was so

adamant in his protest that he had to

be cast out of the service. Generally,

at least in the USA, the church is not

picketed but does the picketing of es-

tablishments and laws that hinder the

work of the church.

Even though I am a member of a

Presbyterian church in the United

States, I do feel a responsibility from
Scripture to voice my concerns over the

installation of Bishop Jenkins by the

Anglican church. I hope you will un-

derstand these to arise from a heart of

Christian love and brotherhood.

I am sure Bishop Jenkins is not

alone in his skepticism. Yet the fact

that the position he is assuming is so

high in the hierarchy of the church

makes his skepticism very alarming.

I also read that York Minster had
extensive work done on the foundation

several years ago. You, I am sure, can

appreciate now more than ever the im-

portance of maintaining a strong foun-

dation. Yet just as this is true in our

church architecture, it is true in our

faith as well. I have noticed that often

those problems that are visible get at-

tention and those that are hidden are

not noticed until much destruction is

imminent. Without a solid foundation

all that rests upon it is in danger of col-

lapse. When the leaders of your church

are permitted not to believe in the

foundational truths of Scripture or to

believe that those truths are not impor-

tant enough to guard and defend, then,

sir, your foundation is being under-

mined. You have been entrusted to

lead this great church. Millions of

members look to your wisdom and di-

rection. If you should continue to per-

mit the undermining of faith founda-

tions, how should the church continue

to stand? Will it be reduced to a mere

monument, a symbol of Christianity

like a gravestone in a cemetery? Will

the church collapse as it was feared

York might if the foundation was not

repaired? Can a great church be built

upon skepticism and doubt?

When a leader in the church does

not believe in the virgin birth or the

resurrection of Christ, is there any real

reason then to celebrate Christmas or
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Easter? Would it not be hypocritical to

encourage the singing of the countless

hymns and anthems that tell of these

two great events? Songs have con-

firmed our faith over the centuries.

Anyone involved in church music
knows the great contributions England
has made in religious music. Pieces like

Handel's Messiah proclaim the virgin

birth of Christ and his resurrection,

not as mere symbols but as real events

with real people in a real time and
place.

I suggest that a great mistake was
made in consecrating Mr. Jenkins to

the bishopric at Durham. Not only is

his soul in grave danger by his unbe-

lief, but, beyond that, his skepticism

endangers his congregation as well as

the foundations of your church.

Is all a symbol? Is salvation a sym-
bol? What about the miracles that

Christ performed, the creation of the

world, the flood, etc.? Would it not be

appropriate to reconsider this situa-

tion? Perhaps Bishop Jenkins could be

given a symbolic position, void of any
power, activity, and influence in the

church. Perhaps he might come to a

vague understanding of the dissapoint-

ment he has brought on our Lord and
Savior.

In closing, I am reminded of a de-

scription that I will share with you.

This will probably be very familiar to

you as it comes from the prologue of

Canterbury Tales by Chaucer. I believe

it illustrates the point I've tried to

make about leadership.

This noble ensample to his sheep he yaf:

That first he wrought, and afterward he

taughte.

Out of the Gospel he tho wordes caughte.

And this figure he added eek thereto:

That "if gold ruste, what shold iren do?"
For if a preest be foul, on whom we truste,

No wonder is a lewed man to ruste!

And shame it is, if a preest take keep

—

A shitten shepherd and a clene sheep!

Well ought a preest ensample for to yive

By his clenness how that his sheep shold

live.

He sette not his benefice to hire,

And let his sheep encumbred in the mire,

And ran to London unto Saint Poules,

To seeken him a chauntery for soules,

Or with a bretherheed to been withholde;

But dwelt at home and kepte well his folde,

So that the wolf ne made it not miscarrye.

He was a shepherd, and not a mercenarye.

And though he holy were and vertuous,

He was to sinful men not despitous,

Ne of his speeche daungerous ne digne;

But in his teeching discreet and benigne,

To drawen folk to heven by fairness,

By good ensample—this was his bisinesse.

But it were any person obstinat,

What so he were, of heigh or low estat,

Him wold he snibben sharply for the nones.

A better preest I trow there nowhere none
is!

He waited after no pomp and reverence,

Ne maked him a spiced conscience,

But Christes lore and his apostles'twelve

He taught—but first he followed it himselve.

If gold doth corrupt, what then shall

iron do? I can only believe that such

York fathers as Bede and Alcuin, as

well as the faithful in the Church of

England from all ages, would join me
in raising this voice of concern over the

erosion of our common heritage. It is

my hope and prayer that you will re-

consider your action concerning Bish-

op Jenkins.

Enclosed are some sermons by the

senior minister of my church that I

hope you will read. They will express

more powerfully and authoritatively

what Christians have always believed

about the virgin birth and resurrection

of Christ.

Thank you for your attention to this

lengthy letter. May God give you wis-

dom, love, truth, and courage as you
seek to honor him.

In his service,

Larry M. Ott

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Ten Reasons Why the OPC
Should Join the PCA

MARK R. BROWN

The Orthodox Presbyterian Church
now has an invitation from the Pres-

byterian Church in America to join

with them in one church communion.
How will the OPC respond? The an-

swer to that question is as yet uncer-

tain. But a more important question is:

How should we respond to the invita-

tion to join our sister church? The an-

swer to that question will come from

a study of the relevant Scripture pas-

sages and the application of Scriptural

principles to the current historical sit-

uation in which we find ourselves.

We have time before the voting be-

gins to air a full and free discussion of

the pros and cons of this most impor-

tant issue now facing our denomina-

tion. I therefore offer the following ten

reasons why we should respond posi-

tively to the PCA as a contribution to

that discussion. These reasons are brief

and are intended primarily to help the

person in the pew come to grips with

the issues before us.

1. Biblical

Our Lord Jesus prayed in John 17:21

for the unity of his disciples in truth

and fellowship. Ephesians 4:3 exhorts

The author is pastor of Westminster
Presbyterian Church (OPC) in

Hollidaysburg, Pa. He writes as an
Orthodox Presbyterian to fellow OPs.

us to make every effort to keep the uni-

ty of the Spirit. Must not this unity be

expressed by a common government
and discipline? For years the OPC has

pursued union with sister denomina-
tions committed to the Reformed
faith. We have not hidden behind the

smokescreen that all believers are

"spiritually" one and then gone in our

own independent way. We have been

taught that the church is both an or-

ganism and an organization. Let us

join with the PCA in a visible dem-
onstration of our unity in a common
government under Christ the Head of

the church.

2. Theological

The 20th century has witnessed the re-

jection of the authority of the Bible as

God's Word by much of the visible

church. By God's grace both the OPC
and PCA are proclaiming the Bible as

the infallible Word of God, without er-

ror in the original manuscripts. The 1st

General Assembly of the PCA adopted

the Westminster Confession of Faith

and Catechisms as their theological

standards. These are exactly the same
doctrinal standards that the OPC sin-

cerely receives and adopts. We are

both confessional churches and our

confessions of faith are identical. Of
course, there are some differences of

interpretation both within and between

our denominations. In our commit-

ment to the Bible and the Westminster
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Standards we have objective standards

to appeal to. We can have a righteous

union as together we earnestly study

the Scriptures and then rest in the

teaching of the Holy Spirit speaking in

the Scriptures.

3. Historical

The separate existence of the OPC and

PCA is due basically to historical and

geographical circumstances. The OPC
split from the mainline Northern Pres-

byterian Church in 1936 claiming lib-

eral control of the seminaries and

boards of the church. The PCA began

in 1973 as a conservative break-off

from the Southern Presbyterian

Church. The parallel development of

our churches reflects a common com-
mitment to a disciplined, confessional

church and the rejection of a broad,

pluralistic association.

4. Viable Presbyteries

A union with the PCA would provide

us with geographically smaller, more
workable presbyteries. Ideally, should

not a presbytery encompass the metro-

politan area of a city? But our OPC
presbyteries are more like regional syn-

ods. With less distance to travel our

church members as well as presbyters

will be able to have fellowship and

serve together with sister churches

rather than exist as practically indepen-

dent congregations.

5. Co-operation

Both the OPC and PCA are vigorous-

ly planting mission churches across the

U.S. Competing with the PCA for new
fields is a frustrating and fruitless task.

Let us combine our funds and mission-

aries and as good stewards work to-

gether to plant truly Presbyterian

churches in America. In a larger fel-

lowship we will be able to transfer

members rather than lose many to

other denominations. Uniting with the

PCA, which exhibits both the strengths

and zeal of its youthful existence, can

bring renewal and encouragement to

our congregations.

6. A New Name

The name "Orthodox" Presbyterian is

confusing to the general public. For

years attempts have been made by our

own presbyters to change our denom-
inational name to one that will attract

rather than repel. Now we have the op-

portunity to return to a name almost

identical to our original, intended

name—the Presbyterian Church in

America. This name is both clear and

inviting in its emphasis.

7. Balance

From its heritage through Westminster

Seminary the OPC has maintained a

strong theological emphasis that has

been very helpful to the church in

America. However, our models have

been almost exclusively theologians.

The PCA could provide us with a bal-

ance of strong effective pastors. Just

as in a company both research and

sales are needed, so in the church both

theological and pastoral leadership

must be present in a healthy balance.

8. Danger

There is great concern that if we reject

the PCA invitation at this time our

church will become isolated and tend

towards a sectarian defense of our dis-

tinctives. We must fight the negative

remnant mentality that assumes only

our small group can be true to the

faith.

9. Visibility

Most of our churches are scattered

with little effective contact. Being part

of a larger denomination would pro-

vide us with a nationwide distribution

and visibility. We would have a strong

network of churches able effectively to

help each other in missionary and di-

aconal labors. Also, a strong and
growing nation-wide Presbyterian

Church in America would provide a

clear, Bible-believing alternative to the

liberal PCUSA.

10. Precedent

We have before us the example of the

assimilation of the Reformed Presby-

terian Church, Evangelical Synod in-

to the PCA in 1982. This joining has

worked so well that even many oppo-

nents of that union are now happy.

The OPC and PCA work together in

Great Commission Publications. Sev-

eral of our congregations have already

united harmoniously with the PCA on
the local level and good fellowship now
exists between many OPC and PCA
pastors and congregations.

Conclusion

The Scriptures and our heritage call us

to a positive response to the PCA in-

vitation to join with them in building

a united testimony to true Presbyteri-

anism across America. Let us step out

in faith and join hands with our broth-

ers in the PCA. By God's grace we can

help build a Presbyterian Church in

America true to the Scriptures and the

Reformed faith and obedient to the

Great Commission of our Lord Jesus

Christ. m

What Can We
Learn From
Francis Schaeffer?

LARRY E. WILSON

I am neither a prophet nor the son of

a prophet. I do believe however, that

I can confidently predict that Dr. Fran-

cis A. Schaeffer (who died of cancer on

May 15, 1984) will be remembered by

future church historians as one of the

most significant Christian leaders of

the 20th century.

Dr. Schaeffer had a noteworthy

ministry, influencing a numerous and
broad spectrum of people. President

Reagan eulogized, "It will be said of

Dr. Francis Schaeffer that his life

touched millions of souls and brought

them to the truth of their Creator" (see

box). Countless disenchanted youth

found new life and hope in the histori-

cal Christian faith through the work of

Dr. Schaeffer. Further, as Stephen

Board commented in Christianity To-

day (June 15,1984),". . . he enjoyed

unusual credibility among most Amer-
ican evangelicals and many fundamen-

talists."

This is particularly remarkable when
it is recognized that Dr. Schaeffer was
Presbyterian and Reformed (i.e., Cal-

vinistic!). Dr. Schaeffer often alluded

to this by referring to himself as "a
man of the Reformation," by speaking

of and citing John Calvin with favor,

by lauding the fruits of the Reforma-
tion in Western culture and the influ-

ence of the Puritans in early America,

and by praying and working for "ref-

ormation and revival" in our day.

How could Francis Schaeffer, as a

Reformed Presbyterian, attain the

The author is an Orthodox Presby-
terian evangelist serving with New
Life Church in Terre Haute, Ind.
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broad-ranging influence that he did?

Of course, his brilliance as an analyti-

cal thinker and his copious and
"swashbuckling" style as a writer were

critical factors, but I think that there

is a deeper, more foundational reason.

I think that Dr. Schaeffer embodied
an exemplary balance between what

has been called "pie, doc, and kuyp"
tendencies among Christians. Many
Christian leaders have tended, I be-

lieve, to emphasize one or two of these

perspectives to the exclusion of the

other(s). "Pies," or pietists, emphasize

personal devotion to the Lord, person-

al evangelism, prayer, etc. "Docs," or

doctrinalists, stress Biblical teaching,

theological accuracy, church purity,

etc. Finally, "kuyps," or Kuyperians,

dwell on social and cultural involve-

ment, Christian approaches to philos-

ophy, art, economics, politics, etc. Un-
happily, Christians have tended to po-

larize over these differing emphases.

Balanced Christianity, on the other

hand, would encompass all three em-

phases. To my mind, Dr. Schaeffer

embodied that balance—in his life, in

his ministry, and in his writings.

Dear Mrs. Schaeffer,

Nancy and I express our deep sympathy

to you and your family on the death of

your husband. We want you to know
that you are in our thoughts and prayers.

While words are inadequate to console

you on your loss, you can take comfort

in knowing that Dr. Schaeffer will be

greatly missed by all who knew him and

his work. He will long be remembered

as one of the great Christian thinkers of

our century, with a childlike faith and

a profound compassion- toward others.

It can rarely be said of an individual that

his life touched many others and affected

them for the better; it will be said of Dr.

Francis Schaeffer that his life touched

millions of souls and brought them to

the truth of their Creator. In June of

1982, your husband wrote to me and

enclosed a copy of an address he had just

given which described in moving terms

that "final reality" which is God. Dr.

Schaeffer drew all his strength and spirit

from that source and shared that

message with a waiting world. Now he

has found his final home.

May God grant you His peace and

serenity which is only His to give. With

our sincere condolences.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan, The White House

May 17, 1984

In his final book, Dr. Schaeffer de-

scribed the overarching commitment
that drew these perspectives into an in-

tegrated whole:

Throughout my work there is a common
unifying theme which 1 would define as

"the Lordship of Christ in the totality of

life." If Christ is indeed Lord, He must be

Lord of all of life—in spiritual matters of

course, but just as much across the whole

spectrum of life, including intellectual mat-

ters and the areas of culture, law, and gov-

ernment. I would want to emphasize from

beginning to end throughout my work the

importance of evangelism (helping men and

women come to know Christ as Savior), the

need to walk daily with the Lord, to study

God's word, to live a life of prayer and

show forth the love, compassion, and holi-

ness of our Lord. But we must emphasize

equally and at the same time the need to

live this out in every area of life and culture.

It was this balance, I think, that gave

Dr. Schaeffer credibility across such a

broad spectrum of people. Christians

from differing perspectives saw that he

shared and promoted their concerns.

It was also this balance, I think, that

made Dr. Schaeffer one of the most

significant Christian leaders of the 20th

century. With his wide-ranging credi-

bility, Dr. Schaeffer was able to lead

many believers (including our Chris-

tian leaders) to broaden their horizons

and transcend their own truncated

"pie, doc, or kuyp" emphases. The
impact of this trend is still being felt.

It is strengthening the Church's witness

to the world, for there is an increasing

concern to minister to whole persons

with a whole Christianity. It is also

helping the Church internally, for as

Christians see the value of those em-

phases which they have been neglect-

ing, they are beginning to recognize

that other Christians have already cul-

tivated those particular strengths. But

above all, it is bringing glory to our

God, and that was Dr. Schaeffer's

burning desire all along.

What then can we learn from Fran-

cis Schaeffer? Of course, we can learn

all sorts of particulars, but I think the

greatest lesson is deeper. We may even

disagree with certain particulars, but

let us not allow that to blind us to the

lesson that we so need to learn in our

day. Let us learn from Dr. Schaeffer

the lesson of balanced Christianity

—

that we must become "pie-doc-kuyps!"

Let us learn from Dr. Schaeffer the les-

son of "the Lordship of Christ in the

totality of life!" Let us learn from Dr.

Schaeffer the lesson of the power of

live Reformed orthodoxy! 3]
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Holy Spirit's Temple
FOR OCTOBER 21, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Corinthians
3:9-17; 6:12-20; Ephesians 5:15-20

Key verses: I Corinthians 3:16-17; 6:12-20;

Ephesians 5:15-20

Devotional reading: I Corinthians 4:1-5

Memory selection: I Corinthians 3:17

INTRODUCTION

Ezekiel once saw in a vision a new tem-

ple, perfect in every way, representing

the cleansed temple in which God
promises to dwell. This was a prophecy

of that day when the Lord would
cleanse the hearts of his people and
come to dwell in them.

Paul speaks of this temple as the

body of every believer, the dwelling

place of the Holy Spirit. Certain

demands are made of us in whom he

lives.

We Are to

1 Be Holy
1 Corinthians 3:9-17

Paul, like Ezekiel, sees us as the

building of God, his temple (v. 9).

He speaks of our lives being

founded on Jesus Christ, the only

foundation on which God's building

can stand. All who seek to build on the

foundation a life for God must be

careful how they build.

He likens our building on Christ to

one building with certain kinds of

materials: gold, silver, and precious

stones; or wood, hay, and stubble.

However we build, that life will be

tested. If we build with those things

that please God, then our life will be

tested and approved by God, because

we have put into our life the very best

in accord with God's will.

If, on the other hand, we build that

life with leftovers, not the valuable

things of life but whatever we do not

want for ourselves, then when our life

is tested, it will prove not to stand the

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1964 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

test. Though we are saved because we
are Christ's, our life for him will count

for nothing.

The concept of Christ testing our

lives, to see what kind of life we have

lived in the light of his Word, is fur-

ther seen in Revelation chapters 1-3.

There Jesus examines with his eyes

each church and each life and judges

accordingly. It is a sobering picture.

Paul concludes that we should

realize we are the temple of God.
God's Spirit dwells in each believer's

life. The quality of that life makes a

great difference to God, if not to us.

We are called, therefore, to be holy

in our lives because the temple of God
ought to be holy.

What does the term "holy" imply?

It implies that we belong exclusive-

ly to the Lord. We are not our own,
we belong to him, and the life we live

is to be lived for him exclusively.

The very meaning of "saint" is one
who is holy, set aside for the Lord's

exclusive use. That is why it is proper

to say that every believer is a saint, one

claimed by God for his exclusive use.

As Peter taught, we are to be holy

because God is holy (I Pet. 1:15-16).

QUESTIONS
1. What kind of life have I built so

far on the foundation of Jesus Christ?

2. To what extent do I consider my-
self to be a saint? Why?

We Are to

2 Glorify God
I Corinthians 6:12-20

Paul recognizes the liberty that he has

in Christ and fully enjoys it. But he

does not insist on doing everything that

he, a Christian, has the right to do.

There are some things that he will not

do even though he knows that he has

a right to do them.

He illustrates this new found liber-

ty in Christ by acknowledging that he

knows that he may eat any kind of
meat he pleases, but he will not always

insist on eating meat, if to do so would

cause his brother to stumble. Many
times he desires not to exercise his

liberty in Christ.

His body is for the Lord and not for

his own pleasure. To fornicate his

body is to allow it to have its way and

to give in to its desires. He is not will-

ing to do this (v. 13).

Having already given his body as a

living sacrifice to the Lord, he cannot

allow it to pursue its own pleasures.

In anticipation of that great day,

when the Lord will raise up his body
anew, Paul seeks to make his body a

member of Christ (v. 15).

To take his body from Christ and
use it for the pursuit of his own
pleasure would be like marrying a

harlot. As the one is unthinkable to

Paul, so is the other (v. 15).

NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS
Personalized, quality
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-
logical Seminary, a field
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We can see that when Paul is speak-

ing of fornication (v. 18), he means
more than the literal marrying of a

prostitute. He means joining or using

our bodies in any activity that does not

serve Christ.

Since Christ came to dwell in us in

order that our lives might glorify God
(v. 20), we need to remind ourselves of

just what it means to glorify God in

our bodies.

From Exodus 33, we have seen that

when Moses called on God to show

him his glory, the Lord responded by
revealing to Moses his goodness

(33:19).

What the Lord revealed to Moses
were attributes of his goodness (Exod.

34:6-7).

Later, the Lord taught that all of

that goodness and glory were fully

shown in his Son, Jesus, in his life on
earth (John 1:1, 14). Jesus therefore

glorified God in his body by being all

that God revealed himself to be to

Moses and Israel.

Now, Paul challenges us to see that

as we live in our bodies, we too are to

live in such a way that the goodness
(glory) of God will be shown in us.

We, by the fruit of the Spirit seen in

our lives, reveal the glory of God in

our bodies. That is what Paul is call-

ing for (compare Gal. 5:22-23).

QUESTIONS
1 . Has my body been joined to har-

lots (things of this world) rather than
to Christ?

2. How do I know that I am glori-

fying God in my body?

Separate from

3 The World
I Corinthians 6:14-18

Paul's great concern here is not that we
live in seclusion, separated totally from
the world as some early Christians who
lived in monasteries or in utter seclu-

sion, meditating on the things of God
but shut off from contact with others.

His desire is that in living our lives

for the Lord we not make the mistake

of being yoked with unbelievers in any
way. While verse 14 is often taken as

DORDT COLLEGE
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meaning that we^wnot to marry un-

believers, it means much more. It

means that we are not to align our-

selves with unbelievers in any way in

business, in social affairs, in recreation

or in any other way that would com-
pel us to compromise our faith. We
cannot be committed to unbelievers and
still remain committed to the Lord.

Paul makes clear that believers are

to have nothing to do with fellowship

with iniquity or darkness of this world

(v. 15).

Again reminding us that we are the

temple of God, Paul asks how we can

pursue the world with unbelievers. We
cannot, any more than a temple of

God could be used also as a temple of

Belial (a pagan god). We could not do
that any more than we could put idols

in the temple of God (v. 16).

God showed the Israelites quite early

that he intended their lives to be for

himself and for his glory (Exod. 19:5).

The prophets reminded them of his in-

tentions (Isa. 52:11; II Cor. 6:17-18).

Since the believer's body is God's
chosen dwelling place, we are to sepa-

rate ourselves from any allegiance in

this world that compromises our lives,

which belong to him.

QUESTIONS
1. Am I, today, committed in any

way in my life to unbelievers and what
they want?

2. How can we live in the world and
yet be separate from the world?

Filled With4 The Spirit
Epheslans 5:15-20

The solution to our living in -the world
and yet not being of the world, not tied

to it in any way, is in our being filled

with the Spirit (v. 18).

Being filled with the Spirit is not a

matter of the Spirit being in us some-

times and not at other times. He is

always in all believers. He never leaves

us. That is Jesus' promise.

Nevertheless, believers are at times

more responsive to the Spirit than at

other times.

We can quench the Spirit and we can

grieve him. But what does this mean?
It means that at times we can refuse

to be led by the Spirit and fail to be

obedient to the Spirit and to his Word.
Paul calls for us not to do this but

to walk wisely (in accord with God's
Word—the Spirit's Word). When we
fail to understand God's will because

we have been negligent in studying his

Word or in meditating upon it, or have

neglected to apply it to our lives, then

we are foolish.

The evident result of walking with

the Spirit through God's Word is that

we will find ourselves sharing his Word
with others, and speaking and singing

his praise. It will be sincere because it

comes from our hearts. We, like the

psalmist, will love the Word of God
more than anything else.

Such a life will be one of praise to

God because we will be showing how
very thankful we are for all that God
is and means to us.

Such is a truly happy Christian, not

just outwardly smiling, but smiling

from the inside, no matter what the

outward circumstances are.

QUESTIONS
1. How do I know that I am (am

not) filled with the Holy Spirit?

2. Do I arise each morning glad in

my heart for all that the Lord and his

Word mean to me? EE

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS^^HHHH
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED for

memorizing Scripture as families, schools &
to sell in stores—books for all ages—pre-

school through adults. Free information and

book. Scripture Memory Fellowship, Box

24551, St. Louis, MO 63141.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-

ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

churches mmm^^mmm
DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday

School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome
to Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship

with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For

more information contact Pastor Robert

Evans at (904) 222-8553 or 385-2600.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

MARYLAND'S EASTERN SHORE.
Delmarva Presbytery (PCA) will attempt to

establish churches in the southern part of the

Del.-Md. peninsula. If you can supply names

and addresses of relatives or friends please

send them to DMV/MNA, 231-A West Ti-

monium Road, Timonium, MD 21093 or call

(301) 252-5187.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

Pastors and Lay People are cordially invited to ...

The Annual Convention of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NOUTHETIC COUNSELORS
at Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

October 22 - 24, 1984
Featured Speakers: Dr. D. James Kennedy & Dr. Jay Adams
Theme: Doctrine and Christian Counseling

&jg?g_fcgfeg__ .Scripfare, Faith, Assurance, Holy Spirit and Repentance in Counseling

Registration fee $567560 after Oct. 1 J"or"
$75"fa7rOD^I^$i^dKA^3crT7

A#a<re check payable to: National Association of Nouthetic Counselors
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SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY, CA! A
new PCA church, Aliso Creek Presbyterian,

is now being formed in the San Juan Capis-

trano-Laguna Niguel area. Interested parties

contact the pastor, Thom Venema, 25211

Costeau St., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. (714)

770-7951.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1 000 S. 350 E„ Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.

FOR RENT
OPEN DOORS and responsive hearts become

available as you pray for the PCA church-

planting team in Quito, Ecuador. We must
seek to establish a biblical presbytery by 1990.

Pray for our evangelism teams this fall.

for SALE^mam^^^m
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

Riveroaks Reformed
Presbyterian Church (PCA)

Memphis, Tennessee

FOR SALE
First Mortgage Church Bonds

12% and 13% with ACCRUED Interest

Good investment, Children's Education and
IRA Accounts.

Excellent opportunity for a good return while

your money is doing the Lord's work.

For information please write to:

Riveroaks Reformed Presbyterian Church
P.O. Box 17651, Memphis, TN 38187; OR

Call (901) 767-4012

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

OFFERING PLATES your church will be

proud to own. Large beautiful dark oak col-

or. Maroon or green pad. Guaranteed. Spe-

cial price—$15 pair while they last. World
Wide Plate Co., Fairfield, AL 35064.

OPENING for a Director of Admissions and
Financial Aid, as of January 1, 1985. Appli-

cations should be received no later than Nov-

ember 1, 1984. Montreat-Anderson is a two-

year, liberal arts college related to the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Applicants

should have three years experience in admis-

sions work or college administration or teach-

ing experience and experience in financial aid.

They should have knowledge of public and
private schools in the Southeast, be willing

to travel and capable of supervising 4-6 peo-

ple. Send resume to: Silas M. Vaughn, Pres-

ident, Montreat-Anderson College, Box
1034, Montreat, NC 28757.

BUSINESS/OFFICE MANAGER.
Dynamic Atlanta-based Christian communi-
cations and publishing ministry seeks busi-

ness/office manager. Strong administrative

background required, some accounting ex-

perience preferred. Must be committed to a

Reformed world and life view. Excellent op-

portunity with a growing organization. Salary

range $16,000-$20,000. Call or send resume:

American Vision; (404) 256-3978; P.O. Box
720515, Atlanta, GA 30328.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should

have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send

resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.

Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,
AL 36104.

FINANCE MANAGER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified finance

officer interested in using his abilities in ser-

vice to God and the church. Responsibilities

include managing staff, preparing and con-

trolling 9 million dollar budget and the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

a high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed
doctrines are required. Send curricula vitae

to Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

PCA CHURCH of 100 members in Denver

area seeking pastor. Those interested contact

Covenant Presbyterian Church, West 44th

and Ingalls Street, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033.

(303) 424-8889.

SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member
PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will

be a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720
Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and
board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 103351/2 Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

SERVICES

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

God Is His Own Interpreter

PLATFORM PLANK No. 6

The new Bishop of Durham in the

Church of England, David Jenkins,

—

whose consecration in York Minster

was followed three days later by light-

ning striking that building—had earlier

said on television that he was "pretty

clear" that the virgin birth was "a
story told after the event in order to

express and symbolize a faith that this

Jesus was a unique event from God."
According to Rev. J. K. Mowll, the An-
glican vicar who protested at the con-

secration of the bishop, Jenkins said

concerning the traditional understand-

ing of the virgin birth of Christ that it

was not God's way of doing things.

Regarding the resurrection of Christ,

he said that it was not a miracle: "It

doesn't seem to me that there was any
one event which you could identify

with the resurrection." Yet he later

claimed that he believes in the resur-

rection "as St. Paul believed in it."

It all depends on your interpretation.

That is what a lot of modern theo-

logians would have us believe. And in-

deed everything does depend upon our

interpretation. There are so many peo-

ple around who claim to profess their

faith while repeating the Apostles'

Creed who obviously do not believe its

statements as historical that it is appar-

ent that interpretation is of crucial im-

portance.

Is one interpretation as good as an-

other? Who is to decide? How do we
know the proper interpretation of the

Bible?

If the Bible is indeed the very Word
of God, as Jesus said, then God him-

self is the proper interpreter. This

means that the Bible is interpreted for

us by the Father as he has spoken his

Word in the various parts of the Scrip-

tures, by our Lord Jesus, and by the

Holy Spirit.

The Father is faithful to his prom-
ises. As Samuel said in I Sam. 15:29,

"He who is the Glory of Israel does
not lie or change his mind." Thus all

that God has revealed fits together in

a self-consistent whole whose various

parts shed light on each other. Those
thorough students of the Scriptures,

the 17th-century Puritans of the West-

minster Assembly, set down several

important principles of interpretation

in the Confession of Faith, one of

which is: "The infallible rule of inter-

pretation of Scripture, is the Scripture

itself; and therefore, when there is a

question about the true and full sense

of any scripture (which is not mani-

fold, but one), it may be searched and
known by other places that speak more
clearly" (1,9).

By the sense being one rather than

manifold, the Puritans meant that the

"literal" or "plain" meaning—that is,

the author's intent—was to be sought

rather than some speculative allegori-

cal interpretation such as had tended

to prevail in the medieval church. This

is a major part of what is meant by

grammatical-historical interpretation.

But there is another sense in which

the meaning is one—not only for a

given passage, but for the Bible as a

whole. Following his resurrection Jesus

instructed the two disciples on the road

to Emmaus and then the whole com-
pany gathered with the Eleven in Jeru-

salem with regard to the focus of the

entirety of Scripture upon himself:

".
. . beginning with Moses and all the

Prophets, he explained to them what
was said in all the Scriptures concern-

ing himself" (Luke 24:27; cf. v. 44).

So it was that Philip could provide

the interpretation for the Ethiopian eu-

nuch who was puzzling over the mean-
ing of Isaiah 53. "Do you understand

what you are reading?" Philip asked.

"How can I unless someone explains

it to me?" he replied. So Philip began
with that very passage and told him the

good news about Jesus (Acts 8:30-35).

The central message of the whole Bi-

ble, upon which all interpretation de-

pends, is Jesus Christ and the redemp-
tion we have through him.

Jesus himself amazed his contem-
poraries with his interpretation of the

Scriptures—a reminder that spiritual

truth is only spiritually discerned (I

Cor. 2:10-16). One's obedient relation-

ship to the Lord opens up the truth,

Jesus said: "If any one chooses to do
God's will, he will find out whether my
teaching comes from God. ..." (John

7:17). Not only did the Holy Spirit in-

spire the prophets and apostles who
produced the Scriptures, but he also

provides the necessary illumination for

our understanding of the Bible today.

Again the Puritans recognized this

need for the Holy Spirit in interpreta-

tion. "The Supreme Judge, by which

all controversies of religion are to be

determined" and all other opinions to

be examined, "can be no other but the

Holy Spirit speaking in the Scripture"

(Westm. Conf. I, 10). The Bible is not

a "paper pope," but remains the liv-

ing Word of the personal God.
It is not only our sin, but also our

subjectivity that gets in the way of

communication. No doubt cross-cul-

tural confusion was part of the Ethio-

pian eunuch's problem. We all bring

to the Scriptures our own questions out

of our own life's context, and hence we
miss much that God has to say to us.

We need to approach the Scriptures in

humble prayer for the Spirit's help.

The Westminster Confession states

that, although the whole counsel of

God for things necessary to our faith

and life is "either expressly set down
in Scripture, or by good and necessary

consequence may be deduced from
Scripture," nevertheless "we acknowl-

edge the inward illumination of the

Spirit of God to be necessary for the

saving understanding of such things as

are revealed in the Word" (I, 6).

God has given his people his Word
and also its interpretation if we will

yield to its authority, find Christ

throughout, and seek the Spirit's illu-

mination. William Cowper's great

hymn on God's providence applies as

well to the handling of God's Word:

Blind unbelief is sure to err,

And scan His work in vain;

God is His own interpreter,

And He will make it plain. [2
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MAILBAG

ON HONESTY IN PUBLIC OFFICE

I do not know who told you that Sen.

Hatfield was an evangelical Christian

(editorial, Sept. 5). Evangelical he may
be, but Christian—well, Matthew 6:24

says: One cannot serve two masters.

Sen. Hatfield is an original signer of

that infamous document, the Declara-

tion of Interdependence, and in so

signing there is a distinct possibility

that he at least compromised, if not

violated, his oath of office, which he

took when he was seated in the Senate.

He became one of the Members of

Congress for Peace through Law (now

the Arms Control and Foreign Policy

Caucus), which organization is dedica-

ted to making the Republic a member
of the "global community" subject to

an all-powerful United Nations.

You spend quite a bit of space on
Nixon and King David, all to no avail,

for history will judge them better than

we. David it already has; the jury is still

out on Nixon, in spite of the media's

vendetta against him.

Now to that last paragraph, "Hon-
esty is an essential requirement in pub-

lic office." Are you saying that hon-

esty is not required in all aspects of life,

that we can go to church on Sunday
and beat the Devil around the bush the

rest of the week? I will have to admit

that there are more of that kind of

evangelical Christians than I care to

think about.

—S. B. "Jim" Crowe
Sanford, Fla.

IDEAL OF A GODLY SOCIETY

In Dr. Voskuil's article, "Christian

Values in Today's Politics?" (Sept. 5),

we find an excellent presentation of the

need for Christian action in today's

society. I've really enjoyed his and Dr.

Kaufmann's articles and commend the

Journal for an interesting series. Given

the place of the church-state issue in

this year's elections it is also particular-

ly relevant.

However, and alas, Dr. Voskuil

seems to want it both ways. He argues

for a Biblical context for rights,

freedoms, and responsibilities, but

seems to want to do this without Chris-

tian laws. This is akin to posting God's

law outside the doors of the legislature

as a reminder, for those leaders enter-

ing, of the divine requirements that

must not be enacted into law.

In this article Dr. Voskuil poses the

question whether the state has a right

to create a society in which all walk in

God's ways. We all know this is im-

possible, even for a state with all the

power and will to do so. The real ques-

tion, it seems to me, is do the rulers,

as well as the people, have a responsi-

bility to bow their wills to the will of

Christ in all aspects of their lives? On-
ly when the leaders acknowledge what

Pilate refused to acknowledge (i.e.,

their power is derived from God, who
controls all things—John 19:11) will

the basis for true government and true

morality be consistently applied.

For we Christians know that it is our

Lord, who has all power and domin-

ion, who is over every authority and
every name, it is he who will bring the

subject rulers to task. Our God, and

not the state, will also be the one who
makes us to walk in his ways, and for

his glory.

It seems to me, then, that our pre-

sent task is to uphold the ideal of a

godly society while striving to live as

Christians in this present order. We
should not strike out to reach halfway

towards our goal. Rather, as Christian

journeymen, we should set our eyes on

that perfect kingdom for which we
pray to come on earth.

In doing this we do not have fuzz in

our eyes, like certain textbook Uto-

pians. Because man, being a sinner,

will always have to strive to counteract

sin and bring glory to God through a

reformed life. The question before us

is, should the state thwart or facilitate

that goal?

—Ralph B. Montgomery
San Francisco, Calif.

MINISTERS
Mark L. Dalbey from Beaver Falls. Pa., to the

Church of the Covenant (PCA), Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Joseph Lennon from Roebuck, SC., to the

Beech Street Church (PCA), Gaffney, SC.

Charles W. McNutt has been honorably retired

by New River Presbytery (PCA) as of August

31.

Daniel R. Morse, received from the OPC, to

the Grace Church (PCA). Germantown, Tenn.

Jack Ross from Brookhaven, Miss., to the

Grace Church (PCA), Bainbridge. Ga.

Ronald L. Shaw from Wheat Ridge, Colo., to

the Village Seven Church (PCA). Colorado

Springs, Colo., as assistant pastor.

CORRECTION
James R. McKee from Jacksonville. Fla., to the

Briarwood church (PCA), Birmingham, Ala.,

as minister of Christian education (not minis-

ter to youth as reported in the August 1 Jour-

nal).
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AN ETHIC OF WORK NEEDED

Your recent issue dedicated to labor

(Aug. 29) prompts these remarks. I see

Wayne Alderson's importance to mod-
ern work in his pioneering of a mod-
ern ethical theory of work built upon
dignity. We practitioners should start

refining the theory through our ex-

periences, and relate it to the older

ethical theories in practice.

Helen Louise Herndon raised an im-

portant ethical issue. Should a Chris-

tian's labor today be based on an ethic

of capital (loving to make wealth

through work) or on an ethic of uniting

(unionizing) humanity in a common
fellowship of work?

Let me suggest three reasons why
Rev. Paul Martin's survey suggests the

pulpit may not equip church members
for the work force. One, today's work
Continued on p. 13, col. 2
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With only four weeks until election day we want to keep

a promise made during the primaries, when the February 29 issue of the

Journal ran sketches of the eight Democratic contenders for the presidency

and indicated we would later do likewise for Pres. Reagan and his eventual

opponent. Executive editor Joel Belz fulfills this promise with some in-

teresting insights concerning both Walter Mondale and Ronald Reagan as

candidates from a Christian perspective.

I l Also in this issue Louis Voskuil contributes his final piece

to the series on the "Values Behind Your Vote" by urging a distinctively

Christian approach to the role of America in the contemporary world system.

Stephen Kaufmann's final installment, on domestic issues, will appear in

the October 31 issue.

I 1 Our editorial this week calls for reflection upon the use

of nuclear arms for defense. The particular stimulus was a new "Position

Paper" issued by the Association of Public Justice, Just Defense and Nuclear
Weapons. Although I differ with one of its main conclusions, I encourage

study of the booklet, which may be obtained for 50 c from the APJ office

at 806 15th Street, NW, Suite 218, Washington, DC 20005 or by phoning

(202) 737-2110.

I I Word comes from Ed Robeson, director of the Ridge

Haven conference grounds near Rosman, N.C., that the reunion of "Con-
cerned Presbyterians" announced for October 16-17 is open to anyone who
is interested, not just to those who were members of the organization. The
only qualification is to notify Mr. Robeson, Box 565, Rosman, NC 28772,

or phone (704) 862-3916.

1 l Dr. Claude A. Frazier, allergist in Asheville, N.C., passes

on this thought: "When driving through a strange town, I have found when
I asked anyone for directions, that they will always tell you the way to go,

even if it is not the right way. When they are not sure, they may hesitate

and instead of saying, 'Folks, I do not know,' they will give you directions.

Yet we as Christians know the Way and seem to be just the opposite in our

unwillingness to tell other people about Jesus." SI

l
I A Religious News Service report says that parishioners

at the North Windham (Maine) Union Church are fighting bats in the belfry.

There are more than 100 bats flying around up where the bell is, and the

parish's four seasoned carpenters refuse to go into the tower alone. "I'm
looking for a carpenter who trusts bats," says church trustee Charles Hen-
nessey, who describes himself as an animal lover. "I don't want to hurt

the bats," he says. "There must be someone who can get them to leave on
their own." If he finds the solution, there are no doubt numerous churches

these days that should feel the need to remove the bats from the belfry. EE
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Henry: 'Troublesome Side
9

ofEvangelical Growth

ESCONDIDO, Cal. (RNS)—The ev-

angelical movement, in spite of con-

tinued growth, sometimes seems to be

going off in all directions and suffers

from a growing identity crisis, accord-

ing to theologian Carl F. H. Henry.

Speaking at Westminster Seminary's

western campus here, Henry said:

"The evangelical movement . . . has

before it the greatest prospect it's ever

had this side of the Reformation. But

if it is growing, it's growing more
quickly than it is deepening . . . and

that gives me some trouble."

Founding editor of Christianity To-

day magazine, Henry said a major

problem is the definition of an "ev-

angelical." "The Jews have problems

determining what it is to be a Jew.

Evangelicals increasingly have a prob-

lem determining what it is to be an

evangelical." He said the term has

been applied to so many groups as to

drain it of much of its meaning.

The term, he said, has been applied

to such varied groups as "evangelical

Catholics," "charismatic evangeli-

cals," "conservative evangelicals,"

and "liberal evangelicals."

"Sooner or later that catches up
with you," Henry said. "At some
point you've got to nail to the mast

what it means to be authentically

evangelical, authentically Christian."

Henry's own definition of an evan-

gelical is one who lives by the Bible.

"But one of the troublesome things,"

he said in an interview, "is that in the

area of personal and social life the Bi-

ble is appealed to to justify so many
divergent types of activity."

While evangelicals have grown
enough recently to "look good" in

comparison to the troubled Roman
Catholics and the liberal ecumenists,

Henry said so many evangelical causes

have sprung up that there is little unity

and cohesion. He says there is no single

person in the evangelical world with

the charisma and authority to forge

such a unity.

He thinks those among evangelicals

who are pushing so vigorously for con-

servative politics are "putting too

much faith" there and are likely to be
disappointed.

Now 71, Henry is lecturer-at-large

for World Vision International. IS

Graham Again Notes
Freedom in USSR

NEW YORK (RNS)—Evangelist Billy

Graham, confirming controversial

statements he made when he returned

from the Soviet Union two years ago,

said again here he still feels there is

religious freedom in the USSR.
Just returned from a 12-day, four-

city preaching mission in the USSR
which Graham staff people noted for

its great success, the evangelist said he

feels there is "far less oppression now
than there was" before Leonid Brezh-

nev became the Soviet premier in the

1960s. "Religion is a force, and a very

strong force, in the Soviet Union."

Graham said "there were many
more young people attending the meet-

ings than we had anticipated," and

that the Soviet churches "have a lot of

wonderful preachers."

"Many churches are open and ac-

tive," Graham reported. "It is my
understanding that they normally are

allowed to carry out their work on
church premises as long as they abide

by the government's requirements for

religious organizations. At the same
time, the Soviet Union does not allow

churches to be a rallying point for what

it considers anti-Soviet activities."

Graham said he was "absolutely fas-

cinated by the Orthodox Church,"

adding that he would describe it as

"theologically fundamentalist.
'

'

Graham said the Russian Orthodox

Church has already invited him for a

return visit, and that he is considering

now whether he should accept. If he

does, "the one place I would really like

to go back to is Siberia. That was the

most fascinating part of the trip," he

said. He thinks people in that region

of the country "seem to be much more

enthusiastic in their religious life and
faith" than in other parts of the Soviet

Union.

The evangelist said that when he

asked the Soviet people to pray for the

September 28 meeting between Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan and Soviet For-

eign Minister Andrei Gromyko, "I did

not realize I was announcing it to the

Soviet public for the first time."

He said one "high-ranking official"

told him privately that while the

Soviets "do not like some of the

policies of the Reagan administration,

they have respect for him personally."

Graham said he "brought up to top

officals every conceivable issue that I

thought concerned Christians and Jews

in this country." He specifically men-
tioned that he had "talked with Soviet

officials about the possibilities for

more Jews to emigrate, as the number
has decreased in the last two years." 13

RCA Leader Named
Likely NCC Head

NEW YORK (RNS)—Ecumenical
church leaders are praising Rev. Arie

Brouwer, nominated in late September

to become head of the National Coun-
cil of Churches (NCC), as "a seasoned

ecumenical administrator, an articulate

exponent of biblical theology, and a
persuasive spokesman for the NCC's
liberal social agenda."

Brouwer, a long-time leader of the

346,000-member Reformed Church in

America (RCA), has been head of the

social-action arm of the World Coun-
cil of Churches in Geneva since last

year. He is 49.

The NCC's search committee con-

sidered 75 names for its top post, and
personally interviewed 10 people.

Among those with high praise for

Brouwer was Rev. James E. Andrews
of Atlanta, new stated clerk of the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA).
He said: "I know him to be especially

concerned for theological integrity,

racial justice, and the improvement of
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relations between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union. He provides a positive

form of leadership at a time when the

NCC needs it."

Andrews said Brouwer's record on
social justice concerns is "impec-
cable," but also noted that the new
nominee comes from what Andrews
called "a relatively conservative

Reformed body with a strong confes-

sional base." EE

Equal Time in Congress
Asked by Non-Theists

WASHINGTON (RNS)—A humanist

organization has filed suit in a bid to

give "non-theists" an equal opportun-

ity to deliver opening remarks to the

U.S. Congress, just as chaplains of

major denominations are now allowed

to pray.

The suit was filed in the U.S. District

Court of the District of Columbia by
the Council for Democratic and Secu-

lar Humanism, based in Buffalo, N.Y.
It also asked that the use of govern-

ment funds to publish prayers deliv-

ered by congressional chaplains be pro-

hibited.

"Those who do not believe in a de-

ity have suffered, and continue to suf-

fer, from discrimination and persecu-

tion," the suit said. It cited Dr. Paul

Kurtz, philosophy professor at the

State University of New York at Buf-

falo, who has repeatedly been denied

permission to deliver opening remarks

to Congress from a humanist perspec-

tive.

The suit charged that Congress has

practiced the "discriminatory exclu-

sion" of non-theists from the guest-

speaker program administered by the

chaplains of the House and Senate. EE

Caribbean Evangelicals

Gather in Jamaica

KINGSTON, Jamaica—More than

600 pastors, evangelists, educators,

and lay leaders from churches
throughout the Caribbean region spent

a full week at the University of West
Indies raising the banner of Christian

outreach.

Coming from 28 countries and ter-

ritories in addition to the U.S., par-

ticipants represented four language
groups and a wide variety of denom-

inational and organizational affilia-

tions.

Prominent speakers from through-

out the region were joined by others

from other parts of the world in stress-

ing the priority of evangelism. Serious

attention was paid not just to Biblical

foundations and imperatives, but also

to the "contextual application" of the

message in the great variety of coun-

tries and cultures represented here.

Billed as the first time such a diverse

group of evangelicals had been brought

together in the Caribbean, CONECAR
(Congress on the Evangelization of the

Caribbean) featured 25 separate work-

shops on the how-to aspects of evan-

gelism.

Among others on CONECAR's
board of directors were E. Walford
Thompson, minister of the Presbyte-

rian Church in America who heads

Ministries in Action, and David Seiv-

right, an Orthodox Presbyterian min-

ister who leads a cross-cultural congre-

gation in Miami. ffl

Lausanne Committee
Plans 1989 Follow-up

WHEATON, HI. (RNS)—The influen-

tial coalition of evangelicals which

grew out of the 1974 evangelism con-

ference in Lausanne, Switzerland, has

announced plans for another such

world gathering in 1989.

Dr. Leighton Ford, head of the Lau-

sanne Committee for World Evangel-

ization, made the announcement
through the group's office here follow-

ing a five-day meeting in Stuttgart,

West Germany.
More than 4000 people attended the

1974 meeting.

A site for the meeting has not been

selected, although Ford indicated it

will almost certainly be a Third World
city. Half or more of the participants

will come from outside Europe and
North America, he said, and signifi-

cant participation by women is ex-

pected.

The 75-member committee meeting

in Stuttgart recommended that 50 per-

cent of the invited conferees should be

persons who were not at Lausanne, to

insure participation of younger Chris-

tian leaders.

The Lausanne Covenant, a 3000-

word document adopted at the 1974

meeting, pledged its signers to work
for the evangelization of the world and
stressed the authority of the Bible. The
same statement defines the projected

conference's doctrinal stance, leaders

here said.

Committee officials noted that

changed world conditions call for new
evangelistic strategies. World popula-

tion has grown by nearly a billion in

the last decade, and the proportion of

young people has risen. Urbanization

has accelerated, secularism has become
more prevalent in industrial countries,

and Islam is on the rise, they said. CD

Phoio by Ted Seymour, Ministries in Action

PCA minister Walford Thompson, head of Ministries in Action, was one of the plenary
speakers at the September CONECAR conference in Jamaica.
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The Candidates Compared:
Reagan and Mondale

JOEL BELZ

Both men, when they go to church,

have most recently chosen Presbyteri-

an congregations. But neither goes

very often.

So just how much do guidelines of

"faith" affect Ronald Reagan and

Walter Mondale? And how far apart

are the two men on the issue of how
they apply their faith to the making of

public policy?

Viewed from one perspective, and

using their own words, not so very far.

President Reagan, speaking just six

weeks ago at a prayer breakfast in Dal-

las: "I have always believed that there

is a strong and inseparable relationship

between our religious convictions and

the public policy we seek to carry out."

That's not a lot different from what

former Vice President Mondale said

six years ago to a group of Lutherans

in Minnesota: "There is a direct, pow-

erful, indispensable, and persistent re-

lationship between religious principle

and government policies."

But however similar the two state-

ments may be, it's also clear that the

two men seeking the U.S. presidency

are radically different in the way they

apply their statements. The differences
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have to do at least with these three fac-

tors:

(1) When and where the statements

were made.

(2) Which issues of public policy

they would be applied to.

(3) How the candidates get from

their original assumptions to their pol-

icy conclusions.

In its February 29 issue earlier this

year, the Journal summarized briefly

some positions of what were then the

eight candidates in the Democratic

presidential primaries. At that time, we
promised we would do a follow-up

summary comparing the winner in that

race with President Reagan.

Here, in slightly different format, is

our encouragement to you to think

once more about the two men.

The Context of the Statements

The most dramatic difference between

the settings of the two statements is

that Mr. Reagan's came in the heat of

a campaign while Mr. Mondale's came
at mid-term. For better or for worse,

everything a candidate says is twice as

suspect as something a mere public of-

ficial says.

President Reagan is a smart politi-

cian, and was hardly naive about the

kind of group he was addressing—just

hours before the kickoff of the Repub-

lican convention. The strictly political

implications could hardly have been

closer at hand.

Mr. Reagan may well be totally sin-

cere about the things he has been say-

ing. In fact, what he said at the Dallas

prayer breakfast is largely consistent

with what he has been saying about

similar issues for the last decade. But

that is hardly the main point bother-

ing his opponents. They are frustrated

instead, they say, by what seems to be

a habit of using the faith/policy issues

for political leverage, rather than as a

clear-cut ideological framework for

shaping policy.

That's what you'd expect political

opponents to say—especially underdog

opponents. Whether the charge is true

or not in any given situation, thought-

ful Christian voters will explore every

candidate's claims to see whether form
or substance is at the root.

There is a difference between a state-

ment made to shed light on an issue

and a statement made only for partisan

advantage. The difference may be a

slim one—sometimes almost invisible

—but Christians need to be alert to the

difference, however tiny it may be and
regardless of which side of the political

fence the statement comes from.

Choosing Different Issues

More visible, of course, is the contrast

in emphasis which the two candidates

make evident in the issues which they

support.

As might be expected from the son

of a United Methodist minister, the

agenda closest to Mr. Mondale's heart

includes items often associated with the

so-called "social gospel": economic re-

lief for the poor, international peace

and a reduced militarism, and a proc-

lamation of the rights of less advan-

taged people.

Ronald Reagan's background is

hardly more "evangelical" than Mon-
dale's. His parents' marriage straddled

the Protestant-Catholic gulf and some-

how survived his father's alcoholism as

well. Add to that Reagan's two dec-

ades in Hollywood show business,

which included his own broken first

marriage, and you hardly have the

ideal preparation for the candidate

who now has a virtual lock on the al-

legiance of most fundamentalists in the

U.S., not to mention those who con-

sider themselves more broadly "evan-

gelical."

Reagan's appeal to that constituen-

cy, of course, is based at least in part

on his support of the pro-life cause; on
his advocacy of voluntary prayer in the

public schools; his support of tax cred-

its for parents of students in non-pub-

lic schools; and his tough image in in-

ternational affairs and bigger budgets

for the military.

Neither Reagan nor Mondale is



probably as extreme as each man's rep-

utation suggests. The respective plat-

forms of the Democratic and Repub-
lican parties, often only pallid and safe

summaries, this year go considerably

further to the left and to the right than

the two men personally feel comfor-

table with.

Examples: The Republican platform

called specifically for limitations in the

appointment of federal judges to those

who support a pro-life, anti-abortion

position. But since the convention in

August, President Reagan has nomi-
nated a judge who has consistently

supported the desires of those seeking

abortion-on-demand. To the conster-

nation of hard-core conservatives,

other examples of the Reagan pragma-
tism which nudge him away from the

platform abound.
The Democratic platform, mean-

while, suggests the propriety of local

churches' providing "sanctuary" for

illegal aliens from Latin America—

a

position Mr. Mondale has not person-

ally taken.

Having said that, it is also a fact that

Mr. Mondale gains higher scores from
liberal rating organizations (Americans

for Democratic Action and the AFL-
CIO's Committee on Political Educa-
tion) than Mr. Reagan does from the

counterpart conservative organizations

(American Taxpayers Union and the

Committee for the Survival of a Free

Congress). Such ratings may indicate

that Mr. Mondale is more consistent-

ly liberal than Mr. Reagan is consis-

tently conservative—a somewhat pre-

dictable result since Mr. Reagan has
been compelled by the nature of his of-

fice to seek a more moderate ground
on many issues.

While Mr. Reagan's positions are

better known simply because he has
been president for nearly four years,

Mr. Mondale's record must be extra-

polated from the past to the present.

On that basis, and on the basis of what
he has said in the current campaign, it

is clear he would be more diligent than
Mr. Reagan to retain support pro-

grams for the needy—even in the face

of necessary budget cuts. He might be
quicker than Mr. Reagan to ferret out
waste in the military. He would pur-

sue with greater vigor discussions with
Russia concerning nuclear disarma-
ment. He would be more energetic to

disengage the U.S. from its role in

Central America.
For many conservatives, Mr. Rea-

gan's position on abortion—all by it-

self— is sufficient to justify voting for

him. Whether that confidence might be

justified by consistent followthrough

after an election—especially in the ap-

pointment of the federal judiciary

—

remains to be seen, but there can be lit-

tle gainsaying of the president's per-

sonal views on the issue.

The Journal, at least here, leaves it

to thoughtful readers to sort out how
those various issues square with Bibli-

cal standards and principles. While do-

ing so, however, it is only fair to be

sure you are dealing with the candi-

dates' actual positions—not just some-
one's caricature of them.

Case in point: You may decide that

a balanced budget has something im-

portant to do with Biblical principles.

Are you satisified, then, merely with

what the candidates say about that

matter? Neither man's record begins to

approach what he has said. Are you
prepared to do the deeper digging nec-

essary to find out what each man is

likely to do in the hard months almost
certain to lie just ahead?

How They Reach Their Positions

Hardest of all, but by no means unim-
portant, is some effort to understand

how the candidates became what they

are. That is important because it may
offer the best clue as to their future po-

sitions.

Here, particularly, there is little

from either camp to cheer the ardent-

ly Biblical Christian. Whatever each
man's relationship to Christ might be,

neither talks convincingly about how
his faith affects his public life.

Instead, each man brings his own
kind of American idealism, shaped
more by pragmatism than by God's ex-

plicit Word. It is hardly surprising that

the son of a mainstream minister, com-
mitted to the social gospel, should re-

flect the social conscience typical of the

Democratic Party. Nor is it surprising

that a man who in many senses pulled

himself up by his own bootstraps, ris-

ing above his modest origins, should
see the "self-help" distinctives of the

Republican Party as the uniquely
American way of opportunity.

Both those emphases contain ele-

ments of the true gospel of the Bible.

But neither of them represents that

gospel in its most authentic expression.

To the extent that politics is "the art

of compromise," Christians are obli-

gated to examine carefully which of the

less-than-Biblical agendas being of-

fered coincides most closely with what
God's Word and his justice require.

It is hardly an easy task, since both
choices leave so much to be desired.

But the alternative—to do nothing at

all— is certainly even worse. CE

"Scoreboard"
Strikes Out

One of the ways Christians ought

not to approach the current elec-

tion is that advised by the Presiden-

tial Biblical Scoreboard, published

in slick format by the Biblical News
Service of Costa Mesa, Cal.

The 40-page magazine is done in

a format obviously intended to in-

dicate strict objectivity. Nothing

could be further from the fact.

From beginning to end, the

Scoreboard is a sometimes crude,

sometimes dishonest effort to puff

Republicans and damn Democrats.

Some of the criteria for the rat-

ings are clearly Biblical. But many
are not. They are instead simply

partisan. To confuse the two bor-

ders on blasphemy.

When Christians complain some-

times that they are not taken seri-

ously, or blame the media for their

bad reputation, they might remem-
ber how the Presidential Biblical

Scoreboard contributed to that sor-

ry set of stereotypes which hurts us

all so much.—JOEL BELZ. LB
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Christian Presence on the

Global Scene

LOUIS J. VOSKUIL

If there is a temptation to withdraw
from the troubles of American politics,

to mind the affairs of one's own fami-

ly, neighborhood, and church, and let

the rest of the world go by, the temp-
tation becomes even greater as one
turns away from the affairs of the na-

tion to those of the world. The random
snapshots of the mind, recalled from
the last two or three decades, are, for

the most part, rather grim: water can-

nons dispersing workers in Poland,

masked gunmen in Ireland, the skeletal

limbs and bloated bellies of famine

children in Africa. The list is long.

There are also, of course, the triumphs

of men and women in space, acts of

heroism and self-sacrifice, the marvels

of computer technology, but, for the

most part, the snapshots are dark and
unsettling.

How is the Christian to think about

this? Even more troubling, what is one

to do? The problems are so great, so

far away, so overwhelming, so beyond
control. So we close our eyes and go
about our business, maybe with a

twinge of conscience now and then,

but, after all we didn't create the prob-

lems, did we? and we can't do any-

thing about them anyway! Let the gov-

ernment keep these .things at a dis-

tance, preferably without the use of

our troops, sprinkle a little foreign aid

and charity around, and, as for the

rest, well, Christ is Lord of history.

The Christian is relieved about that!

I suspect that the caricature sketched

above is not really very far from what
we all feel most of the time. Deep
down, however, we know that we are

part of one humanity, that the suffer-

ing of one cries out to all. It is difficult,

The author is professor of history at

Covenant College, Lookout
Mountain, Tenn. This is the fifth

article in a six-part series on "The
Values Behind Your Vote" by Dr.

Voskuil and Prof. Stephen R.

Kaufmann.

though, to know what to do, and the

will to act is often lacking as well. And
so we feel both paralyzed and guilty.

This article will consider some of the

factors behind our frustrations over

the international scene and suggest

some ways to think and act in relation

to it. Again, as in earlier articles in this

series, because of space limitations, it

must stay at the level of principle, of

perspective. Ultimately, however, spe-

cific solutions depend on perspective.

Nation State and Global Village

Part of the reason for the difficulties

of world affairs today is the tension be-

tween what nations have traditionally

been and what the world has come to

be. We are caught, as it were, in the

unfolding of history and we haven't

yet figured out what to do about it.

Politically, the world is made up of

individual states and their dependen-

cies. In most cases the state governing

machinery is controlled by a majority

group of people who are usually united

by ties of culture, history, and lan-

guage. Groups of people so united are

commonly spoken of as nations, and
so it is common to speak of modern
state entities as nation-states.

The process that brought about the

world of nation-states began in the

West with the break-up of the medieval

world of feudalism in the 14th and
15th centuries. Western countries such

as England, France, the Netherlands,

Spain, Portugal, and later Germany,
Italy, Russia, Poland, and the United

States all acquired their own particular

state structures and a specific physical

territory.

As nation-states evolved, people

identified themselves more and more
as citizens of these political entities.

National identity and national con-

sciousness were intensified by a simul-

taneous process of secularization. The
role of the church, admittedly out of

proportion in the Catholic Middle

Ages, was reduced to the point where

visions of God's kingdom faded, and
people's hopes, fears, dreams and

prospects were related more and more
to the state. Following the French Rev-

olution, this focus on the state became
a kind of general western idolatry,

deeply infused with the racial theories

of the 19th century. Legitimate nation-

al consciousness was distorted to be-

come arrogant and aggressive and led

into the first great world war.

Meanwhile, other developments, es-

pecially economic change, were gather-

ing momentum and led to a world

which today calls into question the tra-

ditional behavior of nation-states. In

the 15th and 16th centuries western

merchant-explorers, in search of new
products and greater profits, "discov-

ered" the lands of the western hemi-

sphere and explored the far corners of

the earth. Industrialization greatly ac-

celerated the expansion of the West.

With new products, new means of

transportation and communication,
and new weapons, the industrialized

West dominated the world in one fash-

ion or another. For the first time in his-

tory one can, in the 20th century, le-

gitimately describe the world as a glob-

al village. It is a world in which oil pro-

ducing countries, by coordinating their

actions, can produce chaos across the

world in a matter of weeks, where na-

tional debts in South America can pro-

duce financial tremors in Chicago,

where Japanese technology can throw

Americans out of work, and where

American eating habits can affect the

economy of far away peoples for good
or for evil.

Though it is natural (in a sinful

world) for nations to act primarily on
the basis of self-interest, it was never

productive of justice and is even more
problematical in a global context

where national interests are so inter-

twined. A frontiersman alone in a

great forest can do almost anything he

wishes, but an inner-city resident can

do almost nothing without touching

the lives of others. The latter is the case

of nations living together in the 20th-

century global community. Such a

world calls for some careful thinking
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on the part of everyone, from Russia

to the United States, from Germany to

Central America, both east and west,

north and south.

The Safety Valves: Balance of Power,

Development

In the dangerous world of competitive

nationalism, many states have, in the

past, attempted to minimize the dan-

gers of seeking their own national in-

terest by fostering a balance of power

among the powerful nations of the

world and, at times, helping to develop

the underdeveloped nations. While

such practices have been temporarily

and pragmatically beneficial in foster-

ing stability and helping some nations

increase their prosperity, a concern for

justice was not a shaping or motivating

factor.

Balance of power generally means
that the international system is regu-

lated in terms of the status quo, not

justice. Upstart nations which attempt

to push their way into the front rank

of nations are usually resented because

suddenly the position of those who
benefit from the status quo is threat-

ened. Perhaps the most notable such

case in the 19th century was that of

Germany which had been late in achiev-

ing unity and industrialization, but

when it arrived and sought its "place

in the sun," it was bitterly resented by

France, England, and Russia. I do not

excuse Germany's militarism, racism,

and arrogance; the point is that she

was merely playing the same game the

others had played a century or two ear-

lier. The failure of the balance of pow-
er system in dealing with Germany was

a factor in creating an opening for Hit-

ler.

In the same way today, both Russia

and the United States tend to resent

changes which diminish the role each

plays in the world or reduce the level

of prosperity each enjoys. Witness our

recent anger at OPEC when they were

merely playing the game of national

self-interest. To be consistent, we
ought at least to have admired their

success (as we waited in the gas lines).

The point, of course, is this: The pur-

suit of national self-interest seldom
serves the cause of justice.

In like manner, the concept of de-

velopment, in a competitive nation-

state world, while beneficial in some
respects, also has little to do with in-

ternational justice. When industrial-

ized nations help underdeveloped

countries to industrialize, it is seldom

from disinterested motives. The devel-

oping nations are expected to develop

in such a way that they fit comfortably

into a world economy that is most ben-

eficial to the wealthiest and most pow-

erful. The developing nations, on the

other hand, sometimes because of pre-

vious exploitation, resent their lack of

equality, may repudiate legitimate

debts, or nationalize western indus-

tries, actions which they themselves in-

terpret as legitimate economic self-

interest.

Not only do development schemes

fail in the face of competing national

interests, but the concept fails to

reckon with the interdependent and

global character of today's world.

Even if national development in a third

world nation is fostered by a larger na-

tion in a truly generous fashion, it can-

not be done as though such develop-

ment is independent of the global

system, and that system is structured

in terms of the powerful who created

it. To interject norms of justice into the

system would no doubt require adjust-

ment of the system, usually not a wel-

come change to those who benefit most.

The United States is part of the

world system and, like the rest, usual-

ly conducts its foreign policy on the

basis of self-interest. I am not arguing

that a nation must ignore its own in-

terests. The peace, security, freedom,

and prosperity of its citizens are ob-

viously legitimate and necessary goals

of a responsible government. The in-

dustrialized West, however, often de-

fines those goals in terms of industrial

growth and material consumption.

When activated in a global context,

such motives often have a negative im-

pact on the well-being of smaller and
less well-endowed nations.

What Can Be Done?

As is already apparent, the implica-

tions of my argument above indicate

a certain direction for the Christian in

helping shape American foreign poli-

cy. In the first place, we need to under-

stand clearly the nature of the nation-

state system and measure it against the

moral standards laid down in the

Scripture for dealing with other peo-

ples. Domestically, nations character-

istically demand of their citizens a loy-

alty and service that only the kingdom
of God has a right to claim. In the rela-

tion between states the dominant mo-
tive is usually self-interest and results

in self-assertion at the expense of

others. Christians in all countries must

reject both as distortions of commit-

ment and behavior.

In the second place, it must be clear-

ly understood that the world is not

simply a world of nation-states, each

pursuing its own advantages; it is a

world-system, a structure of nations

ecologically and economically interde-

pendent in which it is seldom possible

to solve the problems of some without

reference to others. A measure of

greater independence may be desirable

at points, but the global character of

the 20th century is impossible to re-

verse completely. Some might argue

that global interdependence implies a

world government. I believe such a

structure would collapse of its own
weight; it simply could not cope with

the diversity and variety of needs and

situations that exist in the world. Most
of all, in a world of sinful humans, it

would offer the ultimate temptation to

totalitarian control.

It is critically important today for

the nations of the world to realize that

each is involved with all. The world-

system must be loosened up and all na-

tions given the opportunity to realize

the potential each has, to freely take

its peculiar place in the world commu-
nity. Wealthier and more powerful na-

tions must assist the poorer and weaker

in that process. Cooperative structures

must more and more be formed in
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which participating nations share re-

sources and ingenuity to achieve a

common goal, but which stops short

of sacrificing national sovereignty.

In the end, there is no greater bene-

fit, no better promotion of self-inter-

est than a stable, prosperous, and co-

operating community of nations.

Probably some of what I have ar-

gued just now sounds a bit like the old

naive, liberal brotherhood of man sen-

timentality. Please note several things.

I am not advocating unilateral disarm-

ament; I do not expect wars to end this

side of Christ's return. But I am argu-

ing as forcefully as I can that global

structures have rendered obsolete the

old 19th century competitive national-

ism (if that was ever legitimate or use-

ful). Most of the scholars who write

about global issues are exceedingly pes-

simistic about future prospects. In this

context it is the world community of

Christians which alone has the realism

and the hope to make a solid contribu-

tion to our troubled world.

Because of what the Christian is, cer-

tain attitudes toward international rela-

tions, it seems to me, ought to follow.

Attitudes and values will not, in them-

selves, solve specific problems, but

they are necessary to create a context

within which a new beginning toward

solutions may be made. Several areas

come to mind.

Christian values require a unique

way of viewing enemies. Regardless of

ideology, the Christian ought always

to remember that the enemy is a crea-

ture made in God's image. It is com-
mon in confrontation between nations

for each to caricature, to make the

other into the epitome of evil, to de-

humanize. Then in the name of righ-

teousness one can stoop to almost any

act, commit any barbarity. Loving our

enemies on an international level

means, at least, that the Christian is

committed to a sympathetic under-

standing of the enemy. For example,

since the 13th century Russia has been

invaded at least five times and has suf-

fered the loss of millions and millions

of lives. That experience has produced

a paranoia for security; the trauma is

still apparent. Whoever deals with

Russia must appreciate and assess that

experience. The believer ought to in-

sist that a nation put itself into its

enemy's place, try to understand the

other's thinking and fears, allow for

the enemy's legitimate existence and
security needs. There ought to be a cer-

tain kind of "do unto others as you
would have them do unto you" sanity

in international relations.

In the making of armaments and the

use of force, the Christian ought to re-

member the Lord's constant warning
to his people not to trust in the strength

of their own arms. Politicians and gen-

erals argue that their nation needs ab-

solute superiority in weapons to be

secure. Such a policy only leads to mis-

understanding in the minds of others;

in turn they begin to increase their own
weapons. Where is the Christians' trust

if they buy into the drive to be number
one in weaponry apart from any other

consideration? A nation should have

sufficient arms for its needs based on
a careful analysis of the total context

of its international relationships, no
more, no less. And that analysis must
be based on a role related to justice,

not aggrandizement.

Conclusion

Obviously this article does not provide

a packaged solution to the problems of

the Middle East, United States-Soviet

relationships, hunger in Africa, pover-

ty in Latin America, or any other tor-

tured problem of our world today. But

until we begin to rethink the nature of

the world system, to measure actions

against a norm of justice rather than

national self-interest narrowly and
selfishly defined, there will be no last-

ing solutions to any of the problems.

The world will only become a more
violent, more dangerous place in which

to live.

Christians have a unique contribu-

tion to make. They have membership
in a world-wide community which

transcends culture, history, language,

and citizenship and therefore can

nudge their countries toward mutual

understanding, helpfulness, and har-

mony. Furthermore, Christianity

teaches that all peoples are made in the

image of God, a notion which implies

respect and the nourishment of others

on a foundation that rises above the

changing relations among nations. It

is on that basis and because of the love

of Christ that the Christian can love

even the enemy and work toward rec-

onciliation rather than mutual destruc-

tion. A clear, realistic understanding

that membership in the human race is

a fact of God's working sets the basis

for true international harmony. The
Christian ought to know that better

than anyone else. 31
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INTRODUCTION

Verse 21 is the key to this entire

passage, which actually runs all the

way to Ephesians 6:9. Subjection to

one another is the key to all Christian

relationships. It is not just for women
but for men, children, employees, and
employers as well, in the Lord.

Wives to

1 Husbands
Ephesians 5:22-24

Paul does not repeat the word "sub-
jection" in verse 22, because he intends

everything he says about relationships

in the home to be under that heading.

Wives are to be in subjection to their

husbands because that is the way God
created them and their husbands in the

beginning.

Indeed, as Paul teaches here, God,
in creating man first, did so in order

that the very order of creation and the

very relationships set up at the begin-

ning should teach God's people down
through human history that in like

manner, the church, as the body of

Christ, is to be subject to him, as the

head.

In writing to Timothy, Paul elabo-

rated on the order of creation and the

relationship intended by God in the

home and the church (I Tim. 2:1 1-15).

The wife's subjection to her hus-

band in this sense ought to be no more
irksome than her subjection to Christ.

Indeed, she is to be subject to her hus-

band because she is subject to Christ

first and foremost.

Those who cry for liberation and an
end to subjection need to read Prov-

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council of Churches of Christ.

erbs 31 to see how very free a subjected

wife is, when she does what she does

to please the Lord.

Paul's mention of Christ as the head

of the church and as its Savior cor-

responds to the relationship between

husband and wife.

The husband is to be the head in the

sense that he is responsible for the

whole family, to oversee and protect

it as well as support it. In God's or-

dained relationship, he functions as the

savior of the home, giving it its identi-

ty and place.

Because of man's pride and sin,

often women are taken advantage of

by their husbands. Their lot may not

be an easy one, particularly if the hus-

band is not a believer. Nevertheless,

for the glory and praise of God, the

wife is to be subject to her husband,

as Peter teaches (I Pet. 3:1-6).

While her subjection is to be in pref-

erence to her own pleasure, her sub-

jection to Christ takes precedence over

all other subjection. She is not ex-

pected, therefore, to do anything her

husband tells her to do which is against

the Word of God. She is not to stay

away from church because her hus-

band wants her to or to do something

illegal to please her husband.

QUESTIONS
1. As a wife, how subjective to my

husband have I been?

2. What does the church's subjec-

tion to Christ tell me about how to be

in subjection to my husband?

Husbands to

2 Wives
Ephesians 5:25-32

Husbands are to be in subjection to

their wives as well, though in a dif-

ferent way. They are still the head of

the household, as God has ordained

from the time of creation. But by fol-

lowing Christ's example of love, they

are to be the head of the household so

that they may be in the best position

to show love and care for their wives.

The example which Paul gives to

husbands, as to wives, is that of the re-

lationship of Christ to his church (v.

25). For a fuller concept of this sub-

jection of Christ to the church in love,

we need to read Philippians 2:5-8.

Jesus was equal with God in glory

and power. Nevertheless, he humbled
himself and took on the form of a man
in order that he could save men from
their sins and make it possible for them
to live eternally with him in heaven.

Jesus gave up his very life for the

sake of the church. Laying aside his

own will, he was obedient to the Father

and died on the cross for our sakes,

suffering the pain of hell itself for us.

This gives us some idea of what Paul

means when he says that husbands are

to love their wives as Christ loved the
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ANOTHER BOOK
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Love's
Unending
Legacy
The captivating sequel to

Love's AbidingJoy and fifth in the

best-selling Love Comes Softly
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prairie romance from the sweet-
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church. Christian love is subjection to

others. It is setting aside our own sel-

fish interests and putting their needs

and concerns before our own. When
Christian husbands love (are subject

to) their wives in this manner, then the

subjection of the wife to her husband
is pleasant.

As a man cares for his body, so

ought he to care for his wife (v. 28).

Man naturally nourishes and cherishes

his body, favoring it. But to nourish

and cherish one's wife is not a natural

inclination. It takes the supernatural

grace of God for this to happen as it

should.

Paul concludes this section by re-

minding both husbands and wives of

their several duties: husbands to love

their wives and thus to be in subjection

to them; and wives to fear (respect)

their husbands and thus to be in sub-

jection to them.

QUESTIONS
1. As a husband, to what extent do

you follow Christ's example in loving

your wife?

2. Husbands, have you taken advan-

tage of your wife's subjection to get

your own selfish way?

Children to

3 Parents
Ephesians 6:1-4

Paul bases the command to children to

obey their parents on the Fifth Com-
mandment, which clearly teaches that

children are to honor their parents.

He points out that this command-
ment is the first one which contains a

promise: In obedience there will be

found a long and prosperous life in the

land which God has given to his people.

God, of course, gave this promise in

the context of his covenant to bring his

people into the land of Canaan and

give them that land to enjoy. So long

as they were obedient to the Word of

God they would prosper. Much
depended on their keeping the cove-

nant of the Lord.

At the heart of that covenant was

the promise to bless them and their

children. This meant that parents must

faithfully teach their children to obey

God's will and serve him, showing

righteousness and justice as the way of

the Lord (Gen. 18:19). Children must

be submissive to their parents' teaching

and learn from them how to faithful-

ly serve the Lord (Deut. 6:4-9).

But what does that promise mean to

us today? It is just as true that the

prosperity of any family of believers

continues to depend on children being

in subjection to their parents. Indeed

the well-being of any society depends

on the relationships in the homes that

make up that society.

But there is also a sense in which

parents are to be in subjection to their

children. It takes a lot of time and
strength for fathers to be good fathers

and bring up their children in the nur-

ture and chastening of the Lord. They
have to set aside many things they

would like to do for their own pleasure

to spend that time with their children.

QUESTIONS
1 . As a child, how obedient to my

parents was I? What difference did it

make in my life?

2. As a parent, how much of my
time do I give to being with and
teaching my children in the things of

the Lord?

Employees and4 Employers
Ephesians 6:5-9

We are extending the Scripture beyond

what was given at the heading of this

lesson because it is part of the same
unit, dealing with subjection in all of

our major relationships in this life.

Paul is addressing bond servants

(slaves) of unbelieving and believing

masters. Believers who found them-

selves slaves to unbelieving masters

were not encouraged by Paul to break

away from that relationship in order

to be able to freely serve the Lord.

Instead, they were to recognize that

that very relationship was a God-given

opportunity for them to show their

commitment to Christ and to serve him

as they served their masters.

They were to see their jobs as their

opportunity to serve Christ full-time in

this life. They did not have to change

their circumstances in order to be full-

time servants of Christ.

They were not to be concerned with

earthly rewards or promotions but

know that their real wages were in

heaven, stored up for those who please

the Lord in this life (v. 8).

If Paul could say these things to

slaves of Roman unbelievers, how
much more it can be said to us today



who work for others. We are to see

that our service is not to men but to

Christ, and no matter whether the boss

is kind or hard, rewarding or critical,

advances us or passes us over, we will

continue to do our best not because we
still hope he will recognize and reward

us but because it is really Christ whom
we are seeking to please.

In a similar way, Paul reminds

Christian masters and bosses that they

are to treat their employees with re-

spect, knowing that their employees

serve Christ. Not to honor Christ's ser-

vants is to fail to honor Christ!

In the day of accounting, all will

stand before the Lord on an equal

footing. There will be no superiors and

inferiors there, only those who have

pleased the Lord by their lives and

those who have not.

QUESTIONS
•

1. As an employee, what is my at-

titude toward my work and my boss?

2. As a boss, what is my attitude

toward my employees?

Next week: "Responding to God's

Authority," Romans 13; Colossians

3:23-25. LB
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force is truly so complex, confused,

and changing that it defies making

sense of, and therefore precludes the

applying of Christian principles effec-

tively by individual workers. Two,

preachers as an occupational class lack

the nitty-gritty of worker-survival in

that modern labor force. This may
suggest a need to reconsider Paul's

qualifications for a bishop in 1 Timo-

thy 3:7. Three, an effective ethical

theory of work has not been thought

out, nor adequately maintained, within

the Christian community in recent

years.

The world of work, I believe the Bi-

ble says, is where God began divine

revelation. "In the beginning God
created." Thus, the church's continued

interest in work is both needed and ap-

propriate to the Christian gospel.

—Robert More, Jr., Ph.D.
Denison, Kans.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHES
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY, CA! A
new PCA church, Aliso Creek Presbyterian,

is now being formed in the San Juan Capis-

trano-Laguna Niguel area. Interested parties

contact the pastor, Thorn Venema, 25211

Costeau St., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. (714)

770-7951.

FOR SALE
RIDGE HAVEN. Beautiful home for sale

on Panther Ridge. Winter view of Mt.

Pisgah. Quality built with random width

hardwood floors, bay windows, country

kitchen. Must see to appreciate. Call toll-free

1-800-525-8910, ext. 4113R.

OFFERING PLATES your church will be

proud to own. Large beautiful dark oak col-

or. Maroon or green pad. Guaranteed. Spe-

cial price—$15 pair while they last. World
Wide Plate Co., Fairfield, AL 35064.

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone

(803) 277-1658.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs, pulpit

furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40 years ex-

perience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC 28752.

Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

PEOPLE
CONSERVATIVE PRESBYTERIAN

(pre-mil), with extensive experience, seeks

pastorate or teaching position. Graduated

Wheaton, Faith, Grace. For resume: 501

Elinor Street, Cocoa, FL 32926.

CHRISTIAN SECRETARY. Position

open in Atlanta for an experienced, career-

minded secretary. Familiarity with the Pres-

byterian Church in America would be help-

ful. If you desire a ministry with a Christian

organization committed to the growth of

Christ's church, contact Barbara Green at

Mission to North America, P.O. Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031, or call (404) 292-5715.

BUSINESS/OFFICE MANAGER.
Dynamic Atlanta-based Christian communi-

cations and publishing ministry seeks busi-

ness/office manager. Strong administrative

background required, some accounting ex-

perience preferred. Must be committed to a

Reformed world and life view. Excellent op-

portunity with a growing organization. Salary

range $16,000-$20,000. Call or send resume:

American Vision; (404) 256-3978; P.O. Box

720515, Atlanta, GA 30328.

SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 West Esplanade

Avenue, Kenner, LA 70065

FINANCE MANAGER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified finance

officer interested in using his abilities in ser-

vice to God and the church. Responsibilities

include managing staff, preparing and con-

trolling 9 million dollar budget and the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

a high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed

doctrines are required. Send curricula vitae

to Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.

Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,

AL 36104.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and

board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 10335 Vi Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should

have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send

resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

CHRISTIAN PHYSICIAN ASSIS-
TANT, Emory grad. 8-84, desires to work
with a Christian physician in Georgia. Con-
tact Andrew M. Doll PA at (404) 296-9298

or write to 4138 Spartan Lane, Stone Moun-
tain, GA 30083.

WANTED: Associate Pastor of 600-member

PCA church to participate in the challenge

of an expanding ministry. Prefer a man with

3-8 years experience and demonstrated pas-

toral skills. Ability to lead adult choir will

be a definite asset. Send resume to the Pulpit

Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church, 720

Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

services mmmmammmm
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot. Average price

$42/sq ft. We design lor

sealing 1 30 or more.

(Nol prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood constructor, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from S22/sq. It.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed In the Southeast

WANTED
HELP for the showing of the WIC "Family in

Crisis" video programs to troubled Ecu-

adorian families in Quito. You- make a dif-

ference if you pray, when you pray, as you

pray. Thank you.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015.
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Deterrence and De-escalation

EDITORIALS

If racial justice and civil rights for mi-

norities were the chief social issues

coming out of the 1960s, and abortion

and the rights of the unborn were the

main issue emerging from the '70s,

then the just use of nuclear weaponry
will be the issue from the '80s calling

for ongoing discussion, prayer, and
meaningful political action by Chris-

tians sensitive to God's will. Obviously

at stake is the survival of most of the

world's population and also of the val-

ues that we have enjoyed in a civiliza-

tion shaped to a great extent by Chris-

tianity.

Just Defense and Nuclear Weapons
is the appropriate title of a 36-page

"Position Paper" issued last month by

the Association of Public Justice and
written by APJ's executive director

James Skillen along with Theodore R.

Malloch Jr. APJ describes itself as "an
organization of Christian citizens in

the United States working for just laws

and policies in both domestic and in-

ternational affairs." From the Re-

formed tradition they are "working to

develop a perspective on public policy,

illumined by Biblical revelation, by

which to judge, and with which to

guide, the formulation of policy at all

levels."

The APJ booklet is helpful in sort-

ing out the issues. It describes the pres-

ent setting for U.S. defense policy and
the background of the current debate

about U.S. security. In the midst of

this discussion it places the Christian

perspective on war and peace. A cri-

tique is offered of the various ideolo-

gies impelling the U.S.-Soviet arms
race, old strategies are challenged, and
the U.S. government is called to "re-

sponsible defense."

APJ "believes that military pre-

paredness is necessary and justifiable

for defense in the face of an adver-

sary." The Christian perspective upon
which the booklet's position is based

is the traditional Reformed "just war"
theory developed as long ago as Au-
gustine of Hippo around A.D. 400. Its

eight criteria are:

1) All diplomatic means to reach a nego-

tiated settlement must first be exhausted

("last resort").

2) A competent public authority, not pri-

vate individuals, must make the decision to

go to war ("competent authority").

3) The cause for going to war must be

just: for example, to defend against a real

and certain danger, to protect the innocent,

to bring about a just resolution of the con-

flict that can secure the peace, etc. ("just

cause").

4) Even defensive warfare may be initi-

ated only if there is probability of success

("probability of success").

5) The harm done must be less than the

offense to be corrected ("comparative jus-

tice").

6) The aims of war should be defined so

that an enemy knows the terms on which

it may have peace ("right intention").

7) The principle of proportionality must

be observed in fighting, so that the costs

of warfare do not exceed the good that is

intended, and the means employed in fight-

ing are consistent with the end being sought

("proportionality").

8) Noncombatants must be immune from

warfare ("discrimination").

The conclusion of the APJ booklet

is that the peculiar character of nuclear

weapons renders them impossible to

use within the stipulations of just war
theory, particularly criteria 7 and 8,

"proportionality" and "discrimina-

tion." Can there be a nuclear war
without direct harm to noncombatants
and consequent devastation to the

world?

APJ therefore calls for a shift from
nuclear defense to conventional forms

of military power, for a "no first use"

declaration, for negotiation toward an

eventual "no use" policy with regard

to nuclear weapons, and finally for

mutual and verifiable elimination of

nuclear weapons.

We should appreciate the concise

way in which APJ has laid out the key

issues of a very complex subject. The
Scriptures are properly cited with

regard to a government's legitimate use

of force, and the historical develop-

ment both of theological perspective

and of the nuclear defense situation is

accurately described.

I find, however, that the argument
against potential use of nuclear weap-

ons for deterrence is unconvincing.

The very geo-political points developed

on pages 14-15 to help us understand

the Soviet Union's security concerns

can be turned around in favor of nu-

clear defense of such countries as our

NATO allies in Europe. Because such

territories are closer to the USSR than

to us, not only do they constitute a

threat to the Russians, but they would

be far more vulnerable to Soviet ag-

gression by conventional military

forces, to which NATO is unequal, un-

less the use of nuclear weapons is in-

cluded. At present it seems that the on-

ly way our allies, in the Middle East

as well as Europe, can be protected

from the proximity of Soviet conven-

tional military power is by the poten-

tial use of nuclear weapons, even by

"first strike" if necessary.

The dilemma for Christians is that

actual use of nuclear weapons would

violate the just war criteria. Is it ap-

propriate to threaten something that

might be morally wrong actually to

do? Is it sufficient for the governing

authorities to bear this "sword" not in

vain (Rom. 13:4) without actually hav-

ing to use it? Do the criteria for a just

war need to be revised by application

of Scriptural principles to an essential-

ly new situation created by the nature

of nuclear weapons? These are ques-

tions that Christians must wrestle with.

But meanwhile we dare not remove the

element of deterrence that roughly

equivalent nuclear power now pro-

vides.

What must be pursued with equal

urgency is mutual and verifiable reduc-

tion of nuclear arms. Both sides have

so much destructive power that mutual

deterrence can be maintained by a

gradual de-escalation to a fraction of

the present weaponry. The urgency of

reduction and control is underscored

by the estimate that by 1995 the "nu-

clear club" will have expanded from
8 nations to 35, including some not

noted for responsible international be-

havior. The doctrine of man's depravi-

ty suggests that sooner or later some-

one will push the button. APJ's book-

let rightly raises the question of wheth-

er we can rely on the U.S. to resist the

temptation to resort to unjust use of

aggressive nuclear force.

If we can't get the genie back in the

bottle that was uncorked in 1945, we
should at least seek to contain it in a

Pandora's box and keep the lid tight-

ly closed. DD
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50 years of commitment

Born in 1936 out of a commitment to the innerancy of

Scripture and the Gospel of the historic Presbyterian

Church, the OPC remains firm in its commitment to

the cardinal doctrines of orthodox Christianity as

summarized in the Westminster Confession of Faith

and catechisms. We are also committed to preserving

the property rights of local congregations and have

consciously avoided anything resembling a denomi-
national hierarchy.

50 years of experience

With almost 50 years of development as a denomina-
tion, we are beyond the foundation stage. We provide

the stability of a mature church while at the same time

evidencing a desire to grow and become more the

church God wants us to be.

If you are an established congregation

considering denominational affilia-

tion or are a group of people who are

interested in beginning a new church,

write us for more information or a

personal visit.

The closeryou get,

the better we look.

50 years of resources

Building on the foundation of great theologians and renowned
missionaries, the OPC continues to contribute to the broader

Church with significant leaders in counselling, missions and
evangelism and with the widely acclaimed Presbyterian Trinity

Hymnal. With churches and chapels in 41 of the 50 United States,

we provide the breadth of perspective and support of a national

church. With foreign missionaries in 6 areas of the world and
contact and cooperation with denominations in places like

Australia, France, New Zealand, the Orient and Africa, we have

worldwide interaction and outreach.

After 50 years, still on the move

The OPC has a pattern of sustained membership growth with

increases in 19 of the last 20 years. Home Mission churches grew a

record 15% last year and have accelerated to a 26% yearly rate the

first half of 1984. Evangelism in established churches was en-

hanced with the calling of a denominational Director of

Evangelism and Church Development. Both our ministerial

training and Christian education programs are being signif-

icantly expanded.

ORTHODOXPRESBYTERIANCHURO
7401 Old York Rd.

Philadelphia, PA 19126

(215) 635-0447
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FOR PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

I agree with you that the "Equal Ac-

cess" law (Aug. 22 Journal) is a step

in the right direction. I do not agree

with the stand you take against Bible

reading and prayer in the public

schools. I can understand why unbe-

lievers do not want Bible reading and

prayer in the public schools. I have

trouble understanding why believers

should oppose it. I would think that

those who oppose Bible reading and

prayer would be concerned, if not

alarmed, when the Supreme Court

under the guise of interpreting the First

Amendment declared that all Bible

reading and prayer was unconstitu-

tional. The only ones who can agree

with their decision are those who

believe the Constitution, including the

Bill of Rights, is a document that is to

be stretched, or compressed, to mean
whatever they choose to make it mean.

If this is the case then we are no longer

protected by a Constitution but are at

the mercy of the nine people on the

Court at any given time.

You seem to be unduly alarmed that

if Bible reading and prayer were al-

lowed in the public schools, it would be

a state-sponsored prayer and it would

only contain "a pallid reference to a

nameless god," or if it were more
Christian, then Jews would be embar-

rassed. You compared having Bible

reading and prayer in the schools to the

coercion that was had in the Roman
empire, where those who would not

worship the emperor might be fed to

the lions. Perhaps you overstated the

coercion a wee bit ... .

—(Rev.) R. Wyley Caskey

Winchester, Kans.

CORPORATE GUILT FOR ABORTION

I was interested to see your Sept. 12

editorial about the statement of the

West German Baptist Union concern-

ing its guilt in not opposing the Hitler

regime. You wrote, "It was important

not only that Christian individuals, but

also churches from the pulpit and in

synods and councils uphold the ways

of righteousness. It is meaningful to

acknowledge such corporate guilt, for

it can encourage the present and future

generations to accept our corporate re-

sponsibility."

As much as I applaud your senti-

ments, I can only lament its applica-

tion to the church of Jesus Christ in

America. Where is the church's cor-

porate responsibility regarding abor-

tion?

I can assure you, as an active parti-

cipant in the Lord's battle against this

bloody traffic in death, that those most

noticeably absent are the churches. Af-

ter a year's siege in front of an abor-

tion mill, picketing and counseling, we
have been politely refused appoint-

ments by pastors, we have been ap-

plauded by passers-by, we have been
studiously ignored, but we have not

heard any statements of corporate re-

sponsibility in abortion. Of all the

churches in this "city of churches,"

only one major church has supported

our efforts.

Nor is our local experience unique.

Christians across America fighting

against abortion repeat their bewilder-

ment at the church's refusal to accept

its corporate responsibility for abor-

tion.

'We should not deceive ourselves.

Abortion is God's judgment upon an
America which flouts God's law and
upon a church too comfortable to bear

witness to his sovereignty.

We should not deceive ourselves.

The vast and spreading abortion indus-

try in America would not ever have

opened its doors after January 22,

1973 (Roe v. Wade), nor would it for

even a moment continue its ghastly op-

eration, if the Church of Jesus Christ,

armed with his righteousness, had

stood or would stand against abortion.

We should not deceive ourselves. If

we will not stand for God's law when
the least of our number are murdered,

we will not stand for his truth when the

men in jackboots appear at the church

door.

We should not deceive ourselves. If

we continue lukewarm to the com-
mands of our only Lord, if the church

refuses to "rescue those being dragged

away to death," if the church will not

bear his light to a pagan world, it is not

his church and he will spew it out.

I pray God's mercy on his church
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and our nation, that he would by his

grace awaken our hearts to our great

and pressing corporate responsibility in

America's most heinous national sin,

the willful murder of the unborn.

—Franklin Sanders

Memphis, Tenn.

MANDATORY INCOME TRANSFER?

Keith L. Yoder of the Social Security

Administration of South Bend, Ind. in

his letter (Sept. 5) states the following:

"I am not saying that Social Security

is commanded in the Bible; I am say-

ing that the income transfer system de-

signed to help provide for the aged,

widows and orphans, and disabled,

rather than contrary to the Bible, is ac-

tually congruent with some important

Biblical commands."
Nowhere does the Bible faintly sug-

gest that "income transfer" from one

person to another be mandatory, as is

Social Security.

Nowhere does the Bible suggest gov-

ernment rob my purse and distribute

its contents to another.

Mr. Yoder gave several proof texts

from the Bible that "command believ-

ers to provide for needy parents", etc.,

then immediately states that income

transfer by government (through

forced taxation of course) is congruent

with Biblical commands.
Somebody is lost here. Is it I?

—Louise Love
Louisville, Ky.
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I I Various organizations that have been waging war on the

increasing amount of pornography in our society have joined forces to urge

that October 28 - November 4 be observed as "National Pornography Aware-
ness Week." Believing that it is important that we be aware of the

demonstrably evil effects of pornography in our land, we have devoted most
of this issue to this subject. You may find some of it distasteful, as I did,

but in order to be able to counteract sin we must face some of the sickening

and outrageous effects of it.

l l Dr. Jerry R. Kirk, pastor of the College Hill Presbyterian

Church in Cincinnati and chairman of the recent National Consultation on
Obscenity and Pornography in his city, has prepared a book, We Can Still

Win the Battle Against Pornography, which is scheduled for publication

by Thomas Nelson Inc. in January 1985. Dr. Kirk has been a leader in the

efforts to clean up pornography in his city and county, and the resolution

on pornography adopted last summer by the General Assembly of the Pres-

byterian Church, USA (see p. 16) was originally submitted by the Cincin-

nati Presbytery. An interview with Dr. Kirk begins on page 8.

I l A request comes from Juanita J. Reiter for used copies

of the old maroon PCUS hymnal, The Hymnbook, which she would be

willing to purchase. If your church has recently bought new hymnals, you
may have some old ones that would be useful for her purpose. Just let Mrs.

Reiter know at 403 Avon Drive, Taylors, SC 29687.

I I Asheville is a wonderful place in which to live throughout

the year. But during the next few weeks, and especially toward the end of

October, thousands of tourists come to the mountains to see the fall col-

ors. If you are among them, be sure to stop by and visit the Journal and
God's World offices. If it's an especially busy day, we might put you to

work. In any case, we love to get personally acquainted with our readers.

I l Rev. Dale Linton of the

Sardis Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Sardis,

Miss, sends the accompanying picture of his

granddaughter, Katie Wilcox, two-year-old

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wilcox. Cliff

is Youth Director for the Mcllwaine Memorial
Presbyterian Church in Pensacola, Fla. We like

to see our readers start early!

i l As of January 1985 our

subscription rates will be moving up, from $12

to $15 per year for individual subscriptions and
from $9 to $12 bulk rate. We regret that our Kai/e Wilcox

increasing costs must be passed on to you in this way, but it still seems that

50 issues per year at only 30 c per copy is a pretty good bargain. You may
want to extend your subscription or make one a Christmas gift before the

new rates become effective. II]
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Abortion Protestors Jailed in St Louis

ST. LOUIS, Mo.—Thirteen men and
women who defied a judge's order to

drop a sit-in protest at a local abortion

clinic willingly paid for their convic-

tions by going to jail here. Sentences

ranged from five days to five months.

The band of protesters included

three members of congregations of the

Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA), two of whom are students at

Covenant Seminary here.

A total of 16 people were cited by

St. Louis County circuit court judge

Robert Campbell for contempt of

court. All of the 16 had been involved

in successive sit-ins at an abortion

clinic here, trying on various Friday

afternoons to encourage women not to

proceed with abortions. A few women
listened to their counsel.

But when the doctor who owns the

clinic sued the protestors for $1.1

million in damages, claiming his busi-

ness was suffering as a result of their

activity, Judge Campbell issued a tem-

porary restraining order forbidding the

group to return to the clinic.

Claiming their consciences would
not allow them to live within that

order, a number of previous protestors

returned to continue their demonstra-

tions. Late in September, 16 of them
were arrested.

Of those 16, 13 were sentenced to

varying jail terms on October 3. But

on a writ of habeas corpus, Mark Belz,

one of the attorneys for the protesters,

appealed the cases of all 13 to the

Missouri Court of Appeals just two
days later.

Basis for the appeal was that evi-

dence was lacking for the contempt
citations and, more importantly, that

to jail citizens for seeking the good of

defenseless persons (the unborn) is out-

side the spirit of a contempt citation.

One student from Covenant Semi-

nary, Sam Murrell, had his case dis-

missed. Another, Mike Chastain, spent

several days in jail before being re-

leased on bond. «

"No court in the world," Chastain

told the Journal, "is autonomous.

They must all submit to God's court.

Their very right to exist comes from
God."

Chastain said he and others would
continue to make their point at the

clinic in the next few days. "We don't

call it a protest, though," he said. "We
call it protection of the unborn. We be-

lieve if we can first close down one
clinic, and then a second, then we can

target a third one and have them get

the message."

Bill Evans, a member of Old Or-
chard PCA Church in the St. Louis

suburb of Webster Groves, was found
guilty but was discharged by the judge.

Most of the other defendants were

concerned Roman Catholic pro-lifers.

Members of the group were eager

not to let their case be decided on the

technicality of the contempt citation,

but wanted to get before the court

what they consider to be more telling

evidence—including possible use of a

dramatic film—that the procedures

employed at the clinic are indeed

destroying human persons.

"Courts like those here in Missouri

tend to cite the 1973 Roe v. Wade
Supreme Court decision without stop-

ping to realize how much evidence has

been accumulated since then," said at-

torney Belz. "That decision was based

primarily on the assumption that no
one knows when human life begins.

Far more is known now, however,

than was known then—and it's all in

our favor. We expect to win." ffl

Buckley Hits Humanists
In King College Address

BRISTOL, Tenn.—Noted writer and

television personality William F.

Buckley told 500 guests of King Col-

lege here that people who object to so-

called "unification" of church and

state are really opposed even to an in-

creased "amiability" between church

and state.

Yet, said Buckley, that very amiabil-

ity—without any formal ties between

church and state structures—is exact-

ly what has often provided the soul and
spirit of American society.

"There is a very strong secularist

bias in America," said Buckley,

"which is strongest in the academies.

There are those in this country who
want to advance their own religion,

secular humanism, who are willing to

read into the Constitution something

which isn't there."

Buckley said, however, that nine

cases now before the Supreme Court

—all involving the tensions between

church and state—may well demon-
strate "a slow adjustment toward an

adjudication of these issues in the

direction intended by the Constitu-

tion.

Buckley's main address was a de-

fense of the application of a different

set of moral standards to the work of

international intelligence gathering

—

just on the basis of the ultimate goal

of the task.

"To say that the CIA and the KGB
engage in the same kind of practices is

like saying that someone who pushes

an old lady in front of a hurtling bus

is the same as someone who pushes an

old lady out of the path of the same
hurtling bus, just because both of them
are pushing old ladies around."

Buckley added: "The survival of

everything we cherish depends on the

survival of this culture of liberty."

Buckley charged that the Supreme
Court has gone far beyond interpreting

the Constitution, and instead has be-

come a moral teacher of values it

chooses to establish on its own.
"Before the 1973 Roe v. Wade deci-

sion on abortion," he said, "49 states

out of the 50 said that abortion was

wrong. It is only because the Supreme
Court has become a moral tribunal

that it is now possible, a decade later,

to report that a majority of the voters

have come to agree with the values set

forth by the court."

Even so, Buckley suggested caution

in how far a constitutional amendment
should go in reversing the court. "Un-
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til that is the shared view of the over-

whelming number of the American

people, it's not a good idea for the law

to be too far ahead of the people."

At the same time, the articulate

writer said: "My one hope before I die

is to see just one Supreme Court de-

cision overturned by constitutional

amendment."
King College offered the lecture as

part of an increasingly popular annual

series planned by its "Friends of the

Library" organization. CD

Wheaton Churches Fight

Local Porno Outlets

WHEATON, 111. (RNS)—The First

Baptist Church here and the well-

known College Church are two among
several evangelical congregations in the

town encouraging members to boycott

7-Eleven stores because of porno-

graphic magazines carried by such

outlets.

Rev. David C. Murdock, pastor of

First Baptist, said in a letter to the

editor of Wheaton 's Daily Journal:

"Wheaton's First Baptist Church is in-

volved in and encouraging its member-
ship to boycott all 7-Eleven stores."

Murdock sent a petition signed by
his members to the National Federa-

tion for Decency (NFD). The names
are being presented to the Southland

Corporation which runs the 7-Eleven

chain.

In mid-September, Rev. Kent
Hughes of the College Church an-

nounced that a petition was available

which members could sign to express

disapproval of pornographic materials

being sold by the 7-Eleven stores in

Wheaton and surrounding communi-
ties. Several hundred signed the first

Sunday.

Debate on the issue has appeared in

the letters column of the Daily

Journal.

A former employee of the 7-Eleven

chain wrote: "I was coerced, literal-

ly, into selling . . . these magazines to

the public. . . . The company, in ef-

fect, said for the sake of profit, you
either must prostitute your ideals, or

lose the loaf of bread from your own
table, declare bankruptcy, and get

out."

A second letter, however, from Chi-

cago, argued with Murdock's cam-
paign. "The real issue here is rights.

Murdock is encouraging a boycott of

a business for exercising a right to sell

a product. 7-Eleven's out-of-reach

policy with its pornography keeps the

magazine out of the hands of minors,

just as the law says it should." 31

Mainline Leaders Meet
With Reagan Officials

WASHINGTON (RNS)—In a rare

forum given to mainline Protestant

critics of the Reagan administration,

15 leaders of the National Council of

Churches (NCC) told top White House
officials that the U.S. must abandon
"military solutions" if it wants peace

in Central America.

The church delegation met for four

hours recently with National Security

adviser Robert C. McFarlane, State

Department human rights head Elliott

Abrams, and other officials. It marked
the first time, after many requests, that

NCC leaders were granted a high-level

meeting in the Reagan White House.

Both White House officials and a

council spokesman expressed confi-

dence that the meeting "started a dia-

logue" between the NCC and the ad-

ministration on a wide range of issues.

"Mainline Protestant bodies have

been trying to start a dialogue with the

administration for more than three

years," said James Hamilton, director

of the NCC's office here. "In that

sense, the meeting was a first."

Hamilton said the White House,

"by and large, has met only with peo-

ple who agree with it and has not

wanted to provide a platform to those

who disagree with it." In the future,

he said, the council "will discuss dif-

ferences face to face with them, rather

than just through the news media."

While mainline Protestant groups

have generally faced a closed door at

the top levels of the White House, con-

servatives and fundamentalists have

appeared to enjoy open-door access. In

addition, a delegation of Roman Cath-

olic bishops met with President Reagan
last March to discuss common stands

against abortion and for aid to private

schools, as well as differences over

nuclear arms and Central America.

According to one spokesman, the

new meeting grew out of a rare "con-
vergence" of views between the coun-

cil and the White House over the issue

of moving the U.S. embassy in Israel

to Jerusalem, its disputed capital. They
both oppose the move. Ill

Kirkpatrick Is Conciliatory

In Cathedral Sermon

NEW YORK (RNS)—United Nations

Ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick

adopted the new conciliatory tone of

the Reagan administration during an
address at the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine here, stressing that all the

nations at the U.N. loved something in

common—peace.

A frequent critic of the U.N., Mrs.
Kirkpatrick refused to discuss any
problems she had with the interna-

tional organization. Instead, she

quoted St. Augustine, saying that to

examine the character of a people, one

need only observe what it is they love.

And, despite the "myriad of disagree-

ments over the concepts of issues," she

said, "the nations love something in

common."
Asked later if there is something she

and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei

Gromyko love in common, Mrs. Kirk-

patrick said: "The seriousness about

our own countries and their futures."

Mrs. Kirkpatrick was speaking at

the cathedral, the headquarters of the

Episcopal diocese of New York, as

part of the congregation's commemor-
ation of the 39th general assembly of

the U.N. Mrs. Kirkpatrick was raised

a Baptist, but attends her husband's

Presbyterian church in Washington.

She has been known to be discon-

tented with the U.N. post, and said

after her address that she would ask

President Reagan, if he is re-elected,

to appoint her successor by the begin-

ning of the year. She was not specific

about her plans, mentioning only that

she is on leave from her faculty posi-

tion at Georgetown University.

During her address, Mrs. Kirk-

patrick compared the U.N. charter

with the final words of the Lord's

Prayer. "Some believed that the U.N.
was a sudden political construction

that could 'deliver us from evil,' " she

said. "Yet good and evil persist and
the dwelling place is still in the heart

of man." Therefore, the U.N. goals of

freeing mankind from war and restor-

ing fundamental human rights and dig-

nity to all are "impossible to obtain,"

she said.

"However, I do not believe we suf-

fer from the total lack of common
moral concepts. We are not finally,

hopelessly lost." ffl
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How Aware of the Pornography
Problem Are We?
WILLIAM S. BARKER

The first massage parlor on Times
Square in New York City opened in

1969. Now there are an estimated

20,000 pornographic bookstores across

America—almost three times the num-
ber of McDonald's golden arches.

There are 780 "adult" movie houses

in the land although their business is

facing competition from cable televi-

sion, which is increasingly bringing ex-

plicit sexual material into homes.

According to retired FBI special

agent William P. Kelly, who investi-

gated an estimated 1,000 obscenity

matters between 1952 and 1980, the

pornography industry today grosses

about $7 billion annually, placing it in

third position in income for organized

crime, behind narcotics and gambling.

Most of the profit does not go into

the pockets of the Mafia, however.

Morality in Media, a New York-based

non-sectarian organization opposed to

pornography and obscenity, reports

that in 1983 the New York Telephone

Company was making $25,000 a day

as a carrier of the dial-a-porn message,

in which one can receive an erotic com-
munication by phone. The supplier of

this service made $10,000 daily.

Pornography is big business in our

"sex for sale" society. And who are

the products being supplied to meet the

demand of the consumers? Increasing-

ly they are children.

Franciscan Father Bruce Ritter,

founder of Covenant House, an inter-

national child-care agency that oper-

ates short-term crisis centers in New
York City, Houston, Toronto, Fort

Lauderdale, and New Orleans,—as

well as a long-term residential program
in Guatemala, started his organization

15 years ago as a result of ten boys and
girls under 16 showing up on his door-

step seeking refuge from the junkies

pimping for them in New York City.

The addicts were also supporting their

drug habit by using these children in

pornographic movies. Since then his

agency has helped 50,000 children, two

thirds of them boys. 25 °Io of them are

15 or under, 25% are 16 or 17, and the

other half 18 to 20.

Where do they come from? 80% are

from one-parent homes. More than

half have been sexually abused before

leaving home. What becomes of them?
Contrary to common opinion, says

Father Ritter, runaway kids rarely go
more than 50 miles from home. Of all

the children his agency has helped, half

say they have seriously considered sui-

cide; one-third of the girls and one-

sixth of the boys have made actual sui-

cide attempts. Covenant House suc-

ceeds in getting about one-third back

to normal life, but after one year on
the street it is practically impossible to

reverse the pattern. After six months
it is almost too late, and three months
as a prostitute is a long time. The chief

cause of death for such people is alco-

holism by age 30.

Child pornography is the latest fad

in the industry, much of the material

purchased by the "pedophile" coming
in from the Netherlands and Denmark.

The Reagan administration has fo-

cused its enforcement efforts against

such "kiddie porn." But this is only

a small part of the pornographic prob-

lem in America.

Who are the consumers? A majori-

ty of the Presidential Commission on
Pornography and Obscenity reported

in 1970 that pornography was not at

that time a large industry, or very prof-

itable, and it found no empirical sup-

port for the belief that pornography

was socially pernicious. Since that time

nudity and sexually explicit scenes have

become increasingly prevalent in mag-
azines, in movies, and on television.

Cable television, technically not cov-

ered by early laws governing "broad-

casting," has introduced X-rated ma-
terial into American homes, one-third

of which now have the capacity for re-

ception. Three years ago a youth min-

ister in one of the earliest communities

to have cablevision commonly avail-

able told me how the young people, es-

pecially the girls, would come home

from school to watch explicit sexual

programming. It is not uncommon
now for R-rated films to show couples

engaged in sexual intercourse, and un-

fortunately reviewers take this so for

granted that they may say merely

"rated R because of language." Mag-
azines such as Playboy, Penthouse,

Hustler, or others of the 400 "skin"
magazines, are often displayed without

wrappers on the racks of drugstores,

bookstores, convenience stores, and
grocery stores. Playboy's circulation is

16 million. The consumers thus are not

just a few perverted people of bizarre

tastes, but are very close to home.
United Methodist minister Donald

E. Wildmon, founder of the National

Federation for Decency in 1977, dis-

played videotapes of cable TV scenes

at the recent National Consultation on
Pornography in Cincinnati. The most
explicit scenes included group sex of

both natural and unnatural type, het-

erosexual and homosexual, and final-

ly with sadomasochistic violence. Prob-

ably more seductive than these gro-

tesque scenes, however, was an excerpt

from the Playboy channel which

showed in heightening detail a female

interviewer being attracted and finally

passionately conquered by a minister.

The Playboy philosophy is the per-

vasive entry to the deeper underworld

of pornography. Playboy magazine

has gained a measure of respectability

in our culture. It carries some articles

of literary interest. It interviews signifi-

cant people. It opposes violence. But

its message is clear: Pleasure is the goal

of life, and sex is more fun outside of

the responsibilities of marriage. March
Bell describes the devasting effects of

this Playboy philosophy in his "The
Pornography Revolution— Is Porno-

graphy Only Dirty Pictures" in The

High Cost of Indifference, edited by

Richard Cizik for the National Asso-

ciation of Evangelicals (Ventura, Cal.:

Regal Books, 1984). It is this variety of

pornography, which Carl H. Lund-

quist in Silent Issues of the Church

(Arlington Heights, 111.: Harvest Pub-
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lications, 1984) calls "mental mastur-

bation," that leads to increasingly

harmful and anti-social behavior.

The Consequences of Pornography

Reo M. Christenson, professor of po-

litical science at Miami University in

Oxford, O., says that the majority re-

port of the 1970 Presidential Commis-
sion was discredited long ago. At that

time Congress and the Supreme Court

were more persuaded by the minority

report, that pornography is indeed

harmful, and social scientists now feel

increasingly that research shows the

majority report not to be defensible.

In Christenson's view the 1st Amend-
ment was never intended by the foun-

ding fathers to protect commercial en-

tertainment of the kind now prevalent

in magazines, X-rated theaters, cable

TV, and video-cassette tapes.

Victor B. Cline, clinical psychologist

from the University of Utah, describes

the findings of research in the last sev-

en years with regard to the effects of

exposure to pornographic material:

First there is an addictive effect. The man
gets hooked or addicted to pornography

and keeps coming back for more to get his

sexual kicks or "turn ons." Second: there

is an escalation in need for rougher and
more sexually shocking material—to get the

same sexual stimulation as before. Third:

there is, in time, a desensitization to the

material's pathology. What was first gross,

shocking, and very disturbing becomes in

time acceptable and commonplace. And
fourth: there is an increased tendency to

start "acting out" the sexual activities seen

in the pornography witnessed. What was
first fantasy (often masturbated to) in time

becomes reality. All sexual deviations are

learned, the best evidence suggests. And it

often happens through this pattern of

"masturbatory conditioning"— first mas-

turbated to at the fantasy level, then later

acted-out in real life behavior. This in my
clinical experience nearly always disturbs

the individual's marriage or psychological

equilibrium (Summary of presentation at

National Pornography Consultation).

Dr. Cline further claims: "Research
shows that when somebody sees an
event that is a turn-on, there is a reac-

tion, a stimulation of special circuits

in the brain that fix the image into the

memory." Continued exposure to por-

nographic materials creates "a mental

library of anti-social images."

Can pornography result in anti-

social behavior? Dr. Elizabeth Hol-
land, a Memphis pediatrician, related

to the National Consultation meeting
the stories of some of the cases from
her practice. There was a 14-year-old

boy who, since reading pornography,

had for five years regularly raped his

12- and 11-year-old sisters and his

8-year-old brother. There were the two

teen-age girls raped by their father

after he raped and murdered their

mother in their presence upon his

reading of violent porn. There was the

4-year-old girl raped by her father,

uncles, and brothers. There was the

3-year-old boy with venereal disease

from intercourse with his mother.

The mounting evidence of the evils

of pornography is bringing together

diverse allies in opposition to it. Some
parts of the feminist movement for-

merly supported Playboy, but now
feminists are opposing the degradation

and subordination of women that they

see pornography leading to. Roman
Catholics and Protestants, including

some liberals along with the doctrinally

conservative, are uniting in opposition

to the pornographic industry.

Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, arch-

bishop of Chicago, sounded the theo-

logical keynote at the National Consul-

tation in Cincinnati: the dignity of the

human person as made in the image of

God. Human life is both sacred and
social, and seeing all life issues as

sacred, he argued, can help change at-

titudes that will in turn affect policies.

Prostitution, pornography, sexism,

and racism all diminish human digni-

ty. He stressed that protection and pro-

motion of life must be held together in

a consistent ethic. We must portray

beauty, not just unmask ugliness; we
must promote virtue, not just oppose
vice.

Evangelical Christians can certain-

ly be co-belligerents in this cause with

all those who share such principles.

Over against the Playboy philosophy

we need to proclaim the beauty of sex

and its relation to love and fidelity.

The joy of the marriage relationship,

depicting the love between Christ and
the church, needs to be exemplified as

well as taught. A woman will not be

regarded or treated as a mere sex ob-

ject by the man who heeds the teaching

of Ephesians 5's analogy of marriage

with the self-sacrificial love of Christ

for the church: "In this same way,

husbands ought to love their wives as

their own bodies. He who loves his

wife loves himself. After all, no one
ever hated his own body, but he feeds

and cares for it, just as Christ does the

church—for we are members of his

body." Mere self-gratification yields to

mutual caring, on the model of
Christ's giving himself up for the

church.

Long-range we need to produce

more literature portraying a positive

approach to marriage and sex, in-

cluding dramatization for the enter-

tainment media. "New morality" sex

education should not just be removed
from the public schools where possi-

ble, but replaced by positive informa-

tion on family values. But clearly the

short-range goals must include opposi-

tion to the exploitation of children and
women as the victims of pornography.

We should also be concerned for the

male who can become addicted to por-

nography and led to increasingly anti-

social behavior, including violence,

becoming a shattered mockery of what

his Creator intended.

What can be done?

The 1st Amendment does not protect

obscenity any more than it does slan-

der or libel. There are laws against ob-

scenity in every state but Alaska, and
there are federal laws against impor-

ting obscene material, transporting it

Organizations
That Can Help

Morality in Media, Inc.

475 Riverside Dr., New York, NY 10115.

Phone (212) 870-3222.

—Operates as a clearinghouse for informa-

tion, including legal matters through its Na-

tional Obscenity Law Center division.

National Christian Association

—Chicago Statement Foundation.

P.O. Box 40945, Washington, DC 20016.

—Assists in "grass roots" actions.

Citizens for Decency Through Law
2331 West Royal Palm Road, Suite 105,

Phoenix, AZ, 80521.

Phone (602) 995-2600.

—Informs the public and demands law en-

forcement.

National Federation for Decency
P.O. Drawer 2440, Tupelo, MS 38803.

—Keeps track of advertising for pornograph-

ic media.

Citizens Concerned for Community
Values

5742 Hamilton Avenue, Cincinnati, OH
45224. Phone (513) 541-8889.

—Informs citizens of what they can do lo-

cally and nationally.
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over state lines, mailing it, and broad-

casting obscenity. The problem lies in

getting the laws enforced. The Su-

preme Court in 1973 ruled against por-

nography:

"We hold that there are legitimate state in-

terests at stake in stemming the tide of com-

mercialized obscenity .... These include

the interest of the public in the quality of

life and the total community environment,

the tone of commerce in the great city cen-

ters and possibly the public safety itself"

(413 U.S. 59). Chief Justice Warren Burger

summed it up: "There is a right of the na-

tion and of the states to maintain a decent

society."

The Court's definition of pornogra-

phy, however, is not often easy to ap-

ply: "that which offends contempo-
rary standards of taste, is without sci-

entific, cultural, political or literary

value, is without redeeming social sig-

nificance and which appeals to the pru-

rient interests" (413 U.S. 15).

The argument is sometimes made
that if pornography exists in a com-
munity, that fact itself indicates that

it is in accord with community stan-

dards. It may only indicate that the law

is being broken; but unless those who
oppose it take action, the appearance

of toleration may persuade even law

enforcement authorities that it is ac-

ceptable to contemporary standards.

Significant success has been achieved

in some cities where action has been

taken. Cincinnati has closed down all

"adult" bookstores and theaters in the

entire metropolitan area. Atlanta has

taken a similar action. Pittsburgh has

made progress through dedicated indi-

viduals forming into task forces. In

Fort Wayne, Indiana picketing made
the community more aware of the

problem, and an effective triangle of

cooperation was produced between po-

lice, prosecutors, and citizens. In In-

dianapolis a civic research project has

demonstrated that "adult" entertain-

ment business has a correlation to

crime and decline of property values,

and a new ordinance links pornogra-

phy with denial of civil rights and
equal opportunity to women as a con-

stitutional issue.

On the local level much can be done
if opponents of pornography are spir-

itually prepared, well informed, united

with all who will join in the cause, and
well organized. Because of the amount
of money that is involved in the por-

nography industry, stiff resistance can

be expected.

On the national level it helps to have
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denominational statements to make
clear where the churches stand. Chris-

tians can also write to the President to

direct the Justice Department to en-

force the existing laws, particularly in

New York City and Los Angeles,

where most of the American porno-

graphy comes from. Boycotting of

those companies which advertise in

pornographic magazines or sponsor

offensive television programs is per-

haps the most effective means of get-

ting results. The National Federation

for Decency publishes information on
such advertising.

Rev. Donald Wildmon, after seven

years of battling, fears that the war
may already have been lost to the hu-

manistic philosophy of life underlying

pornography. If not, he says, we have

only two or three years to deal with the

situation effectively. Out of this sense

of urgency the National Consultation

on Pornography has proclaimed a

"National Pornography Awareness

Week" for October 28 to November 4.

As a prelude to this special week the

Consultation is encouraging picketing

on Saturday, October 27 of 7-Eleven

or other stores that sell pornographic

materials. The Consultation already

promotes a boycott of 7-Eleven, the

largest retailer of pornographic mag-
azines, but publicly excludes those

7-Eleven stores that have removed por-

nography from their premises.

Pastors are requested to speak from
their pulpits on Sunday, October 28

urging their members to write to the

President, asking him to direct the Jus-

tice Department to enforce present fed-

eral obscenity laws. It is hoped that the

increased awareness from this special

week will lead to dialogue with public

officials which will increase under-

standing of individual positions on
pornography within the local commu-
nity. Another aim is to work to estab-

lish proper federal and state cable TV
laws.

At the National Consultation meet-

ing Mrs. Susan Bell, a Cincinnati

housewife, described the effect that

one individual, offended by the display

of pornographic magazines before her

children while grocery shopping, can

have by politely voicing her intention

of taking her business elsewhere if the

material is not removed. If America's

churches are stirred to action, we can

move our society to promote the digni-

ty of persons as made in the image of

God. m

Progress in

Cincinnati

What actually has been the result in the Cin-

cinnati area in terms of cleaning up some
of the pornography?

The first thing is that when the Play-

boy channel came to Cincinnati a year

ago (May 1, 1983), that's when we sur-

faced and let our existence be made
known and gathered 400 people for a

city council meeting. That's when visits

to the city council members took place

and the upshot of that was that the

Playboy channel has been removed.

Secondly, a group of us worked with

city council members in the writing of

a display law, and now all pornograph-

ic magazines have to be covered with

an opaque cover, at least two-thirds of

the cover, and that includes all of Ham-
ilton County. In addition to that, many
stores have removed pornography.

Let me come back to the way you got
started. What were the actual steps in terms
of spiritual preparation and then organiza-

tion?

It was very simple. The Lord laid on
the heart of some lay people here in

Cincinnati through the ministry of

Brad Curl of the National Christian

Association that something had to be

done. And those laymen badgered me
and some others into giving it serious

thought. Then God led me to preach

on it and the sermon literally changed

my own life. It drove me to my knees

and it drove me to an in-depth study

in the book of Ephesians. And God's
call to righteousness in that sermon in-

spired a group of lay people and me
to meet for five months every weekday

at 6:30 in the morning for prayer and

worship and then intercession for our

country. That five months then led to

establishing a group that began to

study and learn how serious the prob-

lem was, what the legal ramifications

of the problem were, and ways we

An interview with Dr. Jerry R. Kirk,

pastor of the College Hill

Presbyterian Church (PCUSA) and
Chairman of the National Consulta-

tion on Pornography.



could go about doing something in our

city. Five months later, that group said

"we need to involve the other pas-

tors." And they asked me to call those

other pastors, and what I did is, I got

on the phone and called six of the pri-

mary leaders of the Tri-State Billy

Graham Crusade. I had served as

chairman in the executive committee

and these were pastors who had been

on that executive committee, and I

asked them three questions. I said, 1)

Are you concerned about the problem?

2) Are you concerned enough to be

willing to meet and talk about what to

do about the problem? and, 3) Are you
willing to give yourself by coming to-

gether to do that? And the answer of

every one of them to all three questions

was, "Yes." And what they said in es-

sence was, "I've been deeply con-

cerned, but I just didn't know how I

as a busy pastor could make a differ-

ence." And we found one another and
we found the power of the Lord to-

gether and there's a love and trust and
commitment to one another.

How serious has the resistance been to

your efforts there in Cincinnati?

When we first began, there was con-

siderable resistance through the news-

papers, the press, individuals, etc. In

fact, there's a suit right now against

Warner-Amex for having removed the

Playboy channel. But what I can say

is, about six months ago the attacks

against us began to be reduced because

people began to see the seriousness of

the problem. From the very beginning

we were committed to a very careful

and balanced style of how we proceed-

ed, as well as content. We met together

for six months as a group of pastors,

and we were committed to not doing

anything until all of us were in agree-

ment as to what to do and how to do it.

So we moved ahead with consensus,

we moved ahead with responsible lead-

ership, we didn't move ahead until we
already had a team of leaders that rep-

resented a spectrum within the body of
Christ, not just people from the far

right. And, of course, within the Pres-

byterian church the people would look

to me as though I was on the far right,

but when you put me into the spectrum
of the whole body of Christ I am able

to build bridges to the right and to the

middle. Our commitment is to unite

the whole Christian community and all

other concerned persons who are com-
mitted to traditional family values and

Biblical morality.

What would you recommend for concerned
Christians in a community where the work
remains to be done?

I believe that who you start with in a

community is the key as to who you
end up with. Certain leaders are known
for dividing people and other leaders

are known for being able to unite peo-

ple. You need to start with some lead-

ers who have a real ability and gifts

from God to unite, and to love, and
to affirm, and to mobilize, and to

strengthen. The Lord needs to be the

center. He is the one who inspires love.

He is the one who inspires commit-
ment. He is the one who reconciles and

unites, and I believe it's very helpful

if you can start with pastors who have

a long history in the community and
who are respected outside their own
congregation. It's worth starting slow

and building solidly.

What do you hope to see come out of Por-

nography Awareness Week, and what are

your expectations for the future?

I believe that this year we will have

hundreds of thousands of Christians

participating in Pornography Aware-
ness Week. I believe we will have lit-

erally thousands of groups all over the

country picketing 7-Eleven Stores and
other convenience stores that sell por-

nography. I believe that pastors are go-

ing to encourage their people to write

the President and ask him to order the

Justice Department to enforce the fed-
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Cliche Arguments
(Designed to create confusion around the problem of pornography and obscenity law)

(The following information is provided by Morality in Media, Inc.,

and is reproduced by permission. Six additional answers to cliche

arguments are available, plus eight more dealing with cableporn.)

When you begin an organized effort against the traffic in pornog-

raphy in your community, certain cliche arguments will be brought

up to weaken your effort. These arguments and answers should be

studied and mastered so that the facts will be brought out.

1. Pornography is harmless. A Presidential Commission Report
said so.

a. The Majority Report of the Presidential Commission on Obscenity

and pornography was called a "scientific scandal" by many in the scien-

tific community. It was rejected by the U.S. Senate by a vote of 60

to 5. The Hill-Link Minority Report of that Commission was read

into the record in both Houses of Congress as a "responsible posi-

tion on the issues!' ... In addition, studies in the Hill-Link Report

show linkages between exposure to obscene material and sexual de-

viancy, promiscuity, affiliation with criminal groups and more.

However, extremists who want obscenity laws repealed, as the majority

report recommended, began a campaign in early 1977 to have the report

resurrected and considered a reputable document.

b. The Supreme Court in Paris Theatre v. Slaton (June, 1973) said:

"The sum of experience, including that of the past two decades, af-

fords an ample basis for legislatures to conclude that a sensitive, key

relationship of human existence, central to family life, community wel-

fare and the development of human personality, can be debased and

distorted by crass commercial exploitation of sex"

2. You can't legislate morality.

a. On its face this cliche is absurd, because every law legislates morali-

ty. Every law sets some standard for its citizens, and every citizen must

ultimately make the moral decision to obey or disobey.

b. Private morals are private; public morals are the business of the

entire community, and the officers empowered by the community to

defend the welfare of the community against the willful minority. Com-
mercial obscenity is public business. It is public morality that obscenity

laws are designed to safeguard, not private morality.

3. Obscenity is in the eye of the beholder. What is obscene
to you may not be obscene to me.

This implies that obscenity is subjective. It is not. It is the description

or depiction of specific sexual activity, the description or depiction

of which is prohibited by law, to protect the common good. It is as

objective as stealing or murder. This statement also denies the existence

of evil.

4. I'd rather see people make love than make violence.

There is no love in pornography. It is totally loveless, debasing women,
children, and humanity generally. In addition, violence is inherent in

pornography.

5. War, poverty, hunger, violence are the real obscenities. Sex
is not obscene.

a. The extension of the word "obscenity" to cover all kinds of social

evils is a recent development in our language. It is a well-known tech-

nique to confuse and blunt the force of obscenity law.

b. Of course sex is not obscene. It is the design and creation of God.

It is the debasing abuse of sex that is obscene. And, as in the past,

so now all over the country, legislatures and the judiciary definitely

specify certain abuses of sex as obscene.

6. If you don't like porn films and books, you don't have to see
them or buy them, but don't interfere with my right to see or

buy them.

a. I don't see or buy pornography, but it is there polluting the en-

vironment in which I am trying to raise my children. Society says it

does not want it there, and has enacted laws against it.

b. The United States Supreme Court has said that what you do in

the privacy of your home is your own business, but your privacy right

does not extend to the market place. It is against the law for anyone

to sell or exhibit obscenity to you.

7. Well, the Supreme Court has said a lot of things, but it still

can't define obscenity.

This statement is incorrect. The Supreme Court defined obscenity in

June of 1973 to the satisfaction of the majority of the American people.

8. Freedom of expression is protected by the First Amend-
ment.

It most certainly is. But the Supreme Court has said, and has always

held, that obscenity is not protected by the First Amendment. It is

not protected expression, any more than libel or slander are. Obsceni-

ty is not a First Amendment issue. It is a crime, and 90% of the traf-

fic in hard core pornography in the country is controlled by organized

crime.

9. Who are you to tell me what I can see or read? You are im-

posing your morality on me.

a. Nobody can tell you what to see or read, but the community can

tell you what commercial spectacles and literature cannot be sold or

distributed to you— if you choose to live in that community. The com-
munity sets up standards for itself, and has a right to legislate to pro-

tect those standards.

b. Nobody is imposing his morality on anybody. It is only the con-

sensus of the community that determines the standards of public decen-

cy. When that consensus is properly manifested in public law, that is

community or public morality, not "ours!'

c. This implies there should be no law regulating the traffic in

pornography.

10. Obscenity is a "victimless crime."

a. There is no such thing as a "victimless" crime. In every crime

there is a seller or seducer, and the person who purchases, or the se-

duced. That person is the immediate victim, and society is the ultimate

victim, for with each seduction the moral fabric of society is dimin-

ished. . . .

b. A glaring instance of victimization in obscenity are the children

used in child pornography.

c. For centuries civil communities have maintained laws against such

behavior as detrimental to the public health, morals, and welfare.

d. Denmark and the Boston Combat Zone have recently and vivid-

ly proved that increase in commercial pornography causes concentra-

tion of violent prostitution and organized crime.

11. When "consenting adults" go to see a dirty movie, no one
is being harmed.

Regarding so-called "consenting adults!' the United States Supreme
Court said in Paris Theatre in June of 1973: "We categorically disap-

prove the theory that obscene films acquire constitutional immunity

from state regulation simply because they are exhibited for consen-

ting adults only. Rights and interests other than those of the advocates

are involved. These include the interest of the public in the quality

of life, the total community environment, the tone of commerce and,

possibly, the public safety itself."

12. If you'd let pornography flow freely, people would get bored
and the problem would take care of itself.

a. This boredom or satiation theory is invalid. (See "Where Do You

Draw the Line?" by Dr. Victor B. Cline). Heavy users of pornography

do not get bored. They go deeper and deeper into more and more

bizarre forms of it.

b. Professor Irving Kristol said in the same volume, "I would like

to go along with this theory (boredom), but I cannot. The sexual plea-

sure one gets from pornography is ... a masturbatory exercise. . . .

Now, people who masturbate do not get tired of masturbation. . .
!'

c. Denmark is often brought up when the boredom theory is es-

poused. . . . Denmark's porn profits are falling, but not because of

boredom. Underworld infiltration of the porn industry and gangland

violence and tie-ins with traffic in narcotics, forced Copenhagen police

to close down dozens of smut dens, and all live sex shows have been

outlawed. (Associated Press Reports, 1972-76).

d. Remember, every day children are seeing pornography for the

first time.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Responding to Gods Authority
FOR NOVEMBER 4, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Romans 13;

Colossians 3:23-25

Key verses: Romans 13:1-10

Devotional reading: Romans 13:8-14

Memory selection: Colossians 3:23

INTRODUCTION

It is sometimes difficult for us to live

under the authority of men, whether

rulers of the land in which we live or

our bosses. Paul shows us the easy way
to submit to authority: We must re-

member that all are under the authori-

ty of God and that, as we submit our-

selves to the authority of men in this

world, we are really submitting to God.
It is easier to give men their due and

love them in spite of the way they treat

us if we remember that in doing so we
are really giving our lives to Christ and
serving him.

Give Men

1 Their Due
Romans 13:1-7

Paul assures us first of all that to sub-

mit to men and be subject to those who
rule over us is to submit to God. He
is over all; and they, as we, are sub-

ject to God's sovereign will. We must
remember that God is running this

world and controlling all history, so

that no matter who on earth is ruling

over us—whether just or unjust, kind

or cruel—God is in charge.

By the same token, to resist those

over us is to resist God (v. 2). He has

chosen to rule the world through falli-

ble men. They may sin, but God over-

rules to accomplish his will. This mar-
velous doctrine can save us much grief

if we always remember it when things

are not going as we would like to see

them go.

Paul shows that our ruler is a minis-

ter of God for our good. Rulers keep
order in the world and make it possi-
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ble for God's children to do his work.

Paul wants us to see that God's rule

through the powers that be on earth is

in order that his will might be done on
earth. To go against the ruler is to go

against God. Our Christian conscience

ought not to allow that.

To put it another way, God has

given his church a task to do. It in-

volves reaching the world for Christ

and telling men everywhere to repent

and believe in him. He has only given

that task to the church, to no other in-

stitution or individuals in the world.

God has also given a task to the

secular governments of the world.

They are to maintain peace and order

and make it possible for his children

to move about from nation to nation

to proclaim that message. They are

there for our good. God's sovereignty
ic surh that no matter what thev want.

From Wisconsin
to Mississippi:
Why?

they serve Christ and his children in

this world.

For that reason, we are to render to

those in charge of government admin-

istration their dues—their taxes and

tributes and customs which they col-

lect to do that work. To hold out on
them is to hold out on God.

QUESTIONS
1. What is my attitude when I see

those in charge of the government do-

ing what I do not want them to do?

2. Why should we pray continually

for the rulers of our land?

Give Men

2 Your Love
Romans 13:8-10

Not onlv do we owe honor to whom
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honor is due and taxes to whom due,

but we also owe all men in the world
the debt of love.

The reason we owe love to all is that

the Lord has first loved us. The way
we came to know what love means is

through the cross of Christ and the

way he has dealt with us and our sins.

We did not deserve forgiveness, but

God forgave us anyway. That is love.

We did not deserve to be saved from
hell, but God did anyway. That is love.

We did not deserve to be the children

of God, but the Lord allowed us to be

anyway. That is love. God's love con-

tinues to be shown though we do not

deserve it.

But in turn, as God's children, we
are now expected to show others that

same love we first knew from God.
The love of God makes that possible.

One who has not known the love of

God in Christ Jesus cannot know how
to love, either—not in the way the

Lord expects his children to love.

Natural man has a kind of love for

others, but it is based on selfish

motivations. He loves others because

he hopes to gain something from them.

The love Paul is speaking about

—
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the love God expects from us—is a far

greater love, not based on selfish

desires or on the merit of the object of

our love. It is constant because God's
love to us, in Christ, is constant.

Paul teaches that loving one's neigh-

bor (anyone in need, indeed anyone
we come in contact with) is the fulfill-

ing of the whole law.

When God first began to reveal his

law to his people, he taught the Ten
Commandments. Later he gave more
laws to live by. But the essence of all

that the Lord taught is found in just

two commandments: Love God with

all your heart and love your neighbor

as yourself.

This was not original with Paul. He
and we learned it from Jesus. He
taught that these two commandments
encompassed the whole law and the

prophets. He meant that within them
is all of the will of God for his people.

If we understand what it is to love

in the Biblical sense of that term, then

we understand all that the Lord has

revealed as his will for his people.

When the Lord promised that the

day would come when his people

would keep his law from their hearts

(Jer. 31:33), he was speaking of his

work of changing our hearts so that

from our hearts we would desire to do
God's will.

Our ability to love others as the

Lord first loved us is evidence that this

great work of redemption has taken

place in us.

QUESTIONS
1. How obligated do I feel to love

others?

2. How do I show love to strangers

and to those who are opposed to me?

Give God

3 Your Life
Romans 13:1 1-14

While it is true that we owe men the

love God has put into our hearts, it is

also true that, above all, we owe the

Lord our very lives. There is no con-

flict here. When we love others, we are

doing what pleases God and are living

our lives for him.

Paul wants us to be conscious of

time. We live in this world in a con-

text of time. What we do with that

time determines how much we are liv-

ing for God each day and each mo-
ment.
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Time can get away from us, it can

be wasted and it can be lost. In another

epistle Paul urges believers to redeem

the time (Eph. 5:16).

He suggests that some of us may
well be like those who sleep away the

days, letting the opportunities to live

for the Lord slip away.

In another place, the Lord has

graphically shown us that all history is

overshadowed by the impending judg-

ment of God about to fall. There is lit-

tle time left to do the work the Lord

has given us.

One day our life on earth will end,

whether by death—in which time we
will go to be with the Lord—or by the

return of Christ. In either case, we
have just so much time allotted to live

out our lives in a way pleasing to him
and to accomplish on earth what he

has given us to do.

As long as we waste that precious

time by pursuing the things of this

world—what Paul calls the works of

darkness—we will not be able to do
anything profitable.

We are therefore to get busy. We are

to put on the armor of light. We are

to show forth to the world the glory

of Christ living in us. We must do
those things that honor the Lord and
show that we are his children. We are

to be his witnesses in the world.

The process of putting on the Lord
Jesus Christ should occupy our whole

[

time (v. 14). In Philippians 3, Paul

! challenges us to press on toward the

i mark of the high calling of God in

Christ Jesus. To be more and more
[subject to Christ and to reflect in-

creasingly his glory in our life is to put

I on Christ. Paul calls for the same thing

in Romans 12:1-2.

With the time we have left to serve

I the Lord in the world we are doing one
[of two things: putting on the Lord
Jesus Christ, in which case we are

[ learning to seek his will and not our
own; or else we are making provision

|

for the flesh—learning to please

;
ourselves and pursuing what we want,

I not what the Lord wants.

Paul makes clear that the decision is

I ours. But one day we will have to ac-

i count for the way we have spent our
lives. Everything we have done with
our time will be tested. It will be found

: to be wood, hay, and stubble, or gold,

silver and precious stones. The day of
Jesus' coming will reveal the truth

about the way we have used or misused
our opportunities here on earth (I Cor.

3:10-15).

QUESTIONS
1. How do I redeem time as an op-

portunity to serve the Lord today?

2. In what sense am I more fully liv-

ing for Christ this year than last?

Serve Only4 Christ
Colossians 3:22-25

The greatest problem for believers is

learning to live full-time for the glory

of God. So often we speak of others

who are "full-time" in service for

Christ. We tend to think of such peo-

ple as a unique class of Christians.

This is not the Biblical concept.

Scripture teaches that all believers are

to be full-time in service for Christ. But

how can this be when we have jobs to

do in the secular world often with

bosses who are not concerned for the

will of God?
Paul addresses those who are slaves

of unbelieving masters. They are under

the control of men who have no desire

to serve Christ. Nevertheless, he says

to these men that they have an oppor-

tunity even in that working context to

serve the Lord Christ.

They must see what they do daily for

their masters not as something to

please men, but as their God-given op-

portunity to serve the Lord.

If Paul could say this to Christian

slaves of unbelievers in the 1st cen-

tury, how much more it can be said to

us today, no matter what our job or

how pagan our boss may be.

Like Daniel, we can learn to do what

we do for the Lord in spite of the cir-

cumstances of our job. Working for

the Lord is a matter of the attitude of

the heart. Men cannot control our

thoughts or our motivations, only

what we do.

This is why Paul exhorts all believers

to do whatever they do heartily (from

the heart) as unto the Lord (v. 23).

Our rewards for what we do on the

job will not come from men. They will

not be in the form of raises and pro-

motions—that is what the world

gives—but in knowing that we are

pleasing God. Our treasures are stored

in heaven.

Above all, no matter what men may
think, we know that our true boss is

in heaven. We serve the Lord. In the

world, men may rule over us in the

eyes of others, but we know that with

the Lord there is no respect of persons.

He does not exalt our bosses over us

or prefer them before us. They, like us,

will have to give an accounting of how
they have used their time on earth.

QUESTIONS
1 . What is my present attitude when

I go to work?
2. Does it bother me that other

workers around me seem to get more
raises, recognition, and promotions?

Next week: "The Christian's

Hope," I Thessalonians 1-4. H]
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Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

DORDT COLLEGE
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tems courses.
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Qualified individuals who are

committed to a reformed Biblical

theology and educational philos-
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al resume, academic credentials,
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CHURCHES
SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY, CA! A

new PCA church, Aliso Creek Presbyterian,

is now being formed in the San Juan Capis-

trano-Laguna Niguel area. Interested parties

contact the pastor, Thom Venema, 25211

Costeau St., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. (714)

770-7951.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS! A growing PCA congregation true

to the Word of God. NORTH DALLAS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor David

L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Phone (214) 386-0121.

PITTSBURGH, PA EPC congregation that

is Biblical, Reformed and growing. North

Park Evangelical Presbyterian Church, 600

Ingomar Rd., Wexford, PA 15090. Phone:

(412) 367-5000. Pastor: James H. Morrison,

Asst. Pastor: Robert A. Stauffer.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

NORTH CHICAGO Trinity Presbyterian

Church (OPC). Proclaiming God's Word
and God's grace, providing a fellowship of

loving concern. Calvin Knox Cummings,
Pastor. Phone (312) 539-2902.

FOR SALE\

RIDGE HAVEN. Beautiful home for sale

on Panther Ridge. Winter view of Mt.
Pisgali. Quality built with random width

hardwood floors, bay windows, country

kitchen. Must see to appreciate. Call toll-free

1-800-525-8910, ext. 4113R.

OFFERING PLATES your church will be

proud to own. Large beautiful dark oak col-

or. Maroon or green pad. Guaranteed. Spe-

cial price—$15 pair while they last. World
Wide Plate Co., Fairfield, AL 35064.

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLE
VACANCIES: QUITO, ECUADOR.

PCA church-planting team. You have prayed

for us, now consider joining us. Openings for

full-time, short-time, summer time. Write

Sam Mateer, Casilla 8403, Quito, Ecuador.

SOUTH ATLANTA. Growing pediatric

practice with interest in medical missions

seeks third partner. Contact Dale Knutson,

387 N. Glynn Street, Fayetteville, GA 30214.

(404) 461-4126 or (401) 961-6667.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and
board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 10335/2 Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.
Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,
AL 36104.

FINANCE MANAGER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified finance

officer interested in using his abilities in ser-

vice to God and the church. Responsibilities

include managing staff, preparing and con-

trolling 9 million dollar budget and the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

a high-level finance management position and
agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed
doctrines are required. Send curricula vitae

to Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 West Esplanade

Avenue, Kenner, LA 70065

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

CHRISTIAN SECRETARY. Position

open in Atlanta for an experienced, career-

minded secretary. Familiarity with the Pres-

byterian Church in America would be help-

ful. If you desire a ministry with a Christian

organization committed to the growth of

Christ's church, contact Barbara Green at

Mission to North America, P.O. Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031, or call (404) 292-5715.

CHRISTIAN PHYSICIAN ASSIS-
TANT, Emory grad. 8-84, desires to work
with a Christian physician in Georgia. Con-
tact Andrew M. Doll PA at (404) 296-9298

or write to 4138 Spartan Lane, Stone Moun-
tain, GA 30083.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should
have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth
ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-
sibilities would include elementary through
senior high school youth programs. Send
resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

SENIOR PASTOR WANTED to care

for a congregation of approx. 350 in the

Pittsburgh suburb of Pitcairn, Pennsylvania.

We are hungry for good teaching and desire

a leader committed to training the elders to

co-pastor with him. Send resume to Stephen

Brom, 12020 Joan Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an

energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

SERVICES
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Where Do Babies Come From Now?

Not the birds and the bees, nor the

stork, but the petri dish is becoming

the modern answer to the child's ques-

tion of where babies come from. The
cover story of Time magazine for Sep-

tember 10 described such contempor-

ary possibilities as a donated egg fer-

tilized by donated sperm to produce an

embryo implanted in the womb of a

surrogate mother who bears a child for

a different couple, thus providing as

many as five "parents" for that child.

"The possibilities are limited only by

your imagination," commented Clif-

ford Grobstein, professor of biologi-

cal science and public policy at the

University of California, San Diego.

The problem is that the imagination

of men in the technological area is far

outstripping human wisdom in the eth-

ical area. We have moved suddenly in-

to uncharted terrain without facing the

potential consequences. Can a legal

father deny financial responsibility for

his wife's child by artificial insemina-

tion? What happens if a surrogate

mother refuses to give up the baby to

the intended parents? What if they re-

fuse to accept the baby? What if the

baby turns out to have physical or

mental defects and no one wants to

take responsibility for it? What is the

status of frozen embryos awaiting im-

plantation? At a conference this past

summer, Rev. David Ames, Episcopal

chaplain at Brown University and
Rhode Island School of Design, argued

for the destruction of two frozen em-
bryos of a couple who died in a plane

crash, because only the couple could

have decided to bring the embryos to

term, but since they were deceased and
the embryos displayed no "viable" life

of their own, the embryos had no
rights, morally or legally. If that is the

case, then can experimentation be con-

ducted on such embryos, as the scien-

tists are eager to do?
A 23-year-old New Jersey house-

wife, named only "Valerie" in the ac-

count, has volunteered to be a surro-

gate mother and is well into her preg-

nancy. She says she is "conditioning"

herself not to become too attached to

the baby. "It is not my husband's

child," she says, "so I don't have the

feeling behind it as if it were ours."

She does not plan to see the child after

it is born, but "I might like to see a

picture once in a while."

The scientific and technological cap-

abilities of the human race have taken

us far beyond the kinds of responsibil-

ities the Bible described for ordinary

mortals. If my sperm had been donat-

ed for artificial insemination, and I

had pictures of all my progeny on my
walls, I would no doubt be over-

whelmed by my covenantal obliga-

tions. God placed the bearing and rear-

ing of children in the context of the

family, which he ordained from the be-

ginning for this purpose. It should not

surprise us that the increasing break-

down of the family structure, and of

accompanying sexual morals, should

carry with it increasing incidence of

infertility.

But the solution of the laboratory

tends to be apart from any considera-

tions of morality. Because we can do
it, we must do it. We hardly take time

to ask: Should we do it? The ingenious

and kindly Dr. Jekyll produces in his

laboratory what becomes a legal Frank-

enstein's monster. And then what hap-

pens if the Dr. Jekyll who got us here

turns out to be Mr. Hyde?
The history of God's people is not

without examples of the problems that

result from man's best efforts to pro-

duce children. The English Reforma-
tion had its rather inauspicious begin-

nings in the quest of Henry VIII for

a papal annulment of his marriage to

Catherine of Aragon because he thought

her previous marriage to his deceased

older brother Arthur brought his mar-
riage into violation of Leviticus 20:21

and hence they were childless. His de-

sire for a male heir led to an unjust di-

vorce and promiscuous practice that

stained the Protestant heritage from
the start. For all their faith, Abraham
and Sarah resorted to ingenuity to pro-

duce the promised heir. Hagar became
the surrogate mother, but envy and
strife proved to be the natural siblings

of her son Ishmael.

The tendency of modern man is like

that of the builders of the Tower of

Babel. The Lord saw the unrestrained

pursuit of whatever might be imag-

ined: ".
. .nothing they plan to do will

be impossible for them" (Gen. 11:6).

With the flaming sword guarding the

way back to the tree of life, man con-

tinues to suffer moral indigestion from
his original taste of the tree of knowl-

edge of good and evil. Our disobedient

knowledge has made us godlike in cer-

tain capacities (Gen. 3:22), but we can

turn this knowledge toward life only as

we are restored to that relation with

God that Adam and Eve originally en-

joyed.

Because we can do it, should we do
it? As Reformed Christians, with our

emphasis on dominion over the crea-

tion, we are vulnerable to the tempta-

tion to use knowledge, power, and
wealth for whatever might be imag-

ined. We believe that work should pro-

duce profit. We believe that there is a

legitimate power to be exercised by hu-

mans in positions of authority. We be-

lieve that knowledge from the labora-

tory and myriad other kinds of knowl-

edge are to be pursued. But always

within the context of the knowledge of

God and his ways. "Let not the wise

man boast of his wisdom or the strong

man boast of his strength or the rich

man boast of his riches, but let him
who boasts boast about this: that he

understands and knows me, that I am
the Lord, who exercises kindness, jus-

tice, and righteousness on earth, for in

these I delight," declares the Lord.

(Jer. 9:23-24)

When we first know the will of the

Lord, then because we should do it, we
must do it. H
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Resolution on Pornography and Obscenity

(Thefollowing resolution was adopted at the 196th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,

USA, in June, 1984.)

Whereas, the lifestyle which is modeled for our children on the mass media outlets which

portray these excesses without regard for time of day or age of audience is potentially dehumanizing

and morally destructive; and

Whereas, many of the ideals lifted up on mass media programming are in direct contradic-

tion to those lifestyle ideals which are proclaimed and modeled in the gospel of Jesus Christ; and
Whereas, we are called as members of the church of Jesus Christ to allegiance; and,

Whereas, the General Assemblies of both the former UPCUSA and the PCUS have acted

in response to violence, sexual exploitation for commercial purposes, and lax morality in the

public media; and,

Whereas, the former PCUS at its 121st General Assembly (1981) recorded its opposition to

themes of violence and immorality in the public media, and further called for appropriate federal

agencies to employ their influence to eliminate extreme portrayals of these themes in the public

media; and

Whereas, the former UPCUSA at the 189th General Assembly (1977) adopted a resolution,

"to take a public stand against the use of pornography and violence in the media and to rein-

force the dignity of human beings, and thereby strengthen the Christian faith;" and,

Whereas, among the comments which have been made by past General Assemblies, the 185th

General Assembly (1973) noted a concern for the following problem areas as they are portrayed

in the mass media:

a. glorification of violence and its numbing effect on ethical standards;

b. commercialization and exploitation of sex;

c. overt appeals to materialism as the ideal style of life;

d. emphasis on advertising instant relief of problems through medication; and

Whereas, pastors, counselors, social agencies, and law officials are seeing families broken and

lives adversely affected, as well as persons of both sexes and of all ages victimized by pornography

and obscenity; and,

Whereas, pornography, "kiddie porn," and materials depicting excessive violence and murder

combined with sexual content are part of a growing $6 billion industry (more than the movie

and record industry combined) controlled largely by organized crime (ranked as their third largest

money-maker); and

Whereas, the Supreme Court of the United States in 1973 established basic guidelines for deter-

mining "what is obscene"; and

Whereas, the Supreme Court of the United States has traditionally held that obscenity is not

protected by the First Amendment and that obscenity is not protected expression; and

Whereas, there are existing federal and state laws to stem the rampant flow of obscene materials

and to control their availability;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the 196th General Assembly (1984) of the Presbyterian

Church (U.S.A.) to:

1 . direct the Stated Clerk to notify the President of the United States that it is the desire of

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to have the laws related to obsceni-

ty enforced by the U.S. Attorney General and the U.S. Attorneys, the U.S. Postal Service, the

Commerce Department, and the Customs Department. And that the PC (U.S.A.) is supportive

of current efforts to include obscenity under the R.I.C.O. Statutes (R.I.C.O. Statutes: Racketeering

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations statutes currently cover obscenity. Legislation to this ef-

fect was introduced into the House and Senate on Nov. 14, 1983.);

2. mandate the Council on Women and the Church and the General Assembly Mission Board

(Office of Women) to persevere in their work in the areas of pornography and obscenity and

the education of the church and society to combat the abusive treatment of women;
3. establish official, visible relationship with other denominations and their leaders who are

taking action against obscenity and pornography;

4. encourage every Presbyterian to:

a. develop awareness of the depth of the problem and its implications for the church

and the world;

b. take an active supportive role in one of the organizations working to establish the

enforcement of current laws;

c. refrain from supporting economically all motion pictures offensive to that individual's

personal and moral convictions, and refrain from supporting economically companies that sponsor

TV or radio programs or advertise in media in ways offensive to that individual's personal moral

convictions;

d. file objections with the management or refuse to patronize those businesses which

they personally feel contribute to the moral decay of our homes and families;

e. write personally to those against whom the above action has been taken, informing

them of the action and the reason for it; and,

5. call on our churches to minister to both those who have become victimizers, and those

who are or who have been victimized by violence, pornography, and sexual abuse, affirming

the love of God and the new life in Jesus Christ that is for all persons. DO

Progress—from p. 9

eral anti-obscenity law. That's Pornog-

raphy Awareness Week this year. I be-

lieve that by next year we'll have two
to three million Christians partici-

pating in Pornography Awareness
Week, and within three years I believe

it will be five to ten million. I believe

that is foundational in the whole na-

tional movement. I want to urge every

person who reads this article to not on-

ly join in boycotting 7-Eleven, but to

join us in mobilizing their friends and
acquaintances to join in boycotting

7-Eleven until they take out pornogra-

phy from their stores. It's an economic
issue. They believe they can make more
money by selling porn; we must show
them they will lose money if they keep

selling porn. For me, that is absolute-

ly crucial because 7-Eleven is the

largest purveyor of pornographic

magazines in America. If we can win

that battle, the second and third and
fourth and fifth we will win much
more easily. If I could tell you what is

happening almost daily as a result of

the National Consultation on Pornog-

raphy, it would thrill you and humble
you before God. We are seeing God in

fact bring about a movement for re-

newal and awakening in the church of

Jesus Christ across the country. And
our prayer is that we will be cast upon
the Lord that God will make us righ-

teous in our own lives in a much deeper

way, that he will bring righteousness

into the church of Jesus Christ in a to-

tally new way. And that through the

body of Christ he will bring righteous-

ness in our land—righteousness in

terms of private morality, and righ-

teousness in terms of social morality.

We don't know all the implications of

that. But we just believe that God
wants to do something that will power-

fully transform this nation. While we
had 22 denominational leaders last No-
vember, we had 360 denominational

leaders this past September. We believe

God will bring together between 1,500

and 2,000 Christian leaders next Sep-

tember.

Do you expect that the National Consulta-

tion will continue as an annual event?

Oh, yes. We believe it will, we believe

it will grow rapidly, and we believe that

it's nothing more than one of many
catalysts for what God is doing in his

church. QO
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NOT NEUTRAL ON PORNOGRAPHY

The Conference on Pornography may
have been "an overwhelming eye-

opener to the seriousness of the prob-

lem" to many people, as Rev. Mark
Dalbey said (Sept. 19 Journal) but to

those of us who have supported the or-

ganization Citizensfor Decency through

Law for years and have read CDL's bi-

monthly National Decency Reporter,

there can be few surprises.

We've seen pornography grow from

adult book stores to what it is today—

a

six to eight billion dollar industry, in-

volving organized crime (several Mafia

families)—the worst aspect of which,

surely, is "miniporn": children bought

and sold, internationally—ordered by

size, complexion, sex. Some 25,000

disappear each year. And we've seen

men like Bruce Taylor, Jim Clancy,

Paul McCommon and others place

their lives on the line as amicus curiae

to help clear a city of pornographers,

sometimes only to see the pornogra-

phers move back in a few years if the

administration changes. Or to have a

judge impose a small fine.

I'm enclosing the March-April 1984

National Decency Reporter for Prof.

Stephen R. Kaufmann. After reading

the second paragraph of Pitfall #2, I

think he needs information. Surely

Dante was right when he said "the hot-

test places in hell are reserved for those

who, in times of great moral crisis,

maintain their neutrality."

— Nell Sloan

San Saba, Tex.

A MORE IMPORTANT PITFALL?

Another real pitfall that might have

been mentioned ("IV. Doing Politics:

Five Pitfalls for Evangelicals" Sept. 19

Journal)—indeed, one possibly more
a threat today, even than the five men-
tioned: "Falling for the Myth that Civ-

il Governments Can and Should Main-

tain an 'Objective Neutrality' toward

Moral Issues."

Inevitably Christians are going to

differ as to exactly where the line

should be drawn, where a government

has a responsibility, and where it

should keep hands off. Discussion

under Pitfall #2, "Equating Immorali-

ty and Illegality," and Pitfall #3,

"Holding a Dualistic Worldview," ap-

pears to ignore this neutrality pitfall.

Just for instance: Does the free adver-

tising and promoting of pornography

give any protection to children who
have been born, as it is admitted

should be given the unborn fetus? The
case of the mother who found a $250

phone bill, run up by her son for "Dial

a Sex Story" or some such name, is an

illustration, and the monetary aspect

is not the most important.

Yes, we have a religiously pluralistic

society, but we believe Christ's lord-

ship is total. Or do we except the arena

of civil government? Note Psalm 2 and
Romans 13.

—Lester E. Kilpatrick

Beaver Falls, Pa.

CONCERN OVER JEWISH EVANGELISM

I wish to congratulate you on the fine

review of the Jews for Jesus move-
ment, object to Moishe Rosen and his

organization, feel Dr. De Ridder's

evangelization of the Jews goes too

far, and agree with Dr. Wilson and his

efforts towards dialogue as well as with

the idea of a visit to a Jewish syna-

gogue (Sept. 26 Journal).

. . . Judaism is more than just a reli-

gion; it is a philosophy, a commitment,

and a set of values. Hillel (1st century

B.C.) said: "What is hateful to thee,

never do to your fellow man. This is

the entire Torah; all the rest is com-
mentary, go and study, and learn this

for yourself." Far down their list of

priorities is the belief in the coming of

a Messiah, and eternal life. During the

Middle Ages, the Jewish community
was confronted by seven or eight

"False Messiahs," that resulted in ir-

reparable damage. Today, the Jewish

community does not want this to hap-

pen again; they will have no part of

"Messianic Judaism." Since the "Jews
for Jesus" does not reflect true Jewish

Messianism, it is both wrong and an

affront to the Jewish community;
therefore they should not be known as

"Jews for Jesus" or "Hebrew Chris-

tians."

For over 1500 years, Judaism de-

ferred to Christianity, and later to Mo-
hammedanism, the task of evangeliza-

tion of the world, and both have ben-

efited by conversions (forced and vol-

untary) of Jews into their ranks. Reli-

gious freedom in the USA has permit-

ted the Roman Catholic to live, work,

and play along side the Protestant, the

Greek Orthodox, the Jew, and the

non-believer, these many years. There

has been no formal and deliberate at-

tempt by evangelical Christianity, to

have "Missions to the Roman Catho-
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lies, the Episcopalians, the Greek Or-

thodox," to increase their numbers

and influence. During Vatican II after

a discussion with the distinguished

Jewish scholar, the late Rabbi Dr.

Abraham Heschel, the Pope personally

removed "The Mission to the Jews"

from their program and agenda. There

are groups in Protestant Christianity

today who still support the "Mission

to the Jews," rather than to direct their

resources, talents, and energies to the

over 60 million Americans who have

no religious affiliation at all.

—Harold M. Spinka, M.D.
Chicago, 111.
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The last Sunday in October is increasingly being observed

in Presbyterian circles as Reformation Sunday in memory of Martin Luther's

posting of his 95 Theses on the Wittenberg church door on October 31, 1517,

thus triggering the Protestant Reformation. Since this year marks the 500th

anniversary of the birth of Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531), founder of Reformed

Protestantism (as distinguished from Lutheranism), we are pleased to pre-

sent Iren Snavely's article,on Zwingli. A contemporary of Luther's, Zwingli

was unable to resolve his differences with the great Saxon reformer over

the Lord's Supper at the Marburg Colloquy of 1529, but did set the pattern

for the Reformed church of German-speaking Switzerland. Coming a genera-

tion later, John Calvin superseded much of the unfinished work of Zwingli;

however, some of the distinctive views of Zwingli and his successor in Zurich,

Henry Bullinger, had a strong influence on the Puritans in England and

America and hence on many of us today.

I l Other emphases of our Reformation heritage show in

Michael Smith's article on Christian freedom and Robert Drake's forward-

looking article on Abraham Kuyper's world-and-life contribution. We are

glad to include a variety of book reviews, several of which have a Refor-

mation flavor.

I I A new feature in this issue is a column opposite the

editorial page called "Unequal Time." We expect from time to time (nor-

mally not more than once a month) to run this column when a particularly

well-expressed communication arrives from a reader, interacting construc-

tively with something we have published, but longer than our usual 300-word

limit for letters in the "Mailbag" column. We are going to limit "Unequal
Time" to one page, or about 750 words. That is part of the reason for its

name. We want to give you a chance for a come-back, but we recognize

that it can't actually be "equal time" with what we publish.

I I A friend of the Journal has established a fund in honor
of our former editors for the sake of providing, out of its income, subscrip-

tions for missionaries, ministers, or their widows who would otherwise be

unable to subscribe. It may be that some of our readers would like to con-

tribute to such a fund. If so, designate your check for "Editors' Fund."

I l As we continue to reach out to more Christian schools

throughout the country with our God's World current events papers for

children, we discover that there are still many schools that haven't heard

of us. We need your help. The "Yellow Pages" in your phone book prob-

ably include the names of all the Christian schools in your area. If it's easy

for you to photo-copy that section of your phone book (all the categories

under "Schools"), and then send those copies to us, it would save us hun-

dreds of hours of research. 3]
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Doctors: Biological Fact That Fetuses Are Human

WASHINGTON (RNS)—The contin-

uing national debate over religion and

abortion has missed the point by ignor-

ing the "biological facts" which show
that the unborn are living humans,

says a group of 60 prominent physi-

cians.

The physicians, including two past

presidents of the American College of

Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG),
have signed a statement titled "The Ut-

most Respect for Human Life," aimed

at shifting the focus of the abortion

debate away from a religious base.

"The continuing debate on abortion

has generated an atmosphere in which

the biological facts may be ignored or

can be forgotten," the physicians say

in a statement prepared for distribu-

tion by the Cambridge, Mass., Value

of Life Committee.

"A human ovum fertilized by a

human sperm produces a biologically

identifiable human embryo. That em-
bryo contains all the essential bio-

logical material and genetic informa-

tion required for complete cellular

maturation, human tissue, and organ

development," the physicians stated.

"The developing fetus is not a sub-

human species with a different genetic

composition. As clearly demonstrated

by in vitro (in a dish) fertilization, so

also in vivo (in the womb), from the

time of fertilization, the embryo is

alive, human, and unique, in the spe-

cial environmental support required

for that stage of human develop-

ment."
Among the signers of the statement

are Dr. Fredrick Hofmeister and Dr.

Richard T. F. Schmidt, both of whom
are former heads of the ACOG, the

nation's leading obstetrics and gyne-

cology group. The organization itself

has taken a stand in favor of legal

abortion.

Other signers include Dr. Joseph

Faley, past president of the American
Academy of Neurology; Dr. Bernard

Nathanson, a former director at large

of a New York abortion clinic who
now opposes the practice; and Dr.

Micheline Mathews-Roth of Harvard

Medical School.

In a separate statement released by

the anti-abortion committee, Dr.

Nathanson challenged the view that

abortion is a matter of religious con-

viction. He cited an October 4 letter to

the New York Times by Governor

Mario Cuomo, who said the belief that

the fetus is human "is neither a self-

evident truth nor a scientifically

verifiable fact. It's an assumption for

which there is no rational proof." EE

Law Requires Treatment
For Handicapped Infants

WASHINGTON (RNS)—President
Reagan has signed into law a com-
promise bill to prohibit withholding

life-saving medical treatment from

handicapped infants, while Congress

has cleared measures restricting

government-funded medical experi-

mentation on fetuses.

The bill for handicapped infants,

known as the "Baby Doe" bill, re-

defines illegal child abuse to include

"the withholding of medically indi-

cated treatment from disabled infants

with life-threatening conditions."

However, the bill said that no treat-

ment would be required if it proves

"virtually futile in terms of the survival

of the infant," or if the baby is

"chronically and irreversibly coma-

tose."

The wording represents an extraor-

dinary compromise reached last sum-

mer between Senate liberals and con-

servatives, as well as between right-to-

life groups, medical organizations, and

disability groups.

Anti-abortion groups also saw a

House-Senate conference approve a

fetal-experimentation bill which they

had been supporting for over a year.

The bill prohibits the government from

financing risky experimentation on

fetuses scheduled for an abortion.

The government can support only

those projects which pose no "risk of

suffering, injury, or death to the

fetus," according to the new version

of the bill. " ffl

Muzorewa 'A Free Man,

'

Says Zimbabwe Leader

UNITED NATIONS (RNS)—Bishop
Abel T. Muzorewa, a leading United

Methodist prelate in Zimbabwe, "is a

free man," according to the country's

Marxist premier, Robert Mugabe.
The bishop was recently freed after

spending nearly a year under deten-

tion. He was arrested after returning

from a trip to Israel.

When asked by RNS about the bish-

op's current status in Zimbabwe,
Mugabe responded sarcastically that

"he still retains his station as Bishop
Muzorewa, he is still a member of Par-

liament—his party having three seats

—and he is a free man."
The premier did not elaborate on the

bishop's detention by the Zimbabwe
authorities. Muzorewa was prime min-

ister in the Zimbabwe/Rhodesia inter-

im government which led the former

British colony of Rhodesia to an inter-

nationally recognized independence in

April 1980.

Mugabe also expanded on his plans

to create a one-party political system

in the central African state. "We
believe it—it is a matter of principle,"

he said. The premier added that such

a political forumla will "offer one-

ness" and bring "the people under one

banner." EE

Church Ordered To Pay
For Abuse of Children

LANSING, Mich. (RNS)—The Mich-

igan State Court of Appeals has ruled

that the Lutheran Church—Missouri

Synod is liable for damages that re-

sulted from the sexual abuse of two

children at a church school in Detroit.

The court reversed a lower court rul-

ing that the Missouri Synod was not to
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blame for sexual abuse by a teacher at

St John's Lutheran School who, the

court said, had abused students on a

daily basis for over a year.

An attorney for the two boys who
brought the suit argued that school of-

ficials could have detected the teacher's

homosexual acts with students had

they bothered to check. The attorney

said school officials didn't provide

"much supervision."

The teacher had been arrested,

pleaded guilty to three counts, and

served three years in prison. Subse-

quently, a Wayne County Circuit

Court awarded the two children and
their parents $651,744 each after rul-

ing that the teacher, the school, and

the synod were all liable.

That ruling was set aside by a cir-

cuit court judge, but now the judge's

opinion itself has been overruled by the

higher Michigan court. The appeals

panel said the school could hire Lukens

only with synod certification, and that

the synod therefore had responsibility

for the teacher's actions. 3]

Also in the News . . .

A congregation of the Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) in Madison,

Tenn., has turned over the keys to the

church property it has occupied for

many years, following a judgment by

the Tennessee Court of Appeals that

the property belongs to the handful of

members who chose not to withdraw

from what was then the Presbyterian

Church US (PCUS). The withdrawing

congregation includes about 70 people,

led by Rev. Wilson Webb, while only

five members remained with the prop-

erty. The manse and an adjacent lot

were awarded to the PCA group, how-
ever. CTJ

Two congregations in Illinois which

withdrew from the former United

Presbyterian Church USA (UPCUSA)
have now been awarded their proper-

ties by the Judicial Circuit Court of Il-

linois. The court, using the "neutral

principles" concept that a civil court

may become involved in a property

squabble only if it does not try to

determine doctrinal disputes, rejected

the UPCUSA's claim that local

churches hold property in trust for the

denomination. The Southeastern Il-

linois Presbytery (now part of the

PCUSA) is appealing the case. [Q

ON OUR WAY TO THE NEWS

Reagan, 19; Mondale, 2
The results are just in from a presidential straw poll conducted here in the

Journal office, four weeks before the actual election. The vote: Ronald

Reagan, 19; Walter Mondale, 2; undecided, 3.

However lopsided that may seem, it's probably a pretty fair reflection of

Journal readers at large. We are a tribe of conservatives—something even

the scattered moderates and progressives among us grumblingly accept. Only

once since I cast my first presidential vote (for Barry Goldwater) have I

strayed from my Tory instincts; afterward, I did penance for a year by writing

letters to the editor supporting the Republican I had voted against.

In fact, the Journal readership is so overwhelmingly conservative that even

if it were our purpose to be politically partisan, this would be a poor place

to do it. Most are pretty much convinced, and there are relatively few new
converts out there to be made.

I say all this because a number of readers have expressed concern about

my attempt to be even-handed in the October 10 issue in the article entitled

"The Candidates Compared!' Didn't I realize, many have asked, that the

choice for Christians has never been so clear?

It happens that I personally agree with that assessment. At the same time,

there is way too much fuzzy-minded thinking going on among conserva-

tives—and from my youth up, I was regularly taught that fuzzy-mindedness

is something we're supposed to leave to the liberals.

Specifically, there is abroad in evangelical circles a dismaying tendency

to think of Ronald Reagan in messianic terms. Elect him, and our Chris-

tian nation is restored! Desperate to have a Christian president, we feverishly

seek a single unambiguous statement of faith from the man. Whole books

have been published to help us find such statements. But then we moan when
he minces his words in answer to the simple question on network television:

'Are you a born again Christian?"

It is enough for me, and I think for many of you, that Ronald Reagan
seems a surer and safer champion of some values you and I find in the Bible,

whether he explicitly finds them there or elsewhere. I will vote for him partly

because I have been close in the last year to Christians who have spent time

in jail because of their commitment to life for the unborn or to freedom

for Christian schools. That frightens me. I want a court system more in tune

with my values. Such an emphasis, and such a court system, seem more likely

through Ronald Reagan than they do through Walter Mondale.

Yet, I must remember that less than a generation ago other Christians

were jailed—and beaten— for seeking the rights of Blacks in this country

Those Christians enjoyed too little support from us conservatives, and I need

to remember that when I want them to support my cause now. I will seek

their support, without apology, because I think their welfare is involved now
as much as mine is. But I will remember the past, and try to understand

why they are skeptical of a candidate they identify only with the wealthy.

More important, to avoid being fuzzy-minded, we Christian conservatives

need to set our sights higher. A Republican victory, which seems likely, is

still mostly a victory for humanism. President Reagan speaks repeatedly

about his "ultimate trust in the American people!' Such a mild humanism,
paying no more than lip service to Jesus Christ, the King of kings, easily

immunizes people from sensing their need for a radical commitment to a
jealous God. In that sense, it could be even more dangerous than the

Democrats' more blatant humanism proclaiming the rights of those who
explicitly reject God's law. If Walter Mondale wins, and remains faithful

to his party's full platform, the lines will be starkly drawn. But if Ronald
Reagan wins, and Americans see no need for repentance from their sin, we
will still be in dire straights. And we Christian conservatives will have our
work cut out for us indeed—JOEL BELZ CD
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Ulrich Zwingli and Our
Reformed Heritage

IREN L. SNAVELY JR.

For most Christians the word "Refor-
mation" immediately sparks a set of
familiar images and terms. Words like

"Luther," "indulgences," "95 The-

The author is a Ph.D. candidate in
European history at the University
of Chicago with an M.A. from Tem-
ple U. and a B.A. from Geneva Col-
lege. His dissertation title is

"Providence and the Problem of Evil
in the Theology of Huldreich
Zwingli." He worships in the Church
of the Servant (PCA) in Hershev. Pa.

ses," as well as the picture of a stout,

robed monk hammering parchment to

a church door spring to mind. But we
Reformed Christians have a different

set of roots. Nurtured in thin Alpine
soil, they stem not from 1517, but
from 1522; they sprouted not in Wit-
tenberg, but in Zurich. Circumstances
differed too. At issue was not the

cheap grace of an indulgence but the

propriety of a sausage dinner

during Lent.

Like their circumstances,

the men who championed
the German and Swiss Ref-

ormations differed consider-

ably in character and outlook.

Both men shared the manners and
expectations of a prominent peasant
family. Yet there the similarity ends. Lu-
ther, the monk, strove half a lifetime for

personal salvation and eternal security.

Zwingli, the People's Priest, enmeshed
himself in the life of his community.
A Swiss prophet, a fiery patriot and

a political activist, Zwingli sought his

nation's soul for Christ with a fervor
that shames modern evangelists and
moral majoritarians. Against the vices

of idolatry, unbelief, militarism, and
religious oppression, he wielded the
sword of the Spirit, the Word of God.
Neither was he afraid to unsheath the

temporal sword. Diplomacy, war, pa-
tronage, banishment, and even capital

punishment were fair means, in his

eyes, of maintaining and advancing
Christ's kingdom.
A local chronicler, Johannes Kess-

ler, described the reformer as a man
of stalwart frame and above average
height. A ruddy complexion hinted at

uncommon health and vigor. A con-
temporary portrait depicts him as in-

tensively sober, almost harsh. The tes-

timony of critics would seem to con-
firm this dour and morose image, if

not balanced by the impressions of
close associates. Friend and biographer
Oswald Myconius recalled Zwingli's
"sunny and very agreeable" disposi-
tion, while parishioners remembered
his use of apt jokes and saucy corn-
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ments to drive home particularly seri-

ous sermon points.

What contemporary critics often
misread as his gloomy demeanor was
in fact Zwingli's tremendous inner ear-

nestness, which grew out of his near-
death experience in the plague of 1519.
This experience taught him to rely sole-

ly upon God's saving strength, but it

also gave him a new identity. Through
it he became convinced that he was
God's instrument for spreading the
Gospel among the Swiss. Such a self-

image equipped him with the zeal,

drive, and discipline necessary to sus-
tain the enormous task of church re-

form. Moreover, it bequeathed to him
a new confidence and seriousness
about his calling which undergirded
him in the face of opposition and even
death.

Zwingli had, in fact, embraced the
teachings of Paul before coming to
Zurich. He often claimed that he had
preached the Gospel as early as
1515-16, long before anyone had ever
heard of Martin Luther. Yet, through
the experiences of sickness, impending
death, and miraculous recovery, the
Spirit deepened his intellectual convic-
tions and gave him a living faith.

As in Wittenberg, changes also came
slowly in Zurich. Zwingli spent the first

several years of his ministry there sim-
ply sowing the Word, waiting patient-
ly for the harvest. At his encourage-
ment the Zurichers emulated their Be-
rean forebears by searching the Scrip-
tures in study groups and in a number
of public disputations. Then, in

1524-25 after the Word had borne fruit

in many hearts, the work of reform got
underway. In those two years the Zur-
ich city council transformed the
church: images were removed, monas-
teries dissolved, and the mass abol-
ished. For some of Zwingli's followers
these reforms were too limited and too
slow in coming. They decided to estab-

lish separate, "pure" churches found-
ed upon "believer's baptism".

Consequently, in these same years,
clouds of serious opposition began to



The Challenges of

Christian Freedom

form, clouds of inward division and

sectarian strife. Likewise, the thunder-

heads of Catholic resistance appeared

on the horizon. Gradually they gath-

ered to blacken the skies over the can-

ton and to threaten the progress of the

Reformation. It is in this context that

we must view and attempt to under-

stand Zwingli's persecution of the Ana-

baptists after 1524 and his diplomatic

and military scheming after 1526.

Many people are scandalized by these

activities, as well as by his death in bat-

tle in 1531. But considered from the

perspective of entire ministry—his de-

votion to the Word, his prophetic self-

image, and his love for his people, per-

haps we can afford to be more lenient.

This much can be said—he remained

true to his calling.

What legacy, then, has Zwingli left

us, the heirs of his teachings? First is

the exclusivity of the Holy Scriptures

as the basis of our church life and doc-

trine. He taught this in the spirit of

Deuteronomy 12:32. Whatever was

not explicitly taught by Scripture was

neither practiced nor preached in the

Reformed churches of Zurich.

Perhaps the most familiar of Zwing-

li's teachings pertains to the sacra-

ments which he described as "signs"

and "seals" of God's promises, rather

than means of his grace. He taught

that the "eucharist" should be a per-

petual celebration to commemorate
Christ's death and to proclaim the sal-

vation it bought for his heirs. The sac-

rament of baptism was a covenant sign

and a rite of initiation. He inferred

from Colossians 2: 1 1-12 that it sealed

the children of believers much as cir-

cumcision did in the Old Testament.

Finally, Zwingli rediscovered the

Biblical notion of covenant and ap-

plied it to the church as the people of

God. Hence, he could argue along with

Peter in Acts 2:39 that the promise of

salvation is for believers and their chil-

dren.

After Zwingli's death the prophet's

"spirit" passed to a new generation of

reformers—Henry Bullinger, John a

Lasco, and John Calvin, to name a

few. Whether because of Calvin's dis-

dain or simply because of the passage

of time, Zwingli's memory slipped in-

to the shadows. Strangely enough, this

is just what he would have wanted. He
-once remarked, "If only my writings

were read by all, I would prefer that

my name would once again pass into

oblivion." 21

MICHAEL G. SMITH

Christians approach the issues of free-

dom with a conscious or, more often,

unconscious ambivalence. Freedom is

something good. We want it, we fight

for it, we demand it. But freedom is

also something destructive. We don't

want it to be an inalienable right of all

people in all situations. Freedom with-

out any restraints will inevitably de-

stroy an individual or a nation that

tries to live by it.

Christian freedom has often been

discussed in the context of practical

Christian living: "Where God's Word
does not prescribe, I am free to choose

to do certain things, or not do them,

according to the dictates of my own
conscience." From this perspective,

Christian freedom deals with the

realms in which God has not required

certain behaviors, attitudes, and ac-

tions.

The Apostle Paul does not consider

Christian freedom to be so incidental

to Christian living. Instead, he makes
it one of the foundation stones of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ. In his pas-

sionate Epistle to the Galatians Paul

almost shouts, "It is for freedom that

Christ has set us free. Stand firm then

and do not let yourselves be burdened

again by a yoke of slavery" (5:1 Nl V).

From Paul's point of view, Christian

freedom is a consequence of redemp-

tion and a fundamental condition of

spiritual living.

Does this mean, then, that once a

person is redeemed by Jesus Christ he

can do anything he wants? Is that what

Paul means by freedom? Not at all. In

the same chapter of Galatians where

Paul declares to the church that they

are free and that they must be free, he

warns them not to mistake the purpose

of their freedom: "You, my brothers,

were called to be free. But do not use
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your freedom to indulge the sinful

nature; rather, serve one another in

love" (5:13 NIV).

From the world's point of view,

freedom is a right, a possession, a mat-

ter of personal choice. From the Chris-

tian point of view, freedom is a call-

ing, a gift, a matter of service to oth-

ers.

Christian freedom must be clearly

separated from all other concepts of

freedom. It is not the same thing, it

does not have the same goals, the same
motivations, the same origins. Chris-

tian freedom is a gift from God, not

to give the one possessing the freedom

personal rights and privileges, but to

demonstrate the power and presence of

God's Spirit in the life of the church.

Let me explain how freedom is related

to the Spirit.

When someone confesses his faith in

Jesus Christ and puts his trust in him,

he is in the process of undergoing the

most radical change possible. Before

Jesus comes into his life, he is com-
pletely in the power of Satan. He is a

slave to himself and his desires and a

willing servant of sin. But the redemp-

tion that Jesus brings is a liberation

from that slavery. By the transform-

ing power of Jesus Christ he is released

from serving himself and becomes
more and more capable of serving his

Lord and his fellow believers. He is no
longer compelled to make himself and

his desires the total focus of his life.

Now if this new Christian is no

longer compelled by his selfish desires

(what Paul often terms "the flesh"),

what is he compelled by? The answer
of the New Testament is clear. He is

now compelled by the Spirit of God.
Where the Spirit is, there is freedom.

The Spirit makes us free (of all the

forms of slavery that once controlled

us), and the Spirit uses our freedom to

glorify God and testify to the work of

Jesus Christ in us.

When Christians live in the freedom

of the Spirit, they live in true freedom,

they are no longer in bondage to them-

selves and their former master, Satan.
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They are now in the service of the

Spirit of God and their new master,

Jesus Christ. Where they were former-

ly described as "fleshly" (serving their

own selfish desires), they are now de-

scribed as "spiritual," serving the pur-

poses of God in the Spirit.

How does this freedom that is the in-

heritance of every Christian come to

expression in everyday life? It is im-

possible to describe in this small space

the many dimensions of Christian

freedom. But it is possible to highlight

a few.

Christian freedom comes to expres-

sion when the Christian develops the

ability to do or not do something. To
use the example that is well-developed

in the New Testament, the Christian is

free when he can either eat meat sacri-

ficed to an idol or not eat it. If he eats

it, he knows that it is merely meat and
that it has no power over him. If he

does not eat it, it is because he knows
that his eating it may cause a brother

or sister to stumble because such a

brother or sister considers the meat to

have a connection with the false god
to whom it has been sacrificed. The
Christian who is free can both eat the

meat and glorify God (by testifying to

his power and lordship over all crea-

tion) or not eat the meat and glorify

God (by testifying to his sacrifical love

for all the people of God, both the

strong and the weak).

The free Christian always acts with

God's perspective toward things, not

man's perspective. In his Epistle to the

Colossians, the Apostle Paul warned
his readers about the danger of human
rules and regulations and the ways they

can compromise the work of God's
Spirit. "See to it that no one takes you
captive through hollow and deceptive

philosophy, which depends upon
human tradition and the basic prin-

ciples of this world rather than on
Christ. . . . Therefore do not let any-

one judge you by what you eat or

drink, or with regard to a religious

festival, a New Moon celebration or a

Sabbath day. These are a shadow of

the things that were to come; the real-

ity, however, is found in Christ"

(2:8,16,17 NIV).
Notice that the concept of freedom

implicit in Paul's statement is not "Do
anything you might possibly want to

do." Instead, he is telling the Colos-

sians that because they are now in

Christ they must live and act as he did.

Their freedom consists of their show-

ing love and glorifying God in every

action. In following Jesus Christ as

their example, they are not to be

ensnared by the "religious" rules and
behaviors of men. "Since you died

with Christ to the basic principles of

this world, why , as though you still

belonged to it, do you submit to its

rules: 'Do not handle! Do not taste!

Do not touch!' These are all destined

to perish with use, because they are

based on human commands and
teachings" (Col. 2:20-22 NIV).

Christian freedom does not apply

only to how a Christian uses or relates

to objects such as food, drink, etc. It

applies to the way a Christian lives in

relationship to other people—and this

may be its most important application.

A Christian has begun to be free when
he can live according to the teaching

of Jesus. When Jesus says, "Love your

enemies and pray for those who
persecute you," he is commanding his

disciples to live in the freedom of the

Spirit. No one who is not free of his

fleshly desires can obey this command.
To love one's enemies is contrary to

human nature and good sense. Only
one who has been made free to live in

the Spirit of God can hope to respond.

Christians who are oppressed by
others (in marriages, jobs, personal

relationships, etc.) are able to deal with

the oppression if they learn how to live

in the freedom of the Spirit. The atti-

tude that such people must develop is

something like this: "I can endure the

pain, the insult, the ugliness, the en-

vy, etc., because these things are the

remnants of an evil world that is pass-

ing away. The reality is Jesus Christ

and the new creation that is coming in-

to being through his Spirit. I am free

because I am united with Jesus in this

new creation and can endure the suf-

fering because he has already endured

it for me. The Spirit of God is more
powerful than the Evil One and those

who oppress me are without hope in

the world."

Christian freedom is a sign of the

ongoing work of redemption in the

world. It testifies to the suffering and
death of Jesus and to his resurrection

and ascension. Christians who refuse

to live in the freedom of the Spirit are

in great danger of compromising and
even repudiating the Gospel of Jesus

Christ. As Paul reminds the Galatians,

"Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep

in step with the Spirit" (Gal. 5:25

niv). m

Protestantism's

Future Options

ROBERT DRAKE

Almost 90 years ago, Abraham Kuy-
per, the Dutch theologian, told Pres-

byterians at Princeton that the future

of Protestantism had three options. It

could take the form, he said, of prac-

tical works, mystical experience, or a

world and life view.

Times have changed, and the con-

tent Kuyper gave these options may
seem outdated, but the options should

still serve to challenge evangelical Prot-

estantism today.

An updated version of the practical

form of Christianity is found in the

popularity of books and seminars

which offer advice on everything from
weight control to divorce. Surely no
one will doubt that believers need prac-

tical direction for their lives, even if the

need at times seems to mimic our cul-

ture's preoccupation with self-im-

provement. The difficulty is that prac-

tical Christianity supposes the arena of

the Christian life to be the self, the

family, and inter-personal relation-

ships. If this theme is mistakenly

thought to be the faith's only concern,

the result can be a withdrawal from the

world. Believers may become more
concerned about their own personal

peace than their neighbor's good.

An updated version of the mystical

option brings to mind what is called

charismatic Christianity with its dem-
onstrations of power. Again, no one

would deny that the gospel must come
in demonstrations of the risen Christ's

power. The difficulty is that the arena

for any form of mystical Christianity

is again the personal life of the believ-

er. At most, the arena expands to in-

clude demonstrations before the insti-

tutional church. But only rarely, by its

very nature, does it reach into the pub-

lic arena.

Kuyper himself affirmed the need

for both the practical and the mysti-
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cal dimensions of our faith. But he also

reminded us that the martyrs did not

shed their blood for practical behavior

or mystical experiences. They gave

their lives for the all-encompassing

claims of the truth in Jesus Christ. It

is the third option, a world and life

view, which does justice to the all-en-

compassing claims of the truth, and it

is this third option which the Presby-

terian and Reformed tradition offers

today.

American Christianity seems caught

today in a practical and/or mystical

version of the faith and has difficulty

formulating a world and life view. Per-

haps American Christianity lacks an

appreciation for traditions, and there-

fore misses the importance of the Re-

formed contribution to a world and

life view. By tradition, of course, we
mean something broader than a de-

nomination. While there are hundreds

of denominations in America, there

are only about a dozen traditions.

Among these are the Roman Catholic,

Eastern Orthodox, Lutheran, Re-

formed, Anabaptist, and Wesleyan.

Perhaps some would add dispensation-

alism.

We become aware of traditions

when someone says to us that he just

wants a New Testament church, but

does not care about labels. We may
agree, but then we must ask him what

he considers the Kingdom of God to

be, since that is a major theme of the

New Testament and its church. The
answer to that question places us in a

tradition—whether we like it or not.

The Reformed answer to that question

(while phrased differently by different

proponents) is essentially this: "God
is the Creator and Sovereign Lord over

all things, and redeemed man is his

servant in all things." With such an an-

swer, the arena of Christian faith is im-

mediately seen to be broader than self,

family, and even the institutional

church. It is the whole world and every

aspect of life. In other words, it is a

world and life view.

Ignoring traditions has weakened
the American church—not strength-

ened it. For while proclaiming practi-

cal life and a mystical union with

Christ, it has fallen short of the all-en-

compassing claims of the truth in

Christ. Notice, for example, the re-

sponse of Billy Graham when he was
questioned about his possible influence

upon the Soviet Union during a recent

crusade there. He said he could not

Abraham Kuyper
Caricature drawn by a political cartoonist contemporary of

Kuyper \.

change governments or social struc-

tures—that he had even failed to do so

in America. While respecting Dr. Gra-

ham, can we imagine a Puritan saying

that? Can we imagine Abraham Kuy-

per, who later became Prime Minister

of the Netherlands, saying that?

The problem is that Christianity fo-

cused on the practical or the mystical

cannot rise to an inclusive world and

life view. But a world and life view can

contain within itself the practical and

mystical. A world and life view may
provide a foundation for practical

counsel so that Christian advice is not

simply eclectic as it borrows from the

world. A world and life view may also

offer guidance to mystical experience

and expression.

The all-encompassing claims of

Jesus Christ are best promoted when
we self-consciously hold to the Re-

formed world and life view, and as

Kuyper added, when we are not em-
barrassed to say so. 31

BOOKS

THE CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR IN THE AGE
OF THE REFORMATION, by E. Harris

Harbison. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Paper, 177 pp.
$6.95. Reviewed by Rev. John Mason,
Nairobi, Kenya.

Students who feel they've about had it,

and pastors whose passion for study is

only a memory, will find tremendous

encouragement in The Christian Schol-

ar. Harbison was a great historian, and

he has the rare gift of communicating

both his knowledge and his enthusi-

asm.

His topic is the life and work of a

number of scholars, from Jerome and

Augustine to Luther and Calvin, with

others (like Petrarch and Erasmus) in-

tervening. But Harbison's treatment is

no average summary. He penetrates to

the inner nature of the work of these

Christian scholars. He analyzes their

sense of vocation, their progress, and

their contribution. Readers will be de-

lighted with the lively presentation.

The Protestant Reformation could

not have happened without the revival

of interest in the classics that came
about with the Renaissance. Renais-

sance thinking was impatient with me-

dieval philosophy, and cultivated in-

stead the humanities, that is, the Greek

and Latin classics. These "classics"

were the long-neglected fruits of pagan

antiquity. On the one hand, paganism

could be a threat to Christianity. On
the other hand, the new interest in

original texts and languages of antiq-

uity was necessary for the Reforma-

tion. In place of commentaries and

glosses, the Bible itself needed to be

read in the original languages. For en-

couragement in this task the Reforma-

tion owed a lot to Renaissance human-

ism. Calvin's first book was a com-

mentary on Seneca's De dementia.

This historical background on hu-

manism and the humanities is of spe-

cial importance in today's discussion

of "secular humanism."
Harbison shows us the leading role

of the Christian faith in Western civi-

lization. We see the heart and mind of
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men who followed God's call. Of
course Harbison deals in particular

with the vocation of students and
scholars. This is refreshing in a day

when the Christian faith is under at-

tack and suspicion as being unworthy
of intellectual respect. I don't know of

any better answer to such attacks than

this classic book. It was first published

in 1956 and is very welcome again

now. [I]

THUNDER OVER SCOTLAND, by James
William Baird. Green Leaf Press, Camp-
bell, Calif. Paper, 206 pp. $7.95.

Reviewed by Paul R. Gilchrist, Professor
of Biblical Studies, Covenant College,

Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

This is a historical novel on the life of

George Wishart, the man credited with

leading John Knox to a saving knowl-

edge of Jesus Christ. What kind of

man was Wishart? James Baird has

taken the relatively few facts available

from Scottish history, and has supple-

mented them with careful research in

Scotland and England in order to pro-

duce this most readable biographical

novel. With sanctified imagination he

weaves the story of Wishart of Pitar-

rou, whose understanding of the gos-

pel put him on a collision course with

the established church, and led him ul-

timately to the stake as a heretic. Born
in 1513, Wishart was the schoolmaster

at Montrose, a town on the eastern

coast of Scotland which through fish-

ing contacts with Holland and France

received contraband smuggled into

Scotland—including Greek New Tes-

taments. Beginning with the interest in

teaching classical languages, a lovely

encounter with his beloved Elizabeth

and her untimely death through the

black plague, Baird traces the footsteps

of this great man, his growing theolog-

ical awareness, his gentleness in teach-

ing what he understood the Greek New
Testament taught, his gracious deal-

ings with great and small, friend and
foe, his courage and steadfastness in

the face of persecution, until at last he

is imprisoned in the cold dungeon of

the castle at St. Andrews. The closing

days of his life, the clear witness for

the testimony of this faithful martyr,

are vividly portrayed. In a v

final chap-

ter, on the death of the wicked Cardi-

nal Beaton, Baird shows how with po-

etic justice, the flames of reformation

began to spread through Scotland.

This book should be read by all

Presbyterians interested in their histor-

ical roots. Baird has served the Pres-

byterian church very well. I highly

commend this book. CD

DECISION MAKING AND THE WILL OF
GOD: A Biblical Alternative to the Tradi-

tional View, by Garry Friesen with J.

Robin Maxson. Multnomah Press,
Portland, Ore. Paper, 430 pp. $8.95.

Reviewed by Rev. David R. Gillespie,

Columbia, S.C.

To quote an old professor of mine,

"This is not a book; it is a good
book." Indeed, this is the most re-

freshing work to come along in a long

time on a subject that has been ad-

dressed by countless authors. As Had-
don Robinson says in his foreword,

"Sacred cows make the best hambur-
ger, but the meat can be hard to swal-

low."

Hard to swallow it is, but in this

work a cherished myth of evangelicals

is weighed in the balance and found
wanting. The myth is this: God has a

perfect plan for each individual Chris-

tian 's life and happiness and success is

to befound only when we discover that

will and conform our lives to it. To this

Mr. Friesen says, not so!

The book is divided into three sec-

tions. The first is a presentation of the

traditional view of guidance. This is

done in an entertaining and infor-

mative way.

The second is a critical evaluation of

the traditional view. Here the author

critiques the old view from a

reasonable and Biblical approach. He
examines in some detail the various

passages that people appeal to when
trying to substantiate the old view.

He concludes the myth is based on
faulty exegesis. He makes his case

quite convincingly. The third section

is an application of what the author

presents as the Biblical view to various

decisions that must be made in life.

Mr. Friesen maintains that there are

only two "wills" of God. The first is

his secret will by which he has deter-

mined the course of history. It is all-

inclusive and is not sought out by men,
nor should it be. We know it only as

it unfolds and as God has, through His

prophets, revealed it to us.

The second is God's revealed will,

the ethical commands of Scripture.

This will is summarized for us in the

Ten Commandments. It is that "will"

only that we are responsible to be in.

The addition of a "third will" is, ac-

cording to the author, not only un-

Biblical, but also a source of much un-

necessary worry and frustration in our

lives. With that conclusion, this re-

viewer must agree.

In this work we find theology

brought home. It is a book which all

pastors must read and all Christians

should read.

One word of disappointment must
be mentioned. One hopes that the au-

thor will feel constrained to produce a

booklet form of the work. It is too

much to give to a church member in

a counseling session. A condensed ver-

sion would be of great value.

Many who cherish the myth of the

perfect will of God will have a hard

time swallowing this work. But at least

it will make them think. Buy it! ffl

CALVIN'S DOCTRINE OF THE
ATONEMENT, by Robert A. Peterson.
Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Co., Phillipsburg, N. J. 113 pp., paper.
$4.95. Reviewed by Rev. Dale Sanders,
Caldwell, Kans.

This little book eludicates a rather nar-

row subject that has the net result of

illuminating the breadth of Calvin's

theology—the atonement.

Dr. Robert Peterson, assistant pro-

fessor of New Testament and Theolo-

gy at Biblical Theological Seminary in

Hatfield, Pa., opens and concludes his

book with chapters that act like book-
ends on a long shelf—essays on "the

free love of God in Jesus Christ." be-

tween which are held the varieties of

ways Calvin understood the atone-

ment.

Immediately upon the opening chap-

ter, Peterson sets out the "essential

precondition of the atonement" for

Calvin: the incarnation. God became
man for our salvation. Calvin's unique

contribution to the Reformed under-

standing of the incarnation, the extra-

calvinisticum, though misunderstood

by many, reveals Jesus Christ as more
than "enhanced nature" but God him-

self. Neither Michael Servetus nor

Menno Simons, early Unitarian and
early Anabaptist representatives, ade-

quately grasped the significance of the

incarnation.

Between the bookends of God's love

are the seven themes of the atonement,

a la Calvin: Christ's threefold office of

prophet, king, and priest (the order is

Calvin's), obedient second Adam, vic-

tor, our loyal substitute, our sacrifice,

our merit, and our example.
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This amazingly rich book clearly

presents Calvin's Biblical thought, em-
phasizing that the rough edges of his

systematic theology exist precisely be-

cause he was a Biblical theologian,

who did not squeeze the Scriptures in-

to pre-made molds.

A more than adequate series of in-

dices to Calvin's Institutes, commen-
taries, persons, and topics, plus the

copious bibliography, greatly expand
the usefulness of this modestly priced

book. m

THE GRACE OF LAW: A Study of

Puritan Theology, by Ernest F. Kevan.
Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paper reprint, 294 pp. $9.95. Reviewed
by Paul R. Gilchrist, professor of

Biblical studies, Covenant College,
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

This excellent dissertation was ap-

proved by the University of London
for the D. Phil, degree by the late prin-

cipal of London Bible College. Baker

Book House has done the Reformed
and evangelical church a tremendous
service by making this classic study on

the Puritan view of law available. Par-

ticularly is this so since it comes at a

time when Puritanism and Reformed
thinking is enjoying a revival.

Kevan begins by reviewing the Pur-

itan scene. He identifies the major
views on Biblical law held among those

committed to the authority of Scrip-

ture. The Puritans were flanked on one

side by antinomians and on the other

by the "Nomists." He writes, "It

scarcely needs to be said that by those

on the right, the Puritans were called

'Libertines,' and by those on the left

they were called Legalists.'
"

There is an exposition of the place

of law in the purpose of God as under-

stood by the mainstream Puritans

—

'law' in Scriptures, creation, cove-

nants, and as a means of grace. Kevan
provides excellent Puritan expositions

on Christ's active and passive obedi-

ence, imputed righteousness, and the

relation of believers to the law.

In the concluding chapter, Kevan
summarizes the doctrine on law as pro-

claimed by the Puritans, showing its

Biblical method, its theological foun-

dation, and its soteriological concern.

He shows that its ethical principles are

opposed to antinomianism on the one
hand and to legalism on the other.

This book is "must"reading for ev-

ery preacher and serious theological

student. It is very well documented and

has extensive quotations from numer-

ous Puritans so as to avoid any charge

of distortion. DD

MY HEAD IS BLOODY BUT UNBOWED.
By Matsu Crawford. Forresthaus,
Garrisonville, Va. Paper, 111 pp. $5.00,

includes postage and handling.

Reviewed by Joel Belz.

Never say that age daunts the spirit.

It's been 55 years since Matsu Craw-
ford first went to Japan as a mission-

ary under the Presbyterian Church US.

People who knew her then said she was

vigorously outspoken for a worthy

cause. This book shows that she still is.

Her vigor is evident both in the way
she attacks error in the church and in

the way she describes that attack. Jour-

nal readers who have seen her columns

here are already acquainted with her

spritely pen. Others—especially those

who might have chosen to ignore the

way the mainline church has been

abused by leftist political move-

ments—ought to be.

Mrs. Crawford's story is of her

growing alarm and disgust with the

mischievous infiltration of the PCUSA
hierarchy and missions structure by

some she charges with being un-Amer-

ican and by others who were just too

tolerant. "Looking back on this time,"

she concedes (p. 38), "I can see that

I came out slugging too strongly.

Growing up in a family of ten children,

I'm afraid I did not learn to fight with

white gloves . . .
."

Given what had happened a genera-

tion earlier among mainline Presbyte-

rians of the North, it is dismaying that

Southern Presbyterians were surprised

to see the same trends in their own
church in the 1950s and 1960s. The fact

that they were not so forewarned, per-

haps is reason enough for a little book
like this. Maybe a future generation

will pay closer attention. CTJ
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Mid-Term Examination

Subject: Westminster Theological Seminary

Date: First Semester

Time Limit: A Few Minutes

Directions: Indicate whether each statement is "True" or "False."

T F Westminster is located in Philadelphia.

True. But not the whole truth. Westminster has a campus in California (P.O. Box 2215,

Escondido, CA 92025). But this quiz asks questions only about the campus nearPhiladelphia

(P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA 19118). This is the last "trick" question.

T F Philadelphia is a dull place to run a seminary.

False. Most of us like Philadelphia. But it's also a "melting pot" for samples of the world's

populations. Within 100 miles of the campus 25,000,000 (that's 25 million) people ex-

ist, making it the urban center ofthe world's most urbanized nation—all in a world rapidly

becoming a collection of huge cities—by 2025 there will be 93 cities with more than 5

million people (80 of them in the Third World).

T F Westminster is a denominational seminary.

False. Of the 24 trustees, eight are members of the PCA, eight of the OPC, four of the

CRC. Recently added to the Board were PCA ruling elder Paul S. Kim and teaching elder

Frank M. Barker, Jr., OPC ruling elder Henry L. Brinks and CRC ruling elder David
Luikaart. Of 14 full-time faculty members, eight are OPC, four are PCA.

T F Westminster holds to Biblical Inerrancy.

True. No one on the faculty or on the Board questions the full and ultimate authority

of Scripture. We recognize it as God's final word.

T F Westminster is committed to the Westminster Confession.

True. Faculty and Board members take very seriously their commitment to the Confes-

sion and to classical reformed theology. We recognize the sovereign grace ofGod in salva-

tion; we teach and preach salvation by faith alone; we want to see God's word applied

to all of life. Theological commitment is cherished, guarded, protected.

T F Westminster is primarily committed to "academics."

You get credit for either answer. Our charter's first priority is "to provide an adequate
supply and succession of able and faithful ministers." We want to train servants for the

church, some pastors, some missionaries, some counselors, some teachers, some tent

makers. So our first commitment is to ministry. But of course we're also committed to

education. Westminster students study long, work hard—to serve their Savior. Two Doc-
tor of Philosophy programs admit highly qualified students to work in Hermeneutics
and Biblical Interpretation (a critical issue in these decades) and in Reformation and
Post-Reformation Studies.

T F Westminster doesn't really give much attention to evangelism.

False. During this year eight pastor evangelists (Bartlett Hess, T.M. Moore, Richard P.

Kaufmann, Kennedy Smartt, Frank M. Barker, Jr., James C. Bland, III, Harry L. Reeder,

III, Terry L. Gyger ) will spend aweek on campus, helping students to do evanglism, speak-

ing on their areas of experience. Special courses are being offered on Pastoral Evangelism,

Jewish Evangelism, Church Growth. C. John Miller will speak on "Prayer and Evange-

lism"; Edmund P. Clowney will present "A Theology for Evangelism." Seminary on the



Street, a volunteer organization of students and faculty,witnesses on city streets, regularly

seeks to share the Gospel at abortion centers (where 30,000 abortions were completed
last year). We want each student to have experience in evangelism.

T F Westminster has a significant program in missions.

False. How can any program be called "significant," when you look at the nature of the

field? But missions professors Harvie Conn and Roger Greenway and Bill Krispin are

calling our attention to the city. Three degrees are now available in urban missions (M.A.

Miss., M.A.R., D.Min.). We've begun a newperiodical (Urban Mission); maybe you should

Subscribe, making contact with a whole new world ($9.00 for five issues).

T F Westminster doesn't have much interest in the ministry of mercy.

False. Tim Keller has joined our faculty, and will be devoting one-half of his time and
energy to promoting diaconal ministry in the PCA. We think ministry to widows and
orphans, single parent families, the sick and shut in, the lonely the deprived, the prisoner

is important; we are grateful for Dr. Keller's background in these areas.

T F Ethical questions have easy biblical solutions.

False, in many cases. At Westminster courses in ethics look at biblical principles that

should underlie discussion of abortion, euthanasia and genetic engineering. Strong em-
phasis on biblical theology in all areas of study lays a foundation for applying God's laws

to the Christian life . . .and to today's world.

T F Study at Westminster does not touch real-life problems.

False, again. Students in the M.A.R. (Counseling) program take such courses as Orienta-
tion, Methodologies, Pastoral Counseling, Marriage and Family Counseling, Human Per-

sonality. Ministerial students take similar courses, but we have admittedly not reduced
requirements in biblical and theological fields to allow for extensive "practical study"

available in some schools. It's all a matter of the "trade-off" of hours, and we believe

that a firm foundation is critical.

T F Westminster students tend to fit the same mold.

False— at least they don't fit any that we know about—except that they share enthusiasm
for the gospel and for Jesus. They represent more than 50 denominations. Over 50 of

this year's student body are Korean; more than 20 countries are represented among the

470 students.

T F Westminster has unlimited resources. f

False. The Lord does, but we don't. Our budget allows for only $6,000 per student, and
we cannot continue the high and creative level of service that we have found without
additional resources. Tuition alone (not including endowments, gifts, grants) at Chris-

tian colleges is often more than $6,000; tuition at Westminster pays for less than one-

T F

half of each student's expenses.

Westminster wants you to join our community.
If you share our understanding of ministry, sure, we do—as a donor, as a student. And
we don't hesitate to ask vou and invite vou. Westminster belongs to the Lord, then to

the world reformed community. Help us to respond to the great opportunities before us.

1 After completing the exam, send in this slip: 1

Check appropriate boxes: 1 would like information for prospective students. Specifically 1 would like information about

1 would like information for prospective donors. Wills Deferred giving

1 am enclosing a gift Gifts through Life Insurance

Gifts through Stocks and Bonds |

—S~ Gifts through Real Estate —

f

Name

Send to Westminster

Address City, State, Zip Phone number (including area code)

Theological Seminary, R O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, RA 19118



CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing in Gold and Silver

What about investing in gold or silver

(or other precious metals or jewels) as

a means of preparing for retirement?

This essay, the fifth in the investment

series, will address this question. There

are lots of opinions in the marketplace

in regard to this question and they all

sound so plausible. What will this ar-

ticle offer that is different or helpful?

I will endeavor to point out the fun-

damental realities and assumptions

(these two differ greatly) which the

"pro" and "con" advocates argue

when they urge buying or staying out

of "precious materials" as an invest-

ment. Then I will state my own opin-

ion on the matter. Finally, you, the

reader, can think about this option and

weigh it against investing in common
stocks, preferred stocks, bonds, and
cash investments. Future articles will

consider owning real estate, art and an-

tiques, and entrepreneurial enterprises.

Gold, silver, and other precious met-

als derive their most basic credibility

as an "investment" from their scarce-

ness. The limited quantities of their

known existence make them "pre-

cious." The reality of the relationship

between "scarcity" and "value" is

God-created and recognized. There are

a number of accounts in the Bible

where certain created, material items

which are scarce are recognized as spe-

cial in regard to their value. (None
compare, however, with the value of

a "soul.")

So the potential investor in "pre-

cious materials" needs first to assess if

the scarcity is a real or contrived one.

For example, diamonds are kept arti-

ficially high in price by those who
monopolize their supply. Diamonds
are scarce but are "kept more scarce"

by human manipulation. God created

more than those released in the mar-
ketplace. Hence, an investor needs to

reckon with "natural scarcity" and
scarcity that humans may create. An-
other example is that in my own life-

time our government has also artifi-

cially regulated the price and owner-

ship of gold.

It is also the prophetic fact that at

a time in the future the government of

the antichrist will not let Christians buy

or sell anything (gold, stocks, food,

etc.) during his reign (Revelation 13:16-

18). So we must not put our hope in

our investments. When we do invest

though, we are making assumptions

about the freedom of markets and the

potential for human manipulation. In

this regard, it could be said that dia-

monds currently carry a higher invest-

ment risk than does gold because their

quantity is artificially regulated.

Why should one encourage some-

body to invest in gold? Is it not like

putting your money in a cookie jar?

Gold is not productive—pays no inter-

est or dividend—so where is the wis-

dom in buying it? The main cause for

the change in the value of gold (all pre-

cious materials), apart from the arti-

ficial regulation of the quantity or

price of it, is its relative value to the

medium of exchange (dollars, pesos,

marks, etc.) used to purchase it. Gold
is limited in quantity, but the dollars

in existence that might be used to buy
any goods or services are not "natural-

ly limited" in quantity but are subject

to governmental manipulation. So

gold, while not productive, is seen by

those who advocate its purchase as a

good hedge against high inflation that

is caused by or reflected in the devalua-

tion of the currency.

Those who advocate the purchase of

gold (silver, etc.) as an investment as-

sume that inflation is going to present

a material problem in the future, which

warrants such a "protective measure."

They believe that gold has a "real"

value which will be reflected in higher

and higher prices for gold as local cur-

rencies are devalued, and they believe

that gold retains its true value while the

value of money may wildly fluctuate.

It is viewed as a good protection

against high or run-away inflation.

Those who do not advocate gold as

an investment generally are more op-

timistic with regard to the imminent

threat of very high or run-away infla-

tion. If people knew when very high in-

flation would occur, then many more
would seek a haven in precious metals.

So the timing of one's purchase of gold

in relationship to an actual occurrence

of very high inflation is critical.

I have never recommended the pur-

chase of precious materials to any in-

vestor even though I have a very mod-
est coin collection which was given to

me. Why do I not personally subscribe

to the purchase of gold as an invest-

ment? Because I am oriented toward

functional productive investments that

are either actual assets or represent

holdings of shares of actual assets

which derive their value from their use

and not their scarcity. I simply choose

to assume my risk by being associated

with the offensive and not the defen-

sive elements of the marketplace. And
more importantly, I have no prophetic

gifts that justify my making predic-

tions of impending skyrocketing infla-

tion. I personally perceive the clouds

of deflation as a bigger current threat

than I do inflation. Who knows? Not

i. m

The author, Richard Chewnlng, Is

professor of Business Administra-

tion at the University of Richmond.



UNDER MY PALM TREE

Guarding Our Investment in Missionaries

"The missionaries are coming!" We
had been going to the window all af-

ternoon, looking for their car to pull

up in the driveway. It was a very hot

August day, so I had set a plastic wad-

ing pool in the back yard and made an

extra pitcher of iced tea. According to

my information, the family had been

on the highway since early morning.

How weary they would be!

Father, mother, and three children

got out of the car. Amid the welcomes

I asked, "No air conditioning?" "No.
The car was second-hand, and air con-

ditioning wasn't included." A few

other things weren't included either, I

observed to myself, noting the rust

around the car doors, the hole in the

upholstery, and the strange ping in the

engine.

Early Monday morning, before the

temperature got too high, we sent them
on their way. The previous day they

had produced two Sunday-school les-

sons, a piano solo during the offertory,

a sermon, two testimonies during a

pot-luck lunch, a medley of Indian

folk songs, a slide show, and a youth

meeting. They were traveling the

length of the United States, repeating

this program over and over again.

These missionaries represented a

large investment. There had been col-

lege and seminary, an internship, spe-

cialized training, and language school.

For five years they had been overseas,

totally supported by friends and
churches here in the states. Hours of

prayer had been spent on their behalf.

Letters and packages had been mailed

The author, Jean Shaw, is a

homemaker, wife, and grandmother,
who has served as Sunday-school
superintendent and board member
of Cornerstone, an inner-city hous-
ing corporation. She holds an M.A.
from Covenant Seminary, has writ-

ten several books, and speaks to

groups on Christian lifestyle. She
worships at Westminster Reformed
Presbyterian Church (PCA) in

Ballwin, Mo.

out. The work in India had borne fruit,

and now we were reaping our particu-

lar benefits.

Financial investments necessitate

care. The official documents are stored

in a safe place. A consultant keeps

track of their value and makes recom-

mendations from time to time. The in-

vestor receives regular reports, upon
which she bases her decisions for ad-

justment or increase. Should not our

human investments receive at least the

same consideration? Is it not wise stew-

ardship to keep them safe and well?

Since each of us is an investor, through

money and prayer, do we not each

have a responsibility to make sure our

human investments are in an environ-

ment where they can give an optimum
return?

Environment means a safe, comfor-
table car with an engine as dependable

as a mechanic can make it. It means
meals in a restaurant if that makes
traveling more pleasant. It includes

hospitality and scheduling which takes

into account the investment's age and
health, the children, the length of the

trip. It certainly includes time for re-

laxation and privacy.

Church "performers," i.e., speak-

ers, seminar leaders, consultants, are

noted for coming through in the

clutch. Give them the worst possible

accommodations, and they will still

produce a good program. Give them
a private room with a bath, and see

how much better they do! Speaking be-

fore an audience is hard work. Being

public takes an emotional toll. It is

wonderfully relaxing to step inside

one's own room, and flop on the bed.

(Or take a shower, work a crossword

puzzle, maybe get in 15 minutes of

aerobic dancing. We had a house guest

who followed the Royal Canadian Air

Force fitness regime of running in

place.)

Much depends upon how your event

fits into the performer's schedule. If he

is coming directly from his home, and
going directly back, a little rustic liv-

ing won't matter in the least. He can

rest up later, and it's his responsibili-

ty not to crowd the first day back with

demanding obligations. But if your

event is one in a string of many,
thoughtfulness requires that you send

him on his way able to perform his best

at the next meeting.

Economy is not always good stew-

ardship. Health and safety, both phy-

sical and mental, come before pinching

pennies. Marriage relationships can be-

come tenuous when there is no privacy

and great stress. For one young mis-

sionary couple, the need for time alone

was so imperative that they went out

and sat in their car. Their hostess

didn't like it, and told the mission

board so in angry terms, but husband
and wife took the only recourse they

had. A matter had to be talked out be-

fore they were to appear on stage

again.

Sure, there are people who would
travel on horseback and sleep in a tree,

if they had to. They care that much
about sharing their ministry. But if

they had a choice, they would ask for

something a lot more comfortable. Not
because they are self-indulgent, but be-

cause they know they would do a much
better job. CD
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Letters—from p. 3

JESUS' HERMENEUTIC FOR THE JEWS

Thank you for your articles on "Jesus

for the Jews." Let me mention my
concern. In our recent attempts to win

the non-Christian we have stressed an

understanding of their particular point

of view (e.g., to understand the mod-
ern mind one would want to study sec-

ular humanism, existentialism, etc.).

I would say the same attitude should

be present when we approach the Jew-

ish people. The Christian must realize

that the clearest picture one has of the

Messiah from the Old Testament per-

spective is that of the Conquering King

(Isaiah 1 1 being the key passage) who
will remove not only his political ene-

mies but all evil from the earthly scene.

And it is certainly true that this 'Isaiah

1

1

' Messiah was never expected to be

defeated. Jewish tradition does not see

"the Servant" in Isaiah 53 as apply-

ing to the Messiah (at least not in the

suffering aspects). It is generally ap-

plied to either Israel as a nation or the
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"righteous remnant" within Isreal.

This being the Jewish perspective

how does the Christian approach his

Jewish friends? I would suggest an ap-

proach that is not based on the usual

understanding of the fulfillment of

prophecy (which is often overly literal

and rationalistic). I would emphasize

an approach that stresses mystery and
surprise (which is the meaning of the

Kingdom parables in Matthew 13). Je-

sus says his coming and Kingdom are

a mystery. In Biblical terminology a

mystery is "something that was hidden

but is now revealed" (Rom. 16:25,26

and Eph. 3:3-5). If Jesus' ministry is

a mystery, and a mystery is something

that is somewhat "hidden" from the

O. T. perspective, how do Jesus, Peter

and Paul argue that Jesus is the fulfill-

ment of the O. T. prophecies'* I would

suggest that to be effective witnesses to

our Jewish friends we should try to re-

produce the "hermeneutical lesson"

that Jesus utilized in Luke 24:25-27.

(Too bad we didn't get it on tape!) Of
course if we could reproduce the

"signs and wonders" of the early

church that would be helpful also.

—(Prof.) Raymond W. Clark

Covenant College

Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO REACH JEWS

By no stretch of the imagination can

I be called a "dear editor fan." In fact,

as far as I remember, I have never yet,

rightly or wrongly, addressed a letter

to any editor concerning his editorial

or contents of his paper or magazine,

and I am not a youngster any more.

What prompts this letter is the Sep-

tember 26 issue of the Journal with its

main caption and main contents "Je-

sus for the Jews." Never before have

my dear wife and I read such infor-

mative, explanatory, challenging, and

inspiring material in a single issue of

any Christian paper.

We can only hope and pray that this

evangelistic thrust will prompt all al-

ready missionary-minded readers of

your valued weekly to pray more, and

work more for, and witness more ear-

nestly to the "peace of Jerusalem," for

"they shall prosper that love you" (Ps.

122:6). It is he, who "is our peace, who
hath made both (Jews and non-Jews)

one, and hath broken down the mid-

dle wall of partition between us" (Eph.

2:14).

—(Rev.) Otto F. Wiesmann
Landrum, S.C.



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Christian's Hope
FOR NOVEMBER 11, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Thessalonians 1-4

Key verses: I Thessalonians 1:1-3; 4:9-18

Devotional reading: I Thessalonians 2:1-8

Memory selection: I Thessalonians 4:17-18

INTRODUCTION

Three lessons remain in this quarter of

studies. They will focus on Paul's let-

ters to the believers in Thessalonica, in

which he writes of last things and the

return of Christ.

Context for
Christian Hope
I Thessalonians 4:9-12

In this extensive writing on the Chris-

tian hope, Paul reminds believers that

such hope is not to be held with idle-

ness and indifference to the present

time and opportunities.

The fact that we have a real and im-

portant hope in the return of Christ

does not mean that we are to be in-

different to the present.

Paul reminds the Thessalonians that

they are to continue to love one

another in the way Jesus taught them.

He is particularly speaking of

brotherly love (the love shown by

Christian brothers and sisters to one
another). It is a special love designated

by a special term. Paul uses it and so

does Peter.

Brotherly love is based on the bond
among all believers through Christ and
his grace. It is founded on that Chris-

tian love which we spoke of in the last

lesson. But it is more: It is a special af-

fection and care that brothers and
sisters in Christ know and feel for one
another as they labor together in this

alien world for the glory of Christ.

As Paul thinks of the people to

whom he is writing, he thinks of the

many evidences of that love they have
shown already (v. 10).

Tha international Sunday School Laaaon Outlinaa ara
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After commending them, he chal-

lenges them to do even better. This is

in harmony with Paul's conviction that

all believers ought always to be press-

ing on toward the mark of the high

calling in Jesus—toward perfection

(Phil. 3:12).

Beyond their living in brotherly love,

mindful of one another's needs and
careful to encourage and help one

another, Paul also challenges them to

lead quiet lives (v. 1 1).

Two things concern Paul: First, that

they learn to be busy doing their own
work, fulfilling their lives by doing

their daily jobs with diligence as unto

the Lord. We talked of this in the last

lesson.

Second, Paul is concerned that they

be busy, not meddling in the business

of other believers. The whole believing

community ought to appear to the

world outside as a well-ordered com-
munity of people. Paul wants them to

appear to the world diligent, each earn-

ing his own way in the world, each ful-

filling useful purposes.

He does not want anyone to lack any

of the necessities of this world. This

would be a poor testimony before the

unbelieving world. God has promised

to take care of them but he expects all

to work diligently to take care of

themselves and one another, when any

has a lack.

This is the context in which Paul

wishes to discuss the great Christian

hope that is anchored in the return of

Christ at the end of time.

Till he comes, God would have all

of his children busy in the matters of

life, living uniquely as the people of

Thank You MNA
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MEDIA
BIAS.

We admit it. Moreover, we can't

help it. With an editorial board

that includes Lane Adams, John

Whitehead, Tom Rose, Kerby
Anderson, Jay Adams, Paul

Kooistra, and Ron Jenson, our

insights and opinions about the

issues and events of today's world

are bound to be outspokenly

evangelical and action- oriented.

Why not take a trial subscription

and join the growing numbers
of those biweekly listeners who
are committed to making a dif-

ference? Eight 40-minute issues

just $17.50.

Crosscurrents,

T.M. Moore, Senior Editor

Yes. I'll try 8 biweekly issues of

Crosscurrents for $17.50. Checks
payable to Information Services

Group. Mail to ISG, 2081 NE
55th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33308

Name

Address

City State ZIP

God in an unbelieving and darkened

world.

QUESTIONS

1. Do I feel specially close to

believers or do I have many friends

among the unbelievers of this world?

2. Am I doing my daily work in such

a way that the world can see I am a

believer in Jesus Christ?

Christian Hope

2 vs. Death
1 Thessalonians 4:13

The Christian hope is nowhere better

seen than in the believer's attitude

toward death. Paul wants the readers

to realize the unique way in which

believers face death.

When he speaks of falling asleep, he

is reflecting on a term used throughout

Scripture for death. It does not imply

the sleep of the soul but of the body.

Daniel uses the term to describe the

death of all men (Dan. 12:2). While all

sleep, some will awaken to eternal life

and some to eternal punishment.

Jesus uses the term in reference to

his friend Lazarus when speaking of

his death to the disciples (John 11:11).

In Numbers 23:10, Balaam, though

not a believer in the Lord, nevertheless

could realize and appreciate the dif-

ference between death to a pagan and
to a believer in Israel's God. He longed

to be able to think of death as a

believer and to die as one.

Job, with his faith challenged both

by Satan and by his so-called

"friends," affirmed his faith by the

way he looked at death. He was cer-

tain that though his body would be

destroyed, he would still be able to see

God (Job 19:25-26).

The Psalmist also understood the

difference between the death of the

saints and others. He rejoiced that the

death of believers was precious to the

Lord; it was precious in God's sight.

This was comforting to the believer

facing death (Psa. 116:15).

Finally, Paul shows his own view of

death when he testifies to the Philip-

pians that for him to die is gain (Phil.

1:21). Paul knows that it is necessary

to continue in the world for the sake

of other believers, but clearly his long-

ing is to die and be with the Lord.

Such a view of death is not improper

for any believer, and with it, there is

no reason for any believer to fear

death. Facing death ought to be seen

as one more God-given opportunity to

glorify God as his child in the world,

before all.

Death ought not to be a time of

hopeless mourning, desperation,

bitterness, or resentment for believers.

We should die as we ought to have
lived: to the glory of God and prais-

ing his name.

QUESTIONS
1 . When I face the death of others,

am I able to show by my attitude and
words that I am a believer with a hope?

2. As I contemplate my own death,

is it with regret or with Paul's longing

to be with the Lord as a better state

than the present one?

Heart of

3 Christian Hope
1 Thessalonians 4:14

The Christian hope does not rest mere-

ly on the future, on what will come to

pass then. It is anchored solidly on the

past. Our hope, first of all, is based on
what Jesus Christ did to deal with our

sins.

If we did not have trust in him and
in his death on our behalf, then we
would have little hope for the future.

It is imperative that anyone looking to

the future be able to face it in the cer-

tainty that his sins have been forgiven

and that when he stands before the

Lord in the day of judgment, he will

be acquitted because of Christ.

Not to have that hope would be to

have fear of death and hell itself. To
those without this faith, there is no

hope.

But we are also to have faith in what

happened after the death of Jesus. We
are to believe that he who died for our

sins also rose again from the death as

evidence that he had triumphed over

sin, death, and Satan.

It is on the basis of those doctrines

out of the past—what God has already

done for us—that we have hope for the

future. That is Paul's point.

It is as Jesus told Martha on the oc-

casion of Lazarus' death. He assured

her that he is the resurrection and the

life. Therefore, though loved ones in

Christ have died, we can be assured

they will rise again in the last day. But

we can be sure of even more.

Since they lived and believed in the

Lord they really never die—not to the
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Lord (John 1 1:25-26). Loved ones may
die to us, and appear dead because

their bodies are dead. They will decay;

therefore, we must bury them. But

they are not really dead—never were.

The moment they departed from us,

they were in the presence of Christ,

more alive than ever before, in a bet-

ter state with him than in this world.

That is our sure hope.

This was Jesus' point when talking

with the Sadducees. They had failed to

understand the great assurance about

the resurrection in the Old Testament

because they did not understand that

when the Lord said "I am the God of

Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and

the God of Jacob" he was saying that

he is the God of the living. They were

alive and before the Lord even as he

spoke those words to Moses, some
four hundred years later (Matt. 23:31)!

It was for this reason that Paul re-

joiced in writing to the Corinthians (I

Cor. 15:55-57). He rejoiced because,

though death may seem to us a formi-

dible enemy, Jesus Christ has taken the

sting out of death.

In the book of Revelation, we are al-

lowed a view of believers who have

died and gone to be with the Lord. We

are shown that they live and reign witl

Christ in heaven as we do here oi

earth, only they are in his presence ii

a unique way (Rev. 6:9-11; 20:4).

QUESTIONS
1 . What does the doctrine of the re;

urrection mean to me?
2. What can I know about love

ones who have died in the Lord?

4 Triumph of
Christian Hope
I Thessalonians 4:15-18

Paul assures the readers not only tru

those who have died in their faith ai

better off, but that they will in no wa
be disadvantaged by having died b«

fore Christ's return.

Many Christians speak of their hop

to be alive when Christ returns. The
seem to think that being alive and o
the earth in that day will give thei

some special privilege or advantage. '.

is not so.

We who are alive will in no wa
precede those who have already die<

The dead in Christ will rise firs

That means that they will receive the
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resurrected bodies before we receive

our bodies, bodies which will never

again know death and sickness.

Dead believers will be the first to ex-

perience living in resurrected bodies,

like the body Jesus had after he rose

from the dead.

He was the firstfruits of the resurrec-

tion. When he comes again, the dead

in Christ will receive their bodies. On-
ly after this will the believers that re-

main on earth receive theirs. Paul ex-

plains this process in I Corinthians

15:51-52.

The term "we who are alive and re-

main" demands particular attention

(v. 17).

In Matthew 24:37-41, Jesus is speak-

ing of that day when he will return in

his glory at the end of time. He says

that in that day one will be taken and

one left.

From this, some have invented the

whole doctrine of the rapture of

believers, suddenly, while life on earth

goes on with those not raptured.

That this is not the case of Jesus' in-

tent is clearly seen in the fact that ,in

that same passage the term "taken"

has reference not to those spared but

to those destroyed (v. 37). Noah Was

TRUTH shocks,
but sets free!

A Jewish

Christian blows

the pious cover

off the occult

symbol enjoying a

current fad.
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122 pp., $2.50
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Ud the SWORD*

G.R. Evans and

C.G. Singer ex-

pose Reds in the

NCC and phony

peace-freeze

movement,

toond •dilionl

178 pp., $5
Add $1 for ship-

ping one or both

books.
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91 Lytle Road P.O. Box 247

Fletcher, NC Walnut Creek, CA
28732 94596

(Home Office) (Rockies & West)

(704) 628-2185 (415) 934-7019

the one who remained and the rest

were taken by the flood.

Also, in Luke, in a similar passage,

the Lord explains that those "taken"
are taken to the place where the vul-

tures gather (Luke 17:34-37).

To better understand what Jesus is

talking about, we only have to read

Revelation 19:17-21. There, we learn

that in the day of Christ's return and

the judgment of men, the unbelievers

will be heaped in their dead corpses

and the birds (vultures) of the heaven

will come and devour their flesh. It is

not a very pretty sight.

Thus, when Paul says "we who re-

main" he is speaking of those who re-

main when all the rest have been taken

in judgment. We will then join with

those who have already died in Christ

and so be with the Lord forever.

Having said this as a reminder to all

believers of the great hope we have,

Paul urges us to learn to comfort one

another by these words.

QUESTIONS
1. What is the advantage of being

alive when Christ returns?

2. Does this great doctrine comfort

me?

Next week: "Getting Ready for the

Lord's Return," 1 Thessalonians 5. LE

CATECHISM HONOR ROLL
The Journal continues to award free Bibles to

children reciting the Shorter Catechism to their

pastors, and free New Testaments to those

reciting the Children's Catechism. Here are

those who have won awards in recent months:

Shorter Catechism
Mary Ashley McDade and Mary Jane Frerichs

of the First Church, Jackson, Miss.

Children's Catechism
Douglas Epple, Christopher Hornsby, Kimberly

Jeffcoat. Matthew Nelson, Nicole Payne, Ryan

Shanks and Allyson Worsham of the First

Church, Augusta, Ga.; Rebecca Elizabeth Ar-

nold. Jessika Alexa Bonvillian and Kurt Ed-

ward Hoffman of the Grace Church, Baton

Rouge, La.; Tracy Thompson, Leigh Mullinax,

Winifred Mangum, and Ethan Farquhar of the

Mitchell Road Church, Greenville, SC.; Mary

Elizabeth Bratley, Susan Frerich, Olivia Lynn

Henley, Jeanette Gutherie, Anne Minor, Toy

O'Ferrall. Amy Payne. Jay Sheldon. Jennifer

Sheppherd and Arthur Wadsworth of the First

Church, Jackson, Miss.; Chris Forthman of the

First Church, Osceola, Ark.; Buffy Burgess of

the Raeford Church, Raeford, NO; Julie Kay

McArthur of the Roebuck Church, Roebuck,

SC.; Sara Ann Stewart of Taipei. Taiwan.
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
REFORMED THEOLOGICAL Library.

Large selection of practical & theological

books and commentaries. Special prices to

churches, colleges & seminaries. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37
c
) to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

TRINITY HYMNALS. 94 blue (1966 ed.)

for $2 apiece; 30 blue (1976 ed.) for $3 apiece;

plus shipping. Contact New Hope Presbyte-

rian Church, 1805 East 7th St., Charlotte,

NC 28204. (704) 375-3501.

churchesmmmmmmm
REFORMED CHURCH IN THE US,

Eureka Classis has new and growing congre-

gations in Cincinnati, Ohio, Hollywood, Fla.,

Mobile, Ala. We are Calvinistic in doctrine

and Presbyterian in government. Contact

Rev. Howard E. Hart, Missionary-at-Large,

4325 Hegner Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45236.

DORDT COLLEGE

invites applications for a tenure-

track position in the

AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT

A minimum of the master's de-

gree is required.

Qualified individuals who are

committed to a reformed Biblical

theology and educational philos-

ophy are invited to send a person-

al resume, academic credentials,

and personal references to:

Dr. Douglas Ribbens
Vice-President For Academic Affairs

Dordt College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY, CA! A
new PCA church, Aliso Creek Presbyterian,

is now being formed in the San Juan Capis-

trano-Laguna Niguel area. Interested parties

contact the pastor, Thorn Venema, 25211

Costeau St., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. (714)

770-7951.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.c.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

GREATER DAYTONA BEACH area! A
new PCA church just starting. Coquina Pres-

byterian Church. Contact Rev. Lauris Vidal,

1122 Parkside Drive, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. (904) 672-5227.

for salemmmmmmmm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-

surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Lan-

drum, owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOL-
STERY, 28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC
29605. Phone (803) 277-1658.

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 35811.

PEOPLE
PCA CHURCH in Cincinnati, Ohio, is

seeking a pastor. Those interested please con-

tact Faith Church, 6434 Corbly Road, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45230.

NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an

energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.

Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,
AL 36104.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CS1 and 1SACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 West Esplanade

Avenue, Kenner, LA 70065

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN Church,

Sepulveda, California (southern California),

approximately 350 members seeking senior

pastor. Mail resumes to Pulpit Committee,
Valley Presbyterian Church, 9200 Haskell

Avenue, Sepulveda, CA 91343 or call (818)

894-9200.

RETIRED MINISTER needs live-in help

to provide custodial care for wife. Room and
board and small stipend will be provided.

Contact: Bob Steenstra, 10335 Vi Park St.,

Bellflower, CA 90706. (213) 925-3670.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should
have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send
resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, lrmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

SERVICES mmmmmmmm
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

TRAVEL
QUITO, ECUADOR. Come see the people

you are praying for. Get to know your PCA
missionaries. Report first hand to your world

what God has been doing in ours. Casilla

8403, Quito, Ecuador.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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UNEQUAL TIME

Politics, Religion, and Democratic Egalitarianism

LARRY E. BALL

Dr. Voskuil and Dr. Kaufmann have

given the Journal readers some valu-

able insights into the nature of politics

from a Christian perspective. I do
think, however, some additional com-
ments would be helpful to us all as we
go to the polls in November.
The whole issue of the relationship

between politics and religion rests upon
the definition of religion. The popular

textbook definition today defines reli-

gion as purely an emotional experience

which results from a belief in the su-

pernatural. It is the result of a private

and personal choice and has little, if

any, relevance to morality, politics,

education, etc.

A broader and perhaps more realis-

tic definition of religion has been em-
braced by a great portion of the con-

servative element in our society. Under
this definition religion is defined as de-

voted submission to some ultimate

principle or value against which all var-

iation is judged as sinful. Religion is

therefore defined in terms of a cause,

a principle, or a system of beliefs held

to with ardor and conviction. This

broad definition of religion is not pop-

ular today because, to the chagrin of

many, it classifies all men and move-
ments as religious, and leaves no room
for a non-religious, neutral person. It

is therefore the position of many con-

servatives that the dominating views of

every person are the result of his own
personal religious beliefs.

Under the broader definition, for ex-

ample, Marxism is classified as a reli-

gion. The ultimate value of the Marxist

religion is the Classless Society, and any

variation against this ideal must be cat-

egorized as sinful. The ordained means
for establishing the morality of this

Classless Society in the realm of poli-

tics is the avenue of militant revolution.

We are presently witnessing in Amer-

The author is pastor of Bridwell

Heights Presbyterian Church (PCA)
in Kingsport, Tenn.
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ica the rise of a new religion, designa-

ted by some conservatives as Demo-
cratic Egalitarianism. In this religion

Equality is deified as the ultimate value

against which all variation must be

judged as sinful. Governor Cuomo of

New York gave the moral maxim of

this new religion in his keynote address

at the Democratic Convention when he

said, in effect, "Thou shalt not sin

against Equality." It is therefore not

surprising that we are hearing cries to-

day for more socialism (economic

equality), ERA (gender equality), and
homosexuality (sexual lifestyle equali-

ty). Unlike the militant revolution of

Marxism, the means of establishing the

morality of this new religion is federal

and state legislation.

Every society legislates a morality

which is a reflection of the dominating

religion of that society. As Dr. R. J.

Rushdoony has said, "The source of

law in any nation is the god of that na-

tion." America has been living off the

capital of a Christian culture for over

200 years. The moral law of the Chris-

tian religion as summarized in the Ten
Commandments has provided a reli-

gious base for both legislation and jur-

isprudence. For example, the Christian

religion defines morality in terms of

the right to private property without

greed (8th and 10th Commandments),
the right to life (6th Commandment),
the normalcy of the traditional family

(5th and 7th Commandments), and

truthfulness in human relations (9th

Commandment). These have provided

a bedrock for American society.

Presently our religious base in this

country is shifting from a Christian

dominated community to one perme-

ated with the religion of Democratic

Egalitarianism. As a result the laws

and moral codes of our society are

changing. Two different religions are

presently battling for the political

throne and for the right to legislate

their own morality. Discounting the

candidates themselves, and simply ob-

serving the present religious currents in

our country, many conservatives be-

lieve that in this election Christianity

is the incumbent and Democratic Egal-

itarianism is the challenger. The ques-

tion then is not whether morality shall

be legislated, but rather whose moral-

ity shall be legislated.

This is not to say that the Republi-

can Party is God's party nor is it to say

that Ronald Reagan is God's man. It

is just as dangerous to deify a party or

a man as it is to deify equality. Neither

is it the intention to impugn the per-

sonal character of Walter Mondale nor

to deny the existence of many Chris-

tians within the Democratic Party. The
real focal point behind the forefront of

personalities and party affiliations is a

shift in the religious base of America.

The concept of pluralism in America
is somewhat of a myth. We have been

in existence for some two centuries leg-

islating from the roots of a Christian

ethic. The reason religion has become
an issue lately is because the religious

base is shifting from a Christian cul-

ture to one sustained by the principles

of Democratic Egalitarianism. In ear-

lier American politics, even though the

two parties differed in many respects,

a Christian moral ethic was basic to

both. This is no longer the case, espec-

ially since the Democratic Party offi-

cially sanctions the legalization of both

abortion and homosexuality. Two an-

tagonistic religions are vying for poli-

tical power in the United States and to

the victor belong the political spoils.

Try as you will, you will not separate

religion from politics. The religious

force behind the Mondale campaign
seeks to impose a morality (immorali-

ty?) on our country just as much as the

religious force behind the Reagan cam-
paign. Politics is the struggle for the

power to legislate, and legislation is the

legalizing of a moral code which is the

reflection of a religious belief in some
ultimate cause or principle.

In November the voters of this coun-

try will give some indication of the

dominating religion in America. The
citizens of this nation will have to live

with the results of their choice. ZTJ



EDITORIALS

Jesus Came to Bring Salvation

PLATFORM PLANK No. 7

"The New Reformation" is the sub-

title of Rev. Robert H. Schuller's 1982

book, Self-Esteem, which was sent free

to thousands of ministers across the

land. As one might infer from such a

subtitle, the author felt that there was
something lacking in the 16th-century

Reformation. "In this book", its

jacket declares, "the dynamic 'possibil-

ity-thinking' pastor shows how the

Protestant Reformation did not affirm

the worth of persons as strongly as it

should."

The Reformers themselves would be

the last to claim that their work was

perfect (ecclesia reformata semper
reformanda = the reformed church

must always be reforming). Neverthe-

less there were some aspects of the re-

vival they experienced that they regard-

ed as bedrock truth for all genuine

Christian faith. One is that human be-

ings need salvation that can come on-

ly through Jesus Christ.

The question is, salvation from
what? Following a thorough review of

Dr. Schuller's ministry in the August
10 edition of Christianity Today, the

October 5 edition includes several in-

teresting letters. One of them is by

Fuller Seminary missiologist C. Peter

Wagner, who defends Schuller by writ-

ing: ".
. . while repentance of sin is a

good entry point for the gospel in the

guilt-oriented culture (such as Ameri-
can evangelicalism) it is not the only

approach which God honors".

Cultures do differ, but what is the

"good news" of the gospel if it does

not pertain to our sin? In a lengthy let-

ter of response to the Christianity

Today articles, Dr. Schuller engagingly

points out that the key to his approach

is a different definition of sin: "The
core of sin is lack of faith. This is the

result of the Fall."

Faith was certainly important to

Martin Luther. His revolutionary in-

sight was that justification is through

faith, not works. But it was the

righteousness that is through faith

alone that was the end or goal of salva-

tion for Luther and the Reformers,

faith being only the instrument or

means of justification. What was need-

ed was the righteousness of Christ im-

puted to them. Why? Because they

were sinful human beings standing

guilty before their righteous Creator.

Salvation was to have these sins for-

given, their guilt removed, and then by

God's grace to live as he had always

intended.

Part of what brought Luther to his

discovery of God's way of salvation

was his sense of guilt at the cross of

Christ. Why the cross? Why was it

necessary for Jesus to die? Why did

Jesus institute the Lord's Supper so

that above all else his death would be

remembered until he comes again? It

is at the cross that we sense the mag-
nitude of our sin. My sins, not his,

caused those nail prints in his hands

and feet. Our sins, not his, called for

this sacrifice of the spotless Lamb of

God. That is how bad our sin is. It de-

serves the wrath of God, which he

poured out on his Son on the cross.

That condemnation is what we need-

ed salvation from.

But at the cross we also sense the

amazingly infinite grace of God. Bad
as we are, Jesus loved us and gave him-

self for us. Sinful as we are, God so

loved the world that he gave his only-

begotten Son, that whosoever believes

in him should not perish, but have

everlasting life. Every communion ser-

vice should cause us to leave with a

proper Biblical sense of self-esteem:

totally unworthy because of sin and
guilt, but esteemed worthy by God to

be united with the righteousness of

Jesus Christ through faith in his sacri-

fice of himself in our stead. Where sin

did abound, grace did much more
abound.

It was Luther's sense of guilt and
conviction of sin that led him to his

sense of liberation because of the righ-

teousness that was his through faith.

This was indeed salvation! Mutually

confirmed by the Word of God and by

experience, this assurance of peace

with God was shared by Ulrich Zwing-

li, Martin Bucer, Philip Melanchthon,'

William Tyndale, Thomas Cranmer,
William Farel, John Calvin, and thou-

sands of others. The three pillars of the

Reformation —justification by grace

alone through faith alone, the authori-

ty of Scripture alone, and the priest-

hood of all believers— are tied togeth-

er by the one way of salvation, the

unique redemptive ministry of Jesus

Christ. "I am the way," he said in

John 14:6, "the truth and the life. No
one comes to the Father except through

me." Peter said in Acts 4:12, "Salva-

tion is found in no one else, for there

is no other name under heaven given

to men by which we must be saved."

Paul said in I Timothy 1:15-16: "Christ

Jesus came into the world to save

sinners—of whom I am the worst. But

for that very reason I was shown mer-

cy so that in me, the worst of sinners,

Christ Jesus might display his unlim-

ited patience as an example for those

who would believe on him and receive

eternal life."

It is the gospel, the good news of sal-

vation, that was at stake in the Refor-

mation. Luther and the others redis-

covered what Peter and Paul had ex-

perienced —the saving grace of God.
But this was not confined to the Ref-

ormation. It was this same discovery

that was experienced anew in the Evan-

gelical Awakening of the 18th century.

On May 17, 1735 Charles Wesley was

converted through the reading of Lu-

ther's commentary on Galatians, and

a week later his brother John was con-

verted through a public reading of

Luther's Preface to Romans. Such fig-

ures as Jonathan Edwards and George

Whitefield had already experienced

this same salvation which Jesus had

come into the world to bring to sin-

ners.

If there is to be any "new Reforma-

tion" in this or the 21st century, it will

be based on this same salvation, which

solves humanity's most basic prob-

lem—our estrangment from God. DD
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MAILBAG

JUSTICE IS OPTIONAL?

I am shocked and amazed that there

are still those in the church, having

presumably done some reading in the

Bible, who can believe that the defin-

ing characteristic of the state is pro-

viding defense for its members ("Mail-

bag," Sept. 26). It is clear from Mr.
MacPherson's letter that what he pri-

marily wants defended is his own
pocketbook. Justice is optionaP. a

frill! What would Amos say of such

a statement? What has Amos already

said? Perhaps it is time to reread the

Old Testament prophets, taking them
seriously as the inspired Word of the

Lord that reveals his character and his

demands of the state.

Mr. MacPherson's letter shows how

necessary and relevant your series of

articles on Christian values in politics

really is. Thank you for speaking out

against "indifference about the in-

justice of the social order and the

plight of the helpless"(Voskuil, Sept.

5).

—Glenn R. Paawu
Grand Rapids, Mich.

POLITICS OF ISAIAH 58

Now that we are in the throes of try-

ing to decide how to vote in the com-

ing elections, may we not take Isaiah

58 as a guideline in making some of

our decisions? Is God still not angry

with those who ignore injustice and do

nothing to alleviate the suffering of the

poor and handicapped?

—Tressa Hansberger

Sadler, Tex.

EXTRA INNINGS ON 'SCOREBOARD'

Being appreciative of Mr. Belz's Jour-

nal management as interim editor, it is

with some hesitation that I write,

though my guess is that, having got-

ten into the political arena, you'll get

other letters too.

In "Scoreboard Strikes Out" (Oc-

tober 10, p. 7) it seems that Mr. Belz

himself has dropped to what is tradi-

tionally rated as "campaign rhetoric."

No question, Scoreboard is biased. It

carries all the marks of a 20th-century

slick advertising production of one seg-

ment of American society today.

But Mr. Belz, are you aware of the

meaning of "blasphemy?"
And Scoreboard's promotion of the

Republican ticket is barely disguised,

but the terms "puff" and "damn"
seem more appropriate for current TV
journalists' use—if, indeed, many of

them deserve such an honored title

—

than for the Journal.

—(Rev.) Lester E. Kilpatrick

Beaver Falls, Pa.

(Ed.—One of the definitions of "blasphe-

my" in our dictionary is "irreverence toward

something considered sacred or inviol-

able." Our feeling was that "Scoreboard's"

confusion of some simply partisan criteria

with genuinely Biblical standards fitted that

definition. Joel Belz's article on the candi-
dates did indeed produce a volume of let-

ters. What follows is a sampling, edited for

the sake of space.)

GOD OR HUMANISM

Forgive me, if I am wrong, but I detect

considerable bias in Joel Belz's com-
parison of the two presidential candi-

dates. Mr. Belz indicates that President

Reagan's speech was for political rea-

sons made before a large group of

Christians in Dallas before the Repub-
lican convention began.

I would like to inform Mr. Belz that

President Reagan has been saying

much the same thing for a considerable

length of time. As far back as 1970,

1

am informed in a biography of Mr.
Reagan, he relied upon God helping

him make decisions in his position as

governor of California, and he has

repeated that as President of these

United States.

May we now look at the other side

of the coin? Mr. Mondale, speaking to

the International Humanist and Ethi-

cal Union in 1971, said the following:

"Although I have never formally joined

a humanist society, I think I am a

member by inheritance. My preacher

father was a humanist—in Minnesota
they call them Farmer Laborites, and
I grew up on a very rich diet of

humanism from him. All our family

has been deeply influenced by this

tradition, including my brother Lester,

a Unitarian Minister, Ethical Culture

Leader, and chairman of the Fellow-

ship of Religious Humanists." The
above quote appeared in "To Seek a

Humane World," Pemberton Publish-

ing, Ltd., 1971.

No thanks, Mr. Belz, I don't care

for humanism or for anyone who pro-

fesses humanism as his religion to be

placed in the high office of the pres-

idency of these United States. Read
Humanist Manifesto I and //, if

you want to know what the goal of the

Humanists really is. You will not find
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"The faith once for all delivered to the

saints" mentioned anywhere therein.

—Geneva M. Morris

Valdosta, Ga.

HAS IT EVER BEEN MORE CLEAR-CUT?

Your October 10 article, "The Can-

didates Compared: Reagan and Mon-
dale," made our forthcoming presi-

dential election seem like a very unclear

choice. In reality, have the issues ever

been more clearly defined?

National Review summarized them:

"Reagan wants lower taxes and less

government. Mondale wants higher

taxes and more government. Each man
has said so, and both are sincere about

it. Reagan wants to spend more on de-

fense than Mondale does. Reagan is

more hostile to Central American com-
munists than Mondale is. Reagan puts

the stress on growth, Mondale on re-

distribution. Who doesn't know all

that?" (October 19, 1984, p. 20). We
might add that Reagan is anti-abor-

tion; Mondale is pro-abortion. Mon-
dale, with his support of the NEA, is

more hostile to Christian education

than Reagan is. Mondale, with his sup-

port of gay and feminist activism, is

more hostile to Christian family values

Continued on p. 10, col. 3 BBBBHI
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I This issue will be the last that we can be sure will reach

all our readers before the elections on November 6. It is appropriate,

therefore, that we have the concluding article of our series on "The Values

Behind Your Vote," by Stephen Kaufmann and Louis Voskuil, in this issue.

We trust that this series, taken as a whole, will prove effective in helping

us all to exercise our political responsibilities and privileges in a more Biblical-

ly informed way.

I I In this issue LaVerne Donaldson also brings us up to date

on his experience in local politics as a member of the city commission in

Goodland, Kansas. Interestingly, his son, Dr. Charles Donaldson, professor

and administrator at Covenant College near Chattanooga, Tenn., is a Re-

publican candidate this fall for the Georgia House of Representatives. Also

in this issue is an incisive comment on the current political scene by T. M.
Moore of Evangelism Explosion in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

I I While Presbyterians are increasingly celebrating our Ref-

ormation heritage at the end of October, our culture is still largely taken

up with Halloween, as we are reminded by the costumed children who ap-

pear as spooks and goblins on our doorsteps for treats. Clair Davis, in his

third article on "functional Calvinism," picks up on these themes as he treats

practical aspects of the Reformed view of the Holy Spirit.

I Mr. Jack Dail, P.O. Box 1 137, Burgaw, NC 28425, writes

that his book, A History of Wilmington Presbytery and Its Predecessors,

will be published in December, and copies may be received by writing him
at the address above. The story begins in Wales, Scotland, and Northern

Ireland with the life of those who were to introduce Presbyterianism into

the present geographical bounds of Wilmington Presbytery in the 1730s and
follows the movement and life of the Presbyterian Church in that area

through 1983. Containing approximately 250 pages, the book will cost about

$20, depending on the number of copies published.

I I The music critic of the Chicago Tribune, commenting
favorably on Georg Solti's conducting the Chicago Symphony's performance
of Handel's Messiah in late September rather than at Christmastime, ob-
served that: "We must remember that Messiah, for all its traditional associa-

tions with the year-end Christian holiday, is fundamentally secular in spirit,

and that its premiere fell during the Easter season in 1742 Dublin." I always
thought that Messiah had a connection with Easter as well as Christmas.

But it is good to see the "world" recognizing that there should be no dicho-

tomy between sacred and secular. After all, "every valley shall be exalted"

and "I will shake all nations" are rather secular concepts. The trouble is,

secularized Christianity tends to become totally this-worldly. I thought that

the Reformation, in abolishing monasticism, made the whole world a

monastery. If Handel's Messiah is "fundamentally secular," is nothing sacred

anymore? Q]
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Some Nicaraguan Evangelicals Still Decry U.S. Policy

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Charging
that "everything but the command" is

ready for a U.S. military intervention

in Nicaragua, a delegation of Nica-

raguan evangelical pastors has been

traveling throughout this country

pleading for the U.S. government to

back off its military opposition to the

Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

The Rev. Nicanor Nairene, a

Nazarene pastor, and Rev. Jose Jesus

Ulloa, a Baptist, both representing the

Evangelical Committee for Aid and

Development, told RNS that the prin-

cipal object of their visit was "to share

our Christian experiences."

Known by its Spanish acronym,

CEPAD, the organization has been

severely criticized by the Institute on

Religion and Democracy, which claims

that CEPAD is pro-Sandinista.

The travels of the 10 pastors, along

with those of seven ministers of main-

line denominations in this country, are

being coordinated by Evangelicals for

Social Action, a Philadelphia-based

organization. The group hoped to visit

11 U.S. cities during October.

In Washington, Mairene and Ulloa

visited members of Congress, the

White House, and the State Depart-

ment, in addition to members of their

own denominations. In other cities,

they spoke with students and evan-

gelical congregations.

Asked about the reaction of Ameri-

cans to their visit, Mairene said that

many misunderstandings about the

work of CEPAD stem from the afflu-

ence of the United States. "They don't

understand the need for services to the

poor in our country," he said.

CEPAD was launched after the dis-

astrous 1972 earthquake which de-

stroyed large parts of Nicaragua.

When the revolution came which ulti-

mately put the Sandinistas in power,

Mairene said CEPAD already had
seven years of relief work under its

belt.

Referring to educational efforts by

CEPAD, Mairene denied IRD charges

that the agency has been helping teach

Marxism. "The materials we use to

teach adults and children are simple,"

he said. "We would be wrong to sub-

mit a beginner to indoctrination."

But Mairene added that current

education programs include what he

called "patriotic formation." He said

the agency tries to "encourage people

to believe that Nicaragua is for Nica-

raguans."

Ulloa said CEPAD is not as inter-

ested in working with the government

as it is in helping the poor. His Chris-

tianity, he said, is practical, not

theoretical. "It says very clearly in the

gospel that Jesus will tell us he was
hungry, homeless, and ill-clothed, and
he will ask, 'Where were you?' " Ulloa

said: "That is the commandment we
are trying to obey."

Mairene said his main theological in-

fluences came from U.S. missionaries.

Whether evangelical groups in Nica-

ragua are being persecuted by the San-

dinista government or are in collusion

with the government remains a point

of increasing debate by church groups

in the U.S. DO

Costa Rican Prelate

Differs With U.S. Bishops

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Archbishop
Roman Arieta of San Jose, Costa

Rica, head of the Central American

bishops' conference, took issue here

with fellow bishops from the U.S. and

warmly praised President Reagan as

heading in the right direction for peace

in the region.

Speaking at two forums organized

by critics of the U.S. bishops, Arieta

expressed sympathy with U.S.-backed

rebels in Nicaragua trying to over-

throw the leftist Sandinista govern-

ment in Nicaragua. He chided critics

of U.S. military intervention in the

region for ignoring intervention by the

"Soviet Union, Cuba, and its prox-

ies."

And, like the Reagan administra-

tion, he voiced dissatisfaction with a

peace plan worked out recently by the

four-nation "contadora" group and
agreed to by the Sandinistas.

At the same time, the archbishop

said he was "very positive" about the

new dialogue between the Salvadoran

government and the left-wing rebels

who oppose it. From his contacts with

both sides, he said, he has concluded

that they realize that neither can
"achieve a military victory." He
predicted that the talks "would affect,

in a very positive way, all the rest of

Central America."
Arieta spoke to gatherings organized

by the White House Working Group
on Central America and the Institute

on Religion and Democracy (IRD).

Both groups have been sharply critical

of mainstream religious leaders and, in

particular, the U.S. Catholic Confer-

ence.

Officials of the U.S. Catholic Con-
ference would not comment on the

archbishop's visit. His praise for Presi-

dent Reagan, just prior to a presiden-

tial election, and his appearances with

groups at odds with U.S. bishops, were

seen by some as highly unusual and
likely to disturb the American Catholic

hierarchy. 13

Conservative Lutherans

Eye Church's Direction

MINNEAPOLIS—Whether a new
church involving perhaps two-thirds of

all U.S. Lutherans will acknowledge

the authority of Scripture is the great-

est concern of a group of conservatives

watching the situation.

Close behind is their concern about

the church's position on such issues as

abortion and homosexuality.

Those were the findings of a survey

taken at the first national convention

of the Fellowship of Evangelical Luth-

eran Laity and Pastors (FELLP) held

here. More than 1000 people attended.

Rev. Paul L. Swedberg of Brooklyn

Center, Minn., FELLP board chair-

man, said results of the survey will be
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presented to the Commission for a

New Lutheran Church when it meets

later this month in Los Angeles.

The commission is made up of rep-

resentatives of the American Lutheran

Church (ALC), the Lutheran Church
in America (LCA), and the Associa-

tion of Evangelical Lutheran Churches

(AELC). Not included in the plans for

a broader Lutheran body is the Luth-

eran Church—Missouri Synod.

At the convention here, one of the

most enthusiastically received ad-

dresses came from layman Ray Powell,

a former public superintendent of

schools in South St. Paul, Minn. He
called on his fellow churchmen to

"stem the tide of liberalism" and to

help shape the new church.

Powell listed 12 issues which he said

are of "utmost importance to a grow-

ing number of us," saying "it is ab-

solutely vital that they be resolved

before the new Lutheran church be-

comes a reality."

Among the 12 issues: The need to

"declare and affirm that all of Holy
Scripture is the absolute authority of

the infallible and inerrant Word of

God," and to "declare disciplinary

measures for those theologians and
clergymen in our seminaries, colleges,

universities, and local congregations

who reject such doctrines ... as the

virgin birth, the deity and resurrection

of Christ." EE

AP Reporter Reappointed
After Considering Suit

HELENA, Mont. (RNS)—A reporter

for Associated Press who temporarily

lost his job on the Montana capital

beat because of an article about him
in a religious magazine has been told

he will be reinstated.

Garry Moes was dropped from his

beat by his bureau chief on September

21 after the Montana Christian

published an article telling how the

reporter's Christian views affected his

work. Moes was transferred to the

bureau's main office to do copy-desk

work pending a decision by AP of-

ficials in New York.

Moes said he considered the change

a demotion, and filed a formal griev-

ance seeking $1 million in damages plus

$12,500 in attorney's fees.

Moes's attorney, Doug Alexander,

said AP was violating Montana law

which forbids job discrimination based

on religious beliefs. "AP is apparent-

ly saying, Tf you are an evangelical

Christian, you can't be active within

our news organization.'
"

The original article described Moes
as a fundamentalist Christian "beacon

in a national-media outlet which is ob-

viously agnostic and atheistic." In an

interview which follows, Moes de-

scribes his position as "a most influen-

tial media job in the state," because

most of what Montanans know about

state government is channeled through

it.

Moes said in the interview that he

had to be "constantly on guard not to

abuse this monopoly position, but it

certainly gives me an opportunity to

apply Christian principles of truth and

objectivity to the dissemination of in-

formation vital to a democratic soci-

ety."

Moes also said he had tried as a

reporter to identify the key elements of

life in society, "where Christian truth

and worldly falsehood most often

clash."

Moes said some of his early report-

ing had been suppressed because of his

religious views. Several years ago, he

claims, he was ordered by his bureau

chief not to write about the abortion

issue because his wife and father had

participated in anti-abortion activities.

He was told, Moes said, that report-

ers have to avoid even the appearance

of conflict of interest. But the reporters

who replaced him, he said, had "clear

pro-choice preferences."

Moes also said that when he was an

AP reporter in Salt Lake City, the Mor-
mon hierarchy had pressured his bu-

reau chief to suppress investigative

stories about that church.

Moes received legal help not just

from Alexander, but also from John
Whitehead of Manassas, Va., who
heads the Rutherford Institute—de-

scribed as a Christian version of the

American Civil Liberties Union.

The decision to reinstate Moes came
after he pointed out that the article

about him was printed without his con-

sent or knowledge. 21

Homosexuals Organize
To Challenge Methodists

DENVER (RNS)—A rule barring self-

avowing practicing homosexuals from
the ministry in the United Methodist

Church is prompting some in that

category to question whether they want

to remain within the church even as

members.
But some who do want to remain are

organizing to gain more acceptance in

the church.

Rev. Morris Floyd, a United Meth-
odist minister from Minneapolis, said

a church court's recent ruling sent a

signal of "unwelcomeness" to homo-
sexuals throughout the church, and
might cause them to reconsider stay-

ing there.

"If the church is saying a class of

people cannot be ordained deacon or

minister, they're really raising the

question about our membership too.

So the question among us is whether

we can remain with any integrity in a

church that so clearly doesn't want us,

or whether we should stay in and not

surrender the church to its most fear-

ful elements."

Floyd says he wants to stay in as

"part of a movement to radically

change the church."

Floyd was here in Denver for a semi-

annual meeting of Affirmation, the

gay and lesbian caucus of the United

Methodist Church.

A ruling by the church's General

Conference prohibiting avowed, prac-

ticing homosexuals from ordination or

other church jobs is being appealed to

the Judicial Council, the highest court

of the United Methodist Church. That
ruling is expected to be made late this

month, before the General Conference

action is scheduled to take effect

January 1. [fj

Also in the News . . .

Dr. D. James Kennedy, pastor of

Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church
(PCA) in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., has

been honored as "Clergyman of the

Year" by Religious Heritage of Amer-

ica, an interfaith citizens' group which

seeks to "recall, define, and perpetuate

America's religious heritage. . . . "The
group also named Dr. Raymond I.

Lindquist, PCUSA minister from
Laguna Hills, Cal., as its gold medal

winner. 12
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God, Man, and Creation: Assessing a
Candidate on Domestic Issues

STEPHEN R. KAUFMAN

N

Political campaigns may have more in

common with my backyard garden

than I care to admit. This year's har-

vest of well-fed bugs and healthy weeds

belies the fact that occasionally some-

thing edible has popped up and made
it to our dinner table. Similarly, the lit-

any of political red herrings ranging

from Mrs. Ferraro's and Mr. Zac-

caro's finances to whether Jerry Fal-

well will pick the next two Supreme
Court justices may move more than a

few voters to demand "Where's the

beets?" in the campaign.

Amid the political weeds, there are

a few choice beets for us to consider,

such as the disposition of the budget

deficit, Social Security, and the na-

tion's unborn. But it may well be that

much of the campaign's rhetoric will

not focus on these and other important

issues. Why is this so? Moreover, to

what extent have we considered that

some of our most pressing domestic

concerns may never get a hearing dur-

ing the campaign?
In my view, we Christians need to

develop a political frame of reference

which will not only help us sort out the

weeds from the beets in the current po-

litical agenda, but also will enable us

to work on a political agenda of our

own. Before we proceed to consider

what a Christian political frame of ref-

erence might entail, let me suggest one
very practical reason why non-issues

and red herrings often abound in

American political campaigning.

The Weeds vs. the Beets

One reason that less than substantive

issues preoccupy our political thinking

is that traditionally the differences be-

The author is a professor of educa-
tion at Covenant College, Lookout
Mountain, Tenn. This is the final ar-

ticle in a six-part series by Dr. Kauf-

mann and Prof. Louis J. Voskuil on
"The Values Behind Your Vote."

tween our two political parties have

been less than substantial. In Europe's

parliamentary democracies, parties

from the Marxist Left to the Fascist

Right vie along with mainstream par-

ties in the political marketplace of

ideas. As a result, radically different

ideas on the full range of domestic and

foreign policy issues abound. Some of

the ideas, such as the nationalization

of the means to produce goods would

amount to rank heresy in our country.

Yet for all its weaknesses, the parlia-

mentary system does tend to do a bet-

ter job of bringing an array of policy

options before the electorate than does

our two-party system.

Our system has many strengths, but

ideological purity is not one of them.

Under both party umbrellas, a range

of liberal to conservative members find

shelter. Extremes of left and right are

not represented as both parties seek to

appeal to the middle range of the vot-

ing spectrum. Consequently, the lines

of political thinking in our two parties

more or less mirror each other. For ex-

ample, the parties do not differ on

whether the government should spon-

sor social welfare programs; the issue

is one of the extent of the involvement

on government's part.

In such a political environment

where marginal rather than substantial

differences exist, it becomes difficult

sometimes to find clear-cut issues that

are also important. So we are given the

following to consider: Do we want a

president who is dull, talks with a

whine in his voice, but has "command
of the facts"? Or do we want in the

Oval Office a man who sleeps during

cabinet meetings, but looks presiden-

tial? In other words, matters of

appearance, rather than matters of

substance, tend to predominate in po-

litical campaigns. And even in those

matters of appearance, we can't be to-

tally certain whether we are dealing

with a reality or someone's interpreta-

tion of some relatively minor detail.

Probably the most telling evidence of

this is the fact that the taller of the can-

didates almost always wins our presi-

dential elections.

All of this is not to say that impor-

tant issues over which there are large

differences never crop up in American
politics. Certainly the abortion ques-

tion is as divisive as any issue since the

Great Depression. Yet even when we
address major policy issues rather than

mere appearance, we may still err by
overlooking grievous social inequities.

Indeed, history is replete with examples

of apparently good causes being pro-

moted while equally crucial ones lan-

guished. Our most obvious national

example of this comes from the Revo-

lutionary War which purported to se-

cure for us the rights of "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness," with the

slaves being notable exceptions. Nearly

a century passed before those "inalien-

able rights" were extended to them.

A Christian Political Perspective

Given the above political weeds which

beset our path, it would be more than

a little arrogant of me to say that

Christian thinking in politics will easi-

ly render the most intractable of prob-

lems open to ready resolution. I do be-

lieve, however, that Christian input in-

to the political dialogue should raise

important points that are not always

seriously considered. Christian politi-

cal thinking should reflect Biblical

views of God, man, and creation as

they relate to the formation of public

policy. Let me illustrate this by posing

three questions that perhaps we should

ask of all the candidates currently run-

ning for office.

Question: What does the candidate

believe about God? God isn't per-

ceived to have the presence he once did

in American life. The 17th-century

Puritans believed their purpose in life

was to serve God, and they measured

their political actions according to that

purpose. Americans in the 19th cen-

tury tended to turn the Puritan princi-

ple on its head in their expectation that

God would bless whatever was done in

the name of the American flag. Today,
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God's powers have further waned to

the point that he now rules over the

prayer closet and the Sunday morning

worship service. You may not find the

question very popular with your local

candidates, but their answers may tell

you much about the way they will gov-

ern if elected. Does the candidate pro-

fess to have a personal relationship

with God and therefore see himself as

accountable to him? Does he believe

that God's interest in American life ex-

tends beyond praying in the public

schools? In an open, pluralistic socie-

ty his right to be a candidate certainly

doesn't depend on his answers, but his

potential to be a just ruler may very

well be affected by how he replies.

Question: What does the candidate

believe about man? Christians believe

that man is made in the image of God
and therefore has great worth. Trans-

lated into politics, the Christian view

of man is a pro-life view. Such a view

asserts the sanctity of life in the womb,
but it does not stop there. The Bibli-

cal pro-life view is concerned with the

preservation and nurturing of life

whenever human beings are suffering.

Such a view would certainly promote
legislation that provides a safety net of

social welfare programs for society's

disadvantaged. The pro-life position

may well want to move beyond the

safety net to provide a ladder out of

poverty to encourage the disadvan-

taged as they attempt to live produc-

tive and meaningful lives. Headstart

programs for the young, job training

programs for the able-bodied, and sub-

sidized housing for the elderly poor are

examples of ladder-type legislation.

The main point, however, is that the

Christian pro-life position transcends

traditional liberal/conservative distinc-

tions. By labeling the nurturing of the

unborn as a conservative position, and
the nurturing of the born as a liberal

position, we ultimately do a disservice

to the born and unborn alike. I believe

that the Christian pro-life position of-

fers a genuine alternative to current

positions on the value of human life.

We have much to offer here to the po-

litical discussion.

Question: What does the candidate

believe about creation? It is said that

most people vote their pocketbooks at

election time. Is pure economic self-

interest a viable Christian position? I

think not. While it is certainly not in-

appropriate for a laborer to enjoy the

fruit of his labor, there are larger issues

he must consider. What impact does

his labor have on the environment?

Christians know better than anyone

else that we should relate to the crea-

tion not as abusers, but as stewards.

Such a view affects how we use our

land, air, and water; it may affect the

chemicals we use in our food, the size

of the cars we build, and a host of

other issues that relate to the quality

of our environment. A candidate who
has a Biblical view of creation may ad-

vocate legislation that puts a dent in

our pocketbooks. Surely a good test of

how seriously we take our role as stew-

ards of creation may come when we
are asked to put the creation before

our own economic self-interest.

I could say much more about how
a candidate's views of God, man, and

Will the recognition and implemen-
tation of Christian values in politics

eliminate the weeds in our political

thinking? Probably not; our fallibili-

ty will continue to trip us up. Yet I be-

lieve that a Christian political perspec-

tive will provide powerful tools not on-

ly for critiquing issues on a secular po-

litical agenda, but also for developing

an alternative agenda rooted in a

Christian value system. Should such an
alternative be implemented, Christians

wouldn't be the only winners. All peo-

ple would benefit from the resulting

social renewal.

Throughout this series, Dr. Voskuil

and I have tried to argue that Chris-

tian action both in domestic politics

and in international affairs is not op-

tional, but part of acting as a servant

creation affect his formation of policy

positions. Along with what earlier arti-

cles in this series have said about the

role of the state as the preserver and
provider of justice for its people, Bib-

lical views about God, man, and crea-

tion could provide the basis for a com-
plete political platform.

Although Christians may differ in

the application of these principles, all

will surely agree that a man of princi-

ple is to be desired over a candidate

whose policy resolve seems to be as

strong as the latest poll on the voter

preferences. So if you find a candidate

compatible with your principles who
displays the abilities for political

leadership, then be ready to support

his or her candidacy. Such people are

worthy of support with both our time

and money.

to Christ in one specific area of our

lives. Not to act as a Christian means
to act in some other spirit. We may
well be wrong at some points in our

analysis. We hope discussion will con-

tinue for all of us in other formats

—

without rancor or suspicion, but in the

spirit of a cooperative search for the

direction that the gospel provides for

our lives. We hope you encourage fur-

ther discussion among your friends

and in groups with which you are af-

filiated. The old policy, "We don't dis-

cuss religion or politics," should be

abandoned. It is only Christian action

which will bring lasting justice and

peace in the power of the Spirit. Even

efforts which seem feeble and inade-

quate help to validate the gospel and

disclose the coming of God's king-

dom, ffi
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Nature's Law, or God's?

Nature's Law, or God's? As evangelical Christians begin to become more
and more involved in the activities of politics and the social order, they are

discovering a need to associate with like-minded, though not necessarily Chris-

tian, individuals and groups in order to achieve their agenda. Arid a word
of warning seems apropos at this point.

In the Fall 1983 issue of This World journal, Edward Norman called at-

tention to the role of Christians in politics and the activites of the state. He
argued that Christians in a pluralistic society such as ours have an interest

in being involved, and an obligation to become involved, in the operation

of that society's political machinery. Yet Mr. Norman pointed out that liberal

Christian leaders have confused the church's responsibility in this sector by

abandoning distinctively Biblical notions of government and society and sub-

stituting instead those which arise from a form of universal common moral-

ity, a sort of nature's law of moral justice. Mr. Norman observed, "One
of the most extraordinary features of the Christianity of our day is the ex-

tent to which its social and moral action, and the political forms which give

them expression, in fact rest upon secular premises."

For the Christian seeking to influence the way of things in society, it is

not enough merely to decry the plight of the poor and to call for schemes

of income redistribution to redress the situation. It is not enough simply to

denounce materialism as a way of life and to call for a return to the simple

lifestyle. It is not enough to insist on such concepts as "justice," "equali-

ty," and "liberation" and then to channel funds and resources to whatever

radical group parades those banners the most splendiferously. These are the

reactionary and ill-conceived activities of those who are merely being swept

along by popular moralistic currents. They do not reflect the critically Biblical

perspectives of thoughtful Christians.

We are in the midst of what may be one of the most significant political

years in American history, one which is virtually certain to see more involve-

ment of evangelical Christians than ever before. And we must make certain

that our efforts and agendas are grounded not in some vague and whimsical

concepts of natural law, but in the very Law of God himself in Scripture.

It may be necessary to enter into marriages of convenience with other, non-

Christian individuals and groups. But let us make it clear to all that our oper-

ating assumptions derive from the teachings of God's Word and not from

mere sociological, psychological, or economic analyses. Unless we are will-

ing to stand squarely on the Word of God, we shall be in danger of obscur-

ing the significance of our total world and life view. And this, in turn, will

dilute the effectiveness of our evangelism when, as the dust settles, we turn

to those with whom we have collaborated and invite them to consider the

claims of Christ for their own lives.

But beyond that, unless the evangelical Christian community begins to

develop the habit of thinking critically about its decisions, activities, and
future on a solidly and consistently Biblical basis, we shall never be able to

describe the kind of comprehensive social and political program which is the

responsibility of those who have been made God's stewards over all things.

We shall always be waiting for the next trend, the next idea, the next set

of data, the next report, or the next social crisis to lead us into action. Clearly,

this must not become the way of life for those who have been called to be

the light of the world and the salt of the earth.

Nature's law, or God's? It is the question of supreme importance for our
lives as Christians in society today.

—

T. M. MOORE, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

A teaching elder in the PCA 's Presbytery ofSouthern Florida, he writes month-
ly position papers on a wide range of current topicsfor Crosspoint Founda-
tion, m

Notes From the
Council Chambers

L. LaVERNE DONALDSON

Last year there was an article in the

Journal (April 27, 1983) about my be-

ing elected to the city commission here

in Goodland, Kansas. At that time the

editor suggested that, at a later date,

I write something about the experience

of serving in that capacity. Here are a

few observations:

1. Criticism will come.

Our commission was intent on making
some reforms. Reforms often mean
some sacrifice of the citizens for the

greater good. I received some very

angry telephone calls. Also the critics

appeared at several commission meet-

ings. Frankly I was shocked at the hos-

tility to authority. About all of it came
from rich people.

2. Publicity will come.

My name appears in the newspaper

after almost every commission meet-

ing, and always on the front page. This

is not a thing to be desired. The publi-

city is not always complimentary. The
paper simply shows how you voted.

Sometimes my vote was the only nega-

tive one. One false move and your

reputation and Christian witness can

be ruined.

3. Opportunity will come.

I often wonder what I'm doing there

when we discuss a large bond issue or

a budget of six million dollars. But

there are other times when my voice

seems to be needed. Recently a letter

came from the Regional Director of

HUD. All cities have to get money
from Urban Development in order to

operate. This letter was a threatening

one. It asked us through our chairman

not only to comply with equality in

The author is a retired PCA minister

and former missionary among Pales-

tinian Arabs who is manager of a
Christian bookstore in Goodland,
Kans., where he was elected to the

City Commission in April 1983.
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housing but to issue a proclamation

urging all citizens to" fight discrimina-

tion in their personal daily lives." This

statement was in a proposed proclama-

tion which they sent to us. The letter

also stated that our action should be

sent to them and would "be placed in

your file as evidence of your efforts to

further fair housing."

I strongly objected, in the commis-
sion, to the use of their proposed pro-

clamation. My view was that we will

obey the law and we do obey the law,

but that no federal bureaucrat can tell

us what to think in "our personal dai-

ly lives." This is thought control. And
this is beyond their sphere of duty.

4. Don't always expect to win.

There are five men on the board, and
they have convictions too. And any
commission that divides itself by con-

Charlton Heston

played a city

councilman in a film
recently He said as a

councilman, "I don't

always get my way
but I do always get

my say"

troversy will not accomplish much.
Unless a moral principle is involved,

you often go along with the majority.

Charlton Heston played a city coun-

cilman in a film recently. He said as

councilman, "I don't always get my
way, but I do always get my say."

5. A better way.

In some matters the city does business

in a better way than the church. No
meeting may be held unless first

published in the newspaper with the

agenda of business. Anyone may at-

tend the meeting. Any citizen may have
the floor and voice a concern. This

removes suspicion and inspires con-

fidence. The press is always present

and sometimes the television camera.
A commissioner is very careful of his

speech under these circumstances. We
should be more careful in church. EE

Iff

The Spirit Is No Spook

D. CLAIR DAVIS

Is this all there is? Where is the bounce
and the sparkle, the life! That's the

mid-life crisis question, and you can

ask it about your marriage, your job,

your church —or your relationship to

the Lord. Some men have wives who
lose weight and have ideas. Some
women have exciting new jobs and
husbands who communicate. In some
churches unbelievers are converted,

people ask for prayer even when they

aren't sick, and preachers preach ser-

mons that are worth something on
Thursday. Some believers even rejoice

in the Lord more than they used to,

and talk about the new things that the

Holy Spirit is doing in their lives. Do
we Presbyterians find that weird, or is

there more than knowing that you're

going to heaven and that church is

good for you?
Do you think only about what Jesus

has done for you on the cross, and
then about your problems? Isn't there

something in-between']

Five hundred years ago everyone

wondered about that. You knew that

you were a sinner and that Jesus had
died to take away your sin—that was
the good news. But the bad news was
that it still didn't do you any good.

Unless you already had a God-pleasing

faith and life, then Jesus could do
nothing for you. God could give you
that, but how do you get him to give

it to you? Probably by sincerely ask-

ing for it, probably by doing the best

you can. Perhaps then God would be

merciful and use his power to set aside

all his requirements (including the

death of Christ) and would somehow
save you. Before the Reformation, that

was the best that could be hoped.
Probably and perhaps blotted out

Jesus Christ crucified. Lurking in the

The author is a teacher of church
history and systematic theology at

Westminster Seminary in Philadel-

phia. This is the third in his series

of articles on "functional Calvinism."

gloom behind Jesus was an unnpredic-

table spook, who took away from you
in the dark what he had promised you
in the light. Guessing and chasing

—

that was supposed to be Christian

faith! No wonder the weariness, the

hopelessness, the cynicism that oozed
out of that old swamp. No wonder that

when people couldn't see the Lord,

they looked at themselves —and tried

to learn to live without hope.

Then the Lord showed himself, in

4C
his Word about his Son. Martin

Luther and John Calvin taught our

mothers and fathers truth and hope
again, and let them see Jesus. They saw
the Lord in his glory, the one whose
cross and resurrection gave them light

and joy. Jesus died' to save sinners —
that's the Lord's last word, not one
that he may welsh on tomorrow.
Why is that important to you today?

So that you can score big in a

Presbyterian trivia game? Much more
is at stake. The in-between is at stake!

When you are eaten up with fear and
beaten down by discouragement, it's

terribly important for you to know
that you don't have to guess about the

Lord's love for you and his plan for

your life. His love doesn't go up and
down, doesn't come and go, depen-

ding on the letters you get, or the ap-

preciation you don't get, or how your
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old bones feel. Even when the Lord
tells you that you've still got to change,

he isn't being pesky and mean. You
know better than that.

You know that, because you are

confident that the Holy Spirit is not a

threatening spook who brings doubt

and despair into your heart. He is the

Spirit of Jesus your Savior, the Spirit

of hope and light and joy! You know
that Jesus loves you all the way to the

cross and beyond. You know that his

love is the foundation for the way God
works in your life right now. The
reason that your life is a struggle is that

the Holy Spirit is at work, not letting

you quit but stirring you up to fight

against Satan.

Jesus is not only the way the Lord

kept the promise he made back in the

beginning — he is also the foundation

and guarantee that all the Lord's pro-

mises to his family will always be Yes

(II Cor. 1:20). The reason that the

Spirit came at Pentecost is that Jesus

had done his job. The Father gave him
the promise of the Spirit, whom he

then gave to his church (Acts 2:33). So
when the Spirit does his work in you,

the love of your Savior is behind it.

Ever wonder why Presbyterians talk
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so much about God's covenants! Of
course, there's nothing more basic

than seeing how what God does re-

lates to what we do. Underneath that

though is seeing how the Father and
the Son and the Spirit deal with each

other. It's because of the convenantal

obedience of Jesus to the Father that

the Father loves him even more and
gives him his heart's desire, the Holy
Spirit for us!

Luke 11:1-13 says it too. Jesus is the

one who teaches you to call God your

Father, and to ask him for everything

(the Lord's Prayer). Then he tells you
about asking your Father for the Holy
Spirit, for the one who knows about
giving good gifts will certainly give him
to those who ask. Because you have

the Spirit, you can pray in boldness

and joy —for everything from the

hallowing of the Lord's name to keep-

ing you from temptations that are too

hard for you.

Now look at John 14:13-19. Because

Jesus prayed for you, the Spirit comes
to you and Jesus shows himself to you
—and you aren't left alone as orphans 1

.

That's why your problems are not if-

fy and threatening, but are the ways you

see the Lord stretching and using you.

It's true, we Presbyterians don't

believe in quick fixes, but in discipline

and structure. You don't read the Bi-

ble, looking for the one big insight that

will turn you around forever, and skip

the nitty-gritty. You know that serving

the Lord takes consistent hard work. In

spite of set-backs, you know that you
are here to move ahead with the Lord.

You're going to go on in the right

direction like a yoyo in the hand of a

boy going w/?stairs.

Still, it's clear that you need more
than just better structure in your life,

better Bible study methods, and deeper

involvement with God's people. Since

you're not a machine but a person, you

also need to get straight your motives,

your desires, and your priorities. For

you the issue is not just how to live for

Jesus, but also why bother! You need

clarity when you are confused, courage

when you are afraid, faith when you
see dimly. You need hope to move
ahead boldly in obedience to the

Lord's word. But you have what you
need! Jesus has been obedient unto

death so that you would. The fruit of

his Spirit is sprouting and growing and

bearing in your life—bringing blessing

to the family of God and glory to him.

Well, is this all that there is, the in-

comprehension, shock and pain of liv-

ing? Not all. For with you is Jesus

working in your heart, through his

Spirit —not a Halloween goblin, but

the one who brought joy to Luther,

courage to Calvin and now brings you
what you need today. 31

Letters— from p. 3

than Reagan is. Again, have the issues

ever been more clear-cut?

Of course, the choice is not perfect.

But it is very clear. And of course, we
do not want the Presbyterian Journal
to tell us how to vote. But we also do
not want you to muddle the issues for

us. We have learned to expect better

from you.

—(Rev.) Larry E. Wilson
Terre Haute, Ind.

CLEAR MORAL ISSUES INVOLVED

Joel Belz's article barely touches on the

moral issue of abortion and then only

cites President Reagan's opposition to

abortion without comparing Walter

Mondale's clear position: "I'm pro-

choice." There is a world of difference

here between the two candidates. Un-
fortunately, in presenting President

Reagan's view Joel Belz does an injus-

tice to Reagan by highlighting his one

mistake in nominating one judge (who
later revealed that he favored abortion

on demand) and failing to mention the

president's pro-life writing and work
of fostering constitutional change.

Furthermore, Mr. Belz does not

touch on other important moral issues

such as homosexuality, pornography,

secular humanism and the like, issues

in which Reagan and Mondale basical-

ly differ. These are the kinds of issues

which face our country in the govern-

mental sphere and by which Christians

should test the candidates against the

clear teachings of the Word of God
and then vote their consciences accord-

ingly.

It behooves the Presbyterian Jour-

nal, if it is going to get into these

issues, to supply information which is

denied to their readers by the secular

press, such issues as Walter Mondale's

seeking out the support of and speak-

ing at organizations committed to ho-

mosexual lifestyles. Clearly this is a

moral issue.

—(Rev.) W. Harold Mare, Ph.D.

St. Louis, Mo.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Getting Ready For the Lord's Return
FOR NOVEMBER 18, 1984. REV. JACK B. SCOTT, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: I Thessalonians 5

Key verses: I Thessalonians 5:1-23

Devotional reading: I Thessalonians
4:1-12

Memory selection: I Thessalonians 5:23

INTRODUCTION
It is clear from our last lesson that the

Christians of Thessalonica were very

concerned about the return of Jesus at

the end of time. This affected their

thoughts about both the dead and the

living.

Paul's message implores them not to

become so concerned with the end

times that they lose sight of their duty

for the present. They are to remember
who they are and what they have from

God. They are to continue to work
within the framework of the church

and know that as they serve Christ in

his church, he is working in them to ac-

complish his good purpose.

Remember Who

1 You Are
I Thessalonians 5:1-5

Jesus said once and for all that we were

not to be preoccupied with the task of

trying to figure out when he will return

(Acts. 1 :7). Instead, we are to give our

thoughts to the present task.

The coming of the Lord will be when
people are not expecting it (v. 3). The
world and many in the church will be

saying in those days that things are get-

ting better and better and peace is here.

They will be off guard, because the

goals of man and the goals of God are

so different.

Paul's point is that while the world

and many in the visible church may
be caught up with the endeavor to

make a peaceful world of material

prosperity, believers ought not to be so

engaged.

It is the world's goal to prosper now,

caring little for the next. Believers can

get caught up in that kind of worldly

thinking and pursue the riches and

rewards of this world to the neglect of

the things that the Lord has given his

children to do.

Paul reminds us that we are not of

that darkness (the world) but are sons

of light (v. 5).

It was Jesus who warned that in this

life often the sons of darkness do their

jobs better than the sons of light

because they live consistently as chil-

dren of Satan. Believers all too often

find themselves entangled in the

world's allurements and are inconsis-

tent, professing to be believers but liv-

ing more like the world and in pursuit

of its goals (Luke 16:8).

If we are busy doing what the Lord
has given us to do, then we will not be

overtaken by the coming of the Lord.

We will not know when he is coming
any more than others, but we will be

ready because we will be doing what

he has given his church to do. We are

sons of light, and if we are living that

way, then we will be ready when he

comes again, whenever that may be.

It is imperative, therefore, that we,

who believe in Jesus Christ and who
know that we are not of the world but

of the kingdom of God, remember
who we are at all times.

We should not expect the rewards

and praises of men, because we know
that our rewards are in heaven. This

leaves us free to live in this world for

Christ and his kindgom alone, giving

our whole life to please him and be his

witnesses.

QUESTIONS
1. Do I give much thought to the

return of the Lord? Why?
2. How different is my daily life

from that of the sons of darkness?

Remember What

2 You Have
I Thessalonians 5:6-11

Paul refers to unbelievers as "the

others." They are the children of Satan

who are sleeping. He is not speaking

here of the sleep of the body in

physical death, as he was in chapter 4,

but of those who are alive in the world,

physically, but dead spiritually (Eph.

2:1-3).

They are contrasted with believers,

who are awake and alert. We are alive

spiritually, having been born again by

the work of God's Holy Spirit who
dwells in us.

Because we are not like them, we are

to be watchful and sober. We are to

be mindful that we are walking about

in a world of spiritually dead people

who are dead to God and dead to his

will. They behave the way they do be-

cause they have no spiritual apprecia-

tion of the things of God.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

FEMALE

Age 35 $120

Age 45 $132

Age 55 $205
(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

MALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165

Age 55 $315

Compare our rates with your policy and see
why our companies do over TEN BILLION

per year with people like yourself.

For further information, please call, col-

lect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or
write: Financial Independence Group
21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP.

AGE PHONE
_EJ_
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At Reformed Bible College,

you prepare for Christian service not only through solid courses

that you complete. You also participate in a unique "hands-on"

program of serving others while you study. Besides being a

valuable part of your education, this on-the-job training in a

church or church-related agency earns college credit and helps

you in your personal development.

RBC's focus on both classroom fundamentals and practical

Christian service in the field, leads to a highjob placement record

for our graduates. The question frequently is not "Will there be an

opening for me?" but "Where will God send me?"

To this superior Christian education, add the benefits of quality

student life, a dedicated and caring faculty, a diversified

curriculum, and adequate financial aid resources—and you have

Reformed Bible College.

To learn more, please write us.

I would like:

a brochure and admissions information

to visit campus

more specific information concerning: .

name Telephone ( )

Area Code

Address

City State Zip

Church Affiliation

REFORMED BIBLE COLLEGE,
1869 Robinson Rd., S.E.

Grand Rapids, NI 49506
(616) 458-0404

By being sober, Paul means making

the most of all the Lord has given us.

We have faith, love, and hope. These

three things mark us from the world

and make it possible to live in this

world for the Lord in spite of the fact

that the ruler of this world, Satan, will

do all he can to interfere.

We are like invaders from another

world, so far as this world is con-

cerned. We are the aliens to them.

They are hostile to us, as was seen in

Cain's hostility to Abel and ever since,

in the way the world seeks to oppose

the truth of God and those who bear it.

Paul speaks of our gifts from God
(faith, hope, and love) as armor, be-

cause we are really at war with Satan

and his army of unbelievers. They are

out to destroy the church, and it is our

responsibility to stand against them in

the strength that the Lord has given us.

Paul describes this armor more ful-

ly in Ephesians 6: 1 3-20. Suffice to say

that if we stand in our faith, continue

in our love in Christ, and look toward

our eternal home and blessings with

living hope, then nothing that Satan or

his cohorts can do will stop us.

Until the Lord has completed His

work through us and until everyone

given him by the Father has been

reached and redeemed, the advance of

the gospel goes on. The gates of hell

cannot stop it (Matt. 16:18).

We know that God appointed us to

salvation and not to wrath; therefore,

we do not fear the day of judgment

and the return of Christ, as the others

will fear that day.

As sober, watchful Christians in this

world, we cannot lose. So long as we

live in these mortal bodies, we are liv-

ing with Christ and serving him in this

world. He will never leave us or for-

sake us.

But if we die in our mortal bodies,

we go right on living with the Lord.

We are still with him, whether in this

world or in the other (v. 10).

No wonder Paul urges us to comfort

one another with these words! (v. 1 1).

QUESTIONS
1 . What do my faith, hope, and love

mean to me?
2. How daring am I as Christ's wit- I

ness because I know that he is with

me?



Work in the
v_nurcn
I Thessalonians 5:12-15

We should not view ourselves as alone

in the world, without others to whom
we can relate. God did not give his

work to individuals but to his church.

Each of us fits into that work as we fit

into his church. As Paul described in

another place, we in the church are like

parts of a body, each dependent upon

the other, none able to say that he has

no need of the other (I Cor. 12-14).

Paul urges us to be mindful of the

church and of its officers, those who
are over us in the Lord. They are there

because Christ has so designed the

church that he will lead it through the

officers (elders and deacons).

The temptation to leave the church

because we don't like the way it is be-

ing led can sometimes become great,

but that does not please the Lord. We
are to be subject to those the Lord has

put over us in the church and to esteem

them highly because of the work they

have been appointed to do. The respect

is for the office, and to show disrespect

for the office is to show disrespect for

the Christ who appointed the office.

But we often lose sight of the fact

that we members of the church,

though not officers, have very vital

duties and responsibilities to perform.

It is not the officers but the members
in general who are to maintain peace

in the church so that it can do the work

appointed by Christ (v. 13).

As responsible believers, we must

warn those among us who are unruly.

Whenever we see any who are disrup-

tive and seeking to lead opposition to

the officers of the church, we are to

warn them that they oppose Christ.

We must also comfort those among
us who are fainthearted, discour-

aged, or carrying a particularly heavy

burden. Only we can reach them and
know their needs and be the minister-

ing hand that reaches and helps them.

We are also to uphold the weak
spiritually. When we see any stumble

and need help to get moving again

toward the high goal of Christ for all

of his, then we must get involved in

their lives so that we can rescue them
from their weakness and build them up
in the faith.

We are to show concern, and not

lose patience when any member

stumbles over and over or has needs

continually. Remember, the Lord was

very patient with us and longsuffering.

We cannot be any less toward other be-

lievers and please him.

If there is injustice in the church or

backbiting or revenge, we must seek to

stop it (v. 15).

It is only in such a context of peace

and helpfulness that the church can

prosper and we as individuals can do

the work the Lord has given us

through the church.

QUESTIONS
1 . How do I show my respect for the

officers whom the Lord has appointed

over my church?

2. How involved do I get in the lives

of other members who need my help?

Work With God4 in Your Life
I Thessalonians 5:16-24

Paul enumerates many ways in which

we are to carry on our lives for the

glory of Christ in the world. To do that

we need the peaceful context of the

church mentioned above. Without that

context, we cannot easily serve Christ

in the world. The church is for our

comfort and strengthening.

Having that, we are to rejoice al-

ways. This does not mean that all

things will always go well for us;

sometimes we will have to rejoice in

contexts that are not pleasing.

Like Habakkuk, the prophet in the

days when Jerusalem was about to be

invaded and destroyed, we have to

learn to do our rejoicing in the Lord,

not in pleasant circumstances.

We are also to learn to pray without

ceasing. That means that with God's
Word continually before, we are to

meditate on that Word and be guided

by it in all we plan and do.

We are also to learn to give thanks

to God for everything. We do not give

thanks because we like everything that

happens or because it is always plea-

sant, but because we know that for

those who love the Lord all things do
work together for good.

We must not quench the spirit.

Often, as believers, we do quench him.

That does not mean that he leaves us,

but that we grieve him by not being

submissive or guided by his Word.
When we despise prophecies (God's

written Word) by neglecting them in

our lives, then we are quenching the

Spirit, we are interfering with what he

can do through us.

As Paul says elsewhere, we are not

to be conformed to this world but be

transformed by the renewing of our

minds to be able to prove what is the

good and acceptable and perfect will

of God (Rom. 12:1-2).

If all of this seems a lot to do alone,

do not despair. We are not alone.

Paul assures us that the God of

peace will, in fact, sanctify us perfect-

ly and completely. As we give ourselves

more and more into his hands, he will

guard us—spirit, soul, and body—so

that when the Lord comes, we will be

ready for him and ready to inherit the

treasures he has prepared for us.

We may fall short of doing all he ex-

pects of us, but the Lord will never fail

us. He is always faithful.

QUESTIONS
1 . Am I doing my part in the church

to be all that the Lord wants me to be?

Be specific.

2. What difference does the knowl-

edge that God is working in and

through me to complete my life make
in my daily living?

Next week: "Holding to the Truth,"

II Thessalonians 1-3. DQ

CLASSIFIEDS

books wmammm^K^m
JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.

Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-

ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

TRINITY HYMNALS. 94 blue (1966 ed.)

for $2 apiece; 30 blue (1976 ed.) for $3 apiece;

plus shipping. Contact New Hope Presbyte-

rian Church, 1805 East 7th St., Charlotte,

NC 28204. (704) 375-3501.
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REFORMED THEOLOGICAL Library.

Large selection of practical & theological

books and commentaries. Special prices to

churches, colleges & seminaries. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37') to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

CHURCHES HHHHIH
NORTHERN RHODE ISLAND. Trini-

ty Reformed Chapel, independent and Re-

formed. For information contact Pastor

Keith Offen, 473 Summer Street, Woonsock-
et, RI 02895. (401) 766-3820.

ENTERPRISE, ALA.! A growing PCA
congregation, faithful to the Word of God,
and providing a fellowship of loving concern.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pas-

tor Michael Saunders, 100 Daleville Ave.,

Enterprise, AL 36330. Phone (205) 347-9515.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Riveroaks Re-

formed Presbyterian Church (PCA) 1625 W.
Massey Rd., Memphis, TN 381 19. Rev. Wil-

liam Spink, Pastor. (901) 761-0590 or home,
767-2770. Sun. ser. 9:30 & 11 am and 6 pm.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY, CA! A
new PCA church, Aliso Creek Presbyterian,

is now being formed in the San Juan Capis-

trano-Laguna Niguel area. Interested parties

contact the pastor, Thorn Venema, 25211

Costeau St., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. (714)

770-7951.

REFORMED CHURCH IN THE US,
Eureka Classis has new and growing congre-

gations in Cincinnati, Ohio, Hollywood, Fla.,

Mobile, Ala. We are Calvinistic in doctrine

and Presbyterian in government. Contact

Rev. Howard E. Hart, Missionary-at-Large,

4325 Hegner Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45236.

FOR SALE^^mm—mm
RIDGE HAVEN. Beautiful home for sale

on Panther Ridge. Winter view of Mt.

Pisgah. Quality built with random width

hardwood floors, bay windows, country

kitchen. Must see to appreciate. Call toll-free

1-800-525-8910, ext. 4113R.

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 3581 1.

PEOPLE
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is- seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.

Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,
AL 36104.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should

have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send
resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 West Esplanade

Avenue, Kenner, LA 70065

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.

Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN Church,

Sepulveda, California (southern California),

approximately 350 members seeking senior

pastor. Mail resumes to Pulpit Committee,

Valley Presbyterian Church, 9200 Haskell

Avenue, Sepulveda, CA 91343 or call (818)

894-9200.

PCA CHURCH in Cincinnati, Ohio, is

seeking a pastor. Those interested please con-

tact Faith Church, 6434 Corbly Road, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45230.

CHRISTIAN SECRETARY Position

open in Atlanta for an experienced, career-

minded secretary. Familiarity with the Pres-

byterian Church in America would be help-

ful. If you desire a ministry with a Christian

organization committed to the growth of

Christ's church, contact Barbara Green at

Mission to North America, P.O. Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031, or call (404) 292-5715.

CHRISTIAN PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT,
Emory graduate 8-84, desires to work with

a Christian physician in Georgia. Contact

Andrew M. Doll PA at (404) 296-9298 or

write to 4138 Spartan Lane, Stone Mountain,

GA 30083.

NATCHEZ PROTESTANT HOME, a

private, non-profit Christian children's home
in Natchez, Mississippi is looking for house-

parents for 10 boys. We are looking for an
energetic and mature Christian couple inter-

ested in evangelism and discipleship of chil-

dren. Career position. Please call Peter Hun-
gerford at (601) 442-6858.

AVAILABLE: 55 year-young Christian, vi-

tally interested in Christian education. Not
interested in state certification and controls.

Past history in secular teaching (math, sci-

ence); K-12 Instructional Materials Coordi-

nator; N.Y. State Education Department
(Associate). Will locate near strong Reformed
Church (conservative, orthodox, evangelical).

Now feel public schools are not proper.

Please contact: Lester J. Badenoch, Box 158,

Church St., Lisbon, NY 13658. Phone (315)

393-7470.

A GROWING, former RPCES, now PCA
church is seeking a pastor dedicated in faith

and practice to Presbyterian and Reformed
principles. Please send enquiries to Calvary

Presbyterian Church, c/o Joan M. Tromet-

ter, 505 Yew Drive, Brick, New Jersey, 08724.

services wm—mmmmm
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Hf loves m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*_

WANTED
TRINITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, a

ministry of Trinity Presbyterian Church

(PCA), needs your prayers and financial sup-

port. Having encountered financial setbacks,

we endeavor to maintain an excellent pro-

gram which is the only one in the Slidell area

based on a Reformed world and life view.

Contact Roy Meador, Principal, Trinity

Christian School, Rt. 7, Box 7283, Slidell,

LA 70461.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge, frequency dis-

counts. Mail your ad, with the number of

times you would like it to run, to: Classifieds,

The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.

We will bill you later.
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EDITORIALS

Capital Punishment Should Be Pro-Life

Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, the Ro-

man Catholic archbishop of Chicago,

has spoken on several occasions in re-

cent months of the "seamless gar-

ment" of life issues: abortion, nuclear

arms, and capital punishment. If one

is pro-life with regard to abortion, then

one should also be opposed to nuclear

arms and to capital punishment.

Certainly Christians, whose Lord
came that they might have life and

have it more abundantly (John 10:10)

and whose God does not want anyone

to perish but rather to come to repen-

tance (II Peter 3:9), should be the most

concerned to preserve life. The pro-

blem is that the Bible does not treat

capital punishment and the state's use

of arms in the same fashion as abor-

tion.

The Journal's opposition, on Scrip-

tural grounds, to abortion is well

known. I have dealt with the necessary

deployment of nuclear arms and the

urgent need for mutual verifiable de-

escalation in a recent editorial (October

10). Here I want to comment on the

state's legitimate use of capital punish-

ment and of arms for the sake of the

preservation of life.

In New Testament times it was
assumed that the depravity of man and
wickedness in society required a gover-

ning authority who would not "bear

the sword for nothing" (Romans
13:4):" He is God's servant, an agent

of wrath to bring punishment on the

wrongdoer." We tend to think of the

unjust exercise of this authority by a

Pilate or a Nero and forget that Ro-
man arms had brought a peace around
the Mediterranean Sea for which the

ancient world was largely grateful.

Even with the knowledge of Jesus' cru-

cifixion Paul could accept the Roman
use of the sword, for capital punish-

ment or for just war, an authority

which Jesus himself did not reject

(John 19:11).

From the time of the human race's

second start, after the Flood, God
made clear that this Iife-or-death

authority was to be exercised for the

very reason of the worth of the human
being. He said to Noah and his sons:

"And for your lifeblood I will surely

demand an accounting. I will demand
an accounting from every animal. And
from each man, too, I will demand an

accounting for the life of his fellow

man. Whoever sheds the blood of

man, by man shall his blood be shed;

for in the image of God has God made
man" (Genesis 9:5-6).

True, God has not always seen fit to

exercise this option. When the blood

of righteous Abel cried out to the Lord
from the ground, he saw fit to give

Cain instead a "life sentence." And
when the murderer cried out, "My
punishment is more than I can bear,"

the Lord took steps to mitigate it, for

Velma Margie Barfield

Cain too was made in the image of

God (Genesis 4:10-15). But when this

occurs in Scripture, it is God's deci-

sion, not man's.

On November 2 Velma Barfield is

scheduled to be executed in North
Carolina, the first woman to receive

capital punishment in the United States

in 22 years. She is a 52-year-old grand-

mother who has lived an exemplary life

in prison since getting off the drugs

which may have affected her criminal

behavior. On the other hand, she had
murdered her fiance, her mother, and
two others by arsenic. As Governor
Jim Hunt said in denying her clemen-

cy, "Death by arsenic poisoning is

slow and agonizing. Victims are literal-

ly tortured to death." Governor Hunt

heard appeals for clemency from those

who knew Mrs. Barfield to be a model
prisoner, including Ruth Bell Graham,
who testified to her having become a

Christian. He heard also from relatives

of the victims, who wanted the death

penalty. The governor concluded: "I

cannot in good conscience justify mak-
ing an exception to the law as enacted

by our state legislature, or overruling

those twelve jurors who, after hearing

the evidence, concluded that Mrs. Bar-

field should pay the maximum penalty

for her brutal actions."

Mrs. Graham reports, "Velma is

more than ready to go." Mrs. Barfield

wrote her this past summer, "I know
the Lord will give me dying grace, just

as he gave me saving grace and has

given me living grace."

There is a certain satisfying of jus-

tice that human nature rightly craves,

as recognized by Old Testament Isra-

el's arrangement for "avengers of

blood" to pursue the unintentional kil-

ler to the cities of refuge (Numbers 35,

Joshua 20). The liberal St. Louis Post-

Dispatch, a perennial opponent of cap-

ital punishment, unconsciously admit-

ted this when it bewailed Jack Ruby's

slaying of Lee Harvey Oswald, who it

claimed should have been spared to re-

ceive trial for the assassination of Pres-

ident John F. Kennedy in 1963 and
then receive "the maximum penalty"

—which in Texas at that time was the

death penalty. The Nuremberg trials of

Nazi war criminals likewise compelled

even liberals to feel the need for capital

punishment. The worth of the human
victims cried out for justice.

The inequities of the application of

the death penalty constitute the main
problem. Realizing that justice is never

perfect in this world, Christians should

strive for the use of capital punishment

that will be most just for all concerned.

Since the ultimate penalty is not death

—but rather condemnation by God

—

Christians should seek to see society's

life-or-death authority serve the avoid-

ance of that condemnation for as

many as possible. That is pro-life. CFJ
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THE
REFORMATION

ISN'T OYER
YET

"We pray for all those whom you have
appointed ministers to your faithful

people, and to whom you have committed
the care of souls and the ministry of your
Holy Gospel, that it would please you so

f

to guide them with your Holy Spirit, that

they may be found faithful and zealous of

your glory, directing always their study to

this end."

—John Calvin

"Going back to biblical days, the Reformers
recognized that in the Old and New Testa-

ment practice and teaching there was a
significant place for the rabbi, the scribe

and the ministry of teaching. That

ministers should be skilled in the ancient

languages, customs, history and literary

analysis is still an important feature of the

Christian Church."

—R.C Sproul

THE REFORMATIONA WAY OF LIFE
EXPERIENCE ITS IMPACTAT
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FREEDOM LIMITED IN USSR

Thank you for the interest the Pres-

byterian Journal has shown in Dr. Bil-

ly Graham's recent visit to the Soviet

Union. Unfortunately, the headline

and article taken from the Religious

News Service ("Graham Again Notes

Freedom in USSR"—October 10) is

somewhat misleading concerning his

actual statements about religious liber-

ty in the Soviet Union.

Repeatedly during his visit Dr.

Graham noted there was ''a measure

of religious liberty" (my italics), espe-

cially when compared with some prev-

ious periods in Soviet history (e.g.

under Stalin in the 1930s and Khrush-

chev in the early 1960s) when churches

were under severe persecution. At the

same time, he underlined his awareness

that Soviet believers today still face a

number of pressures and restrictions,

and in no way do they have the same
degree of freedom to practice and
propagate their faith that Christians in

the West enjoy. In the course of his

private discussions with officials

—

including several members of the Cen-
tral Committee and one member of the

Politburo—he expressed his convic-

tions about these issues, pointing out

they were of great concern not only to

him but to millions of Christians in the

United States and all over the world.

On every occasion he also spoke of his

personal faith in Christ and his convic-

tion that only Christ can give us lasting

hope for the future.

It was thrilling to see churches

packed with people eager to hear the

gospel of Jesus Christ—as many as

6,000 in one cathedral. God is still at

work, and we need to pray fervently

that he will strengthen those who fol-

low Christ in the Soviet Union and
keep them faithful—in spite of pres-

sures—as they "hold out the word of

life" (Phil. 2:16).

—(Rev.) John N. Akers, Ph.D.

Special Assistant to Dr. Graham
Montreat, N.C.

ABORTION MORALLY JUSTIFIABLE?

Thank you for the most informative

September 12 issue on the ministry to

the mentally impaired. It will no doubt

come as a relief to your readers, as it

did to me, to learn that in the future

we need not feel guilty about helping

the mentally retarded or indeed any

handicapped persons at all. Carl F. H.
Henry, in his book The Christian

Mindset in a Secular Society (Multno-

mah Press, 1984), tells us on page 103

that abortion can be morally justifiable

when "the fetus seems less than hu-

man, moreover, in cases of extreme de-

formity in which rational and moral

capacities integral to the imago Dei are

clearly lacking." Isn't it nice to know
that our evangelical leaders, scram-

bling in the wake of the eugenics move-

ment, are giving us Biblical reasons for

why we can have our cake and eat it

too. Having read Carl F. H. Henry, a

man of impeccable credentials and
evangelical standing, we now find that

there are those outside of the circle of
Christ Jesus' love, and therefore we
can eliminate them. Pop! Just like

that. I don't quite know what scientific

method Dr. Henry is using for ascer-

taining who is or who is not created in

the image of God, but no doubt the

medical scientific community will ob-
lige and provide us with some new-
fangled bio-engineering tool of one
sort or another.

—Franky Schaeffer

Salisbury, Mass.

A GENERATION OF LITERATES NEEDED

I continue to appreciate the welcome
Journal each issue. There is always

more than one item of interest, but the

"Open Letter to the Archbishop of

Canterbury" (Oct. 3) is a masterpiece

of religious statesmanship, good taste,

theological sophistication, and literary

expression that I applaud with wonder
and joy.

The Archbishop has been duly in-

formed and warned, by a ready pen
and timely lightning bolt. The former
has much to do with a great church

pastor who educates his people, and
may that tribe increase. The latter must
mean God is getting a bit impatient

with the moral and theological implica-

tions that necessarily follow if his Son
was not virgin born.

But what most fascinated me was
that Mr. Ott, a "mere deacon and
choir member," has a grasp of the hu-

manities and language, and used his

gifts so masterfully. His tribe has de-

creased like Benjamin, and it is time

for the church to produce a generation

of literates who will make a difference

through the spoken and written word.

"Reading makes a full man; confer-

ence a ready man; writing an exact

man" (Francis Bacon).

—(Rev.) William T. Iverson, Ph.D.

San Bernardino, Calif.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESKGOD HELP THE ANGLICANS

Thanks very much for printing "An
Open Letter to the Archbishop of Can-

terbury" in a recent issue of the Jour-

nal (Oct. 3). Larry Ott, the author, had

an awful lot to say in this outstanding

epistle, and he said it well.

The skepticism and unbelief of Bish-

op Jenkins and other leaders in the An-

glican Church no doubt contribute to

the decline in church attendance in

Britain. I have read that on any given

Sunday only 5% of the English peo-

ple are in church.

A few years ago when terrible

drought plagued England and Europe,

concerned Christians petitioned Angli-

can Church leaders to call the people

to prayer and set aside a special day of

prayer for God to send relief. As I re-

call, the petitioners were told that if the

church did that for the drought, they

would have to do it for every other na-

tional calamity, and that would never

do! Such is the condition of the An-
glicans. God help them.

Thanks again for printing the letter.

It has a powerful message for us all.

—(Rev.) Fred D. Thompson, Jr.

Roebuck, S.C.
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[Z I Abortion must rank as the most serious social issue fac-

ing America today. Even those Christians who agree with this assessment

often struggle with the question of what they personally can do about the

problem. Francis Schaeffer in his 1981 book
A Christian Manifesto argued for a legitimate

use of civil disobedience in the face of the legal

abortion of millions of babies since the U.S.

Supreme Court's decision in 1973. In this issue

we hear the concluding argument of attorney

Mark Belz before Judge Robert L. Campbell
of the St. Louis County (Mo.) Circuit Court

on October 3 in defense of 16 pro-life activists

who were being tried for contempt of court for

continuing sit-ins in an abortion clinic. We also

hear from Michael Chastain, a Covenant Sem- Edith Schaeffer greets support-

inary student who was among the defendants, ers after addressing a pro-life ral-

who describes his motivation for participating °? the s'ePf of Buswell Library

at Covenant Seminary in St. Lou-
in such activity.

(S on 0ctober 7 . Pml ,ngrom

[Z I Also in this issue is the moving account by Dr. David John

Seel, surgeon/missionary in Korea, of how he almost performed an abor-

tion, but instead saw both mother and child survive to bring home to him,

and to us, the value of a child and the necessity for childlike faith.

I News from around the country indicates there is some
basis for encouragement in the pro-life movement. Gradually the conscious-

ness of American society is being aroused to the continuity of life from con-

ception on and to the personhood of the fetus. Just as Vice-President George

Bush acknowledged in his debate with Geraldine Ferraro that his view on
abortion had changed, so the position of some of the mainline denomina-
tions is beginning to shift. Some of the credit for this consciousness-raising

must go to President Reagan, who has been willing to call attention to the

fact that the fetus can experience pain. One liberal woman columnist, upon
checking with her doctor acquaintances on the accuracy of this, admitted

that the subject needed to be re-examined. Over a year ago I attended a

clergy-for-life meeting at which Senator John Danforth of Missouri regret-

ted that the prospects for legislation against abortion were not promising,

but urged the clergy to keep on instructing their people in order to bring

America's conscience to sensitivity on this subject. By word and by deed,

with compassion for the mothers with problem pregnancies, we will yet pre-

vail in this matter by God's grace.

I I We are grateful for the response to our request for

"Yellow Pages" for the names of Christian schools for our God's World
publications. Some have typed up lists with addresses, for which we are

grateful. It is the telephone numbers, however, that are also useful since

we are soliciting orders by phone. If you should send a list, please include

the phone numbers.
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Planned Parenthood Says Rhetoric Incites Violence

NEW YORK (RNS)—Anti-abortion
statements by President Reagan and

New York archbishop John O'Connor
have incited unstable people to vio-

lence, the head of Planned Parenthood

of New York City has charged.

Without citing any specific ex-

amples, Alfred F. Moran, executive

dirctor of the agency, made the asser-

tion at a news conference in which he

launched a $400,000 media campaign

Planned Parenthood is conducting to

urge voters to tell elected officials how
they feel about legal abortion and con-

traceptive devices.

"When the president talks about

baby killers, and when the archbishop

talks about the Holocaust, they incite

people who are less than fully stable

to violence," Moran said. "To take

the position that American women
who are having abortions are com-
parable to the people who perpetrated

the Holocaust is frightening, and I

think it's irresponsible."

The Holocaust comparison was a

reference to a statement Archbishop

O'Connor had made in March, when
he said, "I always compare the killing

of 4000 babies a day in the United

States, unborn babies, to the Holo-

caust." Moran did not say when Mr.

Reagan used the term "baby killers."

Moran released a list of 24 birth con-

trol facilities and abortion clinics that

have been either bombed or burned in

the United States so far this year, com-
pared with four in 1983. The most re-

cent incident, a bombing that de-

stroyed a waiting room of a Planned

Parenthood facility in Marietta, Ga.,

on September 20, was the first incident

in a clinic offering only contraceptive

services, Moran said.

"That act of violence against a ser-

vice to prevent unwanted pregnancy

raises some fundamental questions

about the real goals of the so-called

'right-to-life' movement," Moran
declared.

The Planned Parenthood officials

urged that both sides of the abortion

controversy "come together to help

women avoid unintended and unwant-

ed pregnancy." He said that in addi-

tion to its commitment to legal abor-

tions for all women, his agency rec-

ognizes "that much can be done to

reduce our dependence on abortion as

a major method of birth control."

Moran 's assertions about the arch-

bishop's remarks inciting violence were

denounced as "ridiculous, insulting,

and irrational" by Rev. Peter G. Finn,

a representative of the New York
Catholic archdiocese.

"According to their own informa-

tion, most of the violence they talk

about occurred long before last March,

when the archbishop arrived in New
York," Finn told The New York
Times.

Moran declared that "if the Roman
Catholic. Church in the United States

is going to oppose contraception and
contraceptive research as a matter of

public policy in addition to its opposi-

tion to abortion, it should say so

now—loud and clear."

But Joe Zwilling, another arch-

diocese representative, told RNS that

"there are no plans in the archdiocese

to try to make banning of contracep-

tives a public policy." 51

'Haunted House' Outreach
Draws Rabbi's Criticism

MIAMI (RNS)—The annual Campus
Life Halloween "Haunted House"
here is seen as a special treat by many
in this community. But some Jewish

leaders see it as a trick by Christians

to evangelize Jewish young people.

The Rabbinical Association of

Greater Miami and the Greater Miami
Jewish Federation have sent out letters

warning Jews of problems resulting

from making themselves "vulnerable

to being proselytized by this fun-

damentalist Christian organization."

Rabbi Rubin R. Dobin, chairman of

the Jews for Jews organization, has

met meanwhile with Jim Laub, ex-

ecutive director of Greater Miami
Youth for Christ, to iron out dif-

A "shared time" program formerly used by many Christian and parochial schools in Grand

Rapids, Mich., is up for review soon by the U.S. Supreme Court. In the "shared time"

concept, special education teachers in the public school system conducted supplemental

classes for special skills—even in non-public schools. Challenged by the American Civil

Liberties Union, the special education classes have been ruled unconstitutional by lower

courts. Here, Mrs. Linda Bylsma of Grand Rapids helps her three sons (Brad, Ryan, and
Jeff) with their homework. She says they needed the extra help the supplemental classes

provided, and have been suffering since the courts cut it off. upi photo
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ferences over the 17th annual event

which runs through November 3.

Dobin's concerns are not limited to

the Haunted House, which attracts

85,000 people each year and provides

$150,000 toward the $500,000 annual

Youth for Christ budget here. Dobin's

concerns extend to the entire Campus
Life program.

"Let me emphasize that Campus
Life does some wonderful work," said

the rabbi. "I have no objections to the

organization's work among Christians.

Undoubtedly there are many Jewish

contributors to the excellent and

worthwhile programs it sponsors for

Christian young people. And I say,

'God bless them.'
"

His concern is that Jewish young
people might unknowingly get in-

volved in Campus Life programs with-

out realizing that they are designed to

promote Christianity. "Evangelistic

and missionizing approaches are made
to those attending the Haunted House
project," he said. "Many Jews are ap-

proached in this manner."
In fact, some of the 500 or 600

young people who take part as ghouls,

witches, or other scary creatures are

Jews, he said.

Laub, of Youth for Christ, called

the meeting helpful to understand

"where the rabbi is coming from," but

inconclusive in resolving some of the

problems.

"He views our calling the program
'Campus Life' as a deception. We view

it as a wise approach to kids who are

turned off by church," Laub ex-

plained.

The Youth for Christ director said

the Haunted House is not designed as

a "missionizing" event, although some
people do use the opportunity to hand
out tracts or make some kind of wit-

ness as they might at any event attract-

ing a crowd. 13

Also in the News . . .

The Seventh-day Adventist
Church, in spite of doctrinal tensions

at the highest levels in the last few
years, continues to post big member-
ship gains. In the last 21 months, the

denomination's "1000 Days of Reap-
ing" campaign brought 660,000 new
members into the church. General
Conference president Neal C. Wilson
said, "The exact figure is 1034 bap-
tisms per day during that period." CD

Pro-lifers Fight State Funding
Because of hard work, sacrifice, and diligent efforts by pro-lifers in

Washington, Colorado, and Arkansas, the abortion issue will be on the ballot

in those states on November 6. Well, not quite in Arkansas.

Arkansas: The issue is literally on the ballot here, but only because the

ballots couldn't be reprinted at the last minute when the Arkansas Supreme
Court ruled 4-2 that the bill's title, "Unborn Child Amendment," was pre-

judicial to a fair vote. No votes will be counted. The bill affirmed that it

is "the public policy of Arkansas to promote the health, safety, and welfare

of every unborn child from conception until birth" and that "no public funds

of this State shall be used directly or indirectly to pay for all or any part

of the expenses of performing or inducing an abortion, unless such abortion

is for the purpose of saving the mother's life." Tens of thousands of Arkan-
sans had signed the petition to get the bill before voters, and Rev. Ric Can-

nada, pastor of Covenant Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Little Rock, reports

that the court's decision to remove the item from the ballot "has backfired

on them and has stirred up the pro-life movement in Arkansas even more."
Without changing the substance of the bill, efforts will go forward to give

it a new name and present it to voters in a later election.

Colorado: A proposed constitutional amendment that would prohibit the

use of public funds for abortion will be on the ballot here. Pro-life organizer

Bill Small contends that, even though the media and state leadership were

against it, the pro-life cause triumphed because of "a highly supportive

grassroots movement" which emphasized "person-to-person contact."

Ultimately, though, says Small, "It was the good Lord who helped us win."

Washington: The pro-life cause needed 137,000 but got 165,700 signatures

to put on the ballot a proposed constitutional amendment to prohibit state

funding of abortion, except to save the life of the mother. According to pro-

life organizer Dottie Roberts, a grandmother, support came "from all col-

ors, all religions, and both sexes." Mrs. Roberts says her faith in God and

the fact that her first grandchild was killed by abortion motivated her to

lead the ballot effort. She noted that along the way, one pregnant young

woman contacted her and her co-workers, deciding not to proceed with an

abortion. She has since given birth to a "beautiful, healthy baby."

Massachusetts: Efforts here make likely a proposal for a constitutional

amendment in November 1986. Last June, the Massachusetts House and Sen-

ate, meeting in a constitutional convention, voted 120-67 to approve the

amendment. Now the measure must pass the state legislature before going

to voters at large. Daniel Avila of Massachusetts Citizens for Life says media

in the state at first downplayed the significance of pro-life activities. But when
Boston's Archbishop Bernard Law, along with other prominent religious

leaders began to speak out, the media began to provide more significant

coverage.

Oregon: Voters here failed to get the abortion issue on their state ballot,

but organizer Gabrielle Avery says they will continue their fights in the hopes

of succeeding two years from now. She blames lukewarm support from

religious leaders who "were fearful of losing their churches' tax-exempt

status."

Some pro-lifers disagree with efforts to put the abortion issue on state

ballots. Jeff Dongvillo of the Right to Life Committee in Michigan says "pro-

.

abortionists might target a certain state and defeat the amendment through

the use of a lot of money and publicity." But in Alabama, activist Jim Cun-
ningham says pro-lifers must be open to a variety of strategies. Getting the

abortion issue on state ballots is "a good idea," says truck driver Cun-
ningham. "You don't mind getting knocked down if you know what you're

doing is right," he says.

—

HAVEN B. GOW, Wilbur Foundation Literary

Fellow in Arlington Heights, III., with updates.
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Speaking for One Who Cannot Yet Speak
An Attorney's Argument for the Unborn Child

MARK BELZ

What I want to say to the Court today

by way of final argument on behalf of

these defendants needs a little intro-

duction. They have been tried for con-

tempt of this Court, and my comments
necessarily will include rather strong

statements regarding judicial power,

and the effects of judicial acts, judi-

cial conscience and responsibility,

where court-made law comes into di-

rect conflict with basic moral values.

I will not mean by these statements

to show disrespect for the court, or

particularly this Court; on the con-

trary, my acquaintance with Your
Honor over several years of practice

has resulted in my having the highest

regard for this Court in particular.

But as a lawyer, I have taken an

oath, the last paragraph of which says

"that I will never reject, from any con-

sideration personal to myself, the cause

of the defenseless or oppressed... so

help me God." Like every member of

the Bar, I have a responsibility to be

faithful to that oath, as well as to my
conscience.

I speak of this now for, after all,

each of these defendants is here on
these contempt charges because he or

she has responded to one of the highest

calls of conscience: to help the op-

pressed, to intervene for the helpless,

to become a voice for the one who has

no voice: the unborn child..

So I will not speak primarily for the

rights of these defendants, though their

rights are in jeopardy at this hour.

The author is an attorney in St.

Louis, Mo. and is also a graduate of

Covenant Theological Seminary.

This is the final statement of

counsel in defense of 16 people
cited for contempt of court for sit-

ins at an abortion clinic. As
reported in the "Journal" for Oct.

17, page 4, 13 were convicted and
sent to jail for terms ranging from
ten days to five months. The issue

is being appealed to the Missouri
Court of Appeals.

They want me to speak for the rights

of another person, on whose behalf

they have acted. It is this person who
motivated these defendants to do what
they did. Their focus was on that little

human being. For that reason, I would
like the Court to look at the day of one
of these demonstrations at the abor-

tion clinic through the eyes of that lit-

tle one.

I will speak for this little one in the

first person because my clients' con-

sciences and Bibles require them to

speak for this one who cannot yet

speak for himself, and I in turn must
speak for my clients.

"I know why I am brought here today

—

because l was here a few days ago and I

heard what would happen today. My
mother set an appointment to have me
killed. I can't believe it. But as we get out

of the car, I look around and I am encour-

aged because I see some people walking

back and forth carrying signs. These signs

ask my mother to change her mind. The

people carrying them are the only friendly

faces I've ever seen.

"But now we are going on past these peo-

ple who are 'peacefully picketing,' and I

realize that my mother has not changed her

mind. Those picketers were friendly; they

may help someone like me, sometime,

somewhere, but it doesn't look like they can

help me—not today.

"Now we are in the atrium, and I know
we're getting closer. There are more peo-

ple in here. Some are singing; some are

praying. Now someone stops my mother

and warns her not to kill me! But she goes

on by! We are nearing the door to the clin-

ic. I know what's beyond that door.

"We are stopped for a minute, and I hear

someone talking about Washington, and

about the elections in November. Novem-
ber 6, they say—and they say this problem

will maybe be taken care of after that. But

this is September 14, and my 'problem' is

today. Can't somebody think about just me
for a minute?

"Now we are right at the door, but my
mother is not going in yet. A man is stand-

ing in her way. He will not move. He seems

determined. He is the first person I've met

who personally cares about just me.

"I think my mother may turn back now.

I hope that man does not leave the door-

way until she does."

Now the question before the Court

today is this: Can any rule of law,

should any rule of law, remove that

man from that doorway? Or, if such

a rule is established by injunction or

otherwise, should it, can it be obeyed?

I believe this Court is satisfied that the

defendants' motives here were honor-

able—to save lives—but that the action

they took, no matter how well moti-

vated, was in fact contemptuous, be-

cause it violated a court order. That

was the actual result, no matter the

motives.

But the same analysis can be made
of the Court's order. Your Honor en-

tered it for two reasons: to prevent

economic loss to the plaintiff, and to

prevent disorderliness at the clinic.

This is referred to as "domestic tran-

quility"—a virtually insignificant value

compared to the life of a child?

If the Court were to convict the de-

fendants in this case, the doctors' eco-

nomic well-being would be placed on

at least as high a plane as innocent hu-

man life. Bare rule of law, and (in this

case) the responsibility of the Christian

citizen to obey the civil magistrate,

would be imposed—even when that

law forbids the citizen to intervene in

the death of the helpless.

I know that this Court has a strong

interest in seeing that its orders are

obeyed. You must uphold the majesty

of the court, and the majesty of the

law. But that majesty can never be up-

held through the advancement or pro-

tection of evil laws.

The witnesses have stated that preg-

nant women actually have been turned

away from this clinic during Septem-

ber. They have changed their minds;

they have called the adoption agency

because of the defendants' actions

here.

What it comes down to is this: This

Court, or any trial court for that mat-

ter, can almost unwittingly be used by

the powers that be as the enforcement

arm for evil, reprehensible, immoral

law. This Court, perhaps, is somewhat

unique. You have already expressed

the Court's position, on the record,

that the Roe vs. Wade decision was

wrong, morally wrong, because Your
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Honor has accepted it as a fact that a

human being begins his life at concep-

tion.

If it were not for Roe vs. Wade, this

Court would be the forum today for

the criminal prosecution of doctors

who kill, the way it used to be before

1973. I am convinced Your Honor be-

lieves as matter of conscience that

would be the right course of action for

this court, and this country. It would

be an amazing and awful thing if Roe
vs. Wade, or any decision, could re-

quire you to impose criminal sanctions

against those who intervene in the

death of the helpless, in favor of those

who profit from killing them.

Such a result, Your Honor, should

be unthinkable. Judicial conscience

does not allow it.

C. MICHAEL CHASTAIN

As was reported previously to Journal

readers, Sam Murrell and I have be-

come involved in the anti-abortion

movement here in St. Louis with the

hopes that it will spread throughout

the nation. We believe that Christians

must no longer peacefully co-exist with

Roe vs. Wade and its results of 1.7

million children being murdered each

year in our nation. I say it this way
because they are children and it is

murder (Jer. 1:5, Ps. 139).

There are many fronts to ;his war
that Christians are involved in. There

is the front of educating the woman
contemplating killing the child in her

womb. She hasn't been told that her

baby will be chopped up, sucked out,

burned to death by chemicals, or

delivered whole to be burned as gar-

bage. They are told the child is just a

parasite piece of tissue that is easily

removed. The battle goes on through

The author and Sam Murrell are

students at Covenant Theological
Seminary in St. Louis who were
among the 16 defendants cited for

contempt of court for sit-ins at an
abortion clinic (as reported in the
"Journal" for Oct. 17, page 4).

Yesterday Your Honor asked the

lawyers to outline what Scriptural mo-
tivation or rationale these defendants

claim as their basis for violating the

Court's order. They have testified

about that, but in closing I would in-

clude here just one such Scriptural

mandate—one which not only explains

their actions but also grips the con-

sciences of the rest of us. It is Proverbs

24, verses 11 and 12:

"Rescue those being led away to death;

hold back those staggering towards

slaughter.

If you say, 'But we knew nothing about

this,'

does not he who weighs the heart

perceive it?

Does not he who guards your life know it?

Will he not repay each person according to

what he has done?"

literature and sidewalk counseling

primarily, and is very necessary.

The next front is further removed

yet just as important. The area of

working toward legislation and chang-

ing laws. This is good for the long term

view, but what about this week's

aborted children? If Roe vs. Wade
were overturned today and to be made
effective tomorrow, Christians should

still take direct action to stop today's

murders. Overturning Roe vs. Wade
will not resurrect even one child vic-

timized by abortion. We don't

establish fire codes and safety rules

while our home is burning down
around us.

The next front is very close to where

the casualties are occurring and that is

the picket line. The picket line is a

primary defense of the unborn child,

you are not a protestor when you
picket. You are a Protector! Many
women casually go about the process

of executing their child in peace and
without obstacle until they arrive at the

abortuary and have to cross a picket

line composed of hundreds of men,
women, and children carrying careful-

ly worded, content-filled placards with

pictures and truthful Biblical

statements. Many girls tell us that they

never really thought of abortion being

wrong. "It's legal, isn't it?!" "The
doctors (considered gods) who per-

form them tell us it's fine and safe and
right." (The Nazis only did what was
legally carried out with the medical

profession's help and direction when
they exterminated 6 million Jews.)

(The Dred Scott decision was "legal";

it cost the U.S. over 1 million lives and
four years of war to undo part of the

harm it caused.)

The front that is closest to where the

casualties occur is at the door of the

abortuary. When a young woman is

deceived and hard-hearted enough to

reject the common grace of God (she

knows she is a mother-with-child) and
she gets by every other front that the

Christian community puts before

her—that leaves her now standing at

the executioner's door. Until now
everything that has happened could be

placed in the category of Pro Choice.

We have offered other choices and bet-

ter choices than child killing, yet

choices just the same.

Now it is time to obey our Bible-

trained, Holy Spirit-sanctified cons-

cience and remove the determined

murderer's choice. It is against the law

to vandalize other people's property.

Yet if your neighbor's house were

ablaze, you would break the locked

door to get in and rescue them. Even
if your neighbor chose to murder his

one-week-old child—say by drowning
him or her, you would break in to stop

him. You would remove the parent's

choice if possible. What is the differ-

ence? Sam and I, as a last resort,

stepped in front of a murderess-elect

and humbly proclaimed, "Sorry, but

Covenant Seminary student Sam Murrell be-

ing arrested by police after a demonstration
at an abortion clinic in Bridgeton, Mo. on
September 28. Photo by Edward Crim

The Front Closest to the Casualties:
Testimony of One Christian

'in Contempt of Court'
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Risking Childhood:
The Value of the Life of a Child and the
Importance of Being Childlike

we will not allow you to kill your child

here today."

Results: The one stopped and real-

ized what she was about to do. Her
solution (murder) disappeared. She

said, "Won't someone help me?" We
then offered Bethany Christian Ser-

vices, or the Crisis Pregnancy Center

or to take here to our own homes and
let her move in, pay her bills, and even-

tually adopt her child if that be her

desire in seven months or so. She has

chosen one of them and will carry her

child full term.

When all other fronts are fought and
fought well it is estimated that two out

of 100 women choose life.

In the past three weeks in confront-

ing 15 pregnant women, we have seen

nine decide not to kill their babies.

Cost: I went to jail peacefully for

protecting the unborn children. I was
charged with contempt of court due to

a court injunction that said I couldn't

blockade the door—the same type of

court injunction that Daniel violated

in Daniel 6, the Jewish midwives in Ex-

odus 1, Peter in Acts 5. My sentence

was ten days in prison, a $100 fine, and

a clear conscience and joy that God
didn't leave me to make such a deci-

sion alone or endure the menial con-

sequences I paid for saving lives and
obeying him.

We Christians have many issues be-

fore us as salt and light to the world.

What about fighting against adultery,

homosexuality, pluralism, anti-nomi-

anism, paganism, humanism, and all

the other God-hating "isms"? These

are all worthy to fight against, but

remember as individual Christians we
have certain responsibilities and as a

corporate body we have others. It is

not my right or responsibility to hunt

down the homosexual and bring God's
just penalty on him as an individual.

It is the civil magistrate's because he

is to act as a minister of God, busy do-

ing his will, executing his law. As an
individual I have the responsibility to

preserve life. Especially in such a cri-

tical situation. Repentance for adultery

is good and necessary. Repentance
over murder the same—except for the

dead child. Repentance doesn't resur-

rect.

Whatever front God has called each

of us to fight on, let us do it with our

whole heart. And as with the gospel

—

let us be ready to make a defense of

the stand we take. "Many will say on
that day Lord, Lord . . .

." EE

DAVID JOHN SEEL, M.D., FACS

The summer of 1946 I spent as an or-

derly in an institution for epileptics in

New Jersey. It was a pleasant campus
of five or six buildings where several

hundred victims of epilepsy had been

placed for treatment and benign ne-

glect. As the years wore on, they dete-

riorated mentally and physically and
were gradually abandoned by their

families. My diary described them as

the living dead, bewildered, forgotten,

social detritus. So it is remarkable that

one of these unfortunates would teach

me a lesson I shall never forget: the

value of the life of a child.

The patient's name was Otis Hen-
derson, and he was not only epileptic

but deaf and dumb. He came into the

office one day and indicated that he

wanted to borrow my pen. With it he

laboriously wrote a single line on a

page of stationery which already had

many lines filled with almost identical

words, so that the whole document
looked like an exercise book for writ-

ing sentences. On the first line was the

sentence:

"Date of Years 1916 Admitted August 9."

The next five lines were written on suc-

ceeding years, and each stated the date

of departure on two weeks' vacation.

From then on the lines all indicated

that there had been no vacation.

"Date of Years 1922 All Stay Cottages."

"Date of Years 1923 All Stay Cottages."

"Date of Years 1924 All Stay Cottages."

The reverse side of the page was enti-

tled "Second Pages Sheets" and con-

tinued the laconic entries, "All Stay

Cottages." But in one year there were

two remarkable variations:

The author is director and oncologic
surgeon at the Jesus Hospital
(Presbyterian Medical Center),

started 87 years ago by the

Southern Presbyterian Church in

Chonju, Korea. This is a .message
delivered at the Chonju English wor-

ship service on June 24, 1984.

"Date of Years 1939 Prayers All Night

January 1st."

"Date of kiss girl baby Last October 15

Sunday."

All other entries were like the ones

before, and the line for which he had
borrowed my pen stated simply:

"Date of Years 1946 All Stay Cottages."

Here was the chronicle of one man's
life on two sides of a single sheet of

paper. And after he had been aban-

doned by family and friends, as so

many others had been abandoned, Otis

Henderson experienced only two events

that broke into the dreary monotony
of his lonely exile from society: a night

of prayer, and the moment he kissed

a girl baby.

Thirty-eight years later I had an ex-

perience that reminded me of Otis

Henderson's moment of glory. It oc-

curred on June 9, 1984. Not that I have

been deprived of the love of children,

for I am rich and Otis was destitute in

terms of children. I am a father and
grandfather; he never married. I am
free; he was a prisoner. I am a surgeon;

he could not speak, and communicated
feebly. And yet I remember with grat-

itude his testimony.

The experience deals with a patient

whom I will identify only as Mrs. Pak,

although in Korea she was a famous
movie actress. She came to me in ear-

ly September 1980 with a cancer of the

right upper thigh, recurrent after two
excisions elsewhere. It was a rhabdo-

myosarcoma, a highly malignant tu-

mor that often spreads to the lungs and

the rest of the body. Mrs. Pak was 20

weeks pregnant at the time, and this

posed a tremendous dilemma. The tu-

mor having twice recurred required

amputation of the type we call a hip

joint disarticulation. In order to mini-

mize recurrence this should be accom-

panied by a dissection of the iliac

nodes and followed by radiotherapy

and probably adjuvant chemotherapy.

If dissection of the iliac nodes could be

accomplished without threatening the

pregnancy, there was still the question
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of radiotherapy and chemotherapy,

both of which would damage the un-

born child. Should we not consider

therapeutic abortion in order that Mrs.

Pak might have a better chance to win

in the struggle against her cancer?

Yet Mrs. Pak pleaded with us to

spare the unborn child if we could. At

one point I was just hours away from
terminating the pregnancy, something

I always abhor. Perhaps the Lord gave

me the idea to check on the need for

chemotherapy once again. Technical-

ly we could do the amputation and

node dissection. If margins were clear,

we could defer radiotherapy. But ad-

juvant chemotherapy was gaining in

oncologic currency for many cancers

as a means of eliminating foci of mi-

croscopic disease which cannot be de-

tected until metastasis becomes clini-

cally evident months or years later.

Should we sacrifice the pregnancy to

give the patient the benefit of this

modality of treatment?

I called my friends at M.D. Ander-

son Hospital and Tumor Institute in

Houston: "Do you have statistical

data bearing upon my patient's situa-

tion? She is 20 weeks pregnant, the

child is not viable; what is the risk if

we delay the chemotherapy?" The an-

swer came: "We have no statistical

data either." It could not be stated that

early chemotherapy in such a situation

would alter the prognosis. We decid-

ed to spare the pregnancy and defer the

chemotherapy until after the baby's

delivery by Caesarean section at 36

weeks gestation. On September 8, 1980

we carried out the amputation node
dissection. On January 20, 1981 she

gave birth to a viable baby girl by
Caesarean section.

In writing of this event nearly four

years later, I cannot convey the tension

and anguish of that decision. It was
bad enough to have to perform muti-

lating surgery on a beautiful woman.
It was made worse by the fact that she

was famous in Korea and that the eyes

of the country were upon us. But the

most difficult part was the life of the

child which was now at stake as we
struggled to save its mother.

On June 9 this year she came to see

me, with her faithful husband, and
with a child 3'/2 years old, a playful,

bewitching, beautiful creature named
Mindele. Mrs. Pak is now free of dis-

ease. She came to be refitted with a

prosthesis. She is as beautiful as ever,

but part of her glow was due to the

love for and pride in her daughter.

Mindele looked at me and said, "Dr.
Sul, I saw you in the movie." Actual-

ly I did not play the part of the Amer-
ican doctor in her autobiographical

film, entitled / Shall Stand Before You
Again. Mindele had seen Merrill

Grubbs in the movie, substituting for

me, for we were by then on furlough.

And then just before Mrs. Pak, her

husband, and the child left, Mindele

came and took my hand, and kissed it.

"Date of Years 1984, was kissed by a girl

baby June 9 Saturday."

Today I would think of children,

born and unborn; I would consider

again their surpassing value in a day

when life is becoming as cheap in the

West as it was in the East centuries be-

fore. At Sabin and Shatilla refugee

camps they were slaughtered with their

parents in the massacre. In Cambodia,
Afghanistan, Iran, and Iraq the slaugh-

ter of innocents continues. And in the

U.S. terminating the lives of the un-

born has become standard order of

procedure, 1 Vi million abortions each

year. I would not over-simplify the

problem of unwanted pregnancy, of

pregnancy resulting from rape, of psy-

chosis. The story of Mrs. Pak's child

and my own anguish in sorting out

moral priorities when treating a preg-

nant cancer patient should be sufficient

evidence that I am in very limited cir-

cumstances willing to perform or con-

done therapeutic abortion when there

is clear evidence that the mother's life

is at serious risk; I also recognize that

the assessment of that risk may be ex-

tremely difficult. Yet such situations

are very uncommon, and the vast ma-
jority of abortions are carried out for

reasons beyond these boundaries of

maternal danger assessed by competent

medical judgment. No argument, how-
ever sincere, for "abortion on de-

mand" can bear the weight of the mas-

sive number of lives lost.

But I am not here to speak about

abortion except insofar as it comes
under the judgment of any threat to

human life. In particular Christ's

framework of reference is essential for

us to recapture here. We are prone to

think that moral questions were sim-

pler in Jesus' day: There were none of

the technological breakthroughs then

which allow us to manipulate genes,

fertilize human sperm and ova in vitro,

walk on the moon, or split the atom.
Yet I believe God's Word is adequate

today for every moral question. What

then was Christ's perspective?

As a preliminary answer I suggest

two fundamental guidelines: Do not

hinder the children; and receive the

kingdom like a child. The key Scrip-

tural passage is Mark 10:14-15, echoed

also by Matthew 19:14 and Luke
18:16: "But when Jesus saw it he was

indignant, and said to them, 'Let the

children come to me, do not hinder

them; for to such belongs the kingdom
of God. Truly, I say to you, whoever

does not receive the kingdom of God
like a child shall not enter it.'

"

/. Do Not Hinder a Child from Coming to

Christ

It is significant that three of the four

Gospels quote Jesus' words: "Suffer

the little children to come to me." The
phrase is archaic. "Let them come to

Jesus" is much simpler. Our Lord

Christ was not too busy for children.

We all tend to "shush the kids," to re-

strict their access to our own lives be-

cause our responsibilities are greater,

our time more valuable. I dare say

Jesus had much on his mind, too. He
knew his days were numbered. In a

short time his earthly mission would be

over. Would his disciples fail him? In

a more cosmic sense this Christ of the

universe was instrument of creation

and upholder of galaxies. Yet he then

and now opens his heart and shares his

love with children.

But there is another dimension to

Christ's view of children. It was a

steely, retributive condemnation of all

who abuse children, who make them
to stumble, who hinder them in any
way from coming into Christ's pres-

ence. We think of those who never

reach infancy because their lives were

terminated before birth. We think of

children who are forever stunted be-

cause of malnutrition, parasitic infes-

tation, or who die, 5 million of them,

of diarrhea each year. We think of

children who are battered physically by

parents. We think of those who are ex-

ploited sexually by pornographers.

Can you not feel the indignation in

Christ's warning?

"It would be better for him if a millstone

were hung around his neck and he were

thrown into the sea, than that (someone)

should cause one of these little ones to

stumble" (Luke 17:2).

Christ champions the powerless every-

where and surely every child; every de-

fenseless, innocent, vulnerable infant;

every helpless girl and frightened lad.
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So to us today: Don't hinder a child

from coming to the Lord: whether by

your conduct, by your neglect, by the

stumbling blocks you set up or the

schedule you keep, by the example of

your marriage and the priority you give

to your parental role. Christ holds us

accountable for children. Don't forget

the millstone warning!

//. Receive the Kingdom as a Child

Christ went on to relate childhood to

the kingdom of God by making child-

likeness a condition for entering it:

"Whoever does not receive the king-

dom of God like a child shall not enter

it at all." So we have the second dire

warning in this message: Your eternal

destiny depends upon your being child-

like.

What characteristics make up child-

likeness? We think of many adjectives:

humble, simple, straightforward, can-

did, and so on. But I have chosen four:

dependence, imagination, guileless-

ness, and unreservedness.

A child knows it is dependent on
others, perceives truth by the heart,

responds to genuine love, and then

acts—spontaneously, unreservedly,

with sheer abandonment, upon what

it understands. A child gives him or

herself away on the basis of what it

comprehends.

We adults are far more cautious. We
have our reservations. We hold back.

We weigh the consequences. We doubt

and calculate and scheme. And we may
miss the opportunity to cast ouselves

upon the mercy of God in Christ who
came to call up to purity of heart

through faith in the simple yet pro-

found gospel of God's self-giving love.

"I'm a child of the king." The
words of the gospel song convey the

assurance that comes from taking that

unreserved step of receiving the king-

dom, not by accomplishment but by

commitment, not by self-discipline but

by dependence, not by reason but by

faith, not in fear but in response to the

love of Christ. Through Christ's re-

demptive work at Calvary God has

adopted us as children and heirs. He
prepares a feast for us when we come
back from the pursuit of self-realiza-

tion. He clothes us in the righteousness

of Christ, garments fit for a king. He
opens his treasure-house of affection

and comfort and joy. He asks us to

join him in the eternal glory of reign-

ing over the universe. All this is implied

in the invitation Christ gives to chil-

dren and to the childlike among us

who trust him.

Finally, childhood entails a risk, for

a child the risk of being born into an

inhospitable world; for us who would

seek to be childlike, the risk of becom-

ing foolish in the eyes of the world,

surrendering all props of style and

status and security in order to gain

—

what? An eternal kingdom which does

not conform to the weights and mea-
sures of our present reality. Childhood

is not in style these days. John, my
son, studying the current narcissistic

culture, says in today's anti-natal spirit

children are an economic liability, a

sexual option, a challenge to one's au-

tonomy. Something called the "Prep-

aration Syndrome" has emerged: it is

the abandonment of the concept of

childhood by pushing children into an

adult world, because we cannot deal

with the dependencies of a child's

world, and only as an adult will a child

be able to decide about its own values.

The result is the loss of nurture in par-

ental relationships and the evasion of

responsibility to children.

Madeleine L'Engle reminds us that

to become a child was ever a risk, a risk

that God himself undertook upon him-

self.

"This is no time for a child to be born,

With the earth betrayed by war and hate

And a comet slashing the sky to warn

That time runs out and the sun burns late.

That was no time for a child to be born,

In a land in the crushing grip of Rome;
Honour and truth were trampled by scorn

—

Yet here did the Saviour make his home.

When is the time for love to be born?

The inn is full on the planet earth,

And by a comet the sky is torn

—

Yet Love still takes the risk of birth."

—(The Risk of Birth, p. 3)

Are you willing to take the risk of sec-

ond birth, the risk of childhood, the

risk of becoming vulnerable, depen-

dent, and receptive to love? Are you

willing to take upon yourself a respon-

sibility to protect, and to cherish, and

to encourage children and those quali-

ties of childhood which are keys to the

kingdom?

"Truly 1 say to you, whoever does not re-

ceive the kingdom of God like a child shall

not enter it at all." H
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Holding on to the Truth
For November 25, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: II Thessalonians
1-3

Key verses: II Thessalonians 2:1-15

Devotional reading: II Thessalonians
3:1-15

Memory selection: II Thessalonians 2:15

Introduction

In Paul's first letter to the Thessaloni-

ans, he had apparently stirred some to

think about nothing else but the return

of the Lord. Some drew the erroneous

conclusion that Paul was saying it

would be quite soon and that they

ought, therefore, to stop their work and

sit and wait for his return.

In this letter, Paul seeks to clarify

what they ought to be doing in respect

to the coming of the Lord. He seeks to

assure them they are to be busy until

he comes, not idle but working with

their hands.

He first urges them not to be shaken

from their original commitments to

serve Christ, then teaches them further

about what must occur before the Lord

returns.

Not Shaken

1 In Mind
II Thessalonians 2:1-2

As Paul addresses the subject that has

evidently fascinated many of the be-

lievers in Thessalonica, he urges them
not to be soon shaken in mind.

This would indicate that he has

perceived a tendency to go beyond
what believers ought in their obsession

with the return of Christ. No one be-

lieved more fully in that return than
Paul, but he knows well what they are

to be occupied in until he returns. And
it is not in idle speculation but in dili-

gent work for the kingdom of Christ.

The mind to which he calls them is

the mind of Christ. In other words,
they are to be mindful of those things

that Jesus was mindful of while on
The international Sunday School Leeeon Outline* art
copyrighted 1984 by tha Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council ol Churches ol Christ.

earth doing the Father's will.

Paul taught the Corinthians that

believers have the mind of Christ (I

Cor. 2:15). We see that mind early re-

flected in the life of Jesus, as when he

was talking with his parents in the tem-

ple in Jerusalem (Luke 2:49).

They should have seen already in his

young life that he had a mind to serve

his Father.

Jesus furthermore gave a clear con-

cept of what he wanted the mind of his

followers to be, at the time of his

ascension. He warned them not to be

preoccupied with the time of his return

but to be busy as his witnesses on
earth, after his Holy Spirit came upon
them (Acts 1:8-11).

But nowhere do we find a clearer

picture of the mind of Christ than in

Philippians.

In the second chapter, Paul de-

scribes this mind of Christ as that of

one who had been in heaven with the

Father in all of his glory and yet left

that behind in order to come into this

world and be a servant to seek and save

those whom the Father had given him
(Phil. 2:5-8).

The Lord expects no less from us

than that we set aside, for the time,

thoughts about the eternal blessings

with Christ in his glory and be busy

with the work at hand.

In the third chapter of Philippians,

Paul shows how that mind is to be in

us as we press on toward the mark of

the high calling of God in Christ Jesus

(Phil. 3:12-16).

Paul speaks of Jesus' future glory

and the fact that one day we will en-

joy that glory with him; but for now,
we have a work to do.

All this does not say that we are to

forget the hope of his return. It does

teach us not to interfere with the

business at hand. We have been left in

this world to be his witnesses. He has

a work for us to do.

Questions

1. How do I know that I have the

mind of Christ?

2. What in my life indicates that I

have not yet reached the high goal that

the Lord has set for me?

The Time of

2 Restraining
II Thessalonians 2:3-7

Paul speaks of a time of restraining

which means the present time when the

gospel is moving out into the world,

confronting men with the claims of

Christ and saving some from the con-

trol of Satan.

Jesus spoke of that time of restrain-

ing in Matthew's Gospel. After Peter's

confession of faith in him as the

Christ, he announced that on such a

faith he would build his church. The
church would advance into the king-
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al resume, academic credentials,

and personal references to:

Dr. Douglas Ribbens
Vice-President For Academic Affairs

Dordt College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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MEDIA
BIAS.

We admit it. Moreover, we can't

help it. With an editorial board
that includes Lane Adams, John

Whitehead, Tom Rose, Kerby
Anderson, Jay Adams, Paul

Kooistra, and Ron Jenson, our

insights and opinions about the

issues and events of today's world

are bound to be outspokenly

evangelical and action- oriented.

Why not take a trial subscription

and join the growing numbers
of those biweekly listeners who
are committed to making a dif-

ference? Eight 40-minute issues

just $17.50.

Crosscurrents,

T.M. Moore, Senior Editor

Yes. I'll try 8 biweekly issues of

Crosscurrents for $17.50. Checks
payable to Information Services

Group. Mail to ISG, 2081 NE
55th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33308

Name

Address

dom of Satan, and the very gates of

hell could not stop his church moving
into the strongholds of Satan (Matt.

16:18).

Jesus had taught earlier (Matt.

12:28-29) that he is like the thief who
comes into Satan's domain and binds

him and spoils his house. Now, he

assures his church that he is vesting

them with that same authority.

Jesus does not teach that what the

church wants to do it will always be

able to do. But he is teaching that

what the church does on earth, in car-

rying out the Great Commission of

Christ, will be in accord with what

Christ has determined in heaven. In

other words, what we do on earth has

heavenly implications. It is in accord

with Jesus' work of redeeming people

for himself from the nations of the

earth.

Thus it is a time of restraining, when
Satan is not permitted to stop the ad-

vance of the gospel into every nation

and people on earth.

Paul insists that as long as the move-
ment of the gospel towards the nations

of earth continues, and as long as the

How to
MakeWiser
Choices*

Geneva College offers Tax, Estate and
Gift planningguides especially tailored

to a wide variety of financial situa-

tions. This information includes, of

course, advice on the tax and estate

advantages of investing in Geneva, a

distinctive Christian college directed

by the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
The facts apply, however, to other

forms of charitable giving as well.

Don't you owe it to yourself to send

for one of our booklets? Please indicate

the category most appropriate to you,

fill in the coupon, and mail to Geneva
College, Beaver Falls, PA 15010.

Executives Farmers & Ranchers

Business Owners Women
Retirement Planning Physicians

Charitable Giving Course by Mail

City State ZIP

Mr./Mrs./Miss

.

Street ^_ .

City

Signature
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church is occupied in that task, we
ought not to be expecting the coming
of Jesus. We ought to be busy in the

task, willing to leave the times and the

seasons in the hands of the Lord.

This time of restraining referred to

by Paul is the same as Jesus' words
regarding the goal that the gospel is to

be preached to all the nations for a tes-

timony before the end comes (Matt.

24:14).

It is the same as the binding of Satan

spoken of in Revelation 20.

Paul would have us understand that

as long as God restrains the power and
movement of Satan, we are to be busy

in the task of living for Jesus in this

world, seeking to reach the lost for

him.

In Revelation 7:1-12, we have a vivid

portrayal of this time of restraining.

Before God releases the judgment on

the world stored up from the time of

Adam's sin, he sends out his messen-

gers to proclaim the gospel and seal

with the Holy Spirit those whom the

Lord will save.

There is clearly tension between the

necessity of judgment to come and the

mercy of God who holds back the

judgment in order that the gospel

might go forth to save those whom the

Lord has chosen.

Now is the time of salvation. Now
is the time when we are to be active in

going to the lost with the gospel and

seeking to persuade them to repent and

believe on the Lord Jesus Christ. This

is the church's opportunity and we
please him only when we are taking full

advantage of it daily, in this unbe-

lieving world.

Questions

1 . In what ways do you see Satan be-

ing restrained today?

2. How are you taking advantage of

this time of restraining to be an instru-

ment for setting men free from Satan?

The Lawless

3 One Revealed
II Thessalonians 2:8-12

*And help promote Christian higher educa-

tion in the bargain.ew—
'

^ GC-87001

This does not mean that time will go

on forever or that there will not come

a time when believers are to look up,

knowing that their redemption draws

near. Such a time will come.

Jesus spoke of an abomination of

desolation that will occur on earth

similar to what Daniel spoke of in his
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prophecy (Matt. 24:15). Reading from

Daniel, it is a time when the temple of

God is defiled on earth (Dan. 9:27;

11:31; 12:11).

Since for us, the temple of the Spirit

is the bodies of believers, it will un-

doubtedly be a time when lives of most

who profess faith in Jesus Christ no
longer please him.

It is what Paul calls the falling away
(II Thess. 2:3; compare Matt. 24:10-

12).

In a similar context in Luke, Jesus

speaks of the events of those days

when the time of restraining is ended,

when Satan breaks loose for his last

gasp before the final judgment. They
will be hard days; and for the most

part, the church will then be apostate,

following Satan and not Christ. Jesus

tells his own that in a such a time, they

can indeed look up for their redemp-

tion draws near (Luke 21:25-28).

Paul speaks of this as a time of the

revealing of the lawless one (v. 8).

He is described as one coming in ac-

cord with Satan's working. This means
that what he does is under Satan's con-

trol, because he is one who has rejected

God's law and is leading the church

from Christ to follow Satan.

He will be able to deceive many who
will suppose to see in him signs and
wonders. They, having rejected the

gospel and the Word of God, will be

easily deceived in that day because they

denied the truth and preferred the lies

of Satan (vv. 11-12).

That day will be marked by some
strong personality who will undoub-
tedly have a great appeal in the church
as in the world. He will seem to be rep-

resenting Christ, but will in fact be in

service to Satan.

We realize that in the past there have

been times when elements of the

church have departed from the truth,

often led by false prophets and leaders.

But Paul is speaking of a massive de-

sertion of Christ by most of the church
so that only a remnant of believers will

remain, this is consistently taught

throughout Scripture.

Paul's chief point is that we are not
now to be preoccupied about this, but
to give our attention to the oppor-
tunities the Lord has given us to be his

witnesses. There will be time in that

day of the lawless one for us to think
about his coming again.

Questions

1 . What does the obsession of many

with signs and wonders today indicate?

2. Do you see evidence of such a

man of sin presently?

Our Present

4 Comfort
II Thessalonians 2:13-17

Paul, having said something about the

ones who will be deceived and follow

the world away from the church, now
addresses true believers to whom he

presently writes.

He gives thanks to God because in

every generation there is a remnant of

true believers.

He reminds them that they have sur-

vived the attacks of Satan and the

deceits of this world solely because the

Lord chose them from the beginning

unto salvation.

That is the only reason any of us is

ever saved. We cannot take pride in

our being saved as though it was be-

cause we were wiser or better than the

rest. We are different and faithful on-

ly because the Lord has worked grace

in our hearts and changed our nature

from rebellion to submission to Christ

and his will.

He who began in us this work of sal-

vation will continue it through until the

perfection of our faith in the day of

Jesus' coming. We are the means he

has chosen to continue his work of re-

demption among men of each genera-

tion until the work is done. That is a

great marvel.

No wonder, then, that Paul calls the

readers to stand fast and to hold to

that which they have been taught. He
is speaking chiefly of what the apos-

tles have taught in the written accounts

of the Gospels and in the letters that

he and others have or would be send-

ing to the churches—what we know as

our New Testament.

This, coupled with the Old Testa-

ment, already complete when Paul was
writing, would be the standard for be-

lief for the church of Christ through
all the time of its history on earth. It

would endure forever, because it was
not the word of men but the Word of

God.
Paul puts great emphasis, in these

closing words of chapter two, upon the

fact that from the beginning to the

end, their work of redemption and ser-

vice in his kingdom is the work of
Christ and not merely of men.
He chose to work through us and

not do the work of redeeming men
directly, by confronting each one as he

did Saul of Tarsus. This does not mean
that we are competent in ourselves to

do the work he has given us.

Jesus' last promise before his ascen-

sion—to be with us always— is what
makes the difference.

It is Christ who will establish us in

every good work he does through us

and who will, in the end of time, come
again and receive us to himself forever.

Questions

1. How do I respond to the great

privilege of being Jesus' servant in the

world?

2. What good works do I see the

Lord doing through me?

Next week: "A Source of Instruc-

tion," Psalms 119:97-105; I Corin-

thians 2; II Timothy 3. CD

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
REFORMED THEOLOGICAL Library.

Large selection of practical & theological

books and commentaries. Special prices to

churches, colleges & seminaries. For price list

send S.A.S.E. (37
c

) to: Charles Olim, 1607

Seven Oaks Place, High Point, NC 27260.

CHURCHES
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome

to Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship
with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For

more information contact Pastor Robert

Evans at (904) 222-8553 or 385-2600.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

REFORMED CHURCH IN THE US,
Eureka Classis has new and growing congre-

gations in Cincinnati, Ohio, Hollywood, Fla.,

Mobile, Ala. We are Calvinistic in doctrine

and Presbyterian in government. Contact

Rev. Howard E. Hart, Missionary-at-Large,

4325 Hegner Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45236.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.
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DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1 000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.

FOR SALE

Tremendous Music.
Timeless Words!

Songs off the New City
by the New City Fellowship Choir (PCA).

Now on sale. Great Christmas gifts. Pro-

duced by James Ward. For your cassette

tape send $8.00 plus $1.00 postage to:

Songs of the New City

4702 Glynden Drive

Chattanooga, TN 37409

ORDER NOW!

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 pr

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreal, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 3581 1.

PEOPLE
PCA CHURCH in Cincinnati, Ohio, is

seeking a pastor. Those interested please con-

tact Faith Church, 6434 Corbly Road, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45230.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, S.C. Should

have minimum 3 yrs. experience in youth

ministries and degree consistent with duties.

Must also adhere to Reformed faith. Respon-

sibilities would include elementary through

senior high school youth programs. Send
resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063, Attn. Search

Committee.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,
Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN Church in

Montgomery, Alabama is seeking a Minis-

ter of Educational Ministries. Preference is

for a man with several years of experience

who can direct an educational program for

a congregation of approximately 1800 mem-
bers. Ordination is not required and the po-

sition does not involve the pulpit ministry.

Proficiency in adult education is desired.

Please send resumes to Judge Joseph D.

Phelps, 1728 S. Hull Street, Montgomery,
AL 36104.

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN Church,

Sepulveda, California (southern California),

approximately 350 members seeking senior

pastor. Mail resumes to Pulpit Committee,

Valley Presbyterian Church, 9200 Haskell

Avenue, Sepulveda, CA 91343 or call (818)

894-9200.

CHRISTIAN SECRETARY. Position

open in Atlanta for an experienced, career-

minded secretary. Familiarity with the Pres-

byterian Church in America would be help-

ful. If you desire a ministry with a Christian

organization committed to the growth of

Christ's church, contact Barbara Green at

Mission to North America, P.O. Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031, or call (404) 292-5715.

AVAILABLE: 55 year-young Christian, vi-

tally interested in Christian education. Not

interested in state certification and controls.

Past history in secular teaching (math, sci-

ence); K-12 Instructional Materials Coordi-

nator; N.Y. State Education Department

(Associate). Will locate near strong Reformed

Church (conservative, orthodox, evangelical).

Now feel public schools are not proper.

Please contact: Lester J. Badenoch, Box 158,

Church St., Lisbon, NY 13658. Phone (315)

393-7470.

A GROWING, former RPCES, now PCA
church is seeking a pastor dedicated in faith

and practice to Presbyterian and Reformed
principles. Please send enquiries to Calvary

Presbyterian Church, c/o Joan M. Tromet-

ter, 505 Yew Drive, Brick, New Jersey 08724.'

New EPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town
of Rochester, Michigan. Worship
Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

SERVICES
RELOCATING to Asheville, N.C. and look-

ing for a Christian REALTOR® ? Contact

Elliott Baron, First Realty, 191 Charlotte St.,

Asheville, NC 28801. Phone: Office (704)

255-8111; Home (704) 254-4983.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have

helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

WANTED
TRINITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, a

ministry of Trinity Presbyterian Church

(PCA), needs your prayers and financial sup-

port. Having encountered financial setbacks,

we endeavor to maintain an excellent pro-

gram which is the only one in the Slidell area

based on a Reformed world and life view.

Contact Roy Meador, Principal, Trinity

Christian School, Rt. 7, Box 7283, Slidell,

LA 70461.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Our Problem Is Sin

PLATFORM PLANK No. 8

Eleven years ago Dr. Karl Menninger

produced a book entitled Whatever

Became ofSin? The renowned psychi-

atrist sensed the loss of old-fashioned

morality in the free-wheeling permis-

siveness of our society with its lack of

responsibility except for one's self-re-

alization.

A recent evidence of the on-going

consequences of this trend was pro-

vided by a Phil Donahue show in

which Marian Guinn confronted the

pastor and officers of her church in

Oklahoma, who had disciplined her

for living in an adulterous relationship.

She had sued the Church of Christ in

Collinsville for violating her privacy

and was awarded $390,000 by a jury

last spring. The Phil Donahue audi-

ence was overwhelmingly supportive of

Ms. Guinn. "What business is it of the

church? Isn't the church supposed to

be about forgiveness? What's the mat-

ter with what Ms. Guinn did any-

way?"
We can't know from this distance if

the church officers handled the disci-

pline in the most appropriate manner.
They may have made some mistakes.

But Ms. Guinn does not deny her ac-

tivity, which the Bible clearly describes

as sin. What is revealing is that our cul-

ture is scandalized, not by the sin, but

by the discipline.

We seem almost to have completed

a shift from a guilt culture to a shame
culture. There is no standard of con-

duct that is meaningful except what
would offend by making one feel

ashamed. The ecumenical movement
furnishes another example. Almost
any kind of belief or lifestyle can be

tolerated except for the claim that a

doctrine is either true or false or that

a certain conduct is either right or

wrong. This sort of intolerance will not

be tolerated. This sort of discrimi-

natory judgment shows lack of love.

But God says that there is such a

thing as sin. And sin is our real prob-
lem—not unemployment or the deficit,

taxes or inflation, Communism or nu-

clear arms, racial injustice or abortion,

no prayer in the schools or pornog-

raphy, restricted free enterprise or the

welfare state. All of these may be spec-

ific examples or symptoms of the un-

derlying problem. But it is important

that we see the real problem as sin and
call it what it is, for we can easily de-

ceive ourselves in this area.

Romans 1:18-32 gives a picture of

sin that could have been filmed in our

day. The manifestations of the corrup-

tion of human nature sound like many
of the examples cited above. But where

did these results come from? Godless-

The responsibility to

live by God's
standard is a

significant part of
man's dignity.

ness in the answer. Although men
knew God, they turned from him, and
the result was worship of creatures and
consequent adoption of the behavior

of these creatures.

In our day theism has been traded

in for a religious humanism, which has

become a secular humanism, which
will turn into naturalism. Already man
is regarded, and regards himself, as lit-

tle different from the animal world.

One doesn't expect the same kind of

responsibility from animals. We un-

derstand that a wild animal will act ac-

cording to its nature. But human be-

ings we expect to do more than just

what comes naturally. The responsibil-

ity to live by God's standard is a sig-

nificant part of man's dignity.

I recall an instance when at a state

university a young Christian doctoral

candidate supervising a freshman course

caught a student cheating. After the

professorial discipline committee had
heard the student's confession of

cheating with explanation of circum-

stances such as time pressures and the

need to pass the course, the young in-

structor was asked, "What's wrong
with that? Wouldn't you have done the

same thing?"

Even if he would have, that is not

the standard. It is God's standard that

.

counts. Sin is any lack of conformity

to, or transgression of, the law of God.
And as Jesus developed the spiritual

nature of that law in the Sermon on the

Mount, with its application to our

thoughts and impulses as well as to our

words and deeds, we begin to realize

how often we have transgressed God's
standard and how far short we come
of conforming to its positive precepts.

God's standard is not a mere set of

rules. The Pharisees tended to see the

law this way. It was possible for a rich

young ruler or a Saul of Tarsus to be-

lieve he was keeping all these from his

youth on up. But then a command-
ment like "Thou shalt not covet" can

get to your heart and slay you.

Jeremiah said, "The heart is deceit-

ful above all things and beyond cure.

Who can understand it?"(17:9). The
more experience we have, the more we
tend to realize how little we understand

the ambitions and desires that motivate

us. We have to agree with Isaiah that

"all our righteous acts are like filthy

rags"(64:6). And usually even more
subtle than our individual sins are the

corporate sins that we take so much for

granted. "Righteousness exalts a na-

tion, but sin is a disgrace to any peo-

ple," says Proverbs 14:34.

Are we really ready to see sin as the

problem and then to rend our hearts

as we come to understand our sin more
fully? m
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50 years of commitment

Born in 1936 out of a commitment to the innerancy of

Scripture and the Gospel of the historic Presbyterian

Church, the OPC remains firm in its commitment to

the cardinal doctrines of orthodox Christianity as

summarized in the Westminster Confession of Faith

and catechisms. We are also committed to preserving

the property rights of local congregations and have

consciously avoided anything resembling a denomi-

national hierarchy.

50 years of experience

With almost 50 years of development as a denomina-
tion, we are beyond the foundation stage. We provide

the stability of a mature church while at the same time

evidencing a desire to grow and become more the

church God wants us to be.

Ifyou are an established congregation

considering denominational affilia-

tion or are a group of people who are

interested in beginning a new church,

write us for more information or a

personal visit.

The closer you get,

the betterwe look.

50 years of resources

Building on the foundation of great theologians and renowned
missionaries, the OPC continues to contribute to the broader

Church with significant leaders in counselling, missions and
evangelism and with the widely acclaimed Presbyterian Trinity

Hymnal. With churches and chapels in 41 of the 50 United States,

we provide the breadth of perspective and support of a national

church. With foreign missionaries in 6 areas of the world and
contact and cooperation with denominations in places like

Australia, France, New Zealand, the Orient and Africa, we have

worldwide interaction and outreach.

After 50 years, still on the move

The OPC has a pattern of sustained membership growth with

increases in 19 of the last 20 years. Home Mission churches grew a

record 15% last year and have accelerated to a26% yearly rate the

first half of 1984. Evangelism in established churches was en-

hanced with the calling of a denominational Director of

Evangelism and Church Development. Both our ministerial

training and Christian education programs are being signif-

icantly expanded.

ORTHODOXPRESBYTERIAN CHURC1
7401 Old York Rd.

Philadelphia, PA 19126

(215) 635-0447
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MAILBAG

CHRISTIANS INVOLVED IN WASHINGTON

I read with great interest Joel Belz's

appraisal of the Christian perspectives

of the two presidential candidates. It

was quite fair and accurate in my opin-

ion. However, it was unfortunate that

Mr. Belz stopped when he did. While

I think it is very important that

evangelical Christians be warned
against painting President Reagan as

a saint, it is also important to

remember that the critical issue that

should concern Christians is not the

profession of faith of a candidate or

even random policy issues, but under-

lying philosophy and view of moral ab-

solutes. I am very sorry that Mr. Belz

never touched on this point.

Mr. Reagan can certainly be faulted

for inconsistency in applying his prin-

ciples to family and religious life, but

there can be little question that he

believes in moral absolutes and has

courageously appointed to office many
who are applying these viewpoints to

government policy (Dr. C. Everett

Koop, for example).

Mr. Mondale, on the other hand, is

clearly and outspokenly an advocate of

relativistic morality. His remarks on
abortion should be understood in the

larger context of his perspective on any

moral issue. His election would open

the door to an administration that

would further what Dr. Schaeffer

called "the tyranny of the 51%".
It has been my privilege to be a

pastor in the Washington, D.C. area

for over 17 years. Never in all that time

has there been anything close to the

vast numbers of Christians that are

now involved in government at every

level, particularly in policy-making

positions. They represent a new gen-

eration of concerned, thoughtful, well-

prepared public servants who under-

stand the meaning of being the salt of

the earth. They are in place thanks to

a president who wants these kinds of

people in his administration.

We should have no illusions about

the ultimate source of our hope. The
Kingdom will not come through efforts

of any earthly administration. Never-

theless, I do have hopes that much
more can be done by Christians in the

next four years to bring about some
meaningful changes.

The issues of this election are far

more grave than deciding whose
church-going habits we prefer.

—(Rev.) Stephen E. Smallman
McLean, Va.

PAGAN HEROD OR PAGAN CYRUS?

Joel Belz's article "The Candidates

Compared: Reagan and Mondale"
(Oct. 10) I must confess I found a bit

disappointing. Mr. Belz is to be com-

mended in that he quite correctly

pointed out that "each man brings his

own kind of American idealism,

shaped more by pragmatism than by

God's explicit Word." My disappoint-

ment sprang from the fact that Mr.

Belz's own conclusion, "It is hardly an

easy task, since both choices leave so

much to be desired. But the alternative

—to do nothing at all—is certainly

worse," does not receive the emphasis

it should in his comparison of the two

Ministers

William B. Acker from Kenner, La., to the

Cedarloo Church (OPC), Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Edmund P. Clowney (OPC) from Philadelphia,

Pa., to the Trinity Church (PCA), Charlottes-

ville, Va., as associate pastor.

Carl F. Ellis, Jr. from Chattanooga, Tenn., to

Mission to North America, Delmarva Presby-

tery (PCA) to head up "cross-cultural con-

cerns" in church planting in the Washington-

Baltimore area.

Ross W. Graham (PCA) from Charlotte, N.C.

to new work as presbyter of church growth,

New Jersey Presbytery (OPC).

David P. Kiewiet from Hampton, Va., has been

appointed missionary to Australia (PCA—
Mission to the World).

John S. Kinserfrom Jackson, Miss., to the First

Church (PCA), Florala, Ala.

Al Mersman from Savannah, Ga., to the

Shongalo and Blackmonton Churches (PCA),

Vaiden, Miss.

E. Perry Mobley, former PCUSA, has been

received by the EPC as an evangelist in Flor-

ence, SC.

Robert M. Nuermberger from Lookout Moun-

tain, Tenn., to the First Church (PCA), Sum-
merville, Ga.

Lawrence C. Roff from Fairton, N.J., to the

West Hopewell Church (PCA), Hopewell, Va.

Churches
The name of the Continuing Church (PCA),

Hueytown, Ala. has been changed to First

Church. Steven Shuman is pastor.

The following PCA churches have been organ-

ized: Redeemer Church, Winston-Salem, N.C,

Clyde Godwin, pastor; and Covenant Com-
munity Church, Des Moines, Iowa, Steven E.

Newton, pastor.

The Bethel Mission Church (PCA), Duluth,

Georgia, has been received from the RPNA.
James W. Fletcher, III is pastor.

Memorial
The Westminster Church (PCA), Rock Hill, S.C.

has memorialized ruling elder and teacher,

William Melvin White, who died August 20.

He was 73.
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candidates. As Christian citizens, be-

lievers have been facing some very im-

portant choices this fall. Without mak-
ing a judgment on the validity of either

Reagan's or Mondale's Christian faith

(which is not the issue at hand), I

would like to suggest a hypothetical

choice taken from times your readers

might be more familiar with.

Which should a Christian citizen

vote for (if that were a possibility long

ago) if the slate contained these fa-

mous names? Pagan King Herod
(Matthew 2:16) who killed all the boy
babies in Bethlehem to try to enhance

his own political ambitions? Or . . .

Pagan King Cyrus (Ezra 1:1-4) who
made the proclamation allowing God's

people to return to Jerusalem to

rebuild the temple of the Lord?
Both men were pagans, to be sure (I

doubt if either often attended a Pres-

byterian church!). But one was used as

Continued on p. 20, col. 2
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l l Several months ago I was visiting a patient in one of St.

Louis's Roman Catholic hospitals known for its loving care. On my way
in I was pleased to be greeted by a sign carrying our Lord's words: "I was
hungry, and you gave me food." A little farther on another sign said: "I

was thirsty, and you gave me drink. V Then I came to the elevators in a lovely

new plaza area decorated with plants and pictures and this sign: "Please

preserve the beauty of the plaza area. No food and drink allowed." Some-
times this sort of unintended inconsistency betrays Christians in their ef-

forts to demonstrate the love of Christ. I believe this frequently happens

to our efforts to help the poor. In this issue Calvin Beisner and T. M. Moore
challenge us with the church's potential role in picking up the slack from
the federal government's desire to turn over welfare to state and local govern-

ment and to private sources. Then Paul Settle deals with the first step towards

the church's playing a part in support of this or any other ministry—namely,

the tithe, a subject not preached on much these days, and hence not suffi-

ciently practiced. Udo Middelmann comments on the need for development,

more than distribution, in order to aid the poor internationally. Some book
reviews also deal with this week's theme, and finally the editorial challenges

with regard to what the church is doing now to assist the poor.

] In this and several of the coming issues you will observe

an increased amount of advertising. We want you to know that when this

occurs, we are also able to increase the amount of news and feature material.

The usual pattern will be that half of the additional eight pages will be used

for advertising and half for editorial copy.

I I This is a "HELP WANTED" notice, but one which is

so important to us here at the Journal that we're putting it right here where

you won't miss it. Quite soon we want to add to our staff someone who
can head up the national sales effort for our God's World magazines for

children. Already, as we have reported to you before, the papers are going

each week to more than 132,000 children. But we think that with the right

kind of push, several hundred thousand more children ought to be getting

them. So we are looking for a committed Christian with sales and ad-

ministrative experience, preferably on a national scale, willing to move to

Asheville and to travel as much as a third of the time. We think it's an ex-

citing opportunity for the right person.

1 We are grateful for the "Yellow Pages" that are being

sent in to enlarge our list of Christian schools for our God's World publica-

tions. Please do not exclude kindergartens; they are eligible for our youngest

level paper God's Big World. Also be sure to send a copy from your cur-

rent 1984 phone directory since addresses and phone numbers may have

changed since the previous year.

I I Jonah's whale was a big attraction at a recent Reforma-
tion Day party sponsored by a group of PCA churches here in Asheville.

Children were invited to crawl inside the whale's mouth, where they found
Jonah bemoaning his lot. "I've been here three days, and I'm pretty dis-

couraged," the old man told them. "I'm not sure I'll get out alive." That's

when one little boy piped up: "Don't worry, Jonah. I know how the story

comes out." EE
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NEWS OF RELIGION

NAE Official Re-evaluates Conservative Coalition

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Citing fear

of political partisanship, an official of

the National Association of Evangeli-

cals (NAE) says he may resign from a

controversial Christian voter registra-

tion coalition.

Rev. Robert Dugan, public affairs

director of the NAE, said he is recon-

sidering his position on the executive

board of the American Coalition for

Traditional Values (ACTV).
Dugan's re-evaluation reflects un-

easiness on the part of several ev-

angelical leaders about their ties to the

religious "New Right."

Claiming nonpartisanship, and en-

joying non-profit status, the coalition

has come under criticism from some for

over-identifying itself with the Repub-
lican Party. The group was launched

earlier this year with a letter of support

from President Reagan, and its leaders

have been formally briefed by top

White House officials.

ACTV's executive board includes

several television ministers like Rev.

Jerry Falwell and Rev. Jimmy Swag-

gert, as well as Dr. Tim LaHaye of

Family Life Ministries.

Dugan said when he accepted a posi-

tion on the board, he was under the im-

pression that the group would "exist

for the single purpose of registering

evangelical voters." But he said it now
"appears that the ACTV will change its

purpose" and become involved in a

broader range of activities that could

result in "too close" an identification

with the Republican Party.

ACTV's board expects to meet on
November 15 to discuss post-election

activities. The board will probably ap-

prove conservative positions on several

social issues, says Gary Jarmin, na-

tional field director of ACTV.
Dugan thinks ACTV should "go

dormant for awhile and reactivate in

1986 for voter registration."

Dugan, a conservative Republican

from Colorado who ran unsuccessful-

ly for Congress in 1976, stresses that he

is not charging that ACTV has yet

strayed into the area of being improper-

ly partisan. "It's still issue oriented,"

he said, "and that makes it nonpar-

tisan."

But he said the Biblical Scoreboard,

which he acknowledged is used by
ACTV as an organizing tool, "is very

partisan stuff." The Scoreboard, issued

by the Christian Voice organization,

makes it clear that Ronald Reagan

comes nearer their view on such mat-

ters as school prayer, homosexual

rights, and national defense.

The coalition expects that the total

number of people registered through

the group will be between 1.5 and 1.8

million, short of the initial goal of two
million. About 60,000 local churches

participated in the effort. With about

one-third of them reporting, 505,000

new voters had been registered.

Dugan said he was considering

whether his continued participation in

ACTV would violate NAE's philoso-

phy of "working to produce individual

involvement in politics," as opposed to

institutional church involvement.

Jarmin, in a separate interview, said

ACTV "cannot, and does not, intend

to become partisan in any way at all.

But the reality is that 90% of the peo-

ple we register will vote for the Re-

publican Party, and might get involved

in the Republican Party."

A main focus of the November 15

meeting, he said, will be to make plans

to "go to the administration and ask

for a cabinet appointment ... in return

for the registration of a couple of

million voters." E

Suicide Pill Threat

Brings Campus Debate

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (RNS)—

A

Brown University student who suc-

cessfully pushed a referendum calling

on campus officials to stock suicide

tablets in the event of nuclear war says

he thinks the referendum has helped

bring attention to the issue in a new
way.

After students voted 1044-687 to

have the school health services stock-

pile cyanide tablets, Jason Salzman,

head of the "Students for Suicide

Tablets" group, announced formation

of a new group called "Students

Against Nuclear Suicide." He said that

following a November 2 rally here, he

would try to get other campuses in-

volved.

Asked if he would stock such pills

if he were campus health director,

Salzman hesitated briefly and then

said, "Yes." But he added that he

would not press the issue with campus
officials. The university announced in

advance that there would be no suicide

pills stockpiled, no matter how the

students voted.

"We're not fools," Salzman said,

acknowledging that many of the

students who voted for the referendum

did not really want the university to

stock the pills.

"The primary purpose was to get

people thinking and talking—and it

worked," he said. "You know, all the

people who see today's 'carefree, hap-

py youth' thinking about suicide, it

makes them think twice about the pos-

sible consequences of stockpiling

nuclear bombs."
Besides attracting international at-

tention, the student referendum pro-

voked considerable campus debate on

the morality of stocking suicide pills.

One Roman Catholic chaplain, Rev.

David Inman, charged that the pro-

posal violated the "theological notion

of hope." But another Catholic chap-

lain said he felt the students had at

least succeeded in making people think

more about the "suicidal" aspects of

nuclear strategy. CD

Lutherans Seek Ties

With Presbyterians

MOORHEAD, Minn.—The American

Lutheran Church (ALC) voted here to

approve a process that might lead it

and two other Lutheran denomina-

tions to establish closer ties with some
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Presbyterians and other Reformed
churches.

Joining that search with the ALC
will be the Lutheran Church in

America (LCA) and the Association of

Evangelical Lutheran Churches
(AELC).

Involved in the process on the

Presbyterian-Reformed end are the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA),
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,

the Reformed Church in America, and

the United Church of Christ.

Greeting ALC delegates here after

they had taken their action, Rev.

James Andrews, stated clerk of the

PCUSA, said: "This is a very moving
moment for me. The action you have

taken is a perfect parallel to the action

taken by our general assembly this

summer. We look forward to hard and

meaningful work to see how far we can

get in our understanding of Word and
Sacrament."

In his address, Andrews said that

unity must be sought "for the sake of

a saving witness in this world." He
also said, "We must . . . strive to

restore the unity that marked all

evangelicals as Luther called the Refor-

mation into being before the lack of

human vision made the separation in-

to Lutheran and Calvinist traditions a

hardened reality." ffl

Also in the News . . .

China Prayer News reports that

ambiguous signals have come recently

from the "Three Self Movement" in

mainland China. On the one hand, the

group heard from a Chinese official

that caution should be exercised with

respect to "the subversive activities of

foreigners"—a probable reference to

outside evangelical ministries hoping to

gain entrance to communist China as

a mission field. "This statement," said

the news bulletin, "is one of the

strongest by an official in recent years.

Presumably, the Three Self Movement
will soon increase its own attacks on
such activities." On the other hand,

there was at the same meeting evidence

that freedom for the Chinese within

the country to carry on evangelistic

work might even be expanded, and
that "extreme leftists" are being

removed from the Three Self leader-

ship, ru

Former Korea missionary Harvie

Conn, now teaching at Westminster

Seminary in Philadelphia, says that

while South Korea's Christian popula-

tion in 1960 made up only foupto six

percent of the population, that propor-

tion is now 25-26 percent. "Church
growth is not tapering off," he said

following a five-week teaching trip to

South Korea. "There is great stability

in the churches. People are very open

to the gospel." ffl

The one-year old special honors

program established by Belhaven Col-

lege in Jackson, Miss., has attracted

nine incoming freshmen who bring 3.5

high school grade point averages and

composite ACT or SAT scores of at

least 26 or 1 100 respectively. The nine

join 13 students meeting the same stan-

dards last year. A variety of on- and

off-campus events, including gather-

ings in faculty members' homes, are

part of the program designed for the

especially able students. CE

Are You Prepared For This?
"... and you need to realize that taking this step of baptism and identify-

ing yourselves with this church might mean that you will be persecuted for

this decision in the future. Are you prepared for this?"

The pastor, Saturnino, and I sat surrounded by some 19 believers during

their last class of preparation for baptism. It was a thrilling thing to challenge

those new Christians that Sunday morning [in August] in the same church

[in the Peruvian Andes] where I had been baptized some 28 years ago. 1

couldn't control the chills of excitement that ran up and down my back as

Alina, my father, my brother, and I sat in the Huanta church watching it

fill to capacity . . . more benches brought in ... 60 kids with one Sunday
school teacher filled the spaces only a few feet from the platform. Finally

the entire back aisle filled with late-comers as the hymns were sung and the

message was given. Then I performed my first baptism since ordination on
19 adults, and Dad baptized seven children. About 20 more adults remain

to be baptized.

We had returned to Huanta for one week to pack up some furniture for

shipment to Lima and Cusco since no missionary will be living in Huanta
because of the terrorist situation there. The people live in fear of death con-

stantly as the armed forces attempt to put a stop to the terrorist activities.

It was in this life/death situation then that those believers found themselves,

knowing full well the possibilities of each day. After the baptisms, a group

of singing young people brought the service to a close with their music.

None of us knew how soon our words of challenge would come true. Last

week a newspaper reported that a group of believers was meeting in a little

house a couple of miles from our house. It was a Wednesday night prayer

meeting. The believers were in the midst of prayer when, according to one
paper, terrorists dressed as soldiers burst into the room and demanded a list

of names of those present. Selecting six men, they ordered the congregation

to continue singing while they took the six men out and shot them to death.

Among the six was one man I had just baptized, and another was one of

the young men who had sung at the close of the service. He had shown an
interest in attending seminary. One is never sure who has done the killing.

Please pray for the Christians in those areas of the mountains and jungle

who are now facing pressures or are being directly persecuted because of
their faith. Many are having to sleep in the fields with their children and
animals because of their fear of night attacks. Many orphans and widows
are in desperate need of clothes, food, and money. Sometimes it overwhelms
us as we wonder where our small contributions can be most effectively used.

Pray that the national church will be characterized by a deep love for one
another as was the early church. Pray that the needs of these members of
our Christian family will be met.— VERNE MARSHALL, missionary serving

with Mission to the World of the Presbyterian Church in America. DFJ
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Poor Relief: Churches Hold the Key

E. CALVIN BEISNER

After 50 years of the welfare state, the

number of the "poor" among Ameri-

cans continues to grow unabated. In-

deed, since Lyndon Johnson's "Great

Society" determined to overcome pov-

erty in the late 1960s, the poverty rate

has skyrocketed.

Today, many former advocates and
architects of the welfare state are be-

ginning to question the wisdom of gov-

ernmental handouts to the poor. They
are seeing that those handouts create

demands for more handouts and more
leisure; they destroy incentive among
the poor to help themselves; and they

erase the human dignity that is essen-

tial to personal, familial, and societal

well-being. The welfare state clearly is

at the root of the alarming growth in

the rate of divorces among the poor,

and of children born out of wedlock,

especially among Blacks, where the

proportion born out of wedlock now
tops 55<7o.

The author, a freelance writer and
editor of "Discipleship Journal,"

holds the M.A. in Society with a
specialization in economic ethics.

He and his wife, Deborah, live in

Colorado Springs, Colo.

But what is to be done for the poor?

We are told time and again that only

the governments (federal, state, and
local) have sufficient resources to deal

with the enormous problem of pover-

ty in America. So must we turn to gov-

ernment repeatedly, despite its con-

tinuous failures, and ask for it to try

more and more experiments, risking

more and more devastating and un-

foreseen outcomes?
We needn't. We needn't because the

problem simply is not so large that on-

ly government can handle it. It is, in-

stead, quite manageable, if we will but

keep in mind that the purpose of poor
relief ought not to be to provide entire-

ly for all the needs of all people who
either can't or won't provide for

themselves, but to provide the dif-

ference for those who can provide

some but not all of their own needs,

and to provide nothing for those who
simply refuse to provide for their own
needs, despite their abilities.

Perhaps you doubt whether
churches have the resources to help the

poor—all of them—in America. Let's

take a look at some figures and see if

they do.

In 1979 the aggregate difference be-

tween the income level of the poverty-

stricken and what their incomes would
have to have been had they all earned

precisely the poverty level (what most

Third World countries would call liv-

ing in luxury) was $26.5 billion. In

other words, it would have taken $26.5

billion in total giving to the poor to

raise their income—all of them—to the

poverty level.

Now let's suppose that America's

churches wanted to cope with that

problem—wanted to meet it complete-

ly. What would be required of Ameri-

ca's churched families?

In 1979 there were roughly 33,704,250

families in churches in the United

States—5.94 church families for every

poor family. To raise the $26.5 billion

needed to bring all the poor up to the

"poverty level," each church family

would have to contribute an average of

$787 per year for poor relief. How
tough would that be?

In the Bible the general standard of

giving to the church is the tithe—one

tenth of one's income. The median
family income in the United States in

1979 was $20,071.60 per family—
roughly two-and-a-half times the

amount needed to raise the poor to the

poverty level. In fact, it would require

only 3.8% of the income of the church

families in the United States to raise

the income of all the poor families up
to the poverty level. That would leave

6.2% of the income of church families,
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if it were truly tithed, to go to church-

es for other uses than caring for the

poor.

But could the churches afford to have

38% of their income siphoned off to

care for the poor? If all those families

were tithing, they certainly could. The
tithe from the incomes of 33,704,250

church families, each of which earned

median income, would be $69.82 bil-

lion—roughly eight times what those

churches now receive from their mem-
bers (the average church family gives

only 1.25% of its income to the

church). So if all those families were

tithing, and the churches were reserv-

ing $26.5 billion to raise all the poor
to the poverty level, they would be left

with about $43.3 billion in their church

coffers—about five times their actual

total income for 1979.

What if the church families weren't

willing to give that much to their

churches? What would it take for those

families to raise the $26.5 billion plus

the $8,781,928,000 in income their

churches currently get? The combined

total would be $35.28 billion, or

almost exactly 5% of the church fam-

ilies' income.

In other words, churches do have

the resources to deal with the problem
of poverty in the U.S. But statists who
want to bring all power to the state

have tricked the churches into think-

ing they don't have those resources.

It's time for the churches to take

responsibility again for the poor and
tell the government its help isn't

needed.

The impact would be tremendous.

People would be convinced again that

churches really expressed the love of

God. One could expect membership
rolls to swell tremendously. The in-

tegrity of the poor would be preserved,

since their relief would come from
close, personal churches instead of

from the vast, impersonal government.

And that integrity would mean they

would soon be able to care for them-
selves. The federal budget deficit could

be cut almost completely in very short

order. Billions of dollars could be re-

turned to the productive, private sec-

tor that makes goods and services

available to more people.

All this, if only this nation's churches

would be willing to shoulder the bur-

den of the poor—something to which
their Master called them long ago.

But alas, perhaps they don't have
the guts—or the love. [TJ

The Churches and the Poor
Now that the federal government is retreating from its commitments to the

relief of the' poor, a welfare gap has opened which has become the focus

of much political concern. The question is, who will arise to stand in that gap?

The July 17 issue of The Wall Street Journal reported that American cities

are scrambling to plug the holes in welfare services to the poor. According

to Burt Schorr and Joann Lubin, Hartford, Connecticut, is an example of

the sorts of things cities are doing in an effort to meet the needs of their

citizens. The authors maintain that "Hartford typifies a national push by

business, private contributors, and state and local governments to take on
community burdens once primarily shouldered by Uncle Sam." In another

place they note that "A study by the Urban Institute concludes that states

and voluntary organizations have replaced more federal money than was evi-

dent when the Washington-based think tank first examined the administra-

tion's budget policies in 1982."

In other words, it appears that President Reagan's local self-help policies

seem to be working. Cities and other forms of local government and associa-

tions appear to be willing and able to rise to the occasion when it comes

to caring for the poor.

Yet one thing troubled me about this article. Conspicuously missing from

the authors' report was much discussion of the role which local churches

or church denominations are playing in this critical area. During the past

four years, leaders in the evangelical community have been among the most

critical of government welfare programs. They have called loudly and long

for the government to desist from its intrusive welfare policies which, they

have maintained, destroy individual initiative and undermine the role of the

family. One would think that such criticisms would be balanced with com-
prehensive church-sponsored programs for bringing an effective Christian

presence into the welfare arena. And, certainly, some churches and groups

seem to be responding admirably.

Yet the primary response of the evangelical community has been disap-

pointing, to say the least. On the one hand are those who would have the

federal government resume its intrusive welfare policies and who call for new
schemes of income redistribution to expedite such programs. On the other

hand are those who have had their energies diverted into other areas and
who simply have not made the commitment to poor-relief which characterized

the Christian community up until the middle of this century. It seems to me
that evangelical churches are missing one of the greatest opportunities to prove

the worth of the gospel that has ever been laid in their laps.

Those who are homeless, jobless, friendless, and wondering where their

next meal will be coming from need to hear the glorious truth of the gospel

of Jesus Christ. Yet they will only be convinced of that gospel if they see

it backed up by a love which is willing to meet them at the point of their

need and to go the extra mile, a love which lodges not just in a few individuals

but in entire communities of men and women who have come to experience

the love of Jesus Christ. As evangelical believers we must insist of our pastors

and church boards that they undertake the responsibility of reaching out to

the poor in new, creative, and effective ways. Let us begin to take steps in

order to make certain that, in the next report on the success of local self-

help programs, the church of Jesus Christ and the name of its Savior have

a prominent place, to the glory of God Almighty.

—

T.M. MOORE. The
author writes monthly position papers on a wide range of current topics for
Crosspoint Foundation. He is a PCA minister based in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 0Q



Why Tithe?

PAUL G. SETTLE

What does the Bible teach about tith-

ing? What does the Bible teach about

giving? About money? These are seri-

ous questions for believers because

every true Christian wants to know the

will of God. He wants to do the will

of God in everything.

Malachi 3 gives amazing and signifi-

cant insight into God's attitude to-

wards our use of the money and pos-

sessions he shares with us. First, we
will consider the context of the pas-

sage, then, God's Marvelous Chal-

lenge, and thirdly, His Great Promise.

The Context of God's Message

First, God says the time will come
when he will send his Messenger—the

Messenger of the Covenant—to the

temple. The Messenger will come as

Judge, as "refiner's fire," and as

"fuller's soap." That is to say, God
will cleanse his people inwardly and
outwardly. And when the Judge
comes, God will bless his people as in

the days of old. "But," the people of

Israel asked, "why does God delay?

Why does God withhold his blessings

of salvation?" Malachi gives the an-

swer. He says that the reason for God's
delay is not to be found in God, but

in the people. They have not received

the blessings of God because they have

transgressed his commandments.
"Even from the days of your fathers

ye are gone away from my ordinances

and have not kept them"(v.7).

They transgressed God's command-
ments. They never ceased to provoke
him. Israel was a constant aggravation

to the Lord because Israel refused to

hear and to heed the Word of God.
Israel, of course, is amazed that God

The author is pastor of Second
Presbyterian Church (PCA), Green-
ville, S.C. This message was
delivered at the 11th General
Assembly of the PCA at Norfolk, Va.

in June 1983.

should make such an accusation!

When God issues a gracious invitation,

"Return unto me and I will return un-

to you," Israel answers, "Wherein
shall we return?" Like little Johnny,

who slips across the classroom aisle,

pulls little Mary's pigtails, then leaps

back into his seat and, when the

teacher accuses him, says, "Who, me?
I didn't do nothing!"—so it was with

Israel. God says, "From the days of

your fathers you have transgressed my
commandments." And they say,

"Who, me? I didn't do nothing!

Wherein should we return to thee?

Lord, we have never been away from
thee. We love thee." They were so

blind!

Then God says that the people tried

to defraud him. They had not paid

tithes and brought offerings to the

house of God.
The "tithe" could be translated,

"the tenth." A literal translation of the

phrase is "in tenths and heave offer-

ings." The tithe is a tenth of one's in-

come. The "heave offering" refers to

that portion of the income that is

"heaved off" or "lifted off" the rest

of the income to give to God. God re-

quired the tithe, a tenth of our income,

and he required offerings over and
above that tenth.

Will a man rob God? A rhetorical

question, to be answered, "Of course

not!" No one would rob God!
"But ye rob me." "Who, me?

Wherein have we robbed thee?"

"In tithes, in offerings. Ye have not

paid the tithe. Ye have not brought the

offerings. You have robbed me, Al-

mighty God."
God orders the tenth of our income

to be given to him to support the

priests and the worship of the temple,

and to care for the poor. And the tenth

is a reminder to us that everything we
have belongs to the Lord. God owns
it all. He can order us to use posses-

sions and money according to his will

because they belong to him to begin

with. The tithe is a reminder that

whatever we receive, we receive from

God. Everything, then, is sacred. It

belongs to God. It is devoted to him.

The food we eat is God's food. The
drink we drink is God's drink. The
money we spend is God's money. The
tithe and offerings belong to God.

In a little while, most of us will

gather around a Sunday dinner. Some-
one will give thanks. Now, "the bless-

ing" means a lot more than merely that

we are aware that God makes it possi-

ble for us to work, to buy food, and
to put it on the table. We are not mere-

ly thanking him for the physical energy

and ability to make a living. The Bi-

ble teaches that when we "bless" our

food we are thanking God for sharing

what is his with us. We are acknowl-

edging that the table at which we sit is

God's table, and the food of which we
are about to partake is God's food.

God himself is the Host at the table,

and we are thanking him for inviting

us to sit down with him and partake

of that which is not ours, but his.

In the same way, when we give the

tithe, and bring our offerings, we are

acknowledging that all of life is God's
and we are thanking him that he has

invited us to participate in the life of

the world and to partake of the boun-

ty of this land with him. Obviously, we
should use the tithe and all of our

money to glorify him. To use the tithes

for anything other than the glory of

God is to rob him. It's just that sim-

ple. Israel was guilty of holding Al-

mighty God in contempt by withhold-

ing from him that which was rightly

his.

God's Marvelous Challenge

Further, God gives a Marvelous Chal-

lenge to a people who are "cursed with

a curse." He says, in verse 9, "Ye are

cursed with a curse for ye have robbed

me, even this whole nation." How re-

markable! It is to a people who have

been impoverished by God's curse that

he speaks, and from them that he re-

quires the tithes and offerings!

But, why are they impoverished?

Why are they destitute? Because they
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are not bringing their tithes and offer-

ings to the Lord!

This is a vitally important Biblical

principle. The people might have pro-

tested, "Lord, we are living in a time

of recession. It's almost impossible for

us to make ends meet! We've got the

house mortgaged, and we've got to pay

for the second car. Then, we must

maintain the swimming pool, and the

taxes on the place at the lake are out

of sight! There's no way, in a time of

recession, that we can tithe. We can-

not afford to tithe!" The Israelites

might have said something like that.

Because they were destitute and im-

poverished, they thought they could

not afford to tithe.

God challenges them: "Beloved, if

you would tithe, the times would not

be so bad. The very fact that you are

impoverished, that you are afflicted

and troubled is the result of your fail-

ure to live by faith. You have rebelled

against my law and have refused to

bring the tithes and offerings to my
house."

Don't you see what Malachi is say-

ing? He's teaching us that no matter

what our circumstances we have no ex-

cuse not to tithe. God knows our cir-

cumstances. The love of God has or-

dained and designed all our circum-

stances for our good. We love to quote

Romans 8:28: "All things work to-

gether for good to them that love God,

to them that are called according to his

purpose." A blessed promise, indeed!

We should live by that promise. God
has designed all of our circumstances

for our good. Even our hard times are

ordained by him. He does not allow

our circumstances to get so bad we
cannot do his will. How, then, can we
say when times are bad, that we can-

not give?

The same truth is also contained in

the promise in I Corinthians 10:13:

God says "There hath no temptation

taken you but such as is common to

man; but God is faithful who will not

allow you to be tempted above that

which ye are able; but will, with the

temptation, provide a way of escape,

that ye may be able to bear it." In

other words, there is never any excuse

to sin. God never allows anything to

come into our lives that is so bad that

we have to sin in order to escape it.

Now think about that. If all of our cir-

cumstances have been designed by God
for our good, even in time of recession

and impoverishment, and if God says

that he never allows our circumstances

to be such that we have to sin in order

to escape them, we obviously cannot

justify our failure to tithe!

Our failure to tithe is sin. God re-

quires the tithe, and offerings over and

above the tithe. If one is not tithing,

he is sinning. And God says we never

have a right, a justification, an excuse,

to sin.

Beloved, we cannot afford not to

tithe! We can give no excuse. There are

no circumstances that will let us off the

hook of God's command. God never

gives us an excuse to sin.

Further in Malachi 3, God gives a

wonderful promise. He challenges his

people to deal faithfully with him and

then says that if they will deal faithful-

ly with him he will provide for them.

In verse 10 he says, "Bring all the

tithes into the storehouse." This

teaches that the whole tithe was to be

paid to Jehovah for the support of his

servants. The whole tithe was to be

brought into "the storehouse." That

is to say that the tithe and the offer-

ings were to be brought to the sanc-

tuary where they were stored in store-

houses or rooms that had been provid-

ed for that purpose.

Why were they brought? "That

there may be meat in mine house." Here

again we have the idea of God sitting

at table with his people, "partaking"

with them of the tithes and the offer-

ings, which often were meat, or fruit.

When these were brought to the Lord,

he, in a figure, sat with his people and

shared with them that which had been

brought.

Now where does God "sit" with his

people today? The Bible teaches, both

in the Old Testament and the New,
that God sits with his people in his

"house." What is the "house" of

God? To what does Malachi refer

when he talks about the "storehouse"

of the house of God? The Bible plain-

ly teaches that the house of God is the

church. David says (Ps. 122:1), "I was

glad when they said unto me, let us go

into the house of the Lord." What is

that "house?" It is the house where

God meets with his people. The house

where God dwells. The house where

worship is offered to him. In David's

day it was the temple. Where is that

house in our day? The Apostle Paul

gives a clear answer in I Timothy 3:15.

He advises young Timothy how he

should "behave" in the "house of

God," which is "the church of the liv-

ing God, the pillar and ground of the

truth." The house of God is the church

of the living God. When Malachi

speaks of bringing the tithes and offer-

ings to the house of God or to the

storehouse of God, he refers to the

church. When we compare Scripture

with Scripture, we learn that the

primary purpose for the tithe is to sup-

port the ministry of the church. The
church is God's instrument for gather-

ing and perfecting the saints. The tithes

and the offerings are God's appointed

means of financing the world-wide

enterprise of the gospel.

God's Great Promise

Thirdly, our faithful stewardship

brings rich rewards from God. He
promises that when one brings all the

tithes to him, he will bless him. What

a remarkable promise! With the prom-

ise God actually invites us to prove

him! To think that the living God
would say to such poor sinners as you

and me, "Test me!" What marvelous

grace and love and mercy. God says,

"Prove me. Prove whether I am no

longer holy and righteous, whether I

no longer keep my promises," "Prove

me," he says. "I'm not to blame for

your poverty. Prove me. Obey me and

I will supply your needs .... Continue

to disobey me and I will continue to

send affliction. Prove me." The peo-

ple had been afflicted for years. Now
God promises them rest on just one

condition—that they bring all the tithes

and offerings to his house.

Now if I should promise you the end

of all disease in your life if you would

regularly attend church, or that you

will never again suffer from drought
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if you go to prayer meetings, or you

will never again have trouble in your

life if you read the Bible and pray on

a daily basis, you would go away shak-

ing your head. You would call me a

fanatic. Why? Because there are no

such promises in the Word of God.

God nowhere promises the end of dis-

ease or drought or trouble to those

who read their Bibles and go to church.

But, beloved, I can promise you that

if you tithe and bring your offerings

to the house of God, he will bless you.

That's not fanaticism. That's the

Word of the living God. "Prove me,"
he says. This is the promise of God.
He promises and he will perform.

"Prove me. Bring all of your tithes and

I will open unto you the windows of

heaven. You will have such spiritual

prosperity that you will not be able to

contain it."

We should be careful to notice that

the windows are "heavenly" windows.

Thus, the blessings are spiritual bless-

ings. I have known tithers who were

poor as far as this world's standards

are concerned. I have known tithers

who have known tribulation and trial

and trouble and testing. But I have

never known a tither who was unhap-

py. Tithers are happy Christians. God
promises to pour out upon them spiri-

tual blessings so abundant that they

cannot contain them. The tither's

blessings are limited only by his capaci-

ty to receive.

And don't you see the irony here?

The person who does not tithe is dem-

onstrating that he cannot receive

much. The storehouse of his soul is so

small and shriveled that God withholds

blessings from him. The fact that the

people were in poverty was not God's

fault, it was theirs. God said if they

would just believe him and prove him,

he would open the windows of heaven

and pour out blessings such as they had

never before seen.

The word "pour out" could be trans-

lated "emptied out." Which means

Pontius' Puddle

HOW CAN GrQt) EXPECT ME TO
FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE. WAV TO TgEA.
TUE POOR AND OPPRESSED?

that God gives to capacity and then

some. He holds back nothing. The
whole of heaven is poured out upon
that person who will believe God and

give in faith.

Beloved, do you understand what

Malachi is teaching? It is the truth that

God needs nothing and asks nothing

from you that belongs to you. God
doesn't seek a reward; he seeks rever-

ence. He simply wants you to believe

him, to trust him, to give yourself to

him. You can't outgive him.

A father was going to teach his lit-

tle daughter about tithing. He ar-

ranged on his desk a row of ten stacks

of coins. He called her in. She stood

before his desk. He said, "See those

ten stacks of coins . . . one, two, three,

four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten."

"Yes," she said. "I see them." "Well,"

the father said, pointing to one stack,

"this stack of coins belongs to God."
And with a flourish, he pushed the

other nine stacks of coins aside. His

daughter looked at him in horror.

"Daddy, are we going to keep all of

that for ourselves and give just that lit-

tle bit to God?"
How great the grace of God! All he

requires is just the "little bit." What
if he should require the nine-tenths and

share with us only the one-tenth? An
Almighty God feeds us. He promises

to supply all our needs according to his

glorious riches by Christ Jesus. He
gives us ample rewards. Then he claims

only a tenth, a tithe for himself, and
gives us all the rest. "Prove me," he

says.

Would you be willing to do that? If

you are not a tither, would you be will-

ing to begin this month? And to con-

tinue tithing for six months? Some
people suggest that we begin with four

or five percent. No. God says bring it

all. Bring all the tithes—ten percent of

your gross income. Start this month.

Will you? Prove him. I can promise

you on the authority of the Word of

God you'll not be disappointed! CD

Joel Kauffmann

ARE THEY TOO
DIFFICULT FOR
YOO TO ^>
UNDERSTAND \

Development Is

No Luxury

UDO W. MIDDELMANN

In Food for the Hungry International

we join those who are committed as

people and Christians to fight hunger

in the world around us. This thrust for

a change is carried by what I would like

to call the grief factor and the growth

factor. I suggest that such development

work is no luxury, not even an option,

but a matter of conviction.

The inability of many of the world's

population to sustain their basic need

of food, health, and mental growth

long enough to mark history by their

lives produces repeated emotional and
moral shocks. Never-ending refugee

tragedies, increasing urban slums, and

the destruction of arable land by nat-

ural disaster or human neglect and mis-

management present us with too many
wasted lives. Relief work is a compas-

sionate and honorable expression of

human dignity above and against all vi-

olence to life by others and by nature.

This is the grief factor. The reality

of life does not relate to our minimal

expectations. Relief work pushes back

the hostility of circumstances for a

time, and the worker sides with the suf-

fering in his battle and serves him ma-
terially, spiritually, and as a human
friend. The intolerable situation is

made bearable. Moved by grief and

compassion, survival becomes a com-
mon struggle with shared resources.

However, such relief work is at best

a compassionate redistribution. We
share what we have at the moment. Yet

because of the growth of the human
population numerically and the need

to improve on the rawness of life

morally in a fallen world, an additional

factor must be considered.

This is the growth factor. Relief and

The author works for Food for the

Hungry as Program Officer for the

International Institute for Relief and
Development in Geneva, Switzer-

land. A graduate of Covenant
Seminary, he is a staff worker of

L'Abri Fellowship.
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development express a fundamental at-

titude that is uniquely Biblical in its

justification, even when practiced by
those who have no commitment to

Christianity. As we face population

curves, infant mortality rates, and the

inability of much of the world to pro-

vide adequately for its inhabitants not

only in emergency situations, but also

on a day to day basis, we do well to

come back to the Biblical orientation

on growth.

This fundamental outlook, with its

beneficial results in human history, has

allowed people to set their sights higher

and to facilitate their resistance to the

threats to human life. Regrettably, the

very measure of their success brings

about the reaction by contemporary re-

formers who, with their monocausal
explanations and their emphasis on
distribution rather than on creation,

are quick to denounce the achieve-

ments and to suggest a return to that

common state of suffering. Benefits

produced by the labor of genuine Bib-

lical creativity with its real fruit are

sacrificed for the sake of uniting

misery. By supposedly identifying with

the poor, poverty loses its inhuman
dimension.

It is too simplistic to suggest that

what is found in one part of the world

must have been stolen from another.

The division between North and South

in poverty levels does not match geog-

raphy. Natural resources alone do not

create the stuff of life when the mind-
set to seek after life is lacking. The so-

called First World is distinct from the

so-called Third World in the area of

ideas and has become what it is be-

cause of the creative and responsible

appliction of Biblical ideas to the com-
mon developing heritage.

When we sound the bell on terrible

inhuman conditions as exist in our

common world among members of the

same human race, let us be sure that

the sound is clear and the bell is not

out of tune.

Ideas and the freedom of the human
spirit to seek realistic solutions seem to

make the greater difference to the elim-

ination of suffering. It is reality that

sounds this note. The tree shall be val-

ued by its fruit, not its scientific des-

ignation. Development is most central-

ly a question of mentality—that is, the

basic attitude towards the components
of life: nature around us, our past and
our future (history, human relations),

our attitude towards work, creativity,
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the use of time, the market, the free-

dom from intellectual and spiritual

bondage, the building of trust, etc.

Where the human being is under-

stood to have been made in the image
of the infinite, personal God of the Bi-

ble and thus can enter into a partner-

ship with the person of God, learn his

mind, and desire his kingdom to come,

development is possible, becomes a

mandate, and receives a motivation.

God is not yet finished with the real

world. It does not have its final shape.

Distribution of what is, is not central;

rather the creation of what ought to be

by those means that diminish suffer-

ing.

Development does not originate in

the First World, nor is it dependent on
technological projects. A remote vil-

lager can raise his head among his peo-

ple and with a changed attitude and
motivation begin to develop his own
circumference of life. The gospel makes
sure of such development.

God calls every human being—un-

born, weak, older, poor, and rich, of

any color of skin—to subdue the earth

without exploitation, to imagine alter-

natives to a fallen world, and to seek

such substances that hunger and pover-

ty can be banished, even death itself be

pushed off. The Biblical man is called

to plough against thorns and thistles,

to love against human alienation, to

multiply against the hole of death.

Development can come when Christ

has set the person free from natu-

ralistic fatalism, passive and smooth
accommodation to the status quo.

There is no "nice" relation to nature,

to human ideologies or false gods. In

fact, the Bible speaks more of strug-

gle and even warfare when truth is con-

cerned.

Development is foremost a spiritual

task, dealing with the mind and heart

of God for human beings. It is not a

formula for redistributive justice. It is

born out of the joy to glorify the Cre-

ator by creating such situations that the

needs of men and women can be met
more effectively. It is a contest to con-

quer hunger, despair, and sin rather

than a concern for averages, tolerance,

and numerical equivalence. Equity in

opportunities is more central than

equality in misery.

The set of ideas found in the Bible

about man's place challenges the con-

trol of a material universe over the

human condition. Modern moralists

all too readily want to make man be

subject to matter again. What gives

hope to those in need and meaning to

development, meaning even to any ac-

cusable sinful human reality, is the fact

that nature in its indifference is not our
mother. Instead we have a Father in

heaven who continues to intervene for

us. He and his blessings are a gift to

all for the asking. [FJ

BOOKS

THE COERCIVE UTOPIANS: Social
Deception by America's Power Players,

by Rael Jean Isaac and Erich Isaac.

Regnery Gateway, Chicago, III. 325 pp.
$18.95. Reviewed by Bill Anderson, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.

To most observers, the different re-

form movements like those for "social

justice" in numerous Catholic and
Protestant churches, or others for en-

vironmentalism or a nuclear freeze, are

led by persons who simply wish to im-

prove current social conditions, not

overthrow existing institutions.

Rael Jean Isaac, who last year

caused a major stir in mainline Protes-

tant denominations with her expose on
their revolutionary activities in a

Reader's Digest article, has teamed
with her husband Erich to write The
Coercive Utopians, an important book
which lays bare the real social agenda
of many reform groups in our society.

The Isaacs forcefully argue that these

groups are Utopian in nature and wish

not simply to reform our institutions,

but rather to undermine and finally

destroy the basic structures that hold

American society together.

The Utopian groups, identified by
the Isaacs as the leadership of the Na-
tional Council of Churches and heads

of the major denominations, environ-

mental groups such as Friends of the

Earth and the Sierra Club, many nu-

clear disarmament groups and "pro-

gressive" think tanks such as the In-

stitute for Policy Studies, are moti-

vated by a common hatred of the

United States (especially its free market

economic system), say the Isaacs. And
because of that hatred, the authors

say, these groups turn to societies like
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Cuba, Vietnam, Nicaragua and (before

its recent overtures to the West) China,

conjuring up fantasies of those nations

that defy any present reality. They
write:

"The glorification of socialized

Third World poverty reflects the

romanticism of the Utopians. Rural

communal life ... the rhetoric of

egalitarianism ... the very absence of

consumer goods, make these societies

immensely appealing. That their chief

distinguishing characteristic is the

desire of vast numbers of their citizens

to leave at almost any price does not

daunt the Utopians."

The book devotes one chapter,

along with coverage elsewhere, to the

revolutionary activities of mainline

Protestant churches. Characterized by

a secularized clergy that has come to

embrace utopian-Marxist philosophies

such as liberation theology, the

churches have funded communist
movements across the globe in the

name of Christ.

In one section, the Isaacs describe

how one "respectable"denomination

actually placed members of the Puer-

to Rico terrorist organization FALN
on the church payroll, helping fund a

bomb-making factory in the process.

In another section, they tell how the

United Methodist Church provided

money, a bank account, office space,

and other services to the Indochina

Resource Center at the time when the

Center was defending the murderous
regime of Pol Pot, whose government
wiped out more than one-fourth of the

Cambodian people during its brief

four-year reign.

Readers of The Coercive Utopians

will find it an excellent clearinghouse

of information on leftist groups that

operate in almost every institution in

our nation today. They also provide in-

formation on how to stem the Utopian

tide by supporting groups that are

fighting back, such as the Institute on
Religion and Democracy.

This is not a reassuring book,

though it is a necessary one. It is one

thing for Christians to understand the

sinfulness of our own society and to

strive to act with compassion and jus-

tice. However, to attempt to under-

mine a democratic society in order to

create a fanciful Utopia is quite an-

other. The Isaacs' parting words, a

quotation from a Czechoslovakian stu-

dent, leave us with much to ponder:

"You (utopian Americans) simply

haven't faced up to the fact that you
can't build a Utopia without terror,

and that before long, terror is all that's

left." CD

GOD'S FOREIGN POLICY by Miriam
Adeney. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Paper, 140 pp.

$6.95. Reviewed by Rev. Dr. Don Gies-

manq, Bristol, Tenn.

Missionary anthropologist, Miriam
Adeney, who has lived in Asia and in

Mexico and travelled extensively is a

Christian realist in her approach to

writing about the needs of the world's

poor. In her brief seven chapters she

scopes out a framework of Biblically

based suggestions for the medical,

agricultural, economic, political, and
refugee problems in the world.

She raises the question, "Can Chris-

tians substantially help the world's

poor?" and consistently answers in her

study of issues with examples that are

practical and yet major methods offer-

ing hope for needy people.

The book is especially valuable for

missionaries, foreign aid administra-

tors, business persons living overseas,

and for those interested in a Christian

world and life view of foreign aid and

policy issues. It is not especially help-

ful for local church ideas for missions

outreach, but provides an understand-

ing of the current issues overseas for

such outreach. CD

THE DEACON'S HANDBOOK, A
MANUAL OF STEWARDSHIP, by Gerard

Berghoef and Lester DeKoster. Chris-

tian's Library Press, Grand Rapids, Mich.

269 pp. $12.95. Reviewed by Rev.

Timothy J. Keller, Hopewell, Va.

Full-scale treatments of the office of

deacon are extremely rare. For years,

Peter DeJong's The Ministry of Mer-

cy for Today stood alone, but it has

been out of print for over twenty years.

This present volume in many ways has

filled that gap.

This is really two books in one.

Parts I, IV, and VI cover the Biblical

teaching on stewardship in a compre-

hensive, helpful, and powerful way.

"What shall I give the needy out of all

the gifts . . . and goods God has given

me? The deacon's answer must be

clear and courageous: give whatever

you want to invest beyond the grave.

Keep whatever you, after a few short

years, never hope to see again" (p. 31).

When treating wealth and poverty, the

authors steer a satisfying middle course

between the anti-wealth views of Ron
Sider and the smug pro-wealth views

of David Chilton. On the one hand,

"the Kingdom of God is extended

whenever the roots of poverty and
need are discovered, analyzed, and
dealt with by bringing all the resources

of your congregation to bear on them.

Christian love relentlessly demands
justice" (p. 90). But on the other hand,

"the Bible nowhere prescribes . . . that

the rich should give all their wealth

away .... On the contrary, the Bible

equates wealth with divine blessing"

(pp. 113-114).

Sandwiched awkwardly between

these chapters on stewardship are three

sections treating the office of deacon.

Parts II and III provide the Biblical

and historical backgrounds of the of-

fice. Chapter 9 provides a valuable and

rare profile of the deacon in church

history. Chapter 14 is a brief, affir-

mative treatment of the position of

deaconess. Part V is a very practical

outline of the basic duties and function

of the diaconate. Especially gratifying

is the subordinate position which is

given to property and financial duties

and the high emphasis made on the

ministry of mercy to the needy. The
authors warn of "a steady erosion of

function" in the diaconate of most

churches. Instead of deacons being

deed-ministers to those with material

and physical needs, "emphasis has

shifted to financial management for

the congregation" (p. 76).

Although this book stands alone to-

day as a comprehensive manual for

deacons, it leaves much to be desired

as a training tool. The length and order

of the chapters do not lend themselves

to a course of instruction. Sections I,

IV, and VI have been printed under

separate cover as God's Yardstick.

Parts II, III, and V should perhaps

have been printed separately as a book
strictly on the office of deacon. As it

stands now the book is too long and

(at places) too heavy theologically for

many new deacons to use as a text.

What is needed is a volume as brief

and readable as Andrew Jumper's

Chosen to Serve but with far more
Biblical-theological underpinnings and
far more emphasis on the ministry of

mercy than that volume had.

In summary, this is the book
presently on the office of deacon. But

it must not be the last book on the sub-

ject in this generation. CD
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Rids
CONFERENCE CENTER

vert
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN AMERICA

GIVE A "LIVING" MEMORIAL

More and more Presbyterians are discovering that a gift to RIDGE HAVEN can be a

most appropriate memorial for loved ones who have gone to be with the Lord.

They are truly "living" memorials because the buildings and furniture provided by

the gifts will be honoring and glorifying God for many years to come.

We have just received a memorial gift of $136,000 to construct and furnish the first

of four 12-bedroom, 12-bath buildings which we need to accommodate larger adult

groups.

Among the memorials available at the present time are:

$136,000 — to construct and furnish a 12-bedroom building

$68,000 — to provide a challenge grant for a 12-bedroom

building to be matched by other donors.

$10,000 — to construct a bedroom with bath

$7,000 — to construct the meeting room in a bedroom
building

$5,000 — to provide entrance road, parking lot and

landscaping

$2,400 — to provide sliding partition, carpet and

furniture for a bedroom building

$800 — to carpet and furnish a bedroom

Appropriate plaques, recognizing the person or persons being memorialized and the

donor, will be erected.

Many of our present bedrooms need night stands, reading lamps, luggage racks and
other items which gifts of $10 to $100 will supply.

A note or a phone call to the Administrator, Ed Robeson, will bring complete

information. All gifts to Ridge Haven are tax deductible

RIDGE HAVEN CONFERENCE CENTER • P.O. BOX 565 • ROSMAN, NC 28772 • (704) 862-3916



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

A Source of Instruction
For December 2, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Psalm 119:97-105;

I Corinthians 2:11; II Timothy 3

Key verses: Psalm 119:97-105; II Timothy
3:14-17

Devotional reading: I Corinthians 2:6-16

Memory selection: Psalm 119:105

Introduction
This and the following two lessons are

on the subject: What is the Bible?

The title of today's lesson is wholly

inadequate. The Bible is not just a

source of instruction, it is the first and
foremost source of all our instruction.

It is God's

1 Teaching
Psalm 119:97-105

The psalmist begins by expressing his

great love for the law of God. The
word "law," found here and through-

out the Old Testament, means much
more than the legal portions of Scrip-

ture.

The word comes from a verbal ex-

pression which means to teach or in-

struct. Thus, when the Bible speaks of

the Law of God, it is speaking not sim-

ply of the legal portions but of the en-

tire instruction of God. All that God
has taught is his law, his teaching.

Reflecting what is said in Psalm 1,

the psalmist notes the law is the basis

of his meditation all day long. We need

to remember that the term meditation

means to think upon and seek to ap-

ply to all of our life what God has

taught.

It is because of this meditation upon
the law of God that the writer testifies

of the great impact it has had in his

life.

First, it makes him wiser than his

enemies (v. 98). In the first psalm, he

had noted the presence of the ungodly

and sinners in the world and how their

counsel and ways were always before

him (Ps. 1:1). They are his recognized

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

enemies and it is his purpose not to

follow their counsel or go in their

ways.

By his meditation on God's Word,
he is able to be wiser than they and to

resist the deceits of the enemy, as

Adam ought to have recognized by
God's Word the lies of Satan.

But again, it is important to under-

stand what the term "to be wise"

means in Scripture. He is not speak-

ing of that earthly wisdom which

comes with age and experience. He is

speaking of wisdom from above, from
God.
We become wise as we learn to be

not only hearers of God's Word but

doers as well. That is what Jesus taught

at the end of the Sermon on the Mount
when he showed that the truly wise

man is he who both hears and does

what Jesus has taught (Matt. 7:24-25).

Secondly, by meditation on God's
teaching, the wise man gains more un-

derstanding than his teachers (v. 99).

He is not boasting idly here, but stating

a fact.

When he meditates on God's Word,
his true teacher is the Holy Spirit. No
human teachers can match what he

gains by his own study and reflection

on God's Word. The potential for

every believer to understand all of life

better through study in God's Word is

greater than we can imagine.

The wisdom of this world comes
from observation and experience. This

takes time. As one grows older, he

ought to become wiser. But even the

most aged cannot gain the wisdom that

is available to those who put their time

to studying and applying God's teach-

ing to their lives.

Meditation on the teaching of God
has done something to his life. It has

kept him from evil and from turning

aside from what God has taught (vv.

101-102).

Meditation on what the Lord has

taught has changed the course of his

life and his attitude (vv. 103-104).

What is truly tasteful and sweet to

him is what God has said and he hates

all that is in contradiction to God's
teaching.

That is a total reversal of the way of

the natural man. It comes only as our

hearts are changed so that what is

precious to us is what comes from God
and what we despise is from this world.

To conclude, he declares that the

Word of God is a lamp for his path (v.

105). He sees himself and all believers

in a world of darkness. Without the

Word of the Lord, we would all stum-

ble and fall. But with that Word, we
have a light that will not go out and
will keep us on God's path through

life.

Questions

1. How much time do I give to

reading God's Word daily?

2. How much time do I give to re-

flecting on (meditation on) that word

NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS
Personalized, quality
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-
logical Seminary, a field

archaeologist in the Holy

Land, Bible lands lecturer

and teacher.

March 8-21, 1985 TOUR
May 31 - June 13. 1985 TOUR

lb JORDAN, ISRAEL, EGYPT, AND ITALY

Visit in Jordan—fabulous Petra, etc.

Visit in Israel-historic Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, Qumran, Masada, Jericho,

Nazareth, Sea of Galilee, Samaria, etc.,

Visit ancient Egypt with its intriguing

treasures.

Visit Rome with its ancient heritage.

Write: DR. W. HAROLD MARE
978 Orchard Lakes Drive
St. Louis. Missouri 6)146

I am interested in the tours. Please send more
information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

PHONE ZIP
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I have read?

It is God's

2 Mystery
1 Corinthians 2:1-10

Paul likes to call the message of the

gospel—what was entrusted to him
and the other apostles—a great mys-

tery unveiled through Christ.

It is a hidden mystery which God
foreordained before the worlds unto

our glory (v. 7). It is God's wisdom,
the way God purposed to redeem a

people to be his forever.

Before the world was created, God
had a plan, a purpose, and a way by
which he would choose and prepare a

people created in his image to spend

eternity with him. They were to share

in the glory which the triune God had
known always (Eph. 1:4).

God chose us in Christ before the

foundation of the world to be holy and
without blemish in his presence in love.

He wanted a people like himself able

to enjoy all eternity with him. Such
love and unselfishness on God's part

is beyond our comprehension. But it

is the reason we exist and the destiny

he has set for us who love him.

Men look at the created world and

conclude that it just happened: It has

no particular destiny. They teach that

we ought to enjoy the world while we
can, while we live on the earth. They
do not understand the mystery about

which Paul is speaking.

That mystery, from Genesis 1 to

Revelation 22, gradually unfolds.

From the beginning, God showed men
what he expected by creating Adam
and Eve good, without blemish, holy,

and in a bond of love, seeing God's

love in the very act of providing for

them.

But because of sin, man soon lost

sight of God's good purpose and
sought to carve out a destiny for

himself. That destiny led to judgment
and hell.

God, in his patience and love, told

Adam even before he left Eden that

there would come a seed of the woman
who would do battle with man's great

enemy, Satan, and crush his head. He
would win for the seed of the woman
(not all, but those who believed) that

place with God in heaven that he pur-

posed in the first place.

The gradual unfolding of the plan of

salvation in the Old Testament was
part of the mystery. But the full plan

of salvation—the means of man being

saved from his sins and from death

—

was not revealed until Jesus Christ

came and declared it to the church.

That is why Paul is perfectly content

to rely on the power of that message,

the Word of God, to reach and con-

vert the lost to God. Like Ezekiel who
was commanded to preach to dead

bones, he sees his task to preach God's
Word to those dead in sins and rely on
the power of God to give them life.

This world has no concept of what

God has purposed from all eternity for

those who love him—who are saved by

his grace (v. 9). We know because we
have the mystery in Christ unfolded

fully in his Word.
Revelation portrays this beautifully

in chapter 5, where the Lamb of God
is the only one able to open the sealed

book and reveal its contents. He un-

locks the mystery.

Questions

1 . What difference does it make in

my life that I understand the mystery

of God's will which is hidden from un-

believers?

PANDED VINES
A Special Edition Keyed to Strong's Concordance,
Brown's Dictionary andArndt & Gingrich's Lexicon!

THE EXPANDED VINE'S opens the door to in-depth Greek word
study for the first time! In addition to Vine's classic commentary,
the Bible student is guided to incisive new information on
word meanings in Greek reference works which normally would be
out of reach to those without Greek language background. The clear
marginal keys lead directly from Vine's English listing to up-to-date
definitions and commentary in 2 more recent works. The Strong's
number also keys it to other —--n Clothbound $14.95
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GING-
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THE
REFORMATION

CONTINUES

more than a
period of history

it's a way
of life

experience its

impact at

HIS
REFORMED

THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard
Jackson, Mississippi 39209

(601) 922-4988

2. Do I seek to share with unbe-

lievers the great mystery of reconcilia-

tion through Christ alone?

^1 would like to learn more about
Reformed Theological Seminary.

Name

Address

.

City

State .Zip

Phone { L

P.J. NP-23-000

RIS
REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard,

Jackson, Mississippi 39209

It is God's

3 Mind
1 Corinthians 2:10-16

Paul declares we have the mind of

Christ, who is God (v. 16). He is refer-

ring in part to the fact that we have the

written Word of God which reveals

that part of God's mind he chooses to

reveal.

God has not revealed all of his mind.

We could not comprehend it if he did.

It is far too great for us to be able to

know the full mind of God (Rom.
11:33-36).

The revealed Word of God, the Bi-

ble, is the Book of God's Spirit. He is

its author (II Pet. 1:21). Every book
of the Bible was written under the in-

spiration and leading of the Holy
Spirit, so that it is without error, the

infallible guide for all we are to believe

and do.

When we receive the Spirit of God
into our lives, then we have the greatest

Teacher there can be—God's Holy
Spirit (2:12). He not only directed the

writing of Scripture, but he also con-

tinues to teach us the Word as we look

to him for guidance.

An unbeliever who approaches the

Bible thinks it is foolishness. He will

soon tire of it because it makes no

sense. But believers ought not to tire

of it or ever put it down. It ought to

be in our hearts always.

With the Bible in our hearts, we are

able to discern what life is all about

and to go in the direction God has set

for us in spite of the world's attempted

interference and its contrary philoso-

phy, standards, and direction.

We have the mind of Christ!

Questions

1. When I begin to read the Bible,

to whom do I look for help in under-

standing it?

2. If I have the mind of Christ, how
am I better able to understand the

events of this life than the unbeliever?

It is the

4 Sacred Writing
II Timothy 3

J In the early part of this chapter, Paul

speaks of grievous times in the latter

days. He is not speaking of the end of

time but of the present, when he and
Timothy were living, the time that

stretches from the coming of the Spirit

at Pentecost until the Lord returns. We
are in the latter times.

Many in the church prefer the love

of money to the love of God (vv. 2-4).

They hold a form of godliness but

deny the power—power which comes
from commitment to his Word and
submission to his Spirit. They have a

facade of religion, but it is not in their

hearts (v. 5).

Therefore, rejecting the guidance of

God's Word, they are ever learning but

never able to come to the knowledge

of the truth (v. 7). This is the way of

all in the church who reject God's
Word, whether by a deliberate decision

or simply by neglecting to study it.

We all have just so many hours a

day. If we choose to do other things

rather than give time to the Word, then

we will have to pay for that mistake.

Paul reminds Timothy that he did

not learn from Paul to live like those

who neglect the Word (v. 10). By ex-

ample and by explicit teaching, Paul

challenged Timothy to continue to be

a man of God's Word.
Timothy was uniquely blessed. Al-

though he had a Gentile father, he was

privileged to have a believing mother

and grandmother who taught him the

Word of God from infancy (II Tim.

1:5; 3:14-15).

Because so much of the church and

church leadership was going the way
of the world, Paul might have feared

lest Timothy be persuaded to go that

path and be more "successful" in the

eyes of men.

Paul warns him not to wander, re-

minding him of the great treasure he

has in God's written Word.
Given by inspiration of God's Holy

Spirit, Scripture is profitable to

Timothy and all believers. It is prof-

itable to be taught because it is the

teaching of God.
It is profitable for our reproof

because it examines our hearts and

penetrates to our innermost being,

showing us what in our lives pleases

God and what does not.

It is profitable for correction be-

cause it not only shows what is wrong

with our lives, but also shows how lives

can be made right in God's sight.

It is profitable for instruction in

righteousness because it continually
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RECOMMENDED READING
AUTUMN » 1984

'The jawbone of an ass was a killer in Samson's time. It still is." — from Gathered Gold

ABORTION AND THE CHRISTIAN
John Jefferson Davis

In spite of 1.5 million abortions annually, there

is much the public does not know about the na-

tion's most common surgical procedure on

adults. Christians need a more thorough un-

derstanding of the questions surrounding

abortion—What does the Bible say about

prenatal life? Is abortion ever justified?

What are the risks of abortion? John Jeffer-

son Davis answers these questions, equips

believers to challenge current assumptions,

and affirms the value of human life, both ini

and out of the womb, p $4.95

YOUR WEALTH IN GOD'S WORLD
John Jefferson Davis

Does God oppose the rich and side with the

poor? Is it wrong to accumulate possessions?

What obligations do the wealthy have toward

the poor? Beginning with a biblical view of

creation and work, Davis shows clearly that a

free enterprise system is rooted in Scripture

and backed by the lessons of history, p $4.95

STRENGTHENING YOUR MARRIAGE
Wayne Mack
Divorce rates soar, even among Christians,

and couples who don't separate far too

often resign themselves to mere coexis-

tence. Many are tempted to view deep marital

unity as impossible. Wayne Mack has

gathered a wealth of information on marital

roles, faith, and more, to present a valuable

guide for couples and counselors, p $4.50

REACHING THE UNREACHED
Harvie M. Conn, ed.

In the past, the Christian church thought of the

missions challenge in terms of countries—Argen-

tina, Burma, Nigeria. Now we are learning to

think in terms of distinct people groups—over

16,000 of them with no Christian church. Who
and where are the unreached peoples? How can

they be reached? How many groups are

there? The nine contributors to this volume
present a pointed challenge to the Christian

community to zealously reach the un-

reached for Christ, p $8.95

available from better Christian bookstores, or:

POP GOES THE GOSPEL
John Blanchard

Blanchard pulls no punches in this hard-

hitting examination of the rock music

scene and the use of rock music in

evangelism. Blanchard asks the provoca-

tive questions, What is the place of music in

relation to the preaching of the gospel? Is

straightforward preaching to be reduced to the

status of an also-ran? p $3.95

ON FIRE FOR GOD
Victor Budgen

The story of John Hus is the story of a famous

scholar and forthright preacher who was ex-

communicated and later burned at the stake

after a farcical trial by a corrupt Roman
Catholic Church. Hus can fairly be de-

scribed, with John Wyclif, as a vital fore-

runner of the Reformation. In the midst of

the barren, soul-destroying wilderness of

the medieval papacy, John Hus emerged as

one of the few beacons of hope and gospel

light, p $11.95

GOD'S OUTLAW
Brian H. Edwards

When men were burned, maimed, and tortured

on the rack for lesser crimes, William Tyndale

was smuggling the Bible into England. When
Tyndale set out to provide the first printed

New Testament in English, he was forced to

defy the king, the pope, and almost every

authority. This work gives us a vivid story of

the man who gave us our most precious

possession: the Bible in English, p $4.95

GATHERED GOLD J
John Blanchard

A collection of over five thousand quota-

tions, arranged under nearly six hundred

categories, this will prove to be a valuable
' / sourcebook for pastors, students, writers,

and many others. This delightful treasury of

quips and quotes from Christian pastors, lead-

ers, and theologians, both from our day and

the past, will be a constant source of encourage-

ment and enlightenment for the believer.

"Try praising your wife, even if it does frighten

her at first. "—Billy Sunday p $9. 95

Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company
P.O. Box 817, Phillipsburg, NJ 08865-0817



THE PRESBYTERY OF THE
CENTRAL SOUTH

OF THE
EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH
INVITES YOU TO

COME
WORSHIP
WITH US

Louisville Presbyterian Church

North Church Avenue
Louisville, MS 39339

Rev. J. Thomas Shields

(601) 773-5647

Faith Evangelical Presbyterian

Church

Route 2, Box 227

Fayetteville, AR 72701

Rev. Paul Westberg

(501) 443-3641

Zachary Presbyterian Church

4455 Church Street

Zachary, LA 70791

(504) 654-2972

Evangelical Presbyterian

Fellowship

2164 North Waco Street

Tulsa, OK 74127

Rev. Frank Meyer

(918) 494-5751

Calvin Presbyterian Church

2738 Fontana

Houston, TX 77043

Rev. Henry Grubbs

(713) 937-3810

Perhaps you and your friends are seek-

ing a warm Christian fellowship in a

Presbyterian church true to the Scrip-

tures and with freedom in the Spirit. If

so, let us help you start such a fellowship

in your area.

Evangelical Presbyterian

Church

2312 Monroe St. Dearborn, MI 48124

(313) 562-2300

In Essentials Unity

In Non-Essentials Liberty

In All Things Charity

teaches what is right in God's eyes, in

spite of what the world may be saying

to us.

It is profitable to make us all that

God wants us to be because that Word
is power, not just words. It is trans-

forming power to mold us into the im-

age of Christ and make us equipped to

do every good work the Lord wants us

to do as we live in this world for him
and his glory.

Therefore, it is the sacred writing,

writing set aside for God and his

people—it separates the people of God
from all the rest (vv. 16-17).

Questions

1. Do I know those in the church

whose lifestyle indicates they are not

guided by God's Word? Am I one of

them?
2. How equipped am I to do good

works in God's sight?

Next week: "A Summons to Deci-

sion," Ezekiel 2:1-3:3; Jeremiah
1:1-12. HI

Letters— from p. 3

Satan's instrument to wreak havoc

toward God's people, thinking only of

his own interests while seeing no need

to be concerned about the sanctity of

human life. The other man, pagan

though he was, realized that the Sover-

eign Lord was using him, and decreed

policies which allowed God's people to

"live peaceful and quiet lives in all

godliness and holiness."

May I suggest to your readers, that

this November the choices (pagan

though they may be) have been just as

clear as my illustration?

—(Rev.) Robert J. Borger

Grand Rapids, Mich.

HOT LINE FROM HEAVEN?

In your Oct. 10 issue, Mr. Belz stated

that we Christians have a responsibili-

ty to "sort out how various issues

square with Biblical standards and

principles." I agree with his statement

in theory; in practice, I question

whether there is any such Biblical man-

date to apply these standards and prin-

ciples to politicians and party plat-

forms as mentioned in the article. Like

it or not, we do not live in a theocracy

governed by officials claiming divine

sanction. We do, however, live in a

democracy that is socially (and reli-

giously) pluralistic and constitutionally

secular. Individuals should abide by
their Christian values but not to the

point of inventing a Christian duty to

establish a state religion. Our Lord had
no qualms about acknowledging the

separate co-existence of state and
church; he said render to Caesar what
is Caesar's and to God what is God's.

Unfortunately in our day some
Christians want to blur this line of dis-

tinction between church and state by
imposing on the rest of the population

what they deem to be the "Moral Ma-
jority" view. These peoply worry me.
I remember reading that once before

when religious fervor was transformed

into political power in this country,

Puritan courts sentenced "witches" to

death with the approval of the Puritan

clergy. We Christian voters need to be

wary of candidates who claim to re-

ceive their political views via a hotline

from heaven. They may be getting

ready to lead us on another type of

witch hunt.

—Mary Thompson
Swannanoa, N.C.

TO JOEL BELZ, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Reading your article "Was the Jour-

nal fair to Dr. Jones?", with all of its

self-scrutiny and humility made me re-

call what my good friend Dr. George

Long used to say when faced with lots

of work to do: "I'd rather drive wild

horses than dead horses."

For all of our sakes, I urge you not

to let a couple hundred angry letters

rob you of your aggressiveness in the

pursuit. It's the "zippety" in your

"doo-dah" that makes us love you so.

. . It also makes things happen, and

pronto! I hope you never get so cir-

cumspect as to ask your subject's ap-

proval before printing a critical piece.

—Steve Lawton
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHESHMMB
HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.
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NORTHERN RHODE ISLAND. Trini-

ty Reformed Chapel, independent and Re-

formed. For information contact Pastor

Keith Offen, 473 Summer Street, Woonsock-

et, Rl 02895. (401) 766-3820.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

FOR SALE\

PEOPLE

Tremendous Music.
Timeless Words!

Songs off the New City
by the New City Fellowship Choir (PCA).

Now on sale. Great Christmas gifts. Pro-

duced by James Ward. For your cassette

tape send $8.00 plus $1.00 postage to:

Songs of the New City

4702 Glynden Drive

Chattanooga, TN 37409

ORDER NOW!

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount .for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs, pulpit

furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40 years ex-

perience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC 28752.

Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 35811.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-
wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an
Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-
dale, FL 33307.

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN Church,

Sepulveda, California (southern California),

approximately 350 members seeking senior

pastor. Mail resumes to Pulpit Committee,

Valley Presbyterian Church, 9200 Haskell

Avenue, Sepulveda, CA 91343 or call (818)

894-9200.

PCA CHURCH in Cincinnati, Ohio, is

seeking a pastor. Those interested please con-

tact Faith Church, 6434 Corbly Road, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45230.

AVAILABLE: 55 year-young Christian, vi-

tally interested in Christian education. Not
interested in state certification and controls.

Past history in secular teaching (math, sci-

ence); K-12 Instructional Materials Coordi-

nator; N.Y. State Education Department

(Associate). Will locate near strong Reformed

Church (conservative, orthodox, evangelical).

Now feel public schools are not proper.

Please contact: Lester J. Badenoch, Box 158,

Church St., Lisbon, NY 13658. Phone (315)

393-7470.

A GROWING, former RPCES, now PCA
church is seeking a pastor dedicated in faith

and practice to Presbyterian and Reformed
principles. Please send enquiries to Calvary

Presbyterian Church, c/o Joan M. Tromet-

ter, 505 Yew Drive, Brick, New Jersey 08724.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CS1 and 1SACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

NewEPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town
of Rochester, Michigan. Worship
Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

TEACHER WANTED. Immediate open-

ing, large Southern Christian school. Science

and history. Excellent working conditions.

Interested parties send resumes to: Box CS,
The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

SERVICES
RELOCATING to Asheville, N.C. and look-

ing for a Christian REALTOR® ? Contact
Elliott Baron, First Realty, 191 Charlotte St.,

Asheville, NC 28801. Phone: Office (704)

255-8111; Home (704) 254-4983.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq tt We design tor

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prelabricated)

Includes Masonry ana wood construction, social area,

oflices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry Irom $22/sq. It.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed In the Southeast

WANTED
TRINITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, a

ministry of Trinity Presbyterian Church
(PCA), needs your prayers and financial sup-

port. Having encountered financial setbacks,

we endeavor to maintain an excellent pro-

gram which is the only one in the Slidell area

based on a Reformed world and life view.

Contact Roy Meador, Principal, Trinity

Christian School, Rt. 7, Box 7283, Slidell,

LA 70461.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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UNEQUAL TIME

Rebuilders, Not Redecorators

LINDA BELZ

At first I was sick at heart-to read how
enthusiastically Joanne Parker bundles

her little ones off to public school every

morning ("Being Parents of Children

in Public Elementary School," Aug.

22 Journal, p. 8), but then I realized

that ten years ago I might have done
the same thing. I was a public school

product woefully married into a large

family of militant Christian school ad-

vocates. After a few years of in-law

propaganda, the very mention of Chris-

tian education made me bristle.

But that was two school-age kids

and many hours ago—many hours,

that is, of graduate level education

courses at a local state university. That

study gradually changed my opinion of

public education as I began to see its

basic premise, which is that the state

can and must create a morally "neu-

tral" forum, an arena where debates

can come to proper conclusions with-

out any untidy references to God.
Such a system requires a quiet,

friendly compromise on the part of all

its participants, whether they are aware

of it or not: "You believe in God, and
we don't. Fine. Let's just agree to dis-

agree and never mention it again. You
won't bring up God, and we won't

bring up, say, Buddha—even though

we were dying to bring up Buddha.
Fair enough?"

I don't know about South Carolina,

or whatever other pocket boroughs of

salvation exist across the country, but

here in Missouri, where Mrs. Parker

lives, the net effect of this compromise
is to officially and substantively silence

Christians, token comments on text-

books notwithstanding. We personal-

ly know one teacher who lost his job

for his outspokenness. Even at the uni-

versity level, the old do-your-own-

The author is a wife, mother, and
homemaker in Kirkwood, Mo. She
worships with her family at Old
Orchard Church (PCA) in Webster
Groves, Mo.
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thing attitude of the late '60's is slow-

ly being replaced by do-our-own-thing-

or-else (or else be exorcised as anti-in-

tellectual).

Christianity in this setting is not a

way of thinking, but a separate subject

that can easily be dropped from the

curriculum or relegated to after-school

discussions. Even if it manages to in-

filtrate the classroom, it must be con-

sidered just another theory, never bet-

ter and usually worse than any other

theory. It lacks the suasion of a stan-

dard, and it is disallowed as an under-

lying assumption.

Many of us have bought into this

idea to a surprising degree, perhaps be-

cause of our own extensive public

school backgrounds. We have not no-

ticed a developing dichotomy in our

thinking which regularly boxes up sub-

The public building

is unsound; the

foundation is askew.

jects as either spiritual on the one hand

or academic on the other—and never

the twain shall meet.

If we didn't believe life could be

compartmentalized in this way and
that a neutral forum were possible, we
wouldn't allow our children to spend

30 hours a week in public schools. We
would never happily, after all, allow

them to spend so much as an hour a

week in a Christian Science Sunday-

school program: We know that that is

not neutral.

As a result of this habit of separating

Christianity from the rest of life, I

think, many of us are becoming "dec-

orator" Christians, Christians who are

content to live in the large, godless edi-

fice of the world in general, and public

education in particular, if only we can

spruce it up a little—with an opening

prayer, a devotional thought, a nativity

scene or maybe a visiting born-again

baseball player. We try Jesus here and
try him there, hoping he might look

good somewhere.

We mentally divide the populace in-

to the Christians and the Normals, the

Normals being the ones who live on
TV, buying, selling, eating and drink-

ing quite pleasantly in a total God-
vacuum. We identify with them. In the

arts, we are satisfied to have a Chris-

tian bestseller list and a regular best-

seller list, Christian musicians and real

musicians. We docilely accept our place

at the periphery but cannot understand

why we are unable to affect our culture

in any important way, or why our wit-

ness is so wimpy and insipid.

Of course we need that daily indivi-

dual testimony at public schools, and
everywhere else for that matter, but

not at the expense of the rest of our

long-term, permanent, corporate wit-

ness—our city set on a hill. Like Isa-

iah's people, we are to be rebuilders

and repairers of dwellings, not redec-

orators—and for good reason: The
public building is unsound; the foun-

dation is askew.

Some Christian schools sadly do
have the problems Mrs. Parker out-

lined, but almost all of them would
benefit dramatically from increased

involvement by sound Presbyterian

churches and families—and particular-

ly by creative, honest people like the

Parkers. That would bring the costs

down, which would help prevent elit-

ism. It might make neighborhood

schools a possibility and eventually

even broaden the racial base, as it has

in other church schools.

Christian education is not perfect,

and public education is not hopeless

—

but it is bleak. It is indeed a mission

field, and while we may weep over it,

pray for it, and mobilize some of our

best talent to go back in and reform

it, I really think we should stop send-

ing our young children off to do that

work. In what other mission field, af-

ter all, are most of the missionaries un-

accompanied minors? DO



EDITORIALS

What Does the Church Do for Relief of the Poor?

In the lead feature articles of this issue

Calvin Beisner argues that the churches

of this land can meet the needs of the

poor, and T. M. Moore challenges

Christians that we have not yet re-

sponded to the Reagan administra-

tion's invitation to the private sector

to replace the federal government's

role in welfare.

Theoretically the statistics make an

interesting study, plausibly arguing

that the churches could take on the

support of the poor. Once upon a

time, in medieval Europe, this was the

reality, such social institutions as ex-

isted for the needy and disadvantaged

being provided by monasticism; but

Protestantism abolished monasticism.

One suspects, too, that the costs of ad-

ministering meaningful support for the

poor—including a ministry of instruc-

tion and counseling along with distri-

bution of financial help—would prove

to be much more than anticipated in

statistical analyses. For example, would

church staffs need to include full-time

salaried deacons and deaconesses?

But there is a more immediate prac-

tical problem. Such statistics assume
that the Christians of the American
churches tithe. Apart from a few

outstanding groups like the Christian

and Missionary Alliance and the

Seventh-Day Adventists, however, the

denominational statistics for giving do
not support an assumption of tithing.

Far from it. Some Presbyterian figures

that I have looked at recently reveal

annual contributions to all causes

through the church to amount to

$1,472 per family unit. Somehow my
fellow Presbyterians look generally

more prosperous to me, if I may judge

by dress, car, home, and lifestyle, than

to be living on a family income of
under $15,000.

But let's ask ourselves what we Pres-

byterians are actually doing for the

poor. If we do tithe, where does that

tenth of our income go? Judging by
the same denominational statistics,

more than half (about 54 percent) goes

to current congregational expenses:

such things as the pastor's salary,

utilities and maintenance of the church

property, materials for Sunday school,

etc. Almost a fifth (about 19 percent)

goes to a congregational building fund.

Almost a fourth (about 24 percent) is

used for benevolences. Of this fourth,

over one-fifth (about 5 percent of all

giving) goes to the denominational for-

eign missions agency and another fifth

supports all the rest of the denomina-

tional agencies, less than two-tenths of

1 percent of all giving being for over-

seas relief or ministerial relief, the only

items specifically for relief of the poor.

Almost two-thirds of the benevolent

giving (about 15 percent of all con-

tributions) is for various congrega-

tional causes. Perhaps a healthy a-

mount of this goes to relieve the poor.

But check your own habits of giving.

Doesn't this category tend to be dona-

tions for local Christian schools or for

Utter hypocrisy until

we do more

para-church agencies that one of your

local members is involved with? And
if there is a Deacon's Fund offering at

the communion service, what propor-

tion of your giving goes to that collec-

tion?

And who are the poor that we as

churches are helping? Our deacons

would probably tell us that it is the

temporarily distressed person in our

normally self-sufficient congregation

who is the occasional recipient of as-

sistance. We can be thankful that there

is usually more of this kind of genuine

charity going on behind the scenes than

a congregation is aware of. But if we
contribute for sandwiches at the rescue

mission on the other side of the tracks,

our annual donation scarcely makes a

dent in the poverty of our whole com-
munity.

Jesus said, "The poor you will al-

ways have with you, and you can help

them any time you want" (Mark 14:7).

This statement has sometimes been

used as an excuse for not helping the

poor because of the futility of remov-

ing poverty from society. The context

of our Lord's statement, however, is

the surpassing value of Mary of Beth-

any's act of worship in anointing him
with the precious perfume for his im-

pending death. And his statement is a

reference to Deuteronomy 15:11:

"There will always be poor people in

the land. Therefore I command you to

be openhanded toward your brothers

and toward the poor and needy in your

land." The fuller context starting at

verse 7 shows that one of the first re-

sponsibilities for the people of Israel

would be for the poor in their midst,

not to be hardhearted or tight fisted but

openhanded, giving generously without

a grudging heart, and this would please

God, who would bestow his blessing.

The early church saw such help of the

poor as a primary responsibility, as

shown in choosing of the Seven for the

care of the widows in Acts 6 and in

Paul's concern to make a collection

from the mission churches for the

needy in Jerusalem.

Why is this not a greater dimension

of our giving? Are the poor not always

with us? Has the government's welfare

system so well taken care of the situa-

tion?

We know better than that. Our prob-

lem is that we do not really know the

poor. If we did, we would be moved to

do more. But until we do more than we
are doing now—until we tithe, until we
are doing as much missionary and
church-planting work as we should, un-

til we adequately support our church

workers, until we properly train the

ministers of the future, until we support

Christian education at all levels, until

we give at least 1 percent(!) of all

church contributions for the relief of

the poor—it is utter hypocrisy to cheer

the federal government's withdrawal

from welfare because the church will

take up the slack. [Q
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE
When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65 % of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary
society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout

Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder
of God and His creation.

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get that little

"more" at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone i L
church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad_

"IN ALL THINGS . . .

CHRIST PRE-EMINENT

(ovenartt
College

Lookout Mountain, TN 3735C
Covenant College does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.
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MAILBAG

FROM A RABBI'S PERSPECTIVE

Your September 26 issue focusing on

the subject of Jews who believe in

Jesus was a most significant and

enlightening one, indeed. While I ap-

preciated reading the array of Chris-

tian viewpoints on the subject, and was

flattered to find myself quoted in Dr.

Marvin Wilson's excellent treatment of

the subject, I was disappointed that

you did not include a Jewish view of

the subject, "Jesus for the Jews."

Surely your readers would be in-

terested in learning how members of

the Jewish community view Jesus,

Christian missionary outreaches to-

ward them, and Jewish believers in

Jesus. Without wishing to appear self-

serving, may I refer those interested in

| ISSN 0032-7549]

—The . „
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is devoted to the statement, defense and propa-

gation of the Gospel, "the faith once for all deliv-

ered to the saints"; promoting a Christian under-

standing of current and ecclesiastical issues

through the affirmation of Christian truth from a

foundation of Reformed theology according to an

infallible and inerrant Scripture, with application of

a Biblical world and life view to the culture in which

we live in the service of the Triune God.
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this aspect of the subject to my new

book, What Christians Should Know
About Jews and Judaism (Word,

Inc.), from which Dr. Wilson quoted,

which deals extensively with these

matters.

One final reaction—while I, in fact,

maintain that a modus vivendi can be

built between the central evangelical

Christian commission to preach the

gospel and the central Jewish one to

survive and perpetuate Jewish life, that

is only true if Christians were to adopt

the guidelines for witnessing set forth

in Dr. Wilson's article. Of the various

viewpoints you presented on this most

sensitive and important subject, it is

Wilson's which offers the most pro-

mise and which would get a fair hear-

ing in the Jewish community. As for

the other approaches described by

Moishe Rosen of Jews for Jesus and

Richard DeRidder, they only create

tension and hostility between Chris-

tians and Jews and, in fact, serve to

alienate Jews from adopting more

favorable attitudes toward Jesus and

Christianity. I urge all Christians to

take seriously Dr. Wilson's guidelines

on Christian witnessing to Jews before

engaging in such activity.

—Yechiel Eckstein, Rabbi

President, Holyland Fellowship of

Christians & Jews

Chicago, 111.

COMPARABILITY NEEDS ENFORCEMENT

In the "Mailbag" for Sept. 26 Mr.

Steve Hines wrote: "What most peo-

ple mean by comparability is that when

a woman does the same type of work

as a man she will be paid a comparable

wage."
According to an Eagle Form pub-

lication "Equal pay for equal work has

been the law of the land since 1963.

The Equal Pay Act forbids a pay dif-

ferential based on sex when the work

is substantially the same. The Equal

Employment Opportunity Act forbids

sex discrimination in hiring, promo-

tions and benefits, as well as pay."

There have been many law suits re-

garding this in the last few years. The

law is there. It just hasn't been en-

forced.

I believe what President Reagan says

in his opposition to ERA: "I am op-

posed to ERA because I believe exist-

ing constitutional and legal guarantees,

properly enforced, can assure equal

rights for women."
—Louise Hudgens

Bainbridge, Ga.

COVENANT FOUNDATION FOR SCHOOLS

The August 22,1984 issue of Presby-

terian Journal concerned itself with

"The Public Schools: How Can Chris-

tians Affect Them?" As a strong ad-

vocate for Christian schools, I was

greatly interested in the viewpoints ex-

pressed. Moreover, I was also greatly

disappointed.

It is not my intent to argue against

the pro-public school positions which

were presented. In brief, I wonder why

the covenant foundation for Christian

schools was absent from this issue?

How does God's covenant harmonize

with the advocacy of public schools?

Where was reference to J.G. Machen,

Cornelius Van Til, John Murray, Cor-

nelius Jaarsma, Louis Berkof, Guil-

Ministers

William H. Bell, Jr. from Alcoa, Tenn., to the

Covenant Church (PCA), Montgomery, Ala.

Rufus N. Evans from Charleston, W. Va., to the

Trinity Church (PCA), Wilmington, NC.

W. Kent Sendal from St. Louis, Mo., to the Bi-

ble Church (PCA), Walker, Iowa.

Charles Skinner (PCA) from Madison, Miss.,

to new work there as EPC organizing pastor.

William H. Smith from Hattiesburg, Miss., to

Covenant Church (PCA), Louisville, Miss,
j

James A. Thompson from Cincinnati, Ohio, to

the First Evangelical Church (PCA), E. Liver-

pool, Ohio.

David G. Williams (PCA) from Pitcairn, Pa., to

Oak Park, III. as organizing pastor.

Ford Williams, Starkville, Miss., to the Grace I

Church (PCA) in Starkville.

Robert A. Yost (PCA) from Tyrone, Mich, to the

Unity Church (Ind.), Charlotte, NC.
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laume Groen van Prinsterer, Abraham
Kuyper, and Herman Bavink? These

men clearly favored Christian schools

in absolute contrast to non-Christian

education which compromises the sov-

ereign God of the Bible and his coven-

ant with his chosen people. If we truly

want to affect public schools, "550,000

born-again Christian teachers" could

withdraw from them in order to con-

struct Biblical Christian schools which

boldly proclaim an all-comprehensive

Christian world and life view.

—Gregory J. Maffet, Ed.D.
Brook Park, Ohio

REFRESHING UNDER THE PALM TREE

I was happy to read Jean Shaw's

"Under My Palm Tree" in the Octo-

ber 24 issue.

I hope we will be treated regularly

to her column. I find her articles re-

freshing and insightful.

—Sarah E. Lambert

Chattanooga, Tenn.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

] "Is our Christianity too American?" That is probably

not a question we are inclined to think about as we sit down to turkey and

cranberry sauce this Thanksgiving, just a couple of weeks after the national

elections. Right now, to many of us, it feels good to be American as well

as to be Christian. But maybe this is exactly the time when we should reflect

on the combination of spiritual and national heritages that Thanksgiving

represents. George Marsden's article describes how fundamentalism draws

on two very distinct Christian traditions that can result in diverse percep-

tions of American culture. Franky Schaeffer turns our theme question around

and asks how we can make America more Christian. In a review article mis-

sionary John Mason shows how women missionaries to China of three

generations ago struggled, as we all do, with the commingling of our faith

and our culture. Clair Davis, in his fourth article on "functional Calvinism,"

gets at the essential nature of thanks for our Christian living. The editorial

this week challenges us to pray for President Reagan's second term, that

a compassionate conservatism may transcend a selfish and narrow na-

tionalism on our part and lead to greater thanksgiving four years hence for

Christian influence in the world.

I I Having writers who address themselves to a theme from
differing perspectives this week serves as a reminder that we frequently want

to provide a forum of opinion for the stimulation of our readers. We do
not necessarily endorse the viewpoints of our authors or the authors them-

selves, but present them from week to week as worthy of your reflection

and Scriptural examination.

I I In like manner, advertising in the pages of the Journal

has always been intended to be a ministry to our readers as much as a source

of revenue for the magazine. We try to include in our advertising pages only

those folks who we believe have something really credible to offer for your

consideration. You might be interested to know something about "The Book
Manor," whose extensive ad appears on pages 15-18. A Canadian distributor

of popular Reformed books, the Book Manor is an extension of Paideia

Press. We appreciate the fact that they serve as the Canadian distributors

for all the God's World papers used north of the border.

] Did you ever imagine that something might be named
after you? How about a planet? The Christian Reformed Banner reports

that Dordt College associate professor of astronomy Dick Hodgson has had
a minor planet named for him for his inspiration to others in the field of

minor planet research. There are thousands of observed minor planets, but

only 50 have been named, with such designations as Einstein, Beethoven,

and Tolstoy. "Hodgson" was previously known as Planet 2888. HI
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Bishops Begin To Modify Tactics on Abortion

WASHINGTON (RNS)—In a poten-

tially significant shift in tactics, some

key leaders of the American Roman

Catholic hierarchy have begun to

change their public appeals on abor-

tion, calling for legal "restrictions" or

"modifications" rather than an abso-

lute ban on the practice.

The movement among the bishops—

to seek consensus and discussion-

seems to have developed in the heat of

the election-year debate over religion

and politics.

In the weeks just before the election,

distinctions between the church's

"moral principles" and the way those

principles should be expressed in law

became more evident in the pronounce-

ments of some bishops.

Ironically, it may have been Arch-

bishop John J. O'Connor, a firm abor-

tion opponent, who set the more len-

ient process in motion by creating a

storm over his criticism of public of-

ficials who oppose laws against abor-

tion. Now O'Connor has surprised

some in the church by signaling a will-

ingness to work for something less than

an absolute ban.

"We're willing to take our chances on

compromise legislation!' says Richard

Doerflinger of the Office of Pro-Life

Activities of the National Conference

of Catholic Bishops. "We can't wait

around for the perfect consensus on the

perfect law while abortion continues at

a rate of 1.5 million a year!'

Doerflinger said, however, that the

church hierarchy remains solidly op-

posed to the Supreme Court's 1973

decision legalizing abortion. He ac-

knowledged that any significant restric-

tions on access to abortion will require

a reversal or major modification of

that decision.

In Chicago, Cardinal Joseph Bernar-

din offered a philosophical base for a

shift in the church's approach. Head of

the bishops' Pro-Life Activities Com-

mittee, he said: "The civil law must be

rooted in the moral law, but it may not

at times incorporate the full range of

the moral law. ... I am committed to

teaching the total moral law" against

abortion. "But I am also committed to

the search for what is possible and

most effective in the civil arena!'

The hierarchy's willingness to com-

The two most influential Roman Catholic leaders in the U.S. today-Archbishop John J.

O'Connor (left) of New York, and Cardinal Joseph L. Bernardin of Chicago (right), upiphco
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promise on the issue was first evident

in 1981 when it endorsed a constitu-

tional amendment which was more len-

ient than many pro-lifers wanted. That

measure was decisively defeated by the

U.S. Senate in June 1983.

Those seeking a more moderate ap-

proach say a total ban is unrealistic,

and that much of the killing of babies

would be ended simply by prohibiting

"abortion on demand!' Legislatively,

that might be achieved by restricting

abortions to cases involving rape, in-

cest, or serious threat to the life of the

mother.

Such restrictions have regularly

gained the support of substantial ma-

jorities of the American voting public.

But strong pro-lifers stress that such

restrictions, valuable though they are,

are also open to wide abuse. ffl

Neuhaus, Cox Differ

On Liberation Theology

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Liberation

theology, associated mainly with Ro-

man Catholicism in Latin America

but embraced by many Protestants as

well, became a matter of dispute here

between noted Protestant theologians.

Rev. Richard John Neuhaus, Luth-

eran writer and head of the New York-

based Center for Religion and Society,

sharply denounced liberation theology

as a "tired and tattered rerun of some

very old Christian heresies!'

Rev. Harvey Cox, however, a Baptist

professor at Harvard Divinity School,

cited common ground with Protestants

in liberation theology's emphasis on

Scripture and "critique of the eccle-

siastical structure of the Roman Cath-

olic Church."
Liberation theology seeks to inter-

pret the Bible and the teachings of the

church on the basis of the struggles of

poor and oppressed people.

Neuhaus and Cox spoke at a con-

ference here sponsored by the Ethics

and Public Policy Center, a neo-

conservative research center.



Neuhaus said liberation theology

promotes views which are "diametri-

cally opposed to that of the Reforma-

tion. He cited Martin Luther's view

that "God justifies the ungodly by

grace through faith" contrasting that

with the idea of Rev. Gustavo Gutier-

rez, a Peruvian priest, that people must

seek God's grace through the "class

struggle!'

Recent disputes between the Vatican

and proponents of liberation theology,

said Neuhaus, highlight "two different

understandings of the Roman Catho-

lics Church." The Vatican, he claimed,

has come closer to the spirit of the

Reformation because it has been more
open to "new insight!'

Cox, meanwhile, said he has spent

time with "basic Christian communi-
ties'—or the popular church—in Latin

America and "found myself very much
at home with them!'

"I am not aware of any liberation

theologian who says there is no salva-

tion outside the class struggle. I don't

know of any who would describe them-
selves as Marxist-Leninist."

One conference participant, John
Wimberly of Western Presbyterian

Church here, defended liberation

theology in a question to Neuhaus,

popular author of the recent book The
Naked Public Square. The movement
has succeeded, said Wimberly, in "put-

ting the scripture in people's hands in

a way that has not been done in a long,

long time on that continent!' Further,

he said, there is much lay activism in

the movement.
But Neuhaus argued that the use of

the Bible by liberation theology pro-

ponents is not valid because they "skew

the scripture with a Marxist overlay!' CD

Evangelical Newspaper
Struggles in Guatemala

GUATEMALA CITY (MNS)—Latin

America's first evangelical daily

newspaper, La Palabra, has celebrated

its first birthday. Still losing money, the

paper has an uncertain future. But it

has gained the attention of many who
thought it wouldn't last this long.

With a circulation now of about
6000, La Palabra has passed three

rivals, and now stands third in national

circulation. Nevertheless, it is still far

behind its two biggest competitors.

More serious, La Palabra's director

and managing editor, Rafael Escobar

Arguello, says the paper needs a cir-

culation of 16,000 to break even. But

he is optimistic: "With two million

evangelicals in Guatemala, it shouldn't

be hard to reach break even!'

The newspaper carries international,

national, and local news and sports,

along with a "Christian Section" in-

cluding coverage of church-related

events, testimonies, and devotionals.

La Palabra was born through the

combined efforts of Arguello, a rela-

tively new Christian who was assistant

press secretary to Guatemala's former

president Rios Montt, and business-

man Roberto Sandoval. Sandoval, who
reportedly invested $200,000 in the ven-

ture strictly on a business basis, has

since then become a Christian.

Whether there is sufficient money to

sustain the newspaper until it reaches

the 16,000 goal is problematic. The
Monday edition has already been sus-

pended in a cost-cutting move.

Evangelicals now account for 25%
of Guatemala's population—a figure

many say will grow to 50% by 1990. 00

Ascension Presbytery
Says 'Yes' To Lutjens

MONROEVILLE, Pa.—Ascension
Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church
in America (PCA) has given a contro-

versial "yes" to the question of

whether one of its ministers affirms the

doctrinal standards of the church. The
issue has embroiled the PCA for the

last two years, consuming hours of the

church's last two general assemblies in

Norfolk, Va., and Baton Rouge, La.

At issue was the presbytery's orig-

inal ordination examination of Kurt H.
Lutjens, who took exception to some
details of the PCA standards. Al-

though the presbytery judged that his

exceptions were minor, the 1983 gen-

eral assembly disagreed, and instructed

the presbytery to re-examine Lutjens

to see whether his views had changed.

That re-examination still had not

taken place by last June's general

assembly in Baton Rouge, prompting
the court there to set a November
deadline for the presbytery.

The presbytery finally concurred
with the re-examination at its Sep-

tember meeting, and found that Lut-

jens's views are within the PCA stan-

dards. Since the September meeting

was not concluded until an adjourned
session in October, however, and since

even then a 15-day period for com-
plaints had to pass, the action could

not be considered as formal until very

recently.

Even now, substantial disagreement

remains within the presbytery over

whether Lutjens's views have changed,

whether presbytery's questioning was
simply more precise, or whether the

situation remains unchanged from two
years ago.

Rev. Frank D. Moser, presbytery's

stated clerk, told the Journal here that

until November 25, some view it as still

technically possible to file a com-
plaint from within the presbytery; or

a motion to rescind the presbytery's

approval could be filed; or formal

charges against Lutjens may be forth-

coming. Moser said he doubted the

issue is dead.

At least five PCA presbyteries had
communicated formally to the Ascen-
sion Presbytery about the problems.

But Moser stressed that the letters were

full of fraternal concern, and were not

construed by the Ascension Presbytery

as meddling in their business. CD

Also In the News . .

.

Ralph D. Veerman, senior vice

president of Prison Fellowship, has

been named executive vice president of

Ligonier Valley Study Center which on

November 1 moved its national offices

from Pennsylvania to Orlando, Fla.

Veerman has studied at Wheaton Col-

lege and Trinity Seminary, and had a

background in youth work before join-

ing Prison Fellowship.

Moral Majority president Jerry

Falwell and Massachusetts senator Ed-

ward Kennedy will face each other in

a formal debate on the subject of pri-

vate morality and public policy. The
February 5 discussion will be part of

the annual program of National Relig-

ious Broadcasters in Washington,

D.C.

"This is patronage— let's face it,"

said Gary Jarmin of the Christian

Voice organization following Ronald
Reagan's landslide victory November
6. Jarmin said Christian Voice expects

several high-level positions in the

Reagan administration in return for

their part in the victory. Christian

Voice said it won in 21 of the 27 con-

gressional races it entered. Ill
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American Culture and Fundamentalism
As a Belief System

GEORGE M. MARSDEN

(Ed.—In his widely acclaimed Funda-

mentalism and American Culture: The
Shaping of Twentieth-Century Evan-

gelicalism, 1870-1925 [New York: Ox-

ford U. Press, 1980] Prof. Marsden
wrote on pages 6-7: "... within fun-

damentalism wefind a strikingly para-

doxical tendency to identify sometimes

with the 'establishment' and some-

times with the 'outsiders. ' Fundamen-
talism emerged from an era in which

American evangelicalism was so influ-

ential that it was virtually a religious

establishment; eventually, however,

fundamentalism took on the role of a

beleaguered minority with strong sec-

tarian or separatist tendencies. During

the development offundamentalism its

adherents wavered between these two

opposing self-images. This tension re-

flected an ambivalence in their rela-

tionship to the major denominations.

It also involved an ambivalence toward

American culture which is especially

apparent in fundamentalist attitudes

toward patriotism and social reform.

Thesefundamentalist attitudes cannot

be understood in terms ofa consistent

ideology. They make sense only in

terms of the establishment-or-outsider

paradox. " In light of this analysis of
turn-of-the-century fundamentalism
we asked Prof. Marsden concerning

today's situation: "Is our Christiani-

ty Too American?" He responded

with thefollowing excerptfrom his ar-

ticle "Understanding Fundamentalist

Views of Society, " reprinted with per-

mission of the editorfrom Reformed
Faith and Politics, Ronald H. Stone,

ed. /Washington, D.C.: University

Press ofAmerica, 1983J, pages 68-72.)

In this article he was writing from a

Reformed perspective to a wider

The author is professor of history at

Calvin College in Grand Rapids,

Mich. He holds degrees from
Haverford College, Westminster
Theological Seminary, and Yale

University.

scholarly audience; we believe his

points will be of interest to Journal

readers as well.

Fundamentalism is a coherent belief

system representing a combination of

a number of longstanding traditions.

While social and psychological circum-

stances may help explain why some
people adopt a worldview, we must not

forget that the relationships are reci-

procal. Worldviews shape persons'

perceptions of reality and help explain

strong stances on social questions.

Fundamentalism embodies, first of

all, many important themes in the

Christian tradition. Central to funda-

mentalist thinking is a Biblical theme

that has been obscured in much of

modern Protestantism. The universe is

divided, as it surely is in many Biblical

conceptions, between the forces of

God and righteousness and those of

Satan and evil. The warfare is a strug-

gle to the death between God's people

and his enemies. This conception is es-

sential, for instance, if one is to see the

celebrated acts of Old Testament vio-

lence as heroism rather than as atroc-

ities. For today's fundamentalists the

practical life and death issues are not

found first of all in physical battles,

but rather in the battle for the souls of

humanity. Holding a classic Reforma-

tion and pietist view of the substitu-

tionary atonement, and taking the Bib-

lical cosmic struggle seriously, they see

most of humanity as endangered by

the punishment of eternity in Hell.

Nothing is more important, therefore,

regarding one's neighbors, one's na-

tion, or the world, than to convince

people to stop serving Satan and to

have them accept instead salvation and
eternal happiness in Christ. Funda-

mentalist aggressiveness, which often

is viewed by others as self-serving ag-

grandizement, is seen by fundamen-

talists themselves as sacrificial service

to humanity. Their many arduous mis-

sionary efforts evidence the sincerity of

such convictions.

This worldview, which as outlined

thus far is that of much of evangelical-

ism, acquires additional characteristics

due to its fusion with some other tradi-

tions. Very important is a set of beliefs

about the ability of Christians to dis-

cover the truth with certainty. At a

practical level fundamentalist confi-

dence is built simply on the belief that

God will lead his people in the truth.

Fundamentalists, as well as their close

cousins in the pentecostal and holiness

movements, often talk of firm knowl-

edge of "the leading of the Lord." But

fundamentalists particularly have also

expanded this view of truth to include

some important theories of how to find

truth. The Bible is, of course, the su-

preme authority for fundamentalists.

Moreover, they regard the interpreta-

tion of the Bible as an exact science.

Thus in establishing the certainty of

their views, they rely not on just a gen-

eral appeal to the witness of the Holy

Spirit, but also to a scientific analysis

of Biblical teaching.

The combination of such views of

knowledge and the Biblical worldview

of the clash of cosmic forces has

powerful implications. Not only do

fundamentalists see the universe as di-

vided between the forces of light and

darkness, they also are convinced be-

yond a doubt that they can identify

who or what is on which side. How do

they know? Because the Bible tells

them. So what opponents view as ar-

rogance, fundamentalists themselves
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see as humble reliance on the Bible

alone.

The most characteristic product of

fundamentalist Biblical interpretation,

the system called "dispensationalism,"

illustrates these points. It also has bear-

ing on some fundamentalist social

views. Dispensationalism was devised

in the 19th century. Reflecting one of

the ideals of that age, it was purported

to be a thoroughly scientific system of

analyzing the Bible. History, as de-

scribed in the Bible, was divided into

seven "dispensations," or ages, in each

of which God dealt with his people in

a new way. So the requirements that

applied to Adam and Eve in the "dis-

pensation of innocence" were different

from those that governed Israel in the

"dispensation of law," which in turn

were different from the New Testa-

ment principles governing the current

church age. Particularly important for

dispensationalists is the interpretation

of prophecy. Prophecies are to be in-

terpreted as much as possible as

though they were scientific statements

of matters of fact concerning the

future. "Literal where possible" is ac-

cordingly the key principle. This rule

means that whenever possible, one

should interpret a prophecy as refer-

ring to an identifiable literal event (for

example, the "Beast" in Revelation

refers to a future emperor of a restored

Roman empire). Particularly vivid in

dispensationalists' thinking are a seven

years' series of stormy prophetic

events, centering around the state of

Israel, which will begin any day and
will immediately precede the return of

Jesus to set up a literal kingdom in

Jerusalem for exactly one thousand

years.

Dispensationalism has some impor-

tant political and social implications.

Most direct is that fundamentalists

tend toward a very favorable attitude

toward the Jews and the state of Israel.

Dispensationalists correctly predicted

the return of the Jews to Israel long

before it happened. They do hold that

Jews must be converted to Christ,

which they predict will happen on a

large scale during the seven prophetic

years. This fundamentalist zeal for

conversions has led many Jews to re-

sent fundamentalists' friendliness. On
the other hand, fundamentalists them-
selves take literally the promise of God
to Abraham that "I will bless them
that bless thee" and so urge kindness
to the Jews.

Dispensationalism also has wider

social and political implications. One
of its teachings is that the current age

is one of steady degeneration. The in-

stitutional churches, of which the Ro-

man Catholic is the prototype, are cor-

rupted with worldliness and in unholy

alliances with the state or culture. The
ideal of "Christendom" or "Christian

civilization," say many dispensation-

alist teachers, was an illusion that the

kingdom of Christ could be brought

about in this age. Rather, the only true

kingdom is that of Christ in the millen-

nial age to come. Meanwhile, Chris-

tians should not be deluded by political

solutions to the world's problems.

Rather, they sould separate themselves

from worldliness and from worldly

churches. One should live, in the words

of the Gospel hymn, as though "I am
a stranger here . . .

."

Dispensationalists who follow these

teachings consistently tend to be

apolitical. They insist that Christians

should stay away from any social pro-

grams. They should rather put all their

energies into winning souls to Christ.

One should obey the powers that be,

but remember that the only really im-

portant kingdom is that which is yet to

come.

Oddly, however, most American
fundamentalists (who are predomi-

nantly dispensationalists) do not con-

sistently follow these apolitical impli-

cations of dispensationalism. Rather,

an entirely different tradition also

shapes their social-political outlook.

This is the Puritan tradition, which has

had a deeper influence in shaping the

popular American evangelical mentali-

ty than has dispensationalism. By the

first half of the 19th century, when
evangelicalism was a leading force in

American culture, this tradition had
developed social and political tenden-

cies which are almost the opposite of

dispensationalism (which became a

widespread view only later in the cen-

tury). Instead of postponing the king-

dom to a future dispensation, the dom-
inant 19th-century evangelical view

was to regard God's kingdom as grow-

ing out of the spiritual progress of the

present age. In technical terms this was
a "postmillennial" view that said

Christ would return only after a

millennial age which would be the last

phase of current history (premillenni-

alists, such as dispensationalists, said

Christ would return before the millen-

nium.) The 19th-century postmillennial



views were combined with a more

strictly Puritan teaching that America

stood in much the same relation to

God as had Old Testament Israel. This

meant that America was viewed as a

chosen nation with a special role to

play in history. Many 19th-century

evangelicals thought that America

would have a special leadership role in

the approaching millennial age of spir-

itual blessings. Such views of Ameri-

ca's destiny fit the avid nationalism of

the era and sometimes fed overestima-

tion of America's virtues in relation to

other nations.

Most important for understanding

this compelling image of America as a

new Israel is that, as with Israel of old,

the relationship to God was covenan-

tal. The covenant was a national con-

tract with God and the terms of the

covenant were that the nation must

obey the laws of God. God would con-

tinue to bless America only so long as

Sometimes they will

speak ofAmerica as

a doomed nation. At
other times it is God's

favorite and the

greatest nation on
earth.

she continued to obey his laws. If she

turned from his laws, then surely pun-

ishment and destruction would follow.

The relationship of God's law to the

nation was thus the key factor in shap-

ing American evangelical social, polit-

cal, and economic views. The success

of the nation depended directly on her

virtue. God would bless or curse na-

tions that kept or broke his laws. He
would administer these blessings or

curses in two basic ways. One way was

through special providences. For in-

stance, as happened time and again

with Old Testament Israel, he might

raise up nations to punish his erring

people. The second way of administer-

ing justice, however, was built into the

nature of things. God had structured

the moral law into the universe with

many inbuilt rewards and punish-

ments. Perhaps the most popular ex-

ample was the work ethic. Work was

rewarded with prosperity. Laziness
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and idleness were punished with pover-

ty and misery. Such laws seemed self-

evident. Hence it seemed a disservice

for the government to reward the poor

with welfare payments when they were

not working. Charity to the disabled,

widows, orphans, and the like was
urged; but to give able-bodied people

the rewards of work when they were

not working was simply to interfere

with God's economic laws. Similar

principles applied in many other areas.

Marital infidelity was punished with

misery for oneself and one's family.

Intemperance led inevitably to sorrow.

Fundamentalists today accordingly

have two traditions to draw on when
approaching social and political ques-

tions. On the one hand they can draw
on the dispensationalist tradition

which, when consistently applied, leads

away from political action. On the oth-

er hand, they can draw from the deep-

er evangelical tradition of the cove-

nanted nation, where a crucial Chris-

tian emphasis is on the importance of

national adherence to God's laws, not

only in private lives, but in public

policy.

From an outsider's point of view,

fundamentalists may seem wildly in-

consistent in wavering between these

two opinions. Sometimes, as we ob-

served at the outset, they attack all

political involvement as "social gos-

pel," at other times they are reform-

ing the nation. Sometimes they will

speak of America as a doomed nation.

At other times it is God's favorite and

the greatest nation on earth. Is Amer-
ica Nineveh or Israel? The covenantal

theory might resolve this seeming para-

dox by saying that if the new Israel

turns from God she shall be con-

demned. But then how do the funda-

mentalist views fit with their dispensa-

tionalism where Israel refers only to

the literal state of Israel?

Such apparent inconsistency on so-

cial and political matters is puzzling

and may suggest that interpretations of

fundamentalism as essentially irratio-

nal are after all the most helpful.

Nonetheless, in defense of fundamen-

talists it should be observed that they

are hardly less consistent on such

points than are mainline Protestants.

One has only to look at the history of

the Presbyterian churches in America.

During the slavery controversies, for

instance, most Presbyterians lined up
strictly along regional lines. Those in

Alabama or Mississippi saw Christian

anti-slavery as a blatant violation of

separation of church and state. Border

state Presbyterians were usually less

certain on the issue. In the North, the

closer one's ties were to New England,

the clearer it was that a chief duty for

Presbyterians was to abolish the slave

system. Only rarely did Christians take

stances that went against the major so-

cial and political opinions held in their

region, class, and time. The same is

true throughout the history of Chris-

tian social and political efforts. Rare-

ly have groups, except some peace

churches, long followed a consistent

set of principles concerning the rela-

tionship of the church to politics. Far

more typical has been for such theories

to be adjusted to the immediate polit-

ical interests of the group. So, for ex-

ample, one of the most common main-

line criticisms of American evangeli-

calism and fundamentalism during the

1950s and 1960s was that it was socially

irresponsible, preaching a "private"

Christianity. When, however, these

same fundamentalists and evangelicals

go "public" and turn out to be Repub-
lican and politically conservative, the

cry is soon heard that they are unduly

mixing the Bible and politics. Of
course, some such accusations may be

legitimate. That is not the present

point. The point is only that incon-

sistency on the church/state issues is

not a trait that distinguishes fun-

damentalists from most other Chris-

tians. Probably all of us are guilty of

much the same thing. IS

BOOKS

THE GOSPEL OF GENTILITY.
AMERICAN WOMEN IN TURNOFTHE-
CENTURY CHINA, by Jane Hunter. Yale

University Press, New Haven, Conn.

$25.00. Reviewed by Rev. John Mason,
Nairobi, Kenya.

It's so long ago we first saw ourselves

in a mirror that we've forgotten wheth-

er it was a shock or a pleasure. This

book gives missionaries at least, and

no doubt many other American Chris-

tians, a fresh chance to get that shock

or pleasure. For we seldom get much
Continued on p. 12, col. 1



How Do We Make America
More Christian?

FRANKY SCHAEFFER

In chapter 12 of the book of Hebrews,

the apostle writes: "Therefore, seeing

we also are surrounded by so great a

cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside

every weight, and the sin which so eas-

ily ensnares us, and let us run with en-

durance the race that is set before us,

looking to Jesus, the author and fin-

isher of our faith."

The apostle implies that the total

history of the church, past, present and

future, stands outside the normal con-

cept of space and time. The "cloud of

witnesses" refers to those believers

who have gone on to their reward and
now stand as part of the church, free

from human history. They have clear-

ly laid aside "every weight, and the sin

which so easily ensnares us."

G. K. Chesterton once wrote that he

"resented the tyranny of the living,"

meaning that we often judge human
history as if only the present genera-

tion's perspectives, values, and stan-

dards have validity, and that only

those alive now have a right to shape

or influence the present and future. A
truly Christian concept of history and
the church recognizes that the book of

Hebrews' "cloud of witnesses" and
Chesterton's "tyranny of the living"

are unreconcilable opposites.

The Christian perspective sees the

church as a continuum, beginning with

God's promise to bruise the head of the

serpent and ending with the return of the

triumphant Christ to take his church

away with him and begin history anew.

While the secularist's only reality is

the here and now, and his only immor-
tality comes from a vague sense of ac-

complishments remembered, the Chris-

The author is producer of the anti-

abortion film series "Whatever
Happened to the Human Race?"
with his father, the late Francis
Schaeffer, and U.S. Surgeon General
C. Everett Koop, and is also author
of "Bad News for Modern Man" and
other books.

tian examines human history in light

of the eternal history, the true reality,

of which we are finally a part and to

whose hope we look. In the light of the

majesty of time and space and eternity,

we may properly discuss questions of

nationalism, self-determination, na-

tionhood, and the sociological and
historical problems peculiar to our

own time, place, and country.

One of the great enemies of this

larger vision is provincialism, which we
Americans tend to wallow in. Yet, hav-

ing lived a large part of my life in two

small countries with very limited natu-

ral resources and populations—Swit-

zerland and England—and having now
lived in the United States for some
time, it is my observation that pro-

vincialism has nothing to do with size

or self-sufficiency and everything to do
with the basic human condition which

is universal. My conclusion is that our

Christianity is, indeed, too American
—but no more so than Swiss evangel-

ical Christianity is too Swiss, Dutch
evangelical Christianity too Dutch,

English evangelical Christianity too

English, and no doubt, Kenyan evan-

gelical Christianity too Kenyan.
Indeed, so nationalistic and provin-

cial is the Christianity of all nations in

the world, that American evangeli-

calism is often dismissed out of hand
simply because it is American.

However, since the 1960s, America's

national hobby of feeling guilty has

cultivated a particular sort of nation-

alism, albeit of an inverse nature, which

has resulted in ceaseless self-analysis

and hand-wringing. How else can one
explain the hand-wringing chauvinism

found in the writing of Ron Sider in

his book Rich Christians in an Age of
Hunger, in which he divides the whole

planet into a sort of "they" and "us."

He refers to the bounty of our land as

a North American "grain monopoly"
on the world's grain supply, as if the

U.S., through no hard work or virtue

of its own, had found its agriculture

in place at the turn of the century and

had deliberately and selfishly created

this "grain monopoly."
Sider and the rest of the evangelical

left, oddly enough, share in common
with the American right-wing a sense

that somehow the United States is re-

sponsible for the whole globe and
ought to remake it in its own image.

This idea has been rejected as coercive

and chauvinistic by our liberal media
and academic community when pre-

sented by the right, but the same traits

are not so easily recognized when pre-

sented from the left.

Nevertheless, the left is equally as

coercive as the right. For instance, on
page 216 of his book (not included in

his revised 2nd edition of 1984; can it

be that, like Clark Pinnock, Sider will

reconsider his leftist views?) Sider

states: "These projects (U.S. foreign

aid) should promote rural agricultural

development, thereby contributing to

a long-term solution. To make sure

that food aid does not encourage coun-

tries to postpone hard political deci-

sions on necessary agricultural re-

forms, especially land redistribution

and population control programs, the

United States and Canada should an-

nounce that food aid will go only to

the countries which are implementing

the internationally agreed upon world

plan of action drawn up at the UN's
Population Conference (Bucharest 1974)

and the UN's World Food Conference

(Rome 1974)" [emphasis mine].

The U.S. did adopt, in part at least,
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such Marxist coercive plans of foreign

aid to force population control, as it

is called, on the Third World. We
should be alerted to the possible con-

sequences of such policies, document-

ed by The Wall Street Journal in a long

series of editorials and articles on the

forced population control programs in

China in which abortion and infanti-

cide are practiced by coercion and law

against parents who wish to keep more
than one or two children, depending

on the region of China in which they

live. (For full documentation see Bro-

ken Earth by Steven Mosher.)

Margaret Sanger, that great eugeni-

cist and evangelist of forced popula-

tion control, sterilization, and finally

—through her great-grandchild, mod-
ern Planned Parenthood—abortion, is

a strange bedfellow, philosophically

speaking at least, for Ronald Sider,

who wittingly or unwittingly (he is pro-

fessedly opposed to abortion) is perpe-

trating her ideas through his book. In

the name of "compassion" for the

poor and needy, modern American
population control ideas and programs

are endorsed and exported under the

guise of loving concern for the Third

World.

(Ironically, this American approach

to population control has just been de-

nounced by the original pro-abortion

feminist, Germain Greer, in her new
book, just as the supposedly "Chris-

tian" population control ideas have

become fashionable with Sider and
company.)

In the outstanding and seminal ex-

pose of the American socialist left, The
Coercive Utopians by Rael and Erich

Isaac (published by Regnery Gateway),

one theme is repeated. Those suppos-

edly representing "the people" often

have no mandate other than the fact

that they claim to be speaking in the

people's name. If indeed our Chris-

tianity is too American, then perhaps

the bitterest fruit it has borne is the use

of such "Christianity" to export the

worst of 20th-century modern Ameri-
ca (a la Sider's population control im-

plications).

Yet, because of our chronic guilt-

complexes, we have not seen fit to ex-

port the very best of our culture, not

only American capitalism but western

ideas of freedom and justice which
have been the basis of our wealth and
prosperity for which we now feel so

guilty. (See full documentation in Mi-
chael Novak's The Spirit ofDemocrat-
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ic Capitalism, Simon & Schuster.)

The right wing, under the impres-

sion that somehow American institu-

tions are magic, has attempted to ex-

port wholesale the American institu-

tions of democracy, freedom, and indi-

vidual rights. But they fail to realize

that where these ideas have worked it

has been primarily because of the

Judeo-Christian base, particularly the

Reformation base, (as argued, I think

beyond question in Modern Times by

Paul Johnson, Harper & Row; Idols

for Destruction by Herbert Schloss-

berg, Thomas Nelson; and How Should

We Then Live? by Francis Schaeffer,

Crossway Books). That fact largely ex-

plains America's foreign policy failures

in Asia and most notably Vietnam.

The evangelical left, at least sounding

like socialists, whatever they avow to

the contrary, are now, in the same
fashion, attempting coercively to ex-

port the American new left ideas of the

'60s such as population control, social-

istic "redistribution of wealth," and so

forth. Having given up on the best of

what our own culture has produced,

we now feel impelled to export its

worst and most delinquent thinking

and programs; yet these very pro-

grams, as manifested in our nation's

defunct welfare state, have proven

massive failures. (See Social Justice

and the Christian Church by Ronald
Nash, Mott Media.)

If our Christianity is too American,
it is a coin that has two sides. In a

backhanded manner (or should I say

lefthanded manner!), it is the evangeli-

cal left more than the evangelical right

that tends to wrap the Bible in the flag

of the United States. Not a traditional

patriotic flag, but the anti-American

flag of the new left with the "peace"
symbol emblazoned on it. The left still

wishes to export American Christian-

ity, but it is a Christianity made in its

own socialistic image.

Thus we find professors from recog-

nized evangelical colleges organizing

fact-finding missions to Nicaragua to

"discover" that our president's anti-

communist views are one-sided. We
find Ron Sider advocating world pop-

ulation control through the U.N.
Population Conference and coercive

methods (even to the extent of advo-

cating the cutting of food aid if they

are not implemented).

If the traditional American right is

unwilling to learn from past failures of

Americanizing their Christianity and

exporting it in the form of foreign

policy, the left is certainly doing no
better today in the Christian circles

they have worked so hard to dominate
through groups like Evangelicals for

Social Action.

Obviously to some extent all Chris-

tians have to act through the existing

systems of the day. We cannot divorce

ourselves from America because we are

Christians any more than Paul di-

vorced himself from the Roman state.

After all, he appealed to Caesar, not

to God, as he worked through the

Roman judicial and legal system.

No doubt in our own day Paul
would have carried his case to the

Supreme Court of the United States

and argued it there. It seems clear to

me that we each, therefore, have a

mandate to work within the culture in

which we find ourselves. For us in the

late 20th century that is modern secu-

laristic America in which we have the

manifold task of maintaining a Chris-

tian and credible witness.

Just as Paul demanded to see Cae-
sar, so we must work through our sys-

tem of law and government to see that

Christian truth is heard. Just as Peter

and John rebuked the Sanhedrin, the

church and political leaders of their

day, so we must rebuke our nation's

political and church leadership, or

commend them as the case may be.

To realize that Christianity tran-

scends space, time, and history, not to

mention nationalism, is in no way to

abrogate our responsibility to our fel-

low citizens at this time. It is here and
now that we must live and do our duty.

In the Bible we are told that the mar-
riage relationship is transcended by the

resurrection and that in heaven we will

neither be taken nor given in marriage.

This perspective is illuminating but in

no way diminishes our responsibility to

be husbands and wives and children.

Paul says that for a Christian not to

care for his own family makes him
"worse than an unbeliever."

In the same way, nationalism may
be dwarfed by the final reality of

God's plan in history, but at the mo-
ment we are Americans whether we
like it or not. If we are going to export

our American Christianity let us do

better than peddle failed coercive left-

ist ideology.

Our question, therefore, should not

be "Is our Christianity too Amer-
ican?" but "How do we make Amer-
ica more Christian?" CD



IV
Enjoy, Enjoy!

D. CLAIR DAVIS

Have you just about given up on get-

ting thank-yous? You didn't expect the

kids to write on their honeymoon. All

you want is something before snow

flies—otherwise it doesn't fit the June

wedding. You'd like it handwritten

so you're sure it's not mail-merge.

They should tell you that what you
gave was appreciated, not expected. Is

that too much to ask?

Is it too much for the Lord to ask .

you to be thankful? It feels like when
someone pokes you in the ribs to get

you to laugh. It feels like being

manipulated by a TV laugh-track. It

feels phony. Either you feel thankful,

or you don't—and you don't. Doesn't

the Lord want you to be honest—there

just isn't that much that you're

thankful about.

He does want you to be honest

about your feelings. He also wants you

to take an honest look at what he says

about them. He says that in these last

days people will love themselves, be

ungrateful, and love pleasure rather

than God (II Tim. 3:1-5). The first

chapter of Romans tells you what be-

ing ungrateful really is (verse 21). It's

being mule-stubborn and refusing to

see that you live in the Lord's wel-

coming world. It's denying that he's

the Creator. That leads straight to

idolatry and homosexuality—when
people don't want to thank the Lord
for his kind of world, then they make
up their own kind—and make them-
selves fools. It all starts with not say-

ing thanks!

It ends in hopeless despair. God's
law told Paul not to covet, but to be

content and thankful for what the

Lord had given him. But when he

heard that, then sin erupted inside him
and he was swept away by greed (Rom.

The author is a teacher of church
history and systematic theology at

Westminster Seminary in Philadel-

phia. This is the fourth in his series
of articles on "functional Calvinism."

7:7). Knowing what to do about God's

goodness and grace—that's the hardest

thing there is.

That's humbling. Why is it so hard

for you to tell the Lord that he has

been openhearted to you? Why did the

tenants get so fed up with being re-

minded of what they owed the Lord,

that they killed his Son (Luke 20:14)?

An ungrateful heart is the problem.

It's not just that you don't like what

the Lord is giving you— it's that you

hate to admit that unless he gave to

you, you couldn't live at all. You need

to be consistently thankful to the Lord

and stop thanking yourself. He calls

you to live as his creature and to bless

his name forever. That isn't easy.

Can't you identify with those

workers in Matthew 20, who grumbled

about wages—not their own, but the

others', until the farmer had to say,

"Is your eye evil because I'm so

good?" Isn't part of your problem
with the Lord's generosity that you
know that he's generous to others

too—how can you enjoy his being

good to you when he's the same way
with them? How can you enjoy the

banquet when the good-for-nothing

prodigal is the guest of honor? Well,

you just have to admit that the Lord
is not good to you because you're

better—but because he loves you. That

isn't easy either.

Yet the plain truth is that the Lord
is worthy. All that you have comes
from him. He should have your heart-

felt thankfulness forever. But how can

an unappreciative ingrate give it? Since

the only way you can do anything

Pontius' Puddle
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worth doing is by his grace, why
should the most important thing you

can ever do be different? It's only by

his love and mercy and kindness that

ingrates are ever turned around.

So if you see your ingratitude,

you're ready to turn to the Lord to ask

him to deal with it. You're ready to re-

ceive his forgiveness. You're ready to

ask him for continuing change and

growth and maturity in thanksgiving.

Listen with new courage and hope

when the Lord tells you that he is kind

even to the ungrateful and the wicked

(Luke 6:35). How astounding that he

brings thankfulness to the hearts of

outsiders, the strangers to his family.

That's why Jesus healed the Samaritan

along with the other lepers—and why
he was the only one who thanked him
(Luke 17:18). How eloquent his kind-

ness is, as it turns selfish sinners into

believers who delight in praising the

Lord, not themselves!

Because we have been forgiven so

much, we love much and we thank

much. The fellowship that we have

with the Lord today is a fellowship of

thankfulness. If Presbyterians weren't

so folksy, we'd talk about the Lord's

Supper the way some believers do, as

the Eucharist, the Thanksgiving.

That's because our Lord, on the night

of his betrayal, gave thanks for the

bread. As the Holy Spirit unites you
now with him around his table, you
remember his death for you—and his

thankful heart. When the Lord calls

you to thanksgiving, he knows what

he's asking of you, and he prays for

you in your shakiness. You have his

promise that he will not eat the bread

and wine again until he eats with you
at his return, when he will lead you in

thanksgiving.

Fellowship with Jesus includes fel-

lowship with each other. You need to

let the church know what you need, so

that when the Lord meets that need,

we can all thank the Lord (II Cor.

1:11, 4:5). You need to express your

Joel Kauffmann
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thanks clearly, so that your brothers

and sisters can say Amen to it and get

the blessing they should have (I Cor.

14:16). When the Lord uses you to

help someone, they will then thank and
praise the Lord because of you (II Cor.

9:1 1-12). When you help, you magnify
the thanksgiving that the Lord re-

the thanksgiving that the Lord receives!

That's why Jesus tells you to reach

out to help those who don't help you,

whom you don't expect will every

repay you (Luke 6:32-36). He chal-

lenges you to be a son of the Most
High, and care for the ungrateful.

Why should people be thankful when
they have already done good to you,

or know that they will have to pay you

back some day? But how wonderful it

is to see the overwhelming gratitude of

the lost strangers who have experi-

enced the Lord's love through you.

That's how we elder brothers can stop

sulking out on the patio and start en-

joying the Lord's banquet for the

prodigal.

We all got as far as the first ques-

tion of the Catechism. Your purpose

in life is to glorify God and to enjoy

him forever. That means to go through

this life with your eyes open, walking

in the light that Jesus has brought.

That means seeing sharply and dis-

tinctly that nothing can separate you
from the love of Christ, that he who
has given you his only Son is not about

to keep back from you anything that

you need. That means laughing at the

idea of coveting your neighbor's ox or

husband or job or health, since the

Lord offers himself to you, leading

you by the hand through this valley of

the shadow and seating you at his ban-

queting table.

This is what the Lord is calling you
to. This is his everlasting plan for your

life. This is what enjoying the Lord
means. "Be rooted in Christ and built

on him and full ofthanksgiving" (Col.

2:7). "Never say or do anything except

in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving

thanks to God the Father through

him" (3:17). ffl

Books—from p. 8

feedback.

Robert Burns sighed, "Oh wad
some power the giftie gie us, To see

oursels as others see us!" In many re-

spects this book answers that prayer.

It is not however a perfectly flat mir-

ror.

As the subtitle says, this book is an
account of American women mission-

aries in China, mainly during 1900 to

1920. And "in 1919, 13 percent of all

missionary centers in China were en-

tirely staffed by single women" (p. 52).

Hunter has spent a great deal of time

and effort doing research in primary

materials: missionary letters, board
records, and personal interviews. She
used archives running to hundreds of

manuscript feet, or many hundreds of

boxes. This remarkable substratum

permeates the whole discussion with

realistic urgency. The richness of de-

tail is not just catalogued, but finely

orchestrated.

Hunter's point of view is secular and
feminist. She avoids any discussion of

theology. Indeed one might have

thought it impossible to write about

the lives and work of missionaries

without touching on the message.

Hunter accomplishes this by reducing

motives, feelings, and so on, to the

psychological and sociological. The
spiritual component is passed over.

One is reminded of Perry Miller on
Jonathan Edwards. When no explana-

tion can be found except the Spirit of

God, Miller appeals to the irrational,

or factors unknown—not to the Spirit.

Hunter appeals to historical forces and
currents. Motives are explained in

terms of the will to power and self-re-

alization. These ambitions are under-

stood to be the adequate basis for the

missionary vocation; theological ex-

planations must be some sort of ratio-

nalization.

To turn to the substance of the

book, missionary literature frequent-

ly describes how strange foreigners

look to the missionaries. Nowadays, of

course, this is always done with the

proper disclaimers and expressions of

compassion. But seldom is there much
discussion of how missionaries look to

the local people. Hunter breaks this

barrier from two fronts. On the one

hand there is what the Chinese

thought. It is revealing that the Chinese

regarded the use of knives and forks

at table as disgusting. We have heard

such stories before. What comes
through with brand new force is the

over-all, gross strangeness of the

American women, who were called

"she-tigers" by the Chinese. Hunter
points out that the women, especially

single women, had a much wider scope

for action in China than they could

have had in the United States. It is not

surprising that they would have been

unusual in America. In China their ac-

tivities were astonishing, entirely un-

precedented. This is why they were

called she-tigers.

With deadly objectivity Hunter
draws our attention to what the mis-

sionaries themselves didn't notice, or

didn't interpret as we would. For in-

stance, the single women would not go
with any white man unchaperoned.

But they made extensive trips into the

countryside with no companions at all

except a retinue of male porters and
servants. Missionaries founded many
grade schools in China, but they would
not send their own children to those

schools. They wanted their children to

be ready for their own society and
school system back in the States.

This was not all unconscious. "Mis-
sionaries tried to create and maintain

Chinese belief in the superiority of the

West, and thereby made the fatal er-

ror of allying their claims to higher re-

ligious authority with the dubious

moral claims of a civilization" (p.

169).

One need not, however, plumb the

question of the missionaries' motives

to see that appearances would create

willy-nilly in many minds unanswer-

able impressions that the missionaries

considered their own culture superior.

They were evidently willing to give lo-

cal children an education which they

considered inadequate for their own
progeny.

Hunter pierces the aura that sur-

rounds missionaries from another di-

rection. She views them as a social his-

torian, not a theologian or devotional

writer. Her sympathy with the women
missionaries is as a feminist, not as a

Christian. She admires their dedication

and their independent spirit. There is

virtually no discussion of their reli-

gious motivation and task. Thus, reli-

gion is reduced to "a Protestant cul-

ture of feeling."

No doubt a lot of what Christians

were writing invited this reduction.

Perhaps it still seems to the world that

Christians are "emissaries of a culture

of feeling" rather than carriers of the

sacred and imperishable proclamation

of eternal salvation. Missionary suc-

cess Hunter chalks up not to the gos-

pel but to personal dynamics, or the

large historical forces.

Thus the failure to recognize spiri-

tual causes in missionary activity leads

one to sometimes gross distortions. On
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'The jawbone of an ass was a killer in Samson's time. It still is." — from Gathered Gold

ABORTION AND THE CHRISTIAN
John Jefferson Davis

In spite of 1.5 million abortions annually, there

is much the public does not know about the na-

tion's most common surgical procedure on
adults. Christians need a more thorough un-

derstanding of the questions surrounding

abortion—What does the Bible say about

prenatal life? Is abortion ever justified?

What are the risks of abortion? John Jeffer-

son Davis answers these questions, equips

believers to challenge current assumptions,

and affirms the value of human life, both in}

and out of the womb, p $4.95

YOUR WEALTH IN GOD'S WORLD
John Jefferson Davis

Does God oppose the rich and side with the

poor? Is it wrong to accumulate possessions?

What obligations do the wealthy have toward

the poor? Beginning with a biblical view of

creation and work, Davis shows clearly that a

free enterprise system is rooted in Scripture

and backed by the lessons of history. p$4.95

STRENGTHENING YOUR MARRIAGE
Wayne Mack
Divorce rates soar, even among Christians,

and couples who don't separate far too

often resign themselves to mere coexis-

tence. Many are tempted to view deep marital

unity as impossible. Wayne Mack has

gathered a wealth of information on marital

roles, faith, and more, to present a valuable

guide for couples and counselors, p $4.50

REACHING THE UNREACHED
Harvie M. Conn, ed.

In the past, the Christian church thought of the

missions challenge in terms of countries—Argen-

tina, Burma, Nigeria. Now we are learning to

think in terms of distinct people groups—over

16,000 of them with no Christian church. Who
and where are the unreached peoples? How can

they be reached? How many groups are

there? The nine contributors to this volume
present a pointed challenge to the Christian

community to zealously reach the un-

reached for Christ, p $8.95

available from better Christian bookstores, or:

POP GOES THE GOSPEL
John Blanchard

Blanchard pulls no punches in this hard-

hitting examination of the rock music

scene and the use of rock music in

evangelism. Blanchard asks the provoca-

tive questions, What is the place of music in

relation to the preaching of the gospel? Is

straightforward preaching to be reduced to the

status of an also-ran? p $3.95

ON FIRE FOR GOD
Victor Budgen

The story of John Hus is the story of a famous

scholar and forthright preacher who was ex-

communicated and later burned at the stake

after a farcical trial by a corrupt Roman
Catholic Church. Hus can fairly be de-

scribed, with John Wyclif, as a vital fore-

runner of the Reformation. In the midst of

the barren, soul-destroying wilderness of

the medieval papacy, John Hus emerged as

one of the few beacons of hope and gospel

light, p $11.95

GOD'S OUTLAW
Brian H. Edwards

When men were burned, maimed, and tortured

on the rack for lesser crimes, William Tyndale

was smuggling the Bible into England. When
Tyndale set out to provide the first printed

New Testament in English, he was forced to

defy the king, the pope, and almost every

authority. This work gives us a vivid story of

the man who gave us our most precious

possession: the Bible in English, p $4.95

V5,

GATHERED GOLD
John Blanchard

A collection of over five thousand quota-

tions, arranged under nearly six hundred
categories, this will prove to be a valuable

"
/ sourcebook for pastors, students, writers,

and many others. This delightful treasury of

quips and quotes from Christian pastors, lead-

ers, and theologians, both from our day and
the past, will be a constant source of encourage-

ment and enlightenment for the believer.

"Try praising your wife, even if it does frighten

her at first. "—Billy Sunday p $9.95

Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company
P.O. Box 817, Phillipsburg, NJ 08865-0817



the other hand, we are given something cook and "Pansy" the teacher),

unusual and valuable, and that is a While missionaries were divided

sympathetic, factually based view of about what sort of dress to wear, Chi-

missionaries from the outside. Mis- nese or American, their homes were

sionaries will be intrigued to find that outposts of America, like government

the dowdiness of their fashion was al- .embassies. The wonderful pictures in

ready established almost a century ago. Hunter's book show living room
The "testimony" of Christian life, scenes in China which might have been

"Spread-eagleism," 1903: Grace Roberts teaches Bible women under the Stars and Stripes

in her Kalgan, Manchuria, outpost.

which is often supposed to be all-im-

portant, ("the only Bible some will

ever read") proves to be highly ambig-

uous. Hunter shows that the mission-

aries considered part of then duty to

uphold certain standards of dress and
decorum. They carried about silver-

ware, furniture, and so on,, like the

proverbial colonialist. Sometimes this

effort was for the benefit of the Chi-

nese, sometimes for the benefit of

other foreigners in China. While the

women supposed that they were show-

ing forth an example of modesty and
submission to the Christian home, to

the Chinese eye they "had already for-

sworn their sex to assume roles as

teachers, doctors, or preacher," and
were practically a "third sex" (quoting

Roxane Withe).

While the genuineness of their love

for the Chinese people is undoubted,

they still allowed themselves to be

borne about in palanquins by footmen,

and used sometimes to call male ser-

vants by women's names ("Betty" the

taken in Brooklyn. Photos of mission-

ary get-togethers might have been

snapped at Niagara Falls. In 1907,

Elizabeth Perkins wrote from China

that "You say tell you all about things,

people, house, room, etc. Everything

is so like America that there isn't much
to tell" (p. 128). One might almost

agree that "the goal of missionary

work was changed from the salvation

of souls to the maintenance of the mis-

sionary presence" (p. 168).

The lesson to be drawn from this is

not that it is wrong to behave accord-

ing to your background. It is that there

is no use fantasizing about identifying

with the people in other countries by

trying to convert oneself into someone

with another past. It is humbling to

read of missionaries who would not

adopt the habit of drinking tea, and

who refused to use chopsticks. The
truth will out, and we are not able to

do anything against the truth. Of
course the missionary mandate is not

opposed to truth; it does not presup-

pose that missionaries are not foreigners.

The deeper lesson is one of humili-

ty. A straight read through Hunter's

book makes one exclaim: How can the

missionary effort win even a single

convert? What chance has a college

graduate from middle America who
arrives uninvited in a traditional

village, ten thousand miles and as like-

ly ten thousand years from home?
With man, nothing is possible; it is af-

ter all true that faith comes through the

hearing of the Word.
The lesson of humility is that the

emissaries of the gospel could never

escape the hypocrisies and inconsisten-

cies which appear so clearly to people

in general, although, to the church,

they may be so familiar as to pass by
without rousing attention.

The "testimony" of Christian life

will not be borne by self-expression, or

projection of the self. Time and chance

happen to them all. No, the testimony

of Christianity as a life is the probity,

dependability, humility, and love of

Christ's people. These virtues can be

recognized despite the confusing veils

of time and culture. We are all testi-

monies to the truth that Christ's pur-

poses are perfected in weakness. 21

LIBERATION THEOLOGY, Ronald Nash,
editor: Mott Media, Milford, Michigan,

260 pp. Reviewed by Dr. Roger Lee
Lambert, Covenant College.

As the world's barriers shrink,

evangelicals will find more and more
"neighbors" that we might have ig-

nored in former times. Liberation

Theology represents such a neighbor.

Arising in South America, it has

caught fire in many influential circles

in Europe and the U.S. It politicizes

the gospel and attacks economic struc-

tures. It uses the Bible in a new way
to foment class struggle and change.

Ronald Nash has done a masterful

job of editing a book which not only

explains the views and background of

Liberation thinking but also shows a

thorough understanding of Latin

American culture itself. As a former

missionary in Chile for 13 years, I was

particularly impressed with the essays

by Michael Novak and Edward Nor-

man.
This book is concise, readable and

broad-scoped. It includes essays on
every facet of Liberation thinking and

activity. It will sensitize readers to

Liberation ideas no matter where they

find them. ffl

Presbyterian Journal

November 21, 1984



FOUR PAGES OF BOOK OFFERS
AT INCREDIBLE PRICES

Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion
W-0282 — The Ford Lewis Battles Translation

A book every Bible-reading family should consult regularly. Deals
with all the major teachings of Scripture, how they have been
misunderstood and how they ought to be understood. 1736
pages, cloth, 2 volumes. Regular price

Special price $19.95

I How would John Calvin have interpreted the text?
j

I

The Tapestry X-2843

Deluxe Edition — 45 Volumes in 22 Bindings
iale Price $1 69.95 b-4404 Retail Price $495^0

NO REFORMED HOME IS COMPLETE WITHOUT
THIS COMMENTARY ON THE ENTIRE BIBLE.

by Edith Schaeffer

The complete story of

the life of the Schaef-

fers. This is the kind of

story that you will not

want to put down; a

great true adventure

about the way God
uses His people. On
page after page the

reader witnesses the

> ' growth of a world-wide

ministry. A big book,

over 650 pages with il-

lustrations.

Cloth, 650 pages $-J^t95 $5.95

NATIVITY
SPECIAL

D-273X — This book was in-

spired by the famed eighteenth-

century Neapolitan creche that

annually adorns the Christmas

tree at The Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Folding out to nearly three

feet, the book depicts

3-dimensional scenes from the

Christmas story: the Nativity, the

annunciation of Christ's birth to

the shepherds, and the arrival of

the three kings from the East.

price

IIV

i

HNG
AMES
DITIONS

each

low as

18.99

e popular NIV with special binding and study features
f ?chools. Also ideal for churches. Available in NIV and
ig James Editions.

Special Prices

1-9 copies $11.99 each
10-24 copies $9.99 each
25 copies or more $8.99 each

SAVE AS MUCH AS $26.00 PER COPY
THE PUBLISHING EVENT OF THE DECADE

Thompson

CHAIN-REFERENCE BIBLE
New International Version
KIRKBRIDGE EDITION with STRONG SMYTH-SEWN BINDING Book

List Manor
Hardcover Editions Price Price

Burgundy $t>7.95 $17.95

Burgundy Thumb Index $|2.95 $20.95

Genuine Leather Editions

Black

$$.95
$42.95

Black Thumb Index $71.95 $45.95

Burgundy $64.95 $42.95

Burgundy Thumb Index $7^.95 $45.95

Bonded Leather Editions

Black $48b5 $31.95

Black Thumb Index $53.B5 $34.95

Burgundy $48 .*5 $31.95
Burgundy Thumb Index $53.45 $34.95
Brown

$48.96

$31.95
Brown Thumb Index $53.9J $34.95

Order No.

K-23U0....

K-23UX....

K-02A0 ...

K-02AX ...

K-02U0 ....

K-02UX ...

K-09A0 .

K-09AX .

K-09U0 .

K-09UX

.

K-0900 ,

K-090X

THEM'S LOTS MORE TURN THE PAGE



FABULOUS KIDS' BOOK SPE<
r

Journey through
the Night

$7«# each

SCOUT
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS g

ONLY 99* EAI
Cloth editions of all Piet Prins t

and Coen Hartman books *

mm
by Anne DeVries

P-7509 — After the second world war, Anne
DeVries, Holland's most popular novelist, was
commissioned to capture in literary form the spirit

and agony of those five harrowing years of Nazi oc-

cupation. The result was Journey through the

Night, a four volume bestseller that has gone
through more than 30 printings in The Netherlands.

One volume now contains all four books. 412

pages, pb., 6" x 9".

"Once begun, one races through page after page,

reluctant to stop reading until the end is reached.

This is a story for our present-day families to

awaken us to look anew at our values, our family's

cohesiveness, or lack of it, and the preciousness of

political freedom."
—The Presbyterian journal

"Firm faith in Cod and moments of good humor
in the midst of deprivation, and suffering."

—The Banner
"An Old Testament professor friend of mine who
bought this book could not put it down— nor
could I."

— Dr. Edwin H. Palmer,

by Piet Prins

Scout's Distant Journey — p-7754

Tom and his friends spend the summer at Uncle Tom's "castle."

Danger is their constant companion as they make a distant

journey. 164 pages, pb.

ONLY $2.95 tach

The Mystery of the Abandoned Mill - p-7746

When Scout pulls a boy from the river, the boys make a friend.

From the boy's mother they hear a story about the abandoned mill

and a missing treasure. The story draws them into an adventure

that sets the boys on a collision course with a dangerous man and
his equally dangerous dog. Trying to play the master detective,

Tom leads his friends into a desperate situation. 140 pages, pb.

ONLY $2.95 each

Other SCOUT titles:

Treasure of Rodensteyn Castle — P-7738 — 1 50 pgs., pb., $2.95

The Sailing Sleuths — P-772X — 149 pgs., pb., $2.95

The Flying Phantom — P-7711 — 164 pgs., pb., $2.95

Jessica's First Prayer
P-5492 — by Hesba Stretton.

Neglected by her mother, young
Jessica must scrounge and beg for

her living in the London of Oliver

Twist. Jessica's first prayer is

answered, but in a totally unex-

pected way. 72 pages, pb., for

ages 8 up. Only $2.95

The Secret Code — P-8521

Run, Kevin, Run! — P-836X
The Evil Professor — P-8203

The Three-Fingered Villain — P-l

The Curse of Urumbu — P-8068

The Flying Phantom — P-7592

The Sailing Sleuths — P-7606

Stories Children Love

MOTHER

Three Foolish Sisters

The Secret in the Box

My Master and I

Three Little Hunters

Search for Christmas

Little Wooden Shoe
Bruno the Bear

The Basket

The Lost Sheep

The Forbidden Path

Footprints in the Snow Through the Thunderstorm

.

Herbie, the Runaway Duck
Kittens Kittens Everywhere
The Rockity Rowboat
The Little Girl & the Big Bell

Night Before Christmas

Mn
G >r

D-6191 ii

classic ii«

Mot hi'

OlMUtil

tioi

home
Fcituri

th.in l(

tional

each

panied 1

page

lu

Only

$1 .50 each

994 SPECIALS "— choose any book for only 994 each! Prices good only while supply las

Abraham Kuyper — p-0156 ONLY 99*
by F. Vanden Berg

This biography is aimed at the general reader.

Reg. price $4*9*

Christian Day Schools - p-oi64 ONLY 99*
by D.L. Kranendonk
This book is an attempt to show that there is a Chris-

tian alternative view of life that can give us an under-

standing of the fundamental problems of education.

118 pages, pb. Reg. price $*r9*

A Diary of Readings - A-7512 ONLY 99*
by John Baillie

Readings from Donne, Niebuhr, Jonathan Edwards,

C.S. Lewis, and others. Cloth.

Reg. price $iS9

The Electric Church - t-6852 ONLY 99*
by Ben Armstrong
Ben Armstrong, executive director of the National

Religious Broadcasters, charts the history of the elec-

tric church from its beginning in 1921 to its present

estimated audience of more than 100 million viewers

each week. He looks at the personalities that have
built the phenomenon and the problems that have
faced it. Reg. price $b#9

All Will Be New - p-5921 ONLY 99*
by Hanna Lam
Biblical story songs with well crafted music.

Children's music for any Christian home, school or

church. Reg. price $*r95

Basic Concepts in

Christian Pedagogy - p-0792 ONLY 99*
by Jan Waterink
One of the most important questions in education is:

"What do we really want to achieve through the pro-

cess of education?" 139 pages, pb.

Reg. price $»r9*

The Bible as a Book - p-oox ONLY 99*
by C. Vanderleeuw

"If we do not read the Bible as a book we will never

be able to read it as if we had never read it before."

Reg. price $3*5©

On My Way Up from Eden — p-0806

by Kathryn Lindskoog ONLY 99*
A Christian woman takes a whimsical but practical

look at what she wants to be. 139 pages, pb.

Reg. price $»r99

Life Planning Guide for Women -jk
by Mary Vander Coot ONI 0

What does being liberated really mean? Pb.BJ

Reg. price $*r9»

The Screwloose Lectures - x-255X

by Larry Richards

The Screwloose Lectures were never inte

human ears— but demonic ethics can be ver

tive to humans who want to live according

ethics. This book will make you laugh, but at

time it will give you some valuable insights

methods of Hell on earth, and the kind of

and actions that make up a truly Christian Ii'

Reg. price

When the Time Had Fully Come
by H. Ridderbos ONI
The Kingdom of Cod is one of the most cer

cepts in the history of revelation. 100 pages'

Reg. price $*t95

Who Was Who
in Church History - K-0225 ONLY
by Elgin S. Moyer
1700 biographies of the foremost person

Christendom. 452 pages, pb. Only 99<t



Picture Story Bible

jna Korfker

j — ' A Bible story book which is

Bin in its simplicity, accuracy, ap-

| id unity . .

."

— The Banner

s one of the finest books of its

at I have seen . . . remarkably

the biblical narrative."

Standard Publishing Foundation

Bible becomes a living, mean-

100k, and the characters become
id understandable ..."

— The Mennonite

ges, pb., illustrated, ages 6-10.

ice $5^y Special $4.95

MY
PICTURE
STORY
BIBLE

y Bible for Older Children

by Anne DeVries

'Ms' (Mlrwi

"Children as well as parents and
teachers will enjoy reading these well

told Bible stories."

— The Banner

P-5328 — Old Testament

346 pages, illustrated, cloth, ages 8-12.

Reg. price yum Special $7.95
P-5336 — New Testament

320 pages, illustrated, cloth, ages 8-12.

Reg. price Special $7.95

1! :

Reflections
Heather & Helen
• Record, reg. $4.95
• Cassette, reg. $*#T $4.95

Side One
Rod and Staff; Children's

Prayer; Grace by which I

Stand; We've Been Called;

My Tribute.

Side Two
Fresh Surrender; The Vic-

tor; Voyage of Love; So His

Honor; New Jerusalem.

ORB*

Stories from the Bible - E-0103
by Sipke van der Land
Beginning with Creation and ending with

Revelation, van der Land retells 100 Bible

stories in a way that is imaginatively

original and highly conversational, speak-

ing directly to children. Included with the

old favorites are stories illustrating the

more difficult aspects of Old and New
Testament beliefs and practices. Il-

lustrated with color and black-and-white

drawings. Cloth, 205 pages.

Reg. price Special $5.95

ANOTHER BOOK
FROM

JANETTE 0KE!

The sequel to

LOVE'S ABIDING JOY

«4*P»

Musrly was ovrrjoyed

(•waiti anytfling liifnuth

love's
Unending Legacy

A-6168 — The captivating sequel to Love's

Abiding joy and fifth in the bestselling Love

Comes So/'t/y series, another warmhearted
prairie romance from the sweetheart of Christian

fiction! Follow the continuing saga of life on the

prairie with Marty, Clark, their growing family

and a host of colorful characters who share their

pioneer adventure. Reg. price $4.95

Also by Janette Oke:
• Love Comes Softly — A-3428
• Love's Enduring Promise — A-3452
• Love's Long Journey — A-3150
• Love's Abiding Joy — A-4017
• Once Upon a Summer — A-4130
• Wfien Calls the Heart — A-6117

Any book ONLY $3.95 each

Jesus gives

the peo

a*
-

King

Nebuchadnezzar's

golden statue j

Leading Utile ones into

Scripture . .

.

First 12 of 52 titles now available.

Together, the series provides a
wonderful introduction to the Bible.

Each book sparkles with brilliant illustrations

which bring these stories vividly to life.

They are simply written for primary age children

and designed for easy reading with large, clear type.

A complete library of 30 Old Testament and 22

New Testament stories. Each story, complete in

itself, is linked to the next and related to the one

story which the Bible tells. A Bible reference and

simple notes explain the context and bring out the

meaning.

• In the Beginning — L-7252

• Abraham, Friend of God — L-7295

• Joseph the Dreamer — L-7325

• The Princess and the Baby — L-7341

• Ruth's New Family — L-7406

• Elijah Asks for Bread — L-7465

• King Nebuchadnezzar's Golden
Throne — L-7511

• A Baby Called John — L-7562

• Jesus Gives the People Food — L-7619

• The Story of the Sower — L-7619

• People Jesus Met — L-7708

• Jesus the King — L-7716

CLOTH, COLOR THROUGHOUT

ONLY $1.95 each
.Any 6: $9.95 — (All 12: $18.95 — L-7250)

The Chronicles of Narnia
by C.S. Lewis

An unusually beautiful and decorative slip-

cased set of seven books—each a small

masterpiece in its own right: The Lion, the

Witch and the Wardrobe; Prince Caspian;

The Voyage of the "Dawn Treader"; The

Silver Chair; The Horse and His Boy; The
Magician's Nephew; The Last Battle.

Reg. price w*** Special $1 1 .98

lories in Stained Glass b ^iaHalliday

and Laura Lushington

Beautiful four-color photographs of stained glass from European cathedrals and

churches, accompanied by text from the NIV Bible, pictorially convey spiritual

truths— as the original stained-glass windows did from the time of their

development in the eleventh century.
Cloth

The Christmas Story in Stained Glass E-5341

32 pages, retail $*S9 — Sale $2.95

The Easter Story in Stained Glass E-5384

32 pages, retail $3*9* — Sale $2.95 All 3 volumes

The Seasons in Stained Glass E-8064 Retail $3*?e5

32 pages, retail $*9* - Sale $2.95 Sale $7.95

My Favorite Story Book
by W.G. Vandehulst

P-5344 — The close cooperation of

author-father and illustrator-son has

resulted in a beautiful book of 32 stories

for children ages 4-8. 1 76 pgs., illustrated,

^cioth Special price $6.95/



FABULOUS SET SALE — up to 67% discount
New Bible

Dictionary

BIBLE DICTIONARY
T-6678

Reg. price

by J.D. Douglas ef a/.

Cloth, 1 326 pages.

Special price $14.95

IMPORTANT BOOKS

Promise and Deliverance
by S.G. DeGraaf

Volume I — P-0024

Volume II — P-0067

Volume III — P-0083

Volume IV — P-0105

Set of 4 volumes — P-0014

Special price

$7.50

$7.50

$7.50

$6.50

$29.00

Calvin's Selected Works — b-4935

Tracts and Letters by John Calvin

No student of John Calvin and the Reformation can

afford to stop with Calvin's Institutes and commen-
taries. Cloth, 7 volumes. Reg. price $90. Cry

Special price $39.95

Bible Student's Commentary
(Korte Verklaring)

• Numbers — P-1047 — Reg. price $«r95
by Noordtzij Special price $8.95

• Genesis — P-1012 — Reg. price $34r95

by Aalders (2 vols.) Special price $9.95

• Exodus — P-1020 — Reg. price $4*95
by Cispen Special price $7.95

• Leviticus — P-1039 — Reg. price $1*9?
by Noordtzij Special price $7.50

Creeds of Christendom — B-2323

Philip Schaff, editor; revised by D.S. Schaff. Sixth edi-

tion with a history and critical notes. Deluxe cloth

bindings, 3 volumes. Reg. price $6D.0r>

Special price $29.95

The Complete Works of Josephus
— B-0561 — by William Whiston (trans./ed.)

The standard English translation. More than 2100

pages. Strong, beautiful bindings, 4 volumes. Reg.

price $*9r95

Special price $19.95

iqu

:alof Theoretical Thought — p-1527

by Herman Dooyeweerd

Cloth, 2 volumes, 2304 pages. Reg. price $&5rfJTJ

Special price $19.95

Word Pictures

in the New Testament — B-7109

by Archibald T. Robertson

Deluxe edition, cloth, 6 volumes. Reg. price

Special price $33.95

Search the Scriptures (set) — P-0318

by C. Vanderwaal

Paperback, 10 volumes. Reg. price $29. Off

Special price $14.95 (complete set)

• Individual volumes — Reg. price $3r95 each

Special price $1.95 each

• Genesis-Exodus — P-0210

• Leviticus-Ruth — P-0229

• Samuel-Esther — P-0237

• Job-Song of Songs — P-0245

• Isaiah-Daniel — P-0253

• Hosea-Malachi — P-0261

• Matthew-Luke — P-027X

• John-Romans — P-0288

• Corinthians-Philemon — P-0296

• Hebrews-Revelation — P-030X

BORN AGAIN by C. Colson

F-2909 — Reg. price $3r95 Special price!

CHEAT EVANGELICAL DISASTER by Francis Schaeffc

C-3086 — Reg. price $7r95 Special price!

A CHRISTIAN MANIFESTO by Francis Schaeffer

C-2330 — Reg. price $£r95 Special price!

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE HUMAN RACE
by Francis Schaeffer, cloth edition

F-0517 — Reg. price $1*95 Special price

PERSPECTIVES ON THE CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCI

by Peter de Klerk, cloth, 403 pages
B-9341 — Reg. price $±4-95 Special price

FOXE'S BOOK OF MARTYRS
B-4833 — Reg. price $6r95 Special price!

HUGUENOT CROSSES
Sterling Silver

P-1001 — Plain Cross (large), reg. $44r95
P-1002 — Cross on 16" silver chain (lg.), reg. $4*99
P-1003 — Cross on lapel pin (for men, lg.), reg. $4*95..
P-1004 — 10K Cold Cross (large), reg. $5*60 $

Treasury of David — m-6259

by Charles H. Spurgeon

Cloth, 3 volumes. Reg. price $49r95

Special price $24.95

Apostolic Fathers — b-6128

Revised texts with introduction, notes, dissertatio

and translations by J.B. Lightfoot. Cloth (2nd editio

5 volumes. Reg. price $89r5dr

Special price $59.95

Matthew Henry's Commentary
on the Whole Bible - F-2026

by Matthew Henry

Unabridged, cloth, 6 volumes. Reg. price $?49?
Special price $39.95

Matthew Henry's Commentary
on the Whole Bible — z-oios

by Matthew Henry

All the best of Matthew Henry has been retained

Matthew Henry's own words in condensed for

Cloth, one volume, 2000 pages. Reg. price %¥Hf.

Special price $19.95

Sermons of Martin Luther — b-6268

by Martin Luther

Cloth, 8 volumes. Reg. price $95.00

Special price $47.50

s

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:

THE BOOK MANOR
P.O. Box 770
Lewiston, New York 14092

Send books to:

Name

Street

City

State Zip

Postage & Handling: On orders up to

$100 add 10%. On orders over $100 add
8%. Minimum charge is $1.50.

FAST SERVICE ORDER FORM:
QUANTITY
ORDERED

ORDER
NUMBER TITLE

COST
PER UNIT

TOTAL
COST

SUB TOTAL

Write additional titles on a separate sheet, if necessary. POSTAGE & HANDLING

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER total enclosed

Most items are in stock. Please allow 4-6 weeks for re-order.



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

A Summons to Decision
For December 9, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Ezekiel 2:1-3:3,

Jeremiah 1:1-12

Key verses: Ezekiel 2:1-3:3

Devotional reading: Jeremiah 7:1-15

Memory selection: Ezekiel 3:1

Introduction

We continue our studies on the Word
of God, looking today at the words of
two prophets of God called to record

his Word for their generation and for

all generations to come.

Jeremiah and Ezekiel were contem-
poraries, living near the time of the fall

of Jerusalem, in the 6th century before

Christ.

Jeremiah lived in Jerusalem and
began his ministry in the time of
Josiah, the last faithful king of Judah
before its fall. He witnessed the fall and
was carried to Egypt soon afterwards.

Ezekiel had already been carried to

Babylon with many others and grew up
in that foreign city.

While Jeremiah prophesied to those
living in Jerusalem, Ezekiel prophesied
to those carried away into Babylon.
Both were called as young men to be

spokesmen for God (prophets). Both
wrote long prophecies for the people of
God.

They show that the Word of God is

a summons to all to know that God
speaks, what he speaks, the power of
what he has spoken, and the certainty

of all the Lord has said.

Know that

1 God Speaks
Ezekiel 2:1-7

Sometime after Ezekiel had been called

to be God's prophet among the peo-
ple in captivity, the Lord challenged
him to speak up for God (v. 1). Ezekiel
testifies that he was enabled to speak
God's Word to the people because the

The International Sunday School Laeaon Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council of Churchea of Chrlat.

Spirit of God entered him. This testi-

mony is in full accord with the New
Testament doctrine that the prophets

of old spoke as they were borne along

by the Spirit (II Pet. 1:21).

The particular mission of Ezekiel

was to speak God's Word to the chil-

dren of Israel (v. 3). This is the way
the Lord had communicated with his

people from the time of Moses, when
he called Moses to the top of Sinai and
began to teach him what to say to

Israel waiting below in the valley.

Ezekiel soon learned his mission

would not be easy. The Israelites had
a long history of rebellion against God,
and Ezekiel's mission would not
change their resistance. God did not

refrain from calling them impudent
and stiffhearted.

Ezekiel's authority for what he
spoke was the same as Moses' and the

other prophets'. He was to preface all

he said by the words, "Thus says the

Lord." By that they would understand
that the one who spoke was not speak-
ing his own ideas but the very Word
of God.

Whether or not the people gave heed
to what the prophet said was not the

question. Whether they listened or not,

they would know that God had spok-
en, that his prophet had been among
them.

Thus, Ezekiel was taught what Paul
much later affirmed: The witness of
the prophet of God and of the believer

is a sweet savor to God whether men
believe it or not. The important thing
is that all witnesses for God be faith-

ful to declare what God has said and
not be concerned whether men will

receive them or not (II Cor. 2:14-17).

Thus God did not promise Ezekiel
success in the eyes of the world, but
success in the Lord's eyes, if he proved
to be a faithful channel of the Word
of God.
That same responsibility is ours to-

day who have been called to be Christ's

witnesses in the world. Our objective
is not to be accepted by the world but
to be sure that we are true to the task

and the message which the Lord has
given us.

It is more important that those
before whom we stand know that God
has spoken than that we appear accept-

able to them by what we say.

Many ministers, teachers, churches,

and whole denominations have gone
astray because they have forgotten this

crucial point. To alter the Word to

make it more palatable to men is to

betray the trust God has given us.

Questions

1 . When I listen to a message by a
preacher or teacher of the Bible, do I

seek to know if he is true to God's
Word or that he is easy to listen to?

2. What evidence is there today that

many in the church are rebellious to-

ward God's Word?

Know What

2 God Speaks
Ezekiel 2:8-3:3

Sometimes those who spoke God's
Word were not themselves convinced
by the Word or obeyed it. Balaam
spoke accurately what God gave him
to speak, but did not obey.

Likewise Solomon, though he re-

ceived much wisdom from God and
was able to speak much truth from
God, nevertheless did not himself obey
the Word of God in his own life.

Even David, who wrote beautiful

psalms in praise of God, lived at times
in a manner that dishonored the very
name he desired to bless.

God spoke to Ezekiel and challenged
him not to be rebellious as some were
in Israel. To impress upon him the
truth, the Lord called him to take and
eat God's Word. It is not simply to be
tasted, but to be eaten and digested. It

is thus to become part of us, our daily

spiritual nourishment.

Ezekiel tells how he took what God
had given in a roll of a book and ate

it (3:3). Whether this was in a vision

or something that literally happened is
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not the question. Its meaning is clear.

Ezekiel, by eating the roll of the

book—the written Word of God—was
experiencing what must happen to all

who would be doers of God's Word
and not simply hearers of it.

The experience of Ezekiel is similar

to one recorded by the Apostle John
in the Book of Revelation. John too
saw a book of God and was told to

take and eat it. He tells that when he
ate it, it was sweet to the taste but bit-

ter in his belly (Rev. 10:9-10).

Here we see beautifully portrayed

the fact that when we take God's Word
seriously (eat and digest it), it will be
sweet to us. But as we live in accord
with it, it will prove bitter in this life.

That is, to live by God's Word brings

much difficulty to the believer. It is not

easy to be a doer of God's Word, to

take it seriously and seek to live by it.

The world opposes such a life strong-

ly. It is a bitter-sweet gospel.

We see that the Lord taught Ezekiel

and us two very important lessons in

respect to the written Word of God.
First, we are to know as we look at the

Bible that God has spoken. It is his

Word and not the mere thoughts of

men.
Second, we are to know what it says.

It is not enough simply to affirm that

the Bible is God's Word. We can give

reality to that profession only by tak-

ing it up and eating it—reading and liv-

ing by what it has to say.

Questions

1. How much of God's written

Word have I spent time "eating"?

2. To what extent have I experienced

the bitterness of living by God's

Word?

Know the Power of

What God Speaks
Jeremiah 1:4-10

The Lord does not wait around to see

what kind of men babies will grow up

to be before deciding whether to use

them.

As with the experience of Jeremiah,

so with all believers, we are called by

God even before we are born. He has

ordained our destiny before we see the

light of day. Indeed, the Lord chose us

in Christ before the foundation of the

world (Eph. 1:4).

The Lord told Jeremiah that before

he was born or even formed in the

womb of his mother, he had sanctified

him (set him apart) for his own par-

ticular purpose (v. 4).

It must have seemed overwhelming

to this young man to hear what God
had in mind for him. He was to be

God's prophet to the nations (v. 5). He
was to be God's spokesman to the

world, beginning in Jerusalem.

No wonder Jeremiah reacted with

hesitation, as Moses had done long

before. He sought to beg off from this

calling on the grounds that he was just

a little child, too immature for such a

big job.

As the Lord did with Moses (Exod.

3), so with Jeremiah. He assured him
that the accomplishment of that task

did not lie in his own ability but in the

power of God.
God promised Jeremiah what he

promises all whom he sends on a mis-

sion: I will be with you (Matt. 28:20).

As the Lord reassured Jeremiah of

his mission and its success, he touched

his lips, symbolizing that what Jere-

miah spoke would be the very Word
of God with power (v. 9). When he

proclaimed God's Word, the Lord
would be working in and through that

Word to accomplish what he pleased.

We are Christ's witnesses to the

world, and the Word has the same
power it had in Jeremiah's day to

break down and destroy what dis-

pleases God and to build and plant

what will please him.

Compare Jeremiah 1:10 with II

Timothy 3:16-17, and you will see that

the same power God spoke of to Jere-

miah is inherently in his Word—the

power to convict men and reprove

them, and at the same time to build

them up again in a way that will please

God.
As Ezekiel later preached God's

Word and saw the power of that Word
to raise the dry bones in the valley

(Ezek. 37), so we, as we bear witness of

God's Word to the world, can see that

same power in lives that are affected

by the Word. They who once were

dead in trespasses and sins are now
alive in Christ.

Questions

1 . How can I see that the Lord has

been guiding my life from before I was

born, even to the choice of my parents
j
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and ancestors and place of birth?

2. What in my life has God's Word
destroyed and what has it built up?

4 The Certainty of

What God Speaks
Jeremiah 1:11-12

After giving Jeremiah the call to be his

spokesman, the Lord proceeded to

symbolize the significance of his min-

istry in God's Word.
Jeremiah was shown a rod of an al-

mond tree. This means that the Lord

would watch over his Word to perform

it.

While in the translated languages,

including English, it is hard to follow

this sign and gain any significance

from it, in the original language,

Hebrew, it is quite meaningful.

Prophets often used a play on words

to communicate in a memorable way
truth to the people of God. We call it

punning, but it is not punning for fun.

This was serious business.

The Hebrew word for "almond"
and the Hebrew word for "to watch

over" are quite similar in sound. So
when Jeremish said that he saw an al-

mond tree, the Lord replied that he

had seen well, for the Lord would
watch over his Word to do it.

It is as if, today, the Lord would
show his prophet a watch and then ask

him what he saw. His reply would be

that he saw a watch. Then the Lord
would reply, "Yes, and I will watch

over my Word to perform it."

Such a device was a good way of re-

minding the people, by the sight of an
ordinary object, of some important

spiritual lesson.

Isaiah said something very similar in

his prophecy. First, he announced that

though men and their words fade away
into insignificance, the Word of God
will not fade. It stands forever (Isa.

40:6-8).

Later, after he had unfolded the

plan of salvation through the Messiah,

in chapter 55, Isaiah again declared

that God's Word would not return to

him void. It would not go unfulfilled.

It would accomplish what he pleased

(vv. 10-11).

This promise to Jeremiah of the cer-

tainty of God's Word would be a great

comfort to him as he served out his

ministry on earth.

It would be a very difficult ministry

and many times, undoubtedly, the

prophet must have questioned whether

he ought to go on with it. After all,

what he was saying was not popular

and no one wanted to hear him. He
could save himself a lot of trouble by

stopping his prophecies. But this

promise of God that he would perform

all he spoke through Jeremiah un-

doubtedly kept him going.

Today, also, the truth of God's

Word is not popular, even in the

church, even in conservative churches.

We simply don't want to hear it. We
much prefer to hear someone tell us

how well we are doing, not God's

warnings of what will happen if we do
not change our ways. That message is

never popular.

But the Word of God still stands,

and 2000 years since the time of Christ

have not changed it. Men will be

judged on the basis of it, and church

members will be held accountable for

their behavior in the light of all that

God has said.

The most important thing any of us

can do is study that Word and con-

tinually examine our own lives in the

1
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light of it. It tells the truth—God's
truth.

Questions

1 . What proportion of God's Word
is consciously before me as I live in this

world?

2. What effort am I making to study

and know and obey the whole counsel

of God (all of his written Word)?

Next week: "A Witness to Good
News," Luke 4:16-21; 24:44-49; Acts

10:34-43. ffl

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
SAVE 30% on pre-publication offer—limited

time only! Tom Rose's new book, Economics:

The American Economy from a Christian

Perspective (400 pp.) will be available in Jan-

uary for $18.95. Order your copy of The
American Economy now at 30% discount for

only $13.25 (plus $1.50 shipping and hand-

ling). Tom Rose's companion text, Econom-
ics: Principles & Policyfrom a Christian Per-

spective (385 pp.) $12.95, is also available for

a limited time at 30% discount for only $9.05

(plus $1.50 shipping and handling). Both

books for only $22.30 (plus $2.50 shipping

and handling). PA residents add 6% sales tax.

Offer good only until Dec. 20. Mail payment

including shipping & handling to: American
Enterprise Publications, RD 6, Box 6690,

Mercer, PA 16137.

CHURCHES
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

for salemm^mmmmm
GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 35811.

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-
FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

Tremendous Music.
Timeless Words!

Sengs off the New City
by the New City Fellowship Choir (PCA).

Now on sale. Great Christmas gifts. Pro-

duced by James Ward. For your cassette

tape send $8.00 plus $1.00 postage to:

Songs of the New City

4702 Glynden Drive

Chattanooga, TN 37409

ORDER NOW!

PEOPLE
CALVIN COLLEGE has faculty positions

open for persons to engage in teaching and

research in BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
from a Reformed, Christian perspective.

Those with specializations in any of the fields

of business administration are welcome to

apply. Persons with masters or doctors de-

grees will be considered. Applicants for these

positions should send a resume before De-

cember 31, 1984 to: Prof. Kenneth Kuipers,

Chairman, Department of Economics and

Business, Calvin College, Grand Rapids,

Michigan, 49506. CALVIN COLLEGE IS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR-to
promote God's World magazines in the Chris-

tian school market and among individual

children and families. Imagination, admin-

istrative discipline, ability to relate well to peo-

ple are all required. Contact the Publisher,

God's World Publications, Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802. (704) 253-8063.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

• be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

ELEMENTARY TEACHER available.

PCA member-2 years. Graduate/certified

12/84, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Available to teach 1/85. Public or private.

Reformed church area only. Please write:

Robert Hotz, 501 N. 25th, No. 8, Lincoln, NE
68503. Credentials available on request.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.

Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

TEACHER WANTED. Immediate open-

ing, large Southern Christian school. Science

and history. Excellent working conditions.

Interested parties send resumes to: Box CS,

The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

A GROWING, former RPCES, now PCA
church is seeking a pastor dedicated in faith

and practice to Presbyterian and Reformed
principles. Please send enquiries to Calvary

Presbyterian Church, c/o Joan M. Tromet-

ter, 505 Yew Drive, Brick, New Jersey 08724.

New EPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town

of Rochester, Michigan. Worship

Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

SERVICES
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The Second Term: Pray for Compassionate Conservatism

Thanksgiving will be more genuine

than ever for many American Chris-

tians this year. Those of us who voted

for President Reagan's re-election can

.reflect gratefully on many of the ac-

complishments of the past four years

as we gather in our churches to share

testimonies of God's goodness. And as

we rejoice around our festive tables,

we may feel a warm satisfaction to-

ward the four years that lie ahead.

But will we be so thankful in No-
vember of 1988? Will American society

be thankful four years hence for the

Christian influence that has now its

greatest opportunity in years? Much
depends on how we use this opportu-

nity to have a Christian influence in

our culture.

The pendulum has swung. For those

of us old enough to remember much
of the past half-century, a remarkable

shift has taken place. The reception of

President Reagan on college and uni-

versity campuses during the campaign
revealed that the 18-to-24-year-olds are

among the most strongly conservative

segments in our society. For many of

them this was only the first time to vote

in national elections. The trend in a

conservative direction may only be be-

ginning.

Yet, inevitably it seems, the pendu-
lum will swing back. How long will the

present trends continue? When will a

reaction take place? The Puritan era in

England under Oliver Cromwell in the

1640s and '50s reminds us of what can

happen. Immediately following that

generation of Puritan leadership in

government, reforming not only the

church and doctrine, but also much of

society, including an early experiment

in republican government, there came
the Restoration Era of King Charles II

with the most worldly court and cul-

ture that the British Isles were to ex-

perience for centuries. The enforce-

ment of Puritan lifestyle upon society

seems almost to have impelled a reac-

tion to the opposite extreme.

In the front pages of this issue

George Marsden has described the am-

bivalent attitude of earlier fundamen-
talists toward American culture—one

could see America as a Nineveh

doomed to destruction or as the new
Israel in covenant relationship to God.
Also in the front pages Franky Schaef-

fer calls on us to make America more
Christian. How should we respond to

the opportunity for Christian influence

in our society so that this influence will

have the longest lasting impact on our

culture? What should be the agenda

for the Reagan administration?

It is clear that the Reagan era will

be remembered for its restoration of

conservatism and of good feelings

about America among its citizens. I

pray that the Reagan era may become
known for compassionate conservatism

and for grateful feelings for America
among the citizens of the world.

The beginning of the second term is

the time for maximum positive influ-

ence. I would propose for our prayers

and for our Christian influence, as the

Lord's providence furnishes opportu-

nity, the following concerns:

The Economy—Reagan's first term

deserves credit for bringing inflation

down. Now to maintain that trend,

which is so basic to everything else, the

deficits must be curtailed. Government
spending, on defense as well as on so-

cial programs, must be reduced; and
tax reform that will benefit not only

the wealthy must be pursued. While
the existing welfare system requires an

overhaul, the unemployed cannot be

taken for granted. Special attention

must be given to such areas as agricul-

ture, steel, and textiles to keep our pro-

ductivity strong.

Social Justice—Although the cava-

lier disposal of unborn children through

abortion remains the greatest tragedy

of our society, there may not be much
that the President can do beyond his

continued testimony to the conscience

of the nation and being prepared with

appropriate appointments to the Su-

preme Court. But other injustices must

not be overlooked: abuse of children

and women and oppression of the poor

and of minorities, with racial prejudice

continuing to be a latent trait of Amer-
ican culture. As the ranks of the elderly

increase and as medical technology ad-

vances, we need to keep health care

costs within the range of the whole
populace.

International Affairs—While com-
munism did not make gains, Reagan's

first term was not notable for long-

range international achievements. Re-

duction of nuclear arms must be re-

garded as a highest priority, negotiated

in a steadily balanced way from a posi-

tion of strength, with controls estab-

lished for all nations with nuclear wea-

pons. Such areas as the Middle East

and Central America must be viewed

in the light of all their complexities and

not merely in terms of Cold War anti-

communism. A more constructive ap-

proach must be taken to Latin Amer-
ica in particular, where the U.S. can

still too easily be viewed as the colossus

of the North, to the detriment of mis-

sionary efforts as well as human devel-

opment. Second only to the threat of

nuclear arms, world hunger must be

confronted in some creative way.

Domestic Affairs— In addition to at-

tacks on crime, drugs, and threats to

the family we should pray that the sec-

ond term will see responsible steward-

ship of the environment and improve-

ment of education for the families of

the future, with religious liberty main-

tained.

Many more items could be listed, but

who is sufficient for these things? I am
thankful that Mr. Reagan is a man of

prayer, and our very first responsibil-

ity is to pray for him and all those who
serve in government (I Tim. 2:1-4).

May he have the wisdom not to seek

to impose Christianity upon society,

but to acknowledge God's blessings

and uphold righteousness in such a

fashion that on Thanksgiving Day of

1988 we can be grateful for compas-
sionate conservatism and the world can

be thankful for an America in which

a Christian influence will last for a long

time. IB
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MAILBAG

NEAR FUTURE WILL BE UNPLEASANT

We would like to congratulate you on
a fine job in giving a well-balanced

viewpoint for those interested in poli-

tics.

We wonder where some will turn

this time. The issues are very complex
for some. For instance for those who
are opposed to abortion but favor

women's rights in other areas. Like-

wise those anti-abortion but also anti-

capital punishment.

It was interesting to us how Mr.
Reagan was pronounced a "savior" by

many conservatives. On the other hand

it could be said that he signed a pact

with the anti-Christ (the office of the

Pope).

On the day that we write this, the

time of the election is very near. But

even after the election is over, the

issues will remain. We do not claim to

be a prophet, but we would "proph-

esy" that, no matter who wins the elec-

tion, both the conservatives and the

liberals will find much to be displeased

with in the very near future.

—James M. Hite

Palmyra, Pa.

BEWARE OF INTERNATIONALISM

Not quite so, Dr. Louis Voskuil!

(Journal Oct. 10, pp. 8-9). If the point

is that the pursuit of national self-

interest seldom serves the cause of

justice, then why was I glad to risk my
life in World War II? Because I, and
many of us, sensed that a strong na-

tion, having had a history emblematic

of international justice and generosi-

ty, needed responsible people ready to

defend it against the obvious force of

darkness. Do we have a confusion of

the real meaning of "international

justice"—or perhaps of "self-inter-

est?" To almost equate the Soviet sys-

tem with our national system is to pro-

mote a careless danger and is probably

unscriptural. A solution to the perils

of our current nuclear times is not like-

ly to be found in any kind of "Chris-

tian" internationalism or world gov-

ernment. Instead it is likely that an in-

crease of red tape and United Nations-

like betrayals will evolve in the face of

our upholding righteousness and dem-
onstrating generosity. Better, sir, that

we put the accent for now on a limited

internationalism, with our allies and
other sympathetic nations, and wait

and work for an obvious change in the

government in Moscow. (Wouldn't it

be wonderful if that change is in pro-

cess right now?)
—Wilfred R. Curtis

Asheville, N.C.

CAN JUSTICE BE LEGISLATED?

It is incredible to believe that Amos (cf

.

"Mailbag," Oct. 31) favored secular

humanism, big government, and state

mandates replacing the justice which
should prevail spontaneously among
God-fearing people. True justice can-

not be achieved through legislation.

States arise when people band to-

gether for defense. They may or may
not include some concept of justice

among their governmental goals. It is

good that our nation is idealistic

enough to try such options, but sad

that we apply band-aids to a cancer.

Amos preached adherence to a

strong moral code. When the individ-

ual, community, and church abdicate

from righteousness in favor of many-
layered bureaucratic "help," the result

is "indifference about the injustice of

the social order and the plight of the

needy."

—Robert T. MacPherson
Watkinsville, Ga.

APPRECIATES POLITICAL SERIES

Let me thank the Presbyterian Journal

and authors Louis Voskuil and Ste-

phen Kaufmann for the fine series on
politics. Each of the articles was done
well; all were challenges to serious

Christian thinking about this vital area

of our lives. It is all too easy merely

to react politically, merely to sanction

our political prejudices (of whatever

sort) with Christian words. Voskuil

and Kaufmann did much more. They

Ministers

Dick Dole from the Division of International Mis-

sion (PCUSA) to the Brazilian Evangelistic

Assoc. (BEA) and Evangelical Communica-
tions (COMEV) as director of half-inch video

productions.

Al Herring (PCA) from Raleigh, N.C, to new

work there with Presbyterian Evangelistic Fel-

lowship (PEF).

Fred E. Manning, Sr. (PCA) from Gaffney, S.C.,

to Clinton, SC. Mr. Manning is southeast rep-

resentative with Christian Nationals' Evangel-

ism Commission.

Death

J. Kemp Hobson, retired PCA minister and mis-

sionary from Lookout Mountain, Tenn., died

November 9. He was 88.
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helped us work with the structures of

political life and the complexities of

political action by bringing Biblical

principles to bear. Please give us more
of the same.

—Mark A. Noll

Wheaton, 111.

LIKES REFORMATION ISSUE

Let me strongly commend you for the

October 24 issue. It was the best Jour-

nal I have seen in many a day, alas

many a year. The balance and quality

were excellent. Zwingli and Kuyper
gave us Reformed heritage. The ar-

ticles on Christian political thought

challenged us. The book reviews, es-

pecially, were top rate. Then, to add
a personal and lighter touch, the col-

umnists were stimulating. The editorial

on Schuller cut to the root of the mat-

ter.

Now, all I can say is, in love and best

wishes, do not slip back into mediocri-

ty and trying to be a "pop," fluffy

devotional.

—(Rev.) James A. Thomson
East Liverpool, Ohio
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I One of the most cherished memories from my childhood

and adolescence is the reading aloud of great books as a family. My mother

enjoyed doing the reading, and my father, my two brothers, and I appreciated

her ability to convey the action and emotion appropriately as we sat back
on sofa or armchair or sprawled on the floor. A crackling fire in the fireplace

helped on a wintry night. In those pre-television days we boys absorbed some
marvelous stories and ideas, to say nothing of vocabulary. I am still aware
of the influence of Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist and Tale of Two Cities

on the development of my social conscience. Even after the coming of TV
my wife and I maintained this family reading custom with our children

—

all of us now delighting in memories of C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien, Farley

Mowat, James Herriot, Dorothy Sayers, and many others. May this issue

of the Journal encourage more families to discover the joy of reading good
literature together.

I l In this issue, focused on adolescent literature, we offer

a change of pace from the political discussions of the past several months
and perhaps some helpful information for those in search of a Christmas

gift for that adolescent girl or boy on your shopping list. Mary Post makes
a strong case for keeping our young people reading. Jan Van Home makes
a plea for Christian fiction that is true to reality. Assistant Editor Stephen

Lutz offers reviews of several of the most commendable recent books in

the adolescent literature field, including some special Christmas books, and
also offers a comment on the sensitive subject of censorship.

I I Speaking of ways to brighten the Christmas season, let-

ters to military servicemen in the U.S. and abroad can be both an encourage-

ment and a witness to Jesus Christ. Armed Forces Mail Call organizes an
annual "Christmas Mail Call" for the "folks back home" to send letters

and cards letting our servicemen know that they are remembered and ap-

preciated. A stamped, self-addressed business-size envelope to Armed Forces

Mail Call, Box 427, Bowie, Arizona 85605 will get you information on how
to participate.

I I Word comes from Clark S. Aist, Ph.D., Director, Prot-

estant Chaplain Activities, Department of Health and Human Services, Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health, Washington, D.C. 20032 that St. Eliza-

beth's Hospital there will be offering full-time full-year training programs,

with a stipend, in pastoral care in the context of mental and emotional ill-

ness and also a ten-week summer program for pastors and seminarians. Both
programs will begin on June 3, 1985.

I l What should a minister wear on Sunday morning? In

Sydney, Australia the Anglican Church is worried over its Synod's approval

of street attire for clergy performing religious services in certain circum-

stances. What will giving up of the surplice lead to? One priest asked, "Are
the Anglicans in Australia prepared to have their clergy celebrate Holy Com-
munion in track suits, shorts, socks, . . . and ties of many hues?" 00
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Religious Polarization Evident in Election

WASHINGTON—Increased political

polarization along religious lines was

evident in the November 6 presidential

election, according to findings in a

special survey conducted by Church &
State magazine.

While President Ronald Reagan was
winning a phenomenal 80% of the

votes of White evangelicals and fun-

damentalists, Jews were giving Walter

Mondale a 70% majority on their bal-

lots. But Jews were the only major

religious group to support the Demo-
cratic ticket, the magazine reports in

its December issue.

Fundamentalists backed the Reagan
landslide in record numbers. Turnout
in areas known to be influenced heav-

ily by evangelicals and fundamentalists

was high, and it went overwhelmingly

for Reagan.

In the Tulsa, Okla., precinct, for ex-

ample, where students attending Oral

Roberts University vote, the 1984 vote

total doubled that of 1980. And the

precinct gave Reagan a 92% margin.

The ORU vote was just one exam-
ple of the overwhelming support Rea-

gan gained in conservative areas. Of
1 14 such counties identified by Albert

Menendez, coordinator of the Church
& State election project, Mondale car-

ried only nine. In contrast, Jimmy
Carter carried 54 of those counties in

1976, and 16 in 1980.

The 50 percentage point difference

between the 80% margin from conser-

vatives and 30% vote from Jews was
double the difference four years ago,

when Reagan won about 63% of the

evangelical/fundamentalist vote and
40% of the Jewish vote.

"The most logical explanation for

the dramatic difference," Menendez
observed, "was the prominence of

church-state issues in the campaign."
Menendez argues that "Jews, who
have been persecuted by majority

religions throughout history, know
better than other religious groups in

America the importance of the separa-

tion of church and state."

"There is no question that Jews are

far more liberal than the average

American," said Milton Himmelfarb,

research director for the American
Jewish Committee.
Hyman Bookbinder, however,

Washington representative of the com-
mittee, noted that even a 30% figure

is one which the Democratic Party can-

not ignore. "Jews are not a monolithic

group, and this election clearly proved

that."

Bookbinder said Jews favored Mon-
dale this year in every state except

Texas, where they gave Reagan a big

64-36 edge.

Noting that Jewish people are not

uniformly liberal (68%, he said, favor

the death penalty for convicted mur-

derers), the committee's Steven M.
Cohen and David M. Gordis said their

group will soon launch "a full-scale,

detailed survey of the Jewish vote in

the 1984 presidential election, to deter-

mine, among other things, the extent

to which the church-state issue dimin-

ished the president's popularity among
Jews." 00

Communists Seen More
Tolerant Than Catholics

NEW YORK (RNS)—Evangelicals

may have more freedom to spread the

gospel in Angola today under the com-

munists than they did when Portuguese

Roman Catholics ruled the country,

according to Rev. William Franklin

Graham III.

The 32-year-old son of evangelist

Billy Graham heads Samaritan's

Purse, an organization which helps

meet emergency needs of overseas

churches and missions. Graham just

returned from Angola, where he as-

sessed requests for aid from the

African Evangelical Fellowship and a

Swiss evangelical agency working

there.

Graham told an RNS reporter that

"the communists are letting them

bring in as many Bibles as they want.

That was never possible under the Por-

tuguese."

He added: "What surprised the

socks off me is that American and

Canadian missionaries are allowed to

operate in the country."

But despite the openness of Angola

to missionary work, Graham said,



"there are very few missionaries there

because people don't want to go. It's

dangerous there, because of the

decade-long civil war."

Graham estimates there are about 40

evangelical missionaries in Angola to-

day, working with some 1200 evangel-

ical churches in the country. One
evangelical showplace is Kala Kimba
Mission Hospital, run by Swiss mis-

sionaries with doctors from the U.S.

and Canada.
"They see over a thousand conver-

sions a year in that hospital," said

Graham, noting the facility is better

equipped and has a better-trained staff

than a hospital built for the Angolans

by the Cubans a few years ago.

Samaritan's Purse is providing both

Bibles and medical supplies for

evangelicals in Angola.

Graham said Angola's problems in-

clude an almost complete lack of cross-

country transportation, along with

severe food shortages. He attributed

both to the civil war, in which UNITA
rebel forces are fighting the communist
government.

No missionaries, he was told, are

working in the territory controlled by

the UNITA rebels, because they do not

want to be perceived as collaborating

with them. But he said the Kala Kim-
ba Hospital has been perceived by both

sides as being neutral, and treats the

wounded from both sides. CD

'Pastoral Letter' Tends
To Scatter, Not Unite

WASHINGTON— It won't be avail-

able in its final form until a year from
now. But already, the so-called pas-

toral letter on economics from the U.S.

Conference of Catholic Bishops is fac-

ing a storm of criticism from both
within and without the Roman Cath-

olic Church.

Unlike last year's pastoral letter

from the same group on the subject of

nuclear arms, the current critique of

U.S. capitalism has been widely pub-
licized even in its preparatory stages.

The publicity is earning the paper more
negative reviews than anything the

bishops have published to date.

The letter itself is premised on the

bishops' judgment that "the distribu-

tion of income and wealth in the

United States is so inequitable that it

violates this minimum standard of dis-

tributive justice." The 1 12-page docu-

ment outlines the bishops' proposals

and conclusions, including:

—increased U.S. contributions to

the World Bank.

—reduction of the unemployment
rate to 3% through the creation of

public service jobs.

—endorsement of the "New Inter-

national Economic Order."

—support of tax policies which dis-

courage consumption.

—opposition to flat tax rate pro-

posals.

—reduction of U.S. arms sales

abroad.

Conservative criticism of those

guidelines has focused largely on the

importance the bishops have attached

to government action in the economic

arena.

Countering the bishops' letter is a

106-page "lay letter," released

simultaneously by the Lay Commis-
sion on Catholic Social Teaching and
the U.S. Economy.

Anticipating the drift of the bishops'

letter, the lay document has been in

formation since last March to provide

an alternate perspective—although still

from the perspective of Roman Cath-

olic teaching.

The lay letter stresses a stronger role

for the family, along with individual

political freedom as central to the

health of any economy. It promotes
the ability of "democratic capitalism"

to deal with both domestic and world

poverty.

The lay commission includes 28

prominent Catholic business, political,

and academic leaders. It is headed by

William E. Simon, former U.S. Trea-

sury Secretary, and by Michael Novak,
theologian, economist, and author.

Describing his commission's docu-

ment, Simon said, "We resisted the

idea that Christianity can be identified

with a particular political system or set

of economic or social policies. How-
ever, we do believe that Catholic social

teaching and the American experience

have a great deal in common: both to

seek to liberate people from tyranny

and poverty, and to encourage people

to reach their full potential through the

exercise of personal responsibility and
common association. Our success as a

nation is not an accident, but the result

of the wise ordering of our institu-

tions."

The bishops' letter quotes Pope
John Paul IPs definition of capitalism

as a system which treats man "as an

instrument of production." But the lay

letter counters that "only a free market

system respects the free creativity of

every human person."

The lay commission's letter draws

Biblical reference primarily from
Jesus's teaching through the parable of

the ten virgins and the parable of the

talents. It refers also to his instruction

concerning the needy, drawing out

both personal and systematic applica-

tion.

Although Simon maintains that the

commission's effort is designed to aid

Catholic clergy in its response to the

pastoral letter, the lay effort appears

to emphasize more what Catholic

teaching can learn from the American
economic experience than how the

American economy can benefit from
a Catholic critique.

The Wall Street Journal was among
those taking note of the bishops' let-

ter. In a November 13 column by

Philip Lawler, president of the

American Catholic Conference, the

paper said: "By concentrating on the

government, the bishops underesti-

mate the moral importance of the in-

dividual as an economic actor. The
draft document virtually dismisses the

possibility of individual charity as a

solution to poverty. And the letter

thoroughly goes against the traditional

Catholic doctrine of 'subsidiarity,'

which demands that, whenever possi-

ble, economic and social authority

should be vested in individuals rather

than in communities."
Lawler charged that the bishops are

ignoring their responsibilities to the

"individual souls" of church members
and following the lead of liberal

political activists.

Some in the church feel that neg-

ative response to the bishops' letter will

enhance a "selective" approach to

Catholics' future reading of other

pastorals—including important deliv-

erances on church doctrine. U

Also in the News . . .

Baker Book House of Grand
Rapids has announced a 4-disk series

of computer software entitled Bible

Learning 1,2,3 for children. Designed
to run on the Apple II plus, the Apple
He, the Apple lie, and the Commo-
dore 64, the programs have been writ-

ten by Christianity Today editor V.

Gilbert Beers and his son Ronald
Beers. Cost is $29.95 per disk. 2]
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Keep Them Reading!

MARY POST

The rumor I heard was, "Young peo-

ple don't read anymore. They spend

too much of their free time watching

mindless drivel on TV, going to movies

of questionable value, and listening to

raucous rock on their radios."

If this is more than a rumor in your

home, it's time to dust off the book
shelves, hide the TV Guide, and rein-

troduce your children to the world of

books.

Why should young people read?

First, they can enjoy the artistic nature

of language and experience the tremen-

dous power of the written word. They
can actively use their imaginations and

enter a world which doesn't break for

commercials or demand that a story be

completed in a half hour.

Another reason to read is that read-

ers can learn about different people,

places, and cultures. Relationships with

parents and peers can be examined. A
sense of personal integrity can be de-

veloped by young people as they ex-

plore others' problems and search for

answers consistent with their personal

beliefs.

What books do young people find

interesting? There are as many answers

to that as there are young people.

However, there are some guidelines

that are useful in determining their in-

terests.

As a general rule, readers will choose

difficult books about subjects they find

interesting over easier books which

look boring. Also, they enjoy reading

about people their own age or a few

years older.

Generally young people pass through

three stages of reading habits. In Ear-

ly Adolescence (ages 11-14), readers

enjoy animal stories. Favorites include

The author was a junior and senior-

high English teacher in a Christian

school for five years. She has
worked as school librarian as well.

She currently lives in Bloomington,
Ind.

The Incredible Journey, Old Yeller,

Sounder, and Where the Red Fern
Grows. Jack London stories (The Call

of the Wild, White Fang) are also

widely read.

Adventure and mystery stories are

also favorites. Series books such as

Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew are often

adolescents' first mystery stories. It is

normal for young people to spend a

few years devouring every series book
available. Gradually they will realize

that the stories are beginning to sound
the same and will want to switch to

more challenging adventure books.

An interest in history also develops

at this age. There are several excellent

books written which capture the spirit

of past ages. April Morning (Revolu-

tionary War), Across Five Aprils (Civil

War), and The Light in the Forest

(Pioneer/Indian story) are a few which

have remained popular over several

years.

Other categories 1 1-14-year-olds en-

joy include home and family stories,

humorous slapstick, books with setting

in foreign cultures, and sports stories.

In Middle Adolescence (ages 15-16),

boys enjoy non-fiction adventure sto-

ries. War stories continue to be popu-
lar. The Red Badge ofCourage and All

Quiet on the Western Front vary from
the historical books enjoyed by young-

er readers in that they explore the char-

acters' feelings about war more in

depth.

Girls often enjoy historical and ro-

mantic novels. Gone With the Wind is

one of the all-time favorites. Willa

Cather, a Midwest writer (O Pioneers!,

My Antonia), celebrates the spirit of

the pioneer women in the early 1900s.

Rebecca, by Daphne duMaurier, is a

mystical romance that qualifies as "the

best book I have ever read" for many
girls.

Stories of modern teenage life are

very well read. Usually young people

enjoy reading about characters who
are just slightly older and face prob-

lems similar to their own. Because this

class of books has proven to be a very

large part of the young adult book
market, authors have flocked to the

"problem book" in order to capitalize

on its popularity. Thus, books of vary-

ing quality have been writtten—from
mediocre to excellent.

In Late Adolescence (ages 17-19),

readers will turn to adult books. They
will often read books of social signifi-

cance to develop and reinforce desired

values. A highly recommended author

is Chaim Potok (The Chosen, My
Name is Asher Lev). His novels por-

tray a religion (Judaism) that is tight-

ly interwoven with the characters'

lives. This comprehensive world and
life view should be familiar to Chris-

tian young people, and they may gain

insight in seeing how another religion

deals, with the challenges of living such

a lifestyle.

Knowing the interests of your chil-

dren is a good way to guide their read-

ing. But there are many books avail-

able. How can you tell if a book is

good? You want your young people to

be reading the best that they possibly

can, but you don't have time to read

every book review or proofread every

book that is brought home. Nor need

you. Your children must develop a

sense of artistic and moral values that

will help them to discriminate between

bad/good, trivial/significant, trash/art.

Develop, however, is the key word.

And you can be an active leader in this.

To intelligently guide your young
people in selection and evaluation, you
first need to know the major trends in

young adult literature.

In the '40s and '50s, authors wrote

about dating, the first kiss, cars, and
sports. Though the books were "clean"

and relatively innocent, they were also

not an accurate reflection of the world

for many readers.

A more "realistic" trend emerged in

the '60s. Previously taboo subjects

such as pregnancy, divorce, and men-
tal illness were dealt with in books for

young adults. Problems were more
honestly discussed than in the books of

the '50s.
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The realistic trend has continued into

the '70s and '80s, as topics such as abor-

tion, homosexuality, rape, incest, and
drugs have been added to the list. In

many books, the "realism" has taken

such strong overtones as to assault the

values Christians hold. How is the

reader to react when abortion is de-

cided on as the best answer? When liv-

ing together is a better option than

marriage? When sexual experimenta-

tion is praised as being the best and on-

ly way to decide whether you love

someone? When, as found in a study

in the late '70s, nearly 70% of the

books show poor to horrible parent/
child relationships?

Many authors, in an effort to be re-

alistic and avoid moralizing, or didac-

ticism, have decided that no standards

or absolutes are preferable to the

"moralistic" solutions they so right-

eously avoid. However, they have

created a false dichotomy. It is not true

that books must be either "free of

moral judgments" or follow a "didac-

tic, unrealistic, rose-colored glasses"

pattern. The world is filled with prob-

lems, and there are varying ways of

dealing with them. But to say "there

is no truth," "there are no absolutes,"

cannot be a Christian's response.

Firmly facing the problems of the

world and believing God can and does

redeem them, the Christian can agree

with author Flannery O'Connor when
she says, "Writers [and readers] who
see by the light of their Christian faith

will have, in these times, the sharpest

eyes for the grotesque, for the per-

verse, and for the unacceptable ....
Redemption is meaningless unless there

is cause for it in the actual life we live"

(Mystery and Manners). Our young
people can and must identify this cause

—the need for redemption of lives and
culture—through thoughtfully reading

carefully chosen, well-writen books.

Perhaps in reaction to the "ultra re-

alism" of the '70s and early '80s, a new
wave of teenage romance books has

emerged. The novels have been greeted

enthusiastically by girls—less enthusi-

astically by critics.

The problem with these, as with

most "series" books, is that a basic

formula is used. Most characters are

middle to upper class, good looking,

and though they have unusually fine

relationships with their parents, they,

of course, have romantic problems.

The writing style of most is often de-

Continued on p. 10, col. 3

Truth in Fiction?

Ours was a typical Christian home. My parents never argued. They were

truly godly, so they were of one mind. They faithfully taught us Scripture

verses and enjoyed listening for hours to our recitations of them. They made
time, you see, for anything that was important to our spiritual health.

Since they used the one mind they shared to train us from a refined Biblical

perspective, we were joys to nurture. We understood that fussing was wrong,

so we never did it. We knew sharing was right, so we did lots of that. Tat-

tling never entered the picture.

Actually, this is not my family. Where in this world would you find a Chris-

tian family like that?

In one place, and only one: in some (and I do emphasize some) Christian

fiction—especially the variety geared to teenagers.

In these stories, the good guys (the Christians, of course) and the bad guys

(non-Christians) are immediately distinguishable. The Christians all glow! All

are mature, prayerful, balanced, unprejudiced, and zealous. There isn't a

hypocrite in the bunch. (Should one surface, his repentance is guaranteed by

the time the story concludes.) The zits, uncouth behavior, fast cars, fast guys,

and worldly attitudes are found only in the lifestyles of the non-Christians.

Story climaxes found in this brand of fiction are predictable to a saddening

degree. The key bad guy or girl gets mugged, drugged, or wrecked—pre-

sumably as a result of the fervent prayers of the saved teens. The good guys

nearly always show up at the accident scene or at the hospital in time to

lead the battered teen to the Lord. Next thing you know, the formerly bad,

battered teen is well and thriving in his new-found faith. His Christian growth

is so remarkable that he too begins to glow. He leads his old gang to the

Lord, and they all ride off into the sunset, mature and secure in the Lord.

There is a problem with this fiction. It is more fictitious than fiction was

meant to be. It has fairytale qualities "intermushed" with the stark realities

of life. This is not a homogeneous mixture.

Can I make a plea for truth in Christian fiction?

Teenagers are far more realistic than some of the stuff we hand them to

read. Do we honestly expect them to live sugar-coated Christian lives—smiling

. . . glowing . . . purring pertinent platitudes? Christ didn't. He became
too weary to see people who wanted to see him. He temporarily withdrew.

He told off a few hypocrites, chased away some shysters, and grieved when
his friends failed him at a critical point in his life. Yet, he knew how and
when to bestow incredible kindness, infinite patience, and life-giving

forgiveness. He demonstrated something we need to let our youth know:
We are in warfare! Since believing teens are already on the battlefield,

shouldn't we let them know more about fortifications than facades?

In the New Testament parables—Christian fiction, if you please—we don't

find a single incandescent person. We find, instead, people grappling with

tough realities—debt, money and time management, hunger, and more. Christ

used his fiction to lead us into truth. He said that truth will set us free.

Maybe it is time to set our teens free from the bondage of disillusionment.

Quality fiction is not content to show a simplified world anointed by sim-

plistic solutions. Rather, it deals with truth, as it is universally perceived.

We wouldn't send our young people into physical warfare with only a few

basic ideas about the principles of war plus a new pack of platitudes. If they

must fight, they must be equipped to conquer. They must be able to recog-

nize the enemy and to thwart him. Their training manuals must be accurate,

so that they can use the information in them to move into the real battle.

Surely we should use the same principles when we write fiction to be read

by those who are experiencing the reality of spiritual battles. Let's tell it like

it is. Let's give our teens truth, even in fiction.

—

JAN VAN HORNE, a
freelance writer from Roanoke, Va. 12
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A Sampler of Current

Adolescent Literature

STEPHEN LUTZ

Why should the 98% of our readers

who are over 18 be interested in books
for adolescents?

At an age when the dazzle of TV and
rock videos and feature films over-

whelm, it is important for young peo-

ple to keep reading good books, think-

ing for themselves, and knowing how
to continue to choose good books in

their adult lives.

How to help? Give carefully chosen

books to your children and grandchil-

dren. Take them to the public library

on a rainy afternoon and help them
look through the stacks. Help in the

stocking (or starting) of a church li-

brary.

Second, read adolescent books your-

self to understand young people. It is

important to remember what is going

through the minds of those making
that transition from childhood to

adulthood. The best adolescent books
take you into the mind of a young per-

son in that critical age of puberty, mid-

dle school and high school, the time of

rejection or acceptance of Christiani-

ty, and the age of formation of values.

If you work with young people or want

to understand your own better, read

good adolescent books.

Third, read adolescent books for

your own enrichment. Many of these

books are enjoyable for adults! C.S.

Lewis thought that a good children's

book is a good adult book.

"I am almost inclined to set it up as a canon

that a children's story which is enjoyed only

by children is a bad children's story. The
good ones last."

—"On Three Ways of

Writing for Children," On Stories, (Har-

court Brace Jovanovich, 1982).

In this review we will limit the dis-

cussion mainly to recently published

fiction. We will consider authors

writing out of a Christian perspective

or a highly moral position.

KATHERINE PATERSON has won the

Newbery Award (given for the best

children's book of the year) twice in re-

cent years. Her Bridge to Terebithia

(Harper & Row) won the award in

1978. Katherine Paterson's other New-
bery Award winner (1981) is a master-

ful book, Jacob Have I Loved, (Har-

per & Row).

Louise tells the story, set in a fishing

community on a Chesapeake Bay is-

land during World War II. The life of

the crab and oyster fishermen and their

families is described in exquisite detail.

Its dominant theme, denoted by the

. . . Since the day we were born, twins like

Jacob and Esau, the younger had ruled the

older. Did anyone ever say Esau and Ja-

cob?

"Jacob have 1 loved. . .
." Suddenly my

stomach flipped. Who was speaking? I

couldn't remember the passage. Was it

Isaac, the father of the twins? No, even the

Bible said that Isaac had favored Esau.

Rebecca, the mother, perhaps. It was her

conniving that helped Jacob steal the bless-

ing from his brother. Rebecca— I+iad hated

her from childhood, but somehow I knew

that these were not her words.

I got up, pulled the blackout curtains,

and turned on the table lamp between our

beds.

"Wheeze?" Caroline propped herself up

on one elbow and blinked at me.

"Just have to see something." I took my
Bible from our little crate bookcase, and

bringing it over to the light, looked up the

passage Grandma had cited. Romans, the

ninth chapter and the thirteenth verse. The

speaker was God.

I was shaking all over as I closed the

book and got back under the covers. There

was, then, no use struggling or even trying.

It was God himself who hated me. And

without cause. "Therefore," verse eighteen

had gone on to rub it in, "hath he mercy

on whom he will have mercy, and whom
he will he hardeneth." God had chosen to

hate me. And if my heart was hard, that

was his doing as well.—Jacob Have I

Loved.

title, is that of sibling rivalry between

twins, a variation on the Biblical story

of Esau and Jacob. The "loved" one,

Caroline, is minutes younger, fairer,

and talented but proud and somewhat
arrogant. The elder one, Louise, who
by her mother's account is "never any

trouble," is darker and less "talented"

and feels neglected by her family in

relation to her perfect sister.

Jacob Have I Loved does not end in

the sisters' complete reconciliation, but

is satisfying nonetheless. Katherine

Paterson draws both Caroline and
Louise with a wonderful complexity of

character.

Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom (E.

P. Dutton) is Katherine Paterson's

latest book. Set in mid- 19th-century

China, this historical novel concerns a

boy, Wang Lee, and his involvement

in the Taiping Rebellion. Wang
becomes providentially entangled with

a God-worshipping group which has

rejected the pagan idols of the current

dynasty and want to bring about a

Heavenly Kingdom. Though the char-

acters are not drawn with the complex-

ity of Paterson's domestic novels (due

no doubt to our own cultural distance),

they are nonetheless real and believable

people. Katherine Paterson writes with

skill and sensitivity about the Orient;

she herself was born to missionary

parents in China, and visited there in

the course of writing the book.

Of particular interest in this book is

the way Scriptural truth has been

translated into the culture of a people

far from Christian tradition and ready

access to the Bible.

In describing the book, Paterson

notes: "I was thrilled with the Tai-

ping's ideals of equality and compas-
sion, and devastated that the military

pursuit of their humane ideals led first

to corruption and then to the disinte-

gration of the movement."
Cynthia Voigt won the Newbery

Award in 1983 with Dicey 's Song
(Atheneum). Her most recent book,

Building Blocks, (Atheneum) is an ex-

cellent treatment of the theme of a son,

Brann, coming to terms with his pas-

sive, quiet father, Kevin. The book

starts with a fight between Brann's

father and aggressive mother. Brann

escapes to the basement where he falls

asleep surrounded by his father's old

set of building blocks. When he awak-

ens he gradually finds that he has been

transported 37 years back into his now-
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ten-year-old father's bedroom. He
ends up staying a day and a half in this

"twilight zone" where he befriends his

father. More importantly, he is struck

by the difficult family situation his

father has: Kevin's unloving parents,

demanding and childlike grandparents,

and bratty siblings (Brann's aunts and
uncles). Kevin's patience and seeming

passiveness can now be more fairly

characterized as courage. His father's

invoking of "it's fate" shows more
fortitude than resignation. When
Brann returns to his own time and
place, he is able to understand and re-

spect his father in ways previously im-

possible.

Some important values that are well-

expressed in this story include accep-

ting people for what they are without

trying to change their personality type,

accepting circumstances without com-
plaint; and, most profoundly, being

willing to understand peoples' back-

grounds as insights into how to love

them. The characters are excellent, and
Building Blocks is a well-written and
intriguing story on family relationships

and reconciliation.

The height of BEVERLY CLEARY's
popularity was in the '60s and '70s

with her series of books on Henry
Huggins, his friends Beezus and
Ramona, and his dog Ribsy. These
books about elementary-age children

are popular with older children today;

partly because they are so funny, and
partly because they appeal to a sense

of reminiscence—"I remember feeling

like that in kindergarten"—when read-

ing about Ramona's antics, for in-

stance.

Ordinarily, childrens' books are

geared so that the protagonists are the

same age or slightly older than their in-

tended audience. Beverly Cleary's

wonderfully entertaining accounts of
Middle American youngsters break
this rule. I would encourage any adult

who hasn't had a fulfilling laugh re-

cently to sneak down to the children's

department at the library and check
out Henry and Beezus (if you can wrest

it away from a 6th-grader). And any
befuddled primary Sunday-school
teacher can unwind with Ramona the

Pest.

Dear Mr. Henshaw (William Mor-
row) is Beverly Cleary's latest book
and the winner of the 1984 Newbery
Award. While it will probably not
prove so endearingly popular as some
of her earlier books, Dear Mr. Hen-

Henry and Beezus illustrated by Louis Darling

shaw is still a fine piece of work, and
the award presents a chance to honor
one of America's most beloved chil-

dren's authors.

Dear Mr. Henshaw is a series of let-

ters to a children's author and subse-

quent diary entries by a 6th-grade boy,

son of recently divorced parents. His

father is a truck driver and his mother
(with whom he lives) is a caterer. The
book is wittily constructed though its

overall tone is quite poignant. The in-

ner workings of the mind of a child of

divorce is handled quite well.

Another notable author to look for

is MILDRED TAYLOR. Roll of Thun-
der, Hear My Cry (Dial Press) which
won the Newbery Award in 1977, and
its sequel Let the Circle Be Unbroken
(Dial Press) comprise the story of the

Logans, a Black family growing up in

Mississippi during the Great Depres-

sion.

The struggles brought on by the De-

pression and the injustices prevalent in

the Old South are described with a

controlled intensity by a superb story-

teller. Let the Circle Be Unbroken
makes the Black experience accessible

to the White community in a fine, co-

hesive form.

For that sadly disappearing breed,

the adolescent interested in poetry,

there is Poetspeak (Bradbury Press),

edited by Paul Janeczko. Poetspeak is

a cleverly constructed anthology of

modern poems followed with com-
ments by the various authors on why
and how they came to write that par-

ticular poem. While this is a solid col-

lection of recent poetry, the book's
primary distinction is in its commen-
tary on the writing process itself.

Poetspeak is full of stimulation and
answers for budding writers.

Many male authors for adolescents

write fantasy in the vein of J.R.R.

Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. If your

children are interested, look into JOHN
WHITE'S The Tower of Geburah and

its sequel The Iron Sceptre (InterVar-

sity) for some good fantasy stories

from a Christian perspective. Another

author to check out is STEPHEN
LAWHEAD for his Dream Thief and

his fantasy trilogy The Dragon King,

the third book of which, The Sword
and the Flame (Crossway Books), has

just been released.

Somewhat in this vein is The Magic
Bicycle (InterVarsity, paper $5.95) by

JOHN BIBEE, a well-written tale with

a brooding, ominous sense of evil.

John, son of a small-town sheriff,

finds a beat-up bicycle at the dump. He
soon finds out that it can fly and seems

to have a mind of its own. The bike

sometimes puts him in danger, then

rescues him. When he thinks about

showing off, the bike won't fly. John
kicks the bike in frustration when it

won't do what he wants it to do, but

he finally realizes that he is best off

when he allows the bike to do what it

wants to do in its own good time.

John's struggles with his bicycle are a

wonderful picture of the nature of

faith.

The Magic Bicycle is action-packed

and the illustrations by Paul Turn-

baugh are first-rate. It would make a

great movie if the special-effects

budget could be kept down. Read this

a chapter-per-night to middle-school

The Magic Bicycle illustrated by Paul Turnbaugh
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"Who's going to be Herod in this play?"

Leroy said.

"We don't show Herod in our pageant,

Mother said. And they all got mad. They

wanted somebody to be Herod so they

could beat up on him.

I couldn't understand the Herdmans.

You would have thought the Christmas

story came right out of the FBI files they

^soZol^ in it-wanted a bloody end

fo Herod, worried about Mary having her

baby in a barn, and called the Wise Men

a bunch of dirty spies.

And they left the first rehearsal arguing

1 about whether Joseph should have set fire

to the inn, or just chased the innkeeper in-

to the next county.

When we got home my father wanted to

I hear all about it.

I "Well " Mother said, "just suppose you

I had never heard the Christmas story, and

I didn't know anything about it, and then

I somebody told it to you. What would you

I
th

M
k
yfather looked at her for a minute or

I two and then he said, "Well, I guess

I would think it was pretty disgraceful that

1 they couldn't find any room for a pregnant

I woman except in the stable.

I I was amazed. It didn't seem natural or

I my father to be on the same side as the

I Hermans. But then, it didn't seem natural

I "or the Herdmans to be on the nght side

I of a thing. It would have made more sense

I for them to be on Herod's sxde.-Tne Best

I Christmas Pageant Ever.

children up. I hope we hear more from
John Bibee.

Paideia Press specializes in translat-

ing Dutch books into English. Trans-

lations tend to have a raw quality;

though, as we know from the Bible,

great stories and enduring truths bear

translations well.

One example of an excellent Dutch
translation is The Black Phantom of
Ravenhurst (Paideia, paper $3.95) by
WiLLEM G. VANDEHULST. Adven-
ture! I was totally swept up in this

mystery, set in a generic part of Europe

a few hundred years ago. This is an ex-

citing book, carrying one into a world

of snow, a castle, a haunted mill, a

likeable and brave gentleman protago-

nist, a captured countess and her beau-

tiful granddaughter, oppressed and dis-

trustful farmers, and an evil plot. The
atmosphere is well-conveyed. This is a

great book to get out for all your

school-aged children on a cold winter

night.

Since Christmas is almost upon us,

let's conclude by considering some
books for the season. The Best Christ-

mas Pageant Ever (Tyndale, paper

$2.50) by BARBARA ROBINSON, is a

rollicking, humorous tale of what hap-

pens when the cast of the church's an-

nual Christmas pageant is invaded by

a family of trouble-making, lower-

class children, the Herdmans. This en-

tertaining book is a lesson in accepting

people outside of one's own cultural

background as well as a parable of

how we can learn from people we con-

sider uncouth or somehow beneath us.

New meaning is found in the Christ-

mas story when the Herdmans hear it

for the first time.

Look for the TV verson of this on

ABC, December 8, at 8 p.m. EST.

Check your local listings.

The Best Christmas Pageant Ever illustrated by Judith Brown

Angels and Other Strangers (Avon,

paper $1.95) is a collection of family

Christmas stories "first told in Tako-

ma Park Presbyterian Church" by
Katherine Paterson. Settings range

from contemporary suburban Wash-
ington to WWII Japan. These vi-

gnettes of Christians and Christmas

time have a pleasing short-story feel

about them, and present a refreshing

view of the Christmas season.

An update of an old favorite which

might be a good gift item is a recent

edition of The Lion, the Witch, and
the Wardrobe, (Macmillan, $19.95) by

C.S. LEWIS, illustrated by MICHAEL
HAGUE. The theme is not about

Christmas although Father Christmas

makes a showing in the book. Several

gorgeous paintings imaginatively and
elegantly illuminate Lewis' beloved

story. Hague has illustrated many chil-

dren's books to the acclaim of critics

and awards committees, and this book
continues his high standards.

Finally, a brand-new book appropri-

ate for all ages, and the masterpiece of

the season, is Christmas (Alfred A.

Knopf, $17.95), illustrated by JAN
PIENKOWSKI, a Polish-born artist who
lives in England. Outstanding! The text

excerpts from the Christmas accounts

of Luke and Matthew, King James Ver-

sion. The illustrations are airbrushed

with magnificent overlaid silhouettes.

The typography is augmented with

gold-ink illuminated initials and
elegant silhouettes. Christmas is a

highly successful combination of old

and new styles exhibiting a craftsman-

ship worthy of an earlier era. This book
should appeal to anyone of any age

who appreciates the Christmas story and
the art of fine book-making. [TJ

Reading— from p. 7

scribed as bald. Though the story line

will keep the reader interested, little ef-

fort is made to use language descrip-

tively and creatively. Situations often

seem contrived and predictable.

A steady diet of such books will not

help the reader develop an apprecia-

tion for good writing. Nor will it give

a realistic view of romance and normal

teenage life.

There are some benefits to reading

romance series, however. As with most

series, the books keep young people

reading, and establishing a strong

reading habit is a worthwhile goal. But

these books should only be a step to

books of higher artistic quality.

But how is artistic quality deter-

mined? And what moral standards

should young people hold? Towards
what will you guide your young people?

Artistically, they should learn to rec-

ognize and appreciate the elements of

a well-written book. Lively, descriptive

characterizations, rather than stereo-

types, should be a part of such a book.

The plot must be carefully planned so

that it is neither too predictable nor too

farfetched. The language should be

used creatively. An appreciation and

enjoyment of the power of the written

word should develop in the discerning

reader.

These characteristics will not be

equally developed in every book that

your children read. But you can help

them notice such elements if you are

interested in discussing books and
ideas with them. Evaluation of both

artistic and moral elements will happen

most often if you encourage them
through asking questions. Some sam-

ple questions might be: "Did you like

the book?" "How did it keep you in-

terested?" "Can you compare it to any

other books you have read on this top-

ic?" "What was the main conflict?"

"Were you surprised at the ending?"

"How and why did you relate to the

main character?" "Did you agree with

10
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the decisions that were made?"
Moral discernment will develop

most strongly if the Word of God has

been the basis for your sons' and

daughters' upbringing. Absolutes must

be firmly ingrained so that when a

young person reads a book which as-

saults his values, he can either evaluate

those opposing values, determine that

he isn't mature enough to read the

book, or decide the book is trash

—

suitable for no age. Young people can

be taught to discern which books are

worth their time to read.

We live in a fallen world. Many au-

thors have distorted the creative gifts

given to them by the Creator. But

Christ came to redeem the world, and

because he did, the world of literature

can and must be open to our young

people. Encourage them to read wide-

ly, to gain insight, to evaluate, to

strengthen their values, to enjoy the

gift of language, and finally, to give

praise to God for both the creative

gifts and the ultimate truth which he

reveals. U

Censorship, Huck Finn, and Judy Blume
Before any discussion of censorship can begin, some
distinctions between "censorship" and "selection" must

be clarified. Censorship in our common usage is the act

of: "an official with the power to examine publications

. . . and to remove or prohibit anything obscene, libelous,

politically objectionable, etc."

—

Webster's New World

Dictionary. Mention the word "censor" and hackles are

raised. "Censorship" is used most often in a pejorative

sense
—"They tried to censor that book?!" It connotes

suppression, rigidness, even dishonesty. Milton wrote a

tract against political censorship. It seems against the

American way. "Freedom of speech!"

But everyone who deals with books must practice

selection—even the most libertarian among us. "Censor-

ship" and "selection" are, to an extent, positive and
negative expressions of the same thing. Everyone selects

... on some basis. Selection necessarily implies that we
pass over some books to choose others. Censorship im-

plies that the selection on the basis of one party's values

is not agreed to by another. Before we get twisted out of

shape over terminology, let's examine two basic bat-

tlegrounds in "censorship." We hope the other articles will

help you in the "selection" process.

The battleground for liberals is often censorship on the

basis of racial or sexist stereotyping. One example was the

controversy in a school district over whether to ban the

book Huckleberry Finn because of its stereotyped picture

of Blacks. These critics have a point. If all that was read

in the classroom about Blacks was to be found in

Huckleberry Finn, then the use of that book would be

patently unfair. Portrayals of Blacks should cover the spec-

trum of reality

—

Huckleberry Finn, Invisible Man, and
books from the civil rights era to the present.

There are dangers here. If some inquisitor lurks vulture-

like on the bookshelf saying that one should never read

about the Jim Crow era or Jim in Huckleberry Finn, then

one's picture of the breadth of reality and past popular

perception of Blacks would be dangerously limited. The
principle here is balance, that our treatment of various

segments of society should be just and compassionate, and
that self-regulation in such matters is the best solution.

The battleground for conservatives is usually censorship

on the basis of issues of sex and vocabulary. For exam-
ple, consider Judy Blume, currently the most popular

author of books for children and adolescents. Like

Huckleberry Finn, Judy Blume's books have recently been
the subject of controversy for school boards. Judy Blume

deals candidly with issues of sex, family relationships, and

peer pressure. Defenders claim that Blume's books are ex-

cellent starting points for discussions of difficult issues with

parents. Detractors complain about words and concepts

that are morally objectionable. The crucial question,

however, is not how "honest" these books are, nor is it

about the subject matter or vocabulary they contain. The
question is what is the net effect of Blume's books?

The net moral effect of Judy Blume's books is that

choices about pre-marital sex, Christianity, and many
other value judgments don't really matter in a higher moral

sense, so long as one is "honest."

For another example, Madeleine L'Engle (winner of the

Newbery Award in 1963) has long been praised in both

Christian and secular circles for her excellent stories. I

looked forward to including her most recent book in our

review article. But her A House Like a Lotus was a very

disappointing book. It was not disappointing because of

a non-descriptive reference to a lesbian affair, nor because

the 16-year-old girl protagonist was seduced by her

boyfriend. Those subjects, though appalling to our sanc-

tified ears, are nonetheless prevalent, and cry out to be

dealt with by responsible authors with morals (not

moralists). A House Like a Lotus was disappointing

because it had no ultimate meaning—no moral teeth, if

you will. These questions were presented but not discussed

or resolved in any way. The net moral effect is not even

that good and evil are only relative things—they are mean-

ingless.

Many would fight a battle of words—"I don't want my
child to ever read the word 'lesbian.' " Such an attitude

can easily become un-Biblical because the Bible in its

history, letters, and poetry describes evil, as well as positive

manifestations of such unmentionables as sex. We should

be truly honest, and in appropriate fashion guide our

children to confront and hate evil, not simply postpone

the battle till their friends in the streets provide the setting.

Censorship is a necessary function of society. Even for

the secularist, laws banning child pornography, for in-

stance, suggest that lines must be drawn somewhere. As
Christians, we must seek to draw lines in proper and de-

fensible positions.

But, even for the Christian, the question of what is ap-

propriate or what is not is rarely an easy one. And, in our

circles we often confuse cultural propriety with Biblical

morality. Let's not fight to win a battle of words, only

to lose the war of ideas.

—

STEPHEN LUTZ. ffl
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

A Witness to Good News
For December 16, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Luke 4:16-21;

24:44-49; Acts 10:34-43

Key verses: Luke 4:16-19; Acts 10:34-43

Devotional reading: Acts 1:1-8

Memory selection: Acts 10:43

Introduction

This is the last of three lessons on the

Bible. We will be learning of the Bible

as God's witness of good news to man-
kind.

All good news in the Bible focuses

on the coming of the Messiah and his

work of salvation. That news includes

the fact that he has come, he has ac-

complished what the Father sent him
to do, he has proclaimed that message

of his work and the offer of salvation

to sinful men, and he has extended that

good news to the ends of the earth.

The Messiah

1 Has Come
Luke 4:16-21

For most of 30 years, Jesus lived in

Nazareth, a small town in Galilee,

where his parents came and settled

after his birth.

As a carpenter's son he must have

been well known by most of the town.

They had seen him in the synagogue

frequently and known him as his fami-

ly went yearly to the Passover and per-

haps to other feasts as well in Jerusa-

lem.

Now, suddenly, he has gained fame
in connection with John the Baptist,

but independent of him as well. Al-

ready Jesus has made for himself a

reputation among many of the villages

near Nazareth and now he has re-

turned to his former home and is wor-

shiping in the synagogue where he had
gone so many times before.

Jesus stands to read the Scripture

and selects a passage from Isaiah's

prophecy. It tells of the Messiah, de-

claring that the Lord's Spirit is on him
and that he is anointed by God to

preach good news to the poor, to pro-

claim release to captives, to declare re-

covery of sight to the blind, and to set

at liberty those who are bruised (v. 18).

It was a very clear announcement
that Jesus is the Messiah and that he

has come to begin his ministry of pro-

claiming the good news of the Father

to his people.

For centuries many of the Jews,

though not all, had been looking for

the coming of that long promised Mes-
siah, the Christ. Many claimed to be

him before, but they disappointed the

people. It must have been hard for

them to accept the words of Jesus that

he was the one.

Before that day was over, it was evi-

dent that what the people anticipated

in their Messiah and what Jesus de-

clared as his purpose in coming
clashed. The people ran him out of

town rejecting him and his claims.

We quickly condemn them for their

act, but we must ask ourselves the

troubling question: Would we have

done any better? Would we do any bet-

ter if the Lord came in our century as

he did 20 centuries ago?

One way to test that is to ask our-

selves how we receive his followers to-

day? What place in our lives do those

who are committed to Christ have? Do
we honor them? Do we receive them?
Do we listen to them? If we do not,

then it is doubtful whether we would
receive Jesus if he came to us humbly
as he did the first time.

If we do not receive the least of these

his brethren, then we do not receive

him either. That is Jesus' own assess-

ment of the situation (Matt. 25:41-46).

The problem was that the world

which had awaited such an announce-

ment was not ready for Jesus, even as

it is not today. Neither was the church

of that day, the community of Juda-

ism, ready for the Messiah as he in-

tended to come and work.

Questions

„ . L-How are the meek and humble re-

ceived in your church?

2. What are your expectations for

the Messiah?

The Messiah

2 Has Accomplished
Luke 24:44-46

It is clear that for Jesus the Bible was
God's Word, meant to be learned and
obeyed. It is apparent that at the age

of twelve Jesus was already knowl- i

edgeable in God's Word and con-i

sciously seeking to fulfill its every

command.
Jesus reminds the disciples near the

end of his earthly ministry that he hac

always taught them the importance of

every part of the Scriptures. It was al

to be known and obeyed, because he
i

had to fulfill every part of it (v. 44).

Jesus, in accord with the practice of
that time, divided the entire revelation

of God in the Scriptures into three

parts: the law of Moses, the prophets,

and the psalms.

The law of Moses embraced the first

five books of the Bible as we know it,,

the Pentateuch. Law meant not just

the legal aspects of what Moses taught

but the entire teaching of God founc

within the books.

The prophets included all the his-

tory, beginning with Joshua, and the

messages of the prophets down|
through Malachi.

The psalms embraced not only the

Book of Psalms as we know it, but also

the wisdom and praise books: Job, Prov-

erbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs.

Jesus affirmed that they all taught

about him. They all focused on the

need of him and his work and glory

before his church. They were, for

Jesus, a guide to the Father's will, and

he fulfilled them completely.

It is clear that if they were the guide

to all Jesus sought to accomplish while

on earth, they are for us the guide to

rightly understanding the life and min-

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.
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istry of the Lord. Without a knowledge

and understanding of what is written

in the Bible, we cannot know Jesus'

work or our place in it.

As an example, the disciples were

not going to be able to understand the

recent events of Jesus' suffering and

death and subsequent resurrection un-

less they understood the Scripture.

That they did come to such an un-

derstanding is evident in reading the

New Testament books in which they

show how the Old Testament proph-

ecies and teachings were fulfilled in

Jesus.

Thus the good news Jesus declared

at the end of his ministry was that he

had now fulfilled the work of redemp-

tion and was ready to send out his

church to make this truth known to the

world.

Questions

1 . How committed are you to know-
ing God's Word so that you can ful-

fill your own part in carrying out the

will of God?
2. How have the New Testament

Scriptures given you an advantage over

Old Testament saints in understanding

the mission of the Messiah?

The Messiah

3 Has Proclaimed
Luke 24:47-49

Now Jesus looks ahead. He is still

thinking of the Scriptures and their

fulfillment. There are still more things

to be done, but not while he is on
earth. Jesus will soon ascend to the

Father, to take his place at the right

hand of God and govern all human
history to its conclusion.

First, Jesus states the mission. It is

that repentance and remission of sins

be preached in his name to all the na-

tions beginning from Jerusalem (v.

47). This is to be done in the context

of Christ in heaven ruling all history

and directing it to its conclusion in a

way that pleases the Father.

From Psalm 2 we see the commis-
sion of the Father to the Son that he

rule the nations of the world down
through history. They are given into

his hand. Out of the masses of hu-

manity on earth, he is to call a people
to be his people forever.

The Book of Revelation tells how
' the Lord will carry out that mission in

spite of the rebellion of the world

—

Satan and his children in this world.

Second, Jesus speaks of the means
by which he will do this. The disciples

who believe and follow Jesus will be

his witnesses down through history.

As Jesus rules in heaven, he will

have his witnesses on earth, in the very

strongholds of Satan, who will bear

witness to the world of the Christ.

They will pray for and gain boldness

from the Lord for this testimony.

Jesus had taught this during his

earthly ministry, when he called aside

his closest followers and explained to

them that he would complete his work
through the church to redeem a peo-

ple to be his forever (Matt. 16).

The entire written Word of God was

to be the textbook for all who joined

the school of Christ—the church.

Finally, Jesus taught the disciples

they were not sufficient to do this work
alone. He told them to wait for the

promise he would send: his Holy Spir-

it.

We read in Acts 1 and 2 how the dis-

ciples awaited that promise and how,
on the day of Pentecost, the Holy
Spirit was poured out on the disciples

and the church.

We see that the good news Jesus

proclaimed included the word that he

had come, that he had accomplished

all that needed to be accomplished for

their salvation, and that now he was
sending forth the church, in his power,

to complete the work of making the

good news known to all.

Questions

1 . How ready are you to challenge

others to repentance and remission of

sins in Christ?

2. How is the Holy Spirit in you af-

fecting and equipping you for being

Jesus' witness?

The Messiah

4 Has Extended
Acts 10:34-43

As we read the Old Testament, begin-

ning with God's purpose spoken to

Noah (Gen. 9:27) and including his

promise to Abraham that in him God
would bless all the nations of the earth,

it is hard to understand how the dis-

ciples were so slow to realize that this

meant the Gentiles would hear and be-

lieve the same gospel they had come to

know.
Even in his last words before as-

cending to heaven, the Lord spoke

plainly about the gospel going to the

nations of the earth. Still, they did not

understand this meant they were to

carry the gospel to the Gentiles of the

world.

But before we condemn them for

their ignorance, we need to put our-

selves in their shoes. For 2000 years

they had been taught separation from

the Gentiles, from the pagans of the

world. That was necessary because the

Lord did not want his people corrupted

by the pagans of the world. They were

not ready yet to be witnesses to the

world and so the Lord did not send

them on any mission to the nations.

But Jesus anticipated a power they did

not have while he was on earth.

Even after Pentecost and after they

had seen the Lord break down lan-

guage barriers to make it possible for

people to hear the gospel in every

tongue, they did not understand.

Acts 10 records the vision God sent

Peter by which he taught that in his

sight Gentiles are as eligible to receive

the gospel and salvation as Jews.

Peter declared that he now under-

stood what the Lord had been saying

all along—he is no respecter of persons

and will call his followers from all na-

tions of men, no matter what their

former religion or race (v. 35).

He now understood that all they had

learned about Jesus was not for their

exclusive knowledge alone, but as sig-

nificant to Gentiles as to them (vv.

36-38).

Therefore, Peter proclaimed the

gospel to the Gentile, Cornelius, stand-

ing before him, with as much fervor as

he had formerly preached to Jews. It

was hard, for Peter went against all of

his past thinking. It would put him in

jeopardy with other Jewish Christians,

but it had to be done, no matter what

the cost, because it was what Jesus

wanted (vv. 39-43).

God was extending the gospel to all

emn, everywhere—which is why it has

come to us Gentiles of the world today.

Questions

1 . Are there people to whom you do
not feel free to bring the gospel today?

Why?
2. Are there people in your com-

munity who are not receiving the

gospel today? What is your church do-

ing about this?

Next week: "The Word of Life,"

John 1. m
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
SAVE 30% on pre-publication offer—limited

time only! Tom Rose's new book, Economics:

The American Economy from a Christian

Perspective (400 pp.) will be available in Jan-

uary for $18.95. Order your copy of The

American Economy now at 30% discount for

only $13.25 (plus $1.50 shipping and hand-

ling). Tom Rose's companion text, Econom-
ics: Principles & Policyfrom a Christian Per-

spective (385 pp.) $12.95, is also available for

a limited time at 30% discount for only $9.05

(plus $1.50 shipping and handling). Both

books for only $22.30 (plus $2.50 shipping

and handling). PA residents add 6% sales tax.

Offer good only until Dec. 20. Mail payment

including shipping & handling to: American
Enterprise Publications, RD 6, Box 6690,

Mercer, PA 16137.

CHURCHES
ROCHESTER, NY. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

NORTHERN RHODE ISLAND. Trini-

ty Reformed Chapel, independent and Re-

formed. For information contact Pastor

Keith Offen, 473 Summer Street, Woonsock-
et, RI 02895. (401) 766-3820.

for SALEmm^^^^mm
BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-

FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

GET IN SHAPE for the holidays. Lose

weight. Look better. Feel great. Have energy.

Improve your health the natural herbal way.

Distributorships available. Hall, 3208 Bos-

well, Huntsville, AL 35811.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
GRADUATE of the Reformed Episcopal

Seminary seeks position as a youth director

in a PCA church in the Maryland area. Has
previous experience in youth work and would
seek this position towards internship require-

ments. For resume call or write David C.

Baker, 4225 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA
19104. Phone: (215) 222-9159. Can start in po-

sition June 1st, 1984.

New EPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town
of Rochester, Michigan. Worship
Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

REFORMED CHRISTIAN COUPLE
with training in vocal music seeks full-time

church music position or music/youth com-
bination. Tapes, resumes, and references avail-

able upon request. Contact Lamar and Cathy

Frazier, 302 Ackerman Street, Louisville, MS
39339. (601) 773-6067.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR-to
promote God's World magazines in the Chris-

tian school market and among individual

children and families. Imagination, admin-

istrative discipline, ability to relate well to peo-

ple are all required. Contact the Publisher,

God's World Publications, Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802. (704) 253-8063.

TEACHER WANTED. Immediate open-
ing, large Southern Christian school. Science

and history. Excellent working conditions.

Interested parties send resumes to: Box CS,
The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

t To work and live In a
1 Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

|
Agape

h» Wage
tat

An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a

1 Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

SERVICES
RELOCATING to Asheville, N.C. and look-

ing for a Christian REALTOR® ? Contact

Elliott Baron, First Realty, 191 Charlotte St.,

Asheville, NC 28801. Phone: Office (704)

255-8111; Home (704) 254-4983.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

*
Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Santa Claus and the Pawtucket Creche

The glorious books described in this is-

sue of the Journal, some of them
Christmas books, remind us that we
are entering that season of the year

when our culture bedecks itself in red

and green and sings nostalgically of the

meaning of Christmas to the accom-
paniment of the ringing of bells and of

cash registers. It is a strange amalgam
of secular and spiritual that goes to

make up the American celebration of

Christmas.

Recently the Anti-Defamation League

of B'nai B'rith (ADL) voiced objection

to the Supreme Court's Lynch v. Don-
nelly decision growing out of contro-

versy in Pawtucket, Rhode Island over

a nativity scene being sponsored by the

city government. The Court's ruling

was that "the creche on display depicts

the historical origins of the traditional

event long recognized as a national

holiday .... These are legitimate sec-

ular purposes." Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor's concurring opinion with

the 5-4 majority argued that the fact

that the creche did not stand alone, but

in the midst of a surrounding secular

display, rendered it secular rather than

religious in purpose in the "overall hol-

iday setting" of the Pawtucket exhibit.

The ADL is concerned, however,

with the way in which the Lynch deci-

sion is being applied to other cases. In

Birmingham, Michigan a creche stand-

ing alone at public expense has been
ruled unconstitutional, but in Scars-

dale, New York a creche standing

alone in a public park has been allowed

by a Court of Appeals because it was
privately funded. Is the issue public or

private funding, the nativity scene

standing alone or in the context of a

secular display, or having any religious

symbol on public property?

Jewish opinion is sensitive to the

possibility that the reasoning behind
the Lynch decision places Christianity

in a favored position. Ruti G. Teitel of
ADL writes: "The initial reaction of
many Jews and other religious min-
orities is concern and disillusionment.

To them, the Supreme Court nativity

scene ruling stands for the proposition

that this is a Christian country and
they are excluded. Suddenly, the

definition of what is 'secular,' and thus

constitutional, is cast as whatever is

part of the majority's religion. In fact,

parts of the Lynch opinion refer to the

creche, Christmas, and 'our religious

heritage' in the same breath. This im-

plicit approval of one religion is the es-

sence of the Constitution prohibition

on establishment."

The Jews have a point: Establish-

ment of any one religion, on public

property or by use of public funding,

must be avoided.

But honestly, isn't this a case of a

principle losing all contact with histor-

ical reality? After all, the national holi-

day being celebrated is called Christ-

mas. It is the celebration of the com-
ing of Jesus, a historic personage,

which was significant to those who
shaped the traditions of America's her-

itage. In January our nation has decid-

ed to celebrate the birthday of Martin

Luther King, Jr. as a holiday. He was

a Black Baptist minister. Will we have

to avoid any reference to the fact that

he was a clergyman? If he is depicted,

must it be without a Bible?

The old Puritans would have scoffed,

for Scriptural reasons, at the celebra-

tion of Christmas as a religious holi-

day. The Bible didn't say anything

about observance of such a date, which

isn't known anyway. Some of us mod-
ern Puritan types also object, for spir-

itual reasons, to the idea of mixing a

nativity scene in with Rudolph the

Red-nosed Reindeer and Frosty the

Snowman.
But for historical reasons our socie-

ty has made a national holiday of the

celebration of the birth of Jesus in

Bethlehem..! suspect that most of the

nation's stores do not want to change
this tradition, whatever their motives.

Our churches may find December an
appropriate time to reflect on the in-

carnation of the eternal Son of God.
But what our society observes is es-

sentially a secular holiday. Symbolic

reference to its historical origin, the

nativity scene, ought to be as legitimate

as Santa Claus.

Armageddon
Theology?

Another instance of a principle losing

contact with its concrete reference

point was the storm over President

Reagan's "Armageddon Theology" in

the concluding weeks of the campaign.

Some Protestant, Jewish, and Ro-
man Catholic clergymen called on the

presidential candidates to renounce the

view that a "nuclear Armageddon is

inevitable and imminent." Jim Wallis,

evangelical editor of Sojourners mag-
azine, said Reagan and Moral Major-

ity hold a "false and misleading read-

ing of the Scripture" which "must be

labeled for what it is, which is heresy."

Both Reagan and Rev. Jerry Falwell

of Moral Majority rightly denied that

dates can be set for any final battle of

the world's history or that one's inter-

pretation of Scriptural references to

Armageddon should influence nuclear

policy. The references are important to

look up, however. Revelation 16:12-16

describes that trinity of evil—the

dragon, the beast, and the false

prophet—gathering the kings of the

whole world for battle on "the great

day of God Almighty" at Armaged-
don, presumably near the plain of

Megiddo where Pharoah Neco defeat-

ed King Josiah in II Chronicles 35:22.

The outcome is described in Revelation

19:11-20:3, where the beast, false

prophet, and dragon are disposed of

by Christ.

The public has a right to know how
an official will apply his theology to

public policy, but it has no right to

make a particular doctrinal tenet a lit-

mus test for office any more than in

1960 with the Roman Catholic beliefs

of John F. Kennedy. ffl
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YOUWANTAMASTEROF
EDUCATION DEGREE f

WHERE DO YOU GO?

The G.S.E. provided me with
training that is a mature balance
of educational principles and
scriptural application.

Marshall Rorie
Madison, WI

The impact of the G.S.E.'s

biblical view of teaching

has given me an exciting

framework for my teach-

ing and self understand-
ing.

Eleanor Rupp
Bluefield, W.VA

I received a Christian

philosophy of educa-
tion and learned to

integrate my faith with

teaching—something
my undergraduate
program failed to do.

Curtis DuBose
Greenville. SC

JACKSON, MS.

HHHHHHHHHH!

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
WHERE THE WORLD OF EDUCATION IS COMING TO

HIS
REFORMED

THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard

vckson, Mississippi 39209
(601) 922-4988

r 1

I would like to learn more about the Graduate

School of Education.

BBBHHHHHBiBHHRHiiHI





MAILBAG

MORE ON ABRAHAM KUYPER

Thanks for the excellent article on

"Protestantism's Future Options" by

Robert Drake (Oct. 24).

It is a balanced perception of world-

view Christianity as also involving a

healthy piety and practical works. I

believe we need to know more about

the world-view contributions of J.

Gresham Machen, Cornelius Van Til,

Francis Schaeffer, and Abraham Kuy-

per since they are important for the

future of our faith.

Kuyper is especially unknown, but

I have produced a new book about his

political career that would be of help

to those believers interested in the

world-view position. This book is en-

titled The Practice of Political Spiritu-

jtSSN 0032-i'549|
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Mr. Drake accurately reflected Kuy-

per's position in this article and re-

ferred to Kuyper' s love for the doctrine

of the Puritans. Such historical and

spiritual insight on Mr. Drake's part

is to be commended.
—McKendree R. Langley

Fiskdale, Mass.

A LAST WORD FROM VELMA BARFIELD

In regard to your editorial, "Capital

Punishment Should Be Pro-Life"

(Oct. 31), I received a letter from

Velma Barfield the middle of October

and would like to share a part of it:

"P.S.—Please continue to pray for

me, my family and also for the victims'

families. Unless our Lord intervenes

Nov. 1 , 1 will be saying good-bye to my
family for the last time that afternoon.

Then around 1 a.m. Nov. 2, they will

begin to prepare me for my home-

going. Please pray for all of us. I'm

praying for God's sustaining strength

'til the end. Love, Velma."

Velma Barfield was executed Nov. 2,

1984.

—Mrs. R. L. Blackwell

Myrtle Beach, S.C.

ABOVE ALL: PROTECT HANDICAPPED

Concerning the ongoing interest in the

InterVarsity Press book Brave New
People, by Gareth Jones, the further

reference to the book in your column,

"Was the Journal Fair to Dr. Jones?",

and the printing of Jones' letter (Oct.

3), please note the following:

It seems strange to me that any

Christian could even consider an argu-

ment which purports to be benevolent

made on the basis that someone pro-

posing leaving the door open to abor-

tion was "only" doing so regarding the

severely handicapped. In some ways,

seeking out the severely handicapped

and destroying them, before birth in

abortion or after birth in infanticide,

is worse than destroying a normal

child. Worse because it smacks of pure

utilitarian selfishness, and because if

there is anyone more defenseless than

a normal healthy baby, whether in the

womb or not, it is a handicapped baby.

How any Christian who has read of the

lengths taken by our Lord Jesus Christ

to heal the severely handicapped and

impaired can side with those who, even

for "therapeutic" reasons, would sin-

gle out the handicapped for killing is

beyond me. The extent to which

evangelical thinking has been infil-

trated by the eugenics movement, and

indeed the whole social and human en-

gineering movement of the 20th cen-

tury, can be seen by the fact that Jones

defends himself on the grounds that he

was only referring to aborting the

severely handicapped. In a sense, rabid

pro-abortionists like Planned Parent-

hood are both more logical and more

Christian. At least they apply abortion

democratically!

Some may find the following state-

ment harsh, but' I do believe it to be

accurate. For Jones to say that he was

"only" talking about aborting the

severely handicapped and not "nor-

mal" people is no different from some

German defending the Holocaust by

saying that "Of course we had no in-

tentions of doing away with just

anyone. We were only referring to the

Jews."
—Franky Schaeffer

Salisbury, Mass.

Ministers

Russell C. Harper from assistant pastor to as-

sociate pastor of First Church (PCA), Weaver-

ville, N.C.

Thomas L. Irby from Linden, Ala., to the Fair-

field Church (PCA), Pensacola, Fla.

Thomas G. Kay (PCA) from Aliceville, Ala., to

Covenant College, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,

as director of church relations.

James Misner (PCA) from Montgomery, Ala.,

to the Peninsula Christian School, Carson,

Cal., as principal.

Churches

The Grace Church (PCA), Port Allegany, Pa„ has

been organized. William R. Voorhis is pastor.
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MEDICAL, NOT JUDICIAL QUESTION

I doubt that most anti-abortion Chris-

tians are the least bit familiar with the

Supreme Court's holding in Roe vs.

Wade, 1973. I will briefly state the

court's ruling in that case for their

enlightenment: "Prior to approximate-

ly the end of the first trimester of

pregnancy the attending physician in

consultation with his patient is free to

determine, without regulation by [the]

state, that in his medical judgment the

patient's pregnancy should be termi-

nated, and if that decision is reached

such judgment may be effectuated by

an abortion without interference by the

state" (Black's Law Dictionary, 5th

edition, 1979.).

Christians who oppose abortion

should channel their efforts to do away
with it toward the medical communi-
ty, not the judicial system. Obviously,

doctors, not judges or lawmakers, per-

form abortions. Roe vs. Wade does

not say that doctors must perform
them nor that pregnant women must
undergo them. It merely leaves that

Continued on p. 75, col. 2 IHHBi
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I One of my beloved seminary professors, Dr. R. Laird

Harris, now Old Testament professor emeritus from Covenant Seminary,

used to comment with a smile that the most sensitive nerve in the body is

the pocket nerve. Perhaps the key to much of Marxism's success is that

human nature is so tied in with economics. Mention money and you are

bound to attract attention. Three issues ago we focused on the poor and
what the church can do for them. That seemed to spark some interest. Now
in this issue we are concerned with the rich. Shirley Wilcox writes on the

growing trend toward lotteries and other gambling to provide revenue for

states and local communities—with usually disappointing results economi-

cally and more serious consequences morally and spiritually. She presents

reasons why an affluent society should not expend its riches in such a fashion.

Then Maynard Hatcher provides a very interesting insight into one of our

Lord's sayings, "It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle

than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God." And then Richard Wat-
son addresses the same text from another practical angle.

\H 771 One encouraging word about the poor: It was reported

recently that 45 of North Carolina's 58 community colleges offer a special

training program for people classified as "chronically unemployed." Out
of 4200 enrolled, 3336 were graduated and 76% of those either found jobs

or were able to enroll in regular occupational training programs in which

they are learning specialized job skills. It is estimated that the state receives

a return of $3 for each $1 it invests in the course.

CZ U We learned recently that November 30 was the 102nd

birthday of Mrs. Minnie Harris, longtime member of the First Presbyterian

Church of Weaverville, N.C. Does anyone know who currently holds the

longevity record among American Presbyterians?

I Zj Thanks once more to all of you who have sent us the

"SCHOOLS" section of your local yellow pages. From them, we have found

the names and addresses of several hundred Christian schools we didn't have

before, and to all of them we have sent sample copies of our God's World papers

for children. Here, however, are some important areas we haven't heard from.

If you could send us the "SCHOOLS" section of your yellow pages for one or

more of these areas, it would be a great boost:

DALLAS/FT. WORTH PITTSBURGH BOSTON MIAMI
ANAHEIM/SANTA ANA CLEVELAND AUSTIN PHILADELPHIA

NEWARK, N.J. SEATTLE CINCINNATI OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY NASSAU/SUFFOLK, N.J. OAKLAND, CAL.

EZ I Did you ever wish you could have a second chance? Not
so the 197 seniors from Sheepshead Bay High School in Brooklyn, N.Y.,

whose Scholastic Aptitude Tests, taken on November 3, arrived in the

Newark, N.J., post office "balled up and in pieces, smeared, mangled, not

one salvageable." Said Cindy Luskin, 16: "I sat for hours taking this test

and now it's in some shredder. I'm annoyed because I don't want to go
through the pressure of taking it again." Concluding that the tests were

damaged somewhere in the postal system, the Educational Testing Service

will waive the $11.50 fee when the students are retested December 8. 3]
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Evangelicals Urged To Join War-Peace Debate

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Evangelical
Christian institutions in the U.S. have

made little or no contribution to the

public debate on war and peace, ac-

cording to a report issued here by the

National Association of Evangelicals

(NAE). The group also announced the

launching of a new program to raise

the level of debate among evangelicals.

The NAE reached its conclusion

after conducting a survey of 54 of its

member denominations and state and

local chapters, as well as 62 evangelical

colleges and seminaries.

Few of the institutions have any for-

mal or organized involvement in the

war-and-peace debate, according to

the report, which also cited a "tenden-

cy to oversimplify" these issues among
evangelicals of various viewpoints.

The NAE announced the formation

of a "Peace, Freedom, and Security

Studies" program to foster a debate

among evangelicals and "clarify the

Biblical, theological, educational, and

political standards" for such a dis-

cussion.

In its report, the group also called

on evangelical colleges and seminaries

to "bring distinctive evangelical per-

spectives to bear" in the debate.

"Evangelicals could, over the next

decade, [continue to] simply mirror the

divisiveness and fragmentation that

presently characterize the public arena

when questions of nuclear strategy, the

Soviet Union, international human
rights, and America's responsibility to

the poor are raised," said the report.

On the other hand, evangelicals

could help chart a new public discus-

sion, capable of regathering consensus

on an American strategy of peace,

freedom, and security," it added.

So far, the report said, failure to

develop a distinctively evangelical

discussion on war and peace has left

the institutions "susceptible to exter-

nal political pressures from both the

left and the right," which seek to enlist

them in one or another faction of the

broader debate.

Materials produced by the institu-

tions, in turn, have been used "more

for polemical purposes than for cre-

ating dialogue and understanding,"

the report observed.

While NAE member denominations

and local chapters have tended to use

materials promoted by conservative

groups, it said, the colleges and

seminaries have been influenced pri-

marily by liberal Christian groups such

as the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion, the Quaker-sponsored American

Friends Service Committee, Evangel-

Even before the NAE's call for more

evangelical involvement in the war-

and-peace debate, the Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) had author-

ized appointment of a study commit-

tee on the topic of nuclear warfare and

nuclear deterrence.

Convener of the PCA committee is

attorney Kenneth L. Ryskamp, a rul-

ing elder from Miami who has served

earlier as moderator of the PCA
general assembly. Serving with him, by

appointment of this year's moderator

James Baird, will be David Coffin Jr.,

a ruling elder and business executive

from Washington, D.C.; David Fors-

lund, a ruling elder and laboratory

fellow at Los Alamos National Labor-

atory in New Mexico; Rev. David C.

Jones, faculty dean at Covenant Semi-

nary; Rev. D. James Kennedy, pastor

of Coral Ridge PCA Church in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla.; Rev. Robert A. Mil-

liken, pastor of the Reformed PCA
Church on Lookout Mountain, Tenn.;

and a U.S. Navy chaplain, Rev. Robert

B. Needham, based at El Toro Marine

Air Station in California.

Two years ago, the Reformed Pres-

byterian Church of North America

passed a brief resolution calling on

world authorities to seek to "do all in

your power to work to eliminate the

use of all nuclear weapons by all

nations."

Among other denominations of the

North American Presbyterian and

Reformed Council, the Christian

Reformed Church has also addressed

the nuclear issue on several occasions.

icals for Social Action, and Sojourners

magazine.

The study called on evangelicals on

both sides of the issue to acknowledge

that there is a "legitimate plurality of

ethical and political perspectives" and

solutions to problems of war-and-

peace issues such as nuclear arms.

Evangelicals must "learn how to live

with differing opinions on these mat-

ters, as opposed to some of the hostil-

ities that now are occurring."

The NAE has itself entered the de-

bate on war and peace on previous oc-

casions. Its annual meeting in 1983 was

the place where President Reagan

made his famous speech calling the

Soviet Union the "focus of evil" in the

modern world and received an enthu-

siastic response from the delegates.

However, shortly afterward, the

NAE commissioned a national opinion

poll which found that most evangeli-

cals support a freeze on the develop-

ment of nuclear weapons, which Presi-

dent Reagan has opposed. CD

Novak Says Evangelicals

Are Victims of Bigotry

NEW YORK (RNS)—Evangelicals

were the victims of more bigotry than

any other group during the 1984 po-

litical campaigns, says a Roman
Catholic sociologist writing for a

Jewish audience.

The assertion was made by Michael

Novak in an article prepared for a

forthcoming issue of the ADL Bulle-

tin, published by the Anti-Defamation

League of B'nai B'rith.

He called anti-evangelical prejudice

the "least understood and most pain-

ful bigotry" in America today, and

said that the 1984 campaign "revealed

more bigotry against evangelicals—

without anybody leaping to denounce

it—than against any other group."

Novak said that Moral Majority

leader Jerry Falwell, "in particular,

has been accused as a person and as a
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member of a group violating the

American way."
The sociologist said the attacks

against Falwell were made without

"introducing evidence, often by asso-

ciation. A whole string of names of

evangelical ministers, some of whom
have nothing in common with Jerry

Falwell except that they're called

evangelicals, is listed in one great

massive stereotype."

Novak said that "code words with-

out the existence of evidence and a

string of associations are techniques

used to engender fear and to elicit

hatred and contempt." He asked what

would happen "if that set of pro-

cedures was used against any other

religious body or group of religious

leaders in the United States."

Answering his own question, Novak
said: "I think it would be perceived as

an outrage." DO

Vatican Paper Criticizes

Baby Fae's Heart Surgery

VATICAN CITY (RNS)—The Vati-

can's newspaper, L'Osservatore Ro-
mano, has criticized the doctors of

Baby Fae, suggesting they violated

basic rules of ethics when they used a

baboon heart in transplant surgery

they performed on the infant last

month.

"A person cannot be used as a

guinea pig," said the paper's chief

theologian, Franciscan Gino Concetti.

The semi-official paper, which re-

frained from comment while Baby Fae
was alive, recalled that the Vatican for

decades has favored lifesaving trans-

plants of human, animal, or artificial

organs—but only in cases of absolute

necessity, and where the success of the

operation is probable.

"In order for such an operation to

be permissible, certain conditions must
be fulfilled," L 'Osservatore said of the

baboon heart transplant three weeks
after the operation.

The newspaper said the conditions

are: "Objective necessity, the un-
availability of a human or artificial

organ (granted that the second type

suits the case), a medical team highly

specialized in that type of surgery, a

hospital that has the proper equip-

ment, the consent of the patient or
those responsible for him or her, and
finally, that a largely positive result can
be predicted."

"In the case of Baby Fae, now that

the event is over, it is to be deduced
that not all these conditions existed,"

the paper said. ffl

Hyde Urges Lutherans:
'Work on Pro-Life Issues'

LA GRANGE, 111.—U.S. Rep. Henry
J. Hyde (R-Ill.), a Roman Catholic op-

ponent of abortion, strongly urged 500

participants at a "Lutherans for Life"

convention here to continue their

political involvement.

The convention also featured a vid-

eotape message from President Rea-

gan, who commended the Lutherans

for their involvement to this point.

"Pro-life legislation," said Hyde,

"or discussion in Congress, is directly

attributable to the movement at the

grass roots." For that reason, he said,

"We need people to be politically in-

volved."

Hyde, 50, has tried since 1976 to

secure an amendment prohibiting fed-

eral funding for Medicaid-financed

abortions. His efforts have led to

short-term legislation with that effect,

but no permanent prohibition has yet

been successful.

Hyde said here U.S. law currently

gives more protection to a blade of

grass than to an unborn baby.

Hyde encouraged pro-life organiza-

tions not to limit their numbers to ex-

clude those who hold opposing views

on other than pro-life issues when they

agree on the sanctity of life. "Let's be

truly eclectic to all who agree with us

on this one issue," he said. CD

Tutu: South African Blacks
Would Prefer Communism

LONDON (RNS)—Bishop Desmond
Tutu, newly elected Anglican bishop of

Johannesburg, said here that if the

Soviets were to come to South Africa,

most Blacks would welcome them as

saviors because they consider anything

better than apartheid.

The bishop, a Black clergyman who
recently won the Nobel Peace Prize for

his role in opposing South African

racial segregation, added: "Apartheid
is such a vicious system that those who
invest in South Africa, whether they

like it or not, are helping to maintain
it."

Tutu, the first Black named to head

his nation's second-ranking Anglican

diocese, condemned what he character-

ized as British collaboration with

South Africa and said economic pres-

sure is the best way to force change.

Tutu said apartheid is getting worse,

and that recent constitutional reforms

introducing limited power-sharing to

include people of mixed race and

Asians along with Whites were a

"monumental hoax to hoodwink the

international community."
The bishop said the Nobel prize,

which he will receive in Norway this

month, will belong to everyone com-
mitted to justice. "It is ... to give

heart to the little people who daily have

their noses rubbed in the dust, to

assure them that it will not always be

so," he said. ffl

Marty Says Hell May
Become Fashionable Again

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (RNS)—Bring-

ing traditional values back into U.S.

life may make it necessary to bring

back hell.

So warns religion commentator Dr.

Martin Marty of Chicago, speaking

recently at Harvard Divinity School

here.

The church historian told his

standing-room-only audience that with

the call for "traditional reconstruc-

tion" of society, "the audience should

be told what that tradition is."

God's eternal damnation was an in-

trinsic part of the religious sanctions

that originally kept U.S. society in

order, Marty noted.

"When you say, 'I want the tradi-

tional values associated with God back

in the moral fabric,' the one thing that

all the founders knew was that the

linchpin, the axle, the nail on which

you hung everything else was God's re-

ward and punishment system," the

University of Chicago professor said.

Conceptions of God's punishment

ranged from Benjamin Franklin and
Thomas Jefferson's Deist ideas of a

vague future retribution, to the vivid

imagery of Jonathan Edwards and
Cotton Mather who spoke of eternal

pain and fire.

"Cotton warned children, 'That

when you come to lie and broil in that

horrible fire of the wrath of God, oh,

the godliness of your parents will be

but oil unto those flames' . . . and
parents were to be happy seeing their
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child roast in hell," Marty said.

Hell was built into the U.S. public

school system as well. Marty quoted

McGuffy's Eclectic Fourth Reader of

the 1830s where an essay on hell spoke

of "deceitful children overwhelmed by

pain."

Today, Marty pointed out, hell has

disappeared from "the cultural imag-

ination." His survey of religious and
sociological magazines over the past

three years found no articles on hell or

eternal punishment even though there

were numerous pieces on death and dy-

ing. And Marty said national opinion

polls have not addressed the subject of

hell.

A survey of Catholic Digest readers

in 1952 found that only 12% envis-

ioned hell as a possibility for them-

selves. But by this year, only 1% of the

magazine's readers did so.

"The idea of eternal punishment is

nominally present," Marty stated,

"but it has lost its moral seriousness."

"Hell is making a comeback in Jim-

my Swaggart's preaching, but the

cultural context overwhelms it," he

said. "The entire accent is on eternal

rewards. Hell is being first runner-up

Miss America, or number two in the

NFL."
One can document the decline of

fear of hell in Western culture, Marty
claimed, but one "can't demonstrate

that people lived less sinfully when
they believed in it." He added: "It's

difficult to say that there's been a true

moral decline without a notion of

hell."

"If hell disappears, at least we
should notice," Marty concluded. "If

we want 'traditional values' to come
back in, we'd better make careful ap-

praisal of exactly which ones we'd like

back, how far; under what auspices;

toward what ends." 00

PCUSA Asks South Africa
To End Threats to Boesak

NEW YORK (RNS)—The Presbyte-

rian Church USA (PCUSA) has asked
the prime minister of South Africa to

use his influence to halt the govern-
ment's investigation of Rev. Allen

Boesak, president of the World Alli-

ance of Reformed Churches (WARC).
The Presbyterian body, largest U.S.

member of WARC, acted in response

to reports that Boesak, a Reformed
minister and a leader of the non-White

opposition to the South African gov-

ernment, was threatened with being

charged under "Section 27," the

"Police Act." The church also re-

ceived reports that Louis LeGrange,

minister of security, had called for

Boesak's arrest.

Spokesman for the PCUSA original-

ly said Boesak was threatened because

of remarks made in a speech. But on
November 19, the denomination said

Boesak had reportedly violated the act

by remarks he made in an interview

with a reporter for an Australian

newspaper during a visit to that

country.

Boesak was reportedly quoted by the

Sydney Morning Herald as saying that

the South African police were commit-
ting "the most unbelievable atroci-

ties," and was said to have described

the South African Defense Force as

"one of the most sophisticated murder
machines in history."

PCUSA officials in Atlanta said

their World Alliance sources indicated

that Boesak's remarks in Sydney had
been misquoted in South Africa.

The PCUSA's cable to South Af-

rica's prime minister, Pieter W. Botha,

said: "Pastor Boesak is a preacher of

vision and forcefulness. He has helped

us and the people of our churches gain

a better understanding for the need for

reconciliation between racial ethnic

peoples and the necessity for avoiding

violence. In the United States, in South

Africa, and around the world, this

message must be heard. We pray ear-

nestly that you will use your great in-

fluence to free him from the threat of

these mistaken charges so that he may
continue his ministry of peaceful

reconciliation at home and abroad."

The message was signed by the

church's two top officers, Harriet

Nelson, moderator of the general

assembly, and Rev. James E. An-
drews, stated clerk. OB

PCUSA Program Aims
At 5% Membership Gain

JOLIET, 111. (RNS)—The Presbyte-

rian Church USA (PCUSA) is gearing

up for a major shift in focus which it

hopes will reverse a long trend of

membership losses, according to Rev.

Grady N. Allison, national director of

evangelism.

Allison heads the expansive five-year

"New Age Dawning" effort which, he

says, calls for "the establishment of

evangelism as a key priority at all

levels."

Allison was here recently to update

clergy and lay representatives from
several suburban congregations on the

coming change.

The comprehensive plan for spiritual

renewal and membership growth sig-

nals a dramatic departure from the de-

nomination's traditional stance. "By
and large," Allison said, "evangelism

is not what we've been about. Our mis-

sion has been 'justice and peace,' and
certainly evangelism has been a com-
ponent. But unlike many other denom-
inations, it has not been central."

New Age Dawning emerged from a

two-year study undertaken by a special

committee named at the PCUSA gen-

eral assembly in 1982. This summer,
that committee recommended $2 mil-

lion in funding and a 20-member staff

to implement its far-reaching goals.

Such goals include evangelism train-

ing for 75% of all clergy and at least

200,000 lay people, development of

educational materials and consulting

services, and a 5°7o increase in member-
ship.

Allison's three-person staff will con-

duct the initial limited effort, funded

by "extra-commitment giving." Their

immediate goal of $703,000 will pay
for outside consultants, training, and
a demonstration project to be detailed

in June, for next year's PCUSA assem-

bly in Indianapolis.

The PCUSA has seen a steady de-

cline in membership for the past 18

years, Allison noted. To achieve a 5°7o

growth while offsetting the rate of

decline, New Age Dawning will have

to enroll 1,317,000 new members over

the next five years.

Allison stressed, however, that

"numerical growth is legitimate only

as it represents the expansion of God's
kingdom. . . . The task of evangelism

is central to Christianity, that calls on
us to be involved in service to human-
ity. Otherwise, it becomes merely

another academic exercise."

As a "wealthy church in an affluent

nation, Presbyterians have a unique

opportunity for action," he said.

Evangelism is "not only an introduc-

tion to faith, but a welcoming into full

participation in the kingdom of God."
Calling the '80s the "decade of peace,"

Allison said that peacemaking goals

likewise are inseparable from those of

evangelism. CO
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SHIRLEY WILCOX

"All that money is going to Nevada,

to New Jersey, to state lotteries or

horseracing—why shouldn't we keep

it right here in this state?"

Hard-pressed state legislators have

heard that so often that 24 states

besides the 17 that already have some
form of gambling, have been consider-

ing legislation in favor of state lotteries

to raise money. [Ed.—Last month
California, Missouri, Oregon, and

The author is a farm wife, mother of

five, from North Manchester,
Indiana. Author of more than 40
articles and stories that have ap-

peared in half a dozen religious

periodicals, she says, "In summer I

garden, in winter, quilt, but writing is

the most satisfying work of all."

West Virginia joined the ranks of legal

gambling, while Arkansas and Colo-

rado defeated gambling measures.]

And why shouldn't they? Gam-
bling—pari-mutuel betting, lotteries

—

has been called painless taxation.

What is wrong with states sponsoring

legal, fair gambling to raise money for

schools, for hospitals, to help pay the

costs of government? Who in his right

mind opposes sufficient funds for

schools, or to help jobless people?

At least that's the way it starts out.

It is a funny thing about gambling,

though. The purpose may be noble in

the beginning, but the rationale soon

undergoes a subtle change. Where the

first advertisements (and the argu-

ments for legalizing lotteries and bet-

ting) emphasize increased state reve-

nue, it is only a matter of a few weeks

or months until the emphasis shifts,

and thereby lies a major reason why
Christians must oppose gambling.

Using gambling to bring in revenue

for hard-pressed governments is

nothing new. When this nation was

formed, the Revolutionary War so im-

poverished the states that most of them

organized lotteries to raise money for

the sorely needed bridges, schools,

colleges—and even churches. By 1790,

most of these lotteries were riddled

with fraud, and all were outlawed by

1830.

After the Civil War, Southern states

again resorted to legalized state lot-

teries; again corruption took over.

From 1868 to 1892, says one historian,

Louisiana was literally "ruled by the

lottery."

From time to time, new gambling

devices appear and are discarded:

Montana outlawed punchboards and

slot machines in 1947. Idaho repealed

its approval of slot machines in 1949.

Massachusetts allowed charities to use

gambling games, and presently had

dozens of dummy charities raking in

fortunes.

For there are fortunes to be made

—

and lost. So much so that bookmakers

often rebate 50% of losses to large bet-

tors on condition that the customer

does business exclusively with him.

Agents of bookmakers make a good

living by working on a 35-to-50% com-

mission of losses, which says some-

thing about the odds of consistent

winning.

The point of setting up state lotteries

is this ease with which money rolls in.

Taxation has been called the price we

pay for civilization, and the price has

never been popular. But the fact is that

it costs only about a penny— 1%—to

collect straight taxes, and 99% of the

money collected goes directly to the

state government.

On the other hand, state lotteries

pay 45 c on the dollar to ticketholders

(which means that lottery customers

stand a 45% chance of any return,

hardly a blue-chip investment).

Another 15% goes for administration

costs; so for each dollar 'invested' in

a state lottery, government receives

about 40 c
. In other words, the cost of

raising taxes by lottery is about 60'

(60%) of each dollar collected.

States have found lotteries not the

fiscal panacea they expected. Ohio, in

spite of its state lottery, was forced to

close certain schools for lack of funds

last year. New York continues to have
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chronic money problems. And in spite

of Atlantic City's success as a gaming
center, New Jersey has found tax bene-

fits disappointing, while forecasts of

vastly increased motel, hotel, restaur-

ant, and related business have not ma-
terialized.

So, for the amount of money taken

in, neither direct nor indirect returns

Placing trust in Lady
Luck . . . might

literallyfulfill the Old
Testament idea of
false gods.

are as good as advocates would have

us believe. Forbes magazine also

observes that pari-mutuel betting has

reached its zenith, with audiences slow-

ly dwindling. Because this type of

gambling draws an older population,

more pari-mutuel betting is unlikely to

bring in more total revenues, but simp-

ly divide up what there now is.

For the Christian, however, there

are more compelling reasons to con-

sider the question of legalized gam-
bling very seriously:

1) According to Newsweek, dispro-

portionate numbers of people who
never before bet are drawn in by state

lotteries. And though the first rationale

is to provide state funds, the appeal

comes down to hope of winning big

—

simple, personal avarice.

2) Lotteries can become a hazard to

youth. There are an estimated ten mil-

lion compulsive gamblers in the United

States, 96% of whom started gambling
before they were 21 years old. Kids see

gambling as a shortcut to personal

success. Beginning early, they are

more likely to be hooked than a more
experienced person, hoping for a win

to make them feel worthy.

3) Compulsive gambling, like alco-

holism, is an illness hard to treat and
as wasting of productive life. If others

do not, Christians must consider this

waste of personhood. People who con-

centrate hope on gambling run a risk

of permanent crippling, and trusting to

luck and chance means they will not
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direct their efforts to realizing their

personal potential (as children of

God). If we care about others, we must
reject this kind of spiritual crippling as

we would any potentially crippling

disease.

But isn't that their choice? Perhaps.

But to encourage a contagion in our

state or community means we help to

expose susceptible people. We would
not knowingly expose someone to

measles or meningitis, nor should we
bring gambling to those who might be

damaged by a potentially debilitating

spiritual disease.

4) We must also care that persons

who cannot afford to gamble, waste

meager resources. Also according to

Newsweek, disproportionate numbers
of poor people—people who cannot

afford to squander dollars for lottery

tickets—play.

But doesn't everyone gamble to

some extent? Farmers gamble on the

weather, bankers on interest rates,

brokers, manufacturers on the mar-

kets, etc.

Not so. There are notable dif-

ferences between gambling and risk-

taking, and the terms are not inter-

changeable. Contrast these values:

GAMBLING
No control over circumstances

Minimum of personal effort

Disproportionate return: none or

enormous
Depends on chance or luck

Somebody has to be a loser

Nothing is produced

RISK-TAKING
Some control over circumstances

Investment of personal effort, often

great

Proportionate return expected

Depends on order, laws, nature

Everyone can profit

Goods or services produced

The last two points, though obvious,

are often passed over, particularly in

promotion. What at first begins as a

noble purpose—"Help Support Our
Schools!"—soon turns to pictures of

instant winners and sudden wealth in

an appeal to simple avarice. The point

obscured by this publicity is that for
every winner, there are some
thousands of losers. The dramatic gain

of one has been at the expense of

others, and a great deal of effort has

produced nothing of real value.

Aside from "replacing" taxes

(which it never seems to do), it is im-

portant to understand why gambling
is so inviting. Everyone has within him
a seed of greed which responds to that

picture of the instant winner. There is

a certain intellectual gratification in

beating the odds. A belief in luck is

pleasurable, too, for it makes a person

feel special.

There is excitement and suspense,

and often more than a dash of snob-

bery ("I can afford to throw away
money"). During the Crusades, the

rank and file were forbidden to gam-
ble, but knights and clergymen—both

of high rank in that time—could gam-
ble up to 20 shillings a day. The very

rich and the very social may find in

gambling an antidote to boredom, an
instant, unworthy challenge.

In addition, there is the mean satis-

faction of having done in the other

fellow, of having won where he lost.

None of these motives is particularly

admirable, and none distinctly Chris-

tian.

Finally, there are two other espe-

cially Christian reasons to question

gambling that have to do with the

Christian viewpoint of God and of

other people. First, our conception of

God. Have you ever heard a lottery

winner who said, "This is the answer

to my prayers!" What kind of pray-

ing was his—and to what God? Plac-

ing trust in Lady Luck or Chance,

rather than God, might literally fulfill

the Old Testament idea of false gods.

Second, our view of persons. If we
care about people in the way we
should, we hope for each to realize his

full worth, developing his abilities and
potential. People caught up in gam-
bling are unable to this. Their motiva-

tion is gone.

Gambling is everywhere. Libraries

have shelves of volumes on how to win

at the races, in cards, dice, back-

gammon, even dominoes. Playboy

published an illustrated "Treasury of

Gambling," and Esquire put out a

special edition on the subject. Oppos-
ing pari-mutuel betting or lottery in

your state will not eliminate gambling.

But it will protect unexposed people

from legalized contagion. So, all this

money is going to Nevada, or New
Jersey, to state lotteries and race

tracks. Let it! We don't need the prob-

lems, the possibility of sorrow, the ap-

peal to greed, the personal depletion

and waste that come in the gate with

those plentiful, tempting gambling

funds. ffl



That Pesky Needle's Eye

MAYNARD HATCHER

Any way we read it, it stuns us. "For
it is easier for a camel to go through

a needle's eye, than for a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of God."
It disturbed Jesus' hearers. "Who

then can be saved?"

It disturbed the early church.

Clement of Alexandria, a Christian

theologian of around 200 A.D., wrote

a tract entitled What Rich Man Is

Saved?

It is disturbing today. We rarely hear

a sermon on this text from a pulpit of

our affluent society. A minister who
pressed the obvious implications with

excessive zeal might commit career

suicide.

The reason that the story of the rich

ruler gets to us is that the demand is

absolute. "Sell all that thou hast, and
distribute unto the poor, . . . and
come, follow me."
We all possess some wealth, to some

degree. "All that thou hast" would in-

clude even our toothbrush. The price

of admission to the kingdom seems im-

possibly steep. Possession of some
amount of wealth is necessary for sus-

tenance, for survival.

Of course, there were efforts, early

on, to find a way around the harshness

of the demand. Some astute scholar

observed that there was a similarity in

the spelling of the Greek words for

"camel" and "rope." So, somehow,
the saying would be milder if it read,
".

. . for a rope to go through a nee-

dle's eye."

It's no good. The assumption is that

the writers and their scribes were
unbelievably incompetent in the skills

of their profession. Further, getting a

rope through a needle's eye would be
no easier than getting a camel through.

The author is a free-lance writer

residing in Portsmouth, Virginia. A
retired accountant, he has made the
study of ancient Near Eastern
literature and history his avocation
forjnore than 30 years.

Someone else came up with the hap-

py thought that somewhere, in some

city wall, there was a gate so narrow

that it was called "The Needle's Eye."

The further thought was that Jesus

knew about this gate and that this is

what he was referring to. The addi-

tional assumption was that, with a

great deal of pushing and shoving and

muttering of the appropriate incanta-

tions, a camel could be forced through

this mythical gate.

This won't wash either. It has too

many assumptions. Like stupid gate

builders and fat camels.

To additionally complicate matters,

we cannot help being puzzled by the in-

cident just a little further in the nar-

Two rich men. Two
entirely different

results. Why?

rative. Jesus and his disciples came to

Jericho where they met Zacchaeus,
".

. . the chief among the publicans,

and he was rich."

Jesus invited himself to dinner in the

home of Zacchaeus, they discoursed,

and the result was, "This day is salva-

tion come to this house."

There was no demand that

Zacchaeus sell all that he owned and
join the group of Jesus' disciples. No
needle's eye, no fat camels struggling

through narrow gates.

Zacchaeus did show some humility

of spirit in climbing the tree so that he

could see the approaching Master,

rather than thrusting himself forward.

And he did claim to give half of his

goods to the poor and he offered to

make restitution four-fold to anyone
he had wronged. There is no doubt but

that Jesus would have known if

Zacchaeus was not sincere.

Still, Zacchaeus was a detested tax

official, a collaborator with the occu-

pying Romans. There was little to rec-

ommend him.

Two rich men. Two entirely dif-

ferent results. Why?
Sherman E. Johnson, Professor of

Literature, Episcopal Theological
School, in his Exegesis on the Gospel
According to Saint Matthew, (The In-

terpreter's Bible, Vol. VII, p.486),

reaches the conclusion that, in the case

of the rich ruler, Jesus had deliberately

uttered a "hard saying," meaning that

is is impossible for a rich man to get

into the kingdom of God.
He then points out that the correct

interpretation is contained in Matthew
19:26, "With men this is impossible;

but with God all things are possible."

In his "Introduction to Matthew,"
Dr. Johnson suggests that present-day

readers should look at the Gospel not

as though they were familiar with it all

their lives, but as if they were an an-

cient Christian into whose hands it has

just come. He calls this a difficult but

rewarding feat of historical

imagination.

This suggestion contains a geat deal

of merit. If, in reading anything, we
cannot project ourselves in our imag-
ination into the particular ambience of
the piece, then we miss a great deal of
what the writer was trying to convey
and the reading is not very productive.

We must, for example, "see"
Shakespeare through the eyes of an
Elizabethan actor, or Melville as

though we were seamen in a 19th-

century whaler.

However, there is a problem with

the idea of mentally putting ourselves

in the place of a late- 1st- or early-2nd-

century Christian convert. Such a con-

vert would undoubtedly be a Gentile

of the Hellenized background of that

period. The difference between such a
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convert and a present-day individual

with roots in Western civilization

would come down to the likely

possibility that today's Westernized in-

dividual holds a driver's permit. That's

about it.

The cultural mind-set of the two

periods has not been altered radically

by nearly 2000 years to technical de-

velopments. The late 1st or early 2nd

century Mediterranean world was

Greek. Western civilization is still

Greek.

A slight adjustment in Dr.

Johnson's idea is indicated. It seems

more appropriate and meaningful, if

the reader can exercise literary imag-

ination, to put himself inside the

mentality of an early- lst-Christian-

century Jew, of the time and place of

Jesus' ministry. Admittedly, this may
be difficult for a reader whose back-

ground is contemporary American
Protestant. However, trying might be

well worthwhile.

Even a partially successful effort will

bring us in closer touch with the cul-

ture from which and to which Jesus

spoke than would imagining ourselves

to be early Christian Greeks.

Let's pick up the story and follow

it in Luke, beginning with 9:51. The
story appears in all three synoptic

Gospels, but Luke gives a fuller ac-

count of the leisurely final journey of

Jesus and his disciples on their way to

Jerusalem.

As Luke relates it, it was during this

journey that many of the more familiar

teachings and incidents of the ministry

of Jesus took place. Among these are

the teachings on prayer, including the

giving of the Lord's Prayer to the dis-

ciples. He also taught about the king-

dom and the Son of Man, as well as

the responsibilities and privileges of

discipleship.

Numerous healings were performed

and the giving of parables which we
view as guides today. It is in these

passages that we read of the Good
Samaritan and the three "lost" stories,

the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the

lost prodigal.

The entire narrative is an outpour-

ing of the revelation of God's love for

his creation through the ministry of

Jesus.

The society of that place and day

was far more mobile than we may
imagine. There was a great deal of

coming and going, exchanging goods,

of families visiting, of pilgrimages.
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There was a tremendous interest in

the study of Torah. Fascination with

the teachings of the sages permeated

the cultural atmosphere. The dynamics

set in motion by the Ezra reforms some
400 years earlier had built into a

powerful movement for teaching and
learning. Torah was God's ineffable

gift to Israel and the remnant in Galilee

and Judea clutched it eagerly to their

breasts. It was their remaining heritage

in the land. Torah study was the ap-

propriate response to a divine com-
mandment.
Around 200 years before the advent

of Jesus, the men of "The Great

Synagogue" began an effort to com-
pile and arrange the tremendous

volume of oral tradition which com-
prised the expositions, teachings, and
elucidations of the fathers, based on
intense study of Torah.

It would not be until about 500 years

after Jesus' ministry that these would

be compiled into the written form
known as the Talmud, but the oral

Talmud was securely in place in Jesus'

time. There can be no question that

Jesus was familiar with these teach-

ings, for he adapted many of them to

his own.
If you were an adult Jew of the vil-

lage of the rich ruler, you also would

be familiar with many of the teachings

of the sages.

Your education would have begun

in infancy. You would have learned

early on to say "Amen" to the prayers

recited in your home by your father

and to give the appropriate responses

to the blessings pronounced at the

meals.

In addition to instructions from

your parents, you would have joined

others of your age in classes conducted

by one or more local rabbis. Shortly

before your birth, Rabbi Simeon ben

Shetach made an effort to establish

was made shortly before your birth, by

Rabbi Simeon be Shetach, to establish

a uniform school system. However, it

is doubtful if this would have had any

effect on your obscure little village.

Lessons were recited by rote, in uni-

son. You learned the letters of the

Hebrew alphabet with memory aids

such as:

"K is the first letter of 'holy' and R
of 'wicked.' Why does K turn its face

away from R? The Holy One, blessed

be He, says, T cannot look upon the

wicked.'

"Why is the foot of K turned toward

R? The Holy One blessed be He, says,

'If the wicked repent, I will place a

crown upon him like my own.'

"Why does the leg of K hang
detached? If the wicked repent he can

enter through the opening (and so find

himself within the 'Holy One')"



(Shab. 104a).

Always, at the end of each day's

lessons, there was a small reward of

fruit, raisins, or cakes, for: "How
sweet are thy words unto my taste'

yea, sweeter than honey to my
mouth"(Psalm 119:103).

News of an imminent visit from a

renowned teacher has set the village

astir. Such itinerant groups made up
of teacher, disciples, and their "ladies'

auxiliary," consisting of wives and
female relatives and friends, were fair-

ly commonplace. These visits were wel-

come social occasions and presented

opportunities to hear instruction in

Torah from a learned scholar. They
were customarily well greeted.

Nasi (Hebrew, meaning "Prince" or

"Ruler") has urged the women to

prepare as sumptuous a reception as

the village can afford. As President of

the Synagogue, he is anxious that the

Teacher feel welcomed and honored.

However, Nasi is not present when
the Teacher arrives. He will make his

entrance later, after the travellers have
been received and the villagers have
gathered around them.

The Teacher is affable and winsome.
Early on, he won the hearts of the

women. Their children had crowded
around him, laughing and active, as

children will be. Some, eager to show

off their learning, recited parts of that

morning's lessons. The Teacher
laughed and joked with them and
prompted their recitations.

However, this annoyed his disciples,

who seemed to think that the Master

would be annoyed. They remonstrated

with the children and their mothers, in-

sisting that the children be restrained

and the Master be left alone.

But he rebuked his disciples,

however gently, "Leave them alone.

Let them come to me."
He selected a child at random and

raised him to his lap. "These know
how to receive the kingdom."
Now Nasi arrives, resplendent in his

richest garments. He walks slowly

through the crowd, responding gra-

ciously to the deferential greetings of

his fellow villagers. It is clear to all

that, now that Nasi is here, the Teacher

will be appropriately welcomed.
"Good Master! What shall I do to

inherit eternal life?" Nasi stressed the

"I."

You smile. You know the question

is rhetorical. Nasi has carefully

displayed through his clothing and
bearing that he is the local person of

wealth and importance. His question

is merely a sort of code for, "Well,

here we are, two righteous men and
well met. When you're through with all

this we'll go have a drink together."

The Teacher answers him directly.

"Why call me good? Only God is

good." He then went on to recite the

social commandments to Nasi.

Nasi was somewhat taken aback.

Does not this Teacher know the

writings? "Blessed is the man that

feareth the Lord, that delighteth great-

ly in his commandments. . . . wealth

and riches shall be in his house and his

righteousness endureth forever."

Nasi recovered and responded,

somewhat stiffly, "All these have I

kept from my youth up."

Now the Teacher smiled. "You lack

one thing: sell all that thou hast, and

distribute unto the poor, and you shall

have treasure in heaven: and come, fol-

low me."
Everything became very quiet. Nasi

was visibly affected, perhaps offend-

ed. He turned as though to leave.

The Master spoke to him again,

softly, but you heard the words, "How
hardly shall they that have riches enter

into the kingdom of God! For it is eas-

ier for a camel to go through a needle's

eye, than for a rich man to enter into

the kingdom of God."
It was sad. The Master was obvious-

ly concerned for Nasi, not the poor.

All of Nasi's considerable wealth

would not be enough to solve their

problems. That was not it. Besides,

you knew Nasi to be a generous con-

tributor.

Then you remembered. Your
Teacher in those days had gone over

and over the sayings on this subject.

He had stressed their importance and

made you and your classmates repeat

them again and again. One of the say-

ings flooded back into your memory
as fresh as the day you first heard it.

"The Holy One, blessed be He, said

to Israel, 'My children, open for me an

aperture of repentance as narrow as

the eye of a needle, and I will open for

you gates (of compassion and forgive-

ness) through which wagons and

chariots can pass (and thus enter the

kingdom)' "(Midrash Rabbah, Cant.

v.2).

And if wagons and chariots, then

certainly camels.

Poor Nasi! The one thing he lacked.

The humility of spirit which would

open such a tiny aperture. DfJ

Quotationsfrom the Talmud arefrom
A. Cohen, Everyman's Talmud (E.P.

Dutton & Co., 1949).
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Mid-Term Examination

Subject: Westminster Theological Seminary

Date: First Semester

Time Limit: A Few Minutes

Directions: Indicate whether each statement is "True" or "False."

T F Westminster is located in Philadelphia.

True. But not the whole truth. Westminster has a campus in California (P.O. Box 2215,

Escondido, CA 92025). But this quiz asks questions only about the campus near Philadelphia

(P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA 19118). This is the last "trick" questionr
-

T F Philadelphia is a dull place to run a seminary.

False. Most of us like Philadelphia. But it's also a "meltingpot" for samples of the world's

populations. Within 100 miles of the campus 25,000,000 (that's 25 million) people ex-

ist, making it the urban center of the world's most urbanized nation—all in a world rapidly

becoming a collection of huge cities—by 2025 there will be 93 cities with more than 5

million people (80 of them in the Third World).

F Westminster is a denominational seminary.

False. Of the 24 trustees, eight are members of the PCA, eight of the OPC, four of the

CRC. Recently added to the Board were PCA ruling elder Paul S. Kim and teaching elder

Frank M. Barker, Jr., OPC ruling elder Henry L. Brinks and CRC ruling elder David
Luikaart. Of 14 full-time faculty members, eight are OPC, four are PCA.

F Westminster holds to Biblical Inerrancy.

True. No one on the faculty or on the Board questions the full and ultimate authority

of Scripture. We recognize it as God's final word.

T F Westminster is committed to the Westminster Confession.

True. Faculty and Board members take very seriously their commitment to the Confes-

sion and to classical reformed theology. We recognize the sovereign grace ofGod in salva-

tion; we teach and preach salvation by faith alone; we want to see God's word applied

to all of life. Theological commitment is cherished, guarded, protected.

T F Westminster is primarily committed to "academics."

You get credit for either answer. Our charter's first priority is "to provide an adequate

supply and succession of able and faithful ministers." We want to train servants for the

church, some pastors, some missionaries, some counselors, some teachers, some tent

makers. So our first commitment is to ministry. But of course we're also committed to

education. Westminster students study long, work hard—to serve their Savior. Two Doc-

tor of Philosophy programs admit highly qualified students to work in Hermeneutics
and Biblical Interpretation (a critical issue in these decades) and in Reformation and
Post-Reformation Studies.

Westminster doesn't really give much attention to evangelism.

False. During this year eight pastor evangelists (Bartlett Hess, T.M. Moore, Richard P.

Kaufmann, Kennedy Smartt, Frank M. Barker, Jr., James C. Bland, III, Harry L. Reeder,

III, Terry L. Gyger ) will spend aweek on campus, helping students to do evanglism, speak-

ing on their areas of experience. Special courses are being offered on Pastoral Evangelism,

Jewish Evangelism, Church Growth. C. John Miller will speak on "Prayer and Evange-

lism"; Edmund P. Clowney will present "A Theology for Evangelism." Seminary on the
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Street, a volunteer organization of students and faculty,witnesses on city streets, regularly

seeks to share the Gospel at abortion centers (where 30,000 abortions were completed

last year). We want each student to have experience in evangelism.

~T— F Westminster has a significant program in missions.

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

False. How can any program be called "significant," when you look at the nature of the

field? But missions professors Harvie Conn and Roger Greenway and Bill Krispin are

calling our attention to the city. Three degrees are now available in urban missions (M.A.

Miss., M.A.R., D.Min.). We've begun a new periodical [Urban Mission); maybe you should
subscribe, making contact with a whole new world ($9.00 for five issues).

Westminster doesn't have much interest in the ministry of mercy.

False. Tim Keller has joined our faculty, and will be devoting one-half of his time and
energy to promoting diaconal ministry in the PCA. We think ministry to widows and
orphans, single parent families, the sick and shut in, the lonely, the deprived, the prisoner

is important; we are grateful for Dr. Keller's background in these areas.

Ethical questions have easy biblical solutions.

False, in many cases. At Westminster courses in ethics look at biblical principles that

should underlie discussion of abortion, euthanasia and genetic engineering. Strong em-
phasis on biblical theology in all areas of study lays a foundation for applying God's laws

to the Christian life. . .and to today's world.

Study at Westminster does not touch real-life problems.

False, again. Students in the M.A.R. (Counseling) program take such courses as Orienta-
tion, Methodologies, Pastoral Counseling, Marriage and Family Counseling, Human Per-

sonality. Ministerial students take similar courses, but we have admittedly not reduced
requirements in biblical and theological fields to allow for extensive "practical study"

available in some schools. It's all a matter of the "trade-off" of hours, and we believe

that a firm foundation is critical.

Westminster students tend to fit the same mold.

False— at least they don't fit any that we know about—except that they share enthusiasm
for the gospel and for Jesus. They represent more than 50 denominations. Over 50 of

this year's student body are Korean; more than 20 countries are represented among the

470 students.

Westminster has unlimited resources.

False. The Lord does, but we don't. Our budget allows for only $6,000 per student, and
we cannot continue the high and creative level of service that we have found without

additional resources. Tuition alone (not including endowments, gifts, grants) at Chris-

tian colleges is often more than $6,000; tuition at Westminster pays for less than one-

half of each student's expenses.

Westminster wants you to join our community.
If you share our understanding of ministry, sure, we do—as a donor, as a student. And
we don't hesitate to ask you and invite you. Westminster belongs to the Lord, then to

the world reformed community. Help us to respond to the great opportunities before us.

After completing the exam, send in this slip:

Check appropriate boxes: I would like information for prospective students.

I would like information for prospective donors.

I am enclosing a gift

Specifically I would like information about

Wills Deferred giving

Gifts through Life Insurance

Gifts through Stocks and Bonds

Gifts through Real Estate

Name Address City, State, Zip Phone number (including area code)

Send to Westminster Theological Seminary, P. O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA 19118



"A Rich Man Shall Hardly Enter
(Matthew 19:23)

RICHARD G. WATSON

After graduating from seminary, I

went to a small southern town and met

a fine, mature gentleman by the name

of Duggan. He was a Christian and a

very wealthy man, but he was not a

member of our church. Since I grew up

in a poor family, this was one of my
first opportunities to be personally

acquainted with a rich man.

After a time, Mr. Duggan told me
about his church life, being a wealthy

person in a middle-income congrega-

tion. If he gave large gifts to the

church, he was accused of trying to

buy influence; and if he gave less, he

was called a tightwad. If he joined in

the work, exercising his considerable

gifts, he was said to be throwing his

weight around; and if he withdrew
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from leadership, then he was regarded

as standoffish, thinking he was too

good to involve himself with the com-
mon folk.

Mr. Duggan said finally, "I know
what they say about me, but I decided

some years ago that in spite of any-

thing those people say, I am still go-

ing to go to my church, because I am
a better person by going to church to

worship God than by staying away."

Only with this dogged determination

had Mr. Duggan been able to stay in

the church.

Having grown up as one of the lit-

tle people who regarded the upper class

with suspicion at best and more often

with contempt, I was shocked to real-

ize that wealthy people have the same
need for love and acceptance as others

and that they sometimes hurt just like

the rest of us. I was sorry that it took

so long to learn such a simple lesson.

This early experience as a pastor

made me sensitive to the place of

wealthy people in the church, and after

25 years in the ministry I am con-

vinced that Mr. Duggan's experience

is normative for thousands like him.

Masses of little people all over the

country can be found taking pot-shots

at the wealthy in what appears to be

a determined effort to hound them out

of the church.

Walter V. Clarke Associates, a man-

agement consulting company, designed

a test to measure behavior traits of

business people on five different vec-

tors. Those who score high on the first

vector are called "high one's" and are

people who are decisive, competitive,

dominant, direct, daring, forceful, and

confident. In the business world many
"high one" people are the entre-

preneurs, the workers who move to the

top, and in many cases they are the

people who get rich. Walter Clarke

also discovered that these are people

who characteristically do not go to

church.

The church has grown accustomed

to dismissing these people as being too

interested in worldly things to take an

interest in the church. A better ex-

planation may be that people in the

church are too insecure, too threatened

by such aggressive people to allow

them to live comfortably within the

church.

The Bible says that the love of

money is the root of all evil, but the

love of money is in no way limited to

the wealthy. The day of judgment may
well reveal greater sin on the part of

the poor related to money because of

A minister of the Presbyterian

Church in America, the author holds

an M.Div. from Columbia Seminary
and a Ph.D. from the U. of Southern
Mississippi, and he serves as
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their jealousy, envy, and spitefulness

toward the rich.

It has become increasingly clear that

my own interest in money is greater

than that of the wealthy people I have

known. Most of them have had money
all their lives and tend to take it for

granted, while 1 live with unrealistic

fantasies about what it would be like

to be rich.

There are a few churches around

where large numbers of "high one's,"

business leaders, and people from the

upper class attend and enjoy the fel-

lowship of the congregation. These

churches are found mostly in larger

cities in the South. Upon finding such

churches I have wondered what the

pastors have done to attract these peo-

ple. The answer seems to be that they

are there because economic, social,

and personal compatibility has drawn
them together, and new Christian

business leaders coming into the city

are easily drawn into the fellowship of

this kind of church.

Is it true that such churches attended

by large numbers of the business and
social elite try to shut out the poor and

middle-class folk? My observation is

that the wealthier churches are far

more open to the lower- and middle-

class people than are the middle-class

churches to either the economically up-

per or lower classes. Perhaps the mid-

dle class has shut others out, and this

could be the reason that Protestant

Christianity in America has become
predominantly a middle-class move-
ment.

Wealthy people do not all live in

cities where they can make a place for

themselves in the church by weight of

numbers. Many of them live in smaller

towns or communities and need the

fellowship of the local church. We
preach so much in our middle-class

churches about ministering to the

down-and-out people of the world. Is

there a place in our hearts for the up-

and-outers?

When we have overcome the sin of

envy and jealousy toward the wealthy,

there still remains another problem. A
great barrier seems to stand before us,

and we are afraid to visit the people
who live in the big house on the hill-

top. Because we feel that these people

are in many ways above us, we are

afraid to talk to them about their per-

sonal needs. Yet we know that they

have needs, and they need the Savior

as much as anybody else.

Perhaps it is too much ever to expect

many middle-class people to evangelize

the social elite. It is possible, however,

to minister to those who have been

evangelized and who are trying to find

or keep for themselves a place within

the church. We can admit to our own
insecurities and combat our temptation

to envy. When we hear the gossip go-

ing about in the church and people be-

ing called names like "Mr. Money-
bags," we can put a stop to that. When
the wealthy speak in the church, we
can listen to them as we would to any

others; and if they have talents better

than ours, we can thank God for that.

Being able to look at people without

regard for their money, regardless of

how much or how little they may have,

is a gift and a goal for which every

Christian should strive. If we could do
that, then we could love people as

Christ loved them, and we could make
a place in our churches for all those,

both rich and poor, for whom Christ

died. ffl

Mailbag— from p. 3

choice up to the women and their doc-

tors. No amount of state legis lation

nor even a constitutional amendment
to ban abortion will stop ungodly

women from killing their unborn

babies. (The 18th Amendment to the

constitution could not stop people

from getting drunk, either, and it was

ultimately repealed by the 21st Amend-
ment.)

If we Christians are indeed obligated

to stop women from having abortions

through "civil disobedience" as Mr.

Chastain has attempted to do {Journal,

Nov. 7), then why do we have no
"responsibility to hunt down the

homosexual and bring God's just

penalty on him as an individual"?

Why stop with abortion? Is it a worse

sin than homosexuality, prostitution,

drunkenness, adultery, stealing, or

even coveting thy neighbor's new car?

Mr. Chastain should know that God
hates all sin equally. I do not find

anywhere in my Bible this sort of ar-

bitrary system for rating sin and put-

ting priorities on which sins we should

strive against as individuals or as the

church itself. Changing laws will not

change people's hearts, and until their

hearts change there will be no stopping

their sin.

—Mary E. Thompson
Swannanoa, N.C.
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UNDER MY PALM TREE

On Building Self-Concept

JEAN SHAW

Christians in the last two decades have

had a remarkably tenacious fascina-

tion with the subject of self-concept.

Call it affirmation of gifts, self-

identity, or destroying the worm con-

cept(!), people seem to be looking for

some kind of formula whereby they

can feel valuable. Through books,

seminars, and Sunday-school classes

on the subject, I have reached a point

of saturation coupled with a mounting

frustration that one solution to the

problem of feeling valuable has never

been offered, at least in my presence.

If you want to feel more valuable,

be more valuable.

Take, for example, an 18-year-old

boy who has been graduated from high

school with no employment skills.

(High schools being what they are to-

day, this is not a mythical situation.)

He can barely read, cannot work with

fractions or long division, has a

knowledge of world affairs limited to

the top 20 on the record charts, and

does not know anything about the kind

of deportment necessary to keep a job.

After repeated failures in the fast-food

and car wash industries, he develops a

poor self-concept.

At church he attends the senior high

class, which makes him feel 90 years

old. A well-meaning superintendent,

seeing him lolling in the narthex, sug-

gests he join a discussion group enti-

tled "I Am Somebody," meeting in the

fireplace room. That sounds pretty

good, so off he goes. For the next 13

weeks he hears the teacher say that

everyone in the class is important to

God, and that God has given every one

of his children certain gifts and talents.

Susan, for example, plays first cello in

the community orchestra. Tony was

able to coordinate the new ushers pro-

The author, Jean Shaw, is a

homemaker from Ballwin, Mo., who
has written several books and
speaks to groups in Christian

lifestyle.

gram. Janice has proven to be an ex-

cellent leader in Pioneer Girls. As for

our young man, he—well he, uh—does

a great job taking the rest-room

wastebaskets out to the dumpster!

Such an evaluation is supposed to

build self-concept. Our 18-year-old is

not fooled for one minute. Emptying
the trash is not comparable to playing

the cello, unless that task is really the

best that a person can do, which in this

case, it is not. The young man "does

not feel good about himself," since he

knows, way down deep, that he is not

Theprinciple of
building self-concept

by doing something
well is applicable

everywhere.

valuable to anybody, even his mother,

who calls him a lazy bum.
If the church is sincerely interested

in helping this person to feel valuable,

let someone work with him until he can

read, do basic math, and find a job.

That first paycheck will do more for

his self-concept than any class! Sup-

port groups for middle-aged unem-
ployed men work towards helping their

members find employment. All the

support in the world cannot equal a

monthly salary.

The principle of building self-

concept by doing something well is ap-

plicable everywhere. When the choir

finishes its anthem, and the congrega-

tion sits in hushed awe, are not the

singers feeling fulfilled? Don't the peo-

ple who spend all day helping an elder-

ly neighbor put up her storm windows
go home satisfied with themselves?

Last week I finally cleaned the bed-

room closet, and felt good about
myself all day. Every time I went into

the bedroom, I looked in the closet and
admired the way I organized the shoes.

Of course, there are enormously tal-

ented, capable people who do not have

a good self-concept. Famous enter-

tainers continue psychoanalysis year

after year. Christians richly endowed
with gifts of ministry cannot believe

the appreciation so generously given by
others in the church. They will not let

the Holy Spirit remove their intense

self-criticism. I have known people like

this who never change, no matter how
many times they study the spiritual

maxim that "I Am Somebody."
There are people who truly benefit

from the discovery and affirmation of

their gifts. These gifts are already

there, waiting to blossom after sin-

cere encouragement. Even in these

cases, training and refining are nec-

essary if the person is to maintain a

proper self-perspective. There is no
satisfaction in letting oneself plateau,

even if that particular level of achieve-

ment is regarded as exceptional by

other people not similarly gifted. In the

case of talents (non-spiritual gifts),

there is a similar need to get better. The
opera star does not stop practicing

once she has a leading role at the Met.

Professionals will tell you how much
they owe to their teachers, who de-

mand their best effort.

Sometimes, building a strong self-

concept means somebody else has to

do a lot of teaching, training, pushing,

pulling, encouraging, correcting,

repeating, and praying. And add
agonizing. Helping people to be

valuable is much harder than telling

them that they are. ffl
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Word of Life
For December 23, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 1

Key verses: John 1:1-18

Devotional reading: John 1:35-42

Memory selection: John 1:14

Introduction

We begin a new series with this lesson.

For nearly two quarters we will be

studying in the Gospel of John.

Today's lesson introduces the whole

series with a look at those concepts of

Jesus' life and ministry which John will

develop throughout the gospel.

The

1 Word
John 1:1-2

John introduces his Gospel by assuring

that his message has to do with God's
revelation from the beginning. It is not

without significance that he begins his

Gospel in the same way the Book of

Genesis begins: "In the begin-

ning

God began to speak to his people

through Moses, who wrote the first

five books of the Bible, the Penta-

teuch. That was the first word of God
the church possessed.

Within Moses' writings are found

significant truths regarding God which

John now intends to build upon, as he

unfolds the account of the life and

ministry of Jesus Christ.

Moses, coming down from the

mountain top with the Lord, found the

people worshiping a golden calf which

Aaron, his own brother, had made for

them. They were committing the gross

sin of idolatry.

In his desperation Moses pled with

the Lord to reveal more fully his glory

(Exod. 33:18). Just what Moses ex-

pected the Lord to do that day is not

clear. He obviously wanted to be a bet-

ter teacher of truth about God than he

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series

of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

had been so far. He desired to show
them truth about God which would
prevent their worshiping idols again.

The Lord's response was to declare

that he would show Moses his good-

ness and proclaim his name (33:19).

In the following chapter of Exodus
we learn the great revelation Moses
received that day about God. It was
not so much what he saw with his eyes

as what he heard with his ears about

the Lord.

In Exodus 34:6-7, the Lord declares

himself to be a merciful, gracious,

long-suffering God, abounding in

goodness and truth, keeping mercy for

thousands and forgiving iniquity and
sin, but who will not clear the guilty

(those who sin and do not repent).

This revelation of God became the

word about God throughout the Old
Testament. Over and over it is repeated

by writers of the Old Testament books.

Moses quoted this revelation in

order to use it as a basis for the Lord's

forgiving Israel at a later time when
they sinned against God (Num. 14:18).

Joel used this revelation about God
to plead with the people to repent of

their sins and return to the Lord,

knowing that he is ready to forgive

those who repent (Joel 2:13).

The religious leaders in the days of

Nehemiah used it as a basis for revival

(Neh. 9:17). The psalmists frequently

used this passage to gain comfort re-

garding their God (Psa. 103:8).

It is therefore with great purpose

that John, in beginning his Gospel,

refers to God as the Word, the one

known by the revealed word which he

made known to Moses and subse-

quently through other writers of the

Old Testament Scripture. His revela-

tion of himself never changed.

What God was from the beginning

he continues to be. That is John's

point.

The God who in the beginning was
and created the world is the same God
about whom John is to write. If you
want to know Jesus Christ, you begin

not in the New Testament, but in the

beginning of God's revelation about

himself.

Questions

1. What do I know about Jesus

Christ from reading the Old Testa-

ment?
2. Why is it important that I know

Jesus Christ is the one who revealed

himself to Moses at the bush and sub-

sequently?

The

2 Light
John 1:3-13

Again, it is not without significance

that as Genesis begins with the creation

of light, so John begins his Gospel by

declaring that the Creator is the source

of life and light (v. 4).

Indeed, God, in creating man in his

own image, made man unique from all

other creatures, giving him life from

himself. That life proved to be the light

of man. It was the means of man be-

ing able to know God and to reflect the

glory of God in his own life.

Death entered the world by tempta-

tion of Satan and the sin of Adam and

Eve against God—against the one who
made them in his image.

But in spite of man's sin and fall in-

to spiritual death, the light of God did

not go out. God continued to have a

people who believed in him and who
bore the image of God in their lives to

his glory.

Among the first children on earth,

Cain was a child of Satan and lived in

darkness because his deeds were evil.

But his brother Abel was a child of

God and served the Lord in faith. God
continued throughout the history of

man on earth to maintain a line of

faith, such as is seen in Abel, Seth,

Enoch, Noah, Shem, Abraham, and

the seed of Abraham who believed as

he did. That is why John declares that

the darkness did not overcome the light

(v. 5).

There had evidently been some con-
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fusion even among Christians about

the identity of John the Baptist. John,

the gospel writer, makes clear that he

was not the light of the world but, like

all the apostles and others, one of

those chosen to be a witness to that

light when it appeared.

As for Jesus, the true light who
made the world in the beginning, the

world to which he came did not even

know him when he stood in its midst.

The world, together with a corrupt

church, crucified the light of the world.

Not even his own people, the Jews,

descendants of Abraham, knew Jesus

as their Messiah. They called him an
imposter and despised him because he

did not function as they wished their

Messiah to function. He did not iden-

tify with the rich and powerful but

with the meek and lowly, sinners who
cried to him for forgiveness.

Many did believe on Jesus and were
not disappointed. He saved them all

and gave them the authority to become
children of God. The condition was
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that they believe on his name—put

their trust in him as their Savior (v. 12).

John makes sure that we do not mis-

understand. Those who recognized

Jesus, such as John himself and the

other apostles, did so because God
worked a work of grace in their hearts.

They were naturally as sinful as the

rest, but God changed all of that by

choosing them to be his children and

causing rebirth in their hearts. He
made them new, with new hearts ca-

pable of believing in him. They were

born again by God's Spirit who
worked in them (v. 13).

John has shown that the God of

light, who made light in the beginning

to lighten this darkened world, is also

the source of spiritual light. He makes

it possible for sinful men to repent of

their sins and believe on Jesus Christ

as their Savior.

Questions

1 . How would I explain my salvation

to another?

2. How would I explain to another

how he could be saved?

The

3 Life

John 1:14-18

Returning to the theme of God as the

Word revealed, John now declares that

the Word became flesh and dwelt

among us. This means that all God re-

vealed himself to be and proved him-

self to be in his dealings with Israel in

the Old Testament era, Jesus Christ

has proved to be while here on earth

in the flesh.

In other words, Jesus Christ is the

living God on earth, living out his life

before men so that they may see as

never before who God is and what he

is like. How interesting that when God
revealed himself to men, the majority

rejected him. They rejected God when

they saw what he was really like!

But not all rejected him. John de-

clares that he and others beheld the

glory of Christ, glory as of God, not

human glory.

Remember that God had said in re-

sponse to Moses' request to see his

glory that he would show him his

goodness.

John is now declaring that he and

the others were eyewitnesses to the

goodness of God in the person and

work of Jesus Christ. He sums up this
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goodness by the terms grace and truth.

In all that Jesus did, the grace of

God was evident. His very presence

among them as a man, and a humble
man at that, was evidence of the grace

of God. That he didn't come in wrath

the first time is also the grace of God.
Had Jesus come the first time in all of

his glory, he would have come to judge

a sinful world and destroy it, as he

surely will one day.

By the grace seen in Jesus Christ

men have opportunity to know God,
repent of their sins, and be saved

before the awful day of God's judg-

ment. That is what all human history

is about: the saving of souls from
death before the judgment.

John reminds us that Moses brought

the law which taught what God expects

of those who would be his people. But

the law had no power to bring grace.

Jesus came and declared the grace of

God both to save men and make them
all God would have them to be. There

is no way we can know God except

through Jesus Christ. The law can

teach us about God but cannot bring

us to him to know him forever as our

God. Only Jesus Christ with his gospel

of grace and truth can do that.

And who is this man Christ Jesus?

John declares that he is the only

begotten Son of God.
Only Jesus was born into the world

as God's Son. That makes him unique.

Only he was from the time of concep-

tion the child of God, sinless and
faithful. Only he is the only-begotten

Son of God.
The rest of us were born in iniquity

and, like Adam, sinners against God
from the beginning. Something had to

change in our hearts in order for us to

be children of God. Jesus came to

make that something happen.

Questions

1. Why am I not disadvantaged by
not having lived in the time of Jesus'

earthly ministry?

2. How is the grace and truth of

Jesus Christ made known to me daily?

The

4 Death
John 1:19-29

From the beginning, the Lord had
taught his people that there must be

suffering and death if they were ever

to be made right with the Lord.

While still in Eden, Adam was told

by God that there would come one

born of woman who would defeat their

great enemy, Satan. But in conquering

Satan, he would be wounded (Gen.

3:15). The church has always viewed

this as a promise that the Messiah

would come and conquer Satan and set

men free from Satan's grip and death.

Throughout the Old Testament the

Lord continually reminded his people

of the necessity of the death of the one

who would be their Savior.

When he told Abraham to offer

Isaac as an offering to him, Abraham
obeyed the Lord in the faith that even

if his son died, God would somehow
raise him from the dead (Heb.
11:17-19).

God that day gave Abraham a

substitute to die in place of his son

Isaac. That substitute, a ram caught in

the thicket nearby, was a type of Jesus

Christ (Gen. 22).

Thus, from that time, the offering

of sacrifices of rams, goats, sheep,

lambs, and the like were a means of

reminding the people that without the

shedding of blood there can be no re-

mission from sins (Heb. 9:22).

Isaiah later graphically portrayed

the necessity and beauty of the death

of the Savior on behalf of sinners. He
foretold how the world would despise

such a Savior who came to die for

men, but that without his death they

could not be God's children (Isa. 53).

So it was that when John the Bap-

tist learned who Jesus was, he an-

nounced him as the Lamb of God, the

one who takes away the sin of the

world.

Jesus Christ, the source and author

of light and life, had to deal with death

in order to give us light and life. He
had to be not only the God who lives

but the one who died on the cross for

the sins of men.

Questions

1 . How are we today much like John

the Baptist, a voice crying in the wil-

derness?

2. Why was it so hard for the Jews

of Jesus' day to accept him as a Lamb
that must be slain for their sins?

Next week: "Believe and Receive

Life," John 2:1-22; 3:1-21. ffl

NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

FEMALE

Age 35 $120

Age 45 $132

Age 55 $205
(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

MALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165

Age 55 $315

Compare our rates with your policy and see

why our companies do over TEN BILLION

per year with people like yourself.

For further information, please call, col-

lect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or

write: Financial Independence Group
21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP..

AGE PHONE
.EL

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.

Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

churches v—mm—mmm
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA Welcome

to Calvary Church (Orthodox Presbyterian)

located at 814 N. Gadsden Street. Proclaim-

ing God's Word and God's Grace. Worship
with us at 9:45 a.m. for Sunday school, 11

a.m. and 6 p.m. for church services. For

more information contact Pastor Robert

Evans at (904) 222-8553 or 385-2600.
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DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor

David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas,

Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.

FOR SALE

Tremendous Music*
Timeless Words!

Sengs off the New City
by the New City Fellowship Choir (PCA).

Now on sale. Great Christmas gifts. Pro-

duced by James Ward. For your cassette

tape send $8.00 plus $1.00 postage to:

Songs of the New City

4702 Glynden Drive

Chattanooga, TN 37409

ORDER NOW!

BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! taste-
ful 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on
padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

PEOPLE

New EPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town
of Rochester, Michigan. Worship
Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR-to
promote God's World magazines in the Chris-

tian school market and among individual

children and families. Imagination, admin-

istrative discipline, ability to relate well to peo-

ple are all required. Contact the Publisher,

God's World Publications, Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802. (704) 253-8063.

PULPIT VACANT. The Rev. Allan Bald-

win has completed his ministry as pastor of

Christ Church (PCA), Grand Rapids, Mich-

igan, after 18 fruitful years. We invite inter-

ested men in Reformed ministry to send a

resume to the Search Committee, Christ

Church, 2500 Breton Avenue, SE, Grand
Rapids, MI 49506.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

REFORMED CHRISTIAN COUPLE
with training in vocal music seeks full-time

church music position or music/youth com-
bination. Tapes, resumes, and references avail-

able upon request. Contact Lamar and Cathy
Frazier, 302 Ackerman Street, Louisville, MS
39339. (601) 773-6067.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and 1SACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

SERVICES
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have

helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very

short time. We publish in small or

large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your

book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

TRAVEL

SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. Simply write out

the ad, list the number of times you would

like it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The Human Dignity of Baby Fae

Baby Fae has died. All of us who saw
her yawning or stretching on television

and followed the course of her brief

life from the time she received the

walnut-sized baboon heart to replace

her own defective one were saddened

by the news that she had died Novem-
ber 15, one month and one day from
her birth and 20 days from the historic

operation making her the first infant

to receive a cross-species heart trans-

plant and the first human to survive

such surgery for more than three-and-

a-half days.

Animal rights activists protested the

use of baboons for the heart transplant

and potential back-up replacement

heart. From a Scriptural standpoint,

however, the use of animals for the

sake of man's welfare is a well-estab-

lished principle. After the flood—in

the very context of God's covenant

with all the birds, livestock, and wild

animals that came off the ark as well

as with Noah and his descendants

(Genesis 9:9-10)—God gave over all

the creatures of the earth to mankind
to be food just as the green plants

were (vv. 2-3).

But some have asked whether the

use of an animal's organ might make
the recipient something less than hu-
man. When the Bible uses the expres-

sion "heart" for that with which we
are to love the Lord, it is of course

referring not to the physical organ, but

to our real self, the core of our person.

The physical organ is but God's amaz-
ing mechanism for pumping blood
through our bodies. Pigs' heart valves

have successfully been used in human
hearts, and any number of other

animal products have been incorporat-

ed into our existence without making
us less than human. The key is whether
human life is preserved and pro-
longed to the glory of God.
The deeper question concerning

Baby Fae's surgery is not whether she

became less than human by receiving

a baboon's heart, but whether she was
given less than human dignity by
possibly being made a guinea pig.

From the time of the operation

much of the medical profession pre-

dicted that the transplant would not

work, that insufficient research had

been done to have reasonable expecta-

tion that Baby Fae would survive long

enough to receive another heart. Some
doctors took a wait-and-see attitude.

Baby Fae did survive longer than the

skeptics anticipated. Perhaps her life

will prove to have furnished much in-

formation for the survival of numer-

ous others. Dr. Leonard Bailey of

Loma Linda University Medical Cen-

ter, who performed the surgery, be-

lieves that this is so. On the other

hand, shortly before she died he was

predicting that she would live with the

baboon's heart until age 20 and was

wishing that he had used more of the

anti-rejection drug, which can cause

kidney failure, the eventual cause of

her death. All of this suggests the ex-

tremely experimental nature of the en-

tire procedure.

As in any scientific field, so in

human medicine, significant break-

throughs often come only as a result

of imagination and courage. The
medical profession will do well, how-
ever, to make sure that its well-

intended experiments are not at the ex-

pense of the dignity of human lives.

We would not want to come to know

a series of Baby Faes as mere guinea
pigs rather than the person that we
believe that she was.

Who Actually Won
—or Lost?

Further analysis of the national elec-

tions has produced these results:

Reagan 31. 2%, Mondale 21.7%, Non-
voters 46.5%.
The winners were the non-voters.

Or were they the real losers?

The non-partisan Committee for the

Study of the American Electorate says

that, of about 174 million Americans
old enough to vote, about 127 million

had registered. Of these about 92 mil-

lion actually voted. That is 72.4% of

those registered and 52.9% of those

potentially eligible to vote.

This was an increase of three-tenths

of 1% in the percentage of those old

enough to vote, but a decrease of 2.8%
of those registered, from four years

ago. Even after all of the efforts of

both Jerry Falwell and Jesse Jackson

to get people to the polls!

What does this apparent apathy

mean? It could be that almost half the

potential voters thought the verdict

was already clear—that Ronald Rea-

gan would win. It could be that some
people didn't see sufficient difference

between the candidates—either dis-

liked both of them or liked either one
as well as the other.

But it could be that many just don't

care. As long as they are free to pur-

sue their interests, why be bothered by
the political process? "As long as they

are free"—that is the very issue. Let

such people be transported to a com-
munist or other dictatorial country,

where their vote is either non-existent

or meaningless, and see if they don't

become grateful for what they now
take for granted.

Did you vote last month? CE
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the Trumpet
of Hope
Christmas Offering

Presbyterian

Christmas Season Offerings
Joy Gift supports retired ministers and missionaries of the former Presbyterian Church, U.S. and their

dependents.

The Christmas Offering supports retired church workers of the former United Presbyterian Church,

U.S.A. It also underwrites educational mission with ethnic and racial minorities.

A unified plan for supporting retired or disabled church workers is now being developed, but is not yet

implemented. Until that new plan is in operation, each former denomination will continue to care for its

own.

Churches of the former Presbyterian Church, U.S. will continue to promote and receive the Joy Gift

offering.

Churches of the former United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. will continue to promote and receive the

Christmas Offering.

Churches in former union presbyteries are encouraged to divide support equally between the offerings.

The need is great. Our care is shown in faithful support of these of ferings.
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Bishops' and Lay Commission's letters on
the U.S. economy.



MAILBAG

SADNESS OVER PRESSURE TACTICS

What was the proper reaction, anger
or sadness? After reading the Journal
and the letters to the editor, plus the

news that InterVarsity Press had
recalled Brave New People by
D.Gareth Jones due to pressure from
pro-lifers, sadness was the proper
reaction.

Sadness because a book dealing with

the application of biomedical tech-

nology was no longer available to the

Christian community. A book that

sought to deal with biomedical
technology on a Biblical basis. Sadness

because Biblical Christians could be so

intolerant of a viewpoint with which
they disagree. Sadness that IVP would
bow to such pressure.

I personally have reservations about

Dr. Jones' view on the use of abortion

in certain very limited circumstances.

However he has the right to present his

view and to be heard by the Biblical

Christian community. Having pub-

lished the book, IVP should have the

courage to continue the distribution of

the book. Biblical Christians have no
Biblical mandate, to use pressure,

—

that is, the threat of not purchasing

other InterVarsity Press publications,

or in the case of Christian bookstores

of not carrying the IVP line of publica-

tions. I hope that I am wrong about

this latter assumption. However, that

is the impression that comes through

for the recall of the book.

One more comment on the matter of

abortion. I do not believe that our

seminary students should violate the

injunctions of the courts in engaging

in sit-ins or trespassing on private

property to block the doors of abor-

tion clinics. I heartily support their

right to picket and inform those using

these clinics of what they are doing.

—(Rev.) Robert A. Wildeman Sr.

Hilliard, Ohio

COMMENDS ANTI-ABORTION STUDENTS

Thank you for the November 7 issue

on the abortion problems. It is good

to know that at least some evangelicals

are 100% pro-life. I would like to

make a few comments:

First, as a pro-lifer I have not found

too many evangelicals at pro-life meet-

ings. I didn't even find too many at a

showing of Francis Schaeffer's film

(along with Dr. C. Everett Koop),

Whatever Happened to the Human
Race? At one snowing in a town in the

Midwest only four people showed up

to see the film. And this town was the

location of an evangelical college. Such

things shouldn't be.

Second, I was happy to read the ar-

ticle by C. Michael Chastain of Cove-

nant Seminary. He may be right about

civil disobedience in regard to abortion

clinics. We have tried other means, but

abortion is still too common. The aver-

age woman who enters an abortion

clinic doesn't really know what she is

doing. She has probably been brain-

washed by the prevailing culture. . . .

My point is that sidewalk counseling

(civil disobedience) may save some
women from making a big mistake

—

the killing of their unborn children.

. . . We probably need more civil dis-

obedience at abortion clinics. When it

comes to abortion, Archbishop John
O'Connor is right, it can be compared
to the Holocaust. The President is

right when he talks about baby killers.

Let us pray that he will take a firmer

stand in his second term. The so-called

social issues have been on the back

burner long enough. . . .

—(Rev.) Jason Hollopeter

Selinsgrove, Pa.

FROM IN FRONT OF THE DOOR

Since your issue covering the topics of

abortion and civil disobedience (Nov.

7) Mike Chastain and I have received

very mixed responses regarding our ac-

tions here in St. Louis.

I have received a couple of letters

from people praising us for our cour-

age to act on our convictions. On the

other hand we have been accused of

seeking to get people to follow us for

selfish motives. Some have said that we
are distorting Scripture. They point to

our interpretation of Prov. 24:11,12 in

particular. This passage, their argu-

ment goes, speaks only of those being

led away to spiritual death, not physi-

cal. Perhaps they are right, but if we
have misinterpreted this passage, it is

not out of disrespect for God's Word.
The thing that hurts the most is the

thought that some of the readers of the

Journal may actually believe that Mike
and I and the others who were arrested

Minister

Bruce Finn from Baltimore, Md., to the Hilton

Head Church (PCA), Hilton Head Island, SC.,

as associate pastor,
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were actually looking for attention.

Every day in America there are thou-

sands of babies killed and thrown away
as if they were paper plates; God for-

bid that we should become well-

known at their expense!

It is my sincere desire that American
evangelicals realize that we can do
more to stop abortion than work for

a political candidate. I voted for

Reagan and every other pro-life can-

didate on the Missouri ballot, but to

my knowledge not a single baby's life

has yet been saved because of it.

We need to be active politically, but

until abortion becomes something

more than a large statistical figure

—

that is, until we begin to focus in on
individual babies made in the image of

God—we will be content to vote.

Perhaps some day Christians will come
out in large numbers and picket the

death chambers. Perhaps someday
Christians with large homes will open
them up and care for the pregnant

women. Perhaps someday Christians

will become more involved with side-

walk counseling. Perhaps someday
Christians will even consider standing

in front of the door of an abortion

chamber and risk going to jail to save

a baby's life.

—Samuel Murrell

St. Louis, Mo.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I In the last few years the American bishops of the Roman
Catholic Church have been bidding fair to become a major part of the con-

science of U.S. society. Their 1983 pastoral letter on nuclear arms, "The
Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response," stirred much
thought and comment in Protestant and secular circles as well as Catholic.

Now the bishops have issued the first draft of a 112-page pastoral letter

on the U.S. economy. Anticipating a critique of the current state of American
capitalism by the bishops, a Catholic lay commission has prepared a similarly

thorough assessment of the U.S. economy in a more affirmative direction.

This week we offer a review of the bishops' pastoral letter by Bill Ander-

son, economist for the City of Chattanooga, and a review of the commis-
sion's lay letter by myself. Our aim is that we all be stimulated to think

Scripturally in a very practical area.

i I There's a good story about Bill Anderson's development

as an economic thinker. A few years ago he produced a prize essay on
economics which won him a trip to Germany for a conference of economists.

Seated on the plane, he discovered that his neighbor was famed economist

Milton Friedman, with whom he enjoyed a conversation that may have been

a greater reward than the conference itself.

I ZJ Speaking of Christian economics, we received a report

from United Press International out of Rye, N.Y. about a man who stole

$40 from his boss 15 years ago and now has returned it with interest, for

a total of $326. The repentant employee admitted in a letter to E. Richard

Keeler, general manager of the Playland Amusement Park, that he took

the money from a cash register while working as a parking attendant in 1969.

"During that period I did an inexcusable thing," he said. "Now I have given

my life to Jesus Christ." Keeler responded, "We wish him well in his new
spiritual life."

[Z Now and then we get letters for our "Mailbag" column
we'd like to print, but can't. We received one recently which the writer con-

cluded by saying: "I'm sure you won't print this letter. It is long-winded

and does not coincide with your interests." In fact, we would have pre-

ferred to print at least portions of the rather insightful letter, which pointed

out how hard it sometimes is for the poor to tithe. But the writer's guess

about why we're not printing it is off target. Our policy simply is not to

include anonymous letters. We think that, almost always, you have a right

to know whose opinion is being aired.

i I Baseball continues to provide a reflection of American
culture in all its eccentricities. Sports Illustrated reports that New York
Yankee manager Yogi Berra, asked if lst-baseman Don Mattingly had ex-

ceeded Berra's expectations this past season, replied: "I'd say he's done

more than that." ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Reagan Asked To Authorize Ethiopian Airlifts

WASHINGTON—More than 150 re-

ligious leaders have formally asked

President Reagan to authorize airlifts

and other emergency mobilization to

move food to people in Ethiopia and
other African nations experiencing

critical food shortages.

The call focused on the need to help

save thousands of lives in Africa before

Christmas.

The statement came mostly from

mainline Protestant, Roman Catholic,

and Jewish leaders. The request was

amplified nationwide through a series

of 30 press conferences sponsored by

the Bread for the World organization.

"It's beyond our comprehension

that, according to the World Health

Organization, five million African

children will die and five million others

will be permanently disabled by malnu-

trition in 1984," said Rev. C. J. Malloy

of the Progressive National Baptist

Convention.

Malloy added: "To admit that sev-

eral million people have died from star-

vation is an international shame."
The leaders said that food aid already

sent to Ethiopia and other hard-hit

countries was scheduled to run out

before December 1, and that further

shipments are not scheduled even to ar-

rive until the end of December.

Therefore, they said, they were call-

ing on President Reagan because "he
is the only person with authority to

boost U.S. efforts."

"We want to put the buck where it

is supposed to stop," said Rev. Arthur

Simon, executive director of Bread for

the World.

Simon and other signers of the state-

ment said U.S. government agencies

will respond more fully to the crisis as

soon as the president instructs them to

do so. "I have no doubt that AID [U.S.

Agency for International Development]

would respond if the signal came from
the president," Simon said. AID is the

U.S. agency charged with providing

U.S. food assistance to other coun-

tries. HI

Administration's Abrams
Raps Liberation Theology

WASHINGTON—The Reagan Ad-
ministration's top human rights of-

ficial, Elliott Abrams, has condemned
liberation theology as a front for

Marxist ideology and asserted that the

movement poses a threat to religious

freedom.

"It is clear that they (the Soviet

Union) are exploiting liberation

theology as a means of subverting the

churches of the West," charged

Abrams, assistant secretary of state for

human rights.

"East Europeans and Soviet Chris-

tians are properly skeptical about the

emphasis placed by theologians of lib-

eration theology on the benevolence

and charity of the state," Mr. Abrams
said. "They've seen how state control

of the economy, far from leading to

liberation, leads to enslavement."

His criticism of the church-based

movement came at a conference held

at Truro Episcopal Church in Fairfax,

Va., sponsored by the Christian Res-

cue Effort for the Emancipation of

Dissidents (CREED). The organization

works on behalf of persecuted Chris-

tians abroad, particularly in com-

munist countries.

Dr. Ernest Gordon, president of

CREED, echoed Abrams' condemna-

How to Help
A variety of trustworthy channels may be used to send relief to hungry peo-
ple in Africa. Among agencies being recommended by Presbyterian and Re-
formed denominations are these—all maintaining an evangelical witness and
a low ratio of administrative cost to actual relief administered.

Christian Reformed World Relief Committee
2850 Kalamazoo Ave., Grand Rapids, MI 49508

Orthodox Presbyterian Church
Foreign Missions Committee, 7401 Old York Road, Philadelphia, PA 19126

(Aid is channeled through the PCA 's Mission to the Worldforfamine relief

in Kenya)

PCA Relief Fund
Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031

(Administered by the Presbyterian Church in America, with funds channeled
through World Relief as listed below or, if designated, through PCA mis-

sionaries in Kenya)

Project Mercy
7237 Leo Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46825

(Established in part by Ethiopian refugees to support needy people in their

own homeland. Channels its support through World Vision Inc.)

World Relief

Box WRC, Wheaton, IL 60189

(The reliefarm of the National Association of Evangelicals, coordinating ac-

tivities for many NAE-member denominations)

World Vision Inc.

919 West Huntington Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016
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tion of Marxist influences in churches

and warned that the Soviet Union was

using the membership of the Russian

Orthodox Church in the World Coun-
cil of Churches as a "channel" for its

propaganda in the West.

Describing the movement as "idol-

atrous," Mr. Abrams denounced lib-

eration theology for its identification

of the road to salvation with the "rev-

olutionary politics" of class struggle.

He also attacked, in particular, Cath-

olic priests who serve in the leftist San-

dinista government of Nicaragua.

In September, the Vatican also is-

sued a statement criticizing certain

aspects of liberation theology, par-

ticularly its use of Marxist idioms such

as class struggle, while not condemn-
ing the movement outright. CB

White House Displays
Controversial Creche

WASHINGTON—For the first time in

1 1 years, the federal government will

sponsor a Nativity scene as part of its

Christmas "Pageant of Peace" dis-

played each year in front of the White
House.

As a result of the U.S. Supreme
Court's ruling last March on a muni-
cipal creche in Pawtucket, R.I., the

National Park Service will resume
sponsorship of the Nativity scene. In

1973 the park service was ordered by
a federal district appeals court to end
the display, and since that time a dem-
onstration permit has been issued to a

private organization for a life-size

Nativity scene.

Arthur Spitzer, legal director of the

Washington office of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), said his

group viewed federal sponsorship of a

creche as "a government endorsement
of Christianity, and that violates the

Constitution." He said the ACLU was
considering a court challenge. [2

Colson's 'Loving God' Is

'Eternity' Book of Year

PHILADELPHIA—Charles Colson's

Loving God was the winner of Eternity

magazine's 26th Annual Book of the

Year contest. The book topped the list

of 25 publications selected by a group
of writers, theologians, and Christian

leaders from a list of 200 books pub-
lished in the last 12 months.

Ken Myers, executive editor of Eter-

nity, noted a trend in the list away
from purely theoretical Biblical studies

to historical works and books about

applying Christianity in everyday liv-

ing.

Books on the winning list carrying

such an emphasis included The Search

for a Christian America by Mark Noll,

Nathan Hatch, and George Marsden
(3rd); Naked Public Square by Richard

John Neuhaus (5th); The Great Evan-
gelical Disaster by Francis Schaeffer

(8th); and Brave New People by D.

Gareth Jones (16th).

Colson's publisher, the Zondervan
Corporation, tied for Publisher of the

Year with InterVarsity Press and Eerd-

mans Publishing Company. Each had
four books among the 25.

Colson's first book, Born Again,

won first place in 1976 on the Eternity

book list. 21

^MHHBnMnHHi
CAC: Pro-Lifers Stronger
In Newly Elected Congress

WASHINGTON—The Christian Ac-

tion Council (CAC) has concluded that

the recent national elections increased

support for pro-life causes in Con-
gress. CAC reports no overall change

in the Senate make-up but a gain of 1

1

seats in the House of Representatives

of members who are likely to vote pro-

life on abortion and other related

issues.

While anti-abortion forces were

sparked by the re-election of Jesse

Helms (R-N.C.) in a tight Senate race,

the defeat of incumbent Sen. Roger

Jepsen (R-Iowa) to Rep. Tom Harkin
was a loss to the pro-life movement.
Other Senate races yielded no signifi-

cant change in the count for pro-life

votes.

In the House, 18 incumbents were

defeated, 1 1 of whom supported fed-

eral abortion funding. Ten of their

replacements are opposed to tax-

funded abortions, including Robert K.

Dornan (R-Cal.), who served three

previous terms in the House, earning

respect for his leadership on pro-life

issues during that tenure.

Of the seven pro-life incumbents
who lost their re-election bids, five

were replaced by freshmen opposed to

abortion funding, according to the

CAC rundown.
Of the 25 open seats in the House,

16 were filled by members opposed to

abortion, including Thomas Manton
(D-N.Y.), who replaces Geraldine Fer-

raro, and Jim Ross Lightfoot (R-

Iowa), who will fill the seat vacated by

Tom Harkin.

The CAC concluded that the pro-life

movement in Congress continues to

lack enough strength for passage of a

constitutional amendment prohibiting

abortion, and the best opportunity to

reverse Roe v. Wade, CAC asserts, re-

mains with the appointment of pro-life

justices to the U.S. Supreme Court. Q]

Also in the News . . .

The U.S. Supreme Court has re-

fused to hear an appeal of an earlier

lower court decision which allows First

Presbyterian Church of Schenectady,

N.Y., to keep its property after

withdrawing seven years ago from
what was then the United Presbyterian

Church USA (UPCUSA). In choosing

not to re-open the case, the high court

seems to confirm the argument suc-

cessfully used by a number of con-

gregations that property squabbles in-

volving church groups can properly be

resolved by "neutral principles of law"

rather than by the mere determination

of the authorities of a "connectional"

or "hierarchical" church such as the

UPCUSA.

Belhaven College has kicked off its

$8 million Second Century Campaign.

Warren A. Hood, chairman of the col-

lege's board, says that $4,640,000 has

already been pledged to the campaign.

The fund will provide additional facul-

ty and administrative personnel, as

well as increased library holdings and

renovated dormitories and offices.

Robert P. Dugan of the NAE
Washington Insight says: "Sentiment

favoring the sanctity of life may be

stronger than generally portrayed in

the media. A ballot referendum in

Colorado succeeded in prohibiting

state funding of abortions, though a

similar referendum in Washington

state was narrowly defeated, by 53-

47 °/o. Right to Life officials note a loss

of one pro-life vote in the Senate, but

estimate a gain of ten votes in the

House for a states' rights anti-abortion

amendment, prohibition of federal

funding of abortion, and defeat of

the ERA unless amended to make it

abortion-neutral."
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Laissez Faire!
An economist looks at the Catholic Bishops' Pastoral Letter on the U.S. Economy

BILL ANDERSON

The long-awaited Pastoral Letter on
the U.S. Economy, written by the U.S.

Catholic Bishops, has created no small

stir in both religious and political

circles. Yet the document is not what

it seems to be.

For one thing, the contents are of no

surprise to anyone who has followed

the teachings of the American religious

elite—both Catholic and Protestant

—

on this particular subject.

Second, and more important, the

document will probably have no real

effect on the workings of our nation's

economy—something which is both

good and bad. Instead, the Letter

reflects the growing gulf between the

elite of America, both in religious and
secular circles, and the laypersons the

elite claim to be leading., This is quite

unfortunate, since the Pastoral Letter

does have some telling—and even pro-

phetic—points and recommendations

that will be overlooked due to the

document's insistence on setting spe-

cific public policies.

In examining the contents of the

Letter and predicting its impact, this

analysis will first discuss the policy in-

itiatives by the Bishops before dealing

with their general concepts of wealth

and materialism. The policy recom-

mendations are vital, but not for the

reasons the Bishops would like them to

be. Rather, they are vital because they

reflect just how far removed the Bish-

ops are from economic reality.

The recommended policy initiatives

amount to nothing other than a call for

increased government intervention in

American economic life. Increased

minimum wages, more welfare bene-

fits, government "jobs" projects,

more state-controlled development in

the Third World, and higher taxes de-

The author is an economist for the

City of Chattanooga. He is a
graduate of the University of Ten-

nessee and has done graduate work
in economics at Clemson University.

signed especially to limit incomes of

those who are now wealthy dominate

the policy prescriptions of the Letter.

These recommendations are hardly

new on the American scene. In fact,

they date back to the Egyptian Empire
in the days of Moses. So they are hard-

ly prophetic in the sense of being new.

However, they all do have one thing

in common: as economic policy de-

signed to give real help to the poor,

these policies have historically proven

to be failures throughout the millennia

of their implementation.

The Bishops' insistence on substan-

tial increases in the minimum wage is

curious. In another section of their Let-

ter, they cite the unemployment rate in

this country (hovering between seven

and eight percent) as being immoral (a

moral rate, according to the Bishops,

is between three and four percent). But

increases in minimum wages, whether

implemented in the United States or in

ancient Rome, have always led to more
unemployment, an economic truism

that almost the entire economics pro-

fession holds.

Surely the Bishops are aware of this

relationship between minimum wages

and unemployment. A look at the rise

in minimum wages and Black teenage

unemployment finds this relationship

to be overwhelmingly obvious. Will

these Bishops, who want more mini-

mum wage legislation for the Ameri-

can public in general, also try to force

Catholic institutions such as schools

and hospitals to give substantial

across-the- board pay increases to their

employees?

The economic problem here is quite

simple. Increases in minimum wages

do not serve to raise real wages for

everyone. Real wage increases come
through increased productivity

—

something the Bishops do not address.

As recently as two years ago, the

French government pushed through

substantial wage hikes and reduced

working hours in an attempt to boost

productivity in the French economy.
However, as any astute economist

would have predicted (and did),

French productivity fell and unem-
ployment rose. Most important, the

real wages of all French workers

dropped. In short, the Bishops' call for

increased minimum wages to raise the

level of income for the poor is really

an unwitting call for more poverty.

This is the case in other economic
policy recommendations as well. For
example, the Bishops call for an expan-

sion of programs begun during the

Great Society era as a way to reduce

poverty and increase "distributive

juistice." However, an examination of

statistics on poverty is in order. Pover-

ty rates, as measured by the U.S.Cen-

sus Bureau, have actually increased

both among the general population

and Blacks.

More telling, an increasing number
of economists and sociologists are ac-

cusing the present welfare system of

undermining family structures and ac-

tually helping to expand poverty due

to the fact that single-parent house-

holds are increasing. Economist
Thomas Sowell has written that the

current increase in poverty and welfare

spending is due primarily to the break-

up of the American family. Social

critic William Tucker has said, "The
Black family survived slavery; it has

not survived the welfare state."

One thing is sure. Since the late

1960s, enough money has been spent

on "fighting poverty" to have made
every poor family in this country in-

dependently wealthy. Yet poverty re-

mains on the rise, in spite of increas-

ing economic growth and opportunity.

It is glib reasoning, indeed, simply

to blame the present status of the poor

in America on greedy businessmen and

Ronald Reagan. A good place to start

an examination of the phenomenon of

growing poverty might be the govern-

ment poverty programs themselves.

The Bishops seem to place their trust

in those programs, an indication that

they might not be as intent on abol-

ishing poverty as they are in seeking

approval from their intellectual allies
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who have placed their reputations on

the line in defense of increased govern-

ment economic intervention.

Probably the most telling part of the

Pastoral Letter is the Bishops' call to

limit incomes through taxation. It is

clear that the Bishops, like many of

their Protestant counterparts, are un-

comfortable with the nature of incen-

tives. In fact, one might even conclude

that the Bishops find it difficult to

reconcile any sort of business activity

with Christian principles. But while

such an attitude is consistent with

historical views toward commerce held

by the Catholic clergy (in the 5th cen-

tury St. Jerome wrote, "the merchant

can seldom, if ever, please God "), it

hardly holds promise for those who
wish to better their own economic

circumstances.

The Bishops, as well as the Protes-

tant elite, must learn to work with and
understand self-interest and the profit

motive if they are to have any positive

influence in U.S. economic policy.

Such a change of heart, however,

would also require an understanding of

the role of the individual in economic

processes—something the Bishops fail

to address in their document. To the

Bishops, the U.S. economy is seen as

an impersonal, monolithic force im-

pervious to the real needs of people.

In reality, the economy is totally

shaped by the actions of individuals

who are always seeking to improve

their position in life, monetarily or

otherwise. Self-interest does not apply

only to selfishness; all human beings

act in a self-interested manner, whether

they seek to please God or themselves.

I, for one, believe it to be in my own
best interest to serve God and obey

him.

By denying the role of the individual

in economic processes, the Bishops are

left with a non-existent entity: an
economy that can be administered on
the commands of a few wise and all-

knowing people. Thus, the policy pre-

scriptions given by the Bishops are

doomed to failure because they are

designed to be applied to something

that exists only in the minds of the

elite.

One might ask why the Bishops have

failed to use more foresight in the

preparation of their Pastoral Letter.

The answer is difficult to know, nor

can I claim to by privy to the inner

workings of Catholic economic
thought. However, there are important

points that need to be made.

First, and most important, the

Bishops are aware far better than the

rest of us of their place in a market-

oriented, differentiated society. Clear-

ly, the Bishops have far less power over

the actions of society than did their

European and Latin American fore-

bears, who could launch nations into

war with a single declaration. Catholic

lay leader Michael Novak writes:

In traditional societies, church leaders

(whether in Rome or Geneva) were able to

impose their own values on the entire civil

society. It is difficult for church leaders to

play such a role within a differentiated so-

ciety. Thus there is often a secret hanker-

ing, a lingering nostalgia, for a planned

society that would once again permit

church leaders to be in alliance with civil

leaders in suffusing an entire society with

their values.

Second, the Bishops seem to be

writing to a different audience than the

laypersons to whom the Pastoral Let-

ter is addressed. Like the Pastoral Let-

ter on nuclear disarmament written by
the same Bishops two years ago, the

economic document will have little im-

pact on millions of Catholic parish-

ioners who will politely listen as

it is read by their priests. As Philip

Lawler writes in The Wall Street Jour-

nal, ".
. .the Bishops will receive plen-

ty of congratulations for their work on
economics. But the congratulations

will come disproportionately from the

secular media, from academe, and
from liberal political activists. It's an
echo chamber, really, because those

are precisely the groups whose lead the

Bishops have been following."

Thus, the Bishops are really left with

no choice. Not to endorse massive eco-

nomic intervention by the government
might appear to them to be political

suicide. Had the Bishops actually

called for lower marginal tax rates to

spur economic growth or officially

recognized the economic disasters that

socialism has wreaked on poor Third
World nations, they would have been
drummed out of their religious frater-

nity in the same manner French intel-

lectuals who publicly admitted that

Stalin's gulags actually existed (and

were not the creation of a fascist plot)

were expelled from their elite fellow-

ships. In short, it is not in the Bishops'

self-interest to view the market
economy as anything other than evil.

Such an attitude is tragic, for the

Bishops, as well as all Christian

leaders, are duty-bound in Christ to

call for a Christian witness in all areas

of life, including economics. Jesus, as

well as the prophets, warned of the

dangers of materialism, something of

which there is no shortage in our soci-

ety today. Indeed, the Bishops do warn

of blindly following material posses-

sions as though those possessions can

earn us salvation, and all concerned

believers should listen to the Bishops'

teachings in that regard.

But such teachings are best applied

to individuals, for the Bible teaches

that God ultimately holds each person

responsible for his or her actions. It is

only through the individual that true

justice (or at least a reasonable fac-

simile in our sinful world) can be car-

ried out.

Unfortunately, the Bishops have

relegated the individual to a minor

place in their letter, choosing instead

to concentrate on "society." Because

of that failure to see the person in his

or her proper perspective before God,
the Bishops will also fail to obtain their

desired influence in economic matters.

That is unfortunate, because the world

today is more desperate than ever for

the Word of Jesus Christ and for its

practical application to all areas of our

lives. 31
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Profit For What Motive?
A clergyman looks at the Catholic Lay Letter on the U.S. Economy

WILLIAM S. BARKER

The Roman Catholic Church has a rich

tradition of teaching on social issues.

In a way the Catholics put American
Protestants to shame. The Reformed
tradition in particular, with its empha-
sis on the law of God and the Old Tes-

tament application of principles to

issues in society, should be in the

vanguard of development of social

ethics. Presbyterians also have the ad-

vantage of ruling elders (laymen)

working together with teaching elders

(clergymen) in the context of the

church courts. But it is the American
Catholics now—both by a Bishop's

Pastoral Letter on the U.S. Economy
(reviewed in the previous article by Bill

Anderson) and by a Lay Commission
on Catholic Social Teaching and the

U.S. Economy (the focus of this arti-

cle)—who are providing the stimulus

for religious reflection on our society's

economic life. It is my belief that this

reflection can be very profitable, but

that it can be further assisted by a

stronger Scriptural examination.

1) Positive Aspects of the Lay Letter

Like the Bishops' Pastoral Letter, the

Lay Commission's product, a 106-page

book entitled Toward the Future:

Catholic Social Thought and the U.S.

Economy: A Lay Letter, was timed to

be released right after the national elec-

tions. It is the work of an impressive

group of prominent business, political,

and academic people, including among
its 31 members such familiar names as

J. Peter Grace, Alexander M. Haig,

Clare Boothe Luce, vice-chairman

Michael Novak (author of The Spirit

ofDemocratic Capitalism), and chair-

man William E. Simon (former U.S.

Secretary of the Treasury). Also like

the Bishops, the Lay Commission
interviewed scores of people over

several months' time.

The spirit of the Lay Letter is to be

commended. It manifests appreciation

of both the Catholic and the American
traditions. It conveys a more positive
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and constructive approach to the

economic problems of our society and

to the anticipated position of the

Bishops than has been apparent in

much of the public and media response

to the Bishops' Letter so far.

The Lay Letter also contributes

some helpful insights out of the

American experience (see excerpts). It

offers the conclusions of immigrants

from Ireland, Italy, and Central

Europe who have succeeded in this

land of opportunity. It contains the

perspective of those acquainted with

realities of the business world. In-

terestingly, it does not stress in-

dividualism alone; but while including

"the dignity and uniqueness of every

single human person" among three

basic principles of Catholic social

thought, it goes on to emphasize "the

social nature of human life" (for ex-

ample, the forming of associations for

the improvement of the social order)

and "the principle of subsidiarity"

(that "social decisions ought to be

taken by the community closest to the

concrete realitites").

One other commendable trait of the

Lay Letter is its evident desire for the

rest of the world to benefit from the

blessings of the U.S. economic system.

There is clearly a belief that American
prosperity can be shared with other

countries both by its influence and by

its being imitated.

2) Negative Aspects of the Lay Letter

There are, however, some weaknesses

in the Lay Commission's work. There

is a failure to see some of the flaws in

the American experience and to ac-

knowledge some of the present eco-

nomic problems in the way that the

Bishop's Letter evidently does. While

the section on "Poverty and Welfare,"

for example, contains excellent insights

into some of the causes and complexi-

ty of poverty and the failure of our

present welfare systems, there is not

much suggestion for solution to these

problems.

In the discussion of "Rich Nations

and Poor Nations" there is insufficient

recognition of injustice and exploita-

tion out of the colonial past in the in-

ternational economy. While arguing

legitimately that culture more often

than nature is the source of poverty in

nations, the Lay Letter does not pro-

vide indication of how such famine as

currently ravages Ethiopia and much
of Africa can be cured or prevented or

how U.S. agricultural surpluses could

creatively meet such needs within ex-

isting economic structures.

Most telling, there is a failure by the

Lay Letter to deal with the problem of

motives in economic life from a spiri-

tual perspective. The Lay Commission
rightly differentiates between self-

interest and selfishness: "The term self-

interest often connotes selfishness. As
the Gospel and major theologians

teach, it need not. In economic mat-

ters self-interest is a neutral concept.

A free economy allows for the fullest

possible range of motivation, the

satisfaction of one's real interests, and

the free practice of all the virtues." Al-

though the distinction between self-

interest and selfishness is valid, this

statement betrays too optimistic a view

of human nature in this fallen world.

It is wishful thinking to believe that

without external restaints a "proper

self-interest" will result, involving the

interest of others. Properly commend-
ing profit "as a reward for risk-taking

and invention, as an incentive for crea-

tive growth," the Lay Letter does not

sufficiently warn against that "cove-

tousness which is idolatry" (Col. 3:5),

the greed that our materialistic culture

can so easily trigger in our sinful

natures.

3) Towards a Protestant Contribution

One of the underlying weaknesses of

the Lay Commission's work is to be

found, I believe, in the selection of three

passages of Matthew 25 as "a leit-

motif for our reflections," instructing

"us to be provident, to make good use

of our talents, and to care for the poor

and the needy." I would not argue



with these three objectives, but I do

not believe the first are the real point

of Matthew 25, and therefore the selec-

tion of this passage as a locus classicus

on economics may give a cast to Chris-

tian economic life that is better found

elsewhere in Scripture. We should

remember that the Parable of the Ten

Virgins (Matt. 25:1-13) and the

Parable of the Talents (Matt. 25: 14-30)

constitute a continuation of the Olivet

Discourse begun in Matthew 24. They
have to do with being ready for the

Second Coming of Christ. I would con-

tend that the Parable of the Ten
Virgins has nothing at all to do with

economics as such. Its main point is to

be wise rather than foolish and not to

be too late in applying one's life to the

matters of spiritual importance. Al-

though the Parable of the Talents uses

financial terms as an illustration, its

main point is to be faithful, applying

the measure of energy and ability be-

stowed upon us to the eternal purposes

of our Master.

A passage of more direct application

to economic life is Ephesians 4:28,

which contains so many of the main
Scriptural principles in a nutshell: "He
who has been stealing must steal no
longer, but must work, doing some-

thing useful with his own hands, that

he may have something to share with

those in need." The taking of others'

property is prohibited, and work is

commended—labor that will be a

product of our own energies and of

benefit to others—with the result that

we will enjoy the profit of our labors

for the purpose of sharing with those

in need. It is this ultimate purpose that

is also taught by our Lord in Matthew
25:31-46, but which may get neglected

in a supposed context of "being prov-

ident" or "making good use of our

talents" rather than in the context of

receiving the inheritance of the king-

dom at the coming again of the King.

A further indication of the Lord's

will for economic life can be found in

Old Testament provisions when God's
law was directly applied to social situa-

tions, albeit often in cultural circum-

stances quite different from our own.
One such passage is Leviticus 25,

where the Year of Jubilee prevented too

great extremes of wealth and poverty

from developing by the restoration of
real estate and the cancellation of cer-

tain kinds of debt and bondage every

50th year. Although the New Testa-

ment does not prescribe such a mech-

Some Quotes
The Bishops

Wealth is evil when it so dominates

a person's life that it becomes an idol

claiming allegiance and giving security

apart from God, or when it blinds a

person to the suffering and needy

neighbor.

There is a social mortgage on pri-

vate property, which implies that pri-

vate property does not constitute for

anyone an absolute or unconstitutional

right. No one is justified in keeping for

his exclusive use what he does not need,

when others lack necessities.

The distribution of income and
wealth in the United States is so ineq-

uitable that it violates the minimum
standards of distributive justice. In

1982, the richest 20 percent of Ameri-

cans received more income than the

bottom 70 percent combined.

No one can claim the name Chris-

tian and at the same time acquiesce in

the hunger and homelessness that ex-

ist around the world and in our own
country. We intend this letter to be an
invitation and a challenge to those in

our church who may be tempted to a

narrower perspective.

—

The first draft

of the pastoral letter on "Catholic Social

Teaching and the U.S. Economy.

"

The Lay Commission

Often enough, religious and moral
ideas lead to the design of systems of

political economy which frustrate eco-

nomic activism and economic creativi-

ty. Feeding the hungry, giving drink to

the thirsty, and clothing the naked
means, in the long run, ceasing to frus-

trate the talents given every people of

the planet by their Creator. Such frus-

tration comes, most often, from the

heavy hand of politics, whether in so-

cialist or in traditional statist societies.

It is to politics that those who would
follow Matthew 25 ought first to look,

in order to discover the roots of eco-

nomic frustration.

Clearly, in any case, income grants

would not solve the unemployment
(and underemployment) problems of at

least 11 million poor persons over 15

years of age who, on the record, do
wish to work for their own self-reli-

ance. Yet even sufficient job creation

would not help all the poor. As a hu-

man problem, poverty calls for human
and personal involvement. Efforts to

overcome it must be aimed, in part, at

self-esteem and, where possible, self-

reliance as the ultimate ground of per-

sonal dignity.

—

Lay Commission on the

U.S. Economy.

THE
REFORMATION

CONTINUES
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impact at
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A
BRAND-NEW
LOOKAT
LIFE IN

BIBLE TIMES!
Rediscover the people and

places of the Bible. Add interest

to your sermons or Sunday School

classes from the wealth of back-

ground material in this completely

new reference work!

Based on
the most recent ar-

chaeological studies, Today's Hand-
book ofBible Times & Customs
outlines the cultural, social and
political backgrounds of the Old
and New Testament. It includes

authentic little-known facte about

people of ancient times; their

food, clothing, home life, medi-

cine, sexual practices, vocations,

music, politics and much more.

Clearly organized and illustrated

with hundreds of photos, it's an
authoritative, up-to-date reference

book that's actually fun to read!

$11.95

Companion volume: Today's

Dictionary of the Bible $15.95.
The only up-to-date Dictionary of its kind

for under $20.

At your bookstore or by mailfrom:

BETHANY
£J

HOUSE PUBLISHERS

6820 Auto Club Rd.,Mpls., MN 55438
(add $1 for mail orders)

anism since the conclusion of the Old
Testament theocracy, it is evident that

the Lord deems it beneficial for socie-

ty to avoid such extremes. Leviticus

25:14-17 also teaches a principle with

regard to pricing that appears to fly in

the face of a totally free-market eco-

nomy: Rather than caveat emptor ("let

the buyer beware"), the believing

trader is commanded, "Do not take

advantage of each other, but fear your

God." Further development of Scrip-

ture teaching on economic life will be

found in the exposition of the 8th

Commandment by the Westminster

Larger Catechism Nos. 141 and 142.

The current discussion of tax reform

lays bare the priorities of our society,

of its competing interest groups, and
of us as individuals. One longs for true

statesmanship—some leaders, whether

the President, Senators, or perhaps

truly unselfish Christians in whatever

calling—that will see our situation as

a whole and direct our economic drives

toward the benefit of American socie-

ty and the whole world, including the

least member of the human commu-
nity.

The Catholic Lay Commission, as

well as the Catholic Bishops are pro-

viding a healthy stimulus to religious

reflection on our economic life. Per-

haps a Protestant perspective can yet

contribute to the process. HI

BOOKS

JOHNNY COME HOME, by R.C. Sproul.

Regal Books, Ventura, Calif. 392 pages,

$10.95. Reviewed by Craig McDonald,

Assoc. Prof, of English, King College,

Bristol Tenn.

Against the accusation that those in the

Reformed tradition are "God's frozen

people" rises up R.C. Sproul's first

novel Johnny Come Home and cries

an emphatic NO! Sproul, a noted Re-

formed theologian and teacher, nar-

rates with compassion, humor, and
honesty the stories of two high school

friends, whose lives diverge sharply in

college when one, Scooter Evans,

meets Christ. Ironically, the other,

Johnny Kramer, in a burst of enthusi-

asm, had professed a faith earlier, but

had awakened the next morning to dis-

cover that he had perhaps been a bit

too hasty. From that point, Sproul

traces in alternating fashion the dra-

matic albeit turbulent rise of Scooter

as a prominent evangelist and the dis-

integration of Johnny's life through

drink, adultery, and rash speculation.

The two characters, whose lives after

college touch sporadically—at wed-

dings, funerals, and the like—are re-

joined for a brief but significant mo-
ment when Scooter comes to preach in

his home church for the first time.

Sproul has taken a dramatic step for

a Christian writer, and I applaud him.

For one thing, he has departed from

the popular mode of Christian fiction,

namely fantasy. Instead, he confronts

the venality, dissipation, and despair

of modern society, with its false hopes

and its hidden fears. As a result, the

book at times is graphic in its realism,

but accurate, I believe, in its percep-

tion of human nature. One will not

find here the sticky sweetness that

marks some Christian fiction. Nor will

one find characters depicted wholly

good or wholly evil. Johnny, the black

sheep of the novel, is engaging, even

at his lowest points; and Scooter at

times emerges from bouts with temp-

tation sullied and confused.

Literarily, I believe the novel works.

For one thing it is compelling and hard

to put down. Sproul holds the plot

firmly in his grasp, despite numerous

shifts in the narrative. Style is robust,

but periodically borders on the effu-

sive; and some analogies and dated al-

lusions (for example, to commercials

in the '50s and '60s) render the tone

uneven in places. Infrequently, the

narrative makes thinly disguised forays

against liberal theology and theolo-

gians, whereas literary subtlety and

complexity might have accomplished

the same purpose and have served the

novel more effectively. But on the

whole, Sproul has exercised consider-

able restraint in this area, given his

career as a champion of evangelical

theology. As he writes more and dis-

covers with more certainty his literary

voice, I believe we can expect some fine

things from him. Were Johnny Come
Home to remain his only literary piece,

however, he will certainly have left a

respectable mark in the world of belles

lettres. 31



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Believe and Receive Life
For December 30, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 2:1-22; 3:1-21

Key verses: John 2:1-11; 3:16-18

Devotional reading: John 3:1-12

Memory selection: John 3:17

Introduction

In this lesson we see movement from

the beginning of Jesus' signs to the

confrontation with Jewish practices

and leadership in his days. We see that

Jesus, once he began his public minis-

try, moved swiftly to make clear that

he did not fit into the mold of Judaism
and offered a totally different challenge

to men.

I

Beginning of

1 Signs
John 2

The Lord made clear quite early what

he intended by signs. When Moses was

first called to go on a mission for God
into Egypt and set free his people, he

was reluctant to go. He feared the peo-

ple of Israel would not understand his

intent and not believe he was sent from
God on this mission.

In response to Moses' question, the

Lord gave him power to do certain

miracles which were to be signs to the

people of Israel and to the Egyptians

that he was sent from God and that

what he spoke was the word of God
(Exod. 4:1-5). The signs would prepare

them to listen to what he said and
believe that what he spoke was the

word of God.
Ultimately, it would be the word of

God and not the miracles that would
be the means of their faith in God.
Faith comes from hearing the word of

God (Rom. 10:17).

In a similar way, God worked many
miracles through the hands of Elijah

to show that he too was sent from God
and what he said was the word of God

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council ol Churches ol Christ.

(I Kings 17:17-24).

So too with Jesus. The miracles he

worked were not intended in them-

selves to bring the people to faith in

God. They were done by Jesus that

men might believe he had come from

God.
In his case, however, the miracles

were accomplished directly by his own
authority. They showed not that he

was a prophet of God, but God him-

self, in the flesh. Other servants of

God did their miracles through the

power of God, to whom they looked

to perform them; but Jesus did them
directly by his own authority.

The occasion of Jesus' first miracle

was a wedding in Cana of Galilee.

Mary undoubtedly believed Jesus had

the authority to do whatever he pleased

and put her confidence in him to help

out a friend.

The result of this miracle was that his

disciples began to believe on him. This

probably means they began to believe

that he had come from God and what

he spoke they ought to heed (v. II).

But soon after this, at the time of the

Passover in Jerusalem, Jesus behaved

in a way quite contrary to what

Judaism would expect. Instead of fit-

ting into the mold of Judaism, Jesus

showed that God was not at all pleased

with most of their practices (vv. 13-16).

The disciples at this time began to

recognize that Jesus was fulfilling

Scripture by what he did. They began

to see that Jesus was consciously seek-

ing to keep the whole Word of God.
When Jewish leaders came and

asked not for his teaching as to why
he had overturned their practices but

for signs, Jesus refused to work any

miracles for them to satisfy their

curiosity. Instead, he foretold his own
resurrection which would be the great-

est sign of all, but one which he knew
they would not accept or believe.

By this, Jesus showed them what he

thought of sign-seekers. Seekers after

signs to satisfy their idle curiosity did

not please the Lord, as he later told

them so many times (Matt. 12:39; 16:4).

Signs were given to point to Christ and

faith in him and in his word.

The disciples rightly discerned the

difference and later believed the Scrip-

ture and the word which Jesus had said

(v. 22).

The reputation of Jesus spread as he

worked many signs, and this attracted

many to hear what he had to say (v. 23).

Of course Jesus knew that many had

come only to see signs. He did not trust

himself to them (v. 24). Jesus knew
that though men might outwardly pre-

tend to be his followers, professing

faith in him, in their hearts they could

still be far from faith.

Only as men began to come to hear

what he had to teach would they be

eligible to believe and be saved. And
salvation of the souls of men was why
Jesus had come into the world.

Questions

1. Why do you think so many are

seeking signs and miracles in our day?

2. How much serious study of God's
Word is going on in the church today?

From Signs

2 to Teaching
John 3:1-9

Among those attracted to Jesus be-

cause of his miracles (signs) was a

leader among the Jews, a ruler named
Nicodemus (3:1).

This man has been criticized unfairly

for coming at night. It is quite possible

that he came at night simply because

he wanted to carry on a serious conver-

sation with Jesus at a time when the

crowds had gone away and he would
not be interrupted.

He was clearly eager to learn from
Jesus and had been properly attracted

to him because of the signs he had seen

or heard of (v. 2). He made the proper

conclusion in saying that Jesus was
sent from God as a teacher.

But obviously at this point he did

not discern that Jesus was doing what
he did by his own authority. Therefore
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he concluded that God was with Jesus

rather than concluding, as he ought to

have, that Jesus was God (v. 2).

Jesus recognized that Nicodemus
was not at this point born again. He
was a seeker after more knowledge

about Jesus but not yet a believer.

He taught Nicodemus that he could

not even see the Kingdom of God un-

til he was born again. This was evident-

ly a whole new concept to Nicodemus,

though it ought not have been.

The prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel

had clearly taught the doctrine of

rebirth (Jer. 31:31-34; Ezek. 36-37).

When Jesus referred to being born of

the water, he was alluding to Ezekiel's

teaching in 36:25, in which the prophet

declared that God would sprinkle clean

water upon Israel and make them
clean.

The clean water was the cleansing of

God and did not refer to water bap-

tism as a means of cleansing the hearts

of men. Water baptism was only a sac-

rament which pointed to this cleansing

that only God can do.

Jesus wanted Nicodemus to see that

he, though a teacher of the Jews, could

not be acceptable to God unless the

Lord by his grace did a work of clean-

sing in his heart. Till then he and all

leaders of the Jews were as unsaved as

the rest. All their learning did not

make them privileged characters in

God's sight.

But though he taught Nicodemus
what the teacher ought to know al-

ready, Nicodemus still did not under-

stand. He showed how badly the Jew-

ish leadership had misinterpreted much
of Scripture (v. 9).

Questions

1 . How would you explain rebirth to

an unbeliever?

2. Why is it necessary to understand

that faith in Jesus must follow rebirth

and not the other way around?

From Teaching

3 to Calling
John 3:10-15

Jesus began by teaching Nicodemus
what he ought to have known already

but obviously did not understand.

However, Jesus' teaching was not just

an idle pursuit of knowledge.

It was the practice of the rabbis to

pursue at length the most obscure

questions, and no doubt Nicodemus

would have joined in a lengthy debate

about what rebirth was and what it

meant. But Jesus would have none of

this.

He began to move from teaching to

rebuke of Nicodemus for his doubts

about what Jesus was saying. The re-

buke was part of the greater outward

call that Jesus was making to the man.
First, he rebuked Nicodemus for his

ignorance. Ignorance for a teacher of

the Jews was inexcusable (v. 10).

Then he proceeded to show him that

what he spoke was from his certain

knowledge. He was not teaching pos-

sibilities but truth. It is interesting that

Jesus includes his disciples by the use

of "we." He wanted Nicodemus to see

that he was not just a lone teacher but

was building a school of teaching with

a teacher and many disciples (v. 11).

He showed Nicodemus the impossi-

bility of believing the things Jesus

taught or of believing in Jesus by his

own ability (v. 12). The only way Nico-

demus could believe what Jesus taught

and subsequently believe in Jesus was

by the work of God's Holy Spirit in

bringing him to birth from above.

It was necessary for him to believe

not just the truth of what Jesus said,

but to come to believe in Jesus as his

Savior, if he would have eternal life

and enter into the kingdom of God. To
this point, this had not happened in the

life of Nicodemus. Only Jesus, who
had come from the Father, could lead

men back to the Father (v. 13).

He began to call Nicodemus to faith

in him by pointing back to the sign of

the serpent in the wilderness. That was

not just an account of something that

happened more than a millennium be-

fore in Israel's history. It was an event

that pointed to the coming of the Christ

into the world to take our place on the

cross and die for our sins (v. 14).

Jesus moved from teaching to call-

ing Nicodemus to believe in him. He
later called many in the same way. And
to this day Jesus continues to call many
to come and believe in him to have

eternal life. He does this through his

witnesses, the church he has left in the

world.

But this outward or external call

must be accompanied by the inner call

of God through the working of the

Holy Spirit to bring men from spiritual

death in sins to life in Christ. Only as

they come to believe and profess that

faith can we know that they have been

born again.



Questions

1 . What evidence is there that I have
received the inner call, through the
work of the Holy Spirit in my heart,

to believe in Jesus?

2. In what way do I join God's peo-
ple in issuing to sinners an outward call

to believe in Jesus?

From Calling
to Decision
John 3:16-21

i Jesus was not satisfied merely to call

men to believe in him. He wanted them
to make the decision. He did this by
facing them with a choice of destinies.

By this they would see that if they
neglected to respond to his call, then
their destiny was already set: separa-
tion from God forever.

The normal destiny for man was to
perish because, from the time of
Adam, all men born into the world
were condemned to die. There was
nothing men could do about it.

The key word, therefore, in John
3:16, is the word love. It was the love
of God that gave any possibility of
men having any other destiny than to
perish. To perish was not a sentence to
be passed in the future; it was the pres-
ent state of affairs. The new thing was
the love of God which could make a
difference in the inevitable destiny of
man.

God's love is always shown by what
he does, not merely by what he prom-
ises. That is why the verse goes on to
say that God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son that
whoever believes on him should not
perish (the normal destiny of men) but
have eternal life (v. 16).

To make this even clearer, the writer
explains that God did not send Jesus
into the world to judge the world or
condemn it. It was under condemna-
tion already. He came to save men
from that inevitable destiny.

Faith in Jesus alone can save a man
from perishing forever from the pres-
ence of God. To refuse to believe in
Jesus is simply an indication that one
is not reborn and that God has not
worked in his life.

When men therefore turned from
hearing Jesus, as many of Nicodemus'
fellows had already done, they showed
that they loved the darkness of this
world and Satan's lies more than they

loved the truth, though they claimed
to be great lovers of truth.

In fact, those who refuse to believe
in Jesus show they love to do evil so
much that they do not want to take the
risk that their evil will be revealed by
Jesus. They stay away from him (v. 20).

The clear sign that one is a true
believer is that he readily comes to
Jesus and does not seek to cover up his

evil. He never pretends but openly con-
fesses his need of Jesus' forgiveness.

Furthermore, the true believer open-
ly comes to Jesus showing the good
works of his life as evidence that he has
been born again. He does what pleases
God and does all he does to God's
glory, as service to him.
We see how Jesus brought Nicode-

mus from the stage of sign seeing, to
teaching, to calling, and finally to a
decision. He demonstrated that
whether Nicodemus believes in him or
not, whatever he does is a decision for
or against Jesus.

There is not a neutral corner where
men can stand and say "I refuse to
make a commitment." Not to be com-
mitted to Jesus is to be committed
against him.

Questions

1
.
How does my life show my deci-

sion in respect to Jesus Christ?
2. How do my works show that I

have been born again?

Next week: "Signs of New Life,"
John 4. rjj

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.

A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.
Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity
discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant
Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436

A GIFT OF MUSIC for you, a loved one,
or your church pianist. Sacred Keyboard, a
monthly piano arrangement and hymn story
arranged by Gail Smith. Subscribe now: Four
Months—$10, One year—$24. Send check to
Gail Smith, P.O. Box 9583, Fort Lauderdale
FL 33310.

CHURCHES
SCRANTON, PA. New Life Presbyterian

Church (Orthodox Presbyterian) meeting at
Seventh Day Adventist building, 1407 N.
Wyoming Ave. Sunday School 3:00 p.m.,
Worship service 4:00 p.m. For information
call Missionary-at-Large Bernard J. Stone-
house, (215) 576-5474, locally ca ll 842-2974.

DALLAS! A growing PCA congregation
committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Pastor
David L. Nelson. 5639 Forest Lane, Dallas
Texas. Phone (214) 386-0121.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A chur^p^mg
ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)
at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,
Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.o'
Box 71, Fairport

, NY 14450. (71 6) 223-6777.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREaTn^C
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-
ship with us at the new Highlands PCA Call
(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-

FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,
11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative
verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or
more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-__COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Uphols^mg^w
pews, furniture installation and repairs,
pulpit furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40
years experience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC
28752. Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONSr^dded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled
velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
400,000, four manual, 69 rank Austin Pipe Or-

gan needs Church Organist. Part time posi-
tion; salary $10-12,000. Greater Metro-New
York area. Also to do choir directing and
oversee music program of an evangelical con-
gregation in the PCUSA. If you wish full-time
work, and are willing and gifted in Christian
Ed. and youth work, could talk. Contact
Head of Staff, First Presbyterian Church,
Main Street and Scotland Road, Oranee NJ
07050.
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ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT—
with commitment to Christian higher educa-

tion, an earned doctorate, demonstrated ad-

ministrative ability in academic affairs, and

college teaching experience. Submit cover let-

ter, vita and list of references with addresses

and telephone numbers by February 1, 1985

to Dr. Stewart M. Lee, Chairman, Search

Committee, Geneva College, Beaver Falls, PA
15010. AC (412) 846-5100, Ext. 224.

EVANGELICAL PASTOR seeking posi-

tion in Presbyterian or independent church.

Holds M. Th. degree. Emphasis on evangel-

ism and discipleship. Contact Cleve Chandler,

P.O. Box 726, Caddo Mills, TX 75005. (214)

527-3710.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-

ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and

Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, FL 33512, or ph. (904) 796-0674.

FACULTY NEEDED—strong Christian

college (2000 students) seeks faculty in math,

elementary education, computer, political

science, psychology, and communication arts.

Send resume to Box RS, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802,

before Jan. 31, 1985. Ph.D. preferred; M.A.

considered.

COVENANT COLLEGE is seeking ap-

plicants for a faculty position in foreign lan-

guages, with responsibility for French and

Spanish instruction. Candidates should have

a high interest in the small Christian college,

a special sensitivity to individual student de-

velopment, and a commitment to Reformed,

Presbyterian distinctives. Terminal degree

preferable. If interested, contact Dr. Nicholas

Barker, Vice President for Academic and Stu-

dent Affairs, Covenant College, Lookout

Mountain, TN 37350. Letter of application

and resume should be received by January 31.

MINISTER OF VISITATION: Part-time

position to visit shut-ins and hospital visits,

also be part of church staff clergy team.

Salary range $4-6,000 per year. Vacation time

negotiable—we would want to be flexible re-

garding your vacation needs. Contact Head

of Staff, First Presbyterian Church, Main

Street and Scotland Road, Orange, NJ 07050.

ASSOCIATE PASTOR in Christian Ed./

Youth Administration needed for a 650-mem-

ber evangelical congregation in the PCUSA
in greater Metro-New York area. Salary

$20,000, some benefits. Send resume and ref-

erences to Head of Staff, First Presbyterian

Church, Main Street and Scotland Road,

Orange, NJ 07050.

YOUTH DIRECTOR WANTED, Knox

Presbyterian Church, 630 Spadina Avenue,

Toronto, Canada, M5S 2H4, needs a Youth

Director. Ability to direct summer camping

program essential. Due to Canadian immigra-

tion laws the post would best suit Canadians.

Applicants should write Senior Minister for

job description, etc.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants for a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term. Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CS1 and ISACS.

Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a

Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

tgape

Vdloj

An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D

% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

New EPC Church
Seeks Senior Pastor

August 15, 1983 marked the begin-

ning of our Bible-based EPC Mission

Church in the rapidly growing town

of Rochester, Michigan. Worship

Service attendance is steadily

increasing and now exceeds 120.

Send resume to Pastoral Search

Committee, Faith Evangelical

Presbyterian Church, 1000 W.
University Drive, Rochester,

Michigan 48063.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

WANTED: Christian M.D.; Emergency De-
partment in college town, 16,000 visits/year,

reasonable hours. ACLS/ATLS required.

Considering planting OP church. Contact R.

Harryman, M.D., Rt. 2, Potsdam, NY 13676;

(315) 265-2788.

SERVICES

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and turmshed

on your lol Average price

$42/sa fi We design lor

sealing 1 30 or more
(Not preiabncaied)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms nursery choir robe rooms, baptistry

steeple carpet and Sanctuary with padded pews

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from S22/sq. ff.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call lor FREE information and brochures
(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed in the Southeast

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

OvCS m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

TRAVEL

SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Heaven Can't Wait

PLATFORM PLANK No. 9

Some friends of mine happened to be
traveling through southwestern Geor-
gia over a recent weekend and attended
a Baptist church on the Sunday morn-
ing. Jimmy Carter was teaching from
Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians
concerning the Second Coming of
Christ.

One of the points that Mr. Carter
had to make was that during his years
in the White House his constant pre-
occupation had to be with the danger
of nuclear holocaust. Much of the
world, of course, shared that preoccu-
pation though with less sense of re-

sponsibility. But what the world
should be preoccupied with, Mr. Car-
ter went on, is the coming judgment of
God.

The Apostle Paul brought home this
point to worldly leaders on more than
one occasion. At the meeting of the
Areopagus in Athens he said concern-
ing idolatry: "In the past God over-
looked such ignorance, but now he
commands all people everywhere to re-
pent. For he has set a day when he will
judge the world with justice by the man
he has appointed. He has given proof
of this to all men by raising him from
the dead" (Acts 17:30-31). Later, be-
fore the Roman governor Felix and his
Jewish wife Drusilla, "Paul discoursed
on righteousness, self-control, and the
judgment to come" (Acts 24:25).

But our world does not have much
sense of a judgment to come. It does
not look at this life from the stand-
point of eternity. Many regard this life
as hell or else are seeking to make it

their heaven, not realizing that there is

a much more awful hell beyond this
life—but also a much more glorious
heaven than this world can ever
be.

What will heaven be like? Peter
Kreeft in his 1982 book Everything
You Ever Wanted to Know About
Heaven, But Never Dreamed ofAsk-
ing comments that people may be im-
pelled toward an eternal perspective

out of a fear of hell but tend not to be
attracted to heaven because they think
it will be boring. Far from it, says this
Boston College professor whose Ro-
man Catholicism is much influenced
by the writings of C.S. Lewis. Heaven,
according to Kreeft, will include pur-
gatory, the communion of the saints,
and the beatific vision in overlapping
stages. The purgatory stage will involve
our coming to understand ourself and
all of the influences for good or evil
that we as individuals had in this life;

not without pain, this will be for the
edification that self-knowledge—
"knowing as we are known"—can
bring. The communion of the saints
will involve our coming to understand
what every other believer went through
in this life; this would be more fasci-
nating than any movies or historical
novels that we may have enjoyed. And
the beatific vision would involve our
exploring what God has done and is—
an infinite subject that will occupy us
for all of eternity. Paul saw this as the
ultimate purpose of redemption when
he wrote: "And God raised us up with
Christ and seated us with him in the
heavenly realms in Christ Jesus, in
order that in the coming ages he might
show the incomparable riches of his
grace, expressed in his kindness to us
in Christ Jesus" (Ephesians 2:6-7).

Kreeft is convincing about heaven
not being boring, but I would point out
that Paul was referring to the present,
not just the future. There is a notyet—
"in the coming ages"—in his state-
ment, but there is also a now—"God
raised us up with Christ"— "seated us
with him in the heavenly realms in
Christ Jesus." Medieval Catholic spir-
ituality saw union with Christ as the ul-

timate experience, the final conclusion
of the process of illumination and pur-
gation through mystical meditation.
But the Protestant Reformers and Pur-
itans saw the believer's union with
Christ as the glorious fact, accepted
through faith, that is the starting point
of the spiritual life. Eternal life is not
something that begins after death; it

starts right now in this life.

Heaven need not wait. Our sancti-
fication—what purgatory in the tradi-
tional Catholic sense was all about—
is certainly to be going on in this life.

So too the communion of the saints.
Even the beatific vision, as the Lord
allows us glimpses of his glory from
time to time to keep us moving on the
heavenward path. The now may prove
rewarding, but the not yet will be more
wonderful on a scale beyond our imag-
ination.

Think of the Apostle Peter and his
excited response to the glory he beheld
on the Mount of Transfiguration. The
now was overwhelming. But he could
still stumble. Even more glorious were
his encounters with the risen Christ, re-

storing him to fellowship after his de-
nials and filling him with the Holy
Spirit for service. How much more
glorious must the not yet be for
Peter!

Think of Adam and Eve, driven
from the Garden of Eden for their dis-

obedience to their Creator. What nos-
talgic memories they must have had of
that paradise guarded by a flaming
sword. What longing they had when
the first son was born, possibly the
"Seed of the woman" who would
crush that Serpent's head and make
things right with God again. How they
must have rued the day of their origi-
nal sin as its effects were manifested
when Cain slew Abel and then was ex-
iled. How wonderful it would be to
have paradise regained!

Yet heaven will be more than just
paradise regained. There will be one in-

gredient to it that even the angels have
not experienced. Adam and Eve, Pe-
ter, and we will there know the full

meaning of forgiveness—the grace of
God that brought us back to fellowship
with him through the death of his
unique Son, Jesus Christ. If what we
know now is great, the not yet will re-

quire "the coming ages" that "he
might show the incomparable riches of
his grace, expressed in his kindness to
us in Christ Jesus." qfj
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50 years of commitment

Born in 1936 out of a commitment to the inerrancy of

Scripture and the Gospel of the historic Presbyterian

church, the OPC remains firm in its commitment to

the cardinal doctrines of orthodox Christianity as

summarized in the Westminster Confession of Faith

and catechisms. We are also committed to preserving

the property rights of local congregations and have

consciously avoided anything resembling a denomi-

national hierarchy.

50 years of experience

With almost 50 years of development as a denomina-

tion, we are beyond the foundation stage. We provide

the stability of a mature church while at the same time

evidencing a desire to grow and become more the

church God wants us to be.

Ifyou are an established congregation

considering denominational affilia-

tion or are a group of people who are

interested in beginning a new church,

write us for more information or a

personal visit.

The closer you get,

the better we look.

50 years of resources

Building on the foundation of great theologians and renowned
missionaries, the OPC continues to contribute to the broader

church with significant leaders in counselling, missions and
evangelism and with the widely acclaimed presbyterian Trinity

Hymnal. With churches and chapels in 41 of the 50 United States,

we provide the breadth of perspective and support of a national

church. With foreign missionaries in 6 areas of the world and
contact and cooperation with denominations in places like

Australia, France, New Zealand, the Orient and Africa, we haw
worldwide interaction and outreach.

After 50 years, still on the move

The OPC has a pattern of sustained membership growth with

increases in 19 of the last 20 years. Home Mission churches grew;

record 15% last year and have accelerated to a 26% yearly rate the

first half of 1984. Evangelism in established churches was en-

hanced with the calling of a denominational Director of

Evangelism and Church Development. Both our ministerial

training and Christian education programs are being signif-

icantly expanded.

ORTHODOXPRESBYTERIAN CHURC
7401 Old York Rd.

Philadelphia, PA 19126

(215) 635-0447
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Humiliation
At Christmas the infinitely powerful became the

picture of dependence. See page 6.



MAILBAG

THE REAL MEANING OF STEWARDSHIP

I want to congratulate Mr. Calvin

Beisner and Mr. T. M. Moore on their

timely articles concerning "Churches
and the Poor" (Journal, Nov. 14). Mr.
Beisner shows the churches have the

money (resources) and Mr. Moore
shows, by doing the job, not only will

the poor be taken care of, but God will

be glorified, all of which is the true

mission of the church.

It is my hope that the seminaries will

train a generation of young ministers

in the real meaning of stewardship

(emphasizing tithing), thereby filling

the pulpits of the churches and the ad-

ministrative offices of the denomina-
tion with leaders who will bring us

back to God's standards in regard to

the relationship of our material posses-

sions to God—such leaders as the late

Dr. Bob S. Hodges and the late Dr.

Jim Patton, who headed the Steward-

ship Department of the PCUS for

many years.

—W. A. L. Sibley

Presbyterian Home
Clinton, S.C.

ON TITHING, ROBBING, AND BADGERING

I read Pastor Settle's article on tithing

(Nov. 14). I have no personal objec-

tions to people who preach about

tithing, and I try my very best to give

more than ten percent of what I make.

But, he starts out with a good exposi-

tion of Malachi 3. However, I don't

know if I can agree with the inference

he makes that God delays his blessings

of the coming servant because Israel

"robbed God" in tithes and offerings.

Is the New Testament believer rob-

bing God when he or she doesn't tithe?

I give because I love the Lord, and I

give in proportion to my love for him.

I don't want to give out of fear that

God is accusing me of robbery.

I feel that the preaching on tithing

from Malachi 3 gives an unbalanced

view of the Old Covenant Scriptures.

A more precise formulation is given in

Deuteronomy 14:22-27.

I have yet to hear one of our preach-

ers who emphasized tithing ever in-

clude Deuteronomy 14:26, which says

that it's all right for those who live far

away from the temple to spend their

tithe on "strong drink."

Please understand, I'm not saying

that any Christian should give less than

ten percent. But, should we badger

people into giving by telling them that

they're robbing God if they don't

tithe? I think not.

—Moishe Rosen
"Jews for Jesus"

San Francisco, Calif.

(Ed.— It would be good to include Deuter-

onomy 14:28-29, which shows the tithes be-

ing used tor "the aliens, the fatherless, and
the widows" as well as the Levites.)

CLERGY OR THE JUDGES?

In your Nov. 14 issue Mary Thomp-
son stated, "I remember reading that

once before when religious fervor was
transformed into political power in this

country, Puritan courts sentenced

'witches' to death with the approval of

the Puritan clergy." This statement re-

flects a commonly held myth perpe-

trated in large part by Arthur Miller's

historically undernourished play The
Crucible. Recent scholarship acknowl-

edges that the witch issue was not ad-

vanced by the clergy but rather by the

civil magistrates. However, the clergy

were culpable in that they disagreed

with the trials silently, and did not

complain openly until it was too late.

Nevertheless, let the old myth be dis-

pelled: it was the civil judges who were

the witch hunters—in both England

and America.

—Raymond Ide

Lancaster, Pa.

A "CHURCH GROWTH" VIEW

Your November 21 issue was top-

notch. Keep up the good work, I real-

ly enjoy the magazine. I just wish it

was twice as large!

With regard to the question you put

forth, "Is Our Christianity Too
American?", it would have been good
to include an article written strictly

from the "church growth" viewpoint.

In Understanding Church Growth,

Donald McGavran says, ".
. .men

Ministers

William A. Fitzhenry from Mont Belview, Tex.,

to the Covenant Church (PCA), Houston, Tex.,

as assistant minister.

Churches

The following PCA churches have been organ-

ized:

Glen Burnie, Md. Evangelical Church. Bradford

E. Allison is pastor.

Christ Church, Marietta, Ga. Allen M. Baker,

III is pastor.

Shady Grove Church, Gaithersburg, Md. Gary

Yagel is pastor.
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understand the Gospel better when ex-

pounded by their own kind of people.

They prefer to join churches whose

members look, talk, and act like them-

selves" (page 227). John Mason touched

on this in his review of The Gospel

of Gentility, but a lot more could have

been said.

Our goal is to reach the lost with the

gospel of Jesus Christ. Following the

principles emphasized by McGavran
and others, it seems that American
churches should seek to embody
American values and traditions as

much as they possibly can. Likewise,

churches in other nations should ag-

gressively seek to embody their local

cultures and traditions.

Therefore, from this viewpoint, the

response to the question "Is Our
Christianity Too American?" might

be: American Christianity should have

a distinctive American flavor. Ameri-

can missionaries should be trained to

discard their American church tradi-

tions in favor of the traditions of their

fields.

Thanks again for a thought-provok-

ing issue.

—(Rev.) Marshall C. St. John
Concord, N.C.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I The true meaning of Christmas—we often hear sentimen-

tal expression of this in song or advertisement during the holiday season.

But no one can begin to grasp the true meaning of Christmas who does not

realize the deity of Christ. "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God," says John 1:1. "Through him all

things were made," John goes on to say in verse 3, and then in verse 14

we have his amazing Christmas statement: "The Word became flesh and
lived for a while among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one

and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth."

I I This knowledge of Jesus as God is what makes his in-

carnation, his becoming flesh, so amazing. The humiliation of his becom-
ing human is the focus of this Christmas issue. Linda Belz introduces the

theme with her reflection on Christ's humiliation in being born. Joan Braun-

ing develops the theme of the humanity of Jesus in the womb of the virgin

Mary and applies it to the contemporary problem of abortion. Stephen Crotts

looks at the incarnation from the Apostle Paul's viewpoint and applies the

lessons to our helping those in need.

1 I In response to our question of December 5 concerning

who currently holds the longevity record in American Presbyterian circles,

Rev. Sinclair W. Reid of Northumberland, Pa. informs us that Mrs. Laura
Griffith will be 106 on next February 10. She has been a member of the

Washington United Presbyterian Church of Allenwood, Pa. since her 16th

birthday in the spring of 1895. Although she is now blind and has great

difficulty in hearing, she recently recited the 23rd Psalm when Mr. Reid

had prayer with her. Can anyone top Mrs. Griffith's 106 years or 90-year

membership in one church?

I I Among the many encouraging results from his summer
evangelistic campaign in England Billy Graham shared this story, as reported

by Religious News Service. While in the industrial city of Birmingham the

evangelist stopped a school boy in the street one day and asked the way
to the nearest post office to send a letter to the U.S. The youngster directed

the American stranger. Then Graham, never slow to miss a chance, said

to the boy, "Son, if you come to my meeting tonight, I'll show you the

way to heaven." "Not likely," was the reply. "You don't even know your
way to the post office."

I I The Charlotte Observer for December 5 carried a letter

from Rev. John E. Eliason, pastor of Piedmont Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) of Burlington, N.C. in which he took issue with a Billy Graham
statement: "The Bible also is as up-to-date as tomorrow's headlines because

it tells us about God, and God does not change." After tracing various Bib-

lical indications of God's wrath as well as his love, Mr. Eliason asks, "Which
God is the real one?" "The point is that the Bible is not the book with all

the answers," he continues. "It may raise more questions than the reader

wants to deal with." It certainly does raise questions, but one of its answers

is that there is but one God, whose holy wrath exercises judgment and whose
loving grace has provided a way of salvation through the One whose com-
ing we celebrate. I'll stick with Billy and the Bible's answers. They know
the way to heaven. [Q
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NEWS OF RELIGION

NAE Leader Assesses '85 Legislative Agenda
MINNEAPOLIS (RNS)—An official

of the National Association of Evan-

gelicals (NAE) says it is unlikely that

Congress, at its coming session, will

send down a human life amendment to

the states to ratify.

And prospects for action on volun-

tary school prayer and tuition tax

credits also appear dim, according to

Forest Montgomery, counsel for the

NAE Office of Public Affairs.

He gave "an insider's view" of 1985

politics, in Washington, at a "Day on
the Hill" seminar here sponsored by

three organizations of evangelicals: the

Berean League of Minnesota, the

Greater Minneapolis Association of

Evangelicals, and the Greater St. Paul

Association of Evangelicals. It was
held at Trinity Lutheran Church of

Minnehaha Falls.

Montgomery, a lawyer who once

served with the U.S. Treasury Depart-

The pastor of the world's second artificial

heart implant patient says he considers the

surgery to be a "God-given gift." While a

national debate escalated about the ethics

of such high-cost procedures, Rev. Joseph
Kirsch of St. Joseph Catholic church in

Jasper, Ind., reported that he had coun-
seled extensively with William J. Schroeder
before the surgery, and that several hun-

dred of Schroeder's fellow parishioners

gathered for a prayer service on the evening
on his operation. upi Photo

ment, said that congressional approval

of a human life amendment does not

appear "politically possible."

He indicated he felt the greatest

hope for reversing the 1973 Roe vs.

Wade decision which legalized abor-

tion would be through appointment of

new justices to the Supreme Court by

President Reagan.

"If he appoints justices of the San-

dra Day O'Connor ilk, the course of

the law can be changed," he said,

pointing out that the court often

changes earlier opinions.

He noted that by the time Reagan
leaves office, five of the current

justices will be 80 or almost 80. He also

said that the court "has shown a more
conservative heart recently."

Asked whether there was a chance

for the voluntary school prayer amend-
ment to pass Congress, Montgomery
responded: "Quite candidly, no."

He pointed out that the amendment
received 56 votes in the Senate during

the last session, 1 1 votes short of the

two-thirds needed. He said that in the

House, the proposal was referred to

the House judiciary committee which

he described as "the graveyard for

anything remotely religious."

He said there are "a lot" of

Democratic and Republican House
members who would refuse to sign a

petition seeking to get the legislation

discharged from the committee.

Montgomery said the fact that, at

the last session, Congress passed the

equal access act, giving student

religious groups access to public school

facilities, had taken some of the

pressure off the drive to get a school

prayer bill enacted.

"If the Supreme Court—and I do

not expect it—were to strike down the

equal access act, my answer (about

whether a voluntary school prayer bill

could pass Congress) would be dif-

ferent," he added.

In answer to another question,

Montgomery said he had been told by

a former White House official that the

Reagan administration plans to push

a measure that would give tax credits

to parents of students enrolled in non-

public schools. Such a measure is en-

dorsed by the NAE, Montgomery
said.

Even a modest amount of tax credits

would be difficult to pass because of

the huge budget deficit, which, he said,

would be "an overriding considera-

tion."

The NAE official expects that a pro-

posed equal rights amendment will be

introduced again into Congress, but

said it faces "a very, very tough" road

because its proponents will not accept

modifications stating the amendment
would not guarantee a right to abor-

tion.

He noted that ERA lost by six votes

in the House in the last session, and
that voters in the November election

chose 10 new House members who
would oppose an unamended ERA.
Montgomery said an attempt will be

made to amend the Civil Rights Act,

particularly the exemption which the

law grants to religious organizations.

He dismissed the possibility of

passage of gay rights legislation in

Congress. As a practical matter, "it

has no real constituency," and should

not be of too much concern to evan-

gelicals, he said.

Montgomery said an exit poll con-

ducted by CBS in the November elec-

tion discovered that among people who
identified themselves as evangelicals,

80 percent were voting for Mr. Rea-

gan.

"In the Democratic Party," he said,

"46 percent of its constituents are

against abortion on demand, but at the

party's convention in San Francisco,

only nine percent of the delegates took

this stand. So you have a party out of

synch with its constituency."

The last election, Mr. Montgomery
said, "was remarkable for its emphasis

on religion in politics. Although the

issues got thoroughly confused, what

came out is an awareness by the public

that religion counts and that people

have deeply felt needs and value
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systems that are not being addressed.

"Certainly we see the beginning of

an awareness by evangelicals and

others that they need to register to

vote, to vote, and to become active.

We are to be the salt of the earth.

What an opportunity and obligation

we have!" 31

South African Blacks
Walk Out of Conference

BREUKELEN, Netherlands (RES)

—Objecting to the presence of five

white South Africans, three of them
teachers at a Christian university in

that country, 12 black Reformed South

Africans withdrew from a conference

here sponsored by the International

Council for the Promotion of Chris-

tian Higher Education.

The conference itself did not deal

with apartheid, but with the task of

Christian higher education, particu-

larly in the Third World. The con-

ference was intended as an open
gathering, open to all who subscribed

to the basis and goals of the council.

Concluding its meetings without the

black delegates, the conference
adopted a statement calling apartheid

a sin and any theological effort to

justify apartheid a heresy. The resolu-

tion also called on those working in in-

stitutions of Christian higher education

which might support apartheid to work
for the dismantling of the practice.

The five white South Africans teach

at Potchefstroom University for Chris-

tian Higher Education, a large multi-

racial school in South Africa.

"The conference showed," said one

participant, Dr. Bernard Zylstra of the

Institute for Christian Studies in

Toronto, "that talking with [South

African] blacks and whites at the same
time and in the same place is becom-
ing nearly impossible." B]

Virginia Baptists Approve
Ordination of Women

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (RNS)—In

opposition to the stand taken by their

national organization, the Southern

Baptist Convention, Virginia Southern

Baptists voted 602-200 here to uphold
the "right and responsibility of women
to engage in any ministry to which God
has called them."
The state association's stand goes

against a non-binding resolution

adopted in June by the Southern Bap-

tist Convention in Kansas City which

states that women should not be or-

dained because the first sin was com-
mitted by a woman. The resolution

adopted here states that "men and
women share equally the guilt for the

advent of human sin in the world."

Although the effect of the resolution

in Virginia may be small since each

congregation is autonomous, it has

sparked a controversy between fun-

damentalists and moderates in the de-

nomination. Some churches already

ordain women. CTJ

Also in the News .

.

.

Moral Majority leader Jerry

Falwell lost his $45 million libel suit

against Hustler publisher Larry Flynt,

whose magazine had ridiculed Falwell

in an obscene ad. The jury indicated

that no reader of the magazine would
have taken the matter seriously, and

therefore no technical libel had been

committed. But the jury did award
Falwell $100,000 for "emotional dis-

tress."

The Presbyterian Church USA
(PCUSA) has agreed to pay former

stated clerk William P. Thompson two
years' salary in a severance agreement.

Thompson, who served the former

United Presbyterian Church USA
(UPCUSA) as its chief permanent of-

ficer, lost that position when the

UPCUSA merged in 1983 with the

Presbyterian Church US. Thompson
will receive $56,000 for each of the two
years, in addition to medical and re-

tirement benefits.

The Free Reformed Faculty of

Theology at Aix-en-Provence, France,

is celebrating its tenth anniversary. The
school has a faculty of seven and stu-

dent body of 70, and officials say it

could not have remained open during

the last decade without support from

sources outside France. Much of that

support has come from conservative

Presbyterian denominations in the

U.S. The school was organized in 1974

to meet the need among France's Pro-

testant churches for Biblically trained

pastors. Fewer than one million

Frenchmen claim to be Protestant,

while most of the country's 40 million

people are Roman Catholic. CB

COCU Planners Say It's

'Time To Pop Question'

BALTIMORE—"COCU as marriage

broker has done just about all it can

do for the moment. It has even drafted

out for the churches how to pop the

question. An engagement ring is the

next step, and that has to happen be-

tween the churches."

That is how Rev. John Deschner of

Perkins School of Theology sums up
the present status of proceedings

within the Consulation on Church
Union (COCU), a 22-year-old series of

negotiations among nine mainline Pro-

testant denominations.

Delegates from the nine churches

met here to propose final amendments
to a statement of theological agree-

ment. The agreement, called "In Quest

of a Church Uniting," is being sent to

the nine churches for approval.

But then, leaders said here, with

such a basis laid, the churches them-

selves will need to generate the

mechanisms for actual merger. Desch-

ner and others implied that a little

pushing might be needed.

"There is little doubt that the ecu-

menical winds have faded in our con-

stituencies since 1970," he said. "If

COCU were asking the churches how
they 'feel' about union, I would trem-

ble. ... If we are wise and responsible

representatives of COCU in our de-

nominations, that is very particularly

what we need to avoid doing."

"It is not a question," said the Dallas

theologian, "of whether our churches

really want union, but of when." He
said he did not underestimate the prob-

lem of building support for the idea.

"In fact, our most difficult task is to

generate in our constituencies a wider

and deeper desire for union."

Presbyterians here, representing the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA),
supported the theological statement

basically as is, asking that it be adopted

with as little amendment as possible.

But representatives of the United

Church of Christ (UCC) were less than

happy with the virtual absence of

"presbyters" in the proposed polity of

a new church. Instead, oversight of the

church would rest primarily with

"bishops." UCC representatives

pressed for a "reformed episcopate"

including presbyters—deacons and
laity—along with the bishops. d
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Humiliation

LINDA BELZ

"Just hold still, now, honey. I'm go-

ing to put something on your teeth that

will show us all the spots you forgot

to brush during the last year."

Red junk dribbled out both sides of

my mouth, and the hygienist uncere-

moniously yelled into the next room,
"Hey, Martha! Come get a load of

this!" I, meanwhile, tried to remember

what Winnie the Pooh would've called

a Sustaining Truth: all the best things

in life involve humiliation. The more
good will come of something, the

more humiliating it is. If you doubt

that, ask any new mother about hav-

ing babies. Some of the old mothers

have forgotten.

Almost all medical events, for that

matter, require humility for success.

The intonation, "Well, Mrs. B., let's

have a look," never fails to make me
groan inwardly. If I could show a doc-

tor something newsworthy or histori-

cally significant, it wouldn't be so bad.

But warts? Try acne. Don't even men-
tion the unmentionables.

Obviously, it's important to get

things fixed, and sometimes you have

to hire a pro to fix them. That doesn't

make it any less painful to hear a hair

The author is a homemaker in

Kirkwood, Mo. She, her husband,
attorney Mark Belz, and their family

worship in the Old Orchard Church
(PCA) in Webster Groves, Mo.

stylist say, "Where in the world did

you get this horrible cut, sweetheart?"

(Only once did I have the pleasure of

replying, "From you! Don't you
remember?" He didn't remember be-

cause it had been six months.)

The plumber usually manages at

least one blow to your pride: "Whadda
yer kids been flushin' down here

anyway, lady?" And anybody who
comes to clean or service anything will

invariably arch one eyebrow and ask

how long it's been since ....
This summer we had a landscape ar-

chitect look at our small property to

give us some ideas on repairing storm

damage. But I, being thoroughly bour-

geois and used to the random-plunk-

and-plant method of landscaping, was

totally intimidated by such a classy

gardener. I was sure he'd laugh at us.

He turned out to be a kindly, down-

to-earth fellow who gave us good
money-saving advice. Nevertheless,

when he first walked up to the house,

past the militant young crabgrass and

the embarrassed old junipers, I actual-

ly saw him chuckle. What I said was,

"Hello." What I wanted to say was,

"Hello. I'm just a neighbor. These

people don't seem to be home."
What does all this malarkey have to

do with Christmas?

Today's newspaper ran an article

about the Infrared Astronomical Satel-

lite launched last January, so-called,

no doubt, because its findings are as-

tronomical. They include a half dozen

"The Holy Family"—Rembrandt

comets, incredibly large rings and dust

clouds, and (this is where I had to sit

down for a minute) "an estimated

20,000 new galaxies, some of them
previously only faint smudges on
Earth-based telescopes."

Kids describing God's size hold their

arms wide and say, "Soooo big!"

Adults picture him striding across the

hills like Paul Bunyan, or if they feel

really expansive, they say he has the

whole world in his hands. God must

be amused, knowing that the kids are

as close to right as anybody.

I can almost imagine this Great Big

God talking to his Son, way back

when: "Son, some day I'm going to fix

sin finally and forever, and I want your

help. It won't be easy. You'll have to

leave all this," he said, motioning

toward thousands of galaxies that are

still faint smudges on satellite-based

telescopes. "You'll have to become a

tiny, helpless human newborn, the kind

Shakespeare will describe as 'mewling

and puking in his mother's arms.'

"Of course mankind ought to be the

ones brought low, not you. They're the

sinners. But, as you know, they won't

be in the least capable of this much
humiliation. A run-in with a plumber

will be about all they can take. What
do you say, Son? Are you game?"
And so the unthinkably big became

the pathetically little. The infinitely

powerful became the picture of depen-

dence. Humiliation.

Christmas. 31
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The Humanity of Jesus

JOAN BRAUNING

"Twas much that man was made like God
before

But that God should be made like man,
much more."

—John Donne

The focal point of human history is the

birth of Jesus Christ. His coming end-

ed the old order and initiated the new.

His birth began the fulfillment of the

Old Covenant prophecies. The signif-

icance of this event is reflected in the

fact that even our Western calendar

dates all events by their relationship to

this one.

Although ancient mythology de-

scribes god-men, only the Bible claims

a God who retains full deity and yet

assumed genuine humanity. Christians

make a great deal of the fact that Jesus

was fully God as well as truly man.
The incarnation—God becoming man
and dwelling among us—is a cardinal

tenet of Christian orthodoxy; the his-

toric Christian creeds testify to that.

Furthermore, those creeds insist on the

manner in which the incarnation came
about—that Jesus "was conceived by
the Holy Ghost, (and) born of the

virgin Mary" (Apostles' Creed); that

he was "God of the substance of the

Father, begotten before the worlds,

and man of the substance of his

mother, born in the world" (Athana-
sian Creed).

The miracle of God becoming
man—is it any surprise that Christmas
has become such an important holi-

day? Even the unbelieving world feels

the charm of that babe in Bethlehem.
Not even the commercialization of
Christmas can obscure the truth pro-

claimed in the carols heard everywhere
at this time.

The author serves on the board of
Alpha Pregnancy Services in

Philadelphia and is the Christian
Action Council's representative at

Tenth Presbyterian Church. Her hus-
band, Rev. Wayne Brauning, is a
PCA minister.

It was in the Garden of Eden that

God first indicated the identity and
vocation of the One who was to come.
He was to be the woman's offspring

and he would deliver mankind from
Satan's power. Later, when an unho-
ly people found direct contact with the

holy God intolerable, he both warned
and comforted them with the assur-

ance that his Prophet would come
"from among their brothers" (Deut.

18:14-18). He would be one of them,

so that he could be seen and heard

without the thunder and fire which so

terrified them at Sinai.

As revelation progressed, the iden-

tity of that One was pinpointed

further—his tribe, his family within

that tribe, the place of his birth, and
even his name all were recorded hun-

dreds of years before his birth. Fur-

thermore, this was to be no ordinary

birth, for his mother would be a virgin.

And so the message came to Mary
that she was chosen to be the mother
of the Son of God. He was to be "bone
of her bone and flesh of her flesh." To
put it in 20th-century language, he

would carry her genes in every cell of

his body—and he would carry them
for eternity!

But why did God choose this way

—

of conception, pregnancy, and a

woman's birth pains—to bring his Son
into the world? The writer of Hebrews
explains it this way: Jesus "had to be

made like his brothers in every way, in

order that he might become a merciful

and faithful high priest in service to

God, and that he might make atone-

ment for the sins of the people" (Heb.

2:17). To die for our sins, the Christ

must be human, for God cannot die.

To be like his brothers in every way,
he had to share their entire human ex-

istence. Thus, in order to become our
Savior, Jesus began his human life as

we begin our own, from a fertilized

egg.

The Creator of the universe was a

fetus in the body of Mary of Nazareth;

he became the "unformed substance"

described in Psalm 139:16. Conceived

before his mother's marriage to a man
who was not his biological father,

Jesus subjected himself to the scorn of

being labeled a bastard. All of this he

did in order to destroy Satan—that an-

cient foe who holds the power of

death.

But what practical significance does

this hold for us today? Besides the ob-

vious implications for evangelism,

what do these facts have to say to our

culture and its attitude toward human
life?

Knowing the identity of Jesus and
the reason for his incarnation are

essential to understanding our own
meaning and purpose. Knowing the

"how" of his coming enhances our ap-

preciation of God's involvement with

unborn humanity. It also allows us to

recapture a sense of the wonder of con-

ception and an idea of the loving care

with which God creates fetal human
life.

Because Jesus was not ashamed to

take on our flesh and blood, it is not

our humanity that would cause us

shame, but our sin. Reflecting the im-

age and glory of God is the purpose of

man—a purpose Jesus accomplished

perfectly. When we accept his death as

the atonement for our sin, we are re-

created in God's image as Christ is

formed in us. In this way, some of the

dignity lost in the Fall is restored to us.

Although appreciating these facts is

important under any set of circum-

stances, the abortion statistics of our

day make our understanding and our

action urgent. One in eight U.S.

women of reproductive age has had a

legal abortion; many have undergone
more than one. Several of our large

cities report more abortions than live

births. What disdain for "wombed"
human life! We must communicate

—

by word and deed—God's valuation of

human life. We must assist those who
would be trapped in the abortion men-
tality. Indeed, when even Christians

succumb to that viewpoint, we need to

understand that conception and child-

bearing can serve redemptive purposes

today.

God commands his people to teach

his laws to their children, to "tell the

next generation the praiseworthy deeds

of the Lord. . .so the next generation

would know them, even the children

yet to be born, and they in turn would
tell their children. Then they would put

their trust in God and would not forget

Continued on p. 10, col. 3HmM
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The Way Up Is Down

STEPHEN M. CROTTS

"For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that though he was rich, yet for

your sake he became poor, so that by his

poverty you might become rich."

II Corinthians 8:9

You are aware of where to go to find

Christmas in the Bible. One may turn

to the Old Testament prophecies of

Isaiah, Baalam, Micah, or Genesis and

read of those who glimpsed Jesus from

afar. Matthew's gospel provides Jo

seph's story, while Luke gives us

Mary's perspective of Christ's birth.

Then there is John's Gospel which

takes us back to Bethlehem and be-

yond, when Jesus was in heaven with

God.
But are you aware that one may go

to the Apostle Paul for a study of

Christmas? It's true! And he provides

a fascinating perspective. You see, the

prophets looked forward to Christmas.

The Gospel writers look on Christ-

mas. But Paul looked back on Christ-

mas.

Jesus was born about 6 B.C. and

Paul wrote our text for today around

A.D. 56. Far removed from Bethle-

hem, Paul wrote of Christ's birth, not

with firsthand experience, but with

secondhand knowledge. He wrote hav-

ing most certainly read the Gospel of

Luke since Luke was his travelling

companion (Acts 21:1). And Luke
gives us one of the most thorough ac-

counts of Christ's birth assuring us

that he has "followed all things close-

ly" (Luke 1:1-4).

So, when Paul writes of Christmas

he writes not on the facts or events of

Christmas but on the meaning of

Christmas. He writes with the benefit

of research, over 60 years of historical

perspective, and a long life of medita-

tion.

The author is pastor of Christ

Church in Burlington, N.C. Educated
at Furman U., the U. of London,
Emory U., and L'Abri Fellowship, he
is a minister of the Presbyterian
Church in America.

All of this flows out in his writings.

And, so, we come to II Corinthians

8:9. Paul is writing to the church in

Corinth, Greece. He tells them of the

poverty of fellow Christians in other

lands. And he asks them to use their

abundant resources to meet the need.

And then he reminds them of Christ's

incarnation saying, "For you know the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that

though he was rich, yet for your sake

he became poor, so that by his pover-

ty you might become rich."

Let's get into this now, and see what

light there is for us and the living of

our days.

He Was Rich

The first part of the text simply states,

"He was rich." But what does that

mean?
About this time each year there is a

Christmas tour of homes in the area.

Grand houses are opened, and for a

fee, one may visit the gaily decorated

homes of the wealthy. You can go see

how the other half lives! Well, there

are certain portions of Scripture one

may read and see how Jesus lived when
he was rich and in heaven. Isaiah 6 tells

of his throne and the beautiful music

of angels worshipping him. Revelation

21 tells of the harmony in heaven, the

peace, the lack of grief, pain, and

death. The streets are paved with gold

and there is plenty to eat. And John's

Gospel in the first chapter tells us of

Christ's oneness with God. Aye! "He
was rich!" That's an understatement!

Many of us here in America have

some of the privileges of Jesus when
he was rich. The harmonious compan-
ionships, the plenty of food and gold,

good health, a knowledge of God

—

it's all ours. Why, the most of us are

in the top 10% of the human race!

But note that wealth doesn't always

make one generous and caring. Wealth

and ease can foster in us an attitude of,

"I'm rich and I'm holding onto it for

all I'm worth!"
Sharing the gospel on college cam-

puses, I often talk with foreign

students from the Third World.
They've come from needy nations,

gotten a good education, learned

Christ, and made a good deal of

money. "Now what are you going to

do with your life?" I ask. "Will you
return to your people and help them
with what you know?" "No, Ste-

phen," I'm often told, "I will stay in

America. It's better here."

See the attitude? "I'm rich, thank

God! And I'll stay rich!"

History is full of situations like

this—the rich, and the rich choosing to

stay rich. But no situation is more
heartbreaking than the events of the

Irish potato famine of 1845 and fol-

lowing. During that time a blight

wiped out the potato crop for a num-
ber of years. And nearly two million

Irishmen could not afford to eat any-

thing else. So, they began to starve.

Relief could have come from many
sources. The wealthy landlords for the

most part turned their backs on them.

When they couldn't pay their rent, the

landlords evicted them and even tore

the roofs off their tenant cottages so

they could not return for shelter.

By and large, the British government

remained aloof of the situation. Oh,
they offered a minor public works pro-

gram but it came too late with too lit-

tle. Charles Trevalleon, a Christian

and a government official in England
said, "If we help them we'll have the

whole country on us." So he opted to

let "Nature take its course" and vaca-

tioned in France and later wrote a

book on the famine. Lord John

Russell, Prime Minister of England,

was begged to stand in the breech be-

tween life and death for the Irish. He
refused. Britain ruled the world but

refused to feed its near subjects!

Typhus broke out. There were not

enough coffins to bury the dead. The

poor died in fields, on the roads, and

in ditches. In a village of 3000, some

500 people starved to death. Dogs ate

the unburied corpses. The survivors ate

seaweed and mussels. Some even re-

sorted to cannibalism.
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And all the while there was plenty

of food in Ireland. Corn and meat

were actually exported all during the

famine. But the poor could not afford

it. And the rich would not give it.

Over a million people starved to

death.

Hundreds of thousands of others

immigrated to America.

And the seeds were sown for the bit-

terness that exists between the Irish and

the British even to this day. All because

the rich were rich and chose to stay

that way.

Yes, the Bible says, "He was rich."

But it doesn't stop there. It goes on to

say. . .

"Yet For Your Sake He Became Poor"

In other words, God was willing to get

involved. His attitude at Christmas

was, "I'm rich, sure! But for you I give

it all up just to come and love you as

my own children."

This is the Gospel: that God exists,

that he has come to us as a man, one

Jesus Christ, that he has made himself

a servant, and even died for our sins

that we who believe might have new
life.

Imagine that! The Creator serving

his creation!

You know the story: Jesus who was

rich became a man, was born in a sta-

ble. His mother was a peasant woman.
He worked as a carpenter and served

the masses healing, teaching ....
A few years ago I took a trip to

Bethlehem and visited a shepherd's

field that had a stable nearby. It was

actually a cave. Water dripped from its

walls. There was the smell of manure
all about. A spider built its web in the

corner. Strange Bedouin people were

all around. And a brisk wind cut like

a knife through the cave entrance. And
the Bible says rich Jesus was born in-

to such a situation. Not exactly the red

carpet treatment, is it?

Why?

He was rich. For our sake he became
poor. But why? Listen to Paul's ex-

planation once again in the text. "For
you know the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that though he was rich, yet for

your sake he became poor, so that by
his poverty you might become rich."

And that is exactly what has oc-

curred . . . "by his poverty . .
." we

have . . . "become rich."

The meaning of Christmas is this:

God became a fragile, helpless, hungry

baby in diapers who needed burping,

that we who believe in him might be-

come strong, mature, resourceful, pure

Christians filled with the praises of

God.
Somehow the birth of Christ, the in-

carnation, effected a transfer between

God and men. It made an exchange:

our sinfulness for his righteousness,

our weakness for his strength, our

rebellion for his obedience, our help-

lessness for his resources, our poverty

for his riches. Quite literally, Jesus

Christ became what we are that we

might become like him! He became

a son of man that we might become a

son of God!

Conclusion?

Well, then, what is the conclusion to

all this? What is its practical applica-

to Egypt and worked to bring out

God's people.

Paul could have even pointed to

himself. A man of means, a rabbi,

well-educated; he could have grabbed

a brass ring. Instead, he endured un-

told miseries evangelizing from the

mid-east to Europe.

But Paul points to none of these to

inspire involvement among the Corin-

thian Christians. Instead, he points to

the example of God in Jesus Christ,

and he appeals for us to do as Jesus

has done; to come down to serve.

Now, honestly, most of us like the

sound of all this talk. But the obe-

dience of it runs shallow in our lives.

We are like the romantic suitor who
said to his lady, "For you I'd climb the

highest mountain, swim the deepest

ocean, traverse the darkest jungle . . .

"The Holy Family crossing a brook"— Rembrandt

tion in our day? Paul makes that in

and around II Corinthians 8:9. He
points out the lack of resources in one

part of the world. And he points out

the abundance in the Corinthian

church. And he reminds them of Jesus,

who, though rich, set it all aside and
made himself poor, serving others that

they might live in the riches of God.
And Paul is asking them to go give

themselves like that too.

Paul could have pointed them to

Nehemiah, a cupbearer for the Persian

king, who set aside his ease to go to

the rubble of Jerusalem and begin to

rebuild.

He could have pointed them to

Moses, a happily married senior citi-

zen shepherding flocks who'd long ago
escaped from Egyptian slavery, but

who, on the call of God, went back in-

but I can't come over tomorrow, it's

gonna rain and I might get wet!"

We're like the wealthy young Phil-

adelphia merchant who was asked dur-

ing the Civil war why he didn't join the

Army. His reply: "I've already sent

three uncles, two brothers and thou-

sands of dollars in tax money, and I

tell you I stand fully prepared to even

send my mother-in-law!"

Much of our unwillingness to serve

comes from a distorted view of power
and success. Our popular view of

power today is to become a boss that

has 300 people under us serving our

aims. But the Biblical view of power
is to have 300 we serve! Jesus con-

trasted these views in Matthew 20:25

and following, where he said, "You
know that the rulers of the Gentiles

lord it over them. ... It shall not be
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so among you; but whoever would be

great among you must be your ser-

vant." Do you see? the way up is

down. It's not how many serve you,

but how many you serve that makes

you great in God's kingdom.
The definition of a servant is this:

He is one who enjoys helping someone
else succeed. And this year as part of
our Christmas celebration why not

UNDER MY PALM TREE

Standing Her Ground at 85

V

When my mother was asked to serve on the committee

to select a new minister for her church, she declined

at first. She had had some differences with the previous

man, and didn't think it was proper for her to serve.

The chairman assured her this was a different situa-

tion, and besides, he wanted people from all age

groups. Since Mom is 85, and there are others of equal

longevity in the congregation, the chairman was

thoughtful to give them representation.

What with a broken shoulder, fierce Adirondack winters, and a dissatis-

faction with "contemporary" worship services, Mom had become a member
of the First Church of Sunday Morning Television, pastored by Robert

Schuller. (Evenings she went to the Billy Graham crusades.) She hadn't been

to her own church very much, although it was very much her church, as

it has been since 1928.

Mom was recuperating from a toe operation, but she decided to serve

on the committee, foot bandage and all. Every Tuesday night she was there,

taking an active part, you can be sure. At the first meeting, the General

Presbyter was present, and he asked each committee member to state what

he or she thought was most important when selecting a minister. Mom an-

swered, "A minister who preaches the Word, and whose first priority is

the church." You may think this is to be assumed when choosing a minister,

but not in Mom's church. She brought it up at every meeting because some

people were against it.

When all the suggestions were summarized and typed, for the dossiers

to be sent to presbytery, Mom was amazed to learn that Proclamation of

the Word, and Evangelism, were listed first and second! Last week the com-

mittee had received nine replies, and Mom is reading them all very careful-

ly. "My first choice is the man who says he believes and teaches the Bible

as God's inerrant Word."
Mom writes, "I don't know if they are glad or sorry that I accepted as

I have upset their apple-cart at some of their meetings, but I stood my
ground." Eighty-five years old with a bandaged foot, and she is standing

her ground !—JEAN SHA W. CD

The Atlanta School
of Biblical Studies

ASBS—a Bible-based seminary, Bible college, and lay training center—is seeking to raise

funds, under God, for its "permanent home." This is a 10,800 sq. ft. building on two

acres of property in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.

Many of us have had a part in supporting other developing Christian institutions at strategic

times. If you would like to share in this strategic time for ASBS, write or call to contri-

bute or ask for further information.

ASBS-HOME, P.O. Box 150, Avondale Estates, GA 30002. Telephone (404) 292-6811.

follow in Jesus' steps? We who are rich

can look for ways to make ourselves

poor that others might share in the

riches of God.
It might mean missing our favorite

TV show to join that Bible study in

which we are needed.

It might mean giving up that extra

vacation so we'll have an extra thou-

sand dollars to give to missions.

It may mean your golf game will suf-

fer as you spend the time necessary to

romp with the children.

It will mean keeping a social sched-

ule that serves God and man and not

yourself.

It might mean going back to school,

freeing yourself up, and going to the

mission field in the Solomon Islands.

It will mean coming into the

fellowship and not saying, "I'll tell you
what you guys can do for me," but

asking, "What can I do for you?" It

will mean an openness to God as he

places you where you're most needed.

But whatever else it means, it will

mean that Christmas has come to your

life. It will mean you've learned the

way up is down.
As Paul put it in Philippians 2:5

following: "Have this mind among
yourselves, which you have in Christ

Jesus, who, though he was in the form

of God, did not count equality with

God a thing -to be grasped, but emp-
tied himself, taking the form of a ser-

vant .... Therefore God has highly

exalted him . . .
."

Dear souls, "Greater love hath no

man than this, that he lay down his life

for his friends" (John 15:13).

Aye! This! This is the true meaning
of Christmas. HI

Humanity— from p. 7

his deeds but would keep his com-
mands" (Ps. 78:4-7).

Jesus the God-Man has come. In the

light of his incarnation, we view our

own humanity and that of the genera-

tion yet unborn. As we begin to under-

stand the "much more" of God's be-

ing made like man, we will want to use

all the powers God gives us to rescue

a generation of unborn children from

slaughter. They too must hear the

"praiseworthy deeds of the Lord" and

"put their trust in God." Children are

the future of the church; they are the

ones who will pass on his message to

the world until Jesus comes again. [B
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Signs of New Life
For January 6, 1984. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 4
Key verses: John 4:39-42, 46-54

Devotional reading: John 4:5-24

Memory selection: John 4:42

Introduction

John tells us it was necessary for Jesus

to pass through Samaria on his way to

Galilee from Judea. But the necessity

was not geographical, it was moral.

Most Jewish people in those days,

because of the strong feelings of ani-

mosity between Jews and Samaritans,

would cross over the Jordan and go up
the east side to avoid crossing through

Samaria.

Jesus had no such prejudice and
therefore determined to cross through

Samaria. To have done otherwise

would have been the way of one filled

with strong bias against the Samari-

tans. This Jesus did not have.

What he had was life within him to

share with all, anywhere, who would
believe in him.

Life

1 Within
John 4:1-14

This glimpse of Jesus is very precious.

It shows the humanity of our Lord and
the burden he had to bear as he came
into the world to be a man and a ser-

vant among men.
Jesus was weary from the journey as

any of us would be after walking for

so long a time. That weariness was a

part of the price he was willing to pay
to become our Savior (v. 6).

There is no evidence that Jesus an-

ticipated that the woman of Sychar

would be coming there. He had chosen

to go that way because his heart was
pure and free of the normal prejudices

of men. Moreover, he stopped at the

well because he was weary—a limita-

tion of the flesh he had taken upon

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council of Churches of Christ.

himself. Because he was obedient to

the Father, fulfilling all righteousness,

he was in the right place at the right

time.

When the woman came to the well,

Jesus initiated the conversation.

Without his initiative it is obvious

nothing would have happened. The
woman did not expect him to speak to

her, because she knew the Jews had

nothing to do with Samaritans, par-

ticularly with Samaritan women.
But Jesus spoke to her because he

knew she was in need of help if she

would ever be right before God. He
had come to seek and to save the lost,

and she was certainly one of the lost.

Her lifestyle showed this.

Jesus did not hesitate to offer her the

gift of God he bore: living water flow-

ing out of his life into her own. He
offered her eternal life, though at first

she did not recognize this (v. 10).

The woman, confused because he

had spoken to her in the first place and

confused about what he meant by liv-

ing water, assumed he was talking

about some kind of literal water that

would make it unnecessary for her to

come to draw water any more. She

thought practically, not spiritually.

But Jesus persevered. He told her of

a water he had which when taken

would cause a well of water to spring

up in the recipient—eternal life (v. 14).

Of course, Jesus was offering her

eternal life through faith in him. He
had come to give eternal life to all who
would believe in him, not just Jews but

Samaritans and Gentiles alike.

He talked of the great work of re-

birth, the work of God's grace by

which men come from spiritual death

in sins to newness of life by faith.

Eternal life speaks not just of life

that lasts forever. It speaks of a quali-

ty of life not in the natural man. A life

that comes only from God. It was that

kind of life that Jesus was offering to

the woman of Sychar—a life within

that would restructure her daily life

and center it upon Christ and his

Word.

Questions

1. Does bias or prejudice control

what I do to any extent?

2. What can I learn from Jesus' ap-

proach to the woman of Sychar that

will help me to be a better witness?

Life

2 from Christ
John 4:15-26

As the conversation with the woman
progressed, Jesus brought her in-

creasingly to look to him as the one

who had what she needed. Finally, she

cried out to him to give her this water

(v. 15). It is not clear that she yet un-

derstood what he was offering, but she

had come to see that what she needed

he had.

Jesus, by ordering her first to go get

her husband, revealed that her life was
her big problem and that what stood

in the way of her coming to Christ and
receiving what he had to offer was her

refusal, thus far, to face up to her ir-

responsible life and repent of her sins.

She desired to change the subject

and began to involve Jesus in a discus-

sion of religion in general and the dif-

ferences between the Jewish and Sa-

maritan religions in particular.

This kind of ruse is frequent with

those who feel that witnesses for Christ

are getting too close to the heart of

their problem—change the subject, get

it off on something that can be argued

without resolution.

Jesus beautifully swept aside her at-

tempts to derail the conversation from
his primary objective. He again led her

to think about him who stood before

her and to realize that what she needed

he was ready to give her freely.

The object of Jesus' testimony to

her was that she see that she could not

please the Lord by this or that religion

or religious act or place of worship.

What mattered was the condition of

her heart.

The Lord has continually shown in
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his Word that the condition of the

heart of the worshiper is far more im-

portant than where he worships or

how.

This is evident from the worship of

Cain and Abel, of the Pharisee and the

Publican, and of the widow and the

rich man in the Temple. God looks at

the heart because anyone can outward-

ly go through the motions of worship

while far from God in his heart.

Finally, Jesus plainly told her that

he was the Messiah and her Savior.

Now, it was up to her to respond.

Questions

1. How can you build upon what

others know to lead them to Christ?

2. How concerned are you for what

others believe in their hearts as com-
pared with your concern for how they

outwardly act?

Life

3 Producing Life

John 4:27-42

The woman did respond to Jesus'

' BELHAVEN COLLEGE "
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"
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"
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words by leaving her waterpot. She
forgot what she had come there to do
and found something far more impor-

tant to her life. She flew to the village

to share her good news with others.

She was still asking questions (v. 29),

but now she gave evidence of believ-

ing in Jesus as the Messiah.

In the meantime, the disciples who
had gone into the village from which
she had come were returning. They
saw Jesus talking with her and were

undoubtedly as surprised as the

woman had been that he would do
this.

The disciples had thought first of

getting food for their bodies. Jesus had
thought of doing the will of the Father.

His meat (food) was first of all to do
the will of the Father and to accom-
plish what he had sent him to accom-
plish. Jesus wanted the diciples to learn

to behave this way too. He helped

them see that all around were multi-

tudes like this woman who needed the

Christ they had come to know.
The fields were white to harvest and

Jesus had come to harvest souls for the

Kingdom of God. They were to assist

him in this and so was the entire church

in the coming centuries into our own
time.

If all that the members of the church

ever thought about was meeting their

material needs, then they would not

put serving the Lord very high on their

priority list. They must learn that they

were in the world primarily to glorify

the Lord, doing the work he had given

them to do.

In other words, the life that Jesus

gave them through faith in him was to

produce life. They must reach out to

others and bring to them eternal life,

just as Jesus had offered it that day to

the Samaritan woman.
The disciples had undoubtedly passed

the woman on the way to the well as

they were making their way to the

town to buy bread. They had not

thought of sharing Christ with her or

with the other villagers they un-

doubtedly met that day.

Jesus wanted them to learn to do

better as his witnesses in the future

—

to redeem the time (v. 38).

We see how one life touched by

Jesus in turn touched many more. We
also see that she did not desire to be

the discipler of the village herself, she

wanted them to be disciples of Jesus

Christ, and this is just what they

became (vv. 40-42).



It is important to see that, when we
make disciples from all nations, we are

not making them our disciples but the

disciples of Jesus Christ. To get them
to follow him and learn from him
ought to be our chief concern.

Questions

1 . How much of my time do I dedi-

cate to putting food on my table?

2. How conscious of a world out

there without Christ am I, and how
much does it concern me?

New Life

4 for Families
John 4:43-54

Jesus moved on into Galilee to con-

tinue his earthly ministry, training the

disciples to carry on when he was no
longer in their midst.

He returned to Cana of Galilee

where, as John reminds us, he had per-

formed his first sign. When he arrived

there and a nobleman rushed out to

meet him and ask that he heal his son,

Jesus retorted by questioning his mo-
tives for asking this. Jesus was con-

cerned that men who observed him not

think that he had come only to per-

form signs and wonders and cause men
to marvel.

He came to deal not just with their

bodies but with their souls. In the last

analysis they must believe on him not

because he could heal bodies but be-

cause he had the power to heal their

souls. If they did not believe that, then

all the signs were of no real and lasting

value.

He questioned the man to test his

faith (v. 48).

The man, on hearing from Jesus

that his son lived, believed the word of

Jesus (v. 50). He showed that he be-

lieved by leaving Jesus and returning to

his son at home.
Here we see the real objective of the

signs of Jesus. It was not to lead men
to believe in him, but to lead them to

listen to him and thereby to gain from
him words of eternal life.

In this present time when so much
publicity is given to signs and sign per-

formers in our society—on T.V. and
in churches— it is well that we re-

member that men are never saved by
signs but by the Word of God. Indeed,

seeking signs is an indication of re-

jection of the Word of God and pref-

erence for sensationalism. Such people

are easily deceived by Satan (II Thess.

2:9-12).

That day, the man who believed not

only received his son in good health

but also salvation came to his whole

household (v. 53).

Here we see the principle at work
which God had taught from the begin-

ning, when he called Abraham to fol-

low him. If parents believe and live

before their families a life of faith,

then the children will also have the op-

portunity to know the Lord and follow

him.

Salvation is for you and for your

children (Acts 2:39; 16:32-33).

Questions

1. What is my attitude about the

obsession today, in the church, for see-

ing signs and miracles?

2. How well have I taught my chil-

dren the truths about the Lord and his

Word?

Next week: "The Bread of Life,"

John 6. ffl

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSHMHMHI
HUMAN LIFE SUNDAY special book

offer: Christian Case Against Abortion. 33%
discount: 5 for $5 ( + 75 c

p.h.). Demonstrates

anti-Christian nature of Roe; Biblical and
medical proof life begins at conception and
has absolute value. Ken Gentry, Rt. 14, Box
202 PJ, Greenville, SC 29607.

churches mmm^mmmm
SCRANTON, PA. New Life Presbyterian

Church (Orthodox Presbyterian) meeting at

Seventh Day Adventist building, 1407 N.

Wyoming Ave. Sunday School 3:00 p.m.,

Worship service 4:00 p.m. For information

call Missionary-at-Large Bernard J. Stone-

house, (215) 576-5474, locally call 842-2974.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at (he ( airport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

THE PRESBYTERY OF THE EAST
OF THE

EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

INVITES YOU TO

COME WORSHIP WITH US
Ashland Evangelical Presbyterian

Church

33 E. Evesham Ave.

Voorhees, NJ 08043

Rev. C. Lowry Horner

(609) 429-3614

Calvary Presbyterian Church

123 E. Diamond St.

Butler, PA 16001

Dr. Donald Hyer

(412) 283-6070

Christ Church

6602 Degen Drive

Burke, VA 22015

Rev. Leslie Michael Winship

(703) 455-2412

Evangelical Presbyterian Fellowship

P.O. Box 107

Wickliffe, OH 44092

Rev. Hugh Gowman
(216) 943-0476

Faith Evangelical Presbyterian Church

Box 143, Main Street

Richmond, OH 43944

Rev. David Massimi

(614) 765-4923

Tabernacle Presbyterian Church

2432 S. Raccoon Rd.

Youngstown, OH 44515

Rev. Robert Ralston

(216) 792-3897

Christian Covenant Church

P.O. Box 126

Glen Echo, MD 20812

Dr. Eddy Swieson

(301) 229-1910

Meeting at Thomas Wootten H.S.

Dundalk Presbyterian Church

1969 Merritt Blvd.

Dundalk, MD 21222

Rev. J. Kent Bull

(301) 284-3250

First Love Evangelical

Presbyterian Church
c/o Mr. Charles Ross

195 Oak Neck Red.

W. Islip, NY 11795

North Park Evangelical

Presbyterian Church

600 Ingomar Road
Wexford, PA 15090

Rev. James Morrison

(412) 367-5000

Evangelical Presbyterian

Church
2312 Monroe St Dearborn, MI 48124

(313) 562 2300
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HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639

Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday

School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

FOR RENT HMHHHH
ACAPULCO—UNIQUE. Your very own

villa with a complete view of Acapulco bay,

in quiet residential area above Yacht Club, for

sale or rent. 4 to 5 bedrooms, each with bath.

Complete servants quarters. Terraces, swim-

ming pool and lovely tropical landscaping.

Cook, gardener, and maid included. $250 per

day. Rent applicable to buying price if house

is purchased. Phone Acapulco (748) 3-93-13

nights or write Mrs. Louise Henry, Bahia 11,

Las Playas, 39390 Acapulco.

FOR SALEMMHMHMI
BEAUTIFUL! SCRIPTURAL! TASTE-

FUL 1985 Mountain Meditations Calendar,

11x17, gorgeous mountain photos, evocative

verses. Great gift. 15% discount for 10 or

more. $4.00 ppd. (In-state, add tax). MED-
COR, Box 1128J, Montreat, NC 28757.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

A GIFT OF MUSIC for you, a loved one,

or your church pianist. Sacred Keyboard, a

monthly piano arrangement and hymn story

arranged by Gail Smith. Subscribe now: Four

Months—$10, One year—$24. Send check to

Gail Smith, P.O. Box 9583, Fort Lauderdale,

FL 33310.

PEOPLE
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.

Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

COVENANT COLLEGE is seeking ap-

plicants for a faculty position in foreign lan-

guages, with responsibility for French and

Spanish instruction. Candidates should have

a high interest in the small Christian college,

a special sensitivity to individual student de-

velopment, and a commitment to Reformed,

Presbyterian distinctives. Terminal degree

preferable. If interested, contact Dr. Nicholas

Barker, Vice President for Academic and Stu-

dent Affairs, Covenant College, Lookout

Mountain, TN 37350. Letter of application

and resume should be received by January 31.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-
ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and

Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

EVANGELICAL PASTOR seeking posi-

tion in Presbyterian or independent church.

Holds M. Th. degree. Emphasis on evangel-

ism and discipleship. Contact Cleve Chandler,

P.O. Box 726, Caddo Mills, TX 75005. (214)

527-3710.

WANTED: Christian M.D.; Emergency De-

partment in college town, 16,000 visits/year,

reasonable hours. ACLS/ATLS required.

Considering planting OP church. Contact R.

Harryman, M.D., Rt. 2, Potsdam, NY 13676;

(315) 265-2788.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants lor a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term. Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

PASTOR NEEDED to lead the only Pres-

byterian congregation in the entire Cape Cod
area into its second decade. Send resume and

letter to Pastoral Search Committee, P.O. Box

235, E. Sandwich, MA 02537.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live In a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D

% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

FACULTY NEEDED—strong Christian

college (2000 students) seeks faculty in math,

elementary education, computer, political

science, psychology, and communication arts.

Send resume to Box RS, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802,

before Jan. 31, 1985. Ph.D. preferred; M.A.
considered.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-
sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must
adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursury through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and
desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlining

professional credentials and work experi-

ences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Manih Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

SERVICESHMHHH
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

TRAVELHnHHHH
SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

The First Coming and the Second Coming

Three articles in this issue of the Jour-

nal describe the humiliation of our

Lord Jesus Christ in his incarnation

—

the very idea of the One who created

galaxies upon galaxies entering this

small sphere, being made in human
likeness within the womb of Mary, and
then being born in a stable to live the

life of one who served others, who,
though he was rich, yet for our sakes

became poor.

Humility.

The activitives in which we tradi-

tionally engage at Christmastime are

not normally ones that humble us. We
give and receive gifts. We hear and sing

triumphant music of rejoicing. We
usually eat well. If there is any time in

the year when we tend to feel "big"

(in almost every sense of the word), it

is Christmastime.

Much of this feeling big is quite ap-

propriate to the occasion. And yet

there is that about the coming of the

Lord which should make us who re-

flect upon it feel quite small. Yes,

humble.

If we had been there in the days of

the First Coming, would we have un-

derstood what was happening? "He
came to that which was his own,"
John 1:11 says, "but his own did not

receive him." There were, of course,

those whose minds were spiritually

darkened, who would not receive Jesus

as the Messiah even with the testimony

of John the Baptist, with his miracles,

with his authoritative teaching, and
with his tender mercy.

But what about the godly remnant?
Even those who were looking for the

Messiah to come and who knew the

Scriptures—even those were frequently

confused as to how Jesus was to fulfill

the promises of God given through the

prophets. You might have expected the

birth to be in Bethlehem, the city of

David—Herod's counsellors knew
Micah that well—but wrapped in

swaddling clothes, lying in a manger?
And would you believe Nazareth?

"Can any good thing come out of

Nazareth?"

At one point even John the Baptist

had to ask. And the cross? "Far be it

from you, Lord," said one of his

closest followers, who did not "have
in mind the things of God, but the

things of men" (Matt. 16:23).

That's our problem, and the reason

why we should be humbled at the stag-

gering unfolding of God's plan in the

First Coming. "As the heavens are

higher than the earth," the Lord says

in Isaiah 55:9, "so are my ways higher

than your ways and my thoughts than

your thoughts."

I remember working through Fran-

cis Schaeffer's Basic Bible Studies

many years ago and being moved at

the number of prophecies there were

in the Old Testament about very spec-

"Christ at Emmaus"—Rembrandt

ific things in the life, death, and resur-

rection of Christ. And yet, just reading

through the Old Testament without a

knowledge of the New Testament, it

would not be hard to misunderstand

them. Spiritual truths must be spiritu-

ally discerned. We need the illumina-

tion of the Holy Spirit.

Jesus is going to come again. That
much is very clear in Scripture. The
Second Coming will be different from
the First Coming in that this time it will

be in power and great glory. "In like

manner as you have seen him go," the

angels told the disciples who watched
the risen Lord ascend into a cloud in

the sky, "so shall he come again."

But one thing right now is the same
about the Second Coming as it was

about the First Coming. Just as even

the godly believers in Israel had many
misunderstandings concerning the ad-

vent of the Messiah, so we can antici-

pate that many details of the prophe-

cies about the Second Coming will be

fully understood only as they are ful-

filled. The Lord himself warned against

date-setting. Humility in these matters

is healthy.

This does not mean, however, that

we are to ignore the Second Coming.
Far from it! No more than Israel dur-

ing some 20 centuries from Abraham's
time to Christ should have lived in

blissful ignorance of the Messiah's

eventual coming. We are to live our

lives in the light of both advents of the

Lord. His Second Coming is to be the

hope that governs and impels our lives

toward the goal. The spiritually mature

Peter said, "In keeping with his pro-

mise we are looking forward to a new
heaven and a new earth, the home of

righteousness" (II Peter 3:13).

In that same context Peter says that

since we are looking forward to this,

we are to make every effort to be

found spotless, blameless, and at peace

with him. And we are to bear in mind
that our Lord's patience means salva-

tion. He is patient, not wanting any-

one to perish, but everyone to come to

repentance.

Christmas makes us feel trium-

phant; anticipation of the Second

Coming even more so. Yet as human
incomprehension of God's plan in the

First Coming was humbling, so too we
should be humble about our under-

standing of the Second Coming. God's

plan is so much grander than we can

imagine that we are bound to be sur-

prised by some of its parts as they are

fulfilled. "Even angels long to look in-

to these things" (I Peter 1:12).

Jesus is coming again. We look for-

ward to that, seeking to be pure be-

cause he is pure. And we are humbly
to use the time of his patience to bring

people to repentance and faith, that

they should not perish but have ever-

lasting life. CD
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE

MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO

When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65 % of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary
society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout
Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder
of God and His creation.

TELLM
omm

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get that little

"more" at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone { L
church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad_

P124

"IN ALL THINGS . . .

CHRIST PRE-EMINENT

(oyenarrt

College
Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
Covenant College does not discriminate on

the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.



A WINTER SAMPLER

More Seminarians Arrested
This time at an abortion clinic in Philadelphia (p. 6)

The Church's Right to Discipline
In spite of a successful law suit (p. 8)

Should the OPC Join the PCA?
A former PCA minister in the OPC raises some
questions (p. 9)

Are You Ready for 1 985?
Many 'Journal' predictions were more accurate than

Orwell's (p. 15)



MAILBAG

ON EVANGELISM OF JEWS

Thank you very much for your issue

on "Jesus for the Jews" (Sept. 26). As
the president of the most extensive

Jewish mission in modern history, it

did my heart good to see so many ar-

ticles on a subject so important to me
and the many missionaries that serve

with me.

Richard De Ridder's article on the

Christian Reformed Church in mis-

sions was well done. Many interesting

points were brought out. Dr. De Rid-

der might have mentioned another fact

that would be of interest to your read-

ers. Presbyterians have in the past

planted Jewish-oriented churches that

have been used effectively by God to

reach his chosen people. One of our

workers is now pastoring one of these

churches. In a way, these churches

were the forerunners to the current

Messianic synagogue movement.
I'm sorry that Dr. De Ridder took

a non-neutral stand with regard to

Jewish missions. By mentioning only

Jews for Jesus as the example of one
organization through which churches

channel their support, he did a disser-

vice to the many other fine Jewish mis-

sions quietly doing an effective work
among the Jews. Dr. De Ridder might

have been more sensitive to this fact

and not chosen to single out one Jew-

ish mission.

I also appreciated the article by one
of our former missionaries, Moishe
Rosen. To set the record straight,

Moishe was trained by our staff and
began Jews for Jesus while serving

under our board, but was separated

from us because his organization is, to

quote your article, "the most . . . con-

troversial Jewish mission organiza-

tion." Our feeling is that Jewish evan-

gelism has to be done with tremendous

sensitivity.

Nevertheless, I'm glad to see that

you printed this article on witnessing

to Jews. It made us feel good to know
that the training Moishe had with us

yielded the kind of article that he

wrote. It is worthy to be read.

Marv Wilson's article on "Christian

Witness in the Jewish Community"
showed a tremendous sensitivity to

Jewish people. I really appreciate this

since this is the approach that we have

felt God would want us to take. He
mentioned that dialogue is a two-way
street. That's what we try to encourage

in all of our missionaries! They are

trained not only to talk but to listen.

Our church planting ministry has been

most effective in this regard. The Olive

Tree Congregation in Chicago has not

only seen several hundred Jewish peo-

ple come to faith, but has itself planted

two other Jewish-oriented churches

out of its ministry.

Your list of terminology by Phil

Gobel was very good. Thank you for

including it because we do feel it's im-

portant. It goes with the sensitivity that

we believe is necessary in Jewish evan-

gelism. It is a great help.

Again, thank you for having an

issue dedicated to Jewish evangelism.

Since our founding in 1894 we have

been dedicated to bring the gospel to

the Jewish people. Sometimes, it seemed

that we were all alone in the Christian

community. It is good to see that other

Christian journals are assisting us in

this great task. God bless you.

—Harold A. Sevener, President

American Board of Missions to

the Jews

Orangeburg, N.Y.

ENLIGHTENED ON FUNDAMENTALISM

We have been reading the Journal

almost 20 years and find it interesting,

helpful (especially the article by Pro-

fessor George M. Marsden in the

November 21 issue) and up to date. We
are no longer members of a fundamen-
talist church and, after reading this

enlightening explanation, I feel more
aware of God's "world" rather than

just the Christian's world. To me, the

latter is a limiting viewpoint.

—Lillian Sprinkel

Winter Park, Fla.

PERSPECTIVE FROM FRANCE

I like Clair Davis's functional Calvin-

ism articles; the question of America's

Christianity being too American is a

good one to discuss (Nov.21). I think

it is fair to say that the church in every

nation could learn quite a lot from the

church in other nations.

Christian schools are a wonderful

option for parents in those nations

where they are permitted; it seems to

me that the real questions in Christian

education concern motivating and

Minister

Arnold J. Robertstad from Casa Linda Church

(PCA) Dallas, Tex., to Lakewood Church

(PCA), Dallas, Tex.
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equipping parents and churches in (and

for) more hostile conditions. I would
not trade my education at Belhaven

College for the world, but that is an
option not even open (for the present)

to the French youth or most others.

We need to help them follow Christ

now in their own situation.

—Susan Harville

Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, France

ON ADOLESCENT LITERATURE

Our thanks and appreciation to Ste-

phen Lutz for his Nov. 28 article, "A
Sample of Current Adolescent Liter-

ature." We will ensure our teens are

exposed to the books he recommend-
ed. We are strong advocates of good
literature for children. We have found
Gladys Hunt's Honey for a Child's

Heart (Zondervan) to be useful to

parents of children from preschool

through the teen years. This book has

been a source and guide to quality

reading material for our children. We
also expanded their reading library

through books on the lives of great

Christians and leaders. Thanks again

for an excellent article.

—Don Arrington

Omaha, Neb.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

We end the year 1984 with three feature articles repre-

senting subjects that may continue before us in 1985. Roger Greenway de-

scribes his feelings as his Westminster Seminary students were arrested for

holding a sit-in at a Philadelphia abortion clinic on Saturday, December
8. Not all Christians agree with this use of civil disobedience; therefore,

we can expect more discussion of this in the future. Last spring's court award
of $390,000 to Marian Guin from her church that disciplined her for forni-

cation has aroused concern on the part of all churches that seek to exercise

discipline in a way faithful to Scripture. Robert Illman, a pastor with legal

training, discusses this subject. Finally, in a response to Mark Brown's Oc-
tober 3 article on "Ten Reasons Why the OPC Should Join the PCA,"
Richard Knodel, a former PCA pastor now in the OPC ministry, takes what
he terms a "skeptical" approach to this issue which will be before the church

in the next few years.

I l Your next copy of the Journal will be a double issue dated

January 2 and 9, with Sunday school lessons for January 20 and 27, as our

staff takes one of our two annual breaks. After catching our breath, we
promise to be back at full speed for 1985!

I l The Wall Street Journal for December 13 reported some
unusual prayer meetings in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. A take-over of Phillips

Petroleum Co., which is based in this town of 38,000, is threatened by T.

Boone Pickens Jr., chairman of Mesa Petroleum Co. of Amarillo, Texas.

The 8,000 Phillips employees in Bartlesville fear that such a take-over will

cut back operations there. The First Baptist Church organized a two-week
round-the-clock prayer vigil seeking wisdom for Phillip's officers and di-

rectors. "When the town is in need, we go to our knees," said the pastor

of the church, Rev. William Cook.

I l Some months ago this col-

umn began introducing to you the people who
faithfully serve the Lord, and you, on the staff

of the Journal and the God's World publica-

tions. We would like to resume this process in

order of seniority on our staff. Norman Bomer
is now in his fourth year as editor of It's God's
World for 4th, 5th, and 6th grades and also

of Exploring God's World and God's Big
World, which are in their second year of serv-

ing the lower grades. A native of Des Moines,
Iowa, Mr. Bomer is a graduate of Dordt College, where he majored in English

and philosophy, minored in history, and edited the student paper. Before
coming to Asheville, he taught in Christian secondary schools in Neerlandia,

Alberta and Hutchinson, Kansas. His father has long been a minister of
the Orthodox Presbyterian Church. He and his wife, Carol, a professional

artist, have two children. His interests run the gamut from government to

folk and rock music—all from a Scriptural perspective. 00
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NEWS OF RELIGION

NBC Reverses Policy, Accepts Bible Commercial

NEW YORK (RNS)—Thomas Nelson

Publishers has placed paid advertising

on the NBC radio network in what the

president of National Religious Broad-

casters (NRB) calls "a historic break

in a policy that has excluded religious

broadcasters for 30 years."

In an effort to promote the paper-

back version of its New King James Bi-

ble, which includes a section of Bible

answers to common problems, Thomas
Nelson contacted NBC's Talknet

Radio in mid-October. It asked if paid

ads for the Bible could be placed on
the network's call-in programs hosted

by Sally Raphael, Bruce Williams, Ber-

nard Meltzer, and Harvey Ruben.

In a November 8 letter, Kathleen O.

Henderson, manager of advertising

standards for the network, said that

NBC was "instituting a temporary

moratorium on acceptance" of paid

commercials with religious themes

while it reviewed its policies on such

advertising.

On November 14, Thomas Nelson,

the world's largest Bible publisher,

issued a press release headed "NBC
Radio Refuses to Advertise the Bible."

Bob Schwalb, vice-president of adver-

tising at Nelson, said the company
would take the matter to the Federal

Communications Commission if NBC
did not end the moratorium.

The day after the Nelson release was

issued, the story was picked up by

United Press International (UPI). A
day after that, NBC told the Bible

publisher its ads would be accepted.

They began airing November 30.

NBC's Curtis Block said the net-

work "made a more complete review

of the submission of the commercials,

and we reversed our original decision

after a committee reviewed the com-
mercial."

Dr. Ben Armstrong, president of

National Religious Broadcasters, said,

"This kind of pressure from Christian

organizations can have an effect in

helping to defeat a long-standing prac-

tice of not accepting paid advertising

for religion."

He said his organization has "been
fighting ever since 1944 for the right

to buy time for religion. We've been

able to succeed for most of the coun-

try, but not with the three networks."

Activist Pastor Creates
Bitter Church Division

CLAIRTON, PA.—A Lutheran min-

ister in this economically depressed

steel town has been jailed for disobey-

ing the orders of church and state

authorities to leave his congregation,

bitterly dividing the church in the

course of the dispute and moving
Lutheran officials to dissolve the

congregation.

Rev. D. Douglas Roth, pastor of

Trinity Lutheran Church for the past

seven years, was asked to leave by the

Lutheran Church in America synod

after roughly half of the 150-member

congregation complained about his ac-

tivities on behalf of unemployed steel

workers and union members in the

area.

Roth has been a supporter of De-

nominational Ministry Strategy

(DMS), a group seeking to assist the

Rev. D. Douglas Roth ui'i Pimm

unemployed by calling on Pittsburgh

banks and corporations to invest more
heavily in the local economy and to

halt so-called union-busting tactics.

DMS's confrontational tactics and the

activist involvement of Roth with

locals of the teamsters, steelworkers,

and shipbuilders unions have caused

concern and dismay among lifelong

church members.
Bishop Kenneth May took the mat-

ter to court when Roth refused to leave

his pulpit. He was found guilty of civil

contempt and an injunction was issued

prohibiting him from further preach-

ing in that pulpit. Allegheny County
Common Pleas Judge Emil Narrick

said that although secular courts do

not have the power to overrule ec-

clesiastical decisions on church mat-

ters, they do have the authority to en-

force the internal laws of religious

organizations.

After padlocking himself inside the

church for a week, the 33-year-old

minister finally went peacefully with

two sheriffs deputies to the Allegheny

County jail on November 13.

The congregation, now largely com-

posed of Roth's supporters, has re-

fused each Sunday to allow Roth's

replacement, Rev. Mont Bowser, into

the church, spraying him with shaving

cream prior to one service.

Since his confinement, Roth has sent

the congregation taped messages and

written sermons from his cell to be

delivered by his wife, Nadine, who was

arrested along with four other wives of

activist pastors at a church in nearby

McCandless, Pa., for protesting

Roth's arrest. They were charged with

defiant trespass but subsequently

released.

Bishop May said that Trinity had

been taken over by supporters of

DMS, community organizers, and

union activists to the point where very

few people from the original congrega-

tion remain. The synod moved to close

the church, despite resistance from its

members, after it refused admittance

of the replacement pastor. However,
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government of the United States, re-

quires action on your part." IS

Ethiopian Rebels Free
Daughter of LWF Official

May expressed hope that it might be

reorganized in the future. In an early

December letter to pastors and church

members in the Lutheran synod, he

stated: "We cannot tolerate anarchy

that results in destroying the means of

good order, unity, and mission in the

church." 33

MTV Is Overly Violent

Says Coalition Report

CHAMPAIGN, 111.—A year-long

monitoring project covering more than

900 rock music-videos says there is too

much emphasis on violence—especially

senseless violence and violence between

men and women—in the popular new
media form.

The project, conducted by the Na-
tional Coalition on Television Vio-

lence, said that the nation's two largest

music-video channels (MTV and
WTBS) averaged 17.9 instances of

violence every hour during the month
of November 1984.

The study said that 46% of all mu-
sic-videos included violent action or

suggestions of violence. Almost half of

those (22%) contained violence be-

tween men and women. And 13% of

the programs contained sadistic vio-

lence, where the attacker took pleasure

from the violence he committed.

The National Coalition said that the

rock groups "Heavy Metal" and
Michael and Jermaine Jackson had
produced the most violent of all the

programs monitored. On the other

hand, NCTV credited the Irish group
"U-2" for producing the most "non-
violent and pro-social" music-videos.

NCTV says that its first formal re-

search indicates that the music-videos

have a "desensitizing" effect on nor-

mal college students. "The constant re-

hearsal of violent lyrics and still more
violent visual images is sure to increase

the tendency toward anger and vio-

lence in the normal viewer," says Dr.

Susan S. Reilly of the University of

Miami in Ohio.

Dr. Thomas Radecki of the Univer-

sity of Illinois comments: "The intense

violence of the 'Heavy Metal' music
and image stands out in marked con-

trast with the relative non-violence of

early rock and roll.

"A survey of teenage rock fan mag-
azines gives one a powerful dose of

heavy metal violence. 'Motley Crue'

expresses open hatred of women.

'Wendy O. Williams' performs in

skimpy metal panties and a metal-

spiked leather halter, and 'Twisted

Sister' plays with pieces of a human
body. Images of a Satanic violence

worship are numerous. Groups like

'Iron Maiden,' 'Ozzy Osborne,' and
'Scorpion' sell an image of sadism and
evil.

"I am sure," Radecki continued,

"that these groups are only trying to

have fun, not sell a worship of violence

for the sake of violence. However, that

is exactly what is being done by these

heroes of the younger generation.

"Michael Jackson is a concerned in-

dividual who makes large donations to

charity and is active in his church.

However, his music and videos depict

a world of intense hatred .... Young
boys and girls come in my office wear-

ing metal studded jewelry, barbed-wire

necklaces, and T-shirts portraying

gruesome and evil violence. These

same patients have all had problems
with serious anti-social behavior."

NCTV is asking for legislation

which would require "counter-adver-

tising commercials" to warn young
people about the proven dangers of

entertaining themselves with fantasies

of violence. CTJ

Salvadoran Officers Held
In Killing of Pastor

NEW YORK—Two former noncom-
missioned officers of the Salvadoran

Third Army Brigade were arrested

November 30 and charged in connec-

tion with the killing nine days earlier

of a pastor in the Salvadoran Lutheran

church.

Rev. David Ernesto Fernandez Es-

pino, related to the Lutheran Church-

Missouri Synod, was one of only four

Lutheran pastors serving the 5000

member Salvadoran Lutheran Synod
in eastern El Salvador. He was respon-

sible for ten congregations in the area,

a vocational school, and worked in a

variety of refugee relief programs.

Norman Barth, executive director of

Lutheran World Relief, cabled U.S.

Ambassador Thomas Pickering in San
Salvador, denouncing the "wanton
and brutal" murder of Fernandez and
demanding an investigation of the in-

cident. Barth stated that "the murder
of thousands of noncombatant civil-

ians, including Pastor Fernandez,

committed by forces supported by the

NEW YORK (LC)—The daughter of

the church cooperation department

director for the Lutheran World
Federation (LWF), the Rev. Risto

Lehtonen, has been freed by Ethiopian

guerillas after being held hostage for

41 days.

Eva John, 30, her husband Robert

John, 35, and a third hostage arrived

November 29 in Khartoum, the Sudan,

after being trucked across the border

from Ethiopia. The Johns were among
ten persons seized October 19 by the

Ethiopian People's Democratic Move-
ment when that group and the Tigray

People's Liberation Front overran

Lalibela, a garrison town in central

Ethiopia and a tourist attraction

known for its ancient cave churches.

Seven of the hostages were released

earlier, but the couple, together with

an Australian, were forced to take a

walking tour of the Wollo Province, a

region the rebels said was being ig-

nored by the Addis Ababa government

in relief assistance for the drought. The
rebels gave assurances that the couple

would be given good care, but concern

about their safety persisted because of

continued fighting in the area. IS

The Apostle Paul (British actor Philip Sayer)

is led through the streets of Rome in chains

in a scene from "A.D."

Also in the News . .

.

NBC-TV will air "A.D.," a

12-hour mini-series tracing the growth
of the early Christian church, begin-

ning Sunday, March 31, through
Thursday, April 4. The TV drama,
billed as a sequel to "Jesus of
Nazareth," follows the book of Acts,

focusing primarily on the ministry of
Peter and Paul. ffl
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I Saw My Students Arrested
Reflections After Participating in an Anti-Abortion Protest

ROGER S. GREENWAY

Written on the day of the demonstra-

tion, Saturday, December 8, 1984.

Philadelphia.

Some of my students were arrested this

morning. They are seminarians:

young, highly motivated, and willing

to take high risks to protest the evil of

abortion. 1 saw them hauled down

three flights of stairs by the Phila-

delphia police, shoved into police vans

and taken away for arraignment. They
were praying . . . singing . . . witness-

ing as they went.

We gathered early outside the abor-

tion clinic. The purpose was to start

the demonstration while women were

arriving for abortions, to speak to

them, suggest alternatives, and loving-

The author is associate professor of

missions at Westminster Seminary
in Philadelphia and is editor of

"Urban Mission." He has served the

Board of Foreign Missions of the

Christian Reformed Church for 20
years, including five years in Sri

Lanka and eight in Mexico. His
latest book is "Apostles in the City."

ly offer help. The purpose was also to

enter the clinic itself, speak to the per-

sonnel, distribute literature in the wait-

ing rooms, and stay there until thrown

out. Fifty of us stayed on the street

demonstrating and counseling women
as they drove up and tried to enter; 30

went inside through a back entrance

and occupied rooms belonging to the

abortion clinic.

On a "good" Saturday, this clinic

performs between 30 and 50 abortions.

It is known to specialize in late term

abortions, up to 16 weeks of the preg-

nancy and often (illegally) beyond.

"Stop the killing, Stop the killing," we
chanted until we were hoarse.

There were no deaths of infants at the

clinic today, but it meant 30 arrests to

stop the killing for a day. This being

Saturday, it means a weekend in jail

for the young men and women ar-

rested. I'm sure they are turning it in-

to a time of testimony in the prisons

where they are held.

What It Feels Like to Protest

I had taken part in public demon-
strations against abortion before, but

never a sit-in like this, with people ar-

rested. This represents a new stage in

the process of public protest against

evil and injustice. What does it feel like

to be part of such a group? Let me de-

scribe how I felt and what I observed:

1) Huddled there in the cold morn-
ing outside the abortion clinic, we felt

united in a cause we all espoused deep-

ly. We believe that abortion is murder,

for it inflicts death on an unborn child.

The price for making a public state-

ment, in the form of protests that ap-

peal to a higher law than the civil law,

is a high price. Everyone there, espe-

cially those who volunteered to go up
to the third floor and carry out the sit-

in on the premises of the abortion clin-

ic, knew that arrest was probable and
imprisonment for the weekend possi-

ble. That takes commitment, deep con-

viction, and we could feel it uniting us

in the early dawn outside the clinic

building.

2) I felt love too. Love for the un-

born children scheduled to be killed

that day and for the mothers who, out

of ignorance, fear, pressure from oth-

ers, or downright callousness intend-

ed to have abortions today. Some in

our group were young mothers them-

selves. A few had their children with

them. The atmosphere of the demon-
stration was loving, even toward the

clinic personnel who met us at the door

and peered down at us from the win-

dows with anything but loving expres-

sions. Every woman who approached
the clinic doors this morning was met,

and counseled, and offered help in a

loving, caring way. This was no group

of rowdies, but a gathering of people

who deeply cared about the defense-

less, the oppressed, and even for

wrongdoers.

3) Almost without exception these

people are active church members,

whether Protestant or Catholic. The
majority this morning were Roman
Catholics, and a talented young priest

spoke for the group when the press

people arrived. Hymns were sung for

two hours outside the clinic, and group

prayers began and ended the protest

activities. Inside, in the clinic rooms,

Demonstrators pray in front of Philadelphia abortion clinic.
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Sit-ins, praying and singing, wait to be lifted into the paddy-wagon.

Demonstrators sing hymns around the police van used to take away the protestors that

were arrested.

sit-in protestors prayed and sang the

great hymns of the Christian faith.

Let nobody suppose that religion is

misused in such situations, as a kind

of political weapon. As I stood among
them, I felt that genuine faith was be-

ing expressed in prayer and song at a

moment of crisis, amid risk and suf-

fering for a righteous cause. When you
see brothers and sisters in Christ phys-

ically hauled down three flights of

stairs and shoved into paddy wagons,

you pray. And when you stand in and
around a building where more than a

hundred defenseless infants die ex-

cruciating deaths each week, your spir-

it bleeds, tears come, and you pray.

The songs you sing at such moments
are like none you sing in safe, comfor-
table church auditoriums. Here it's

faith on the line, and no room for

loiterers. The unity you feel with your

fellow protestors is tremendous.

4) Win or lose, you feel that evils like

abortion must be protested and con-

sciences jarred until unjust laws are

changed. We believe it's to be done
without violence, and at the same time

in ways which intervene directly in

what is wrong by God's standard, en-

dangers human life, and ultimately

brings judgment on the nation. Today
they kill the unwanted unborn; tomor-
row it will mean the unwanted elder-

ly, the insane, the hopelessly handi-

capped. If we ignore the issue now,
who will protest for us when we're

among society's "unwanted"?

"Why We Are Here"

Slowly, consciences are being stirred.

Several of the Philadelphia police of-

ficers this morning openly said they

agreed with the pro-life position and
hated what they had to do at the sit-

ins. If more Christians will demon-
strate, write letters, and put pressure

on the abortionists, evil laws may be
changed. Arguments about compas-
sion for the poor who can't feed their

children are deceptions. Every girl or
woman in the clinic this morning was
white, middle-class, and well-dressed.

Thanks to the organized protest, each
one was offered an alternative to abor-
tion. And no child died there today.

Armageddon, the final fierce battle

between good and evil, may be closer

than we think, and the abortion issue

represents one of its fronts. Maybe my
students at the seminary will be leaders

in the church when the last convulsions

come and the world breaks loose in

chaos. What kind of leaders will they

be? Stay-at-homes? Mere theorizers,

while people perish and hell breaks

loose? Or will they stand tall, exercise

spiritual leadership, offer their lives,

and pay the price against the combined
forces of evil?

One of my students distributed to

his colleagues a statement entitled,

"Why We Are Here." We read it this

morning on the street in Philadelphia.

It begins with the words of Proverbs
24:10-12:

If you falter in times of trouble,

how small is your strength!

Rescue those being led away to death;

hold back those staggering toward slaughter.

If you say, "But we knew nothing about
this,"

does not he who weighs the heart perceive

it?

Does not he who guards your life know it?

Will he not repay each person according to

what he has done?

The student is in jail at this hour. I

pray for him and those with him. May-
be they are reflecting on these words
from Proverbs now, in jail. God give

them hearts that don't falter, now and
in the awesome days which lie ahead.
The church will need such leaders. HI
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Confidentiality and the Law
The Church's Right to Discipline

ROBERT S. ILLMAN

f there's one place that the Church

should leave alone, it's a man s soul.

William Powell, as father in the 1947

Warner Bros. Movie, Life With Father.

-It doesn't matter if she was fornicating

up and down the street, it doesn't give [the

Churchl the right to stick their noses in. -
TnyFasier lawyer for Marian Gutnntn

leZwsuit agains, her church as auoted

in Newsweek, February 27, 19S4.

A funny line in a 1947 movie was not

so funny when updated and uttered in

a 1984 courtroom. In March of this

year, Marian Guinn sued her church

and its elders for "sticking their noses

into her private life" by publicly dis-

ciplining her for fornication. She was
awarded $390,000!

It is tempting to shake our heads, be

glad it wasn't our church, and write

Marian Guinn off as a strange case. It

is tempting—but not so easy. We need

to realize that Marian Guinn's attitude

is typical of American churchgoers.

In a recent article in the Santa Clara

Law Review, Jacob M. Yellin con-

cludes that people expect their com-
munications with ministers to be con-

fidential, no matter what. Perhaps of

more significance, he points out that

most ministers agree! (Jacob M. Yel-

lin, "Clergy-Penitent Privilege," 23

Santa Clara Law Review. 95, 109ff.

[1983]).

After identifying the historical basis

for this expectation of privacy in the

The author is currently pastoring

the Crafton Hills Presbyterian

Church (PCA) of Yucaipa, Calif. He
holds an M.A.R. degree from West-

minster Seminary in California and
also a Doctor of Jurisprudence
degree from the U. of Miami School
of Law in Coral Gables, Fla. He
practiced law for seven years before

entering seminary.

Roman Church's confessional, Yellin

argues that the basis for such an ex-

pectation of counselee-clergy con-

fidentiality today is that it is a "socially

desirable confidential relationship." It

is good for people to feel free to release

their burdens of guilt feelings and re-

morse.

Yellin is right in his analysis of how
society thinks. He points out that 47

states now have some form of law

which protects confidential communi-
cations with clergy. Most of the laws,

of which California's is typical, pro-

tect communications, but with two im-

portant limitations. The clergyman

must be: "1) a clergyman who, in the

course of the discipline or practice of

his church, denomination, or organi-

zation, is authorized or accustomed to

hear such communications; and 2)

under the discipline or tenets of his

church, denomination, or organiza-

tion, has a duty to keep such com-
munications secret" (Cal. Evid. Code
%1032).

Tn discussing these important limi-

tations, Yellin focuses on such issues

as whether the counseling is the type

normally done by the clergy, whether

the counselee knows that the counselor

is a minister, and so on. These of

course, deal with point one above. Be-

cause society presumes that all pastors

have a duty to keep communications

secret, Yellin never deals with the situa-

tion where a minister, adhering to the

requirements of Matthew 18, would be

forced to move from counseling into

discipline.

His omission of any reference to

Matthew 18 is a result of the fact that

so few churches today follow Biblical

patterns in counseling and discipline.

"Quiet" divorce is commonplace in

American churches today—even in Re-

formed churches. Our ability to ration-

alize our inaction is illustrated by one

pastor who recently reasoned that a

young woman in his church who was
dating a man not yet divorced was not

sinning; the man was divorced in "the

eyes of God." I wonder if this same

pastor would conclude that the dating

couple could sleep together, married

"in the eyes of God."
There are, I think, three major

reasons why churches which should

know better ignore discipline today.

First, there is a general fear among
pastors that if counseling leads to dis-

cipline, discipline will lead to a church

split. I think we have all heard horror

stories of churches which split over

whether "good old so-and-so" should

be disciplined. This has been largely

due to poor handling of the disciplin-

ary process, ignorance of the process

on the part of the congregation, or

both. Both of these problems could be

minimized by training. Presbyteries

need to schedule training about church

discipline for pastors and elders.

Pastors who have successfully fol-

lowed Matthew 1 8 could share their in-

sights with the rest of us. At the con-

gregational level, congregations need

to be educated on the purpose of dis-

cipline. At the same time, teaching

from the Pauline epistles would do a

lot to point out the corporate rela-

tionship of believers to God. In a socie-

ty where individualism is looked upon
as the greatest expression of success,

we need to be reminded by Paul that

our relationship to God is in many
respects as a member of the body.

Second, since the Marian Guinn
case, we are afraid of lawsuits—a fear

expressed at our own church gather-

ings. One way we can put this fear to

rest is to take the educational action

suggested above. While people have

the right to expect that their private af-

fairs will not be the subject of gossip

by the pastor or session, they need to

be educated to understand that there

is no way that a general pledge of con-

fidentiality is consistent with the

obligations of the church under Mat-

thew 18.

Finally, most Presbyterian denomi-

nations include a large body of dis-

ciplinary rules in their constitutions.

These printed rules, and their implied

recognition by civil laws on privilege,
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Thoughts on Church Union
Should the OPC Join the PCA?

should rebut any presumption of ex-

pected privacy. Presbyteries, by reso-

lution, could strengthen this presump-

tion. Then if a church is sued, it should

not lose. Even if this was not so, the

immoral use of the courts by unre-

pentant members is certainly not a

reason for pastors and churches to stop

following God's Word.
Perhaps the most important reason

for our dilemma is that we pastors

have, like the rest of society, forgot-

ten who we are and what we do. We
are ministers of the Word. As such,

everything we do, including counsel-

ing, is to be guided by the Word.
We have confused ourselves with

secular counselors and psychologists.

We have different goals! Their goal is

to see the counselee restored to nor-

malcy as recognized by society. Our
goal is to see the counselee restored to

a right relationship with God, and

then, as a result of that restoration, to

see him live as a child of God. Just as

secular counseling and Biblical coun-

seling have different goals, they have

different methods. When secular coun-

seling is not successful, it is over. When
Biblical counseling is not successful,

one of the tools that God has given us

is church discipline.

In my limited experience, it seems

that more and more the trend in the

church has been to view counseling as

a "trade" rather than a ministry.

Pastors either "farm out" counseling

situations to "professional coun-

selors," or use secular counseling

methods themselves. How can we ex-

pect our people to see the relevance of

God's Word on Sunday morning if we
use a different standard during the

week?
Jay Adams is right when he writes

that "Every believer in Jesus Christ has

the right to be disciplined." (Jay E.

Adams, More Than Redemption.
Phillipsburg, N. J.: Presbyterian and
Reformed [1979], p. 288.) Frankly, we
as church leaders have no right to ex-

pect the membership to understand the

Biblical teaching about counseling,

confidentiality, and discipline if we
don't live as though we understand it

ourselves. We have too often been guil-

ty of encouraging an expectation of

confidentiality which is inconsistent

with our Biblical responsiblities. We
should not be worried about the

Marian Guinns of the world. As Pogo
once said, "We have seen the

enemy—and it is us!" CD

RICHARD E. KNODEL JR.

One would be hard pressed not to have

considered church union between the

Reformed churches. Over the past de-

cade, whether through organizations

or overtures, the idea has been publi-

cized broadly and repeatedly.

While some are rabidly for, and

others just as strongly against, the suc-

cessive petitions that have been circu-

lated— I find myself in a third group

which might be called "skeptical."

About three years ago I penned an ar-

ticle entitled "Which Winds?" (cf. The

Presbyterian Journal 10-14-81) which

analysed the then propective PCA-
OPC merger. While this earlier over-

ture was voted down by the PCA, it

has again been proffered in a similar

form.

At the time, "Which Winds"
reflected my somewhat confused posi-

tion. It recognized the clear Scriptural

mandate (a la John 17) for church

union. It recognized that the churches

involved were openly confessional with

their "symbol" being the Westminster

Confession of Faith. It also recognized

that diversity, in and of itself, ought

not to impede union efforts.

Great blessing can issue forth out of

hybridization. If men are hopeful, and

not paranoid that they are going to lose

their genetical genus, the end result can

be a new and healthier ecclesiastical

strain.

This last phenomenon has often

been observed in churches and ses-

sions. The Lord will bring people into

such groups who are different. But
after the "merger" the two parties find

each other, and their new unity, sur-

prisingly refreshing!

Historical illustration of this process

can be drawn from the Reformation.

The author is pastor of Grace
Presbyterian Church (OPC) in

Lynchburg, Va. Before serving in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church, he
was a minister in the Presbyterian
Church in America (PCA).

Scots, Dutch Reformed, French
Huguenots, English Puritans, German
and Swiss Reformed, etc., via letters,

visits, and publications reached re-

markable levels of agreement and fel-

lowship.

But, having assumed all of the

above, the article in question did not

advocate union. What possible impedi-

ment could have remained? How could

one maintain one's skepticism in the

face of such agreement?

The answer lay in the title of the ar-

ticle. I was concerned to ask, "Which
theological winds were blowing
through the respective churches?" The
reason for this was at one time both

simple and momentous. It concerned

the diversity of the two communions,
and the honesty with which they would
take their vows of ecclesiastical union.

As I argued in the article, much
good can result from the union of

diverse elements. But I would also say

that the determining factor in such an

effort is the impulse or intention which

propels the individuals together. In

terms of church history if the desire

behind the union included both the

unity and the purity of the church,

such union was usually blessed. It was
a "match made in heaven." Though
diverse, the two parties would grow
together, sharpening one another and
loving one another, and producing

strong offspring.

Such a union would not demand
perfection by either of the principals

involved—yet that ideal would be ever

before them. Indeed, the ideal would
be the mother of the inevitable pro-

gress that would be made. That is

precisely why the ideal or the intention

is so critical.

And so, the article asked, "Which
winds are blowing in the churches?"

I was not convinced of optimism in

1981, and I remain unconvinced in

1984. I see two problems: one dealing

with a disquieting disinterest in "puri-

ty," and the other a nearsightedness

involving the larger goals of reforma-

tion. Let me elaborate on these.
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In terms of the twin goals of the uni-

ty and the purity of the church, I must

say that the preponderence of union

talk has focused on the question of

unity. Indeed, voices are heard from

different quarters, "that the purity

question is almost out of order."

(Remember, it is the desire for purity

that is my present focus, not the

achieved purity in either communion.)
According to this view, the fact of

creedal identification supposedly

makes the question of purity moot!

This was precisely the same argument

which gained centerstage in the Old

School-New School (Presbyterian) talks

in the 19th century. In "Which
Winds?" I drew attention to the fact

that such arguments plus much hoopla

does not a union make. One of the tell-

tale signs that such a union is in the

works occurs when there is a scarcity

of purity talk.

Why should this be? The fact

. . . neither unity nor
purity has

preeminence over the

other

troubles me, both in terms of the union

and the separate churches without

union. Have we lost the capacity to be

concerned with one another, and at the

same time, to be concerned with each

other's truth?

I have served in both the PCA and

the OPC, and have witnessed the im-

pulse in both communions to sweep

significant issues under the rug. You
know, and have seen it happen. Some
issue or candidate is on the floor of

presbytery. A lonely voice raises an

issue of conscience, and the emotional

atmosphere drops in temperature and

becomes resistant. The pall hanging

over such occasions has always seemed

to consist in the axiom that serious-

ness, study, and the interruption of

"progress" simply cannot be tolerated.

It is not as though I expect total

agreement or purity. Reading accounts
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of the Reformation, I see many occa-

sions of accommodation. But beneath

and behind their mistakes and excesses

I feel an irrepressible pulse of life! I

can see men who have not merely

"heard of God by the hearing of the

ear, but have 'seen' God face to face"

(Job 42:5)!

Personally I feel secure in that kind

of diversity, because in spite of the

human foibles I can also see genuine

interest—in the things of God. I can

feel the rending spirit of repentance

that cuts all men low so that they bow
to him who is Most High (Job 42:6)!

When I see such a prospect as this, in

spite of the insecurities I cry, "Flesh

of my flesh and bone of my bones!"

Because the winds that blow are fresh

with the scent of grace. They are sweet

like the spring.

Many have probably already lost pa-

tience with me, but if not, I would ask

them to take samples of the air in their

locales. Is it marked by the spiritual

tenacity of Calvin and Knox to be first

and foremost clearly Biblical? Such an

attitude can survive many mistakes and
errors because it is always ready to lis-

ten and reform again. It is like gold

compared to the frothy paper currency

of the present. It is an intention that

has served the church well, and has

guided her through centuries instead of

mere decades.

The second issue is not totally unlike

the first, and really flows from it. It

concerns the larger issue of reforma-

tion. If the ideal or intention of two
lovers is larger than the lovers them-

selves, there is a good chance that their

union will succeed. If their love is real,

it will tend to become all-encompassing

and productive.

Two such occasions from the history

of the church present themselves to us.

I am thinking of the revival of truth

in the 1st and 2nd centuries which

eventually overturned paganism for

Christ, and the revival in the 15th and

16th centuries which overturned the

decadence of Rome and ushered in

Western growth and prosperity.

In both these periods there were

zealous ideas abroad which were not

narrow and limited but broad and en-

compassing. While such were pub-

lished subsequent to the initiation of

these movements, in such works as

Augustine's City of God and Ruther-

ford's Lex Rex, these works manifest-

ly collected the uncollated thoughts of

the church rather than creating them

de novo. They set forth the idea that

God was the author of life, and that

all of life thus bore his claim. "All
Glory, Laud, and Honor" were due
him!

All of life therefore must be subdued
for him, whether that life was found
in the family, church, or state. Such
reformers became people of the Book,
being jealous for its order and preci-

sion. This became "Calvinism," which

B.B. Warfield termed simply "Chris-

tianity come into its own." It revived

the earlier, but then dormant Christian

culture, and opened the door for real

and sustained Western prosperity. Yet

in concert with this impulse, as I men-
tioned earlier, Calvinism also produced
an amazing display of international co-

operation and unity.

In conclusion we must remember
that neither unity nor purity has

preeminence over the other. They are

of equal ultimacy and have exhibited

a similar fragility in the history of the

church. One of the most interesting

historical essays I've seen is John
Gerstner's "American Calvinism until

the Twentieth Century"(American
Calvinism, ed. by Jacob Hoogstra for

the Calvin Action Committee, Baker
Book House, 1957). Gerstner's review

of history showed that in America,

time after time, deviations from classic

Calvinism resulted in apostasy and
fracture. Why is it that men always

presume that like Lot they can "move
in proximity to Sodom"(Gen.l3:12)
without bearing the consequences?

If Christianity is going to come into

its own in the 20th century, a vigorous

Calvinism must be kept alive. If it is

kept alive (no matter that it is now
passed over by the impetuous!) it will

be an available instrument for the

Lord's use later on. For example, I

have seen, here in Lynchburg, a sur-

prising fundamentalist interest in as-

pects of Calvinism due to the attacks

of the secular state upon Christian con-

servatism. I have been made more
aware than ever that with but a sweep

of his right hand of might, the Lord

can bring about the widest kind of

union imaginable! What surprises his

providence must have in store for us!

But this blessing can never be

achieved by frenetic, frantic accommo-
dation. Nor by zeal for unity alone.

Nor by impatience and ecclesiastical

party "force." It can only come when
full-orbed-Biblical-zeal "for his house

consumes us"(John 2:17). 31



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Bread of Life
For January 13, 1985. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 6
Key verses: John 6:35; 41-54

Devotional reading: John 6:22-29

Memory selection: John 6:51

Introduction

We continue our study of the Gospel

of John, beginning today a new unit

dealing with Christ, the Giver of New
Life.

Bread

1 That Perishes
John 6:1-26

Jesus had rebuked those following him
who refused to believe in him, and he

accused them of seeking glory from
one another rather than from God
(5:44).

As he often did, Jesus sought to be

alone with those who were truly in-

terested in learning from him. But the

multitudes would not allow him this

privilege and continued to follow Jesus

(6:2). They were sign-seekers and fas-

cinated with the signs they had seen

done by him.

As Jesus went into the mountains to

instruct his disciples further, the mul-
titudes followed. He determined to

teach his disciples an important lesson

in caring for one another as the crowds
increased and made it difficult for him
to teach in words alone.

He challenged the disciples to pro-

vide for the needs of the multitudes

gathered there by giving them bread.

They were able to find a few loaves of
bread and two fish (v. 9).

Jesus took what they brought him
that day and performed a mighty mir-

acle by multiplying the bread and fish

so that all had ample food to satisfy

their hunger.

By this Jesus showed us that we have
the responsibility to share with other

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1984 by the Committee on the Uniform Series
ol the National Council of Churches ol Christ.

followers of Jesus those things we have

been given by the Lord. What we have

been given is also intended for the

needs of other believers.

In this lesson Jesus also explained

the true use of signs in Scripture. Signs,

or what we call miracles, are given in

Scripture to show men that the one

working these signs is sent from God
and is to be heard. The words he

speaks and not the signs he performs

hold the true power to change lives (v.

14; compare Exodus 4:1-9; I Kings

17:21-24).

But there was yet another lesson the

Lord desired to teach that day to the

multitudes. The bread they had eaten

could not permanently satisfy them.

They would need other bread if they

were to be sustained. No doubt they

were already hungry, having traveled

a long distance to find Jesus again.

Jesus wanted them to see that such

a pursuit of Jesus to have mere bread

that perishes was futile. They must
learn that from him they could have

bread that will truly satisfy, bread that

will meet an eternal need (v. 26).

Jesus promised early in his ministry

that those who hungered and thirsted

after righteousness would be satisfied.

(Matt. 5:6).

Questions

1 . How do I show that I'm my broth-

er's keeper by providing for his needs?

lust Chance
at $12.
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2. To what extent is my life spent

seeking the bread that perishes rather

than hungering after righteousness in

Christ?

Bread

2 of Life

John 6:27-36

Jesus declared that only he had food
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help it. With an editorial board
that includes Lane Adams, John
Whitehead, Tom Rose, Kerby
Anderson, Jay Adams, Paul

Kooistra, and Ron Jenson, our
insights and opinions about the

issues and events of today's world
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evangelical and action- oriented.
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are committed to making a dif-

ference? Eight 40-minute issues

just $17.50.

Crosscurrents,

T.M. Moore, Senior Editor

that would give eternal life (v. 27). This

is very much like his approach to the

woman of Samaria who sought water

from the well rather than the water of

life which Jesus offered her.

We see the mind-set of this crowd
when they immediately wanted to

know what they could do to please

God (v. 28). Like their fathers, they

counted on their own good works to

please God rather than the knowledge

that there was nothing they could do
that was good in God's sight to earn

their salvation or please him.

Jesus turned their minds from their

works to his own, teaching them to put

their trust in him and not to rely on
their own efforts to commend them to

God (v. 29).

But this was more than they were

willing to do. They drew back from be-

lieving on Jesus because they were not

prepared to accept him as their God.
They doubted he was even as great as

Moses who had given them manna in

the wilderness for 40 years (v. 31).

They compared Jesus to Moses and

found that Jesus was not willing to

continue to feed them as Moses had,

revealing that they did not recognize

that God had fed them in the wilder-

ness, not Moses. Neither were they

willing to recognize that Jesus had

much more to offer them than bread

that perishes.

When Jesus offered them the true

bread that the Father had given from
heaven, they balked again (vv. 35-36).

They refused to believe in Jesus as their

Savior and to accept from him the gift

of eternal life. Like Esau, they were

willing to sell their birthright for a mess

of pottage.

This same problem continues in the

church where many who attend refuse

to believe in Jesus. They come for

many reasons—the glory and praise of

men, business advantages, fellowship

with others, to feel good, etc.—but

never truly believe in Jesus in their

hearts.

Questions

1. What is my attitude as I go to

work daily? Do I go to earn bread for

my family or to serve Christ in all that

I do in my job?

2. What evidence in my life shows
that I have truly believed in Jesus?

What changes can I point to since first

believing in him?

Eternal

3 Bread
John 6:37-59

The words that appear four times in

this passage show what was very much
on Jesus' mind as he taught. It was the

assurance that those whom the Father

had given him would be raised up with

him in the last day (vv. 39-40, 44, 54).

Jesus had to deal with the fact that

not all who came and heard him teach

would remain and become believers in

him. Many would turn away. Had he

failed? Did this mean that he needed
to change his message in order to per-

suade more?
He was assured that not one of those

whom the Father had given him would
be lost. He was not failing even now
as many turned from him and refused

to believe. Only those whom the Father

had given to him in the first place

could come and believe.

But Jesus also made it clear that any
who did come and desire to believe in

him would be saved. He would never

turn any of them away by mistake (v.

37).

Yes. I'll try 8 biweekly issues of

Crosscurrents for $17.50. Checks
payable to Information Services

Group. Mail to ISG, 2081 NE
55th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33308

Name

Address

City State ZIP

The Atlanta School
of Biblical Studies

ASBS—a Bible-based seminary, Bible college, and lay training center—is seeking to raise

funds, under God, for its "permanent home." This is a 10,800 sq. ft. building on two

acres of property in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.

Many of us have had a part in supporting other developing Christian institutions at strategic

times. If you would like to share in this strategic time for ASBS, write or call to contri-

bute or ask for further information.

ASBS-HOME, P.O. Box 150, Avondale Estates, GA 30002. Telephone (404) 292-6811.
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That day many who had been fol-

lowing Jesus and seeking for the bread

that he would feed them to make their

bellies full refused to believe in him in

order to receive eternal life. They

doubted this man could give them eter-

nal life because he was a mere man,

like them. He was the son of Mary and

Joseph, not even a highborn man (vv.

41-42).

Jesus realized that his rejectors had

not been taught by God. Nothing had
happened in their hearts to change

them from being dead in sin to being

born again by God's Spirit. Therefore

they could never truly believe in Jesus.

Jesus had in mind Isaiah 54:13, and

also probably Jeremiah 31:31-34. We
see how he gained comfort from the

Scriptures. God's written Word taught

Jesus how to think about the things he

faced in this world, just as it ought to

teach us to cope with life as we find

it in the world.

Many in the wilderness had eaten the

manna from heaven but never came to

believe in the Lord. Even so, in Jesus'

day, many ate of the food he fed men,
bread that perishes, and many were

healed of diseases and benefited in

other ways from Jesus' ministry, but

never did come to put their trust in

him.

The same is true today in the church.

There are many who benefit greatly

from being in the church, who make
many friends and have many imme-
diate needs met there but who never

put their trust in the Lord and so re-

ject the eternal bread of life (vv.

48-51).

Jesus came to give his body, his flesh

and blood, as the sacrifice for the sins

of those who would believe in him, just

as Isaiah had declared long before (Isa.

53). The detracters among the Jews
that day ridiculed the idea that Jesus

could give his flesh as food for their

souls. To them it sounded like canni-

balism (v. 52).

Jesus could have explained to them
that he was not talking about their

literally eating his flesh and drinking

his blood but about their putting the

trust of their body and soul into his

hands. They must put on Christ, as

Paul would later express it, put him on
by faith, and make no provision for

the flesh (v. 53).

But instead, Jesus went right on
talking about the necessity of their

eating his flesh and drinking his blood,
as he would later, when he instituted

the Lord's Supper. True believers,

given to him by the Father, would un-

derstand; the rest would be turned

away.

To eat his flesh and drink his blood,

he explained, meant to abide in him (v.

56). If they were unwilling to abide in

Jesus in full faith in him alone for their

salvation and eternal life, then they

would have no part with him now or

forever (v. 57).

Questions

1 . How do the words of Jesus help

me understand when those to whom I

witness still refuse to believe?

2. To what extent do I look, as Jesus

did, for that day of the resurrection of

my body to be with the Lord forever?

Words

4 of Life

John 6:60-71

The words of Jesus did not fall on will-

ing ears of many who heard him that

day (v. 60). They showed by their reac-

tion that they were not given to him by
the Father.

Merely to have seen Jesus' miracles

NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

FEMALE

Age 35 $120

Age 45 $132

Age 55 $205
(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

MALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165

Age 55 $315

Compare our rates with your policy and see

why our companies do over TEN BILLION
per year with people like yourself.

For further information, please call, col-

lect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or

write: Financial Independence Group
21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP.

AGE PHONE
_EJ-

would not suffice to make them his

true disciples. Jesus explains that what
gives life is the Spirit, through the

words that God has spoken (v. 63).

That is why Jesus often rebuked those

who followed him for seeking signs.

To seek signs and refuse to believe the

words was vain.

It is today, as well. We walk by faith

Continued on p. 16, col. 3

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.

Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "I do believe in

spooks, I do, I do, I do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.
A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

HUMAN LIFE SUNDAY special book
offer: Christian Case Against Abortion. 33%
discount: 5 for $5 ( + 75 c

p.h.). Demonstrates

anti-Christian nature of Roe; Biblical and

medical proof life begins at conception and

has absolute value. Ken Gentry, Rt. 14, Box
202 PJ, Greenville, SC 29607.

CHURCHESHBMHHHH
DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639
Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)
386-0121.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, NY. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.
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FOR RENT
ACAPULCO—UNIQUE. Your very own

villa with a complete view of Acapulco bay,

in quiet residential area above Yacht Club, for

sale or rent. 4 to 5 bedrooms, each with bath.

Complete servants quarters. Terraces, swim-

ming pool and lovely tropical landscaping.

Cook, gardener, and maid included. $250 per

day. Rent applicable to buying price if house

is purchased. Phone Acapulco (748) 3-93-13

nights or write Mrs. Louise Henry, Bahia 11,

Las Playas, 39390 Acapulco.

FOR SALE
TRINITY HYMNALS, 120 copies in great

condition. $4 per hymnal. For more informa-

tion contact Faith Presbyterian Church, 5916

NW 39th Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32606;

(904) 377-5482.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
PASTOR for small rural church in North

Dakota. Salary negotiable. Resume of church

available upon request. Interested candidates

please send PCA Ministerial Data Form com-
pleted to: Mr. Wayne Olivier, Pulpit Com-
mittee, Box 132, Dodge, ND 58625.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-
pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

EVANGELICAL PASTOR seeking posi-

tion in Presbyterian or independent church.

Holds M. Th. degree. Emphasis on evangel-

ism and discipleship. Contact Cleve Chandler,

P.O. Box 726, Caddo Mills, TX 75005. (214)

527-3710.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-
onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and
Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must
adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursury through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and
desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlining

professional credentials and work experi-

ences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants for a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term. Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

WANTED: Christian M.D.; Emergency De-

partment in college town, 16,000 visits/year,

reasonable hours. ACLS/ATLS required.

Considering planting OP church. Contact R.

Harryman, M.D., Rt. 2, Potsdam, NY 13676;

(315) 265-2788.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-
ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and
Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

FACULTY NEEDED—strong Christian

college (2000 students) seeks faculty in math,

elementary education, computer, political

science, psychology, and communication arts.

Send resume to Box RS, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802,

before Jan. 31, 1985. Ph.D. preferred; M.A.
considered.

COVENANT COLLEGE is seeking ap-

plicants for a faculty position in foreign lan-

guages, with responsibility for French and

Spanish instruction. Candidates should have

a high interest in the small Christian college,

a special sensitivity to individual student de-

velopment, and a commitment to Reformed,

Presbyterian distinctives. Terminal degree

preferable. If interested, contact Dr. Nicholas

Barker, Vice President for Academic and Stu-

dent Affairs, Covenant College, Lookout
Mountain, TN 37350. Letter of application

and resume should be received by January 31.

PASTOR NEEDED to lead the only Pres-

byterian congregation in the entire Cape Cod
area into its second decade. Send resume and
letter to Pastoral Search Committee, P.O. Box
235, E. Sandwich, MA 02537.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

i I Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

SERVICES I

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Hf loves m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*

TRAVEL

SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-1 1 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Happy New Year!

Well, after all those dire predictions,

we have almost made it through 1984.

I doubt that any of us would say that

the world is actually getting better.

Even the postmillennialists among us

would recognize that evil is growing

alongside of the development of

Christ's kingdom. But even the premil-

lennialists have to admit that some
good things happened in 1984.

Every spring the baseball prognos-

ticators make their predictions about

which teams will win the pennants by

fall. But somehow by the next spring

we never hear how accurate (or rather

how inaccurate) those predictions

proved to be.

Last year at this time the Journal got

30 Christians to make some predictions

about George Orwell's fateful year of

1984. 1 thought you might like to know
how they came out.

Right on target was R.C. Sproul of

Ligonier Valley Study Center, who
predicted: "A new editor for the Jour-

nal. A novel by R.C. Sproul, and end-

less static for doing it." I don't know
about that last item (see review of

Sproul's Johnny Come Home in the

Journal for Dec. 12), but I'll wager
that R.C. is hard to beat at "Trivial

Pursuit."

Moishe Rosen of Jews for Jesus

forecasted: "Reagan will probably be

elected. Economically, our country will

do better and the national debt will

continue to mount." James Kennedy
of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in

Fort Lauderdale and some others

made similar predictions. Our own col-

umnist, Richard Chewning, was very

accurate in his economic forecast.

John Kyle of Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship and Paul McKaughan of

the PCA's Mission to the World saw
increasing gaps between rich and poor
and continued worldwide crises and
suffering. Nevertheless missionaries

would continue to carry the gospel

through staggering difficulties to those

who have not yet heard it.

Robert D. Love of Wichita, Kans.

referred to hunger in Africa. Martin

Essenburg of Covenant College on
Lookout Mountain predicted an in-

crease of terrorist activity.

Russ Pulliam of Indianapolis and
Cal Thomas of Moral Majority in

Lynchburg, Va. anticipated the need for

Christians to apply their faith to the

political and social realms. Dr. Essen-

burg focused on the development of

Christian schools. Ed Hindson of Lib-

erty Baptist College in Lynchburg and
the Fundamentalist Journal envisioned

a greater cooperation between evangel-

icals and fundamentalists.

About the only prediction that did

not come true was that of Gary North
of Tyler, Tex., who said: "I predict

that the bulk of the predictions in this

issue of the Journal will not come to

pass."

But he went on to say: "
I also pre-

dict that the most important events

that will take place in 1984 will not

have been predicted in this issue of the

Journal."

Now there is something to reflect

upon. From God's viewpoint what was

really significant in 1984? When we
gain heaven's perspective, we may be

surprised to learn what turning points

in the Lord's conflict with Satan oc-

curred in this past year.

That should cause us to reflect upon
the years ahead. Are there some trends

apparent that will help us know how
we can most effectively serve the Lord
and his purposes in the end of the 20th

century, 1985-2000?

Several things have crystallized for

me in this year of my 50th birthday

and a career change. As our "Mail-

bag" column shows almost every week,

Christians of apparently strong com-
mitment do not always agree when it

comes to applying their understanding

of the Bible to the public realm. At the

same time the traditional Reformed
position of the sovereignty of God in

every sphere of life is becoming more
widely accepted by evangelical Chris-

tians of all stripes. I am encouraged by

this and am convinced that what we
need is a forum for intelligent Scrip-

tural discussion of the application of

our faith with enough mutual respect

to learn from one another. The Jour-

nal's pages will be available for such

discussion.

It is apparent that the gospel is mak-
ing headway in the world. In spite of

crises—and in some cases because of

them—people are being won to Christ

in China, Africa, Latin America, the

Soviet Union, and other difficult areas.

The Holy Spirit cannot be contained.

But our missionary efforts must be un-

flaggingly pursued. We weep at the

sight of starving Ethiopians or blind-

ed and maimed Indians in Bhopal. But

we must remember that their spiritual

condition— if we could behold it

—

would be seen as even worse.

Situations that must cry out to God
continue to confront us in this world

that he created. Why should people be

starving while our government pays

farmers not to produce? Why should

terrorists be able to torture and kill

passengers on a Kuwaiti airliner, pos-

sibly with impunity? Why should un-

born children continue to be put to

death in our "civilized" land? Why
should people be oppressed for their

religion under a communist govern-

ment, as in Poland? Why should

others be oppressed for their race, as

in South Africa? Why should we all

live under the threat of a nuclear holo-

caust?

Even though we know our own
weaknesses, we must not give in to sin

and its effects. We can be encouraged

by the growth in Christian schools. Se-

rious study of God's Word is on the

increase. And there is more evidence

of sincere prayer for revival.

Are you ready for an exciting

1985? ffl
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Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

THE SPRCINT LECTURE SERIES
February 4 - February 7, 1985

The 1985 James Sprunt Lecturer

Ernest Best
Emeritus Professor of Divinity and Biblical Criticism

University of Glasgow

St. Andrews, Scotland

am Davies
Pastor Emeritus,

Fourth Presbyterian Church
Chicago, Illinois

* * * *

John W. Kuykendall
President, Davidson College

Davidson, N.C

For further information:

Elizabeth Cox
Author

Durham, N.C

Charles M. Swezey
Professor of Christian Ethics

Union Theological Seminary

in Virginia

Richmond, Va.

Union Theological Seminary
3401 Brook Road
Richmond, Virginia 23227
(804) 355-0671

From Wisconsin
to Mississippi:
Why?

What's a guy from Wisconsin
doing at RTS in Jackson,
Mississippi?

Because it's one of the few Christian graduate schools that

allows you to earn state certification while pursuing a degree. The
Graduate School of Education provides that training with a mature

balance of educational principles and scriptural application.

The warmth and personal sensitivity of the professors far

exceeded my expectations. They live what they teach and inspire

me to the great task of teaching.

Marshall Rorie

The Graduate School of Education.
It's what Christian Education should be coming to.

RTS REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi 39209

S.S. Lesson—from p. 13

in what the Lord has taught in his

Word. We do not walk by sight, by
signs that God performs. The genera-

tion of sign-seekers in the church to-

day is no better off than those who
wanted to eat the bread Jesus gave
them but who never put their trust in

what he had to teach them. As Paul
later would say, faith comes from
hearing and hearing from the word of

Christ (Rom. 10:17).

As it became evident that Jesus

would not fit into their mold, many of

the Jews rejected him. They failed to

see that before Christ ruled as king, he

must come and die on the cross for

their sins. They also failed to see that

his kingdom was not of this world but

of heaven and would be evident to the

world only at the end of the ages (Rev.

1:5-7).

The same danger exists today when
many in the church cry for some visi-

ble evidence that Jesus is king, running

this world. They want to see the world

right now acknowledge him, whatever

it takes. They refuse to walk by faith

and persevere even when things seem
to be going against the truth. They
want visible success now for all the

world to see.

Many will reject the truth and set the

church on a course contrary to the will

of God to satisfy their own desires

rather than wait for the day of his

coming in triumph.

Jesus recognized that day that there

was among those in the innermost cir-

cle of disciples one who was a devil.

There always have been and always

will be in the visible church many who
belong to the devil. That was a fact

Jesus had to cope with on earth and

one we must continue to cope with un-

til Christ comes and raises up his own
to be with him forever (v. 70).

Questions

1 . Does the gospel have some hard

things to say to us today? How do I

react to the hard things in God's

Word?
2. What keeps me in the church

—

its acceptability and respectability in

the world, or my conviction that Christ

is in charge and will, in the end, tri-

umph over all of his and my enemies?

Next week: "The Water of Life,"

John 4:7-15; 7. ffl
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MAILBAG

GRATITUDE FOR FREE COPIES

On behalf of the 80 students here at

Biblical who have again received com-
plimentary subscriptions to the Pres-

byterian Journal, the student council

would like to express its appreciation

to you for your kindness.

Thank you for providing excellent

Christian journalism and editorial

comment on issues of concern. On the

budgets of most seminarians the ex-

pense of the subscriptions would be

prohibitive. You provide for that need

in a very generous way.

In our hearts and minds, most of us

still cannot resist making the associa-

tion between the Journal and our late

President, Dr. G. Aiken Taylor.

Thank you, too, sir, for that moment

of remembrance receipt of the Journal

triggers.

—Steve A. Heinbaugh
Secretary of the Student Council

Biblical Theological Seminary

Hatfield, Pa.

Ed.— Thanks to special donations we are

able to provide complimentary copies of the

"Journal" to several seminaries, mission-
aries, and widows of ministers who other-

wise could not afford to subscribe.

ANALOGOUS TO NAZI GERMANY

Congratulations on finding and main-

taining the elusive "cutting edge" in

theological "reality." Keep up the

good work. I also owe a debt of thanks

to someone for the stack of free Jour-

nals found each week in our mailroom.

Thank you whoever you are.

1 am sometimes amazed and other

times dismayed at the complacent at-

titude of evangelicals regarding anti-

abortion forces. We have all been dis-

mayed at the Christians in Nazi Ger-

many—shaking our heads and won-
dering why they were mostly unin-

volved.

Perhaps the next generation will, in

a few decades, do some similar head
shaking about the church in the '70s

and '80s in the US. I do not favor vio-

lence but cannot help wondering about

the thousands or perhaps millions of

babies that will be killed while the pro-

cess of political change plods along.

Surely we can do more than lobby and
vote!

I fear intellectual schizophrenia con-

tinues to infect the church. I wonder
how we would have reacted in Nazi

Germany? If we believe that unborn

children are created in God's image,

why are we so lax about protecting

them? Would we be so complacent if

the Supreme Court legalized killing

babies before they were one year old?

Or people over 65?

We must do something! If people

like Rev. Robert Wildeman, Sr.

("Mailbag" Dec. 12) are opposed to

non-violent protest, what are his alter-

natives? Would he say that we must al-

low killing babies because it is done on
private property? Are we more con-

cerned with obeying Biblical injunc-

tions to protect the powerless, or per-

sonal peace and non-involvement?

—Bob Lourie

Westminster Seminary
Philadelphia, Pa.

FURTHER RESPONSE ON ABORTION

After quoting the familiar passage

from the Supreme Court's 1973 Roe
vs. Wade decision, one of the Jour-

nal's readers (Journal, Dec. 5) made
some observations concerning Chris-

tian involvement in the pro-life move-
ment. She first suggests that Christians

direct their efforts toward the medical

community rather than the judicial sys-

tem. While it is true that legal profes-

sionals do not perform abortions, and
also true that we must direct an appro-

priate measure of our activities toward
the medical community, it is our judi-

cial system that has declared abortions

to be legal and can declare otherwise.

While it is true that some will elect to

have an abortion whether it is legal or

not, that does not alter the fact that

Roe vs. Wade is contrary to God's
law and therefore must not be allowed

to stand. Would we wish to legalize

robbery, murder, or rape simply be-

cause there are those who commit these

crimes? Her comment concerning the

18th Amendment (prohibition) was
misplaced, since that amendment did

not rest on a solid Biblical footing.

The reader goes on in the last para-

graph of her letter to confuse our re-

sponsibility as Christians to affect

justice, with God's responsibility to

punish sin. We have no responsibility

to execute God's penalty on homosex-
uals, and no responsibility to do the

same to women who have had abor-

tions, because God alone judges and
punishes sin. We do, however, have a

God-given responsibility to apply the

teachings of Christ in all spheres of life

and culture, including securing justice

for the powerless. Surely if anyone is

powerless, it is the unborn child. The
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murder of the unborn is sin, and must

be prevented. This is true in other areas

as well; if we see a person who is obvi-

ously drunk and about to drive a car,

thereby endangering the lives of others,

we should stop him. If a friend of ours

is having an extra-marital affair, we
should seek to stop that as well.

The writer is correct in that the Bible

establishes no hierarchy for sin. We
must not allow the abortion issue to

prevent us from acting as responsible

Christians in other areas, yet I believe

the repercussions of abortion on our

society and on our God-created hu-

manness are so staggering that it de-

serves prominence in Christian action.

—Larry D. Goodman
Topeka, Kans.

BABY FAE AND 'ANOTHER FLESH'

One aspect that needs to be brought

out concerning Baby Fae is regarding

the use of living animal cells as op-

posed to dead, processed tissue.

Maybe someone in the medical pro-

fession can correct me if I am wrong,

but I believe that using pig's valves or

other animal parts in humans has

Continued on p. 17, col. 1
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] Presbyterians and others of the Reformed tradition took

the lead in the establishing of colleges in America. Harvard, Yale, Princeton,

Rutgers, Dartmouth, and Hampden-Sydney were founded by Congregation-

alists, Dutch Reformed, or Presbyterians before the American Revolution

for the purpose of Christian education, most often specifically for the training

of ministers. On into the 19th century Presbyterians in particular continued

to be in the forefront of the formation of colleges, which were sometimes
the consequence of revival and sometimes the starting place of revival. Sad
to say, many of the institutions which were once so clearly instruments of

the Lord's work have since forsaken the orthodox faith. In this issue we
have invited nine liberal-arts colleges in the Presbyterian and Reformed tradi-

tion which have sought to remain faithful to the Scriptures to describe their

current programs and educational philosophies. There were a few others

whom we invited that did not respond, but we are pleased to present these

several Christian liberal-arts institutions as worthy of your consideration

and support.

I l Also in this issue Suzanne Comer describes what it is like

to be a student in a Christian college; you may find a few surprises. Pro-

fessor Don King provides an argument for the Christian liberal-arts college

from a faculty member's perspective.

CZ I Pastors, you may want to order extra copies of this issue

for distribution to college-bound young people or their parents. They are

available in quantities of 30 at 15
c per copy. Tuition costs at most of the

institutions described in this issue are amazingly similar. Room and board

costs can vary significantly, and student aid and scholarships also vary. Cur-

rent total costs tend to be in the $6 - 7,000 range per year, but student aid

can offset that expense significantly.

I l News of the retirement this month of Rev. Robert Hoyle
as director of the Hebron Colony, a Christian home for alcoholics near

Boone, N.C., brought a reminder of the remarkable ministry of this institu-

tion. Founded by Rev. Dr. Archer Dillard in 1947, it was the first such Chris-

tian work in the South and one of the few in the whole country. Admission
to Hebron and the nearby Grace Home for woman alcoholics is free, and
the usual stay is eight weeks. The treatment is spiritual, not medical, and
the gospel of Christ is presented as the answer for all sin. One board member
comments: "No regular church ministry could afford a preacher any greater

opportunity to lead people to Christ." After

14 years as director, Bob Hoyle can testify to

that truth in the lives of the "graduates" he

has visited in many towns.

Editorial

23

l I Word has come of another

centenarian in Presbyterian circles, Mrs. Em-
ma Cade Price, who was 102 on September 19.

Born near Cadeville, La., one of twelve chil-

dren, she married John Price and had one son
and three daughters. She is a charter member
of Memorial Presbyterian Church in West
Monroe, La. HI

Emma Price
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Tutu: U.S. Pressure Could End Apartheid

WASHINGTON, D.C. (RNS)— It

may now be "one minute to midnight"

for an "explosion" by Blacks in South

Africa, Nobel Peace laureate Desmond
Tutu said here.

"I've said before that I thought it

was five minutes to midnight," the

Anglican bishop-elect of Johannesburg
told reporters, after a sermon at the

Episcopal Washington Cathedral.

"But the situation is now so vola-

tile

On the other hand, Bishop Tutu
continued, the Reagan administration

could bring South Africa's apartheid

policies to an end "tomorrow" if

Reagan would say to South African

Prime Minister Pieter Botha, "You've
had it! Unless you end all bannings,

detentions and denationalizing of

Blacks, the cover we have given you
against the hostility of the world will

Bishop TutU UPI Photo
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be lifted."

Referring to a December 7 meeting

with Mr. Reagan, Bishop Tutu said

that "what appeared to be a pro forma
meeting" turned out to be one "where
there was a great deal of listening."

Since that time, the administration

has indicated there may be some altera-

tion of its "constructive engagement"
policy toward South Africa.

Demonstrations at the South Afri-

can embassy here and at consulates in

other cities have "warmed the cockles

of my heart," Bishop Tutu said, and
have shown a "tremendous amount of

solidarity" with the Black majority in

his country.

He said he would be "very sur-

prised" if the protests "fizzle out"
when he returns to Africa at the end
of December.

Bishop Tutu laughed heartily at a

question as to "whether we will see

you" at a demonstration here. "I

would not want to steal their thun-

der," he said.

Asked if he feared for his own safe-

ty, he responded, "No, nobody is in-

dispensable. I work on the assumption

that if you are doing God's work . . .

it's his business to look after you."

He characterized as a "red herring"

a suggestion that the U.S. should focus

the same attention on human rights

violations in the Soviet Union as on

those in his homeland. His apparently

unintended pun brought a twinkle to

his eyes and chuckles from the report-

ers.

South Africa, he said, is the "one
country in the world, a Christian civi-

lized nation, where discrimination" is

written into its constitution.

"We are not looking to drive the

White people into the sea," he assert-

ed, but to create a society, "where we
can say to the Whites: 'Hey, let's try

it together, hand in hand, so Black and

White together can walk tall.'
"

The bishop planned to leave the

United States December 31, and stop

in Tanzania and Zambia en route

home. CE

Vatican Threatens Nuns
Open to Abortion

NEW YORK (RNS)—Twenty-four
Roman Catholic nuns have been

threatened by the Vatican with expul-

sion from their orders unless they

publicly renounce their endorsement of

a statement which said Roman Cath-

olics hold diverse views on abor-

tion.

The controversial statement, which

ran October 7 as a paid ad in the New
York Times during the heated political

debate on abortion, was sponsored by

the Washington-based Catholics for a

Free Choice. The position of the or-

ganization is that Roman Catholics

hold a variety of views on abortion and

can do so under principles of moral

theology and free conscience.

William Ryan, a spokesman for the

National Conference of Catholic

Bishops, said the bishops "have no

direct involvement in the matter, but

hope for a happy resolution along the

lines outlined by the Vatican."

The national bishops' conference

already has released two statements

criticizing the advertisement. One
statement was issued by Richard

Doerflinger of the pro-life office of the

U.S. Catholic Conference. The other

was later issued by Archbishop James

Quinn on behalf of the bishops' Com-
mittee on Doctrine at the annual

meeting of the bishops in November.

Meanshile, in a press conference fol-

lowing a four-and-a-half hour meeting

behind closed doors at the St. Charles

Hotel in Washington, signers of the

statement carried in the ad, including

more than 35 nuns, priests, and lay

people, strongly criticized the Vatican

action. But they refused to say whether

they would ultimately obey or defy the

church's demand. The group repre-

sents a portion of the 97 signers of the

statement.

"We are appalled by the recent ac-

tions of the Vatican against women



who are members of religious orders,"

said the statement read at the De-

cember 19 press conference. "The ac-

tion has threatened them with dis-

missal from their communities if they

do not retract. We believe that this

Vatican action is a cause for scandal

to Catholics everywhere. It seeks to sti-

fle freedom of speech and public dis-

cussion in the Roman Catholic Church

and create the appearance of a consen-

sus where none exists.

"This seems to be another attempt

by the Vatican to silence public dis-

cussion in the church, whether voiced

by theologians of the First or Third

World, bishops, clergy, and religious

holding public office, especially

women in the church," the release con-

tinued. E

Church Employees' Housing
Ruled Not Tax Exempt

ST. PAUL, Minn. (RNS)—The Min-

nesota Tax Court has ruled that a

duplex owned by St. John's Lutheran

Church (LCA), Minneapolis, and used

to house part-time church employees,

is not tax exempt from property taxes.

The duplex was purchased by the

church in 1966, and has been used at

various times to house the choir direc-

tor, director of Christian education,

and church custodian, all part-time

positions.

The use of the duplex, which is adja-

cent to the church, had been considered

a major part of the remuneration for

the employees. The church paid prop-

erty taxes on the duplex until 1982,

when it received a partial exemption.

At issue was whether the church

should receive a full exemption for

taxes payable in 1983.

Judge Carl Jensen, who issued the

opinion, said, "There may be a very

questionable basis for providing any
exemption for living residences of pas-

tors or anyone else." Until the legisla-

ture acts on the task of defining or

limiting church property, he wrote,

"the courts should not further extend

the exemption."

The judge said that "there is now an
inequality even among established

churches. In many of the churches, the

pastor must provide his own residence,

either by renting it or purchasing it ...

.

Such pastors and churches are being

discriminated against in comparison to

other churches which maintain (tax ex-

empt) parsonages for their pastors."

An attorney for St. John's said the

decision probably will be appealed to

the Minnesota Supreme Court. "It just

doesn't follow the precedent," he

said. m

PCUSA Evangelicals
Gather in Dallas

NEW YORK (RNS)—Conservative
evangelicals in the Presbyterian Church
USA (PCUSA) expect more than 5000

laity and clergy to attend a "Presby-

terian Congress on Renewal" in Dal-

las, Jan. 7-10.

The congress, initiated by three con-

servative caucuses in the church—the

Presbyterian Lay Committee, Presby-

terians United for Biblical Concerns,

and the Covenant Fellowship of Pres-

byterians—has been planned by a

steering committee of 24 ministers and

lay leaders.

The four-day meeting will include

worship, plenary addresses, Bible

study, drama and workshops. Speakers

include evangelist Leighton Ford; Dr.

James McCord, former president of

Princeton Seminary; Rev. John Lloyd

Ogilvie, pastor of Hollywood Presby-

terian Church; and Black homiletics

professor Dr. James Forbes of Union
Theological Seminary. 21

Radio Moscow Program
Lauds Liberation Theology

WORCESTER, Mass.—A Journal

reader who monitors radio program-

ming behind the iron curtain reports

that on the day of Rev. Jerzy Popie-

luszko's funeral in Poland, Radio
Moscow's World Service broadcast a

lengthy commendation of liberation

theology. The program in particular

praised the work of Catholic priests in

the Nicaraguan government and Emi-
lio Castro, General Secretary of the

World Council of Churches.

McKendree R. Langley, a scholar

and journalist here who regularly

listens to short wave radio broadcasts

originating from Cuba and other com-
munist countries, says the funeral for

the slain Catholic priest, a supporter

of Solidarity and an outspoken critic

of the communist government in Po-
land, was blacked out over Soviet air-

waves. The accolade for liberation

theology in its place appeared to be an

attempt to obscure the contrast be-

tween Marxism and Christianity.

In its commentary, Radio Moscow
perceptively dismissed both the Vati-

can's rejection of Marxist class strug-

gle and President Reagan's political

opposition to the spread of com-
munism in Central America from out-

side sources.

While Radio Moscow's comments
may not precisely reflect the views of

liberation theology proponents on all

points, they probably reveal the Soviet

Union's intent to use liberation theo-

logy as a propaganda tool. EG

Also In the News . .

.

Prison Fellowship, the Washing-

ton-based prison ministry founded by

Charles Colson in 1976, has been re-

organized to accommodate the growth

of its various programs. Prison Fellow-

ship Ministries is the newly formed
umbrella organization for the national

ministry which will provide coordina-

tion for three subsidiary groups: Pris-

on Fellowship U.S.A., Justice Fellow-

ship, and Fellowship Communica-
tions.

In a 7-0 decision just before Christ-

mas, the Missouri Supreme Court
upheld a lower court's decision award-

ing to the congregation of Memorial
Presbyterian Church (PCA) of St.

Louis its large property which had
been claimed by the local presbytery of

the Presbyterian Church USA (PC-
USA).

Rev. Donald Black, 64, has been
named interim director of the General
Assembly Council of the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA). The council

directs the denomination's work be-

tween annual meetings of the general

assembly. Black was formerly pastor

of Boulevard Presbyterian Church in

Philadelphia and of the American
Church in London, and more recently

headed the UPCUSA's Commission
on Ecumenical Mission and Relations.

Black will be based in New York until

the denomination decides where to

locate its permanent offices.

The Orthodox Presbyterian
Church's missionary activity in Egypt
has been reorganized and renamed. It

will now be known as Biblical Presby-

terian Ministries in Egypt. [fl
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Going to a Christian College

SUZANNE J. COMER

I got a lot of strange remarks when I

told people I was going to a Christian

college. "Isn't that a strict religious

school?" people wanted to know, but

really asked why I would choose such

a somber place to spend the four col-

lege years notorious for their liberality

and zany independence. And at first I

wondered myself. How would I be able

to cope in a stoic, censured environ-

ment without the laughs and the last-

minute flings of youth? I was scared

I would have to sacrifice a fun-loving

self for spiritual growth, but little did

I know that a Christian college could

offer a healthy balance of both. For
me, it met my needs and I ignored the

questions of my hometown inquirers.

I was the typical young student,

wading through stacks of catalogs to

find the perfect college. Underneath
my anxiety and flighty excitement, I

knew my selection would need to re-

veal not only my interests and back-

ground, but also, and most notably,

my values. I emphasized strong values

already, but they needed reinforcement

and nurturing. To see others trying to

please God would encourage my own
attempts. I was fed up with the shallow

ignorance which led my peers to cheat

in school, seek alcohol and drugs for

satisfaction, and ignore the serenity of

the church community. Surely a Chris-

tian college would summon others who
were as concerned with molding, defin-

ing, and setting the standards of their

entire lives.

I thought about that long before I

packed several boxes and a trunk for

my four-year voyage. My first concern

was to find a college which sought to

cultivate Christian principles. I set out

for the sanctuary my frequent skeptics

The author is currently a senior

journalism student at the U. of

Georgia. She spent her first two
college years at Covenant College

on Lookout Mountain, near
Chattanooga, Tenn.

warned me about, never realizing until

I became a part of its community that

it could also have some negative qual-

ities they would condone.

The Christian college—a model
heaven, a protected seclusion—can live

up to its aim to create stronger Chris-

tians, but it can also find its students

struggling, faltering, and missing the

point of enforcing obedience to God.
Yet most evident in my experience was

an earnest desire among faculty, stu-

dents, and administration to pursue

sanctification and to glorify God. And
in this respect, my selection surpassed

any secular college.

When I arrived and heard about the

200 new faces on campus, I could not

imagine getting to know them all,

much less the returning students. We
all divided up into little groups to ask

each other questions and learn each
other's names. I began to count my
new friends and ponder the fact that

I already had more here than at home.
Our group leaders were not just doing
their job to get paid; they tried to ease

our initiation into the college society.

We all proceeded to the famed confi-

dence course, completely unaware of
what they might make us do, but
emerged with a sense of community
and a soothing trust in each other. The
games were silly but they had a point.

My favorite was falling backward from
a plank into the rest of the group's out-

stretched arms. I even went first.

The early interactions placed me
among people who looked different

from me and acted differently from
me. It was as if many cultures con-
verged to learn from others and give

in return what they had to offer. When
I moved into my dorm room, a girl

from India moved next door. We made
a quick acquaintance but were desper-

ate for a genuine friendship in our new
home. At first I was wary of those

whose clothes, skin color, nationality,

and interests were different from mine.

Shoving aside my self-selective nature,

I learned that each had his own ideas

and experiences to share, and each had
his own career to pursue. That first

friendship with a missionary's daugh-
ter from India led me to seek others to

encourage my objectivity. I found
myself at one moment stranded with

some 500 strangers, then the next,

receptively assembled with close-knit,

eager students.

And the beauty of this assembly be-

came most evident at the mid-morning
convocation ceremony on the first day
of classes. A majestic trumpet arrested

our attention, signaling the beginning

of a new year, and for many the first

year of a beloved unity. It was a com-
mon spirit which had prompted some
to board airplanes from all over the

world, to leave families in countries

unsafe for Christians, and to risk not

having enough money to make it

through the year.

This common spirit remained fore-

most in my mind. It was the very life

of the community, the essence of its

Christ-centered atmosphere, and to me
an opportunity unequalled by any

other.

We were secluded, and we were

proud of our beautiful, hidden home.
But we interacted and kept our eyes

open. Each day we remembered the

sign in front of the tiny campus: "In

all things. . . Christ pre-eminent."

The respect for these words was

most vivid when they were ingrained

in activities students shared. Intra-

mural games began with prayer as did
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classes and meals. Dorm room rap ses-

sions often included Bible study and

spiritual discussion, and activities

planned by the social and film commit-

tees inspired thought and interaction.

Each semester the administration set

aside a day solely for prayer. Although

for some it was no more than a conve-

nient holiday, most students used the

day to its fullest benefit, spending time

with friends and going to various

prayer meetings led by faculty mem-
bers. Students were hungry for meat,

and they knew their spiritually rich

haven would soon be only a college

memory.
Life in a dorm room brought many

surprises, mostly good, but never per-

fect. It was loud and bothersome at

times, especially Ou"ide my door

where a sofa invited neighbors to chat

and giggle about the time I liked to go

to bed. But then I was frequently the

guilty party when it came to boisterous

merrymaking on our hall.

Sometimes the dorm was boisterous,

but not merry. No one could be the

perfect roommate; no one could be the

perfect friend. Friendships suffered

from misunderstandings and stress,

but people had a solution for the ill

feelings. Prayer as well as a constant-

ly mentioned servanthood healed many
a wound between friends and room-
mates. Once a girl and I had a crush

on the some person and a strong jeal-

ousy for each other. We soon came to

terms and decided to pray about our

situation. That act led to a beautiful

friendship and removed the tension

from the unfortunate victim of our af-

fections. Thus, we all became close

companions and laughed at our initial

feelings. Through that situation we
learned more about ourselves and each

other, but mostly how to be a friend.

Dating, of course, was as desirable

and prevalent as in a typical college

community, although many girls

didn't think so and sometimes felt

deprived. I think many people were
like me when they arrived at this haven
anxiously awaiting hordes of Chris-

tians to date. Though our plans didn't

always work out as smoothly as we
dreamed, we enjoyed a lot of banquets

and sporting events. Each spring a
wave of engagements hit like April

showers. After spending a year or

more with some of these enthusiastic

pairs, I could foresee sturdy marriages

rooted in a commitment to God. The
fiances often met with certain pro-

fessors for marriage counseling, signi-

fying to me their concern for an un-

shakable dedication to each other and

an awareness of what this dedication

involved. It impressed me as God's ap-

proach to marriage.

Not everyone found a marriage part-

ner, but each did intermingle and try

to get his mind off tests or papers or

projects. The dorm lobby became

somewhat renowned for gatherings at

any hour. Sometimes it was for card

games, for singing, for talking by the

fireplace, for building stronger friend-

ships. And at times, inevitably, the

"lobbying" became too cozy for some

an extension of the college's aim to

mold solid Christian lifestyles in its

students. They intended to exemplify

their own Christian principles in their

contacts with students. In the class-

room they infiltrated theology into

thought-provoking lectures. One of my
favorite Bible professors, who was also

a pastor, was not pleased at all with his

lecture if he didn't feel his class re-

ceived and understood his message.

They spoke in chapel and at Easter

served us Communion. Even during

the popular intramural basketball

season, they not only rooted for teams,

but many donned shorts and shoes

couples and had to be toned down.
The classroom wasn't so undesirable

as it is typically known to be. We took

part in mind-probing discussions,

whether on religious views behind au-

thors in English, Christianity through-

out history, evolution in biology,

world views in Foundations for Learn-

ing, or theology in Christian Doctrine.

More often than not, I felt among class-

mates a genuine desire to learn what
is usually taught separately from Chris-

tianity and to lay the two side by side.

I expected the common picture of a

college professor—detached, with sev-

eral letters after his name. Ours were

ready for an on-the-court tangle. See-

ing my instructors in more than just a

classroom role gave me a glance of

their personal lives, often in the midst

of their families, and encouraged me
to follow their model of Christian liv-

ing. Most importantly they taught me
to place doctrine and education togeth-

er for a sturdy, God-centered basis for

thought.

Though the Christian college com-
munity seemed a somewhat romantic

Utopia, many students didn't alienate

themselves from local residents. They
made numerous efforts to reach non-

believers with the gospel and to
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become involved with a local church.

Students spread to nursing homes,
prisons, schools, and even malls with

their God-given light, their source of

eternal life and peace. Though time

was limited, evangelism in some form
was a responsibility, even for students.

The aim was to apply lofty news to a

lost people, the very reason for attend-

ing a Christian school.

Our solemn setting didn't create

stuffed shirts, however, nor did it ever

turn stale. The latest prank commonly
sparked howls of laughter—had some-

one really displayed his buddy's Volks-

wagen in the lobby? Once my spring

banquet date gave me a cactus for a

corsage. Needless to say, we all

laughed at ourselves, like any energetic

teenagers. And it was often the profes-

sors who brought smiles. A teacher

during my freshman year opened each

chapel with his notable wit yet taste-

fully never spoiling the meaning of the

daily meetings. These were the times I

wished I could bottle—silly jests, the

Now
as a

senior

journalism major
in a state university,

I tan further

appreciate the

foundation I

received.

unexpected hilarity—to reveal how re-

alistic a Christian college can be. It

came as a pleasant surprise to me and
I longed to show my wary onlookers

that we were not caged in and forced

to memorize the whole Bible.

Inevitably, there were those who did

feel stifled, cloistered, even threatened.

Some of the humor and actions verged

on sacrilege and induced students to

discern what was acceptable behavior

to God and what wasn't. There were

times when students swerved from the

school's set of standards—or "con-

tract"—as if announcing their free-

dom to live as adults by their own

rules. All the while they missed the

freedom of the Christian life in which
the believer is not tied to the Old Tes-

tament law, but seeks to follow it as

an act of surrendering his life to God.
I heard rumors of students "breaking

contract" and had to realize we were
still miles below heaven. Not every stu-

dent gloried in this rich opportunity as

others did. I saw supensions, expul-

sions, and concealed rebellion. A girl

on my hall left pregnant. A subtle pen-

etration of alcohol and drugs made
many of us shiver with a sickening fear

that our hallowed dwelling would ap-

pear only sanctimonious, at least to the

casual observer. And.one day it might
not even try to appear righteous.

This constant aura of apathy always

loomed overhead. A bulletin board in

the dorm lobby posted debates of keen

analysts who scrutinized their fellow

students' actions. They complained of

poorly chosen movies, of unacceptable

behavior at soccer games, of scanty

clothes in springtime. This interaction

brought anger at times, but mostly

served to spur perceptive conversation

and careful living. Very needed prayers

and interaction between colleagues

helped in avoiding the many pitfalls

everyone faced, not just the ones who
didn't want to be there. Through the

team-like effort, students sharpened

the countenances of their friends.

For two years I absorbed this solid

Christian influence like a thirsty child,

realizing all along I had chosen a ma-
jor which this college didn't offer.

Now as a senior journalism student in

a state university, I can further ap-

preciate the foundation I received my
first two years of college.

While I face competitive students of-

ten striving to top their peers, liberal

viewpoints in the classrooms, and a

monstrous institutional system, I must
reflect on my past experience in a pro-

tected environment where I learned

how to withstand this fierce, selfish

world. Obey God at all times and pro-

claim the supremacy of Christ in every

action, I must remember. With these

guidelines, daily living becomes cen-

tered around glorifying God and not

oneself. And though a sacrifice may
not seem advantageous or comfortable

at first, a well-grounded faith can

supply the assurance. This is what a

Christian school taught me, and it

enables me to handle, and even trans-

form, secular society.

Along with daily challenges, the sec-

ular college is also rich in opportuni-

ty. It offers exposure to numerous stu-

dents in my field as well as a grand
variety of others, and quick contacts

to the business world. Here I can take

what I received earlier and put it into

practice. The education process contin-

ues, for another reason, but towards

the same goal of glorifying God wher-

ever I am.
As part of a much larger student

body, I quickly learned how widely it

differs from the Christian college's.

Once I was part of a group tightly

bound with a kindred spirit. Now I am
one in a throng of students who, like

pieces of a diverse puzzle, compete for

space to fit and survive. Many must
scramble for living quarters, classes,

acceptance into professional schools,

even daily buses and parking places.

They may band together for sporting

events, but when it comes down to

political ideas and world views, they

find themselves vastly different.

However, among the variety of so-

cial, religious, and professional organ-

izations, I meet many Christians. I

share a dorm room with a Christian

who is a grand gift from God for me.

I can come home to an environment

void of persecution and bewilderment

I had expected to receive from a room-
mate here. Though I often struggle to

have a devotional time with strains of

rock music pouring through the hall,

mixed with frequent obscenities yelled

from room to room, I thank God I can

meet with him in private at all.

I feared breaking away from the

small, secure atmosphere which I cher-

ished as a freshman and sophomore.

But it was eventually unavoidable. I

couldn't allow my salt to lose its savor

by remaining apart from the turmoil

and daily struggle the world presents.

This is an ever-present danger for the

Christian college student. Although he

does contact the secular society regu-

larly, he lives in a sanctuary. He must

realize he will have to pull away from

the cozy atmosphere and join the bat-

tle with powerful opposition. Once he

has gathered his resources and built his

house on the rock of Christ, he must

expose it to bad weather.

My Christian college years were too

short and very sweet. But as I confront

the mass of hungry souls in my new

home, I remember the purpose of the

home I left and I remember my duty.

Otherwise, I will have learned noth-

ing. 21
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A Case for the Christian

Liberal-Arts College

DON KING

Believe it or not, it is already that time

of the year when many high school se-

niors and their parents face a per-

plexing dilemma: where to go to col-

lege. For some the first decision is

whether to choose a state-supported in-

stitution, a non-sectarian private

school, or a Christian college. Al-

though there is a sense in which I am
singularly unqualified to comment
since my entire education took place in

the public school system, I have spent

the last ten years teaching at a Chris-

tian college; this experience leads me
to urge parents and potential students

to opt for a Christian college.

Let me begin by clearing up some
misconceptions about the Christian

college. Such a school is not a gigan-

tic Sunday-school class, youth con-

ference, or spiritual retreat; these ac-

tivities may be a part of the mission of

any Christian college, but they are not

the main focus. In addition, a Chris-

tian college is not a place to hide from
the world; in fact, any Christian col-

lege "worth its salt" tries to expose its

students to the hard realities of life, be

it through a course in Augustinian phi-

losophy or one in urban sociology. Nor
is a Christian college a Bible college;

the latter centers study squarely on the

Bible while the former gives broad cov-

erage to the liberal arts from an in-

formed Christian perspective. Finally,

a Christian college is not a place of

solemn faces, pious rhetoric, and knee-

jerk intolerance. Instead, it encourages

freewheeling discussion with an eye on
discovering God's truth.

Put simply, a Christian college is

primarily an academic environment in-

fused with the spirit of Jesus Christ.

The author is professor of English
at Montreat-Anderson College in

Montreat, N.C. He is a Ph.D.

candidate at the U. of North
Carolina in Greensboro and holds
an M.A. from Southern Illinois U.

and a B.A. from Virginia Tech.

That means it will be interested in the

mental, physical, emotional, psycho-

logical, and spiritual growth of its

students, encouraging them to ques-

tion, to explore, and to discover. In

such an atmosphere, the integration of

faith and learning can take place and

students can develop a Christian world

view. It follows, then, that the Chris-

tian college will ask its students the

tough questions all men and women
grapple with, including who am I, why
am I here, and where am I going. Fur-

thermore, it will point the direction for

them to answer these questions, re-

gardless of the place the search for

truth leads. Central to this search for

truth will be academic courses in both

the Old and New Testaments. As stu-

dents study Scripture, they will become
intimately acquainted with God's ac-

tive involvement in his creation.

For instance, when they study the

biological sciences and see the amaz-
ing complexity and delicate beauty of

living organisms, they will know that

such life is not the result of some ac-

cidental ebb tide five hundred million

years ago; instead, they will delight in

the fact that God's hand shaped and
formed everything "in the beginning."

When they study literature, they will

go beyond aesthetic and artistic con-

cerns; that is, they will learn how a

work of literature serves as a spiritual

thermometer of the human condition.

When they study history, they will see

how the events of mankind's past are

all working together towards some
larger purpose—the culmination, the

summing up, the "reconciliation of all

things in Christ."

In addition, there are several other

advantages of the Christian college.

First, a Christian college offers stu-

dents a community of shared values.

This translates into an environment

where God's love is perceived of as a

reality, not as a mirage. At such a

school there will be a climate of accep-

tance, a willingness to "agree to dis-

agree," and a strong sense of Christian

fellowship. Most importantly in this

regard, however, there will be a reli-

ance on the power of prayer when stu-

dents confront the many challenges of

college life.

Second, students will be surrounded

by like-minded peers. This is not to say

they will march in lock-step, always in

harmony, ever happy and content.

Still, they will know that many of their

classmates care for them personally.

Together they will engage in recrea-

tional, intellectual, and spiritual ac-

tivities, developing a bond that time

and place will never sever. Hall prayer

groups and Bible studies as well as

shaving cream fights and dorm raids

will be shared experiences that will ce-

ment friendships forever. Among such

people, few will feel isolated, alone, or

forgotten.

Finally, students will be exposed to

Christian servanthood. Although our

society promotes self-absorption, a

Christian college will challenge its

students to quit looking at their own
navels and to follow Christ's example
instead, striving above all else to serve

others. As a result they will meet fellow

students like Pam, a quiet, gentle

young woman, who works in a school-

sponsored inner city program, Even
though she is surrounded by pimps,
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prostitutes, and pushers, she finds joy

in ministering to the needs of young
abused children. Her trust in Christ ex-

pressed through her servanthood can

make her say that her experience in

helping those children is "the most
liberating" one possible.

I realize I have been describing the

ideal Christian college; no institution

is perfect. There are deadbeat adminis-

trators, faculty, and students at the

best of Christian colleges. Further-

more, costs are going to be higher than

at a state-supported school, and ath-

letic and cultural opportunitites may be

somewhat limited. Yet, in the final

analysis, the value of an education at

a Christian college should be measured

by the quality of its academic program

and the depth of its spiritual commit-

ment. Parents and potential students

should look for a Christian college

where these two criteria are clearly evi-

dent and make their choice according-

ly. 1 am firmly convinced that a Chris-

tian college can make a tremendous
contribution to a person's total devel-

opment. Opting for the Christian col-

lege will lead to benefits that can be

reaped throughout a lifetime. CD

Geneva
. . . Quality

In Education
If you want a college with

• Academic Quality

• Christian Commitment
• Personal Concern

*Call 800-VIP-TALK

Our Admissions staff would enjoy

sharing with you what Geneva has to

offer.

Geneva . . . quality education from a

Christian Perspective.

*In PA call 800-VIP-CHAT
Call now, or send coupon to:

Office of Admissions, Geneva College

Beaver Falls, PA 15010

Geneva College admits students of

any race, color, sex, religion, handi-

cap, and national or ethnic origin.

name area/phone

street address

city state zip

If student:

high school yr. of grad. m/f

PJ-185

Christian Liberal-Arts Colleges:

Self-Descriptions

The following nine Christian liberal-

arts colleges in the Presbyterian and
Reformed tradition responded to the

Journal's request to provide brief de-

scriptions of current programs and
educational philosophy.

BELHAVEN
COLLEGE
A private, four-year, liberal-arts col-

lege in Jackson, Miss., founded in

1883; affiliated with the Presbyterian

Church USA; approximately 900 stu-

dents from 23 states and nine foreign

countries. Four bachelor degrees of-

fered: arts, science, music, and busi-

ness administration. Twenty-six major

fields of study. Pre-professional pro-

grams: medicine, nursing, medical

technology, dentistry, law, and the

ministry. Honors program to challenge

and enrich students of outstanding

ability and high academic achieve-

ment. Study-travel programs and in-

ternships permit students to earn aca-

demic credit while traveling off-campus

or through practical work experiences.

Eighty full-time and part-time faculty,

regularly recognized with research

grants, honors, and awards. Accred-

ited by the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools. Music depart-

ment is an institutional member of the

National Association of Schools of

Music.

Belhaven seeks to be a model Christian

learning community capable of setting

examples for others and serving as a

recognized leader in higher education.

Belhaven seeks to glorify God through

standards of scholarship of the highest

calibre. Belhaven seeks to integrate the

teaching of the Christian faith and all

areas of learning. Belhaven seeks to

prepare its students for responsible

citizenship as "salt" and "light" in to-

day's society. Graduates should be

equipped not only to think and reason

as Christians, but also to act as Chris-

tians in society.

CALVIN
COLLEGE
Calvin College in Grand Rapids,

Mich., is a Christian liberal-arts college

owned and operated by the Christian

Reformed Church, a century-old de-

nomination with a five-century old her-

itage. It bases its whole faith and life on

the sacred Scriptures, and thus takes

its stand with the churches which have

their roots in the Protestant Reforma-

tion. Calvin stresses the sovereignty of

God in every part of life—in the family,

the church, the state; in world affairs;

in economic, social, and political life;

in business; and in learning and the

arts. Calvin aims to give young people

an education that is shaped by the

Christian faith as reflected in the Re-

formed standards. This finds its broad-

est expression in the study of the vari-

ous liberal arts where students are en-

couraged to develop value judgments

which are grounded in the knowledge of

man's relationship to God, to himself,

to his fellow man, and to the world. Ac-

knowledging the lordship of Christ over

all, the college seeks to promote sound

scholarship, earnest effort, and an ob-

ligation to use one's talents fully in re-

sponse to a Christian commitment.

Calvin's mission is to equip students to

live the Christian life in contemporary

society by providing an education

which draws substantially from the lib-

eral arts and which incorporates a

Christian perspective on all subjects

taught. The primary focus of an edu-

cation at Calvin is on faculty and stu-

dents together engaging in the various

scholarly disciplines, directed and en-

lightened in their inquiries by the Word
of God.

COVENANT
COLLEGE
Covenant College at Lookout Moun-
tain, Tenn., is the college of the Pres-
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Educating for kingdom service

We believe Dordt College
should be an institution of

Christian learning for both
the student and the entire

Christian community.

The central educational
task of Dordt College is to

provide genuinely Chris-

tian insight at an ad-
vanced level. To function

effectively as a Christian

in a technological and
secular society requires

deepening wisdom and
understanding.

One of Dordt's goals is to

identify occupational
areas where Christian in-

sight is needed. In princi-

ple, no legitimate profes-

sion, occupation, voca-
tion, or station in life can
be precluded from Dordt's

education concern.
Wherever insight is

required, Dordt College is

called to supply it.

Dordt College is a four-year liberal arts

college located in northwest Iowa. Dordt is

affiliated with the Christian Reformed
Church.

For more information about our complete
liberal arts program, call or write: Director

of Admissions, Dordt College, Sioux Center,
Iowa, 51250, (712) 722-6080.

3]|C Dordt College



Because
Christian is our
middle name, at

Trinity we deal

with, the 'why* as

well as the 'how'

For our NURSING MAJORS — the

why helps you meet patient

concerns about surgery, life, death,

abortion, euthanasia ... to speak to

these concerns as prophets,

proclaiming Christ's reconciling

work ... to live as priestly healers,

bringing God's peace ... to work at

the day-to-day demanding tasks of

health care as kings, diligently. Our
faculty uses the lively interaction of

small-sized classes to test,

sharpen, toughen your Christian

world-and-life view.

For the how - New Nursing Skills

Learning Laboratory . . . affiliation

with 7 clinical agencies ... a B.S.N,

degree - as a generalist at the

professional entry level you can
write the licensure exam and do
further study. Plus: employment in

greater Chicago hospitals and
community health agencies. For

complete information, write

Admissions Office.

Ill

Trinity Christian College
6601 West College Drive

Palos Heights, IL 60463
1.312.597.3000

byterian Church in America. Relative-

ly small (about 500 students), Cove-

nant is located in the center of the

southeastern United States, just out-

side Chattanooga, Tenn. A very di-

verse group of Christian faculty mem-
bers (most holding doctorates), staff

members, and students are committed

to formulating and working out the

implications of a Christian world-view.

Covenant has an unusually rich meld

of high academic standards with atten-

tion to students' social, athletic, and
work life. All are dimensions of their

spiritual lives in which the lordship of

Jesus is to be exemplified. Covenant

seeks to make a genuine effort in every

area of the college's life to see to it that

Christ's preeminence is realized. The
college's motto is from Colossians

1:18: "That in all things, he might

have the preeminence."

Covenant benefits from a lively com-
bination of conservative evangelical

and confessional Calvinist streams of

thought influenced by several strengths

in historic Christianity, including Ref-

ormational thought of both the 16th

and 20th centuries and the evangelical

and missionary emphasis for the last

two centuries. With the Bible as our

standard for all theologies and philos-

ophies, we ask all faculty members and

students to submit to the Scriptures all

systems of thought already formulated

or in the process of formulation. In

our teaching, we emphasize a Biblical

perspective.

DORDT
COLLEGE
Dordt College is a liberal-arts college

located in northwest Iowa. Its four-

year program includes 36 majors and

13 programs of study, including pre-

medical, pre-law, elementary educa-

tion, and general liberal arts. The ma-
jors cover a wide spectrum from ac-

counting to music, mechanical engi-

neering, computer science, and psy-

chology. The two-year program, the

associate of arts degree, offers seven

areas of concentration; agriculture and

secretarial science two-year programs

have large enrollments. Extra-curricu-

lar programs such as choir, theater

arts, and sports involve many students.

Tution per semester is $2325 and room
and board per semester is $865. Many
scholarships, loans, and on-campus

jobs are available to students who
qualify.

Dordt College, a Reformed Calvinistic

institution rooted in the Word of God,
aims to prepare students for a life of

service in their chosen profession. By
providing Christian insight in such

areas as agriculture, engineering, and
theater as well as in religion and phi-

losophy, the college seeks to instill in

its students a sense of their responsi-

bility as Christians living in Christ's

kingdom.

GENEVA
COLLEGE
Geneva College was founded in 1848

by the Reformed Presbyterian Church
of North America, a Biblically conser-

vative denomination with a continuing

existence in the U.S. since 1774. The
liberal-arts curriculum is required for

all students including those pursuing

professional degrees in business, edu-

cation, and engineering. The faculty

seeks to teach from a Christian per-

spective with high priority on academic

and personal counseling. Geneva has

always welcomed students of all races

and faiths, seeking to serve the Re-

formed Presbyterian Church constitu-

ency, the worldwide company of Chris-

tian believers, and the local industrial

community. The college makes a deli-

berate effort to enroll students holding

a Biblical view of life in the world.

"Education which is Christian takes

for its perspective the Biblical view of

God, man, and the universe, and their

mutual relations. . . . While education

in a Christian context does not guar-

antee truth, it does seek to establish the

starting point apart from which ulti-

mate truth can never be learned. . . .

This view of education rests upon the

historic Christian faith contained in the

Scriptures symbolized by the open Bi-

ble on the seal of the college."

—

Foun-

dational Concepts of Christian Educa-

tion, adopted in 1967.

KING
COLLEGE
King College at Bristol, Tenn., is an in-

dependent coeducational fully accred-

ited four-year Christian liberal-arts col-

lege in the Presbyterian tradition, but



not under denominational jurisdiction.

Most of its 500 students are resident.

Special English language courses are

offered to internationals. Rising high

school seniors may take a challenging

five-week King Fellows program. King

provides pre-professional studies re-

quired for careers in medicine, law,

education, ministry, and business. Stu-

dents have opportunities to study

abroad, to take internships, and to

benefit from special off-campus pro-

grams. Academic challenge and Chris-

tian nurture combine to produce com-

petent graduates mature in their Chris-

tian faith and committed to service.

As an evangelical college, King stands

under the lordship of Christ and the

authority of his word. Classroom in-

struction and life in community are

consciously molded by the precepts of

the Christian faith. Faculty hold to a

Christian world view from which they

draw their values and to which they re-

fer their students.

MONTREAT-
ANDERSON
COLLEGE
Montreat-Anderson College is a Christ-

centered, coeducational college affili-

ated with the Presbyterian Church
USA and is located 15 miles east of

Asheville, N.C. It is fully accredited by

the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools and awards two-year de-

grees in the arts and sciences. Pro-

grams include a unique recreational

leadership degree that has wilderness

orientation as well as traditional stud-

ies in math, computer science, the hu-

manities, and life sciences. Classes are

small with a student-teacher ratio of

approximately 17 to 1. The bulk of the

student body of nearly 400 comes from
a five-state area in the Southeast, al-

though students are enrolled from all

over the U.S. and 4% are from foreign

countries. Over 93% of the graduates
transfer to four-year schools to com-
plete their education.

Montreat-Anderson is similar to many
secular schools in that we teach the em-
pirical truths of the arts and sciences.

But what makes us unique is that we
acknowledge the force behind those

truths—Jesus Christ. From the class-

room and lab to the dorm room and

intramural field, his spirit is a corner-

stone of all life at the college. It is this

inspiration that challenges young Chris-

tians to grow intellectually and to ex-

plore new spiritual frontiers.

STERLING
COLLEGE
Sterling College is located in central

Kansas in the small community of

Sterling, originally called Peace. The
school was founded in 1887 as a coop-

erative venture between citizens of the

community and the United Presbyte-

rian Church of North America. Presi-

dent Robert A. Veitch, a Presbyterian

pastor who came to Sterling in 1983

from western Pennsylvania, is only the

seventh president of the school. Long
maintaining a conservative and evan-

gelical position in its theological and
social orientation, Sterling College has

established itself as an academically

sound liberal-arts institution whose
graduates bring credit to the school. Its

pre-med, teacher training, and drama-
tic arts programs are recognized

throughout the region.

Sterling College offers a Christian en-

vironment focusing on the positive ap-

plication of Biblical principles. Stu-

dents find that the integration of faith

and learning in their classes and acti-

vities aids in developing whole persons.

Each year the entire student body con-

fronts a contemporary global issue in

a weekly chapel/convocation series. A
spiritual life conference, spring retreat,

and small group Bible studies enhance

the emphasis on spiritual commitment.

TRINITY
CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE
Trinity Christian College at Palos

Heights, III. (south suburban Chica-

go), adheres to and professes a confes-

sional position which is rooted in the

revelation of God as given us in crea-

tion and the Bible and stated in the his-

toric Reformed creeds and confes-

sions. Trinity is committed to the in-

tegration of faith and learning because

it believes all of life is religious. All

academic activities are a response to

God's revelation. All Christians are

called to express their prophetic, priest-

Because
Christian is our
middle name, at

Trinity we deal

with the 'why* as

well as the 'how'

For our BUSINESS MAJORS—in

our complex, interconnected society,

the why helps you make business

decisions based on Biblical norms,

not expediency . . . helps you stand

fast in the pressure-cooker atmos-

pheres of today's fast-moving, high-

tech environments. Our faculty uses

the lively interaction of small-sized

classes to test, sharpen, toughen

your Christian world-and-life view.

For the how—you can go for CPA
or Managerial Accounting, Finance,

Marketing, Personnel/Operations

Management, General Management
... get practical-experience intern-

ships in nearby Chicago firms. Plus:

scholarships, counseling, employ-

ment direction by Christian business

people. For complete information,

phone or write, Admissions Office.

JH
Trinity Christian College
6601 West College Drive

Palos Heights, IL 60463
1.312.597.3000



If you or someone you know have goals for the new year that include going back to school

or deciding on a career direction, then Montreat-Anderson College can help.

At Montreat-Anderson you'll find career and academic counselors, interest and aptitude

testing, an up-to-date career library and a challenging program that will help you make that

step towards your future.

To contact an admissions representative call (704) 669-8011 or write, Montreat-Anderson

College, Montreat, NC 28757.

Montreat-Anderson College—a Christian college of the arts and sciences.

N THE BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS OF NORTH CAROLINA

BELHAVEN COLLEGE
Excellence with a Personal Touch

"Allfour ofmy sons
graduatedfrom
Belhaven. They all

grew in Christ and
received a good
education. All of
them love and
appreciate

Belhaven — and so
do their mother
and I."

Dr. James Baird, Pastor

First Presbyterian Church
Jackson, Mississippi

THE JAMES BAIRD FAMILY
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For more information contact:

Dr. Newton Wilson

Executive Vice-President

Belhaven College

Jackson, Mississippi 39202
601/968-5993

TWenty-five academic majors

Six pre-professional programs

"Academic excellence in an enthusiastically
Christian environment"
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ly, and kingly responsibilities within all

aspects of life and creation. Trinity

demonstrates that Christian education

must be characterized by academic ex-

cellence, and this is supported by high

school students with strong academic
credentials who seek enrollment in

Trinity, the high academic standards

of the faculty, and the ten-year exten-

sion of Trinity Christian College's ac-

creditation by the North Central As-

sociation of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.

Trinity Christian College provides a

unique setting for Christian student

development because it draws from,

and ministers to, the entire spectrum

of Reformed/Presbyterian church life

as well as many other religious tradi-

tions. It introduces its students into a

variety of settings for a Christian un-

derstanding of, and dealing with, so-

cial and cultural dimensions of life.

Trinity Christian College is blessed

with opportunities to present an aca-

demically-balanced education program

because the liberal-arts courses taught

on campus can be enriched by interac-

tion with religious and cultural insti-

tutions and activities available within

its metropolitan setting.

For further information, write:

BELHAVEN COLLEGE
1500 Peachtree Street

Jackson, MS 39202

CALVIN COLLEGE
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

COVENANT COLLEGE
Lookout Mountain, TN 37350

DORDT COLLEGE
Sioux Center, IA 51250

GENEVA COLLEGE
Beaver Falls, PA 15010

KING COLLEGE
Bristol, TN 37620

MONTREAT-ANDERSON
COLLEGE
Montreat, NC 28757

STERLING COLLEGE
Sterling, KS 67579

TRINITY CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
6601 West College Drive

Palos Heights, IL 60463



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Water of Life
For January 20, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 4:7-15; 7

Key verses: John 7:30-44

Devotional reading: John 7:1-13

Memory selection: John 7:37

Introduction

In this lesson, as Jesus offers himself

to men as the water of life—the life-

giving water—we see how his concern

for others brought him nothing but

trouble from men.

Concern for

1 His Family
John 7:1-13

Jesus knew what was in the hearts of

the people of Judea and Jerusalem,

particularly in the hearts of the Jewish

leaders. They hated him enough to kill

him. He also knew that it was not yet

time for him to die, though one day he

would have to lay down his life for

those whom the Father had given to be

his forever.

Normally, Jesus, with his family,

would have gone to the feast of the

tabernacles, as was his custom. But

much had happened since the last time

he had done this. During that time

Jesus had gained an unsavory reputa-

tion among the Jewish leaders. To go
with his family to Jerusalem now
would implicate them in his own un-

popularity and this Jesus was not will-

ing to do.

His brothers, showing that they were

not ready to be identified with Jesus'

mission, ridiculed him and made fun

of his fame and reputation as a "mir-

acle worker." They refused to believe

in him or his mission. He simply re-

sponded to their needling by saying

that it was not time for him to go there.

The day would come when the

brothers, or at least most of them,

would believe in Jesus and join with his

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted I985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

disciples. But that would be after they

had seen how he died on the cross and
heard that he had risen from the dead.

Because of his concern for his broth-

ers and their well-being, he refused to

go with them to Jerusalem at this time.

Until they were ready to be identified

with him there was no need for their

lives to be endangered for him.

But Jesus was faithful to the will of

God, and so he did go to the feast, but

not in a way that drew any attention

to himself. He went secretly (v. 10).

The atmosphere in Jerusalem is well

documented here. We are given a

glimpse of what others are saying

about Jesus during this time. Everyone

seemed to be looking for Jesus, but for

very different reasons.

Some were just curious to see the

miracle worker. Others were seeking to

kill him and were waiting for him to

expose himself or make a slip so they

could accuse him.

The fact is that it was an atmosphere

in which few dared to speak openly

one way or another about Jesus, for

fear their words would be taken as

sympathetic. It was an atmoshphere of

fear in Jerusalem (v. 13).

Questions

1. Why did the world hate Jesus?

2. In what way are opinions today

divided regarding Jesus?

Concern for

2 the Afflicted
John 7:14-24

Jesus was not afraid of his enemies. He
was not hiding from them to protect

his own neck. But since his brothers

had not believed, he had not wished to

implicate them in his own battles just

because they were members of his

family.

When the time came to do the work
of the Father, Jesus did not hesitate to

stand forth and make his presence

known by teaching God's truth to

those who would hear (v. 14). He

chose the peak of activity at the feast

of the tabernacles.

It is interesting that the reaction of

the Jews when they finally did learn

that he was there and teaching again

was one of amazement at the fact that

he could teach at all. Instead of listen-

ing to what he taught and learning

from it, they were carried away with

the fact that he could teach in such a

learned way.

They failed to see that he, unlike

them, was not teaching the wisdom of

men but what God had taught in his

Word. Jesus wanted them to compare
what he taught with the Scriptures and
see that he taught the truth of God.

Jesus that day defined the true teach-

er from the false. The true teacher

teaches God's Word and nothing else.

The false teacher teaches the things

that come out of his own heart, things

that agree with the world and are pop-
ular to men but totally against the

truth found in God's Word.
In the church, the standard of sound

teaching is always this: Does it agree

with God's written Word? If not, it

ought not to be heard.

Jesus knew that they were not simp-

ly disagreeing with his teaching. They
hated him enough to kill (v. 19).

Jesus referred to an incident re-

corded in John 5:2-9, 16. There we
learn that he healed a man who had
been afflicted for 38 years. And he

healed him when he found him, even

though it was the sabbath day. The
Jews persecuted Jesus because he had
healed on the sabbath, and out of that

incident they sought to kill him (5:18).

Jesus showed the absurdity of their

hating him for his deed of healing on
the sabbath. He pointed out that even

they "broke" the sabbath every time

they circumcised one on the sabbath

—

by their own definition of work.

What he was really doing was show-
ing that their hate was not so much for

his works as for his teaching. For they

could see that he was teaching that he

was God, and this they would not ac-

cept (John 5:17-18)/
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Thus Jesus, in order to heal a man
afflicted, knowingly exposed himself

to the hate of the Jews, when he healed

on the sabbath. He knew their under-

standing of the sabbath day was in er-

ror and that challenging them on it

would require him to declare his own
Sonship as Lord of the sabbath. But
he was willing to pay the price.

Questions

1 . Why was Jesus willing to do what
was controversial?

2. Are you willing to receive unpop-

ular teaching if it is in accord with

Scripture?

Concern for

3 His People
John 7:25-36

John tells us at the beginning of his

Gospel that Jesus came to his own and
his own did not receive him (1:11). It

was a sad day in history when the Jew-

ish people, who had been the recipients

of God's Word for hundreds of years,

nevertheless were ill prepared to receive

their God when he came in the flesh.

They not only disbelieved his teaching;

they ultimately had him put to death.

Jesus knew what it would mean
when those to whom he had come re-

fused to receive him. It would mean
their judgment and their being shut off

from the care of the Scripture which

God had first entrusted to them.

Ultimately the gospel would be en-

trusted to the Gentiles and not them.

They would have to hear the message

of God taught in the strange tongues

of the Gentiles if ever any of them were

to believe (Isa. 28:11).

Jesus knew the plight of his people

following their rejection of him, and
though they treated him cruelly, he

refused to abandon them.

Jesus therefore spoke openly in the

temple in spite of the threats to his own
life. He wanted his people to hear and
believe in him (v. 25). Yet, whenever

any showed signs of believing in his

words or embracing his cause, the

Jewish leaders were quick to put down
such ideas.

Jesus cried all the louder as they

ridiculed him and his origin (v. 28). He
sought to persuade them that he was
not on an ego trip, seeking to make a

name for himself. He had come on a
mission from his Father and what he

was teaching them was the truth of

God.
For his trouble, Jesus was almost

killed by his enemies as he exposed

himself to save some that day. But they

did not succeed in killing Jesus simply

because God is in charge of all things

and it was not yet time for Jesus to die

(v. 30).

Many that day did come to believe

on Jesus. They declared that they were

convinced. They were willing to be

identified with this unpopular teacher,

believing that he was their Messiah.

Jesus' concern for his own paid off in

a rich dividend of souls.

As the Jews learned things were not

going their way, they sought again to

take Jesus (v. 32); but they could not

succeed, because God, and not they,

was in charge of time and eternity and
would work all things in accord with

his own will.

Ironically, they ridiculed Jesus by
saying that he must be planning to go
to the Gentiles of the world with his

message, since he said that he was go-

ing where they could not go.

And in a way, they were right. To
be sure, he was going to heaven first,

but then, through his church, Jesus

would go where they could not go in

the world, to the Gentiles, and bring

his gospel to them and establish his

church chiefly among them. It would
be so for the next 2000 years or longer.

Questions

1. How well do you know Jesus?

Would you wish to be openly identified

with him were he to come and teach

today as he taught them?
2. How well has the Gentile world

truly received Jesus?

Concern

4 for All

John 7:37-52

Jesus, having been rejected by his

brothers and by his own people, never-

theless did not hesitate to give a public

invitation to any who would come and
who did want to receive the gift he had

to offer.

He undoubtedly had in mind both

the words of the prophet Isaiah (Isa.

55:1) and those words he had spoken

earlier to the woman at the well in

Samaria (John 4).

Jesus now wanted to make clear to

all that he was the one whom Isaiah

had offered to the people. He was the

God who appeared to Isaiah when he
was called (ch. 6). He was the God who
spoke through Isaiah to Israel and in-

vited them to receive from him water

without money, freely given. He was
that water of life.

The water of life which Jesus of-

fered that day was himself and the

resultant indwelling of his Spirit in

those who did believe (v. 39). John tells

us that this was made evident at

Pentecost when the Holy Spirit came
to dwell in all believers forever.

The responses to Jesus' invitation

varied. Some evidently believed that

day who had not believed in Jesus be-

fore. Others still doubted whether he

was truly the Christ. Many stumbled
over the fact that he was (as they sup-

posed) from Galilee. They did not re-

call that anything good came from that

part of the world (betraying their own
prejudice against Jews not from
Judea).

Ironically, it is again Isaiah who tells

of the one who will appear in Galilee

(Isa. 9: 1). He simply says that the light

of the gospel would first appear there,

the light that would be the long

awaited Messiah (Isa. 9:6-7). But the

people once again let their blind preju-

dice stand in the way of their believ-

ing that Jesus was their Messiah and
Savior.

Nicodemus, who all through John's

Gospel appears as a closet believer,

more and more boldly spoke out for

Jesus among the Pharisees. Only after

Jesus' death would Nicodemus open-

ly profess him by joining with Joseph

of Arimathea in giving Jesus an hon-

orable burial. But even now he was
willing to speak out in defense of

Jesus' right to a fair trial before they

condemned him (v. 51). For this he

had to share in some of the oppro-

brium attached to Jesus in those days.

So must we all learn to pay the price

of being his true disciples and to ac-

cept whatever shame Jesus had to bear

while on earth.

Questions

1 . How much have I been willing to

show my concern for others, no mat-

ter what the cost?

2. Has any of the shame and dis-

grace Jesus had to bear on earth fallen

on me for his sake? What specifical-

ly? ffl
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Letters—from p. 3

worked because they have been pro-

cessed to such an extent that they no
longer resemble the beast they came
from. This is in contrast to taking a

major organ with living cells directly

from a living animal and then imme-
diately transferring it to a human. I

Corinthians 15:39 states:

All flesh is not the same flesh, but there is

one flesh of men, and another of beasts,

and another flesh of birds, and another of

fish (RSV).

Your point about human "guinea

pigs" is well taken, (Dec. 5, editorial).

It really hit me that Baby Fae's life

wasn't seen as important as the experi-

ment when I heard on the radio the day

she died that other babies with the

same defects survived and are doing

well after corrective surgery.

—William S. Dedrick

Port Angeles, Wash.

NEED IN BRAZIL

I live where there is over 200% infla-

tion per year, where the largely low-

paid working man or woman is cur-

rently earning about $60 a month (the

compulsory wage increase just went in-

to effect; there will not be a raise for

five months).

I live where the need for open-hand-

edness is so great I weep over our Pres-

byterian lack of social concern, here in

Brazil. We have some. A little. Not
nearly enough.

Others, in the US or elsewhere, who
are not cheek-by-jowl with so much
need, will surely answer your call. I

very much hope so. This time it is not

a call I am to answer. I'm involved

with a family of 12 . . . the young
father dying of cancer. He would
almost recover if offered those $60 a

month! He works on a farm for almost

nothing. This is just one family.

—Lida E. Knight

Presbyterian overseas

affiliate missionary

Belo Horizonte, Brazil

(Ed.— This letter was written in response to

the "Journal's" end of year request for gifts

to support our ministry. We thought you
should hear of this situation abroad.)

YOUWANTAMASTEROF
EDUCATION DEGREE!
WHERE DO YOU GO?

ACE THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
WHERE THE WORLD OF EDUCATION IS COMING TO.

RIS REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
5422 Clinton Boulevard Jackson, Mississippi 39209 (601)922-4988

THE COLUMBIA FORUM
February 5-8, 1985

COLUMBIA THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
701 Columbia Drive, Decatur, Georgia

THE SMYTH LECTURES
Dr. Leander E. Keck

Dean & Winkley Professor of Biblical Theology

The Divinity School, Yale University

THE ALUMNI/AE LECTURES
Dr. Leighton Ford

Associate Evangelist and Vice President,

The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

Charlotte, North Carolina

THE GUEST PREACHER
Dr. Fred B. Craddock

Franklin N. Parker Professor of Preaching and New Testament

Candler School of Theology, Emory University

For further information write:

The Rev. Ms. Emmie C. Young
Columbia Theological Seminary

P.O. Box 520

Decatur, GA 30031-0520
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WINTER SEMESTER AT RBC
Inquire about attending day and/or evening classes at the Grand Rapids campus. Registration on January
8, first classes on January 9, examinations end on May 2. \bu can attend on credit, audit or guest basis.

Contact Admissions Office for details — now! Limited number of campus housing spaces still available.

SPECIAL EVENTS AT RBC
FEBRUARY 4 to 7 — "The Church in China," annual Baker Mission Lectures, presented by Rev. Jonathan
Chao, Chinese Church Research Center Hong Kong.
MARCH 1 — RBC 45th Anniversary Dinner with Dr. James M. Boice speaking, ford field House, Grand
Rapids. Similar dinners: April 9 Rehoboth, MM; April 10, Denver, CO (pending); April IX northwest Iowa; April

12, Chicago area (South Holland).

MAY 3 — 44th Commencement with Dr. Paul Bremer speaking 7:30 p.m., at Calvin Christian Reformed
Church, Grand Rapids.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Fbr additional details, please contact RBC President's Office

MIDDLE EAST WITNESS TOUR, May 10 to 28 - Emphasis on Muslim World (Turkey, Egypt) and Israel.

Contact with area Christians and sightseeing. Academic credit for course in lslamics available (required:

classes at RBC on May 6 through 9).
^

MEXICO SUMMER TRAINING SESSION, June 19 to August 20 - 18th Season, academic and practical

cross-cultural missionary orientation. Inquiries invited.

MEXICO MISSION TOUR, August 10 to 20 — Mexico City and Merida, Yucatan, areas. Historical highlights,

visits with missionaries and churches, meetings with students at close of STS 1985.

FOR YOUR GROUP OR PERSONAL STUDY
RBC Extension Courses
Mbu can studywithout going to college! Follow a course in Bible oranotherarea ofstudy, individually orwith

a group. Send for the folder on RBC Extension Courses.

Missionary Monthly
Subscribe to the "new" Missionary Monthly, an RBC publication. News from and about missionaries around
the world. Only $9.00 per year in North America.

47th ACADEMIC YEAR, 1985-86
CHOOSE ONE OF RBC'SSTUDY PROGRAMS-An RBC student from Ontario said, "I've

been surprised to find how many areas of study are available at RBC, how broad a
worldviewwe develop here from a Reformed perspective! I'm delighted that all this is

available in addition to a major in Bible and Christian doctrine!"

FALL SEMESTER BEGINS SEPTEMBER 3. ITS NOTTOO EARLYTO REQUEST DETAILS
NOW! Four-year and two-year degree programs and other one-year programs available

REFORMED BIBLE COLLEGE, 1869 ROBINSON RD., S.E., GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Judge of Life
For January 27, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 5:19-24;

8:12-59

Key verses: John 8:12-27

Devotional reading: John 8:31-35

Memory selection: John 8:18

Introduction

Many people see Jesus as gentle and

mild, viewing him as one who could do
no harm to them. Such a view of our

Lord is inaccurate. Scripture portrays

him also as judge of men and van-

quisher of all his enemies in the day of

judgment.

This lesson deals with Jesus as judge

of life. We shall see that he is appoin-

ted judge, that he sits as judge, that his

judgment is not like the judgment of

this world, and that he has laid out

clearly what his judgment is like.

All Judgment Is

1 Given to Christ
John 5:19-24

In Psalm 2, God announces that he has

appointed his Son ruler over the earth.

He is given the authority to rule the na-

tions with a rod of iron and to judge

them for their evil.

In Revelation 19, we see this rule

mentioned again. Jesus is portrayed as

one coming in great authority (Rev.

19: 1 1-16). He comes to judge the world

and to overthrow the nations. He is

King of kings and Lord of lords.

All these passages and many more
show that while Jesus came into the

world to seek and to save those who
were lost, ultimately he comes again at

the end of the ages as the great Judge
of all men. He will then separate be-

tween the faithful and the evil and
overthrow the wickedness of men
sending them into everlasting hell.

While he was on earth, the enemies
of Jesus badly underestimated his pow-
er and the authority the Father had

!

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
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given him. They saw him as a threat

to their leadership and therefore as one

who had to be stopped. But they

thought they could stop him and put

him to silence by withstanding his

teachings. They did not see him as

either their savior or their judge. They
would never have to give an account-

ing to him—or so they thought.

But Jesus knew who he was and the

authority given him. He knew that

every one of those who opposed him
'

and resisted his teaching would have to

stand before him in the day of judg-

ment. It would be a terrible day for

them.

For that reason, the Lord fore-

warned that in the day of judgment

they would have to face him as their

judge and condemner if they did not

now make peace with him and believe

on him as their savior (v. 22). They
would have no appeal in that day to

any other. They would have to answer

to the Lord Jesus Christ alone.

Thus, Jesus could be the giver of life

now, if they believed in him, or else,

in the day of judgment, he would dis-

pense to them his wrath and punish-

ment—eternity in the fire of hell (v.

21).

The choice was theirs. They could

hear his word and believe and have

eternal life, or else, come into the day
of judgment when they would have no

opportunity to believe, but only to

hear the solemn pronouncement of

Christ's judgment against them (v. 24).

So today, men often hear something

of the teachings of Jesus and suppose

they can choose to follow him or not,

as pleases them, with no serious con-

sequence of either decision. But in re-

ality, if men are not reconciled to God
through Christ in this life, they face an

awful day of judgment in which they

will be sentenced to eternal suffering

separated from God and from those

who have put their trust in his Son.

Questions

1 . How often do you hear a sermon
on the day of judgment today?

2. Do you really believe God will

send men to hell for refusing to believe

in Jesus?

Jesus as

2 Judge
John 5:25-47

Jesus teaches here that the Father has

given him the authority to execute

judgment because he is a son of man.
It is God's justice that the judge of

men should be one of them—truly a

man.
Thus, Jesus, who judges all men,

has lived as a man in the world. He
knows the temptations and trials of

men and what it is like to be a man liv-

The Atlanta School
of Biblical Studies

ASBS—a Bible-based seminary, Bible college, and lay training center—is seeking to raise

funds, under God, for its "permanent home." This is a 10,800 sq. ft. building on two

acres of property in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.

Many of us have had a part in supporting other developing Christian institutions at strategic

times. If you would like to share in this strategic time for ASBS, write or call to contri-

bute or ask for further information.

ASBS-HOME, P.O. Box 150, Avondale Estates, GA 30002. Telephone (404) 292-6811.
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ing in a sinful world. Therefore, in the

day of judgment, no one will be able

to say that Jesus doesn't understand

what they have been through. He has

been tempted even as we have.

Not only is he given authority to

judge but also to carry out that judg-

ment. He will be the one casting them
into the lake of fire in that day. As
Jesus came the first time to seek and

to save those who were lost, so in the

last day he will come to cast men into

everlasting hell. One does not know
Jesus at all unless he knows him in

both of these roles, savior and judge.

Jesus lays the alternatives in the day

of judgment clearly before all. Those
who, in that day, have done good will

come to the resurrection of life. Jesus,

who died for them on the cross, will

give them eternal life—even to their

mortal bodies which will be raised in

that day (v. 29; compare Daniel 12:2).

But, those who have done evil will rise

only to face judgment.

We must understand that Jesus is

not teaching that we are saved by our

good works. But having been saved by

the grace of God, we do what pleases

him. Our works are good in his sight

—

an indication of the grace of God that

NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS

ualityPersonalized, q
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-

logical Seminary, a field

archaeologist in the Holy

Land, Bible lands lecturer

and teacher.

March 8-21. 198$ TOUR
May 31 • June 13, 1985 TOUR

To JORDAN, ISRAEL. EGYPT. AND ITALY

Visit in Jordan-fabulous Petra, etc.

Visit in Israel-historic Jerusalem,

Bethlehem, Qumran, Masada, Jericho.

Nazareth, Sea of Galilee, Samaria, etc.,

Visit ancient Egypt with its intriguing

treasures.

Visit Rome with its ancient heritage.

Write: DR. W. HAROLD MARE
978 Orchard Lakes Drive
St. Louis. Missouri 63146

I am interested in the tours. Please send more
information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

PHONE ZIP

has changed us and made us able to

please him. Before, we were far from
him and doers of evil as the rest (see

Ephesians 2:1-10). But we have been
born again by God's grace, through

Christ, so that we can now do good
works.

No man will be able to excuse him-
self in the day of judgment. Jesus de-

clares that if men will search the Scrip-

tures, they will know all they need to

know about him (v. 39). To miss it and
to live without faith in him is an act

that will not be excused in that day.

Many who are smug today—the suc-

cessful in the eyes of the world, like the

Pharisees of Jesus' day, go along with-

out any fear of the future. But that day
will come!

Questions

1. What good works do I see in my
life and why do I call them good?

2. What is the difference between
what the world calls evil and what God
calls evil?

The Origin of
Christ's Judgment
John 8:12-30

One of the problems with men's think-

ing is that they think of judgment in

terms of this world.

We live in a world where many who
judge are filled with the pride of be-

ing on the judge's seat and arbitrarily

meting out justice according to their

own definition of justice, not in accord

with God's Word.
In the world we see men get out of

judgment by hiding behind some tech-

nicality or by finding a loophole. And
even if they are sentenced for their

crimes, they often are back on the

streets almost before the gavel has

gone down.
But most important, most people

manage to keep away from the judge

their whole lives. They feel they must
be pretty good, after all. They see men
judged lightly even for some of the

most terrible crimes and feel that they

must be very good. They fear no judg-

ment in this world, and so why should

they fear judgment in the world to

come?
But Scripture makes clear that the

judgment of the Lord in the last day
will not be like judgment in this world.

There will be no loopholes and no mis-

sentencing. There will be no release

from hell for anyone sentenced to it.

There will be no bribery of the judge

in that day or arbitrary sentencing or

releasing at the whim of the judge. He
will judge righteously and his judg-

ment will be true (vv. 15, 16).

This means that in the day of judg-

ment, not just the hardened criminals

will be punished, not just the commit-
ters of that which is called crime in this

world. But the noble of this world, and
the powerful, and those who, in the

eyes of the world are praised and re-

warded richly. They too, if they do not

believe in Jesus, will be judged in that

day.

There will be no lawyer to plead for

them or judge who turns the other

way. They will hear the sentence

against them and realize in that time

that the brief glory they knew in the

world was nothing to compare with the

hell they face now. How wrong they

were to sell their souls for a mess of

pottage in this world, rather than to

hunger after the kingdom of God and
his righteousness while living here!

It comes back to the present oppor-

tunity that all men face in this world.

Either we get right with God now, or

we face an eternity of grief and suffer-

ing which will have no end.

Questions

1 . Jesus presents himself to men as

the light of the world, a world that is

in darkness. How would you describe

the darkness of the world today?

2. What is the answer to Christians

who ask why God lets evil men get

away with their evil in this world?

The Essence of
Christ's Judgment
John 8:31-59

In verse 30, we are told that many be-

lieved on Jesus as he talked to them

that day. This evidently meant they

liked what they heard and were will-

ing to acknowledge themselves to be

his disciples. It did not necessarily

mean that they had changed in their

hearts.

In the next verses, Jesus addressed

those who had believed (made a pro-

fession of faith in him) and warned

that in order to be his disciples, they

would have to abide in his word (v.

31).

As we trace the conversation from

that point, we see that as they talked
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with Jesus they revealed that rebellion

was still in their hearts. To them, to be-

lieve Jesus meant to agree with what

he was teaching at the moment. It ap-

parently did not mean they had put

their trust in him as their savior.

They trusted in their descent from
Abraham, according to the flesh, to be

their assurance of salvation. They were

willing to believe in Jesus as a great

prophet and teacher of truth, but they

put their trust in their ancestry (v. 33).

Jesus rebuked them for claiming

Abraham as their reason for assurance

of salvation. He observed that if they

really were Abraham's seed, spiritual-

ly, then they would do the same good
works Abraham had done on earth (v.

39). Indeed, their behavior and attitude

toward Jesus showed their father was

not Abraham but Satan (v. 44).

Those were strong words and give an

indication of what it will be like in the

day of judgment when so many will

stand before the judgment seat of

Christ and say, "but I came from a

good Christian background, surely

that counts for something." They will

hear Christ say, "I never knew you.

Depart from me you wicked into ever-

lasting hell" (Matt. 7:23; 25:41).

The real test of their failure to be-

lieve in Jesus is seen when Jesus plain-

ly claimed to be God, the God with

whom Abraham dealt and whom
Abraham knew in his day. They were
ready to kill him (v. 58).

That remains the test of true faith.

If we do not believe that Jesus of

Nazareth, the one who lived in this

world and died on the cross, is the

same God who created heaven and
earth and who called Abraham to leave

his home and follow him, then we are

not saved, no matter what else we may
believe about Jesus.

As Paul said, "If you will confess

with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and
believe in your heart that God raised

him from the dead, you will be saved"
(Rom. 10:9).

When he says that we must believe

he is Lord, he means that he is the

Lord who revealed himself to men in

the Old Testament and who promised
to be their savior and do all that was
necessary for their salvation, if they

believed in him.

In the New Testament, Jesus plain-

ly claims to be our savior, and to have
done all necessary for our salvation.

Unless there are two saviors, the one
who promised to be our savior in the

Old Testament is one and the same
with the one who came and died on the

cross and rose from the dead.

Questions

1 . Do you believe that Jesus is the

God who revealed himself to Abraham
in the Old Testament?

2. Do you put your trust in Jesus,

the man who was despised by most of

his generation?

Next Week: "The Light of Life," John
9. ru

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSHHHRHHI
HUMAN LIFE SUNDAY special book

offer: Christian Case Against Abortion. 33%
discount: 5 for $5 ( + 75' p.h.). Demonstrates

anti-Christian nature of Roe; Biblical and

medical proof life begins at conception and

has absolute value. Ken Gentry, Rt. 14, Box
202 PJ, Greenville, SC 29607.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

CHURCHES HHHHHHH
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. Local con-

tacts are needed for PCA church planting

begun in the northern Pinellas County area.

Send names, addresses and phone numbers
to: Rev. Ken Matlack, 2631 Country Grove
Blvd., Palm Harbor, FL 33563. (813)

785-9239.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

NEW ORLEANS. THE EVANGELICAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH is for such a

time as this. Send inquiries to: E.P.C., P.O.
Box 57435, New Orleans, LA 70157 or phone

(504) 897-0512.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639
Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48 1 54. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275

.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

EDUCATION

for sale wmmmm—mmi
TRINITY HYMNALS, 120 copies in great

condition. $4 per hymnal. For more informa-

tion contact Faith Presbyterian Church, 5916

NW 39th Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32606;

(904) 377-5482.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs, pulpit

furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40 years ex-

perience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC 28752.

Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-

HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLEHHHHH
A SMALL WESTERN N.C. PCA

church seeks energetic pastor 28-42 years.

Send resume to Landis Presbyterian Church,

Box 1827, Highway 221 N., Marion, NC
28752.

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1 000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.
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UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and ISACS.
Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

BELLEVUE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
located in beautiful Northwest Washington,

near Seattle, is accepting inquiries from ex-

perienced administrators for the position of

Secondary School Principal (grades 7-12) be-

ginning in the fall of 1985. BCS, with an en-

rollment of 820 students, is a CSI school with

a strong interdenominational flavor. Candi-

dates looking for a new challenge are en-

couraged to send inquiries to Herman
Fransen, Superintendent, Bellevue Christian

School, 1601 98th Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA
98004, telephone (206) 454-4028.

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER wanted.

Reformed Christian elementary school has

immediate opening for certified K teacher.

Small staff. Benefits. Heritage Christian Aca-

demy, 123 Fishing Creek Road, Cape May,

NJ 08204. (609) 886-3475.

RETIREE NEEDED—Pastor or layman
(on social security/pension) to work at mis-

sion headquarters of Literacy & Evangelism
International. New apartment provided. In-

quiries invited. Write and give qualifications

— Director, Literacy & Evangelism Interna-

tional, 1800 South Jackson, Tulsa, OK 74107,

(918) 585-3826.

PASTOR for small rural church in North
Dakota. Salary negotiable. Resume of church

available upon request. Interested candidates

please send PCA Ministerial Data Form com-
pleted to: Mr. Wayne Olivier, Pulpit Com-
mittee, Box 132, Dodge, ND 58625.

HEADMASTER needed for Presbyterian

Christian School of Laurel, Miss. School is

two years old, presently K through 5th grade,

total enrollment of 194 students, with 13

teachers. Please contact Presbyterian Chris-

tian School, P.O. Box 83, Laurel, MS 39441.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-
pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-

ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and
Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

PASTOR NEEDED to lead the only Pres-

byterian congregation in the entire Cape Cod
area into its second decade. Send resume and
letter to Pastoral Search Committee, P.O. Box

235, E. Sandwich, MA 02537.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-
onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and
Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must

adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursery through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and
desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlin-

ing professional credentials and work expe-

riences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants for a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term. Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

WANTED: Christian M.D.; Emergency De-

partment in college town, 16,000 visits/year,

reasonable hours. ACLS/ATLS required.

Considering planting OP church. Contact R.

Harryman, M.D., Rt. 2, Potsdam, NY 13676;

(315) 265-2788.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

tgope

Wag<
An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

NURSES—DOCTORS. Work for two
years half-time with Mission Hospital Voz
Andes and half-time with Quito Church
Planting Team (PCA). Contact Sam Mateer,

Casilla 8403, Quito, Ecuador or MTW.

SERVICESHHHHI
SUMMER CONFERENCE SITE—

Grove City College has excellent facilities for

your June, July or August conference. Groups
of 50 to 1,000 can be accommodated on this

beautiful western Pa. campus. Reasonable
rates. Contact Carl Sautter, Conference Co-
ordinator, Grove City College, Grove City, PA
16127; (412) 458-6600.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

BUILD
BUILD

1

BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq ft We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baplisfry.

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from $22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed in the Southeast

TRAVEL

SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

WANTEDHi
SERMONS ON REUNION NEEDED

FOR RESEARCH. Preaching in South Car-

olina, 1969-1984. All perspectives, both for-

mer denominations. Documents/tapes care-

fully copied, returned in 48 hours, or send

your copies to The Reverend Richard Paddon,

Presbyterian Center, 1702 Greene St., Colum-

bia, SC 29201. (803) 799-0212.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions earn discounts. To place an ad, simp-

ly write out the ad, list the number of times

you would like it to run, and mail to: Classi-

fieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box

2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

Christian Colleges and the Hope for Revival

Within 50 years of Martin Luther's

conversion 22,000 graduates came out

of the University of Wittenberg to

spread his new understanding of jus-

tification by faith alone and of the au-

thority of Scripture alone.

The Protestant Reformation was to

a great extent an educational move-

ment. Luther's rediscovery of the gos-

pel was conveyed by the latest technol-

ogy—the printing press. But even more
essential to the passing on of the faith

was the age-old Biblical method of

teaching: "... the things you have

heard me say in the presence of many
witnesses entrust to reliable men who
will also be qualified to teach others"

(II Timothy 2:2).

Enrollment in the University of Wit-

tenberg grew from an average of 308 in

the period 1506-10 to 960 in 1556-60. In

the same half-century that this tripling

occurred Erfurt's enrollment dropped
from 473 to 156 and Leipzig's from
819 to 490. Clearly something signifi-

cant was going on at Luther's Witten-

berg, and 16th-century Germany rec-

ognized it.

Revival of the sort that the Protes-

tant Reformation brought is the need

today. It must be rooted in the gospel,

the grace of God in Jesus Christ ap-

plied by the Holy Spirit as the only way
of salvation. It must also be firmly

grounded in God's revealed Word as

the basis for all truth. And it must ex-

tend its applications into every branch
of life and thought, bearing fruit in

government, the marketplace, the

home, human relations, the environ-

ment, science, and the arts.

The pulpits of our churches, our
Sunday schools, vacation Bible

schools, and the growing Christian

school movement all play their part in

producing such a revival today. So do
theological seminaries. But surely the

most strategically placed institution for

carrying out this kind of reformation
today is the Christian liberal-arts col-

lege.

The Christian liberal-arts college,

properly conceived, is not a reform

school where we send our problem

young people in the hope that they will

get straightened out by suitable spiri-

tual influence. It is not just a refuge

from the evils and threats of our secu-

lar society and its public institutions.

Nor is it merely a high-quality curri-

culum somehow sanctified by daily

chapel services and prayer before

classes.

No, the Christian liberal-arts college

ideally possesses strong instruction in

the Scriptures and then teaches the var-

ious disciplines of the curriculum from
a distinctively Christian perspective. In

the process it also provides in its facul-

ty and staff models of Christian living.

And the peer relations among the stu-

dents furnish an example of genuine

Christian community.
We can be sure that there is no per-

fect Christian college in this fallen

world. But because we are in a fallen

world, we must support those who are

striving for this goal.

Let me testify to the difference such

Christian colleges can make. I am
grateful for the "Ivy League" educa-

tion I was privileged to receive at

Princeton, Cornell, and Vanderbilt. I

sat under some excellent teachers. I ap-

preciate what, in the world's sense, a

good education can be.

But not until I was in the context of

Christian education was I ever directed

to think about history, my major field,

from the perspective of its meaning in

God's sight. My Christian upbringing

and knowledge of the Bible helped give

me clues as I sat under secular think-

ers. But for the most part my under-

standing of history was flat and two-

dimensional until I reflected upon it

from the perspective of God's provi-

dential purposes. Then certain aspects

jumped into significance, as if I had in-

serted one of those old blurry cards

into a stereopticon and the picture had

leaped into three-dimensional relief.

God's world cannot be rightly un-

derstood apart from knowledge of

God and his Word. What is true for

history is true also for science, the arts,

and every field of human knowledge

and activity.

My own children have attended two
of the Reformed Christian colleges de-

scribed in this issue. I am grateful for

the education they have received. I

believe it is superior to what I received.

In his 1963 book, The Christian

Mind, Harry Blamires predicted, on
page 189,

"the possible approach of a crisis in Wes-
tern civilization of a kind that is not being

publicly anticipated. For, nuclear disaster

apart, increasing mass-education, alongside

increasing material well-being and acceler-

ating pursuit of it, is going to make secu-

larism more consciously and articulately

secularist (as it is already in Russia). . . .

The question is, will the Christians of the

next fifty years, over against a strengthened

secularism, deepen and clarify their Chris-

tian commitment in a withdrawn cultiva-

tion of personal morality and spirituality,

thereby achieving the kind of uneasy co-ex-

istence which Church and State appear to

have arrived at in Russia? Or will the Chris-

tians of the next fifty years deepen and
clarify their Christian commitment at the

intellectual and social levels too, meeting

and challenging not only secularism's as-

sault upon personal morality and the life

of the soul, but also secularism's truncated

and perverted view of the meaning of life

and the purpose of the social order?"

As we enter 1985, almost half of

Blamires' 50 years have passed. But the

enrollment figures in Christian colleges

have no yet risen anything like those

of the 50 years following Luther's con-

version. Ironically, certain national

studies of higher education summon
our society to return to the educational

values that Christian colleges have had
all along: a broad exposure to the lib-

eral arts for at least two years before

vocational specialization, use of excel-

lent teachers at the freshman level, sen-

sitive treatment of the student as a

person.

We know that the Christian liberal-

arts college has much more than even

these good things to offer. It is time

that we get behind our Christian col-

leges with our funds, our young peo-

ple, and our prayers for a Reforma-
tional revival in our day. HI
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE
When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65 % of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary
society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout

Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder

of God and His creation.

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get much "more"
at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone L )

church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad.

P15

"IN ALL THINGS
CHRIST PRE-EMINENT

Covenant
Ipege

Lookout Mountain, TN 3735
Covenant College does not discriminate on

the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.
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MAILBAG

CONTRASTING TACTICS

Your December 26 article on the Trini-

ty Lutheran Church of Clairton, Pa.

did not accurately represent the tactics

of Denominational Ministry Strategy

(DMS), of which the Rev. D. Douglas

Roth is a supporter. Placing dead fish

in bank safe-deposit boxes, smearing

skunk oil in crowded department

stores, and even spraying women and
children with skunk oil at a church din-

ner is hardly "confrontational"—

I

would say revolting and terroristic are

better adjectives.

What a contrasting attitude toward
social reform was represented in the

anti-abortion article by Roger S.

Greenway! Concerned people "pray-

ing . . . singing . . . witnessing as they

went " with their purpose to "loving-

ly offer help." 1 believe as Christians

we certainly must be involved in the

world around us, seeking to change it

for good. But let us seek to do so in

a way that would honor Christ—as

these courageous young seminarians

have done.

—Sandra K. Squillace

Pittsburgh, Pa.

PRESSURE TACTICS ?

Re: Dec. 12 issue and Rev. Robert

Wildeman Sr.'s statement that "IVP
should have had the courage to con-

tinue the distribution of the book"
Brave New People. Mr. Wildeman
must assume that every IVP reader is

a mature Christian and is able to sort

out unbiblical from Biblical state-

ments. IVP readers include many high-

school and college students in the pro-

cess of becoming mature Christian

adults and many new Christians as well

as readers contemplating the validity

of Christianity. Surely Mr. Wildeman
is an idealist at best.

IVP has shown a spirit of accom-
modation to the surrounding culture

for some time. The book was not a sur-

prise to me. In 1974 I purchased a

book they published called Issues of
Life and Death which was very vague

on the issues of abortion, euthanasia,

etc. Christians, including myself,

should have shouted "foul" then rath-

er than expressing approval by silence.

To disagree with Mr. Wildeman
again, I say that there is a Biblical

mandate to use pressure in that we are

always to be actively and not passive-

ly against those things which God
hates. We are, with the Holy Spirit's

leadership, to be discerning in sorting

out truth vs. heresy.

Mr. Wildeman and IVP should have

the courage and the conviction to say

that something wrong has occurred in

the publication of this book and not

walk around the issue with false piety.

Thank goodness for Christians such as

Franky Schaeffer who are willing to

make distinctions on crucial issues like

abortion. I commend to Journal

readers the Schaeffer V Productions

newspaper "The Christian Activist."

It is such a publication that truly hon-

ors God by its willingness to stand firm

in the face of shaky evangelicals and

the surrounding pagan culture.

—Barbara Butterfield

Orlando, Fla.

MORE THAN THE SUM OF INDIVIDUALS

I'm delighted to see you taking on the

various social, economic, and political

questions of our day, as you have been

doing. The recent issue on "Catholi-

cism and Capitalism" (Dec. 12) was es-

pecially appreciated since I am doing

some work on that myself right now.
Your article on the Lay Commission's

publication was very well done

—

appreciative and yet critical at the most

important point, namely the question

of their Biblical perspective.

The article by Bill Anderson was less

successful, I thought, not only because

he offered us little of what a Christian

perspective should be, but because in

his criticism of the Bishops' lack of

contact with reality he seemed to be

unconscious of his own lack of contact

with that same reality. He rightly re-

jects the idea that the economy is "an
impersonal, monolithic force." But he

mistakenly imagines that the economy
"is totally shaped by the actions of in-

dividuals" and that "only through the

individual" can true justice be carried

out.

Ministers

Petros Roukas from Brick, N.J., to the West-

minster Church (PCA), Muncie, Ind.

Paul W. Taylor, III (PCA) from Naperville, II!..

to Decatur, Ga., as a staff member of MNA.

Death

William E. Shannon (PCA), retired pastor of Cen-

tral Church and pastor emeritus of Kingstree

Church, of Kingstree, SC., died December 29.

He was 67.

Churches

The Naperville Church (PCA), Naperville, III. has

been organized. Michael Marcey is pastor.
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Governments and corporations

which act with control of millions and

billions of dollars in the market place,

in advertising, and in commerce are

not individuals. Nor are they merely

the sum of the individuals who hold

office in them. My personal decision

to buy, invest, or sell is not on the same

plane as the decisions of corporate ex-

ecutives and government officials act-

ing on behalf of huge stockholdings,

or vast bureaucracies, or millions of

citizens. To talk about economics with

reference only to individuals is as far

from reality as to talk about the econ-

omy as if it were a monolithic, imper-

sonal force. The question for Chris-

tians is not simply how to get govern-

ment out of the way of individual deci-

sion making, but how to relate individ-

uals, corporations, and governments in

the proper way that protects genuine

enterprise and responsibility for all

people in a framework that is just.

—James W. Skillen

Executive Director

Association for Public Justice

Washington, D.C.
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[ I Each of us no doubt has had the experience of hearing

outstanding exposition of the Bible from the pulpit in such a manner that

we have come away convinced that the message is indeed God's Word to

us. Sitting with 18,000 college students at Inter-Varsity's Urbana conference

a few years ago, one could sense that feeling while listening to John Stott's

exposition each morning. Such names as Edmund Clowney, Joel Nederhood,

John R. DeWitt, R.C. Sproul, John Sanderson, James Boice, James Ken-

nedy, or Robert Rayburn can kindle similar memories for many of us. But

it is really their exposition that makes us conscious of God and his revela-

tion rather than of the preacher himself that is so compelling. What would
it take to have this kind of sense of God's speaking, clearly and compelling-

ly, in our regular reading of the Scriptures? This is what this issue of the

Journal is about. Robert Metcalf, who has been a student of the Bible for

many years, offers some significant insights on daily Bible reading from
his layman's perspective. Kenneth Howell, as a younger scholar involved

in the training of ministers, discusses the important subject of practical in-

terpretation of the Old Testament.

I ZJ Not unrelated to our main theme is David Hoover's ar-

ticle on the tendency of the "Pepsi Generation" to relate to images rather

than to ideas. It is a trend of our contemporary culture that affects all of

us who are increasingly influenced by television.

I Z] Robert L. Simonds, president of the National Associa-

tion of Christian Educators, reports that the recently enacted Equal Access law

is meeting resistance in some public schools: "Last week one superintendent

told me, 'That's a bad law and we're not going to create a policy to imple-

ment it!' I asked, 'Do you always ignore the law if you do not agree with

it?' He said, 'Not always, but I'm not letting religion into my district!'
"

I I In our quest for the Presbyterian with greatest current

longevity we have received word of another centenarian who appears to hold

the record: Mrs. Alice Straw of the Brookneal Presbyterian Church of

Brookneal, Virginia was 107 on October 19, 1984. Now in a nursing home,
she was an active member of the church until she was about 102 years old.

Our informant, Mrs. John Webber, says, "This lady still has a grand memory
and her mind is very clear." It would be a service to posterity if some local

church archivists could record the memories of these centenarians. Think
of how the church life of the 1880s and '90s might compare with ours in

the 1980s! W
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Clinic Bombing Suspects Appear in Court

PENSACOLA, Fla. (UPI)—Two mem-
bers of a Pentacostal church who ad-

mit bombing three abortion clinics say

only other Christians could understand

the "small, still voice" that compelled

them to commit the attacks.

Matthew Goldsby, a construction

foreman, and James Simmons, a glass

cutter, appeared before U.S. Magis-

trate Robert Crongeyer January 7 for

a preliminary hearing on 16 bomb-
ing-related charges.

"The closest that you could explain

it is such as a call to preach," said Sim-

mons. "It's not a voice from God. It's

a small, still voice in your spirit. I don't

think unless you're a Christian you can

understand that."

They are charged with bombing three

Pensacola abortion clinics within a 15-

minute span Christmas morning and a

fourth bombing last June at one of the

clinics. No one was injured in any of

the blasts.

Crongeyer referred the case to a fed-

eral grand jury which convenes Jan-

uary 15 after hearing testimony that

the two men fashioned the bombs from

gunpowder bought on a wedding shop-

ping spree by Goldsby's fiance, Kay
Wiggins.

"The court at this time does find

from the evidence presented here today

Matthew Goldsby upi

that there is probable cause to believe

the offenses have been committed . . .

that these defendants committed those

offenses," said Crongeyer.

Glenda Swiltalski, 18, testified she

went with Wiggins to shop for a wed-

ding gown Dec. 21. She said she

watched as Wiggins bought four cans

of gunpowder. The girl testified Wig-

gins told her, "Matt wanted to get Jim-

my a Christmas present."

Goldsby's fiance, Kay Wiggins, and
Simmons' wife of four months, Kathy,

both 18, have been charged as accom-

plices in last month's bombings. Both

were released on their own recogni-

zance into the custody of their mothers.

Goldsby and Simmons said they re-

gretted getting the women involved,

but had no apologies for the bombing
incidents.

Goldsby and Simmons, each 21,

were returned to Escambia County
Jail, where they have been held

without bond since their arrest. The
two men are lifelong friends who grew

up attending churches around the pa-

permill town of Cantonment, 15 miles

north of Pensacola.

"I believe that what the issue is right

now is why we did it," Goldsby said.

"Maybe we didn't go about it the right

way, but now that we've thrown it in-

to the public light, I should hope such

legislation would occur to make abor-

tion illegal."

"We knew abortion was wrong. We
also knew the majority of religious

leaders would not go along with what

we did," Goldsby said. "We didn't go

to the church elders because they

would have told us not to, that it

would have been illegal."

Both men denied a role in any other

bombings. There have been 26 bomb-
ings and arson attacks at abortion

clinics nationwide in the last two years,

and officials have charged an anti-

abortion terrorist force may be at

work.

Outside the courthouse, more than

a dozen people picketed the hearing,

carrying signs that said, "Christians

arrested, murderers go free" and
"Buildings or babies, for which do you
cry?" Efl

Persecution of Chinese
Denied by Presbyterian

NANJING, China (RNS)—Two
church officials in the People's

Republic of China have denied allega-

tions that Protestants are being

persecuted by the communist govern-

ment there.

Dr. Philip Wickeri, a Presbyterian

American on the staff of Tao Fang
Shan Ecumenical Centre in the New
Territories of Hong Kong, said in a re-

cent interview, "We know of no docu-

mented cases in which Christian Prot-

estant pastors are in jail now because

of religious beliefs" in the People's

Republic. He acknowledged that some
government officials in local religious

affairs bureaus have not allowed

churches to re-open after the Cultural

Revolution, which ended in 1976.

He also said he knows of at least

twelve Roman Catholic priests in

prison. He attributed their imprison-

ment to the problem of relations to the

Vatican, which still maintains diplo-

matic relations with the Republic of

China (Taiwan).

The Chinese constitution approved

by the Fifth National People's Con-
gress in 1982 stated, "Citizens of the

People's Republic of China enjoy free-

dom of religious belief," but added,

"Religious bodies and religious affairs

are not subject to any foreign domin-

ation."

Bishop K. H. Ting, head of Nanj-

ing Union Theological Seminary and

president of the China Christian Coun-

cil, said that some of the reports of

church persecution spring from groups

in Hong Kong.
Ting has also denied that the Peo-

ple's Republic has prevented Christians

from meeting in homes. "There has

never been any statement issued about

the illegality of Christians meeting at
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home," he said. Ting implied that

some reports of persecution may stem

from the activities of various sects both

inside and outside China. ffl

99th Congress Shows Little

Shift in Church Affiliations

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Roman
Catholics remain by far the largest

religious group in the newly elected

99th Congress, but Episcopalians,

Methodists, and Baptists registered the

largest gains in the 1984 congressional

elections, according to a biennial

survey by Americans United for Sep-

aration of Church and State.

The new Congress will have 142

Catholics (a gain of one), 76 Metho-

dists (a gain of three), and 67 Episco-

palians (a gain of six). Fourth place

Presbyterians held their own with 56

seats, while fifth place Baptists in-

creased their number from 46 to 49.

The number of Jewish members of

Congress is 38, the same as in the

previous session. There are 23 Luther-

ans (a decline of two), and 22 "Prot-

estants" who do not specify a denom-
ination, a loss of one. Fourteen mem-
bers are associated with the United

Church of Christ (a gain of one), 12

are Mormon (no change), and nine are

Unitarian-Universalists (a loss of one).

A total of 21 different religious

groups will be represented in the new
Congress, compared to 25 in the 98th

Congress. Only three members are un-

affiliated with any religious groups. IB

Gallup: Evangelicals,

Non-Evangelicals Disagree

PRINCETON, N.J.—The views of

evangelicals, who make up about one-

fourth of the adult American popula-

tion, differ sharply from those of non-

evangelicals on prayer in public

schools, abortion, the ERA, a nuclear

freeze, and relaxing pollution controls.

These findings surfaced in a Gallup

poll which sought to determine the

shape of public opinion near the begin-

ning of President Reagan's second

i term.

The sharpest disagreement came
over the issue of prayer in public

schools. Among evangelicals, 85%
[

favored school prayer, while only 64%
of the non-evangelical respondents

supported it. Nationally, 69% of those

polled favored prayer in public schools

and 28% opposed it.

When asked if they favored a ban on

all abortions except in cases of rape,

incest, or when the mother's life is en-

dangered, 66% of the evangelicals in

the survey favored such a ban while

30% did not. In contrast, 46% of the

non-evangelicals favored the ban and

50% opposed it.

On the other hand, considerable

agreement was found between both

groups on the need for tax increases,

decreased defense spending, tuition tax

credits, increased spending for social

programs, and maintaining cost-of-

living increases on Social Security ben-

efits.

The results are based on in-person

interviews with 1,590 adults, aged 18

and older, conducted in more than 300

localities during the period September

28-October 1. Evangelicals included

24% of those surveyed. CE

Archbishop Rejects City's

Order on Homosexuals

NEW YORK (RNS)—The New York
Roman Catholic Archdiocese is con-

sidering ways to provide social services

without any government funds if it is

required to sign a form certifying

non-discrimination against homosex-

uals in order to receive funds from the

City of New York.

Archbishop John J. O'Connor told

of the plans during a press conference

with Mayor Edward I. Koch. The prel-

ate had been invited to join the mayor
in an announcement about a housing

program to aid the poor. Reporters

questioned Archbishop O'Connor
about the controversy between the city

and the archdiocese over the mayor's

Executive Order 50, which would re-

quire all agencies receiving city funds

to sign a form of non-discrimination

on the basis of sexual preference.

"The mayor doesn't know this: We
have been examining how we would
provide precisely the same services

without any city, state or federal sup-

port at all," declared O'Connor.
Observers estimated that the total

amount of government funds the arch-

diocese receives is about $100 million,

for such programs as day-care centers,

adoption services, centers for the elder-

ly, and job training.

"I have said in the past I would close

our agencies rather than violate prin-

ciples," Archbishop O'Connor said.

The prelate stated that in the 1970s,

archdiocesan programs served 13,000

children, but now serve only 5,700

because of cutbacks. "Since 1970 we
have closed only three buildings," he

said. "It's conceivable that we can

reduce our operations and provide the

same care just as effectively and effi-

ciently with help from the private

sector." CD

Equal Access Legislation

Being Unequally Enforced

WASHINGTON—Passage of the

Equal Access Act last year still has not

opened doors of public school facilities

to many voluntary religious student

groups, according to a report from the

National Association of Evangelicals

(NAE) here.

Maryland's attorney general, Ste-

phen Sacks, has labeled the recent fed-

eral law "simplistic . . . and constitu-

tionally intolerable," despite its over-

whelming passage in both the House
(337-77) and the Senate (88-11).

The bill's constitutionality may get

a court test if the U.S. Supreme Court
decides to review a case from Williams-

port, Md., in which a friend-of-the-

court brief has been filed by the U.S.

Solicitor General. CD

Also in the News . . .

The Presbyterian Church USA
(PCUSA) will sponsor a special service

January 27 to commemorate the open-

ing of the 99th Congress. PCUSA
Moderator Harriet Nelson and stated

clerk James E. Andrews will par-

ticipate in the service, to be held at Na-

tional Presbyterian Church in Wash-
ington, D.C., with members of Con-
gress, cabinet members, and other

dignitaries being invited.

The Presbyterian Church in Amer-
ica (PCA) is again sponsoring seminars

on "Tax Laws for Christian Organiza-

tions and Workers." Designed for pas-

tors, church leaders, seminary students,

and administrators, the seminars feature

a variety of attorneys and accountants.

The gatherings are slated for St. Louis

(January 24-25), Philadelphia (April

25-26), and Jackson, Miss. (May 9-10).

Registration materials may be secured

from PCA Committee on Administra-

tion, Box 1428, Decatur, GA 30031.
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Scripture Is a Long Lake

ROBERT M. METCALF

The group's conversation turned more
serious and moved into matters of a

person's faith life. One of the younger

ladies reflected on a most basic subject:

"We're back at doing some reading of

the Bible again at our house, since my
brother gave us that very readable new
translation. Now I can really see what
some people mean when they say that

absorbing some of the Bible every

day—with an open mind and a hungry
heart to get some better answers in this

trouble-torn world—that kind of ab-

sorbing can do some amazing things

for a person to build up a strong and
joy-filled Christian faith. And let me
say that including some great Psalms
passages every day is an important part

of it."

She continued: "I remember reading

some years ago a sound observation,

that for a truly happy and fulfilled life

you required four things: a healthy

spiritual undergirding, the giving and
receiving of love and affection between

yourself and other people, the achiev-

ing of a sense of security in the living

of life, and the enjoyment of adven-

ture. I can give a strong testimony that

the steeping of myself in the most im-

portant and instructive and inspira-

tional parts of the Scriptures every day
has helped give me all four of those

needs that everybodey has for a really

rich and full life. It has done a lot to

lead me to the living of my life in what
my faith calls me to be and to do. In

this way I have those four basic re-

quirements met. And I've learned this

too: Now it doesn't take much money
or possessions to give me that feeling

The author is a ruling elder in the

Second Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) of Memphis and was
founder of the Christian Studies

Center in that city, where he is in

the real estate business. For a

number of years he served on the

'Journal' board of directors.

of security. Nor is it expensive either

to have rich adventures; they can be

had in abundance right in my own
city—and a great many of them come
from working in various ways with my
fellow Christians. Also, they come
from adventures of the mind, by a

good amount of reading. And I in-

clude with adventure the need in life

for some laughter, for humor, as well

as the need for some recreation, the

healthy occasional change of pace."

One Big Question, However

Then she turned to the oldest one in

the group, a silver-haired man whom
she knew had done a great deal of Bi-

ble study and pondering over it on his

own. She said to him: "But there's one

thing that bothers me in my new use

and study of the Scriptures: I've come
across some pretty strong differences

in how various Christian leaders and
preachers and teachers interpret some
parts of the Bible. I'm seeing that fact

in all this reading and study I now en-

joy so much, and it's a little trouble-

some to me. I'm not saying that these

people differ on the major and essen-

tial beliefs in our faith; they are cer-

tainly together there. It comes about

in how they interpret lesser, non-essen-

tial aspects of the Bible. I have a hun-

ger to get things straight in my own
thinking, so how can I decide in my
own mind what I believe that God
means when he gave us all these parts

of his Word? What advice have you
for me in this?"

The man, who was "old and full of

years," looked upward in reflection

for a few moments. Then he answered

his inquirer: "I am thankful you have

made that marvelous discovery about

such daily reading. Yes, it is true that

an open-minded drinking in of some
of the greatest portions of the Bible

every day can do some wonderful

things in a person's life. Incidentally

I like to do it the very first and last

things each day, and on my knees; that

helps much with the receptive attitude

we're speaking about. I do that reading

before my morning and evening

prayers.

"Let me say that I like very much
the insights you've gained about stay-

ing with only the greatest parts of the

Bible for this daily steeping of yourself

in it. You are correct: Selecting the

most instructive and inspirational

chapters is a splendid idea. Like you,

I also use some of the best of the

Psalms passages each time. I've picked

those out, marked them in my Bible,

and I stick to them. I also like to read

and concentrate hard on two or three

of the best Proverbs verses at every

daily absorbing of the Scriptures. I've

selected and marked them too.

"What I advise here means that you
come back to reading all these greatest

parts of the Bible again and again over

the years, but that's a mighty good
thing.

"I look on this pure reading of

God's Word morning and evening as

a separate matter from my more for-

mal study of the Bible. In that latter

kind of activity, of course, we go wher-

ever the class teacher or correspon-

dence course takes us. We get into the

whole Bible, as we are called on to do
so, not just those selected, most impor-

tant portions for pure reading pur-

poses."

Looking Down at a Long Lake

Then that oldster and counselor of the

young friend continued: "In the past

I wondered a great deal about the dif-

ferent ways the Bible is interpreted

—

just as you are doing. Then I found

myself coming more and more to the

conviction that what counted was the

whole thrust of the Bible, as it conveys

God's truth on a particular subject. As
one seeks that truth, the thing that's

important is to look for the entireflow
of what God is telling us in his Word.
What does it really impart to us in its

full sweep? Theologians put it this

way: 'Scripture is to be interpreted by

Scripture.'

"Then that kind of thinking on my
part led me to the most helpful insight
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of all in how to interpret the Bible: I

began to think of it as my looking

down on it as a long lake. It is one

body of water, not bucketfuls lifted

out here and there (like verses picked

from out of the context of that whole

we've been talking about). I remember

the title of one book I heard of, to the

effect that 'the Bible is not a jigsaw

puzzle,' where one can pick out pieces

here and there to attempt to sensation-

alize or startle emotionally, but which

use does not accord with that overall

thrust of Scripture. When we use a Bi-

ble quotation we must be careful that

it is used in the context of the whole,

just as the Scripture writers or speakers

themselves did.

"I learned to look on God's Word
as that long lake, a body of water slow-

ly moving along as it is fed from water

upstream, a river flowing into it. That

river is made up of truths flowing from

the Almighty Giver of that Word.

"At a certain point, the lake sudden-

ly widens into an even larger body of

water. That is where the New Testa-

ment begins, where God himself comes

personally on the scene as the Son,

Jesus Christ. That wider lake is so

dominant as a part of the whole that

it causes me to view the beginning part

(the Old Testament) in the light of the

wider lake.

Verily Saturated

"Then I learned to think of that 'Scrip-

ture lake' in one other way: I would

not only view it from above in seeking

the truths /'/ as a whole conveyed, I

would also imagine myself being im-

mersed in it—saturating my very being

in it, to make the 'Bible lake' more and

more a part of my very life.

"And I think of my Bible in this way

as having one other feature: The water

flows out in many rivulets. They go out

over a wide area. These streams are the

truths which God gives us through his

Word, and they are truths that cover

all of life and living on this earth. They

not only apply to one's personal life

and to the church in how it is to be

organized and carried on in its broad-

scale work; there are such truths com-
ing out of that 'lake of Scripture' that

apply to everything humankind does

on this earth: the way it organizes and
runs its families, its schooling, its civil

governments, its economy, its working

life, its arts expressions, and so on and

on. God's given-to-us Scriptures have

specifics or clearly derived principles

for all of the manner we go about life

on this planet. Isn't that a wonderful

thing to realize? Doesn't this way of

looking at the Bible as a lake with its

outflowing rivulets help in getting at its

truths? And doesn't it keep reminding

us of our Lord's words in his very last

orders to us: '. . . make disciples of all

the nations . . . teaching them to ob-

serve all things J have commandedyou

. . .'? Indeed, we are told to teach

everything given in his Word, and we
are to win the nations for himself, as

well as the individuals.

"Yes, this way of viewing Scripture

can help give a person a faith that

is a glorious, joy-filled, and work-

impelled one. And I can testify that

this has been very marvelous in my
life." m
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How to Preach Christ from the

Old Testament

KENNETH J. HOWELL

As my wife and I drove away from the

service that morning, we asked our-

selves whether we really learned any-

thing about God or had been drawn in

closer relation to him as a result of the

pastor's sermon that morning. Unhap-
pily, we both had to confess no! The
sermon that morning was on the ac-

count of Luke 4:13-30 where Jesus

comes to Nazareth and the people of

Jesus' hometown show unbelief that

this son of Joseph could now claim the

fulfillment of the promises concerning

the Messiah in Isaiah 61 : 1 , 2. As I read

the passage, I was struck with how the

central message focused on the exciting

proclamation that in Jesus' ministry

was the fulfillment of Old Testament

expectations. I thought to myself how
edifying this message could be to

God's people. The pastor that morn-
ing, however, emphasized how com-
mon was the malady of human unex-

pectedness and the need to overcome
it. It struck me that what was a secon-

dary aspect of the account had become
the main focus of the sermon.

Our experience that Sunday morn-
ing almost ten years ago has un-

doubtedly been repeated again and
again in the lives of many believers. It

raises some fundamental questions

about how to read and understand the

The author is currently serving as
visiting lecturer in Old Testament at

Reformed Theological Seminary in

Jackson, Miss. He attended Cove-
nant College, holds degrees from
the U. of S. Florida and Westminster
Seminary, and is a doctoral can-

didate in linguistics at Indiana U.

A minister of the Presbyterian

Church in America, he has pastored
a church in Bradenton, Fla.

Old Testament in light of the person

and work of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Often Christians read the Old Testa-

ment and fail to receive any spiritual

benefit because they have had little, if

any, guidance in their approach to it.

What is worse, many pastors are at a

loss as to how they may preach in a

manner that is faithful to the Old Test-

ament text and also edifying to their

congregation. I would like to outline

some fundamental perspectives which

may help remedy our poor eyesight

when reading the Old Testament.

It is probably fair to say that most

Christians read the Old Testament in

what may be called a moralistic way.

Most Christians

read the Old
Testament in what
may be called a

moralistic way.

This method proceeds by reading the

events in the Old Testament as primari-

ly telling a moral lesson in much the

same way that Aesop's fables do.

Thus, as we read about Joseph's resist-

ing the advances of Potiphar's wife, we
believe that the reason God gave us this

information is that we too may stand

firm in the midst of similar temptation.

Likewise, Daniel is a symbol of moral
courage and so we challenge ourselves

and others to dare to be a Daniel.

There are two simple questions we
need to ask ourselves. First, does the

Bible itself indicate that the Old Testa-

ment should be read in this manner?
It is sometimes thought that passages

like Romans 15:4 and I Corinthians

10:6, 11 lend support to a moralistic

reading of the Old Testament. In these

passages the Apostle Paul plainly states

that events recorded in the Old Testa-

ment are designed to instruct us in the

moral dimensions of life. We shall see,

however, that Paul's statements can-

not be porperly construed as a justifi-

cation for a moralistic reading of the

Old Testament. Second, is this moral-

istic method of reading the most ben-

eficial for the Christian today? The
answer I suggest below renders a neg-

ative reply to these questions and of-

fers an alternative reading of the Old
Testament which places its moral im-

plications within the context of God's
revelation of his redeeming grace.

One of the most salient features of

the Old Testament is its primary in-

terest in focusing our attention on the

history of God's redemption of Israel

from the power of Egypt. The exodus

and conquest of Canaan is the great

event of Israel's salvation, and it is to

this event that she must always look in

remembering God's special grace in

her corporate life. How does this sal-

vation-event relate to Israel's spiritual

life and ours? The book of Deuteron-

omy provides a key to answering that

question.

It is impossible to read Deuterono-

my without observing how God in his

wisdom has related these two as-

pects—his redemption and our moral

life—to one another. Few writings in

the Old Testament have such explicit

directions about how God's people are

to live a life of moral uprightness. The
Ten Commandments are repeated as

the summation of Israel's moral

obligation to God (chap. 5). More
detailed outworkings of their moral life

are developed regarding both worship

(chaps. 12, 13) and humane treatment

of fellow Israelites (chaps. 21-25). Well
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known too are those sections of Deu-

teronomy which promise great bless-

ing upon Israel if they listen in obedi-

ence to the Lord and threaten devas-

tating curses if they turn away in dis-

obedience (chaps. 27,28). A more thor-

oughly ethical portion of the Old

Testament is difficult to find. Yet these

moral directives are related to another

overriding theme in Deuteronomy

—

love for the Lord.

The mindset of Deuteronomy, so" to

speak, is that obedience and moral

uprightness issue forth from a love

response to the Lord because of the

great and mighty salvation which he

has accomplished in Israel's behalf.

The foundation of all obedience by

God's people then and now is the ac-

knowledgment of his sovereign claim

on our lives because he is the one true

God and our God (6:4). From that

recognition flows an unabated love

that encompasses every aspect of our

being (6:5).

How can God's people continue to

love the Lord and walk in obedience

to him? Two emphases in Deuterono-

my are crucial. First, Israel is reminded

that her redemption from Egypt and
acquisition of the promised land is

never to be thought of as a result of

her own power or wisdom (7:1-10).

The sole source and motivation for

God's saving Israel is his eternal love

and election. That love has been af-

firmed in his promise to their fore-

fathers and is confirmed to them by his

own demonstration of salvation. It is

out of their apprehending God's sover-

eign love and salvation that their life

of moral purity must flow.

Second is the rehearsal of certain

historical events which happened to

Israel in their journey from Egypt to

the plains of Moab where they now
stood. Readers have sometimes been

puzzled why there is this recounting of

history in a book with patent ethical

emphasis. Their puzzlement is due,

however, to a failure to understand

precisely the relation of God's saving

acts and our growth in spiritual life.

The people of Israel are forcefully

reminded in their history that their

God is one of holiness and mercy.
Nowhere is this more clearly expressed

than in 8:1-5 in which the temporary
provision of the manna in the wilder-

ness functions as a perpetual reminder

that their life depends upon the sus-

taining Word of God. The history of
God's redemption of his people is cen-

tral to their continuing growth in grace

and obedience.

The line of thinking in Deuteronomy

urges us to understand that the story

of God's redeeming power and grace is

not incidental to the spiritual health of

God's people. To the extent that God's

people deprive themselves of the knowl-

edge of the history of his redemption,

they are likely to stunt their spiritual

growth and open themselves to the at-

tacks of the evil one. When they be-

hold the God of grace and mercy in the

story of his redemption, they are

bound to draw near to him and live in

closer obedience to his word.

If the foundation of obedience and
love derives from a deep apprehension

of the grace and power of God, then

it is also true that every portion of the

Old Testament teaches this foundation

and that every book in it in some
fashion points forward to Christ.

When the Lord Jesus instructed the

two disciples on the road to Emmaus
about his death and resurrection, he in-

terpreted these saving events from all

the Scriptures, including the Law, the

Prophets, and the Psalms (Luke
24:44-48). This threefold division is

probably a reference to the divisions of

the Hebrew Bible as used by Jews. Je-

sus was saying that his saving work is

found throughout the Old Testament

and is not limited to certain select sec-

tions.

Realizing that the work of the Mes-

siah, Jesus of Nazareth, is found in

every portion of the Old Testament im-

plies that the distinction between mes-

sianic and non-messianic portions

(usually prophecies) of God's Word is

somewhat misguided. More in keeping

with Jesus' treatment is the assumption

that every portion of the Old Testa-

ment can be legitimately related to his

person and work. How does this en-

hance our understanding of the Old
Testament? Let me illustrate by look-

ing at the story of the budding of

Aaron's rod in Numbers 17.

In this story God tells Moses to take

one staff from each of the tribes of

Israel and place all twelve in the tent

of meeting in front of the testimony.

There the Lord will take the witness

stand against his people and testify to

the tribe which he has chosen to be

priests by making that tribe's rod bud.

The budding of Aaron's rod will be a
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perpetual testimony to God's choice so

that he may "put an end to their

grumblings against me" (v. 10). The
theme of rebellion is predominant in

the section of Numbers 12-17 with the

account of Aaron's rod being the

climax where grumbling and rebellion

are directed against the priesthood.

The story of the budding rod is one of

vindication; God vindicates his priest-

hood. How does this episode point for-

ward to Christ? In no sense is it a pro-

phecy. Yet God's redemptive work of

vindicating his chosen priest is fore-

shadowed in this event in Israel's

history. In the same way that Israel

should bow before God's vindication,

so we too should bow before our High
Priest whom God has vindicated by

raising him from the dead. Thus, a sec-

tion of the Old Testament which is not

messianic per se can be seen to be

eminently Christ-centered and applica-

ble to us.

This example points up a few impor-

tant principles of interpretation which

the reader should ask himself when
reading the Old Testament. First, what

redemptive principles are evident in the

text that 1 am reading? Second, what

application were these principles to

have in the lives of Old Testament be-

lievers? Third, how are these principles

realized in a fuller way in the life,

death, resurrection, and even second

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ?

Finally, in light of Christ's person and
work, how are the redemptive truths

taught in this Old Testament passage

to be responded to or lived out today?

Earlier I mentioned that Paul's

statements in Romans 15:4 and 1 Cor-

inthians 10:6, 11 could not be used as

a justification for a moralistic reading

of the Old Testament which divorces

ethical implications from their redemp-

tive context. We are now in a position

to see why this is the case. In 1 Corin-

thians 10, Paul is warning the Corin-

thians against rebellion and apostasy

on the analogy of the Old Testament

believers who experienced the great

salvation acts of God but who rebelled

and were destroyed in the wilderness.

Rebellion in the Old Testament may
indeed function as a warning to us, but

it is not rebellion against abstract

moral principles. Rather it is rebellion

against the loving, redeeming God.
The Old Testament believers were

called upon to respond to God's grace,

and their lack of doing so is a constant

reminder that similar solemn obliga-

tions are laid upon us, "on whom the

end of the ages has come." Thus
Paul's statements, far from encourag-

ing a moralistic reading, guide us to see

ethical imperatives as a response to

God's redeeming grace.

What practical steps can be taken to

enhance the Christian's understanding

of the Old Testament? First, realize

that not all books or portions of the

Old Testament must be given equal

weight in their importance. The Psalms

are much more important to the whole

Old Testament than is the Song of Sol-

omon. From some books like the

Psalms, one gains perspective on other

books. Let me suggest that you begin

with Deuteronomy because it gives

unique insight into the life of a godly

person and sets the agenda for the re-

mainder of the Old Testament.

Second, some historical perspective

is necessary because the writings of the

Old Covenant span large periods of

time. For this, one must turn to a good
study Bible or Bible dictionary. There
are many good helps in local Christian

bookstores, but it is also wise to con-

sult your pastor because some Bible

helps have questionable methods or

theological perspectives that are pre-

sented in a semi-objective manner and
mask their questionable character. In

the final analysis, the text of God's
Word is the authority!

Third, you may find it profitable to

embark on a study of how the New
Testament uses the Old. This can be in-

valuable in gaining perspective on how
you can read the Old Testament. Two
points of caution are in order. Don't

attempt to come to conclusions too

quickly because this is a complex area

of study, and do not try to judge

whether the New Testament writer

properly quoted or alluded to the Old
Testament. Attempt to understand the

logic of his use. My own experience has

been that when I have sought to under-

stand the New Testament use of the

Old, I have been enriched in under-

standing the relevance and applicabili-

ty of the Old Testament to us today.

If one of the central purposes of the

Scriptures is to bring us closer to our

Savior (11 Tim 3:16), we shall have to

grow in deeper understanding of the

fullness of his redeeming love as it is

manifested on the pages of the Old

Testament. As we do so, our spiritual

life and walk in righteousness will be

increased as we behold the glory of

God in the face of Christ. CD



CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing in Land or Real Estate

How about investing in land or real

estate? Isn't land a scarce commodity
that has to increase in value as our

population continues to grow? Isn't

real estate one of the easiest places to

invest your money and make a profit?

The truth is that each of the areas

of investment we have examined

—

stocks, bonds, cash forms, metals; and
now land; with art, antiques, and en-

trepreneurial enterprises to follow

—

have great investment opportunities in

them. And the reverse is also true.

There are those who have had from
poor to disastrous results in all of

them. All investors need to "work" at

understanding the opportunities and
pitfalls in any investment arena in-

which they may choose to operate.

Good judgment is a requirement for

success and is a combination of knowl-

edge, reasonable discernment of the

probabilities affecting the outcome of

an investment, and God's providential

grace with regard to both.

Land generally derives its value from
one of two basic sources. First, it has

as inherent value which reflects its pro-

ductive capacity. This capacity may be

measured either in terms of the natural

resources present in the land (oil, coal,

copper, etc.) or its capacity to grow a

marketable product—corn, trees, vege-

tables, etc. Of these two productive

capacities (possession of natural re-

sources and ability to grow a "crop"),

the unexpected discovery of some
scarce natural resource is the greatest

provider of extraordinary wealth. A
few "chosen" families have been for-

tunate and realized such wealth. By its

very nature, however, this extraordi-

nary wealth is unplanned and infre-

quently realized.

Land's second source of value is de-

rived from its location and potential or

actual use as a site upon which to lo-

cate another productive asset—house,
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factory, motel, office building, etc. In

this situation, land is not valued ac-

cording to its inherent qualities, but is

given a value related to its proximity

to actual or potential demands for

"space."

This second source of land value

—

the requirement of "space" upon
which to locate other productive as-

sets—is where most speculating takes

place with regard to land. A few peo-

ple, by providentially buying "in the

right place," have awakened to huge

financial opportunities that were not of

their own creation; as when a major
highway was built and the cloverleaf

The difference the

newcomer to thefield

should be most aware

of is thepotential

difference in

liquidity.

was located in their backyard, or some
other phenomenon occurred.

Still others "make things happen"
by buying undeveloped land and devel-

oping it—housing developments, of-

fice complexes, shopping malls, etc.

This takes money, creative skills,

energy, a good sense of developing

needs, an ability to live with higher

levels of risk, and the grace of the Lord
for it all to work out positively.

Some people simply buy raw land

and hold it for anticipated increases in

land prices. Investors of this type

believe land values will equal, or do
better than, returns on alternative in-

vestments. The major difference be-

tween this and other investments, how-

ever, is that the land normally faces an-

nual taxes which present an additional

cash flow requirement on the invest-

ment. In some cases, this burden can

be offset through leasing open land to

other active farmers or cutting and sell-

ing pulp wood off wooded land.

While there are a number of legal

and mechanical differences that one

must go through when purchasing

land, as contrasted with the purchase

of stocks, bonds, or cash forms of in-

vestments, the difference the new-

comer to the field should perhaps be

most aware of is the potential dif-

ference in liquidity that exists between

the previously mentioned alternative

investments. If one owns U.S. Trea-

sury Bills, Notes or Bonds, they can be

sold the same "market day" and the

proceeds received within 48 hours.

Stocks may be sold in a day or two and

the money received in 7 days.

Land holdings, on the other hand,

present a very different problem. Find-

ing a buyer who is willing to pay a fair

price for the real estate may take

months and, in some cases, even years.

A person who must sell land holdings

in a hurry will find him or herself at

a terrible disadvantage in the market-

place. A "continuous" market does

not exist in real estate as it does in

the case of stocks and bonds. There is

a face-to-face negotiating process that

must be undertaken in selling land and

thus the value is negotiated. One who
must sell in a hurry is in a poor nego-

tiating position.

No, buying and selling land is not an

easy place to make money as an inves-

tor. No area is easy. Every area has its

risks. There are market risks, financial

risks (interest and inflation), and
business risks with which one must

contend. Every investment field is

filled with opportunities. Each has its

pitfalls. Doing nothing (as the steward

who buried his money), however, car-

ries the greatest danger of all the alter-

natives. HI
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2451 MODERN TIMES: The W orld from the 20s to the

80s — PaulJohnson. For the first time: a detailed, stylish

survey of our era — by a conservative. "Truly distin-

guished." — Robert Nisbet, NY Times. "Brilliant,

densely textured." — WallSt. Journal. "Extraordinary."

—Forbes. 817 pages. $27.95

2468 THE GENESIS CONNECTION - /. Wiester.

"The real issue is not creation versus evolution [but]

creator versus no creator, " says this Christian geologist.

"Reasonable. . .appealing. . .sensitive to the Bible and to

science." — V. E. Anderson, prof, of genetics, U. of Min-

nesota. "Great book. . .unique. . .fills a real need." — D.

A. Arnold, prof, .of anthropology, Wheaton (leading

Christian college). $14.95

2570 THE WRITER'S ART - James J. Kilpatrick.

How writers — and everyone else — can keep from

mangling our mother tongue. Not only instructive, but a

joy to read. "Witty, entertaining and enlightening." —
Publishers Weekly. "A sweet spring of a book, brisk and

bracing, thunderingly informative and gently instructive."

— Washington Journalism Review. "The best book of its

kind I have experienced." — Wm F. Buckley Jr. $14.95

2374 WHERE'S THE REST OF ME? - Ronald

Reagan. The President's autobiography is "utterly charm-
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.

breathtaking." — WallSt. Journal. $16.95

2541 THE HEYDAY OF AMERICAN COM-
MUNISM: The Depression Decade - H. Klehr.

"Meticulous. . .fills a void." — John Chamberlain, Wall

St. Journal. "There is no longer any excuse (if there ever
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character of American communism." —New Republic.

"Brilliant. . .richly detailed." — Dallas Morning News.

525 pages. $26.50
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2539 FIGHT, FLIGHT, FRAUD: The History of Tax-

ation — C. Adams. Would you believe an entertaining

book on taxation? "Marvelous ... makes taxation in-

teresting." — Ralph Rice, Connell Professor of Law,
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2390 MY LIFE WITHOUT GOD - W. J. Murray.

Son of Madalyn Murray O'Hair tells of growing up with
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2486 PSYCHOLOGICAL SEDUCTION - W.

Kilpatrick. Prominent psychologist warns: Christiai
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book... major contribution to the recently emerg

Christian critique of psychology." — P. C. Vitz, De

of Psychology, NYU. $14.95

2540 THE NEW BOOM IN SILVER - Jerome F

A

Barbara K. Smith. Why "silver's price appreciat
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ually all exportable products of Soviet culture carry a

)ropaganda load " — Publishers Weekly. $20
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anecdotes." — Wall St. Journal. $15.95
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That's how people like me get rich," says Snyder, then

reveals his secrets. $12.95

2496 JESUS CHRIST BEFORE HE BECAME A
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really means. Oversized quality paperback. $11.95
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Griffin. Feeling grim about the state of culture, literature,

the arts? "Rambunctiously combative book attacking

those . . . actively involved." — Wall St. Journal.

"Feisty, clever, hugely entertaining." — Washington

Times. $12.95

2308 THE SPIRIT OF DEMOCRATIC CAP-

ITALISM — Michael Novak. "One need not share

Novak's religious perspective on capitalism to find this

book a stunning achievement . . . may prove one of those

rare books that actually changes the way things are." —
Commentary. $17.50

2430 THE OUTLINE OF SANITY: A life of G. K.

Chesterton — A. S. Dale. "Supersedes earlier

biographies." — National Review. "If (a Chesterton

revival) ever becomes necessary [this book] is the place to

begin." - Time. $18.95
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frightening." — Alan Greenspan. $16.95

2350 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SWISS PRO-

TECTION — / P. Bernard. If you fear the dollar won't
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paperback. $15
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CHILDREN? - Herbert London. Dean of NYU pro-

vides head -snapping revelations about the brainwashing
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Bertram Wolfe. The classic on Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin

reissued. "The best book in its field in any language." —
Edmund Wilson. "By far the best history of the Russian

Revolutionary movement available in English." — Wm.
Henry Chamberlain. 672 pages. $24.95
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Philosophy and the 'Pepsi Generation5

DAVID P. HOOVER

There is an irony about contemporary
Anglo-American Christianity that

seems to be a part of a culture-wide

phenomenon. Although no generation

in history has had more literary and
scholarly resources available to it,

there is a striking decline in the intellec-

tual discipline required to take advan-

tage of such resources. The church, es-

pecially as it concerns its young adults,

seems to me to be increasingly incapa-

ble of philosophical reflection—that

particularly stubborn and hard way of

thinking which seeks to identify and
filter out pagan elements in our thought

and action and which seeks to render

a Christian worldview that is relevantly

explicit for our time. Perhaps we are

nearing that "electric galaxy of events"

which Marshall McLuhan has prophe-

sied will usher us into the "global vil-

lage." As inhabitants of McLuhan's
village we will have lost our capacity

to be benefited by the printed page. In-

stead, we will come to experience "in-

formation" (though probably not un-

derstanding) within a communications

environment of electronically pro-

duced images.

The Prospect of Losing Our Minds

Although I think that McLuhan's ul-

timate forecast is doubtful and hardly

a happy scenario for critical thinking,

there is an important insight here. Dif-

ferent modes of information consump-
tion can require quite different kinds

of mental attentiveness. The medium
of print, for example, requires the

reader's interaction with his material

whereas the medium of television, for

the most part, does not. In the case of

reading an article or book, understand-

ing comes about as the reader poses

questions (at least tacitly) according to

The author is assistant professor of

philosophy at Covenant College. He
holds degrees from Shelton College,

Faith Theological Seminary, and
Temple University.

expectations set up by the author.

By contrast, most television (includ-

ing network news) invites passivity on
the part of the viewer. The problem
with this passivity, however, is that the

viewer is engaged in such a way that

this world's values are nevertheless ef-

fectively communicated. My fear is

that in learning video consumption we
are losing our minds—and losing them
twice over: (1) Even though Christian

bookstores abound, our learned infor-

mation consumption habits are in-

creasingly video as TVs blare in many
of our homes four to six hours a day.

And (2) the culture which television

communicates subtly influences, and

Michael Jackson vm piwio

hence compromises, the Christian wit-

ness. In what follows, and with no
malice intended toward the beverage,

I'd like to develop my observation

about the growing non-intellectualism

in terms of the "Pepsi Generation."

The Decline of Liberal Education and
Jackson Mania

Early this past summer the Michael

Jackson "Victory Tour" encountered

PR turbulence as it debuted in Kansas

City. It appeared then that even the

generation that "thinks" viscerally can

detect greed and economic exploitation

when they come across blatantly. The
"Pepsi Generation" was finding it less

than thrilling to make the Jacksons

rich. Sensing this, Michael, in a press

conference, sought to adjust the image

by announcing that he would give all

his personal proceeds to charity (he

didn't speak for his brothers or his op-

portunistic promoters). And perhaps

the maneuver has worked, saving

Jackson mania for the time being.

Christians, I believe, have something

to gain by reflecting on the Michael

Jackson phenomenon. I don't intend

that we make of the phenomenon some-

thing sinister—certainly not something

more sinister than it is—but member-
ship in Christ's kingdom entails a cer-

tain prophetic function on the part of

all those who are "in" but not "of"
the contemporary culture. Christ has

called us "out" of this generation not

only to repentance, but to serve as its

spiritual and intellectual diagnosti-

cians. It is significant in both of these

respects that the current multi-media

mania devoted to the idolization of Mi-

chael Jackson is being financially sus-

tained by the ordinary people of our

culture. But why? I think the answer

has to do with both spiritual and intel-

lectual deficits. To take up only the lat-

ter sort of deficit (the intellectual), I

think it's important, first off, to recog-

nize that MJ didn't create the public's

susceptibility to become hysterical

about him. The "Pepsi Generation"

was in full swing long before the ap-

pearance of "Beat It!" or "Thriller."

An explanation I find plausible is

that a spiritually and educationally im-

poverished society—a society in which

liberal education no longer flourishes

—tends to "think" with the "limbic"

system. More abusively put, perhaps,

the "Pepsi Generation" helps to make
up a society whose masses follow any-

thing that moves—particularly if it

moves like MJ. In such a society it is

images, not ideas, which dominate the

mind; packaging is treated as though

it were content. In the case of MJ, the

merest facade is celebrated as though

it were heroic character. But the MJ of

the media hype, as is the case with
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many celebrities, is little more than a

sensuous Rorschach ink blot (a kinetic

one, if that's conceivable) which the

public is invited to project its fantasies

onto. And the public complies in a

frenzy! (In Kansas City one could even

pretend to be MJ by paying $50 for a

Michael Jackson hair-do.)

Ideally, someone genuinely enriched

by a liberal education has acquired the

desire and humility to learn from mor-

al exemplars (e.g., the Lord Jesus, the

Apostle Paul, or Chuck Colson) but

would withhold acclaim for mere ce-

lebrity. And on this count it should be

added (from this writer's point of

view) that MJ is not merely a celebrity.

Credit should be given where credit is

due. MJ is, after all, a very good dan-

cer. He sings energetically too. It is the

MJ-cum-mystique that concerns me. It

is our contemporary society's tenden-

cy to invest that "ink blot" with wild-

ly inappropriate significance. And the

problem is far wider than the entertain-

ment field.

The "Pepsi Generation" and the Survival of

Political Freedom

In the political arena the portents in-

volving a mindless generation are far
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more ominous because of the potential

drastically to affect our lives. I think

primarily of voter registration drives

among the illiterate. The question

might be posed by asking whether the

"Pepsi Generation" should have the

vote. We can't take away its vote, of

course, any more than we can take

away its TVs (although the latter might

be a far more strategic move). The fact

is, the founding fathers quite rightly

feared an uneducated electorate—an

electorate oblivious to tradition, nei-

ther knowing the relevant political

facts nor having the background to un-

derstand those facts were it told. The
danger is noted in The Federalist Pa-

pers, a document undecipherable by

the "Pepsi Generation": A society that

has lost its capacity for measured po-

litical assessment within an ongoing

political tradition (with its institutions,

laws, and their rationales) will fall prey

to demagoguery.

The application to our times is that

a voter registration drive among Pep-

si think-a-likes is simply the recruit-

ment of an electorate which can be

counted on to vote its appetite. The
"menu" is put over TV and other mass
media in eye-catching, sensuous ways

in the language of the times

—

images.

In a society of declining literacy and
verbal skills, political candidates too

become so many glittering facades

—

"ink blots" onto which the public is

enticed to project its materialistic crav-

ings. But I don't want to encourage

cynicism. There surely were candidates

running in the last election who were

far more than "ink blots," but it is cer-

tainly true that their media appeal

(most often their sole basis to claim

your vote) was pretty much constituted

by inflated, highly ambiguous images.

The candidate of "New Ideas," for ex-

ample, succeeded only in crafting im-

ages for his media appeal—indeed, his

primary opponent was able effective-

ly to counter the slogan by asking

"Where's the beef?"

The "Pepsi Generation" and Consumer
Consciousness

Perhaps the chief contributing cause

(or conditioner) of a no-think genera-

tion is the forces with a great deal to

gain by a non-thinking public. And no-

where is this more evident than in the

advertising industry. In advertising,

images are used to manipulate our

buying behavior by the way they play
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on our fears and vanity. This is not to

say that there is no sound advertising,

but an enormous amount of advertis-

ing is sheer manipulation. We buy pro-

ducts to project the way we want

others to think of us—to ward off dis-

approving eyes and thoughts. We sur-

round ourselves with commodities

which "promise" to make us look

younger, sexier, smarter, better put

together.

The ads themselves do not lie—not

literally, at least. You the consumer

supply the lie! "I can fancy myself like

that noble Marlboro Man if I smoke
Marlboros." "I will be a voluptuous

sunbather if I drink Shasta." "Pepsi

will afford mystical union with Mich-

ael Jackson." And so on. Other ads

—

those playing on our fears—are hard-

ly more subtle: Popping a Certs breath

mint will ensure a romantic encounter;

without Certs your chances are nil.

And suppose you are a tourist caught

in the press of a crowd far (very far)

from home and you make the horrify-

ing discovery that you've lost all your

traveler's checks. Well, if those checks

weren't American Distress, you may
go straight to perdition—or perhaps

what is worse, you may wander forever

amidst a strange babbling and unde-

odorized people!

Personal Transformation Versus
Impression Management

The current intellectual decline worries

me, both as a Christian and as one who
has learned to value the life of the

mind. It worries me as I see it mani-

fested in the general culture and it wor-

ries me as I see its effects in my stu-

dents. After decades of TV viewing

—

the blitz of thousands of hours of com-
mercial television programing—there

is, as Michael Jackson so sensuously

intones, "a whole new generation."

But it's hardly a cause for rejoicing.

The new generation has virtually no at-

tention span for matters academic, no
tolerance for sustained and carefully

reasoned discussion, is addicted to im-

mediate demand-gratification, and has

little capacity to affect the cultural and
political events which will influence its

future. In the face of all this God has

called us to resist the cultural tug.

But in a narcissistically oriented cul-

ture, a culture of impression manage-
ment and pretentiousness, some will

find intellectual virtue a tall order in-

deed. And this isn't because intellec-

tual virtue entails getting a college de-

gree, passing Philosophy 101, or sub-

scribing to The New Yorker. Intellec-

tual virtue involves greater care in

reasoning and a rationality driven by
a passion for the kingdom of God

—

mind renewal, the Bible calls it. The
issue is where we put our minds,

"bringing every thought into captivi-

ty to the obedience of Christ" (II Cor.

10:5). In this regard, what we pay at-

tention to is about as important as

what we withhold our attention from.

We Christians are a people of a book
and a people of an awesomely power-

ful and wholesome Spirit. Mere insight

is not enough; we need enabling as

well. But enablement without insight

(the expression doesn't make sense) is

power to go nowhere. But happily we
are promised both.

I conclude by urging the reader to

give his TV a proper burial (or short

of this, a place of restricted access

—

the attic, perhaps). There really is life

after TV, a life which, for a good
many Christians, is far more open to

spiritual transformation and far freer

of the impression management mental-

ity of the "Pepsi Generation." SI
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Light of Life
For February 3, 1985. Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 9

Key verses: John 9:24-41

Devotional reading: John 8:48-59

Memory selection: John 9:5

Introduction

Jesus called those who believed in him

and followed him the light of the world

(Matt. 5:14). In John 9, he calls himself

the light of the world and shows what

it means to be light in this darkened

world.

Jesus is conscious of every oppor-

tunity to glorify God while he is in the

world. He understands that each day

gives God's children the opportunity to

honor him by what they do and say.

This lesson is an example of one such

instance in Jesus' life.

Physical Sight and

1 Natural Light
John 9:1-12

One day Jesus and his disciples were
walking when they saw a blind man.
It was the disciples' wish to have a

theological debate on the occasion,

discussing whether it was the blind

man's fault that he was born blind or

whether the blame lay with his parents.

They assumed that someone ought

to be blamed for the man being born
blind. But their interest in him seemed
to go no further than the desire to en-

gage Jesus in a theological discussion

regarding sickness and its relationship

to sin.

But Jesus looked at the occasion in

an altogether different light. He saw it

as an opportunity to glorify God. In

this way, Jesus showed that he was the

light of the world, ready at every op-

portunity to show forth the light

(glory) of God in all of his life.

Jesus conveyed that, as long as he
was in this world, he would be using

every opportunity to teach men about

God, doing the things that honored
God. He was showing, by example,
what all children of God ought to be

doing with their lives.

Jesus dismissed the whole question

of whether the man or his parents were

sinners and therefore to blame for his

Dlight. He wanted to eliminate the no-

ion that people who suffer are greater

iinners than anyone else. That had
seen the view of Job's "friends."

Jesus was done with talk. He was a

man of action. He made some clay

from the ground and anointed the eyes

of the blind man with it. Why he did

this is not clear. Surely he did not need

the clay to heal the man of his blind-

ness. Perhaps it was so that the man
himself should have some part in the

act. As he felt the clay on his eyes and
went to the pool to wash it off, he

showed his faith in the one dealing

with him.

He came away from the pool seeing.

His neighbors, who had known him all

his life, recognized or thought they

recognized the man who had begged

for so long while blind. Now he clear-

ly could see, and they understandably

demanded an explanation.

At first, the man who had been
healed was quite limited in his own
understanding of all that happened.
He knew he had formerly been blind

and that now he saw. He also knew the

name of the man who healed him was
Jesus. But he did not know where
Jesus was.
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copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.
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In his limited knowledge, he wanted

to glorify God in the only way he knew
how, by focusing the attention of the

people on Jesus. He knew the answers

to all of his and their questions rested

in that one person.

We see how Jesus began with a

physical situation, a case of human
blindness from birth. He saw it as an

occasion to glorify God and proceeded

to do a work that focused on himself

as the light of the world, showing the

goodness and compassion of God in all

he said and did.

But he evidently moved on, not

waiting for the man's response to him.

He wanted him who had been healed

to think on what had happened and re-

spond to it in the right way—with

faith. The seed had been sown, the

faith would now have to be revealed

in the life of the man, if Christ as the

light of the world was to finish his

work in him.

Questions

1 . How am I a light in the world for

God's glory?

2. In what ways am I using the oc-

casions the Lord gives me to glorify

him? Or would I rather just talk about

theology?

Spiritual Light and
Human Fright
John 9:13-23

As soon as those talking with the

healed blind man heard the name "Je-

sus," they hauled him off to the Phar-

isees, the declared enemies of Jesus.

Immediately, the Pharisees hopped on
the idea that he had healed the man on
the sabbath day. They wanted to know
how Jesus had performed this work.
To heal the blind man, Jesus had made
some clay on the sabbath. This they

pounced upon as a flagrant violation

of the sabbath.

Of course, if one who was a brick-

maker decided to increase his income
by making brick from clay on the sab-

bath, that would have been a violation

of God's will. But they did not con-
sider the purpose of the work Jesus did

or the good result for a man who had
been miserable before.

In this they showed what it means
to be legalistic about the sabbath.

Wiser heads than the Pharisees that

day asked how one who is a sinner can
do something only God can do (v. 16).

Typical of the Pharisees, when
stumped, they simply asked another

question to take the focus off them-

selves. They asked the blind man his

opinion of it all.

It is evident the man born blind had

been doing some thinking since the

event. He was now prepared to say

that the man was a prophet of God.
After all, in the Old Testament it was

the prophets through whom God
worked many mighty signs, from the

time of Moses through the times of Eli-

jah and Elisha. The man showed a

greater tendency to think Biblically

than the Pharisees did.

The parents, when questioned about

the event, acknowledged only that the

man was their son and that he had
been born blind.

We are told that they did this under

threat from the Pharisees that anyone
who indicated any preference for

Jesus, suggesting that he was or might

be the Christ, would be expelled from
the synagogue. It was heresy to suggest

such a thing in those days—in the

church!

The parents, unwilling to join with

their son in praise of God and his Son,

hid whatever joy they had in their

hearts in the awful morass of fear of

men.

Questions

1 . What is the view of sabbath keep-

ing and sabbath breaking which you
practice each Lord's Day?

2. How often do you dodge ques-

tions about God which might embar-
rass you?

Human Spite and
Clear Insight
John 9:24-34

The blind man, who was considered

quite lowly by the Pharisees, was now
cleverly debating with them.

They showed their own prejudice

when they declared that the one who
had given him his sight was a sinner.

They claimed that for the man born
blind to continue to glorify Jesus was
to take glory away from God.

While the man certainly did not wish

to do that, he knew that it was Jesus

and no other who had healed him.

Soon he had the Pharisees defending

themselves and retreating at every

remark he made. He raised the ques-

tion with them they had once raised

Mexico
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with Nicodemus: Might Nicodemus be

a disciple of Jesus? The man insinu-

ated that by their inquiring about Jesus

one might think they too were seeking

to be his disciples (v. 27).

As soon as they said they did not

know where Jesus was from and were

therefore rejecting him, the man
seemed to have his spiritual eyes open,

too, as if that was just the clue he

needed to understand Jesus better.

The man whose physical eyes had

been opened began to see that the very

works Jesus did had something to say

about who he was. He now declared

that Jesus could not be dismissed as

just another sinner among men. He
was something special, one who was in

favor with God, else he would not be

able to open the eyes of men as he had

done.

His affirmation in verse 32 is most

interesting. He declared that from the

time the world began it was never

heard that anyone opened the eyes of

a man born blind. It is true that no-

where in the Old Testament is such a

miracle recorded. That very fact—that

this man had the power to open the

eyes of the blind—said much about him.

The Pharisees got his message and
did not like it. They reminded him that

he was born in sins—implying that

they were not—and immediately re-

buked him for the audacity to try to

teach them (v. 34). They expelled him
from the church.

We see great progress in the life of

the man who had been born blind.

First, he received the blessing of

Christ, his physical sight, a gift freely

given to most born into the world, but

withheld from him for many years.

Because he had to wait so long to

receive that gift from God, he appre-

ciated it more and, more importantly,

the one who had given it. He under-

stood something very special had hap-

pened to him. It was worth all the years

of blindness to come to this moment.
On the other hand, we see the dete-

rioration, further, of the spirit of the

Pharisees. They at first appeared only

to be inquiring, but it became evident

soon enough that they were vindictive

against Jesus and against anyone who
would dare to associate with him. They

used their power to humiliate the man
who had bravely withstood them and
stood for Jesus.

Questions

1. How bravely do you stand for

Jesus in this unbelieving world when
in the company of those who have no
faith in him?

2. How far are you ready to go now
in defense of Jesus?

Spiritual Light and
Human Plight
John 9:35-41

Jesus did not wait for the man to find

him, he found him and addressed him
as a friend. He asked a pointed ques-

tion: Do you believe on the Son of God?
It is the kind of question believers

in the world ought to be asking today,

as they deal with others. It is the most

important question anyone can ever be

asked. It is more than asking whether

they believe on Jesus, because "Jesus"

may mean different things to different

people. Many who say they believe on

Jesus view him as merely a human
figure in the past who did good things.

The question Jesus asked was: Do you

believe on the Son of God? It insists
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Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
! Bahamas Cruise on S/S Emerald
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Florida Sunshine Circle $649
Frozen Niagara - Winter Wonderland
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Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
Best of Six Worlds $345
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Mardi Gras $649
Mardi Gras - New Orleans-Gulf Coast $295
Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237

9 Southwest Sun Country Get-A-Way $898
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Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
4 Daytona Beach Sun, Sand & Surf $250
12 'Aloha Four Island Deluxe

Oahu-Kauai-Maui-Hawan $1489
12 'Aloha One Island Adventure $1089

Florida Fun Vacation $189
Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
Mexico Mini Journey - Texas

and Caiun Country Too 1 $796
Mexico and the Deep South

Mexico City - Taxco - Acapulco $1095
New York - St Patrick Day Parade $339
Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
Spring Secret Mystery Tour $148

9 Great Southwest & California $1078
Natchez Pilgrimage & New Orleans $428

Washington Cherry Blossom Time $218
Washington Cherry Blossom Time $218
Charming Savannah & Old Charleston

at Azalea Time $244
Historic Charleston Azalea Trail $152
New York Easter Parade $399
'Australia - New Zealand - Tahiti

South Pacific Spectacular" $3587
Historic Charleston Azalea Trail $152
Washington Cherry Blossom Time $218
Charming Savannah & Old Charleston

at Azalea Time $244
Best ot Six Worlds $345
Washington Cherry Blossom Time $218
Pennsylvania Dutch-Amish Country $269

Departing From a Place Near You.

1985 TOUR PREVIEW GET-TOGETHER
Plan Now to Attend the Dutch Breaksfast, Lunch and

Dinner in Your Area and Meet our Staff — Everyone

Invited — Bring Your Friends.

Call Toll Free 1-800-GET-TOUR

In N.C. Call Toll Free 800-222-3764

CHRISTIAN TOURS
Please send to me or the person 1

below a FREE 1985

Travel Adventures Catalog.

ned Mall to:

PO Bo« 880
Newlon. N C
28658
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State -Zip-

April 12-14 Nashville "Grand Ole Opry" $165
April 15-17 Historic Charleston Azalea Trail $152
April 15-18 Washington D C "Our Nation s

Capital" $209
April 15-19 Pennsylvania Dutch-Amish Country $269
April 18-21 Memphis Mississippi Mud plus

Grand Ole Opry $227
April 19-21 Norfolk Azalea Festival $149

April 19-21 Williamsburg-Jamestown-Yorktown-
Pottery $155

April 19-21 Nashville "Grand Ole Opry" $165

April 22-24 Shenandoah Valley - Skyline Drive -
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Arpil 22-25 Washington D C "Our Nation s

Capital" $209
April 22-26 Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237
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Grand Ole Opry $227

April 26-28 Nashville "Grand Ole Opry $165

April 26-May 14 Great Southwest & California $1078
April 29-May 1 Shenandoah Valley • Skyline Drive -

Holy Land USA. $156
April 29-May 3 Washington - Mt Vernon -

Williamsburg $259

MAY
May 1-5 Pennsylvania Dutch - Amish Country $269

May 2-5 Spring Surprise Mystery Tour $197

May 3-5 Nashville "Grand Ole Opry" $165

May 3-5 Shenandoah Valley - Skyline Drive -

Thomas Roacf Baptist (Worship) $156

May 6-9 Washington D C "Our Nation's

Capital" $209

May 6-12 PeNa Tulip Festival - Amana Colonies

Discovery $349

May 6-12 Ozark Mountain Jamboree $395

May 10-12 Nashville "Grand Ole Opry" $165

May 10-12 Wheehnp. Jamboree US A $158

May 13-18 Holland Tulip Festival $347

May 13-19 Ozark Mountain Jamboree II $380

May 13-21 Canadian Tulip Festival ot Spring $495

May 15-30 'Grand European Adventure

(7 Countries) $1995

May 16-19 Memphis Mississippi Mud plus

Grand Ole Opry $227

May 19-June 2 Nova Scotia - New England - Spring

Foliage $895

May 20-22 Chattanooga - Pigeon Forge -

Gatlinburg $159

May 20-24 Florida EPC0T Disney World Dandy $237

May 20-June 10 Midwest & California $1298

May 23-26 Memphis Mississippi Mud plus

Grand Ole Opry $227



OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

that to believe on Jesus is to believe

that he is God and that he is also man.

It is the same kind of profession of

faith that Jesus expected from his dis-

ciples and was pleased with when Peter

declared that Jesus was the Christ, the

Son of the Living God (Matt. 16:16).

It is a clear-cut profession of faith in

Jesus as savior.

As soon as the man showed will-

ingness to believe this, Jesus fully

declared himself to be that person and

the response was clear and quick:

Lord, I believe.

He addressed Jesus as Lord just as

Paul later taught was necessary if one

is to be saved (Rom. 10:9). He showed
he understood, by worshiping Jesus

immediately after. Jesus would never

allow one to worship him unless that

one had expressed true faith in him as

the Lord God, his savior.

Our Lord summed up the experience

as indicative of his ministry. He had
come so that those who were blind

might see and that those who thought

they were able to see might be made
blind (v. 39).

His remarks were not lost on the

Pharisees standing nearby. They un-

derstood that when he spoke of those

who were made blind, he was talking

about them—too blind to see who Jesus

really was, while a blind man had seen

the light.

But since they would not recognize

that fact and claimed that they saw all

things well, spiritually speaking, they

remained in their sin. The blind man
knew he was blind—physically and
spiritually—and humbled himself to

believe in Jesus. But the proud Phari-

sees contended that they saw more clear-

ly than the wretched blind man and so

brought greater condemnation on them-

selves. They refused Jesus and what he

had to offer: the light of the world.

Questions

1. What has this lesson taught you
about being the light of the world?

2. What spiritual blindspots may
you have?

Next week: "The Shepherd of
Life," John 10. UJ

To Subscribe:
Send $15 for one year and your ad-

dress to: The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

BOOKS
JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.

Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views," "Holly-

wood vs. the Gospel," "1 do believe in

spooks, 1 do, I do, 1 do," "Christians in an

Age of Media Storm." For a sample write

to CROSSPOINT FOUNDATION, Attn.:

T.M. Moore, P.O. Box 24427, Ft. Lauder-

dale, FL 33307.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.
A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

CHURCHESHHHHI
DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA NC.
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639

Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

NEW ORLEANS. THE EVANGELICAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH is for such a

time as this. Send inquiries to: E.P.C., P.O.

Box 57435, New Orleans, LA 70157 or phone

(504) 897-0512.

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. Local con-

tacts are needed for PCA church planting

begun in the northern Pinellas County area.

Send names, addresses and phone numbers
to: Rev. Ken Matlack, 2631 Country Grove
Blvd., Palm Harbor, FL 33563. (813)

785-9239.

FOR SALE
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled,

velvet or Herculon. Call collect, with mea-
surements, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

To work and live In a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

tgape

Wag<
An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

AUTO MECHANICS. Work for two years

with Technical Support Mission repairing

missionaries' cars and with Quito Church
Planting Team (PCA). Contact Sam Mateer,

Casilla 8403, Quito, Ecuador or MTW.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants for a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term. Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must

adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursery through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and
desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlin-

ing professional credentials and work expe-

riences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and
Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

PASTOR NEEDED to lead the only Pres-

byterian congregation in the entire Cape Cod
area into its second decade. Send resume and

letter to Pastoral Search Committee, P.O. Box

235, E. Sandwich, MA 02537.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-
pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.
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EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-

ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and

Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As
sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

PASTOR for small rural church in North

Dakota. Salary negotiable. Resume of church

available upon request. Interested candidates

please send PCA Ministerial Data Form com-

pleted to: Mr. Wayne Olivier, Pulpit Com-
mittee, Box 1 32, Dodge, ND 58625.

BELLEVUE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
located in beautiful Northwest Washington,

near Seattle, is accepting inquiries from ex-

perienced administrators for the position of

Secondary School Principal (grades 7-12) be-

ginning in the fall of 1985. BCS, with an en-

rollment of 820 students, is a CSI school with

a strong interdenominational flavor. Candi-

dates looking for a new challenge are en-

couraged to send inquiries to Herman
Fransen, Superintendent, Bellevue Christian

School, 1601 98th Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA
98004, telephone (206) 454-4028

.

A SMALL WESTERN N.C. PCA
church seeks energetic pastor 28-42 years.

Send resume to Landis Presbyterian Church,

Box 1827, Highway 221 N., Marion, NC
28752.

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER wanted.

Reformed Christian elementary school has

immediate opening for certified K teacher.

Small staff. Benefits. Heritage Christian Aca-

demy, 123 Fishing Creek Road, Cape May,

NJ 08204. (609) 886-3475.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY in education-

al administration. Westminster Christian Ac-

ademy of St. Louis, Mo. is seeking to fill the

position'of Headmaster. The Academy, with

an enrollment of 350 students in grades 7-12,

offers quality, college preparatory education

in a distinctively Christian environment.

Westminster is a member of CSI and 1SACS.

Applicants must be professionally qualified

and committed to the Reformed standards

and to the inerrancy of Scripture. Interested

parties should send vita and explanatory let-

ter in confidence to: Search Committee,

Westminster Christian Academy, 10900 La-

due Rd., St. Louis, MO 63141.

PRINICIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession to:

Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca Raton,

FL 33429.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE

invites applications for a faculty position in:

Maternal-Child Nursing
(Fall, 1985)

Nursing Director

(Immediately)

Community Health Nursing
(Fall, 1985)

For specific descriptions contact:

Dr. Burton J. Rozema, Vice President for

Academic Affairs, Trinity Christian College,

6601 West College Drive, Palos Heights, IL

60563. (312) 597-3000

Trinity Christian College is an EO/AA Employer

RETIREE NEEDED—Pastor or layman

(on social security/pension) to work at mis-

sion headquarters of Literacy & Evangelism

International. New apartment provided. In-

quiries invited. Write and give qualifications

— Director, Literacy & Evangelism Interna-

tional, 1800 South Jackson, Tulsa, OK 74107,

(918) 585-3826.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant
members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed

faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

CALVIN COLLEGE, a Christian liberal-

arts college in the Reformed tradition, is seek-

ing candidates for faculty positions in math-

ematics and computer science. These posi-

tions involve both teaching and research from

a Reformed, Christian perspective. Persons

with appropriate professional background are

invited to send a resume by March 15, 1985

to: Carl J. Sinke, Chairman, Dept. of Math
and Comp. Sci., Calvin College, Grand
Rapids, Ml 49506. (616) 957-6352.

MINISTER/DIRECTOR wanted for He-

bron—a Christian home for alcoholics in the

North Carolina mountains. 37 years contin-

uous ministry presenting Christ to alcoholics.

Present director retiring. Send resume to

James Elliott, Rt. 2 Box 469A, Huntersville,

NC 28078 or call (704) 892-8307.

SERVICESHMBH
SUMMER CONFERENCE SITE—

Grove City College has excellent facilities for

your June, July or August conference. Groups

of 50 to 1,000 can be accommodated on this

beautiful western Pa. campus. Reasonable

rates. Contact Carl Sautter, Conference Co-

ordinator, Grove City College, Grove City, PA
16127; (412) 458-6600.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

PAUL MADE TENTS, I LIST AND
SELL THEM! PCA pastor/PEF evangelist

supporting ministry and family through na-

tionwide real estate referral network. So
wherever you are or are going, make your first

move in your next move a call to David

Bransby, (818) 893-5434, Realtor© Associate

with Neil Adams, BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS REAL ESTATE SERVICE.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

HI /em mt

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-R-E-T-H-A-N-Y

TRAVEL IH^HHHHHH
GERMANY (East and West) of Martin

Luther, May 14-30, 1985. Write for brochure

to Vallin D. Estes, Pfeiffer College, Misen-

heimer, NC 28109 or call (704) 463-5216.

SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

WANTEDMMHHH
SERMONS ON REUNION NEEDED

FOR RESEARCH. Preaching in South Car-

olina, 1969-1984. All perspectives, both for-

mer denominations. Documents/tapes care-

fully copied, returned in 48 hours, or send

your copies to The Reverend Richard Paddon,

Presbyterian Center, 1702 Greene St., Colum-

bia, SC 29201. (803) 799-0212.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.
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EDITORIALS

"...but after this the judgment"

PLATFORM PLANK No. 10

The doctrine of hell is probably the

least popular of Christian teachings to-

day. It is not so much that unbelievers

oppose the doctrine. They simply dis-

believe it and ignore it. The attitude

toward hell, as toward God himself, is

reflected in the almost meaningless use

of the term as a swearword.

But even many who call themselves

Christians don't believe in hell. I used

to debate the subject with one who
liked to call himself a "Roman Pres-

byterian." It was difficult for him to

conceive of God as consigning people

to an eternity of punishment, and he

preferred a concept of purgatory

through which everyone might go after

death, thus being saved from sin, guilt,

and condemnation.

"This life is hell," such people seem

to think, "and it is all the hell that I

can take." No, this life is actually pur-

gatory, for those of us who have com-
mitted our eternal destiny to Jesus

Christ, being united with him through

faith, clothed in his righteousness and
not our own.
None of us likes to believe in hell.

Every one of us must say, like John
Bradford or John Bunyan, "There but

for the grace of God go I," and we
don't like to admit that we deserve

such a fate, or to face the responsibility

that our friends and neighbors are

heading to such a destination. But as

Hebrews 9:27 says: "... it is ap-

pointed unto man once to die, but after

this the judgment."
In our tendency not to talk about

hell we neglect two important points.

One is that the Biblical teaching con-

cerning hell comes mainly from the lips

of our Lord Jesus Christ himself. If we
indeed claim to be followers of Jesus,

we cannot ignore his teaching concern-

ing this matter.

In the Sermon on the Mount he

speaks of the danger of hell fire and
refers to hell as a place where the body
can be cast (Matt. 5:22, 29-30). In a

similar passage in Mark 9:43-48 he de-

scribes hell as "where the fire never

goes out" and quotes Isaiah 66:24 con-

cerning those in hell: "their worm does

not die, and the fire is not quenched."

In Matthew 10:28 he says, "Do not be

afraid of those who kill the body but

cannot kill the soul. Rather, be afraid

of the one who can destroy both soul

and body in hell" (cf. Luke 12:5). It

is the same teacher of love who con-

fronted the religious hypocrites of the

day, "You snakes! You brood of vi-

pers! How will you escape being con-

demned to hell" (Matt. 23:33).

Just as sure as the reality of sin is the

reality of God's judgment upon it. To
believe otherwise is to deny the Lord

Jesus who is our one hope of salvation.

The other important point that we
neglect in our conscious or uncon-

scious ignoring of hell is its nature.

The words of Jesus obviously indi-

cate that hell is a state of torment of

lasting duration for its inhabitants.

Whether the fire is a literal flame as we
know it in this life is beside the point.

However the resurrected bodies of un-

believers will be constituted (in John
5:28-29 Jesus indicates his voice shall

summon all from the grave either to the

resurrection of life or to the resurrection

of damnation), their experience of hell

fire will be like our present bodies' ex-

perience of flame. Perhaps this pain

will be more of the nature of mental

anguish at the agonizing reality of eter-

nal rejection by the One whose love we
should have valued above all else.

Removal from the blessed presence

of that One is the essence of hell—just

as eternal enjoyment of that presence

is the essence of heaven. And none of

us knows in this life just how awful

such removal from the blessing of God
can be, for here "he causes his sun to

rise on the evil and the good, and sends

rain on the righteous and the unrigh-

teous" (Matt.5;45). Famine in Ethi-

opia and poisonous pollution in Bho-
pal and numerous other tragic situa-

tions in this life give us glimpses of

what hell can be like. But even in these

situations there are acts of mercy that

bring blessed relief. God's face still

shines upon even the unrepentant in

this life; it is averted only temporarily

and partially.

But hell is total and eternal depriva-

tion of the blessed presence of God.
Who deserves such a painful fate? We
all deserve it. From Adam and Eve on,

mankind has chosen not to live in the

presence of God. In a sense, in hell

God is giving man what he desired.

John 3:19 says, "This is the verdict:

Light has come into the world, but

men loved darkness instead of light

because their deeds were evil." Behold-

ing Jesus Christ, sinful man rejected

the presence of God. People in such a

state would not be happy in heaven.

Will they be "happy" in hell among
others like themselves? Would you be

happy with the devil and his angels as

neighbors? Jesus in Matthew 25:41

says that at the judgment the King will

say to those on his left, "Depart from
me, you who are cursed, into the eter-

nal fire prepared for the devil and his

angels," and other places describe that

destination as gloomy dungeons of

blackest darkness (II Pet. 2:4, 17; Jude

6, 13).

Dante saw written over the gate to

the Inferno: "All hope abandon, ye

who enter here." But there is yet hope
in this life. The Lord "is patient with

you, not wanting anyone to perish, but

everyone to come to repentance"(II

Pet. 3:9). "Our Lord's patience means
salvation," Peter reiterates in verse 15.

There is still time, but the Bhopals

and Ethiopias provide not only glimp-

ses of hell's reality, but reminders that

the time may not be long.

The world is shooting the rapids in

a canoe above Niagara Falls, rushing

merrily through the swift eddies and
currents of this life, carried along with

the main stream, oblivious to the im-

minent disaster of the judgment to

come. The church must be there like

a tree rooted in the rock on the brink

of the falls, holding forth a way of

escape, of salvation to those who will

repent and trust in Christ. IS
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The G.S.E. provided me with
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of educational principles and
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Marshall Rorie
Madison. Wl

The impact of the G.S.E . s

biblical view of teaching

has given me an exciting

framework for my teach-

ing and self understand-
ing.

Eleanor Rupp
Bluefield, W.VA

I received a Christian

philosophy of educa-
tion and learned to

integrate my faith with

teaching—something
my undergraduate
program failed to do.

Curtis DuBose
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MAILBAG

CHURCH DISCIPLINE AND UNION

Thank you for two timely articles

(Dec. 26) on church discipline and

church union. Mr. Illman gave us sev-

eral points of teaching and exhortation

that were on target and much needed.

My only regret is that he clouded the

issue by tying together counselee-clergy

confidentiality with the Guinn case. If

Miss Guinn's sin was a matter of pri-

vate confession, she could not be Bib-

lically disciplined because of an ab-

sence of witnesses or evidence.

Mr. Knodel's "Thoughts on Church
Union" was typical of his lucid and in-

sightful writing. The issues raised will

be as valid two years from now wheth-

er we are one denomination or not.

Finally, one sentence in the editorial

reflecting upon the suffering in the

world was painfully profound. "But
we must remember that their spiritual

condition—if we could behold it

—

would be seen as even worse." May
God grant us spiritual discernment to

"behold it" and act accordingly—at

home and abroad.

—(Rev.) Carl W. Bogue
Akron, Ohio

RESPONSIBILITY OF ADMINISTRATION

1 have been deeply disturbed by the in-

creasing frequency in which we have

been hearing in conservative churches

that it is our responsibility to feed,

clothe, and house the poor of our na-

tion. Apparently it is the church which

is to relieve the effects of the adminis-

tration's philosophic belief that this is

not a proper role of government.

Where do we read this in Scripture?

My distinct impression from reading

the prophets is that their cry for justice

and compassion was primarily though

not exclusively addressed to the palace

and the court. Are all the commands
of God's Word to do justice and to

care for the poor addressed only to in-

dividuals and not to the administration

and government who are the God-or-

dained representatives of the people?

It is the responsibility of the nation as

a whole and especially of the adminis-

tration as our representatives to care

for the poor, because of the corporate

nature and solidarity of the human
race. We who are conservative Presby-

terians and believe in the covenant

made with the race in Adam and the

corporate nature of the church in

Christ, should be the first to reject a

rampant individualism which cannot

understand the interdependence of the

race, and which on the representative

level says that we are not our brother's

keeper.

Our church has been involved in car-

ing for the hungry in Ethiopia, and

that long before the belated media
coverage. We have been doing so be-

cause God commands it, and hopefully

because our selfish hearts have been

touched by the compassion of Christ.

Theologically we have been doing it

because it is a sign of the inbreaking

presence of God's kingdom. The
church is the bearer of the Good News,
and its compassion is the sign of the

presence of God's kingdom, not of the

nation's welfare system! It is not

charged to relieve the government and
nation of its duties before God.
We have been praying that the gov-

ernments of the world would awake to

their responsibility for which the sov-

ereign God will and does hold them re-

sponsible. The church must call our

leaders to awaken to their calling, and
not to abdicate to pietistic notions of

private charity. We have seen in recent

weeks in Ethiopia the difference it

makes when governments obey their

calling. Of course the followers of

Christ's kingdom were there first, and
so they should be, but please, not in-

stead of, or in exclusion to, the na-

tions' God-ordained representatives.

Again, thank you that the Journal

is raising some positive and vital issues.

—(Rev.) Stephen M. Clark

Blairstown, N.J.

GRAHAM STORY HAPPENED BEFORE

Your story about Billy Graham and
the little boy who said he didn't know
the way to the post office ("Editor's

Desk," Dec. 19) actually was told by
Billy Sunday] It's an old story.

—(Rev.) Robert Smallman
Merrill, Wis.

. . . MORE THAN ONCE

That was an old "chestnut" when I

was a boy and I'm 82. Then it was the

itinerant evangelist who wanted to find

the way to Lick-Skillet Creek settle-

ment, which was about two whoops
and a holler over beyond Yadkinville,

and the mountain farmer, of whom he

asked the way—his ox had two short

legs so that he could plow around the

mountain where he raised three gallons

of corn to the acre—told him,"How
are you going to show me the way to

the City of God, when you'uns don't
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK
know the way to Lick-Skillet?"

—S.B."Jim"Crowe
Sanford, Fla.

BLUME DESERVES MORE CRITICISM

The issue that treated children's lit was

interesting and helpful too (Nov. 28).

But I felt that Judy Blume deserved a

bit more forceful and specific criticism

and analysis because she is so enor-

mously popular with children and pro-

portionately dangerous.

—Nancy J. Rice

Stanhope, N.J.

APPRECIATIVE EPISCOPALIAN

The Presbyterian Journal is my favor-

ite magazine and a most excellent mag-
azine! Truly a magazine of wisdom
and insight! Thank you especially for

the following recently: "Protestant-

ism's Future Options" by Robert

Drake, "Thank God It's Monday" by

D. Clair Davis, the Catholicism and
Capitalism issue, and your book re-

views which put us on to an excellent

book like Decision Making and the

Will of God (Oct. 24, p. 10).

Here's one Episcopalian who thanks

God there's The Presbyterian Journall

— J. Ernest Miller

Englewood, N.J.
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I I The current struggles in Central America can be puzzling

to Christian observers. It would be utterly naive to suppose that communism
from Cuba or the Soviet Union is not significantly involved in places like

Nicaragua or El Salvador. On the other hand it would be overly simplistic

to view Central American conflicts totally in terms of East-West tensions

to the neglect of North-South tensions or the internal history of the region.

At stake can be the security of the Panama Canal, oil in Mexico and
Venezuela, and a flow of refugees across U.S. borders. Also at stake can

be Christian missions in the area and the destiny of millions of people, for

whom almost two centuries of U.S. policy have not shown much concern be-

yond our own national self-interest. In this issue Juan Mesas reports on his re-

cent six months in Honduras and reflects on conditions in Nicaragua. Donald
Wehmeyer furnishes two reasons for disparity between rich and poor in Cen-

tral America. Robert Milliken, who has pastored churches in North Dakota,

Pennsylvania, Indiana, New York, and most recently on Lookout Moun-
tain, Tennessee, provides book reviews relevant to justice in Latin America.

I l A casual allusion by Juan Mesas to Nicaragua as the land

of Ruben Dario (cf . page 7) sent our editorial staff scurrying to the reference

books. The Random House Encyclopedia had this to say: "Dario, Ruben
(1867-1916), Nicaraguan poet. The father of the Modernista movement, he

exerted a liberating influence on Latin American writers. His poems em-
braced many subjects, including doubts and loss of faith, the struggle to

find harmony in contradictions, and the exotic. ... He is regarded by many
as the most outstanding poet who ever wrote in Spanish." This says some-
thing about Juan Mesas' credentials, but it also says something about the

ignorance of most North Americans about Latin American culture.

Mexico
l l You might want to test

your knowledge of Central American geography
by taking our map test. Can you name the coun-
tries numbered 1 to 7? "Clues": Nicaragua and El

Salvador do not have a common border;

the populations of El Salvador,

Guatemala and Honduras are

each substantially greater

than that of Nicaragua. Costa

Rica has no standing army.

The population density of

Belize is much less than the rest

of Central America. Answers
are to be found on page 15.

Colombia i
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Presbyterian Congress on Renewal Attracts 6,000

DALLAS—"This is the largest gather-

ing of Presbyterians for this length of

time in our history," said Rev. Gary
Demarest of La Canada Presbyterian

Church of La Canada, California con-

cerning the Presbyterian Congress on
Renewal held here January 7-10.

Approximately 6,000 were in atten-

dance at the gathering planned for more
than two years by representatives of four

renewal-minded groups in the recently

reunited Presbyterian Church in the

USA (PCUSA): the Covenant Fellow-

ship of the former PCUS, Presbyterians

United for Biblical Concerns (PUBC),
the Presbyterian Lay Committee, and
the Presbyterian Reformed and Re-

newal Ministries (formerly the Presby-

terian Charismatic Communion).
Meeting for more than three days,

the conference included seven plenary

sessions of worship and proclamation

lasting as long as two hours each and
more than 200 workshops on various

topics of personal, congregational,

denominational, and societal renewal.

The evening speakers included Bruce

Larson of the University Presbyterian

Church in Seattle; Lloyd J. Ogilvie of

the First Presbyterian Church of Hol-

lywood, California; Thomas Gillespie,

president of Princeton Seminary (sub-

stituting for James I. McCord, whose
wife died in the week preceding the

conference); and Leighton Ford, vice-

president of the Billy Graham Evan-

gelistic Association.

Comments from several participants

indicated an apprehension concerning

both what the tone of the conference

might prove to be and also what the

Lord might see fit to accomplish

through it. Most felt that the appre-

hension was resolved into expectancy

as speakers in the mornings as well as

the evenings sounded the note of unity

along with joy, freedom, love, and re-

newal. The essentials of the gospel

were affirmed with only occasional

criticisms of those who have empha-
sized propositional truths or found it

necessary to separate for the sake of

doctrine.

Pleading for members of the church

to accept each other's different empha-
ses, Lloyd Ogilvie claimed, "We have

raised up plurality to be a god and lost

a sense of koinonia." He called on the

church to surrender its commitment to

pluralism of an eclectic sort in order

to hear from one another whether em-
phasizing evangelism, the church, spir-

itual gifts, or social justice.

Asked why the Congress refused ex-

hibition space to Presbyterians for Les-

bian and Gay Concerns, Ernest J.

Lewis, executive director of the Con-
gress, replied that the organization was

excluded because it has become an ad-

vocacy group for the practice of homo-
sexuality, which the PCUSA General

Assembly has not approved. Estimat-

ing that there were 25-30 people of

ethnic minorities in leadership roles, as

well as 60-80 women, Lewis com-
mented: "This is the most inclusive

NEW YORK (RNS)—A Christian re-

lief agency that has been accused of

unethical and inefficient practices in

the past is once again under fire, this

time for its Ethiopian relief campaign.

International Christian Aid (ICA),

based in Camarillo, Cal., had no re-

sponse January 1 1 to the reports that

it was improperly soliciting funds. The
group was founded in 1978, as the

disaster-relief arm of what was then

known as Evangelism Center Interna-

tional, and is now called Inter-Aid.

Other units of the umbrella group

smuggle Bibles into communist coun-

tries.

A January 11 report in the New
York Times said that ICA has con-

ducted an extensive media campaign

for Ethiopian relief, but there is no in-

dication that it has sent any aid to the

famine-stricken country.

The paper said that Nello Pinelli,

Inter-Aid's director of communica-
tions, indicated that the agency had

group of Presbyterians I have ever

worked with."

Prof. Richard Lovelace of Gordon-
Conwell Seminary in South Hamilton,

Mass. expressed the hope that the Con-
gress would lead to "an implosion of

gifts from all over the church to pro-

duce a critical mass of encouragement
with new networking taking place as a

result." He pointed to the worship ser-

vices, prepared by a committee chaired

by Arlo Duba of Dubuque Seminary
in Iowa, as characterizing the direction

of renewal: sobriety mixed with joy.

Matthew Welde, executive director

of PUBC, said concerning the future:

"My own personal hope is that we will

have regional conferences or symposia

on renewal issues. I believe a lot of

spiritual energy will be released be-

cause of the Congress." Follow-up

events, he expects "will spring up
spontaneously." ID

channeled Ethiopian relief through a

French voluntary group called Doctors

Without Borders. But Francis Char-

hon, director of the French group, said

his agency had received nothing from
Inter-Aid.

The Times said that ICA's fund rais-

ing campaign had featured "implied

endorsements of Inter-Aid" from Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley and
actor Martin Sheen, but that repre-

sentatives of the two said their names
had been used without their permis-

sion. Representatives of Catholic

Relief Services said their agency had
been cited in an ICA fund raising ad

without permission.

The Philanthropic Advisory Service

of the Council of Better Business

Bureaus found that only 41 percent of

ICA's donations were spent on relief

programs described in solicitations,

and that most of the remaining 59 per-

cent was spent on administrative, pro-

motional, and evangelical activites.

California Relief Unit Criticized for Ethics
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The Bureau said Inter-Aid was not on
its approved list of charities.

The National Charities Information

Bureau said it had also withheld ap-

proval for Inter-Aid because of what
was described as "unacceptable finan-

cial reporting" and a provision in the

agency's bylaws that grants its presi-

dent, L. Joe Bass, the right to veto any

measure before the board of directors.

The Evangelical Council for Finan-

cial Accountablity (ECFA) said ICA
and Inter-Aid are not members, but

declined to say whether they had ever

applied. Arthur Borden, the council's

executive director, said the monitoring

agency only supplies information

about groups that are members, be-

cause there are a number of reasons

why an application may be turned

down.
While the New York Times article

only documented accusations against

ICA, it also stated that "relief experts

say images of starving children in

Ethiopia and other African countries

are being used by certain fundamenta-

list religious groups to raise millions of

dollars for purposes unrelated to

famine relief." It did not name any
other such groups.

Borden, of the ECFA, said he found
"unfortunate statements which are not

substantiated anywhere in the article"

that cast a negative light on other

groups. He noted that the Times had
accompanied the ICA story with a list

of 27 agencies it recommended for

contributions, and said four of those

are members of the council. CD

Lowrey Says Ethiopian

Church is Growing

CLINTON, Miss.—Rev. Roy Lowrey,

pastor of Christ's Community Church
here, says the church in Ethiopia con-

tinues to grow in spite of famine con-

ditions there and in spite of a Marxist

government.

Returning here following a 16-day

trip to Africa sponsored by the Pres-

byterian Hunger Program Committee
(PCUSA), Lowrey said: "In Ethiopia,

600 churches have been closed and a

dozen clergy have been imprisoned.

Yet the church [Ethiopian Evangelical

Church Mekane Yesus] continues to

grow. It has extensive development ef-

forts and water resources, orphanages,

and a literacy campaign. They calcu-

late they've taught a million people to

read. They're only a 600,000-member

church.

"Almost all their buildings have

been nationalized by the communist
government, with the exception of one

small building. And they don't know
if they'll be able to keep that."

Lowrey said that by late December,

only one-third of the needed 1.2 mil-

lion tons of food needed to relieve

famine conditions in Ethiopia had

been pledged. But he added: "I think

it's very widely accepted and professed

that if relief is all that's given, it can

create a dependency that's unhealthy.

Development is what is needed in the

long term.

"The church in each country makes
that point. They all see relief as a

necessary emergency situation. Help-

ing them develop agriculture, to have

health care, and education is critical

for the long-term solution. What we
saw constantly was the church involved

in all of that—development as well as

relief." ffl

Shelton College Loses
Supreme Court Battle

WASHINGTON, (RNS)—A small

New Jersey school founded by radio

minister Carl Mclntire lost its final bid

to become a degree-granting institution

when the U.S. Supreme Court let stand

lower rulings upholding state officials'

right to license all colleges and univer-

sities under their jurisdiction.

Shelton College of Cape May, N.J.,

failed to convince the high court that

the New Jersey State Board of Higher

Education violated its free exercise of

religion by first reviewing, then cancel-

ing, the school's ability to grant

bachelor of arts degrees. The revoca-

tion came after the state agency deter-

mined that the college was not meeting

minimum educational standards.

The 1965 actions were followed by
a legal challenge, but the New Jersey

Supreme Court ruled unanimously, in

1967, that the higher education panel

properly exercised its authority in the

Shelton College dispute.

Following that initial legal skirmish,

the college relocated to Cape Cana-
veral, Fla., where it continued to grant

degrees. But in 1979, school officials

decided to move back to New Jersey,

and a new round of legal challenges be-

gan.

Over the past five years, the case has

been the subject of seven separate legal

proceedings, in each of which the

school has lost its basic contention that

the state agency is forbidden by the

First Amendment religion clauses to

regulate it.

Shelton College's attorney, church-

state specialist William Bentley Ball, of

Harrisburg, Pa., argued in a written

appeal to the Supreme Court that be-

cause the school is pervasively reli-

gious, state officials have no jurisdic-

tion over its affairs. He asked the

justices to recognize the "irrationali-

ty" of what he called the "forced

destruction of this institution."

Ball pointed out that the new round
of court proceedings began in 1979,

when the state tried to shut down the

school altogether. While state courts

agreed that the state must allow the

school to call itself a "college," adver-

tise itself as such, recruit students,

teach its entire curriculum, and award
credits for individual courses, the

higher education panel could forbid it

to grant baccalaureate degrees.

The state argued that "the issuance

of a bachelor's degree is not a religious

function or practice," and the state's

laws governing colleges have no "coer-

cive impact" on an institution's prac-

tice of religion.

The attorney general also argued

that "carving out a religious exception

to the state's licensure requirements

would effectively destroy" the state

legislature's intent to regulate all in-

stitutions of higher education in New
Jersey. ffl

Also in the News . . .

Ebenezer Presbyterian Church of

Rock Hill, S.C. voted on January 6 to

withdraw from the Presbyterian

Church, USA and affiliate with the

Associate Reformed Presbyterian

Church. The vote was 242-105, or ap-

proximately 70%.

The Seventh Ministers and Elders

Conference sponsored by Banner of
Truth Trust will be held at Calvin Col-

lege in Grand Rapids, Mich., May
28-31. Conference theme is "The Of-
fice and Work of the Holy Spirit,"

with speakers including Dr. J. Richard

DeWitt of Second Presbyterian
Church in Memphis, Tenn. Informa-

tion should be secured from Box 621,

Carlisle, PA 17013. ffl
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The Gospel of Jesus or the Gospel of

Marx: Reflections on Six Months in

Honduras

JUAN CARLOS MESAS

Upon a request from a Christian

friend, I embarked in what eventually

turned out to be the most heart-

searching, intensely agonizing, and yet

in a deeply human sense, also very ful-

filling experience in my life. My aim
here is to present a personal assessment

not so much of what was achieved by
my work or that of the people with

whom I was involved, but in particular

my account of what I saw, what I

learned in Central America, a troubled

land caught in the cross-fire of ir-

reconcilable ideologies, disputed by
ruthless leaders, and writhing in the

throes of their boundless greed and
political ambitions. Yet still more im-

portantly, my ardent desire is to

awaken the conscience of American
Christians toward what I consider our

concern and our participation should

be in these critical matters.

I spent the spring and summer of

1984 in Minas de Oro, a very little

town in the uplands of Honduras,

about 3,000 feet above sea level and yet

where the sun can be scorching and the

rains torrential and where earth-bound

peasants toil on the soil for meager
wages to prod it to yield its harvest of

beans, corn, rice, yucca, and a few

other life-sustaining vegetables. My
work was chiefly to train a group of

young Hondurans in a method to teach

Spanish to Americans, so that they

could learn a skill to improve their

situation in general. But this was only
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part of a larger development project

organized by a few American Chris-

tians with strong commitment to and
a deep concern for the life of the more
disadvantaged people in Honduras.
The main thrust of the program was
the improvement of their agricultural

methods, which are quite old-

fashioned and inefficient. The pro-

gram went in fact very well, to the

great satisfaction of all concerned. I

made very good friends and learned

much about their feelings, aspirations,

and fears.

Honduras is the poorest country in

Central America; only Haiti in the

Caribbean basin may be still poorer.

But Honduras is the meeting place of

all the political and ideological currents

presently shaking all of Central

America and, in a broader sense, the

rest of Latin America likewise. Hon-
durans are fenced-in by Salvadorans,

Guatemalans, and Nicaraguans. Not
only that, but within their own borders

they harbor a number of political

refugees as well as people just fleeing

the hardly livable conditions in all

three countries. Thus Hondurans must

take a stand, confront, and respond to

opposing pressures from all these

countries while counting on very scarce

material and spiritual resources. Even
more importantly, Hondurans stand

also between the two poles of world

powers and are therefore subject to in-

fluence and pressure from both sides.

Much is being publicized these days

on the role of the U.S. in Central

America and many fingers are pointed

in different directions. I strongly

believe that a large part of the opinions

being ventilated is as factually inac-

curate as it is heavily biased. My goal

here is to provoke American Christians

to be both concerned and informed,

for my observation all along has been

that many people are either rightly

concerned but sorely misinformed, or

else they may be informed of the facts

but also shockingly unconcerned with

the problems.

There is poverty, exploitation, deca-

dence, and corruption in Honduras. I

must say that, in all my life—and I was
born and grew up in Argentina and liv-

ed later in several European countries

— I never witnessed as I did in Hon-
duras the realities of being simply

poor, poor as you and I are not, no
matter what your salaries and mine
may be; no matter whether any of us

has been on unemployment rolls for

some time either. No; the poor in Hon-
duras are children who eat a tortilla

with salt for breakfast, a tortilla with

beans for lunch and dinner, and would
hunt for some mangoes that fall from
the trees in the summer season, before

the ants and other bugs get to them.

The poor in Honduras are children

who could not tell me their date of

birth at all, thus showing that they

never blew out a birthday candle. The
poor is a man who bends over the earth

for nine or ten hours a day under the

sun for three dollars a day, not an
hour. The poor is a woman in her late

twenties—with four children, preg-

nant, and abandoned of her hus-

band—who cleans up my room and
makes my bed for four dollars a
month. Her name is Nubia, she really

exists. Before I left, she made me a

very simple cake with pineapple and
sugar to show me her appreciation for

the way I treated her. The poor is a lit-

tle girl of five who, after having her

lunch at the dining-room sponsored by
the Peace Corps for undernourished

children, clasps a tortilla in her little

fist and says, "para mi mama" (for my
Mom), because she knows her mother
had not had lunch yet. Yes; the poor

are those big, dark, wet eyes that look

at you from the bottom of their soul

and ask without words, why?
There is decadence and corruption

in Honduras. The Honduran media

themselves admit of the fact that, right

now, there are $600 million belonging

to Honduran investors that are placed

abroad, mainly in the U.S., so that

they can yield higher earnings. This is

a sum far above the amounts that the

U.S. and Honduran governments are

constantly bargaining about in the

form of economic aid packages. If its

owners had a better ethical vision, they

would invest that money in their own
land, to foster development and reduce

poverty.

In the light of the above situation,

are we to infer that Honduras should

be, or actually is, ripe for a Marxist

revolution? Are the peasant masses to
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day eagerly waiting for the light to

come from the political East? In total

honesty and to the best of my knowl-

edge I must strongly assert that this is

not at all the case. But at least—you
may ask—Hondurans are surely fed up
with Americans, detesting their pres-

ence in the form of businessmen, mil-

itary personnel, missionaries, disgrunt-

led pacifists, and clumsy guitar play-

ers? Again, my answer must be no. A
vast majority of the people with whom
I discussed the subject are strikingly

opposed to Marxism—many of them
due to their strong religious convic-

tions—and are very friendly toward

Americans except, paradoxically, those

Americans who are themselves anti-

American and try to be the trail-blazers

of a radical change in Honduran socie-

ty. Even U.S. Navy ships are not at all

scoffed at and disliked the way they

often are on their own shores. When
the battleship Iowa called at a Hondur-
an port on the Pacific, a large crowd
from the government, the media, etc.

went up to visit the ship, and they even

asked the captain to shoot a few

salvoes with the "big ones" because

they were curious as to how impressive

it all might be. The captain obliged.

To be sure, there are complaints in

connection with how much aid is spent

in the military and how much in other

programs. There are inflation and
other social problems arising from the

presence of American military living

on Honduran soil spending U.S. dol-

lars. But this is not to say that the Hon-
duran public consensus is anywhere
near the categorical affirmations aired

by many influential circles in our coun-

try to the effect that all American
military must be withdrawn for the

good of the Honduran people.

A point that hardly sees the head-

lines here is how much the proximity

of Nicaragua determines the import

for Honduras of an American pres-

ence. The military build-up of the San-

dinista government makes it entirely

unrealistic to consider that Honduras
could take care of an armed confron-

tation without foreign help. Even less

understood is the fact that, according

to a Nicaraguan dissident source, if

Americans should leave Honduras, an
estimated 300,000 Nicaraguans would
flee to Honduras, thus destabilizing the

local economy even further. This be-

cause those Nicaraguans are still expec-

ting some change in the Sandinista

regime toward democracy and civil

liberties but, with Americans gone

from next door, the Sandinistas would
realize they could pursue their politi-

cal process unchallenged.

For three months, I lived with a

Nicaraguan doctor in exile and I

learned from him of the harsh realities

of revolutionary life in the land of

Ruben Dario. Unions have all but

disappeared and labor relations are

conducted from the top. Several work-

ers' benefits have been curtailed or dis-

continued. In that and other respects,

conditions are not any better than in

the times of Somoza. Churches are

strongly urged to reinterpret the Chris-

tian message in terms of revolutionary

principles of social justice. Many cler-

gymen and laymen, both Catholic and
Protestant, are under severe pressure

from Sandinistas for their unwilling-

ness to "cooperate" in the revolution-

ary process. My friend admitted that

there is now much less corruption and
that literacy and universal health care

for the poor have improved. But the

price is awesome: There are only two
kinds of Nicaraguans today, Sandini-

stas or traitors. That is, unless one is

personally involved in "helping the

Revolution," which entails at least to

become an informer and denounce any

"irregularity" in the life of neighbors,

friends, etc., he or she is considered a

Contra, i.e. an enemy of the nation

conspiring to overthrow the govern-

ment. Jails are overcrowded and mar-

kets depleted. Coffee production is

down and fear of an imminent Ameri-

can invasion has everyone feeling and
behaving as if in a state of siege. And
yet you and I have heard and read the

accounts of a number of Americans
who visited Managua saying that

things are so much better now and, if

it were not for the American adminis-

tration's appalling blunders, Nicara-

gua would be on its way to unprece-

dented progress and fulfillment in

every area.

The worse thing for me is the fact

that, in the end, it is still the poor, the

humble, the weaker ones who still suf-

fer the most. Because now, thanks to

Marxist indoctrination, the poor have

lost the best they had: an infinite di-

mension to their being. In dialectical

materialism, they are persuaded that

all their sets of values, all their inter-

pretations of reality are subsumed un-

der biological and social structures.

They are now smaller than they were

before, and they were small indeed.

The land-owner robbed them of their

wages; the Marxists rob them of their

destiny.

I was once asked what, in the end,

is the difference between the message

of Jesus and the message of Marx if

both have so often stated the need for

social justice, redeeming the poor,

changing the society by eliminating op-

pression and denouncing the greed and
abuse of the rich and mighty. What I

said was a simple contrast in the posi-

tioning of the terms in the social equa-

tion. The gospel of Jesus says to the

rich, "your freezer is full and they are

hungry"; the gospel of Marx says to

the poor, "their freezer is full and you

are hungry." At the strictly social

level, there may not be much more dif-

ference than that. But it is the dif-

ference between love and hate, light

and darkness, life and death. A cur-

sory glance at a concordance will show
that all denunciations against injustice

to the poor, oppression, etc. are ad-

dressed to the rich and mighty. This

for two reasons: The rich and mighty

have readily the means to change the

situation and also because the Biblical

message aims at the salvation of all,

both rich and poor. If the words of

Jesus are obeyed, everyone wins.

Marxism, instead, destroys faith in

God for the poor and contemplates no
redemption for the rich and mighty.

The latter are the non-elect in Marxist

predestination.

This should bring us to ask ourselves

what is the responsibility for American

Christians in these critical times. I

believe that it is heavy and it cannot

easily be waived. Central America ur-

gently needs the good American pres-

ence. The presence that brings hope

and joy. The presence that can be

trusted because it does not conceal

vested interests. The feeding of body
and soul. The presence that changes

things without distorting them. Ameri-

can Christians can add to the life of

Hondurans and allow them to be

themselves. Concern and respect. In-

itiative to teach and curiosity to learn.

Not a formless identification but a har-

mony of uneven partners. For them,

the door is wide open and no one can

close it. But let us beware and act while

there is time lest the One who now
opens may deem it necessary to allow

the forces of ungodly powers to

take over because we are not moving.

For then no one will be able to

open. CQ
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The Rich-Poor Gap in

Central America

DONALD A. WEHMEYER

In the newspapers we are often con-

fronted with disturbing reports of vi-

olence and turmoil in Latin America.

Even Mexico, our closest neighbor to

the south, is in great economic difficul-

ty that threatens to spill over into the

political arena. Often the reason given

for this turmoil is the huge gap be-

tween the wealthy and the poor, the

"haves" and the "have nots." While
certainly in its most simplistic form this

is indeed a reason for much of the tur-

moil, it is, in fact, a shallow answer

since it does not attempt to explain the

causes of this great difference between

the poor and the wealthy.

Marxists are quick to point out that

there are too many greedy capitalists

who want to exploit the poor and live

lazy decadent lives. We can agree that

greedy capitalists who live lazy and
decadent lives are part of the problem;

however, greed, laziness, and deca-

dence are not limited to any one form
of economic system. To be accurate,

we would have to say that people of

this sort are responsible, in part, for

the problems of socialistic and commu-
nistic states as well.

Below are listed ten additional com-
ponents of the problem of the gap be-

tween rich and poor in Latin America.

They are not listed according to any

priorities, as from time to time one

may be more important than others

and then at a later time less so. Perhaps

by our understanding the problem in

more depth, the simplistic answers that

lead to extremist forms of action will

be avoided and give more room to con-

structive, rational thought which can
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help bring peace to a troubled part of

the world.

1 . In areas where extreme poverty is

at one's doorstep, there is far more
fear of being in the other man's shoes

than in those places where such a

thought is only academic. In the Uni-

ted States we have long known the phe-

nomenon of the millionaire who sides

with the poor in the political box of-

fice while wearing a $200 pair of shoes.

In many Latin countries the rich do not

contribute as much as they should to

the poor for fear of indeed being re-

duced to their economic level, never

mind how groundless the fear is in

reality. This problem is not limited to

Latin America. How many persons

reading this article tithe regularly? In

the Gospel of Luke, Jesus tells the par-

able of the rich man and Lazarus. Re-

lated to this point is the problem of

simple human pride. All kinds of ra-

tionalizations can be made for saying,

in effect, "I work hard; I deserve every

penny I've got." This attitude is, of

course, reinforced over and over again

when upper economic groups associate

only with their peers and never have a

credible alternative presented to them.

We shall call this first reason stingi-

ness.

2. Non-homogeneous societies tend

to maintain a "take care of one's

own' ' attitude even when this works to

their disadvantage. Hispanic origin

and Indian (indigenous) origin peoples

simply have not mixed as well as one

might have assumed after 400 years of

living together in the same countries.

While a considerable amount of inter-

marriage goes on, there remain lan-

guage and class distinctions that are

not easy to cross. For example, a rural

Indian girl would be miserable as the

wife of a city bus driver. Even within

small communities, the family units

are such that each tends to look out for

its own members while neglecting

neighbors. For example, a village

might be made up of six or seven ex-

tended families. Getting them to work
together for the common good is often

very difficult. In short, Hispanic urban
dwellers often do not feel a great deal

of responsibility for indigenous peo-
ples of remote areas. Out of sight,

out of mind.
3. One cannot underestimate the im-

portance of education. Much of Latin

America is technically literate, but at

a very low rate. Therefore, farmers,

for example, cannot pick up a journal

and read about a new idea for improv-
ing crop production and try it out.

Rather, it takes the expensive and slow

process of sending an agricultural spe-

cialist to each farmer to individually

demonstrate the new methods. Fur-

thermore, a farmer often cannot even

understand why he should try to in-

crease his production if he is already

growing enough to feed his own imme-
diate family. What education there is

tends to be of the rote type which does

not encourage free thinking, individual

initiative, or creativity. In overcrowd-

ed classrooms where discipline is often

a problem, these are luxuries. For ex-

ample, instead of giving an assignment

to write an essay on Pancho Villa, the

students would be given an essay on
Pancho Villa which they must copy
verbatim. Poor education.

4. Because of the pervasive influence

of the Roman Catholic Church, no ex-

planation of Latin America would be

complete without some reference to its

role. Today there is a deeply divided

clergy regarding both theology and tac-

tics to be employed in dealing with the

poor. The liberal priests are still new
on the scene and, while they get a lot

of press coverage, they still have yet to

become a part of the high-ranking hi-

erarchy in any significant way. The
traditionalists have taught the impor-

tance of two key elements—authoritar-

ianism and the role of penance in this

earthly life. This penance refers to suf-

fering for your sins or for those of

your relatives and gives virtue to the

status of being poor, at least in the eyes

of the Romanist Church. That is to

say, since the poor suffer more than

the rich, they must obviously be ab-

solved of more sins than the rich. This

is, in part, why it is said that the Ro-

man Catholic Church is a church for

the poor and disenfranchised. At the

same time, enormous amounts of

money have been removed from all

levels of society by the unabashed sell-

ing of religious services. Even in the

United States, masses are said for long

dead relatives—two dollars for the
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short mass or five for a longer one. In

Mexico, a funeral may put a man in

debt for a year or more. Everywhere

"holy" palm branches or water or gold

medallions and other superstitious trin-

kets are sold in the church shops, par-

ticularly during festival weeks. Occa-

sionally the cost of a baptism or wed-

ding is posted on a chalkboard outside

of the sanctuary. Protestants will recall

it was this sort of thing that was in part

responsible for the Reformation in the

16th century. Superstition.

5. Perhaps as a consequence of the

above four points, one has to be aware

of the role of simple human traditions.

It is difficult to motivate people to

change if they have never experienced

any other alternative. Certainly radio,

television, and movies are reaching in-

to even the most remote places; but the

closer one lives to the poverty line, the

more one has to risk through experi-

mentation. The saying "freedom is

nothing left to lose" is a romantic no-

tion but bears no truth in reality. A
child who has not eaten for a week is

not even free to decide whether to

stand up or sit down; he is too weak
to do either. Were it not for popula-

tion pressures forcing rural peoples in-

to the cities to look for work, the rate

of social transformation would be even

slower than it is already. Traditions.

6. Critical for any nation's develop-

ment is a strong government of well

motivated leaders. Unfortunately,

both are often lacking in Latin Amer-
ica. Inefficient bureaucracy and cor-

rupt officials sap the respect and the

enthusiasm of the people to strive

harder. Often in Latin countries large

national monopolies, including in

some cases the armed forces or local

police forces, are run on seniority

systems to cut down on the amount of

influence peddling. That is to say, a

merit system leaves a good deal of

discretion up to the highest institu-

tional officials. This discretion can be

used to place one's own relatives in the

best posts, or perhaps individuals that

a director feels confident will side with

him on policy matters. By relying on
a seniority system this pitfall can be

reduced. At the same time, however
creativity and initiative are stifled since

all employees want to remain unno-
ticed as long as possible in order to re-

ceive their promotions. Corruption.

7. One might think that charity or-

ganizations would be at least some-
thing of a help in bridging the rich-

poor gap. Here, too, there are prob-

lems as most government officials re-

gard non-profit organizations as an at-

tempt to evade income taxes. Further,

they play havoc with the traditional

"patron" benevolences. That is, a city

mayor or a state governor has discre-

tionary funds available that he can give

out to the poorest families or those

who suffer hardship such as sickness,

fire, or flood. Of course,the benefi-

ciaries are reminded of such things at

election time. A few years ago there was

a scandalous example of this when the

Rio Grande River between the United

States and Mexico flooded, destroying

the homes of many poor Mexicans.

American churches immediately sent

food, clothes, and funds to help, but

the governor of the state refused per-

mission for these donations to enter

the country unless they were given di-

rectly to his representatives to distrib-

ute. Church leaders knew full well his

desire to use the charity to enhance his

own position in the state, and thus they

refused. Instead, the goods were taken

in over the next several months a little

at a time. Sadly, this did not help the

flood victims as one would have liked,

but at least it did not play into the

hands of a bad governor. Mistrust.

8. Discussing it at great length in his

classical study, Profile of Man and
Culture in Mexico, Samuel Ramos
demonstrated the influence of a psycho-

logical trait that debilitates Mexicans

and other Latin Americans. Simply

put, for centuries they have looked to

Europe and more recently to the U.S.

and Marxist states for their role mod-
els. Yet because of their special cir-

cumstances they have been unable to

build a New Spain. Their inability to

be Europeans in the Americas has

caused a deep sense of cultural in-

feriority. To cover this sentiment the

wealthy classes, artists, and intellec-

tuals are constantly reduced to copy-

ing trends from other countries. When
they are unable to copy, one will often

find a fierce attack against whatever

they are unable to imitate. This under-

lying inferiority complex contributes as

do the many other factors to a dimin-

ished creativity. The net result is that

original solutions to unique situations

are very slow in coming. Self doubts.
9. In contrast to the classical Protes-

tant work ethic in which all labor is

dedicated to God's glory, Latin Amer-
ica was dominated by a different spirit.

The Spanish soldiers who conquered

came to rule, not to labor. Daily chores

were for slaves and were considered

undignified for heroes and landowners.

This is not to lend suport to the unfair

stereotype of the lazy Mexican who is

asleep in the middle of the day. Com-
mon laborers in Latin America must
work much harder than the typical

North American. They sleep in the heat

of the day after having gone to work
in the fields at four in the morning.

However the upper classes continue to

demean manual trades and often have

difficulty accepting responsibility, pre-

ferring to think such work is beneath

them. Poor work attitudes.

10. Finally, there is a lack of a com-
mon goal between the rich and the

poor of the same country. Both sides

have a direction, but neither has a true

objective. That is to say, the rich want

to hang on to their political and eco-

nomic power while the poor want to

change places with them. However, an

objective would describe what is to be

done with this power. Unless there is

a common goal toward which both rich

and poor can work, then no economic

system, be it communist, socialist, or

free enterprise will produce peace and
prosperity for all. No one system by it-

self will produce noble characters, as

history has proven a countless number
of times. Lack of goals.

Reading a list of ills such as this

might lead one to despair. Just what

can be done when so much is working

against the people of Latin America?
First, a change of heart and values is

needed in the lives of everyone, in-

cluding North Americans. By receiv-

ing Christ into individual lives, concern

for one's neighbor and his welfare be-

comes a real and genuine issue. Sec-

ondly, the gospel imparts a concern for

the quality of life. This includes a re-

spect for law and order (including hon-

est officials), the arts and sciences (sup-

porting innovation and creativity), the

family institution (including family

planning), housing, nutrition, and en-

vironmental protection. Concern for

quality means a willingness to reduce

expectations to what is truly needed as

opposed to fabricated needs or capri-

cious self indulgence. Finally, a will-

ingness to do one's work, to fulfill

one's calling to the very best of one's

ability is necessary, no matter how
humble the task might seem. Ultimate-

ly whatever we do as Christians is done

to honor our Savior, and he deserves

nothing less than our best. CFJ
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BOOKS

ONE DAY OF LIFE, by Manlio Argueta.
Published in El Salvador, 1980; English
translation, Random House, New York,

1983. 215 pp., $6.95. WIDOWS, by Ariel

Dorfman. Pantheon Books, Random
House, New York, 1983. 146 pp., $11.95.

Reviewed by Robert A. Milliken, Lookout
Mountain, Tenn.

One Day of Life follows a day in the

life of Lupe Guardado, a Salvadoran

peasant woman, from 5:30 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. Among the sights, sounds,

and routine of her day are interspersed

the thoughts that fill her mind, thus

opening to the reader a larger slice of

what life is like for her family. Grad-
ually, the horror that cuts into her

everyday concerns like a piece of jagged

glass unfolds. It is evident that some-

thing terrible has happened to her son,

Justino, and what it is comes to light

later in the novel.

Various persons of her family ap-

pear during the day, and their life as

it is altered by "the authorities" pro-

ceeds toward another climax of tragic

injustice, the most recent in a series of

official depradations that scar the lives

of these poor in their remote villages.

Their crime? Seeking to better their

lives a little. Their source of encour-

agement? The village church with its

new priests who are willing to become
martyrs for the poor. This little novel

is reminiscent of Solzhenitsyn's One
Day in the Life ofIvan Denisovich, not

only in title and form, but also in that

it provides a vivid view of life under

a modern totalitarian government.

And in each the protagonist is a poor
person; in each hope survives despite

suffocating oppression; in each the

human spirit triumphs despite the

armed machinery of the state. The
future looks almost as bleak and hor-

rifying as the past and present—but

not quite. Argueta's novel, a work of

literary skill and power, does what

nothing else can do so well: It takes the

reader into the life of another people

who are among the most cruelly op-

pressed of the earth. Not surprisingly,

it is banned by the government of El

Salvador.

One of the more poignant forms of
suffering lies in the horror of having
someone in the family disappear. Lupe
Guardado says, ". . .at least we could
see Justino's body, we know he is

dead. It's worse, the anguish for a dis-

appeared person; at least consolation

comes with death. With a disappeared

person they kill two birds with one
stone: all of the living who revolve

around the disappeared are chained to

anguish. And anguish is a slow form
of death."

The anguish that comes to those

whose loved ones disappear officially

is the theme of Widows. The setting

appears to be Nazi-occupied Greece in

1940, but it could be Argentina, El Sal-

vador, Chile, or a host of other places

around the world today. This novel

centers on Sophia Angelos, an old pea-

sant woman who has lost her father,

her husband, and her two sons—the

"disappeared." The tension between
her and the local military commander,
a Nazi puppet, bristles through the

story all the way to its jolting climax.

What can such defenseless women do
against this cruel anguish of not know-
ing whether their men are dead or

alive? Shall they hope or grieve? What
way is open to these tragic figures?

And the nonplussed officer who faces

these baffling, recalcitrant mourners:

What is he to do, for example with the

37 women who pester him, each with

the claim that a recently-discovered

body is her husband? The powerful

tragedy of the story and the women's
sturdy, curious experience draw the

reader into a vicarious experience of

the anguish that has invaded innumer-

able homes today in Latin America
and other places where police states

govern with cruel disregard for human
rights. If solidarity in suffering is the

first step in consolidation against tyr-

anny, these two works of art are sure-

ly, in the view of despotic minds, sub-

versive. Subversive of that worst of all

injustices, the injustice of those whose
power should protect the innocent

against wrongdoing but who instead

are themselves the wrongdoers.

Argueta, recipient of the 1977 Casa

de las Americas Prize, Latin America's

most prestigious literary award, has

been expelled from El Salvador four

times and now lives in exile in San

Jose, Costa Rica. Dorfman, formerly

a professor of journalism and litera-

ture in his native Chile, has been since

1973 in exile in Washington, D.C.ffl

CHARLES WILLIAMS
"One of the most gifted and influential Christian writers

England has produced this century."

-TIME MAGAZINE
THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS
Here Williams examines how forgiveness
is presented in Shakespeare, then how
it appears in the theology of the Christian

Church, and finally, how it operates,

or should
operate,

among
people.

WILLIAMS

HE CANE DOWN
FROM HEAVEN
In this book, first published in 1938,

Williams explores transcendent

love and analyzes how love is known
in the corporate life of men
and women both in and outside
the Church.

Paper, $3.95 Each

At your bookstore, or write:

WM. B. EERDMANS PUBLISHING CO.
Et-'ERSON AVE. S.E. I.MNn RAPIDS. MICHIGAN 4
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Shepherd of Life
For February 10, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 10

Key verses: John 10:1-26

Devotional reading: John 10:22-39

Memory selection: John 10:11

Jesus: The

1 Door
John 10:1-10

Jesus uses the analogy of a shepherd's

life throughout this chapter to convey

truth about the relationship between

God and his people. This is in full ac-

cord with the Old Testament practice.

God began to reveal himself to

shepherds from the time of Abraham.
David, the most noted shepherd in the

Old Testament, used the analogy be-

tween himself and his sheep to teach

about the relationship between God
and his people.

Jesus speaks of himself as the door

of the fold, the one way of entrance

into the fold (God's protective cus-

tody). He calls this the door for the

sheep, because it is the only way God's
sheep can enter into his presence (v.7).

The whole tabernacle structure in

the Old Testament was designed to

teach that there is only one way to ap-

proach God for those who would be

his people.

That designated way included the

way of the burnt offering (the sacrifice

for their sins). Jesus offered that way
by giving up his life for our sins.

The way included the way of the

light and the bread, seen within the

tabernacle. Jesus, as we have learned,

had already declared himself to be that

light and that bread: the light of the

world and the bread of life.

The way also included the incense

offering continually rising to God. In

the Old Testament, the incense was the

symbol for the prayers of the saints

raised to God (Ps. 141:2; compare
Luke 1:10; Rev. 8:3,4). Jesus, as we

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

shall see in John 17, offers up prayer

for his people and lives to make in-

tercession for them (Heb. 7:23).

The Old Testament high priest

entered into the very presence of God
once a year, bearing the names of all

the tribes (people) of Israel. So Christ,

once and for all, has entered into the

holy presence of the Father, bearing

with him the names of all those for

whom he died.

Jesus is concerned lest those hearing

him look for some other way to God
(v. 1). He speaks of those who have

preceded him and who have claimed to

offer another way to God (v. 8) as

thieves and robbers because they offer

men a "gospel" that will not save.

They were false teachers of Judaism
who believed they were righteous and

did not need the shed blood of another

to cleanse them from their sins.

But the false teachers also include

those today who offer salvation in the

church by any other means than by the

shed blood of Jesus Christ. They put

forth "gospels" of hope in humanity's

own goodness, in membership in a par-

ticular church, or simply hope in one's

own good works to gain entrance into

the kingdom of God.
Thus those who bear false gospels

today, as in Jesus' days on earth, have

the motive of stealing, killing, and
destroying (v. 10). Only the way that

Christ provides through his own life

will provide men with life which is

abundant and eternal (v. 10).

Questions

1. What are some false ways to God
offered to the world today?

2. How well do you think the true

gospel is understood today, even in

your own church?

Jesus: The Good

2 Shepherd
John 10:11-21

Already, in the verses studied above,

Jesus speaks of himself as the shepherd

of the sheep. He explains that the one

entering by the door is the shepherd (v.

2). Thus Jesus, having entered into the

presence of the Father as a man, by

himself, that is, by his own merit,

becomes not only the door (the way of

entering to God for all believers) but

also the shepherd (the means of our

entering).

He had already taught that the sheep

know the true shepherd (v. 4). They
know him because the Lord has en-

abled them to hear his voice when he

calls them one by one to himself (v. 3).

This teaches us that Jesus who came
into the world and provided the way
of our salvation now moves about in

the world calling his sheep one by one.

This call comes through their hearing

the word of God preached and the

work of the Holy Spirit in their hearts

HAVE YOU CHECKED </
a OUR COMMITMENT
To the inerrancy of Scripture and the

Reformed faith as expressed in the

Westminster Standards.

g| OUR FACULTY
All have pastoral experience, academic
competence and spiritual maturity.

El OUR PROGRAMS
M. Div. degree program central; other

programs in missions and ministry.

0 OUR CLASSES
Small enough to encourage individual

participation and development.

£j OUR COSTS ( 85- 86 Academic year)

Tuition and Fees $1635

Room and Board $1275

El OUR STUDENTS
Mostly RPCNA and PCA; also from 18

other Reformed and Evangelical
churches.

OUR GRADUATES
82% in pastorate or on mission field.

CHECK US OUT FURTHER:

Write, Call or Visit

REFORMED
PRESRYTERIAN
THEOLOGICALw^"x SEMINARY
7418 Pem Ave.. Pittsburgh. PA 15208

Phone: (412) 731-8690
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DORDT COLLEGE
invites applications teaching posi-

tions in the following areas:

AGRICULTURE
—Animal Science

—Plant Science

EDUCATION
—Elementary Education/

Language Arts

—Foundations, Principles

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

THEATER ARTS

Qualified individuals who are

committed to a reformed Biblical

theology and educational philos-

ophy are invited to send a person-

al resume, academic credentials,

and personal references to:

Dr. Douglas Ribbens

Vice-President For Academic Affairs

Dordt College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS

qualityPersonalized,
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-

logical Seminary, a field

archaeologist in the Holy

Land, Bible lands lecturer

and teacher.

March 8-21, 1985 TOUR
May 31 - June 13, 1985 TOUR

To JORDAN, ISRAEL, EGYPT, AND ITALY

Visit in Jordan-fabulous Petra, etc.

Visit in Israel-historic Jerusalem,

Bethlehem. Qumran, Masada. Jericho,

Nazareth, Sea of Galilee. Samaria, etc..

Visit ancient Egypt with its intriguing

treasures.

Visit Rome with its ancient heritage.

Write-. DR. W. HAROLD MARE
978 Orchard Lakes Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 6)146

I am interested in the tours. Please send more
information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

PHONE ZIP

through that word enabling them to

believe in Christ.

Jesus distinguishes himself from all

other so-called "saviors" of men that

have ever appeared in history or ever

will. He has laid down his life for the

sheep: his life for theirs, a substitu-

tionary atonement (v. 11).

God began to teach this truth to his

children as early as the time of the of-

fering up of Isaac by Abraham (Gen.

22). There, by the substitution of the

ram for Isaac, we are taught a clear

lesson in the necessity for the substitu-

tion of one for another if men are to

have any hope.

But it was not until the Lamb of

God gave his life on the cross that the

full meaning of that substitution was

made known, what Paul calls the mys-

tery of the gospel (Rom. 16:25-27).

By contrast, to trust in men who
may be religious leaders in the church

but who do not know the gospel is

fatal. They are only hirelings and can-

not really cope with the great enemy
of men: Satan. They flee from him and

desert the flock of God because they

really do not care for any but them-

selves and what material profit they

can get out of the ministry (vv. 12-13).

Jesus offers himself as the only one

who laid down his life for us. There-

fore, we are to follow him and no

other.

Jesus speaks of others not of this

fold whom he must also bring (v. 16).

It seems best to understand "this fold"

to refer to the current flock of God in

the day when Jesus was speaking to

them—that is, those called out of Ju-

daism to follow Christ.

The other sheep he spoke of that day

were the multitudes to be called by

Christ through his church from the

Gentile nations of the world.

Jesus also emphasized that, as the

good shepherd, he was giving his life

voluntarily. No man on earth could

take his life until he was ready to die.

He came to give it up for us, and

though men tried almost from the

beginning to take his life, none was

successful.

On the cross, he willingly gave his

spirit into the hands of the Father.

Jesus' words here helped the disciples

understand what happened on the

cross (Acts 2:23-24).

After all these words, the group was

still badly divided over whether Jesus

was a demon or a good man. The rea-

soning of those who held that he was

good was based on what he had done,

rather than on what he had said (v. 21).

Questions

1 . What evidence do you see today of

hirelings in the visible church?

2. Why is it important to understand

that Jesus died on the cross voluntari-

ly and not by the force of men?

Jesus: The

3 Fold
John 10:22-29

Jesus understood that not all would be-

lieve in him when he came into the

world and began to teach them. Many
would disbelieve and turn from him,

even against him.

Jesus was approached by many who
still insisted that he had not shown
them enough to convince them that he

was the Christ. He did nothing to try

to persuade them further. He simply

explained that they did not believe

because they were not his sheep (v. 26).

Jesus was showing how he dealt with

what might appear to men as failure

on his part. He gained few followers

in his own generation. Most turned

from him. He did not feel he had failed

but that they never were his from the

beginning. God the Father had never

given them to him as his sheep.

Similarly, today, believers who bear

witness to others about Christ ought

not to feel that if they persuade only

a few they have failed. To think this

way is dangerous. It tempts us to try

the world's methods and message to

gain men to follow us. In doing so, we
become false teachers and mislead men
to follow a false gospel. We must stand

by the word the Lord has given and re-

ject all worldly appeals to gain more
followers (members of the church). We
too must recognize that though many
are called, few are chosen, just as Jesus

understood (Matt. 22:14).

Jesus was particularly concerned

that those who had followed him and

believed know that they were secure in

him.

Jesus announces that he gives those

who come to him eternal life. Not on-

ly life that endures forever but a quali-

ty of life that makes them different

from all other people on earth. They
are able now to reflect the glory of God
in their own lives—to show forth his

goodness by the fruit of the Spirit who
lives in them. Because of this eternal
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life he has given them, he makes two

promises (v. 28).

The first promise is that they will

never perish. They will not be judged

and condemned to hell in the day of

judgment, when Jesus judges all men.

The second promise is that no one

will ever be able to snatch them out of

his hands. He holds them. Their securi-

ty rests in his strength, not their own.

He bases this promise on the assurance

that the Father is greater than their

enemy and will not permit them to be

lost—forever.

Questions

1 . What are some evidences that many
in the visible church today are not true

believers?

2. How do you know that you are

saved?

The Test of True

4 Faith in Jesus
John 10:30-42

Jesus declares that he and the Father

are one (v. 30). He is not teaching that

there is no such thing as the Trinity.

He is teaching that he and the Father

are both fully God and fully of the

same nature.

To say you believe in God but to

refuse to believe in Jesus, in the same
way, is to deny both Jesus and God.
If you reject Jesus as your savior but

still continue to talk about faith in God
you are deceiving only yourself. That
is what Jesus meant here.

When the Jewish leaders took up
stones to kill Jesus because he claimed

to be equal with the Father, he asked

which good works they were killing

him for (v. 32). His point was that the

works he did in his own name and in

the name of no other ought to have

convinced them that he was truly God.

Their big stumbling block regarding

Jesus was that he, a man, claimed to

be God (v. 33). This they could not ac-

cept. They expected their God to re-

main in heaven and all on earth to be

mere men. In assuming this they ig-

nored the Old Testament doctrine that

they could only be saved if God came
into the world and died on the cross

for their sins (Isa. 53).

They tried to justify their hostility

toward Jesus by the law God had given

them. But Jesus showed how inconsis-

tent they were in following the law. He
showed that they broke the Scripture

(or ignored it) when they pleased and
applied it only when it satisfied their

own desires—to kill Jesus (v. 35).

Jesus once more appealed to what he

had done to convince them that he was

more than a mere man. His works

showed that he was God. He was that

one born of a virgin whom Isaiah had
called Immanuel (God with us). He
was that one of whom the prophet pro-

claimed: His name is wonderful,

counselor, almighty God, everlasting

Father, prince of peace (Isa. 7:14;9:6).

Jesus did not convince them because

they were not his sheep. They still

wanted to kill him on the spot. But as

he had declared, no one could snatch

his life from him. He would give it up
in the proper time.

In the meantime, his efforts to ex-

plain his gospel to them produced

some who believed. It is always worth

the time to teach the gospel to others.

God will redeem some, his true sheep,

who will hear his voice as we bear

witness of his gospel to men.

Questions

1. Is it difficult for you to understand

that Jesus who lived on earth 2000
years ago is the same God who created

heaven and earth in the beginning?

2. How many prominent people do
you hear say on T.V. that they believe

in God but never say they believe in

Jesus Christ? Why do you think this

is so?

Next week: "The Resurrection and
the Life," John 11:1-53. S

CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHESBH
ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639
Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

NEW ORLEANS. THE EVANGELICAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH is for such a

time as this. Send inquiries to: E.P.C., P.O.
Box 57435, New Orleans, LA 70157 or phone
(504) 897-0512.

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. Local con-

tacts are needed for PCA church planting

begun in the northern Pinellas County area.

Send names, addresses and phone numbers
to: Rev. Ken Matlack, 2631 Country Grove
Blvd., Palm Harbor, FL 33563. (813)

785-9239.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would
be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

FOR Iff Ill—
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

The Atlanta School
of Biblical Studies

ASBS—a Bible-based seminary, Bible college, and lay training center—is seeking to raise

funds, under God, for its "permanent home." This is a 10,800 sq. ft. building on two

acres of property in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.

Many of us have had a part in supporting other developing Christian institutions at strategic

times. If you would like to share in this strategic time for ASBS, write or call to contri-

bute or ask for further information.

ASBS-HOME, P.O. Box 150, Avondale Estates, GA 30002. Telephone (404) 292-6811.
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peoplemmammmm^m
PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested, please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 W. Esplanade Ave.,

Kenner, LA 70065.

CALVIN COLLEGE, a Christian liberal-

arts college in the Reformed tradition, is seek-

ing candidates for faculty positions in math-

ematics and computer science. These posi-

tions involve both teaching and research from

a Reformed, Christian perspective. Persons

with appropriate professional background are

invited to send a resume by March 15, 1985

to: Carl J. Sinke, Chairman, Dept. of Math
and Comp. Sci., Calvin College, Grand
Rapids, MI 49506. (616) 957-6352.

SECRETARY/ADMINSTRATIVE As-

sistant. Christian college graduate called to

be pastor's secretary/administrative assistant

needed in large and dynamic PCA church.

Send letter and resume to: Box LD, The Pres-

byterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant

members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed

faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

CALVARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
(K-6) of Glendale, California, is seeking ap-

plicants for a principal position opening for

the 1985-86 school term- Send resume or in-

quiry to Kenneth Orr, Calvary Presbyterian

Church (PCA), 610 N. Glendale Ave., Glen-

dale, CA 91206. (818) 244-3747.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-

ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and

Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

1 J

I

Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Qlenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203
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MINISTER/DIRECTOR wanted for He-
bron—a Christian home for alcoholics in the

North Carolina mountains. 37 years contin-

uous ministry presenting Christ to alcoholics.

Present director retiring. Send resume to

James Elliott, Rt. 2 Box 469A, Huntersville,

NC 28078 or call (704) 892-8307.

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER wanted.

Reformed Christian elementary school has

immediate opening for certified K teacher.

Small staff. Benefits. Heritage Christian Aca-

demy, 123 Fishing Creek Road, Cape May,
NJ 08204. (609) 886-3475.

A SMALL WESTERN N.C. PCA
church seeks energetic pastor 28-42 years.

Send resume to Landis Presbyterian Church,

Box 1827, Highway 221 N., Marion, NC
28752.

RETIREE NEEDED—Pastor or layman
(on social security/pension) to work at mis-

sion headquarters of Literacy & Evangelism

International. New apartment provided. In-

quiries invited. Write and give qualifications

—Director, Literacy & Evangelism Interna-

tional, 1800 South Jackson, Tulsa, OK 74107,

(918) 585-3826.

PASTOR for small rural church in North
Dakota. Salary negotiable. Resume of church

available upon request. Interested candidates

please send PCA Ministerial Data Form com-
pleted to: Mr. Wayne Olivier, Pulpit Com-
mittee, Box 132, Dodge, ND 58625.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-
onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and
Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must

adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursery through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and

desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlin-

ing professional credentials and work expe-

riences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

TEACHERS. Work for two years with K-12,

top-notch Alliance Academy and Quito

Church Planting Team (PCA). Contact Sam
Mateer, Casilla 8403, Quito, Ecuador for

openings or MTW.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,
seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed
theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

SERVICESMMHHMH
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

SUMMER CONFERENCE SITE—
Grove City College has excellent facilities for

your June, July or August conference. Groups

of 50 to 1,000 can be accommodated on this

beautiful western Pa. campus. Reasonable

rates. Contact Carl Sautter, Conference Co-
ordinator, Grove City College, Grove City, PA
16127; (412) 458-6600.

9JKZ CHURCH
lTIE FINANCING

MORTGAGE FREE CONCEPT

REDUCED INTEREST
Borrow $50,000-$1 00,000 to $800,000

10-year Pay Back

David Savelle

C&S INVESTMENTS
P.O. Box 4645

Pensacola, FL 32507
Call (904) 455-0817 or 455-8008

TRAVELMHHHHH
SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

PCA ISRAEL TOUR, March 5-14, once-

in-a-lifetime opportunity—"Being there," ex-

periencing the Scriptures come to life! $1499

includes excellent accomodations and all ex-

penses on 10-day tour. Deadline is February

10, 1985. The Rev. Richard Altork, Village

Chapel PCA, New Bern, NC 28560. (919)

636-2860.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. No need to send

payment, we will bill you. Write Classifieds,

The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015.



EDITORIALS

Are All Transgressions of the Law Equally Heinous?

In our "Mailbag" column in two re-

cent issues of the Journal (Dec. 5 and

Jan. 2 and 9) we had letters from two
readers who differed with each other

on several aspects of Christians' most

appropriate response to the abortion

problem. But on one point they were

in agreement. The first wrote: ".
. .

God hates all sin equally." The second

concurred: "The writer is correct in

that the Bible establishes no hierarchy

for sin."

From the perspective of salvation

this point is valid. James 2:10 says:

"For whoever keeps the whole law and
yet stumbles at just one point is guilty

of breaking all of it." Yet from the

perspective of Christians making ethi-

cal decisions it is important to recog-

nize that there are distinctions between

sins in the sight of God.
The Westminster Shorter Catechism

No. 83 answers the question at the top

of this column: "Some sins in them-
selves, and by reason of several aggra-

vations, are more heinous in the sight

of God than others." The Larger Cat-

echism as usual elaborates on the an-

swer. Question 151 asks, "What are

those aggravations that make some
sins more heinous than others?" Then
it answers in great detail, with every

phrase supported by Scripture refer-

ences, in four main categories. Sins re-

ceive their aggravations: (1) from the

persons offending, (2) from the parties

offended, (3) from the nature and
quality of the offense, and (4) from cir-

cumstances of time and place.

Space does not permit more than a

brief summary of these Puritans' ex-

position of God's moral law. I com-
mend this portion of the Larger Cate-

chism for your study on a Sunday af-

ternoon as a Sabbath activity they

would have approved.

From the persons offending: God
expects more of mature Christians,

those in positions of responsibility,

whose example will be followed, than
he does of novices or of the very

young. Hence the sin committed by an
elder in the church would be more

heinous in God's sight then the same
sin committed by a child or a recent

convert. (By the way, that good old

Anglo-Saxon word "heinous"—pro-

nounced HANE-us—means outra-

geous, monstrous, atrocious, so fla-

grantly evil as to excite hatred or hor-

ror.)

From the parties offended: Sins

directly against God, Christ, the Holy
Spirit are of course worse than simple

disrespect toward one's peers. But also

especially blameworthy are sins against

weaker Christians or against the com-
mon good of all. It is one thing to pol-

lute your own home. It is quite another

to poison a whole community.
From the nature and quality of the

offense: Jesus taught us that our inter-

nal sins are not without guilt, because

God knows our hearts. But obviously

it is even worse to have the sin in our

hearts burst forth in words and deeds

that harm others. The Old Testament
sacrificial system made a distinction

between those sins committed deliber-

ately and those committed in igno-

rance. Paul speaks at the end of Ro-
mans 1 of those who compound their

evil deeds by having pleasure in others

who do them as well.

From circumstances of time and
place: Some things are more offensive

if done in the context of worship than

in another place or time. A sin com-
mitted in privacy becomes more scan-

dalous or harmful if committed in

public.

Not all sins are the same in the sight

of God, and not all good deeds are

equally appropriate for a given situa-

tion. This is why Paul wrote in Philip-

pians 1:9-11: "And this is my prayer:

that your love may abound more and
more in knowledge and depth of in-

sight, so that you may be able to dis-

cern what is best and may be pure and
blameless until the day of Christ, filled

with the fruit of righteousness that

comes through Jesus Christ—to the

glory and praise of God."
It is this kind of discernment that

Paul also set before us in Romans 12:2:

"Do not conform any longer to the

pattern of this world but be trans-

formed by the renewing of your mind.

Then you will be able to test and ap-

prove what God's will is—his good,

pleasing, and perfect will."

How we need the Holy Spirit to meet

this challenge in our complex time!

How we need to meditate upon God's
law day and night! How we need to

know the Lord Jesus Christ more and
more intimately that we might be con-

formed to the image of God's Son!

To be thus transformed, to have the

mind of Christ, means not to be con-

formed to the pattern of this world.

That pattern is pressing upon us all the

time. It is in the very air we breathe in

our culture.

To be in this world—where God has

placed us—but not of this world, we
need not only to pray for God's grace,

but also to help one another.

The differing experiences of the va-

riety of God's people have given them
diverse insight into God's Word. We
need to listen to one another and then

to search the Scriptures, seeking the

Spirit's illumination.

It also helps to get the wisdom of the

saints of the past. For a knowledge of

God's Word combined with a pastoral

understanding of the human heart it is

hard to beat the old Puritans, who also

lived in an era of rapidly changing cul-

ture. There is much to be learned from
their exposition of God's moral law in

the Westminster Larger Catechism.

Surely one of the most heinous sins

in the sight of God today is that of the

legalized abortions in our land. It is not

easy to know the best thing to do about

it. But as we seek to discern the Lord's

will, let us learn from one another. 12

Quiz Answers—from p. 3

1. Belize

2. Guatemala
3. El Salvador

4. Honduras
5. Nicaragua

6. Costa Rica

7. Panama
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THE
REFORMATION

ISN'T OVER
YET

"We pray for all those whom you have
appointed ministers to your faithful

people, and to whom you have committed
the care of souls and the ministry of your
Holy Gospel, that it would please you so
to guide them with your Holy Spirit, that

they may be found faithful and zealous of 1

your glory, directing always their study to

this end."

—John Calvin

"Going back to biblical days, the Reformers
recognized that in the Old and New Testa-

ment practice and teaching there was a
significant place for the rabbi, the scribe

and the ministry of teaching. That

ministers should be skilled in the ancient

languages, customs, history and literary

analysis is still an important feature of the

Christian Church."

—R.C. Sproul
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MAILBAG

THE OFFERING OF APATHY

1 feel 1 must respond to the article, "I

Saw My Students Arrested," in your

December 26, 1984 issue. As I read it

I wept. I wept for the unborn who suf-

fer so violently with silent screams that

we never hear. The screams that must

pierce the ears of the loving Almighty

Father, who hears and sees each vio-

lent death. What a wretched, shrill,

and unending cry must emanate from
four or five thousand babies a day in

the United States alone. This is what

we offer to our Lord. Yes, that's right,

we offer this to our Lord by our apa-

thy. We share the guilt, we who sit in

the pews safe, preened, and proper,

singing, enjoying, ignoring! I wept for

the protesters, who risk reputation and

respect to fulfill a higher call. They
labor to save the unborn from cold and
brutal deaths. God bless them, and I

know he will, for they are about our
Father's business.

Most of all, I wept for the pious, the

well-meaning, yet unyielding legions

who sit and criticize the pro-lifers.

Those who make excuses for their in-

action, and refuse to see that the blood

of these unborn children is sealing

judgment for us all.

1, like James, agonize for the quiet

complacent brethren who will not soil

their lives with the suffering of others.

We are deluded if we think God will

incline his grace to us when all we of-

fer him is lip-service, while the inno-

cent die and we hold the power that

can stop it. Do the people who warm
the pews not understand that judgment

is for all? One day we will all stand

before our Christ and give account for

the way we spent our lives.

As was quoted in the article, Prov-

erbs 24:12, "Will he not repay each per-

son according to what he has done?"
Oh my brethren, awake, arise, help to

silence the unborn agony—for will he

not repay? Will he not repay?

—Margaret Macdonald, President

Hillsborough County Right to Life

Tampa, Fla.

DO ALL WE CAN

Many of us have said we did not be-

lieve in abortion, but have been very

complacent. I was one of those.

But in the last three months I have

begun to do something. As I substitute

teach occasionally in the local high

school, I give out Last Days Ministries

tracts (Box 40 Lindale, TX 75771-

0040) concerning abortion to students

and teachers. I took them to the busi-

nesses in town. People responded, "I

didn't know it was this bad." I have

been going twice a week to the abor-

tion clinic in Charlotte and handing

them out to the girls as they go in. Very

few refuse.

Let us do all we can on the local

level. Get our youth to take brochures

into the schools. Get them to the par-

ents, as many of them put pressure on

their daughters to get abortions.

As I stand outside the clinic and see

the girls coming out crying and some
hardly able to walk, it breaks my heart.

I can't sleep. How the Lord's heart

must be broken!

—(Rev.) David Gullett

China Grove, N.C.

THAT NEEDLE'S EYE

To me, all this debate about Luke
18:18-30 (Journal, Dec. 5, p. 9) is

needless if not irrelevant. Simply add-

ing two words may clarify our miscon-

ception. "For it is easier for a camel

to go through the eye of a needle than

for a rich man like you to enter into

the kingdom of God."
It was a personal conversation, and

the man got a stinging rebuke, and he

had it coming. He was boastful and
cocksure he was in the kingdom and
entitled to "inherit eternal life."

Thus with confidence he asked,

"What shall I do to inherit eternal

life?" Matthew puts his question

"What good thing shall I do?" He
called Christ a good master, assuming

himself to be good.

He was not as good as he presumed

to be, and his goodness was nothing to

boast about. Christ's reply made him
"very sorrowful." He found himself

unable to measure up to the goodness
Christ prescribed for him. As Paul put

it, "There is none righteous, no, not

one" (Rom. 3:10). Isaiah said, "All our

righteousnesses are as filthy rags"

(64:6).

That man's boastfulness must have

irked Christ, and left the impression he

did not need what only the good Mas-
ter could give him. "Except your righ-

teousness shall exceed the righteous-

ness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye

shall in no case enter into the kingdom

of heaven." But —they too considered

themselves to be good.

Riches are not indicative of wicked-

ness, but this rich man planted a point-

blank question deliberately and he re-
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ceived a point-blank reply.

—(Rev.) Bert Brower
Grand Haven, Mich.

A SATISFIED SUBSCRIBER

I've been putting off this letter for

some time now. But there was some-
thing about Maynard Hatcher's arti-

cle (Dec. 5) that caused me to write.

I've noticed a subtle improvement in

the Journal over the past year. I've

been taking it for two years now and
have recently been known to snatch it up
and read it cover-to-cover as soon as

it hits the mailbox. I'm no literary crit-

ic but there's something, or someone,
responsible up there where you work
that is causing a quality publication to

be put out.

Your articles are timely without be-

ing reactionary. You have the perfect

equilibrium of news, articles, and
teaching.

What is it? Has there been a change
in personnel? Method? Harder work?
More work? Work in the Spirit?

Well, whatever "it" is, keep doing
"it." As long as you do, you'll be
keeping this subscriber satisfied.

—Hayes Brown
Birmingham, Ala.
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tJLm
I i Civil disobedience in relation to the practice of abortion

in the U.S. has been treated in the feature pages of the Journal in two re-

cent issues (Nov. 7 and Dec. 26). The increased incidence of arson and bomb-
ing of abortion clinics during the Christmas holidays and the anticipation

of more of the same during the late-January twelfth anniversary of the Su-

preme Court's Roe v. Wade decision, however, have prompted us to treat

this subject again, identifying editorially with the position that, while non-

violent "sit-ins" can be justified Scripturally, the current bombings and burn-

ings of abortion clinics are to be repudiated.

I l In this issue Richard Gamble describes some of the under-

lying Biblical principles that support the practice of civil disobedience, while

not allowing violence, in our present complex circumstances regarding abor-

tion. Then, in excerpts of a radio interview in Seattle following conviction

of a fire-bomber of two Washington-State abortion clinics, Robert Case
develops a similar argument in that concrete situation.

I l Newsweek's January 14 cover article on abortion included

several interesting statistical results from its recent poll. Among them: "More
than one-quarter of all pregnancies now end in abortion"—roughly 4,000

a day; and yet "nearly 40% of all Americans now wonder whether their

own position on abortion is right—regardless of whether they support or

oppose it." Newsweek rightly comments that our society is being torn be-

tween two different value systems that do not admit of compromise.

1 l Meanwhile two recent news items reflect our culture's

changing attitudes toward the pre-born. The Associated Press reports that

ABC television has accepted an American Cancer Society message, rejected

by CBS and NBC, that shows a fetus holding a cigarette in its hand as the

narrator asks, "Would you give a cigarette to your unborn child? You do,

every time you smoke when you are pregnant." Some people apparently

are shocked at the thought of a fetus smoking that are not affected by un-

born babies being aborted.

I I The
other recent story came
off the UPI wire that

after five months a

baby has gone home
from a hospital in Bar-

celona, Spain who set

the record as the small-

est baby ever born at

465 grams, or barely

over one pound. Med-
ical technology has

now pushed viability so

early that it is increas-

ingly difficult to regard

the fetus as less than a

person. OB

Irene Perez Perez at birth

(August 27, 1984)

Leaving the hospital with

her parents

(January 16, 1985) upi photos
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Priest Lengthens List of Kidnapped Americans
NEW YORK— Rev. Lawrence Martin

Jenco, 50, a U.S. Roman Catholic

priest who directs the Beirut, Lebanon,
headquarters of Catholic Relief Ser-

vices (CRS), was kidnapped on the

morning of January 8, making him the

fifth American citizen to disappear in

the increasingly lawless sector of West
Beirut in ten months.

Three other Americans are known to

have been kidnapped, each, like Father

Jenco, headed for work in the morn-
ing. They are: Jeremy Levin, the Mid-
dle East bureau chief for Cable News
Network, who disappeared March 7,

1984; William Buckley, a political of-

ficer of the U.S. Embassy, who was
taken on March 16; and Rev. Benja-

min Weir, an elderly Presbyterian

Church (USA) minister who was seized

on May 8. Peter Kilburn, 60, a librar-

ian at the American University of Bei-

rut, has not been seen since December
3 and is feared kidnapped.

Father Jenco, from Joliet, 111., was
on his way to his office at CRS when
he was abducted by eight gunmen
brandishing automatic weapons, ac-

cording to witnesses. CRS is the over-

seas development agency of the U.S.

Catholic church, and it has been in-

volved in efforts to rehabilitate war-

torn Lebanon. Father Jenco has been

at his post since September. The priest

suffers from a heart condition that re-

quires special medication and was
scheduled to have been hospitalized on
the day of his abduction. No clues have

thus far surfaced as to the identity of

his abductors or his whereabouts.

In December, two leaders of the

PCUSA issued a statement calling for

the release of Mr. Weir. The state-

ment was sent to Arab newspapers in

the U.S., to newspapers in Lebanon,
and to church and ecumenical groups

in the Middle East, in the hope that the

message would be published in Leba-

non.

The appeal noted the church's long

record of supporting Palestinian ef-

forts toward self-determination and
"the establishment of a peaceful Leba-

non." It also cited the "purposes and
quality of service" rendered by Weir,

who has served in Lebanon from 1953

to the present, and asked his captors

to consider "the cumulative effect that

these months of captivity are having

upon the health of this 60-year-old

man of God."
There has been "no firm informa-

tion about his whereabouts or who is

holding him," said a release from the

church's news service.

Major Press Outlets
Differ About Nuns

NEW YORK (RNS)—Have the superi-

ors of nuns involved in the abortion ad
controversy defied the Vatican?

For readers of the major print

media, it all depended on which source

was being used.

The brief three-paragraph an-

nouncement released by the superiors

of the 24 nuns who signed the October

7 announcement in the New York
Times, and their refusal to comment
further, led to conflicting efforts to

speculate on and interpret the signifi-

cance of the statement.

United Press International called the

statement "a direct challenge" to the

Vatican's November 30 order to the re-

ligious superiors to demand a recanta-

tion from the nuns. Marjorie Hyer, re-

ligion writer of the Washington Post,

said it was "a carefully worded state-

ment . . . that essentially supported the

women."
The Associated Press also called it

a "carefully worded statement," but

said that it "seemed balance between

support for the nuns and the position

of the Vatican." Kenneth Briggs,

writing in the New York Times, agreed

that the religious superiors "stopped

short of taking any side."

As Briggs described it, the Leader-

ship Conference of Women Religious

"avoided either direct support for the

nuns or for the Vatican's assertion that

their actions constituted proper

grounds for dismissal." While he said

the statement "evenhandedly appealed

for respect for 'the religious who
signed the (abortion) statement' and
affirmed 'the teaching office of the

church, ' " he added that some church
officials viewed it as "a discreet

reminder that rights of due process for

settling disputes are found in canon
law and should be scrupulously hon-

ored."

The sentence in the statement that

led to the speculation said that a

"satisfactory resolution of the situa-

tion necessitates measures that are in-

herently just and that honor the con-

science of all involved and the com-
plexity of the doctrinal and pastoral

issues." CE

Church Faces Growing
Persecution in Philippines

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (RNS)—Asia's
only Christian nation has put its

churches "under increasing fire and
persecution," says a U.S. team inves-

tigating religious freedom in the Phil-

ippines.

Rape, torture, and execution of cler-

gy and lay workers in the 82 percent

Roman Catholic, 10 percent Protestant

nation were documented by the five-

member mission which met with both

government ministers and poor farm-

ers in a 12-day December visit.

"The government has applied the

vast power and reach of its armed
forces and military intelligence to place

the churches of the Philippines under

surveillance and to arrest or intimidate

those considered 'subversives', " re-

ported the fact-finding team.

The team included Rev. Robert

Drinan, S.J., former U.S. congress-

man from Massachusetts, and Rev.

Max Stackhouse, United Church of

Christ minister and professor. Their

report linked widespread government

harassment of religious workers to the

fact that "the churches of the Philip-

pines represent the single most effec-
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tive force to defend the basic human
rights of people."

"The government, particularly

throughout the armed forces, has in-

filtrated church human rights organi-

zations, spied on parish church groups,

recorded services of priests and minis-

ters, planted informers in Christian

communities, arrested people . . . im-

prisoned or even killed church workers

—all the time claiming that the churches

were infiltrated with 'subversives',"

explained team member Dr. Jonathan

Fine, president of the American Com-
mittee for Human Rights.

"I think everyone concedes that

there is a small faction of Catholic and
Protestant church workers who are

sympathetic to the (anti-government)

New People's Army. But the result of

the spying and atrocities . . . has been

serious erosion of religious freedom,"

Fine said.

The team recommended release of

Catholic lay worker Karl Gaspar, im-

prisoned in Davao City for nearly a

year by government authorities, and
suggested review of the proposed

$164.5 million in 1985 U.S. aid to the

Philippines in light of its consistent

violations of human rights. CD

High Court Hears
Photo License Case

WASHINGTON (RNS)—A Nebraska
woman, who refused for reasons of

conscience to have her photograph
made for a driver's license, and the

state of Nebraska made their arguments

on January 8 to the U.S. Supreme
Court in a case pitting competing

governmental and individual interests.

Frances J. Quaring, whose attorney

insisted before the high court that al-

lowing her photograph to be made
would violate the 10th Commandment
("Thou shalt not make unto thee any
graven image, or any likeness of any-

thing . . ."), was denied a driver's li-

cense under a Nebraska law requiring

the photo.

An Assistant Attorney General for

the State, Ruth Anne E. Gaiter, told

the justices Nebraska had the compel-

ling interest of instant identification

for police checks and financial trans-

actions in passing the 1977 law, one of

many such statutes throughout the

country.

Insisting that exempting those who
refuse on religious grounds to comply

would create huge administrative prob-

lems, Gaiter said the real question is

"how much of a burden" was placed

on Quaring's free exercise of religion.

Besides assisting law enforcement and
financial officers, she said, the law is

useful in helping sales clerks refuse to

sell alcoholic beverages to under age

young people, and to prevent under

age people from gaining entry to cer-

tain restricted places.

Asked by Justice William H. Rehn-
quist if providing the religious exemp-
tion would not result in other requests

for "spurious" reasons, Gaiter quickly

agreed, underscoring her argument

that a ruling against the Nebraska law

would encourage similar challenges to

other statutes, including conscientious

objection to being assigned a social se-

curity number.

Quaring's attorney, Thomas C.

Lansworth, of Des Moines, Iowa, ar-

gued his client's free exercise of reli-

gion was denied by the law's "no ex-

emption" feature and insisted the real

question in the case is whether the

state's purposes could be achieved by

"less restricting" means.

Lansworth conceded under ques-

tioning by Justice Sandra Day O'Con-
nor that the governmental interest in

requiring photos for passports and on
employment applications is "differ-

ent" than in the driver's license re-

quirement; nonetheless, his client's po-

sition in all cases would be the same.

Her religious views are "sincerely

held," he declared. Answering Chief

Justice Warren E. Burger's query

about Quaring's willingness to be pho-

tographed by news reporters and tele-

vision cameramen, Lansworth ex-

plained her "distress" over that like-

lihood. "It is one reason she is not here

today," he said. ID

IRD Refuses To

Cooperate in IRS Probe

WASHINGTON—A spokesperson
for the Institute on Religion and De-

mocracy (IRD) here said an IRS offi-

cial contacted the group to ask for help

in an investigation of the National

Council of Churches. Although the in-

stitute has been extremely critical of

the council, IRD officials have refused

to cooperate with the investigation.

The IRS asked the institute to pro-

vide material from its files concerning

the church council's use of tax exempt

money, according to Penn Kemble, the

IRD spokesperson. Evidence of parti-

san political use of tax exempt contri-

butions by nonprofit organizations

could lead to the removal of its tax ex-

empt status.

An official of the Chicago branch of

the IRS said that the inquiry to the in-

stitute was prompted by complaints

from individual church members and
clergy, but refused to confirm or deny
any pending action against the council.

This is not the first time the IRS has

investigated the National Council of

Churches. Between 1970 and 1981, the

IRS conducted an extensive audit

which eventually ended in its finding

that the council had not violated the

provisions of tax exemption.

In refusing to cooperate with the

IRS inquiry, the IRD has found itself,

for the first time, defending the coun-

cil, which it has heavily criticized for

its involvement in liberal social causes.

In a letter to the IRS, Kemble said

that if the IRS were to challenge the

tax exemption of the council, "the

IRD would almost certainly feel ob-

liged to come to the council's defense,

even though we disagree profoundly

with many of the council's activities

and the interpretation of Christian

teaching from which such activities

flow. Our disagreement with the NCC
has a religious basis. We believe it must

be resolved with the churches—not by

the government."

Government intervention into the

church disputes "can only make real

reform difficult. Some of those who
are abusing Christian stewardship will

eagerly seize upon any IRS action to

claim a kind of legal and political mar-

tyrdom for themselves. What should

be a Christian debate about social wit-

ness will thereby deteriorate into a le-

galistic debate about church-state re-

lations at home," the Institute said.

Many council members believe the

1970 IRS audit of the organization

originated in response to the council's

active opposition to the Vietnam War.
And the recent government action

against the church council comes amid
other attempts to counter religious lob-

bying against U.S. policies in Central

America with challenges to the tax ex-

empt status of the groups involved. A
group called Citizens for Reagan re-

cently filed formal complaints with the

IRS against several church groups, in-

cluding the Quaker-sponsored Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee. \S
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Religion, Rebellion, and Revival:
Some Guidelines for Action in the Current Abortion Controversy

RICHARD C. GAMBLE

With this past election year, politics

has been very much on our minds. Yet

so are other issues, issues that do not

come and go with us like the political

seasons and many elections. One abid-

ing issue surrounds the abortion con-

troversy. Since the famous Roe vs.

Wade decision (1973), making abor-

tion legal, the religious community has

been humming with discussion.

Recently in debate, the presidential

candidates were asked rather difficult

point-blank questions: whether or not

abortion is a sin. A new or not-so-new

nuance was added in response by Pres-

ident Reagan: The issue is not a moral

one but a constitutional one. The Con-
stitution of the United States guaran-

tees the protection of life, liberty, and
property to any person. Granted that

the protection of life is a constitutional

right of all Americans and that no one

has proven that the human fetus is not

"human life," the government must

therefore protect that life. The argu-

ment seems to make sense.

What are we to make of the consti-

tutional argument? Although Pres.

Reagan's argument concerning consti-

tutionality is an interesting one, it

should not provide the foundation for

our activity. We, as evangelical Chris-

tians, should take our stand from the

clear-cut Biblical testimony concerning

the fact that the unborn child is truly

a person in the sight of God and that

the abortion of that little person is

murder. We are reminded of the won-
derful story told in the first chapter of

Luke about the encounter between

Mary, the mother of Jesus, and Eliza-

beth, the mother of John the Baptist.

"When Elizabeth heard Mary's greet-

ing, the baby leaped in her womb ..."

Later Elizabeth says, "As soon as the

The author is associate professor of
church history at Westminster
Theological Seminary in

Philadelphia and holds a Doctor of
Theology degree.

sound of your greeting reached my
ears, the baby in my womb leaped for

joy." And rightfully he should, as he

entered into the presence of his Savior,

who was also still in the womb at that

time! As we are created in the image
of God, so that creation begins in the

mother's womb and that minute life is

precious in the sight of God.
Since the fetus in the womb is con-

sidered in God's sight a baby, we are

brought face to face with God's com-
mandments as we consider abortion.

The Sixth Commandment tells us that

we cannot murder. Yet over a million

babies are murdered in this way each

year in the United States. The question

that is facing the evangelical commu-

The principle of
protecting the

innocent can still be

found underneath

the complicated

layers of conflicting

"rights" and
interests.

nity is: "What do we do when we see

our neighbor breaking God's law?"

The answer to the question is far

from easy. Although it doesn't fre-

quently appear in the news, we have all

read stories of people being killed in

large cities where many in the neigh-

borhood have stood by passively

watching. Usually we respond with

disgust to either the lack of courage or

lack of concern on the part of the on-

lookers for human life. Most of us be-

lieve that, given the same opportunity

and circumstances, we would act dif-

ferently ourselves and somehow inter-

vene to protect the attacked person.

Would this mean that we should hin-

der women from entering the doors of

the abortion clinic to have their abor-

tions? As we consider this situation, we
may think to ourselves, but wait, the

circumstances are different here. But
how different are they, really? In the

"city murder" case one has a relatively

helpless man or woman struggling

against an armed attacker or attackers.

However, isn't the unborn baby cer-

tainly as helpless against his or her "at-

tacker"? Actually, the situation is on-

ly more sterile and controlled in one
case than the other.

Then why aren't Christians flocking

to the abortion clinics and physically

stopping murder? There are a number
of inhibiting factors; we can't physi-

cally remove the unborn child from the

mother to protect it from attack, as we
could in the "city murder" case. An-
other reason is perhaps the strong pub-

lic pressure in favor of the mother's

rights "over her own body." Consider-

ation is also made concerning the

"quality of life" for the child who has

a mother that really doesn't want him.

These reasons certainly underlie the

differences between the two examples.

Yet the principle of protecting the in-

nocent can still be found underneath

the complicated layers of conflicting

"rights" and interests.

What are we to do? Should we ac-

tually physically inhibit abortions?

This is no longer a moot question.

Evangelical Christians from different

parts of the country have participated

in various forms of protest which go

beyond picketing with banners and
placards and have been arrested for

such crimes as non-violent trespass.

Certain parts of the church have

moved beyond what is considered

"normal" or "acceptable" protest in

the United States; they have moved in-

to the area of the "legally illegal."

This article would like to present

some guidelines for action. The issue

is not whether abortion is a sin: This is

a given. Assuming that allowing abor-

tion is allowing murder, and that per-

mitting murder is in direct violation of

the Ten Commandments, what should

we as Christians do?
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Both the Bible and the history of the

church give us those needed guidelines.

The Bible does not tell us exactly what

to do in this situation but does give us

certain principles. It tells us that it is

our duty to provide for the rights of

the weak and innocent. In Psalm 82:3

we read, "Defend the cause of the

weak and fatherless; maintain the

rights of the poor and oppressed." In

Isaiah 1:17 we are told: "Seek justice,

encourage the oppressed. Defend the

cause of the fatherless, plead the case

of the widow." If the rights of the

weak and fatherless are not protected

by Israel, then God himself will pro-

tect them: "Because of the oppression

of the weak and the groaning of the

needy, I will now arise, says the Lord.

I will protect them from those who ma-
lign them." We are taught in the New
Testament that the grace of God
"teaches us to say 'no' to ungodliness

and worldly passions, and to live self-

controlled, upright and godly lives in

the present age." Living godly lives

would certainly entail protecting the in-

nocent.

In the history of the church, Prot-

estants have especially struggled with

relating the Bible's teaching concern-

ing righteousness and justice to the so-

cieties in which they find themselves.

In the Presbyterian tradition especially

there has been the teaching that men
and women may themselves rebel

against unjust laws and tyrannical

rulers (cf. the author's "The Christian

and the Tyrant . . . ," Westminster

Theological Journal, Spring 1984). It

is this author's opinion that the abor-

tion law is unjust; if the Bible tells us

that we must live godly lives and pro-

tect the weak from oppressors, and our

ecclesiastical heritage underscores this

Biblical teaching, then we can rebel.

Yet there must be parameters within

which our rebellion must take place.

No rebellion can ever be a just one and
break the law of God. We can never

destroy other people's property. We
cannot physically harm someone in our

rebellion; otherwise we are as wicked
as the law which we protest. But we
can actively, non-violently, protest by
doing such things as picketing, coun-
seling, and even take measures beyond
these such as "pray-ins" similar to the

"sit-ins" of the '60s and '70s.

We can also make positive contribu-

tions as churches by caring for the

mothers (and children) who choose not

to have an abortion. We cannot afford

the luxury of telling a young girl not

to kill her baby and calmly walk away
from the consequences of our action.

We must provide love, physical care,

and other needs. God has called us as

law-keepers and sinner-lovers. Given

our situation today we can do nothing

less.

Specifically, there are already estab-

lished Christian centers for aiding in

alleviating the dreadful situation, such

as Bethany Christian Services centers

which are located throughout most of

the United States. Christians may take

into their homes girls who can no long-

er live in their parents' home while they

await the time of their delivery. Also,

during the time between a baby's birth

and its later adoption, Christians can

provide clothing, care, and shelter for

those new-borns. Certainly adoption

itself should be a consideration for

every Christian home that takes a

stand against abortion. Imagine the

blessings to God's church as a number
of thousand Christian families work to

save unborn children from the sur-

geon's scalpel and then take those

babies into their homes to be raised as

God's covenant children!

In all things, the Christian church

must handle the difficulties of life with

prayer. We must ask for mercy from
the Lord for the sin of our nation in

promoting and protecting murder. We
must ask the Lord for the courage and
strength to stand up against this im-

morality. We cannot send life-threat-

ening letters to pro-abortionists, nor

destroy their property, yet we do have

a right to protest in various forms.

Some of those forms may cause our ar-

rest or force us to pay fines and
penalties. This should not scare us, for

we are facing a foe with tremendous
resources as we fight against abortion.

Yet only as the church prays, protests,

and provides positive comfort is she

living before God in a way that would
be pleasing in his sight. We must re-

mind our nation that we pledge to be

"one nation, under God . . .
." DfJ
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The Christian and
Civil Disobedience:
A Seattle Radio Interview

ROBERT A. CASE II

On November 9, 1984, Curtis Beseda
was convicted in Federal Court in

Washington State of fire bombing two
abortion clinics in Everett and Bell-

ingham, Wash, (and was subsequently

sentenced to 20 years in prison). A
week later Robert A. Case II,. fulfill-

ing a previous commitment, presented

a day-long seminar to state anti-abor-

tion leaders entitled "A Look at Chris-

tian Civil Disobedience." The seminar

was given in Everett, Wash, at the

Lake Stevens Presbyterian Church
(PCA) pastored by Rev. John Pickett.

Case is the past director of the Chris-

tian Action Council based in Washing-
ton, D.C. The timing and content of

the seminar resulted in an interview of

Case over Seattle radio station KCIS.
The following is an edited portion of

that widely heard interview.

KCIS: Why spend an entire day in a Bible

study on civil disobedience when there is

ample precedent in American history for

civil disobedience?

Case: For many of us to become civilly

disobedient, we must be persuaded

that it is commanded in God's Word
because we simply have too much to

lose to do it on any other grounds. I

am not persuaded by historical prece-

dent or political practicality or socio-

logical imperative to take to the streets

and put my reputation, my livelihood,

and perhaps my life on the line unless

I see my marching orders clearly de-

tailed in Scripture.

The Bible tells Christians they are to be obe-

In addition to being former director

of the Christian Action Council in

Washington, D.C., Robert Case is

the owner of a family business in

Ellensburg, Wash. Active in

Washington State politics, he is

currently chairman of the Board of

Trustees of Central Washington
University. He is a 1973 graduate of

Covenant Theological Seminary in

St. Louis.

dient to the laws of the land. But what about
laws that go against the laws of God?

The pre-eminent issue at stake in the

relationship between the individual

Christian and the organs of govern-

ment is the lordship of Christ. That is,

anything or anyone that attempts to

supplant the reign of Christ in the

mind and heart and actions of the

believer must be resisted (Matt. 6:24,

Acts 5:29). It is, however, a fine line

between what is government supplan-

tation and governmental freedom and
license to be ungodly and immoral. In

short, not everything that is sinful can

necessarily be illegal. Matthew 5:21-48

teaches this. It seems to me that the

moral lines of conduct which cannot

be breached by government are given

in Exodus 20.

We have seen abortion clinics picketed, not

only in the Puget Sound area, but through-

out the nation. Violent acts against abortion

clinics such as arson and bombings have
been on the increase in 1984. Is this type

of action justified to stop what many
believe to be murder?

It seems to me Scripture teaches that

there is no disharmony between so-

called "human rights" and so-called

"property rights." I say "so-called"

because Scripture doesn't refer to "hu-

man rights" and "property rights."

That is language that we have subse-

quently developed. On the contrary,

what Scripture has is an intricate, in-

separable fusing of human rights and
property rights in key places, i.e. the

Ten Commandments (Exod. 20), the

Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7), the

law of love (Rom. 13:8-10), and I Peter

4:14-16. What I am saying is that I

don't think it is ever justifiable from

a Biblical point of view to destroy

someone else's property in the pursuit

of so-called "human rights."

Are you saying that acts of property damage
begin to erode God's moral principles?

If you say, "Well, I can destroy a

building, I can burn down an abortion

clinic, in the pursuit of saving a life,"

then it seems to me you're saying, "I

can steal another person's property in

order to prohibit murder" (Prov.

22:28); that is turning the unity and
consistencey of God's revealed charac-

ter on its head, and you can't do that

and be faithful to God's Word.

Attempts have been made by the pro-life

movement to stop, or at least slow down,
the number of abortions performed each
day, by picketing, blocking access to clinics

and counseling pregnant women. Many
times these tactics have not worked. What
is the next step?

A Biblical principle which clearly needs

to be understood in this context is that

we are not responsible for the conse-

quences of our refusing to break the

moral law of God. We are not ac-

countable for tragedy beyond our con-

trol. Specifically, we are not account-

able for abortions when we fail to use

sinful means to prevent them. So, just

because our counseling and our picket-

ing and our demonstrations and our

blocking access to abortion clinics does

not always avert the murdering that is

going on inside does not mean that we
are obligated then to move to the next

radical step of destroying the clinic to

stop the murderous practice. We are

always to use moral means to stop im-

morality. Romans 3:8 and 6: 1-2 clear-

ly teach this. The means we use to ad-

vance Kingdom morality are as impor-

tant as the end we seek. The conse-

quences of doing evil are always on the

head of the evil-doer (James 2:10-11)

and it is our sovereign God alone who
must deliver those consequences (Rom.
12:17-19).

You have made the comment that Chris-

tians need to look at the people who are per-

forming abortions in a different light.

Explain.

One of the things that disturbs me
about some elements of the evangelical

right-to-life movement is that we have

set up straw men for our abortionists.

These abortionists have become, to

this evangelical element, not image-

bearers of God but rather fiends from
hell and therefore no longer worthy of

being treated with dignity and value

and love. And we become, therefore,

guilty of adopting the same sinful view

of human life as the abortionist. This

hateful attitude is not only a reproach

to God, but it also sets up a rationale

for doing anything to stop them mur-

dering the unborn.

What then, in your opinion, is in the future

Continued on p. 10, col. 3
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BOOKS

LIVING LIFE BY GOO'S LAW, by Gordon
K. Reed. Word Ministries, Macon, Ga.
Paper, 155 pp. $5.95. Reviewed by
Robert M. Metcalf, Memphis, TN.

To port and starboard nearby are dan-

gerous rocks. As the individual Chris-

tian and the institutional church nego-

tiate the passage of the faith life, these

opposite perils will always exist. They
are these: An almost complete disdain

for God's law on the one side, and le-

galism on the other. Author Gordon
Reed makes clear in this book on the

Ten Commandments that those who
take the Bible as infallible and inerrant

can still differ grievously on this cru-

cial matter and can succumb to one of

these two dangers.

This author, pastor of the First Pres-

byterian Church of Macon, Georgia,

steers a straight and true course as he

skillfully answers for us, "What does

the Lord require of you?" He notably

achieves his goal "that this work will

present the reader with a positive and
Biblically consistent exposition of the

place of God's law in the life of believ-

ers." Stylishly written and cogently il-

lustrated with actual life experiences,

Living Life By God's Law is a gripping

exposition of not only the Decalogue
but also "the first and great command-
ment," on love, from our Lord Jesus.

It is faithful to Scripture in laying

upon the heart of each believer to be

obedient to God's law and to labor un-

ceasingly to have those commands as

the basis of the nation's laws and ways
of life otherwise.

This reviewer believes that the book
is blemished to a degree by the inclu-

sion of material which does not accord

with the very positive thrust otherwise.

To Subscribe:
Send $15 for one year (or $25 for

two years) to: The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville,

NC 28802.

The truth-seeking objectivity of the

work is somewhat lessened by contin-

uing the emotional confrontation with

the theonomists—and exaggerating

their positions in the process. For their

part, the theonomists continue to press

hard for the rebuilding of society

under Biblical law which sometimes

goes beyond what the Westminster

Confession calls for in Chapter XXI,
"Of the Law of God."
We plead of all these antagonists

that for the sake of our Lord and in

obedience to his orders they "be sub-

ject to one another, clothed with hu-

mility," "esteeming others better than

themselves." We plead that all of us

together seek quietly and more faith-

fully to proclaim the Word-truths that

all of life's affairs are under God's
Moral Law. The time of polemics is

over. The heat of the early battles has

dissipated and it is now high time in

this most crucial ofsocial struggles on
earth to overlook peripheral differ-

ences and work hand-in-hand to "dis-

ciple the nations."

Each Journal reader should absorb

and encourage others in the reading of

this splendid work. HI

The Atlanta School
of Biblical Studies

ASBS—a Bible-based seminary, Bible college, and lay training center—is seeking to raise

funds, under God, for its "permanent home." This is a 10,800 sq. ft. building on two

acres of property in the Metropolitan Atianta area.

Many of us have had a part in supporting other developing Christian institutions at strategic

times. If you would like to share in this strategic time for ASBS, write or call to contri-

bute or ask for further information.

ASBS-HOME, P.O. Box 150, Avondale Estates, GA 30002. Telephone (404) 292-6811.
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UNDER MY PALM TREE

God's Directing of a Life

Alice Hall climbed

on the back of the

motorcycle with a

strong sense of

foreboding. "Is

this thing in good
condition?" she

asked the driver.

"Oh sure," he replied, "just missing

a bolt on the front wheel." Off they

sped at fifty miles an hour. Alice knew
they were going to have an accident.

"God, help me!" she prayed, as they

veered around a sharp curve, and the

front wheel flew off, sending her and
her friend crashing into a rocky ditch.

Her back was badly injured, but the

fact that she was alive at all was a

miracle. God had helped her, and then

he kept reminding her of himself

through the testimony of her Christian

brother, tracts people handed her, and

even a copy of "The Four Spiritual

Laws" that she found in a bathroom.

Alice had been frustrated about her

life, finding it without purpose. After

reading the four spiritual laws, she

prayed, "God, if you can change my
life, I want you to do it."

In the years that followed she was
married and divorced. Life was again

at a stand-still. Slowly, a desire to

know about foreign missions devel-

oped in her soul. She enrolled at

Reformed Bible College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, where she had op-

portunity to work in Mexico and
Egypt. A field-training assignment in

Alexandria brought her into direct

contact with Muslim families. A deep

concern for Muslim people led her to

the School of World Mission at Fuller

Seminary where she studied basic

Koran, and the Arabic alphabet.

At Fuller Alice met David and Sarah

Owen, who with their three children

were preparing to live in Israel while

The author, Jean Shaw, is a

homemaker from Ballwin, Mo., who
has written several books and
speaks to groups on Christian

iifestyle.

David translated the Gospels into

literary-style Arabic. His approach was
unique. He was going to take a chron-

ological life story of Jesus, based upon
John Calvin Reid's book, His Story,

and develop a "dynamic equivalence"

translation, using the theological terms

that the Muslims used and were fa-

miliar with, but filling them out with

the Biblical meanings. Since the Koran
is written in poetic prose, that form
would be used.

For example, in Islam there is a
yearly "feast of the sacrifice" called

Adha, which relates to the forgiveness

of sin. In writing about Jesus, the lamb
of God, Owen refers to Jesus as the

Adha, the sin sacrifice. Using an
Arabic Bible, he finds passages that

correspond to the four sections of

Reid's book. These are subdivided in-

"God, . . . I want
you to do it"

to thirty chapters, as is the book, and
arranged in a Bible study format—one

study for each day of the month.
Owen calls his work "Project Sun-

rise." Supported largely by friends in

Blacknall Presbyterian Church in

Durham, North Carolina, he has spent

ten years studying Arabic, Islam,

Syrian, and related subjects, in

preparation for residency in Israel and
the fulfillment of what he regards as

God's call to ministry.

Alice, with her burden for Muslims,

and her basic education in Arabic, was
the ideal choice to join the Owens in

Israel in 1982, and serve as secretary

to David and Adnan, the "Muslim for

Jesus" who acts as grammarian spe-

cialist and poet. In addition to the tasks

of typing and filing, Alice joins in

theological discussion of the Bible

passages as well as facilitating the pro-

cess of photocopying, changing, and
retyping the lessons which are then

distributed to Muslims in the com-

munity for their personal comment.
Alice lives in the Armenian quarter

of Jerusalem, in an Arab home with

a woman and her daughter who force

Alice to speak conversational Arabic.

She has also studied colloquial Arabic
with a private tutor and classical

Arabic at the Institute of Holy Land
Studies. This was followed by an "in-

tensive" in classical Arabic at the

Hebrew University in Mt. Scopus. She
even attended Arabic typing classes at

the Jerusalem YWCA! On her own,
she reads Arabic newspapers, the

Koran, and the Bible in Arabic.

It is lonely work. Not many people

are involved in translation of the Bi-

ble for Muslims, and they do not get

together. There is little progress in

evangelism because of what Alice de-

scribes as "the fortress of Islam" built

around its people. Discouraging also,

is the pro-Israel bias which Alice finds

among so many Christian people.

There is an Arab side to the Israeli-

Arab conflict, she maintains, but it

seldom is expressed in the American
press.

Of the four million people in Israel

today, one million are Arabs. Eighty-

five percent of these people are Mus-
lims. They are Alice Hall's burden as

she seeks to bring them the Word of

God. m

Civil-Disodience—from p. 8

for the evangelical pro-life movement?

If abortion is ever going to be eradi-

cated as a scourge from this land, the

victory is going to come as a result of

pressure on the local level and not so

much at the federal level. Therefore,

every Christian in every community
can have a powerful influence in stop-

ping abortion and its related evils.

However, we must never forget that

God is not pleased if immoral means
are used in our struggle. We must

always be careful to wage our battle in

a moral manner, consistent with the

Ten Commandments, if we are to be

pleasing in God's eyes. ffl
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Resurrection and the Life
For February 17, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 11:1-53

Key verses: John 11:20-27, 38-44

Devotional reading: John 11:45-54

Memory selection: John 11:25

Introduction

Jesus had a strange way of showing his

love. One of his best friends was lying

sick in another city and he just sat still.

But everything Jesus did was for a very

good reason. We shall see in this lesson

why Jesus did not rush to Lazarus' side

when he heard he was ill.

Jesus'

1 Love
John 11:1-16

Although the clock had not yet been

invented, Jesus was always conscious

of the time. He was particularly con-

scious of the daylight hours, wishing

to make every minute count while it

was still day. He kept reminding his

disciples of the night to come and of

the urgency of each mission he was on
(vv. 9-10).

If we delay till the night hours, we
cannot see to do our work as well and
may stumble. We have to give God the

best of every day and not leave him
what is left over at the end of the day.

Jesus' whole life was an illustration

of the way we ought to spend our time.

Jesus was continually looking for the

best way to glorify God as he spent his

time. His ways were not the ways of
the world or in accord with the world's

thinking.

When news came of the sickness of

Lazarus, one would have expected him
to rush to his friend's side. Had he not

healed many strangers and people he

never saw again? How much more,
then, would he surely rush to save the

life of a friend.

I he International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

The sisters of Lazarus were certain

of this and sent word, reminding Jesus

that he loved their brother. Scripture

makes a point of saying Jesus really

did love him. Yet, he tarried where he

was for two days, enough time for

Lazarus to die.

How strange his love must have

seemed to the disciples who had mixed
emotions about the whole matter, we
can be sure. On the one hand, they

must have felt as Martha and Mary did

that surely if Jesus loved Lazarus, he

would rush to his side, as all wanted

him to do.

But on the other hand, they must

have been relieved that he did not go
to Jerusalem's vicinity. They knew the

hostility of the Jews and the plots to

kill him. They feared for their own
lives as well.

But Jesus' delay had nothing to do
with fear. He thought only of the glory

of the Father and of the important

things his followers must learn about

death and life. He would delay in order

to teach the church what was so great-

ly needed in the coming centuries, as

believers faced death time and again.

When he finally decided to go, the

disciples were less than elated. First,

they tried to talk Jesus out of it,

reasoning that if Lazarus slept, there

was no need to go and wake him up.

Even when they learned that Laza-

rus was dead, they did not wish to go

to comfort his sisters or for any other

purpose. They went only because they

loved Jesus and were ready and will-

ing to die with him (v. 16).

We learn from Jesus' actions the

true meaning of Christian love. It is

always based on a desire to glorify

God, not self. It is never based on a

desire to please men or to do what they

want, but on God's will.

To show Christian love is very hard

because to do so often means to do
what others would not have us do and
to refuse them what they want. That
is because we love as Christ first loved

us. In his love, he died on the cross

—

something his disciples did not want

him to do at all. But in the end they

saw that the cross was the greatest

manifestation of the love of Christ.

Questions

1. How do you show love to your

children?

2. How conscious are you of the way
you use your time?

Jesus'

2 Life

John 11:17-27

It must have taken Jesus about a week

to arrive in Bethany, where Lazarus

had lived with his two sisters. No
doubt, as he moved toward that place

lij/nrl WESTERN
IWHS REFORMED

h w gy^
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SEMINARY

"In Spirit and in Truth"

Thorough training and submis-

sion to God's inerrant Word in

precept and practice were ingre-

dients in the ministries of leaders

like Moses, Paul, Luther and

Calvin. The church requires the

same of its leaders today.

WRS provides an environment of

scholarly biblical research, prac-

tical training and spiritual growth

to meet the challenges of leader-

ship in the church.

For information about the

graduate degree programs

contact:

WESTERN REFORMED
SEMINARY

Five South G Street

Tacoma, WA 98405
(206) 272-0417
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ANNOUNCING
Orthodox Presbyterian Church

50th ANNIVERSARY VOLUME
To be published in 1986

This attractive, 300-page, hardbound

book will chart the story of the OPC and

will include histories of congregations,

presbyteries, denominational commit-

tees and the work of the women's pres-

byterials. A biographical register will

appear, listing all ministers having

served the church.

PRICE: $21. Order now and save:

Prepublication Offer: S16

(Includes shipping and handling)

Offer expires June 30, 1985

Clip coupon and mail to:

Charles Dennison, OPC Historian
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Compare our rates with your policy and see
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collect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or
write: Financial Independence Group,
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with the disciples, he grieved for his

loved ones over the death of Lazarus.

By the time he arrived Lazarus had
been buried four days (v. 17).

Jesus declared that he is the resur-

rection and the life (vv. 25-26). This

meant that those who believed in him,

though they were dead, would live.

Jesus spoke of the rebirth we have

in him while we are yet dead in our

sins. In Christ, we who believe in him
are raised again to newness of life by
the grace of God working in our

hearts. That is the first resurrection, of

which John later speaks (compare
Rom. 6:4 and Rev. 20:4-6).

It also means that those who have

this newness of life, who live and
believe in Jesus, never die. We have

eternal life now.

Not only are we assured of living

forever, but we live in a newness of life

with Christ, a quality of life unknown
to those still dead in their sins.

For us who are born again there is

no more death. We may die to this

world, but we live to Christ. We may
die in our bodies but we live on before

God. From this world we go immedi-

ately to live in his presence.

One day we will return with him and
our dead bodies will be raised from the

dead to live forever as well as our

souls. This was the great teaching Jesus

was conveying that day to Martha and

to all believers.

He put the question to Martha: Do
you believe this (v. 26)?

Her response shows she was truly a

believer in Jesus. Thus, the words of

Jesus showed her how great her trea-

sures were. She need not fear death.

Lazarus need not be resurrected now
only to die again. He was alive right

now. He had truly never died. That

was why Jesus had not rushed to his

side. He was truly better off with God.

For all believers the same truth

holds. Because of Christ, we need not

fear death. Indeed, with Paul we can

all say that to live is Christ and to die

is gain. To be with Christ is better than

to labor in this world. That is the be-

liever's great joy (Phil. 1:21-23).

Yet, with Paul we can also say that

for the sake of Christ and his church

we are quite willing to remain and
labor in this world so long as it pleases

the Lord for us to do so (Phil. 1:24).

Thus Jesus taught what Paul later

would declare: The death of believers

is not like that of those who have no

hope (I Thess. 4:13-18). There is no

greater comfort for believers lacing

death or watching their loved ones fac-

ing death. The Christian death ought
always to be a celebration, not an ap-

pearance of defeat. Christ has made a

difference which even Balaam could

recognize (Num. 23:10).

Questions

1. How do you think of your own
death?

2. How do you react when a loved one
who believes dies?

Jesus'

3 Sorrow
John 11:28-38

Almost everyone who has been in

church very long, even little children,

know the verse, "Jesus wept" (v. 35).

Not only is it very brief, but it is sup-

posed to illustrate how even Jesus wept

at funerals.

However, the verse and its signifi-

cance is often misunderstood. Jesus

was very agitated by the unbelief and
apparent hopeless attitude of the peo-

ple around him.

When Jesus saw Mary and the Jews

with her weeping, he groaned in the

spirit. The actual wording is that he

was moved with indignation (v. 33).

The same word is used in verse 38,

when Jesus was again moved with in-

dignation at the doubts of the people

about his own love and ability to help

Lazarus.

The point of this whole episode is

that Jesus is the resurrection and the

life, yet those all around him were act-

ing as though death were a tragic de-

feat for believers.

First, Mary came rushing out with

the same words Martha had addressed

to Jesus. She immediately blamed him
for her brother's death (v. 32). She as-

sumed his delay had caused the death,

when, in actuality, it had been sin

—

Adam's sin— that caused Lazarus'

death and the death of every man born

into the world. Jesus was not to blame

for the death. That was inevitable.

But Jesus had come to do something

on behalf of men and to defeat the

power of death in every man who
trusts in him. To be confronted by two

sisters each blaming him for the death

of the brother was enough to make
him weep.

Added to that was the insinuation of

the mourners that Jesus was not able
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to save Lazarus—or just didn't care.

Jesus groaned again in his heart, sick

over their doubts and misunderstand-

ing of his mission.

Jesus could surely have kept Lazarus

from dying, but had he, would we have

lost the truth of John 11:25-26 for-

ever? Jesus, in order to declare that

truth, allowed Lazarus to die.

How often we want the Lord to do
what we want, and we grow impatient,

even accusing him of not caring, when
he doesn't give it. We blame him for

our troubles.

But in reality, any seemingly good
thing he withholds from us is in order

that he may give us something much
better than we ask or think. That was

the lesson in Bethany, and it is a lesson

we need to remember through our

whole life. God is good and always

gives us what is best for us, not

necessarily what we want.

Questions

1 . How ought Christians to face death?

2. How ought Christians to show their

hope at funerals?

Jesus' Work

4 of Redemption
John 11:38-53

Sometimes the Lord has spoken his

truth through those who do not believe

in him. God once spoke through

Balaam and declared the blessings of

God intended for Israel in the face of

all her enemies.

In Jesus' day, Caiaphas, the high

priest, on the occasion of the resurrec-

tion of Lazarus from the dead—an in-

disputable sign of who Jesus was

—

prophesied that Jesus would have to

die for the sake of the whole people

(vv. 50-51).

John notes that this prophecy was
just a way of the Lord showing that

even from the stones he could raise up
praise to himself.

Of course, Caiaphas didn't have in

mind a prophecy regarding the substi-

tutionary atonement work of Jesus

Christ. He had in mind that it would
be better that they kill Jesus than that

they allow the situation to get out of

hand and all get in trouble with the

Romans or be killed.

His words were selfishly motivated

and intended to spur on the Pharisees

to have Jesus killed. But though he

meant evil, God meant good. God con-

trolled what Caiaphas said so that its

meaning was far greater than any he

intended.

The occasion of his remarks was the

raising of the body of Lazarus from
the dead and restoring to him his life.

Lazarus was no better off by having

been raised from the dead. He would
have to face death a second time. His

body was still susceptible to sin and
death. This was no real victory.

Martha did not even require it of

Jesus and tried to talk him out of it,

indicating that his words to her had
been sufficient to comfort her heart

about her brother's death (v. 39).

Jesus raised Lazarus not because it

was the most desirable thing for

Lazarus, but in order to show that he

did have the power over death. He
wanted the people to believe that the

Father had sent him (v. 42).

When Lazarus was raised and re-

stored to life, many, seeing this, be-

lieved that Jesus was indeed all he

claimed to be—one sent from the

Father (v. 45).

But even they had to hear the words
of Jesus in order to come to saving

knowledge of him. Saving faith comes
by hearing the word of Christ, not by

seeing signs.

John, writing this Gospel long after

the events, saw that Jesus had in mind
not only the saving of a few Jews but

the salvation of the whole church of

God. It would be made up of those

scattered throughout the world who,
by the death and resurrection of

Christ, would be saved for eternity.

They would come from all the nations

of the world where the flock of Christ

was scattered—Jews and Gentiles (v.

52).

But while Jesus looked to the future

life he would give to so many, his

enemies looked to the immediate death

they wanted to impose on him.

Thus, two plans were at work: that

of God and that of men. One day they

would merge on the cross. But God's
will and not men's would prevail.

Questions

1 . How does the world take the truth

of God and twist it to its own purposes

today?

2. How has this Scripture passage

helped you better to understand the

meaning of death for a Christian?

Next week: "Through Death to

Life," John 12. ffi

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.

A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

CHURCHESHHMHi
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN. Looking

for Bible study or church planting contacts

in or around Eau Claire. Write New Hope
Presbyterian Church (OPC), 160 Lau, Green
Bay, Wl 54302.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would
be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. Local con-

tacts are needed for PCA church planting

begun in the northern Pinellas County area.

Send names, addresses and phone numbers
to: Rev. Ken Matlack, 2631 Country Grove
Blvd., Palm Harbor, FL 33563. (813)

785-9239.

DALLAS ! A growing PCA congregation

committed to the Scriptures. NORTH DAL-
LAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 5639

Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

FOR SALEHMHH
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.
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PEOPLE

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume

and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

WANTED FINANCE MANAGER.
Presbyterian mission organization seeks

qualified finance officer with experience in

managing staff, preparing and controlling a

$9 million budget, and developing the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed

convictions are required. Send curricula vitae

to: Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

WANTED BOOKKEEPER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified book-

keeper experienced in general ledger, and

bank and account reconcilliation. Knowledge

of accounts payable, payroll and computer-

ized accounting systems beneficial. Reply by

sending resume to: Administrative Director,

P.O. Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031; or call

(404) 292-8345.

TEACHER POSITION OPENING:
Westminster Christian School, Miami, Flor-

ida is seeking a Computer Science teacher for

its high school for the 1985-86 school year.

800 students, grades K-12, member CSI,

SACS, FCIS. Send inquiries to: Mr. Gary B.

Adams, High School Principal, 6855 SW 152

Street, Miami, FL 33157.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested, please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 W. Esplanade Ave.,

Kenner, LA 70065. '__

MINISTER/DIRECTOR wanted for He-

bron—a Christian home for alcoholics in the

North Carolina mountains. 37 years contin-

uous ministry presenting Christ to alcoholics.

Present director retiring. Send resume to

James Elliott, Rt. 2 Box 469A, Huntersville,

NC 28078 or call (704) 892-8307.

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant
members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed

faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.
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DIRECTOR OF YOUTH needed for a

PCA church of approximately 750 members.

Experience preferable. Reply to Box TC, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330,

Asheville, NC 28802.

A SMALL WESTERN N.C. PCA
church seeks energetic pastor 28-42 years.

Send resume to Landis Presbyterian Church,

Box 1827, Highway 221 N., Marion, NC
28752.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-
pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

GROWING PCA CONGREGATION
in South Florida seeks a DIRECTOR OF
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY. This person must

adhere to the Westminster Confession of

Faith, be able to plan and execute total Chil-

dren's Ministry, Nursery through Fifth Grade;

Children's Learning Center, Pioneer Boys,

Pioneer Girls, special emphasis in encour-

aging parents to raise children in fear and ad-

monition of the Lord; must have ability and

desire to coordinate variety of programs

—

"enable the saints!'

To apply, submit: Resume or letter outlin-

ing professional credentials and work expe-

riences; salary requirements; letter stating per-

sonal position on Reformed theology.

Send replies to: DIRECTOR, P.O. Box 189,

Boca Raton, FL 33429.

EXPERIENCED and mature Christian Ad-

ministrator/Educator seeks position in Chris-

tian College or School. Holds earned degrees

in Business Administration and Masters' and

Doctorate Degrees in Christian Education.

Also willing to start Christian school with ap-

propriate support. Please contact Dr. Robert

Sampl, D.C.E., 23232 Frontier Avenue,

Brooksville, Florida, or phone (904) 796-0674.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

1 To work and live in a
1 Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

w [1
Agape

h* Wage
An Interdenominational

ministry. Founded by a
1 Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

ACCOUNTANTS, BROADCASTERS,
ENGINEERS. Work for two years half-time

with Radio HCJB and half-time with Quito
Church Planting Team (PCA). Contact Sam
Mateer, Casilla 8403, Quito, Ecuador or MTW.

SERVICESHHW
PAUL MADE TENTS, I LIST AND

SELL THEM! PCA pastor/PEF evangelist

supporting ministry and family through na-

tionwide real estate referral network. So
wherever you are or are going, make your first

move in your next move a call to David
Bransby, (818) 893-5434, Realtor© Associate

with Neil Adams, BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS REAL ESTATE SERVICE.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

HI lorn irm

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

TRAVELHHBBHHI
SCANDINAVIAN TOUR. Join Editor-

Author Bill Peterson on a never-to-be-for-

gotten tour of Norway, Denmark and Swe-

den, including the fabulous fjords and the

Danish fairy-tale country. A 15-day deluxe

tour only $2295. Departing June 26, 1985.

Write for free brochure, Evangelical Minis-

tries Tours, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

HOLY LAND, THE NETHERLANDS
Tour, May 20-June 3, 1985. 15 days, Vienna,

Tiberias, Jerusalem, grand Holland tour. No
Sunday travel. May stay in Europe longer be-

fore or after. From Chicago $1,837; from New
York $1,690; from Tampa or Miami $1,857.

For more information call the tour hosts at

(305) 737-3515, or write to Rev. John and Mrs.

Van Hemert, 514 NW 7th Court, Boynton

Beach, FL 33435.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015. We will bill you for the cost of the

ad.



EDITORIALS

Renewal in the PCUSA?
Is there hope for the Presbyterian

Church in the USA (PCUSA)? Anyone
attending the recent Presbyterian Con-
gress on Renewal in Dallas (see last

week's Journal, page 4) would have

come away much encouraged by the

numbers of God's people who are ac-

tive in the PCUSA and who are evi-

dently committed to seeing renewal of

God's work within that three-million-

member mainline denomination. Those

of us who are not in that body should be

praying in support of such a movement.
But while doing that we should also be

expressing some concerns to our sisters

and brothers in that communion.
One of the positive aspects of the

congress was the participation of lay

people, men and women of various

ages leading workshops and giving tes-

timonies at the plenary sessions. It is

estimated that two-thirds of the 6,000

in attendance were lay people. One of

the leaders of the congress told me that

he believes there is a rising tide of lay

people in the PCUSA who resent cler-

gy domination in recent decades.

An obvious consequence of the con-

gress is the formation of networks

among PCUSA evangelicals. Yet even

more consciously intended was a

"showcasing of who and what we real-

ly are," as Ernest J. Lewis, executive

director of the congress, put it, "ex-

hibiting the gifts of our own people in

our own body." The aim was to meet
"spiritual hunger"sensed within the

church.

Partly, therefore, the congress was
a rally for evangelicals in the PCUSA,
identifying themselves for one another,

bonding themselves for mutual sup-

port. Partly it was, as Lewis said, "a
gift to the church," signaling to the de-

nominational leadership what much of

the grass-roots base is and believes the

church should be.

As a rally of evangelicals, the con-

gress continued a process of mutual
stimulation of northern and southern

evangelicals that has been occurring in

the process surrounding the 1983 re-

union of the United Presbyterian

Church USA and the Presbyterian

Church US. A noteworthy development

was the influence of the west coast at

the conference, five out of eleven plat-

form leaders being from western states.

Although identifiable subgroups were

involved in the congress, there was re-

peated emphasis on combining within

the church concern for spiritual renew-

al, doctrinal truth, evangelism, and so-

cial justice.

As a "gift to the church," the con-

gress did affirm the authority of the Bi-

ble, along with such essentials of the

gospel as the deity of Jesus Christ and
the necessity of coming into the church

only through the blood of the cross.

There was disavowal of any ecclesias-

tical political agenda. The expressed in-

tent was for a constructive spiritual im-

pact on the denomination. Lewis an-

nounced that the board of the congress

would stay in existence for six months
"to listen and be responsive to God."
Can these renewal-minded Presby-

terians have an impact on the whole

denomination? A pastor from Roch-

ester, N.Y., told me that he senses a

better spiritual tone since the merger

in 1983. But a pastor from Cincinnati,

who found most of the workshops dis-

appointing, questioned whether the

movement is large enough to touch the

denomination as a whole. A pastor

from eastern Iowa commented that

neither the left nor the center of the de-

nomination was well represented at the

congress even though half a dozen

shades of theology were there.

Robert T. Henderson, pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church of Hender-

sonville, N.C., and chairman of the

program committee for the congress,

believes that evangelicals are actually

a majority in the PCUSA, which is

really "a wholesomely believing de-

nomination" that has been frequently

blighted by theological education and
ecclesiastical staff out of touch with

the people, and sometimes with the

confessions of the church.

Yet because of this situation evan-

gelicals have to use the denomination's

commitment to pluralism to get a hear-

ing. Noting that a general assembly

board had branded the congress as not

inclusive even before the speakers list

was developed, Lewis commented,
"Inclusiveness is the issue—to have the

church include what this conference

represents."

As a spectator to these denomina-
tional dynamics I was grateful for the

clear commitments of the PCA fellow-

ship in which I reside. Nevertheless, I

felt somewhat as the Waldensians, Lol-

lards, or Hussites must have felt in the

16th century—those believers who
stood for the gospel before the Refor-

mation and then beheld the Lord's

movement develop through Luther,

Zwingli, Calvin, and Knox within the

mainstream they had left.

We should rejoice if the Holy Spirit

should work in such a way in our time.

Meanwhile the responsibility of the

church, whether mainline or separated,

is to be faithful to her Bridegroom.

While praying for my sisters and broth-

ers in the PCUSA, I will also challenge

them to maintain that faithfulness by

confronting in love infidelity where it

is manifest. A couple of years ago I

heard a Southern Presbyterian minis-

ter publicly deny the deity of Christ as

blatantly as Mansfield Kaseman did in

the United Presbyterian Church a few

years before. Yet such people remain

in the PCUSA as shepherds of flocks

with the care of souls. Theological

seminary faculties may have an in-

creasing evangelical presence, but the

false teachers there will continue to

produce wolves in sheep's clothing.

The pastoral and evangelistic con-

cern that was in evidence in the congress

should not allow the people drawn to

Christ to be transferred, in our highly

mobile society, to churches in the de-

nomination that will not provide the

same nurture. True renewal will in-

clude as well this discipline of fidelity

to Christ.

Eventually Luther and Calvin had to

leave the mainline of their day out of

fidelity to Christ and the gospel. Per-

haps the Holy Spirit will work differ-

ently this time. May God's renewal

come, in whatever way he sees fit, and

may we all have grace to recognize it

and support one another in it. Mean-
while I shall be praying that evangeli-

cals in the PCUSA may find grace to

be like Elijah and Elisha in the Nor-

thern Kingdom of Israel—indeed, like

Jesus in the temple of Jerusalem. 21
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Are you a Christian conservative?
Then take any two of these fine books for ONLY $1.39. You'll profit from them,
enjoy them — and save up to $42.56

Which two books will you choose for

only $1. 39? Publisher's price listed after

each description to show how much
you save.

2468 THE GENESIS CONNECTION -J. Wiester.

"The real issue is not creation versus evolution [but]

creator versus no creator, "says this Christian geologist.

"Reasonable. . .appealing. . .sensitive to the Bible and

to science."—V. E. Anderson, prof, of genetics, U. of

Minnesota. "Great book. . .unique. . .fills a real

need."—D. A. Arnold, prof, of anthropology,

Wheaton (leading Christian college). $14.95

2560 THE ANTICHRIST - Vincent P. Miceli.

Conservative priest reads warnings of doom — not

least within his own church. "In the everlasting Holy

War against the Devil, The Antichrist is a masterly

textbook."—Malcolm Muggeridge. Oversized quality

paperback. $11.95

2479 IDOLS FOR DESTRUCTION - H. Schloss-

berg. Stunning insights into how liberalism is eroding

religious and political life. "Extraordinarily trenchant

and provocative critique of contemporary culture, from
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"Not to be missed by my."—Wall St. Journal. "One

of the best, if not the best buy of the year."—Carl

F. H. Henry, former editor, Christianity Today.

$14.95
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summary of the Bible in story form available any-
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the vivid retelling. 429 ovesized pages, color illustra-

tions. Bible quotes from King James Version. $14.95

2390 MY LIFE WITHOUT GOD -W.J, Murray.

Son of Madalyn Murray O'Hair tells of growing up

with atheism's Earth Mother, and how he found God.

"A horror story with shock value."—Publishers

Weekly. Photos. $12.95

2536 CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER - Wm.

A. Stanmeyer. Lawyer ticks off all the moves by
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Christian values."—Better Living. $13.95
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2487 SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH - R. H. Nash. "Excellent presentation of

the case for free enterprise. . .deadly indictment of

socialism. . .should be read. . .especially by those who

think the Bible calls for the redistribution of wealth."

—Harold Lindsell, Editor Emeritus, Christianity

Today. $12.95

2558 JFAMILIES - Harold M. Voth, MD, FACN.

Christian psychiatrist confronts the fallacies spread by

his own profession. "Eloquent testimony to the per-

verse and self-defeating nature of the sexual revolution

and its effects on our country."— Wanderer. "In-

formative and thought provoking."—Christian News.

$10.95

2496 JESUS CHRIST BEFORE HE BECAME A
SUPERSTAR—/ K. Fitzpatrick. With insights

worthy of C. S. Lewis, reminds the updaters what

Christianity really means. Oversized quality paperback.

$11.95

2430 THE OUTLINE OF SANITY: A Life of G. K.

Chesterton — A. S. Dale. "Supersedes earlier bio-

graphies."—National Review. "If [a Chesterton

revival] ever becomes necessary [this book] is the place

to begin. "-Time. $18.95

2612 THE LETTERS OF EVELYN WAUGH. Mas-

sive compilation from the wide-ranging correspondence

of the great British Catholic who put his elegant,

caustic pen to the service of Christian conservatism and

warred on modern folly. $25

2547 CONVERSIONS-etf. byH. Kerr & J. Mulder.

From Paul, Constantine and Augustine through Lewis,

Waugh, Muggeridge, Cleaver and Colson, converts tell

— all in their own words — how they found Christ.

$12.95

2486 PSYCHOLOGICAL SEDUCTION — W. K.

Kilpatrick. Prominent psychologist warns: Christianity

and psychology are now competing religions. "Terrific

book . . . major contribution to the recently emerging

Christian critique of psychology."—P. C. Vitz, Dept.

of Psychology, NYU. $14.95

2346 THE GODS OF ATHEISM - Vincent P.

Miceli. Famed priest-philosopher probes 23 thinkers

from Marx and Nietzsche to Tillich and the "death of

God" school to trace the rise of atheism and secular

humanism. Quality paperback. $12.95

2427 THE WHIMSICAL CHRISTIAN - Dorothy

L. Sayers. The famed mystery writer was also a stylish

Christian apologist. "Sayers' elegant and powerful

prose is revivifying. Her theology is tough, vital, and

principled She is exhilarating and subtle."—

Commonweal. $12.95

2571 FALWELL - Dinesh D'Souza. Honest, good-

reading biography of the Christian they love to hate.

Falwell emerges as decent, intelligent, his critics as un-

fair. $14.95

2613 MEMOIRS - Jozsef Cardinal Mindszenjy.

Gripping, inspiring, candid. His torture, brainwashing

and imprisonment by the Communists, his 15 years in

the U.S. embassy in Budapest, his final clash with

Pope Paul. 369 pages, 54 photos, index, documenta-

tion. Last copies. $10
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MAILBAG

CENSORSHIP FOR OTHERS?

I was intrigued by Stephen Lutz's brief

piece: "Censorship, Huck Finn, and
Judy Blume "(Nov.28). My own views

on censorship have changed over the

years, but although Mr. Lutz says

some good things, I don't think the

"net effect" of his article is further

clarity. It is easy for him to defend

Huckleberry Finn, a classic and
unassailable American novel, and to

question the net effect of Judy Blume's

popular novels whose values are still

being set. But to be fair, Mr. Lutz

should compare the net effect of all of

pagan, cynical, godless Mark Twain's

writing, some of which is mainly valu-

able as biography.

I have little regard for Judy Blume's

brand of ultra-realism as a steady diet

for children, but her novels surely have

some value, assuming that they aren't

the only thing the kids read. Mr. Lutz

doesn't refer to any positive value of

the moral stance of Huckleberry Finn,

but is this the criterion we should use

to judge a novel? My own uneasiness

with censorship debates is that they

always focus on features of literature

that are not central to its nature. They
address the more peripheral aspects of

novels, such as vulgarity/obsceni-

ty/profanity or sex, not their aesthetic

core.

Another hole in Mr. Lutz's article is

the fact that he doesn't distinguish be-

tween selection for oneself and censor-

ship for others. There is a profound

difference between choosing whether

to read certain fiction and choosing

whether others can read it. I am not

a libertarian, but I believe that censor-

ship is a very grave action and can on-

ly be justified in extreme cases. The list

of books that have been censored

throughout history is embarrassing; it

includes the Bible and many literary

classics like Robinson Crusoe and King

Lear.

We Christians have much more
work to do. God bless you as you con-

tinue yours.

—S. Keith Ward
Academic Dean
The King's College

Edmonton, Alta.

TRADITIONS OF SOCIETY

Regarding Rev. Marshall St. John's re-

sponse to "Is Our Christianity Too
American?" in which he suggests that

"American churches should seek to em-

body American values and traditions as

much as they possibly can" ("Mailbag,"

Dec. 19). Psalm 106:34-36 reports

"They did not destroy the peoples as the

Lord had commanded them, but they

mingled with the nations and adopted

their customs. They worshipped their

idols which became a snare to them."

As strangers in a strange land (and,

if I read my Bible correctly, we are to

remain strangers), we should be very

slow to burden ourselves with tradi-

tions of society. Was this not part of

the Roman Church's error?

Also, if each nation's churches take

on that nation's culture and traditions,

they will become alienated from
churches of other nations (more than

they are now) instead of growing in the

unity to which Christ calls the (one)

church. Jesus consistently challenged

the Jewish "Israel" to replace tradition

with love, custom with caring, and na-

tionalism with Christianity.

—Brian J. Gridley

Merrill, Wis.

THE KINGSHIP OF CHRIST

In preparing to teach the S.S. Lesson
The Bread of Life on January 13,

1985, I read the lesson comments by
the Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D., and
noticed his comment on page 16, para-

graph 3 of your issue of December 26:

"The same danger exists today when many
in the church cry for some visible evidence

that Jesus is king, running this world. They
want to see the world right now acknowl-

edge him, whatever it takes."

But in my preparation I also noticed

that my Bible said:

"In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he

shall direct thy paths." (Proverbs 3:6)

"The kingdom is the Lord's: and he is

the governor among the nations." (Psalm
22:28)

"Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be

instructed, ye judges of the earth.

"Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice

with trembling.

"Kiss the Son [for the significance of

this, see I Samuel 10:1 where Samuel kisses

Saul, thereby acknowledging that Saul is

now king], lest he be angry, and ye perish

from the way, when his wrath is kindled

but a little." (Psalms 2:10-12).

I looked at such verses in the Word

Deaths

John L. Palmer (PCA), Evangelical Presbyterian

Church of Camden, N.J., died December 12.

He was 64.

Paul E. Rowland, Sr. (PCA) from Fort Valley, Ga.,

died November 26. He was 75.
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of God and concluded that it would be

better to abide by their teaching rather

than by the opinions of Dr. Scott.

—G.M. Robb
Pittsburgh, Pa.

RESOLVES FOR NEW YEAR

Now that Christmas is past and we are

entering the new year, it is time for all

good Christians in general and Presby-

terians in particular to evaluate our ser-

vice to the Lord. "Faith without works

is dead." There is much work to be

done. Are we doing all we can do in

the effort to eliminate pornography?

Are we offering support to pro-life

groups such as Bethany Christian Ser-

vices (endorsed by many PCA
churches)? Are we active in organized

evangelism? Do we aid local charitable

efforts? Do we witness at every oppor-

tunity, both by our words and our life

style? Do we support para-church

groups such as Youth for Christ, Cam-
pus Crusade, and Child Evangelism?

It is not too difficult for a local church

and its individual members to do all of

these things in addition to supporting

regular worship and missions pro-

grams. Do we really care? If so, let's

resolve, and then let's increase our

Christian service.

—Thomas J. Potts

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

l l Last August an Associated Press story out of Glen Rose,

Texas stated that some bones found on the banks of the Paluxy River near

this town southwest of Fort Worth were those of a dinosaur, possibly a

sauropod. The article also included claims that dinosaur tracks in the area

were contemporaneous with human footprints in the same region. If this

were so, the evolutionary geological timetable would be exploded.

I l I had first heard about the Paluxy River footprints about

15 years ago, but had never seen a Christian geologist's assessment of them.

Contacting such helpful people as geologist John Reed in Houston, geology

professor Davis Young of Calvin College, paleontology professor Roger
Cuffey of Pennsylvania State U., Dr. Steven A. Austin of the Institute for

Creation Research, and biology professor John Lothers and his colleagues

at Covenant College, I found that scientists seeking to be faithful to the

Scriptures have completely varying interpretations of the Paluxy River

discoveries. Some have reason to think the human footprints had been carved

into the stone. On the other hand, some of the purported human tracks

were exposed by bulldozing away overlying rock on the river bank, indicating

their early origin. The most recent and thorough book on the subject is Track-

ing Those Incredible Dinosaurs, by John Morris (CLP Publishers, San Diego,

1980).

I I To aid in our understanding of different approaches to

Genesis 1 and 2 that Christian scientists take, Stephen Barnett and Gary
Phillips, professors respectively of science and of Bible and philosophy at

Bryan College in Dayton, Tenn., furnish an analysis of various interpreta-

tions. Also in this issue Kurt Marquart of Concordia Seminary in Fort

Wayne, Ind. brings us up to date on the relevance of Charles Darwin and
William Paley to the current evolution/creation debate.

I i It is appropriate that we have an article on this subject

from professors at Bryan College. The famous Scopes "Monkey Trial" took

place in Dayton, Tenn. 60 years ago with William Jennings Bryan as the

prosecuting attorney and Clarence Darrow defending John Scopes, who had
taught evolution in the public high school contrary to state law. The publicity

given to the 1925 case is often credited with turning American public opi-

nion against fundamentalist creationism two generations ago.

I I Kurt Marquart's reference to astronomer Fred Hoyle's

comparison of evolution's random origin of higher life forms to a tornado

assembling a Boeing 747 out of a junkyard reminds me of a Bob Newhart
story. Based on the idea that an infinite number of monkeys working on
typewriters over an infinite length of time would eventually produce all of

the world's great literature, Newhart's laboratory worker says, "Hey Joe,

I think we've got something at Station 16: 'To be or not to be, . . . that

is the . . . gezornenclaf.'
"

I l Along the same line, a University of Illinois alumni paper

carried an article with this caption: "Paleoanthropologist . . . believes New
World monkeys could solve disputes about evolution." EE
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Churches Hold the Line in Sanctuary Battle

NEW YORK—Church workers on an
"underground railroad" in the South-

west remain undaunted by the efforts

of federal immigration officials to halt

the illegal smuggling of Central Amer-
ican refugees into the United States.

And a Texas jury has proven unsympa-
thetic to the government's position,

widening a protracted battle between
churches involved in the sanctuary

movement and the Reagan administra-

tion.

The sanctuary movement officially

began on March 24, 1982, when the

congregation of Rev. John Fife, pastor

of Southside Presbyterian Church in

Tucson, Arizona, opened its church to

refugees fleeing from violence in El

Salvador and Guatemala. There are

now nearly 200 church-operated sanc-

tuaries sheltering approximately 400

refugees in states across the country,

violating U.S. immigration law which
prohibits the harboring of illegal

aliens.

It is the government, sanctuary

workers maintain, that has violated the

law by refusing to grant asylum to

Central Americans fleeing death

squads and persecution. Rev. Earl Lar-

son of the Presbyterian Church (USA)
stated at a recent news conference that

"refugees have a legitimate claim to

asylum under the UN Protocol, the

Refugee Act of 1980, the positions of

the High Commission for Refugees,

and the teachings of the Christian

church."

However, Reagan administration

officials have remained firm in their

position that the granting of asylum
status to El Salvadorans on the basis

of nationality only would raise the ex-

pectations of other groups in Central

and South America caught in the midst

of civil strife. They also insist that

government efforts to promote a

democratic society in El Salvador by
providing medical relief, military

assistance, and agrarian reform pro-

grams are sufficient and have led to

reduced violence in that country.

In an effort by federal officials to

slow down the sanctuary movement,
16 workers in Arizona and one in

Texas, Roman Catholic lay worker
Jack Elder, were indicted for their in-

volvement with Central American ref-

ugees.

In the Texas case, Elder was charged

with illegally transporting three Sal-

vadorans 30 miles from a halfway

house to a bus station. The Corpus
Christi jury took less than two hours

to decide that Elder's work did not fur-

ther the illegal journey of the un-

documented aliens in this country.

However, the jury did not rule on the

assertion by Elder that his religious

convictions superseded the constitu-

tional authority of Congress to make
laws concerning immigration.

In Arizona nine leaders of the sanc-

tuary movement, including John Fife,

appeared in Federal court in Tucson on
January 23 to plead not guilty to

charges of conspiring to smuggle and
harbor illegal aliens. They were re-

leased on their own recognizance and
vowed to "continue to engage in sanc-

tuary ministry."

Defiance of U.S. immigration laws,

says one advocate of the sanctuary

movement, is necessary because sanc-

tuary workers "must be faithful to the

God of history, discovered among the

poor and the oppressed." A PCUSA
statement reads that "the present ad-

ministration's blatant disregard for

both domestic law and international

treaties has forced sanctuary workers

to enter into direct ministry to those

seeking refuge."

But federal officials claim they

"have the laws of this country to carry

out" and will continue tracking illegal

aliens through the sanctuary system, as

well as the workers who are providing

shelter for them. 31

Conciliation Service
Substitutes for Courtroom

DURHAM, N.C.(RNS)—A new orga-

nization has been formed here to try

to settle legal disputes with prayers,

confessions, Bible study, and forgive-

ness, rather than in the courtroom.
Formed by a group of Christian

lawyers, the Triangle Christian Con-
ciliation Service is designed principally

to serve people in the Raleigh-Durham-
Chapel Hill area of North Carolina.

Although the group plans to broaden
into a volunteer mediation service, it

already has received about 70 requests

for trained mediators to settle legal

disputes and eliminate the necessity of

a courtroom trial.

Executive director Norman Acker
said the organization seeks more than

just a resolution of legal matters; it

also seeks to promote personal, emo-
tional, and spiritual reconciliation as

well. The organization has an eight-

member board of directors, comprised
of lawyers and one psychiatrist.

Acker pointed out that the organiza-

tion intends to develop a close relation-

ship with churches so that disputes

may be resolved in a Biblical manner
through the church. However, certain

situations—disputes between churches

and some marital problems—may be

better handled by impartial mediators,

according to Acker, and utilizing the

conciliation service can substitute for

taking a dispute to court. tB

Also in the News . .

.

Some donors to the Christian Ac-
tion Council (CAC) may discover that

their checks never reached their ap-

pointed destination. CAC reports that

its business manager was robbed on
December 14, and a bag of checks, al-

though worthless to the thief, escaped

with him. The council will handle any
inquiries concerning checks sent there

between December 7 and 12.

Hugh O. Maclellan Jr., senior vice

president of Provident Life and Acci-

dent Insurance Company of Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., has accepted an invita-

tion to become a member of the Board
of Reference of the Christian College

Coalition. Already much involved in

his community, Maclellan is chairman
of the board of King College (Bristol,

Tenn.) and a board member of Chat-

tanooga Christian School, as well as

the Chattanooga Resource Founda-
tion, an umbrella organization of more

than 20 inner-city missions. 21
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Genesis & Origins:

Focus on Interpretation

STEPHEN F. BARN ETT and
W. GARY PHILLIPS

Introduction

Few issues cause more discord between

naturalistic and Christian scientists

than the issue of origins. This is not re-

markable given the radically different

world-views of the two groups. What
is surprising and distressing is the di-

versity of opinion and (at times) the

rancor with which diverging opinions

are met among Christian scientists and
even among theologians. One may well

wonder why so many variations of or-

igins theory came to be held among
Christian professionals. The answer,

we believe, lies primarily in how these

men view the relationship between gen-

eral revelation (in nature) and special

revelation (in Scripture). Subtle varia-

tions in the perceived significance and
clarity of the interpretation of nature

(science) and the interpretation of
Scripture dictate the adoption of a par-

ticular theory.

While there are several theories of

origins held by Christians, it is possible

to categorize these into three groups
based upon the relative weight given

general and special revelation by their

proponents. We shall describe common
theories within each group and discuss

their interpretive approaches to science

and Scripture. We shall then suggest an
approach to science and Scripture

The authors are colleagues on the
faculty of Bryan College in Dayton,
Tenn. Stephen Barnett is assistant
professor of science, holding a B.A.

in biology (1973) from Covenant
College, and M.S. degrees in

paleobiology (1981) and in geology
(1983) from Loma Linda U.

Gary Phillips is assistant pro-

fessor of Bible and philosophy,
holding a B.A. in philosophy (1971)
from Vanderbilt U. and a Th.M. in

Greek (1975) from Dallas Theological
Seminary. His Th.D. in theology is

to be received from Grace
Theological Seminary in May.

which we believe is helpful in evaluat-

ing the different theories.

Viewing the Options

GROUP A—Those who adopt a posi-

tion within this group use modern sci-

ence to "inform" (that is, provide a

framework out of which to interpret)

Scripture.

/. Allegory/Parable Theory: This

view interprets Genesis 1-2 as convey-

ing exclusively religious (i.e., "non-sci-

entific") truth. The "days" of Genesis

are not literal, but rather are a poetic

vehicle to affirm the sovereignty of

God as Creator (note the correspon-

dence between the "form" of days 1-3

and the "fullness" of days 4-6). Apart
from belief in a Creator, there is no
conflict between this view and the find-

ings of most of modern science (includ-

ing both the antiquity of the earth and
biological evolution). Some within this

group claim that Adam originated

from an evolving anthropoid who was
endowed with spiritual life by God;
that is, God has directed evolution to

bring about man.
Interpretive Bias: This view must as-

sert that the presence of historical/fac-

tual details in Genesis 1-2 is insufficient

warrant for interpreting these chapters

other than topically or poetically; the

parallelism between the "days" (1 and
4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6) is seen as support-

ing evidence. Furthermore, subsequent

doctrines built upon the special crea-

tion of man are perceived as not re-

quiring a literal understanding of the

Genesis passage to validate the theol-

ogy they contain.

2. "Gap" or "Restitution" Theory:

There are vast periods of time separat-

ing an ancient creation (Genesis 1:1)

and recent restitution (Genesis l:3ff.).

The lack of form and fullness (Genesis

1:2) is usually attributed to the fall of

Satan, with the "gap" between verses

1 and 2 accommodating the geological

timetable. Although the earth is

thought to be old, the creation ofAdam
is recent. Fossil anthropoids are

claimed to be remnants of pre-Adamic

races which, along with most of the or-

ganisms preserved in the fossil record,

perished in the destruction associated

with Satan's fall.

Interpretive Bias: Adherents to this

view claim that geological evidence for

an ancient earth requires a Biblical in-

terpretation that allows for a vast time

interval. Thus, "was" (1:2) is rendered

"became" and "unformed and un-

filled" are said to indicate deficiency

in the creation, for which a cause is

sought (and found: Satan's fall).

3. Revelation Day or Pictorial The-

ory: The "days" are not literal days in

which God created, but in which God
revealed his creation. The unveiling is

in logical rather than chronological

groupings (each on a "day"). Biolog-

ical evolution and antiquity of the

earth are, in principle, compatible with

this theory although its proponents

may differ regarding the extent to

which evolution has occurred.

Interpretive Bias: The assumption of
the ancient earth requires that Genesis

1-2 be interjected with visionary con-

cepts (as in Revelation: "I beheld . . .").

Other Scriptural alusions to creation in

Genesis 1-2 are to be understood in

non-literal terms (e.g., in Exodus
20:11, "made" becomes equivalent to

"revealed").

GROUP B—Those who adopt a posi-

tion within this group allow modern
science and Biblical interpretation to

inform each other in varying degrees.

1. Day-Age Theory: The "days" are

extended and possibly overlapping pe-

riods of time which accommodate the

geological ages. Biological evolution

has occurred although it is debated

whether naturalistic evolutionary the-

ories are essentially correct or whether
evolution has proceeded only within

several created groups. However,
Adam is generally agreed to be a

uniquely created being rather than an
evolving anthropoid.

Interpretive Bias: Geology informs

exegesis by requiring Scripture to ac-

commodate long periods of time. Ex-
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egesis informs geology by suggesting

that the "days" of Genesis 1-2 are not

necessarily literal. The figurative usage

of "day" of 2:4 becomes the key

whereby all other occurrences of

"day" in Genesis 1-2 are rendered as

metaphorical. (Some add the argument
from Hebrews 4 that the Sabbath
"day" is continuing.)

2. Alternate Day-Age Theory: The
"days" are 24 hours long, but are sep-

arated by periods of time which ac-

commodate the geological ages. Each
day introduces an aspect of creation

(e.g., the second day began the crea-

tion of dry land and land plants). The
creative activity thus begun is still con-

tinuing and shall do so until the begin-

ning of the seventh day when God shall

rest from his creation.

Interpretive Bias: Geology informs

exegesis to the extent that periods of

time are posited between the "days"
despite a lack of exegetical evidence for

doing so, but exegesis informs geology

to the extent that the "days" are per-

ceived as normal solar days. Adherents

claim it is more probable that unmen-
tioned "gaps" are to be inserted into

the text than that the "days" were un-

derstood as other than 24-hour days.

GROUP C—Those who adopt a posi-

tion within this level require modern
science to be adjusted as it is informed

by Biblical interpretation.

1. Apparent Age Theory: God re-

cently created the earth in literal

24-hour days; the fact that Adam was
created with apparent age is extended

as a principle to account for both stel-

lar and terrestrial indicators of antiqui-

ty, including the geological data. Since

the earth is actually young, large-scale

biological evolution is incorrect.

Interpretive Bias: Exegesis informs

geology to the extent that, while there

is "agreement" with the evidence of
the geological timetable, an inference

drawn from Genesis regarding Adam's
apparent age is considered sufficient

warrant for reinterpreting all of the sci-

entific evidence, and for dismissing the

charge that God may be considered a

deceiver.

2. Solar Day Theory: The "days"
were literal 24-hour successive days;

creation does not extend beyond thou-

sands of years. Biological evolution is

limited to relatively minor changes
within created "kinds." The apparent

evolutionary sequence of fossils and
the strata of the geologic column are
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due primarily to the action of the Gen-

esis Flood. Sequential burial and sort-

ing of organisms by water are the

methods most commonly invoked to

account for the fossil order, but recent-

ly a post-flood repopulation model has

been proposed.

Of the theories presented, the Solar

Day view alone conflicts with scientific

evidence supporting the antiquity of

the earth. (The Apparent Age view

says that the earth is young, but it

dismisses evidence for an old earth as

an illusion.) Major problems with this

theory are radiometric dating, cooling

rates of igneous rock, and fossil suc-

cession.

Interpretive Bias: The presence of

the figurative usage of "day" in the

context (Genesis 2:4) is not sufficient

warrant for interpreting the other

usages in chapters 1-2 (which place

"day" with a numerical adjective, e.g.

"first day") as anything other than

solar days, nor is there warrant for as-

suming that days 1-3 (prior to the crea-

tion of the sun) are exceptions to the

pattern of days 4-6.

Evaluating the Options

The views described above are not ex-

haustive, but are representative of the

kinds of interpretations adopted by
Christians who take the authority of

the Bible seriously. The term "inter-

pretive bias" is not a pejorative one,

but honestly recognizes that all human
interpreters of God's Word approach

Scripture from within a frame of ref-

erence, which includes a system of in-

terpretation. The wise steward of

Scripture will choose as his hermeneu-

tical bias that interpretation which is

most consistent with the entire pano-

rama of Biblical truth.

The intent of this paper is not to

evaluate the scientific data and Scrip-

tural passages used to support each of
the above theories, but to suggest prin-

ciples relevant to any such evaluation.

Most of us grew up believing that sci-

ence is, or can be, an objective, self-

correcting, theologically neutral pro-

cess leading to truth. That view is only

partially correct at best. Rather, sci-

ence is limited by several factors, the

most important being the constraints

of empirical induction and the inherent

bias of its practitioners. Scientific as-

sertions are thus forever tentative and
cannot lead us to absolute truth.

The noted philosopher Thomas
Kuhn asserts that, rather than by ob-
jective evaluation of data and theory

construction, science proceeds through

a shared pattern of thinking (para-

digm) which dictates the questions,

methods, and interpretations of each

scientific discipline. Examples of such

paradigms are Copernican astronomy,

the germ theory of disease, and Dar-

winian evolution. For the most part,

scientists never question the basic ten-

ets of their discipline. They simply as-

sume them to be correct and apply them
to problem-solving. However, para-

digms do tend eventually to be over-

turned in what Kuhn terms scientific

revolutions. But, although the new para-

digm may be more elegant or applica-

ble to a given set of problems, it may
be no more correct than the old one.

Consider an example from geology.

For decades certain exposures of sand-

stone, some of which are hundreds of

feet thick, were interpreted as shallow

water deposits which were emplaced
over thousands of years. This perfect-

ly reasonable conclusion seemed to be

the only way in which the evidence

could be explained. However, in the

1950s turbidity currents (dense mix-

tures of sediment and water mobilized,

for example, by earthquakes) were

widely recognized as a mechanism to

account for some of the sandstone se-

quences. Publication of these data trig-

gered a wave of re-examination and
re-interpretation of similar rocks. Con-
sequently, sandstone units once firm-

ly believed to represent slow deposition

in shallow water are now "known" to

represent periodic, rapid deep-water

deposits. Thus we see that firmly en-

trenched theories are subject to sudden

reversal when the same data are viewed

from a different angle.

Maintaining the Balance

Ordinarily, believers claim that the Bi-



ble has the priority whenever conflict

emerges between the Bible and science.

A problem arises, however, not so

much in Biblical interpretation, but in

Biblical re-interpretation, when the Bi-

ble and external data conflict. The
problem is this: When the best under-

standing of the Biblical data (unin-

formed by science) and the best under-

standing of science (uninformed by the

Bible) seem to conflict, which ought to

be re-interpreted? When fitting the

data of Biblical interpretation and the

data of scientific interpretation togeth-

er, it appears that all too often the pri-

ority of the Bible is confined rather

narrowly to the exclusive realm of

"spiritual" truths (usually it is claimed

that Genesis 1-2 does not "intend" to

teach literal truth). It seems to some
that the only logical option open to

those who are faced with the "facts"

of empirical science, yet believe that

the Bible is true, is to re-interpret those

details in Genesis 1-2 which conflict

with science so that they now harmon-
ize. The resulting position is based on
the following (usually) unstated prem-
ise: If my normal (i.e., literal) interpre-

tation of the Bible and my normal in-

terpretation of science conflict, then

harmony must be sought at the ex-

pense of normal Biblical interpreta-

tion. At this point the Bible and science

are separated, and a great gulf is fixed

between the intended sphere of author-

ity of each respective form of revela-

tion.

If all truth is God's truth, then in-

deed harmony must be sought; but by
what criteria may these two forms of

God's revelation be harmonized, while

allowing each to function within the

bounds of its intended role and perspi-

cuity? We suggest three methodolo-
gical principles as tethering points

when allowing a "less clear" form of
revelation (general revelation in na-

ture) to inform a "clearer" form of
revelation (special revelation in Scrip-

ture).

First, it is desirable to use extra-Bib-

lical data to enlarge our understanding

of Biblical data. For example, one of
the basic hermeneutical principles is

that Scripture is to be interpreted in

light of its historical context. The result

is that, while the basic meaning of a
text may be understood, the historical

context enhances present-day under-

standing. The conflict between Jesus
and certain religious leaders over ap-

propriate Sabbath behavior is not dif-

ficult to grasp for the average Bible

reader. However, an understanding of

detailed extra-Biblical laws governing

the Jews' Sabbath observance enlight-

ens even more our understanding of

these basically clear texts. Similarly, in

Genesis 1-2 the selection of terms em-
ployed by Moses argues covertly against

the cosmology of the Canaanites (with

whom the Israelites would be dealing

very shortly). Knowing this enlarges

one's appreciation for the genius of

these chapters.

Second, it is permissible and desir-

ous to allow extra-Biblical data to chal-

lenge us to a different meaning of a

passage from that which present-day

interpreters have accepted if that

meaning converges within the realm of
possible meanings of the text. There

are times when a passage has been less

than clear, but a popular understand-

ing has been adopted. Further infor-

mation, however, may guide us to an
understanding which is altogether dif-

ferent from our former position.

For example, a common interpreta-

tion of the warning to the church in

Laodicea (Revelation 3:14-22) equates

the temperatures mentioned with figur-

ative levels of spirituality: Presumably
"hot" refers to godly zeal, "luke-

warm" refers to believers lacking zeal,

while "cold" refers to being unregen-

erate (opposite of "hot"). One prob-

lem with this interpretation is that a

normal understanding of the warnings

to the church would then mean that be-

ing unregenerate ("cold") is preferable

("I would rather that you were . . .")

over being redeemed but not zealous

("lukewarm"). Recent students of this

passage, however, have re-interpreted

the segment in light of historical infor-

mation on the uniqueness of the water

supply in lst-century Laodicea. On this

re-interpretation, the terms "hot" and
"cold" become equivalent positive

terms (associated with hot springs and
clean running water as opposed to

"lukewarm" stagnant pools), and nor-

mal interpretation of the expressed

wish ("I wish that you were . . .") can
be maintained without ignoring or ad-

justing the sense of the term "cold."
The reader should note that this re-in-

terpretation would result in an under-

standing of the passage which would
now be more like that of the original

recipients, who lived in that historical

context.

For generations fixed biological spe-

cies have been equated with the created

"kinds" of Genesis and hence it has

been assumed that "the Bible teaches"

that reproduction between species is

prohibited by decree of God. Modern
biology has shown (through cross-spe-

cies hybridization) that this concept is

erroneous, and has challenged us to

search for a better interpretation of

"kind" which is more consistent with

the limitations of science and more
true to the intent of Moses and to the

understanding of his original reader-

ship.

Third, it is not permissible to impose

upon the Biblical text an unnatural or

"contrived" meaning (even for apol-

ogetic motives) which is outside the

sphere of normal interpretation. For

example, one should not transform

Nahum's prophetic description of Nin-

eveh's destruction into a prophecy of

20th-century automobiles (see Nahum
2:3-4). Scripture must be understood

in light of its literary form (one does

not interpret historical narrative as po-

etry and vice versa), its grammar, its

terms and figures of speech (one does

not redefine terms to convey meanings

which would have seemed foreign to

the original recipients), and "sharabili-
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From Paley to Darwin—and Back:
Evolutionism in Shambles

KURT MARQUART

By the time of the Darwin Centenary

celebrations in Chicago in 1959, Dar-

winian evolutionism seemed to be mas-

ter of the field. Once more science had
defeated the forces of superstition, and
the old ideas of divine creation could

be thrown, like so much intellectual

debris, onto the rubbish heap of his-

tory. Supposedly it was simply a mat-

ter of the proper application of objec-

tive scientific fact and method to the

discipline of biology. The real issue,

however, lay much deeper, and had lit-

tle to do with biology as a technical dis-

cipline. Thomas Huxley, "Darwin's

Bulldog," as he had been nicknamed,

understood very well what was at

stake, when he wrote in 1887:

The oldest of all philosophies, that of Evo-

lution, was bound hand and foot and cast

into utter darkness during the millennium

of theological scholasticism. But Darwin
poured new lifeblood into the ancient

frame; the bonds burst, and the revivified

thought of ancient Greece has proved itself

to be a more adequate expression of the

universal order of things than any of the

schemes which have been accepted by the

credulity and welcomed by the superstition

of 70 later generations of men.

And his grandson, Sir Julian Huxley,

triumphantly announced at the Darwin
Centennial observed by the Universi-

ty of Chicago:

Darwinism removed the whole idea of God
as the creator of organisms from the sphere

of rational discussion. Before Darwin, peo-

ple like Paley with his famous Evidences

could point to the human hand or eye and

say: "This organ is beautifully adapted; it

has obviously been designed for its purpose;

design means a designer; and therefore

there must have been a supernatural design-

er." Darwin pointed out that no supernat-

ural designer was needed; since natural se-

The author, formerly a Lutheran
pastor in Toowoomba, Queensland,
Australia, is currently a professor at

Concordia Seminary in Fort Wayne,
Ind. This article is reprinted with

the author's permission from "Af-

firm" an unofficial publication of the

Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod.

lection could account for any known form
of life, there was no room for a supernat-

ural agency in its evolution.'

Few could have realized then that

beneath the fulsome centenary rouge

the body of Darwinian doctrine was al-

ready dead and decaying, overtaken by

new and surprising scientific develop-

ments. In what follows I shall try to

sketch the highlights of this fascinating

story.

From Paley to Darwin

Throughout the history of our civiliza-

tion it has generally seemed self-evi-

dent to common sense that our world

is not a chaos but a cosmos, and that

behind it somewhere, somehow, stand

Intelligence and Purpose. This is not

surprising when we consider what St.

Paul wrote about what later came to

be known as "natural theology" (Rom.

1:19-20; 2:14-15). At the very least we
shall have to say that nature contains

clues or hints from which the existence

of God is properly inferred. Nor may
we assume that this logic appeals only

to primitive, "pre-scientific" people.

The argument from design in the world

to a Designer of the world retains its

full force even for "our overstimulated

and undernourished 20th-century

minds" (Malcolm Muggeridge).

In one of the most significant books

of our time, Witness, Whitaker Cham-
bers gave a fascinating account of his

conversions to and from Marxism, and

of his cloak and dagger existence as a

Soviet spy in Washington, and later as

star witness in the Alger Hiss case.

What started his inner break with

Marxism? One day he was watching

his little daughter eating porridge. It

suddenly occurred to Chambers that

everything about his little girl, even

"the delicate convolutions of her ear

—

those intricate, perfect ears," were an

absolute miracle of design and could

not possibly have come about by
chance. The thought had been quite in-

voluntary, but Chambers says:"I did

not then know that, at that moment,
the finger of God was first laid upon

my forehead!"

During the 18th-century "Enlighten-

ment," everything was subjected to the

supreme authority of human reason.

At first it was held, in this outburst of
total trust in reason, that all necessary

truths, even about God, could be ar-

rived at by reason alone, without any
necessity of written divine revelation.

Later this over-confidence collapsed

into its opposite—reason questioned its

conclusions about God and ended up,

in our time, by questioning itself. Two
of the most influential works in estab-

lishing a climate of doubt about any
reasonable arguments for the existence

of God were David Hume's (posthu-

mous) Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion (1779) and Immanuel Kant's

Critique of Pure Reason (1781).

Hume's scepticism, however, was so

radical that it questioned the founda-

tions of science as much as the argu-

ments of God. Kant was more moder-
ate, and contrary to popular impres-

sion, did not absolutely close all doors

to the possibility or reasonable argu-

ments for the existence of God.
The one argument for which Kant

expressed considerable, if grudging,

respect, was the argument from design.

And it was this argument which has

given its classic formulation by Wil-

liam Paley 2 in his Natural Theology

(1802). Paley compared the complex
workings of plants and animals with

those of watches. If anyone found a

watch lying about on the ground,

could he possibly believe that the

watch had just happened there by
chance and natural processes? Obvi-

ously no sensible person would believe

that.

By comparing machines with biolog-

ical organisms, using a considerable

fund of detailed scientific information,

Paley showed that if machines were

products of design, that is, of purpose

and intelligence, then plants and ani-

mals too. To the objection that, after

all, organisms reproduce naturally,

and therefore are not machine-like,

Paley replied that if a watch were

found to have, in addition to its admit-

ted complexities, also a special mech-

anism for reproducing more of its

kind, then this would not weaken the

previous argument that it must have

been designed, but would strengthen it

immeasurably.

Paley's work was enormously influ-

ential, and remained so throughout the

19th century. What was so impressive
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about his argument from design, was

that here science itself had been suc-

cessfully summoned to defend the case

for the existence of God against the

corrosive acids of sceptical philosophy.

And then came the bombshell of 1859:

Darwin's Origin of Species. With one

stroke, as it were, the whole elaborate

argument of Natural Theology was
brought to naught, although other as-

pects of Paley's work continued to be

influential. If design in nature was only

apparent, was only an illusion created

by "natural selection" playing imper-

sonally on random changes, then of

course the argument from design, in its

old, straightforward form, no longer

held any water, and God could be

avoided in biology as easily as this had
already been done in physics and as-

tronomy. That was the real signifi-

cance of Charles Darwin. 3

Paley's Revenge

Spurred by the military demands upon
communications technology during

World War II, the humble art of sig-

nal-transmission combined with so-

phisticated mathematics to form mod-
ern Information Theory. 4 All signal

transmission involves the basic steps of

coding a "message" (the information),

sending it by means of the appropriate

signals, and then decoding it at the

other end. Typical problems here are,

for example, distinguishing coded, or

information-carrying signal-sequences

from uncoded, merely random ones,

also called "noise," and packing the

most message (or information) on the

least amount of signal for the greatest

possible economy.
It is clear therefore that information

is the opposite of uncoded random-
ness, and that random signals do not

improve a message but destroy it. Ran-
domness is the bane of printing. Thus
the Times once described a distin-

guished general as "bottle-scarred,"

and was even more mortified to have

its correction come out as "battle-

scared." And those "exobiologists,"

who are probing the universe for evi-

dence of intelligent life, are ready to

pounce on anything that looks like a

nonrandom sequence of signals as

proof of deliberate coding, i.e. of intel-

ligence. So far nothing but random
"noise" has been received—although
there was a false alarm once, a regular

pattern which turned out to be due to

a rapidly spinning star.

If information is order, code, pat-

tern, as opposed to randomness and

disorder, it is also clear that informa-

tion is a measure of improbability. So,

for instance, a sand-castle is a highly

ordered, and therefore very unlikely

arrangement of sand. It is improbable

in the sense that wind and tide are

highly unlikely to produce such an ef-

fect all by themselves. But ripples and

dunes are very likely such effects, be-

cause they are simply random, spon-

taneous, and therefore highly probable

outcomes of the action of the natural

forces of wind and tide. The sand-

castle therefore represents a high infor-

mation content (and low probability),

and the ripples and dunes a low infor-

mation content (because high proba-

bility). The castle came about as a re-

sult of intelligent and purposive behav-

ior, viz., pressing a preconceived plan,

order, or pattern on the previously ran-

dom sand. The natural ripples are sim-

ply what happens when the beach is

left to its own devices.

Now suddenly re-enter, not a mere
sand-castle, but Paley's watch—only

in much more powerful, computerized

form. In 1953 James Watson and
Francis Crick proposed the famous
"double-helix" model of that mirac-

ulous "molecule of life," DNA (short
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for deoxyribonucleic acid). This means

that living cells are fantastically com-

plicated automated chemical factories

producing all the right, highly complex

compounds on cue, and with split-

second timing. And the master-plan

for the whole operation, including in-

structions for copying the entire organ-

ism in repoduction, is provided to each

cell through its DNA. All biological

life, then, is based on a vast and in-

credibly sophisticated information

system, by comparison with which our

best computers are but child's play.

In this way Paley's watch-argument

has returned with a vengeance to haunt

the Darwinian superstitions about the

alleged origins and development of life

by random, chance processes. Infor-

mation simply does not happen in that

way—and the human brain alone is the

most powerful information-processing

device in the entire known physical

universe!
5 The whole Darwinian scheme

of an evolution guided by nothing but

blind random chance—"natural selec-

tion" as a negative, eliminative process

cannot account for the origin of any-

thing new—is thus fatally check-mated

by a discipline arising originally out of

communications-engineering, but

found to have a surprisingly wide

range of application.

The distinguished astronomer and
cosmologist Sir Fred Hoyle has recent-

ly come to the conclusion that human
beings and the higher mammals display

an information content represented by

the figure 1040000 (10 multiplied by itself

40,000 times!), which cannot possibly

have accumulated randomly even if the

universe were several times older than

it is now thought to be.

At the 1981 Kellogg Symposium Sir

Fred said that a random origin of the

higher life forms was as absurd as sup-

posing that "a tornado sweeping

through a junkyard might assemble a

Boeing 747 from the materials there-

in." He added that he was at a loss to

understand "biologists' widespread

compulsion to deny what seems to me
to be obvious." 6 In their recent book,
Evolution from Space, Hoyle and
Wickramasinghe state that human in-

telligence must reflect a higher in-

telligence, "even to the extreme limit

of God," but then offer basically oc-

cult speculations. Most piquant, how-
ever, is this conclusion:

The speculations of The Origin of Species

turned out to be wrong .... It is ironic

that the scientific facts throw Darwin out,

but leave William Paley, a figure of fun to

the scientific world for more than a cen-

tury, still in the tournament with a chance

of being the ultimate winner (pp. 96-97).3]

'Sol Tax and Charles Callender, eds., Evolution

After Darwin (University of Chicago Press,

1960), vol. Ill, pp. 45-46.
;See D.L. LeMahieu, The Mind of William

Paley: A Philosopher and His Age (Lincoln and
London: University of Nebraska Press, 1976).

'See Neal C. Gillespie, Charles Darwin and the

Problem of Creaf/o/7(University of Chicago
Press, 1979), and Michael Ruse, The Darwin-

ian Revolution (University of Chicago Press,

1979).
4See the very readable account in Jeremy Camp-
bell, Grammatical Man (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1982).

sSee the fascinating 1977 Gifford Lectures by the

distinguished neurophysiologist, Sir John Ec-

cles, published under the title, The Human Mys-
tery (Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer International,

1979). See also the symposium by Sir John Ec-

cles and Sir Karl Popper, The Selfand Its Brain

(Springer International, 1977).

'Nature, vol. 294 (12 Nov. 1981), p. 105.

Genesis & Origins—from p. 7

ty" (one does not read concepts into

Scripture which would have been in-

comprehensible to the original audi-

ence).

For example, the position of theistic

evolution states that God breathed

spiritual capacity into a living organ-

ism (anthropoid) who thereby became

man; Scripture, however, states the re-

verse—that man became a living or-

ganism. The authors feel that the evo-

lutionary interpretation strains the

boundaries of even a non-literal view

of Genesis 1-2.

The Creator has entrusted man with

a stewardship of his world (Genesis

1 :28) and his Word (II Timothy 2:15).

It behooves his image-bearers to inter-

pret both wisely. 31

BOOKS

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE'S ORIGIN: REASSESSING CURRENT THEORIES, by
Charles B. Thaxton, Walter L. Bradley, and Roger L. Olsen. Philosophical
Library, New York, N.Y. Hardback, 229 pp. $14.95. Reviewed by Dr. Ed Payne,
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia.

This book involves an analysis of the current theory and research concern-

ing prebiotic (chemical) evolution; that is, the biochemical, atmospheric

and thermodynamic conditions that are postulated to have been present for

the development of the simplest life forms. Its defense seems primarily di-

rected to other scholars in this field. After their comprehensive review the

authors conclude that: "After all the prodigious effort that has gone into

attempts to solve this great question over the last forty years, we (inclusive

of all scientists engaged in this area of study) are really no nearer to solu-

tion today than we were thirty years ago."

An addition that makes a necessary and excellent book even better is its

discussion of the metaphysical issues that condition the scientist's method-
ology and conclusions. It is too often assumed by both laymen and scien-

tists alike that the scientist avoids metaphysics, but the authors show that

scientists' metaphysics very much affect their methodologies and conclu-

sions. The authors hope that this focus will result in better communication

between theists and naturalists as both recognize their metaphysical pre-

suppositions. (This expectation, however, is probably not realistic.)

A caution to be observed by the unwary reader is the implicit position

of this book that life developed over a long time span (millions of years).

Thus, the book does not support the six-day creationist position except as

the authors' arguments soundly preclude the possibility of the spontane-

ous development of life forms without a source of intelligence outside the

system to direct the development of life forms.

The book is unique in its breadth and depth of technical information.

For this reason it is not a book for the less-than-serious reader, but it is

a must for anyone who wants to stay abreast of the most current scientific

knowledge concerning the spontaneous development of life. It affirms that

God always provides stronger and more rational arguments in science, as

well as all other disciplines, for the faith of Christians and their apologetic. CD
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Through Death to Life
For February 24, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 12
Key verses: John 12:20-33

Devotional reading: John 12:44-50

Memory selection: John 12:32

Introduction

Often the best way to get a job done
is the most difficult. We all like to take

shortcuts, and if we can get out of

some unpleasant duty, then we readily

pursue that way.

Satan proposed an easy way to Jesus

at the beginning of his ministry. He did

not have to go the way of the cross. If

he would just compromise with Satan
—work with him—Satan was ready to

deliver the nations of the world to him.

He could be king without all the misery

of suffering and dying.

But Jesus rejected that way and went
the way of the cross. That was why the

Father had sent him into the world.

In this chapter of John, we see Jesus,

the King of kings, facing death for

those whom the Father had given him.

That death was plotted by his enemies,

purposed by God, predicted by the

prophets and applied by Christ to men:
either as salvation or condemnation.

Plotted by
Men
John 12:1-19

Death was in the air in those days of
Jesus' presence in Jerusalem after the

raising of Lazarus from the dead.

Mary sensed it somehow. She had a

pound of ointment worth a great deal

of money. Nevertheless, she felt the

best use she could make of it was to

anoint the feet of Jesus (v. 3).

She did this to honor her Lord, to

show her gratitude for all he had meant
to her and her family.

Judas Iscariot sneered at her act,

suggesting that the money could have
been better spent in some other way.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

He suggested that it could have been

given to the poor.

Now, there is nothing wrong with

helping the poor. Indeed, Scripture is

full of exhortations that believers

ought to be concerned for the poor

among them, particularly those of the

household of God (believers). But to

feed and clothe the poor cannot be the

mission of the church any more than

it was the mission of Jesus Christ. He
came to save men from their sins, not

simply to save them temporarily from
distress in this world.

John explains that the motivation of

Judas was not any concern for the

poor, anyway. He was thinking of

himself. John and the others, at that

time, did not know the full truth about

Judas and still considered him one of

them. Only later, when they learned

what Jesus knew all along, did they

realize he was a thief who had been

pilfering from the money bag that was
common to the twelve.

But Jesus did not deal at this time

with the immoral thoughts of Judas.

He refuted Judas for interfering with

the showing forth of his death, soon
to come.

That death was far more important

to the church than anything else, even

the feeding of the poor. Now was his

time to be remembered for his death

on the cross to come. This was the key
hour of history—what all human his-

tory depended on, if there was ever to

be any sense to it all.

Mary was right to show the coming
death of Jesus in this way. Soon he

would be on the cross. Even now, his

enemies were plotting his death, to-

gether with the death of his friend,

Lazarus (v. 10).

She was right, too, to honor Jesus

with this precious gift. In doing so, she

was in accord with the prophet
Zechariah who announced the coming
of the King of kings to Zion. She was
also in accord with the actions of the

three wise men, who brought their

precious gifts to the King of the Jews
at his birth.

The plots of Jesus' enemies could

not prevent the celebration of his en-

try into Jerusalem by his followers (vv.

12-18). It was a triumphal entry, to be

sure, and the last public show of glory

to Christ before his death.

But while the multitudes celebrated

—many of them not knowing fully

what they celebrated, to be sure—the

enemies of Jesus, the Pharisees, were

filled with distress. They feared the

whole matter had gotten out of hand
(v. 19). They would have to do some-
thing quickly.

Undoubtedly, Jesus' glorious entry

into Jerusalem that day hastened his

death.

Questions

1 . What is your concern for the poor?

Geneva
. . . Quality

In Education
Ifyou want a college with
• Academic Quality

• Christian Commitment
• Personal Concern

*Call 800-VIP-TALK

Our Admissions staff would enjoy

sharing with you what Geneva has to

offer.

Geneva . . . quality education from a

Christian Perspective.

*In PA call 800-VIP-CHAT
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Newfrom
PhillipKeller!

A LAYMAN
LOOKS

ATTHELOVE
OFGOD

2. How do we show forth the death of

Jesus in the church?

A compelling devotional study
of one of the best-loved Scripture

passages, I Corinthians 13.

The author begins with a clear

definition of biblical love and points

out just how far society and even the

church have drifted from it. Then,
with warmth and passion, Keller

seeks to bring the reader to a deeper
understanding of the love of God in

Christ and how that love should be
expressed within the body of Christ.

A challenging and inspiring look
at what is truly the heart of the
Gospel message. $7.95 hardcover

ALSO BY W. PHILLIP KELLER
A Layman Looks at the Lamb ofGod
$4.95 Quality Paper

At your bookstore or by mailfrom:

BETHANY^ HOUSE PUBLISHERS

6820 Auto Club Rd.,Mpls., MN 55438
(add $1 for mail orders)

Purposed by

2 God
John 12:20-36

Perhaps one reason Jesus triumphantly

entered Jerusalem was to encourage

the disciples during the coming days,

when things would seem completely

out of hand—even out of Jesus'

hands.

Jesus saw things quite differently

than his disciples could possibly see

them at that time, particularly his

death. He spoke in these days of a

grain of wheat falling to the earth and
dying so that from it could spring up
a new plant bearing much fruit (v. 24).

These remarks were made when
some Greeks coming to his disciples

asked to see Jesus. These were prob-

ably proselytes who lived in other

countries and who had not yet had oc-

casion to see Jesus, though they had
heard of him.

The news that Jesus was now known
beyond the borders of Judea and
Galilee triggered in Jesus a celebration

of his own. He could see the begin-

nings of his name being known and
glorified throughout the earth (v. 23).

He did not love his life, but freely gave

it up to serve his Father. He wanted the

disciples to see the importance of this.

If they followed him, they would do
as he had done. They would willingly

give up any claim to their life to do as

they pleased and live for Jesus . They,

as Jesus, would have to suffer in this

life, but their willingness to suffer for

his sake would assure them that where

he was, they would be also (vv. 25-26).

Since Jesus came into the world sole-

ly to glorify the name of his Father, he

expected his own to live in the world

solely for his glory (vv. 27-30).

Jesus knew that the very death he

faced would be, on the one hand, the

means of his believers being saved for

eternity but also the seal of judgment
against those who rejected him (vv.

31-32).

So when they saw him lifted up on
the cross, they must remember that as

men lifted him up in hate, God lifted

him up to be the means of the salva-

tion of all who came to him in faith.

The skeptics among the crowds ridi-

culed Jesus, saying that such a thing

could not happen to their Christ. No

Christ of theirs would end up on a
cross. How little they knew or un-
derstood. They were like children in

the dark, wandering and stumbling.

Jesus therefore exhorted them to

walk in the light of the world ( Jesus'

light—his teachings) while they still

had opportunity. Someday the dark-

ness of death would enclose them, and
it would be too late!

Questions

l.In what respects have you lost your
life in this world for Christ's sake?

2. What parts of your life have not yet

been given to the Lord?

Predicted by

3 the Prophets
John 12:36-43

As if to emphasize the sudden coming
darkness to every man when he will be

committed forever to the course he has

chosen in this world, Jesus said these

things and promptly disappeared from
sight. That ought to have been a

shivering experience to those who had
heard him one hour and could not find

him the next.

Jesus had done many signs before

the people and many acts of mercy, yet

they did not believe in him and even

sought to do harm to him who had
done good for so many of them.

Jesus disappeared, but John re-

minds us that he did not leave them
without words of eternal life. The
prophets, whose writings they had,

continued to tell them the truth about

God and about themselves.

John quotes the first verse from
Isaiah's great prophecy regarding the

necessity of the death of Jesus Christ

(Isa. 53). That chapter declares that

though men did not recognize the

Christ and despised him, nevertheless

his death was necessary if they were to

be forgiven their sins and have eternal

life.

In the first verse of his prophecy,

Isaiah had raised the question, "Who
has believed our report?"

But the prophet goes on to answer

that question in the same verse: Only

those to whom the arm of the Lord has

been revealed will believe (v. 38).

This means that we must take our

consolation, as Jesus did, in the fact

that not all who hear the gospel will be-

lieve. Unless the arm of God is out-

stretched, unless their hearts are



changed by the Lord's Spirit, they will

not believe the gospel. It will appear

to them ridiculous. That was true in

Jesus' day and it is true today.

Quoting also from Isaiah 6, John
shows that the Lord told Isaiah, when
he first called him, that not all would

believe. Many who heard would reject

God's truth. At the end of Isaiah 6, the

prophet declares that only a remnant

will believe. That means we have to

work very hard in the world to gain

one convert to Jesus Christ. But work
we must, for that is why the Lord put

us here.

The sad thing in Jesus' day is that

though many secretly felt a sympathy
for what he was saying, they did not

acknowledge it, fearing for their own
reputation among their friends and
others.

The same is true today, when many
who profess Jesus in the church hold

their tongues and refuse to witness for

him in the world because they fear

what men will think.

John calls this loving the glory of

men more than the glory of God.

Questions
,

1.With how much zeal do you pursue

study of God's Word, to know better

his will for you?
2. With how much zeal do you con-

sciously seek to be his witness in the

world?

Applied by

4 Christ
John 12:44-50

Jesus saw the purpose of his coming
into the world as twofold.

In the first place, he was to be the

light of the world to enable those who
believed in him to be set free from the

darkness of this world in which all men
are born. They would be able through
Christ to live forever with the Lord (v.

46).

Jesus came to show men the Father

and to show them the way to come in-

to his presence. As we have seen, there

is no other way.

But Jesus also saw his coming into

the world as a basis for judgment of
those who refused to believe in him
(w. 47-48).

Jesus came not to condemn the

world but to save men out of it. This

means the world was already under
judgment before Jesus came. Never-

theless, since he came and provided the

way, the only way of salvation, those

who reject it will have to answer to

every word of Jesus in the day of

judgment.

In that day, they will not be judged

on the basis of what men thought of

them. They will not be judged on the

basis of their so-called "good works."

They will not be judged on the basis

of the glory they received in this world

or on the basis of the riches in their

bank accounts.

They will be judged by the words

Jesus has spoken to the world, which

men in the world either believed and
lived by or rejected.

The smugness of those who today

live without Jesus and are enjoying the

life they have chosen will suddenly

end. They will not be saved, but will

have to bow before the presence of

Jesus, the King, and acknowledge that

he and his servants were right. Every

knee will bow in that day and every

tongue confess that Jesus is Lord—the

Lord!

That word by which men will then

be judged is now the word of life

—

the only word by which men can truly

live (v. 50).

Questions

1 . What has Jesus' word said to you?

2. How do you know that word has

brought you life?

Next week: "Relationship in the

New Life," John 13. ffl

CLASSIFIEDS

books mmmmmmmmamm
JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.

Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views!' "Hollywood
vs. the Gospel;' "I do believe in spooks, I do,

I do, I do|' "Christians in an Age of Media
Storm:' For a sample write to: CROSSPOINT
FOUNDATION, Attn.: T.M. Moore, P.O.

Box 24427, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307.

CHURCHESHH
HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would
be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, NY. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

EDUCATION

FOR SALE MMHHMMK
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on pad-

ded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLE HBIMMH^
PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested, please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 W. Esplanade Ave.,

Kenner, LA 70065.

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write
1 000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)
668-4009. CRC references on request.
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PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed
theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

YOUTH PASTOR. Candidate must have

maturity in Christ, love for kids, Biblical in-

sight and discernment, administrative and or-

ganizational skills and a vision for coordina-

ting this ministry with the overall church min-

istry. Specifics include: *at least 3-5 years of

experience in organized youth work; *dedi-

cation to long-term youth ministry, *bache-

lor's degree from a recognized academic in-

stitution; *expertise in recruiting and train-

ing volunteer leaders; 'master's degree in

Christian education or Divinity; *commit-

ment to the Reformed standards of the PCA.
Send resume to: Evangelical Presbyterian

Church, 710 Ridgely Avenue, Annapolis, MD
21401; Attn. Search Committee.

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant
members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed

faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

WANTED FINANCE MANAGER.
Presbyterian mission organization seeks

qualified finance officer with experience in

managing staff, preparing and controlling a

$9 million budget, and developing the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed

convictions are required. Send curricula vitae

to: Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

MINISTER OF MUSIC/Music Instructor

needed in combined position for PCA church

and school. Desirable applicants should have

music degree, experience directing church or

school choirs and ability to work with both

adults and children. School position includes

music curriculum development for middle

and high school music department as well as

organization of school choirs and instrumen-

tal ensembles. Reply to: Pastor, First Presby-

terian Church, 146 East Cherry St., Opelou-

sas, LA 70570, (318) 948-9339.

ORGANIST/PIANIST needed in com-
bined position for PCA church and school.

Desirable applicants must be proficient in

both organ and piano, and have experience

in choir accompaniment. Position includes

playing in church worship services, conduct-

ing private lessons at Christian Academy, and

school choir accompaniment. Reply to: Pas-

tor, First Presbyterian Church, 146 East

Cherry St., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-9339.

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume

and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR/Dept. Head
needed to develop science department in col-

lege preparatory Christian school. Applicants

should have science degree, experience with

science instruction and lab work, ability to

motivate students, and commitment to literal

Biblical creation account. Reply to: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Dr., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-8607.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live in a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OF DEVELOPMENT

Our multi-service agency is seeking to fill the

newly-created position of Assistant Director

of Development. The position requires a de-

greed person with excellent communication

and organizational skills to be responsible for

assisting in solicitation of private contribu-

tions and identifying new funding sources.

Freedom to travel is a must; priority will be

given to those with proven success in fund

raising. Opportunity for professional growth,

attractive salary and benefit package.

Send resume to: Bethany Christian Ser-

vices, Personnel Manager, 901 Eastern NE,
Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

Equal Opportunity Employer

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

TEACHER POSITION OPENING:
Westminster Christian School, Miami, Flor-

ida is seeking a Computer Science teacher for

its high school for the 1985-86 school year.

800 students, grades K-12, member CSI,

SACS, FCIS. Send inquiries to: Mr. Gary B.

Adams, High School Principal, 6855 SW 152

Street, Miami, FL 33157.

MINISTER/DIRECTOR wanted for He-
bron—a Christian home for alcoholics in the

North Carolina mountains. 37 years contin-

uous ministry presenting Christ to alcoholics.

Present director retiring. Send resume to

James Elliott, Rt. 2 Box 469A, Huntersville,

NC 28078 or call (704) 892-8307.

WANTED BOOKKEEPER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified book-
keeper experienced in general ledger, and
bank and account reconcilliation. Knowledge
of accounts payable, payroll and computer-
ized accounting systems beneficial. Reply by
sending resume to: Administrative Director,

P.O. Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031; or call

(404) 292-8345.

SERVICESIHHHHHI
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-
TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-841-2782.

IIP Quill ^Pu6lecalw/M

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

TRAVEL \

HOLY LAND, THE NETHERLANDS
Tour, May 20-June 3, 1985. 15 days, Vienna,

Tiberias, Jerusalem, grand Holland tour. No
Sunday travel. May stay in Europe longer be-

fore or after. From Chicago $1,837; from New
York $1,690; from Tampa or Miami $1,857.

For more information call the tour hosts at

(305) 737-3515, or write to Rev. John and Mrs.

Van Hemert, 514 NW 7th Court, Boynton

Beach, FL 33435.

HOLY LAND AND CORINTH. April

29-May 9, 1985. $1,890 from Jackson, Mis-

sissippi. Brochure from Rev. Jim Wagner, 337

E. First St., Forest, MS 39074.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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EDITORIALS

Abortion and the Gospel

At stake in the controversy over abor-

tion is an essential element of the gos-

pel: the value of an individual human
being. When God sent his only Son to

die for rebellious sinners made in his

image, when Jesus gave himself for us,

there was a declaration from heaven of

the significance that even the least of

human beings has in God's sight.

This is why the gospel militates

against all the world's ways of putting

people down. God is no respecter of

persons. He does not make the distinc-

tions among people that our society

tends to take for granted. Thus the

gospel inveighs against any sort of

racial prejudice. It stands opposed to

discrimination against the poor,

against the handicapped, against wo-

men, against the elderly, against the

child.

And if the gospel is opposed to dis-

crimination against the child—partic-

ularly the orphan, often joined with

the widow in Scripture as exemplars of

all needy and helpless people—then it

also stands opposed to discrimination

against the pre-born, the most defense-

less human being of all.

It is not necessary in these columns to

establish that what we know as a fetus

is a human being. You are familiar

with the way the Bible speaks of Sam-
son, David, Jeremiah, John the Bap-

tist, and Jesus while still in their

mothers' wombs. Medical science tes-

tifies to the continuity of life from con-

ception, or at least from implantation

in the womb (in any case from before

the mother knows she is pregnant), to

birth and beyond.

The personhood of the fetus is not

the concern of our discussion here. The
question is: What ought to be done to

protect that person from abortion in

our present context.

The recent bombings and burnings

of abortion clinics across our land in-

dicate the level of concern and frustra-

tion that characterize some in the anti-

abortion movement. But their action

has rightly met with almost universal

rejection. Ironically, the public reac-

tion to the seemingly vigilante-type

subway shootings by Bernhard Goetz

has been almost universally approving.

It is easier to identify with the victim

of muggers on the subway than with

the subject of surgery in the womb

—

although we were all there once.

But the support for Goetz's action

will probably pass. No one wants to

believe that we are back in the Wild
West where everyone had to provide

his own law and order. Everyone
hopes that our system of justice can

still be made to support righteousness.

There does come a time when God is

pleased with vigilante-type action. Num-
bers 25 describes the zeal of Phinehas,

who killed both the Simeonite prince

and the Midianite woman he had taken

before the very eyes of Moses, and his

action "made atonement for the Isra-

elites." Psalm 106:30-31 says, "But
Phinehas stood up and intervened, and

the plague was checked. This was cred-

ited to him as righteousness for endless

generations to come."
What if we had been in Nazi Ger-

many when the Jews were being sys-

tematically exterminated? Should we
have stood by passively because we
ourselves were not commanded to do
the killing? Surely the response of Cor-

rie ten Boom's father, in identifying

with the oppressed by putting the

yellow Star of David on his sleeve, was

right as a first step. Like Obadiah
hiding 100 prophets of the Lord from
Jezebel's slaughter in Elijah's time (I

Kings 18), surely giving protective

refuge to the Jews contrary to Nazi

laws was the right thing to do. And if

we had been in the Warsaw ghetto,

where the Jews fought for their sur-

vival as in a declared war, surely to

fight on their side would have been the

right thing to do.

But the analogy is not a perfect one.

Although our laws allow abortion un-

der certain circumstances, there is not

a governmental policy to exterminate

the pre-born. It probably is not the

conscious desire or intent of the young
women, who often are so traumatized

by their situation that they are scarce-

ly thinking of that life within them as

a person. This is why there is frequent-

ly severe post-abortion guilt as the re-

ality eventually catches up with them.

What if the reality today were that

all babies were carried to term, and
then in the first eight months after

birth one-fourth of all these infants

(the same proportion of pregnancies

that currently end in abortion) were

brought to a clinic to be "put to sleep"

(like unwanted pets in a veterinarian's

office). Would we not all be seeking to

stop such slaughter, first by all legal

channels, then by such non-violent civil

disobedience as would both prevent

some deaths and appeal to the con-

science of society, and finally by iden-

tifying with the oppressed, harboring

them, and fighting on their behalf?

Again the analogy to our present sit-

uation is not perfect. There is a degree

of difference between the born and the

pre-born. The life of the pre-born is

more intimately knitted together with

the life and health of the mother than

is the case after birth.

But the continuity of that life is what

must be brought to bear upon the con-

science of our society now. If people

would be horrified at the prospect of

mass infanticide, they may yet be made
to feel the horrors of abortion. There

are encouraging signs that this is hap-

pening.

Like Paul in Acts 16:37, 22:25, and
23:3, we should expect the government

to live up to its own principles of

justice. Our government is committed
in principle to the protection of life.

The need of the present hour is to per-

suade our society that the pre-born is

indeed a person whose life deserves

protection. The recent bombings can

only be counter-productive to this end.

Nonviolent civil disobedience, on the

other hand recognized by our system

as a legitimate means of heightening

awareness of unjust laws, may prove

persuasive not only for some who will

give birth, but to public opinion and
our governing authorities. EE
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CHRISTIAN COLLEGES OVERRATED?

I enjoyed reading your recent publica-

tion on the subject of a Christian lib-

eral-arts college education (Jan. 2 and

9). After attaining a B.A. with a ma-
jor in history and a minor in English

from a Christian college, I have mar-

ried and am now working in the busi-

ness community. With the clearness

that hindsight affords I can now see

that a Christian liberal-arts education

neither prepared me for the realities of

professional life nor has it necessarily

made me more "fully human."
The primary aim of a Christian ed-

ucation should be to bring one closer

to the truth. I am very grateful for the

academic excellence afforded me in my
college education. However, it is spir-
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itually harmful to foster either an
"ivory tower," unrealistic environ-

ment, or to encourage conformism,
whether theologically or socially. Too
many professors fail to meet students'

needs by not seeking out ways in which

a major in their field may be practical-

ly useful outside academia. Few are the

students who can spend the time and
finances to study for the sake of study-

ing. Also, many administrators would
be glad to have the social and intellec-

tual challenges of college reduced to

that of a high school. In failing to

bring Christian students into the harsh-

ness of the realities found in our world

a great disservice is done to everyone.

Could it be possible that the "idea

of a Christian liberal-arts education"

is greatly overestimated? Perhaps, we
should seek a more impartial critique

of the practical applications of such an

education from someone outside the

Reformed tradition.

—Guy Cothran
Florence, S.C.

YOUTH AS A SOURCE OF HOPE

Thank you for an excellent issue on

"The Value of a Christian Liberal-Arts

College Education." Suzanne Comer's

well-written essay provided an intimate

look at life on the Christian liberal-arts

campus. Her picture was delightfully

realistic and displayed wisdom beyond

her years. While she exploded myths

and described imperfections, she also

gloried in the ideals which the Chris-

tian college holds aloft.

The other articles well supported the

theme but the coup de grace was the

editorial, "Christian Colleges and the

Hope for Revival." This piece was a

veritable manifesto. Linking the rise of

reformational education in the 16th

century to our present situation, and

stressing the strategic importance of

Christian colleges, was penetrating

analysis indeed.

It is well to reflect on the youth

upheavals in America in the turbulent

'60s and '70s to understand America

today. Many parallels between that

movement and the German youth

movement prior to World War I can

be found. Both revolutions sought to

cast off the bonds of the preceding

generations, especially what was con-

sidered the senile generation then ex-

ercising authority. The idea was to

throw away the entire antiquated, ex-

cessively materialistic baggage of the

older generation and build a new soci-

ety founded on entirely new principles.

The Woodstock generation thought

love ( = sexual permissiveness), peace

( = an end to concern about creeping

communism), and music ( = rock and
roll and the drug culture) could usher

in a new age. In a similar way the Ger-

man youth movement relied on a

vague rhetoric to hide its lack of a sub-

stantive program. Neither of these

movements acquired any lasting desig-

nation for themselves precisely be-

cause, after everything was said and
done, their ideological content was lit-

tle more than adolescent rebellion.

Both died with few lasting landmarks

and many crumbled dreams. The
youth slowly integrated back into busi-

ness as usual, mimicking the values

they once sought to overthrow. Hip-

pies became Yuppies.

But youth have always been a source

of hope for the world. They can pro-

voke change for the better; they can

improve upon an aging status quo.

Jerry Falwell's quaint designation,

"the young champions of Liberty

Mountain," for example, reflects this

fond, age-old hope.

Today's yuppies remember the ear-

ly dreams, they still listen to the old

music. In the recesses of their memo-
ries they long for an ideological pro-

gram for a better world. Their new
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materialism will be shown to be as

empty as their parents' old one. This

group, though past the college age, is

still ripe for the "reformational revi-

val" proposed in your inspirational

editorial.

—Douglas E. Fox
Westminster Seminary
Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKE BEST OUT OF GOOD THING

Suzanne Comer's article on "Going to

a Christian College" hit it right on the

head. For I, too, spent two years at

Covenant College and am now faced

with a regular society of secular stu-

dents.

A Christian education is the best

basis for all Christian young adults

who are now going into the predomi-

nantly secular world.

During my stay at Covenant, I took

too much advantage of the good times

offered, and I think a lot of students

do when they're away from the nest,

for the first time. It's only when it's

taken away that they appreciate what

was given the first time.

For those seeking a Christian col-

lege, my advice is to make the best out

of a good thing. Learn and apply the

knowledge to your own life. And the

most important thing is to put the good
times aside for awhile until that chap-

ter is read or that test is studied for.

—Melissa R. Partridge

Newark, Del.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I I was a convert to Christian schools. Having attended

public school through eighth grade myself, I was familiar with the conflict

that could arise over evolution and one's Biblical teaching in home and church

and also over various questions of lifestyle. To a great extent I found that

conflict healthy, stimulating me with strong support from church and home
to search the Scriptures for my answers. The increasing departure of our

culture from Christian moorings, however, eventually made me more con-

scious of the risks for my children's generation. And then as I taught in

a Christian college, I grew in my awareness of the crucial difference for

all education that starting with God and his Word can make.

I l That is the theme of this issue of the Journal. Roland
Travis, in a hard-hitting excerpt from a recent sermon, describes the prob-

lem that confronts Christian parents as they place their children in the public

schools. Kenneth Gentry, in an article that will be available from him in

slightly expanded tract form, presents positive reasons for the establishment

of Christian schools.

l l With the rapid growth of Christian schools the Journal's

"God's World" papers for elementary school have grown to a circulation

of over 137,000. We have included in this issue a description of these papers

in the hope that they can serve an even larger number of Christian students

and schools. We are contemplating the addition next fall of a junior-high

edition and a special kindergarten edition.

I l In the process of pursuing school addresses through the

Yellow Pages and other lists we have come across some interesting school

names, including: the Holy Cow Agricultural School, the Fourteen Holy
Helpers School, the Free for All Christian Academy, Snapfinger Road Baptist

Kindergarten, and the Papoose Parlor.

I l The National Safety Council is promoting what it terms

"Safety Sabbath" over the Valentine's Day weekend of February 14-17.

Emphasis this year is being placed on child car safety seats, poison preven-

tion, and physical fitness. Be a Valentine by taking good care of those you
love!

I l The Wall Street Journal recently took note of the prayers

as Senate Chaplain of Presbyterian minister Richard C. Halverson: "With
his shock of white hair and his domineering presence, Mr. Halverson is one

of the few figures in the capital who can go over the head of Congress without

fear of political repercussions." His prayer at the opening of the election-

year session in 1984 was, "Dear God, surprise even senators by leading them
through a productive legislative session." Mentioning his ministry to the

congressional press corps, the Wall Street Journal added its "Amen" to

the following prayer: "Help the press and media not to be hardened when
they suffer the wrath of those who resent it when truth is exposed—or by
the hypocrisy, caprice, and weakness of the human flesh, remembering that

they also are human. Save them from cynicism and help them not to im-

pregnate the public mind with seeds of cynicism." CTJ
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Kidnapped Presbyterian Missionary Reported Alive

NEW YORK (RNS)—Officials in the

New York offices of the Presbyterian

Church (USA) were elated to learn that

one of their missionaries, abducted in

Beirut last May 8, apparently is still

alive.

Rev. Benjamin Weir, 61, was men-
tioned by name in a videotape of a kid-

napped American diplomat, filmed

January 22. The tape of U.S. embassy
official William Buckley was acquired

by Visnews, an international news film

agency, and released in London.
"Today, the 22nd of January, 1985,

I am well and my friends Benjamin
Weir and Jeremy Levin are also well.

We ask that our government take ac-

tion for our release quickly," Buckley

said on the 56-second tape. Buckley

and Levin, Beirut bureau chief of

Cable News Network, were seized last

March.
There was no word on the tape

about two other Americans kidnapped

in Lebanon—Rev. Martin Lawrence
Jenco, a Catholic priest abducted Jan-

uary 8, and Peter Kilburn, a librarian

at American University, who disap-

peared in November. Father Jenco

headed Catholic Relief Services in

Beirut. All five kidnappings have taken

place since Druse and Shiite Muslim
militias took over from the Lebanese

army in Beirut's Muslim sector.

A statement issued by the PCUSA
on January 29 read: "We rejoice in the

report, albeit secondhand, that as of

January 22 Ben Weir was alive and
well. We are particularly pleased to

note that the message transmitted

through William Buckley was totally

free of an ultimatum or words of

threat. . . . We hope that this oppor-

tunity will be recognized and that our

State Department is now preparing to

send a positive signal in response.

"March For Lite" gathers in front of Supreme Court building.

4 Presbyterian Journal
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"Presbyterians continue to pray not

only for the safety, health, and release

of all five missing Americans, but also

for the reconciliation of all of the com-
munities in Lebanon who so desperate-

ly long for the peace with justice that

has eluded them."
The videotape of Buckley was the

first indication the church had had
since July 5 that Weir was still alive. 21

Religious Diversity, Science
Mark 1985 March For Life

WASHINGTON (RNS)—A new infu-

sion of people from many different

religious faiths and denominations

swelled the ranks of the 12th annual

March For Life on January 22, help-

ing to make it one of the largest anti-

abortion protests in the nation's his-

tory.

Visible throughout the march were

signs that underscored the diverse

nature of the crowd, some reading

"Presbyterians Pro-Life," "United
Methodists For Life," "Lutherans For

Life," and "Jews Against the 2nd
Holocaust." In all, the protesters

numbered over 71 ,000, according to an

official police estimate, double the size

of last year's protest, and the largest

in the history of the march.

For perhaps the first time, the

demonstration projected a religiously

diverse image that contrasted with the

early days of the march when Roman
Catholic school children were bused in

from nearby states to beef up a then-

predominantly Catholic event. The
march is held each year to protest the

January 22, 1973, Supreme Court deci-

sion legalizing abortion.

Yet, it was appeals based not on re-

ligion, but on science and technology,

that set the tone for the demonstration.

Speaking to the crowd from a loud-

speaker hook-up in the White House,

President Reagan called attention to

"the new technique of real time ultra-

sound" which allows people "to see

with our own eyes on film the abortion



of a 12-week-old unborn child."

Mr. Reagan, who told the anti-

abortion protesters that he feels "a
great sense of solidarity with all of

you," also predicted that a new anti-

abortion film, "The Silent Scream,"
would have a powerful influence on
lawmakers and others who see it. The
film was produced by Dr. Bernard

Nathanson, a former director of an
abortion clinic turned right-to-life ac-

tivist, and previewed on the day of the

march. CD

CatholicsSupportChurch—
May Not Follow Its Lead

PROVIDENCE, R.I.—In the middle

of prolonged debate about a crisis of

authority in the Roman Catholic

Church, a new study is being com-
pleted which suggests that Catholics,

at least in one region, support the

direction of the church in the last two

decades and believe their leaders have

a right to make decisions on key moral

and social questions.

The study, conducted by Christine

Von Der Haar, a faculty member at In-

diana University, is based on question-

naires collected in a scientific survey of

361 Catholic parishioners in the In-

dianapolis Archdiocese. It found that

a majority of Catholics continue to

identify strongly with their church and
are proud to be members, even though

they may disagree on some of the in-

stitution's key moral and social

teachings.

In analyzing the responses, Von Der
Haar said 43% reported they have

"sometimes" experienced conflict with

the church over moral issues, with 15%
saying they felt conflict "often."

Another 22% said they disagreed rare-

ly, and 20% said they never disagreed.

But only 18% reported that they

changed their position to coincide with

that of the church. Most, 57%, de-

cided that other beliefs they held

justified a course that was opposed to

the church's teachings, while 34%
simply decided that the issue was not

significant.

When asked whether they felt a

sense of pride in being a member of the

Catholic Church, 96% of the respon-

dents said they did. However, when
asked whether they put the church's

goals ahead of their personal interests,

commitment seemed to slip, with only

62% responding affirmatively. [FJ

Protestant Church Gaining
New Strength in Egypt

CAIRO, Egypt (RES)—The World
Evangelical Fellowship (WEF) esti-

mates that Egypt now has a Christian

population of six to ten million, mak-
ing it the country with the largest Prot-

estant community in the Mideast.

Writing after his visit to that coun-

try, Dr. David M. Howard of WEF re-

ports: "The Egyptian church faces

special restrictions. It is against the law

to seek to make converts from the ma-
jority religious community. All Prot-

estants are held accountable to the

government through the Council of

Protestant Churches in Egypt, to

which all must belong. Church services

are routinely monitored by the secret

police, as were the conference sessions

in which we spoke."

Despite the government restrictions,

Howard witnessed encouraging signs

of renewal in Egypt's Protestant

churches, noting "the increasing

number of professional men and
women and those with good govern-

ment positions who are opting for the

insecurity of full-time Christian ser-

vice." Spiritual renewal in several Cop-
tic Orthodox churches is evident as

well, according to Howard. ffl

Also in the News . .

.

Faced with a shortage of trained

organists, the Japan Christian Coun-

cil (JCC) and a Japanese computer

software firm have jointly developed

a computer that plays up to 800

hymns. When a numbered key preset

for a particular hymn is touched, the

computer automatically reproduces the

music in nearly perfect organ tone. The

JCC, which represents over 135,000

Japanese Protestants, turned to the

personal computer in hopes of adding

some musical majesty to church ser-

vices.

Malcolm Grear, professor of

graphic design at the Rhode Island

School of Design and head of his own
design studio, has been hired to design

a symbol for the Presbyterian Church
(USA). The denomination has been

without a seal or symbol since its for-

mation in 1983. Mr. Grear has de-

signed symbols for the Guggenheim

Museum and the Metropolitan Opera
in New York City, and a seal for the

U.S. Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

Although they comprised a minori-

ty in the divided Dallas congregation,

"loyalists" to the PCUSA in a split of

the Casa Linda Presbyterian Church
have been awarded the church proper-

ty, valued at $1.5 million, by a state

district judge. In 1981 a majority of the

congregation voted to withdraw from

the PCUSA; however, the judge de-

clared that action to be illegal in light

of denominational law. An appeal will

be filed by the seceding congregation.

First Presbyterian Church of

Dillon, S.C., has voted for the second

time to seek to to be dismissed by the

Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA)
to the Presbyterian Church in America
(PCA). The church had previously

asked such dismissal by a 69% margin,

but was turned down by the PCUSA
presbytery. The new request came on
a 179-53 vote, or about 79%, accord-

ing to Rev. John Bumgardner, pastor.

Meanwhile, First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) of Kingstree, S.C., rejected

by a close vote a proposal to transfer

its affiliation to the Associate Re-

formed Presbyterian Church.

"Building Tomorrow Together" is

the theme of a summer Bible and mis-

sions conference sponsored by Mission

to the World (MTW) and Mission to

North America (MNA) of the PCA.
The conference, which brings together

MTW missionaries and MNA organiz-

ing pastors, for the first time will be

open to the church at large. Scheduled

for July 13-19, the event will be held

at Ferrum College, Va., and informa-

tion can be obtained from the Confer-

ence Coordinator, P.O. Box 1744, De-

catur, Ga. 30031.

The Amsterdam conference for

itinerant evangelists, which attracted

4,000 Christian workers to Holland in

1983, will be repeated at the same site

in the summer of 1986. Billed as

Amsterdam 86, the conference is

scheduled for July 12-21, 1986, and is

expected to bring together some 8,000

itinerant evangelists from nearly 150

countries. Both the 1983 meeting and
the upcoming conference have been

sponsored by the Billy Graham Evan-

gelistic Association. CD
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Should the Children of God Be
Educated in the Temple of Baal?

ROLAND M. TRAVIS

In Daniel 1:1-4 we read about the fall

of Jerusalem into the hands of Nebu-
chadnezzar, the Babylonian conquer-

or. He leveled Jerusalem and deported

the Jews from their beloved land to the

land of Babylon, there to serve as

slaves.

At verse 3 the story narrows its focus

from the nation as a whole to the lives

of four teen-aged boys: Daniel, Hana-
niah, Mishael, and Azariah. The Bible

calls them "youths." The meaning of

the Hebrew word limits their ages to

between 13 and 19, probably more 13

to 15. They were purposely chosen at

this tender, impressionable age so that

they would be vulnerable, open, non-

resistant to a brainwashing program
that was to last for three years. Dur-
ing this three-year period they were to

be broken away from their Jewish her-

itage and to be completely absorbed in-

to the Babylonian culture.

And how did the Babylonians pro-

pose to do that? For three years they

were to be taught the "learning" and
"language" of Babylon. The Hebrew
word for learning is "the book." And
that's what the Babylonians intended

to do—throw the book at them. They
were to be taught the whole philosophy

of the Babylonian life-style, including

religion and moral behavior. Their

course of instruction was designed to

turn them to the life-style of Baby-
lon—to paganize them, if you will.

Why use education as the primary

means to accomplish the paganization

of these four Jewish teen-agers? Well,

it's because the Babylonians knew that

military force doesn't capture men.
The Berlin Wall, for example, may re-

strict travel and force people to live

The author is pastor of the

Chapelgate Presbyterian Church
(PCA), Ellicott City, Maryland. He
holds a B.A. from Mississippi State U.,
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Seminary, and D.Min. from
Vanderbilt U.

under communism, but it doesn't

make communists out of people. The
only way to capture a man is to get him
to think like you do. Ideas capture

men, not weapons. Win a man's mind
and you have him. Capture his thoughts

and you control him. So the goal of the

Babylonians was to get these boys to

abandon their Biblical world-and-life

view and to adopt a pagan one. And
they purposed to use education as the

means to achieve that goal.

The Current Situation

A) The Ominous Parallels. There is an

ominous parallel between the situation

of Daniel and his friends and the situa-

tion of our children in the public

school system today. I believe that an

impartial analysis of the facts before

us indicates that millions of young peo-

ple are being held captive by an educa-

tional system that is at war with their

Christian beliefs and has as its purpose

their total secularization. I realize that

the charge I am making is a serious

one. But I assure you, it can be sub-

stantiated with facts.

Perhaps you think I'm being melo-

dramatic. Perhaps you think I'm be-

ing a little too radical and rash in my
statements. Well, let's let the educators

speak from themselves about the na-

ture of the system that holds our chil-

dren captive and their purposes for it.

B) The Nature and Purpose of Sec-

ular Education. In a report entitled

"Education for the '70s" the National

Education Association described its

concept of the role of the teacher in the

public school system in the coming
generation: "Schools will become
clinics whose purpose will be to pro-

vide individualized psycho-social treat-

ment for the students, and the teachers

will become psycho-social therapists."

Dr. John Goodland of the NEA
wrote a report for the NEA entitled

"Schooling for the Future." In that re-

port he stated, "Our goal is behavior-

al change. The majority of our youth

still hold to the values of their parents,

and if we do not recognize this pattern,

if we do not resocialize them to accept

change, our society may decay."

It might surprise you to know that

some educators consider your children

to be mentally ill when the school gets

them because your values have pol-

luted them. For example, John Dewey,

the father of modern education,

stated, "Personal independence is an

unnamed form of insanity." Paul

Brandwein, in his writings on social

sciences, says, "Any child who believes

in God is mentally ill." Ashley Mon-
tagu, in a lecture to 1,000 home eco-

nomics teachers said, "The American
family structure produces mentally ill

children." A professor of education at

Harvard University said these words to

a group attending a seminar on child-

hood education: "Every child in

America entering school at the age of

five is mentally ill, because he comes
to school with certain allegiances to-

ward our founding fathers, toward our

elected officials, toward his parents,

toward a belief in a supernatural Be-

ing, toward the sovereignty of this na-

tion as a separate entity. It's up to you

teachers to make all these sick children

well by creating the international child

of the future." A teacher of biology

at the high school level wrote this in

a national magazine: "The battle for

humankind's future must be waged

and won in the public school classroom

by teachers who correctly perceive their

role as the proselytizers of a new faith.
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[The faith he was referring to was the

religion of secular humanism, which

has been recognized by the Supreme
Court as a religion.] The classroom

must and will become an arena of con-

flict between the old and the new—the

rotting corpse of Christianity and the

new faith of Humanism." As I read

these words I could not help thinking

of Psalm 2:2-3: "The kings of the

earth take their stand, and the rulers

take counsel together against the Lord
and his Anointed: let us tear their fet-

ters apart, and cast away their cords

from us!" And I also think of God's
response to such foolishness in verses

4-5: "He who sits in the heavens

laughs, the Lord scoffs at them. Then
he will speak to them in his anger and
terrify them in his fury."

Now I realize that not all educators

are so humanistically inclined, but I

also realize that the NEA and all its af-

filiate resources, research institutes,

and cover organizations do live by the

dogmas of humanism and intend to

use the public school system to pass

these unbiblical values down to your
children and mine.

The truth is that many teachers

teach humanism and don't even know
it. As in most organizations a handful

of elitist theoreticians do the thinking

and then educate the educators who,
in turn, pass these theories down to the

local level without realizing what they

are doing. They are simply teaching

what they have been taught without

thinking about it. But the results are

the same: Humanism is being taught.

And don't forget this: Many of the

campus radicals of the '60s and '70s,

the draft-card burners, the war protes-

ters, the ones enamored with socialism,

the drug-users, the advocates of free

sex and abortion, are now teaching our
children in the public school system.

And I pray that you are not so naive

as to believe that their value systems

don't influence what they teach.

C) How Well Are the Humanists
Doing in Achieving Their Educational
Goals? Let me give you just a few ex-

amples. First of all they have gained

control of the public school textbook

market. Donald Oppewal has written

an article called "Humanism as the

Religion of Public Education: Text-

book Evidence" in the Journal of the

Christian Legal Society. In the article

Mr. Oppewal makes numerous refer-

ences to quotes from approved text-

books to demonstrate that they teach

a unified world-and-life view that is

hostile to a Biblical understanding of

the same data. And I am reminded that

Hitler's minister of propanganda said,

"Let me control the textbooks and I

will control Germany."
You should also be aware of the fact

that the secular humanists, through the

court systems, are making it as finan-

cially difficult as possible for Chris-

tians to establish their own schools.

Those of us who reject the secular sys-

tem as fitting for our children's edu-

cation are, nonetheless, required by
law to financially support that system

through taxes. We may establish and
maintain a Christian school only after

we have paid for the competing sys-

Writing on a Juvenile Level

Few magazine editors, if told that their writing was on a juvenile level, would
accept the statement as a compliment. But Norm Bomer, one of our staff

members here at the Journal/God's World office, does. Writing for juveniles

has been his assignment since he came here in 1981.

Partly because the writing has been on target, and partly for a variety of

other reasons, the God's World papers (now there are three of them published

each week) have prospered during the last 3'/2 years. Here is the record of

circulation growth:

SCHOOL YEAR 1981-82 20,500

SCHOOL YEAR 1982-83 45,000

SCHOOL YEAR 1983-84 125,000

SCHOOL YEAR 1984-85 (so far) 137,000

Add to that the 18,500 Journals being mailed each week (and 1 1 ,000 weekly

copies of the Bulletin Newsupplement) and you see why our staff of 19 peo-

ple is busy. Five different deadlines each week, with a total circulation ap-

proaching 170,000, gives us something like a "bully pulpit."

We mention it now because the Journal board's executive committee,

meeting in Atlanta two weeks ago, voted to continue our expansion. This

fall, Lord willing, we will be offering five different editions of the God's

World papers for children, each edited on a different age level. (And a few

months from now, we hope to have significant news about still one more
addition to our lineup.) If you have not yet seen a sample of these popular

papers, write us and ask for a free sample.

The financial impact of all this growth is obviously large. As a non-profit

organization, we have always depended on gifts to balance our budget. As
our readership is extended, however, the possibility of depending only on
subscription revenue gets closer.

But we have not yet reached that point, and right now we have a major

opportunity for Journal readers who would like to help us reach that point.

A generous donor has offered $100,000 for the God's World effort this year,

provided we secure from other donors $100,000 over and above our con-

tributions in 1983-84. Our giving in 1983-84 was $146,000—so we need

$246,000 to qualify for the extra gift. We have until June 30 to meet this

wonderful challenge. If we reach it, we believe we will be very close to the

time when subscriptions alone will maintain our ministry.

Will you help us reach that goal?—JOEL BELZ EE
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Baal?

tern.

Moreover you should know that the

compulsory school laws mean that mil-

lions of children of Christian parents

are being forced to receive an educa-

tion that continuously declares that the

Christian world-and-life view is of no
value for modern man so far as think-

ing and learning are concerned. And
there can be little doubt that the media
selectively cover those events and per-

sonalities that reinforce the idea that

those who support Christian schools

are on the lunatic fringe, hopelessly out

of step with the rest of society, not to

mention being out of touch with real-

ity.

In Falls Church, Va. a high school

principal told members of Young Life

that they could not distribute an-

nouncements of club meetings even

though they were to be held in homes.
In Lakeview, Fla. a principal ordered

his staff to rip a page out of all school

yearbooks to remove photographs of

a Bible club because he had received

a threatening call from a civil liberties

lawyer. A football coach in Boulder,

NEAR EAST
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Col. was told to stop having a Bible

study for students before the beginning

of the school day.

We are in a battle for the minds of
our children, make no mistake about it.

D) What Have Been the Results of
the Secularization of the School Sys-

tem? We are all aware of the decline

in academic standards that has resulted

from the application of the educational

policies I have outlined. In its report

A Nation At Risk, the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education
stated bluntly, "For the first time in

the history of our country, the educa-

tional skills of one generation will not

surpass, will not equal, will not even

approach, those of their parents."

Why? Because the secular school sys-

tem has substituted socialization for

academics. Time magazine observed
that "a smorgasbord of elective courses

have subverted traditional academic
standards, pandering to students who
have increasingly abandoned academic

studies for more general courses like,

'Training for Adulthood'." To put it

another way, academic excellence is no
longer seen as the purpose of educa-

tion. At a textbook selection commit-
tee meeting I attended last year, I

heard a history teacher in the Howard
County school system put it this way:
"When are these parents going to learn

to trust us and stop questioning the

materials we use? We want to turn out

good citizens, and if we can teach them
a little history along the way, so much
the better."

However, the decline in academic
skill is not, for the Christian, the most
pressing issue. The result of the secular

school system presenting a secular

world-and-life view as the only intellec-

tually acceptable one has had devasting

effects in the spiritual lives of many
children. Our children are taught one
thing at school and something entirely

different at home and in the church.

Such children are being forced to

choose between the viewpoints of their

parents and the viewpoints of their

teachers. Consequently many young
people fail to see any connection be-

tween their faith and the "real" world.

And, quite frankly, this intellectual

schizophrenia is making it increasingly

difficult for many young people to

take their faith seriously. But even

more disastrous is the fact that you are

beginning to see a certain hardness, a

certain callousness, a certain cynicism

toward Christianity in the hearts of

many young people today. And I, for

one, lay the blame squarely at the feet

of those who would use the education-

al system in precisely the same manner
as the Babylonians purposed to do
with Daniel and his friends. The public

school system, in my opinion, has be-

come the most effective instrument for

the propagation of atheism the world
has yet seen.

In light of what I've just said, you
would think that Christians would be
more concerned about what is happen-
ing to their children. Unfortunately
what I find all too often is either in-

difference or outright unbelief. I am
reminded of the Scripture which says,

"My people perish for lack of knowl-
edge."

Conclusion

Perhaps some of you think what I have
said is irrational and stupid. Maybe
you would like to say to me, "What
is the matter with you? Do you think

that the children of Christians are so

special that they demand special treat-

ment?" To that I would have to reply,

"Yes, the children of Christians are

special. They are different." In I Cor-
inthians 7:14 the apostle Paul wrote

that the children of Christians are "ho-
ly." That doesn't mean that they are

superior or better than other children.

It simply means that they are different.

The meaning of the Greek word is that

they have been set apart for special ser-

vice to the Lord. They do not belong

to the state. They do not even belong

to their parents. They belong to God.
If they have been baptized, then they

carry God's mark on them. They are

obliged to see themselves, their lives,

and their world in light of God's
Word. They are called upon to be the

"salt and light" in this secular society,

no matter what occupation they might

choose. They are under obligation to

fulfill the cultural mandate of subdu-

ing the earth and bringing all things

under the lordship of Jesus Christ.

"Yes," I reply to you, "the children

of Christians are special. And neither

you nor they can afford to ignore that

fact." Therefore it is all the more intol-

erable when such children are forced to

receive an education in which the tes-

timony of Christ and his Word are de-

liberately excluded. Such an education

is a denial of the lordship of Christ and
is, ultimately, the expression of anoth-

er religion in which man attempts to be

his own god. IS



A Case for Christian Schooling

KENNETH L. GENTRY JR.

The Christian school movement today

is one of the fastest growing educa-

tional phenomena of our time. It has

been estimated that a new Christian

school is established every eight hours

in America.

While few Christians deem the

Christian school movement as a posi-

tive evil, nevertheless a significant

number view it as something less than

a necessary good. Are there compelling

reasons why Christian parents should

send their children to a Christian

school? What is the case for Christian

schooling?

/. Faulty Arguments for Christian Schooling

A major contributing factor to a low

level of enthusiasm for Christian

schooling is often traceable to deficient

motives to secure it: 1) Selfish Con-
siderations. The worst of reasons in

this regard are blatantly sub-Christian:

pride (the "my-child-is-enrolled-in-a-

private-school" syndrome) and pre-

judice (race discrimination via "white
flight" academies). Fortunately, these

reasons are rare.

2) Academic Considerations. For
some there is a commendable concern

for academic excellence. It is a simple

task to document the miserable failure

of the government-controlled educa-

tional system. For two decades the na-

tional academic performance of Amer-
ican students has registered a precipi-

tous decline. Both the SAT and ACT
national test score averages, as well as

other academic barometers, have
fallen steadily. Dr. Alvin Eurich, presi-

dent of the Academy for Educational

Development, analyzed and compared
the reading and vocabulary skills of

Minnesota high school students in 1978
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with those in 1928 and found them to

be more than 20 points lower.

The Wall Street Journal published

an article a few years ago entitled "The
Great Classroom Debacle." There it

was noted that a Hudson Institute

study had "painstakingly assembled

available pupil-achievement test scores

from throughout the nation and found
an almost unrelieved picture of decline

in scholastic performance, quite unre-

lated to economic background, race,

or geographic location."

In short, as the 1983 National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education put

it, our nation has committed "an act

of unthinking, unilateral educational

disarmament." And while it is true

that the academic performance of

Christian schools is considerably high-

er, even this is not a sufficient motive

to seek Christian schooling.

3) Disciplinary Considerations. For
others there is the concern for the phys-

ical well-being of children in the in-

creasingly criminal climate of govern-

ment schools. In 1975 the "Preliminary

Report of the Senate Subcommittee to

Investigate Juvenile Delinquency" doc-

umented a dramatic increase in major
violent crimes in government schools.

A Gallup study entitled Religion in

America, 1979-1980 reported that

"one teenager in five is fearful of bodi-

ly injury in school hours."

The November 1982 Gabler's Edu-
cational Research Newsletter com-

pared the 1940 school disciplinary prob-

lems with those of 1982. The top four

problems in 1940 were: 1) talking, 2)

robbery, 3) assault, and 4) burglary.

An August 1, 1984 Associated Press

report stated that "an 'epidemic' of

crime and disorder in the schools jus-

tifies search procedures that would be

unlawful if conducted against adults"

and "each month 282,000 students were

physically attacked in America's pub-
lic schools and 1 12,000 were robbed."

Certainly this gives cause for con-

cern. And it is true that in the well-

disciplined, spiritual environment of

the Christian school, such a fear is un-

necessary. But though admirable, this

and similar arguments still fail to un-

cover the vital rationale that demon-
strates that the Christian school is the

only option for the Christian (outside

of a home school).

//. Biblical Arguments for Christian Schooling

1) The Demands ofReligious Commit-
ment. Two aspects of the Christian's

religious commitment obligate the par-

ent to seek a Christian education for

his child.

First, the primacy of the Lord in all

things. The Christian recognizes that

all men have a creaturely duty to glo-

rify God in all of life (Eccles. 12:13;

Col. 1:16). Furthermore, the Christian

has been redeemed by the blood of

Christ and sealed by the Holy Spirit.

Thus, he belongs redemptively to God
(I Cor. 6:19-20; I Pet. 1:18-19). Con-
sequently, he sees Christ as the One
"who gave himself for us, that he

might redeem us from all iniquity, and
purify unto himself a peculiar people,

zealous of good works" (Tit. 2:14).

The glory of the Lord in all things

is the Christian's goal: "Whether ye

eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do
all to the glory of God" (I Cor. 10:31).

"And whatsoever ye do in word or

deed, do all in the name of the Lord
Jesus" (Col. 3:17).

Since the Lord calls believers to keep

him foremost in every thought and en-

deavor, it is inconceivable that he

could be totally left out of the formal

educational process without his lord-

ship being implicitly diminished. For-

mal education, which consumes so

much of a child's week, tends to mold
that child's world-and-life view. The
Christian must not allow his child to

be tempted to believe that the Lord has

relevance only on Sunday and at

church. He is the Lord of every day
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Schooling

and all areas of life—including the aca-

demic realm.

Second, covenantal devotion to God.

Clearly the family is the special arena

of God's covenant love. It is the family

which has the duty to "train up" the

child "in the nurture and admonition

of the Lord" (Prov. 22:6; Eph. 6:4).

The expectation for the Christian par-

ent is not less than for Abraham, of

whom God said: "For I know him, that

he will command his children and his

household after him, and they shall keep

the way of the Lord" (Gen. 18:19).

The education of covenant children

should be a vital concern to the godly

parent. The pattern for total Christian

education is found in Deuteronomy
6:5-8: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy might. And these

words, which I command thee this

day, shall be in thine heart: and thou

shalt teach them diligently unto thy

children, and shalt talk of them when
thou sittest in thine house, and when
thou walkest by the way, and when thou

liest down, and when thou risest up."

2) The Nature of Christian Educa-

tional Philosophy. A sound education-

al philosophy is necessary to a sound
education. Yet a sound philosophy is

impossible apart from a Christian

base. The Christian educational philos-

ophy is not simply better than the sec-

ular, "neutral" philosophy. Rather,

Christianity provides the only legiti-

mate, rational, and defensible philos-

ophy of education. In demonstration

of this, note:

First, God is the Creator ofall reali-

ty. The Bible insists that God has cre-

ated all things (Gen. 1:1; Exod. 20:11;

Neh. 9:6) and for his own glory (Col.

1:16; Rev. 4:11). Consequently, if edu-

cation seeks a proper understanding of

the world around us, then to leave God
out of the philosophy, curriculum,

method, and conduct of education is

suicidal error. No fact of the universe,

however small or great, is properly

comprehended as it really is unless it

is seen in its relationship to God and
his plan. All facts are God-created

fact, and nothing less.

Non-Christian education is anti-

Christian education in that education

cannot be "neutral" about the greatest

fact of the universe: who created and
controls all other facts. The "neutral-

ity" of government education has been
unmasked for what it really is by the ju-

dicial expulsion of God from the school.

Second, God is the ultimate environ-

ment of all men. God is the providen-

tial Governor of all the universe (Col.

1:17; Heb. 1:3). Not even the least of

matters escapes his all-seeing eye

(Prov. 15:3; Isa. 40:27) or is beyond
his all controlling concern (Isa. 46:9-

11, Matt. 10:29-30). And this control

is due to his own intimate, personal

presence permeating the universe (I

Kgs. 8:17; Jer. 23:23-24).

Educational theory seeks to bring

the developing personality of the child

into the best possible relationship with

his environment. Non-Christian educa-

tional theory necessarily posits an ul-

timately impersonal environment to

which the personality of the child is to

be adjusted. Christian educational

philosophy insists that our environ-
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ment is ultimately the omnipresent,

personal God of Scripture.

The non-Christian theory asserts

that the child's personality can develop

best when adjusted to the radically im-

personal environment of the evolving

universe. The Christian theory asserts

that the child cannot properly develop

at all unless he is placed face-to-face

with God, his personal environment in

whom he "lives and moves and has his

being" (Acts 17:28). Non-Christian

education is definitionally "God-less"

education. What is most important to

Christians in education for life is en-

tirely omitted from government educa-

tion. The child never learns in

non-Christian schooling of the God
who stands over and in all of life; who
will one day judge every word, thought,

and deed (Matt. 12:36; II Cor. 5:10);

who is inescapable in all of life (Psa.

139:1-12); and who thus imparts mean-
ing and purpose to all facts of life.

Third, God is the source of truth

and wisdom. God being who he is (the

infinite, eternal, unchanging Creator),

and the universe being what it is (a fi-

nite, temporal, derivative creation), all

truth and wisdom necessarily flow

forth from God. The Bible is God's
truth revealed (John 17:17) and Christ

is God's truth personified (John 14:6).

In Christ are "hidden all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge" because

"in him dwelleth all the fullness of the

Godhead bodily" (Col. 2:3,9). Conse-
quently, continual submission to and
contact with the Lord, both in princi-

ple and practice, must be sought if

truth is to be understood and the world

seen aright.

The Christian sees God as the source

of light (1 John 1:5) and anything con-

trary to God as darkness and obscurity

(Eph. 4:17,18). He is concerned, there-

fore, with "bringing every thought into

captivity to the obedience of Christ"

(II Cor. 10:5). He recognizes that the

fear of the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge and wisdom (Prov. 1:7;

9:10). He thus longs to see not only

himself but his child love the Lord with

all his heart, soul, mind, and strength

(Mark 12:30).

The denial of the God of truth can-

not further true education. Education,

as well as the individual, is either for

Christ or against him. It either gathers

with him or scatters abroad (Matt.

12:30; Mark 9:40; Luke 9:50; 11:23). It

either affirms his lordship or denies it.

Conclusion

The above reasons represent the raison

d'etre of the Christian school. In con-

sidering the enrollment of one's child

in a Christian school, the parent must
not be side-tracked by lesser issues. In

the final analysis the obligation to

Christian schooling is based on the

Christian's religious commitment and
a Christian philosophy of education.

Christian parents must "render unto

Caesar what is Caesar's," i.e., taxes,

obedience, honor, etc. (Rom. 13:6,7;

I Pet. 2:13-17). But they must also re-

member to "render unto God what is

God's" (Matt. 22:21). Children are

emphatically a "heritage of the Lord"
(Psa. 127:3) and do not belong to gov-

ernment. They must be educated in the

fear of God. Christians should not tithe

their children to Caesar in the human-
istic school system of the day, for

"what a man sows, that shall he also

reap" (Gal. 6:7). 21
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

New Life in Christ
For March 3, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 13, 14M verses: John 13:1-8, 12-17, 34, 35;

14:18-27

Devotional reading: John 15:11-17

Memory selection: John 13:34

A Life

1 of Humility
John 13:1-20

The Lord had already shown the dis-

ciples that they must believe in him as

God—a very difficult thing for those

steeped in Judaism to comprehend.
Now that they had shown evidence

of faith in him as their God, he be-

haved not like God but like a very low-

ly servant among men.
Jesus declared his glory equivalent

to that of the Father and suddenly he
arose from the table where they had
been sitting and began washing their

feet (v. 5)!

As he moved toward Peter, we can
imagine the confusion that ran through

the disciple's mind. What would he

do? Would he allow Jesus to wash his

feet as others were doing?

Not Peter! If this was truly God be-

fore them, then there was no way Peter

would let him wash his feet.

Jesus stunned Peter, warning that if

he did not wash his feet, then he could
have nothing to do with him (v. 8).

Jesus knew he was their Lord and that

all power in heaven and earth was given

into his hands. So why should he wash
their feet—such a menial task (v. 3)?

First, he wanted them to understand

what he had done for them and was
still going to do to save them. He, the

Lord and creator of all, had come in-

to the world because the world was
tainted by sin. All men were sinners in

God's sight. They could never share in

the fellowship of God in heaven so
long as they remained that way.
So God came down to save sinners

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

' by living in the world as men do and
enduring all the sin and rebellion of
men and the filth of their lives. He
came to take their sins upon himself to

cleanse them.

Since this was difficult for them to

comprehend, as it is for us today,

Jesus, the head of the table that night,

suddenly took on the form of a servant

among them and began to wash their

feet, symbolically showing their need
of his cleansing.

Just as it was hard for Peter to sit

and allow Jesus to wash his feet, so it

is difficult for us to think of God hav-

ing to bear our sins to save us.

Clearly, the Lord, by washing their

feet, wanted them to see their need of

his constant cleansing of their sins by
his shed blood—something they would

later comprehend (I John 1:8-10).

But he was also giving them an ex-

ample by washing their feet (v. 15). If

he could humble himself before them

in such a menial task, then how much
more ought they to learn to humble
themselves before others, to meet their

needs. They would be asked to go into

the world and proclaim the gospel un-

der many humiliating circumstances.

They might well ask later if they should

continue to endure such humiliation

from the world, and the answer is yes,

because Jesus did.

The servant is not greater than his

Lord (v. 16). This means that since Je-

sus suffered in the world and endured

much humiliation at the hands of men,

so must we.

Jesus showed that if we are not able

THEW
How to challenge every member of

your congregation t9 reach a friendwho
is notnow reading God's word*

Introducing a practical and exciting personal outreach opportunity for every member of

your congregation. "Share the Word" makes it easy for anyone to share God's Word with

others— friends, co-workers, neighbors. And it's practical! To see how fruitful your

"Share the Word" challenge can be, just fill out the information below and return to:

American Bible Society, 1865 Broadway, New York, New York 10023, today for your free

program package. Your congregation—and their friends—may never be the same.

Churrh

Address

City Stare 7ip

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
N99548

Your Partner in Sharing God's Word
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to show honor and respect to the least

of his brethren, then we cannot really

show respect for God (v. 20). If we
seek to be over the brethren and exalt

ourselves and behave in pride before

the church, we are really seeking to lift

ourselves above God and receive the

glory due him.

Questions

1 . How do other church members ap-

pear to me, humble or proud?
2. How do I appear before other

members of the church by my be-

havior?

2
Love

John 13:21-38

All through his conversation at the

table, Jesus was conscious of one in

their midst who would betray him. He
recalled the Scripture that declared that

one of those who ate with him would
lift up his heel against him (v. 18).

It was not easy for Jesus to sit calm-

ly with his friends, knowing that one

of them was about to sell him out to

his enemies and deliver him into the

hands of those who wanted to kill him.

But what was happening to Jesus

would also happen to them later. They
too would have to go on living in a

church where many did not believe in

Jesus and would be their enemies,

seeking to undermine their work for

Christ, as Judas was even now plotting

to betray Jesus.

What would happen in the church?

Would they continually be suspecting

one another and doubting the sinceri-

ty of the profession of faith of any?

Jesus had to teach them two truths

with which they would have to live in

the world and in the church.

The first is that there are in the

church many who do not belong there.

The visible church is never equivalent

to the true church of Jesus Christ.

There are always in the visible church

some who are unbelievers and enemies

of Christ, seeking to overthrow the

truth by their words and lives. They
may make credible professions of faith

and appear sincere, but in reality they

are servants of Satan.

But we cannot react to such a situa-

tion by constantly doubting one anoth-

er. The Lord knows who are his own
and who are not. That is all we need

to know (John 10:14).
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The second lesson Jesus wanted the

disciples to learn is that in the church

we must go on loving all, whether they

are truly God's children or not (v. 34).

That night Jesus sat with his disci-

ples. One of them was a devil. Yet,

there is no evidence Jesus treated Judas

any differently than the rest. Judas sat

with them, ate with them and received

from Jesus' teaching, even as the rest.

Jesus' giving Judas food was not in-

tended as a signal to the disciples that

he was the betrayer and should be

treated as such. Indeed, they did not

comprehend, by the giving of a sop to

Judas, that he was the betrayer (vv.

25-30). The point of Jesus' words was
that one of those sitting with him
would, that night, be his betrayer.

From their perspective, it could have

been any one of them. He had given

all of them food.

It is to their own credit that they did

not begin to suspect one another, but

each asked, "Is it I?"

The great mark of the church is that

true believers go right on loving even

those who wish them harm and seek to

overthrow them. They do not fight

back in the way they are attacked.

They continue to show love even for

those who hurt them. This is the clear-

est evidence that the body of believers

is a group of very special people.

Jesus' command that they love one
another, in itself, was not a new com-
mandment. What was new was that

they now had an example of true love,

as Jesus went on treating Judas no dif-

ferently from the rest that night. The
new thing they had was an old com-
mandment to love one another (Lev.

19:18) with a new and eternal example:

the love of Christ for them (v. 34).

Peter and the rest had a lot to learn

about such love. Peter was convinced

he loved Jesus and was prepared to lay

down his life for him—he thought (v.

37). Jesus warned that he would deny
him three times that very night (v. 38).

We shall see in the last chapter of

John that Peter learned the hard way
that what he called love was not really

love. For most, love is based on what

pleases us. We love those we like. But

Jesus showed Peter that such "love"

is not good enough. Peter truly liked

Jesus, but he liked his own skin more.

True Christian love, which Jesus ex-

emplified, is willing to love even those

we do not like, who may hurt and use

us. It is what Jesus did and what we
must learn to do as well. Then all men

will know that we are Jesus' disciples

(v. 35).

Questions

1 . Has it been difficult to love some in

the church of which you are a

member?
2. What effort have you made to love

them anyway? How do you show that

love?

3
Faith

John 14:1-15

We are not talking about saving faith,

but sustaining faith—faith by which
we are taught to live daily as Jesus'

disciples.

Abraham was saved by his faith but

his faith was proven to be genuine by
the works he did—the daily walk of his

life before God.
Jesus knew that shortly he would be

leaving the disciples and they would
not be able to go to him when things

got difficult, as they had done while he

was with them in the world.

Their relationship to him, if it was
to continue, would have to be by
faith—living and acting in accord with

his word even though they could no
longer see him. And those after them,

who heard the gospel through them,

would not even have the memory of

Jesus. They would have to walk by
faith from the day they first believed.

Above all, as they lived in this world

and saw many things that seemed to

contradict all Jesus had taught, they

would have to learn to walk not by
sight but by faith (v. 1).

They must remember over and over

that Jesus alone is the way, the truth,

and the life. To live by the ways of this

world or to have their convictions

tempered by the so-called "truth" of

this world would be devastating to

their Christian life (v. 6).

Jesus knew they would be left in the

world to complete his great work of

calling a people to spend eternity with

the triune God in heaven. He called

this "greater works than I have done"

on earth (v. 12).

He did not mean their works would

be greater than his great work of re-

demption. But he did mean that what

they did in walking by faith in the

world, obeying him and carrying out

his will to the end, would be far greater

work than all the miracles he per-



formed on earth of making men see,

hear, and even making them rise from

the dead, as Lazarus had done.

They represented Jesus on earth;

and by living as he had lived on earth,

they would be used to accomplish his

good purpose to save a people. As they

walk by faith, obeying him in spite of

a world that seems hostile and contrary

to all they stand for, they will be liv-

ing in his name. What they pray for,

to carry out that work, will be done in

heaven (v. 15).

Questions

1 . How can you demonstrate that you

are walking by faith and not by sight?

2. Why is your faithful witness for

Christ in the world a greater work than

Jesus' healings?

4
Fellowship

John 14:16-31

It would not be easy for his disciples

to live in the manner Jesus was describ-

ing. As long as he was with them, they

could always look into his face and

gain comfort and encouragement. But

when he was gone, then what?

If Jesus really left them on their own
and did not communicate with his

church again until he returned at the

end of the ages, surely the church

members would all wander away and
be lost in the world.

But he never intended to do that.

Walking by faith does not mean walk-

ing without help. Jesus gives us plenty

of help.

First, he has provided his Holy Spirit

to remain in each true believer forever.

And through that same Spirit, he has

given us his Word to comfort our

hearts and instruct and encourage us.

When Jesus departed, the world saw
him no longer. But believers were filled

with his Spirit soon after his departure.

He kept his promise that he will not

leave the church desolate (v. 18). He
is with us always (Matt. 28:20).

Jesus certainly did not promise an
easy life. It is not easy to be humble
before others—to love those who
mistreat you and remain faithful to

God's Word when all the world and
much of the visible church have de-

serted it—but it is the only way for true

believers.

It has its rewards even here: the

peace of Christ ruling in our hearts so

that we remain unshaken by the world

and steadfast in our task to serve the

Lord (v. 27).

Questions

1 . How do the Scriptures comfort you?

2. How do you know that you have the

peace Jesus promised in verse 27?

Next week: "Support For the New
Life," John 15, 16. ffl

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.

A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All

things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-

tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place

in the lives of most churches and most Chris-

tians!'

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you

ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box

169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above

is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major

work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.

Clark, $8.95 postpaid.

churcheswmmam^^
ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new

work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

FOR SALE wmmamm̂ mm
RIDGE HAVEN: Building site available in

Section 1 of mountain land set aside for res-

idential construction. Lot 12, with 300+ ft.

well cased and capped, flow 5.5 gal. per min.,

1,000 gal. septic tank and field. Area cleared

for building. $9,000. H. L. Freking, 13 Brandy

Lane, Savannah, GA 31419. (912) 925-1460.

BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New
pews, furniture installation and repairs, pulpit

furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40 years ex-

perience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC 28752.

Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

peoplemmmmmmmmam
PCA CHURCH IN YORK, ALABAMA

needs young married couple fully committed

to Reformed faith for six-month outreach

ministry and youth work. Write Covenant

PCA, P.O. Box 517, York, AL 36925, (205)

392-7467.

REDEEMER COLLEGE invites applica-

tions for a faculty position in BUSINESS for

the 1985/86 academic year. The applicant

should be able to teach courses in Marketing,

Operational Management and/or Organiza-

tional Behavior. Part-time appointments will

also be considered.

While preference will be given to candidates

who hold a doctorate those who hold the

M.B.A. and have related professional expe-

rience are also encouraged to apply. Candi-

dates should be committed to pursuing schol-

arship on the basis of a Biblical Reformed

world view.

Letters of application along with curricu-

lum vitae and names of references should be

sent to: Dr. Wytse van Dijk, Acting Dean, Re-

deemer College, 467 Beach Boulevard, Ham-
ilton, Ontario, L8H 6W8.

WANTED: D.C.E./Youth Director (Full

Time). Suburban evangelical Presbyterian

church. Write: P.O. Box 28526, Memphis, TN
38128.

ORGANIST/PIANIST needed in com-
bined position for PCA church and school.

Desirable applicants must be proficient in

both organ and piano, and have experience

in choir accompaniment. Position includes

playing in church worship services, conduct-

ing private lessons at Christian Academy, and

school choir accompaniment. Reply to: Pas-

tor, First Presbyterian Church, 146 East

Cherry St., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-9339.
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CALVIN COLLEGE has a one or two-year

temporary faculty position open for a per-

son to engage in teaching and research in

Economics from a Reformed, Christian per-

spective. Persons with master's or doctor's

degrees will be considered. Applicants for

these positions should send a resume before

March 5, 1985 to: Prof. Kenneth Kuipers,

Chairman, Department of Economics and
Business, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, MI
49506. Calvin College is an equal opportunity

employer.

SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR/Dept. Head
needed to develop science department in col-

lege preparatory Christian school. Applicants

should have science degree, experience with

science instruction and lab work, ability to

motivate students, and commitment to literal

Biblical creation account. Reply to: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Dr., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-8607.

MINISTER OF MUSIC/Music Instructor

needed in combined position for PCA church

and school. Desirable applicants should have

music degree, experience directing church or

school choirs and ability to work with both

adults and children. School position includes

music curriculum development for middle

and high school music department as well as

organization of school choirs and instrumen-

tal ensembles. Reply to: Pastor, First Presby-

terian Church, 146 East Cherry St., Opelou-

sas, LA 70570, (318) 948-9339.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

WANTED BOOKKEEPER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified book-

keeper experienced in general ledger, and
bank and account reconciliation. Knowledge

of accounts payable, payroll and computer-

ized accounting systems beneficial. Reply by

sending resume to: Administrative Director,

P.O. Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031; or call

(404) 292-8345.

WANTED FINANCE MANAGER.
Presbyterian mission organization seeks

qualified finance officer with experience in

managing staff, preparing and controlling a

$9 million budget, and developing the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed

convictions are required. Send curricula vitae

to: Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

PASTOR WANTED for small, growing

PCA church in the New Orleans, La. area.

If interested, please send resume/ministerial

data form to Pulpit Committee, c/o Trinity

Presbyterian Church, 420 W. Esplanade Ave.,

Kenner, LA 70065.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live In a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

tgape

Wag<
An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant

members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed

faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed
theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-
pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume

and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

SERVICES

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Ml «MS m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

PAUL MADE TENTS, I LIST AND
SELL THEM! PCA pastor/PEF evangelist

supporting ministry and family through na-
tionwide real estate referral network. So
wherever you are or are going, make your first

move in your next move a call to David
Bransby, (818) 893-5434, Realtor© Associate
with Neil Adams, BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS REAL ESTATE SERVICE.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-
TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot. Average price

$42/sq. ft. We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated).

Includes: Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from S22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures
(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed In the Southeast

TRAVEL

HOLY LAND AND CORINTH. April

29-May 9, 1985. $1,890 from Jackson, Mis-

sissippi. Brochure from Rev. Jim Wagner, 337

E. First St., Forest, MS 39074.

HOLY LAND, THE NETHERLANDS
Tour, May 20-June 3, 1985. 15 days, Vienna,

Tiberias, Jerusalem, grand Holland tour. No
Sunday travel. May stay in Europe longer be-

fore or after. From Chicago $1,837; from New
York $1,690; from Tampa or Miami $1,857.

For more information call the tour hosts at

(305) 737-3515, or write to Rev. John and Mrs.

Van Hemert, 514 NW 7th Court, Boynton
Beach, FL 33435.

WANTEDHHHH
CHRISTIANS NEEDED! as dealers and

distributors for the best in Christian books,

records and cards. Excellent part-time job,

small business or fund-raising project. For in-

formation contact: Lamplighter Distributors,

348 Lamplighter Lane, Marietta, GA 30067.

Phone (404) 953-3849.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 2544015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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EDITORIALS

Abortion and Responsible Sexuality

If there is ever going to be meaningful

communication in American society

about the abortion problem, we are

going to have to face honestly the un-

derlying concerns—often hidden but

probably not unconscious—on both

sides of the controversy.

Newsweek in its January 14 cover

article rightly saw that the clash over

abortion is one of conflicting value

systems. But these conflicting value

systems extend beyond, on the one
hand, a concern for the life of the fetus

as a human being and, on the other

hand, concern for a woman's prerog-

ative to control her own body.

There is another layer of motivation

behind both sides. It is not necessarily

more important, but it is so much a

part of the emotions behind both sides

that it must be faced squarely for there

to be any hope of resolution of differ-

ences on the subject of abortion.

It has to do with sexual lifestyle. On
the one hand there are those of us who
believe that sexual intercourse is to

take place only within the mutual com-
mitments of the marriage relationship.

On the other hand there are those who
believe that sexual intimacy is a legiti-

mate expression of a meaningful rela-

tionship between any two consenting

individuals.

This latter sexual lifestyle is now
paraded before us in television, mag-
azines, movies, and books as the nor-

mal way of life for characters with

whom it is easy to sympathize and
identify. If this was a realistic portrayal

of only a minority of our country's

population a generation ago, within

another generation our society may
scarcely be aware of another model.

Let it be clearly declared by Chris-

tians, and exhibited in our lives, that

the Creator's good intentions for man
and woman are fulfilled in the mar-
riage relationship. There sexual union

can express the same kind of love that

exists between Christ ancfhis bride, the

church. There mutual faithfulness can

be exercised in sickness and in health,

in plenty and in want, in joy and in

sorrow. And there can be experienced

the privilege of bringing new life into

the world.

At stake here is more than the lives

of millions of babies, important as

they are. The whole fabric of our socie-

ty is affected by the practice of free

sex. Rather than deepening relation-

ships, it tends to make the most impor-

tant relationships more casual. If mar-

riage vows can be easily violated, then

one's word in any engagement is

cheapened.

Recently an argument was made on
behalf of TV advertising of contracep-

tives that with all of the display of sex-

ual intimacy on television there had to

be some indication of how to exercise

sexual responsibility. Abortion, in such

a view, is one more option for the sake

of sexual responsibility.

No, we must rather say that abor-

tion is but an extreme manifestation of

irresponsible sex.

A couple of years ago I had a frank

discussion with a Planned Parenthood

representative. We were probably both

surprised to find that the other seemed

genuinely concerned for the plight of

a young woman with a problem preg-

nancy. She was pleased to learn that

there was such an agency as Bethany

Christian Services to care compassion-

ately for women bearing children out

of wedlock and to place such children

for adoption if the mother was unable

to provide a home. I believe that she

was sincerely concerned for the welfare

of such young women. But in her view

abortion needed to remain as a way of

taking responsibility for the sexual

relations the woman was free to engage

in. Responsible sexuality, I main-

tained, would be to share herself only

with that partner who is willing to

commit himself to her welfare and to

the welfare of the new lives they would

bring into the world.

How are we to communicate such

values in a culture that believes it has

advanced beyond our sense of morality?

How are we to reach women who are

persuaded that they should have no

less freedom in regard to sex than do
men?

Sociologist Kristin Luker in a recent

study of "pro-choice" and "pro-life"

activists in California found that the

former (according to Newsweek) "tend-

ed to be highly educated, well-paid ca-

reerists with few children, almost no

ties to formal religion and a strong

vested interest in their work roles."

The latter "tended to be practicing

Roman Catholics with large families

and low-paying or no outside jobs,

whose self-esteem derived from their

maternal roles." For the former, "loss

of the right to abortion would threaten

their place in the world of work, hence

their self-identities." For the latter,

"the very notion of abortion called the

value of their self-defining role into

question."

Whatever social psychological truth

there may be in such analysis, we need

to demonstrate as Christians that more
is involved than our own self-fulfill-

ment, whether as mothers or fathers.

It is rather the fulfillment of God's
purpose for the sexuality of descen-

dants of Adam and Eve that is at

stake. Our Lord Jesus harked back to

Genesis 1 and 2: "Haven't you read

that at the beginning the Creator

'made them male and female,' and
said, 'For this reason a man will leave

his father and mother and be united to

his wife, and the two will become one
flesh'?" Matt. 19:4-5). Hebrews 13:4

declares: "Marriage should be honored

by all, and the marriage bed kept pure,

for God will judge the adulterer and
all the sexually immoral."

The present horrors of abortion may
be a part of God's judgment upon our

society. Only when we face the ques-

tion of responsible sexuality can we ex-

pect to solve the abortion problem.

Meanwhile we need to demonstrate

that we care enough for the woman in

a problem pregnancy that we help her

to take responsibility. And where are

the men who shared in producing the

pregnancy? We need to help them also

to take responsibility. CD
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THE
REFORMATION

ISN'T OYER
YET

"We pray for all those whom you have
appointed ministers to your faithful

people, and to whom you have committed
the care of souls and the ministry of your
Holy Gospel that it would please you so
to guide them with your Holy Spirit, that

they may be found faithful and zealous of

your glory, directing always their study to
j

this end."

—John Calvin

"Going back to biblical days, the Reformers
recognized that in the Old and New Testa-

ment practice and teaching there was a
significant place for the rabbi, the scribe

and the ministry of teaching. That

ministers should be skilled in the ancient

languages, customs, history and literary

analysis is still an important feature of the

Christian Church."

—R.C. Sproul

THE REFORMATION A WAY OF LIFE
EXPERIENCE ITS IMPACTAT

RTS
REFORMED

THEOLOGICAL

SEMINARY

RTS offers the following Degree
Programs; M.Div.; M.C.E.,

M.Ed.; M.A. in Missiology, M.A.

in Marriage and Family

Counseling,; D. Min.

I 1

I would like to learn more about Reformed Theological

Seminary.

Name

Address

City .State _Zip.

Phone L
P.J. NP-23-O0O

REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi 39209
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MAILBAG

UNFAIR VISIBILITY

I am surprised that your Nov. 7, 1984

issue publishes an intemperate letter at-

tacking positions alleged to be mine al-

though (1) no related essay of mine ap-

peared in the Journal, (2) what is at-

tributed to me distorts and prejudicial-

ly edits what I say, and (3) clearly is

motivated by Franky Schaeffer's desire

to embarrass me. You owe your read-

ers—and other friends at greater dis-

tance—fairer visibility than that sort of

sniping.

—(Rev.) Carl F. H. Henry
Arlington, Va.

PROVOCATIVE AND INFORMATIVE

In recent months The Presbyterian
Journal has become an important part

of my reading. Especially provocative

in my latest issue (Jan. 23) was the ar-

ticle by Juan Carlos Mesas. He dem-
onstrates in his writing that one can get

beyond the Left-Right polemic to an

honest analysis of the situation in Cen-
tral America. His distinction between
the message of Jesus and that of Marx
is brilliant. No less provocative and no
less informative was the letter which
appeared in the same issue in the Mail-

bag by Rev. Stephen M. Clark on the

responsibility of governments to join

the battle against hunger and poverty.

I don't always agree with what I read

in the Journal; however, of late, I have

been stimulated to rethink some of the

issues you have raised in the light of

Holy Scripture. And that's about all

one can ask your magazine to do.

Thank you—and I hope you keep up
the good work.

—(Rev.) John L. Vance

Rock Tavern, N.Y.

ON DENOMINATIONAL ATTITUDES

I want to express my appreciation for

the editorial "Renewal in the

PCUSA?" in the Jan. 30 issue. It is the

most balanced view of the PCUSA
that I have seen. I have sensed the reac-

tionary attitudes of some of both those

who remained in the PCUSA and
those who went to the PCA, and I long

for an attitude that holds no grudges

nor one that stands at a distance and
judges. For those who remain in the

PCUSA, I agree that they should be

alert to confront infidelity, in love,

where it shows up. I would also chal-

lenge both those in the PCA and
PCUSA to maintain an open attitude

no matter what their experience has

been in the past. The umbrella of a

denomination will provide little protec-

tion from the world.

—Olin Coleman
Asheville, N.C.

THE PCUSA AND ABORTION

Again this year we of the PCUSA are

preparing to face the watershed issue

of abortion. There is now a study guide

on the "Covenant and Creation" pa-

per circulating in the PCUSA and there

are new anti-abortion overtures being

reviewed in the presbyteries at this

time.

With the clearing of the air of re-

union celebration and the reaffirma-

tion of evangelism, the denomination
must now choose its future. It is this

reader's opinion that the abortion po-

sition of the PCUSA will decide

whether the denomination will grow or

stagnate and fracture back into dis-

union. No other issue so clearly sepa-

rates each individual Christian in the

denomination as does abortion with its

warped view of God's supreme crea-

tion and his sovereignty over that crea-

tion. Truly it could be said that many
other programs now hinge on the abor-

tion issue in our church today. For ex-

ample:

Evangelism: Could the church evan-

gelize God's creation with one breath

and condone its wanton destruction

with the next?

Peacemaking: How can others take

our words on peacemaking seriously,

when we provoke war on the unborn
in the name of the church?

Social and Economic Justice: Can
we even approach this issue, when we
deny justice to the weakest of God's
creations, those in the womb?
No matter what the final outcome of

the abortion issue in the PCUSA there

will be those who feel they have been

wronged and others who will feel led

Minister

Larry T. Spargimino from Bluff City, Tenn. to

the Westminster Fellowship Church (PCA),

Johnson City, Tenn.

Churches

The Faith Church (PCA), Charlotte, N.C. has

changed its name to New Hope Church.

W. Tom Osterhaus is organizing pastor.

Effective June 8, 1984 the congregation of Tal-

mage Memorial Fourth Reformed Church
(RCA), in Philadelphia, Pa., has left that de-

nomination, losing its property, and has be-

come Pilgrim Orthodox Presbyterian Church.

Interim pastor is Robert Minnig.
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to leave the PCUSA to attend denom-
inations which support their view on
this issue.

Please join the body of Christ in

praying that his will be done. I ask all

who may read this, either PCUSA,
PCA, EPC, or OPC, and any other
person who claims Christ as Lord and
Savior, to pray for God's hand to be
at work here in the coming year.

—Jay Weemhoff, II

New London, N.C.

ON ORGAN TRANSPLANTS

Concerning the recent medical experi-

ments such as the "Baby Fae" baboon
heart and the artificial heart, I feel

both delight and concern. I believe that

medical wisdom comes from God. But

I also realize that such wisdom can be

misused. From what 1 have read I feel

that those involved (both doctors and
patients in the case of adults) have a

low regard of Scripture. This is mere-

ly my opinion and it could be wrong.

The point I wish to make is that God
is "used" very often today, but his

Word is seldom fully accepted. Wheth-
er it is medical experiments or "get rich

religion" there is one verse of Scrip-

ture that seems to be ignored. This is

Hebrews 9:27: ".
. . it is appointed

unto men once to die, but after this the

judgment."

I believe this verse is central to the

teaching of the New Testament. Man
has become so preoccupied with this

life that he forgets that it is the future

life which is important.

—J.M. Hite

Palmyra Pa.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

We sound an evangelistic note in this issue. Paul Settle's

"Tithe and Tell" is a sequel to his article "Why Tithe?" that appeared in

our November 14, 1984 issue, but the emphasis this time is on God's method
for our fulfilling the responsibility he has given us in the Great Commis-
sion. In a related article David Jussely comments on the relevance of Philip-

pians 4:14 to missionary giving.

I I A unique evangelistic activity which took place recently

was the distribution of 875 New American Standard leather and soft-cover

Bibles to performers and music industry guests at the Charlie Daniels' Band
Volunteer Jam, an eight-hour concert in Nashville described on page 6 of

this issue. Possibly the only let-down of the effort was the fact that they

ran out of Bibles. If you would like to have a part in supporting the distribu-

tion of several thousand Bibles at next year's Jam, contact Gary Montgom-
ery, New Street Bible Study, P.O. Box 5106, Macon GA 31208; (912)

477-9496.

l 1 Speaking of music, the following report was filed by assis-

tant editor and "first-nighter" Stephen Lutz. "I would have been happy
with an electric blanket, even if it had only one control," teases King David.

Abishag, the young virgin brought to warm King David on his deathbed,

rates only a brief mention in the Old Testament account. But she and
Mephibosheth, the crippled son of Jonathan, figure prominently in The
House of the Lord, a new musical on the life of David based on a book
by James C. Schaap, assistant professor of English at Dordt College, with

words and music by composer/musician James Ward. Premiering recently

at Covenant College, this collaboration between the Covenant College's

English department and director Mike Stair, most recently instructor of

theatre arts at Dordt College, features Broadway-style song and dance

numbers as well as more traditional anthems all based on Psalms, integrating

David's poetry into historical context. We hope that some company can

put this show on the road so that more people may enjoy it.

I I The Board of Publications of the Christian Reformed
Church has created the Friendship Foundation to receive and administer

funds given to support development of the Friendship Series, a curriculum

for persons with mental impairments. The Friendship Foundation is a charity,

with administrative costs paid for by the Board of Publications. All gifts

are tax-deductible and go directly to the ministry itself. For additional in-

formation contact the Foundation Director, Cecelia Mereness, 2850
Kalamazoo Ave. SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49560 or phone (616) 241-1691.

I I Last September a dense fog prevented Pope John Paul

II from visiting Indian and Eskimo people in the remote Northwest Terri-

tories of Canada. It was feared that the planning committee would lose money
on the cancelled visit, but it has been announced that insurance had been

taken out against such a possibility. The committee has been reimbursed

$600,000 (U.S. equivalent = $450,000). The money will be used if the pope
visits Fort Simpson in the future. Did you ever hear of insurance to fund

the sending of missionaries? CD
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Evangelical Leader Ockenga Dies at 79

Harold J. Ockenga upi File Photo

HAMILTON, Mass.—Rev. Dr. Har-

old John Ockenga, a national lead-

er of evangelical Christians and the

pastor of Boston's historic Park Street

Church for 33 years, died at home Fri-

day, February 8, of cancer. He was 79

years old.

Born July 6, 1905, in Chicago, he

received his bachelor's degree from
Taylor University in Indiana and his

master's and doctorate degrees from
the University of Pittsburgh. He also

held a bachelor of divinity degree from
Westminster Theological Seminary in

Philadelphia, where he was one of its

earliest students. He was awarded nine

honorary degrees during his lifetime.

Ockenga first joined the Park Street

Church on the corner of Boston Com-
mon as co-pastor in 1936. At his death

he was honorary minister for life of the

church, following his retirement in

1969.

While maintaining the Park Street

pastorate, he shuttled back and forth

to the West Coast, where he became the

first president of Fuller Seminary when
it was founded in 1947 by Charles E.

Fuller, and he served in that capacity

at Fuller intermittently through the

next two decades. In 1969 he was
named president of Gordon-Conwell
Seminary and held that post into the

early 1980s.

For many years, Ockenga could be

heard Sunday mornings on a Boston

radio station teaching the weekly "In-

ternational Sunday School Lesson."

He was a counselor and close friend to

Dr. Billy Graham, whom he invited to

preach 36 years ago at a rally in Boston

Common. Graham participated in

funeral services for Ockenga, which

were held on February 1 1 in Hamilton

Cemetery. QO

School Board, Jews Pledge
Challenge to Equal Access

TORRANCE, Calif. (RNS)—A deci-

sion by the Torrance school board to

ban student religious clubs from meet-

ing during the lunch period may result

in a court fight.

The controversy is one of several

that have arisen throughout the state

and nation as a result of the federal

Equal Access Act, passed last August.

The law says schools that permit stu-

dent clubs to meet on campus during

the "instructional day" cannot

discriminate against religious clubs.

Responding to the Torrance school

board's 3-2 vote against lunch hour

religious meetings, several adult Chris-

tian counselors said they would mount
a community campaign to try to per-

suade the board to reverse its decision.

Failing that, they said, they would take

the board to court.

The school board officials who
voted against the policy said an ex-

amination of the congressional debate

about the Equal Access Act showed

that lawmakers rejected language that

would have specifically permitted

lunchtime religious gatherings.

Glenn Ruby, director of a non-de-

nominational group called Campus
Outreach and Counseling, Inc., which

Ockenga Was Originator

Of 'New Evangelicalism'
"New Evangelicalism" was a term coined by Harold John Ockenga in a

December 8, 1957, press release distinguishing that movement from "Fun-
damentalism." "Fundamentalism had abdicated leadership and responsibility

in the societal realm," he declared. His desire was that New Evangelicalism

be theologically orthodox and open to scholarship, proclaiming the gospel

of personal salvation "with the social emphasis infused." The movement
would not be separatist, maintaining contact with the "orthodox branch of

the historic church." At that time Ockenga named the National Association

of Evangelicals, Fuller Seminary, Billy Graham, and Christianity Today as

representative of the New Evangelicalism. He pointed to the apologetic

literature being produced by Carl F.H. Henry, Edward John Carnell, George
Ladd, and himself.

Fundamentalists reacted to this movement. As John D. Woodbridge wrote

in The Gospel in America (Zondervan, 1979), page 127: "Stressing a mili-

tant separatism, they accused the 'Neo-Evangelicals' of making dangerous

compromises with liberalism and neo-orthodoxy. They argued that com-
promise would inevitably lead to the abandonment of— first—biblical iner-

rancy and—finally—of the Bible itself. History, they feared, was about to

repeat itself."

In 1960 Dr. Ockenga wrote: "My personal concern as the originator of

the New Evangelicalism has been to stir the interest of evangelical Chris-

tianity in meeting the societal problems through the context of Biblical Chris-

tianity. This is the tradition of Calvin, Luther, and Knox." 33
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offers spiritual and personal guidance

to students, said that at least 30 Chris-

tian student clubs meet regularly in

classroooms in the South Bay, the Los
Angeles Unified School District, and
in Orange County, and have done so

for more than a decade.

However, Doug Stone, director of

the Community Relations Committee
of the Jewish Federation Council of

Greater Los Angeles, told the Torrance

school board that granting permission

for noon religious meetings might lead

to an invasion of campuses by "hate
and other extremist groups that would
disrupt the learning process."

In a booklet on the 1984 Equal Ac-
cess Act published by the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations,

reform Jewish synagogues are urged to

set up committees to monitor religious

activities in their community's public

schools. The booklet states that the law

poses dangers because it requires

schools that permit extracurricular

clubs to meet on their premises to

allow religious clubs to meet also.

Although the law states that

religious clubs must be initiated and led

by students, the pamphlet asserts that

"it is precisely the most aggressive mis-

sionary and cult groups that are most
likely to encourage the children of their

followers to 'voluntarily initiate' such
clubs."

The guide suggests that if parents

have any problems with student

religious clubs, they should complain
to the school board, then to the state

superintendent of schools, and finally

bring a lawsuit against the school.

Torrance school board officials con-

ceded that they would probably have
faced a court fight even if they had ap-

proved the lunch-time religious

meetings. [fj

Graham: Beware of Appeals
For Food Aid to Ethiopia

NEW YORK—Any appeals for send-
ing food to Ethiopia should be viewed
with a suspicious eye, says the Rev.

William Franklin Graham III. "The
country is awash in food," he said in

an interview here, after returning from
a week in Ethiopia. The 32-year-old

son of evangelist Billy Graham heads

an organization called Samaritan's

Purse, which helps meet emergency
needs of overseas churches and mis-

sions.

"If there are organizations raising

money to buy food (for Ethiopia), I'd

be careful of those organizations,"

Mr. Graham said. He reported that the

country's problem now is how to

transport the tons of food it has re-

ceived from overseas to its remote re-

gions where people are starving.

Samaritan's Purse is working with

the Kale Heywet Church. Founded by

Sudan Interior Mission workers, the

denomination has 2,600 congregations

and is indigenous to Ethiopia. Mr.
Graham said his agency has respond-

ed to requests from the church by

sending $100,000 for the purchase of

diesel fuel and trucks to transport

food, and is hoping to send an addi-

tional $500,000 this year to purchase

well-drilling equipment for the church.

"I saw hundreds and hundreds of

trucks filled with grain coming into the

country," Mr. Graham said. He
related that the Kale Heywet Church
"has received grain, but nobody would
give them money to distribute it."

Mr. Graham said he felt the scandal

over International Christian Aid's

(ICA) fund raising for Ethiopia

"might be the tip of the iceberg." The
evangelical agency, based in Camaril-

lo, Calif., is being investigated by state

authorities for allegedly having failed

to send all the money it raised for

Ethiopian relief to that country.

Although ICA raised millions of

dollars in donations for the starving in

Africa, it has been alleged that the

hungry received only 20% of those

funds. Federal, state, and local offi-

cials are investigating the allegation

that the money, raised in a nationwide

campaign, was instead spent on lavish

offices and extravagant salaries.

"I'm afraid there are others that

have been doing it, too," Mr. Graham
stressed. IS

Renewal Group Reaches
Out to Homosexuals
DALLAS—Some Presbyterians atten-

ding the Congress on Renewal here in

January met to consider the establish-

ment of an organization within the

PCUSA dedicated to healing homosex-

uals.

Concerned with the denomination's

efforts thus far to minister to homo-
sexuals, participants expressed ap-

prehension about the advocacy role be-

ing played by the Presbyterians for

Lesbian and Gay Concerns (PLGC)
and churches that want to ordain

homosexuals.

Said one participant, "We have a

steamroller going ... to see that homo-
sexuality is an alternative lifestyle. The
PCA (Presbyterian Church in Ameri-

ca) is picking us apart over PLGC and

abortion and taking our members and

our churches."

Another participant noted, "We
need another group besides PLGC that

will educate the church and homosex-
uals."

The gathering established three cri-

teria for membership in the new organi-

zation: those who are healed homosex-

uals, those who are in the process of

being healed, and concerned pastors,

counselors, or laypersons who want to

demonstrate the care of the church in

this area. CD

A solemn Fr. Ernes-

to Cardenal, a Cath-

olic priest and Nic-

araguan Minister of
Culture, announced
at a press confer-

ence in Managua
February 4 that he
had received official

notification from
the Vatican that he
was being suspend-
ed from practicing

his priestly duties

because of his re-

fusal to resign his

post in the Sandi-

nista government.
Cardenal said that

although he would
obey the order, he
felt he was being
unjustly punished.
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Encore, Encore!
NASHVILLE—Rock 'n' roll pioneer

Little Richard, dedicating his gospel

music to the world's hungry, led a

varied array of well-known perform-

ers in the Charlie Daniels' Band's 1 1th

Annual Volunteer Jam here.

Saturday night's 8-hour extravagan-

za (Feb. 2) was seen by 9,900 people

in the Nashville Municipal Auditorium

and as many as 30 million pay-TV
viewers in 50 U.S. cities. It was also

broadcast live, for the second time, by
the Voice of America to 100 million

people worldwide, and it was narrated

in 12 languages.

The most striking feature of this

year's gala, however, was not onstage,

but backstage, where, as musicians

readied to perform, Gary Montgom-
ery, director of New Street Bible Stud-

ies in Macon, Ga., handed out Bibles

to the celebrities and musicians gath-

ered there.

The Volunteer Jam is a well-known

Charlie Daniels (I) and Gary Montgomery (r)

Photos by Feathers, © Feathers & Jed

phenomenon to popular music fans.

Begun in 1975, the concert features a

cross-section of leading performers in-

vited by Charlie Daniels. The enter-

tainers waive appearance fees, and
Daniels' group picks up the tab for

lodging and transportation. All pro-

ceeds go to benefit numerous charities,

including cerebral palsy and leukemia

victims. Among this year's two dozen
performers were country singers Kris

Kristofferson, Emmylou Harris, Tom
Wopat, and group Alabama; rock star

Ted Nugent, pop-country singer Bill

Medley, and gospel singer Amy Grant.

But what made this year's event

unique was the backstage presence of

Montgomery who, along with his wife

Robbie and co-workers Larry and
Peggy Howard, had begun handing

out Bibles to various performers stay-

ing as guests of the Jam at the Hyatt

Regency Hotel. The response was pos-

itive, and when Montgomery later set

up a table backstage, piled high with

Bibles, they quickly disappeared. By
evening's end, 875 Bibles and New
Testaments were distributed to top

musicians and key members of the mu-
sic industry.

The behind-the-scenes clamor took

on a new tone as singers and stage

hands walked back and forth with

Bibles under their arms. Many ex-

pressed gratitude for such a gift, and
when Amy Grant presented a Bible to

rock star Ted Nugent, he kissed her

hand in appreciation. Charlie Daniels,

overwhelmed by what he saw back-

stage, began signing Bibles and giving

them to fans with instructions on how
to read Scripture.

Montgomery described the scene as

more closely resembling a revival than

a concert, and was reminded of the

promise of Isaiah 55:10-11:

"For as the rain and the snow come down
from heaven, and do not return there with-

out watering the earth, and making it bear

and sprout, and furnishing seed to the sower

and bread to the eater; so shall my word
be which goes forth from my mouth; it shall

not return to me empty, without accom-
plishing what I desire, and without succeed-

ing in the matter for which I sent it."

Montgomery first perceived the po-

tential for evangelism here shortly after

attending last year's Volunteer Jam.
He sent a Bible to Charlie Daniels'

Band bass player Charlie Hayward,
who subsequently received the Lord
and embraced Montgomery's vision o/
giving Bibles to other musicians.

Three local churches in Nashville

agreed to assist Montgomery and to

serve as local contact/follow-up

churches: Christ Presbyterian Church
(PCA), Belmont Church, and St. Bar-

tholomew's Episcopal Church. The
Wheland First Assembly of God in

Lakeland, Fla., along with Montgom-
ery's own church, First Presbyterian

Church of Macon, Ga. (PCA), provid-

ed much of the necessary funds and
prayer support. Private individual do-

nations were also received as news of

the mission spread.

Montgomery has had a long history

in the music business and was himself

brought to Christ in 1979 when a

Christian musician gave him a New
Testament. Since then he has endeav-

ored to give Bibles to several thousand

musicians. In 1981 he started New
Street Bible Study in downtown Ma-
con, Ga. (for a descriptive article see

the Journal, Feb. 10, 1982).

With the success of Montgomery's
efforts, Charlie Daniels has asked him
to return next year to coordinate Bi-

ble distribution as an official part of

Volunteer Jam.—MlNDY BELZ, re-

ported by GARY MONTGOMERY, ffl
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Tithe and Tell

PAUL G. SETTLE

We live in a needy world. Men are in

trouble physically. Poverty and hunger

are everyday realities for millions of

people. One-half of the earth's popula-

tion receives an average income of less

than $100 per year. Two-thirds of the

people upon the face of the earth live

below a subsistence level. One-half of

the people are suffering from malnu-

trition.

When we leave the sanctuary today

most of us will go to a table laden with

good things to eat. We will enjoy a

good dinner, probably with dessert.

Then we will spend time in family de-

votions and family activities. Perhaps

a brief nap will be worked in. About
5 o'clock we will eat a sandwich and

drink a glass of milk or a cup of cof-

fee, and we'll be in church in the eve-

ning. Then after church, we will snack

again! We will go to bed comfortably

(or uncomfortably!) full. How sad to

realize that two billion people will go

to bed tonight hungry.

We live in a needy world. We live in

a world where persons need re-orien-

tation. Where persons need renewal,

new life, morally and socially and
physically. People are in trouble. All

around the world, families are in de-

cay. In this country alone, over two
million divorces were recorded. One-
half of all marriages in this country

end in divorce.

This is a needy world. There were

24,000 murders last year. And 82,000

rapes last year. Plus 50,000 robberies,

and 700,000 aggravated assaults. Over
two million babies were murdered in

their mother's wombs by abortion last

year.

This is a needy world. But we don't

The author is pastor of Second
Presbyterian Church (PCA),

Greenville, S.C. where this sermon
was preached. A related message,
"Why Tithe?" was published in the
"Journal" for Nov. 14, 1984.

need statistics to tell us that we live in

a fallen world. We know that. We be-

lieve the Word of God. Men are lost

and the underlying cause of that lost-

ness is sin. It is sin that destroys

character. It is sin that decays family

life. It is sin that devastates hopes and
dreams. It is sin that degrades all man-
kind. Despair and death and doom are

products of sin.

It may surprise you when I suggest

that one of the greatest sins of all is the

sin of materialism. Most of the misery

and wretchedness that we know in the

world today comes because people

really seem to believe that things are

to be equated with life—that success,

happiness, comfort, and a sense of

well-being are to be possessed only by
those who possess. We are being

taught daily by the media that the more
things that we can gather around us,

the happier we will be.

You probably have heard the story

of the passenger on the Titanic, who,
when the word was passed that the ship

was sinking rushed to his stateroom,

twirled the knob on the safe in the

wall, snatched from the safe a money-
belt full of gold and silver coins,

wrapped it around his waist, ran to the

tilting deck, and leaped into the water

beside a lifeboat. He plummeted
straight to the bottom, carried there by

the weight of these gold and silver

coins!

We shake our heads in unbelief at

such foolishness. But the Bible tells us

that we are living on a sinking ship, as

it were. One day this sphere on which
we live shall be engulfed in the flames

of God's judgment. Now, how many
of us daily are "rushing to the safe"?

Do you remember Tolstoy's pea-

sant? He was told that he could have

all the land around which he could

walk before sunset. He ran furiously,

as hard and as fast and as far as he

could, in hopes of encircling as much
land as possible. At sunset, he dropped
dead.

A father was delighted when his lit-

tle boy came to him and asked, "Dad-

dy, is Jesus coming again? When is

Jesus coming?" And the dad thought

this was wonderful. It was the first

time that the young fellow had evi-

denced any interest at all in things

theological and spiritual. He began to

explain the second coming in detail. He
was interrupted by the little boy say-

ing, "I don't want to know all of that!

I just want to know when Jesus is com-
ing because there are so many things

that I want to get before he comes!"
So tragic. But sometimes we see that

attitude even among church members.
We know that Jesus Christ is coming
again. And most of us are very much
concerned about what we can get be-

fore he comes. We are not really pre-

paring to meet our Lord, but are

scrambling for all the goods that this

world can offer.

We are living in a needy world. A
world whose needs are becoming
greater everyday because of material-

ism. The value of the automobiles that

crowd our highways is about $20 bil-

lion in the United States alone. Last

year we spent over $100 million for re-

creation. And the 228 million citizens

of this country gave last year only $19

million to all church and welfare

causes combined!
The Lord Jesus said "where your

treasure is, there will your heart be

also." The statistics emphasize what

we already know is true—that for

many of us our treasure is in the world.

God said to the rich fool, who had
gathered much and wanted to gather

more and to build bigger and better

barns so that he could gather even

more, "Thou fool, this day thy soul

shall be required of thee."

Is there no hope? Yes, there is hope.

God is at work. We do live in a fallen

world, but it is God's world. It is very

dark in this world, but God is here and

the light of his presence is here.

There are many cities in Europe
where World War II bomb shelters can

be visited by tourists. The story goes

that two tourists visited a bomb shelter

in Copenhagen. When they stepped in-

side the shelter, the door closed behind

them and they found themselves in to-

tal darkness. At first, they were terri-

fied. Then as they realized there was
no danger, they were fascinated by the

thick darkness. It was "pitch black,"

as we say. They began to experiment

and found that they could not see each

other or even their hands in front of

their faces. One of the men lifted his
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camera with a good lens and a fast film

and took a time exposure. He did it as

a joke. But he was astonished when he

developed the film to find that the in-

terior of the bomb shelter was clearly

visible. His friend was easily recogniz-

able. In that shelter, where the dark-

ness appeared to be total, there was
enough light to make a clear photo-

graphic exposure!

No matter how dark the world may
seem, you and I perceive with the eyes

of faith that God is here. He is work-

ing in the world. There is light here

—

the light of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

You and 1 know that no matter how
needy the peoples of the world may be,

there is hope for them because God has

given us the gospel. God has given us

the cure for the ills of mankind. He has

given us Christ. The answer to the ills

of men is not in tinkering with the

machinery of society. The answer is

not psychological or sociological self-

help schemes. The answer is found in

the Lord alone.

We pray, "Thy Kingdom come, Thy
will be done, in earth as it is in

heaven." That's the answer. That's

what the world needs. It needs the

Kingdom of Jesus Christ to be extend-

ed throughout the world. It needs for

the will of God to be done on earth,

even as it is done in heaven. This is

what the world needs. And this is the

answer to the world's problems. Our
Lord described his call in these words,

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me be-

cause he hath anointed me to preach

the gospel to the poor. He has sent me
to heal the broken-hearted, to preach

deliverance to the captives and recover-

ing of sight to the blind. To set at liber-

ty them that are bruised. To preach the

acceptable year of the Lord." We do
not believe that the Social Gospel has

the answer to the world's needs. We do
not believe that the Social Gospel can

redeem men's souls. But we do believe

that the gospel has social implications.

And we believe that the gospel meets

the needs of all men and all the needs

of all men.
Don't you see, beloved, that you

and I have a part to play in the

redemption of those whom God would
bring to himself in Jesus Christ? You
and I, by the grace of God, have the

gospel. We have been redeemed.

Therefore, by the mercy of God, we
have been given the answer to the

world's needs. How can we know of

the world's plight and not be broken-

hearted? How can we know of the mis-

ery and wretchedness and suffering of

mankind and not be moved with com-
passion? How can we not seek how we
might have a part in reaching those

poor, despairing souls who are con-

sidering suicide? Or those suffering

peoples around the world who are suf-

fering because of alcoholism or drug

addiction? How can we know about

those things and not yearn to do some-

thing about them?

God says we are to pray for him to

send forth laborers into his harvest.

This is God's plan, his program for

meeting needs: laborers. People. God's

plan is people. People to take the gos-

pel to people. People who will hear the

message and receive the message and

take the message to the lost. In Ro-

mans 10 the Apostle Paul speaks about

the riches of God which are given un-

to "all of those who call upon him!"

But then the Apostle says, "How
shall they call on him in whom they

have not believed? And how shall they

Fellowship in Christian Giving
"Nevertheless, you have done well to share with me in my affliction" (Philip-

pians 4:14). There is a principle in this verse that has been neglected by the

modern church. Let us briefly look at this verse in its context and discover

its implication in the area of Christian giving.

When the Apostle Paul wrote the book of Philippians, he was in prison in

Rome. During his imprisonment, the Philippian congregation sent him a gift

to help meet his basic needs. In Philippians 4:10-20, we have a record of

Paul's "thank-you note" to the congregation for their kind and generous gift.

How did Paul view this gift? He tells us in chapter 4, verse 14: "Never-

theless, you have done well to share in my affliction." Interesting words,

aren't they? First he says that their gift was a good work—"you have done
well. ..." Secondly, he says that their gift was a sharing in his afflictions.

The verb translated in our English Bibles "to share" literally means "to

fellowship together." The Philippian congregation in their corporate giving

were participating in an act of Christian fellowship at one of its most vital

levels.

By their gift, the Philippians empathized with Paul in his sufferings. They
crawled under his skin and "walked a mile" with him in his shoes. Their

giving placed them in a state of personal involvement and fellowship in Christ

with the one they were supporting.

Do you see the principle? The Philippian congregation made it their task

to be caught up in the ministry of the one they were supporting. Their prayer,

yearnings, and concerns accompanied their gifts. Since Paul is thanking the

entire congregation in this passage, it is clear that this empathetic giving ex-

tended to all the flock and not just to some. There was intimate heart in-

volvement between the people and the servants of the people.

What a rebuke to the modern church! Today we hardly know our mis-

sionaries, much less their needs. As congregations we support many benev-

olences that are never brought before God in our public prayers and only

generally remembered in private and family prayers. When was the last time

that the specific needs and afflictions of those your church supports were

made known to the people. Has our giving become cold and indifferent?

Does your congregation labor in prayer over the needs of the saints elsewhere?

Does your church know anything about this type of sharing—a heart involve-

ment between you and the causes you support?

If not, you are missing one of the vital and experimental manifestations

of Christian fellowship. 1 believe that the more we make known the needs

of the church and the servants of the church, the more we will see our peo-

ple give to the cause of Jesus Christ. We must strive to get our people and
ourselves more intimately involved in the whole ministry of giving and receiv-

ing.—DAVID H. JUSSELY, pastor of Second Presbyterian Church (PCA),

Yazoo City, Miss. HI
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believe in him whom they have not

heard? And how shall they hear with-

out a preacher? Faith cometh by hear-

ing, hearing by the word of God."
God's plan is people. God used Paul

to plant, and Apollos to water, and
God gave the increase. And Paul could

say with excitement, "We are laborers

together with God." God uses and
sends men. Don't you see what this

means practically? This means that we
need dedicated people, thousands up-

on thousands of dedicated people to

get this message of hope to the world.

It means that we need millions of dol-

lars to support those thousands of peo-

ple who will take the gospel. The de-

mands of world evangelization de-

mand vast sums of money. It costs to

get the gospel to people. It's amazing
how that truth surprises some people!

A businessman in Greenville would
send $50,000 to put a plant engineer in

Saudi Arabia without batting an eye!

But he is appalled when the church

must spend $30,000 to put a mission-

ary in the same country. Why don't we
build those logical bridges? How is it

that we can accept the idea of the bil-

lions of dollars by a government to

meet the needs of its people and then

believe that the church needs nothing

to meet the eternal needs of human
souls? How is it that we think so illog-

ically?

It does require dollars to send thou-

sands of laborers into the harvest.

What, then, is the next logical ques-

tion? Why it can only be one question:

"Where do you get the money?" That
is the question always asked, "Where
are we going to get the money?" Be-

loved, God has promised the money.
The resources which the church needs

to do the job that Christ has given it

to do in the world have been promised

by God. That's not my word. That's

God's Word. God has promised. The
same God who has said that the silver

and gold are his. The cattle on a thou-

sand hills are his. The earth and every-

thing in it, and the world and all who
live therein are his. That same God has

promised to meet every need of his

church. The Lord Jesus has said that

all power and authority in heaven and
earth are his. Christ provides the wis-

dom and the power the church needs

to use money to the best advantage to

reach people with the gospel.

There are no problems in church
finance. The problem is with church
people. It's with professing Christians

who say that they will trust God but

do not surrender their lives and their

wills to him, who trust God with their

soul's eternal destiny but will not trust

God with one-tenth of their income,

who refuse to believe that God is able

to bless the tither according to his pro-

mise. God says that when we tithe he

will "open the windows of heaven"
and pour out a blessing that we can-

not contain. Do we not believe that?

The resources are there. God has

promised that every need will be met
if we follow his plan. And his plan is

to tithe and to tell. We love to empha-
size the telling. But, God is practical,

and there will be no telling if there is

no tithing. There will be no ministry

of the gospel to the world if there is

no financial support for the gospellers.

God ordains the end. He also ordains

the means to that end. The great enter-

prise of world evangelization will come
to a grinding halt if people of God do
not tithe. That's God's plan. Tithe and
tell. He commands us to go and prom-
ises us that even the gates of hell will

not prevail against the church as she

goes.

Don't you see what this means? It

means that you can be a partner with

God. You can be used by God to re-

lieve poverty and heal wounds, and to

proclaim release to the prisoners of sin,

and the opening of eyes to those who
are blind. You can be used by God to

take the gospel of salvation to a lost

world no matter what your financial

circumstances are, no matter what
your personal gifts or talents. God will

use .vow. As you believe him, and com-
mit your life and your resources to

him, God will use you, and you will

discover that real living begins when
you learn what you can do as a part-

ner with God. "Bring ye all the tithes

unto the storehouse that there may be

meat on my table. And prove me here-

with, saith the Lord, if I will not open
the windows of heaven and pour out

upon you the blessings that you can-

not contain."

"But whosoever hath this world's

goods and seeth his brother in need

and shuts up his bowels of compassion
from him, how dwelleth the love of

God in him? My little children, let us

not love in word, neither in tongue, but

in deed and in truth."

How can we say that we love God
and our neighbor while we sit on our
hands and on our pocketbooks and
watch the world go screaming to hell? ffl
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing in Art or Antiques

I
In this, our sev-

it
** ?Hl enth essay on in-

going to examine

I
|

vesting in art

"^Jr and/or antiques.

There are some
characteristics of these choices that set

them apart from the more traditional

options of stocks, bonds, cash equiva-

lents, precious metals, and real estate.

We will examine the distinctive quali-

ties associated with art and antiques

that render them a highly risky invest-

ment alternative.

The truth is that few of us could ever

be anything other than speculators

when it comes to buying art and an-

tiques. There are several interrelated

components in this "market" that

make their investment characteristics

fundamentally different from the more
common investment options. These

different components are: (a) special-

ized knowledge; (b) psychological in-

gredients; and (c) the dollars required

to invest as compared with the dollars

necessary to speculate.

How many of us could examine a

desk made in 1770 and determine

whether the bottom panel in a drawer
was original or a replacement put in

around 1890? Such a discovery could

alter the value of such a piece by

$10,000. Or could you determine if a

1590 oil painting were authentic or a

good 1730 forgery? This mistake might

cost you $175,000.

The number of people who are qual-

ified to authenticate antiques and art

are few when compared to the availa-

bility of competent advisors in the

more traditional fields of investment.

Even when something has been au-

thenticated, that alone does not deter-

mine its value. Value in art, and to

some degree in antiques, is much more

The author, Richard Chewning, is

professor of business administra-
tion at the University of Richmond
in Virginia.

closely tied to psychological factors. In

any event, the knowledge required is

so great that few people can afford, or

are willing to devote, the time neces-

sary to become a knowledgeable buyer.

If you buy the knowledge through
relying upon a reputable dealer, then

there will be no "bargains." The dealer

will receive full value for his or her

knowledge through the price charged,

and that is as it should be. Then you
are almost in the same position as the

person who purchases precious metals

(discussed two essays earlier) with one
significant difference. The person in-

vesting in antiques or art has a real

potential of encountering a liquidity

problem—even more severe than the

one faced by those who buy and sell

real estate. Art and antiques are, like

metals, inflation hedges but not "pro-

ductive" assets.

The psychological element as-

sociated with art, however, makes it a

speculative venture almost by defini-

tion. Has your artist been "discov-

ered"? (Discovered by whom?) What
causes one artist's work to become
"in," "fashionable," or the "thing to

hold" while another's goes begging?

What makes Picasso's art valuable?

Was it the philosophy or "world and

life view" he portrayed, or was it his

artistic talent as it related to his

technical skills? If it is his philosophy,

why would someone value despair? If

it is his technical skills, which ones?

The true problem with pricing art is

that it is totally dependent upon aes-

thetic qualities. Aesthetics, by defini-

tion, is the study of beauty and the psy-

chological response it engenders. It has

been said, and I think accurately, that

all art purchased below $100,000
should be defined as a speculative pur-

chase. Why is this so? It is because

once the artifact reaches a high enough
price, the wealthy art collectors,

museums, and "experts" have become
so involved that they create a "closet

economy" in which the participants

create a self-sustaining market where
membership is demonstrated by pur-

chases. Once the "in" group has

"classified" it as an investment, then

and only then has it arrived as an in-

vestment. Or, putting it even more
bluntly, the "self-defined pacesetters,"

and those who wish to be identified

with them, maintain this self-justifying

market.

This concept of self-elevating elitism

should not surprise us. The world prac-

tices this in many areas of life—the

rating of colleges and universities; the

"proper" neighborhood and club; and
a long list of fashions, fads, and styles.

Even dogs have popularity cycles. Oh,
how we want to be "somebody"!

This is why our Lord pleads with us

to, "Set your mind on the things

above, not on the things that are on
earth . . . put on a heart of compas-
sion, kindness, humility, gentleness,

and patience . .
." (Col. 3:2, 12). We

are warned about what we "treasure"

(Matt. 6:19-34); we are exhorted to

avoid encumbrances and to fix our

eyes on Jesus (Heb. 12:1-2); and we are

reminded of the distinction between

earthly "gain" and the gain of god-

liness (I Tim. 6:3-10). Our identity

must rest in our Lord and not in our

possessions. Investing in art and an-

tiques can become an ostentatious

declaration of one's desire for perceived

status—worldly identity. (This is not

to be confused with collecting as a hob-

by or as a personal matter of taste,

however.)

While others may speak of investing

in art and antiques, I consider all such

expenditures as speculation in the

aesthetic and psychological realms of

perception. This is a bit risky for me. BJ
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Support for the New Life
For March 10, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 15-16

Key verses: John 16:32-33

Devotional reading: John 16:4-15

Memory selection: John 16:33

Introduction

Jesus talks a lot in this section about

leaving the disciples, but this does not

mean he is abandoning them. The
whole purpose of this discourse is to

assure them that he is going to supply

them with all they need to carry on his

ministry in the world while he is away.

Indeed, all three persons of the Trinity

will be involved in sustaining them in

the world while they carry on the work

of the Kingdom of God, till he returns.

IThe Son: The Vine
John 15:1-15

God used the simile of a vine to de-

scribe Israel (Isa. 5). In that prophecy,

Israel, carefully planted to bear much
fruit, utterly failed God.
Now, Jesus introduces himself as the

true vine, the one that can produce

fruit. His Father is the husbandman or

farmer (v. 1). In other words, what

Israel was not able to do—bear fruit to

the glory of God—Jesus can and does

do through those in the world who put

their trust in him.

Just as the parable of Isaiah 5 de-

clared that the fruitless vine was fit for

nothing but to be cast off, so Jesus

teaches that any who claim to be his

but who do not bear fruit will be cut

off from the Lord altogether (v. 2).

In this simile of the vine, those who
profess faith in Jesus Christ are de-

scribed as the branches. As the branch

on a vine is dependent on the vine for

its strength and very life, so we must

recognize our dependence on Jesus.

If we abide in him, then we will bear

much fruit (v. 5). The fruit of which

he speaks is the fruit of the Spirit, else-

where described by Paul (Gal. 5:22-23;

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
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Eph. 5:9): love, joy, peace, longsuffer-

ing, gentleness, goodness, faithfulness,

meekness, and self-control.

But if we do not abide in Jesus,

though we may have professed a faith

in him with our lips, our lack of fruit

will testify we are not his. Jesus re-

minds us once again that we cannot do
anything without him (v. 5).

Thus the Lord affirms that not the

profession of the lips but the life lived

determines whether one is or is not tru-

ly his disciple (v. 6).

By bearing fruit, our lives glorify

God (v. 8). Jesus also teaches that there

is a clear bond between our abiding in

Jesus and his word abiding in us. We
cannot merely say Lord, Lord. We must

show by our lives, led by his word, that

we do love him and desire to be his

disciples (v. 7).

If we keep his commandments, we
will abide in his love (v. 10) and have

his joy (v. 11). It is not without signifi-

cance that the first two fruits of the

Spirit listed by Paul in Galatians 5 are

love and joy.

Jesus as the vine sustains fully his

own, who have put their trust in him.

He does not hesitate to call them

friends (v. 15).

Questions

1. To what evidence can you point in

your life that you do abide in Jesus?

2. What does it mean to you to be

called the friend of Jesus?

2 The Father: The Farmer
John 15:16-27

Jesus has already referred to the Father

as the farmer (husbandman). Now he

expands on this idea by showing that,

like a good farmer, the Father does

everything required for the branches,

that they may bear much fruit.

Already, he had shown that the

farmer prunes the branches so they

may bear fruit (15:2). Now he says

those chosen branches will bear

abiding fruit (real fruit) as they depend

on the Father to supply their every need.

Our relationship to the Father is in

Jesus' name (as we abide by faith in

him). We can then ask the Father for

whatever we need to be better branches

and more fruitful (v. 16).

Thus the whole avenue for believers

to look to the Father in prayer is opened
to us. So often, when we speak of ask-

ing something in Jesus' name, we do
not understand what that means.

Prayer is not to be thought of as a

means of getting whatever we want.

Only as we abide in Jesus for the pur-

pose of glorifying the Father are we in

a proper state of prayer. Prayer is not

something we do periodically but con-

MONTREAT-ANDERSON COLLEGE presents™ CHINA ™
$3719 per person, double occupancy, MAY 6-27, 1985

TOUR ESCORTS: PRESIDENT AND MRS. VAUGHN
ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS: Overnight in TOKYO. PEKING: The Great Wall ol China, the Imperial City, the

Summer Palace, etc. XIAN: Capital city of It dynasties; archaeological finds of terra cotta wamors and horses.

YANGTZE RIVER CRUISE: Luxury, 5-day cruise with spectacular scenery, specially three famous GORGES/
CHONGKING: Embark on the cruise. Port of call WANXIAN: river town with pagodas and pavilions. Port of call

BAIDICHENG: mouth of Qutang Gorge. Port of call YICHANG CITY: the Gorges-200 kilometers of spectacular

gorges with stop at Yichang, the Doorway to Southwest China. SHASHI CITY—WUHAN— visit ancient Jingzhou
along the way. SHANGHAI: 11,000,000 population, located in the fertile Yangtze Valley. KWEILIN (GUIUN):
Rivers and lakes lace lush green plains. Famous scenic beauty. CANTON: On the Pearl River, last stop in China tor the

tour. HONG KONG: Shoppers' Paradise!

THIS TRIP INCLUDES: • Round-trip airfare from Los Angeles" via scheduled carrier » Round-trip transfers

between airports/piers and hotels • One night first-class hotel accommodations in Tokyo • Thirteen nights

first<lass hotel accommodations in China • four night luxury cruise on the Yangtze R/ver • Two nights first-

class hotel accommodations in Hong Kong • Breakfast, lunch and dinner daily in China • American breakfast

daily in Hong Kong • Comprehensive sightseeing program in China • Half-day sightseeing tour in Hong Kong
• Luggage handling • Service charges /except those of a personal naturei • U.S. departure tax
* 'Departure from Atlanta available as follows: Round-trip connecting service airfare to/from Los Angeles on day of over-

seas departure: $397.22 per person.

WRITE TODAY TO: SI AND CATHY VAUGHN, Montreat-Anderson College, MONTREAL NC 28757
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PCA BIBLE
AND MISSIONS
CONFERENCE

'Building Tommorrow
Together

Cosponsored by
Mission to the World

and
Mission to North America

July 13-19

Ferrum College
Ferrum, VA

Hear Rev. Steven W. Brown, Key Bis-

cayne, FL., and Rev. Joseph F. "Skip"

Ryan, Charlottesville, VA. Attend
seminars related to foreign and home
missions, evangelism, family relation-

ships, etc. Fellowship with MTW mis-

sionaries, MNA organizing pastors, PCA
pastors and laity. Enjoy outdoor ac-

tivities on this spacious campus tucked

away in Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountain
region.

Please send more information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ZIP

Mail to: Conference Coordinator,

P.O. Box 1 744, Decatur, GA 3003 1

.

NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS
Personalized, quality
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-

logical Seminary, a field

archaeologist in the Holy

Land, Bible lands lecturer

and teacher.

May 31 - June 1J, 1985 TOUR
To JORDAN. ISRAEL, EGYPT, AND ITALY

$1,899 per person

Visit in Jordan-fabulous Petra. etc.

Visit in Israel—historic Jerusalem.

Bethlehem, Qumran, Masada, Jericho,

Nazareth, Sea of Galilee. Samaria, etc..

Visit ancient Egypt with its intriguing

treasures.

Visit Rome with its ancient heritage.

Write: DR. W. HAROLD MARE
978 Orchard Lakes Drive

St. Louis. Missouri 6)146

Or call (H4) 569-0879

I am interested in the tours. Please send more
information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

PHONE ZIP

stantly. We are to be in unbroken com-
munion with the Father through his

Son, as a branch is in unbroken com-
munion with the vine that supports it.

But abiding in Jesus also means we
take on his characteristics (bearing fruit

of the Spirit in our lives). This will

mean we are different from the world.

The world does not like those who are

different (vv. 18-22).

This is one of the most shocking

things believers have to learn. As we
seek to walk closer to Jesus and take his

word increasingly seriously in our lives,

we will learn it does not improve our

relationship with the world and with

those in the church who do not abide

in Jesus. Jesus wanted the disciples to

understand this so that, when it hap-

pened, they would not be shocked.

But though we still are stunned to-

day by this phenomenon, Jesus has

helped by showing that the world's hate

of us is a manifestation of its hate of

our Father, to whom we look for all

our needs (vv. 22-25). We merely sam-

ple the world's hate for Jesus and his

Father. So if you grieve over the sins

of the world, your grief of heart is evi-

dence you are the child of God.
Though the world denies both the

Father and the Son and goes its merry

way—a godless generation—the Father

does not leave us comfortless. He has

sent his Holy Spirit to dwell in us. He,

through the Word he has written, will

continue to show us the truth of Jesus

Christ and the Tightness of all that he

has taught. This will make our bear-

ing the hate of the world easier (v. 25).

Not only this, but we will also be

able to bear witness to the world of

Jesus, whom the world despises (v. 27).

Questions

1. How would you describe your prayer

life?

2. Does your commitment to Christ

make others uncomfortable?

3 The Spirit: The Comforter
John 16:1-15

Already, the Comforter has been men-
tioned in chapters 14 and 15. The term

is often translated Paraclete. It means
one called to the side of another. That

is precisely who the Holy Spirit is.

In this capacity, he takes up the work

Jesus began while on earth. Jesus was
with his disciples and whenever they

needed help or got in trouble or had

a question they could always call on
him. He was ready at all times to an-

swer the questions, comfort and reas-

sure them. He guided them constantly

through God's Word so they could un-

derstand the Father's will.

Jesus had warned many times that

they would be treated roughly by the

world and by the false church on earth

(vv. 1-4). That in itself was enough to

make the disciples sorrow. But Jesus

had more seemingly bad news.

He would soon be leaving to return

to the Father (v. 5). It would be hard

to see how it was really better for him
to leave than to remain, but he assured

them it was.

As we said above, Jesus could not

continue forever to be with all of his

people all of the time on earth. Only
as he went back to the Father and sent

his Holy Spirit to dwell in each of

them, could he fulfill his promise to be

with them all always, while they were

serving him on earth (v. 7).

They had a job to do on earth while

Jesus reigned in heaven. They were to

proclaim the same truth he had been

teaching them to the whole world.

They must declare to the world its sin,

call it to righteousness by faith in Jesus

Christ, and warn it of judgment to

come if it did not.

When Jesus was gone, the Spirit of

truth would continue to guide them
through the Scriptures, as he had

begun to do while on earth with that

handful of disciples (vv. 12-13).

The Spirit would not dwell in them

to glorify himself or call attention to

himself, but to glorify Jesus. His pres-

ence would be to enable them to be bet-

ter servants of Christ—to carry out the

work he had given the church when he

returned to the Father (v. 14).

We see then that this Comforter

would be their constant companion to

bring their every thought to submission

to Jesus and his word. So beautifully

would he do his work that they would

hardly be conscious of his activity in

them.

This certainly says something regard-

ing the modern craze among many who
speak constantly of the Spirit and the

spiritual gifts as though they would

glorify the Spirit at the cost of glori-

fying Jesus by their lives. In doing this

they do not really show that they are

more led of the Spirit, but just the op-

posite.

The Spirit is indeed in every true be-

liever, but we show it not by manifest-

ing so many gifts of the Spirit or by

having any one particular gift of the
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Spirit. We show it by the fruit of the

Spirit which glorifies not the Spirit but

the Father and the Son.

Questions

1. What evidence have you seen of the

Holy Spirit's convicting the world of
sin, righteousness and judgment?
2. How much time do you give daily

to studying the Word of God, the Spir-

it's book?

4 The Tribulation

John 16:16-33

We have seen how Jesus reassured the

disciples that while he was going away,
he was not abandoning them. He would
continue to be their support as a vine

supports the branches. His Father
would continue to meet their every
need as they continued to abide in

Jesus, because they were his disciples.

And the Holy Spirit, the Comforter,
would dwell in each of them, making
their bodies his temple, to aid them in

their witness to the world and to teach
them from his Word all God had for

them to learn.

One reason he comforted them by
these words, at this time, is that he
knew they would face much tribulation

in the world.

Tribulation for believers means hav-
ing to live in a sinful world in sin-prone

bodies while they seek to serve Jesus
Christ. It also means having to endure
all the punishments and judgments of
God against the world, down through
history, by the various plagues and ca-

tastrophes he sends on earth from time
to time to remind men that there is a
judge who will call them to account in

the last day.

But tribulation also includes the spe-
cial trials believers have to endure be-
cause they belong to Christ and live in

a way contrary to the counsel and ways
of this world and its people.

Jesus frequently mentioned such
tribulation throughout this section. In-

deed, from the time he first began to

teach (the Sermon on the Mount), he
talked about persecutions and the hate
of the world which those who follow
him will have to learn to endure (see

Matt. 5). Believers cannot expect to

To Subscribe:
Send $15 (foreign $21) for one year to:

The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box
2330, AshevUle, NC 28802.

escape tribulation. It is part of living

in the world (v. 33).

Our only consolation is that though
we have to endure it for a time, in the
end we will survive before the Lord.
When the world is judged, we will tri-

umph in Christ.

He refers to such tribulation when he
speaks of their weeping and lamenting
while the world rejoices (v. 20). In the

beginning of his teaching, the Lord de-

clared that those who mourned were to

be blessed, for they would ultimately

be comforted.

It may be hard now to endure trials

for Jesus Christ, but if we can antici-

pate the glory that shall be revealed

when he returns, we can endure.

And remember, we have the Father,

the Son and the Holy Spirit to sustain,

uphold and comfort us.

This world will one day be overcome
and done away. Indeed, Jesus has al-

ready dealt the fatal blow to it. So what
are the sufferings of this present time
compared to the glory that shall be
revealed to us (Rom. 8:18)?

Questions

1. Are you of good cheer as you live in

this world for Jesus? Why?
2. Name some tribulation you endure
in the world which the world does not
share because you abide in Jesus?

Next week: "Unity in the New Lifej'

John 17. Ff]

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS
"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All
things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-
tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place
in the lives of most churches and most Chris-
tians!'

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you
ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box
169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above
is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major
work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.
Clark, $8.95 postpaid.

FREE SAMPLE of newsletter designed to
call attention to articles, books, and films of
importance to Christians for understanding
and responding to culture. Write: CRITIQUE,
Dept. PJ, 1150 West Center St., Rochester,
MN 55902.

CHURCHES
DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)
386-0121.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church
(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening
7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-
tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting
ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)
at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-
rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,
Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the
move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would
be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-
rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191

(505) 292-1611.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.
Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-
ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call
(704) 526-5513 or 526-3276 for details.

FOR SALE
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live In a
Christian setting at
Macon, Georgia's

Agape
Wage

An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203
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PRINT PRODUCTION person available.

PCA man, 8 yrs. printing/management ex-

perience. Seeks responsible position in Chris-

tian publishing or printing. Write Curt Matt-

son, 31 Maxwell Ct., Huntington, NY 11743.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.

COVENANT ORTHODOX Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeks a pastor,

fully committed to the Reformed faith, to

shepherd their flock of 100 communicant
members. A Christian school Kindergarten-

12th grade fully committed to the Reformed
faith is located in the area of the church. In-

quiries should be addressed to: Pulpit Com-
mittee, c/o Don Adams convener, 1608 Gra-

ham Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15235; or call him

at (412) 371-6427.

WANTED FINANCE MANAGER.
Presbyterian mission organization seeks

qualified finance officer with experience in

managing staff, preparing and controlling a

$9 million budget, and developing the Man-
agement Information System. Experience in

high-level finance management position and

agreement with Presbyterian and Reformed

convictions are required. Send curricula vitae

to: Chief Executive Officer, P.O. Box 1744,

Decatur, GA 30031.

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume

and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

MINISTER OF MUSIC/Music Instructor

needed in combined position for PCA church

and school. Desirable applicants should have

music degree, experience directing church or

school choirs and ability to work with both

adults and children. School position includes

music curriculum development for middle

and high school music department as well as

organization of school choirs and instrumen-

tal ensembles. Reply to: Pastor, First Presby-

terian Church, 146 East Cherry St., Opelou-

sas, LA 70570, (318) 948-9339.

SAN JOSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
will need both elementary and secondary

teachers for 1985-86. Send your resume to Ted

Vander Ark, 1 West Campbell Avenue,

Campbell, CA 95008

WANTED BOOKKEEPER. Presbyterian

mission organization seeks qualified book-
keeper experienced in general ledger, and
bank and account reconcilliation. Knowledge
of accounts payable, payroll and computer-

ized accounting systems beneficial. Reply by

sending resume to: Administrative Director,

P.O. Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031; or call

(404) 292-8345.

ORGANIST/PIANIST needed in com-
bined position for PCA church and school.

Desirable applicants must be proficient in

both organ and piano, and have experience

in choir accompaniment. Position includes

playing in church worship services, conduct-

ing private lessons at Christian Academy, and

school choir accompaniment. Reply to: Pas-

tor, First Presbyterian Church, 146 East

Cherry St., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-9339.

SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR/Dept. Head
needed to develop science department in col-

lege preparatory Christian school. Applicants

should have science degree, experience with

science instruction and lab work, ability to

motivate students, and commitment to literal

Biblical creation account. Reply to: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Dr., Opelousas, LA 70570, (318)

948-8607.

WESTMINSTER ACADEMY, a K-12

Christian day school of the Coral Ridge Pres-

byterian Church, encourages applications for

the following positions: SECONDARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL for an excellent pro-

gram including 32 teachers and 432 students

in grades 7-12; CROSS COUNTRY AND
TRACK COACH for boys or girls in a pro-

gram producing perennially strong teams and

four state championships; MATHEMATICS
TEACHER for a demanding and productive

math curriculum.

Westminster Academy is accredited by the

Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools, is an integral part of a dynamic

church and is located in one of the fastest

growing communities in America. Westmin-

ster Academy is a place where one can not

only minister effectively, but really grow

—

professionally and spiritually.

For literature and more complete descrip-

tions of these positions please write: Head-

master, Westminster Academy, 5620 NE 22nd

Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308. (305)

771-4600.

MINISTER OR DIRECTOR OF
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION—A growing

PCA church looking to develop its Christian

education program further, i.e. Sunday

School program, seminars, discipleship pro-

grams, leadership programs, etc. Ministry

would include some involvement in Christian

day school (K3-12) and future developing ex-

tension seminary programs. Please write

Search Committee, WEPC, 1600 Atlantic

Street, Hopewell, VA 23860.

PCA CHURCH IN YORK, ALABAMA
needs young married couple fully committed

to Reformed faith for six-month outreach

ministry and youth work. Write Covenant

PCA, P.O. Box 517, York, AL 36925, (205)

392-7467.

PASTOR OF EVANGELISM AND
OUTREACH—A growing PCA church with

a developing program for evangelistic out-

reach, including a Christian school K3-12, is

looking for a leader to develop this ministry.

Please write Search Committee, WEPC, 1600

Atlantic Street, Hopewell, VA 23860.

WEST END CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
a non-denominational K3-12 parochial school

under West End Presbyterian Church, PCA,
will have several openings for positions in the

1985-86 school year. These include Asst.

Elementary Principal, plus the following

teachers: K4, K5, 3rd grade, 9-12 English, 9-12

Science, Computer Science and Girls P.E.

Most of these positions are due to an expand-

ing and growing school. If interested, please

write or call Robert V. Scott at 1600 Atlantic

Street, Hopewell, VA 23860, (804) 458-6142.

EXPERIENCED, degreed music director

seeking full-time church position. Particular

experience in orchestral conducting, produc-

ing/directing church dramas, and conducting

classical to contemporary choral music. For

resume, contact Bob Sheffey, 6216 NW 16th

Ct., Margate, FL 33063 or call (305) 973-3951.

SERVICESHHHi
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

TRAVELHHHHHI
HOLY LAND AND CORINTH. April

29-May 9, 1985. $1,890 from Jackson, Mis-

sissippi. Brochure from Rev. Jim Wagner, 337

E. First St., Forest, MS 39074.

HOLY LAND, THE NETHERLANDS
Tour, May 20-June 3, 1985. 15 days, Vienna,

Tiberias, Jerusalem, grand Holland tour. No
Sunday travel. May stay in Europe longer be-

fore or after. From Chicago $1,837; from New
York $1,690; from Tampa or Miami $1,857.

For more information call the tour hosts at

(305) 737-3515, or write to Rev. John and Mrs.

Van Hemert, 514 NW 7th Court, Boynton

Beach, FL 33435.'

WANTEDHH^^^H
I AM LOOKING for a particular transla-

tion by Zondervan, the New Berkley Version,

in a genuine leather binding from 1969-73.

If anyone has a copy, please state condition

and price desired. Box BI, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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The Atonement Defines Evangelical Christianity

PLATFORM PLANK No. 11

On that night in which Jesus was be-

trayed he took bread and he took the

cup, and he instituted the Lord's Sup-

per as a perpetual remembrance of his

death.

The occasion was the Passover, that

commemoration of the sparing of the

Israelites' first-born sons from God's
angel of judgment in Egypt because of

the blood of the lamb. Now Jesus was

signifying that he was that Lamb of

God of which the Passover lamb was

only the token.

John the Baptist had announced him

from the beginning of his public min-

istry: "Behold, the Lamb of God, who
takes away the sin of the world

! '

' The
Apostle John later recorded the praise

of the angelic chorus in heaven: "Wor-
thy is the Lamb, who was slain!"

What are we doing when we partake

of the Lord's Supper, that essential ac-

tivity common to all branches and va-

rieties of Christianity? The sacrament

is so rich in meaning that there are

many things involved—an expression

of our love in response to God's love,

our mutual love for one another in the

body of Christ, our sorrow for our sin

and rejoicing in our forgiveness, to

name just a few.

But the Apostle Paul sums it up in

a sentence in I Corinthians 1 1 :26: "For
whenever you eat this bread and drink

this cup, you proclaim the Lord's

death until he comes."
It is Jesus' death that is the focal

point of this perpetual remembrance of

him. It is of course a risen and as-

cended Lord who is coming again. But

without his death Christianity would
have no meaning. He came to die.

Jesus said in Mark 10:45: "For even

the Son of Man did not come to be

served, but to serve, and to give his life

as a ransom for many."
This objective fact of Jesus' dying

for our sins is the cornerstone of Chris-

tianity. The cross is indeed the crucial

aspect of our faith. Yet contemporary
belief and practice so often focus on

the subjective side that many are not

resting their faith on the only basis for

salvation.

I can recall several occasions as a

pastor listening to the interviews of

prospective church memebers with the

session. In answer to the question,

"How do you know that you are

saved?", the answer would come back

in terms of a youthful experience in

response to an evangelist's invitation,

or some other event in one's past.

When asked further, "Why did Je-

sus have to die?", the candidate would

frequently be taken by surprise. Upon
a moment's reflection the right answer

would usually be given. But this indi-

cates the tendency of evangelical faith

to focus upon the believer's subjective

experiences rather than the objective

basis of our faith, the death of Christ.

Yet it is the substitutionary atone-

ment that is the defining characteristic

of evangelical Christianity. There has

been much necessary concentration up-

on the authority of Scripture in recent

years. Important as the inerrancy of

the Bible is to our faith, we can recog-

nize as fellow Christians some who dif-

fer on this point. We expect to see

them in heaven.

Those we recognize as true brothers

and sisters in Christ are those who are

trusting in nothing else but the death

of Christ on the cross in their place,

paying the penalty their sins deserved

from the righteous and holy God. The
Old Princeton theologians—Charles

Hodge, Benjamin B. Warfield, J.

Gresham Machen—emphasized in

their defense of the faith not only in-

errancy but also the substitutionary

atonement.

This has been the faith ot the church

in all ages. John wrote: "This is love:

not that we loved God, but that he

loved us and sent his Son as an aton-

ing sacrifice for our sins" (I John

4:10). Paul wrote: "I have been cruci-

fied with Christ and I no longer live,

but Christ lives in me. The life I live

in the body I live by faith in the Son
of God, who loved me and gave him-

self for me" (Gal. 2:20).

In the Middle Ages Anselm answered

the question "Why the God Man?" by
developing the doctrine of the vicari-

ous atonement as the only way to sat-

isfy the holy character of God the Fa-

ther. Bernard of Clairvaux expressed

it in the hymn "O Sacred Head":

What thou, My Lord, hast suffered

Was all for sinners' gain:

Mine, mine was the transgression,

But thine the deadly pain.

Lo, here I fall, my Saviour!

Tis 1 deserve thy place;

Look on me with thy favor,

Vouchsafe to me thy grace.

In the 18th century Isaac Watts

asked, "Was it for crimes that I have

done/ He groaned upon the tree?" and
answered that "Christ, the mighty

Maker, died/ for man, the creature's

sin." "The bleeding Sacrifice/ In my
behalf appears," wrote Charles Wes-
ley; "Before the throne my Surety

stands,/ My name is written on his

hands."

Sufficient for all, because being the

sinless Son of God his life was of infi-

nite worth, his death becomes even

more overwhelming for those of us

who are trusting in him, because he

made atonement for us as particular

people. The shepherd calls his own
sheep by name. Jesus as the Good
Shepherd knows his sheep and lays

down his life for them (John 10:3, 11,

14-15). In his great High Priestly

prayer he said, "I am not praying for

the world, but for those you have given

me, for they are yours." And later: "I

pray also for those who will believe in

me through their message, that all of

them may be one, Father, just as you
are in me and I am in you" (John 17:9,

20-21).

The atonement of Christ makes us

at one with God and also unites us with

all who are trusting in the sacrificial

death of Jesus. 31
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ARE BOMBINGS NECESSARILY SINFUL?

I must express my dismay over the ar-

ticles in your Jan. 30 issue, which ap-

peared to be a response to the recent

abortion bombings yet barely touched

on the Scriptural response to them.

Certainly we should not sin that grace

might abound nor seek good by doing

evil, but that is not the issue at all. The
issue is whether the bombings are nec-

essarily sinful.

Both articles state that we may never

destroy someone's property. God's law

is absolute, but it is a coherent whole
also. If property is set up as an auton-

omous absolute, there can be no capi-

tal punishment. These principles ex-

tend to so-called "personal morality."

From fear of God, the Hebrew mid-

wives "lied" to Pharoah, and so God
blessed them (Exodus 1:15-22). Jesus

wreaked havoc on the poor law-abid-

ing businessmen in the temple (Matt.

21:12).

I do not mean to say that any such

choices are to be taken lightly or that

the time is right to bomb abortion clin-

ics. Furthermore, I agree that the alter-

natives in the articles are necessary.

But can you honestly say it is sin to

bomb the property of a man system-

atically destroying born children while

the police do nothing about it? And if

not, then how can it be absolutely al-

ways wrong to bomb abortion clinics?

Have we been fooled into thinking that

fetuses really are a little "less human"
than we are? May God forbid.

—O.M. Anderson, III

Jackson, Miss.

BOMBINGS AS GOD'S VENGEANCE

I find it somewhat sickening that in all

the criticism about the bombed abor-

tion clinics there is one aspect in these

bombings that is never touched upon.

If we as Reformed Christians believe

in a Sovereign God who is in control

of all things, even the hairs our heads

and the sparrows that fall to the

ground, is it outside of his will and de-

cree that abortion clinics are bombed?
At least, in part, I see it as an act of

vengeance on his part. In the Old
Testament God used ungodly nations

to punish and chastise the nations of

Israel and Judah. Read Habakkuk. In

modern history is it outside the will of

God that Germany came under the

judgment of the ungodly nation

Russia?

On the other hand the real culprits

in the abortion issue are the seven Su-

preme Court Justices who voted pro-

abortion in 1973. Back of the Supreme
Court are the citizens of this nation

who are permitting injustice to rule.

After all, this nation is a constitutional

republic of the people, by the people,

and for the people. If injustice is per-

mitted to rule, then we all are going to

be judged by a vengeful God. Or by

revolution.

I, for one, do not feel that I am
called upon to bomb abortion clinics.

But if the bombing can fall within the

will and decree of Almighty God, let

them be bombed. "The righteous shall

rejoice when he seeth the vengeance:

he shall wash his feet in the blood of

the wicked" (Psalm 58:10).

—Howard Van Manen
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"HONOR THE KING"

I have much sympathy with the anti-

abortion protest. Roger S. Greenway's

article "I Saw My Students Arrested"

(Dec. 26) raised, however, a basic

question. Should we not as Christians

"Fear God, and honour the king" (I

Peter 2:17)? We can and should pro-

test against abortion. But I for one

believe that we have no business being

arrested by police. On the contrary, we
should obey them. The evil of abortion

will not be countered by "Christian"

terrorism of students nor their profes-

sor.

—Herman B. Driessen

Fullerton, Calif.

Ministers

Allan M. Barth (PCA) from Knoxville, Tenn., to

West Paso County, Fla. as an evangelist.

Walter H. Cathey, former missionary to Taiwan,

to the Brent, Ala. church (PCA).

Anthony R. Dallison from Ontario, Canada, to

the Westminster Church (PCA), Jacksonville,

Fla.

Calvin Draffin from New Albany, Miss., to the

Clover, SC. church (ARP).

Kenneth A. Nippert (PCA) from Bradenton,

Fla., to Hattiesburg, Miss., as campus minister

at USM.

Scott L. Reiber from Mize, Miss., to the Provi-

dence Church (PCA), Savannah, Ga.

Churches

Fellowship of the Lamb, University City, Mo.

(PCA) has changed its name to Christ Pres-

byterian Church. Michael Parker is the pastor.

New Covenant Fellowship, Springfield, Mo.

(PCA) has changed its name to Immanuel Re-

formed Presbyterian Church. Mark Vigil is the

pastor.
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ROLE OF THE MAGISTRATE

In reply to the letter about civil punish-

ment for abortion, "Medical, Not Ju-

dicial Question" (Dec. 5), the Bible

makes abundantly clear that the civil

magistrate, which includes the judicial

system, is commanded by God to stop

and punish evildoers (Rom. 13:4, I

Pet. 2:14). God has not commanded
the magistrate to punish every sin in

this world, but he has specifically re-

vealed in his Word which crimes are to

be punished by the magistrate and how
they are to be punished. The magis-

trate is God's servant to keep alive a

knowledge of God's ways among fall-

en men. God has commanded the mag-
istrate to restrain and punish those

who willfully kill anyone created in the

image of God (Gen. 9:6). The "Roe vs.

Wade" decision in 1973 did precisely

the opposite of what God had com-
manded: It expressly forbade the mag-
istrate to punish those who kill unborn
babies by abortion. In doing so it pur-

posely turned its back on its God-given

Continued on p. 22, col. 3
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I l This week we focus on the church. Our main feature ar-

ticles deal positively with the use of small groups to achieve genuine fellowship

in the local church. James Bland shows how this concept, as old as John
Wesley and indeed as the New Testament, can help to assimilate new members
into the life of the congregation and sustain true church growth. William

Russell expresses a few cautions about the use of small groups while at the

same time commending the practice.

I I Rounding out our ecclesiastical focus are an "Unequal
Time" comment on the OPC/PCA "joining and receiving" prospect, a Jean

Shaw column on the fortunes of our "candidating" system for pastors, and
a number of book reviews relating to the church and theology. I want to

apologize for the sparsity of book reviews in recent months, but it has been

difficult to work many in without producing a 24-page issue, which we can

afford to do only occasionally. We hope to provide more reviews in com-
ing months.

i i Word has come concerning a few more Presbyterian

centenarians. Mrs. Mimi Baird of Ardmore, Pa. was 104 last May 20. She

is a member of Faith Presbyterian Church (PCA) of Villanova, Pa. Mrs.

Minnie Anthony, at the Presbyterian Home in High Point, N.C., reached

the age of 106 on February 15. They qualify as the fourth and third most
elderly Presbyterians among the six so far mentioned in this column, all

of whom are women. At our next opportunity we shall hear about a

Presbyterian man who has surpassed 100 years.

I l Religion in U.S. politics has been a controversial subject

in this past year, and it bids fair to continue attracting our attention. But
consider this story of Syed Muzammil Hussain Shah, a candidate for the

Parliament in the February 28 elections in Pakistan. He has acquired the

services of a Moslem fakir, a green-robed beggar regarded as a holy man
who has been making the rounds of voters with a copy of the Koran and
a string of beads. He declares that a neighborhood that does not give Shah
a majority will face total destruction. Cattle could be killed and crops

destroyed by God. His canvassing has unnerved Shah's rivals, who have
urged district authorities to bar his fakir from the campaign.

I 1 From Dayton, Ohio comes a UPI story about George

Levi, a born-again Christian who is naming his business "God's Grocery

Store" to thank the Lord for all his blessings. With the financial backing

of a church that will share in the store's profits, he declared: "I just figured

everything I've got, the Lord's helped me get—so I'm going to name it after

him." God's Grocery Store will feature religious music over the intercom

and will be closed on Sundays. It will not sell beer or wine, Levi said. EE
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NEWS OF RELIGION

'Silent Scream' Prompts Raucous Debate

WASHINGTON—Rev. Jerry Falwell

and Judy Goldsmith, president of the

National Organization for Women
(NOW), clashed here in a heated de-

bate on abortion before the National

Press Club February 12.

The debate was touched off by the

White House-sponsored showing of

The Silent Scream, a film depicting the

abortion of a 12-week-old fetus. Anti-

abortion groups are paying $1 1 ,000 to

distribute copies of the film to mem-
bers of Congress and the Supreme
Court.

While Falwell claimed that no one

could "sit through that film without a

deep, deep remorse for the unborn,"

Goldsmith charged that it was "emo-
tional manipulation at its most cyn-

ical."

Labeling Silent Scream "a 30-

minute propaganda film," Goldsmith

declared it was "produced, directed,

written, and narrated by and for men.

It is based on the contention that

women have never before understood

what is inside their bodies. That is both

absurd and insulting."

When pressed to define human life,

Goldsmith said "there is a person

Jerry Falwell up/ phoio

when a fetus is born and becomes a liv-

ing person." She added, "I will give

greater rights to a woman than to a

microscopic, fertilized egg. I say that

on the grounds that a woman can feel

pain. A fetus cannot."

The film focuses on the reaction of

a fetus struggling against attempts to

remove it from the womb. Some med-
ical experts have disputed the conten-

tion that the fetus experiences pain,

maintaining that it merely responds to

nerve stimuli.

Falwell defined human life by citing

Scripture to assert that a person exists

at conception. "At that very moment,
according to many passages of the Bi-

ble, human life, a living soul, is

formed," he said.

Falwell echoed the statement made
last month by President Reagan that

"the momentum is with us," pointing

to a recent Newsweek report showing

50% of all Americans favoring some
legislation at least to curb abortion on
demand.

Goldsmith and Falwell were able to

agree on one point: their condemna-
tion of the recent incidents of bomb-
ing at abortion clinics nationwide. In

Judy Goldsmith upi Photo

concurring with Goldsmith's assertion

that the American people would not

tolerate such "terrorism," Falwell

added, "That is why abortion is

doomed. It is the ultimate kind of ter-

rorism: the terrorism of defenseless,

voiceless, helpless unborn babies." 31

South African Church
Suspends RES Membership

JOHANNESBURG (RNS)—The
largest white Dutch Reformed body in

South Africa has suspended its

membership in the Reformed Ecumen-
ical Synod (RES), a conservative inter-

national alliance with headquarters in

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Most major leaders in the South
African government's ruling Na-
tionalist Party are Afrikaners

—

descendants of Dutch settlers—and
members of the most powerful church

in the country, the 1.5-million-member

Dutch Reformed Church (in Afri-

kaans, the Nederduitse Gereformeerde

Kerk, or NGK).
Now, the big denomination has tem-

porarily suspended its membership in

the Reformed Ecumenical Synod. The
action was taken by the NGK's 12-

member plenary executive, a top

decision-making group.

But a smaller South African church

has decided to stay in the world Re-

formed group, by an 80-50 vote of its

national synod. The decision of the

small but influential Reformed Church

in South Africa (known in Afrikaans

as the Gereformeerde Kerk, or GK) to

retain its membership is an indication

of the sharp divisions among pro-gov-

ernment Afrikaans-speaking churches

on whether to break ties with interna-

tional ecumenical bodies.

The RES has 35 member churches of

Reformed and Presbyterian traditions,

representing 5.5 million Christians. It

represents a more conservative, evan-

gelical strain of Calvinism than the

larger World Alliance of Reformed
Churches. However, two-thirds of its
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member churches are also members of

the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches.

Sixty percent of RES member bodies

are based in four southern African

countries, and its membership also in-

cludes churches in the Netherlands,

Australia, New Zealand, Japan and

the United States.

U.S. members include the Christian

Reformed Church, the Orthodox Pres-

byterian Church, and the Associate

Reformed Presbyterian Church.

The NGK's suspension of its mem-
bership was widely regarded as a reac-

tion to a resolution passed last August

by the Reformed Ecumenical Synod.

Meeting in Chicago, the international

alliance declared theological justifica-

tion of apartheid (the South African

doctrine of racial separatism) to be a

heresy. The theologically conservative

RES gave the two white South African

churches until 1986 to reassess their

failure to oppose South Africa's racial

policies.

Despite its decision to keep its mem-
bership, the GK does voice objections

to some policies of the Reformed
Ecumenical Synod. At the next RES
assembly, it plans to ask for the expul-

sion of the Reformed Churches in the

Netherlands and for the suspension of

any links between RES member
churches and the more liberal World
Council of Churches (WCC) and
World Alliance of Reformed Churches.

Conflict has arisen in the RES over

the Netherlands church because it be-

longs to the World Council of Church-

es and allows the ordination of homo-
sexual persons.

Dr. Paul Schrotenboer of Grand
Rapids, RES general secretary, made
a passionate plea to the GK national

synod, asking the body to retain its

membership. He said that if drastic

changes are to come in the Afrikaans

churches, they will likely be initiated

by the GK rather than the NGK.
Denying that the RES made "over-

hasty decisions" at its Chicago assem-

bly last August, he stressed that racial

affairs have been discussed by eight

RES assemblies and investigated by
four international commissions it has

set up.

Schrotenboer told RNS that the

GK's position on race relations is

"more critical of government policy"

than that of the NGK. The NGK's de-

cision to suspend membership "came
as a shock and a disappointment," he

said. "We had no advance warning."

To withdraw completely from mem-
bership in the international group, the

NGK's general synod of 600-700 rep-

resentatives would have to approve the

move by a two-thirds majority. "It's

questionable if they can get that. I

think there is hope," said Schroten-

boer. ffi

Colson's Prison Ministry

Steadfast After 10 Years

WASHINGTON (RNS)—Ten years

ago, Charles Colson, former Water-

gate conspirator, walked out of prison

following his widely-publicized—and

suspected—announcement that he had

become a "born-again" Christian.

Today, the former Nixon White

House aide is not only still a born-

again Christian, but has established

himself as an important and influen-

tial leader in the nation's evangelical

Christian community.

Colson's lay ministry to prisoners,

which he began in 1976 on a small

scale, has blossomed into an interna-

tional organization with three sub-

groups, a staff of 170, and 20,000

volunteers in the United States. His

ministry has also placed him at the

head of campaigns around the coun-

try for radical prison reforms.

Within the religious world, Colson

has emerged, ironically, as something

of a voice of conscience. During the re-

cent election year, he frequently cau-

tioned conservative evangelical groups

against "politicizing" religion. He has

warned religious leaders against suc-

cumbing to the "temptations of

power," chided television evangelists

for preaching a "gospel of selfish-

ness," and joined mainline religious

leaders in denouncing capital punish-

ment.

"One of the best things is that God
does not let us see into the future,

because if he had let me see into the

future, I would have run the other

way," said Colson, 54, when asked

about his success in religion.

"I would have never dreamt, when
I walked out of prison, that things

would have turned out this way."
Colson made the remarks following

a January 3 1 ceremony that marked a

milestone in his ministry. More than

500 leaders in religion, government,

and business gathered in Reston, Va.,

to see him break ground for a

37,000-square-foot international head-

quarters for his Prison Fellowship

Ministries.

During the ceremony, held in a tent,

tributes to Colson and his ministry

were read from evangelist Billy

Graham and from President Reagan,

who sent a note in which he said that

"society has been sensitized to

(prisoners') special needs" through his

ministry.

The ceremony also marked the tenth

anniversary of Colson's release from

a federal prison, where he served eight

months for a Watergate-related crime.

Rev. Richard C. Halverson, chap-

lain of the U.S. Senate, called Prison

Charles Colson

Fellowship "one of the miracles of the

20th century. It is nurturing the way
the Senate thinks about prison reform,

and is introducing a level of love and
compassion" for criminals.

The tent gathering marked the end
of a long and sometimes controversial

search for a home for this fast-growing

prison ministry. Colson's attempts to

set up a headquarters in nearby Arling-

ton ran into obstacles when angry

residents raised an outcry over the

possibility of prisoners and ex-convicts

coming into the area for fellowship

seminars.

More than 41,000 inmates in the

U.S. have taken part in Prison Fellow-

ship's in-prison seminars. Colson
himself has spoken at 200 prisons, re-

flecting his often-stated view that the

only cure for criminals is "regenera-

tion through Christ."

Increasingly, Colson has become
known for his advocacy of radical

change not only in the hearts of in-

dividual prisoners, but in the prison

system as well. He has been traveling

throughout the country to tell gov-

ernment officials everywhere that
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"they're putting too many people in

prison."

The answer to the problem of over-

crowded prisons is not to build more
jails, Colson says, but "to take non-

violent people out and put them into

communities" for service work. He
said people convicted of non-violent

crimes make up more than half the

U.S. prison population.

"I fully expect that, in the next

decade, most of the states and the

federal government will reform the

prison system. I think we'll go back to

the Biblical idea of restitution" for

nonviolent crimes, Colson adds.

He notes that the state of Florida

recently accepted reforms recommend-

ed by Prison Fellowship, and that its

prison population has gone from in-

creases of 500 a month to monthly

decreases of 75. At the same time, he

said, the state's crime rate has dropped

by 6.9%.
Despite his new status as a religious

leader, Colson said he "still run(s) in-

to skepticism and cynicism" about his

conversion to Christianity. Raised as

an Episcopalian, he now attends a

Baptist church.

"People keep asking, 'Is he lying?'

And I tell them that they don't have

to believe me. I tell them just to invite

Christ into their lives," he said, add-

ing, "All that matters is Christ. I am
what I am because of Jesus Christ." CD

U.S. Church Leaders Called

Soft on USSR Repression

NEW YORK—Systematic persecution

of Christians, Jews, and Moslems in

the Soviet Union was detailed at an

inter-religious conference here, spon-

sored by the Anti-Defamation League

(ADL). The January 29 conference

was intended to expose as mere pro-

paganda Moscow's claims of religious

freedom, and to dispute reports by

American church leaders of religious

tolerance in the Soviet Union.

Several speakers at the all-day con-

ference criticized U.S. churchmen, in-

cluding members of a National Coun-
cil of Churches delegation to the Soviet

Union, for giving misleading accounts

of religious "freedom and tolerance"

there.

Abraham H. Foxman, head of

ADL's international affairs division,

told the conference that "well mean-

ing and respected clergymen" have

visited the Soviet Union and "come
back apparently impressed by what
they saw—and have interpreted this as

unimpaired religious freedom. . . . The
situation must be put into realistic

perspective."

Richard T. Davies, former U.S. am-
bassador to Poland, declared that "in

the Soviet Union today untold millions

of people are deprived of the rights of

religious freedom, education, associa-

tion, and emigration." He noted that

visiting church officials are only per-

mitted to make contact with Soviet

clergymen who are selected by the

Soviet government. Moreover, these

visitors are given a "Potemkin village"

tour, referring to Prince Potemkin,

who, during the reign of Catherine the

Great, arranged for the empress to visit

only clean villages and contented

inhabitants.

Concurring with Davies, Rev.

Georgi Vins, a Soviet Evangelical Bap-

tist Church pastor who came to the

U.S. in 1979 after being stripped of his

Soviet citizenship, asserted that

everywhere the NCC delegation went

during its June 1984 tour of the Soviet

Union, official churches which "col-

laborate with the KGB tried to create

the impression of complete religious

freedom."

The Baptist clergyman also criticized

Rev. Billy Graham for statements he

made about religion in the Soviet

Union after several visits to the

country.

More than ten participants in the

conference gave specific accounts of

repression of religious groups, in-

cluding Jews, Russian Orthodox,

Catholics, Baptists, Lutherans,

Seventh Day Adventists, Pentecostals,

and Moslems. The persecution took

the form of imprisonment, harass-

ment, incarceration in mental hos-

pitals, and, in some cases, murder. IS

Feminist Preacher Disputes
Michener Missionary Tale

BOSTON (RNS)—A feminist preacher

has taken issue with author James

Michener on the true story of the first

missionaries to Hawaii, as portrayed in

his novel, Hawaii.

Rev. Edith Wolfe, a United Church

of Christ minister for 38 years, was in

Boston for the 165th anniversary of the

departure of 14 New England mis-

sionaries, sent from Park Street Chris-

tian Church here in 1819, and landed

in Hawaii six months later.

In portraying the party of seven men
and seven women as pious hypocrites

who forced their culture on the Ha-
waiians, "Mr. Michener made a mar-
ble cake of truth and fiction. Whenever
he's challenged on anything, he can say

'Oh, but it's just a novel,' " Wolfe
said. Since the mission to the then

"Sandwich Islands" was so well doc-

umented in missionary diaries and let-

ters, Wolfe wonders "why he didn't

use the real story. It's so much more
dramatic and colorful."

Wolfe cited the missionaries' efforts

to teach useful skills, such as sewing,

reading, writing, and building, and
their persistence in conveying strong

family values and democratic principles

as important contributions to the

Hawaiian culture.

Wolfe, 62, heads the Woman's Board

of Missions for the Pacific Islands, a

descendant of the congregational mis-

sion board which sent out the New
Englanders. CFJ

Also in the News...

Gordon MacDonald, former

pastor of Grace Chapel in Lexington,

Mass., and chairman of the board for

World Vision, has been named presi-

dent of Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship of the U.S.A. Inter-

Varsity's board named MacDonald to

succeed James McLeish effective

January 25. McLeish, president since

November 1981, was granted retire-

ment the same day.

"Getting the Edge in Evangelism"

will be the theme for the 17th annual

family conference sponsored by the

Presbyterian Evangelistic Fellowship.

The event will again be held on the

campus of Western Carolina Univer-

sity July 27-August 1. Information is

available by writing to PEF-EC, Box

1890, Decatur, GA 30031.

Dr. James Montgomery Boice, pas-

tor of Tenth Presbyterian Church in

Philadelphia and chairman of the

Philadelphia Conference on Reformed

Theology and the International Coun-

cil on Bible Inerrancy, will speak at the

Reformed Bible College 45th Anni-

versary Dinner. The event is schedul-

ed for Friday, March 1, 1985, at the

Ford Fieldhouse in Grand Rapids. OB
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Assimilation: The Missing Link

JAMES C. BLAND

Whatever happened to the Brown fam-

ily? You remember them, Bill and Jane

and their two teen-age daughters?

They appeared very interested in the

life of the congregation, but after join-

ing they never seemed to fit in. Yes,

they tried several Sunday-school clas-

ses, but then their attendance at wor-

ship services began to slip, and from
what I can tell, they never made any

friends. We've not seen them for sev-

eral months now; I wonder where they

are. Do you know?
Conversations similar to this contin-

ue to repeat themselves week after

week throughout the church in Amer-
ica. It is not only a common problem
in the suburban church in a highly

transient area. In community after

community where new members full of

outwardly genuine interest enter the

wide-open door of the church, they ex-

it quietly never to be heard of again.

Statistics have shown that unless

new members get involved in the ongo-

ing life of the congregation within their

first six months of membership, they

will soon be inactive and become just

another dropout statistic. Apparently

their high expectations of love and ac-

ceptance never reach fruition. They be-

come but names on a church roll, re-

membered by only a few.

An unpublished study conducted by

a mainline denomination in southern

California during the early 1980s re-

vealed that approximately 80% of its

new members had become inactive or

The author is pastor of Kendall
Presbyterian Church (PCA) of Miami.
He holds degrees from the U. of

Maryland and Gordon Conwell
Theological Seminary and is a
D.Min. candidate at Westminster
Seminary in Philadelphia.

dropped out of their churches in the

first year of membership. Carl Dudley
summarized the concern of the main-

line denominations in the loss of

millions of members during the 1960s

and 1 970s when he wrote Where Have
All Our People Gonel
A better question could have been

asked—"Did we really have them in

the first place?" Or, "Were those who
dropped out actually assimilated into

the ongoing life of the congregation?

Was there ever any real evidence of

their becoming an integral part of the

fellowship?" After all, it is one thing

to become a member and quite another

to become a part of the fellowship

within the life of the congregation.

Lyle Schaller defines this dynamic
phenomenon in his book Assimilating

New Members when he says ". . .

every congregation can be described in

terms of two concentric circles. The
larger outer circle is the membership
circle. Every member is within that

outer circle. The smaller inner circle in-

cludes the members who feel a sense

of belonging and who feel fully ac-

cepted into the fellowship of that

called-out community."
It is essential from a Biblical per-

spective to assimilate all new members

into what Schaller refers to as the "fel-

lowship of that called-out community."

The Scriptures never discuss "join-

ing a church"; they only identify a per-

son's relationship to the church. This

affinity is defined as being a part of

God's people assembled together to

worship and serve him and fellowship

together.

This relationship in the church is

described throughout Scripture by the

Greek word koinonia. The word
koinona from the root word koinos

means to have a share with someone
in something. It means more than a

mere association with another person

or persons. The primary idea that Ed-

mund Clowney underscores, in his

work Toward A Biblical Doctrine of
the Church, is "that of participation

in something in which others also par-

ticipate." It was used in a secular con-

text for a business partnership. The
writers of the New Testament used the

word koinonia for fellowship and de-

fined it as a "shared life." For believ-

ers the "shared life" was their relation-

ship to one another based upon their

fellowship with God in Christ Jesus.

The first example of this shared life is

found in Genesis, chapter 1. God him-

self created man in his own image and
"shared" an aspect of his being with

Adam. He had fellowship with God,
and so the vertical relationship between

creator and creature was established;

but that koinona was broken by sin.

The rest of the Bible is a story of

God's re-establishment of his fellow-

ship with man. It is through Christ that

men and women are called back into

fellowship with God.
The Biblical theme of fellowship is

a multi-dimensioned truth. Our per-

sonal relationship with God is not an
end in itself, but leads us to familiarity

with one another (I John 1:3). Adam
in the Garden of Eden had perfect fel-
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Assimilation

lowship with God, yet something was
missing! Genesis 2:18 says, "It is not

good for man to be alone." Adam was
missing the horizontal dimension of his

being as a human; he needed a com-
panion. Thus God created Eve, and

another dimension of fellowship was

established.

We need one another even as Adam
and Eve in their relationship found

love and acceptance. When sin broke

the vertical relationship between God
and man, it also broke the horizontal

relationship between Adam and Eve.

What Jesus Christ came to do in his

work of salvation was not only to unite

a people to God, but also to unite those

very people to one another. By doing

this, he created the church.

The definitions of the church

throughout the Scripture picture the

church as: the people of God, the body
of Christ, the fellowship of the Spirit,

the building of God, the vine and the

branches-, and the shepherd and his

sheep. The essence of the visible

church is relational, an illustration of

lives shared together.

As Tertullian, the early church fa-

ther, said, "Christian brethren assem-

bled together are fittingly called breth-

ren because of their common relation-

ship to the heavenly Father." John
Donne's maxim, "No man is an is-

land," fits the Christian well. If the

Spirit of God dwells in us, he is the

Spirit of fellowship calling us to the

"shared life," not to isolation as social

hermits. If the Biblical pattern is clear,

then why are so many professed Chris-

tians missing out on the reality and joy

of this shared life?

The answer may be as simple as un-

derstanding the nature of evangelism

as practiced today. The vertical dimen-

sion of establishing a right relationship

with God is accentuated to such an ex-

tent that the necessary correlation of

the horizontal dimension is neglected.

I John 1 clearly makes the observa-

tion that, if a person is in real commu-
nion with God the Father, he must
seek out other Christians for compan-
ionship or he is "walking in darkness"

(sinning). Obviously, achievement of

this goal represents much more than

just coming to Sunday morning wor-
ship and having a cup of coffee after

the service. Fellowship is realized in

smaller face-to-face groups within the

church. Sociologists define them as

primary groups.

Charles Cooley, an early pioneer in

American sociology, in his book Social

Organization was the first to define

"primary groups." Cooley said, "By
primary groups, I mean those charac-

terized by intimate face-to-face asso-

ciations and cooperation. They are pri-

mary in several senses but chiefly in

that they are fundamental in forming
the social nature and ideals of the in-

dividual. The result of the intimate as-

sociation ... is a certain fusion of in-

dividualities in a common whole, so
that one's very self, for many purposes,

at least, is the common life and the

purpose of the group."
It is in the primary group within the

church that our "sense of belonging"

and our acceptance are realized. The
church is the family of God whether
the size of the congregation is sixty, six

hundred, or six thousand. The essence

of the church for the individual is the

life of fellowship with one another in

a smaller face-to-face caring and shar-

ing group.

God has created within the very na-

ture of man the desire to band togeth-

er. A Biblical pattern for this fellow-

ship among believers is found in the

community that the Holy Spirit pro-

duced in the early church at Jerusalem.

Colin Brown in his Dictionary of
New Testament Theology, when com-
menting on Acts 2:42 ff., said, "This

passage is to be seen as the continuance

of the common life that Jesus led with

His disciples." It was a shared life and
is a pattern for the church in the 20th

century.

Howard Snyder in his book The
Problem of Wine Skins said, "Jesus

spent three years living and working in

intimate fellowship with twelve men.
He actually spent more time with his

disciples than with everybody else in

the world put together. He ate with

them, slept with them and talked with

them for the most part of his entire ac-

tive ministry. These men not only

learned from Christ; they shared a

depth of community that was the

prototype of the koinonia of the early

church."

Even a cursory look at Acts, chap-

ters 1 and 2, reveals that the church
grew in a matter of weeks from 120 to

over 5,000 people. How in the world
could they maintain the intimacy of the

shared life?

The answer is found in chapter 2,

verses 42 and following. They were

continually with one another in the

temple and in each other's homes: eat-

ing together, praying together, wor-

shipping together, and studying to-

gether. How could they all be togeth-

er? The obvious answer had to be in

smaller groups where the intimacy of

the primary group was found.

John Wesley realized this when hun-

dreds were becoming believers during

the Great Awakening. He organized

his band of followers into "class meet-

ings." In these small groups Wes-
ley knew that a "sense of belonging"

could be maintained and that one's

needs would be met by fellow believers.

The assimilation of new members in-

to the fellowship of the congregation

is the missing link in most churches to-

day. Too high a percentage of our

members never experience the joy of

true Christian fellowship and will soon

become dropouts, remembered only as

statistics in the annual report. If Scrip-

ture calls us to fellowship and not

merely membership, how then can this

New Testament dynamic be realized in

the local church?

In a survey conducted in the spring

of 1983, a pattern developed among
growing churches which appeared to

be assimilating their new members
well. Each of these churches under-

stood not only the importance of its

members in fellowship with one anoth-

er, but that this dynamic does not hap-

pen by itself. It is a result of planning,

implementation, and hard work.

Most of these churches were organ-

ized to assimilate their new members.

Some had ministers of membership
with assimilation as their primary

responsibility; others had committees

organized for this prupose. Each ac-

knowledged that a happy member is

one who is in a right relationship with
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God and with the other members of

the congregation.

All of these growing churches shared

a common denominator—they were

organizing their members into smaller

groups for fellowship and ministry.

In a survey of my own congregation,

an obvious pattern developed. Person-

al relationships led to more meaningful

involvement in the ministry of the con-

gregation.

Members who (a) had their five clos-

est friends in the congregation and (b)

were socially active with at least five

members or couples in the congrega-

tion had the greatest involvement in

roles and tasks of the ministry. The
higher the number of personal rela-

tionships within the congregation, the

more likely the involvement in small

group fellowships, as well as in tasks

and roles of ministry. As would be

assumed, the opposite was true. Those
who had none of their closest friends

in the congregation and were not

socially active with anyone in the con-

gregation seldom participated in small

group fellowship and did not actively

participate in the congregation's role

or task ministries.

With the clear example of the Bibli-

cal imperative to commune in fellow-

ship with one another, it is incumbent
upon the church to structure herself to

assimilate new members in order that

they will quickly feel the sense of

belonging and the joy that comes by
sharing in the fellowship with God and
other members.
To this end, we have restructured

our Prospective Members' Class. We
highlight the necessity of fellowship in

the congregation and the privilege of
coming to know others more closely

through a multitude of role and task

ministries.

Three of our six classes now focus

on the nature and purpose of the

church and the privilege and responsi-

bility of membership.
A committee has been established to

facilitate new member assimilation. A
survey of role and task ministries is

taken during the fifth week of the Pro-

spective Members' Class to help match
the new members' interests with the

needs of the congregation.

Our commitment to our new mem-
bers, with their concurrence, as a re-

quirement of membership is that we
will (a) direct them into a small group
fellowship within the first three months
of their membership and (b) assign

them a task or role according to their

choice, once they are trained and

equipped, within the first six months
of membership.
We believe the first six months in a

new member's life are crucial. We
must do all we can to make their as-

similation a reality. The burden should

not be placed upon the new member
to "find his niche," to "step out in

faith," to "knock on the doors of op-

portunity" and be let into the fellow-

ship. No, the primary responsibility,

knowing the Biblical mandate, is for

the church to reach out to the new

member and lovingly engraft him into

the body.

The Bill Brown family who never

seemed to fit into the life of the con-

gregation is a tragedy repeated too

often in your church and mine. It is in-

cumbent upon us, as leaders of Christ's

church, to organize ourselves for the

smooth transition of the new member
from membership to fellowship. This

then is a mandate for the Christian

church to silence forever these words
of the new members, who in sadness

say, "This is where we longed to be,

but something blocked our way!" LH
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The Small Group, a Design for

Church Growth

WILLIAM W. RUSSELL

The rediscovery of the small group as

a method for nurturing and multiply-

ing believers offers the local congrega-

tion the opportunity for spiritual and
numerical growth that many churches

are seeking today. Not since the intro-

duction of the Sunday school in Eng-

land by Robert Raikes has there been

a more exciting possibility for growth

and change among New Testament

churches.

The small group approach is not

really new to the church. Jesus himself

established for the church a style of

small group ministry. He set the exam-
ple for us when he gathered twelve men
around himself for three years of

learning, sharing, and ministry.

If we observe our current church

programs and activities, we recognize

that the small group structure already

exists to some degree in our Christian

education and ministry groups. These

program groups fulfill an important

function in areas of study and service;

however, they do not meet all needs

that arise in the church's ministry.

The small group principle of func-

tioning rests with the nature of small

group dynamics. Shared leadership

and common gifts directed toward a

shared goal make the small group dif-

ferent from most smaller groups al-

ready functioning in our churches.

Chaney and Lewis state, "It is small

group dynamics, not small groups,

that are related to growing churches.'"

Creating a small group of persons,

either as a part of a program or as an
independent entity, does not provide

spiritual or numerical growth in itself.

Any small group of people may meet

on a regular basis and be involved in

The author Is a free lance writer

from Paso Robles, Calif, and is

pastor of Community Baptist
Church in Templeton, Calif.

prayer and Bible study without ever ex-

periencing the spiritual vigor of the

common life. It is the potential for ef-

fective communication, sensitive car-

ing, and a spiritually contagious life-

style that is expressed in small group
dynamics, that gives so much hope for

the small group approach in our
churches.

Effective group dynamics in the

small group sets into action those

forces which nurture the spiritual vigor

that aids in spiritual reproduction.

Most small-group prayer meetings and
Sunday-school classes do not fulfill the

participatory requirements that a valid

group life calls for. Thus there is never

the vital dynamic in operation, which
is needed to make these program groups

as effective as they should be for cer-

tain ministry and service activities.

The secular community rediscovered

the small group experience ahead of

the church. It has been said that the

small group is the most rapidly spread-

ing social invention of the century. The
community beyond the church is un-

dergoing dramatic change, which has

caused it to seek the intimacy of the

small group.

The business community, the men-

tal health professions, and various

other social institutions have recog-

nized the need for new methods and

structures in interpersonal relation-

ships. The church has been much slow-

er in responding to the relational needs

of its members and those whom they

would evangelize. As churches, we find

ourselves in the position of neglecting

the small group method which our Lord
used, while the secular community uses

it more successfully than the church.

The use of the small group approach

in sensitivity training and behavioral

modification by the world community
has caused pastors and lay leaders of

evangelical churches to be cautious in

adopting the small group approach.

The abuses by the world in use of small

group dynamics should not discourage

one from using an approach which our

Lord used.

Those who have returned to the

small group as an approach to nurtur-

ing and multiplying disciples, admit
that the small group in itself is no
spiritual panacea. The approach has,

however, brought back the personal

and intimate nature of ministry that

the church has often lost in its institu-

tionalization.

The small group has the potential of

becoming ingrown. A group may find

itself sharing personal concerns and
feelings to the point that it ceases to

move out into the world. Such groups

cease to act as the church when they

begin to exist for themselves alone.

For some, the relatively unstruc-

tured nature of the small group is

frustrating and threatening. The para-

dox of this situation is that the unstruc-

tured element in small group life is the

very thing that adds so much to its

function and meaning.

The small group (five to twelve per-

sons) allows room for personal growth

that does not always exist in a more
structured group. Most of our church

programs function in a highly struc-

tured environment. This is not all bad,

but we do need to make room for vig-

orous small group life, which the less

structured small groups can provide.

We should acknowledge that small

groups may not be for every individual

in a congregation. Some persons may
need time before they can move into

small group life. Others may never

become a part of such small groups,

for reasons only known by them.

The positive side in small group life

is an expectant hope for deep, mean-

ingful relationships and rich rewarding

sense of service. This is anchored in a

sureness of Christ's presence, which is

carried to the world by both word and

deed.

Intimacy in the small group experi-
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ence encourages the sense of family

and unity in the Holy Spirit. The car-

ing and sharing that emerges is marked

by an awareness and acceptance of re-

sponsibility for one another.

Out of the deep sense of belonging

that becomes a part of the group life

also comes the opportunity for per-

sonal involvement with others at less

risk to the participant. The trust level

rises with the growing involvement and

is reflected in deeper personal com-
munication in the small group life.

As Chaney and Lewis 2 have indica-

ted, it is the dynamics of the small

group experience which is related to

church growth. The dynamics of the

small group provides the experiences

which open the life of the congregation

to meaningful witness and ministry.

Personal and spiritual growth finds

significant nurture in the small group
experience. Lawrence O. Richards re-

flects that kind of experience when he

states, "To learn to trust, and to be-

come trustworthy—to learn to love

and to become loving—we must be-

come deeply involved in the lives of

others to whom we commit ourselves

in Christ." 3

Richards is convinced that we can

maintain such relationships with only

a few people at a time. It is the small

group which provides the environment

called for by Richards for personal

growth.

For several years we have viewed

personal growth in terms of a change

in one's system of beliefs, instead of

a change in attitudes and character.

This has been reflected in our ap-

proach to witnessing and discipling.

If there is to be a transformation in

values as well as in ideas, we must pro-

vide experiences where God's Word
can become flesh, as it is studied and
obeyed together. The nature of small

group life provides the possibility for

such vital experiences.

We must cease to rely on the force

of external commitments to achieve

spiritual and numerical growth. Our
future as churches to a great degree

will come from those whose lifestyles

have been nurtured and fleshed out by
small group life under the power of the

crucified and resurrected Lord! CD

'Chaney and Lewis, Design for Church Growth,
(Broadman Press, 1977), p. 177.

'Chaney and Lewis, op. cit., p. 177.

'Richards, A New Face for the Church, (Zon-

dervan, 1970), p. 153.

BOOKS

THE NATURE OF DOCTRINE, by George
A. Lindbeck. Westminster Press, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Paper, 142 pp. $9.95.

Reviewed by John M. Frame, Associate
Professor of Apologetics and System-
atic Theology, Westminster Seminary in

California.

This volume is highly technical and dif-

ficult, but it describes a theory of the

nature of religion and theology which

could become highly influential in

coming years.

Lindbeck teaches at Yale, where a

number of professors have made inter-

esting contributions in "meta-theolo-

gy" or the theory of theology itself. He
does not appreciate "fundamentalist"

views of Scripture, and he urges a faith

that is reconcilable with modern world

views. At the same time, he has a cer-

tain "conservative" bent. In 1975 he
was one of the signers of the Hartford
Declaration, which, in effect, said

"enough is enough" to the "secular

theologies" and "radical theologies"

of the time. He has brought both of

these concerns into the context of

Lutheran/Roman Catholic ecumenical

dialogue. He believes, like a liberal,

that these doctrinal traditions are rec-

oncilable; but, like a conservative, he

believes that these traditions are to be

taken seriously and maintained.

Lindbeck believes he can resolve this

apparent contradiction by a particular

theory of the nature of doctrine. In the

past, he says, doctrine has been under-

stood as propositional truth (ortho-

doxy) or as the articulation of religious

experience (liberalism). There is, how-
ever, a third alternative: Doctrine is a

kind of language. Language is a system

of symbols which we use to do differ-

ent jobs in our common life. So, says

Lindbeck, doctrine provides the relig-

ious community with a set of "rules"

by which many things can be done and
said. Thus the conservative Lindbeck

can insist that doctrines are central and
in some cases irreplaceable: Without
language, we can say nothing. But the

liberal Lindbeck can insist that the

language itself entails no propositional

truths, but only gives us tools by which

we may (among other things) formu-
late such truths. Creeds, he thinks, for

instance, make no positive truth

claims, but they exclude some doctrin-

al formulations and permit a range of

others. They are not to be simply re-

peated, but used as tools for saying

other things: We learn the Latin con-

jugation amo, amas, amat, not to

repeat it endlessly, but so that we may
learn to say other things, like rogo,

rogas, rogat. In all of this, Lindbeck
makes much use of modern anthropol-

ogists (e.g., Geertz), linguists (Chom-
sky), philosophers (Wittgenstein,

Kuhn) who have been moving in simi-
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lar directions.

Lindbeck tries very hard to show
how on his theory doctrines may be

regarded as superior to others, even in-

fallible. I don't think he succeeds.

Lindbeck offers us "rules," but

doesn't offer us any adequate means
of judging which ones we ought to use.

I do think, however, that once we ac-

cept, as Lindbeck does not, an ortho-

dox view of Scripture, then we can
learn much from his theory. He has,

in effect, presented what is to most of

us a new, and in any case interesting,

perspective on the nature of doctrine

which in my view complements, rather

than replaces, the other two which he

mentions. Doctrine is all three things:

propositional truth-claims, expressions

of the inner experience of regeneration,

and rules for the speech and conduct

of God's creatures. No one of these is

prior to the others. Lindbeck's book
is an excellent exploration of the third

perspective, which is, undoubtedly, the

one most neglected in present-day the-

ology. We can learn from Lindbeck
that, indeed, the purpose of doctrine

is not to be simply repeated, but also

to be "applied"—to be used for all of

God's purposes in the world. And if

we cannot use it, we cannot in any seri-

ous sense claim to "understand" it. EE

LOOKING IN THE MIRROR: Self-

Appraisal In the Local Church, by Lyle E.

Schaller. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn. Paper, 206 pp. $8.50. Reviewed by
Rev. Lewis A. Ruff, Jr., General
Secretary, OPC Committee on Home
Missions and Church Extension,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Who are we?"
"Frequently," says Lyle Schaller,"it

is difficult or impossible for congrega-

tional leaders to agree on the role God
is calling that church to fill unless they

can agree on contemporary reality."

Schaller's 23rd book based on 24

years of experience as a church consul-

tant to congregations from two dozen
denominations provides innovative

and provocative concepts for helping

congregational leaders understand

their unique local church.

Determined to provide "considera-

tions that frequently are overlooked"

in other books, the author succeeds by

discussing churches that resemble gar-

dens (weekly worship attendance 100-

175) and churches that resemble cats

(weekly worship attendance 35 or less),

by challenging us to resist the tempta-

From Wisconsin
to Mississippi:
Why?

What's a guy from Wisconsin
doing atRTS in Jackson,
Mississippi?

Because it's one of the few Christian graduate schools that

allows you to earn state certification while pursuing a degree. The
Graduate School of Education provides that training with a mature
balance of educational principles and scriptural application.

The warmth and personal sensitivity of the professors far

exceeded my expectations. They live what they teach and inspire

me to the great task of teaching.

Marshall Rorie

The Graduate School of Education.
It's what Christian Education should be coming to.

RTS REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi 39209

tion to run the church like a business

and detailing the difference between
the two while at the same time helping

us develop goals for our youth minis-

try, by describing the pastor-centered

church and the First, Second or Third

Person Church while at the same time

helping us to "playfully reflect on the

points raised . . . (without taking) the

content as a rigid set of guidelines."

Assistance that we would expect in

a book such as this in analyzing mem-
bership and attendance statistics is suc-

cinct and focuses on useful data so as

to discourage our succumbing to "pa-

ralysis from analysis."

This book is perhaps most helpful in

that it presents in typical Schaller style

so many different examples as well as

alternatives. If one concept for self-ap-

praisal does not seem to be significant

for your church situation, the author

has another one for you to consider.

Bonuses in the book include guide-

lines for strengthening groups within

the church, tips on how to select an ef-

fective long-range planning committee

and an entire chapter on the questions

building planning committees should

consider.

Schaller suggests that "self-appraisal

and information can be a key factor in

overcoming the apathy and passivity

that blights so many congregations."

This book will help any church get in-

to motion by giving it a clearer under-

standing of itself. H

A THEOLOGY OF PERSONAL MINISTRY,
by Lawrence O. Richards and Gib
Martin. Zondervan, Grand Rapids, Mich.

272 pp. $15.95. Reviewed by David
Trembley, Burlington, Wis.

The authors contend that the Refor-

mation will be perfected and the mod-
ern American church will move toward

faithfulness when, "Distinctions be-

tween 'clergy' and 'laity' become total-

ly meaningless [because] every Chris-

tian realizes he is stamped with the

presence of the Lord."

The first half of the book attempts

a comprehensive theological frame-

work for the contention. About 90 per-

cent of the basis of the framework con-

sists of a selected, cited, and comment-

ed-upon passage of Scripture. Whether

or not the authors succeed depends to

some degree upon one's hermeneutic

and theology. For instance, at one

point, the authors say, "This is not a

simile or a metaphor; it is an expres-

sion of reality."
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The second half of the book presents

practical implications of the conten-

tion, and each chapter throughout has

a "Probe" appended, the purpose of

which is to facilitate using the book as

a text.

The primary audience is the laity.

Religious professionals will find them-

selves more specifically addressed in

Richards' previous Zondervan books:

A Theology of Christian Education

and A Theology of Church Leader-

ship, m

SPURGEON, by Arnold Dallimore,

Moody Press, Chicago, III. Paper, 252

pp. $9.95. Reviewed by John W. Sander-
son, Jr., Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

Almost all readers of the Journal know
that Charles Haddon Spurgeon was a

Baptist preacher in London during the

last century, that he was of Calvinist

and Puritan persuasion, and that he

had a remarkable ministry in evange-

lism, education, and works of mercy.

But more, much more, should be

known.
In recent years, the Banner of Truth

Trust has re-published a two-volume
work of more than 1 ,000 pages which
has enjoyed a wide reading. Now Dal-

limore has written a briefer volume
which not only condenses much of the

two-volume edition, but also adds new
information gleaned from his own re-

search.

"... the reader will find here a more
definitive treatment given to his theol-

ogy and preaching methods. I have en-

deavored to understand and present

something of the inner man—Spur-

geon in his praying, his sufferings and
depressions, his weaknesses and
strengths, in his triumphs, his humor,
his joys, and his incredible accomplish-

ments" (from the Preface).

It must be said that Dallimore has

accomplished his purpose. But the rel-

ative brevity of his account is both a

strength and a weakness: a strength be-

cause a greater number of people will

read the shorter account and thus be
led to understand more of God's grace

and power in one of his saints; a

weakness because this reader at least

continually felt that more should have
been said to make Spurgeon's exam-
ple more meaningful. On the very top-

ics of his prayer life, his method of

preaching, and his doctrinal commit-
ment, one wishes that the author had
written at greater length.

Yet the meat of it is all there. Of par-

Charles Haddon Spurgeon

ticular interest to readers in the 1980s

are Spurgeon's goals for his theological

college, his strong stand for Calvinism

against both liberalism and watered-

down evangelicalism, his separation

from the Baptist Union over issues of

basic importance, and his zeal for di-

aconal services.

This reviewer would especially rec-

ommend this volume to young people

in general, and to young pastors in par-

ticular. One need not be old in years

to serve the Lord with such zeal and
maturity. [TJ

INHERITING THE LAND: A Commentary
on the Book of Joshua, by E. John
Hamlin. International Theological Com-
mentary. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Paper, 207 pp.
$6.95. Reviewed by Raymond B. Dillard,

Professor of Old Testament,
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The International Theological Com-
mentary as a series represents an at-

tempt to hear the Scriptures afresh pri-

marily through the eyes of the Third

World rather than the Christian West

from "The Shadow of the Broad Brim," (Judson Press, 1934)

which has so long dominated the pro-

duction of commentary literature.

Though an American himself, E. John
Hamlin is well suited for the task; he

taught for many years in Singapore

and was for 20 years president and
professor of Old Testament at Thai-

land Theological Seminary.

For the author, "the Joshua story is

a paradigm and a sign for every gener-

ation. It is a paradigm of the kingdom
struggle which goes on in every age. It

is a sign pointing to God's ultimate vic-

tory over the powers that distort, sub-

vert, and destroy life" (p. 3).

Hamlin's treatment of Joshua is

heavily influenced by one contempo-
rary approach to the Old Testament

that views the conquest largely in terms

of a revolt of the dispossessed and
powerless against a powerful, oppres-

sive social order. The Israelite identi-

fication with the downtrodden in their

struggle against the exploitative rulers

of the great Canaanite city states gives

voice to the present-day struggle for a

just social order, embracing as it does

political, social, and economic issues.
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NON-SMOKERS
LIFE INSURANCE
TO AGE 100

Example of first-year premium for a

$100,000 policy:

MALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $165

Age 55 $315

FEMALE
Age 35 $120

Age 45 $132

Age 55 $205
(Smoker rates available, but slightly higher)

Compare our rates with your policy and see

why our companies do over TEN BILLION per

year with people like yourself.

For further information, please call,

collect: Mr. Roberts, (704) 298-6666 or

write: Financial Independence Group,
21 Lynnstone Ct., Asheville, NC 28805

NAME
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STATE ZIP..
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_EJ.

PCA BIBLE
AND MISSIONS
CONFERENCE
"Building Tommorrow

Together''

Cosponsored by
Mission to the World

and
Mission to North America

July 13-19

Ferrum College
Ferrum, VA

Hear Rev. Steven W. Brown, Key Bis-

cayne, FL., and Rev. Joseph F. "Skip"
Ryan, Charlottesville, VA. Attend
seminars related to foreign and home
missions, evangelism, family relation-

ships, etc. Fellowship with MTW mis-

sionaries, MNA organizing pastors, PCA
pastors and laity. Enjoy outdoor ac-

tivities on this spacious campus tucked
away in Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountain
region.

Please send more information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ZIP

Mail to: Conference Coordinator,

P.O.Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031.

This "peasant revolt" model for the

conquest has little demonstrable sup-

port from the Old Testament text itself

or from the comparative literatures of

the surrounding peoples. Hamlin's use

of that approach, however, presents

provocative reading of Joshua; he

gives us insight into how Christians in

other parts of the world are reading the

Old Testament as they confront the

problems of race relations, personal

fulfillment, revolution, famine, land

distribution, tyranny, disease, war,

poverty, and the state. The effort to

read the Old Testament through other

than the eyes of the Christian West is

laudable, but simply substituting the

paradigm of liberation theology can be

equally distorting.

Hamlin shows uncommon artistry

and sensitivity in his relating Old and
New Testaments; the book is full of in-

sightful comments directing us toward
Christ and Christian proclamation to

our own society.

PROVERBS: A COMMENTARY ON AN
ANCIENT BOOK OF TIMELESS ADVICE
by Robert L. Alden. Baker Book House,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 222 pp. $12.95.

Reviewed by Gordon Oosterman,
Mlddletown, Pa.

Years ago a seasoned pastor suggested

that those serious about wisdom
should read Proverbs at least once a

year. I might add that reading a helpful

running commentary such as this one

at least once every five or ten years will

add considerably to one's understand-

ing of life as well as an Old Testament

book. Understanding is the antecedent

of wisdom and the friend of the wise

in distinction from the wise guys.

This book highlights some of the

themes of Proverbs: Sin is not only

wrong, it is dumb; diligence in one's

responsibilities rightly anticipates the

Lord's blessings; kindness and gener-

osity to the poor is honoring to the Mak-
er of us all; and fools of any gender

or description are irksome and irritating.

There are, however, surprises for

those who are sure they know the

meaning of "he that winneth souls is

wise" and "train up a child in the way
he should go" without considering the

difficulty of translating Hebrew idi-

oms. The author pleasantly and gen-

erously sprinkles maxims of the rabbis

to shed light on recurring topics. His

style is a mixture of homilies and hon-

est scholarship. Where translations dif-

fer he considerately explains alternate

interpretations, yet wastes no words in

saying that in Hebrew the deeds of the

wicked stink with an intensity of the

foul, polluted Nile River in the days of
Moses. "It is highly unlikely that Sol-

omon would accept the idea that all

men are created equal" may prick

one's chauvinistic balloon. Pointing

out that slander and gossip are unnec-

essary, cruel, and essentially coward-
ly as well as wicked may well change
conversation patterns—and the im-

provement would be exponential! Puns
we think are intentionally funny, but

not so in Hebrew poetry; they add
beauty rather than bellylaughs.

There is something in this readable

commentary for pastors, parents, pro-

geny and punsters; there is much more
in the Book of Proverbs itself. Know-
ing God and enjoying him are the

pleasant prerequisites of experiencing

and rejoicing in his shalom.

I think I may place my copy in a

seminary library after getting more of

its insights into my not-always-wise

thinking. After reading your copy,

what do you plan to do to help

alleviate the shortage of wisdom in the

world? HI

MINISTRIES IN ACTION HANDBOOK
FOR CHURCH GROWTH, by Terry L.

Gyger, Dave B. Calhoun, and E. Walford
Thompson. Ministries In Action, Coral
Gables, Fla. Paper, 344 pp. $9.95.

Reviewed by Donald J. MacNair, Ballwin,

Mo.

This is a handbook of Ministries In Ac-

tion strategy. The ultimate goal is church

growth on three dimensions: numeri-

cal, spiritual, and organizational. It

focuses particularly on two aspects of

the church's life: fellowship and evan-

gelism. Section I defines the task to be

building the church to the glory of

God. Section II gives principles and
application of Biblical methodology.

Section III examines the individuals

called to carry out God's purposes.

The doctrine of the church is dis-

cussed several times. Detailed manage-
ment instruction and programs are

provided to the church leadership.

Graphics, self-study forms, bibliog-

raphies, and appendices are provided.

MIA's Haiti ministry gives illustrations

and support for the strategy. It is very

extensive, perhaps to be of specific

help to the Haitian church.

Friendship evangelism is used as the

basic tool of the mobilized church and

is thoroughly documented. A Hans-
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Ruedi Weber quote puts the structure

of the church into this perspective:

"The laity are not helpers of the clergy

so that the clergy can do their job, but

the clergy are helpers of the whole peo-

ple of God, so that the laity can be the

church."

The book is a handbook to support

seminars. Its premise is that evangelism

is the work of the reformed church. It

is necessary reading to be as fully pre-

pared as possible to have a growing

church. E

Palm Tree—from p. 16

invited to submit a resume and three

sermon tapes for the position of senior

minister. This time he hesitated. He
didn't want to be disappointed again,

and it would be much too hard on
Elaine. Better to stay where they were

and be frustrated than try to move and

be hurt.

Wally shared the letter with his ses-

sion. The men knew he was ready for

bigger and better things. They en-

couraged him to apply. A month later,

he and Elaine were in Overland, enjoy-

ing the community but holding back

their out-and-out enthusiasm. Nothing

was said about the lawn mower until

Dave Jenkins, chairman of the Search

Committee, brought the subject up at

the session cook-out on Saturday

night. He had carried his plate of food

and a red lawn chair over to the cor-

ner of the yard where Wally was sit-

ting.

"I hear you had a fight with a lawn

mower once, and lost," Dave said as

he looked around for a place to set his

lemonade. Immediately, Wally stif-

fened. Dave went on to say that he had
punched a hole in the basement door
once, so he knew how those things

could happen. "Nobody heard what I

yelled out," he confessed. "The way
I look at it, any man who suffers so

much from losing his temper is going

to be very patient with people, don't

you agree?" Wally almost dropped his

hamburger.

The congregational vote to call Wal-
ly was unanimous. Wally and Elaine

moved to Overland in September. St.

Luke's is very happy with their new
minister. He not only preaches a very

fine sermon, is a good administrator,

and counsels with affection, he's the

best lawn mower repairman in the

whole town. OB

CATECHISM HONOR ROLL
The Journal continues to award free Bibles to

children reciting the Shorter Catechism to their

pastors, and free New Testaments to those

reciting the Children's Catechism. Here are

those who have won awards in recent months:

Shorter Catechism
Noel K. Toler, III of the First Church, Jackson,

Miss.

Children's Catechism
Amanda Joy Levi of the Granada Church, Coral

Gables, Fla.; Ashby Sugg, Joseph Pipa, III,

Neal Hare, Amy Hare and Ellen Hare of the

Covenant Church, Houston, Tex.; Daniel

Forslund of the Sangre de Cristo Covenant

Church, Los Alamos, N. Mex.; Johnny Fair

and Philip Triplett of the First Church, Louis-

ville, Miss.; Laurie Veestra and Michael Vee-

stra of the Grace Church, Lynchburg, Va.;

Adrienne Sullivan of the Grace Church, Mad-
ison, Fla.; Chuck Davis and Rich Davis of

the Westminster Church, Martinez, Ga.;

Andy Elliott, Clare King, Charlie Flutter, Nancy
Rutter, Hudson Williams of the Monroeville

Church, Monroeville, Ala.; Michelle Armfield,

Aveleigh Church, Newberry, S.C.; Mary
Hathaway, Chris Johnson, Jay Johnson, John

Williams of the Raeford, N.C. Church;

Christopher Roberts of the Grace Church,

Starkville, Miss.; Sarah Elizabeth Ropp and

John C. Ropp, III of the Westminster Church,

Sumter, S.C.
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The Ecclesiastical Reference System

The incident with

the lawnmower
was the culmina-

tion of a terrible

day. Wally was

able to trace the

whole psychologi-

cal pattern—the

argument with Elaine, no parking

space at the dentist's office, the news
he needed a crown on his molar (half-

payment down before proceeding,

please), four phone calls that made ser-

mon preparation impossible. Mr.
Burns having a heart attack just when
Wally was getting into the pool at the

"Y," two hours at a hospital 23 miles

from town, and then coming home to

discover that Deacon Murdock had
gone away for the weekend without

mowing the church lawn.

The grass was five inches high, way
over the city code. If it wasn't cut

before Sunday, there would be another

citation. Wally changed into old

clothes and walked over to the church.

He was boiling mad. Four years of

seminary so he could cut grass? He
pulled the old machine out of the base-

ment, checked the oil, added gasoline,

and gave a strong pull on the cord.

Nothing happened. He tried again, but

the stubborn mower refused to re-

spond. He adjusted the choke and
pulled again. Not even a turn over.

Wally thought of the one hour he
had left to mow the grass before his

counseling session with the Jepsons.

Forget dinner! Filled with indignation

and rage, he gave the mower a hard

kick. "Damn you!", he cried, and
then stopped, surprised at himself.

Swearing was something he never did.

It had been 15 years since he had even

said "Darn"!
One "Damn" spoken to a balky

The author, Jean Shaw, Is a
homemaker from Ballwln, Mo., who
has written several books and
speaks to groups on Christian
lifestyle.

mower could be forgiven. But Ed and

Mae Simpson had just driven into the

parking lot when they heard and saw
the whole incident. Needless to say

they were shocked. Wally apologized.

Ed accepted that, but at Thursday
night's session meeting the entire inci-

dent was discussed, with the result that

Wally received a firm reprimand. He
was truly sorry, and even used himself

as an example in Sunday's sermon.

Nothing more was said.

In October, at presbytery, Wally ate

lunch with Bill Hampshire, the elder at

First Presbyterian in Farmouth. First

was looking for a minister, and Bill

wondered if Wally was interested. It

would be a larger church, in a grow-

ing suburb, and Wally said he'd talk

it over with Elaine. The next day he

called Bill and agreed to send a resume

and two sermon tapes.

After a month had gone by, with no

word, Wally called Bill again. What
had happened? Bill hesitated, and then

said slowly, "Everything looked posi-

tive, Wally, until we interviewed one

of your elders. Seems you have a bad

temper—I'm telling you this in love,

you understand—and the search com-
mittee didn't want to handle that kind

of personality problem."
Wally told Elaine about it after din-

ner. She broke down and cried. He
shared some Bible verses about chas-

tisement and tried to feel better. After

all, he had lost his temper, and now he

had to suffer for it, even though God
had forgiven him.

It was a year later that Wally ran in-

to Tricia Shelton at a church growth
seminar in Philadelphia. He hadn't

seen Tricia since college. She was liv-

ing in Wayland, having an exciting

time with a mission church that was
just about ready to consider a full-time

minister. "I'm available," Wally said

jokingly, but not really. Tricia's light-

hearted manner took an uncomfort-

able turn. "I know it," she responded.

"I put your name in the hopper first

thing, but one of the committee mem-
bers has an aunt who attends First

Presbyterian in Farmouth. She came
for a visit, and when she heard your
name, she reported that you had been
turned down there because of an un-

controllable temper. The committee
had so many other names, you got

passed by. I'm sorry, I really am."
Wally decided not to tell Elaine.

Candidating at Grace Fellowship ac-

tually got to the interview stage. Wal-
ly and Elaine had had a wonderful
four days, meeting the congregation.

Elaine loved the town, and even found
the perfect house two miles from the

church. It was at the session meeting
on Sunday afternoon that Elder Mor-
ton read a letter he had received from
a former member of Wally's home
church. This man had been fishing

with a man from Grace, and when the

subject of candidating came up, he

told about the lawn mower.
Wally knew the dream was over.

Oh, everyone was kind, and gave him
all the time he needed to explain the

incident, but when the search commit-

tee said "Good-by" on Monday morn-
ing, there was no indication they would

see him again.

And they didn't. Elaine painted the

living room and put up new drapes. If

she wasn't joyful, at least she was

resigned and occupied.

Two years passed. Then one day the

mail brought a letter from St. Luke's

Presbyterian in Overland. Wally was

Continued on p. 15, col. 1
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

The Lord's Prayer for His Own
For March 17, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 17

Key verses: John 17:1-11, 20-21

Devotional reading: John 16:17-24

Memory selection: John 17:11

Introduction

What is before us in John 17 ought

rightly to be called the Lord's prayer.

It is a prayer only our Lord could pray.

In that prayer, just before his be-

trayal and death, Jesus talks intimate-

ly with the Father and discusses the

completion of his work. He then fo-

cuses upon those he came to redeem.

He prays that the Father will keep

them, sanctify them, and glorify them.

This will be the outline for our lesson.

IMy Work Completed
John 17:1-8

As Jesus sat with his disciples the last

hours before his betrayal, he was open-

ing his heart to them, sharing many
important things for their future life

and service in his kingdom.
As he closed the very long discourse

in the setting of the Last Supper, he
lifted his heart to the Father in

prayer—a prayer the disciples very

likely overheard.

First, Jesus wished to establish with

the Father that he had completed the

work which the Father had sent him in-

to the world to accomplish (v. 4). He
mentions specifically two works he

accomplished.

The first was that he had manifested

the Father's name to the men the

Father had given him out of the world
(v- 6).

We have already seen that Jesus

came into the world to glorify the

Father (v. 4). He did this by being, in

the flesh, all that the Lord had former-

ly revealed himself to be before Israel

in Old Testament times.

From his revelation of himself to

Moses in Exodus 34:6-7, we learn what

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

God is like and what he wants his peo-

ple to know about him.

So when Jesus says to the Father

that he has glorified the Father on the

earth, he means that he has shown by

his life, perfectly, all the attributes of

the Godhead fully.

Not all who saw Jesus saw him as

God in the flesh. Most did not. Most
saw him as either a good man, a well-

meaning man, a strange man, or a

fraud. The multitudes who followed

him over a period of three years had

mixed emotions about Jesus. Only a

few came to see him as the Christ, the

Son of the living God, as Peter and
most of the other apostles did (Matt.

16).

Jesus spoke of having given to the

disciples who believed the very words

he had received from the Father (v. 8).

This included all we find in the Gos-
pels, as well as the entire Old Testa-

ment, for Jesus led them through the

Old Testament to open their minds and
hearts to its truth.

It also included the New Testament

books yet to be written. He told his

disciples there were yet many things to

teach them which they would learn

from his Spirit (16:12-13).

The completion of his work and his

own faithfulness to the Father showed
the believers what it means to be faith-

ful. They too would have works to do
in the future for his glory in the world.

They would be expected to be faithful

to their task as Jesus was to his.

In later years, when times became
discouraging and the task seemed so

Computerized Church Administrative System

The key to your church

administrative needs.

Proven in churches nationwide.

917 Hospital Dr.

Post Office Box 596
Niceville, FL 32578
(904) 678-3328

INC.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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very great, remembrance of this prayer

of Jesus was an encouragement to

them to be faithful and not turn aside

from the task the Lord had given

them.

Today, we too need this reminder.

We belong to the Lord to do with our

time and resources what he has given

us to do in the world, till he comes
again.

Questions

1. What does it mean to you that

Christ manifested his Father's name

(glory) to you?
2. What have you done with the word
from the Father which he has given

you?

2 Keep Them
John 17:9-13

Having established his faithful ful-

filling of his mission from the Father,

Jesus now turns to pray for those

whom the Father has given him out of

the world.

He prays, first of all, that the Father

will keep them in his name (v. 11). By

BELHAVEN COLLEGE
Excellence with a Personal Touch

"For years Belhaven
graduates have
enrolled at Reformed
Theological Seminary,
and they are well-suited

to ministerial training

by their academic
preparation, spiritual

commitment, and
overall balance."

Dr. Luder G. Whitlock, Jr..

President,

Reformed Theological

Seminary

DR. LUDER G. WHITLOCK, JR.

For more information contact:

Dr. Newton Wilson

Executive Vice-President

Belhaven College

Jackson, Mississippi 39202
601/968-5993

Twenty-five academic majors

Six pre-professional programs

"Academic excellence in an enthusiastically
Christian environment"
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this, Jesus prays that those to whom
he has revealed the Father will, in turn,

come to show forth the glory of the

Father (his name, his goodness) before

the world.

If we would learn from Jesus' prayer

how to pray, then we will note that

broad and general prayers are not the

way to pray. Jesus prayed for specific

people: those who were to be redeemed

by his blood. He did not pray general-

ly for the world.

To be sure, we proclaim the gospel

to the entire world, but our mission is

to be Christ's instruments for calling

out of the world the people whom the

Father has given him—his true church.

We do not know who they are, but he

does.

Jesus recognizes in his prayer that

the ones given to him—who have al-

ready believed (v. 8)—are now glori-

fying him in their lives (v. 10). They
are beginning to show that Jesus is in

them by the way they reveal the at-

tributes of Christ in themselves: love,

joy, peace, and the rest of the fruit of

the Spirit (see Gal. 5:22-23).

He recognizes they are in the world

while he will soon be with the Father

in heaven (v. 11). They will be tempted

as he has been and will face hostility

as he has. That is why he has prayed

that the Father will keep them in his

name. He desires that they not stop

showing the glory of the Father in their

lives. He wants them to show they are

truly his by the lives they live.

The Lord is comforted because not

one of those given him had been lost

(v. 12). The fact that only Judas

Iscariot departed from Jesus, from
among the twelve, showed the ability

of Jesus to keep them while he was
here on earth. He trusts the ability of

the Father to keep them when he leaves

to go to the Father.

Judas' turning away is explained by
the fact that he was never given to

Jesus to begin with. This warns us that

we cannot assume that all who seem to

be Jesus' followers in the world today

are truly his. Many claim what is not

true in their hearts. They know all the

right words to say to fool us but do not

fool Christ.

Jesus was concerned that his own,

left in the world, not become dis-

couraged by all they would have to

face as they labored for him. He
wanted them to know joy as he knew
it (v. 13).

Jesus' joy was not based on all



things going well in the world while he

labored for the Father. It was based on
his knowledge that his life pleased the

Father and accomplished the work the

Father wanted done, though it did not

please most men, even in the church of

his day. Likewise today, our joy must
not be based on having success in the

eyes of men, but success in the eyes of

Jesus Christ, as we continue the work
he gave us to do in the world.

Questions

1 . What comfort do you gain from the

knowledge that Jesus continues to pray

for you who believe on him?
2. What affects your joy?

3 Sanctify Them
John 17:14-19

This process of dying more and more
to our old self and living increasingly

for the Lord Jesus Christ is called sanc-

tification. Jesus prayed for the sanc-

tification of his disciples whom he was
about to leave in the wofTd (v. 17).

The means of their sanctification

was to be God's truth—his written

Word. But just having the Word did

not sanctify them. That Word must be

applied to their lives daily. As he

taught in the Sermon on the Mount,
they must become doers of the Word
and not hearers only.

Jesus recalled to the Father that he

had given them God's word (v. 14). It

did not make them more successful in

the eyes of the world. Indeed, the more
they lived by that word (were sanc-

tified) the more the world—and the

unbelieving church—would hate them
(v. 14).

As believers, we so often reach the

point in our lives when we would
rather be taken out of the world, set

free from all the contention and heart-

break that comes with being a faithful

servant of Christ here. Job could pray
that prayer and so could Elijah and
Jeremiah. And even Paul longed to

leave the world and be with Christ.

But the Lord has prayed otherwise.

He prays that we will be kept from the

evil while in the world. In other words,
Jesus, so long as he desires us to labor

for him in the world, prays not that we
will be taken out—as a means of es-

cape from the world—but that we will

be protected by the Father, while we
remain in the struggle.

He did not come to save us and then
take us out of the world. He has sent

us into the world as the Father sent

him. We have a work to do (v. 18).

As Jesus lived before the disciples,

he set them an example of how we
ought to live in this world for the Lord,

and not for ourselves (v. 19).

Jesus' prayer that we be sanctified

by the truth (God's Word) is in full

harmony with the psalmist's words in

Psalm 1, in which he notes that the tru-

ly righteous one delights in the Word
of the Lord and meditates upon it day

and night.

Questions

1 . Has receiving Christ's word and liv-

ing by it brought the hate of the world

against you?

2. How does your life's work show you

are on a mission for Jesus Christ?

4 Glorify Them
John 17:20-26

Paul tells us that before God created

heaven and earth, he purposed to have

a people to spend eternity with him.

They were to be holy, without blemish,

to dwell in his presence forever, in a

bond of love (Eph. 1:4).

This passage of John 17 indicates

something of the heart of God. It

shows that though, throughout eterni-

ty, God was totally sufficient unto

himself and had need of no other,

nevertheless the persons of the Trinity

determined to share their glory and joy

with men made in their image, not for
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NEAR EAST
BIBLE TOURS
Personalized, quality
14 day tours.

With Dr. W. Harold Mare,

professor of New Testa-

ment at Covenant Theo-
logical Seminary, a field

archaeologist in the Holy
Land, Bible lands lecturer

and teacher.

May 31 - June 1}. 1985 TOUR
To JORDAN. ISRAEL, EGYPT, AND ITALY

$1,899 per person

Visit in Jordan-fabulous Petra, etc.

Visit in Israel-historic Jerusalem,

Bethlehem. Qumran. Masada, Jericho,

Nazareth, Sea of Galilee. Samaria, etc.,

Visit ancient Egypt with its intriguing

treasures.

Visit Rome with its ancient heritage.

Write: DR. W. HAROLD MARE
978 Orchard Lakes Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63146

Or call: 014) f69-0879

I am interested in the tours. Please send more
information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

PHONE ZIP

DORDT COLLEGE
invites applications teaching posi-

tions in the following areas:

AGRICULTURE
—Animal Science

—Plant Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

EDUCATION
—Elementary Education/

Language Arts

—Foundations, Principles

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

THEATER ARTS

Qualified individuals who are

committed to a reformed Biblical

theology and educational philos-

ophy are invited to send a person-

al resume, academic credentials,

and personal references to:

Dr. Douglas Ribbens
Vice-President For Academic Affairs

Dordt College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

An Equal Opportunity Employer

a time, but forever.

Indeed, the whole message of Scrip-

ture centers around this great plan of

God to have a people to be his forever,

his inheritance. The Bible tells us not

only about God's plan but why we
must be changed to partake in it and
how we take part in it as we live and
witness for him in the world.

This is the work of the church until

every one of those whom the Father

has chosen has been called. Until that

day arrives, our task is to glorify Christ

before the world by faithful lives and
testimony.

But Jesus was looking to that time
when we would be with him forever,

beholding fully his glory and sharing

in it with the triune God (v. 24). For
Jesus, it was a day to look forward to,

and it ought to be for us as well.

In his prayer, Jesus asked not only

for God's care and sanctification of

those he knew while on earth, but for

those who would come to believe later

on (v. 20). That means us—today!

What Jesus is praying for here is

that we may all be one in Christ as

Christ and the Father are one (v. 21).

Such unity that binds us all to Christ

and therefore to one another, while in

the world, glorifies God. It is not

dependent on denominational unions

which are the work of men.
The one into whom we are to be per-

fected is Jesus Christ (v. 23). As we
draw near to Christ and each becomes
more and more like him, then we will

be drawn closer together.

We have seen Jesus, in this prayer,

aware of the need for the completion

of the work the Father gave him to do.

He was also concerned that those for

whom he died be kept by the Father,

be sanctified, and be glorified with him.

Since these were Christ's concerns

for his church, they ought to be ours,

too. There can be no church program
better than one guided by the prayer

of Jesus recorded in John 17, as we
look forward to that day when we will

see his glory in heaven.

Questions

1. To what extent do you consider

yourself to be one with Christ and his

church?

2. How excited are you about being

with the triune God and his children

in heaven?

Next week: "Brought to Trial,"

John 18:1-19:6. ffl

BOOKS
FREE SAMPLE of newsletter designed to

call attention to articles, books, and films of
importance to Christians for understanding

and responding to culture. Write: CRITIQUE,
Dept. PJ, 1150 West Center St., Rochester,

MN 55902.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.
A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant
Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

JOIN THE CROSSPOINT CONSPIRACY.
Throw a little dust into the air. Monthly posi-

tion papers discussing a wide range of topics

from politics to film to education to what's

right and wrong in the evangelical communi-
ty. Perfect for individual or group study.

Forthcoming titles: "What Rough Beast? A
Look at Emerging World Views;* "Hollywood
vs. the GospelJ' "I do believe in spooks, I do,

I do, I do," "Christians in an Age of Media
Storm:' For a sample write to: CROSSPOINT
FOUNDATION, Attn.: T.M. Moore, P.O.

Box 24427, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307.

"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All

things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-

tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place

in the lives of most churches and most Chris-

tians"

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you
ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box
169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above

is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major
work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.
Clark, $8.95 postpaid.

churchesmmmmmmmm
DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new

work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

FOR SALEWHHHHHi
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone

(803) 277-1658.
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PEOPLE

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS needed.

Must have Reformed world-view. Contact

Rodney N. Kirby, Grace Christian School, 105

McLeod Rd., Louisville, MS 39339. ph. (601)

773-8524.

WANTED: Trinity Christian School, a min-

istry of Trinity Presbyterian Church (PCA)
is now accepting applications for teaching

positions in grades 2 through 7 for the com-

ing school year (1985-86). Send resume to:

Mikell C. Peed, Ph.D., Rt. 2 Box 367, States-

boro, GA 30458. An application form will be

forwarded upon receipt of resume.

BELHAVEN COLLEGE, a Christian lib-

eral-arts college in the Reformed tradition,

is seeking candidates for two faculty posi-

tions: (1) Chairman, Department of PSY-

CHOLOGY—Ph.D. in experimental or clin-

ical psychology required, and (2) assistant or

associate professor of POLITICAL SCI-

ENCE—Ph.D. in political science required.

Both involve teaching in a broad range of

courses as well as scholarly and professional

activity. Expression of personal faith in Jesus

Christ and commitment to the Christian pur-

pose of the College are required. Contact Dr.

Owen Elder, Belhaven College, Jackson,

Mississippi 39202 or call (601) 968-5916 by

March 15, 1985.

SAN JOSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
will need both elementary and secondary

teachers for 1985-86. Send your resume to Ted

Vander Ark, 1 West Campbell Avenue,

Campbell, CA 9S0O8.

WESTMINSTER ACADEMY, a K-12

Christian day school of the Coral Ridge Pres-

byterian Church, encourages applications for

the following positions: SECONDARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL for an excellent pro-

gram including 32 teachers and 432 students

in grades 7-12; CROSS COUNTRY AND
TRACK COACH for boys or girls in a pro-

gram producing perennially strong teams and

four state championships; MATHEMATICS
TEACHER for a demanding and productive

math curriculum.

Westminster Academy is accredited by the

Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, is an integral part of a dynamic
church and is located in one of the fastest

growing communities in America. Westmin-

ster Academy is a place where one can not

only minister effectively, but really grow-
professionally and spiritually.

For literature and more complete descrip-

tions of these positions please write: Head-

master, Westminster Academy, 5620 NE 22nd

Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308. (305)

771-4600.

PRINT PRODUCTION person available.

PCA man, 8 yrs. printing/management ex-

perience. Seeks responsible position in Chris-

tian publishing or printing. Write Curt Matt-

son, 31 Maxwell Ct., Huntington, NY 11743.

PCA PASTOR, experienced, with teaching

gifts, seeking church committed to growth.

Resume, etc, sent on request. Reply to Box
MN, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box
2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of

Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,

Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean

Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

LAKE WORTH Christian School is seeking

applications for a lower elementary teaching

position. Possible openings may develop in

secondary math, science, social studies,

English, and music (choral and instrumen-

tal). Experienced candidates should contact:

Mr. Larry Kooi, Administrator, Lake Worth

Christian School, 7592 High Ridge Road,

Lantana, FL 33462.

PCA CHURCH IN YORK, ALABAMA
needs young married couple fully committed

to Reformed faith for six-month outreach

ministry and youth work. Write Covenant

PCA, P.O. Box 517, York, AL 36925, (205)

392-7467.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume

and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

ARTISTS needed by growing publishing com-

pany seeking freelance artwork in book cov-

er design and mechanicals. Call or send sam-

ples to Presbyterian and Reformed Publish-

ing Co., (201) 454-0505, P.O. Box 817, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ 08865.

servicesmmammmmm
RETREATS AT COVENANT COLLEGE.

The castle dormitory that was formerly a

resort hotel is available for retreats and con-

ferences May-August each summer. For more
information about the Campus in the Clouds

contact: Randy Smith, Conference Director,

Covenant College, Lookout Mountain, Tenn-

essee, 37350. (404) 820-1560.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

PAUL MADE TENTS, I LIST AND
SELL THEM! PCA pastor/PEF evangelist

supporting ministry and family through na-

tionwide real estate referral network. So
wherever you are or are going, make your first

move in your next move a call to David

Bransby, (818) 893-5434, Realtor© Associate

with Neil Adams, BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS REAL ESTATE SERVICE.
What I do for you is free to you!

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

HI Dr*> m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

*

TRAVEL

BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

HOLY LAND AND CORINTH. April

29-May 9, 1985. $1,890 from Jackson, Mis-

sissippi. Brochure from Rev. Jim Wagner, 337

E. First St., Forest, MS 39074.

WANTED MBMBamHUB
WESTMINSTER THEOLOGICAL

JOURNAL, Volumes 1 through 46 (1984)

wanted. Covenant Fellowship of Biblical-

Theological Studies, 684 Fairfield Dr. NW,
Grand Rapids, MI 49504. (616) 453-0501.

PLAIN PAPER COPIER needed by a

small PCA church. We need a copier which

will run approximately 1000 copies per month
and which will make good quality copies. It

will be used primarily for bulletin and news-

letter. Call collect (615) 878-5698.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015. We will bill you for the ad cost.
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On Behalf of OPC/PCA Union

UNEQUAL TIME

ALLEN P. MORAN

With all due respect to Rev. Richard
Knodel Jr., I found his "Thoughts on
Church Union" (Dec.26) to be without

substance. If, as the editor states in

"Across the Editor's Desk," Mr.
Knodel was responding to a previous

article by Rev. Mark Brown (Oct. 3),

he failed to do Mr. Brown's article jus-

tice.

Mr. Brown listed *en definite rea-

sons why union of the OPC and PCA
is Biblical and imperative. His article

was something I could get hold of and
interact with. Like many pastors and
church members who are open to argu-

ments from both sides, I looked to Mr.
Knodel's article to give corresponding

reasons why union is not imperative or

Biblical at this time. Instead, I found
a supposed tertium quid set forth by

1
—

i

ANNOUNCING
Orthodox Presbyterian Church

50th ANNIVERSARY VOLUME
To be published in 1986

|j
This attractive, 300-page, hardbound n

J book will chart the story of the OPC and !

J will include histories of congregations, ~

2 presbyteries, denominational commit-

| tees and the work of the women's pres- l

jj

byterials. A biographical register will |

PI
appear, listing all ministers having

[j

n
served the church.

\\

I
PRICE: $21. Order now and save: I]
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means of generalizations, unsupported

statements, and innuendoes.

If I understand the gist of Mr.
Knodel's article, it is that our churches

(both OPC and PCA) are not suffi-

ciently concerned with purity to

achieve a successful and productive

union. We lack the "spiritual tenacity

of Calvin and Knox to be first and
foremost clearly Biblical." The logic

of this statement escapes me. A desire

for purity is the very thing we have in

common. Each church suffered a trau-

matic break with an older communion
because it wished to preserve doctrinal

purity, and the doctrine we both want
to preserve is set forth in the Westmin-
ster Standards. We both adhere to the

Westminster Standards as the fullest

and most precise expression of what
the Bible teaches. As far as being

Biblical is concerned, those who are

seeking union are seeking it precisely

because they do want to be Biblical.

They see the present division between

us as being plainly unscriptural.

Furthermore, if both the PCA and
OPC are deficient in their zeal for puri-

ty, as Mr. Knodel states, why should

this keep them from joining together?

The lack of zeal for purity in one

church ceases to be a reason for not

uniting with the other. Both are im-

perfect. But what kind of purity is Mr.

Knodel alluding to? Doctrinal purity?

We both adhere to the same standards.

Purity of life and conduct? Ecclesias-

tical purity? With regard to these

areas, neither of us can afford to throw

a stone at the other.

Perhaps Mr. Knodel is thinking of

the alleged "lack of purity" in the

PCA. I have heard some of my broth-

ers, whom I esteem, chide the PCA for

not being more vigorous in its pursuit

of purity, and it makes me wince. In

the OPC, from congregation to con-

gregation, from presbytery to presby-

tery, we ourselves have varying degrees

The author Is pastor of the
Westminster Presbyterian Church
(OPC) In Santa Cruz, Calif.

of unity and purity. In some of our
churches there are people who would
be hard pressed to explain the differ-

ence between themselves and the

church down the street, let alone the

PCA.
I am sure the apostles—John, Peter,

Paul—witnessed wide discrepancies

among the congregations they visited.

How about the "First Presbyterian

Church" of Corinth, which Paul him-
self planted? I'd say it was pretty shaky

in the areas of unity and purity,

wouldn't you? And yet, in spite of its

immaturity and wrongheadedness,
Paul saw that church as a church of the

Lord Jesus, and it was tied in with the

churches at Antioch and Jerusalem

and everywhere else the gospel of grace

took root in the lives of people.

We have more going for us as Pres-

byterian and Reformed bodies than we
care to recognize. After all, if the Lord
Jesus is steering us into a union which
will give the church a wider national

appeal and be a rallying point for

Bible-believing and Christ-honoring

Presbyterians, isn't that just what Dr.

J. Gresham Machen desired to see?

I sincerely believe that the Spirit of

unity and purity is calling the PCA and
OPC and even other Presbyterian and
Reformed bodies to set aside their per-

sonal preferences and petty prejudices

and see the bigger picture: a much-
desired, long-needed united church

with a vigorous witness across our

land. 3]

Letters from p. 3

duty to maintain a testimony in an un-

godly society that God gives life and

that man is rebelling against God when
he kills unborn babies.

It is true that only regeneration can

make people moral, not laws. How-
ever, God has required the civil mag-

istrate to bear "the power of the

sword, for the defence and encourage-

ment of them that are good, and for

the punishment of evil doers"
(Westminster Confession of Faith, ch.

23). There is no doubt that it is a med-
ical question and even a moral ques-

tion and that Christians should work
to change the medical community and

the individual, but at the same time we

must never neglect God's command
that the civil magistrate restrain and

punish murder.

—Archibald A. Allison

Hosmer, S.D.



EDITORIALS

The Defense Budget 1 and Counting the Cost

At the recent National Religious

Broadcasters Conference meeting in

Washington President Reagan sup-

ported his increased defense budget

proposal by reference to Luke 14:31:

"Or suppose a king is about to go to

war against another king. Will he not

first sit down and consider whether he

is able with ten thousand men to op-

pose the one coming against him with

twenty thousand?" Early the same

day, speaking to a group of business

and trade representatives in the White

House, the President used the same
passage to say "the Scriptures are on

our side" in calling for increased mili-

tary spending.

Mr. Reagan's point was: "I don't

think we ever want to be in a position

of only being half as strong and hav-

ing to send a delegation to negotiate

. . . peace terms with the Soviet

Union."
To be sure, but the Biblical reference

supports that contention no better than

any number of purely secular stories

might have. The point of Jesus' words

in Luke 14 is to count the cost of dis-

cipleship. If they have any analogous

application to the defense budget, it is

that we should count the cost of in-

creasing security measures and be will-

ing to pay the bill rather than rack up
increasingly huge deficits.

In his State of the Union address the

President, while increasing defense

spending and also increasing the an-

nual interest on the national debt to

$111 billion (more than triple what it

was in 1979), called for a constitutional

amendment for a balanced budget. He
says it with such a straight face and
such evident sincerity that it seems to

avoid appearing hypocritical. But it

does not add up.

Mr. Reagan can speak so straight-

forwardly against "government spend-

ing" while increasing the defense bud-

get that he seems sincerely to believe

that defense spending is not "govern-

ment spending." But the money for

defense is as much out of the taxpay-

er's pocket as the money for any social

Pershing II Missile UPI Photo

program. "Government spending" is

"government spending." If those of us

who agree with the President on so

much do not make this point, we
would be neither truthful nor his

friends.

There are those who would argue

that the essential role of government
is defense. Behind such a position as

the President's there seems to lie such

a philosophy. But such passages as Ro-

mans 13, 1 Timothy 2, I Peter 2, and
the entire Old Testament ideal of gov-

ernment show that defense is but one

part of government's God-ordained

function of upholding justice and
maintaining the common good.

A major concern for modern Amer-
ican government is how to define those

functions so that they do not encroach

upon the freedom of the people in a

way that is counterproductive to justice

and the common good. Too much
power in the government, or in any

sector of the society, can present a

threat to the common good.

One such threat was recalled by the

President's reference in the State of the

Union message to the "industrial-mil-

itary complex," which, he said sup-

portively, becomes in time of danger

the arsenal of democracy. This was one

of the most meaningful statements in

his address since it can reasonably be

argued that we are now and always in

a time of danger.

But President Dwight D. Eisen-

hower, after a military career, warned
against the influence of the industrial-

military complex in time of peace in his

January 17, 1961 farewell address:

In the councils of government we must

guard against the acquisition of unwar-

ranted influence, whether sought or un-

sought, by the military-industrial complex.

The potential for the disastrous rise of mis-

placed power exists and will persist.

We must never let the weight of this com-
bination endanger our liberties or demo-
cratic processes. We should take nothing

for granted. Only an alert and knowledge-

able citizenry can compel the proper mesh-

ing of the huge industrial and military

machinery of defense with our peaceful

methods and goals, so that security and
liberty may prosper together. (Dwight D.

Eisenhower, The White House Years: Wag-
ing Peace, 1956-1961, Doubleday, 1965,

pp. 614-616)

It is difficult for the average citizen

to gauge what our real security needs

may be. Bigger defense budgets do not

necessarily mean more security. But if

our security needs are so great in a time

of relative peace, then we better count

the cost and pay for them. Surely the

Soviet economy is not so strong that

it can more easily afford the military

build-up. Are the Soviet leaders more
willing to call for sacrifice on the part

of their people?

If our security and the next genera-

tion's require it, then let us be willing

to make the sacrifices to pay the bill.

But if not, then let neither the govern-

ment nor the military-industrial com-
plex encroach upon the freedom of this

or the next generation. The bottom
line: Cut the defense budget or raise

taxes or some combination of the two
Otherwise, talk about the virtues of a

balanced budget is hypocritical, ffl
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE
When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65 % of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary

society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout

Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder

of God and His creation.

i

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get much "more"

at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone L L _yr of h.s. grad_

church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

P25

"IN ALL THINGS . . .

CHRIST PRE-EMINENT

(ovenant
iollege

Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
Covenant College does not discriminate on

the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.
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MAILBAG

AUTHOR REPLIES ON ECONOMICS

In criticizing my article on the Catholic

Bishops' Pastoral Letter on the US
Economy (Dec. 12), James Skillen

makes what I feel is a valid criticism

on my lack of offering a "Christian

perspective" on economics, but then

makes an invalid statement on my
stress upon the individual in economic
processes ("Mailbag," Jan. 16).

Mr. Skillen writes that my statement

that the economy " is totally shaped

by the actions of individuals" is a

product of my imagination. I wish that

were true, for the notion of the sover-

eignty of the individual is the basis for

microeconomic theory. If I had been

clever enough to invent microeconom-
ics, then perhaps I could be the next

recipient of the Nobel Prize for eco-

nomics. Alas, I'm afraid a long list of

predecessors has beaten me to the

punch.

According to Mr. Skillen, "Govern-
ments and corporations . . . are not in-

dividuals . . . Nor are they merely the

sum of the individuals who hold office

in them." In one one way, that is true,

but Mr. Skillen misses an important

point. Governments and corporations

are composed of individuals and they

are shaped by individual actions (are

we to believe there is no difference in

a government headed by a Hitler from
one headed by a Churchill?). After all,

what is a government? Is it large build-

ings and Greek columns? Hardly.

Government reflects the people who
compose it and the constraints under

which those people operate. Is IBM
simply buildings and computers or is

it ultimately people?

The problem with Mr. Skillen's

analysis here is twofold. First, he

shunts aside the human role in govern-

ment and business. Second, he falsely

assumes that I believe that every in-

dividual has equal weight in political

and economic processes. Nowhere in

my article did I make that statement,

yet he writes as though I had! It is true

that some people carry more weight

than others in institutional and eco-

nomic processes. No doubt Mr. Skillen

is more influential in APJ than the

fringe member who contributes his an-

nual dues and has nothing more to do
with the organization.

Although downplaying the individ-

ual role in government and business,

I doubt that Mr. Skillen displays that

behavior when he wants something

from those institutions. When mem-
bers of APJ want to lobby the govern-

ment, they don't lobby the Greek col-

umns in the Capitol; rather, they talk

to members of congress (that is, indi-

viduals). When members of APJ want

a favor from business, they don't talk

to the office furniture; instead, they

talk to presidents and CEOs.
In economic process, individuals are

everything. True, one person's actions

may not have much influence against

the greater mass (do we use this rea-

soning not to vote in political elec-

tions?), but the sum of those actions

is significant. And any corporation or

business head will point out that con-

sumers are ultimately sovereign in the

marketplace. For example, 95% of the

products marketed by Procter and
Gamble are unsuccessful and pulled

from the shelves. If P&G has the cor-

porate life-threatening power that Mr.
Skillen seems to say that corporations

have, then why do so many of its pro-

ducts fail? If we were as totally shaped

by advertising as Mr. Skillen seems to

indicate we are, then why are we not

all driving Edsels?

I do not believe my perspective of

the individual in economic processes

divorces me from reality, as Mr. Skil-

len declares. In fact, my analysis places

me in the company of recent Nobel
Prize-winning economists such as

George Stigler and F.A. Hayek.
— Bill Anderson

Chattanooga, Tenn.

ENJOYING 'JOURNAL' LESS

I have been reading the Journal since

1947. Had it not been for the Journal

there would be no PCA today.

However, the question that comes to

my mind is: "Have I been reading the

Journal less and enjoying it less?" My
answer is, "yes." The message I get is

that if this pastor is not out there pick-

eting abortion clinics, fighting over

prayer in school, etc. I am not really

doing the Lord's work these days.

Ministers

O. Palmer Robertson from Covenant Theolog-

ical Seminary in St. Louis, Mo., to the Wallace

Memorial Church (PCA), Hyattsville, Md. after

the school year.

Shelton P. Sanford, III from Brookhaven, Miss.,

to the Westminster Church (PCA), Rock Hill, S.C

Robert G. Schwanebeck from Magee, Miss.,

to the First Church (PCA), Louisville, Miss.

F. Allan Story, Jr. from Willow Grove, Pa., to

the Fairfield, N.J. church (PCA).
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESKI realize our nation is in bad shape,

as well as our world, but the answer

to that is what the General Assembly
asked us to do: "Obey II Chronicles

7:14 and pray for revival." This

church and session are doing that.

I am not really being fed by your ar-

ticles these days. My calling is to obey
Matthew 28:19-20. When I am faithful

in that, why God will change our land.

In fighting abortion, etc., we deal with

the effect, not the cause.

—(Rev.) Wm. Henry Rose, Jr.

Selma, Ala.

PRAY FOR THE PCUSA

I want to tell you how much I appre-

ciated your editorial "Renewal in the

PCUSA?" (Jan. 30). I am a minister

in the PCUSA, not by my own choice,

but by God's. I have often been under

attack from both liberals and conser-

vatives—from the liberals for oppos-

ing their efforts at control and from
the conservatives for not obeying the

mandate to be separate from unbeliev-

ers. My lot has been a lonely one.

Your attitude of openness toward
God's work in the PCUSA was re-

freshing. Too often we limit God by
saying that there are hopeless causes.

The PCUSA is Christ's property, and
I believe that he is at work to reclaim

it for his own. I hope that others in the

PCA will join with you in prayer for

us, for we surely need the full measure
of God's grace.

—(Rev.) Martin W. Radcliff

Highland, Wis.
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l l The Apostle Paul frequently and effectively gave his own
personal testimony. No doubt the reason why personal testimonies are still

of such interest to us is that they demonstrate the reality of God's working

in situations not unlike our own. In this week's issue we are glad to share

with you part of the testimony of Dr. Nelson Kennedy, a ruling elder in

the Presbyterian Church in America who is known to many of us for his

faithful service in denominational agencies and committees. But as Gladys

Wilson's story shows, he is known for exemplifying the grace of Jesus Christ

in a more personal way to the patients he serves in western Pennsylvania.

I l We are glad to welcome back to our pages after a few

months' absence Professor Clair Davis, who resumes his timely and witty

comments on "Practical Calvinism." A church historian and theologian,

Dr. Davis subscribes to the 17th-century Puritan William Ames' definition:

"Theology is the doctrine or teaching of living to God."

I l As promised last week, we have word of the first man
among the current Presbyterian centenarians of whom we have heard.

William Henry Bennett, Sr. is 103 as of last August 31. He is an elder emeritus

at Evergreen Presbyterian Church (PCUSA) in Dothan, Ala., where he con-

tinues to attend church every Sunday. When he proposed to his wife in 1927,

at age 46, he apologized that he probably would not live to see their children

graduate from high school. But now he and his wife of 57 years, "Honey,"
who is a number of years younger, have seen three sons and five of their

eight grandchildren graduate from college, and there are four great-

grandchildren following.

I l Word has also come about an eighth Presbyterian

centenarian (and seventh woman), Grace Mae Arnott, who reached 100 last

May 20. Born in Coldenham, N.Y., she was baptized in the Coldenham
Reformed Presbyterian Church (RPNA) and became a communicant member
there as a young girl. As an LPN, she practiced nursing in Orange County,

N.Y. She was ordained a deacon in her home church in September 1933

and served as a Sabbath-school teacher as well. A recent visit to her in the

Whitewood Manor Nursing Home in Waterbury, Conn, found her joyful-

ly singing her favorite psalms from memory.

I l Correction: In our February 13 issue at the top of the

third column of page 9, in Kenneth Gentry's article "A Case for Christian

Schooling," we skipped a line. It should read as follows: "According to

the November 1982 Gabler's Educational Research Newsletter the top of-

fenses in 1940 were (1) talking, (2) chewing gum, (3) making noise, and (4)

running in the halls. In 1982 the top problems were (1) rape, (2) robbery,

(3) assault, and (4) burglary." Our typesetter says that she must have been

talking, and your editor admits to too much running in the halls.

Editorial

15

Cover photo by Pete Sabella

l l Senate Republican leader Robert Dole, who does not lack

a sense of humor, speaking on the lack of political support for tax simplifica-

tion, at least until Congress deals with the budget and the federal deficit,

said: "My view is the president felt tax reform was on the back burner.

He wanted it on the front burner. It's on the front burner, but I'm not sure

the front burner is on." HI
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Sanctuary Movement Activists Found Guilty

HOUSTON—Jack Elder, director of

Casa Oscar Romero at San Benito,

Texas, and a leader in the sanctuary

movement, was found guilty by a

Federal jury February 21 of con-

spiracy, of helping two Salvadorans

enter this country illegally, and of driv-

ing two illegal aliens from the Mexican

border to the Roman Catholic shelter

he runs.

Also convicted was co-worker

Stacey Lynn Merkt, who was found

guilty of conspiracy but was not con-

victed on charges of transporting il-

legal aliens. "I can only repeat how
proud I am living the best traditions of

my religion and my country," Elder,

41, said after the conviction.

The border shelter for Central

Americans is sponsored by the Roman
Catholic diocese of Brownsville. "I'm
one of many, 1 think, who support

them," Bishop John J. Fitzpatrick of

the Brownsville diocese said during the

trial. "I'm very proud of the fact that

they're doing something not only very

Catholic, Christian and proper, but

very human—taking care of the

poor."

The sanctuary movement is a loose

network of 200 U.S. churches with

50,000 members who openly declare

they are sanctuaries for Central

Americans, particularly Salvadorans.

Movement members say the aliens are

legitimate refugees, fleeing political

and religious oppression. The U.S.

government, however, says they are

"economic refugees."

A spokesman for the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS)

stated, "The sanctuary movement is

basically a Trojan horse, using these

individuals as tokens to criticize the

Reagan administration's policy in Cen-
tral America. It's basically a political-

ly motivated movement rather than a

humanitarian movement."
Insisting that U.S. immigration laws

contain adequate provisions for grant-

ing asylum to refugees fleeing persecu-

tion at home, State Department assis-

tant secretary Elliot Abrams stated that

"just because people prefer to live in

the U.S. doesn't mean they legally

can." He stressed that refugees should

go through the appropriate channels

with INS to legally remain in this coun-

try.

Since the movement members thus

far have been unable to persuade the

courts that the constitutional guarantee

of freedom of religion should allow

them to assist the refugees, sanctuary

movement supporters have begun to

consider trying to persuade members
of Congress to grant temporary stays

to Salvadorans until hostilities cease in

Central America.

Despite the setbacks, sanctuary

workers expressed optimism about the

future of the movement and claimed

that nationwide support for it was
growing. A sanctuary worker in South

Texas said the group would continue

to aid Salvadoran refugees who are ar-

riving in the U.S. by the hundreds.

Lorry Thomas, who replaced Elder

at Casa Oscar Romero, noted that on
one morning recently 68 refugees were

on hand for breakfast. "That's the

highest (number) since the Casa
opened" on December 2, 1982, he

said.

The trial was the second for both

Elder and Merkt on similar charges.

Elder was found innocent on January

24 by a Corpus Christi jury of trans-

porting three Salvadorans, and Merkt
was convicted and sentenced in June

1984 to two years' probation. Elder

could be sentenced up to 30 years in

prison and fined $28,000, and Merkt
could be sentenced to five years and

fined $10,000 for the most recent of-

fenses. A sentencing hearing has been

set for March 27 in Brownsville. EE

China Protests U.S.

Restrictions on U.N. Fund

PEKING—A Chinese official assailed

the Reagan Administration for its deci-

sion to withhold a $23 million con-

tribution to the United Nations Fund
for Population Activities, claiming

that the action was based on false in-

formation about Chinese birth control

policies.

The protest came after it was an-

nounced in Washington by an ad-

ministration spokesman that the U.S.

contribution was being held up pen-

ding a "careful review" of the pro-



gram to ensure that no UN funds were

going to forced abortions in China.

The Chinese official claimed that the

U.S. was violating its promise made at

an international conference on popula-

tion control last August in Mexico to

"actively support world population

activities."

The report, taken from the official

New China News Agency, quoted an

unnamed official of the State Family

Planning Commission as saying that

"not a single U.S. dollar" has gone
toward abortion in China, and denied

that there were any forced abortions

here.

The news item added: "The official

said that abortion in China was only

provided at the request of the woman
after contraceptive failure or for health

reasons. 'This is the legitimate right of

a woman, which therefore should be

fully respected,' he said."

The Chinese protest highlights the

growing sensitivity here over the

government's policy to limit each fami-

ly to one child. Although defended on
the grounds that population controls

are needed to fight poverty, it has

generated widespread disapproval both

abroad and at home among China's

800 million peasants. CD

Supreme Court Will Hear
Equal Access Case

WASHINGTON (UPI)—The Supreme
Court has agreed to decide whether al-

lowing students to meet in high school

classrooms to pray and discuss the

Scriptures violates the First Amend-
ment's separation of church and state.

The outcome of the case—expected to

be heard in April and decided by the

summer—also will help settle the con-
stitutionality of the federal equal ac-

cess law, enacted last year by Con-
gress, requiring high schools to permit
religious clubs to meet during the

school day.

In 1981 a group of Williamsport,

Pa., high school students asked to

meet to read and discuss the Bible and
to pray during the student activity

period. Two mornings a week, the high

school set aside a half-hour period for

various student clubs and activities.

School principal Wayne Newton at

first agreed to the proposal, and 45
pupils of the 2,500-student body at-

tended the group's first meeting.

Newton then decided that the group

could not meet until he obtained ap-

proval from the superintendent of

schools and the school's attorney. The
superintendent said it would be im-

proper for the school to approve such

an activity on school property or

school time. When the school's attor-

ney concluded that allowing the group
to meet would violate the First Amend-
ment, 10 students who belonged to the

club and their parents sued in June
1982. They brought suit against the

school district and the school board
members in Federal District Court, al-

leging that their rights of free speech,

free exercise of religion, free associa-

tion and equal protection under the

law were violated.

They won in Federal District Court,

which held that equal access to school

facilities for the religious club was
simply accommodating, not advancing

religion in violation of the First Amend-
ment—as long as it was done without

official school sponsorship. The club

met in the cafeteria twice a week dur-

ing the following school year while a

school board member appealed the

case.

Last July, a divided appeals court

reversed the decision on grounds that

allowing the religious clubs access to

the school facilities would serve to ad-

vance religion.

"The peer pressure inherent in a

high school environment exaggerates

the ostracism which may be experi-

enced by nonconforming students, es-

pecially if they see student leaders or

favorite teachers participating in the

prayer club."

As a result, the school turned down
the students' request to meet during

the 1984-85 school year. That same
summer, Congress passed the Equal
Access Act, barring public high

schools from denying equal access to

students who wish to meet for "reli-

gious, political, philosophical, or other

speech."

The student members of the club ap-

pealed the ruling to the Supreme
Court. HI

Also in the News . . .

Rev. Alan J. Sorem, a PCUSA of-

ficial, has been elected president and
chief executive officer of Religion in

American Life (RIAL), an inter-

religious organization that sponsors

public service messages on the impor-

tance of faith. EE

Operation Moses
Brings Ethiopian

Jews to Israel

LEANORE M. BUTTON

What began in secret is now openly

known. Operation Moses, Israel's res-

cue of thousands of Ethiopian Jews

from famine and oppression, started

quietly, in order to protect everyone in-

volved. But leaks from Israeli officials

let the secret slip in December, and the

operation was compromised.
The Jews of Ethiopia, known as

Falashas, call themselves Beta Israel,

or House of Israel. Falasha in Am-
haric, the language of Ethiopia, means
"stranger" or "one who lives in ex-

ile." Legendary claims have traced

them back 3,000 years to King Solo-

mon and the Queen of Sheba. Some
centuries ago they numbered approxi-

mately one half million; now, due to

warfare and conversion, they number
around 25,000. The chief rabbis of Is-

rael have confirmed their status as

Jews, tracing their origins back to the

Tribe of Dan.
Since the traditions of the Falashas

have developed through centuries of

isolation in Ethiopia, they do not

always follow those of world Jewry.

Nevertheless Ethiopian Jews have a

great desire to go to Israel. Most
American Jewish leaders say that very

little has been done for them in the

past, but since the 1970s the situation

has improved considerably.

American Jews have been asked to

contribute 60 million dollars to finance

their airlift from Sudan to Israel and
for their eventual absorption there.

Already an office has been opened in

Israel to help ease their way into Israeli

society and culture. Since the Yom

The author and her husband have
been missionaries to Jewish people
for more than 30 years. They
pioneered the Jewish mission of the
National Fellowship of Grace
Brethren Churches in Los Angeles
in 1950. They have served in

Louisville and now in Tucson, where
she is a member of Hadassah, the
Women's Zionist Organization.
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A group of three newly-arrived Ethiopian Jewish infants play with nursery toys in the

Shimshon neighborhood of Ashkelon, Israel. upi Photo

Kippur War, no project has been ap-

proached with more enthusiasm.

Beginning last fall the Trans-Euro-

pean Airways, TEA, a Jewish-owned

charter airline, transported 10,000 of

these Falashas in 40 flights from Khar-

toum, in the Sudan, to Tel Aviv in

Israel. This Belgian-based airline has

been used in the past to transport

Moslems to Mecca.

There have been brief stopovers in

Brussels at Zavantem International

Airport because the Sudan, a Moslem
country, will not permit direct flights.

The Sudan is an Arab League member-
state and has had no relations with

Israel of any kind. Two hundred peo-

ple were mobilized at the Brussels Air-

port for various tasks during the two-

hour stopover. Secrecy was very im-

portant. The planes landed for refuel-

ing at midnight and were listed as

charter flights in transit. This way they

arrived and departed almost unno-

ticed. No one was permitted to leave

the planes. Many of these people suf-

fered from malnutrition and tropical

diseases. Medical care was provided in

flight with doctors and nurses in at-

tendance. Special diets were on hand
for those near starvation, and vol-

unteers were there to lend their help.

The flights took twelve hours.

In contrast to so much history,

Black people are being welcomed into

a country as citizens of that country,

with dignity, instead of being ushered

into a strange land as slaves in chains.

It is hoped that in Israel they will be

strangers no longer.

Many of these Falashas have lived

in the rural areas of Ethiopia and are

not familiar with even the rudiments

of civilization. This does not mean,
however, that they are not eager to

learn, or that they have no idea of per-

sonal hygiene. They are very conscious

of this, though many of them have

never had any sanitary facilities in their

homes. Many have never seen a pen or

a pencil and haven't the faintest idea

of how to use them. Children are fas-

cinated by electric lights and shoes.

Some refuse to take their shoes off at

night. But now, in their new home,
they must learn to read and write

Hebrew, for this is the language of

Israel.

It is said that many of these people

lived in mud huts as their Ethiopian

neighbors did, but with one difference.

One of their huts was always the

largest. Here one would find a group

of elders outside, because this was their

synagogue.

The Finance Ministry of Israel has

transferred 25 million dollars to the

Housing Ministry to secure proper

housing for the Falashas. The Jewish

Agency has employed 100 "Old
Timers," Ethiopian Jews who have

been in Israel for some time, that they

might help with the absorption of these

new citizens into "their land."

At the present time the Sudan, a

Moslem country, and Ethiopia, a com-

munist country, have suspended the

airlift, and the Addis Ababa govern-

ment has condemned it as a "sinister

operation" and "a gross interference"

in Ethiopia's affairs.

On February 23 Ethiopia demand-
ed the return of the Ethiopian Jews

transported to Israel and called on the

international community to pressure

Israel "for the orderly and immediate

repatriation of its abducted citizens."

Labelling claims that Ethiopian Jews

represent one of the lost tribes of Israel

as "a distortion of facts," Ethiopia ac-

cused Israel of pushing them into West
Bank settlements "to serve as cannon
fodder in the event of hostilities" with

Arab countries.

10,000 Jews remain in Ethiopia. De-

spite its condemnation of the airlift,

Ethiopia has agreed to accept direct aid

from Israel to alleviate the famine con-

ditions of these Falashas. This was an-

nounced by the MDA, Magen David
Adorn, the Israeli equivalent of the

Red Cross. It has raised one-quarter

million dollars for Ethiopian relief.

Two hundred twenty tons of relief

item will be shipped via Zim Lines,

Israel's national shipping company.
The material will be taken from Eilat

to Ethiopia's port of Massawa on the

Red Sea. Ethiopian authorities will not

permit relief supplies to be flown in by
Israeli aircraft.

How will the world look upon the

rescue of these Black Jews? It will be

interesting to see. Perhaps Isaiah 11:11

is being partially fufilled: "And it shall

come to pass in that day, that the Lord
will set his hand again the second time

to recover the remnant of his people,

that shall remain from Assyria, and
from Egypt, and from Pathros, and
from Cush (Ethiopia), and from Elam,

and from Shinar, and from Hamath,
and from the islands of the sea" (The

Holy Scriptures, Jewish Publ. Society).

Ed.— In the February 11 "New Republic"

Leon Wieseltler's "Brothers and Keepers:

Black Jews and the Meaning of Zionism"

says of the Falashas: "They are the last sur-

vivals of a fundamentalism that the rabbis

since the early Middle Ages feared most:

They are Jews without a Talmud. All they

share with the Jewish culture that is absorb-

ing them is the Torah, the five books of

Moses, which they interpret quite literally

in their rituals, and some of the other books

of the Hebrew Bible. Wolf Lesnau, an intrep-

id scholar who visited the Falashas in the

late 1940% describes these Jews slaughter-

ing animals for sacrifices." H
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Making the Rounds with a Country Doctor

GLADYS BLEWS WILSON

Nelson Kennedy is an old-fashioned

country doctor. Practicing medicine in

the Darlington/Enon Valley area of

Beaver County, Pennsylvania since

1955, he continues to deliver babies in

his office and make housecalls when
necessary.

His office is small—wide enough for

two people to sit side by side at his

desk. A narrow set of shelves, within

an arm's length of his swivel chair, is

stocked with bottled medications.

An examining table almost fills the

other end of the office. The narrow

space around the table is the minimum
for a compact, tennis-taut doctor to

move around it.

"I delivered a beautiful baby girl

here Thursday," Dr. Kennedy says,

motioning toward the table. "The par-

ents came to the office about 6:30 in

the evening and they were on their way
home with the baby by 8:30."

The baby's mother, Bobby New-
berry, reported that baby Jennifer ar-

rived on the doctor's day off. He was

cutting wood when she called. Her
husband, mother, and sister came with

her and crowded around the examin-

ing table.

"Everyone I wanted with me was

there. It's so much nicer than the

The author is a feature writer for

the "Beaver County Times" in Penn-
sylvania. A wife, mother of four

children, and grandmother of three

little girls, she is a member of the

Chippewa Evangelical Free Church.
Nelson Kennedy, M.D. is a ruling

elder in the Presbyterian Church in

America and currently serves on the

general assembly's Committee on
Mission to the World. For a number
of years he served on the board of

World Presbyterian Missions of the

Reformed Presbyterian Church,
Evangelical Synod. He has assisted
In church planting, conducting
small group Bible studies in his

home and working with individuals
In one-to-one discipling.

hospital, where everyone is shut out

and you're alone with a lot of machin-

ery," she says.

"When couples come to the office

for their pre-marital physical, I always

talk to them about the plan of Christ

for their lives," Dr. Kennedy says.

"When a baby is born, I ask if the par-

ents would like a prayer of blessing."

In the prayer, he thanks the Lord for

the conclusion of a successful pregnan-

cy and for God's gift of a child. He
prays that the parents will have wis-

dom, patience, love, and understand-

ing to help the child come to an early

personal knowledge of Jesus Christ as

savior. He also asks that the child be

a constant source of joy to the parents

and the extended family.

Prayer is an integral part of Dr.

Kennedy's practice of medicine. He is

always alert to every opportunity to

share his faith. At the bedside of an

elderly patient at the Beaver Valley

Nursing Home, the doctor prefaces his

prayer with reassurance. His conver-

sation is typical of caring words he

speaks throughout the day.

"You look a little depressed, Eli,"

the doctor says.

"I don't have much to live for," Eli

answers with the warbly voice of the

very aged person. There is a chalky

pallor on his paper-thin flesh. He
stretches a trembling hand toward the

doctor, who takes the hand firmly in

his own.
"There's more than this life to think

about now, Eli. Your body is getting

ready for the grave, but your body is

only the house you've been living in—

a

shell. God is getting a new house ready

for you." Dr. Kennedy speaks matter-

of-factly about death.

"Who will pay my rent?" the old

man asks.

"God will pay the rent, if you ask

him. Would you be offended if I

prayed with you?"
There is a pause as the patient con-

siders the question and then asks the

doctor to pray.

"Thank you, God, for this man who

was a businessman most of his life—

a

good one, who made goals for himself

and met those goals. Now, he needs

another goal. Help him to know that

his life has meaning to you and that he

may receive new life through Jesus, in

whose name we pray," the doctor con-

cludes.

Dr. Kennedy says that he is basically

a Christian who happens to earn his

living as a physician. His interpretation

of his faith dictates a rigid self disci-

pline. Daily devotions, regular church
attendance, and tithing to the church
are only a beginning.

At times the Kennedy home has been

a rehabilitation center for alcoholics

and at other times a haven for children

with special needs. His personal life-

style is frugal, while his generosity to-

ward others is well-known in the com-
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munity. He saves money by cutting

wood two days a week, year-round.

This is also part of his routine for

keeping physically fit, to which he adds

playing tennis as often as he can find

a partner.

"I'm compulsive about everything,"

he says. "I want to be the best Chris-

tian I can possibly be, and I want to

be physically fit in order to be the best

doctor I can be."

A typical day for the 66-year-old

doctor includes rounds at the Beaver

County Medical Center. His blue Che-

vette barrels along the slushy roads on
the edge of the speed limit, bouncing

through potholes.

"I believe that I must hold the

record for fiat tires," he says. "I

change them, drop them off at the ga-

rage, and pick them up on my next

rounds."

The minimal time on the road isn't

wasted. A library of tapes occupies the

space between the car's bucket seats.

"Doctors are required to take 150

hours of post-graduate instruction

every three years. Some cassettes, some
classes ... I never found it necessary

to attend a seminar in the Bahamas,"
Kennedy says.

The comment is accompanied by a

characteristic inflection of the mouth,

a smile as economical in physical mo-
tion as the back-road shortcut he trav-

els between his Enon Valley home and
the medical center.

Approaching the medical center, he

comments that the hospital has large-

ly eliminated the need for house calls.

"People don't stay home when they

are critically ill," he says. "Most of my
hospitalized patients are here for sur-

gery by a doctor I recommend. I come
to reassure them and relate the surgery

to their past medical experience."

Dr. Kennedy explains hospital pro-

cedures as he races up the stairs to a

patient's room. He never uses the ele-

vator if there are stairs, and his walk-

ing pace matches the average person's

run. Yet his presence at the patient's

bedside is unhurried and low-key.

"How do you feel, Dorothy?" he

asks a patient who is attached to her

bed by a tube in her nose.

"It hurts so bad. . . . Did they take

half my stomach?" she asks.

"They only took what was necessary

to by-pass the obstruction. You can get

along very well without it," the doc-

tor answers. "Remember the relief you
felt after your leg was amputated?
How long ago was that?"

"It must be 30 years ... my
daughter was only three years old.

That was just before you came. I had
old Dr. Miller. ... He filled my room
with flowers . . . and cried because I

had so much pain."

Her eyes mist as she talks of Dr. Mil-

ler's kindness.

"You're like him, Doc," she says.

In the hall again, a voice comes over

the loudspeaker, announcing a lecture

in classroom A.

"Another phase of continuing edu-

cation for staff," Dr. Kennedy flings

back over his shoulder as he moves
through a maze of hallways and vividly

painted doorways leading into the In-

tensive Care Unit.

He points to a bed opposite the nurs-

ing station. "That man has had one

serious illness after another. I'll make
a 'social visit' or two when he gets

home—just to make sure he isn't de-

pressed."

As he turns the pages of a thick med-
ical chart, words like "pulmonary ede-

ma," "heparin," "potassium count,"

and "catheter" pass between the doc-

tor and a nurse.

Hospital rounds are completed in

the ICU and he makes a final stop in

the record room to sign the telephone

orders and dictate discharge summa-
ries. Before signing out, he pauses to

chat with another doctor.

He leaves the hospital at noon. Road
time on this particular day is a time to

reminisce.

"My mother had been a missionary

before her marriage. She left me a

legacy of Christian principles before

her death, after the birth of her sixth

son. I was only three-and-a-half years

old when she died, but I remember be-

ing called to her bedside where she said

she was going on a long journey. She

told me to be a good boy so that I

might see her in heaven," Dr. Kennedy

recalls.

"Yet, I lived my life without the

Lord and wasn't a Christian at the time

I graduated from Lehigh University.

My degree was in engineering physics

and I was primarily interested in ad-

venture."

His first job was with the U.S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey. Then a company
making alnico magnets hired him.

Within two years he accepted a job

with the Carter Oil Company as a seis-

mographer. The salary was good, but

more important to him was the excite-

ment of moving from place to place

searching for oil.

On one of his first assignments in

Gettysburg, South Dakota, he met a

man named Sargent who handled oil

leases for the company. Sargent invited

Kennedy to come home with him for

dinner.

"Of course, he had a lovely daugh-

ter, Ardis," Kennedy says referring to

his meeting his wife. In profile, his

low-motion smile deepens the crow's

feet at the corner of his eye.

"Ardis didn't know what she was

getting into when she married me. The
oil company I worked for transferred

me to Ecuador before we were married

in 1943. I took her there as a bride,

leaving her alone for weeks at a time

while I went on expeditions looking for

oil. Later, we lived in Peru for four

years. It was a lonely time for her, not

speaking the language and acting as fa-

ther and mother to our two daughters."

Dr. Kennedy says that by the time

the girls, Joan and Roberta, were

school-age, neither he nor his wife

wanted to send them away to a board-

ing school in the states.

"Changing jobs was the only an-

swer. The idea of practicing medicine

had always fascinated me, but I didn't

think I could afford the training," Dr.

Kennedy says. "A friend encouraged

me to take a medcats exam at Temple
University."

He made arrangements to visit a

cousin who was a student at Temple.

While he was there, he inquired about

registering.

"I was 33 years old and had a good
job. The school officials didn't en-

courage me at all."

Nevertheless, when he returned to

Peru, Kennedy was determined that he

would attend Temple Medical School.

He raffled his fancy red Oldsmobile

—33 tickets at $100 each—and used

the proceeds to move his family to

Philadelphia. He rented a house near

the university and enrolled in summer
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school.

Week by week, he visited the dean

of the medical school. Kennedy be-

lieved that there would surely be drop-

outs before school began in September.

One day the dean said, "Kennedy,

you're too old to wait. We're going to

admit you to medical school."

By carefully budgeting their savings,

the Kennedys managed to pay their

bills. Two sons, Paul and John, were

born during his student years. It was

a time of great stress, and Kennedy
says he felt backed into a corner emo-
tionally. He couldn't sleep at night and

became obsessed with the idea that he

might kill his wife and children.

"I didn't share my anxiety with any-

one, least of all Ardis," Dr. Kennedy
says. "Despite my mother's dying

message about heaven, I had never ac-

cepted the Lord as my savior. One
night, lying in bed, unable to sleep, I

prayed that God would help me."
Soon after that, the Kennedys were

invited to attend a Baptist church.

Before the communion service the

preacher admonished the congregation

not to take communion unworthily. It

was the first time that Ardis Kennedy
had heard the gospel, and in her heart

she accepted the Lord and received

communion.
Kennedy also asked the Lord for sal-

vation by faith in Jesus Christ. He
took communion. The couple didn't

talk to each other about the decision

each had made, though the change in

their lives was conspicuous. Eventual-

ly they were baptized together, and
then their conversations began, often

starting with discussions about the

Sunday sermon.

Before long, Kennedy was asked to

give his personal testimony at Eastern

Penitentiary. His knees shook and his

mouth was dry, but he managed to get

the words out. Three or four prisoners

made a profession of faith, and he had
the sense of the formerly blind leading

the blind.

When he talked of hell, he knew he

had glimpsed its flames in those long,

sleepless nights. There was no question

in Kennedy's mind that God had an-

swered his prayer for help.

"I knew that prayer was a direct line

to God's power," Dr. Kennedy says.

"I can't conceal that message—Jesus

saves."

Following graduation, Dr. Kennedy
was accepted as a resident at Allegheny
Valley Hospital in Tarentum, Pennsyl-

vania. He began to watch the Pennsyl-

vania Medical Society listings for the

right place to practice—a rural place.

Several months before he received

his license, he answered an ad, placed

by the Little Beaver Lions Club. He
made the two-hour trip to Enon Valley

and liked what he saw.

The Lions Club offered the loan of

a year's rent, and he leased a large

100-year-old house on Route 551. A
fruit stand on the property, near the

road, looked just right for an office.

Details were worked out quickly.

The doctor's wife was less than en-

thusiastic about the house. The coal

furnace put out more dirt than heat.

Managing four small children, learn-

ing to cook on a wood range, and act-

ing as medical assistant when needed

were sometimes the source of domestic

conflict.

"We met Margie Douthitt who had
a farm further out Route 55 1 . She of-

fered to sell us some good land at a

price we could afford. She said that she

wanted to keep a doctor in the area,"

says Dr. Kennedy.

The Chevette bounces past their

original home. The fruit-stand office

is gone, and the house stands un-

adorned in a field of stubble. With a

screech of brakes, Dr. Kennedy
wrenches the car into a long gravel

driveway. Around a bend the car ap-

proaches the gray stone ranch-style

house he built in 1957 on the "good
land." The house overlooks a wooded
valley, and traffic on the Pennsylvania

Turnpike is visible in the distance.

There is a tennis court part way down
the hill below the parking area.

"Years ago, Ardis wanted to pave

the driveway, but I talked her into the

tennis court. I play every day—weather

permitting."

A swimming pool on the far side of

the house is used by the neighbors'

children, churches, and youth groups.

It is the focal point of recreation at a

Monday-night teen program in the

summer which attracts close to 100

young people. The Kennedys invite lo-

cal ministers and song leaders to join

in the fun and present a gospel message

at the end of the evening.

The car parked, Dr. Kennedy leads

the way up a pair of concrete steps and

through a screened-in back porch that

was built in units to accommodate the

youth groups as they expanded.

Ardis is setting "made-from-
scratch" pizza on the kitchen table as

Dr. Kennedy comes in the back door.

Their daughter, Roberta Birchler, who
is office bookkeeper, works in the

basement doctor's office while Ardis

watches her two boys.

Another daughter, Linda, born after

they moved into their present home,
pours nine glasses of root beer. One by

one, the office staff drift into the

kitchen.

There is a steady flow of conversa-

tion—family talk among these people

who extend their family relationship to

staff and patients.

In the reception room downstairs,

filling with patients, the same kind of

family small talk is hyphenated by
laughter and punctuated by the open-

ing and closing of the outside door.

Dr. Kennedy comes down from the

kitchen and calls in the first patient.

Daughter Linda, who is office recep-

tionist, sends a second patient and her

small son down the narrow hall to the

nurse's office where Peggy McCready
or Joyce Bailey give allergy shots and
initiate procedures.

Greg Smith, a licensed physician's

assistant who works fulltime with Dr.

Kennedy, takes a baby from her moth-

er at the door of his office.

Someone asks about the photogra-

pher who is taking a picture in the doc-

tor's office.

"A story!" a lady exclaims. "Our
doctor certainly deserves a story," she

says in a proprietary manner.

Other patients express their pleasure

that people are going to read about

"their doctor."

"Dr. Kennedy and his wife are so

good," patient Thelma Tolbert says.

"Can I write a testimonial?"

Thirty years and two thousand ba-

bies after the country doctor hung out

his shingle, Dr. Kennedy has not lost

his initial fascination with the practice

of medicine, or with the practice of his

faith.

"It's far more rewarding than
searching for oil," he says. EE
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Jesus Keeps It Simple

D. CLAIR DAVIS

Remember patting your head and rub-

bing your stomach? There are scads of

grown-up versions. You too can have
excitement, mystery, and adventure in

your life—and foolishness, confusion,

and the Lord's judgment. The game is

called Doing Opposite Things At The
Same Time. You can play Obey The
Lord And Wish You Weren't. Or,

Thank The Lord And Complain. Or,

Be Faithful And Take The Credit.

Make up your own. But as soon as

you open your Bible, you'll see it's all

been done. Remember the first one, I

Know God Said It But I Want A Sec-

ond Opinion From The Serpent. Or
there's He Brought Us Out Of Egypt

But I Like Egyptian Onions Better

Than Mannna Every Day. Or, I Be-

lieve Jesus Is The Lord But Who's Go-
ing To Be Greatest In The Kingdom?
Or, He Said He'd Come Back But I'm
Going To Bed.

For short, all these games are called

Thinking Double. Looking wall-eyed

at the Lord and the World at the same
time. Living complicated. Talking life

and living death.

But how can you focus straight

ahead, with your heart only upon the

Lord and his loving promises to you?
You know how a crisis helps you think

straight. When your daughter calls

from a bus station a thousand miles

away, then you think clearly about
what's important and what isn't.

When you're waiting to hear what the

tests say about that pain, then you
don't have time for trivia. Well, Jesus

himself is the biggest crisis of all. Sim-

eon said, this child is for the rising and
falling of many, that the thoughts of

many hearts might be revealed.

Measure your heart by what you think

of Jesus. Is he obedient enough to the

Father to know what he's doing in

The author is a teacher of church
history and systematic theology at

Westminster Seminary in

Philadelphia.
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your life? Is his grave-conquering pow-
er stronger than the evil in you and
around you? Does he love you enough
for you to trust him?
"He who has seen me has seen the

Father." That's the heart of the good
news about Jesus. The time for not

knowing what's happening is over. The
time for not being sure whether the

Lord really loves you so maybe you
need to look out for yourself—all that

is long gone. When you've seen the

Lord on the cross for you, raised in

power for you, promising you his care

and blessing forever—then you have

seen your Father face to face.

The Father wants you to know
what's going on in your life. You're

not a slave anymore, just here to take

orders and never to know why. Now
you're one of the Lord's dear friends.

You're not stumbling in circles in

Satan's fog—you're walking straight

and sure in the Lord's own glory light.

You know the intimate love of the

Lord himself. Immanuel, God with

us—that's what intimacy is. There are

plenty of people who think more of you

than your wife does—the ones who are

in the dark about the real you and see

only the warm, fuzzy outside. Would
you rather have their ignorant hero-

worship or the love and intimacy of the

woman who knows you so well? That's

the staggering reality of Jesus Christ's

love for you—the firm embrace of

God Almighty, who knows your heart

and yet loves you to the end!

It's Jesus, your high-priest who sac-

rificed himself for you, who's also

your prophet and teacher and your

king and conqueror too. Your savior

is the same one who shows you the way
and fights off the dark evil around

you. He's the whole Christ. He is the

Lord's overcomer, the one who perse-

veres in obedience to his Father. Be-

cause you trust him in all of his "of-

fices," you don't keep on playing those

silly deadly games. Since Jesus is all

you need, your life is simple. Just find

out, how is he teaching you to live?

You know how Paul talks. "You

folks are the greatest, and your lives

really encourage me and the whole
church too—but there are still a cou-

ple things that need some work." Usu-
ally the Lord talks to you that way, but

not always. He also says, you're al-

ready living to please the Lord, so now
do it more and more (I Thess. 4:1-2).

You're loving the brothers, just as the

Lord himself has taught you—so do
more of it (4:9-10). Keep on encourag-

ing and building each other up, the

same way you've been doing all along

(5:11).

Maybe you could use some new
thoughts about the way the Lord wants

you to think and live. But what the

Lord wants most from you is more of
the same. That's why Jesus tells you
to bear the cross daily to follow him
by putting the Father's will in place of

your own.
Having the right expectations helps.

Remember when Paul was converted,

how the Lord said that he would wit-

ness to the whole world—and that he

would tell Paul how much he must go
through for the Lord. So Paul knew
what he was talking about when he

said that you have been called to be

united with Jesus Christ

—

also in his

sufferings, in his patient endurance, in

his trust in the Father! Don't be sur-

prised or confused about trouble in

your life—it's part of the love of Jesus.

Don't start thinking that there's some-
thing else that you need to know
besides his love.

You haven't been called to survive,

but to pray, to have fellowship with the

Lord who keeps you. Instead of faint-

ing, pray to your Father who delights

to give you the Spirit. Don't pray just

for yourself—call on the Lord to lead

us not into temptation, to deliver us

from the evil one. Out of the solid as-

surance that you belong to the Lord
pray that your brothers and sisters too

will be kept by the Lord (I John
5:11-16).

Listen in again to John 17 as Jesus

prays for you. When I was with them,

I protected them by the power of my
name and kept them safe (NEB, verse

12). I pray thee, keep them from the

evil one (15). For their sake I con-

secrate myself, that they may be con-

secrated by the truth (19). Father, I

desire that these men, who are thy gift

to me, may be with me where I am, so

that they may look upon my glory (24).

Those prayers for you the Father keeps

on hearing today! ffl



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Brought to Trial
For March 24, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 18:1-19:16

Key verses: John 18:33-37; 19:6-11, 14-16

Devotional reading: John 18:1-10

Memory selection: John 18:37

1
The Arrest

John 18:1-11

John gave no detail of Jesus' prayer at

Gethsemane. The garden is not even

named by John. Jesus knew all that

was to happen in the garden and after-

wards (v. 4), and he knew its signifi-

cance. The disciples could not possibly

have been prepared for all that was to

come. They would live through it and

still not understand for some time

afterwards.

It is ironic that Judas chose this

place to betray Jesus into the hands of

his enemies, but it was a place he knew
well—a place Jesus frequented with the

disciples to pray. For Judas, it had an
advantage. Not many people would be

there and he could deliver Jesus with

ease.

While Jesus was in prayer, Judas led

his enemies to surround him and arrest

the one who had been his friend.

If Judas had steeled himself for this

moment, those with him had not. As
soon as they saw Jesus and heard him
speak softly, they were thrown back in

amazement. They had come armed to

the teeth expecting a fight, and he was
talking calmly with them (vv. 5-6).

Jesus' concern was not his own ar-

rest. He was ready for that. But he was
concerned for his disciples (v. 8).

Impetuous Peter drew a sword and
sought to defend the Lord (v. 10).

Jesus' rebuke and command that he

put up his sword was a lesson in the

warfare of the saints against the world.

It is not to be a warfare using the arms
of this world, but the weapon that the

Lord alone gives his church: the sword
of the Spirit (God's Word).
We must rely solely on God and his

Word as we battle the world, knowing

The Inicrnaiional Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

that our weapon is far more powerful

than all the weapons of this world put

together. It alone can turn hearts and

change lives, while all other weapons

only destroy. This is why it is vital that

every believer become both a knower
and doer of God's Word, willing to

spend as much time as necessary in this

task.

Questions

1 . What evidence do you see that Jesus

was eager to get these last hours over ?

2. When have you known the church

to fight its warfare with the weapons
of this world? How did it fare?

2 The Two Trials

John 18:12-27

Focus is usually on the trial of Jesus;

but in reality, there were two other

trials, indeed three, if you count the

trial of Pilate later in this chapter.

The first trial was of the Jewish lead-

ership in Jesus' days. Their utter fail-

ure to lead the people rightly and rec-

ognize their Messiah when he came
gives clear indication of their failure

before God.
Jesus was taken first to Annas, who

was not even the high priest. Annas,
clearly a leader among the Jews, if not

in an official capacity, had already re-

jected Jesus as his savior and Messiah

and was ready to lead the people to de-

mand his death. But he was without

official power to deliver him over to

the Romans, so he sent him to his son-

in-law.

Caiaphas, Annas' son-in-law, the

one who had made the prediction that

Jesus must die, was now in a position

to fulfill his own prophecy.

Jesus did not expect fairness before

the high priest and, when asked about

his teachings, refused to say any more.

The evidence of what he taught had
been clearly available if Caiaphas
wanted the truth (vv. 19-21).

We see the climate in which this

hearing was made. As soon as Jesus

answered the high priest, an officer of

the Jews struck him (v. 22). Jesus

stood his ground, knowing the in-

justice of the whole mockery. Without

further delay, Jesus was delivered over

to the Romans.
We see clearly that the Jewish

leadership not only failed to recognize

their own Messiah, but also hindered

the people from believing in him. Fur-

thermore, they were totally unjust,

even by their own standards of justice,

refusing to give Jesus a fair hearing.

In reality, it was not Jesus who was

condemned that day. It was the entire

leadership of Judaism and Judaism it-

self that failed. They were weighed in

the balance of justice and found want-

ing, just as the Babylonian Empire had

been many centuries before (Dan.

5:25-28).

Simultaneously, the church, as rep-
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resented by Peter, was also on trial.

Peter, who had once said he would be

willing to lay down his life for Jesus,

and who, even in the garden of Geth-

semane drew his sword to defend Je-

sus, was about to deny him three times.

Faced by a maid in the courtyard,

Peter proved not so strong as he

thought. Confronted with the reality

that Jesus might be found guilty of

crime against Judaism and put to

death, Peter was not willing to be iden-

tified with him. He denied being a dis-

ciple of Jesus (v. 17).

Later, while the leaders of Judaism

were doing their evil against Jesus,

Peter stood warming himself outside,

along with others. Again, when asked

if he was a disciple of Jesus, Peter

denied any association with the man
(v. 25).

A third time, in this brief period,

Peter was challenged to express his

identity with Jesus and refused to do
so (vv. 26-27).

How clearly Peter's actions proved

the necessity for the death of Jesus for

our sins and the need of the indwell-

ing Holy Spirit in each of us.

Peter's faith was not disproven that

day, but its limitations without God's
grace were clearly shown. The church
was on trial, in a sense, and showed
that without Christ we are nothing.

Without his Holy Spirit we cannot be

faithful and cannot do what is neces-

sary to be his faithful witnesses.

Questions

1 . How has much of the visible church

today, like Judaism, failed in its trial?

2. What experiences in your life have

shown that you must constantly rely on
the Spirit's strength to be a faithful

witness?

3 Jesus Before Pilate

John 18:28-40

This section might well be titled "Pi-

late before Jesus." While Pilate seemed

to have the upper hand, this was sim-

ply preliminary to the great day at the

end of the ages when the entire world

will stand before the judgment seat of

Jesus Christ.

How significant it is that the Jewish

leaders, though ready to give Jesus in-

to the hands of the secular world to be

crucified, were so concerned with their

own so-called "purity" that they

would not even enter the Praetorium,

lest they be defiled and miss the

Passover feast (v. 28).

Pilate had little tolerance for the

Jews. Like most Roman officials, he

despised them and had no desire to

oblige them. Nevertheless, as the high

ranking Roman in Jerusalem at this

time in history, he would be given the

dubious distinction of making a judg-

ment regarding Jesus in the hostile set-

ting of Jerusalem. Indeed, Pilate, and
not Jesus, was the one on trial that

day.

Pilate made several attempts to get

out of having to make any judgment

regarding Jesus. He scolded the Jewish

leaders for disturbing him with their

uproar and, when he learned what it

was about, sought to get them to

decide it as a matter among the Jews

of no concern to the Roman govern-

ment (v. 31). Only when he realized

they were after blood did Pilate take

up the task before him (v. 32).

Jesus assured Pilate he was not go-

ing to lead an insurrection against the

Roman government (v. 36). He spoke

of his kingdom as not of this world,

by which he meant its glory and
strength would not depend on men of

the secular world.

But when Pilate pressed Jesus to

know more about his kingship—if not

of this world—Jesus would not deny

he was a king, because he was a man
of truth (v. 37).

Truth did not appear to Pilate to be
j

much of a threat. He saw the whole
thing as more a philosophical debate

than anything that would be of con-
j

cern to the Roman government. There-

fore, when Jesus mentioned truth,

Pilate treated it as a debate issue in

philosophy, not as a fact to be reck-

oned with. He asked a philosophical

question often asked by those who do ;

not believe their question has any real

answer (v. 38).

Little did Pilate realize he was con-

fronting truth in the flesh: the Word
of God incarnate.

Seeing no threat to Rome in this

man, he declared him innocent (v. 38).

That was, in fact, the official verdict

of the Roman empire regarding Jesus.

He ought to have been released, but

human justice would not allow it.

Although Pilate found him inno-

cent, he treated him as though he were

guilty by offering to release him, as
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The
Underground
Church In

China

though Jesus was in prison (v. 40).

Obviously, the Jews anticipated such

an offer and would not allow Pilate to

use the Passover release as a means of

freeing Jesus. They had their own can-

didate for release: Barabbas, a proven

menace to society.

If Judaism and the church without

the Holy Spirit were found to be want-

ing, then so was Pilate and the whole

Roman Empire with him, and, as a

matter of fact, the entire world.

How greatly this testifies to the

necessity for the Lord himself to come
and provide a way for man's return to

him. Without that way and truth and
life—the life of Jesus Christ—man
could never have any hope.

Questions

1 . How do the courts today reflect the

same spirit of Pilate in their dealings

with religion and the Word of God?
2. How do a false church and the

world work together today to oppose
true Christianity?

4 Jesus Mistreated by Men
John 19:1-16

Pilate, though finding Jesus innocent,

was willing to have him scourged, a

violation of his own Roman justice (v.

1). This gave incentive to the Roman
soldiers to make mockery of Jesus,

platting for him a crown of thorns.

Their ridicule of Jesus, by making him
up like a king, was probably more a

mockery of the Jews than of Jesus.

They hated the Jews and hated being

in what seemed to them the cesspool

of the Roman Empire. Few would
have volunteered for service in Judea.

When Pilate brought Jesus before

his enemies, decked in the ridiculous

robes of a king, it only incensed the

Jews and they demanded that he be
crucified (v. 6).

Hearing that Jesus claimed to be the

Son of God, Pilate was worried. That
was the claim made by the Caesars.

Such a claim could be interpreted as

treason. Pilate decided to recall Jesus

and hear him again. Perhaps there was
something he had missed.

Pilate seemed to grow impatient

with Jesus when he refused to answer
any more of his questions (v. 10).

Jesus declared that Pilate had no
power over him except from above (v.

'11), showing Pilate the awesome cir-

cumstance in which he found himself
that day. He was on trial, not Jesus.

•He would be accountable to God, in

the end, not to the Jews.

This frightened Pilate sufficiently so

that he sought once more to release Je-

sus (v. 12). But now the Jews invoked

the very name of Caesar against Pilate

if he released Jesus (v. 12). Evidently,

Pilate feared those above him in the

world more than the one above him in

heaven.

As the Jews denounced Jesus, who
had truly come as their King, and cried

that they had no king but Caesar,

Pilate succumbed to their demands.
We have seen how man, at every

level of life—from individual to reli-

gion to local government to world gov-

ernment—utterly failed to be faithful

to God or to do righteousness and jus-

tice. It was the grand finale of man's
predicament without God. It was the

proper time for God to lay down his

life on behalf of those he loved, to save

them from such a world as this.

Questions

1 . How does your allegiance to God
supersede your allegiance to the na-

tions of this world?

2. How do believers rightly oppose the

nations of this world?

Next week: "Nailed to the Cross,"

John 19:17-42. LTJ
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SERMONS of evangelist Rolfe Barnard. 22

revival and conference messages greatly used

of God by a Reformed Baptist preacher who
died in 1969. Large paperback only $4.50 p.p.

Truth, Rt. 4, Box 87, Forest City, NC 28043.

"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All
things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-

tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place

in the lives of most churches and most Chris-

tians!'

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you
ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box
169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above
is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major
work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.
Clark, $8.95 postpaid.
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CHURCHES I

CHARLOTTE! Searching for a Reformed
church that is firmly committed to the essen-

tials of the Christian faith while allowing con-

gregational freedom in secondary doctrinal

issues? If so, the Evangelical Presbyterian

Church invites you to meet with our represen-

tatives at 7:30 p.m., March 11 at the Ramada
Inn (Coliseum), 3501 E. Independence Blvd.

For further information call (704) 563-5143

or 697-2625.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

FOR salemmmmmmmm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work
guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, SC. or write: DON GREEN UP-

HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLE I

PCA CHURCH IN YORK, ALABAMA
needs young married couple fully committed
to Reformed faith for six-month outreach

ministry and youth work. Write Covenant

PCA, P.O. Box 517, York, AL 36925, (205)

392-7467.

BELHAVEN COLLEGE, a Christian lib-

eral-arts college in the Reformed tradition,

is seeking candidates for two faculty posi-

tions: (1) Chairman, Department of PSY-
CHOLOGY—Ph.D. in experimental or clin-

ical psychology required, and (2) assistant or

associate professor of POLITICAL SCI-

ENCE—Ph.D. in political science required.

Both involve teaching in a broad range of

courses as well as scholarly and professional

activity. Expression of personal faith in Jesus

Christ and commitment to the Christian pur-

pose of the College are required. Contact Dr.

Owen Elder, Belhaven College, Jackson,

Mississippi 39202 or call (601) 968-5916 by

March 15, 1985.

LAKE WORTH Christian School is seeking

applications for a lower elementary teaching

position. Possible openings may develop in

secondary math, science, social studies,

English, and music (choral and instrumen-

tal). Experienced candidates should contact:

Mr. Larry Kooi, Administrator, Lake Worth
Christian School, 7592 High Ridge Road,

Lantana, FL 33462.

A PCA CHURCH with 75 members, 25

miles from St. Louis, is seeking pastoral ap-

plicants to fill its pulpit in June. Send resume
and/or inquiries to: Bill Saul, 508 Mary Drive,

Waterloo, Illinois, 62298.

PRINT PRODUCTION person available.

PCA man, 8 yrs. printing/management ex-

perience. Seeks responsible position in Chris-

tian publishing or printing. Write Curt Matt-

son, 31 Maxwell Ct., Huntington, NY 11743.

SAN JOSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
will need both elementary and secondary

teachers for 1985-86. Send your resume to Ted

Vander Ark, 1 West Campbell Avenue,

Campbell, CA 95008.

PCA PASTOR, experienced, with teaching

gifts, seeking church committed to growth.

Resume, etc., sent on request. Reply to Box
MN, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box
2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must
adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

ORDAINED PCA PASTOR seeks min-

istry by June. Shepherd's heart with passion

to build up people in Christ. Training in E.E.,

counseling, Gothard, family living; emphasis

on discipleship/Chr. Ed.; administrative skills,

goal-oriented; experienced in business world.

Trinity M.Div., Age 41, 2 children. Contact

Gary Purvis, 307 S. Smith St., Sandersville,

GA 31082. (912) 552-8427 or 552-2537.

CHURCH PLANTER. The Florida Pres-

bytery of the Associate Reformed Presbyte-

rian Church is seeking a church planter to

continue a church mission work in the Lake-

land, Florida area. Being sought is a person

with a zeal for outreach, self-intiative, and
some experience. Please send letter of interest

and resume to: Neal Mathias, 3306 E. Yukon
St., Tampa, FL 33604.

PASTOR NEEDED. The Evangelical Pres-

byterian Church in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey

seeks a pastor fully committed to the Re-

formed faith. The church is an established

work in a new building in a developing area.

Morning worship attendance averages 75. If

interested send ministerial data form to Lester

Lord, 5018 Garden Avenue, Pennsauken, NJ
08109.

HEAD COACH/Athletic Director needed to

develop athletic and P.E. programs for grades

5-9, and establish programs for High School

grades as added. Westminster Academy, 375

students, desires intramural and interscholas-

tic sports programs in soccer, basketball, vol-

leyball and softball. Applicants should have

previous experience with established school,

be committed to Reformed theology, and be

able to instill and inspire Christian commit-

ment in young people. Send inquiries to: Ad-

ministrator, 160 Westminster Dr., Opelousas,

LA 70570. (318) 948-8607.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of
Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,
Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean
Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS needed.

Must have Reformed world-view. Contact
Rodney N. Kirby, Grace Christian School, 105

McLeod Rd., Louisville, MS 39339. ph. (601)

773-8524.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-
istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

SERVICES I

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

RETREATS AT COVENANT COLLEGE.
The castle dormitory that was formerly a

resort hotel is available for retreats and con-

ferences May-August each summer. For more
information about the Campus in the Clouds

contact: Randy Smith, Conference Director,

Covenant College, Lookout Mountain, Tenn-

essee, 37350. (404) 820-1560.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

TRAVEL I

BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

SCOTTISH HERITAGE escorted from

Tulsa by conservative PCUSA pastor and

wife. August 5-20. $2180. International Tours,

113 W. Dawes, Bixby, OK 74008. (918)

366-4476.

WANTED
PLAIN PAPER COPIER needed by a

small PCA church. We need a copier which

will run approximately 1000 copies per month

and which will make good quality copies. It

will be used primarily for bulletin and news-

letter. Call collect (615) 878-5698.
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Down on the Farm

EDITORIALS

I had just seen the movie Country, in

which the main characters struggle to

maintain an Iowa farm that had been

in the family for three generations,

when one of my colleagues here at the

Journal office returned from a trip to

Iowa to report that a family there was

going through almost the identical cir-

cumstances of the film. Poor prices for

such Midwestern crops as wheat, corn,

and soybeans. High interest rates on
money borrowed to take advantage of

a prosperous economy's opportunities

in the 1970s, as encouraged by the

banks and government agencies. De-

clining values for the rich farmland

which is still producing abundantly.

Caught in such a bind, one second-

ary figure in Country, rather than see

the farm which has been his life auc-

tioned away, commits suicide. The
main characters, played by Jessica

Lange and Sam Shepherd, almost have

their family broken up by the stress of

failure, but manage to cling to their

farm when neighbors refuse to allow

an auction to take place.

The struggles depicted in this film

and also in The River, set near the

Tennessee-Virginia border with Sissy

Spacek and Mel Gibson, are really tak-

ing place today. By the year 2000, it

has been estimated, 800,000 farms in

America (or about one-third) will go

out of business. Under-Secretary of

Agriculture Frank Naylor, as reported

in Time, estimates that approximately

40,000 farmers have debts equal to

70% or more of their assets. "They are

not necessarily out of business, but

they will have to do something to im-

prove their position this year in order

to operate next year," he said.

In the Midwest one-third of the farm-

ers are technically insolvent, owing
more than all their assets. The suicide

rate in Iowa is three times as high as

in the rest of the country. In Nebraska
the Homestead Presbytery of the Pres-

byterian Church, USA has a telephone

hot line for those approaching despair.

But there is another side to the story.

During the past half-century farming

has been heavily subsidized by the fed-

eral government. Surpluses have been

bought up at a price that would keep

the market from dropping drastically.

Sometimes there has been payment to

keep acres out of production. Typical-

ly, farmers have been debtors, having

to invest in machinery and stock before

there is the capital to pay for these

things; but should not the profits of

the '70s have been used to get on top

of past debt rather than incur more in

further investment? Farmers them-

selves will admit that there are ineffi-

cient farmers that should have been al-

lowed to go out of business rather than

be propped up. One can understand

why Budget Director David Stockman
made his outburst: "For the life of me
I cannot figure out why the taxpayers

of this country have the responsibility

to go in and refinance bad debt that

was willingly incurred by consenting

adults who went out and bought farm-

land when the price was going up and
thought they could get rich. ..."

But is farming no different from any

other business?

For one thing, we cannot do without

it—as we could do without sports and
entertainment, cars, and even com-
puters. As one California farmer said,

"What we need to do is have all of the

country's farmers stop shipping their

produce for two weeks. That would
show people how important we really

are." At a time when parts of the

world are experiencing starvation, we
cannot afford to have our food pro-

duction jeopardized.

For a second thing, farming is one

business which has almost no control

of its inputs: temperature, wind, water

(only if irrigated). Labor used to be the

number-one economic input on the

farm. But now it is behind such items

as fertilizer and pesticide and thus can-

not absorb the increased costs that

came with the energy crunch since the

mid-'70s, just as the cost of money
went up.

But the third and most important

difference about farming is the kind of

values that the family farm has con-

tributed to our culture. If you made
the rounds with the country doctor,

Nelson Kennedy, in the feature earlier

in this issue, you sense the values I

mean. That very dependence upon the

weather and the land that characterizes

the family farm has tended to instill an

immediate trust in God, with reliance

upon family and friends for support,

and independence from other outside

help. Such values, portrayed by Sally

Field in Places in the Heart's picture

of Texas in the 1930s, are badly needed

in our society in the '80s.

It is the medium-sized family farm

that is currently in jeopardy. The big

corporate farms and the part-time

"gentleman farmers," both with cer-

tain tax advantages, are still making
profits. Yet there are studies that show
that family farms are more productive.

James Skillen of the Association for

Public Justice points out in a recent

critique of proposed federal policy:

"Conservation and environmental pro-

tection will not arise automatically

from market competition." He contin-

ues: "Clearly the policies of the past

two decades have not brought us to a

healthy position. But the answer is not

now to pull the rug out from under

farmers in general, leaving the spoils

to those few giant enterprises made fat

by past government subsidies and pay-

backs."

1 agree heartily with his conclusion:

"The answer must be found in return-

ing American agriculture to a healthy

market situation for millions of, and
not just a few thousand, farmers. That

will require cut-backs in federal sup-

ports alright, but it must include mul-

tiple structural changes beginning with

lower ceilings on federal subsidies to

any single farmer—much lower than

even the Administration is proposing.

Healthy, competitive agriculture will

also require changes in tax and conser-

vation policies which target those few

federal dollars to the efficient, soil-

conserving, water-conserving, energy-

conserving farmer who is, in most

cases, the medium-sized, full-time

family farmer."

Our government policies represent a

commitment to maintaining certain

values. The family farm possesses val-

ues that our society can ill afford to

lose. Rather than subsidize the large or

part-time farmer, the government

should seek to help the efficient fami-

ly farmer through this crisis. Cfl
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or scarred relationships.

These four excellent books
offer strong Biblical guidance

for solving or preventing

family and interpersonal

conflicts. If you're interested

in a healthier, happier home,
look for these titles at your

favorite Christian book
store—for yourself or

someone you care for.

Jay E.Adams

hup— '

At Better Christian Bookstores, or:

PGR Presbyterian
and Reformed
Publishing Co.

Box 817 * Phillipsburg, New Jersey * 08865

Telephone 201-454-0505

The Christian Counselor's Manual
byJayAdams

Packed with principles, methods, and

insights for solving problems, this manual

gives pastors, and others who are called

upon for advice, the biblical directives

they need to help people break out of

despair, identify wrongs, handle emotions,

and gain victory over sin in their lives.

490pp. p. $10.95

Withhold Not Correction
by Bruce Ray

Taking his cue from God's instruction

rather than todays fads in child rearing,

Ray presents a strong case for firm disci-

pline as a loving parental responsibility.

Chapter by chapter review and response

questions make this book a top choice for

family or group study as well as personal

reference. 144pp. p. $3.45

Strengthening Your Marriage
by Wayne Mack

In a clear no-nonsense style Wayne Mack
gives a wealth of practical information on

marital roles, communication, finances,

sex, child rearing, and family worship.

Verse by verse study questions draw each

couple into God's Word to give growth and

vitality to their marriage. 151pp. p. $4.50

Marriage, Divorce & Remarriage
byJayAdams

Must reading for church leaders, this care-

fully documented book provides solid scrip-

tural insight into the thorny problems of

marriage, divorce and remarriage. What is

the purpose of marriage? Are there bibli-

cal grounds for divorce? Is remarriage

ever legitimate? Dr. Adams penetrating

study of key biblical passages makes this a

highly valuable guide. 108pp. p. $3.50
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MAILBAG

A NEW PUBLIC SYSTEM?

The Feb. 13 issue of the Journal was
terrific. I am president of the Commit-
tee for Positive Education, so I am in

complete agreement with Roland Trav-

is in his article about public education.

We have been trying to alert parents

for the past ten years, but they con-

tinue to fall for the line the educators

usually give: "Leave education to the

educators as you would leave illness to

a physcian and legal matters to a law-

yer." (But you can always change doc-

tors and lawyers if you are not satis-

fied—but we are trapped with public

schools, aren't we?)

I have been on textbook committees,

attended Board of Education meet-

ings, even had our own people (my
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husband) run and win a seat on the

Board. But the whole system is so

deeply entrenched in the secular phi-

losophy that it will take the destruction

of the present system and the whole
new beginning of a new public school

system before things will change.

—Mary V. Tesner

Cincinnati, Ohio

FROM A FORMER TEACHER

I was very pleased to see the attention

given to Christian schools in your Feb-

ruary 13 issue.

I have been a teacher for the past

twelve years. The first five years were

spent in the public schools. During the

next six years I taught in private

schools—both secular and Christian.

This past fall I made the mistake of at-

tempting to return to teaching in the

public schools. I lasted 20 weeks.

What I experienced led to my disbe-

lief, frustration, anger, and finally

resignation. Public education today is

controlled more by the state than ever

before. With that there is more regula-

tion, administration, bureaucracy, and
red tape than ever before. Concern for

the organization has far displaced con-

cern for the needs of people—namely
children, their teachers, and their

parents. Above all else classes (rather

than John or Jane) are to be managed
(rather than be taught), while teachers

are to carry out the duties assigned to

them by the state, and parents are to

be ignored.

Unless God touches those judges

and politicians and others who are re-

ally in authority, I expect the situation

to continue and worsen. I found the

situation unacceptable and unchange-

able. And as someone said, if we can-

not affect change but remain, then we
become part of the problem. I am go-

ing to work in support of Christian

schools. Our best hope now lies with

them if we are going to counter what
has been allowed to happen to public

education.

—Joe Adams
Hickory, N.C.

FROM A FORMER STUDENT

Roland M. Travis' article in the Feb.

13 issue of the Journal hit the nail

square on the head. As a graduate of

the class of 1978, I lived through and
witnessed several odd changes in the

students I went to school with and the

teachers who instructed us. Even
though I was young when I noticed

these changes, and not fully able to

understand exactly what was going on,

I still knew something was quite

wrong.

I was nurtured in a religious home,
so I knew what I saw was not right.

However, to have corrupted students

and ineffective teachers who corrupted

them tell it, I was the one who was odd
and not right. The point Mr. Travis

made about the drug users was true;

several teachers in my school dealt in

drugs. They sold them to the students,

and needless to say these were the cool-

est teachers in school. How can a drug

pusher instill any moral fiber in a

young person? And these teachers were

supposed to be examples. Some exam-

ple!

Through my experience in public

schools I've made up my mind: When
I marry and have children, they will

not be instructed and taught in our cor-

rupt public school system, which won't

get better. They will either be tutored

at home, privately, by a carefully se-

lected tutor, or enrolled in a good
Christian school.

—Margaret E. Hurd
Smyrna, Ga.

STILL FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Typical of polemical writing, both Ro-

land Travis and Kenneth Gentry set the

best theoretical case for a Christian

school against the worst-case secular

setting (Feb. 13). To the negative argu-

ments against a Christian school might

be added the high cost, which inevitab-

ly leads to browbeating and guilt-mon-

gering to pressure more families into

the program. Christian schools simply

are not needed in many areas and,
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where not, are thereby very poor stew-

ardship. A second problem is the short-

age of academically qualified and orth-

odox teachers willing to teach in pri-

vate, Christian schools at the salaries

most offer. Most conservative Chris-

tian schools will compromise academ-
ics to preserve dogma.

St. James wrote, "Resist the devil,

and he will flee from you." Do we
resist by mass evacuation? When I was
in college and active in Inter-Varsity,

we would often get a call from a con-

cerned pastor to please contact an en-

tering freshman. Of these, our number
one casualty was the Christian-school

graduate who had been sheltered from
the world and had no idea how to re-

sist the devil.

Ultimately, the question of public or

private schooling is one of conscience.

Public education, like meat offered to

idols (Romans 14), is not for everyone.

But so long as there is attainable excel-

lence and hope of honoring God in the

public schools, my children will be

there.

—Lyle D. Campbell
Spartanburg, S.C.
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I I I grew up in a former "slave state." In fact, just behind

my childhood home was a large antebellum house with a small outbuilding

where slaves had sometimes been quartered. I can remember as a boy look-

ing at the dirt floor of that windowless building and pondering what that

life must have been like. I knew and loved Dora Shaw, a "colored maid"
who sometimes cooked for us, but I never met Black people my own age

until I was in college. Those I had seen from a distance in my own com-
munity had gone to the Crispus Attucks School, some possibly bused from
a distance. I had wondered about the reasons for this lack of contact. I was
culturally deprived. Probably we all were.

I I The church did not prove to be the meeting place where

I became acquainted with Blacks. Although I preached (once) on the sub-

ject of race relations as a suburban pastor in the early 1960s, our concern

as a church was that our ushers might greet appropriately any Black people

who might happen to come to our services. In 1965 I attended a six-week

summer institute for teachers of Western civilization in which more than

three-fourths of the participants were Black. At the opening reception my
wife and I felt like the only White people there, and for the first time we
experienced what it must be like to be part of an identifiable minority in

our culture.

f I Evangelical Protestantism in America, myself included,

has come a long way since those days. But there are many attitudes still

present that tend to make the church the least integrated place in our socie-

ty. And racial prejudice still lurks as a latent force in American culture.

To a boy reared on the Bible by godly parents and a sound church none
of this seemed consistent with the gospel, Christian love, or the Great Com-
mission. It still doesn't to this middle-aged man who prizes his friendships

with Black brothers and sisters he got such a late start on.

I I In this issue Stephen Crotts preaches to us concerning

the walls that racism has erected between people. New Testament scholar

William Larkin describes the teaching of Jesus and the Apostles concern-

ing ethnic and racial prejudice. Bradshaw Frey, who wrote an S.T.M. thesis

on apartheid in South Africa, traces some of the roots of that current ex-

pression of racial barriers.

I I In our February 27 issue we committed what textual critics

call a homoeoteleuton. That is when the eye skips from a phrase in one line

to a similar phrase a line or two below. The letter by Mr. O.M. Anderson
III in the "Mailbag" should have read: "If property is set up as an
autonomous absolute, there can be no just war; if life is autonomously ab-

solute, there can be no capital punishment." Our apologies! CFJ
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Court Sides With Private Schools in Electives Dispute

LANSING, Mich. (RNS)—Michigan's
tradition of sharing public school

courses with private school students

has been upheld by the state supreme
court. In a 4-3 decision, the court ruled

that the state's public schools must
share any elective courses they offer

with students in private schools on a

"shared-time" basis. This means that

students from private schools may at-

tend public schools for specific classes.

The court ruled on a suit filed by
David and Patricia Snyder four years

ago, when the public school district in

Charlotte, Mich., refused to enroll

their daughter in band classes. The girl

was then a sixth grader in a parochial

school.

The decision will affect all of the

state's 528 public school districts.

Last December, the U.S. Supreme
Court heard oral arguments stemming
from a shared-time case in Grand
Rapids. Public school instructors there

are sent to parochial schools to teach

supplementary courses—classes the

public schools offer, but which the

private schools do not. Attorneys for

taxpayers there opposed the policy,

arguing that it illegally mixes church

and state. The high court has yet to

rule on that case.

State Attorney General Frank Kelley

said the court decision was "fair and
equitable for students, school districts,

and taxpayers."

In their suit, the Snyders argued that

all school-age children have the right

to attend public schools, and that state

law does not require attendance full

time. The court agreed, saying state

law does not require a public school

district to offer elective courses, but

that if they are offered they must be

made available to students who live in

the district but attend private

schools. OB

Rebel Pastor Undaunted By
Prison Term

KITTANNING, Penn. (UPI)—Wind-
ing up a 112-day prison term, D.
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Douglas Roth, the Lutheran minister

jailed for contempt of court and re-

moved from his pastorate for his acti-

vism on behalf of unemployed steel

workers, said at a news conference just

prior to his release on March 4 that the

prison term had not softened his hard

stance against corporate Pittsburgh be-

cause he must "obey the law of God,
not man."

Roth was fired from the church Oc-
tober 17 and arrested November 13 for

contempt of court after he refused to

leave the church, despite synod and

court orders. The congregation was

disbanded shortly after his arrest.

Roth, 34, said he will return to Trin-

ity Lutheran Church in Clairton, 15

miles southwest of Pittsburgh, and
hold services on the lawn in front of

the church, which is locked and pro-

tected by a security system installed by

the local synod of the Lutheran

Church. He said he is not concerned

with going to jail again. "I'm worried

about the people in need, not myself."

Roth was ousted from the church

primarily because of his involvement

in a group of labor activist ministers

called the Denominational Ministry

Strategy (DMS). The group is closely

aligned with other pro-labor groups

advocating confrontational tactics as

a way of drawing attention to the

plight of the unemployed. ffl

PCUSA Panel To Investigate

Buy-Out Dispute

ST. LOUIS—Leaders from 116 area

PCUSA churches voted unanimously

February 23 to form a special disciplin-

ary committee to investigate a recent

attempt by a group of conservative

Presbyterians to pay Rev. Robert Tab-

scott, liberal pastor of Des Peres Pres-

byterian Church in Frontenac, to

abandon his pulpit.

In an unusual move, three members
from Central Presbyterian Church in

Clayton, one of the largest churches in

Missouri, met with Tabscott January

29 and February 5 to offer him money

to withdraw from the pulpit and allow

a conservative body, not associated

with the PCUSA, to take over the

church. Tabscott charged that the

group was trying to get prime church
property away from the PCUSA, and
he tape-recorded the second meeting,

in which he was offered "regular pay-

ments" so he could retire or pursue a

different career.

In the taped conversation, Tabscott

tells the group's leader, attorney Mi-
chael Kovac: "I'll see you in hell be-

fore I'll let you get your hands on that

property and that church and take it

out of the denomination."

Kovac replies, "I'm a lover, not a

fighter. I had heard stories from vari-

ous people that you had a desire to

leave. If you consider this to be any-

thing other than a decent and honor-

able suggestion, I'm not interested" in

pursuing it.

Tabscott acknowledged that he had

publicly expressed an interest in explor-

ing other career options, but his loyalty

to the PCUSA would remain strong.

Kovac denied that his intentions were

subversive and explained that his

group was seeking to establish a new
Presbyterian church in west St. Louis

County that would not be tied to the

PCUSA. He estimated that about 200

Presbyterians would be interested in

attending the Des Peres church if it had

a conservative pastor. Kovac was

joined at the second meeting by Alan

C. Barker, a member of Kirk of the

Hills (PCA) in Creve Coeur. Barker

said he attended the meeting because

he shared Kovac's interest in setting up

the new church, but "Kirk of the Hills

has absolutely nothing to do with

this." His church severed its ties with

the PCUSA and joined the PCA upon
the merger of the northern and south-

ern churches in the liberal denomina-

tion in 1983. Central has remained in

the PCUSA while joining the more
conservative Evangelical Presbyterian

Church (EPC). It recently announced

its intentions to sever ties with the

PCUSA.
Rev. Andrew Jumper, pastor of

Central, said he had known of Kovac's

plans for a proposal to Tabscott and

had discouraged him from making it.

Central Presbyterian "is certainly not

involved," he said. However, Tabscott

has charged that the church was behind

Kovac's overtures, and since the

church has maintained its membership

in the PCUSA, it will be subject to the



conclusions of the disciplinary com-
mittee called to investigate the dispute.

Rev. Evlyn Fulton, PCUSA regional

leader here, expressed concern about

the implications of Kovac's actions

and said the formation of the disciplin-

ary panel was reserved for the most

serious allegations. Under PCUSA
rules, the committee will be empow-
ered to file charges and act as prose-

cutor in a trial by church-appointed

judges. 21

Rutherford Institute, ACLU
Clash Over Christmas Display

GREENWICH, Conn.—The Ruther-

ford Institute, a national legal

organization specializing in religious

freedom cases, has joined with attor-

neys here to fight a lawsuit brought by

local residents and the ACLU to pro-

test a Christmas display sponsored by

volunteer firefighters.

For more than 30 years the Cos Cob
Volunteer Fire Company has adorned
the Greenwich fire station with colored

lights and wreaths, including a large

lighted cross and a plaque dedicated to

colleagues killed in the line of duty.

It is the cross that, in the last two
years, has raised the ire of a handful

of residents and the ACLU, who sued

the town for allowing a religious sym-
bol on a public building, alleging that

it creates governmental establishment

of religion, despite the fact that it is

privately sponsored by the volunteer

firefighters. Neither the city nor the

paid firefighters contribute funds or

labor to set up the display.

Said Rutherford Institute president

John Whitehead: "What is at stake

here is their fundamental constitution-

al right to freely express themselves in

public. This display has absolutely

nothing to do with government en-

dorsement of religion. It is the expres-

sion of a private group of citizens who
wish to celebrate the holiday season."

When local officials indicated they

would not finance a legal defense, the

Cos Cob volunteers determined to

fight the lawsuit themselves. White-

head and Rutherford Institute staff at-

torney Kevin Ikenberry have joined

with local attorneys Joseph Secola and
William Lapcevic to defend the fire-

men's right to continue the Christmas

memorial.

Whitehead and Ikenberry believe

they have solid support for their case

in the U.S. Supreme Court's 1984 deci-

sion in Lynch v. Donnelly, in which the

high court upheld the right of Paw-

tucket, Rhode Island, to include a na-

tivity scene in its annual Christmas

display.

Ikenberry told the Journal that reli-

gious symbolism cases are the "hot

item now" and noted that the ACLU
has entered a string of similar lawsuits

nationwide in an effort to "purge the

public forum of any religious expres-

sion, including symbolism." He warned

that the next step would be to inhibit

religious speech, and said the Ruther-

ford Institute's interest in this case

stemmed from a concern "to resist at-

tempts to sanitize" all forms of public

religious expression. CD

Graham's Gold Coast Crusade
Has Multi-National Impact

FORT LAUDERDALE—Over 20,000

people jammed Lockhart Stadium for

each session of Rev. Billy Graham's
eight-day South Florida Crusade,

while Graham's messages were simul-

taneously translated into French, Cre-

ole, Spanish, and Vietnamese to reach

the ethnic mix of those attending.

Vacationers from all over North
America as well as Europe flock to

Florida in February, adding to the cul-

tural diversity of the Floridians attend-

ing the crusade. Many spectators trav-

elled 200 miles to hear the well-known

evangelist speak.

Dr. D. James Kennedy, pastor of

Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church
(PCA) in Fort Lauderdale, who is na-

tionally known through his own televi-

sion ministry as well as the lay ministry

program "Evangelism Explosion,"

said, "The response has been over-

whelming and many are astounded at

the number coming forward. I trust

this will be the most spiritual event in

the history of Fort Lauderdale."

Florida governor Bob Graham, who
served on the invitation committee urg-

ing Billy Graham to come here, de-

clared, "Our community ... is so

blessed with natural beauty and quali-

ties that sometimes that has over-

whelmed the spiritual. What we see

here refutes the assumption that we
have been lulled by those things to the

point that we are not prepared to make
a spiritual commitment."
The ratio of churches to population

in south Florida is among the lowest

in the nation. Only 1,100 churches

serve 4 million people in Dade, Brow-
ard, and Palm Beach counties, con-

trasted to 8,000 churches serving 12

million residents in southern Califor-

nia, ru

Also in the News . . .

A four-hour TV movie entitled

"Wallenberg: A Hero's Story" will be

broadcast April 8 and 9 on NBC. The
film, which stars Richard Chamberlain

in the title role, depicts the heroism of

Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish diplo-

mat who rescued more than 100,000

Jews from Nazi-occupied Hungary
and was later mysteriously imprisoned

in the Soviet Union. Although the

USSR maintains that he died in prison

in 1947, witnesses claim to have seen

him alive in prison camps as late as

1975; and in 1981 he was granted hon-

orary U.S. citizenship by Congress, an

honor previously bestowed only on
Winston Churchill. 3]

Rev. Paul Hall, pastor of Christ Universal

Church, displays (Feb. 27) the weapons sur-

rendered to him by alleged street gang
members or their families following a morn-
ing church service. Hall then turned the

weapons over to the Chicago Police Depart-

ment and vowed to turn over more weapons
to the police on a daily basis. Eight knives

and tour guns were turned over to Hall. He
plans to visit imprisoned street gang lead-

ers to see if they can help him put a stop
to street gang activity. upi Photo
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The Great Wall

STEPHEN M. CROTTS

For he is our peace, who has made us both

one, and has broken down the dividing wall

of hostility (Ephesians 2:14).

The world's longest fence is about 3500

miles long. It is located in Queensland,

Australia, and was built to protect

sheep and cattle from the wild dingo

dogs. Then there is Hadrian's Wall in

northern England. It was built sea to

sea by the Romans to keep wild Scots-

men out. But perhaps the greatest wall

ever built is the Great Wall of China.

It is 1600 miles long, 30 feet high in

places, and 32 feet thick. It was begun
in 214 B.C. with the intent of keeping

the Mongols out. More than a million

people died in its construction. And
did you know that the Great Wall is

the only man-made object big enough

to be seen from space by the astro-

nauts?

Our text talks about walls. But it is

not so much talking about fences made
of wire and stone as it is about invisi-

ble walls of prejudice. Let's chew on
this bit of Scripture and see what it has

to say.

Walls!

The very fact that the text mentions the

word "wall" is evidence that mankind
has a problem. The text calls it "the

dividing wall of hostility." And you

The author is pastor of Christ
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and I straightway know what he is

talking about, don't we? The Berlin

Wall, the Iron Curtain, the Bamboo
Curtain, walls of racial prejudice,

economic barriers, and caste systems

—my don't we have our walls! Did you
realize that there are right now two
Germanies, two Koreas, two Chinas,

two Irelands, and perhaps soon there

will be two South Africas and two
Rhodesias?

All of our "dividing walls of hostili-

ty" can be traced back to fallen human
nature as taught in Genesis 3 and 4.

When man rebelled against God, he

broke himself against God's law. And
one of the fractures he suffered was a

broken relationship between himself

and other people. You see this in the

story of Cain and Abel, two brothers

who got into an envious quarrel that

ended in the first murder.

This break is still in us today. Take
a look at the people of the United

States and their last 200 years or so as

an example. During the French and In-

dian War we hated both the French

and the Indians and loved the British.

During the American Revolution it was
the reverse. We hated the British and
loved the French. During the Civil War
we hated each other. During the Span-

ish-American War our wrath was
poured out on the Spanish. We hated

the Indians at Little Big Horn and the

Germans in World War I, the Japanese

and the Germans in World War II, the

communists in Korea and the "gooks"
or Viet Cong in Viet Nam. We've
hated far and wide—Russians, Ne-

groes, fascists, communists, liberals,

feminists. "I hate you! I hate you!"
has been the snarl of the human race.

A sad commentary on human char-

acter occurred a few years ago at the

Berlin Wall. A truck driver wheeled his

cargo out of East Germany, then

walked back to clarify a problem with

his papers. Before he reached the gate,

trigger-happy East German border

guards gunned him down. He became
victim number 167 in the 20-year his-

tory of the walled city. But this victim

was special. He was not only an Ital-

ian, but a card-carrying member of Ita-

ly's communist party. Border guards,

normally awarded a bounty of $2,000

and two weeks extra vacation for

shooting down escaping East Ger-

mans, may not have collected this

time. Such is the world we live in.

Christ Knocked the Wall Down!

Robert Frost has a poem called

"Mending Walls." In it two New
England farmers are repairing the

tumbled down stone fence that divides

their property. After all, good fences

make good neighbors, don't they?

While the stones are once again being

stacked up, the poet muses, "Some-
thing there is that doesn't love a wall,

that wants it down!" and that some-

thing is Someone, God Almighty him-

self! He's been knocking down walls

throughout history! The text says that

God has actually "broken down the di-

viding wall of hostility!"

Take a look at Christ's cradle. The
walls came down there! Not only the

wall between God and man, but also

the walls between people. There at the

nativity kings mingled with the power-

less. Poor shepherds and rich wise men
knelt. Jews and Gentiles were drawn
together, an unheard of thing! And



they peeked at the face of a tiny baby

sleeping on a bed of straw.

The Christmas nativity was only a

foreshadowing, because the mature

man Christ continued to defy walls by

befriending tax collectors, prostitutes,

Samaritans, women, Pharisees, the

wealthy, and the poor.

Bible story after story tells of fall-

ing walls. As a child you listened with

awe to the destruction of the walls of

Jericho. But in Scripture it's not just

stone walls that fall. It's walls of the

will, walls of attitude, prejudice! The

book of Jonah tells of God's love for

the wicked city of Nineveh. Jonah is

prejudiced but God is merciful, and

both Nineveh and Jonah learn lessons

of repentance and love.

Then there is the story of the tower

of Babel. Remember how the people

gathered together and said, "Come, let

us make a name for ourselves and

build a tower back to God!" And the

Lord confused their languages. A man
couldn't understand another, and the

project was halted as the people scat-

tered. One would think Babel is a fairly

relevant statement of the human con-

dition today. But wait! God intervened

at Pentecost to change all that. When
the Holy Spirit fell, the apostles

preached the gospel to a crowd of peo-

ple from all nations. And "they each

heard in their own language." Here the

confusion of Babel is cleared up. Rift

is turned again into brotherhood! Mis-

understanding to unity! And it is the

Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ that brings

us together again!

I could go on telling you of the Bi-

ble's elevation of the status of women.
I could tell you of Jews and Gentiles

sitting down to eat together in New
Testament churches. I could tell you of

soldiers, merchants, and slaves wor-

shipping Christ together, but you al-

ready see that it is not on scant evi-

dence that the text says that Jesus

knocks down walls. Christ is the only

religious teacher tall enough to see over

all the walls that divide the human race

into compartments. The Christian

faith has no Hindu caste system. We
have no elitists and misfit groupings.

Instead we have one Father over all

who, in his grace and power, adopts

us and makes us one church family, a

family of brothers and sisters.

Called to Live Without Walls!

Not only does our text mention "the

dividing wall of hostility" and the fact

that Christ has broken it down. The
text also says, "He is our peace who
has made us both one." In other

words, Christ calls us to peace and

oneness. He calls his followers to live

without walls.

But you say, "I can't do that! I'm

prejudiced! Hopelessly so!" Listen, to

say that you are hopeless is to slam the

door in God's face. Give him a chance.

You'd be surprised at what he can do!

With the Lord the difficult is easy and
the impossible only takes a little longer.

Consider St. Paul for a moment. He
was a Pharisee of the Jews. From his

childhood he'd been taught not to as-

sociate with Gentiles. It was forbidden

to eat with an alien, to do business with

them, even to travel with one. But after

Paul's conversion he spent the rest of

his life ministering to none other than

Gentiles. His loathing was turned to

love.

Apostle Peter had a thing or two to

learn about prejudice, too. Himself a

Jew, Peter hated Gentiles, Samaritans,

Romans, and temple soldiers. He be-

littled others by refusing even to eat

with sinners. But see Peter in Acts

10:9-48. God gives this very walled-in

man a heavenly vision of a sheet let

down from heaven full of all kinds of

animals. It is a vision telling Peter that

the gospel is for all mankind. It is a vi-

sion tearing down all barriers. And the

vision comes to Peter three times, per-

haps an indication of Peter's slow

stubborness and God's persistent pa-

tience. Finally, Peter understands and

God sends him packing to a Gentile

soldier's home to evangelize. Years

before, Peter might have cut off his

ear. Now he shares Christ's gospel.

Certainly God could do wonders
with Peter and Paul. And you're no
exception either! As children we sang,

"Joshua fought the battle of Jericho,

and the walls came tumbling down."
God can fight within you against any

walls you have erected. And your walls

can fall, too! Invite him in to give it

a try!

Just after the Civil War in a fash-

ionable Richmond, Virginia, church,

communion was being served when a

Negro entered and knelt at the altar.

Immediately an air of resentment rus-

tled through the congregation. But

suddenly a distinguished layman stood

up, went forward, and knelt beside the

Black man. His action captured the en-

tire congregation and they followed

suit. The layman? His name was Rob-
ert. Bob Lee. Mostly known as Robert

E. Lee.

Don't we need people like that to-

day? We still have our walls of racial

prejudice here. There are economic

walls
—

"I live in West Burlington.

You're from the east. We don't mix!"

Then there are denominational walls,

walls of age between one generation

and another. And have you noticed

there are even musical walls? Some like

hymns. Others like modern rock.

While others like only classical music.

And never the three shall meet! But I

tell you on the authority of the Holy
Bible, Jesus Christ has come among us

to change all that. "He is! He is our

peace, who has made us both one, and
broken down the dividing wall of hos-

tility!"

We Christians are called to a vital

ministry at this time. It used to be that

America was the world's melting pot.

Immigrants came here not to be Pol-

ish, German, English, Irish, or French.

They came here to become Americans.

But this is not true anymore. No longer

are people interested in what unites

them. They are emphasizing what di-

vides them. Cuban immigrants are
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The Great Wall

maintaining their identity, walls and
all, in Little Havana, Florida. The
Blacks are becoming increasingly sep-

aratistic. Our newly arrived Vietnam-

ese refugees are not assimilating, but

forming their own tightly-knit com-
munities. Polarization is taking place

among Indians, the elderly, and more.

And the result? The country is splinter-

ing into a vast number of special in-

terest groups that will eventually ren-

der this nation ungovernable. You can

see a bit of this problem in the Cana-
dian French-speaking separatist move-

ment. Rather than unity we have diver-

sity emphasized.

Dear people whom God so loves,

people of repentance and faith in Jesus

the great wall-destroyer, there is

enough room in the world for all the

people, but there is not enough room
for the people and the walls that sepa-

rate them. We Christians by our life-

style without walls can set an example
for the world. We can show people

how to live together. We can help bring

back the melting pot and the unity, not

only of a community and a nation, but

of the world! "He is our peace, who
has made us both one, and has broken

down the dividing wall of hostility."

Silly Walls!

Stop and think for a moment, Walls

are silly, aren't they? Was the Great

Wall of China worth it? Did it do its

job? No, someone only had to bribe the

gatekeepers to get through. The Scots

simply got in their boats and sailed

around Hadrian's Wall. And look at

the utter nonsense our human barriers

of prejudice bring. An American sol-

dier, wounded in the Pacific in World
War II, might have owed his life to a

Japanese scientist, Kitasato, who iso-

lated the bacillus of tetanus. A Russian

soldier saved by a blood transfusion

owes his life to an Austrian, Land-
steiner. A German soldier is protected

from typhoid fever by a Russian,

Mechnikov. A Dutch marine in the

Pacific is protected from malaria

because of an Italian, Grassi. A China-

man is protected from infection by
Frenchman Pasteur. Our children are

guarded from smallpox by an English-

man, from rabies by a Frenchman,
from diphtheria by a Japanese and a

German. So, whether we acknowledge

it or not, God has broken down walls

and made us into a family in which
members will either help or hurt one
another. The choice is ours.

Will Rogers once said, "I never met
a man I didn't like." My immediate
reaction to that statement is that either

Will Rogers is a liar or he hadn't got-

ten around much. It's hard to like

some people. It's hard to like a gossip

or a chronic complainer. Some folks

are just downright ornery, foolish, and
ungodly. But there is a sense of Mr.
Roger's statement that is wholesome.
He must have greeted each new face

without any foredrawn conclusions,

without failing to look optimistically

for the good in every person. What a

way to live among people!

Why not right now ask God to take

your walls down? And decide that

you'll no longer generalize with at-

titudes like, "All college professors are

eggheads," or "All evangelists are in

it for the money," or "All women are

dingbats," or "All Poles are dumb
Polocks," or "All Blacks are lazy" or

"All Whites are money-grubbing cap-

italists!" Decide that you will greet

each new person in Christ, without

walls, without prejudiced labels, with-

out hate. If you do that you're in for

a real serendipitous blessing day after

day!

Let me tell you what I mean. I

picked this rock up on my honeymoon
back in 1973 while in the mountains of

North Carolina. It was crusty with

dirt, round, and not very pretty. And
since I was prejudiced against ugly

rocks, I started to throw it aside. Then
I remembered about quartz geodes

from my college geology class. Exam-
ining the stone more carefully, I

figured it might be one, and sure

enough, when I had it cut open, there

inside was a breathtaking array of crys-

tals.

People are like that, too. Long ago

people realized that you can't judge a

book or a rock or a person by its cover.

If you do that you'll miss something!

My experience with this rock now
makes it hard for me to walk past any

stones. I'm aquiver with anticipation

at what I might miss! If we model our

lifestyles faithfully after Christ's, we'll

treat people the same way too. And
when a fellow does that, he'd better get

ready for some joyful surprises! For

when the walls come tumbling down
we shall find that all these years we
thought our walls were keeping others

out, they were really keeping us in! E



Ethnic Prejudice and Racial Harmony
in the New Testament

WILLIAM J. LARKIN, JR.

America's current political and social

climate appears to be fostering an in-

creasingly sharp polarization between

racial/ethnic groups. While all other

traditionally Democratic constituencies

participated in the Reagan landslide,

90% of Black American voters did not.

This political estrangement of a racial

minority may well be an indication of

that polarization. At the very least it

presents a particular challenge to evan-

gelicals and fundamentalists who vo-

cally supported the Republican ticket.

How can Bible-believing Christians,

conservative in political philosophy,

avoid thinking and acting in a preju-

diced way, though they may not es-

pouse the liberal political agenda's

methods for removing prejudice from
national life? How can they promote
reconciliation and harmony among ra-

cial and ethnic groups?

To help the Christian think through

the issues it is necessary to begin with

a clear understanding of Scripture's

teaching concerning racial/ethnic prej-

udice and harmony. This we will do by
looking at the New Testament.

The relations among racial and eth-

nic groups in the 1st century did con-

tain an element of prejudice. The basis

of prejudice was not racial but ethnic

distinction. Starting from an ethnocen-

tric perspective the Greeks, Hellenistic

inhabitants of the Roman empire, and
the Jews classified the rest of mankind
in a category over against themselves.

If one were not a Greek, he was a Bar-

barian. If one were not a Jew, he was
a Gentile (or sometimes, a Greek). It

should be noted that in the 1st century,
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as the Roman empire continued to ex-

pand, Barbarian became a term re-

stricted to the peoples outside the em-
pire's boundaries.

The ancients did make further ethnic

distinctions. The Greeks would divide

and label the Barbarians according to

their location or language. They began
with Greece as the center of the in-

habited world and understood the

earth's land mass as surrounded by
water. They identified four peoples as

inhabiting the boundaries of earth. To
the west were the Celts; to the north,

the Scythians; to the east, the Indians

(East Ethiopians); and to the south,

the Ethiopians. The Jews also identi-

fied racial/ethnic groups among the

Gentiles.

Greeks and Jews expressed racial/

ethnic prejudice in very strong terms.

Diogenes Laertes in the 3rd century

A.D. still reports Thales' prayer of

thanksgiving to Good Fortune that he

was born a man and not a beast, a

male and not a female, a Greek and
not a Barbarian. A Jewish rabbi's

prayer (R. Meir in B. Men. 43b) con-

tains the threefold thanksgiving that

one is not a Gentile, a brutish man, or

a woman.
Of the Barbarians, the Greeks char-

acterized the Scythians as especially

wild, crude, fierce, and uncivilized.

Greek verbs constructed from their

name were used to describe scalping

fallen victims, drinking immoderately

or drinking unmixed wine, being crude

in speech and matters of love.

There was prejudice against Blacks

(Ethiopians) in ancient times, but this

was based not on conclusions about
their nature but their ways of living.

Strabo the ancient geographer ob-

serves, "They are squalid all over their

bodies and have long nails. They have

shrill voices and are as far removed
from human kindness to one another.

Indeed, they cultivate none of the prac-

tices of civilized life as are found
among the rest of mankind."

For the Jews a powerful mixture of
fear of contamination and pride in a

divinely favored position worked in the

Jewish mind to create a prejudicial dis-

dain for, even revulsion at, the idola-

trously unclean Gentile. In Palestine,

the half-breed Samaritan with his ir-

regular worship also experienced

strong prejudice from the Jew.

Racial/ethnic prejudice was a defi-

nite factor in ancient life and thought.

Relations among ethnic groups in an

ever-expanding Roman empire was a

problem to be constantly addressed.

And for Christianity with its gospel for

all peoples, the barriers of prejudice

had to be broken through if the church

were to complete its mission and be a

faithful expression of the truths on
which it was founded.

Christianity's founder by his exam-
ple and teaching showed himself to be

the unprejudiced savior of the world.

Jesus was the perfect example of one
who was "no respecter of persons."

He received all men and women alike

(Luke 7:36-50; 15:1-2). He went to all

alike, sometimes going out of his way
to show that his mission was for all

people (a Samaritan woman, John 4:4,

9-10; a tax collector, Luke 19:1-10). It

is true that during his earthly ministry

he appears to limit his activity primari-

ly to the Jews (Matt. 15:24; cf. 10:5-6).

Still he never turned away a believing

Gentile (the Syrophoenician woman,
Matt. 15:21-28; the centurion, Matt.

8:5-13; the Greeks, John 12:20-35).

Jesus in his last week cleansed the tem-

ple's court of the Gentiles so that his

Father's house might fulfill its true

purpose as a "house of prayer for all

the nations" (Mark 11:17). It is inter-

esting to note that even Jesus' enemies

recognized his lack of prejudice. "You
are not partial to any, but teach the

way of God in truth" (Luke 20:21).

Jesus' teaching strikes at racial/eth-

nic prejudice in a number of ways. It

devalues the socio-cultural distinctions

men make by declaring that the Mes-
siah comes to reign in justice as the

great leveler (Luke 1:51-53). Indeed,

God's final justice will bring down the

proud and exalt the humble (Luke
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16:19-31; 6:10-16). Jesus points out

that all men have the same negative

identity: sinners in need of salvation

(Mark 1:15, 2:17; Matt. 9:1-13; John
9:39-41). This challenges religious and
ethnic pride and prejudice. Those who
trust in themselves that they are righ-

teous and view others with contempt
will miss the way of true righteousness

(Luke 18:9-14).

Jesus' teaching declares a new iden-

tity in him which supersedes all previ-

ous racial or ethnic distinctions. The
gracious offer of salvation, received by

repentance and faith alone, can be ex-

tended to all men regardless of racial

or ethnic origin (Luke 3:6; Matt. 12:18,

24:14, 28:18-20; John 12:32). Indeed,

in the spiritual realm, the new identity

in Christ destroys racial and ethnic dis-

tinctions. Christians are all sons of

God (John 1:11-13, 4:9-11). They have

Christ (Matt. 12:49-50) and one anoth-

er as brothers and sisters (Matt. 23:8).

Jesus' teaching addresses the root

sins which issue in racial/ethnic prej-

udice. These are pride, fear and hate,

and the desire to dominate. Jesus de-

nounces prejudicial pride and despis-

ing of others (Matt. 7:1-6, Luke 15:1-

32, 18:9-14). He commands attitudes

and actions characterized by humility

(Matt. 18:1-5; Luke 14:7-14; Matt.

23:8-12). He calls for repentance from
the root sins of fear and hate (Matt.

5:22-23, 43-48). He challenges men to

replace them with vulnerable, self-

giving agape love (Matt. 18:35; John
13:34-35, 15:11-17, 17:20-26), the dis-

tinguishing mark of a Christian. He in-

structs his disciples to foreswear dom-
ination in those relationships involving

the use of power. Rather, service is to

be the attitude and action of each to

the other (Matt. 20:26-28, Luke 22:24-

29). Humility, love, service will make
for harmonious racial/ethnic relations.

The early church's message and prac-

tice as presented in Acts implemented
Jesus' teaching. It did so as the church

advanced in an ever-expanding, grow-

ing unity which brought the disman-

tling of a number of racial/ethnic bar-

riers. In Acts the gospel crosses a

number of ethnic barriers as Palestin-

ian and then Hellenistic Jewish Chris-

tians take the message to the ends of

the earth (Acts 1:8). It goes to Samar-
itan (Acts 8:4-17); proselyte (Acts

8:26-40); Gentile God-fearer (Acts

10-11); and finally to Gentile pagans

(Acts 11:20-21; chapter 13ff). The em-
phasis is that this message is for all

people, even for those whom the Jew
would view as "afar off" (Acts 2:21,

2:39, 4:12, 13:46-47, 26:17-20, 28:28).

The church's message undercut ra-

cial/ethnic prejudice with three argu-

ments. All men have a common ances-

tor: "And he made from one, every na-

tion of mankind to live on all the face

of the earth, having determined their

appointed times and boundaries of
their habitation" (Acts 17:26, 28-29).

There is no basis for racial pride if we
are all ultimately of one stock. Second,

God impartially promises and effects

salvation for some from every people,

none excluded (Acts 3:25). Peter de-

clares, "I most certainly understand
now that God is not one to show par-

tiality, but in every nation the man
who fears him and does what is right

is welcome to him" (Acts 10:34-35, cf.

15:7-9). Third, all men will face the

same judgment from the same judge,

the resurrected Jesus (Acts 17:30-31).

The early church practiced unity

which demanded racial/ethnic har-

mony. Its members shared a common
life of fellowship (Acts 1:14, 2:1,

2:42-47, 4:24, 4:32-36, 5:12, 15:25).

This extended to all areas. Such togeth-

erness included sharing of possessions

and eating together (table fellowship).

These practices tested early the

church's commitment to unity over

against the all-too-natural discrimina-

tion of racial and ethnic preference.

By the Spirit's power, the unity held

and grew in an ethnically mixed envi-

ronment. In the sharing of possessions,

an early problem was overcome when
both Palestinian Jewish members and
Hellenistic Jewish widows received the

same attention in the daily food dis-

tribution (Acts 6:1-6).

In the matter of table fellowship,

many pious Jews who became Chris-

tians would not easily lay aside their

prejudice against eating with uncir-

cumcised Gentiles, who as a class were
considered ritually unclean. In the

church's formative years they would
not share in the table fellowship of the

Lord's Supper with uncircumcised

Gentile Christians. For example, when
news comes to the Jerusalem church
that Gentile God-fearers (Cornelius'

household) have received the gospel

and that Peter has had table fellowship

with them, "those of the circumci-

sion" objected. "You went to uncir-

cumcised men and ate with them"
(Acts 11:3).

God deals with this prejudice by
preparing Peter through a dream in-

which there is a divine abrogation of

the distinction between clean and un-

clean (Acts 10:15). Spirit guided and
instructed, Peter learns from the

dream, "... God has shown me that

I should not call any man unholy or

unclean" (Acts 10:28). He also learns

from the outpouring of the Spirit on
the Gentiles that indeed God is a non-
discriminatory God (Acts 15:7-9, cf.

11:16-17). This only further confirms

the truth that salvation comes the same
way (without ethnic-cultural require-

ments) to all who believe: through the

grace of the Lord Jesus (Acts 15:11).

The teaching of the apostles in the

epistles expounds the themes already

laid down in the teaching of Jesus and
the early church's message. Man's
identity in Christ, as one saved by

grace (Rom. 1:14-16, 9:9-12), excludes

any continuing racial or ethnic preju-

dice. The ethical imperatives of humili-

ty, love, and service (I Cor. 9:19-23;

Rom. 12:3-10, 16; Gal. 5:14-15, 20, 26;

I Thess. 4:9-10; I John 4:7-21) coun-

teract the root sins which generate

prejudice: pride, fear/hate, desire to

dominate.

So important to the apostles is the

removal of prejudice from the Chris-

tian's life that four passages deal with

the issue in a more-or-less extended

fashion. Paul in Galatians 3:26-29 con-

tends that our new identity in Christ

eliminates religio-ethnic, socio-eco-

nomic, and sexual distinctions which

could be used as a basis for pre-

judice. "There is neither Jew nor Greek

... for you are all one in Christ Jesus"

(Gal. 3:28-29). No factor of personal

history disqualifies a person from re-

ceiving the grace of God. The implica-

tion is that in all of a Christian's per-
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sonal dealings these factors are not to

be used in a prejudicial way.

Paul attacks prejudice directly in

Colossians 3:8-1 1. He calls for a put-

ting off of "anger, wrath, malice, slan-

der, and abusive speech" (Col. 3:8).

He calls for a putting on of a new man
in Christ in which "there is no distinc-

tion between Greek and Jew, circum-

cised and uncircumcised, barbarian,

Scythian, slave and freedman ..•>."

(Col. 3:11). Rather, "Christ is all and

in all." Christ is the main identity

which has replaced these religio-ethnic-

racial-cultural-socio-economic ones.

He is all. And lest we be tempted to

conclude via any residual prejudice

that some group is beyond Christ's

reach, Paul asserts, "he is in all." Pre-

judice is excluded.

Paul's most thoroughgoing exposi-

tion of the removal of prejudice in sal-

vation is Ephesians 2: 1 1-22. Though it

speaks directly to the religio-ethnic dis-

tinction between Jew and Gentile, it

contains truths which are applicable to

any expression of prejudice. If the

cross of Christ has decisively broken
down the middle wall of partition

which God himself erected, via com-
mandments, to distinguish between un-

holy pagans and his holy people (Eph.

2:14-15), how much more does it de-

cisively destroy man-made barriers.

Christ's death has made peace, creat-

ing from the two, one new man (v. 16).

His resurrection activity involves the

evangelizing of those afar off and near

(v. 17). Christ's salvation through the

one Spirit creates the same access to

the Father for both. This means a new
identity for the Gentile in Christ as a

fellow citizen with thie redeemed Jew
(v. 19). The Gentile in Christ partici-

pates in an organic unity with the re-

deemed Jew, which grows into a holy

temple of the Lord (v. 21). Anyone
who claims to have experienced such

salvation cannot maintain prejudice

toward any, especially those within the

body of Christ.

James, in his instructions against

socio-economic prejudice (James 2:1-

13), also gives truths which may be ap-

plied to other forms of prejudice.

James gives the command, "Do not

hold your faith in our glorious Lord
Jesus Christ with an attitude of per-

sonal favoritism (James 2:1). This

alone is enough to show that prejudice

is against the will of God. Yet, James
adds four reasons why prejudice is un-

acceptable Christian behavior. It

makes persons into judges with evil

motives (v. 4). It contradicts the

character and example of God. He dis-

regards position and chooses "the

poor of this world to be rich in faith

. .
." (v. 5). To live a life of active prej-

udice is by your own behavior to blas-

pheme the name of God (v. 7). Preju-

dice breaks the second great com-
mandment (vv. 8-9). Finally, prejudice

involves an unmerciful sitting in judg-

ment on another. To continue to be

prejudicial in one's attitudes and be-

havior invites a final judgment which

"will be merciless to one who has

shown no mercy" (v. 13).

By teaching and example Jesus and
the disciples who followed him taught

that prejudice of any kind is sin. Posi-

tively, the universal offer of the gospel

and the one new man which that gospel

creates is the foundation for a life of

racial and ethnic harmony. In the

church and in the Christian the moral
qualities of humility, love, and service

have replaced pride, fear/hatred, and
the desire to dominate. If she lives in

this way, the church will shine before

a watching and increasingly polarized

world. EE
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Confronting Apartheid

BRADSHAW FREY

Apartheid! Until a few months ago

many Americans had never heard the

word and fewer knew what it meant.

In the wake of increased violence in

South Africa, Bishop Desmond Tutu

receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, and
anti-apartheid demonstrations here in

the U.S., the issue has become promi-

nent in the U.S. Apartheid has a spe-

cial significance for the Christian com-
munity in general and the Reformed
community in particular. It has been

said, and accurately so, that every as-

pect of apartheid had its origin in the

Reformed Church in South Africa.

What about this?

Apartheid is the forced separation of

people according to race. It means sep-

arate living areas, separate laws, sep-

arate churches, separate schools, in

short, separate everything. If one can

remember segregation in the U.S., it

would be similar but worse. There are

three major categories of people under

apartheid. First, the White minority

enjoys the position of favor and power

and rules the country (17%). Second,

the Coloreds (10%) (those of mixed

race) and Indians (3%) (from India

originally) enjoy more privileges than

Blacks but have little power or free-

dom compared to the White minority.

And, third, the Black South Africans

make up a vast majority of the popula-

tion (70%) but have virtually no rights

and function as a slave class. This is

not only racism (which certainly exists
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in our country as well as many other

countries of the world unfortunately),

but racism taken to its most devasta-

ting expression. It is racism condoned,

supported, and established by national

law. And, justified by the church, the

Reformed church.

Three questions cry out for explana-

tion. How did things get this way?
How did the church get involved in

such a mess? And, how bad are things

presently? Since apartheid from its ear-

liest days was embedded in the church,

we can answer the first two questions

at the same time.

To understand the roots of apart-

heid we need to go back to colonial

Demonstration in Johannesburg, upi Photo

days. Two main groups of Europeans

settled the coast of South Africa, the

Dutch and the British. The location

was vital for the trips their trading

ships made to the East Indies. There

were a variety of tensions between the

Dutch and the British. But for the issue

at hand, specific tensions highlighted

this conflict. In 1836 the British out-

lawed slavery in South Africa, an ac-

tion the Dutch were opposed to, which

heightened the fear that their culture

would be swallowed up by the British.

Finding the tensions irresolvable, 6,000

of the Dutch settlers decided to move
off the coast into the interior of the

country.

Known as the Great Trek, this mi-

gration clearly had religious motives.

These people were Dutch Calvinists

and, as the new covenant people, saw
themselves as a "Second Israel" on a

march to conquer a promised land.

Writings even refer to their leader as

a second Moses. If you are the New
Israel, with the new Moses going to

conquer the new promised land, who
does that make the people who are al-

ready there? Well, the heathen Zulu

became the new Canaanites. At "Blood
River" the Dutch with superior weap-

ons defeated a heroic Zulu army and
began its rule. Since this new Israel had
defeated the new Canaanites, God
must surely be on their side. All the

Old Testament prohibitions concern-

ing Canaanites were now referred to

the Black African.

But a problem arose. What do you
do when some of the Canaanites be-

come believers? When the Dutch lived

on the coast they believed that there

should be no segregation during com-
munion; however, by 1857 they were

encouraging separate communion,
worship, and buildings. Much of the

19th century was dominated by the

struggles between the Afrikaaners (the

Dutch settlers) and the British for

power. In the meantime the majority

Black population was being gradually

excluded from any participation in na-

tional life.

Dutch Calvinism would provide still

further support for the policies of

apartheid. In the Netherlands at the

turn of the century Abraham Kuyper,

the great Calvinist statesman and theo-

logian, developed a system of plural-

ism. According to this system, one

could develop institutions based on

one's ultimate religious foundations.

There were Calvinist, Catholic, and

Humanist schools, political parties, la-

bor unions, etc. There was a cultural

pluralism based on religious prefer-

ence. Dutch immigrants to South Af-

rica brought this system with them.

Initially it was used to maintain Dutch

culture over against British; however,

in the end the cultural pluralism of
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Kuyper based on religious preference

was distorted to be cultural pluralism

based on race. Instead of choosing a

school which would coincide with your

religious preference, you would be as-

signed a school based on your race.

In 1910 the Union of South Africa

was formed, and within the Dutch Re-

formed church discussion proceeded

concerning the separation of the races.

By 1947 when the Afrikaaners' Na-
tionalist Party came to power, the ide-

ology of apartheid had been worked
out and would now be instituted. The
purity of a people's blood (Deut. 7)

and the separateness of peoples (Gen.

1 1) which the Afrikaaners thought nec-

essary to insure God's blessing could

now be established by law. Not only

did apartheid have its origin in the

church, but the South African govern-

ment saw itself (and continues to see

itself) as a Christian government. This

explicit, brutal form of racism was a

product of the church, and the two
largest Reformed churches, the Neder-

duitse Gereformeerde Kerk and Neder-

duitsch Hervormde Kerk, still support

it. For those of us who are Reformed
Christians it seems a special tragedy.

But how bad are things?

Pages and pages couldn't describe

the horror and utter devastation that

has befallen Black South Africans be-

cause of apartheid. For a taste of life

under apartheid let me describe the liv-

ing situation, the work, the family,

schools, and religion. The living situa-

tion for Blacks under apartheid is

dominated by the fact that the govern-

ment has determined that Blacks must
live in separate areas. This culminated

in South Africa's "Homelands" policy

which set aside 17°7o of the land for the

native Blacks. These homelands con-

tain some of the worst land, lacking

the rich resources of other parts of

South Africa. Homelands comprise

17% of the land mass but are expected

to contain the majority of the popula-

tion (70%). The government is force-

fully removing Blacks from areas de-

termined to be White areas and reset-

tling them in homeland areas. The
most devastating aspect of this is that

a person living in a homeland (by

force) is now a citizen of the home-
land, not of South Africa, and there-

fore has no claim whatsoever to citi-

zenship.

The vast majority of those living in

homelands must leave and go several

hundred miles to find employment in

White areas of the country. Blacks are

given the lowest jobs. Skilled and man-
agement jobs are reserved for Whites.

Workers, since they are Black working

in White areas, can't live with their

families but must live in barracks or in

dormitory situations. Unions are close-

ly monitored and have limited power
(although they have had some recent

success).

The Black family is being devastated.

The father who must leave the home-
land to find employment is only al-

lowed to return for two weeks a year.

It is illegal for him to return more
often and it is illegal for his family to

visit him. One of the most heartbreak-

ing situations of apartheid is to see

women and children living illegally in

shanties trying to be near their hus-

band/father only to be constantly ha-

rassed and sent back to the homelands
by the police.

In the schools 650 rand (the South

African currency) is spent on a White
child's education per year, and 118

rand is spent on a Colored's education,

and 49 rand is spent on a Black's edu-

cation. Education is not only perpet-

uating an inequality but extending it.

In religion many Christians have he-

roically spoken out against apartheid

and suffered because of it. However,
the main Dutch Reformed churches

continue to provide moral legitimation

for the system. What a hideous cancer

to have within the body of Christ, and
what a poignant object for divine heal-

ing.

With such a devastating situation is

there any reason for hope? Bishop Tu-
tu has said that, if God can bring the

glorious resurrection out of the despair

of Good Friday, how can we be any-

thing but "prisoners of hope"? Hope
may be blooming in two ways. First,

President P.W. Botha's recent speeches

have included suggestions never before

made by ruling Whites. While yet to be

put into action, these suggestions offer

a ray of hope. Second, the increased

interest in the U.S. generally and the

Reagan administration particularly has

brought a response. Seventy per cent

of South Africa's trade is with the U.S.

and policy changes here are felt there.

Let us pray that these signs of hope are

indeed the Lord's Spirit moving South
Africans towards peaceful change.

And let us pray that the horrible vio-

lence of apartheid can be justly re-

solved without widespread bloodshed
or civil war. ED
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BOOKS

EVANGELICAL IS NOT ENOUGH by
Thomas Howard. Thomas Nelson,
Nashville, 1984. 160 pp. $9.95, cloth.

Reviewed by Rev. Alan Dan Orme, Ph.D.,

The University Church, Athens, Ga.

We who are committed to the Re-

formed faith have been saying the

same thing for years: "Evangelical is

not enough!" Compared to the majes-

tic, God-centered religion and well-

honed systematic theology of the Swiss

Reformation, mere evangelicalism is a

bargain-basement faith, basically cor-

rect as far as it goes but lacking in so-

phistication and content. We are evan-

gelicals and the evangelical movement
logically belongs to our tradition. But

we are more than evangelicals.

But what Thomas Howard is saying

when he says, "Evangelical is not
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enough," is too much. First of all, he

is not referring to our Reformed wing

of the evangelical movement when he

says "evangelical," but he refers to

what we would characterize as funda-

mentalist. He sees a religion of trite ex-

temporaneous prayers, improvised

symbols, and casual worship designed

to entertain participants rather than to

compliment God. It is a religion that

makes its ultimate heroes Billy Sunday,

D. L. Moody, Charles G. Finney, and
the Wesley brothers. It is a religion that

rejects the ancient position on the

teaching office of the church and
makes every Christian's opinion as

good as anyone else's. It seems to me
that he is not speaking of Reformed
faith so much as fundamentalism when
he says "evangelical is not enough."
He does not mean the same thing we

mean when we say that "evangelical is

not enough." Fundamentalism is, of

course, a culturally conditioned form
of Christianity. In rejecting fundamen-

talism, he is arguing for the addition

of another culturally conditioned form
of Christianity. He is promoting the

pre-Constantine Catholicism of Ig-

natius, the so-called Apostolic Consti-

tutions, and The Teaching of the

Twelve Apostles (though, curiously, he

often sees it in terms of such things as

Gothic buildings, pews with kneeling

benches, clergy with distinctively late

medieval vestments, and stained glass

windows—all of which are relics of the

High Middle Ages). It is not mere low-

church Episcopacy for which he ar-

gues, but for an emphasis that even the

Anglican evangelicals such as Bishop

J. C. Ryle argued against. It is a tra-

dition that addresses Mary in worship,

sees communion tables as altars, and
kneels, genuflects, bows and scrapes in

the presence of the altar. Where, we
ask, is the simple practice of the New
Testament church in which the Lord's

people met in homes, halls, and upper

rooms?
Dr. Howard is a pleasure to read,

but his position is not one which would

commend itself to very many who have

tasted of the gospel unless they were

already steeped in that medieval tradi-

tion when they came to faith. His book
is a catalyst, however, for our consid-

eration of the Reformed faith in its re-

lationship to the earlier forms of the

faith. From his position we should be

warned against making the practice of

the 16th-century Reformers the end-all

of our practice and belief. We are Re-

formed because we think that the Ref-

ormation reestablished New Testament
religion, and we do a disservice to the

Reformers when we canonize them in-

stead of the New Testament. Dr.

Howard's solution for the inade-

quacies of fundamentalism does not

commend itself to us, for he argues for

just another culturally influenced form
of Christianity. On the other hand he

gives us pause to consider how much
we Presbyterians have been influenced

by fundamentalism. We ought rather

to have set the example for a more Bib-

lical faith in the whole evangelical

movement.
Let us learn from Dr. Howard the

need for improving the quality of our
worship, for reemphasizing the days of

the church calendar which the New
Testament church likely recognized

(Good Friday, Easter, Pentecost). Let

us hear him as he points out the sheer

elegance and theological depth of the

prayers in the Anglican prayer book.

We should be free to use them as

primers for our prayer language or as

texts for public or private prayers. (We
note that with rare exceptions they are

solidly Reformed.) The Te Deum,
which he mentions, is a lovely form of

worship of the Triune God, rarely used

by Protestants. That is a pity. The
charming benediction beginning with

"The Lord be with you" would well

be incorporated into our worship, not

as a weekly ordeal but as a spontane-

ous blessing of God on a congregation.

The congregation would quickly learn

the response, "and with thy spirit." I

have previously argued for a reapprais-

al of our view of the communion to

discover its awesome holiness and sol-

emnity. If its holiness and supernatural

quality is rediscovered, we do not need

to reinstitute the medieval mass, the

altar, the exaggerated ceremony, and
accouterments that detract from the

communion's essential spirituality. In

order to improve our worship, we need

to give it much attention, but it seems

to me that we do well not to reestablish

an anachronistic and culturally derived

liturgy to worship the God who is.

Read Thomas Howard's Evangelical

Is Not Enough. It should be a catalyst

to consider ways to transcend our cul-

ture, use the good things in earlier

forms of Christianity, honor the Re-

formed faith, and complete the agen-

da of the Reformers—to reestablish

the primitive Christianity in every ap-

propriate particular. CD
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Nailed to the Cross
For March 31, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 19:17-42

Key verses: John 19:17-30

Devotional reading: John 19:38-42

Memory selection: John 19:30

Introduction

Isaiah, in the 53rd chapter of his

prophecy, seemed to be looking at the

events recorded in John 19, so vividly

does he describe the scene. Please read

Isaiah 53, along with the text before

you, to see the amazing detail of Jesus'

crucifixion recorded by the prophet

some 800 years before that time.

1
Despised and Rejected
John 19:17-22

"He was despised, and rejected of

men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted

with grief: and as one from whom men
hide their face he was despised; and we
esteemed him not" (Isa. 53:3).

Isaiah seems to be standing before

the cross beholding the way Jesus was
treated by the angry mobs and the un-

just and cowardly Pilate. It seemed to

Isaiah that all the world despised his

savior. All had rejected him either by
denying him or by fleeing from him in

his time of sorrow. He was alone.

Even those who had followed Jesus

seemed to hide their faces from him.

Even faithful Peter who had been so

determined to go all the way with Jesus

denied him three times. All the rest of

the closest disciples had fled, each car-

ing more about his own welfare than

that of Jesus.

Isaiah recognized that he was not to

sit in judgment on those who fled. He
put himself squarely among them by
use of the pronoun "we." He con-

fessed that all men, even those who
were to be saved by Jesus, showed him
no esteem in that day when he was ar-

rested and tried by men. They regarded

their own lives more highly than they

did Jesus.

John, reflecting on that same scene,

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted I985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

but from the perspective of many dec-

ades after it, saw the same thing Isaiah

had seen. He watched as they took

Jesus and led him to the place where

he was to be crucified, bearing his own
cross, like a common criminal (John

19:17).

Despised and rejected, Jesus now
had to take his place between two
known criminals (v. 18). In reality, it

was not his place, but ours that he took

that day.

Pilate, still angry with the Jews for

pressuring him to have Jesus crucified,

had written above his cross, "Jesus of

Nazareth, the King of the Jews."

As we noted earlier, he did this not

so much to ridicule Jesus but to rebuke

the Jews whom he disliked. He wanted
them to see that with the death of

Jesus, they too were dying as a nation.

No amount of persuasion from the

Jews could get Pilate to reword that ti-

tle to oblige them in the slightest. Every

scene of the cross painted down
through the centuries shows the sign

Pilate had made that day and put over

the head of Jesus.

Questions

1 . In what ways is Jesus despised and
rejected today by the world and by

much of the church?

2. In what ways have you treated Jesus

despitefully?

2 By Oppression and Judgment
John 19:23-24

"By oppression and judgment he was
taken away; and as for his generation,

who among them considered that he

was cut off out of the land of the liv-

ing for the transgression of my people

to whom the stroke was due?" (Isa.

53:8).

Clearly Jesus got no justice from the

Pharisees and other enemies among the

Jews, but hopefully, before the Roman
court he could. But he didn't.

Isaiah, contemplating all this earlier,

was deeply moved by the oppression of

Jesus and the unfair judgment that fell

upon him from the hands of men.

Above all, Isaiah was consternated

that there was seemingly no one in

Jesus' own generation who understood

what it was all about.

It was for the sinners in Israel and
Judah and in Judea and among all

whom God has called to himself from
all over the earth that Jesus was dying

that day—including you and me, if we
have believed in him.

Isaiah could see it many centuries

before it happened, but though he

wrote it in a book preserved down to

Jesus' time and since; nevertheless,

when it was happening, no one under-

stood.

How well do we understand the Bi-

ble and how much time do we give to

reflecting on its meaning? Do we real-

ly know what Jesus is concerned about

in our own generation, or are we go-
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ing about our business as though he

had never come into the world and
died for us?

The four soldiers who crucified

Jesus decided to divide up his garments

four ways. What they couldn't divide

they gambled for. They did not know
the Scripture but they were fulfilling it

by their very behavior at the cross (v.

24). It makes you wonder how much
Scripture we are fulfilling without

knowing it, not promises and hopes,

but warnings and condemnatory
passages which show us for less than

we think we are.

Isaiah sensed the frustration of a

generation that missed its great oppor-

tunity because it refused to receive

Jesus for what he claimed to be and to

adore him. What are we missing today,

in our generation, that Jesus would
have us to be?

Questions

1 . In what ways might we be guilty of

oppressing Jesus today?

2. What is the alternative to being

judged in Jesus?

3 Wounded for Our
Transgressions
John 19:25-30

"But he was wounded for our trans-

gressions, he was bruised for our ini-

quities; the chastisement of our peace

was upon him; and with his stripes we
are healed" (Isa. 53:5).

Isaiah, with his eyes glued to the

cross, began to think of those for

whom Jesus died that day. It was for

us and because of our transgressions.

Every blow Jesus received that day

was meant to fall on you and me, the

real culprits. We caused Jesus to have

to die to save us, but the choice to die

was his own, in submission to the

Father.

Our God has consistently revealed

himself as a God who cannot and will

not overlook sin or pretend that it does

not exist. He wanted us to be fit to

spend eternity with him in fellowship

with the triune God. But we were un-

fit for heaven, left to our own selves.

None of us could ever approach the

holy God as we were.

Every stripe Jesus bore, every

wound was so that we might be healed.

We all, like Israel, described by Isaiah

in the first chapter of his prophecy,

were full of wounds and sores and

dead in sins. But Jesus died to heal

those wounds and make us whole

again.

So Jesus on the cross did not think

so much of his suffering as he did those

for whom he was bearing it all. He
looked down from the cross and saw
his mother and other women and at

least one of his disciples standing there.

He was about to leave his mother
but was concerned for her. He gave

John, the apostle, the responsibility for

her care so long as she should live. See

how he loved them, even while suffer-

ing and dying because of their sins.

It was they—and the multitudes

more who were to believe in him—for

whom he died that day. And just as his

thoughts went out to those gathered

around the cross with broken hearts,

so too, they went out to believers of

this generation. He has loved us, too,

and made provision for our needs as

well.

Thus, salvation is a gift. It is a gift

no man can earn and no man can take

from God. Jesus willingly gave it to us

and paid the full price to do so.

Questions

1 . Can you testify daily that Jesus has

made provision for you as you live in

this world for him?
2. What has your response been to this

great gift of salvation that Jesus made
to you at such a cost to himself?

4 His Grave with the Wicked
and the Rich
John 19:31-42

"And they made his grave with the

wicked, and with a rich man in his

death; although he had done no vio-

lence, neither was any deceit in his

mouth" (Isa. 53:9).

Isaiah looked beyond the agony of

Jesus, to his death. Sinful men had
purposefully nailed him to a cross, like

a criminal, thus associating him with

the most heinous of crimes among
men.

But the amazing thing is that

though, until that day, the cross was

a symbol of shame and degradation,

from that time until the present, it

symbolizes in the minds of men—even

unbelieving men—:the greatest injustice

and the greatest love ever known.
In the irony that God willed that

day, though Jesus was counted a crimi-

nal by the Romans and the Jews who
sought his death; nevertheless, in his

burial, he was treated like a rich man,
like someone important—something

his enemies would not have wanted to
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happen. But who could prevent it

when Pilate had given his consent?

Isaiah observed that it was because

he was innocent, in God's eyes, and

had done no violence (violation of

God's Law) that God overruled the

will of men and ordained a decent

burial for Jesus. By the customs of that

day he would have been mistreated in

death as in life.

The Jews, impatient for Jesus' death

and willing to shame him even more,

wanted his legs broken so that his

death would be hastened and he would

be removed from the cross before their

holy day. Are we that inconsistent in

our religion? Do we, too, at times, to-

tally contradict our words of religion

by the way we behave in the world?

But God overruled. Jesus died be-

fore the soldiers got to him to break

his legs. That fulfilled the promise of

God's Word that the sacrifice for sins

must be whole, not broken.

As one soldier, not caring for Jesus'

body, pierced it with a spear, what
flowed out was blood and water—the

two symbols of the cleansing effect of

the death of Jesus: the shed blood and
the washing of regeneration.

John was so moved by that fact

—
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the flowing of the water and the blood

and its relationship to the whole aton-

ing work of Jesus—that he paused in

his account to comment on it and urge

his readers to believe (John 19:35-37).

Two men who were closet Christians

most of Jesus' public career were will-

ing to stand up when his own disciples

had run from him. They honored the

dead body of Jesus which would other-

wise have been neglected. They didn't

just bury him, they gave him
honorable burial in a new tomb made
for a rich man, as Isaiah said they

would. They did not spare the expenses

to do it right.

And even if we cannot be certain to-

day just where that tomb was, it served

its purpose in history. It held the body
of Jesus for three days, again to fulfill

Scripture.

Since the grave could not hold him
long, it is not important that we know
where Jesus lay buried. But we must
know and believe that he died and that

he died for our sins, if we are ever to

have eternal life.

Questions

1. Why is it important to know that

Jesus willingly laid down his life for

us?

2. Why was it important that his body
be honored in his death? CD
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BOOKS
SERMONS of evangelist Rolfe Barnard. 22

revival and conference messages greatly used

of God by a Reformed Baptist preacher who
died in 1969. Large paperback only $4.50 p.p.

Truth, Rt. 4, Box 87, Forest City, NC 28043.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.
A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All

things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-

tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place

in the lives of most churches and most Chris-

tians!'

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you
ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box
169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above

is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major
work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.

Clark, $8.95 postpaid.

EDUCATION

NEW
HORIZONS
ACADEMY

Intensive Christian character training by
dedicated young staff.

Completely tutored academics. Certified teach-

ers at U.S., Caribbean, and Canadian cam-
puses provide unique, stimulating study options.

Ratio to students 1:2! Gym, team sports, ten-

nis, and horseback riding. Students start any
month! Expect remarkable growth in faith,

character and self-esteem. Great for

underachievers! Coed. Ages: 12-18. Write

1 000 S. 350 E., Marion, IN 46953 or call: (31 7)

668-4009. CRC references on request.

CHURCHES
DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new pca
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

FOR RENT
PANAMA CITY BEACH CONDO

near beach, sleeps 4-6, pool, tennis, etc.

Owned by Christian family. Reserve now for

May-August. Call (205) 793-6375.

FOR SALEHHHHHHHH
BLUE RIDGE PEW Upholstering. New

pews, furniture installation and repairs, pulpit

furniture. Reversible Cushions. 40 years ex-

perience. P.O. Box 365, Marion, NC 28752.

Call collect: (704) 652-4529.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
PASTOR WANTED—200-member PCA

congregation in a Reformed community. The
right pastor will be an outstanding preacher

of Reformed faith, who likes small groups,

wants to help people develop gifts and min-

istries, and places an emphasis on meaningful

worship. We invite resumes and sermon tapes.

Send enquiries to: Search Committee, Christ

Church, 2500 Breton Ave. SE, Grand Rapids,

MI 49506.

WESTMINSTER Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, Pa., seeks a new Director of Ad-

missions. The job begins June 1, 1985, and
will require work in admissions, recruiting

and some support to the Dean of Students.

This is a full-time position and salary is ne-

gotiable. Contact: J. Alan Groves, Director

of Admissions, Westminster Theological

Seminary, P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA
19118 or (215) 887-5511.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
a conservative evangelical midwestern church,

member of the Evangelical Presbyterian

Church and Presbyterian Church (USA),

serving a congregation of 2800 members, is

actively seeking a director of Christian Educa-

tion for nursery through adult years. Please

send a personal information form with theo-

logical description to Central Presbyterian

Church, 7700 Davis Drive, St. Louis, MO
63105. Attention: Mr. Robert Bacon.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/

mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue

Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMAN; B.A.,

M.A., seminary-trained. Background in Oper-

ations Management. Seeks position with

church or church-related organization. Re-

sume furnished on request. Reply to: Box 87,

5422 Clinton Blvd., Jackson, MS 39209.

LOWER ELEMENTARY teachers needed

due to school expansion. First and second-

grade teachers desired for growing PCA
school of 375 students, K3 - 9th. Exciting op-

portunity for evangelism to French Roman
Catholic community. Call or write: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Drive, Opelousas, LA 70570;

(318) 948-8607.

PASTOR NEEDED! The congregation of

North Dallas Presbyterian Church (unaffili-

ated) is in need of a full-time conservative

minister. The church is located in the fastest-

growing area of North Dallas. Please send re-

sume to the Pulpit Committee, North Dallas

Presbyterian Church, 5639 Forest Lane,

Dallas, TX 75230 or call (214) 386-0121 in the

mornings.

EXPERIENCED HEADMASTER:
wanted for grades K-5 through 8th grade for

Faith Christian School (PCA) in Anniston,

Alabama. Send initial resume to Dr. Roy T.

Flannagan in care of Faith Christian, 4100

Ronnaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must
adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

HEAD COACH/Athletic Director needed to

develop athletic and P.E. programs for grades

5-9, and establish programs for High School

grades as added. Westminster Academy, 375

students, desires intramural and interscholas-

tic sports programs in soccer, basketball, vol-

leyball and softball. Applicants should have

previous experience with established school,

be committed to Reformed theology, and be

able to instill and inspire Christian commit-
ment in young people. Send inquiries to: Ad-

ministrator, 160 Westminster Dr., Opelousas,

LA 70570. (318) 948-8607.

ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
The Crisis Pregnancy Center of Pierce

County provides alternatives to abortion to

women with unwanted pregnancies. This

busy center, established in 1983, seeks an

administrative director with strong leader-

ship and organizational skills, proven ability

in personnel management, spiritual maturi-

ty and a commitment to serve in the pro-

life area.

Include with your resume your views on

a Christian response to abortion and your

reasons for seeking this position.

Reply to: Crisis Pregnancy Center of

Pierce County Washington, Director

Search, 1211 Sixth Avenue, Tacoma, WA
98405; (206) 383-2988.
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ORANGEWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
a ministry of Orangewood PCA, in the great-

er Orlando area, will be adding faculty for

the 1985-1986 school year. Certified teachers

who understand and hold to a Reformed

world-and-life view are encouraged to make
application. Kindergarten, second grade,

seventh grade (self-contained), and high

school English. For more information con-

tact the Rev. Robert W. Bowman, Adminis-

trator, 1221 Trinity Woods Lane, Maitland,

FL 32751. Phone (305) 339-0223.

PASTOR NEEDED. The Evangelical Pres-

byterian Church in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey

seeks a pastor fully committed to the Re-

formed faith. The church is an established

work in a new building in a developing area.

Morning worship attendance averages 75. If

interested send ministerial data form to Lester

Lord, 5018 Garden Avenue, Pennsauken, NJ
08109.

CHURCH PLANTER. The Florida Pres-

bytery of the Associate Reformed Presbyte-

rian Church is seeking a church planter to

continue a church mission work in the Lake-

land, Florida area. Being sought is a person

with a zeal for outreach, self-intiative, and

some experience. Please send letter of interest

and resume to: Neal Mathias, 3306 E. Yukon
St., Tampa, FL 33604.

ORDAINED PCA PASTOR seeks min-

istry by June. Shepherd's heart with passion

to build up people in Christ. Training in E.E.,

counseling, Gothard, family living; emphasis

on discipleship/Chr. Ed.; administrative skills,

goal-oriented; experienced in business world.

Trinity M.Div., Age 41, 2 children. Contact

Gary Purvis, 307 S. Smith St., Sandersville,

GA 31082. (912) 552-8427 or 552-2537.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of

Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,

Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean

Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

BELHAVEN COLLEGE, a Christian lib-

eral-arts college in the Reformed tradition,

is seeking candidates for two faculty posi-

tions: (1) Chairman, Department of PSY-

CHOLOGY—Ph.D. in experimental or clin-

ical psychology required, and (2) assistant or

associate professor of POLITICAL SCI-

ENCE—Ph.D. in political science required.

Both involve teaching in a broad range of

courses as well as scholarly and professional

activity. Expression of personal faith in Jesus

Christ and commitment to the Christian pur-

pose of the College are required. Contact Dr.

Owen Elder, Belhaven College, Jackson,

Mississippi 39202 or call (601) 968-5916 by

March 15, 1985.

LAKE WORTH Christian School is seeking

applications for a lower elementary teaching

position. Possible openings may develop in

secondary math, science, social studies,

English, and music (choral and instrumen-

tal). Experienced candidates should contact:

Mr. Larry Kooi, Administrator, Lake Worth
Christian School, 7592 High Ridge Road,

Lantana, FL 33462.

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS needed.

Must have Reformed world-view. Contact

Rodney N. Kirby, Grace Christian School, 105

McLeod Rd., Louisville, MS 39339. ph. (601)

773-8524.

SAN JOSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
will need both elementary and secondary

teachers for 1985-86. Send your resume to Ted

Vander Ark, 1 West Campbell Avenue,

Campbell, CA 95008.

PCA CHURCH IN YORK, ALABAMA
needs young married couple fully committed

to Reformed faith for six-month outreach

ministry and youth work. Write Covenant

PCA, P.O. Box 517, York, AL 36925, (205)

392-7467.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

SERVICESHHH
PAUL MADE TENTS, I LIST AND

SELL THEM! PCA pastor/PEF evangelist

supporting ministry and family through na-

tionwide real estate referral network. So
wherever you are or are going, make your first

move in your next move a call to David

Bransby, (818) 893-5434, Realtor© Associate

with Neil Adams, BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS REAL ESTATE SERVICE.
What I do for you is free to you!

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving
anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.OCT. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD

CHURCHES
designed, built, and furnished

on your lot Average price

$42/sq ft We design for

seating 1 30 or more.

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

offices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews.

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry from $22/sq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call for FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed In the Southeast

If Quill <Pu6ticalw/M

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Ml Intl m

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

TRAVEL
SCOTTISH HERITAGE escorted from

Tiilsa by conservative PCUSA pastor and
wife. August 5-20. $2180. International Tours,

113 W. Dawes, Bixby, OK 74008. (918)

366-4476.

BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

WANTEDHHHH
WANTED: USED TRINITY HYMNALS

in good condition. Contact Mel Jones,

Marco Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 884,

Marco Island, FL 33937, or call (813)

597-4623.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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UNEQUAL TIME

Discernment for the Christian Activist

MICHAEL A. UHALL

There are times when, on emotional

subjects such as the abortion issue, the

line that divides right from wrong, pro-

gression from regression, and truth

from error becomes blurred. In these

times the decisions, and subsequently

the actions, of thinking men must be

founded upon a very clear perception

of a very, very fine dividing line. If cer-

tain distinctions are not maintained,

the very fine dividing line is washed
away in a stream of relativism. What
is actually the wrong thing to do then

appears to be the right thing to do.

What is actually an act of regression

seems to become an act of progression.

And what is certainly error appears to

many to be the truth.

Unfortunately such is the case in the

present day sphere of Christian activ-

ism. There is a lot of rhetoric and
heavy artillery being fired but without

regard for maintaining those fine dis-

tinctions of what's right, progressive,

and truthful. While- it is true that

sometimes a bomb is needed rather

than a fly-swatter, it is also true that

the best application of either is based
on a clear perception of their appro-

priateness. There are some distinctions

which have not been made by some
Christian activists today. This has led

them down the garden path of error.

For example, some anti-abortion ac-

tivists have sought to equate their more
radical activities (blockading doors,

disregarding court orders, bombing
abortion facilities, etc.) with doing
what is morally right. Often the argu-

ment is given that "if your neighbor's

house were ablaze, you would break

the locked door to get in and rescue

The author is a seminary student at

Columbia Graduate School of Bible

and Missions in Columbia, S.C A
member of the Shannon Forest PCA
church in Greenville, S.C., he and
his wife have been active in the pro-

life movement for six years.

them" even though "it is against the

law to vandalize other people's proper-

ty"("The Front Closest to the Casu-

alties," Presbyterian Journal, Nov. 7).

While this equation sounds convinc-

ing, the important distinction which is

not being made in this argument is that

the law does allow an individual to

break into a burning house in order to

save his neighbor. It does not forbid

it. On the other hand, the law makes
no allowance for blockading doors and
bombing facilities. It does forbid it.

One activity is legally justified. The
other is not. For the Christian this is

an important concept with which to

come to grips because our "only rule

of faith and practice" commands us to

"be in subjection to the governing au-

thorities" (Rom. 13:1). If we are not

being directly commanded by those au-

thorities to do what is morally repre-

hensible (and in the abortion issue, no
Christian presently is), then we must
obey. If we don't, then we are not

walking according to truth, the right-

wrong delineation is obliterated, and
we are in sin.

Another argument given, which may
lead its proponents to faulty decisions

and actions, is the pragmatic argu-

ment. To quote an example of this

argument in the previous issue of the

Journal to which I have already al-

luded, "When all other fronts are

fought and fought well, it is estimated

that two out of 100 women choose life.

In the past three weeks in confronting

15 pregnant women, we have seen nine

decide not to kill their babies." There
is nothing intrinsically wrong with a

pragmatic argument as long as it is

recognized, and found to be true, that

our philosophy for action is not one
which says "the end justifies the

means." If illegal action can be justi-

fied when other means are available,

then this action becomes the first step

towards justifying more illegal activi-

ty. This has actually happened recent-

ly—bombing of abortion clinics. This,

and possibly rnore extreme action, is

the logical end when Christians employ

the world's means to solve a problem.
For the Christian, both the end and the

means must be in keeping with the

truth of God's Word. If the means we
employ (no matter how righteous the

end) suggest resistance to authority,

then they also suggest opposition to

God's ordinances (Rom. 13:2).

Finally, some activists support their

acts of civil disobedience by compar-
ing themselves to the Hebrew midwives
(Exod. 1:16, 17), Peter (Acts 5:29),

and Daniel (Daniel 6). Though it is

commendable that we find the basis of

our activity in Scripture, it is also of
absolute importance that Scripture be

properly applied. Some important dis-

tinctions need to be made. In all three

Biblical examples cited, those who dis-

obeyed established authority had been
directly and expressly commanded (ei-

ther personally or via corporate law)

to do what was contrary to God's will.

The midwives were ordered to commit
murder. Daniel was, in effect, ordered

not to pray to Jehovah. And Peter was
ordered not to speak or teach anymore
in the name of Jesus.

The distinction not often made when
using these passages is that modern-
day Christian activists are not being

directly commanded by the authorities

to act contrary to God's law. For one
to say "I must obey God rather than

men" should imply that men have
commanded him to disobey God's law.

This is not the case in America today.

Therefore, we should continue in the

legal and God-ordained means of op-

posing evil (and pray that God will

bless these efforts). It is only when we
are directly commanded to do what is

wrong that we may disobey civil au-

thorities. For example, a correct ap-

plication of these passages would be

the hypothetical case of a doctor who
is ordered to perform abortions. Being

directly commanded to do what is im-

moral, he may legitimately dissent and
disobey the legal authorities requiring

him to do wrong.

I agree with the conclusion of the ar-

ticle I've quoted from throughout this

paper and commend the author's will-

ingness to act sacrificially in this im-

portant issue. He states, "Whatever
front God has called each of us to fight

on, let us do it with our whole heart.

And as with the gospel—let us be ready

to make a defense of the stand we
take." I would only add that the stand

we take should not go beyond the

boundaries given in God's Word. 21
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The Beam in Our Own Eye

EDITORIALS

Two questions have tended to arise

concerning the recent protests at the

South African embassy in Washington

over the continuing effects of apart-

heid in that country.

One is: Why aren't those demonstra-

tors protesting horrible violations of

human rights in communist countries,

or oppression in some other African

nations ruled by tyrannical Blacks?

Why do they pick on an ally, a nation

friendly to our political and economic
way of life, one that seems to be mak-
ing some improvements in regard to

the difficult area of race relations?

The second question is: Who are we
Americans to tell the Union of South

Africa how to solve its problems?

Haven't we made progress in this area

of race relations only in the last three

or four decades? Don't we still have

problems enough of our own?
Yes indeed, we do still have our own

problems. Only this past November a

32-year-old man moved with his wife

and eight-year-old son into an apart-

ment on the west side of Chicago on
a Monday. At 12:30 a.m. on Tuesday
they were awakened by screaming and
hollering, and then a tire iron came
through a window. The landlord

promised to tell the police, and the

man replaced the glass. But at 12:30

a.m. on Wednesday the mob scene was
repeated. Several bricks and rocks

crashed through the windows, one hit-

ting the man in the shoulder and one
hitting his son's head.

There was no way the family could

get help; they didn't have a telephone

yet. Barricading themselves in the cen-

ter room, they finally fled the apart-

ment at 8:45 a.m., never to return. The
reason for this outrage, as the man was
told on the Tuesday: "There is no nig-

gers ever lived on 'the island.' And
there's not going to be any living here."

A de facto form of segregation is

maintained in some parts of our free

country. Until housing is indeed free,

we have limited desegregation of the

schools. And until we have a genera-

tion of Blacks and Whites living near

enough to each other and being edu-

cated together, we perpetuate certain

stereotypes about each other and do
not grow to appreciate the distinctive

qualities of our cultures. And so we
maintain the basic conclusion of which

the 1967 National Advisory Commis-
sion on Civil Disorders warned us: Our
nation is moving toward two societies,

one Black, one White—separate and
unequal.

Yes, we do still have our own prob-

lem. But there is a sense in which the

South African problem of apartheid is

"our own," too—as Christians. As
Bradshaw Frey's article in this issue

shows, apartheid stems from the teach-

ing of churches in the Reformed tradi-

tion. This is why we should feel a spe-

cial responsibility toward helping to

solve the problem there. Not only are

many of the Blacks who are being

treated unjustly in South Africa broth-

ers and sisters in Christ, but we have

more possibility of having a beneficial

influence there than in most other op-

pressive situations. It is not just their

problem, but our problem.

Perhaps the degree of insight we
may have gained from our historical

experience can prove helpful to the

South African Christians. It is not as

though we have had a longer history

of racism in America, since Dutch Re-

formed Christians colonized South

Africa almost as early as the Puritans

came to these shores. Also like the

U.S., the policies of Prime Minister

Jan Christian Smuts in the post-World

War II era were in the direction of

removing racial barriers. But while our

military forces were being integrated,

and Jackie Robinson was breaking the

color line in professional sports in

1947, and the Supreme Court was de-

creeing desegregation of the schools in

1954, in South Africa a change of par-

ties took place in 1948 and the program
of apartheid was put into effect in

1949.

Even though we have progressed as

a nation in race relations, we must ad-

mit that our hypocrisy in this area con-

stitutes a tragic flaw in our history.

Our new republic was launched with

bold affirmations of liberty and equal-

ity as characteristics bestowed by the

Creator. Yet we acknowledged the in-

stitution of slavery and officially

regarded the slave as less than a per-

son. This was not just a Southern pro-

blem, and today it is evident as much
in Northern cities as anywhere, as il-

lustrated by the earlier story from
Chicago. And it has to do not only

with Blacks, but also other ethnic mi-

norities, although more false inter-

pretation of Scripture has been applied

to Blacks than to any other particular

group.

That is where we might be more
helpful to Christians in South Africa.

Could we as American Reformed
Christians not admit that we have been

as blind as Peter and other believing

Jews were with regard to the Gentiles?

Can we not acknowledge that any kind

of theory of racial supremacy is a con-

tradiction of the Biblical doctrines of

creation, of redemption, of evangelism

and missions, and of the church?

As Paul taught in his sermon to the

Athenians in Acts 17, God "from one

man . . . made every nation of men."
To deny the essential oneness of the

human race is to deny the Biblical ac-

count of the creation of Adam and Eve

as the parents of all humanity.

Paul also taught in Romans 5 that

all of us stand in the condemnation of

Adam and the only hope for any of us

is through union with Jesus Christ, the

last Adam. The gospel cuts across all

racial lines in providing only one way
of redemption.

Because there is only one way of sal-

vation, the gospel of God's grace in

Christ is for all peoples. Racism thus

contradicts evangelism and the Great

Commission.
And the church resulting from the

gospel, as Paul made clear in Ephe-

sians 2, was to remove every ethnic

barrier from the full fellowship of

believers.

Racism has been a tragic flaw not

only of American society, but also of

Reformed Christianity. God may be

using South Africa as a mirror in

which to check the reality of our own
religious profession. When we can

demonstrate the reality of God's grace

in the area of race relations, we will be

of help to the whole world in overcom-

ing this aspect of fallen human na-

ture. CD
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THE
REFORMATION

ISN'T OYER
YET

"We pray for all those whom you have
appointed ministers to your faithful

people, and to whom you have committed
the care of souls and the ministry of your
Holy Gospel, that it would please you so
to guide them with your Holy Spirit, that

they may be found faithful and zealous of

your glory, directing always their study to

this end."

—John Calvin

"Going back to biblical days, the Reformers
recognized that in the Old and New Testa-

ment practice and teaching there was a
significant place for the rabbi, the scribe

and the ministry of teaching. That

ministers should be skilled in the ancient

languages, customs, history and literary

analysis is still an important feature of the

Christian Church."

—R.C. Sproul

THE REFORMATION A WAY OF LIFE
EXPERIENCE ITS IMPACTAT

REFORMED

THEOLOGICAL

SEMINARY

RTS offers the following Degree
Programs; M.Div.; M.C.E.,

M.Ed.; M.A. in Missiology, M.A.

in Marriage and Family

Counseling,; D. Min.

I would like to learn more about Reformed Theological

Seminary.

Name

Address

City .State .Zip.

Phone (_
P.J. NP-23-000

RTS REFORMED THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, Mississippi 39209
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MAILBAG

APPRECIATION OF DR. OCKENGA

As one of Dr. Harold John Ockenga's

former assistant ministers I can ap-

preciate that he was one of the topmost

ministers of the 20th century, ranking

with Billy Graham, Clarence Edward
McCartney, Donald Grey Barnhouse,

Charles E. Fuller, and others as one of

God's choice servants.

Under Dr. Ockenga, Park Street

Congregational Church, a downtown,
center-city church, drew people from
all over the Boston metropolitan area,

packing the sanctuary on Sundays,

morning and evening. Probably Dr.

Ockenga's most striking accomplish-

ment under God was the missionary

program. With initial guidance from
Dr. Oswald Smith of the People's

Church in Toronto, the missionary

conferences multiplied the missionary

giving many, many times. For a time

I believe Park Street Church was the

outstanding missionary giving and sup-

porting church in the United States.

To over-simplify, one could say that

the whole life of the church centered

about the missionary program and the

implementation of the Great Commis-
sion. The result was a constant spirit of

Christian love, revival, and blessing in

every other area of the church life. Typ-

ical was the remark of one of the ladies

in one of the sewing circles, "I have

been in this circle for two years and I

have not heard one word of gossip!"

Dr. Ockenga preached without notes

on subjects so deep that one could

wonder that they attracted crowds and
yet spoke so interestingly that people

listened with rapt attention. It seemed

as though his brilliant mind had all

Biblical knowledge catalogued. He
could answer questions from the floor

with subtitles, divisions, and sub-divi-

sions as though he had had overnight

to analyze and outline his answer!

He was a great administrator. Few
people could have kept a tremendous

church like Park Street progressing

and at the same time be president of

the newly-formed Fuller Seminary on
the west coast.

He was also a warm friend. Busy as he

was, he never failed to have time for me,

a young assistant just out of seminary.

Dr. Ockenga was truly one of God's

mountain-top characters of the 20th

century, towering over the rest of us

as the mountains tower over the plains.

—(Rev.) Louis F. Hutchins

Slidell, La.

HIDING BEHIND OUR TITHES

My comments pertain to Paul G. Set-

tle's sermon "Tithe and Tell" printed

in the Feb. 20 issue.

As I understand Scripture, God's
purpose in redemption is twofold: the

sanctification of the believer; and the

preaching of the gospel to all nations

that those who are called will come to

know the Lord and be taught to obey
him. And the primary means he gives

us to accomplish his purpose is con-

tained in the command, "make disci-

ples." I don't believe we can say that

"God's plan is to tithe and tell" when
it comes to fulfilling Christ's commis-
sion (Mark 6:8-9). . . .

Too often we hide behind our tithes

with such attitudes as, "I don't have

the gift of evangelism, so I'll give mon-
ey instead," or, "I'm not called to be

a missionary, here's my check." At
that point, if not before, we have

turned our backs to our Lord, broken

our allegiance with him, quenched his

Spirit, and refused to allow Christ to

be formed in us. None of us is exempt
from sharing Christ with others; if we
love him, we will not be able to do oth-

erwise.

—Joan Holliday

Murrysville, Pa.

ANSWER TO EVOLUTION SIMPLE

I am amazed at the lengthy, compli-

cated, sometimes boring and plodding,

academic dissertations on the subject

of "Evolution" (Feb. 6). This has nev-

er been a problem for me because of

my simple belief, stated in six words:

The world evolved at God's command.
I taught this to my children and, also,

my grandchildren. Why complicate a

faith so simple and so sincere?

—Edna Earle Beach
Hopewell, Va.

APPRECIATES EVOLUTION ISSUE

Thank you for the very fine Journal is-

sue on creation/evolution questions

(Feb. 6). My husband and I appreci-

ated first the overview of various in-

terpretations of Genesis, with the sug-

gested guidelines, by Barnett and Phil-

lips. It was most appropriate to follow

this with Dr. Marquart's article show-

ing that, after all, no mental peregrina-

tions are necessary to harmonize "sci-

ence" with Scripture since the evolu-

tionary scenario cannot possibly have

happened in the first place.

Just one more observation— I note
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that Mr. Barnett comes from colleges

which generally teach accommodation
with the "long-age" theory of earth

history, while Mr. Phillips comes from
a more conservative background where

the young-earth position is held. What
a testimony to Christian love and tol-

erance that they were able to produce

this fine article together!

—Carol Armstrong
Tampa, Fla.

MORE CHRISTIAN COLLEGES

I have been a subscriber to your mag-
azine about 15 years and my father be-

fore me for many years. You have a

great paper. I particularly use the Sun-

day-school lesson every week as I teach

an adult Sunday-school class. Keep up
the good work.

In the January 2 and 9 issue I en-

joyed the articles on liberal-arts col-

leges, but I was much disappointed

that you omitted Hope College at Hol-

land, Mich., Central College at Pella,

la. and Northwestern College at Or-

ange City, la. Why? I am a graduate

of Hope College, Class of '30. Please

give it some consideration.

—Carl C. Postma
Sanborn, la.

Ed.—We decided to draw the line at Pres-

byterian colleges known for seeking to be
faithful to the Scriptures and other Re-

formed colleges related to churches of

NAPARC (North American Presbyterian and
Reformed Council). Regrettably, we left out
one such college, Erskine College in Due
West, S.C., which is related to the Associate
Reformed Presbyterian Church.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I The 300th anniversary of Johann Sebastian Bach's birth

is on March 21, and that of George Frederick Handel was on February 23.

The tercentenary celebration of these giants in the production of church

music calls for special recognition in this week's issue. Terry Yount pro-

vides a vivid picture of the contrasts between Handel's compositions, par-

ticularly his Messiah, and aspects of his life. Gail Smith, who performs con-

certs as Bach's second wife, Anna Magdalena, communicates to us an ap-

preciation of the composer's work and faith as though from his surviving

widow. Dr. Yount also furnishes a select list of recommended Bach and
Handel recordings.

I l "It is not an affront [to the four evangelists Matthew,

Mark, Luke, and John] to see in Bach's music and message the work of

the fifth evangelist," said Yale University church historian Jaroslav Pelikan

in a recent lecture at Lutheran Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. Pelikan,

who is preparing a book on Bach to be entitled The Fifth Evangelist which
will be published in the fall by Fortress Press, commented that as an or-

thodox Christian Bach collided with "the rationalist reinterpretation of the

Christian tradition" during the 18th-century Enlightenment: "At a time when
the pulpit became arid theologically, it was to the music of the church and
to its worship that the faithful had to look for substance and, fortunately,

it was there." And there aren't many sermons that have lasted as long as

this church music!

I l A few less serious musical "notes": From Bern,

Switzerland comes the UPI story of an "Action Committee Against Abusive

Bells" that was complaining that the noise of church bells made it impossi-

ble to sleep late on Sunday mornings. The Protestant and Roman Catholic

churches in the Breitenrain district of Bern are only 200 yards apart, and
each rang its bells six times at different times every Sunday morning. In

the future, the local prefect ruled, the two churches must synchronize their

bells and ring them just three times on the morning of the Sabbath. He didn't

say how early.

I l Meanwhile from London UPI reports that Rev. Geraint

Hughes, known to CB radio listeners as "Dog Collar," must curtail his hymn
singing over the air. Using his citizen band to broadcast services to those

who couldn't make it to his church in Llandrinod Wells, the minister in

good Welsh tradition livened his sermons with hymns. But the Department
of Trade told the Anglican preacher that, though sermons and prayers are

acceptable, music is prohibited on CB radio in Britain and therefore the

hymns must go.

1 1 Occasionally a topic, such as that of Christian schools

in a recent issue, produces a spate of letters for our "Mailbag" column.
Obviously we cannot publish them all, but we seek to condense in order

to share with all the readers what seem to us to be the most pertinent points.

Letter writters are encouraged to keep the length to 250 words. Longer ex-

pressions of opinion of around 750 words may become eligible for our "Un-
equal Time" column, but brief comments are more likely to be printed.

Also, please avoid intemperate language and engaging in derogatory

references to personalities rather than issues. ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

NAE Gives 'Layperson' Honor to Joni Tada

LOS ANGELES—Joni Eareckson

Tada has done more in her half-

lifetime without the use of her arms
and legs than most people do in a full

lifetime with them. And the National

Association of Evangelicals (NAE),
meeting here for its 43rd annual con-

vention, noted those singular contribu-

tions to the Christian world by nam-
ing her as their "Layperson of the

Year" for 1985.

Last year's NAE honor went to U.S.

Sen. William Armstrong, Republican

from Colorado.

Joni Tada became a quadriplegic in

1967 after a diving accident in Mary-
land. Although she says now she was

a Christian at the time, the two and a

half years which followed were hardly

upbeat.

But, she told the Journal here,

reading—especially books by Re-

formed writers—helped her discover a

perspective on life which has since then

helped launch a new awareness of

ministry to disabled people by the

evangelical church.

Books by J. I. Packer and Loraine

Boettner's The Reformed Doctrine of
Predestination are among the handful

of works she mentions as being espe-

cially influential.

"Discovering the sovereignty of God

Joni Eareckson Tada
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was the important key," she stresses.

Working now through Joni and
Friends, a non-profit organization

based in Woodland Hills, Cal., Mrs.

Tada heads a staff of about 12 people

(plus many volunteers) interested in

helping the church do a better job of

ministering to disabled and handi-

capped people. Workshops, publica-

tions, videotapes, and record albums
are part of a growing program to pro-

vide such help.

Married for the last three years to a

high school social studies teacher

whom she met at her local church, Joni

says having their own family is a goal

she and Ken pray for regularly. If that

seems an impossible target, skeptics

might remember how many other un-

likely achievements this talented

author, artist, singer, writer, and lec-

turer has already reached. HI

Film Producer Denies
'Doctoring' of Sonogram

ANAHEIM, Cal.—The producers of

"Silent Scream," a controversial film

purporting to include a real-time

sonogram of an actual abortion, deny

charges that any part of the film was

either doctored or edited to heighten

its case against abortion.

Some medical experts had raised the

possibility that the "Silent Scream"
film was more a propaganda produc-

tion than it was a real documentary.

Their opinions were aired on CBS-TV
on Monday, March 4, and were high-

lighted in a brief news item in USA
Today the same morning which cast

doubt on the credibility of the film and
its producers.

But Don Tanner, director of distri-

bution for American Portrait Films,

told the Journal in an interview in the

producer's offices here that there is no
possibility that any "doctoring" had

taken place. "We know what hap-

pened technically with the film," he

said, "because we did the work
ourselves. The accusations simply are

not true."

Tanner told the Journal the charges

have been issued because pro-choice

forces have discovered what a potent

weapon the "Silent Scream" film has

turned out to be.

Dr. Allan Rosenfield, for example,

chairman of the board of Planned

Parenthood Federation of America,

calls "Silent Scream" "the most
powerful thing the right-to-life move-
ment has put out to date."

And Nanette Faikenberg of the Na-
tional Abortion Rights Action League
acknowledged that her side "is now on

the defensive. I think we're in for some
hard times."

"Silent Scream" was already prov-

ing a popular item in pro-life circles

when it got an unexpected—but highly

effective—public relations boost. That

happened when President Reagan
mentioned the film in a speech to

70,000 pro-lifers gathered outside the

White House on January 22.

"It's been said," the president

observed, "that if every member of

Congress would see that film, they

would move quickly to end the tragedy

of abortion. And I pray they will."

Since then, "Silent Scream" has

taken off. Videotaped copies of the

30-minute film have been provided to

every member of Congress, and efforts

are now under way to get copies as well

to each Supreme Court justice.

More popularly, American Portrait

Films (APF) here claims that well over

1500 copies of the videotape version

and at least 500 copies of the 16

millimeter film version have been

purchased.

In a new cooperative effort, APF
has joined with Moody Science Films

in a revised version of "Conceived in

Liberty," a 1983 film which gave many
people a first, documented exposure to

the harsh realities of abortion—and
which led then to production of

"Silent Scream."

APF is the brainchild of advertising

executive Don Smith, a Baptist layman

who runs the film production unit out



of his business's offices. Smith was

already founder of Crusade for Life,

a California-based pro-life organiza-

tion. 31

Dragonraid Battles Criticism

in Christian Marketplace

NEW YORK—Full-page, color ads

appearing in many evangelical maga-
zines demand readers to "Send Your
Teenager on a Dragonraid," and an-

other appropriately asks, "What on
earth is Dragonraid?"

Dragonraid is the brainchild of Dick
Wulf, a member of Village Seven Pres-

byterian Church (PCA) in Colorado
and a trustee of Covenant Theological

Seminary, who describes it as "a dis-

cipleship program in game form."
Wulf is a Christian counselor who

established a retreat center called the

Christian Growth Center in Colorado
Springs a few years ago. In October
1983, he and some colleagues pooled

their resources to form Adventure
Learning Systems to create and market
educational Christian games. Last Oc-
tober, they put Dragonraid on the

market and have sold 5,000 sets so far.

Borrowing from C. S. Lewis' alle-

gorical style, Wulf devised what he

calls the Christian answer to "fantasy

role-playing games." Although not

originally intended as an alternative to

Dungeons & Dragons, its similarity to

the latter through fantasy role-playing,

adventure books, and an adventure-

master to guide the games has prompt-
ed criticism in Christian circles, large-

ly from fundamentalists who denounce

its promotion of fantasy. Although
Wulf has confessed to second thoughts

about the inclusion of unicorns, magic
mirrors, and violent measures to op-

pose evil in the game, he says such crit-

icisms "have really hindered the work
of God," and he cites important dif-

ferences between the two games.
Wulf said he feels Dungeons &

Dragons teaches players "to acquire as

much wealth and money as possible,"

while Dragonraid's lesson "is to live to

be a servant of others." He also

stressed that to succeed at the game,
players "have to memorize 50 to 100

verses (of Scripture) a year. They do
it and they love it."

Dungeons & Dragons has been de-

nounced by Christians as well as the

National Coalition on Television Vio-

lence for promoting violence and the

occult. Wulf said he considers Dun-
geons & Dragons to have certain dan-

gers, particularly when played by teen-

agers who are emotionally unstable. "I

don't believe that the makers of Dun-
geons & Dragons are trying to do any-

thing evil," he said. "But I do believe

in Satan and think he's using it."

In a comment that might equally ap-

ply to Dragonraid or any other role-

playing fantasy, E. Gary Gygax, crea-

tor of Dungeons & Dragons, observed,

"Games, like life, are what you make
of them." m

Conservatives To Offer 'Other

Side' At PCUSA Assembly

WASHINGTON—A newly-formed
organization within the PCUSA hopes

to make inroads at the upcoming
General Assembly in Indianapolis to

obtain "greater support for democratic

freedoms" within the denomination.

Responding to the "radical left

bias" in the PCUSA's international af-

fairs programs, Presbyterians for De-

mocracy and Religious Freedom, head-

ed by Kerry Ptacek of the Institute on
Religion and Democracy here, has

undertaken mass mailings and issued

its statement of purpose to rally sup-

port at the upcoming denominational

meeting.

Insisting that democracy permits the

greatest freedom to carry out the gos-

pel and totalitarianism of the left or

right usurps the exalted place of Christ,

the group's statement of purpose con-

demns PCUSA policies which support

Marxist and totalitarian regimes, par-

ticularly in Central America and the

USSR.
Ptacek told the Journal that re-

sponse to the organization has thus far

been favorable, and its board was sur-

prised to be quickly granted Chapter

Nine status by the stated clerk of the

PCUSA. Chapter Nine status will en-

able the organization to participate

more fully at General Assembly, allow-

ing a commissioner from the group to

serve there.

The group currently has a three-

pronged agenda for making its case to

the General Assembly participants: in-

viting a speaker from Keston College

in Great Britain to describe the condi-

tion of churches in the USSR to count-

er the National Council of Churches'

reports of religious freedom there;

bringing two Nicaraguan evangelicals

before the assembly to testify to repres-

sion under the Sandinista government;

and, setting up a panel to discuss the

sanctuary movement begun in PCUSA
churches.

In each of these areas, Ptacek

stressed, Presbyterians for Democracy
and Religious Freedom would like "to

present the other side of the story,"

which is not being reported to PCUSA
members. 3]

Abortion Clinic Rallies

Trigger 100 Arrests

PHILADELPHIA—Two demonstra-

tions in front of an abortion clinic in

the Philadelphia suburb of Bridgeport

resulted in the arrests of over 100 anti-

abortion activists who forced their way
into the medical facility.

On Saturday, February 23, police

arrested 47 demonstrators for defiant

trespass after they entered the Wo-
men's Medical Center, occupying the

waiting room and rooms used to per-

form abortions. Of the 200 who gath-

ered for the rally, organized by the

Pro-Life Non-Violent Action Project of

Southeast Pennsylvania, most marched

outside the clinic and some locked

arms to prevent women from entering

the building.

One protestor, a physician, said he

persuaded six women not to enter the

clinic for their appointments in order

to give the matter more thought, pay-

ing a $10 cab fare to send one of them
home. And at one point a dozen wo-
men gathered in a nearby parking lot,

unable to get past the protestors. Most
of them later went home, and the clinic

agreed not to perform any abortions

scheduled for that afternoon.

Sixty-one demonstrators were arrest-

ed the following Saturday, March 2,

after marching peacefully for three

hours in front of the clinic, then at-

tempting to enter the building.

In each instance, police reported

that some of those arrested were from
New York City, Baltimore, Indiana-

polis, Nashville, and Chicago.

David Davis, a lawyer for the clinic,

twice sought, unsuccessfully, a tempo-

rary injunction to limit the number of

pickets. His effort was criticized by Joe

Scheidler, director of the Chicago-

based Pro-Life Action League, who
participated in the protest. "There's a

strong effort to take away the right to

assemble and protest," he said. 21
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Handel at 300: The Music Goes On
and On
TERRY YOUNT

You sit in a darkened church audito-

rium, chorus and chamber orchestra

assembled in concert dress across the

chancel, and the final violin has tuned.

Breathing ceases as four soloists walk

tautly to the platform followed by

—

you guessed—your own choir director.

Soloists bow and sit, the familiar baton

ascends and hits an imaginary plane as

instrumentalists move with steadied ac-

curacy through the opening bars of

Messiah's overture. You bask in the

now-familiar strains of baroque music,

relax and absorb each phrase, ready

for an evening of listening. Whether at

Christmas or Easter (or in between)

ypu and I have experienced events like

this, perhaps frequently.

Handel would be 300 years old this

year. Somehow, despite all the years

between, his music manages to increase

in popularity for Christians and non-

Christians, English and non-English

audiences, and musicians as well as

amateurs. Atheletes call such perfor-

mance "staying power." It is rather

hard to duplicate in the arts generally.

Perhaps by looking closer at Handel

and some of his music, we shall dis-

cover how he has managed to stay in

the game so long.

From the sketchy record of George
Frederick Handel's life (1685-1759) we
find a baptized Lutheran from the

same corner of Germany as J.S. Bach.

Son of a well-to-do barber/surgeon

who wanted Handel to become a law-

yer, the Saxon child quickly showed
remarkable talent as a musician on

The author holds degrees in music
from the Eastman School of Music
and was formerly professor of

music at Kentucky Wesleyan
College. In addition to activities as
a composer and recitalist, Dr. Yount
is organist for the Baltimore
Symphony. He currently resides in

Baltimore where he attends the
Timonium Presbyterian Church
(PCA) with his wife and three
children.
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keyboards. By his early 20s he had left

Germany to study and compose in Ita-

ly, where he got to know some of Eu-
rope's most influential and famous
musicians. By age 27 Handel had mi-

grated officially to London where he

quickly established himself as the fa-

vorite composer to English royalty.

Having a Queen from your native

country was no small advantage, so

Handel wasted no time in courting

Anne's attention.

When we talk about Handel, we
should use the word well-rounded. Not

only does this describe him physically

(he was a portly giant who more than

once overstayed his place at the table)

but it also describes his musical per-

sonality. Handel remains one of the

most cosmopolitan musicians in histo-

ry. Hence we have German elabora-

tion, Italian sense of drama, and Eng-

lish friendliness of sound all wrapped
in one corpulent package—a pleasing

combination and, it should be noted,

one ripe for the times.

We also know that Handel reached

a low point in his life at about 50. He
was in poor health and dire financial

circumstances. His fledgling opera

company was near bankruptcy (so was

the other large one in London), and the

creditors were outside the door. Hap-
pily, in this case necessity spawned a

resurgence of creativity. Having tried

his hand at oratorio-writing earlier,

Handel concentrated all his energies in

this old form, championing a return to

English oratorio using the choir as

Purcell had done a half century before.

He was a raging success.

Years later an elderly Handel suf-

fered from gradual blindness and pe-

riods of profound depression. Despite

these afflictions the aging composer
often appeared publicly to dazzle Lon-

doners with his indomitable keyboard

skills. His reputation had already been

made: master musician, confirmed

bachelor, hot-tempered opera impre-

sario (who reputedly once tossed a dif-

ficult soprano out the window of his

theatre), art collector, and occasional

glutton. He died a wealthy man, full

of life and its accomplishments, and
was buried ceremoniously at Westmin-
ster Abbey with the greats of English

history.

Of course for some the question

arises about his church music: How
religious was Handel? From the scanty

information available about his per-

sonal religious life, we may assume
very little. There are no inscriptions

like "soli Deo gloria" on his manu-
scripts, no overtly Christian traits dis-

tinguishing him from his 18th-century

peers, and plenty of evidence to sug-

gest his worldly inclinations outspoke

his otherworldly ones. Here we have a

rather pale approach to Christianity as

compared to Bach and Haydn, sug-

gesting our transplanted German
Lutheran was nominal at best. The
music, however, speaks volumes of

religious thought and fervor.

The Church Music

When we use the term church music to

describe Handel's oratorios, anthems,

and organ concertos, it is with the un-

derstanding that they were mostly in-

tended for performances in theatres, at

court, and occasionally London
churches. Since their introduction cen-

turies ago, almost all Handel's works

on Christian subjects have gratifying-

ly found their way into the church,

some regularly. What was designed

mainly to entertain has now been

adapted to Christian worship.

Anthems

Henry Purcell perfected the English

anthem in the 17th century; Handel

refined what Purcell started and re-

packaged it for the 18th. It is not sur-

prising that historians credit Handel

with raising the baroque anthem to its

highest point. Handel knew musically

how to capture an audience without

cheapening the subject matter. Hence

these grandiose, monumental anthems

about heroes, heroism, and mighty

deeds were people-oriented. They are

laced with dramatic contrast, soaring



melodies, and exciting instrumental ac-

companiments.

One such festive group of anthems

was written for George IPs coronation

in 1727. The Coronation Anthems are

settings of Old Testament texts about

heroic deeds—the perfect formula for

Hanoverian royalty and English na-

tional pride. "Zadok the Priest" and
"The King Shall Rejoice" are but two
titles from this set.

Another favorite medium for Han-
del was the Te Deum. Using the An-
glican liturgical hymn "To Thee We
Give Thanks," these anthems celebrate

occasions of state with the Latin orig-

inal words. Two examples are "Det-

tingen Te Deum" and "Utrecht Te
Deum," the latter for the signing of

the Peace of Utrecht.

Handel's Dixit Dominus and Chan-
dos Anthems are directly applicable

for services of worship. A youthful

Handel wrote Dixit Dominus in 1707

while in Rome. It is a Latin setting of

Psalm 110 to be sung at vespers ser-

vices throughout the church year.

Since it extends some 40 minutes, it is

hardly the kind of piece a choir nor-

mally does for evening devotions; how-
.ever, it is still performed for special oc-

casions. The Chandos Anthems, 12 in

all, were designed for the well-ap-

pointed chapel choir in the palace cha-

pel of the Duke of Chandos. Since they

are not any more difficult than Mes-
siah's challenging choruses, it is disap-

pointing that these masterpieces of

church music have never enjoyed wide

acceptance in evangelical churches.

Oratorios

There are 31 of them by Handel, based

on Biblical or other texts, all of which
can be attributed to his growing failure

at attracting Londoners to his operas.

Perhaps Handel eventually tired of the

fight. Whatever the motivation, we
now have Esther (1732), Saul, Israel in

Egypt (1739), Messiah (1741), Judas
Maccabaeus (1746), and Jephthah

(1751) to name only a few. Handel
rented a different theatre for his

oratorios during Lent in order to com-
ply with a law banning all theatrical

performances in the holy season. The
absence of sets, costumes, and staging

pleased the authorities.

Why were English listeners more en-

ticed by a lot of sober-faced musicians
in concert dress than they had been by
characters moving about a stage in col-

orful costumes? Although it seems

ironic, the idea of a concert oratorio

was enough of a novelty to attract

Londoners. When they got to the the-

atre and sat down, Handel had won
the battle. His combination of English

words (everything but comic opera had

been in Italian), high-minded subjects,

and gripping choral writing was un-

beatable. Handel had gambled a bit

and triumphed.

For about ten years after Esther

Handel alternated between Italian-style

opera and English oratorio. Like any

good business entrepreneur, he

switched products gradually when it

became clear the original idea had lost

its "marketability." In the process

Handel changed from drama based on

mythological, idealized characters to

real life, historical and fallible charac-

ters (as in Saul). Critics note that with

the new medium Handel became more
convincing dramatically, largely be-

cause of the more realistic characters.

Thus the move to oratorio writing bore

mutiple blessings for Handel and his

audiences. The stage was set by 1741

with the introduction of Messiah for

Handel to achieve the ultimate in pub-

lic acceptance and become England's

greatest composer.

Messiah

The oratorio in the high baroque had
evolved from a simple medieval devo-

tional play acted out by ecclesiastical

musicians into fully grown sacred op-

era, usually without costumes and
staging. As such, the text figures im-

portantly in the process of communi-
cating real drama, and the music func-

tions as a stimulus to the imagination

in visualizing what is actually said.

Messiah succeeds in combining sacred

ideas with musical splendor as does no
work before or since. It compromises
nothing and remains effective. When

we consider the mere 24 days it took

to compose it and the rather sluggish

initial public response, Messiah is even

more remarkable.

Messiah is unlike Handel's other

oratorios. There is no strict plot, only

a series of Biblical quotes which grad-

ually tell the story of redemption. The
subject matter alone would arrest our

attention because so few have suc-

ceeded with so large a project. But

Handel succeeds in appealing to the

senses through his musical settings and

to the mind through the expertly cho-

sen Scripture passages. In so doing, he

goes straight to the heart of Christian

thought and experience n Here is more
than sacred opera, more than pretty

ancient vignettes set to lovely music.

For the Christian especially, Messiah

is a spiritual event of major propor-

tions.

Listeners are compelled to join in

and relive events like the shepherds

standing on the hills outside Bethle-

hem, rejoicing with the angels singing

"Glory to God." We may weep with

bitter tears when Isaiah 53 is sung in

"Surely He Hath Borne Our Griefs."

We might also rise up and join in the

mighty resurrection chorus "Lift Up
Your Heads." Or we could respond to

"Hallelujah" by rising to our feet, a

tradition begun by Handel's royal

mentor, George II. Phrase by phrase

Handel cooperates with the text, invit-

ing us to join in the scenes, visualizing

passages once memorized with new un-

derstanding. And we can almost forget

Handel, the portly pragmatic whose
genius is revealed from page to page

—

he is but a vessel of God's handiwork

throughout. The subject is redemp-

tion, and the response might surely be

spiritual worship.

Organ Concertos

Usually performed between acts or

before final choruses of the oratorios,

these multiple movement pieces offer

a variety of purely instrumental wor-

ship music to serious organists. They
are performable alone, or with cham-
ber orchestra. Handel would sit at his

cabinet organ in the theatre and delight

the audience by improvising from brief

sketches. When we play them today,

it is from these bare versions, so spon-

taneity is the order of the day. We
might even use the organ concertos as

Handel did, and fill intermissions with

their happy themes for those who care

to listen.
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A Remembrance of J. S. Bach:
By His Surviving Wife

Handel and Bach

With two strong and diverse personal-

ities working almost parallel in time,

comparisons are in order. Ironically,

Bach enjoyed less immediate success

than Handel for various reasons. Han-
del's music was immediately appealing

and subjective in nature; Bach's was
deliberately objective and based on Lu-

theran liturgical needs. Handel geared

his music to the winds of the public's

taste, Bach did not. Handel entered the

English musical scene on the crest of

a wave of sentiment for high-minded

idealism and political sovereignty (pre-

lude to 19th-century imperialism);

Bach wrote for a church badly divid-

ed between pietism and orthodoxy (a

period of decline in Lutheranism). To-

day Bach enjoys more attention than

he ever had in his lifetime, especially

in larger, more liberal denominations

—yet he was orthodox and Biblical in

his theology. But Handel, the cosmo-
politan impresario who would be very

out of place in evangelical churches,

now enjoys a large following in that

stream of American religion.

Handel's Legacy

We began by noticing the "staying

power" of Handel's church music.

Christians and non-Christians can ap-

preciate Handel's winsome musical

personality. Although technical wiz-

ardry and native instinct play an im-

portant role in every composer's work,

with Handel we have to recognize his

innate sense of what people wanted to

hear. For the Christian, mere aesthetic

enjoyment is only the beginning, for in

Messiah we have a vehicle for private

and group worship. Christians can be

thankful for Handel's interpreting

great spiritual truths with vital, emo-
tionally satisfying music. He knew
what would appeal to Christians. And
while we do not look to Handel for

spiritual discovery or exemplary
lifestyle, we cannot minimize the great-

ness of his music. To do so would be

to wipe out millions of paintings, po-

ems, buildings, and statues exalting

Christian values but produced by non-

believers. We must rejoice in this music

which is unashamedly Biblical—a rare

enough occurrence these days. And if

God could raise up a Handel in the

18th century for the edification of all

believers since, he can provide another

musician/composer for the 20th cen-

tury. May it be this time from the

ranks of evangelical churches. ffl

GAIL SMITH

I, Anna Magdalena, Johann Sebastian

Bach's second and surviving wife, am
writing my remembrances of Sebastian

so that the memory of him will live on
with you and his music will not be for-

gotten. Perhaps some day his manu-
scripts will be priceless!

Recently I had to part with some of

my manuscripts. I gave the Council of

Leipzig a motet, three passions, and
some cantatas so that they would allow

me to continue living at the St. Thomas
School. Our family had living quarters

in the south wing of the St. Thomas
School while Sebastian was still their

music director. We lived there 27 years.

Our windows overlooked the river flow-

ing beneath the wall, upon the mill, the

promenade, and pleasant fields and
farms. Now, however, I live in just a

The author is pianist of the Coral

Ridge Presbyterian Church (PCA) of

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and publisher

of "Sacred Keyboard," a monthly
hymn story and arrangement for

church pianists. She gives sacred
concerts, workshops on improvising

and arranging, as well as lectures

on J. S. Bach by portraying his wife,

Anna Magdalena, in special

concerts for this tercentenary year

of his birth. She is a member of the

American Chapter of the New Bach
Society. Lillenas has published her

book "Hymns and Classics."

few rooms with my three daughters

—

Catharina, Johanna, and Regina, who
was only eight when her father died.

Shortly after the funeral Marie and
Sebastian's oldest son Friedmann re-

turned to Halle, Friedrich to Bucke-
burg, and Heinrich remained with his

sister Elizabeth and her husband Alt-

nikol, a former pupil of Sebastian's.

Our youngest and most talented son,

Johann Christian, went to live with his

famous half brother Carl Philipp in

Berlin. Johann Christian was given

three of his father's claviers in the

estate settlement; the other children

were a bit jealous.

Friedmann and Carl Philipp inher-

ited most of their father's manuscripts.

Unfortunately, Friedmann had already

sold most of his share of the precious

manuscripts. However, Carl Philipp is

keeping his manuscripts, although he

is lending them out for the right of

copying, for a set fee. He published

The Art of the Fugue but sold only 30

copies. He finally sold the 70 copper-

plate engravings for the mere cost of

the metal.

By lot, the three-volume Calov Bible

fell to me. I wouldn't take any amount
of money for Sebastian's Bible. As I

read it to get my comfort and strength

to go on, I find many verses that he

underlined; in fact, I've counted 61

personal notes he wrote in the mar-

gins.' He was a deeply religious man.
All of the 295 church cantatas he com-
posed were actually sermons in song.

From the first one, "From the deep,

Lord," written at Mulhausen in 1707,

to the last one, "Thou Prince of Peace,

to Thee We Bow," written at Leipzig

in 1744, one can see that each was

divinely inspired. At the beginning of

a song he often wrote "J.J." (Jesu

juva, "Help Me, Jesus!"); while at the

end he would inscribe: "S.D.G." (Soli

Deo Gloria, "To God Alone Be

Glory"). The text for almost all his

cantatas was based on the Word of

God.
As I was reading I Chronicles 25

from his Bible, I noticed that he un-
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derlined the part about King David's

selection of musicians: "by the casting

of lots, sets up who will play the in-

struments and instruct in the songs of

the Lord, even all that were cunning

was two hundred fourscore and eight."

Sebastian wrote in the margin: "This

chapter is the true foundation of all

church music pleasing to God." II

Chronicles 5:12-14 was underlined in

red ink where David describes the Le-

vite singers:

. . . being arrayed in white linen, having

cymbals and psalteries and harps, stood at

the east end of the altar, and with them an

hundred and twenty priests sounding with

trumpets: ... as the trumpeters and singers

were as one, to make one sound to be heard

praising and thanking the Lord; and when

they lifted up their voice with the trumpets

and cymbals and instruments of music, and

praised the Lord, saying, 'For he is good;

for his mercy endureth forever'; that then

the house was filled with a cloud, ... for

the glory of the Lord filled the house of

God.

Sebastian not only wrote music for

the choirs to sing, but he also rehar-

monized and rearranged some 250

church chorales for congregations

handed down from Martin Luther,

who also was born in Eisenach. Each
of these chorales is a masterpiece that

had a spiritual effect on singers and
hearers alike. These are the words of

the last chorale he wrote:

Before thy throne, my God, I stand;

Myself, my all, are in Thy hand;

Turn to me Thine approving face,

Nor from me now withhold Thy grace.

Grant that my end may worthy be,

And that I wake Thy face to see,

Thyself for evermore to know!
Amen, Amen, God grant it so!

Sebastian suffered from failing eye-

sight that plagued him most of his

adult life. Finally he had an eye opera-

tion performed by Dr. Taylor, an En-
glish ophthalmiater, six months before

he died. Instead of helping his failing

eyesight, however, it resulted in his

becoming totally blind. He continued

to compose on days when he felt

stronger and dictated the music to his

pupil Johann Muthel. Nevertheless, he

became weaker, until on July 18 he

suddenly regained his eyesight for a

few hours. He went into a coma and
died ten days later on Tuesday evening,

a quarter to nine.

Only nine of Sebastian's 20 children

are still living. Most of our 13 children

died in infancy. However, Bernard,

who caused us so much concern, died

when he was 24. Sebastian had recom-

mended him for a position as organist

at St. Jacob's church in Sangerhausen

where he stayed for a year. But he fi-

nally quit, leaving both the job and
considerable debts that Sebastian paid.

When I married Sebastian on De-

cember 3, 1721, I was just 21 years old.

He was 36. My father was court trum-

peter at Weissenfels, and I was a paid

court singer. Sebastian was Kappell-

meister for Prince Leopold of Cothen.

How I enjoyed singing the music that

Sebastian wrote! Prince Leopold loved

music and had concerts often.

Sebastian had been the Kappellmeis-

ter for over three years when his first

wife died suddenly while he was away
with the Prince. I was 19 then and re-

member how shocked we all were, es-

pecially since Marie Barbara was in

six French Suites are still my favorite.

He gave me lessons on the clavier and
also taught me musical dictation. Over
the years, I was able to help him copy
his music. I wrote out almost all of the

St. Matthew Passion, of which there

are a great many parts. He wrote it for

two choirs, orchestra, and soloists.

From time to time I copied other

songs and included them in my note-

book, such as songs he wrote for Fried-

mann and Carl Philipp. While their fa-

ther was giving them their clavier les-

sons, he would make up songs for them
to play. During one lesson, he composed
a minuet in G minor that had two in-

terchangeable melodies. The melody in

the treble became the melody in the

bass and vice versa. One song instantly

was made into two. Here's a part of
each song to illustrate his cleverness:

perfect health when he left. Worse,

when he returned, she was already bur-

ied. They had been married for 13

years, and she had given him seven

children; only four were living at the

time of her death.

After we had been married a few

years, Sebastian surprised me on my
24th birthday (September 22, 1725)

with a beautiful green leather note-

book with my initials imprinted in gold

on the cover. Inside were beautiful

songs he had written just for me! The

He made their lessons such fun, he

almost spoiled them. More than likely

this was because of the way he had
been treated by his brother Christoph.

You see, Sebastian's parents died when
he was only nine years old, so he

moved to Ohrdruf to live with Chris-

toph, who had recently married and
become town organist. Sebastian told

me that his older brother wouldn't al-

low him to play any difficult music

that Christoph had learned and copied

from his teacher Pachelbel. I think he

D
uring this tricentennial celebration lots of new recordings and old recordings being

re-released are available. Picking through this mountain of labels might be difficult

for you. So, if you want to go beyond reading and fill your home or car with music,

here are a few of the best examples of Handel's and Bach's recorded works.

HANDEL
Chandos Anthems—Rutgers University Col-

legium Musicum with soloists. Nos. 4, 6:

Vanguard S-227; Nos. 1,5: Vanguard S-229

Coronation Anthems—The English Concert

and Westminster Abbey Chorus conducted by
Pinnock. Archiv 2534 005 (digital)

Dettingen Te Deum—Westminster Abbey Or-

chestra and Chorus conducted by Simon Pres-

ton. Archiv 410-647-1 (digital)

Dixit Dominus—The English Chamber Or-
chestra and King's College Choir conducted by
David Willcocks. Angel S36331

Messiah—The Academy of Ancient Music and
soloists conducted by Christopher Hogwood.
Application of original performance practice.

Oiseau-Lyre D189D-3 (London, distributor)

Concertos for Organ—Concerto in F, Op. 4

No. 4. Marie-Claire Alain with the Paillard Or-
chestra. Erato EPR 15561

BACH
Christmas Oratorio—St. Martin's Academy
and King's College Choir conducted by Ledger.

Angel S-3840 (3 discs)

St. Matthew Passion—The Concertgebouw
Orchestra and Netherlands Chamber Choir con-

ducted by Jochum. Philips Fest. 6770018 (4 discs)

Mass in B minor—The Berlin Philharmonic
and Vienna Singverein conducted by Herbert

von Karajan, with soloists. Deutsche Gram-
mophon 2709049

Magnificat in D—St. Martin's Academy and
King's College Choir (also Vivaldi Magnificat).

Argo ZRG-854

Motets—King's College Choir conducted by
David Willcocks. Nos. 2, 4, 6 and Cantata 147.

Angel S-36804

Cantatas—The English Chamber Orchestra

conducted by Raymond Leppard. Nos. 80, 140.

Philips 6514097 (other cantatas also available)
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Gail Smith as Anna Magdalena Bach

was jealous of his little brother, who
could play almost as well as he. How-
ever, the temptation became too great,

and Sebastian secretly took the music

out of the latticed door of the book-

case and began copying it tediously on
moonlit nights. It took him six months.

When Christoph found out what Se-

bastian had done, he destroyed all his

little brother's copies!

Sebastian left his brother's home
when he was 15 to become a choirboy

at St. Michael's in Luneburg, where he

also played several instruments after

NEAR EAST
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ADDRESS
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his voice changed. His father, Ambro-
sius, had taught him to play the violin

when he was only five.

His first paid position was as a

violinist in the orchestra of Duke
Johann Ernst. However, he longed for

a church job, and soon his prayers

were answered. At the age of 18 he

became the organist at St. Boniface's

in Arnstadt, where his job also included

training choirboys. He never enjoyed

that part of his job, training undiscip-

lined, sometimes untalented boys. He
was happiest when playing his clavier,

improvising, composing, or teaching.

He taught approximately 80 private

students in his lifetime.

His favorite student (besides his son-

in-law) was Johann Goldberg, who
played clavier for Count Kayserling,

an insomniac. Goldberg asked Sebas-

tian to write some pieces so he could

play to the Count on sleepless nights;

Sebastian complied with 30 pieces. The
soothing music delighted Count Kay-

with his astonishing technique and dex-

terity.

Sebastian showed his humility by la-

boriously copying the manuscripts of

other composers such as Palestrina and
Telemann. When he was a young man,
he walked 25 miles to Hamburg to hear

Buxtehude play the organ. His church

had given him permission to stay a

month; he stayed four months! The
church wasn't very happy with him
when he returned to Arnstadt.

The last trip he took was one to visit

his son Carl Philipp and a new grand-

child. His son was in the service of

Frederick the Great in Potsdam. Every

evening there were concerts in his cas-

tle, and as soon as Sebastian arrived,

he was summoned to play for the King,

who was known to have 15 Silvermann

pianos. The King made up a tune and
requested Sebastian to improvise on
his theme, which later became known
as The Musical Offering. Here is the

actual tune of Frederick the Great:

i 3E
11

serling, who paid a generous fee of 100

gold louis d'or for "his variations."

While Sebastian was composing al-

most all the time, he still had time for

his family. Most evenings we had a

family concert. There were frequent

visitors in our home to hear Sebastian

play. Once I overheard him modestly

say, "I have had to work hard; anyone
who works just as hard will get just as

far."

He also lived and believed the words

he used for his Cantata 47, based on

Luke 14:11: "For whosoever exalteth

himself shall be abased, and he who
humbleth himself shall be exalted."

These words rang true when Sebastian

was summoned to Dresden to chal-

lenge Jean Louis Marchand, the fa-

mous French organist for Louis XIV,
to an organ competition. Sebastian

reluctantly agreed to the contest. They
both would be given music to sight

read and a theme to improvise. Sebas-

tian arrived at the appointed time at

the house of Count Flemming. Mar-
chand, who thought highly of himself,

had overheard Sebastian practicing the

night before and, rather than be de-

feated, had left town! Sebastian was

highly exalted that evening as he alone

played before the stunned audience

r

As usual, Sebastian created a re-

markable fugue using the King's tune.

It starts out as one voice coming in like

a little stream. Then another voice

joins in making harmony, yet carrying

its own story. Then a third voice like

a brook enters the sea of notes to carry

its message. And miraculously the trin-

ity of tones harmonize, yet each is a

melody on its own, united in perfect

form, creating poetry in music, to the

end that the soul of man may be at

peace and experience tranquility. As
the notes fade into the air, none disap-

pears, but together they ascend to the

very throne of God in Heaven as praises

too deep for utterance.

Sebastian said, "The sole object of

all music should be the glory of God
and pleasant recreation." His music

gave God the glory and our family

much pleasure.

Your humble servant,

'As indicated in Gerhard Herz, Bach Sources in

America (Barenreiter, for the members of the

New Bach Society: Kassel, Basel, London, New
York, 1984).
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Raised From the Dead
For April 7, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 20:1-23

Key verses: John 20:1-9, 11-16, 18

Devotional reading: John 20:19-23

Memory selection: John 20:18

1
The Empty Tomb
John 20:1-10

It is really not surprising that it was the

women and not the apostles who first

came to the empty tomb. They came
not expecting to find it empty, but

desiring to honor the dead body of

their friend, Jesus.

While other Gospel writers mention

more than one woman, John concen-

trates on Mary Magdalene. She had
been at the cross when Jesus was dy-

ing (John 19:25).

Luke lists her among those who, be-

sides the twelve apostles, were closest

to Jesus during his earthly ministry

(Luke 8:1-3). From him we learn she

had seven demons at one time and that

Jesus had cast them out.

But even Mary Magdalene was not

anticipating Jesus' resurrection. She,

like the rest, undoubtedly thought that

with the death of Jesus all hope for

what he stood for and for salvation

through him had died too.

She came so early to the tomb that

it was not even light. When she saw the

stone rolled away, she assumed his

body was gone. She also assumed that

"they" had taken him away (v. 2).

Mary may have meant Jesus' enemies

or she may have been speaking of the

two men who buried him.

It is important to see that Mary did

not even think of the possibility of

Jesus having risen from the dead. This

is important because it shoots down
the theory that she had a hallucination

and imagined an empty tomb when
there was no such thing.

She reported the dreadful news

—

that Jesus' body had been moved—to

two of the apostles closest to Jesus:

Peter and John.

T he Internal ional Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

John was particularly impressed

with what he and Peter saw when they

arrived at the tomb. He noted the linen

cloths lying in the tomb as though they

had been carefully taken off and laid

neatly in a pile (vv. 5-7). The puzzling

thing to John may have been why the

body snatchers, whoever they might

be, had taken off these burial cloths,

as though Jesus had no need of them
again.

John records that when he saw what
Peter saw—the emptiness of the tomb
—he believed (v. 8). This does not

mean he believed Jesus had been raised

from the dead. It means he believed the

report that Mary had brought. He ex-

plains that they did not yet understand

what the Scriptures taught about the

necessity of Jesus' resurrection (v. 9).

They had seen their Lord willingly

give up—as they supposed—and die at

the hands of his enemies. Though he

had spoken often of his resurrection,

that fact had not yet sunk into their

hearts and minds. So far as they could

comprehend, it was all over. Their

worst fears had been fulfilled. Jesus

was not only put to death, but now,
very likely, his body had been dese-

crated.

So often the best of news comes in

the context of disaster, simply because

we can't understand what is happen-

ing. That was pretty much the situa-

tion with the two disciples that morn-
ing. They were too quick to assume the

worst, rather than be assured that their

Lord was in charge of all human his-

tory. He had just accomplished the

greatest feat for the hope of man, his

own resurrection from the dead—the
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gateway to their own eternal life—and
they didn't even know it.

Questions

1. When have you assumed the worst

only to find out it was a baseless

assumption?

2. How has Jesus turned a dark mo-
ment for you into light and hope?

The Empty Heart

John 20:11-18

Mary lingered outside the tomb,
wondering and waiting for some fur-

ther news. Her heart was broken (v. 1 1).

Her steadfastness and desire to

know more was rewarded. Her look in-

to the tomb was rewarded with the

sight of something Peter and John had

not seen: two angels sitting in the place

where Jesus' body ought to have been.

The angels asked her why she was
weeping. Angels had first broken the

news to mankind that the Christ child

had been born. Now, they were about

to proclaim that he had risen.

Mary apparently did not know they

were angels, explaining to them what
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had happened (v. 13). She wanted to

know where they had put Jesus' body.
Nor did she know the man standing

with her in the garden, in the early

morning light. She assumed he was the

gardener, and she became irritated,

half accusing the man before her of

having disposed of the body in some
place. She demanded to know where
Jesus was (v. 15).

One word from Jesus made her rea-

lize that before her was her Lord. Call-

ing her name made her recognize in

that voice and the manner of speech

that this was, indeed, Jesus. She, who
had the empty heart, was now selected

to be the first bearer of news that Jesus

was risen (v. 17)!

John does not elaborate on the re-

ception Mary received when she made
known her good news. But other Gos-
pel writers tell us she was met with

skepticism and doubt by the apostles.

Mary's heart was empty as she

looked into the tomb. But it is evident,

as she talked with Jesus and heard him
once again speak to her and call her

name, that her heart was filled with the

greatest joy and good news.

Questions

1. What does the bodily resurrection

of Jesus Christ mean to you?
2. How often have you talked with

others about the resurrection of Jesus

and its significance?

3 The Filled Purpose
John 20:19-23

Undoubtedly, because of Mary's news

and the similar report of two disciples

on the road to Emmaus, the disciples

began to gather one by one and talk

of what all these events meant. They
were not sure what part the Jews may
have played in this whole matter and

were still afraid of them (v. 19). Their

own hearts were far from being calm

and peaceful.

Suddenly, Jesus appeared among
them in the evening and declared peace

to reign in their hearts (v. 19). Just see-

ing Jesus, or what appeared to them

to be Jesus, standing in their midst was

not enough to bring them peace. They
had seen what they thought were vi-

sions of Jesus once on the sea. They
had been frightened that time, think-

ing they saw a ghost. So seeing Jesus

suddenly appear in their midst would

not do much to calm their fears and

clear up their confusion.

Jesus understood and proceeded to



show them his hands and side, to con-

vince them this was really himself, who
had died on the cross. John tells us

they were now glad to see him (v. 20).

Jesus would be with them after the

resurrection only a short time. He
wanted them to understand the urgen-

cy of the time and the importance and

significance of his resurrection rather

than how it all happened. He was there

to send them on a mission, to fulfill his

purpose in coming into the world.

The significance was, first of all,

that his resurrection meant peace for

them (v. 21). Because of sin, they had

been at enmity with God. Now they

would be at peace with God forever.

The peace Jesus desired to be in them
would dwell in each of them richly.

Having peace with God through the

Lord Jesus Christ, who had triumphed

over Satan, sin, and death by his own
death and resurrection, they could now
take up the task for which the Lord
was leaving them in the world.

Jesus assured them he would not

leave them. He would send his Holy
Spirit to dwell in them and lead and
teach them in their task of evangeliza-

tion of the world (v. 23). Jesus

breathed on them to.illustrate that the

Spirit they were to receive was from
him.

His words regarding forgiving and
retaining sins must be explained in the

light of Matthew 16. After telling the

disciples he would build his church on
the basis of true professions of faith

in himself, he went on to explain the

responsibility of the church.

Jesus did not turn over the deter-

mination of who would and who
would not be saved to the church. That

is entirely his own prerogative, given

him by the Father. But he does say, in

both cases (Matt. 16 and John 20), that

he will work through his church to

complete his mission.

Questions

1. How does the peace of Christ in

your heart make you different from
the world?

2. What is the most significant thing

you do each day, in your own view?

4 The Full Gospel
John 20:24-31

Thomas was angry when he heard that

the rest had an experience he did not

share in. Whatever his reason for not
being there, the only way he could cope
with the fact that they claimed to see

Jesus was to doubt the veracity of their

claims. In his bitterness at being left

out of this experience, Thomas laid

down severe conditions if he was to

believe Jesus had risen from the dead

(v. 25).

Before we are too quick to condemn
Thomas, we should remember that at

times we too have felt left out and been

bitter about it. By saying he would not

believe unless he could see, of course

Thomas was undermining the whole

concept of faith. Faith is assurance

without sight. And Thomas was say-

ing that he would deny such a faith and

insist on the world's way of "seeing is

believing."

Jesus let him stew in his anger for

an entire week before making a second

appearance to the apostles and those

with them (v. 26).

He appeared suddenly, again, while

the group of believers gathered behind

locked doors. This time he went direct-

ly to Thomas and challenged him to

"prove" the resurrection of Jesus (v.

27).

What Jesus wanted was not to con-

vince Thomas by such proofs, rather

to challenge him to stop behaving like

one of the unbelievers and learn to

believe in Jesus and the truth of what

he had said. Had not Jesus said, even

before his death, that he must die and
rise again from the dead?

Thomas was no match for the can-

dor of Jesus. He capitulated immedi-
ately, confessing that Jesus was indeed

his Lord and his God (v. 28). He did

not need to touch Jesus, as he had
formerly said he must; the very words
of Jesus were sufficient to convince

him.

And that is as it should be. After all,

the gospel of Christ was to be pro-

claimed by Christians without their be-

ing able to demonstrate its truth to the

satisfaction of men who insist on liv-

ing by sight and not by faith.

That is what Jesus meant when he

said—rebukingly to Thomas—that

they were more blessed who had not

seen and yet believed (v. 29). Jesus was
thinking of all in the future who would
believe in his resurrection as surely as

Thomas and the other disciples did

that day.

The full gospel proclaims that by the

work of the Holy Spirit, working in

and through the church, faith would
come by hearing the word of Christ.

It is impossible to please God without

such faith (Heb. 11:6).

This is the note upon which John
concludes this chapter. He states that

there were many other signs done by

Jesus, far more than this book could

contain. Nevertheless, what had been

written would suffice to bring to faith

those who had an ear to hear (vv.

30-31).

As we boldly hold the word before

the world and stand by faith upon it,

we are being the very best witnesses we
can for Jesus Christ. If we succumb to

the world's desire to see demonstrable

proof or try to appease or compromise
with the world over the message of the

gospel, we may be more popular and
intellectually acceptable to the world,

but we will utterly fail to bring men to

believe in Jesus Christ as savior.

Questions

1. Does your anger or jealousy of

others ever prevent you from receiving

the blessings the Lord has in store for

you?

2. How do you demonstrate your faith

in God's word?

Next week: "Acknowledged as Lord,"

John 21. m

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSMHHHHHI
"THE APOSTLE PETER tells us that all

things that pertain to life and godliness come
through the knowledge of theology. All

things. But this emphasis on knowledge is en-

tirely missing in the professing church. Feel-

ing and doing, not knowing, have first place

in the lives of most churches and most Chris-

tians!'

If you are tired of the pious pap and drivel

flowing from many pulpits today, then you
ought to read The Trinity Review. For a free

subscription and booklist, write to P.O. Box

169, Jefferson, MD 21755. The quote above

is from the foreword to The Trinity, a major

work of Systematic Theology by Gordon H.

Clark, $8.95 postpaid.

CHURCHESHHHM1
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA

congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.
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HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

for rent mmmm^mm
PANAMA CITY BEACH CONDO

near beach, sleeps 4-6, pool, tennis, etc.

Owned by Christian family. Reserve now for

May-August. Call (205) 793-6375.

FOR salem^^mmmamm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, SC. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLE
CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMAN; B.A.,

M.A., seminary-trained. Background in Oper-

ations Management. Seeks position with

church or church-related organization. Re-

sume furnished on request. Reply to: Box 87,

5422 Clinton Blvd., Jackson, MS 39209.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
a conservative evangelical midwestern church,

member of the Evangelical Presbyterian

Church and Presbyterian Church (USA),

serving a congregation of 2800 members, is

actively seeking a director of Christian Educa-

tion for nursery through adult years. Please

send a personal information form with theo-

logical description to Central Presbyterian

Church, 7700 Davis Drive, St. Louis, MO
63105. Attention: Mr. Robert Bacon.

LOWER ELEMENTARY teachers needed

due to school expansion. First and second-

grade teachers desired for growing PCA
school of 375 students, K3 - 9th. Exciting op-

portunity for evangelism to French Roman
Catholic community. Call or write: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Drive, Opelousas, LA 70570;

(318) 948-8607.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS needed.

Must have Reformed world-view. Contact

Rodney N. Kirby, Grace Christian School, 105

McLeod Rd., Louisville, MS 39339. ph. (601)

773-8524.

WESTMINSTER Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, Pa., seeks a new Director of Ad-

missions. The job begins June 1, 1985, and
will require work in admissions, recruiting

and some support to the Dean of Students.

This is a full-time position and salary is ne-

gotiable. Contact: J. Alan Groves, Director

of Admissions, Westminster Theological

Seminary, P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA
19118 or (215) 887-5511.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of

Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,

Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean

Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

ORDAINED PCA PASTOR seeks min-

istry by June. Shepherd's heart with passion

to build up people in Christ. Training in E.E.,

counseling, Gothard, family living; emphasis

on discipleship/Chr. Ed.; administrative skills,

goal-oriented; experienced in business world.

Trinity M.Div., Age 41, 2 children. Contact

Gary Purvis, 307 S. Smith St., Sandersville,

GA 31082. (912) 552-8427 or 552-2537.

PASTOR NEEDED. The Evangelical Pres-

byterian Church in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey

seeks a pastor fully committed to the Re-

formed faith. The church is an established

work in a new building in a developing area.

Morning worship attendance averages 75. If

interested send ministerial data form to Lester

Lord, 5018 Garden Avenue, Pennsauken, NJ
08109.

HEAD COACH/Athletic Director needed to

develop athletic and PE. programs for grades

5-9, and establish programs for High School

grades as added. Westminster Academy, 375

students, desires intramural and interscholas-

tic sports programs in soccer, basketball, vol-

leyball and softball. Applicants should have

previous experience with established school,

be committed to Reformed theology, and be

able to instill and inspire Christian commit-

ment in young people. Send inquiries to: Ad-

ministrator, 160 Westminster Dr., Opelousas,

LA 70570. (318) 948-8607.

ORANGEWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
a ministry of Orangewood PCA, in the great-

er Orlando area, will be adding faculty for

the 1985-1986 school year. Certified teachers

who understand and hold to a Reformed

world-and-life view are encouraged to make
application. Kindergarten, second grade,

seventh grade (self-contained), and high

school English. For more information con-

tact the Rev. Robert W. Bowman, Adminis-

trator, 1221 Trinity Woods Lane, Maitland,

FL 32751. Phone (305) 339-0223.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must
adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

EXPERIENCED HEADMASTER:
wanted for grades K-5 through 8th grade for

Faith Christian School (PCA) in Anniston,

Alabama. Send initial resume to Dr. Roy T.

Flannagan in care of Faith Christian, 4100

Ronnaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/

mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue

Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

SERVICESHOHHnHi
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation'write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

TRAVEL
BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-

well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

SCOTTISH HERITAGE escorted from

Tulsa by conservative PCUSA pastor and

wife. August 5-20. $2180. International Tours,

113 W. Dawes, Bixby, OK 74008. (918)

366-4476.

WANTED HNHBHHB
WANTED: USED TRINITY HYMNALS

in good condition. Contact Mel Jones,

Marco Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 884,

Marco Island, FL 33937, or call (813)

597-4623.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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Jesus Rose Again from the Dead

EDITORIALS

PLATFORM PLANK No. 12

Easter is still two or three weeks away,

but it can only be beneficial to reflect

upon the resurrection a little early.

Every Sunday is indeed designated the

Lord's Day in commemoration of Je-

sus' great day of triumph over the

grave.

The 300th anniversary of the births

of George Frederick Handel and Jo-

hann Sebastian Bach brings to mind
the season's great affirmations which

they set to glorious music—Handel's

confident setting of Job's assurance "I

know that my Redeemer liveth" and
his "Hallelujah Chorus"—the peace-

ful serenity of Bach's Passion music

with the "It is finished" of the cross

and the "Rest well" of Jesus' entomb-
ment, in the full knowledge that he is

going to rise again from that slumber

of death.

But it has puzzled me that we do not

have the amount or quality of music

for Easter at the popular level of

hymns and carols that we do for

Christmas. Charles Wesley's "Christ

the Lord is risen today" does immedi-
ately summon to my mind the sound
of trumpets at springtime sunrise ser-

vices. But beyond that our hymnals
tend to resort for Easter music to a

couple of hymns by John of Damascus
in the 8th-century Greek church.

The point has been made that the

Western church, both Roman Catholic

and Protestant, has tended to focus on
the death of Christ—Christ the victim

—whereas the Eastern, or Greek,

church has tended to focus on the

resurrection of Christ—Christ the vic-

tor. We have concentrated on pardon
and forgiveness; they have concen-

trated on union with Christ and im-

mortality.

Have we been missing something? It

is all there in the Bible.

I Corinthians 15 sets forth Paul's

teaching concerning the resurrection of
Jesus. Like the Apostles' Creed his

statements do little more than declare

certain historical facts: "that Christ

died for our sins according to the

Scriptures, that he was buried, that he

was raised on the third day according

to the Scriptures, and that he appeared

to Peter, and then to the Twelve." No
profound explanations offered here.

But it happened: Jesus rose from the

dead. "And if Christ has not been

raised, our preaching is useless and so

is your faith" (verse 14) ".
. . if Christ

has not been raised, your faith is futile;

you are still in your sins" (verse 17).

In our rational Reformed tradition

we have rightly viewed the resurrection

as the ultimate proof of our faith, the

linchpin of our apologetic. The tomb
was empty. The risen Jesus appeared

to numerous people over a 40-day pe-

riod, including more than 500 at one
time. As Paul said to Festus concern-

ing King Agrippa seated by him, "The
king is familiar with these things, and
I can speak freely to him. I am con-

vinced that none of this has escaped his

notice, because it was not done in a

corner" (Acts 26:26).

But these intellectual convictions do
not express all that is contained for us

in the resurrection of Jesus. It is not

only that our salvation is accomplished

once and for all, that the penalty for

our sins is indeed paid by the death of

Christ as confirmed by God's raising

him from the dead.

It is also that a new humanity has

been begun in Christ: "For as in Adam
all die, so in Christ all will be made
alive" (I Cor. 15:22). And this applies

not just to our resurrection at the last

day, but to our living here and now.
Jesus' resurrection means victory

over persecution and peril: "Christ

Jesus, who died—more than that, who
was raised to life—is at the right hand
of God and is also interceding for us.

... I am convinced that neither death

nor life, . . . nor anything else in all

creation, will be able to separate us

from the love of God that is in Christ

Jesus our Lord" (Rom. 8:34,38-39).

Jesus' resurrection means victory

not only over our guilt, but also over

our sin: "We were . . . buried with him

through baptism into death in order

that, just as Christ was raised from the

dead through the glory of the Father,

we too may live a new life. . . . The
death he died, he died to sin once for

all; but the life he lives, he lives to God.
In the same way, count yourselves

dead to sin but alive to God in Christ

Jesus. ... Do not offer the parts of

your body to sin, as instruments of

wickedness, but rather offer yourselves

to God, as those who have been

brought from death to life; and offer

the parts of your body to him as in-

struments of righteousness" (Rom.
6:4, 10-11, 13).

Jesus is alive and active by this Spirit

in the lives of us who are united with

him through faith. But a faith that

stares transfixed at a dead Christ on
the cross is a truncated faith. A living

faith is fixed upon the risen Lord who
reigns triumphant over every enemy.

Then we can say with Paul: "I have

been crucified with Christ and I no
longer live, but Christ lives in me. The
life I live in the body, I live by faith

in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me" (Gal. 2:20).

The gratitude that flows from sins

forgiven is exalted into the joyful

freedom of service: "Thanks be to

God! He gives us the victory through

our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore . . .

stand firm. Let nothing move you.

Always give yourself fully to the work
of the Lord, because you know that

your labor in the Lord is not in vain"

(I Cor. 15:57-58).

C.S. Lewis, in his Reflections on the

Psalms, remarks about "a very small

and very devout boy who was heard

murmuring to himself on Easter morn-
ing a poem of his own composition

which began 'Chocolate eggs and Jesus

risen.' This seems to me, for his age,

both admirable poetry and admirable

piety."

A young child already knows some
of the delight that goes with Jesus' vic-

tory. All that accompanies union with

the risen Christ surpasses what any of

us yet knows. But may the assurance

of Jesps risen this Easter give us the

elation that chocolate eggs give to a

child. As we celebrate the resurrection,

may the offering of our lives, like the

music of Bach, "ascend to God like

praise too deep for utterance." [B
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE
When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65% of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary
society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout
Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder
of God and His creation.

If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get much "more"
at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone L L
church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad_
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College

Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
Covenant College does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.
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SCIENCE OR PHILOSOPHY?

Thank you for the articles on the Bible

and science in the Feb. 6 Journal. I

especially appreciated "From Paley to

Darwin—and Back: Evolutionism in

Shambles" by Kurt Marquart.

Last year when teaching creation

along with evolution in the public

schools was a hot issue, I heard several

evolutionists make remarks such as,

"Creation is not science. It is philoso-

phy." And, "I don't object to schools

teaching creation. But it does not be-

long in science class. It belongs in phi-

losophy class."

No one I heard defined science.

They seemed to be saying that since

creation is taught in the Bible, it is

philosophy. Since evolution is not

taught in the Bible, it is science. That

seems hardly an adequate criterion. If

science is limited to those things which

can be observed in the laboratory, then

it follows that neither creation nor evo-

lution is science. Both are philosophy.

Mr. Marquart's quote of Thomas
Huxley bears this out when he iden-

tified evolution as the oldest of all phi-

losophies.

Perhaps all these years we have been

taking the wrong approach by trying

to show that creation is science. Maybe
we ought to move both creation and
evolution to the discipline of philoso-

phy. Then let the fossil record and oth-

er scientific evidence be free to support

or deny these philosophies. I believe

that an objective evaluation of the sci-

entific evidence will support only cre-

ation.

—(Rev.) J. Robert Muhlig, Jr.

Birmingham, Ala.

CORRECTING THE RECORD

Excellent editorial ("The Defense Bud-

get and Counting the Cost") in the Feb.

27 Journal. But bad marks in the same
issue for calling the 175-year-old

citadel of trinitarian evangelicalism,

Boston's Park Street Congregational

Church, Park Street Christian Church.

And in the same news item, what bear-

ing does the fact that is was an or-

dained woman who questioned James
{Hawaii) Michener's credibility have

on the story? Why give her what is to

your readers the pejorative title,

"feminist preacher"?

—Joseph Bayly

Bartlett, 111.

Ed. — We are grateful for Editor Bayly's

comments. "Feminist preacher" was the la-

bel that our Religious News Service source

used, and it was on that basis that we as-

sumed (rightly or wrongly) that Rev. Edith

Wolfe identified herself in such a fashion.

According to the historical research of Miss
Mary MacKenzie, Senior Pastor's Secretary

at the Park Street Church, that historic

church, founded in 1809, was incorporated

in 1835 as "Park Street Congregational So-

ciety" and again in 1916 as "Park Street

Church." The Journal and RNS erred in re-

ferring to it as "Park Street Christian

Church" in 1819.

CONFIRMS HONDURAS STORY

I appreciate the Presbyterian Journal,

especially the article "The Gospel of

Jesus or the Gospel of Marx: Reflec-

tions on Six Months in Honduras" by
Juan Carlos Mesas (Jan. 23). As a mis-

sionary of 20 years service in Honduras
I can confirm the information and at-

titudes about the people as so clearly

presented in this article. Congratula-

tions.

—Paul W. Cross

St. Petersburg, Fla.

LATIN AMERICA AND HUMAN NATURE

Two of the most truly informative ar-

ticles I have read on the basic situation

in Central America were in your Jan.

23 issue. I have often found pieces of

news in the Journal that were extreme-

ly important but which never appeared

in the general news media. These two
articles were a good example.

In the article by Donald Wehmeyer,
"The Rich-Poor Gap in Central Amer-
ica," the ten points which he made
were all very convincing and added to

my scanty information on the basic

situation there, apart from the rabid

ideologies of today's world. I felt,

though, that there should be added an

eleventh point, which many people

ponder in this kind of a world, and
find so hard to resolve or come to any

conclusion. No. 11—the problem of

what can be called "human nature."

Problem: If the topmost layer of soci-

Church

The All Saints Presbyterian Church (PCA), Rich-

mond, Va. has been organized. Howard Grif-

fin is pastor.

Death

Thomas H. McDill, professor emeritus of pas-

toral care and counseling at Columbia Theo-

logical Seminary, died February 21. Dr. McDill

was ordained as a minister in the Associate

Reformed Presbyterian Church and served

ARP churches in Arkansas and Atlanta.
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ety of these countries were by some
magic interchanged with the lower,

would or would not the same general

situation prevail? Is or is not Russia,

theoretically under the common peo-

ple, better than it was under the czars

and nobility? Is Iran, under fanatical

religious leaders, better off than under
the Shah? I wonder what you, and
other readers, think about this. It is a

very disturbing problem of life for Bi-

ble believers.

—W.A. Gilfry

Quinter, Kans.

PRAYER INSTEAD OF ATTACK

Thank you for your editorial in the

Feb. 6 issue concerning the Presbyter-

ian Church (USA). In the past your

publication seemed to delight in tak-

ing pot-shots at the PCUSA, but your

comments were tempered with love and
a genuine desire for renewal in this in-

creasingly liberal denomination.

We Evangelical/Conservatives in the

mainline denominations have our work
cut out for us, and we need all the help,

and prayers, we can get. I hope other

Christians in the PCA will follow your

example and start praying for the

PCUSA instead of attacking it.

—(Rev.) Michael D. Swain

Tunica, Miss.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I World population projections constitute one of the most

challenging aspects of this globe's future. Many years ago I heard a demog-
rapher claim that, if the then-current trends continued, in A.D. 2000 there

would be more people alive on the face of the earth than had lived in all

of the world's history prior to his statement. If this or something approaching

it is true, then the population of heaven and hell could largely be deter-

mined in the coming generation.

I l Ever since the 1798 Essay on Population by Englishman

Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1835) there has been much controversy about

the effect of population growth. Dire consequences have usually been drawn
from Malthus' point that, whereas population increases geometrically

(multiplies), food production tends to increase only arithmetically (by ad-

dition). More optimistic conclusions have been reached by those who see

increased technology—such as in the industrial revolution of Malthus' day

—

providing support for increasing population.

I l In this issue Allen Carlson of the Rockford Institute, a

conservative "think tank" in Rockford, 111. which also supports the center

on Religion and Society in New York City, comments on the implications

of these trends. Since Mexico City is surpassing Tokyo this year as the largest

city of the world, we also have the impressions of Randall Ruble of Er-

skine Seminary from a January visit to Mexico City by the Fellowship of

Evangelical Seminary Presidents. Mexico City's population is currently

approaching 18 million. Most of us from suburban or small-town enclaves

are startled by a visit to downtown New York (17 million) or to sprawling

Los Angeles (12 million). Yet the U.N. estimates that by the end of the cen-

tury there will be at least 22 cities with populations of more than 10 million

and 60 with more than 5 million.

I l Growing population can contribute to a chain of environ-

mental problems, as in Tanzania and India, that compound the difficulty

of survival. Efforts to control population can also lead to increasingly coer-

cive intrusions by the state into family life, as in communist China. At the

U.N.'s International Population Conference in Mexico City last August one
of the 88 proposals adopted by the representatives of 149 countries in

attendance stated that abortion "in no way should be promoted" as a family-

planning method. Nevertheless, abortion is still advocated as one of the

legitimate means of population control by some of the population control

organizations.

I I We are pleased to announce special recognition of our

"Christians in the Marketplace" columnist, Richard C. Chewning, who has

been appointed Harry and Hazel Chavanne Professor of Christian Ethics

in Business at Baylor University. Dr. Chewning and his family will be moving
to Texas this summer from Virginia, where he has served on the faculty

and administration of the University of Richmond. He is also chairman of

the board of Covenant College. Congratulations, Dr. Chewning! ffi
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NEWS OF RELIGION

African Famine Relief Measures Clarified

ASHEVILLE, N.C.—Record generos-

ity by many Christian groups toward

famine relief around the world has been

accompanied in recent weeks by nag-

ging doubts about how much of the

money gets through to meet real needs.

Major media attention on the fam-

ine crisis in Africa last fall led quickly

to an outpouring of financial contribu-

tions to major U.S. relief organiza-

tions. During just one week in March,

the Presbyterian Church in America

(PCA) gave a landmark $101,295 to the

NAE World Relief Commission's $6.25

million, 3-year famine relief program,

and the Sudan Interior Mission an-

nounced a new $8.2 million relief pro-

gram in Ethiopia.

But along with increased awareness

of the problem have come questions

about the ways in which money col-

lected by some relief organizations is

utilized to reach those in need. The re-

cent scandal concerning Inter-

Christian Aid, a California-based

organization now involved in a federal

investigation for fraudulent use of

charitable contributions, has baffled

some Christians over which agencies to

trust and how best their charity dollars

may be distributed.

The Journal itself added to the con-

fusion of some readers by quoting

William Franklin Graham of the Sam-
aritan's Purse organization. Graham
said: "The country is awash in food"
(Journal, Feb. 20). That observation

seemed to be in vivid contrast to prime-

time news reports and the appeals from

relief agencies as well.

Since then, Graham's organization

has indicated that the volume of relief

has actually jeopardized the well-being

of the evangelical church in Ethiopia

by eclipsing support for regular church

programs.

Clarifying his earlier comments in a

subsequent interview with the Journal,

Graham said again that Ethiopia is bet-

ter off than some of its neighboring

countries. He said he saw "hundreds
and hundreds" of sacks of food dur-

ing his one-week trip there.

Other observers have said, however,

that while Graham's perceptions may
be accurate at specific points, dis-

tribution efforts have bogged down,
and the need is still acute in most areas.

While much attention has been fo-

cused in Ethiopia, it is not the only

Malnourished children being served a special high-energy milk. SIM Photo

African country facing serious drought

and famine. An estimated 150 million

people in about 25 African countries

are affected by the drought, including

Mozambique, Chad, the Sudan, Mad-
agascar, and Mali. Political unrest

coupled with fuel shortages, poor ag-

ricultural practices, and the unending

drought in most of these countries

complicate the already difficult task of

reaching those in need.

In addition to supplying immediate

food assistance, most adroit relief

organizations are working to establish

long-term programs. World Relief and

the Sudan Interior Mission, for exam-
ple, have undertaken specific programs

to battle the more deeply rooted causes

of the current famine.

From a slightly different perspec-

tive, Art Borden, executive director of

the Evangelical Council for Financial

Accountability (ECFA) counsels that

many reputable Christian relief organ-

izations are hard at work in Africa. He
suggests that donors with questions

about an organization should contact

that organization to request a financial

report and further information about

its activities. A reputable agency

should willingly produce a financial

statement.

Borden also advises that the ECFA
logo on an agency's brochure is "as-

surance that its money will be used for

good purposes." And ECFA will pro-

vide certain information on request

about its members and guidelines for

asking questions of non-member
organizations.

Relief programs which fall under a

denominational body (such as the

PCA's Mission to the World and the

Christian Reformed World Relief

Committee) are also subject to the

church's audit procedures and are

thereby held financially accountable to

the denomination.

Graham points out that reputable

Christian relief organizations should

be willing to accept money designated

for a specific purpose, such as

"feeding the hungry in Ethiopia,"
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rather than simply "African relief."

Graham also emphasized the impor-

tance of channeling support through

explicitly Christian relief agencies

which are not only providing needed

commodities but are also telling those

they serve about Christ. He noted that

when the church is helping the hungry

through a respected relief agency, a

repressive government is often less like-

ly to infringe upon religious free-

doms. I

PCUSA Bars Homosexuals
From Leadership Positions

WASHINGTON (UPI)—The Presby-

terian Church (USA) has reaffirmed,

in an 11 -page decision issued by the

church's Permanent Judicial Commis-
sion, that "unrepentant" practicing

homosexuals may not be ordained in

the denomination.

"It is unconstitutional for the

church to ordain any self-affirming,

practicing and unrepentant homosex-

ual as elder, deacon, or minister of the

word," read the group's decree.

The ruling of the 24-member com-
mission said Westminster Presbyterian

Church, Buffalo, N.Y., acted incor-

rectly in 1983 when it declared that it

was "extending to all of its members
the opportunity for leadership (in-

cluding) the right of homosexual per-

sons to be ordained as elder and dea-

con.

The local church council's attempt

"to extend to unrepentant, self-

affirming practicing homosexual per-

sons the right to be ordained as elder

and deacon contravenes the stated po-

sition of the church on this issue and
is, therefore, erroneous," the major-

ity decision said.

In announcing the decision, the

commission cited actions by the 1978

General Assembly of the former
United Presbyterian Church, and the

1979 General Assembly of the former

Presbyterian Church U.S. The two
churches, separated since the Civil

War, reunited in 1983.

In a dissenting opinion, five com-
mission members said the denomina-
tion's Book of Order recognizes that

the theological positions of church

members may differ.

"The idea that unrepentant, self-

affirming, practicing homosexual be-

havior is the only disqualifying sin the

church has thus far specifically ad-

dressed causes us to feel that this is the

kind of discriminatory treatment we
have been taught to abhor," the dis-

sent said. They argued that each con-

gregation has the constitutional power

and authority to select its own officers

for ordination.

It is the second time in the last six

months that a major Protestant de-

nomination's judicial body has ruled

that homosexuals may not be ordained

to the clergy of their respective

churches.

In October, the Judicial Council of

the United Methodist Church ruled

that "self-avowed, practicing" homo-
sexuals are barred from ordination.

But it also held that homosexuals al-

ready ordained cannot be denied ap-

pointment to a congregation. ffl

Bishop's Comments Stoke
Debate On Contra Aid

WASHINGTON—Returning from a

fact-finding mission to Central

America, Roman Catholic archbishop

John J. O'Connor sharply attacked the

Sandinista government of Nicaragua

as "Marxist-Leninist" and "anti-

Catholic," punctuating the debate on
Central America here with more
pointed rhetoric than usual.

O'Connor made the remarks after

leading a high-level delegation of five

bishops to Central America for what
was called a "pastoral visit" to the

churches of Nicaragua and El Salva-

dor. The bishops also met with a num-
ber of political figures, including the

heads of both states, and spoke of

themselves as "bridge-builders" for

the Nicaraguan government, that

country's Roman Catholic bishops,

and the Reagan administration.

O'Connor's comments came as de-

bate over President Reagan's request

for $14 million in aid to Nicaragua's

contra rebels heats up on Capitol Hill.

Congress is expected to vote on the

funding sometime in the next month,
and religious groups are eager to pre-

sent their views to lawmakers. The
Catholic Church, considered a key

player in the Central American debate,

has opposed all military aid to groups

and governments in the region.

The 44-member administrative

board of the U.S. Catholic Conference

was still to hear a report from the New
York prelate on the delegation's Cen-
tral American tour.

"Whether we will maintain a policy

of urging that there be no support to

the contras and limited military sup-

port to El Salvador, I don't know,"
O'Connor said.

"My impression, overall, is that cer-

tainly we should work for a political

solution, [but also] be very wary of the

Sandinista government. It has demon-
strated itself to be anti-Catholic. It has

attempted to encourage division in the

church and to discredit the bishops,"

he said.

O'Connor cited the expulsion last

year of 10 foreign priests from Nic-

aragua, the government's refusal to

permit the bishops "to visit political

prisoners," the "forcing of Marxist-

Leninist teachings in our [Catholic]

schools," blocking of religious-

education materials going into the

country, and refusal to allow the

bishops to broadcast Mass on televi-

sion and radio as examples of depriva-

tion of the rights of the church.

Asked about the rebels in Nica-

ragua, O'Connor said, "It appears

that the contras may be impeding fur-

ther encroachment by the government,

but is doing so by immoral means."

The allusion was to reports of atroci-

ties and terrorist actions by U.S.-

backed militias. Americas Watch
Committee has released a 97-page

report charging the contras with kill-

ing unarmed soldiers, kidnapping

women and children to Honduras, and
selectively murdering civilians.

Americas Watch admitted timing re-

lease of the report to influence Con-
gress, and Under-Secretary of State

Elliott Abrams described such reports

as "bought and paid for by the govern-

ment of Nicaragua."

Joining in the drive to influence

Congress are the United Methodist

Church, which within days of each

other issued statements opposing the

Reagan administration's request for

aid to the contras. Those statements

followed a February 28 appeal to Con-
gress by leaders of 11 mainline

denominations, including stated clerk

James Andrews of the Presbyterian

Church USA (PCUSA), urging it to re-

ject the request for renewed funding

"on moral grounds."

The statements also came after a

growing campaign sponsored by So-

journers magazine to sign up citizens

to promise "resistance" to any U.S.

military escalation in Central Amer-
ica, m
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Famine 1985: 'Overpopulation' or

Human Folly?

ALLAN C. CARLSON

The early 1980s were hard times for the

advocates of population control. Dire

predictions from the late 1960s ("The

battle to feed all of humanity is over.

In the 1970s the world will undergo

famines—hundreds of millions of peo-

ple are going to starve to death"—Paul

Ehrlich, 1969) were embarrassments in

an era of grain gluts and declining food

prices. Once fashionable no-growth at-

titudes also seemed antique in the en-

trepreneurial Age of Reagan. Even the

gloom-and-doom oriented Worldwatch
Institute had to admit in its 1984 "State

of the World" report that things were

looking up, that the human race was
winning the battle for food and envi-

ronmental quality.

Then came Ethiopia, and one could

almost detect a sigh of relief from "the

populationists." After almost 200

years of being proved wrong again and

again, it seemed that their thesis was
finally vindicated. Africa in 1985

would justify their "faith" that human
numbers must someday outstrip food

supplies.

Writing recently in the Wall Street

Journal, J. Joseph Speidel of the

Population Crisis Committee described

the "population bomb" now ticking

inside Africa. The famine extending

across 22 African countries was the

result of "rapid population growth
[which] outstripped the increase in ag-

ricultural output and depleted the food

reserves of many countries." The food
crisis there, he continued, would not

be resolved "without resolution of the

population crisis."

In its new "State of the World" re-

port, The Worldwatch Institute has

also returned to the preferred pessi-

mism. "There's reason to be gloomy,"

The author is editor of Persuasion
at Work, published by the Rockford
Institute, and is a frequent
contributor to religious, political,

and cultural journals. A Lutheran
layman, he has a Ph.D. degree.

says President Lester Brown. Starva-

tion in Africa was a forewarning that

the earth might be unable to sustain a

global human population approaching

5 billion. "A scenario is unfolding in

Africa where population growth may
be driving a climatic change leading to

a reduction in rainfall and, ultimately,

food production." In some nations,

the Worldwatch researchers say, the

"only alternative may be an Ethiopian-

type situation" where population sta-

bility would be achieved "through
hunger-induced rises in death rates."

Parson Robert Malthus, please call

your office.

The Malthusian Theology

"Overpopulation," it should be em-
phasized, is a theological, not a scien-

tific, concept. True, over the centuries

various generations of population con-

trollers have dressed the term up in

pseudo-scientific garb, developing the-

ories first of "optimum population"

and more recently of "carrying capaci-

ty." Yet the roots of Malthusianism

have always been metaphysical. As
Reginald Heber, author of the old mis-

sionary hymn "From Greenland's Icy

Mountains," phrased it, nature was
God's glory, "And only man is vile."

In the Malthusian vision, nature is to

be protected from man, not man from
nature. People are the problem, the

ultimate pollution. It follows logically

that the fewer of them there are, the

better.

An extreme interpretation? I think

not. One need only look to the two
great theorists of the modern popula-

tionist movement, biologist Paul Ehr-

lich and bio-ethicist Garrett Hardin.

Among the themes found in Ehrlich's

famed and enormously influential The
Population Bomb, for example, was
the implicit call for more and earlier

death. Ehrlich blasted the notion that

preserving and extending life through

medical care (he calls this "death con-

trol") is a good in itself. He wrote:

"Some way must be found to convince

the American people and their elected

representatives that continued preoc-

cupation with the problems and dis-

eases of middle age may well prevent

today's youngsters from reaching that

age." Alongside efforts to deliver

earlier death to those already alive,

Ehrlich called for "vastly enhanced"
birth control to cut off more human
life at the start. Abortion was an "es-

sential" component of population con-

trol, he said. Americans must repudi-

ate "the biological absurdity of equat-

ing a zygote (the cell created by join-

ing of sperm and egg) or fetus (unborn

child) with a human being."

At a secret 1970 symposium spon-

sored by the Population Council (and

reported in Richard Neuhaus' 1971

book, In Defense of People), Garrett

Hardin reduced the crisis to a simple

equation: Population X Prosperity =
Pollution. "To reduce pollution," he

said, "one must reduce either popula-

tion or prosperity, and it is better to

reduce population rather than prosper-

ity." In such a vision, human life is

necessarily devalued. "If the space re-

quired to grow four redwood trees

could be devoted to growing food for

one person," Hardin explained, "we
should say directly and bluntly that

four redwood trees are more important

than a person."

Trees instead of people. Only man
is vile.

Ethiopian Myths and Tragedies

But what about Ethiopia? Are not the

hundreds of thousands dying there and
elsewhere in Africa truly a sign that the

populationists are right?

In a perverse way, there would be

comfort in finding this to be true. The
power of the Malthusian argument
comes from its raw simplicity: Virtual-

ly every problem afflicting the world

(hunger, war, poverty, urbanization,

pollution, violence, etc.) can be traced

back to "too many people." If correct,

fewer people, however achieved, would

certainly translate into fewer problems

and a kind of earthly paradise.

Simple and tidy. Yet horribly wrong.
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The incongruities of Ethiopia reveal

the awful complexities. Food is scarce

there not for reasons of weather but

primarily for reasons of politics. Rain,

in fact, was plentiful in many parts of

Ethiopia last year, and harvests boun-
tiful where they occurred. Rather, di-

saster came from the policies of that

land's Marxist-Leninist government,

which in recent years has conducted a

massive campaign to destroy private

farming and private trading and to

replace it with Soviet-styled collectivi-

zation. Forced resettlement of people

from the north has compounded the

problem. Meanwhile, hundreds-of-

thousands of fertile acres lie untended.

As Paul Henze, former advisor to

President Jimmy Carter, reported

following a recent trip to that troubled

land: "Ethiopians are very effective

farmers. If they have the means and
opportunity to operate freely, they will

feed the country. They will not only

feed their country, but export again,

what they used to do."

The same story lurks behind every

other case of supposed "overpopula-

tion": Political and human follies, not

the frailty of the earth, bring social

breakdown and death in their train. In

his new book The Crowded Earth

(Norton, 1984), New York Times cor-

respondent Pranay Gupte tries to

prove "a simple, central point: the

more people we have in the world, the

less the earth can adequately support

them"; that "too many people" is the

common denominator of the globe's

miseries.

Yet his own honest reporting keeps

undermining his argument. In "over-

populated" Nigeria, for example,

Gupte notes that government-planned

development efforts "tend to bog
down intolerably." Seeking "wealth to

be plucked easily off the urban tree,"

Nigerians have abandoned their farms
and "what was once a food-exporting

country had to import a billion dollars'

worth of food annually." Additional

billions in oil revenues were siphoned
off by political cronies, who "built up
formidable—and illegal—bank ac-

counts abroad, and at home lived like

decadent royalty: they raised palatial

homes, maintained fleets of luxury

cars, acquired the latest in electronics,

gave orgiastic parties. Millions of dol-

lars in meat from New Zealand, Aus-
tralia, and Holland was imported each
year for the pantries of these affluent

Nigerians." Less than one third of

Nigeria's arable land, Gupte found,

was cultivated. New farmers, even

those with wealth and political connec-

tions, had to devote two years to gain

the necessary permits and loans just to

start a farm. And so on through the

list. These are monumental examples

of governmental corruption and hu-

man weakness. Yet blaming Nigeria's

looming social breakdown on "too
many people," as Gupte does, simply

lets the true culprits off the hook, and

diverts everyone from the necessary

tasks of political and social reform.

In Mexico City, cast by Gupte as an-

other Malthusian horror-story, one

again finds the truth beneath the sur-

face. Reports one Mexican business

leader: "You have come to a Mexico
where politicians have squandered bil-

lions. They have neglected agriculture,

which means that they have guaranteed

a river of human traffic from the farms

to the cities." A tourist guide adds:

"There is a desire among Mexicans to

live for the moment. No peasant saves

any money here. They sell their pro-

duce, and they come here and drink

and eat themselves into a stupor." An
architect states: "It is fashionable to

talk about Mexico's debt crisis; few

people want to discuss our moral and
value crisis. And crisis it definitely is.

Just look around you, and what do
you find? Corruption, mordida
[bribes]. We don't know what sort of

society we have fashioned after all

these years of oil money."
In short, the "population bomb"

found in Mexico City is not the cause

of Mexico's misery. Rather, it is symp-
tomatic of a corrupt political order, a

perverse economic system, and a moral
vacuum. To "control" the population

will in no way reduce social misery;

rather, it undermines authentic efforts

at political, economic, and moral re-

construction.

Human Numbers or Human Sin?

Christians, moreover, face a special

imperative in ending the Malthusian
charade. Its core assumption—that

man alone is vile and nature alone is

holy—represents a corruption of
Christian truth. "So God created man
in his own image," Genesis tells us, not

as a cancer on an otherwise beautiful

earth but as the image of the Creator

on earth. God then commanded man
and woman to "Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it, and have dominion over the

fish of the sea, and over the fowl of

the air, and over every living thing that

moveth upon the earth." God gave to

man "every seed, which is upon the

face of all the earth, and every tree"

for sustenance and shelter.

Then woman and man ate from the

one forbidden tree, and learned of

good and evil. They were cast out of

Eden, and sinfulness born of rebellion

against God became the human con-

dition. Nonetheless, God's commands
to multiply, to subdue and replenish

the earth, and to exercise dominion ov-

er all living things remained in place.

They are not ours now to hinder or ig-

nore.

God, too, was born of woman in a

poverty-stricken, "overpopulated"
corner of the Roman Empire. As the

Athanasian Creed puts it, God (in the

incarnation of the Eternal Son) took

humanity unto himself. Yet he did not

come to save men and women from
their children, but rather to save all

kinds of people from their common
sin. Human numbers mean little along-

side the nearly limitless capacity for

sinfulness found in even one human
soul (Psalm 51) and even less beside the

truly infinite capacity of God's saving

grace (Romans 5:20-21). To blame
children for the consequences of our

sinfulness is to pervert the whole of

God's plan for the world.

Short of the Kingdom of God, hu-

mankind will continue to know war,

famine, and plague. In our fallen state,

we can only strive to build or improve
the imperfect human institutions

through which we organize our com-
mon lives. There are no easy, man-
made fixes to our situation, least of all

in the life-denying ethic of the popula-

tion controllers. EE
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Populous Mexico City,

Our Next-Door Neighbor

RANDALL T. RUBLE

It was my first trip to Mexico City. As
I departed from Atlanta, I realized that

international travel has been attracting

Americans in increasing numbers to

such newly intriguing places as Peking

and Moscow or to old favorites like

Paris and Madrid.

But do tourists go south to Mexico
City? I knew they dump into Acapulco
because of its sunny beaches and jet-

set style of life, but what has Mexico
City to offer? Sure, Mexico is the third

largest country in the western hemi-

sphere, behind only the United States

and Brazil, but it's not a country that

commands much attention from
Americans. The only time we ever take

notice of it is when some TV news pro-

gram reminds us that Mexican immi-

grants are pouring across our southern

border by the hundreds every day.

I had read that Mexico City is rapidly

becoming the largest city in the world.

With 17 million people packed into it,

Mexico City has one-fourth of the coun-

try's total population and the numbers
are growing daily. By the turn of the

century they say that the city's inhab-

itants will reach 30 million. That's

more people than most countries of the

world can boast. It was clear once I set

foot on Mexican soil that such rapid

growth has created problems that stag-

ger the imagination. A city rich in cul-

ture—the convergence of Indian, Span-

ish, and Anglo-American—has become
a city whose proud people reflect a

crude mixture of anxiety and despair,

of confusion and resentment, of faith

and hope. Weighed down by enormous
economic and social problems, hin-

dered by unclear political direction,

and denied any prophetic vision of

what the future may hold, Mexico City

The author is vice president and
dean of Erskine Theological
Seminary in Due West, South
Carolina. A minister of the
Associate Reformed Presbyterian
Church, he has a Ph.D. degree.
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is a paradigm of thoughtless and un-

controlled development and serves as

a laboratory for a new emerging social

order in the Americas.

I found Mexico City to be filled with

contrasts. It is an absolutely beautiful

city with spacious boulevards, tower-

ing hotels and office complexes, endur-

ing statues, and picturesque parks and

fountains. A modern subway provides

an inexpensive (one-half penny) trans-

portation network that moves some 4

million people across the sprawling city

every day. Luxurious and elegant shops

in the Zona Rosa are as stylish as any-

thing in New York or Paris.

But once you move from the down-
town area, the city takes on a cheap

and ugly appearance. It's then that the

eye moves from the beautiful architec-

Peasants demonstrating for land-reform in

Mexico City. upi Photo

ture to the crowded streets that are

packed with cars, buses, and bikes that

help the factories pollute the air so

badly that it irritates the eyes and hin-

ders breathing. On the city outskirts,

trash competes with people for every

foot of ground, and slum housing pre-

sents a grim picture of poverty at its

worst. A full third of the city is denied

water and sewerage service. Unem-
ployment is so critical that begging

seems to have become a way of life for

a large number of people.

The sharp contrast between the down-

town Zona Rosa of the affluent and

the slum shanties of the poor reminded

me of the difference between my coun-

try and scores of Mexico's around the

world. In Mexico City the rich worry

about the congested traffic or a good

seat at the Ballet Folklorico; the poor
must worry about the next meal or the

sick baby. The rich live in their com-
modious and well-adomed houses; the

poor, including an estimated 800,000
children, must often live in the streets.

The future looks bleak at best.

I was told that each week 10,000 new
faces show up in Mexico City from the

countryside looking for work and oth-

er opportunities. Mexico's President

recently said that the typical Mexican
home has eight persons sleeping in it

every night. All of this means that the

critical problems like unemployment
and sanitation services are giving way
to the more basic problem of human
survival. Such conditions have bred

crime and every conceivable form of

social abuse. The situation I saw was
dismal and I was ashamed to have so

much while so many have so little.

I had gone to Mexico City with a

group of theological educators to lis-

ten, to learn, and to ponder the impli-

cations for the training of leaders for

the church. The encounter with a peo-

ple who need so much and who are

next-door neighbors to the world's

wealthiest nation made me feel terribly

uncomfortable. But beyond guilt, I

wondered what really could be done to

help. I had learned that government
leaders are designing plans for a better

tomorrow but not many people believe

that they can do much to change things.

Urban planners are baffled. Social ser-

vice organizations are simply over-

whelmed by the enormity of the hu-

man need. The more I listened to Mex-
ican leaders and American mission-

aries, the more convinced I became
that the only possible hope for Mex-
ico City is Jesus Christ.

It is rather ironical to realize that the

church, the Roman Catholic Church in

this instance, is partly responsible for

the problems which plague Mexico
City. For too long, it appears, the Ro-

man Catholic Church in Mexico has

been entrenched in a stagnant ecclesial

orthodoxy, preoccupied with internal

struggles for power and position and

unconcerned about the plight of the

poor. Claiming 95% of the population

as adherents, the church has too often

relinquished its influence for construc-

tive changes in favor of an uncritical

allegiance to the government and its

dehumanizing policies. Today, how-

ever, there is a new spirit at work in

the Roman Catholic Church in Mex-
ico City. A quasi-church organization



called Union Crutiana Evangelizadora

Latino-americano (UCELAM) has

mounted a dynamic program of evan-

gelism and social action which is pro-

ducing good results. Predominantly a

lay ministry, UCELAM is an encour-

aging sign of renewal in the life of

Mexico's oldest church.

The holistic concern to reach the

masses with the gospel and provide

help in meeting basic human needs also

characterizes many Protestant groups

at work in Mexico City. There is evi-

dence everywhere to support the claim

that the Lord is blessing those efforts.

Perhaps the opportunities have never

been as great as they are today. The
fields are white for the harvest. Not
long ago Campus Crusade put together

a "Here's Life" campaign in Mexico
City, and one of the clear conclusions

reached was that this city is possibly

the most open to the gospel in the

world today. The people are friendly

and interested in Christian matters, al-

though they are the victims of much re-

ligious superstition. Entrance into

Mexico is no problem but evangelism,

at least in the sense that we practice it

in this country, is outlawed. The gov-

ernment is tolerant of the church but

it will resist a strong church which is

bent on asserting the claims of the gos-

pel. But all of this does not mean that

the church is helpless. Through person-

al evangelism and social outreach pro-

grams, many evangelical churches are

effectively reaching people.

I visited in a small Presbyterian

church and listened to a musical perfor-

mance by a group of young Christians

whose faith was alive and whose love

was real. Churches with a commitment
to Christ and his cause in that great city

are springing up in many places. Evan-
gelical churches are growing at the an-

nual rate of 10%. One interesting phe-

nomenon is that many of these new
churches, which tend to be charismatic,

are growing up directly in response to

need. There was apparently no church
planning, no financial underwriting by
either national or foreign church bodies

and no motivation by clergy. In this

coun.try, we know very little about
churches which are not transplants. In

Mexico, there is much to be learned as

this development gains momentum.
One special place of interest for me

was the city of Neza, which is located

on the outskirts of Mexico City. It is

a city with a life of only 21 years, and
yet its population is already almost 4

million people. Incredible as it may
seem, there are only 250 evangelical

churches at most in the city. Most of

those churches are without any pastor-

al leadership. A small Bible institute

has been established on the top floor

of a building which is in much need of

repair. Using plain boards for desks

and seats, the students study there at

night after working at some secular job

during the hours of the day. It's a crude

arrangement but it seems to be working.

In Neza some exciting work is being

done under Latin American Mission.

A missionary has combined creativity

with the best of Biblical insights to

design an extremely effective ministry

to young people. Because city officials

of Neza are open to the church and be-

cause they believe that Christian activ-

ities are keeping the young people out

of trouble, they permit mass youth ral-

lies in the local stadium. The most re-

cent rally attracted 18,000 young peo-

ple who heard the gospel preached.

The challenge is present all over

Mexico City. Thousands of people live

in crowded government apartments.

One government complex which we
visited housed about 30,000 in the

space of a few city blocks. Imagine the

potential for evangelism there. No long

day's journey to the next cluster of

people. They are all there, in one place,

available to the church with the right

approach. It occurred to me that a pas-

tor could secure a large congregation

from just one of those buildings. The
complex as a whole is like a mission

field in itself. Recognizing this fact,

Mike Berg, President of Latin Ameri-

can Mission, says that they have now
targeted major Latin American cities

with the gospel. Their program com-
bines traditional evangelism with pro-

grams to meet human needs. Planting

new churches has now become a high

priority with many mission programs.

Berg estimates that 80% of all Latin

Americans will be urban dwellers by
the year 2000.

It seems to me that such projections

into the future present a real challenge

for the North American Christian

community. In Mexico City there is a

need for the kind of vision that only

Christ gives. There is a need for new
churches and pastors, for Christian

teachers and social workers, for ordi-

nary people who are willing to walk
and talk and live as a good neighbor.

Mexico City is our neighbor, so what
are we waiting for? SI
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Acknowledged As Lord
For April 14, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: John 21

Key verses: John 21:15-22

Jevotional reading: John 21:1-14

Memory selection: John 20:31

Introduction

These are the last words of Jesus

recorded by John and focus upon the

challenge to total commitment to the

Lord.

IThe Fire of Coals
John 21:1-14

Some time had passed since Jesus' last

meeting with the disciples in Jeru-

salem. Enough time elapsed for the

disciples to move up into Galilee from
Jerusalem. Peter suggested that they

go fishing (v. 3).

.We are not told just who was with

Peter in Galilee, although some are

named (v. 3).
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When the angels first declared that

Jesus was risen, they told Mary,
according to Matthew's Gospel, that

Jesus expected to meet the disciples in

Galilee (Matt. 28:7).

The disciples do not appear to have

been expecting Jesus to meet them by

the sea. They were "killing time," wait-

ing for their appointment with him.

When they realized who was stand-

ing by the sea, all were excited and
Peter embarrassed, not feeling himself

properly dressed (v. 7). What strikes

us, particularly, as it did Peter that

morning, was the fire of coals burning

on the seashore (v. 9).

That fire of coals must have brought

back to Peter's memory the morning,

just days before, when he had warmed
himself by a similar fire of coals in the

courtyard, waiting for the decision of

the Jews about Jesus (John 18:18).

Like coals of fire, memory of his

denial of Jesus had undoubtedly burned

in the bosom of Peter. And Jesus knew
it. It was not by coincidence that he

built such a fire of coals that morning
by the sea. He and Peter had to get

something straight between them and
remove the shame Peter had borne in

his heart, ever since he had denied his

Lord.

Jesus invited them all to come and
break their fast by the food he had
prepared. But it was Peter on whom
his attention focused. He began a con-

versation with Peter, without rebuke,

without shaming Peter, but to make
Peter a better man.

Questions

1. Have you ever failed your Lord
miserably and been ashamed of it?

2. How have you dealt with your

failure?

2 A Lesson In Christian Love
John 21:15-17

The problem with Peter had been his

failure to distinguish between a sense

of friendship with Jesus and Christian

love. He had been a close friend to

Jesus, perhaps the closest.

On the basis of that friendship, he

had sworn he would remain faithful to

Jesus even if all the rest deserted him
(Mark 14:29). Jesus knew better. He
foretold Peter's denial of him that very

night.

Now, Jesus was going to teach Peter

the difference between friendship and
Christian love.

When Jesus asks Peter whether he

loves him, he uses that term so familiar

to us today expressing true Christian

love, "agape," in the Greek.

The clearest definition of the word
is found in I Corinthians 13, where

Paul describes Christian love in terms

of its effect in the life of the believer.

It is unique love, not of this world, but

generated in the heart of believers. It

is the fruit of the Holy Spirit in us.

Briefly, it is love based on God's
having first loved us in Christ. But it

is a love that shows itself in deeds

done, not merely in words, as John
further explains in his first Epistle.

The word by which Peter attempted

to express his love for Jesus was a dif-

ferent term altogether. It was based on
the Greek word "philos" (friend). It

was a love that depended on liking

another. It is a perfectly good term and

quite proper between Christians, but

it is not a supernatural love. It is

natural and common to most men. It

is a strong bond, but basically selfish

in origin. We like those who please us.

But our own self-interest is involved.

That's why Peter could not remain

faithful to Jesus the night of his denial.

It would take much more than friend-

ship to bind him to Jesus and keep him

faithful, as he served the Lord in the

future. It was that lesson Jesus was

teaching Peter by the sea, beside the

fire of coals.

He kept asking Peter if he loved

him. Peter kept answering that he did

and that Jesus surely knew it. But, in

a way, they were talking two different

languages.
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He explained that if Peter truly

loved him, he must feed his lambs and

tend his sheep (those for whom Christ

died). Such love would require great

sacrifice on his part: willingness and

commitment to do what pleased

Christ, not himself.

Peter was particularly grieved when,

the third time he asked the question,

Jesus used the same word for love

Peter was using. It was as if to say,

"Peter, you can't truly be my friend

unless first you learn to love me as I

have loved you." Jesus is always the

true model for Christian love—demon-
strated by his whole life.

Peter may not have fully understood

what Jesus was telling him that morn-
ing. But in later years he did, as he

wrote of Christian love (I Pet. 1:8,22;

2:17).

Questions

1 . Would you describe your relation-

ship with Jesus as one of Christian

love, Christian friendship, or both?

2. What distinction is there between

your friends and those you love in

Christ?

3 A Lesson In Christian

Sacrifice

John 21:18-19

While he singled out Peter for this les-

son, it is important that the rest were
listening. Peter was not the only one
who needed that lesson. We all do, if

we have any hope of being Christ's ser-

vants.

Jesus was looking ahead to that day
Peter would be faced with death be-

cause of his faith in Jesus. What would
bring him to that day, so that he could

die to the glory of the Lord? And how
could he or any of us glorify Jesus?

Only by showing in our lives that

same love for Christ and others which
we first learned from him, when we
came to know how much he loved us

to die on the cross to save us.

Tradition, undoubtedly based on
these verses in John, says that Peter

died on a cross, executed by the Ro-
man government, as his savior had

been. It was probably in Rome, at

about the same time Paul died. Nero
was the likely ruler who put both these

servants of Jesus to death.

But the chief point is that Jesus

knew Peter could never come to such

a day based solely on his friendship

with him. He must learn to serve

Christ, feed his sheep, and nurture his

flock, willing to lay down his life for

the sheep as Jesus had done.

For you and me, the lesson is clear.

We too cannot rely on friendship with

Jesus or Christian friends to sustain us

and make us faithful in Christian ser-

vice. We must love them, discounting

the cost to ourselves to do it. Ready to

die for the sake of Christ and his peo-

ple, if the situation demands it. But
ready, also, now, to become living

sacrifices to the Lord, that our love

may be evident to all and grow daily,

as we serve him.

Questions

1. How are you glorifying the Lord
now, by the life you live?

2. How can you die in a way that will

continue to glorify the Lord?

4 A Lesson in Christian

Commitment
John 21:20-25

Peter had just heard his Lord say that

he would have to die for Jesus, in the

way Jesus, himself, had died. He was
struck with that thought. For the mo-
ment, he lost sight of living for Jesus
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by Christian love.

It didn't seem fair to Peter that he

should have to die in such an unseem-
ly manner, on a cross, while John got

off scot-free.

Jesus taught Peter that true commit-

ment in Christian love means not wor-

rying about what the other brother will

do, but being willing to be dealt with

as pleases the Lord, no matter what
happens to others.

Jesus did not want them to go

through life thinking of themselves as

competitors, but as fellow-servants of

Jesus Christ. Each was to uphold the

other by Christian love, putting self

aside to please Christ and others for his

sake.

John is careful to say that Jesus

never said he would live until he came
again. John did live a long life and was
probably the last of the twelve to die.

Nevertheless, he had a difficult life, as

we see from his experience on the is-

land of Patmos, in the Book of Revela-

tion.

Christian commitment, therefore, is

not a matter of a simple decision to

follow Jesus Christ. It is a lifelong

commitment to go where the Lord
leads, doing what he gives us to do and
doing it in love for him that enables us

to bear all things, suffer all things, and
rejoice in all things.

John apparently had many more
things he could have written, but was

desirous of saying what he did so that

those who read might believe in Jesus

Christ (20:30-31; 21:24-25).

After all, we cannot talk of serving

the Lord until first we have learned to

trust him entirely with our life and the

life of all whom we love.

Questions

1 . Have you ever excused your lack of

zeal for the Lord by saying no one else

is doing anything?

2. How do you demonstrate daily your

commitment to Jesus Christ?

Next week: "Faith Encounters Suffer-

ing," Job 1-4. m

BOOKS
THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.

A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

CHURCHES I

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. A new PCA
congregation in the Southwest. We're on the

move and growing. You are invited to this new
work in N.E. Albuquerque. Contacts would

be greatly appreciated. Northeast Presbyte-

rian, P.O. Box 14651, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

(505) 292-1611.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

FOR SALE
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone

(803) 277-1658.

PEOPLE
PASTOR NEEDED. The Evangelical Pres-

byterian Church in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey

seeks a pastor fully committed to the Re-

formed faith. The church is an established

work in a new building in a developing area.

Morning worship attendance averages 75. If

interested send ministerial data form to Lester

Lord, 5018 Garden Avenue, Pennsauken, NJ

08109.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism, and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

TEAM MINISTRY SOUGHT. Pastor

and lay minister of music seek team ministry

in local church emphasizing evangelism, dis-

cipleship, and church growth. Resumes upon

request. Reply to Box LM, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802.
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PCA PASTOR selected for active duty as a

Navy chaplain beginning October 1 is in need

of temporary field of service (interim pastor,

assistant pastor, supply). For more informa-

tion reply to: 1555 Via DeLuna Dr., Gulf

Breeze, FL 32561. (904) 932-6062.

YOUTH DIRECTOR for 900+ member
congregation near Columbia, South Carolina.

An exciting opportunity for someone who has

at least three years experience in youth min-

istries, degree consistent with duties, and a

vision of how God will work in young peo-

ple (elementary through senior high youth).

The applicant must adhere to Reformed faith.

Send resume to: Cornerstone Presbyterian

Church, P.O. Box 260, Irmo, SC 29063; Attn.

Search Committee.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of

Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,

Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean

Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

ORANGEWOOD CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
a ministry of Orangewood PCA, in the great-

er Orlando area, will be adding faculty for

the 1985-1986 school year. Certified teachers

who understand and hold to a Reformed
world-and-life view are encouraged to make
application. Kindergarten, second grade,

seventh grade (self-contained), and high

school English. For more information con-

tact the Rev. Robert W. Bowman, Adminis-

trator, 1221 Trinity Woods Lane, Maitland,

FL 32751. Phone (305) 339-0223.

EXPERIENCED HEADMASTER:
wanted for grades K-5 through 8th grade for

Faith Christian School (PCA) in Anniston,

Alabama. Send initial resume to Dr. Roy T.

Flannagan in care of Faith Christian, 4100

Ronnaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/
mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue
Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
a conservative evangelical midwestern church,

member of the Evangelical Presbyterian

Church and Presbyterian Church (USA),
serving a congregation of 2800 members, is

actively seeking a director of Christian Educa-
tion for nursery through adult years. Please

send a personal information form with theo-

logical description to Central Presbyterian

Church, 7700 Davis Drive, St. Louis, MO
63105. Attention: Mr. Robert Bacon.

WESTMINSTER Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, Pa., seeks a new Director of Ad-
missions. The job begins June 1, 1985, and
will require work in admissions, recruiting

and some support to the Dean of Students.

This is a full-time position and salary is ne-

gotiable. Contact: J. Alan Groves, Director

of Admissions, Westminster Theological

Seminary, P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA
19118 or (215) 887-5511.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must

adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMAN; B.A.,

M.A., seminary-trained. Background in Oper-

ations Management. Seeks position with

church or church-related organization. Re-

sume furnished on request. Reply to: Box 87,

5422 Clinton Blvd., Jackson, MS 39209.

LOWER ELEMENTARY teachers needed

due to school expansion. First and second-

grade teachers desired for growing PCA
school of 375 students, K3 - 9th. Exciting op-

portunity for evangelism to French Roman
Catholic community. Call or write: Admin-
istrator, Westminster Christian Academy, 160

Westminster Drive, Opelousas, LA 70570;

(318) 948-8607.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed
theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.

YOUNG, GROWING OP church seeks in-

terested pastor of Reformed commitment. In-

terested individuals send resume to: Pulpit

Committee, c/o Bill Redington, 5088 Bentley

Lane, Columbus, OH 43220.

PANAMA CITY, FLA.-PCA Church

seeking DCE to oversee total education pro-

gram including S.S., youth and Christian

school (pre-school through 6th grade). Also

need K-4 and elementary teachers. Send re-

sume and request job description to Covenant

Church, 2350 Frankford Ave., Panama City,

FL 32405. (904) 796-7448.

SEMINARY GRADUATE with M.C.E.

degree seeking DCE. position in church with

Reformed distinctive. Has 8 years Christian

school experience, primarily as Bible teacher.

For resume, call (305) 972-0366.

POSITION OPEN: Director of Music (Or-

ganist and Choir Director) for 600-member
Presbyterian church. Applicant should have

either B.M. or M.M. degree in Music, Church

Music, and Organ Performance. Experience

preferred but not necessary. Must be capable

of directing graded choirs, handbell choirs,

and total music ministry of church. Salary

negotiable depending upon experience. Con-
tract available if desired. The church organ

is a two manual Casavant. Job description

and other information available upon request.

Minister is Dr. John C. Ropp [(919) 875-2101.]

Please send resume to Franklin R. Teal, Rae-

ford Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 219, Rae-

ford, NC 28376. For additional information

by phone call Franklin R. Teal at (919)

875-2488 (office) or (919) 875-3677 (residence).

ASSISTANT PASTOR-youth and educa-

tion ministries. EPC congregation of 400

seeking seminary graduate for the above as

well as limited pastoral services. Send inquir-

ies to Calvary Presbyterian Church, 6062

Richfield Road, Flint, MI 48506.

WANTED: Three man Christian otolaryn-

gology group looking for a fourth man. Write

W. J. Fravel, 1639 Brabham Ave., Columbia,

SC 29204.

SERVICESHHHHB
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Hi IMI <n>

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

travelmam—mmmmm
BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

WANTEDNHBHI
WANTED: USED TRINITY HYMNALS

in good condition. Contact Mel Jones,

Marco Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 884,

Marco Island, FL 33937, or call (813)

597-4623.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. For 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The
Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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Penetrate the Public Schools!

UNEQUAL TIME

WES CHAPMAN

In 1973 at the founding of the Presby-

terian Church in America, Dr. Joel

Nederhood said in the keynote address
—"The Historic Christian Faith for a

Nation in Crisis":

"If you want to know what the future of

America will be, don't resort to pious

platitudes and the expression of empty
hopes. Look with all realism at common
(public) education in America and observe

that the children in America are being

taught to think about the great issues of life

in isolation from God and his Word."
"As we take the measure of our coun-

try's paralysis at the moment, we may not

lay the blame at the vicious quality of the

unbelieving community. ... it is evangeli-

cal Christians like us who are, in many re-

spects, to blame for the quality of the crisis

which confronts us now. We have been

content to concern ourselves with elements

of Christian expression which were only a

partial expression of the faith we have. . .

.

the faith which we have is big enough to

address the very institutions we live in."

Dr. Nederhood closed his address with

an impassioned plea for the PCA to

establish Christian schools and give

our children a Christian education.

With all due respect to Dr. Neder-

hood, he is representative of a perva-

sive, evangelical/reformed logical non
sequitur. We see the problem of the

public schools crystalized, we under-

stand our failure for the quality of the

crisis, and then we conclude that the

solution is to abandon the problem for

which we are to blame.

Christians cry out against the abuses

of American education. But unbeliev-

ers scorn and repudiate our judgment
saying, "You are not in the school sys-

tem, you have withdrawn your sup-

port, you have nothing to say to us"

—

and they are right. While P.T.A. meet-

ings occur on Wednesdays, no Chris-

tian can be found lending his opinion

The author is a senior student at

Covenant Theological Seminary in

St. Louis. He has attended both
public (Lincoln-Sudbury, Mass. High
School) and Christian (Lexington
Christian Academy) schools.
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or involvement, bringing Biblical truth

to bear on policy and curriculum. In-

stead we pray at the traditional and im-

movable midweek service and let the

schools go to hell.

Rev. Roland Travis, in his article in

the Feb. 13 Journal, illustrated the

"paganization" of our children in the

public schools by a parallel to Daniel

and his three friends. Yet he fails to

draw the appropriate conclusion of

that incident. The point of Daniel's

relating how Babylonian schooling at-

tempted to paganize his thinking was
to show, not only that God protected

him from such paganizing, but that

God also used Daniel to significantly

impact Babylon and later Persia all the

way into the king's court itself by vir-

tue of Daniel's strategic presence with-

in that pagan system.

We are failing in these six ways:

1) We fail to trust the sovereignty of

God over the school system and in our

children's lives. Are not our children

within the covenant? Did not Christ

purchase them for himself? Is not

Christ the effectual caller of each

blood-bought child to himself? What
incipient Arminianism is this that views

their salvation so tenuously at the mer-

cy of pagan educators?

2) We fail in our evangelistic mandate
to be proclaimers of the gospel to all

creation. The public school is declared

humanistic, its educators sinister and
irredeemable people. Where is our

compassion for those lost? Can we not

believe that our presence and that of

our children as leaven and salt can be

used to turn back people who have

been blinded by the god of this world?

How can we fail to teach and model
that evangelistic mandate before our

children by withdrawing?

3) We fail in our cultural mandate. All

creation is to be brought under the

dominion of God's redeemed. Every

human institution must be infiltrated

and captivated for the gospel (II Cor.

10:5). Why are we excluding the public

schools?

4) We are failing in our covenantal ob-

ligation. God promised Abraham that

all nations of the earth would be blessed

in him. This blessing comes both as

special grace mediated through us,

who are the seed of Abraham, in the

word and deed of the gospel and as

common grace is dispensed by our

presence in the restraint of sin, in

Christ-endued righteousness and in the

manifestation of the fruit of the Spirit.

What right do we have to isolate a part

of our culture and withdraw from it

the covenantal blessings which can on-

ly be channeled through us?

5) We fail by producing elitism.

Private school education attaches us to

the wealthy, and yet the vast majority

of American children are economically

unable to attend private schools. Points

of identification with middle to lower

income Americans are lost, and Chris-

tians become a privileged class all to

themselves.

6) We fail by keeping our children im-

mature in their faith. The growing ten-

dency among Christians is to restrict

education from age four to 18 (or 22

in college) only to Christian schools or

colleges. Our children are never al-

lowed to see, or try and minister to,

classmates from broken homes, or the

fellow student who is enslaved by

drugs or alcohol or sex. They don't

have to think about why they believe

what they believe or how to relate to

non-Christians. No one calls into ques-

tion their values. Their faith is "nur-

tured" in an antiseptic environment,

all answers provided, all behavior care-

fully regulated. But is it not a Biblical

given, that faith, to grow, must be

challenged? I fear for a church that is

cultivating a generation of Christian

children without challenge to their

faith. That generation will either rebel

or be useless.

What are we afraid of as parents?

May I suggest it is ourselves. We fear

our own shallow faith and inadequa-

cies and inconsistencies. And so we
cannot nurture our children to face the

world with the Biblical faith they

should see in us. We don't trust that

God is ruling the schools and educa-

tors, that God can use our children and

us to recapture the schools for Christ.

Are Christian schools an "element

of Christian expression which is only

a partial expression of the faith we
have?" Is our faith "big enough to ad-

dress the institution" of the public

school system? I plead with you to

consider. II



Christian School or Public School?

EDITORIALS

Not since our issue on hymns have we
produced such a flood of letters as our

February 13 issue on Christian schools

has done. The "Unequal Time" essay

by Wes Chapman on the opposite page

is but one of several communications

of similar length and content that we
could have run. And in our "Mailbag"

column we have had letters from form-

er students, teachers, board members,

and home schoolers confirming or re-

jecting what our article had to say

about the public school system and the

need for Christian schools.

We seem to have touched a sensitive

nerve in our circles. I would suggest

that there are two distinct mentalities

and emphases that are evident. I would

further suggest that, although there are

tensions between these emphases, they

are not incompatible with each other,

and indeed we must appreciate and re-

fine both.

Our Lord Jesus in his Great Com-
mission to his church said: "All au-

thority in heaven and on earth has been

given to me. Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teach-

ing them to obey everything I have

commanded you. And surely I will be

with you always, to the very end of the

age" (Matt. 28:18-20).

From the beginning the Lord God
also expressed his purpose for the

human race that he created, in what is

often referred to as "the cultural man-
date": "So God created man in his

own image, in the image of God he cre-

ated him; male and female he created

them. God blessed them and said to

them, 'Be fruitful and increase in

number; fill the earth and subdue it.

Rule over the fish of the sea and the

birds of the air and over every living

creature that moves on the ground' "

(Gen. 1:27-28).

These two expressions of God's pur-

pose for his people are not contradic-

tory of each other. The fall of Adam
and Eve did not abrogate the mandate
God had given them; it made it more

difficult to carry out (Gen. 3:16-19).

The coming of Christ did not replace

this mandate with a new missionary

mandate. Rather he brought a redemp-

tion from sin and the fall that opens

up the possibility of real fulfillment of

God's purpose in creation.

Evangelism is in the prior position,

however. The making of disciples calls

for the commitment of conversion first

("baptizing them") and then for the

full effects of the Spirit's work in our

Christian living ("teaching them to

obey everything I have commanded
you"). The "cultural mandate" is

properly seen as a part of the Great

Commission. Evangelism, however, is

not complete without the consequent

effect of sanctification, both individual

and corporate. Our Lord's commission

is carried out only with both emphases

combined.

Now what we are seeing in the de-

bate over Christian schools is not nec-

essarily a battle of evangelism versus

cultural dominion but, interestingly, a

question of how these two should be

combined.

Several of the communications we
are receiving in support of public

education, like Wes Chapman's oppo-

site, are aggressive for both evangelism

and cultural dominion. They are say-

ing that Christians should be involved

in the arena of the public schools as

both light and salt, as in every other

legitimate aspect of society and cul-

ture.

The advocates of Christian schools,

on the other hand, are saying that our

first evangelistic responsibility is

toward our own children and that the

only prospect for full integration of the

Bible and learning is through Christian

schools.

Can either position be denied? The
problem is that either position gets put

forth dogmatically and absolutistical-

ly as the only way for all Christians to

proceed at all times. The question is

how to combine these two approaches
in a way that will meet the needs of the

church and of our world and thus con-

tribute to carrying out our Lord's com-
mission.

The first thing to recognize is that

Deuteronomy 6:6-7 sets forth a fami-
ly responsibility: After pronouncing

the great monotheistic creed and the

first great commandment, the Lord
says, "These commandments that I

give you today are to be upon your

hearts. Impress them on your children.

Talk about them when you sit at home
and when you walk along the road,

when you lie down and when you get

up."

Parents have the responsibility of

conveying God's will (the essence of

education) to their children. Most of

us need the help of schools to do this

properly. In communities where the

public schools have not been dominat-

ed by anti-Christian and anti-theistic

influences (and there are still many
such communities), parents can fulfill

their obligations in combination with

such schools. In communities where
there is such domination and parents

have no viable alternative (and there

are such situations), then parents must
trust the Lord to enable them through

home and church to counteract the

naturalistic and humanistic influences

of the schools.

In such a context Christians need to

be working strenuously in two direc-

tions as the Lord leads them. On the

one hand, the church should be work-

ing with parents to provide the option

of Christian schools for those who will

need them. On the other hand, Chris-

tians should be penetrating the public

schools as teachers, on school boards,

and in PTA meetings. For the church

as a body it is not either/or but

both/and.

It is probably best that every young
person have some experience of both

Christian and secular education. Most
homes and churches are not able to

provide the integration of the Bible

and learning that the most effective

Christian schools can do well. At the

same time the ideas and people of the

secular world are most realistically met

in the context of the public school.

Different young people are ready to

meet these needs at different ages in

their lives and in accord with differing

community situations. It is a family's

prerogative to make the decision. But
the church should be ready to help in

this serious responsibility of bringing

up the next generation in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord. [B
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BOOKS

A MODEST PROPOSAL—for Peace,
Prosperity and Happiness, by Franky
Schaeffer and Howard Fickett. Thomas
Nelson, Nashville, 1984. 170 pp. $7.95,

paper. Reviewed by Stephen Lutz,

Assistant Editor.

A Modest Proposal is a satire that dis-

counts fears of a population explosion

and accompanying environmental dis-

aster while attacking the current pen-

chant to rid the world of the unneed-

ed through ever-more-sinister forms of

population control: abortion, infanti-

cide, euthanasia, and eugenics, to cre-

ate a perfect, limited, and ultimately

self-annihilating, race.

Successful satire is difficult to write.

Jonathan Swift, the 18th-century mas-

ter of the form, succeeded with his de-

lightfully brief "Modest Proposal."

The authors of this book saw a paral-

lel between Swift's satirical suggestion

of cannibalizing excess Irish children

for profit and current thought con-

cerning population control. But this

Modest Proposal does not quite pull

off as satire. It is sometimes confus-

ing and difficult to read, and the large

number of notes in the back essential

to the text make for too much page
turning. A Modest Proposal could

have been more effective as a straight-

forward piece.

The body of the book is a hypothe-

tical memo dated 1992 from a fictitious

low-level bureaucrat, C.B. Train, em-
ployed by the "Bureau of Population

and Environment," to his superiors,

describing the progress of their three-

point-plan to control society. This is

heavily laced with frightening quotes

(some real, some hypothetical). A
more readable and helpful section

follows, "Deciphering the Code,"
in which the authors refute C.B.

Train.

But although they dispel panic and
expose exaggerations and twisted sta-

tistics on the parts of people such as

Paul Ehrlich, author of the bestselling

The Population Bomb, 1968, Schaef-

fer and Fickett are not as convincing

in their implication that the population

level and environment will basically

take care of themselves. It is distress-

ing that these and other legitimate con-

cerns are disparaged because they are

often concerns of the same people who
are for coercive population control.

Christians if anyone should be con-

cerned about the environment, as

Schaeffer's father, the late Francis A.
Schaeffer, stated in his Pollution and
the Death of Man (Tyndale, 1970).

A Modest Proposal exhorts us to

beware of the dangers inherent in even
the most well-intentioned or seemingly

innocuous programs, and that we
should continue to fight for right-to-

life issues. Unfortunately, C.B. Train's

population control conspiracy suggests

that some conspiracy, or an evil elite,

rather than all man's sinful nature,

could be responsible for man's dilem-

ma. [TJ

A New Era on Planet Earth?
World population figures have become a cause for concern, not only to

demographers, but to politicians and social scientists of all varieties. The
following material, from "Planet Earth 1984-2034: A Demographic Vision,"

by Leon F. Bouvier, pages 10-15, Population Bulletin, Vol. 39, No. 1 (Feb.

1984), helps to explain why:

"At the outset of 1984, the planet's numbers are fast approaching the five

billion mark. The population of planet Earth has more than tripled in the

past century from about 1.5 billion in 1884 to nearly 4.8 billion in 1984. It

has doubled in the 39 years since the end of World War II in 1945 and would

double again in the next 39 years if the current estimated growth rate of 1.8

percent a year were to continue.

". .... About 75 percent of the world's population lives in less developed

countries. In the rich developed countries as a whole, natural increase cur-

rently averages 0.6 percent a year which, if continued, would double their

populations in 125 years. The average for the poor developing nations as

a whole is 2.1 percent a year—a population 'doubling' time of just 32 years.

Inhabitants of rich countries can expect to live 73 years on average; those in

the poorer developing nations, 58 years. Women in more developed coun-

tries currently average 1.9 live births each in their lifetime; those in poorer

countries, 4.5. ... In the developing world, some 38 percent of the popula-

tion is comprised of children under age 15 with their childbearing years still

to come, versus 23 percent in the developed world as a whole. Thus the built-in

momentum for population growth is much greater in less developed than

in more developed countries. This means that even if miraculously all women
in the world were from now on to average only enough children to replace

the parent generation (2.1 to 2.5 children, depending on mortality conditions),

births would continue to outstrip deaths and populations thus grow far longer

and relatively much larger in developing countries because of the higher con-

centration of people in the childbearing ages compared to those in the older

ages where most deaths occur.

"... The classic 'demographic transition' model, hotly debated by de-

mographers since it was first proposed in the 1930s, posits roughly four stages

in a country's history of population growth or 'natural increase' (migration

is not considered in the model). Loosely, these are: (1) high birth and death

rates, resulting in little population growth; (2) death rates begin to fall while

birth rates remain high, resulting in rapid population growth (the excess of

annual births over deaths increases); (3) birth rates begin to fall while mortal-

ity continues to fall, resulting in declining but still considerable population

growth; (4) fertility hovers around replacement level accompanied by low

death rates, resulting in very low or no population growth (annual births

barely outstrip, or match, annual deaths). This last has been labeled the stage

of 'incipient' or threatened population decline. Developed nations are in this

stage and some have already moved beyond it to a period of actual popula-

tion decline as annual deaths exceed annual births. This heralds a new era on

planet Earth." 3]
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WRONG ON THE FARMS

Notably absent from your March 6,

1985 editorial "Down on the Farm"
was any reference to God's Word, par-

ticularly the 1st, 8th, and 9th com-
mandments. When God's Word is

shelved in place of Hollywood's latest

productions, eyewitness reports, and
the opinions of men, the conclusion of

the editor is not very surprising
—"The

government should seek to help the ef-

ficient family farmer through this cri-

sis."

Neither the U.S. Constitution (the

supreme law of the land: Art. VI) nor

the Bible justifies "transfer pay-

ments," the taking of wealth by force

from one citizen and giving it to an-

other. In fact, the Supreme Court it-

self, in better days, called this charade

"theft."

The Scriptures condemn wickedness

on the part of rulers (Prov. 16: 12) and
mandate the civil magistrate to use

taxes to protect the law-abiding citizen

by punishing (not rewarding) evil-doers

(Rom. 13:3-7). When "Thou shalt not

steal" is limited to the man-in-the-

street, wickedness prevails in high

places.

And should not the Biblical restric-

tions (Deut. 15: Iff.), consequences
(Prov. 22:7), and prohibition (Rom.
13:8) on debt be germane to an editor-

ial on the farm crisis? Last but fore-

most, the first magnificent command-
ment and key to all human ills, "Thou
shalt have no other gods before me"
(Exod. 20:3) rules out anybody's reli-

ance on a god-state. For a segment of

the population that has misplaced its

faith and neighed after its neighbor's

pocketbook, the present dilemma of

farmers is predictable
—"The curse

causeless shall not come" (Prov. 26:2).

Sweet as the smell of new-mown hay

may be, the stench from the manure
pile of legalized theft pervades the

landscape!

—Vic Lockman
Tyler, Tex.

RIGHT ON THE FARMS

Your editorial "Down on the Farm"
(March 6) tells it exactly right.

My husband is the hardest working
farmer I have ever seen. Some instinct

made him use those better-price years

in the '70s to pay off our debts on
much needed land and begin a simpli-

fied farming operation he could han-

dle with very little hired labor and no
borrowed money.
Today he farms 1500 acres, debt

free. This way he can weather the

leaner years and during the better years

have money to invest in machinery.

Thanks for your clear-eyed view.

—Louise B. Tardy
Lexington, Va.

THE MALE HALF OF THE PROBLEM

I was glad to see in your editorials on
abortion (Feb. 6 and 13) at least one
sentence implicating men. For years we
have heard and read sermons against

abortion, but never against its cause:

irresponsible or illegitimate inter-

course. Why do preachers avoid public

attack on the male half of the prob-

lem?

To expend all effort and rhetoric

fighting abortion alone is like endless

patching of broken bodies at the foot

of a precipice, while ignoring those at

the top pushing them over.

If a doctor treats only symptoms
and never source of disease, he soon

loses credibility—as well as patients.

Abortion, like cancer, will never be

wiped out until attacked at the source.

Finally, if Presbyterians believe that

man is "head" of the woman, why
don't their crisis pregnancy centers per-

suade the unwed father to keep his

child?

—Donna Strom
Presbyterian Seminary

Dehra Dun, India

"PRO-CHOICE"—BEFOREHAND

Concerning your editorial, "Abortion
and Responsible Sexuality" (Feb. 13),

it may come as a surprise for you to

hear me say I am "Pro-Choice," but

read on. I believe the time to make the

choice is before the act, not after con-

ception takes place. An older man who
helped in my being trained for a trade

told me never to date a girl whom I

would not want to be married to, but

to choose carefully the mother for my
children. This is good advice for any-

one regardless of any Biblical or relig-

ious principles.

—George D. Ormsby
Aston, Pa.

REGULATIVE PRINCIPLE OF WORSHIP

I agree with Alan Dan Orme (in his re-

view of Thomas Howard's book,

Evangelical Is Not Enough, in the

March 13 issue) that there is a need to

improve the quality of our worship,
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but must take exception to his endorse-

ment of Mr. Howard's approach to

that improvement.

The question is simple enough: Do
we have the courage to follow the pro-

visions of our own Confession of

Faith, which teaches the regulative

principle of public worship (Westmin-

ster Confession, ch. XXI: 1)? I can find

no warrant in the Scripture for the ob-

servance of any "holy day" other than

the Sabbath in the New Testament age.

The Puritan fathers clearly taught that

God was the one to determine what

was proper in his worship, not man.

To argue for anything in addition to

what the Word of God teaches is as

dangerous for our worship as it is for

our theology. Given the premise that

we can devise worship acceptable to

God without divine example or com-
mand will lead the Presbyterian

churches in time to bishops, prayer

books, and Arminianism, as history

clearly shows.

There are churches which hold such

human innovations to be acceptable,

but a Presbyterian church, loyal to the

Westminster Standards, is not one of

them.

—(Rev.) James W. Campbell
Danbury, Conn.
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I I The death and resurrection of Jesus Christ are brought

to the remembrance of Christians at every communion service or even on
every Lord's Day. But Good Friday and Easter provide an annual occasion

for the rest of the world to be confronted with the meaning of life and death

and life after death. From one standpoint it is not surprising that Jesus was

put to death. He made the most outlandish claims. The Gospel of John
records several: "The reason my Father loves me is that I lay down my life

—

only to take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my
own accord. I have authority to lay it down and authority to take it up again"

(10:17-18). Earlier he claimed: "For just as the Father raises the dead and
gives them life, even so the Son gives life to whom he is pleased to give

it. Moreover, the Father judges no one, but has entrusted all judgment to

the Son, that all may honor the Son just as they honor the Father. He who
does not honor the Son does not honor the Father, who sent him" (5:21-23).

At the beginning of John's Gospel the statement is made: "In him was life,

and that life was the light of men" (1:4). And after the resurrection John
wrote: "Jesus did many other miraculous signs in the presence of his disciples,

which are not recorded in this book. But these are written that you may
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing you
may have life in his name" (20:30-31).

I I This week's issue, I trust, will both reaffirm your faith

in the risen Jesus Christ as the source of eternal life and also provide reflec-

tions upon his life and death that may be shared with your (as yet) unbelieving

friends and neighbors. Lon Woodrum poses the question that Jesus' empty
tomb answers: Is there any hope beyond the grave? William Dunkerley

ponders the life of Jesus at Nazareth as a young carpentry worker who may
have prepared wooden products for the Romans who eventually nailed him
to a cross. Dr. Robert Strong, whose contributions to the Journal averaged

half a dozen per year during the 20 years prior to his death in 1980, com-
ments on the significance of Jesus' death.

I 1 Shortly af-

ter we went to press with our

March 20 issue on the 300th

anniversary of the birth of

J.S. Bach we received this pic-

ture of Bach's Bible. Found in

1934 in the possession of an

elderly farmer in Franken-

muth, Mich, after having dis-

appeared for 174 years, the

17th-century three-volume Bi-

ble with Bach's name inscribed

in 1733 is on display at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis.
VPI Photo

COVER: "The Resurrection" by Gustave Dore (detail)

I I From the "It's a Small World" department: The Far East

Broadcasting Company is producing a weekly gospel program in Korean
which is aired over the FEBA Seychelles station and targeted to Saudi Arabia,

where there are over 300,000 Koreans residing and working. One more ex-

ample of the universality of the gospel to ponder this Easter season! ffl
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NEWS OF RELIGION

High Court Upholds Ban on Rites for Fetuses

WASHINGTON (RNS)—A legal bat-

tle over the lawfulness of conducting

memorial services for aborted fetuses

with the knowledge and cooperation of

a local district attorney ended March
18, when the U.S. Supreme Court re-

jected the local official's appeal to per-

mit the rites.

The appeal, filed with the high court

by Los Angeles District Attorney

Robert Philibosian, sought reversal of

a California Court of Appeals ruling

last year that memorial services for the

fetuses would violate provisions in the

state constitution.

Three years ago, Philibosian accept-

ed an offer by a private non-sectarian

cemetery to inter the 16,500 embryos
and fetuses taken from the back yard

of physician Malvin Weisberg, which

were found preserved in storage con-

tainers filled with formaldehyde. The
Feminist Women's Health Center filed

suit to prevent Philibosian from turn-

ing the fetuses over to the cemetery and

insisted they be incinerated. A local su-

perior court agreed and issued a pre-

liminary injunction but later consented

to allow the interment. The case was

joined by the Catholic League for Re-

ligious and Civil Rights, which sought

to conduct the religious services at the

cemetery.

After the California Court of Ap-
peals reversed the local court, Philibo-

sian appealed unsuccessfully to the

California Supreme Court, which re-

fused last September to review the

case. He then appealed to the U.S. Su-

preme Court.

For its part, the women's center ar-

gued in a brief filed by the American
Civil Liberties Union that the district

attorney sought burial of the fetuses

"with the knowledge that the cemetery

has contracted with a religious group
for . . . the holding of a public religious

memorial service . . .
."

Last October, Supreme Court Jus-

tice William H. Rehnquist denied a

Philibosian application to stay the Cal-

ifornia Court of Appeals judgment in

a memorandum stating the case "raises

4 Presbyterian Journal
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no substantial questions of federal

law," and declaring further, "I am
satisfied that this court would not wish

to give this case plenary considera-

tion." [FJ

PCA's Relief Giving
Sets NAE Standard

LOS ANGELES—The Presbyterian

Church in America (PCA) isn't even

a member of the National Association

of Evangelicals (NAE). But because of

generous PCA giving for famine relief,

its representatives were center stage at

the NAE's convention here.

The PCA got special recognition

from the NAE's subsidiary, World
Relief, because its combination of total

giving and per capita giving was higher

than that of any NAE member denom-
ination last year—and promises to be

even higher in 1985.

The PCA channeled $182,454
through World Relief in 1984. And
here in Los Angeles, Rev. Paul

McKaughan of the PCA's Mission to

the World presented an additional

check for $101,295, representing addi-

tional giving in the first two months of

the current year.

The PCA formally recommends
World Relief as one of several worthy
relief channels since the PCA has no
unit devoted expressly to that work.

The substantial gifts came in the

context of the NAE's 43rd annual con-

vention where the theme was "Share

the Hope"—a hope which leaders here

stressed is rooted in the expectation of

Christ's return and expressed in part

now through service to the needy.

The NAE currently lists 44 member
denominations, including only one

which is a member of the North

American Presbyterian and Reformed
Council (NAPARC)—the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of North
America (RPNA). The RPNA was well

represented here, and one of its

ministers—Dr. John White of Geneva

College—serves as one of the NAE's

two current vice-presidents.

Still on the outside and looking at

the NAE with interest are the PCA and
the Christian Reformed Church. The
PCA is currently dealing with a formal
proposal to join.

In his annual report to the NAE, ex-

ecutive director Billy Melvin predicted

a "complete reshaping in five to ten

years" of the alignments within Pro-
testantism. The new boundary lines, he
said, will coincide closely with those
who are not hesitant to say that the Bi-

ble is their final authority. EE

U.S. Airlifts Remaining Jews
From Sudan Refugee Camp

LOS ANGELES (UPI)—U.S. military

transport planes, in a top-secret exodus

directed by the Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA), have airlifted the last

group of Ethiopian Jews in Sudan to

Israel, it was reported March 23.

The Jews, known as Falashas, were

moved March 22 in an operation that

began at dawn when the first of about

ten turboprop C-130 planes landed at

an airstrip eight miles north or Gedaref

and six miles from a refugee camp in

eastern Sudan, the Los Angeles Times

reported.

The Falashas were loaded swiftly,

with each plane staying on the ground

only as long as necessary, and taken to

Israel for resettlement.

The groundwork for the airlift, ac-

cording to the Times, was laid in a

meeting between Vice President

George Bush and Sudanese President

Jaafar Numeiry on March 6, and plan-

ning for the operation began March 7

when Bush left Khartoum on the next

leg of his trip through drought-stricken

Africa.

About 7,800 Falashas were taken to

Israel from November 21 to January

6 in a secret airlift called Operation

Moses, which ended two days after

news of the airlift was leaked in Israel,

stranding a fraction of the Ethiopian

Jews left in the Sudan refugee camp of



Tawawa.
It was not immediately determined

how many Falashas were airlifted in

the U.S. operation, but about 900 Jews

were believed to have been in the Ta-

wawa camp. The area of the camp
where they had lived was reportedly

deserted after the early morning air-

lift, ffi

Former Foes Combat Irish

Terrorism with Evangelism

NEW YORK (RNS)— In the wake of

renewed sectarian violence in Northern

Ireland February 28 that claimed the

lives of eleven members of the Ulster

Defense Regiment (UDF) in Newry and

Pomeroy, a pair of Irishmen—one

Protestant, one Roman Catholic

—

came to New York City to plead the

cause of Christian reconciliation in the

strife-torn Ulster province.

Paddy Monaghan, a Dublin-born

Catholic, and David "Packie" Ham-
ilton, a plain-spoken Protestant from

Belfast who served four years in Maze
Prison for terrorism, toured the area

to spread their message that the deep

animosities that have haunted North-

ern Ireland can be erased through

Christ. Their tour concluded with par-

ticipation in the annual Irish-American

Unity Conference here.

Both men now work for Prison

Fellowship, an Irish extension of the

U.S.-based prison ministry founded by

Chuck Colson. The customary Prison

Fellowship goal—bringing offenders

to Christ— is augmented by the simul-

taneous effort to bridge the religious

gap that lies at the roots of Northern

Ireland's civil strife.

Packie Hamilton began tinkering

with explosives and armed robbery at

a relatively tender age. His second stint

in prison, this time at the infamous

Maze prison, led to his private spiritual

conversion to Christ, in 1980. "God
took away the hatred and bitterness I

felt toward Roman Catholics and
replaced it with love," he said.

Since his release from prison in

1983, Hamilton has been counseling

with convicts in penitentiaries through-

out Ulster, seeking spiritual conver-

sions. He says that already at least 100

paramilitarists from both sides have
found Christ partly as a result of Pris-

on Fellowship.

Paddy Monaghan, who said he was
"born again" in 1973, works for

Prison Fellowship out of Dublin, con-

ducting Bible studies in the prisons and

coordinating prison visits for volun-

teers and others.

Monaghan said that he and his col-

league seek to persuade Irish-

Americans that donating money to

support terrorist causes in the north ex-

acerbates the already fierce violence

there. Many Irish-American Catholics,

he said, are retaliating against their

own memories—or those of ances-

tors—of actual discrimination they

faced while still in Ireland. Terrorism,

directed at either side, is "not really an

English problem— it's an Irish prob-

lem."

"We would like Irish-Americans to

contribute their time and money to

projects of reconciliation," said Mon-
aghan. "This would be helping toward

the solution, not the problem." CD

Bruce Waltke To Join

Westminster Seminary Faculty

PHILADELPHIA—Bruce K. Waltke,

Th.D., Ph.D., currently on the facul-

ty of Regent College, will join the fac-

ulty of Westminster Theological Sem-
inary here July 1 , 1 985 . He will become
Professor of Old Testament, adding

"the depth of a seasoned scholar and
communicator" to the seminary's pro-

gram, according to Prof. Raymond B.

Dillard, chairman of the Old Testa-

ment department.

Waltke served on the faculty of

Dallas Theological Seminary from
1958-1976 before going to Regent Col-

lege. An archeologist, he has super-

vised excavations at Gezer, Israel, and
directed study trips to the Middle East.

He was also active in recent Bible

Bruce K. Waltke

translation projects as consultant/edi-

tor for the New American Standard

Version and the New International

Version. 2]

Also in the News . . .

Rev. Dr. Moises Silva was inaug-

urated as Professor of New Testament

at Westminster Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, February 19. Born in

Havana, Cuba, Silva came to the U.S.

in 1960 with his parents and has taught

at Westmont College, Trinity Evangel-

ical Divinity School, and Fuller Semi-
nary, in addition to authoring a book
and numerous articles and serving as

a minister in the Orthodox Presbyter-

ian Church.

"Walk With God Between Sun-

days," a weekend conference spon-

sored by the Billy Graham Lay Center

in cooperation with Lay Renewal

Ministries, is scheduled for June 28-30

at the Ben Lippen School, Asheville,

North Carolina. Additional con-

ferences are being planned for pastors

and for training lay men and women
for work in renewal.

All Africa Press Service reports

that fanatic Muslims have burned
down 21 churches in northern Nigeria.

Compounding the situation for Chris-

tians in the Arab country, authorities

have refused to grant permits to re-

build the charred buildings because
many are "too near a mosque."

Groundwork for a new Christian

school was laid March 4 at a meeting

in Cape Coral, Fla., where a group of

members from three Lee County
churches met to form the Providence

Christian School Association. The
group is "dedicated to the establish-

ment of a school that will approach the

task of education from the perspective

of the Reformed or Calvinistic faith,"

and hopes to begin classes for the

lower grade levels by the fall of 1986.

(RNS)—The Cox Cable Co. of Vir-

ginia Beach has announced it is pull-

ing the Playboy channel off the air in

the wake of indictments against the

franchise for distributing obscene ma-
terial.

The indictments resulted from a

campaign by fundamentalist preachers

who objected to the showing of sexual-

ly explicit movies on the channel. DO
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The Resurrection in Their Hearts

LON WOODRUM

Jesus' resurrection affected the story

of mankind. It changed the history of

the world, even for those who do not

believe it happened.

The human race is death's target.

We live in a dying world. Everyone,

grabbing at life, is sucked into the

voracious grave. The renowned and the

unknown push ever forward toward

"the place appointed for all the living"

(Job 30:23).

What hope is there, then, for us who
travel in the age-old funeral train?

There is one hope—just one. Outside

that hope there is none. It lies in a

long-ago tomb: an empty tomb stand-

ing not far from a place called Calvary.

That tomb is an open mouth crying si-

lently of that lone hope. If that cry has

no meaning, then all the peoples of the

earth must drop at last into the void

forever—including all Christians who,

of all people, are the most pitiable.

An old question fairly leaps up out

of the Bible: "If a man die, shall he

live again?"

Put that question to Nature. Nature
wags her head. Resurrection is an un-

known word to her. Spring she knows,

with life leaping from the dust. But her

blooming flowers go like frost before

the sun. Puppies, frolicking in the yard,

too soon will be tired old dogs sleeping

under the porch. Too soon eager young
faces bear the scars of hasty time.

Jesus recognized that Nature had no
empty graves. Today's bright green

grass, he said, burns in tomorrow's

oven. The same thing will happen to

all the grass that ever grows— forever.

Summer is nearer to winter than we re-

alize. Birth and burial are not too far

apart. Nature teaches no theology of

everlasting life.

Take Job's question to the scientist.

His laboratory reports no resurrec-

tions. It has a simple, succinct report:

The author is a minister, Bible

teacher, and free-lance writer from
Defuniak Spring, Fla.

Everybody dies. The scientist may do

his best to keep you from dying, know-

ing that he can't finally keep you alive

— or even himself. Science must finish

its mission to mankind before the fu-

neral. Resurrection is not a scientific

term.

All lives dead-end in death—except

one. Even that one is shrouded in mys-

tery. Who tries to produce empirical

proof of Jesus' defeat of death? The
New Testament itself does not attempt

to explain it. There were no eyewit-

nesses to the actual event—except God.

His Word is all we have on the matter!

"If only I could have been there

when he went to Calvary," we heard

one man say, "and have seen him af-

terward when he came from the dead!"

But there were those there—and they

fought with their doubts afterward. Je-

sus offered no explanation to the dis-

ciples as to how the resurrection hap-

pened. The whole scenario, he said,

was written in the Scriptures, not in the

reports of scientists. The whole thing

was God's doing. God's Word is the au-

thority for Jesus' triumph over death.

He who must have some other authori-

ty is a stranger in the believer's camp.

The resurrection is not for every-

body! It is not for those who cannot

abide a touch of the supernatural. Nor
for those who would eliminate all

mystery from theology.

It is for those who would be as-

tounded if Jesus did not rise from the

dead! Miracles do not trouble them.

They expect miracles where Jesus is

concerned!

Their experience with him has al-

ready wrought a spiritual resurrection

in them. They walk in "newness of

life." They feel the force of Jesus'

everlasting aliveness. He promised

them that they should live forever; and

they believe him.

They have seen Jesus turn the deadly

cross into a symbol of redemption, the

terrifying tomb into a proclamation of

the gospel.

They live in view of an empty grave.

They bear the resurrection in their

hearts. HI
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The Life of Jesus at Nazareth

WILLIAM J. DUNKERLEY

Eighteen of the years of Jesus' life are

sometimes spoken of as "silent" or

"missing" because the Bible tells very

little about what went on during the

time our Lord lived at Nazareth. Luke,

however, has provided us with a suc-

cinct summary of those years: "Jesus

increased in wisdom and stature, and
in favor with God and man" (Luke

2:52).

When this verse is read in context it

connects two important dates. The
first of these is at the end of chapter

2 of Luke's Gospel where we learn

about Jesus as a boy of twelve in the

temple at Jerusalem (Luke 2:42). Then
follows the "increased in wisdom"
statement before Jesus is baptized by

John in the Jordan (Luke 3:21). This

brief summarization by Luke conveys

a Scriptural bridge between two of the

most positive chronological facts about

our Lord in the entire Bible. It serves

not only as an evaluation, but can be

taken as an overview of what took

place in the life of our Lord from age

twelve to 30—those 18 illusive years.

Such a conclusion is suggested when
one thinks about those to whom Luke
was writing. Were they not lst-century

converts, many of whom were Jews like

Jesus? Had they not eaten the same
kind of food that Jesus had eaten?

Worn the same kind of clothing? Been

brought up under the same Torah
(Law)? Their Mishnah (oral tradition

of the Jews in Palestine at the time of

Jesus) tells us to this day how a boy
was raised in Jesus' time. It describes

something akin to universal training,

both in the home and education in the

rabbinical school of the local syna-

gogue, year after year, until age 20

when he was expected to enter a trade.

And Mark had reported the fact that

The author is a free-lance writer

from Redlands, Calif. He has made
five trips to the Holy Land in the
last five years engaging in research
for a biography of the centurion at

the cross (Mark 15:39).

Jesus was a carpenter (Mark 6:3)

before Luke wrote his Gospel. So there

was no need for the writers of the

Gospels to encumber Scripture with

details as to how Jesus used his ham-
mer, saw, and adze, anymore than it

would have been necessary to describe

the life of Jesus at Nazareth, which

would have been familiar to lst-centu-

ry Christians.

So today we can visualize how Jesus

lived in Nazareth because of what we
have learned from the ancient scrolls

and from archeology. If we were to

stand on high ground overlooking that

green bowl of Galilean foothills under

the bluest of skies, we could have a

feeling of reasonable certainty that we
were looking at the same terrain upon
which Jesus looked. Major land forms

do not change appreciably even in 2000

years. Of course, we must cut through

time-layered changes: the glitter of new
buildings (Basilica of the Annunciation

and Saint Joseph's Church), modern
technology, and population growth, if

we are to visualize Nazareth as a small

village of perhaps no more than 200 to

300 inhabitants.

Judging from the steepness of the

narrow canyon roads today, the foot

trails of Jesus' time must have been

strenuous walking. On one of these

trails we can picture Jesus coming
down from the higher country where
he must have frequently gone to pray.

For the moment we think of him as

"Yeshua-bar-Joseph," the name by
which he would have been known in

the Aramaic language of his day.

If we were to ask Jesus what he liked

best about Nazareth, he might raise an

arm in praise to his heavenly Father for

the beauty of the great out-of-doors all

about him; the tall pines, the sturdy

oaks, the joyous singing of birds, and
the fragrance of blossoms in a sea of

color cascading down the steep slopes:

yellow crocuses, white narcissus, pink

cyclamen, tulips, hyacinths, and glad-

ioli. The red anemone could be our

Lord's "lily of the field" (Matt. 6:28).

And he might remind us that the mus-
tard waxed into a great tree from the
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tiniest of seeds (Luke 13:19).

Jesus must have been very familiar

with the wild beauty of the Mediterra-

nean flora of these central highlands.

He must have been able to point out

even the lesser known plants such as

the lentiA and the asphodel, the wild

caper buds of Ecclesiastes 12:5 which
the people of Nazareth used as a relish,

and the marjoram they used for sea-

soning.

There might well be a hint of heri-

tage as Jesus could have referred to an-

cient Scripture, suggesting that the

woods around Nazareth reminded him
of the shaggy country that Esau loved

so much at Jebel Sheir. And when we
admire the stately cypress, there could

be the reminder of Solomon's esteem

for the wood when building the door
panels of the Holy of Holies and the

floors of the great temple in Jerusalem.

At the outskirts of Nazareth, we be-

gin to see cultivated plants and trees,

most spectacular of which is the olive.

Its ashy gray leaves, typical of the Pal-

estinian countryside, give Nazareth a

special kind of charm. And again there

is thought of Solomon, who used olive

wood for the cherubims and doors of
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the temple (I Kings 6:33,35). As we pass

tiny vineyards, Moses is remembered
for the time he sent spies from Kadesh
Barnea (Deut. 1 :22) into the Promised
Land who brought back grapes that

encouraged the wandering Israelites to

enter the land of Canaan.
One way to visualize Nazareth in the

time of Jesus is to enter the excavations

under the Convent of the Sisters of

Nazareth. Here, in 1884, a workman
fell through the earth while clearing the

area for new convent buildings. Eight-

een feet beneath the surface were found
remains of Crusader walls that en-

shrined a much earlier habitation

center. Scholars believe this to be the

actual area where Jesus grew up.

Along a roadway that measures some
14 feet in width there are grottos like

those that were improved for living

quarters in the time of Jesus. Some
would have had rooms added of mud
and straw bricks baked in the sun.

There is a cistern which gives evidence

of rock wear where water vessels have
been drawn up. There is a tomb with

a rolling stone which the French Order
suggests is the tomb of Joseph.

As we pause beside the roadway of

the Nazareth of long ago, we can pic-

ture the open-air life that could have
gone on here with the women doing
their cooking outside the grottos and
with traffic along the road of long-

robed, long-bearded Jews talking with

gestures as they went up and down the

canyon. We can almost see a peddler

leading a donkey with a mountainous
load. And women labor up the steep

incline, balancing towering bundles on
their heads. Boys come running by,

shouting. In such a setting, Jesus easily

comes to mind. Still in his 20s, he cheer-

fully greets the lame and strong alike,

soothing plagued and wild spirits.

Even the donkey stops braying in his

presence.

When we leave the excavations and
journey above ground another few
hundred yards up the canyon, we come
to a synagogue that is believed to be
on the very spot of the Nazareth syna-
gogue of Jesus' day. Just as the under-

ground village that we have just visited

had huge stone blocks characteristic of
the Crusader period, so here we find

the synagogue similarly enshrined. But
here, because of the sacredness of the

place, no excavations have been per-

mitted.

After a time of prayer and deepen-
ing realization that we have drawn
closer to the spiritual as well as the

historical Jesus, we continue on our
way up to "Mary's Well." Here the

canyon widens and there is space for

houses of a more independent struc-

ture, like those of Hellenistic (Greek)

architecture that would have been found
in Sepphoris, the Galilean capital, in

the time of Jesus, which was only five

miles over the mountain from Naza-
reth. Such homes would have had inte-

rior courtyards and outside stairways

for access to rooftops where families

could have slept during the hot sum-
mer nights.

From what we know of the life and
times of Jesus, the daily activities

began at sunrise with cleanliness and
a prayer called the Shema: "Hear, O
Israel, the Lord thy God is one God
. . .

." Meals were simple and nour-

ishing, bread being the staple through-

out the day, usually barley cakes be-

cause the more costly wheat of the Es-

draelon Valley would have been shipped

abroad to satisfy the appetite of Rome.
Bread was treated with great respect.

"To eat bread" in Hebrew meant "to
have a meal." It was forbidden to put

raw meat on top of a loaf of bread, or

to set a pitcher of water on it, or to

throw away the crumbs. Bread was
eaten with goat's milk, sometimes with

cheese, occasionally with honey. For
dinner there would have been lentils or

beans, from the family garden, boiled

in a pot into which other vegetables,

such as onions and peppers, were added.

Meat was eaten less frequently and
might be said to have been scarce, ex-

cept for the occasional hunting of wild

game. Sheep were kept alive for their

wool, goats for their milk, cattle and
oxen to haul burdens and to plow. The
people of Nazareth also had nuts and
berries, melons, pomegranates, dates,
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and fruit in season.

We know from Scripture that Jo-

seph and Mary had a family of eight

or more. We also know that Nazareth

was a very small village and a relatively

poor one. Families who raised their

own food would probably have taken

care of most of their own building

needs. Joseph could have been hard

pressed to be paid enough for jobs lo-

cally to provide for the family needs.

Understandably he might have searched

outside of Nazareth for woodworking

jobs he could have brought back to

have his sons help him with.

Jesus, as the eldest, must have been

a delight to his parents. Joseph would

have wanted to take him with him
from time to time when he went in

search of work. After Joseph passed

on to Sheol, Jesus could have con-

tinued those journeys as far away as

Capernaum where there would have

been a need for hardwood blocks, rud-

ders, oars, tillers, even spars made
from the hard Tabor oak indigenous

below Nazareth.

A likely route for Jesus to have

returned to Nazareth from Capernaum
would have been through the Magdala
gap where the caravans traveled from
Egypt to Damascus. In that rich farm-

ing country there would have been

need for agricultural implements, par-

ticularly the handles and shafts of tools

made of hardwood, such as plows, and

yokes for oxen, with which Jesus

showed his familiarity later on in his

ministry, when he preached: "Take my
yoke upon you, and learn of me. . .

."

(Matt. 11:29).

In the grape-growing region of

Cana, Jesus would certainly have

visited friends (John 2:1). And the

winery there would have needed spig-

ots and spouts, perhaps even funnels

and faucets that could have been made
in the Nazareth shop. Although wine
in Jesus' time was stored in great tall

pots and carried about in goatskin bags

which had wooden stoppers, the Ro-
man historian Pliny (A.D. 23-79)

writes that the making of barrels was
already an ancient craft. So if casks

were made in Palestine, there would
have been no better hardwood, nor
skill, than that to be found in Naza-
reth.

The most lucrative business for the

carpentry shop might well have come
from Sepphoris with its 50,000 popula-
tion so close to Nazareth. In that Hel-

lenistic city, Jesus would have been

called a takton (Greek for woodwork-
ing craftsman). The wealthy might

have sought the services of the Naza-

reth shop for specialized cabinet work,

doors, window shutters and framing,

possibly even furniture.

A picture, such as the one drawn
here, of the daily activities of Jesus

during his Nazareth years leads to

other questions: How large was the

Joseph household in Nazareth? What
relatives might have lived with the

family? What friends visited them?
Scripture gives us the name of Simon
(Luke 6:15). Did this Zealot know
Jesus before he became a disciple? Did

the compassion that Jesus later showed

for the downtrodden involve him sym-

pathetically with the nationalist cause

to rid Palestine of its foreign military

presence?

And what about the Romans? How
often did a decurion of cavalry with

their ever-present spears and swords

terrify the villagers as they galloped

through Nazareth, their armor clank-

ing, on their way to and from Sepphor-

is? How often did the political and

social struggles of that early day in-

terfere with Jesus' being about his

"Father's business" (Luke 2:49)? Per-

haps there was even pressure put on the

Nazareth shop to make crosses for Ro-

man crucifixions?

Questions of even greater impor-

tance could be asked about the relig-

ious life at Nazareth: What were the

early worship practices in the home of

Joseph and Mary? How did Jesus view

the mezuzah (that household phylac-

tery at the doorport)? How active was

Jesus in the local synagogue (Luke

4:16)? How did he go about the study

of the Pentateuch? And what could be

said about our Lord's self-knowledge

of his Messianic mission during those

early years . . . ?

Answers to these and other ques-

tions would help our understanding as

to just what went on at Nazareth dur-

ing the time of Jesus. But for now, our

focus has been to suggest that those

early years in the life of Jesus were

neither "missing" nor "silent." Rather

they were unreported. The Gospel

writers wisely emphasized the "Good
News" that Jesus preached about the

coming of God's kingdom. There was

no need to provide information about

daily life at Nazareth because 1st-

century Christians were familiar with

the daily details. HI
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The Sixth Word

ROBERT STRONG

Darkness has overspread the earth

since noon that first Good Friday.

Now it is nearly 3 o'clock. The cry of

soul-agony comes from his lips: "My
God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken

me?" And then the cry of physical ag-

ony: "I thirst!"

The sponge is moistened in the sol-

diers' vinegar-wine and touched to Je-

sus' lips. Now listen to the words of

One who reaches the end of his earthly

course and has no vain regrets; with

triumphant voice he announces, "It is

finished!"

By way of contrast remind yourself

of Cecil Rhodes, the empire builder of

South Africa. It is his last moment.
Watchers at the bedside hear him mur-

mur, "So much to do, so little done."
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Rhodes is the pattern of us all. We
reach journey's end and wistfully think

of the kindness we might have shown,
the untouched duties we might have

performed, the reading and study to

which we might have devoted wasted

hours, the work in God's kingdom we
might have undertaken, the Christian

witness we might have so much more
faithfully given, the love to God and
to relative and friend we might have

better shown. We sigh and say, "There
was so much I could have done; there

was so much I was asked to do; there

was so little I actually accomplished."

But Jesus at the end could say, "It

is finished." It is a great word; and,

by the way, in the Greek, it is a word
and not a sentence: tetelestai— it is fin-

ished.

It is a prophet's word. Christ speaks

in his office of messiah-prophet and
tells us that what had been predicted of

him has been brought to pass. It is a

priestly word. Christ in his office of

messiah-priest announces that the sac-

rifice for the sins of many has now
been made. It is a royal word. Christ

in his office of messiah-king declares

that the foundations of his kingdom
have been laid and now there may be

brought into it souls from every kin-

dred and tongue and tribe.

What, further, is the meaning of the

Sixth Word?
I. For one thing, it may well be that

our Lord was addressing God the Fa-

ther. He is continuing the conversation

begun in eternity between the Father

and the Son. I refer to the covenant of

redemption. Scripture intimates that,

before the world was made, the God-
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head went into counsel and made a

plan that, at a certain point, contem-
plated the saving of a people out of a

lost and ruined race. In effect God the

Father said to God the Son: "We shall

save a multitude of sinners. We must
do it in a way that is consistent with

our dignity, with our justice, with our

holiness, and that fully exhibits our
mercy. It will require a Redeemer who
is divine. Wilt thou, Eternal Son, ac-

cept the role of Mediator and go to earth

and join thy deity to human nature to

appear in history as the God-man? Wilt

thou make the revelation of God in an

earthly life? Wilt thou yield up that life

as a sacrifice for the sins of many?"
Scripture intimates that in effect the

Son of God replied and said, "I will

go. I will subordinate myself by tak-

ing the role of Mediator; I will accept

the mission of redemption. I will hum-
ble myself to be made man. I will keep

the law with perfect obedience. I will

die upon a cross as a sacrifice for the

sins of many."
In the Sixth Word it may well be that

our Lord is making report to the Fa-

ther, in effect saying, "It is done. The
plan that was made in eternity has now
actually been brought to accomplish-

ment in time. It is finished as ordered

and promised."

II. Our Lord might also be saying

that the prophetic Scriptures have now
been fulfilled. Isaiah 53 is one of these.

Now has the Messiah been despised

and rejected of men. He has been

made the man of sorrows; he is ac-

quainted with grief. Men have refused

to esteem him; they have stricken and

afflicted him. They have wounded him;

they have bruised him; they have laid

stripes upon him; they have oppressed

him; they have brought him as a lamb
to the slaughter; they have cut him off

out of the land of the living; they have

numbered him with the transgressors.

Now has God also used him as he

said. God has wounded him for our

transgressions. The Lord has laid on

him the iniquity of us all. For the

transgression of the people has God
stricken him. The Lord was pleased to

bruise him and to put him to grief. The
Lord has caused Messiah's soul to be

poured out an offering for sin.

"It is finished," the Savior cries. The

words of prophecy have come to pass.

III. Is it Christ's meaning also that

now he has suffered to the full and it is

enough? There was a conversation—

you recall it—between Jesus and James



and John. They wanted places, the one

on his right hand, the other on his left,

in his kingdom. Jesus said that these

honors would be assigned by the Heav-

enly Father.

And then he asked, "Are you able to

be baptized with the baptism I am to

be baptized with? Are you able to

drink the cup that I shall drink?"

His meaning becomes clear to us

when we hear him pray in Gethsemane,

"Father, if it be possible, let this cup

pass from me." The cup is a symbol of

his anguish and agony, a more bitter

portion than any mere man has ever

had to drink, because it was the draft

of substitutionary suffering for sin.

Now on the cross as the moment of

departure comes he is saying, "It is

enough. It is done. I have drained the

cup to the bottom. The last dregs of it I

have tasted. I have known the scorn and
brutality of men. I have been wracked
with pain upon this cross. I have been

forsaken of God for my people's sake.

I have been made a curse by being

hanged upon this tree. I have drained

the cup. It is finished."

IV. This much seems sure: Jesus is

saying that salvation is now a finished

work. What is necessary to save men
from sin has been done.

I would link such a verse as Hebrews
10:14 with the triumphant cry from
Calvary: "He hath by one offering

perfected forever them that are sanc-

tified." The atonement has been ac-

complished. Salvation has been won
for all his people. Tetelestail

I find distasteful the sentiment ex-

pressed in A.J. Russell's little poem:
He was a gambler too, my Christ.

He took his life and threw it for a world

redeemed.

And ere his agony was done, before the

westering sun went down,
Crowning that day with crimson clouds

He knew that he had won.

Our Lord went to the cross not in

the hope that something might be ac-

complished. What he did upon the

cross was in the knowledge that this

was the design of God. When he said,

"It is finished," he said it because he

had the right to say it. He was no gam-
bler. He was carrying out the require-

ments of the Father. He was the willing

sacrifice for sin. His offering of him-
self certainly accomplished salvation.

The religions of mankind essentially

divide into two classes. There are the

religions of work-righteousness. All the

pagan religions are in this category.

They rest the responsibility on man to

work to gain acceptance and reward in

the next life.

Many a well-meaning Christian walks

into this category too. He brings the

Lord Jesus Christ into the picture, but

he has no adequate understanding of

who Christ is and what he has done.

This person thinks that it is in the end

up to him to be good enough and to

do enough to gain the favor of God
and so to be admitted into heaven. To
such a person there is no true peace of

soul, no assurance of hope. Discour-

agement and futile longing describe

him. He needs to be taught the saving

truth of God.
He needs to be introduced to the

other kind of religion, the religion of

free grace. He needs to enter into the

meaning of the Sixth Word, to see that

not by works of our righteousness will

God save us, but by his mercy in his

Son. "By grace are ye saved, through

faith, and that not of yourselves, it is

the gift of God" (Eph. 2:8). Salvation

is accomplished for us. It is now ready

to be freely bestowed upon all those

who will have it. They have but to trust

the Savior. There is no need of trying

to improve upon what he has done.

His work is perfect. Salvation is there,

it is ready, it is finished.

Tetelestai. What a great word. What
a significant word. Archeology has

some light to throw upon it for us. The
dry climate of Egypt has preserved

through 20 centuries a fabulous store

of written materials. The papyrus doc-

uments are written in the Greek of the

home and the marketplace. New light

on many words used in the New Testa-

ment has come from the papyri. One
of the first things they taught us was
that the New Testament is not a special

kind of Greek. The New Testament is

written in the common tongue.

Several of the papyri have used the

word which has been our study. The
documents of principal interest to us

are bills of sale. Across the face of

them has been inscribed the one word
"Tetelestai." It was the ancient way of

saying that the bill had been paid. A
dramatic commentary is thus furnished

on the meaning of the Sixth Word.
What Jesus said is this: "The bill is

paid. The cost of sin has been met. The
price of redemption has been met in

full. It is done. It is finished. There is

nothing to be added."
Let us be sure that we are altogether

and alone relying on Christ's perfect

and finished work for our salvation. CFJ
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Faith Encounters Suffering
For April 21, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Job 1-4

Key verses: Job 3:2-3; 3:20-4:7

Devotional reading: Job 1:13-22

Memory selection: Job 3:3

Introduction

In the next six lessons we will be study-

ing the Wisdom Literature of the Old

Testament. It includes the books of

Job, Ecclesiastes, and Proverbs. Today

we look at the first four chapters of

Job.

1
Job: Target of Satan

Job 1

Job was described as perfect and

upright, one who feared God and

turned from evil. That description is

given twice in this chapter, and is im-

portant to remember (vv. 1-8).

This made him immediately a target

of Satan, who cannot tolerate anyone

who lives in accord with the will of

God. He will try first to tempt such a

person to do evil, but that failing, he

will seek to bring all his wrath against

that person.

In this episode, we are able to learn

much about Satan and the trials of our

faith. The question of the book of Job

is not why the righteous suffer. That

question is answered in the first

chapter. The righteous (those who

please the Lord in this world) suffer

because it is to God's glory for them

to do so. By being tried through all

kinds of suffering, they show the gen-

uineness of their faith.

Job proved the sincerity of his faith

by refusing to blame God even when

he had suffered great loss. Satan failed

to crack Job or to get him to deny his

faith, then, and later.

Satan is portrayed in Scripture as a

roaring lion, seeking whom he may

devour. But we also see how great the

work of redemption is in those whom
God has saved. Their faith will not
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fail, because it is the work of God.

And God is willing for Satan to do all

he can to break such a faith, knowing

that it will hold because God has

shaped it.

Questions

1. How do you think Job was

righteous in God's sight?

2. How well does your own faith stand

up when you suffer the loss of posses-

sions and family?

2 Trials Within

Job 2

The Lord told Satan he could take

away all Job had but not harm his

body (1:12). Satan replied that this was

too limiting; he wanted the opportuni-

ty to harm the very health of Job, to

make him miserable within as well as

without.

God allowed this, but again with

limitations. He allowed Satan the op-

portunity to hurt Job's body, but

would not allow him to take his life.

God is sovereign and always in

charge. When he allows us to be tried,

it is for our good and his glory. But

he will not let our trials go beyond his

own good purpose for our lives. The

trial of our faith is never to see if we

can be broken but to glorify God.

Peter speaks of the trial of our faith

being to the praise of God. That praise

may not come in our lifetime, but it

will come when Christ returns to the

world at the end of the ages (I Pet.

1:7).

Job, though his wife sought to per-

suade him to curse God and die, held

tenaciously to his testimony of faith in

God. He proclaimed that we who re-

ceive good from the hand of God can-

not turn on him when things do not go

well.

James, writing to believers in the

first century, encouraged them in the

midst of great trials to remember the

steadfastness of Job's faith (James

5:11). It ought to be an example to

them and to us that living by faith does

not mean all will go well in the world.

It may mean that our life seems, in the

eyes of men, harder than theirs, who

choose not to live by faith. But as Job

triumphed in the end, so will all who
live by faith. Steadfastness, or the

ability to endure all kinds of difficul-

ty for Christ's sake, glorifies our God
and is the great purpose of our life on

earth (James 1:2-4).

Remember that Job did not have a

written word of God as we have today.

We do not know exactly when he lived,

but most agree that he lived dur-

ing the time of the patriarchs, Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob. There is no

evidence that he knew them, however.

He lived to the east of where they set-

tled, but the manner of his life is so

similar to their own that it must have

been about the same time.

Not having the word of God writ-

ten, he undoubtedly felt his friends

who came from far away to visit him

would bring some word of encourage-

ment, some word from God to com-

fort him. If that was his hope, how-

ever, it was soon dashed, because when

they came and saw the extent of Job's

misery, they were stunned. They were

not able to give him words of comfort.

Indeed, they gave him no word at all.

They sat in silence.

Job's friends undoubtedly meanl :

well. They had come to comfort him.;

But they were not prepared for what

they saw. Job's plight suddenly raisec

doubts in their minds about his salva

tion. They began to question in theif

hearts whether or not this was the hanc

of God against him because of his evil

They had thought him to be a gooc

man, which is why they had set out t<

comfort him. But now . . . the:

weren't so sure.

In their uncertainty about the spiri

tual welfare of Job they remained si

lent. Unwilling to fulfill their missioi

to comfort him, they became instru

ments in Satan's hands to oppress Job

Questions

1. In times of trial of your faith, d

you seek to glorify God or take the o<
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casion to murmur and complain to

him?

2. When you see a friend under great

trial, do you remain silent?

3 Job's Greatest Trial:

No Word From God
Job 3

When the prophet Jeremiah suffered

at the hands of many in Jerusalem who
sought his life, though he had stood

firmly and faithfully in the word of

God, he too despaired of his situation

(Jer. 20:14-18). The psalmist, too, fre-

quently despaired when he was in great

distress. Read in particular Psalm
22—words which Jesus quoted in his

own moment of trial on the cross.

All of these great men of God knew
great suffering and trials of their faith

and each cried out with words which
seemed to be a cry of hopelessness. But
they weren't hopeless. They were all

crying out for the same thing Job was
crying for—some understanding of the

present trial, some word from God
that all was well when all seemed not

to be well for them.

Job's great trial, as he expresses it

in this agony, was not that he had to

endure much suffering for God's sake.

It was not the loss of all he possessed
including his children. It was not even
the misery he felt in his body at the
time he cried out. His greatest trial was
that he felt cut off from God. He felt

'that through all of this hardship, God
had been silent (v. 23).

> It is true, in a sense, that if indeed
we have no communion with God,
then life is not worth living. That was
the distress that faced Job as he cried

lout that day after waiting for such a
ilong time to hear some word of en-

couragement from his friends or from
the Lord in some other way.
: All his life he had enjoyed close

fellowship with God, though we are
mot given any detail of that fellowship
except in a few words in the first

chapter and in some of his own
remarks later on. Now, suddenly, all

rhat was seemingly gone. It was as
hough God had deserted Job and it

nurt terribly.

He speaks of the thing that he had
nost feared (vv. 25-26)—to be cut off
rom God and not be able to hear from
iim. It was almost more than Job
ould bear.

Questions

• Do you ever feel that though you

try, you just cannot reach God? Your
prayers, even your reading of the Bi-

ble seem to be dry and meaningless?

2. What do you fear most regarding

your relationship with God?

4 No Help From
Human Counsel
Job 4

Job may have thought the expressions

of his own desperate situation would
evoke sympathy and compassion from
his friends. However, the three friends

were never able to understand Job's
real problem. They had a simple
answer for Job: He had sinned and dis-

pleased God, and unless he repented his

state would never be better.

The amazing thing about many of
their words is that— taken out of their

proper context—they sound good. It

is true that when one is an unrepentant

sinner he can find help only by repen-
ting of his sins and asking God's
forgiveness.

But that was not the case with Job.
We know he had not displeased God.
He had been described by God as

righteous in his sight, a perfect man.
This could only mean that he, like

other believers, was justified in God's
sight by his faith.

But the friends evidently were not
righteous by their faith. They did not
even understand that concept. They in-

sisted that no one suffered as Job suf-

fered if he was innocent in God's sight

(v. 7).

Eliphaz, the first of the friends to

speak, even ridiculed Job for his suf-

fering. He acknowledged that in the
past Job had been a comfort to others,

perhaps even to Eliphaz. But now that

hard times had come on Job, he was
troubled. It was a rebuke of Job's life,

as though he were a hypocrite (v. 5).

Eliphaz, and the others as well, felt

that their own observations were
sound: Job was reaping iniquity

because he had sown iniquity. He was
suffering because he had displeased
God (v. 8). He had brought it all on
himself. Small comfort!

Eliphaz, as the leading spokesman
for the three, declared that he had
secret knowledge which enabled him to

analyze exactly what was wrong with
Job (vv. 12-13). He sought to frighten

Job with his talk of the secret (occult?).

Throughout, Job held to his faith,

as we shall see in the next lesson. He
knew whom he had believed and was
persuaded that his redeemer lived, even

though there was no visible evidence he
could call upon to support him at this

time.

That is the plight of all children of
God in this world. We are called upon
to hold to our faith in spite of appear-

ances that is is vain in the eyes of men
who ask, where is your God?
We know that he is with us, but we

cannot prove it to the world. That is

living by faith and it is the only way
of righteousness.

Questions

1. Have you ever seen another suffer-

ing greatly and assumed that it was
because he had done something wrong,
something that displeased God?
2. How would you comfort another to-

day who suffered great losses and was
humiliated in the eyes of men, but who
claimed to believe in the Lord?

Next week: "Faith Wrestles With
Suffering," Job 20, 21. W

CLASSIFIEDS

CHURCHES
MISSION TO NORTH AMERICA is

planning to begin PCA churches in south

Minneapolis, MN; Anchorage, AK; Eugene,

OR; Chapel Hill, NC; and Greensboro, NC.
If you would be interested in becoming a

member, or know of others who might be in-

terested, please write or call: MNA, Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031. (404) 292-5715.

JACKSON, MISS. AREA-An Evangel-

ical Presbyterian Church mission is tempo-
rarily meeting in the home of the organizing

pastor, Charles L. Skinner, in Madison, Miss,

just north of Jackson off Interstate 55 on
Bozeman Road. Worship and Bible study is

set for 10:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sundays.

Call (601) 856-7362 or write Rt. 1, Box 19,

Madison, MS 39 110 for more information.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.
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for salemmm—mmmm
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

peoplemhmhm^m
WESTMINSTER Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, Pa., seeks a new Director of Ad-

missions. The job begins June 1, 1985, and
will require work in admissions, recruiting

and some support to the Dean of Students.

This is a full-time position and salary is ne-

gotiable. Contact: J. Alan Groves, Director

of Admissions, Westminster Theological

Seminary, P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA
19118 or (215) 887-5511.

POSITION DESIRED. Christian school/

college administrator; B.A., M.A., certified

in administration, history, physical education

desires a position on the secondary or col-

lege level in administration/teaching/athletics.

18 years experience, resume and references

available. Contact Otis Balkcom, 2450-L,

Celanese Road, Rock Hill, SC 29730; (803)

366-1810 (O), (803) 366-2304 (R).

TEACHER WANTED: Combination

grades 3-4 for 1985-86 school year. Must have

Reformed perspective. Contact: Covenant

Christian School, P.O. Box 871, Cedar Bluff,

VA 24609.

ORLANDO, FLA. The West Orlando

Christian School is accepting applications for

an administrator/teacher for an expanding

CSI school. Also needed is a first-grade teach-

er. Send resume to: Board President, Tom
Smith, 1408 Wanda, Ocoee, FL 32761; or call

(305) 656-7450.

ASSISTANT PASTOR-youth and educa-

tion ministries. EPC congregation of 400

seeking seminary graduate for the above as

well as limited pastoral services. Send inquir-

ies to Calvary Presbyterian Church, 6062

Richfield Road, Flint, Ml 48506.

POSITION OPEN: Director of Music (Or-

ganist and Choir Director) for 600-member
Presbyterian church. Applicant should have

either B.M. or M.M. degree in Music, Church

Music, and Organ Performance. Experience

preferred but not necessary. Must be capable

of directing graded choirs, handbell choirs,

and total music ministry of church. Salary

negotiable depending upon experience. Con-
tract available if desired. The church organ

is a two manual Casavant. Job description

and other information available upon request.

Minister is Dr. John C. Ropp [(919) 875-2101.]

Please send resume to Franklin R. Teal, Rae-

ford Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 219, Rae-

ford, NC 28376. For additional information

by phone call Franklin R. Teal at (919)

875-2488 (office) or (919) 875-3677 (residence).

ASSISTANT PASTOR needed for grow-

ing suburban Presbyterian church. New posi-

tion with good opportunities. Send dossier

to Southminster Presbyterian Church, 10126

E. Watson, St. Louis, MO 63126.
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A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism, and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

SEMINARY GRADUATE with M.C.E.

degree seeking D.C.E. position in church with

Reformed distinctive. Has 8 years Christian

school experience, primarily as Bible teacher.

For resume, call (305) 972-0366.

TEACHERS WANTED—a ministry of

Seacrest Presbyterian Church, Delray Beach,

Florida. Openings in 1st grade and a split

2nd/3rd grade of eight children. For infor-

mation contact Dr. Vaughan Stanley or Jean

Giles, Seacrest Christian School, 2703 N. Sea-

crest Blvd., Delray Beach, FL 33444.

YOUNG, GROWING OP church seeks in-

terested pastor of Reformed commitment. In-

terested individuals send resume to: Pulpit

Committee, c/o Bill Redington, 5088 Bentley

Lane, Columbus, OH 43220.

WANTED: Three man Christian otolaryn-

gology group looking for a fourth man. Write

W. J. Fravel, 1639 Brabham Ave., Columbia,

SC 29204.

CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMAN; B.A.,

M.A., seminary-trained. Background in Oper-

ations Management. Seeks position with

church or church-related organization. Re-

sume furnished on request. Reply to: Box 87,

5422 Clinton Blvd., Jackson, MS 39209.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/

mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue

Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

EXPERIENCED HEADMASTER:
wanted for grades K-5 through 8th grade for

Faith Christian School (PCA) in Anniston,

Alabama. Send initial resume to Dr. Roy T.

Flannagan in care of Faith Christian, 4100

Ronnaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must

adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.

HIGH SCHOOL SPANISH TEACHER
needed. Aucilla Christian Academy, a fully

accredited, K-12 Christian school needs a sec-

ondary school Spanish teacher for the

1985-86 school year. Beautiful Tallahassee

area with excellent Reformed church. Address

inquiries to: William R. Harris, Headmaster,

Aucilla Christian Academy, Rt. 1, Box 56,

Monticello, FL 32344.

PANAMA CITY, FLA.-PCA Church
seeking DCE to oversee total education pro-

gram including S.S., youth and Christian

school (pre-school through 6th grade). Also

need K-4 and elementary teachers. Send re-

sume and request job description to Covenant

Church, 2350 Frankford Ave., Panama City,

FL 32405. (904) 769-7448.

SERVICES^H
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

travelmmmmmmm^m*
BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-

well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5% discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.

1|| QuiU £Pu6ticatio/u

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! We have
helped pastors, teachers, women's
clubs, evangelists, and others get

in print at a low cost in a very
short time. We publish in small or
large quantities. Send for free

brochure which explains how to

receive a cost estimate for your
book at no obligation.

P.O. Box 36499, Dept. J,

Decatur, GA 30032



EDITORIALS

Jesus Reigns

PLATFORM PLANK No. 13

How long did the resurrected Jesus re-

main on this earth?

Usually at Easter season we focus on

those excited, confused disciples on
that first Sunday of the age of victory.

The very difficulty of harmonizing the

several appearances suggests the

breathless character of that day. No
one would have made up a story in that

fashion. It is not neat and pat, with all

loose ends tied together and everything

tidily explained.

Sometimes on Easter Sunday we ex-

tend our view of events down to that

next Sunday when dismal Thomas got

his doubts resolved by the wound-bear-

ing Christ: "My Lord and my God!"
But what we often do not take in is

that Jesus continued on earth almost

six weeks after his rising from the

grave. As Luke reports in Acts 1:3:

"After his suffering, he showed him-

self to these men and gave many con-

vincing proofs that he was alive. He
appeared to them over a period of 40

days and spoke about the kingdom of

God."
Forty days, speaking about the king-

dom of God and convincing them that

he was alive. Jesus wants us, his fol-

lowers, to be convinced above all else

that he is alive and that we are part of

the kingdom of God.
And then after 40 days they watched

him ascend back into heaven. While he

was blessing them with uplifted hands,

his feet left the ground and his body
rose up into the sky until a cloud hid

him from view (Luke 24:50-51; Acts

1:9).

The ascension of Jesus confirms for

[

us the two things that he used those 40
days to teach his disciples—that he is

; indeed alive and that we are members
of the kingdom of God.

Alive! Two angels told the gazing
' disciples that in the same way they had
seen him go into heaven he would
come again—in the clouds, with power
and great glory, to judge the living and
the dead. This would not be just some

II

recurring appearance, like Halley's

Comet coming repeatedly and predict-

ably and remaining irrelevant in-

between. No, this is a Christ who has

proven himself alive for 40 days after

rising from a gruesome death and who
has promised to show himself alive at

the last day. And in-between he is also

alive.

What is he doing now? We know
only in part. But we do know that he

is interceding on our behalf. In I John
2:1-2 the apostle writes: "My dear chil-

dren, I write this to you so that you will

not sin. But if anybody does sin, we
have one who speaks to the Father in

our defense—Jesus Christ, the Righ-

teous One. He is the atoning sacrifice

for our sins, and not only for ours but

also for the sins of the whole world."

A sacrifice of infinite worth has been

made for our sins. If there is ever any

question of the holy Father's righteous

standard being satisfied, there is the

one who paid the price for our sins,

seated at the right hand of the Father,

his wounds still visible and pleading for

our forgiveness. If the accusations of

Satan against us are to no avail, how
can our own conscience still accuse us?

He is alive! Those of us who are trust-

ing in his perfect life offered as a sac-

rifice on the cross are vindicated. God
has raised him from the dead and re-

ceived him back into heaven.

Not only was the mission accom-
plished, but now a new stage in the un-

folding of redemption's plan has been

reached. Marvel enough that God the

Son had taken flesh in the incarnation

that first Christmas. But now human-

ity for the first time has been exalted

to the throne of God. The Eternal Son
"became man, and so was, and con-

tinues to be, God and man, in two dis-

tinct natures and one person forever,"

as the Westminster Shorter Catechism

expresses the teaching of the Council

of Chalcedon and of the Scriptures.

This one who is "the beginning and

the firstborn from among the dead"
(Col. 1:18), the founder of a new hu-

man race as the new and last Adam (I

Cor. 15:45, cf. Rom. 5), now reigns

with the Father over the Kingdom be-

stowing the gifts that the church needs

here in that time in-between his ap-

pearings. James 1:17 tells us that every

good and perfect gift comes from the

Father, but it is King Jesus who re-

quests these gifts on our behalf and

dispenses them. As Ephesians 4 indi-

cates, these gifts include those who are

called to serve in various capacities to

carry out the King's purposes. Above
all, he bestows the Holy Spirit, whose
gifts and fruit are described in Romans
12, 1 Corinthians 12-14, and Galatians 5.

Not only is Jesus alive, but he is ac-

tively conducting the work of the king-

dom of God. Jesus had said before his

death, "I tell you the truth, anyone
who has faith in me will do what I have

been doing. He will do even greater

things than these, because I am going

to the Father." Ascended on high,

reigning with the Father, Jesus bestows

the Holy Spirit upon his followers, his

Body on earth, and thus his work, the

work of the kingdom, continues.

And as he has gone into heaven, so

he will come again. Meanwhile he is

preparing a place for us, that where he

is we may be also (John 14:3).

Easter thus brings to mind a whole

complex of events—his crucifixion,

resurrection, ascension, bestowal of

the Spirit, and coming again—that tells

us that Jesus reigns. He is alive and the

kingdom is his! What a privilege to oc-

cupy even the humblest position in

such a kingdom, to serve him, to per-

form his bidding, to accomplish his

purposes. 3]
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Thank You,
Presbyterians

Your care, your generous contributions to Joy Gift are now making 1985 more

secure for some 2,800 deserving church servants.

Retired ministers, missionaries, their dependents are safeguarded by your

unselfish giving.

To some of them, you are reaching out with the basics of food,

clothing, shelter, medicine. Were it not for you, some of our

retired "parents in the Lord" would not even have the

necessities for living.

To others, you are extending a helping hand when emergencies

occur. These people have nowhere else to turn for help.

Through Joy Gift, you are there with help, encouragement,

support.

To all of them, you are giving protection against the fear of

financial disaster which could occur from illness. Through Joy

Gift, you provide them important extra insurance. You give

them assurance and peace of mind.

You heard the call for help to them. You responded—quickly, generously.

Thank you for hearing, for caring, for giving to people who have served the

church so well who now depend on your faithful help.

Thank you, Presbyterians.

Gift!

Board of Annuities & Relief / Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

341 Ponce de Leon Ave. NE / Atlanta, GA 30365 / Dr. J. Phillips Noble, Executive Secretary
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MAILBAG

COMMUNISM IS THE ISSUE

Concerning Bradshaw Frey's article

about South Africa (March 13): If

Bishop Desmond Tutu has his way,

South Africa will become a Black-

ruled communist ally of Russia.

Knowledgeable missionaries in Africa

remind us that South Africa is out-

spokenly anti-communist while Blacks

there are better off health-wise, educa-

tionally, and financially than Blacks

living in any of the so-called free

Black-ruled nations of Africa. The
largest Black church in South Africa

is a Christian church and is not asso-

ciated with Tutu's liberal church. If the

Soviet Union were to gain control of

this territory through Tutu's leftist

policy, our space program and defense

Presbyterian Journal
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system would come to a screeching halt

and the U.S.A. would be at the mercy

of our enemies. Remember Rhodesia,

once a White-ruled prosperous nation;

now since Black rule it has fallen to the

level of other "free" African nations,

and we have to support it. People are

starving to death in nations that have

been taken over by the Reds who hate

South Africa. I trust you will not be-

come blind leaders of the blind.

—Donald Gottschall

Highland, Wis.

UNDERSTANDING APARTHEID?

The "Confronting Apartheid" article

of Bradshaw Frey in the March 13 is-

sue is a shallow political invective with

a veneer of liberal Christian rhetoric.

It is distressing that a writer with the

author's credentials joins the popular

hue and cry. And has the Journal, with

its editorial change, moved from its

thoughtful conservative stance? The
definitive book for Presbyterians

should be Puritans in Africa by the

Capetown author, W.A. DeKlerk. The
dynamics of history produce ironic

results for all ideological reformers,

not just Calvinists in New England and

South Africa. We should think of Af-

rikaaners as attempting "separate

development" (apartheid), as did

Woodrow Wilson with the Versailles

Treaty. The native states of Transkei,

Ciskei, etc., were instituted after

plebiscites and are locally popular.

Of course much personal tragedy oc-

curs, and there is indignity and humil-

iation, but real corrective steps are be-

ing taken. And, viewing the world at

large, South Africa is a benign coun-

try—witness Blacks leaving neighbor-

ing communist countries to work and
live there. We in the United States

must encourage and help South Africa.

—David A. Scott

Bethesda, Md.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS PEACEFUL?

For the most part I am in agreement

with Bradshaw Frey's "Confronting

Apartheid" and the editorial in your

March 13 issue. However, I find Frey's

implication that economic sanctions

may act as a sign of hope in the rever-

sal of a 200-year-old way of life as

naive, naive, naive. Furthermore, eco-

nomic sanctions and trade restrictions

are anything but peaceful, and may or

may not bring change, but certainly

will not bring peaceful change.

—Eric Muller

Charleston, S.C.

LISTENING TO THE SCRIPTURE

I must express to you my appreciation

for the March 13 issue of the Journal

which concerns itself with ethnic and
racial prejudice in the church. I have

contended for a long time that if we
listen to the Holy Spirit speaking to us

out of the Scripture, rather than to the

voices of the world about us, we will

come out with the positions so earnest-

ly and eloquently advocated in that is-

sue of your magazine. I praise God for

your testimony.

—(Rev.) Albert C. Winn
Decatur, Ga.

FOUND ISSUE SATISFYING

Our son Paul is a subscriber though we
are both Baptist. We both greatly ap-

preciate your publication. The article

on the apartheid problem (March 13)

is the best I have seen regarding the

Christian approach. The family dis-

ruption element (fourth to last para-

graph) struck me forcibly in a National

Geographic article of some years ago—
perhaps the least excusable factor. The
more general essay on ethnic prejudice

and the New Testament is admirably

comprehensive for its length, too. And
I have been long searching for help

toward a definition of "Reformed"
and the book review was helpful in

contributing to this (not all new, of

course, but well put). The Sunday-

school lesson has some real insights

even regarding a wonderfully familiar

Scripture.

—(Rev.) Charles M. Humber
Philadelphia, Pa.
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AID AND COMFORT TO THE ENEMY?

The subject matter and conclusions of

your Feb. 27 editorial, entitled "The
Defense Budget and Counting the

Cost," is not what we would expect to

find in the Presbyterian Journal. The
opinions you have expressed are com-
patible with the thinking of the spokes-

men for the National and World
Councils of Churches, the Washington

Post, Women's Strike for Peace, or

similar left-wing voices.

I viewed the press conference when
the President was questioned as to the

appropriateness of his choice of the

Luke 14:31 Bible reference to enhance

a defense against nuclear attack. I am
surprised that you failed to comment
on the significance of his answer, when
he suggested that more attention

should be given to the answers to many
of our current problems found within

the pages of the Bible.

It concerns me that a publication such

as our Presbyterian Journal, which

came into being over 40 years ago to

counter the evils of liberalism in church

and state affairs would now be giving

aid and comfort to the enemy.

—William Armstrong Smith

The State Senate

Atlanta, Ga.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I When the United States dropped atomic bombs on Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki on August 6 and 9, 1945, most of us who can remember
that time greeted news of this new, fantastic destructive power with a sense

of relief that World War II could end without a costly invasion of Japan.

Subsequently I read of some of the horrors of the nuclear bombing's ef-

fects in Hiroshima, but only gradually did the realities of the nuclear age

dawn on my generation. Our children's generation has grown up with an

awareness of the potential for nuclear holocaust, and it has influenced their

perspective on issues of war and peace.

I I Another harsh reality of the 20th century is the existence

of Marxist/Leninist communism as an activist ideology that believes it will

inevitably dominate the world. As expressed in the international policies

of the Soviet Union, communism clearly must be confronted from a posi-

tion of strength. While negotiations concerning nuclear arms proceed at

Geneva, Christians need to wrestle with the question of how we maintain

our Scriptural principles in a fallen world on the brink of massive destruction.

I I In this week's issue Harold O. J. Brown reminds us of

the threat of international communism with its aggressive and atheistic com-
mitments. James W. Skillen (in excerpts from an Association for Public

Justice position paper which we reviewed in an editorial last October 10)

reminds us of the conflict with the church's "just war" principles that is

inherent in the use of nuclear arms. To show how one denomination has

dealt with the subject, we are including the 1982 resolution of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of North America. This week's editorial comments
on the complex matter of President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative,

or "Star Wars."

I I In presenting thoughtful, but differing viewpoints by com-
mitted Christians on difficult subjects facing us today, our desire is to pro-

vide a forum of opinion to stimulate your own thinking in light of the Scrip-

tures. Our "Unequal Time" column continues to serve this purpose with

a different perspective on Central America from Dennis A. Smith of Costa
Rica.

I I Even as serious a subject as war and peace deserves a lit-

tle humor. There is the old story about the Quaker who had a stubborn

cow. "Heifer," he said desperately, "thou art a cantankerous cow. Thou
knowest I am a peaceable man and will not strike thee. What thou dost

not know and hast not considered is that I might sell thee to a Presbyterian."

i i Our God's World papers' quest for the Yellow Pages from
the 350 major U.S. marketing areas in order to contact the growing number
of Christian schools now has 142 such listings in hand. The highest priority

Yellow-Page "Schools" listings still sought include: Albuquerque, N.M.;
Boston, Mass.; Columbus, O.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Oakland, Calif.;

Philadelphia, Pa.; Providence, R.I.; San Jose, Calif.; and Wichita, Kans.
If you can help us by sending such listings, please include kindergartens

and be sure that phone numbers are indicated. ffl
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Tie Votes in High Court Set Narrow Precedent

WASHINGTON—Justice Lewis Pow-
ell's 11-week absence from the

Supreme Court bench for medical

reasons prompted five tie votes in one

week of decisions handed down by the

court. A tie vote in the Supreme Court

upholds the lower court, but sets a

precedent only in that court, not na-

tionally.

The court split 4-4 to uphold an ap-

peals court ruling in a case from Ok-
lahoma that bars public schools from

firing teachers for advocating or en-

couraging homosexual conduct. The
National Gay Task Force challenged

the state statute, and the 10th Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled that the section

of the law punishing homosexuals for

advocating such conduct violated the

First Amendment guarantee of speech.

In another 4-4 vote, the justices up-

held a federal appeals court ruling that

officials in Scarsdale, N.Y., would not

violate the separation of church and
state if they were to allow local resi-

dents to erect a nativity scene at a traf-

fic circle. Scarsdale officials had pro-

hibited the nativity scenes at the circle

Nuclear arms protester Helen Woodson
leads Carl Kabat, Paul Kabat (top right) and
Larry Cloud-Morgan (top left) into a van and
off to jail (3/27) in Kansas City, Mo. The four,

convicted of using a jackhammer to damage
a Minuteman II missile silo, were sentenced
up to 18 years in prison. upi Photo

after 23 years because they said it would

violate the constitutional church-state

separation.

Although 77-year-old Justice Powell

has since returned to the bench, he

missed arguments on the above-men-
tioned cases and did not take part in

handing down the decisions. Three

cases which he missed will be argued

a second time so that he may partici-

pate. CD

Falwell To Rabbis: We Were
Wrong and We Are Sorry

MIAMI BEACH (RNS)—Evangelist

Jerry Falwell told a rabbinical gather-

ing here that it was "wrong" of con-

servative Christians to suggest that the

United States is a Christian nation. He
also said his support for the State of

Israel is not based on a belief that the

country is necessary for the Second

Coming of Christ.

The controversial preacher shared

the platform with Rabbi Marc Tanen-

baum, director of international rela-

tions of the American Jewish Commit-
tee, at a session of the 85th annual

meeting of the Rabbinical Assembly,

the national organization of Conser-

vative rabbis.

Rabbi Tanenbaum said many Jews

were "deeply troubled" last year,

when some figures of the "religious

New Right" had begun to talk about

"Christianizing America." He said

this cost President Reagan some poten-

tial support in the Jewish community.

"When you say you need to restore

America to being a Christian nation,

to return to the conditions of our ori-

gins, that kind of mythologizing is

nothing more than the revision of

American history," Rabbi Tanenbaum
said.

In response, Falwell told the Conser-

vative rabbis that he and others in the

Reagan camp "were wrong and we are

sorry. What more can I say?"

Falwell said his commitment to Is-

rael is "not based on the Jewish gath-

ering in the State of Israel to set the

stage for the Second Coming." He de-

clared that "as I interpret the Scrip-

ture, there is no such necessity, nor re-

quirement, for Jewish occupation of

Israel before we experience the second

advent of our Messiah."

Later, in a telephone interview with

Religious News Service, Tanenbaum
said Falwell's remarks represented "a
new hermeneutic on classic premillena-

rian doctrine," which has traditionally

looked upon the return of the Jewish

people to the land of Israel as an event

preceding the Second Coming.
"I think that our people were abso-

lutely stunned to hear him say that,"

Tanenbaum said of Falwell's disclaim-

er.

Falwell told RNS that he does not

think "there was any departure at all"

from his previous statements on Bible

prophecy. "I do not believe that there

is any unfulfilled prophecy which must
occur before Jesus Christ comes
again."

Asked what then is delaying Christ's

return, Falwell said, "I think his com-
ing has been imminent for two thou-

sand years. . . . Personally, I feel the

Lord could come today, and that af-

fects the way I live."

Regarding Falwell's apology for re-

marks on "Christianizing America,"
Tanenbaum told reporters after the

meeting that he believed it to be "sin-

cere." He said the way had been

"cleared for a genuine dialogue be-

tween conservative evangelical Chris-

tians and the Jewish community. "SI

Seattle Pacific's Religious

Status Challenged By State

SEATTLE (RNS)—The religious na-

ture of a college related to the Free

Methodist Church has been challenged

by the Washington Human Rights

Commission.
In a brief filed in U.S. District Court

for western Washington, the state

agency argued that Seattle Pacific Uni-
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versity is not a religious organization,

and therefore not allowed to prefer

employees on the basis of religious be-

lief and practice.

The issue began in 1983 when Orin

Church, a Roman Catholic, applied

for a job as a warehouse worker at the

university. He was told that only evan-

gelical Christians are considered for

employment, and filed a complaint

with the Washington Human Rights

Commission. When the commission

passed the matter to the state attorney

general for litigation, the university

filed suit against the state in an effort

to pre-empt state litigation.

Responding to the university's law-

suit, the state human-rights commission

said the university should add the U.S.

Equal Employment Opportunities Com-
mission to its complaint. The federal

agency has served the university with a

subpoena demanding written summar-
ies "of the religious beliefs and prac-

tices of all secretarial employees. "CB

Israeli Christian Church
Encounters Opposition

REHOVOT, Israel—The Grace and

Truth Assembly, a congregation of

Jewish believers in Christ, has been

barred from worshiping in its rented

quarters here by a city injunction. Ex-

tremist Orthodox Jews seem to have

instigated the action.

The multinational congregation was

established by Baruch Maoz, a Baptist

and an Israeli citizen, in 1979. Maoz
is an American-born Jew who became
a Christian in 1963 after his immigra-

tion to Israel. In addition to pastoring

the church, he heads a ministry which

has translated into Hebrew and pub-

lished Christian books.

It is the small publishing enterprise

which has raised the ire of city offi-

cials, who have charged that the con-

gregation is conducting its activities in

an area which is zoned residential. Pas-

tor Maoz responded, however, that

synagogues and rabbinical schools

operate in the vicinity.

The congregation, which now in-

cludes about 25 adults, most of whom
are Israeli citizens, has been subjected

to harassment and violence since mov-
ing to the present location last Novem-
ber, according to reports by the Lau-
sanne Committee for World Evangel-

ization and the Reformed Baptist Mis-

sion Services in the U.S.

Although the city reported receiving

complaints against the church from

residents, a local newspaper quoted a

neighbor as saying, "The members of

the congregation are very much liked

by us. They are quiet and don't trouble

us. True, they knocked on our doors

to invite us to their Bible studies, but

when they were refused, they stopped

coming." Another commented, "These

are friendly people who harm no

one." m

Federal Judge Strikes Down
West Virginia Prayer Law

BECKLEY, W.Va. (RNS)—West Vir-

ginia's school prayer law, which was
overwhelmingly approved by voters as

a constitutional amendment last year,

has been struck down by a federal

judge as violating the U.S. Constitu-

tion.

The law set aside a period each

school day for silent prayer or medita-

tion. But Judge Elizabeth Hallanan
said it violated the First Amendment
because it "both advances and inhibits

religion and fosters an excessive gov-

ernment entanglement with religion."

She said nothing impedes the right

to pray in schools, but that state and
federal laws prohibit government
sponsorship of such prayer. CD

Legal Fees Bankrupt
Cult Research Group

BERKELEY, Calif. (RNS)—The Spir-

itual Counterfeits Project (SCP), a

group engaged in research on religious

cults, has filed for bankruptcy after

fighting a libel suit for four years.

The suit was filed by The Local

Church, a Chinese organization which

came to the U.S. from Taiwan in the

1960s. It follows the teachings of

80-year-old Witness Lee, who has de-

nounced both Judaism and Christian-

ity.

In 1977, SCP published a book by
writer Neil T. Duddy entitled The God-
Men: An Inquiry Into Witness Lee and
the Local Church. In 1981 , The Local

Church sued SCP over its German-lan-

guage edition. SCP claims it has run

up almost $400,000 in costs related to

its legal defense thus far, and estimated

that another $150,000 to $200,000

would be necessary if the case went to

trial. By filing bankruptcy, the group

won an automatic stay of the libel trial.

"We view this lawsuit as an attempt

to suppress dissent by means of inti-

midation," said Brooks Alexander,

founder of SCP. He asserted that

"anyone who can be forced to pay half

a million dollars to justify his opinion

will be pretty cautious about express-

ing it." DfJ

Also In The News .

.

.

Hudson J. Nyenhuis will step aside

as executive director of Bethany Chris-

tian Services, remaining in the position

until a successor is in place and then

continuing with the agency in a public

relations capacity until his retirement

in 1987. Richard Kloote, Bethany's

board president, noted, "Our search

for a successor to Mr. Nyenhuis at this

time will prepare Bethany to make an

orderly leadership transition so we can

maintain the quality service for which

Bethany is noted and respond to anti-

cipated growth." CD

The government of Ecuador has

authorized a Bible placement project

which will provide a contemporary

Spanish translation of the New Testa-

ment for every student in the nation's

schools and universities. The program,

one of a series initiated by the World
Home Bible League in Latin America,

will place Bibles in a majority of homes
in a country which reports the lowest

percentage of evangelicals of any na-

tion in Latin America. In Brazil, the

League's program will pump 25 mil-

lion New Testaments into that coun-

try, making it the largest Bible distri-

bution project ever attempted.

25 million Portuguese New Testaments are

heading for Brazil, under the direction of

Rev. Chester Schemper of the World Home
Bible League.
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Nuclear Nonsense or Conventional Folly?

HAROLD O. J. BROWN

The debate between pacifists and non-

pacifists is an old one in Christian

circles. On their side, the pacifists have

certain aspects of the teaching of Jesus,

what they consider to be the spirit of

the New Testament as distinct from the

Old, and the tradition of the first three

centuries of Christianity, when paci-

fism, in effect, was the rule. On the

other side, those who are willing to go

to war can cite other aspects of Jesus'

teaching, the unity of the two Testa-

ments, and the example of almost all

of Christendom since the 4th century.

During the early days of Christiani-

ty, Christians virtually never were en-

rolled in military forces. There were

several reasons for this, some of them
merely practical. Under the Roman
Empire, the army consisted of volun-

teers—that is, of professional soldiers.

Christians were seldom inclined to vol-

unteer and, during the first three cen-

turies, were not welcome if they did.

In order to join the Roman army, one

had to take part in the sacramentum
militare, a quasi-religious ceremony
which the Romans regarded as a neces-

sary political act, rather like the swear-

ing-in ceremony of the United States

and other military forces. Christians

generally refused to take part, rather

like Jehovah's Witnesses today. In ad-

dition, quite a number of Christian

thinkers took the position that it was

The author is pastor of the

Evangelical Reformed Church of

Klosters-Serneus, Switzerland. A
graduate of Harvard University, from
which he holds a Ph.D., he is on
leave from Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, where he has held
the post of professor of Biblical and
systematic theology. Together with
C. Everett Koop, M.D., he founded
the Christian Action Council in

1975. His most recent book is

Heresies: The Image of God in the
Mirror of Heresy and Orthodoxy
from the Apostles to the Present
(Doubleday, 1984).
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contrary to the principles and spirit of
Jesus Christ for his followers to engage
in violence.

This view, however, never became
part of the fundamentals of Christian

faith and life. After the conversion of
the Emperor Constantine the Great
around the year 313, Christians were
recruited in increasing numbers to the

Roman armed forces, and ultimately,

as Christianity became the state reli-

gion, Christians—at least nominal
ones—came to make up the vast ma-
jority of the troops. From the days of
Constantine onward, the prevalent

Christian attitude has been to accept

the principle of fighting in a so-called

"just war," which means essentially,

in a war of self-defense. Through the

centuries many serious Christians, and
most notably among them the Men-
nonites and their companions in what
George H. Williams calls "the radical

Reformation," have refused all mili-

tary service. The traditional exemption

of the clergy from military service is

based in part on the concept that they

have a higher duty, namely to fight

with spiritual weapons in the army of

Christ the King. One of the features of

the radical Reformation was its convic-

tion that there cannot be two classes

of Christians—serious Christians, that

is, the clergy, who abstain from all

military service, and second-class

Christians, the laity, who do serve in

the forces.

Militant Christians

From the 4th century to the end of the

Korean War, the general posture of

Christians around the world has been
that it is appropriate to fight, to die,

and to kill for one's country. Boston's

famed Park Street Church, a bastion

of Biblical orthodoxy, has memorial
tablets flanking the pulpit bearing this

inscription, a patriotic slogan from the

days of pagan Rome: Dulce et decor-

um est pro patria mori: "It is sweet

and fitting to die for the fatherland."

Christians, including Roman Catho-
lics, Eastern Orthodox, and most Prot-

estants, have furnished the bulk of the

fighting forces in all nominally Chris-

tian countries for centuries, to the ex-

tent of fighting against each other and
engaging in fratricidal slaughter. The
United States Civil War was not merely

a war between blood brothers, but in

many cases, between brothers in

Christ. Under such circumstances, the

appeal to the "just war" theory must
sound a bit facetious. Calvin, in his In-

stitutes of the Christian Religion,

sought to resolve the dilemma for the

individual Christian by saying that the

task of determining whether a war is

just belongs to the rulers, not to indi-

viduals. In practice, this is very sensi-

ble, inasmuch as in general individuals

have difficulty deciding whether a war

is just.

There must be times when individual

Christians are so possessed by the con-

viction that a war is unjust that they

simply cannot accept the government's

assurances to the contrary. For some
Germans (only a few) this was the case

in World War II, and they took action

against Hitler and his Nazi regime. For

many more Americans this was the

case during the Vietnam war. It is in-

teresting that in the darkest days of the

Nazi advance into the Soviet Union,

Josef Stalin himself rehabilitated the

Orthodox Church in that atheistic land

because he needed the fervor it could

inspire in Russians to defend their So-

viet-dominated motherland. During



World War II American Roman Cath-

olic priests "blessed the weapons,"
while their Protestant counterparts

"praised the Lord and passed the am-
munition." There can be no doubt that

religious conviction has enabled men
to fight more fiercely and to die more
bravely in many good causes as well as

in not a few bad ones.

The Difference a Bomb Makes

The use of atomic weapons by the

United States against an already pros-

trate Japan in World War II brought

a dramatic change in the attitude of

many Christians towards war. Al-

though conventional bombing raids

against Dresden and Tokyo caused

more casualties than the atomic bombs
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

the prospect of mass destruction at the

touch of a button alerted and alarmed

many people who had been relatively

comfortable with the traditional Chris-

tian "just war" theory.

The use of nuclear weapons seems

to many to destroy the concept on
which the "just war" theory is based

—

namely, legitimate national self-de-

fense. Nuclear war, so it is argued,

would inevitably destroy both warring

parties, and indeed possibly the entire

world. Hence it cannot protect those

it is intended to defend. The just war
theory requires that the means em-
ployed be proportional to the ends at-

tainable. For example, it would not

have been justifiable to drop an atomic

bomb on Teheran in order to "pro-

tect" the hostages being held there by
the Ayatollah.

A number of noted Christian think-

ers, including both pacifists, such as

Ronald Sider, and holders of the just

war theory, such as Arthur Holmes,
strenuously maintain that Christians

cannot justify the use of nuclear

weapons under any circumstances, al-

though they argue thus with different

ends in mind. Professor Sider's goal is

to make people who are not really pac-

ifists—in other words, who do accept

in principle the idea of national de-

fense—into pacifists for all practical

purposes. Sider knows that he cannot
persuade the majority of his fellow-

evangelicals to become complete paci-

fists, but he hopes that he can persuade

them to adopt a stance that will accom-
plish the same thing. Inasmuch as Sid-

er is conscientiously opposed to all vi-

olence, his advocacy of a partial paci-

fism—namely, nuclear disarmament-

is a means to a more comprehensive

end. In Nuclear Holocaust and Chris-

tian Responsibility, Sider straightfor-

wardly admits that to abandon nuclear

weapons in a world in which potential

enemies have them and loudly pro-

claim that they intend to use them is

tantamount to abandoning the princi-

ple of national defense altogether,

which is precisely what Sider wants us

to do. Another evangelical nuclear

pacifist, Professor Arthur Holmes, by

contrast, believes in the just war theory

and apparently somehow hopes that a

conventional defense could be convinc-

ing without recourse to nuclear weap-

ons. Of the two views, Professor Sid-

er's is far more realistic.

The great danger inherent in the Sid-

er position is its seductive impact on
well-meaning Christians who do not

want to abandon the principle of na-

tional defense but who are afraid of

the consequences of nuclear war. It is

reasonable to be afraid of a nuclear

holocaust, but it is unreasonable not

to recognize the danger to which this

fear may lead. Utterly horrible destruc-

tion and perhaps even the total elimi-

nation of human life on earth is a real
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possibility if the superpowers fight a

thermonuclear war. On the other

hand, swift conquest by what the late

Charles de Gaulle called "the most

odious of tyrannies ever known" is not

merely a risk but a virtual certainty if

we abandon our policy of maintaining

nuclear weapons for national defense.

Nuclear weapons are not intended to

lead to nuclear war and global destruc-

tion, although they certainly could do
so. Maintaining a nuclear arsenal in-

volves the risk of vast destruction, but

it also involves a substantial chance of

preserving peace and freedom. Aban-
doning nuclear defense will almost cer-

tainly produce a total loss of freedom.

During the 1950s, Bertrand Russell,

the late left-leaning British philoso-

pher, popularized the slogan, "Better

Red than dead!" Professor Sider and

the nuclear pacifists in effect accept

this slogan, saying that while there is

life, there is hope, but that once we are

dead, all hope is gone—at least for civ-

ilization. They assume that life on this

world is worth protecting at all costs,

even at the price of possible perpetual

servitude. The nuclear pacifists play on

the idea that nuclear armaments al-

most certainly must lead to national

suicide. For those without the hope of

eternal life this argument may seem

compelling. Christians, however,

should remember this: When God's

Word tells us that nothing can separate

us from the love of God in Christ (Ro-

mans 8:38-39), that "nothing" in-

cludes nuclear war. Sider and most of

his allies are not enthusiastic about the

prospect of national enslavement un-

der the Soviet Union, but they reason

that such bondage could not last for-

ever. The rest of us say that we are will-

ing to run the risk of a nuclear holo-

caust—which we will try studiously to

reduce as much as possible—rather

than accept the certainty of national

subjugation.

From the perspective of orthodox

Christian faith, we have to assume that

the ultimate decision concerning the

fate of the world—whether we shall

destroy life on the planet with a ther-

monuclear Armageddon, or it will

come to an end through something

more evidently the work of God—is in

the hands of God himself. The world

will someday be destroyed. Not many
Bible students hold that Biblical

prophecy speaks in terms of this de-

struction coming about through the

human agency of a nuclear war, but if

a nuclear war should come, we have to

believe that it would fulfill rather than

frustrate God's purposes. It is not pos-

sible for us to foresee with accuracy the

consequences of all our actions. Never-

theless, there is good historical prece-

dent and there are good Biblical argu-

ments for holding that in a fallen world

a strong self-defense is necessary to re-

strain human evil. The knowledge of

God's sovereignty does not entitle us

to make whatever decision may appeal

to us. We must act soberly, prayer-

fully, and in the full light of our best

knowledge.

In the debate over nuclear disarma-

ment—which of course amounts to vir-

tual pacificism without the name—one

factor is almost always ignored. We
are not confronting other democracies,

nor even relatively bourgeois imperi-

alist powers, such as 19th-century Brit-

ain and France, but a consistent and

The U.S.'s fifth Trident nuclear missile sub-

marine, the Henry M. Jackson. upi Photo

determinedly atheistic totalitarianism.

One of the underlying reasons why nu-

clear pacifism is taken seriously is that

American public opinion has been

brought to the point where it is no

longer socially acceptable to speak in

terms of "atheistic Communism."
Nevertheless, Communism is atheistic

and it is its stated intention to wipe out

Christianity (as well as every other re-

ligion). If we were to suppose for a

minute that Nazi Germany had defeat-

ed the Soviet Union and now stood

confronting us, deterred only by our

nuclear capacity, would there still be

a case for nuclear disarmament? One
reason why nuclear pacifism can ap-

peal to many who are not consistent

pacifists is that the evil of Communism
has been so consistently downplayed
that most of us no longer take it at all

seriously.

There can be no doubt that the very

existence of huge stockpiles of nuclear

arms poses a real threat of nuclear

holocaust. Nevertheless, to abandon
nuclear weapons as effective deterrents

to aggression is to invite that very ag-

gression with all its potentially dread-

ful consequences. Americans have

gone to war hastily in the past, and on
occasion with less than a just cause.

But the fact that we have been mistak-

en on occasion in the past should not

cause us to abdicate our responsibilities

today.

America is not a truly Christian na-

tion. Indeed, such a nation can hardly

exist in a fallen world. Yet the freedom

of most of the world's Christians, as

well as of those non-Christian peoples

who are still relatively free from world

Communism, depends on American
power. It is not necessary to use it. Our
hope and our prayers are that it will

never be. But it is necessary to have it.

If we really believe that we should be

prepared to suffer anything rather than

to use force, let us become consistent

pacifists. But if we believe that na-

tional self-defense is a Biblically justi-

fiable principle, then let us take the

steps that are necessary to make our

defense believable. Primary among
those necessary steps in this fallen

world is defense with modern weapons.

A curious parallel to the nuclear pac-

ifism debate is the debate concerning

the so-called "high frontier" or "star

wars" defense against nuclear attack.

Surely one way to dissuade a potential

aggressor from launching a nuclear at-

tack is to persuade him that the attack

can be intercepted and deflected before

it can do serious damage. Whether the

high frontier concept will ever prove

practicable is something that we cannot

know at this time. But one thing about

the project is that it is a defense that

is based on deflecting a potential ag-

gressor, not on destroying him after he

has already begun to destroy us. Sure-

ly the moral advantage lies with the

high frontier concept, if it is workable.

One of the main arguments against be-

ing ready to use nuclear weapons was

the contention that any nuclear ex-

change would destroy what it was in-

tended to protect. The high frontier

concept is not based on destruction, but

on protection. It is not a threat to any-

one—except perhaps to our own econ-

omy, as it would be incredibly expen-

sive. At least a few nuclear pacifists are

vehemently opposed. Can it be that

part of the motivation behind the

movement is less to protect us from de-
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struction than to leave us defenseless

against serious aggression?

Massive retaliation and mutual as-

sured destruction are dreadful doc-

trines. But at least they have the merit

of being dreadful for potential enemies

as well as for us and thus of deterring

aggression. Nuclear disarmament poses

no threat for potential enemies, because

in case we were able effectively to resist

a non-nuclear attack, the enemy would
always have irresistible nuclear weapons

available. The prospect of the "star

wars" defense, however, could con-

ceivably be threatening, especially as

long as our nuclear arsenal remains in-

tact, because it might make it seem pos-

sible for us to use our nuclear weapons

without fear of effective retaliation.

We should bear in mind that this situa-

tion existed once before—between

1945, when the United States first used

atomic weapons, and 1948, when the

Soviet Union first tested a thermonu-

clear device. Indeed, for a number of

years thereafter our nuclear superiori-

ty remained overwhelming, even

though the Soviet Union also had nu-

clear arms. Nevertheless, in that era we
made no use of our potentially crushing

military superiority for a preemptive at-

tack. In this respect, the record of the

United States is good, although we can

hardly expect our potential adversaries

to rely entirely on our past record.

Hence, we should be cautious about

undertaking massive programs—such

as the "purely defensive" high frontier

project, that could conceivably force an

adversary's hand and cause him to at-

tempt a preemptive strike.

On the other hand, during the years

when we were preoccupied with the

Vietnam war, which was terribly cost-

ly in human lives, in money, and in its

consequences for American morale and
public morality, the Soviet Union began

to amass an arsenal which far exceeded

anything that could be reasonably re-

quired for defensive purposes. This cer-

tainly leads one to expect that the Soviet

Union wishes at the very least to be pre-

pared to launch a war of aggression, if

indeed it is not actively planning to do
so. Under such circumstances the vol-

untary abandonment of our only effec-

tive deterrent, nuclear weapons, would
almost certainly be tantamount to sur-

render in advance of any ultimatum.

Nuclear Morality?

In the last analysis, then, the question

of whether nuclear weapons can be jus-

tified morally depends on whether na-

tional defense is justifiable. If it is

—

and I believe it is—then it is necessary

to plan for an effective defense, or in

this case a credible deterrence. The de-

bate about nuclear disarmament, even

if it does not result in concrete steps to

abandon our nuclear arsenal, has the

effect of laming our development,

which in the long run will amount to

the same thing. And in the meantime
it may deceive a potential aggressor in-

to believing that we are too paralyzed

by fear of a nuclear holocaust to defend

ourselves with nuclear weapons. This

too could be dangerous for all

concerned.

Nuclear disarmament is a half-way

point between true pacifism and true

defense preparedness, and as such it is

potentially more dangerous than either.

Pacifists who advocate it do so because

they view it, probably correctly, as a

step that will make the next step, full

disarmament, inevitable. Potential ag-

gressors favor it—for us—because they

recognize that it will effectively destroy

our ability to defend ourselves. There

is no Biblical mandate that says that we
are obliged voluntarily to submit to tyr-

anny, least of all to "the most odious

of tyrannies ever known." CD



Just Defense and Nuclear Weapons

JAMES W. SKILLEN

Today we live in a world that is not on-

ly at the brink of great castastrophe

because of nuclear weapons, but in a

world where millions suffer very real

and present injustices from the illegit-

imate use of force by terrorists, revolu-

tionaries, and unjust governments.
More than ever before, Christians need

to ask about the nature of a just gov-

ernment, about the restraint and jus-

tifiable use of force, and about a just

international order among states. Gen-
eral appeals for peace and nonviolence

are insufficient to stop an arms race.

Calls for advancing our national inter-

ests, or for protecting our superior po-

sition in the world, or for stopping evil
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enemies are not enough to justify par-

ticular defense policies and weapons
developments. We must seek justice.

Criteria of the Just War Doctrine

A "just war" doctrine was first artic-

ulated in some detail by St. Augustine

four centuries after the coming of

Christ. Subsequently it was developed

and enlarged to fit new situations. Ac-

cording to this doctrine a war can be

entered into and prosecuted with jus-

tification only if the following criteria

are met:

1. All diplomatic means to reach a

negotiated settlement must first be ex-

hausted.

2. A competent public authority, not

private individuals, must make the de-

cision to go to war.

3. The cause for going to war must
be just: For example, to defend against

a real and certain danger, to protect

the innocent, to bring about a just res-

olution of the conflict that can secure

the peace, etc. Self-aggrandizement is

never a just cause.

4. Even defensive warfare may be in-

itiated only if there is probability of

success.

5. The harm done must be less than

the offense to be corrected.

6. The aims of war should be de-

fined so that an enemy knows the

terms on which it may have peace.

Total war aiming for unconditional

surrender is unjust.

7. The principle of proportionality

must be observed in fighting, so that

the costs of warfare do not exceed the

good that is intended, and the means
employed in fighting are consistent

with the end being sought.

8. Noncombatants must be immune
from warfare.

Dilemmas of Deterrence: Are We Safe?

The U.S.—Soviet military confronta-

tion is a complex configuration requir-

ing many comparisons of "apples"
with "oranges." In the 1970s the U.S.

finally had to confront the fact that its

earlier nuclear superiority over the So-

viet Union had not prevented the lat-

ter from building up its own nuclear

capability. Moreover, the U.S. had to

The author is executive director of

the Association for Public Justice

(APJ), an organization of Christian

citizens in the U.S. working for just

laws and policies in both domestic
and international affairs. He holds
an A.B. in philosophy from Wheaton
College, B.D. from Westminster
Seminary, and Ph.D. in political

science from Duke U. He has taught
political science at Dordt College,

Gordon College, and Messiah
College. This article is excerpted
from the APJ Position Paper
prepared by Dr. Skillen with

Theodore R. Malloch, Jr.

Resolution of the 153rd Synod of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of North America
(Adopted June 17, 1982)

We the Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of North America:

1 . acknowledging our submission to God and His Word we affirm the

Kingship of Jesus Christ over all men and nations

2. acknowledging it is the task of the Church to be a prophetic voice

to the world in which we live

3. acknowledging that in a world filled with hatred and violence, the

Church is called to the role of peacemaker
4. acknowledging that our failure to declare the whole counsel of God

has contributed to the threat of nuclear war
5. acknowledging that the proliferation and possible use of nuclear arms

is a demonstration not only of man's contempt of man but of man's
contempt of God and His creation

6. acknowledging that murder is forbidden by God and that the use of

nuclear arms involves the massive, indiscriminate killing of human
beings

7. acknowledging that the nations that forget God shall surely come to

death

We call upon all men and nations to repent of their arrogance and inde-

pendence of God, to trust in Him that they might do that which is honor-

ing to Him and be blessed by Him.
We call upon you:

a. to acknowledge your position as a servant of God, called to do justice,

to protect human life and;

b. to do all in your power to work to eliminate the use of all nuclear

weapons by all nations. HI



recognize that nuclear deterrence as a

military strategy does not carry a fool-

proof guarantee. We might be deter-

ring the Soviets from attacking us now
because of our own nuclear capability,

but also it might be the case that the

Soviets are refraining from attacking

for other reasons. Furthermore, there

is no guarantee that if we have an equal

or superior nuclear force, the Soviets

will not attack. Finally, it has not been

proven that conventional forces would
be unable to deter an enemy, even an

enemy armed with nuclear weapons.

As much as Americans would like to

enjoy assured security against poten-

tial aggressors, the possession of nu-

clear weapons systems has guaranteed

very little. In fact, the question of

whether or not the enemy is being de-

terred by them cannot be known for

sure. Since major nuclear weapons are

not defensive weapons but only threats,

it might take only a few of them to de-

ter a potential aggressor. On the other

hand, all the nuclear weapons in the

world might not deter a nuclear attack.

Just and secure defense cannot be built

on the basis of a nuclear threat.

Eclipse of Just War Reasoning

Nationalism and faith in science and
technology should not be the control-

ing drives of citizens and their govern-

ments. The country of which we are £

part, as well as science and technology,

are gifts from God through which wt
are responsible to serve him and oui

neighbors with justice. Nationalism 01

faith in science and technology too eas-

ily allow citizens to justify any mean<
as legitimate in the defense of theii

country or in the pursuit of technolog-

ical progress. We should be urging oui

governments to use only just means in

defense of the innocent. We should be

stewards before God in the use of sci-

ence and technology, not slaves to false

gods. When it comes to military and
defense issues, this brings us back to

the just war doctrine. We find, how-
ever, that this doctrine has not been

dominant in defense planning for

many years.

Forty-five years ago Hitler's fas-

cism, Japanese imperialism, and Soviet

communism raised such fear in public

consciousness that the goal of "fight-

ing the enemy at almost all costs"

(prosecuting "total" war toward an
unconditional surrender) began to

dominate Western thinking and over-

whelm the sense of just war criteria.

"Direct the affairs

of the Church well"
/ Tim. 5.17

As a church leader, you are dailyfaced with

making decisions that influence the direction of

your church. This responsibility is significant,

lb make the right decisions you need

the right information. Information that is

factual rather than merely an opinion.

Churches Vitalized, Inc. can provide you with

this information and help you interpret it.

For example, we'll help you evaluate the health

ofyour church; define a specific purpose for your

church; set goals and establish administration

policies that will work within your church.

By doing this we will give you more time to do

the church's most important work- shepherding

your members and reaching the lost.

As tbe president of Churches Vitalized, Inc., Dr.

MacNair has served as a pastorfor more than 18 years

and directed a mission board planting churchesfor more
than 19. He has publishedfour books including Tbe

Living Cburcb and Tbe Challenge of tbe Eldership and
is an adjunct professor in the department of Practical

.Theology at Covenant Theological Seminary.

Churches Vitalized, 1
For more information, call 314-394-2832, or write:

Churches Vitalized, Inc., 480 Brigbtspur Lane, Ballwin, MO 63011
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The decisions to drop atomic bombs
on Japan and to engage in saturation

bombing in Germany were made, in

part, to try to end a war that had
grown so large and costly in scope that

its continuation appeared to threaten

millions more lives. Taking hundreds

of thousands of lives, including those

of non-combatants, seemed justifiable

to many in the final stages of World
War II. When the war ended, Europe
was decimated and the Americans

wanted their soldiers home. The situa-

tion was ripe for what became a de-

cades-long Western strategy: using the

nuclear threat in Europe to "balance"

the larger number of troops and tanks

that the Eastern bloc countries grad-

ually put together at the East-West di-

vide.

Just war reasoning leads to different

conclusions, however. The evil of an

enemy does not justify the means to be

used in warfare. Even a horrible and
aggressive enemy which rejects just

war criteria is not the ultimate factor

in determining whether and how a

country should go to war with that

enemy. War is so horrible that if it can-

not be fought defensively in the expec-

tation of bringing about a more just

situation, or if it cannot be fought with

Russian missiles in Red Square, upi Phoio

the hope of achieving victory, or if it

cannot be fought with proportionate

means, then it ought not to be fought.

What has happened is that just war
thinking has been displaced in large

measure, even in the West, by a doc-

trine of military relativism which says

that "anything goes." For many
Christians "just war" simply means an

approach that rejects pacifism and al-

lows a country to try to defend itself

by whatever means necessary, especial-

ly if it is in confrontation with the So-

viet Union. But the just war criteria

will not allow for such reasoning.

This brings us back to the issue of

deterrence once again. According to

deterrence theory the deterrent capa-

bility of nuclear weapons exists only if

the threat to use them is a genuine

threat. The question, then, is this: "Is

it just to threaten to do what would ac-

tually be unjust to do?" Is the threat

of nuclear retaliation anything other

than one state threatening to murder
millions of another country's citizens

(mostly noncombatants) in order to try

to keep itself from suffering harm?
Should this terroristic, genocidal threat

be the hub of our military stance

against the Soviet Union or any other

enemy? May we make this threat in the

hope of deterring war even if it would
mean the gross violation of justice if

the threat were ever carried out? Can
any state be assured of its own protec-

tion by making this threat? Can this

posture serve as the foundation for a

just defense policy? We think not.

New Realities Confront Old Strategies and
Ideologies

After forty years of the nuclear age, we
are not yet close to a just resolution or

control of nuclear weapons. Consider

the following problems that exist at

present for the thinking and planning

or those who are trying to deal with

U.S. -Soviet tensions.

One conclusion that should be
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drawn from the present situation is

that greater strength can actually come
from stopping the spiral now while

there is less rather than more uncer-

tainty. To insist on gaining "strength"

(meaning more nuclear weapons) be-

fore negotiating reductions, may lead

either to more uncertainty and insta-

bility by means of the continuing arms

spiral or to an actual decrease in U.S.

strength (relative to the Soviet Union)

if the Soviets react to our further arms

build-up with more of their own. There

is no guarantee that we could beat the

Soviet Union in an unending arms race;

the Soviets might be willing to spend

more money and may even come up
with some weapons (perhaps even a

secret weapon) that our scientists over-

look or pass by. Thus, Soviet strength

at the present time is not the only dan-

ger confronting us; an unending arms
race and an uncertain future certainly

threaten us as well.

One critical factor that does not

come up with enough frequency when
the U.S. -Soviet arms spiral is being

discussed is the fact that nuclear pro-

liferation is occurring all the while that

sufficient global controls on nuclear

weapons are lacking. Many develop-

ments now occurring within the planned

U.S. and Soviet nuclear build-up are

making it more rather than less likely

that other countries will gain access to

nuclear weapons material. Once again,

the preoccupation with Soviet nuclear

capability keeps many U.S. leaders

from seeing that an equally great dan-

ger exists in the proliferation of nuclear

weapons around the world. The nucle-

ar club now consists of 8 countries, but

could grow to 35 countries by 1995.

Not much is likely to be done about
this problem until the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. begin working to curb their

own competition and to promote a

global end to proliferation.

Even a strictly deterrent attitude

toward the build-up of nuclear weap-
ons must face the principles of the just

war theory. We must ask whether it is

just to be making preparations to use

nuclear weapons even if only in retalia-

tion against a first strike from the other

side? Can any goal justify that inten-

tion?

We must also ask whether the pur-

poses of U.S. policy in the world are

exclusively defensive? Could they be

perceived (or misperceived) as illegiti-

mately aggressive? What if our econ-

omy becomes seriously jeopordized by

an oil embargo? What if our economic

interests in Latin America are threat-

ened by revolutionary changes? Has
the U.S. become so used to living in

the world as a superpower that it might

resort to the unjust use of aggressive

force, even nuclear force, to protect its

global interests? Is that the kind of

America we want? Is its global status

so crucial that it should be advanced

at all costs? Should not Christians, at

least, seriously question such idolatry?

And even if most Americans do not be-

lieve that the U.S. should protect its in-

terests through nuclear war fighting,

might there be enough fear of such ag-

gression in other countries that at some
point they will be willing to initiate

nuclear blackmail to forestall what
they fear?

Calling the U.S. Government to

Responsible Defense

A) From Nuclear to Conventional De-

fense. We believe that the U.S. should

begin now to reorient its defense policy

by means of a vigorous response to re-

quirements of the just war criteria, and
that Christian citizens should take the

lead in systematically reevaluating and
rearticulating these criteria for applica-

tion in the present circumstances.

Among other things, we believe that

this will require a change from our cur-

rent dependence on nuclear deterrence

and nuclear war-fighting strategies to

a dependence on those types of con-

ventional strategies and weapons that

can be employed most fully in accord

with rules of just warfare. We believe

that a properly oriented, conventional,

allied defense posture can be developed

which would be sufficient to deter ag-

gression (even from a nuclear-oriented

enemy) and to fight defensively against

unjust aggressors. A transition to this

new posture will require significant

shifts from the defense doctrines that

have shaped American and NATO po-

licy since World War II. It also calls

for American citizens to dedicate

themselves to a justice-oriented philos-

ophy of defense that can displace the

ideologies that have supported Amer-
ica's contribution to the nuclear spiral.

B) Beginning with a "No First Use"
Declaration. In the first place, we call

on the U.S., together with its allies in

NATO, to declare that it will not be

the first to use nuclear weapons, even

in Europe. A U.S. declaration of "no
first use" should also be coupled with,

or followed by, other steps that can les-
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sen the danger of nuclear warfare. For

example:

1. Renounce nuclear war-fighting

doctrines, the counterforce doctrine,

and the doctrine of limited nuclear war.

2. Remove short-range tactical nu-

clear weapons from the front lines in

Europe and reduce their numbers sig-

nificantly.

3. Propose to the Soviets a "nuclear

free zone" in central Europe where no

nuclear weapons would be deployed.

4. Stop all further testing of nuclear

weapons and tell the Soviet Union that

we will not pursue any further testing

if they also stop. Begin serious negotia-

tions for a total test ban treaty that will

include a sufficient verification pro-

cess.

Western dependence on nuclear

weapons has grown for more than 35

years. Reversing that policy cannot be

achieved overnight. Stability and grad-

ualness are important in the process of

change. The Soviet Union will not, at

first, take seriously a U.S. declaration

of "no first use" since the U.S. has af-

firmed the opposite for so long. But

during the coming years the U.S.

should follow through with the conse-

quences of its "no first use" declara-

tion, gradually negotiating the reduc-

tion of nuclear systems in Europe.

C) Legitimate Defense. If the East-

ern bloc countries refuse to join in ne-

gotiated reductions of nuclear or con-

ventional forces, then obviously that

will have a bearing on how the Western

allies respond. The U.S. and Western

Europe must not disarm unilaterally

and leave millions of citizens exposed

to aggression. To prepare for a just de-

fense of their citizens, Western govern-

ments may have to pay the price of in-

creasing conventional forces. Only if

absolutely necessary, we support the

reinstitution of an equitable and
universal military draft (with non-mil-

itary options for conscientious objec-

tors) to assure the possibility of mobi-

lizing sufficient troops. But every step

of this kind ought to be taken only

after negotiations have been pursued

with all seriousness. And every military

step should be demonstrably defensive

in nature.

D) "No Use" Policy. As the U.S.

would gradually shift away from nu-

clear weapons as the linchpin of its

defense policy, we hope it would be-

come possible in the context of nego-

tiations over the next decade to go even

farther and adopt a "no use" policy

with regard to nuclear weapons. This

step can be taken even before total nu-

clear disarmament becomes a reality.

A "no use" policy follows from the

recognition that nuclear (and some
conventional, biological, and chemi-

cal) weapons cannot be used in a just

manner. Even the threat to use them
is unjust. If the U.S. and its allies de-

velop an adequate conventional deter-

rent, then the need to threaten a "re-

taliatory strike" with nuclear weapons
will no longer exist.

If a transition of this sort is made
over the next decade, not only will

other countries gradually come to be-

lieve that we really mean "no use" of

nuclear weapons, but they will be con-

fronted with the primary reality of

conventional forces and strategies

rather than with a growing nuclear ar-

senal. Undoubtedly this change will in-

fluence a reorientation in the defense

strategies of allies and enemies alike.

E) Return to Zero. The aim of a just

defense is the protection and security

of people. The vision of ultimate peace

and security that Christians hold is a

vision of God's perfect kingdom when
the lion lies down with the lamb and
when swords have been beaten into

plowshares. Insofar as progress can be

made now toward the control and re-

duction of all weapons, we commit
ourselves to work toward mutual and
verifiable disarmament altogether. Re-

alism about present conditions which
make that goal seem dreamy and Uto-

pian should not be equated with a cyn-

icism that closes us off to God's call

to work for justice here and now.

Conclusion

Much more than the steps outlined

here will be needed to enlarge the scope

of a justice-oriented foreign policy by

the U.S. Defense, as we have said, is

only one part of foreign policy. Our
relations with both friendly and un-

friendly countries, both near and far

away, will require a more substantial

practice of justice in economic, legal,

and political relations among states.

While the promotion of international

justice requires ongoing changes in

every dimension of foreign policy, it

cannot proceed without a reorientation

of defense policy that helps immediate-

ly to create a less threatening environ-

ment. Making use of "just war" rea-

soning, Christians have much to offer

in the process of fulfilling their con-

temporary obligations as citizens, ffl
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PRACTICAL CALVINISM

Springtime With Jesus

Winter is over. Gray days of treadmill

surviving are behind. Hard-bitten

farmers look at empty fields and think

green. Old husbands and wives sparkle

off each other's eyes. You're awake
again and moving, you breathe life

into dying dreams. You shrug off old

fears and dashed hopes as you lope

around in this warm new world, greedy

for adventure.

But you know Winter will come
again, always too soon. Slush and flu

and successful people leaving for Rio
will be on your back. Crops will freeze

unharvested. Wives will cry themselves

to sleep. Bubbles will burst. It will be

time to grow up and be realistic. Your
heart's desire will never come. The
plane will leave without you. Spring is

for fools. With all your jogging and
multimulti vitamins, death grins wider

into your face.

Death is a biological fact. Does that

help, to know that you're winding

down into zilch normally ? Are you
comfortable about it, thinking of your

worth and identity vanishing? You
keep taking it personally, don't you?

That's because you know that death

isn't just biology. You know that you
weren't made in the Lord's image just

to self-destruct. Death is because the

Lord is holy. To those who turn their

backs on him the Lord says, then that's

the way it's always going to be—you
can never come home again. Stay away
from me then, and stay away from
yourself too—may your body and your

soul be torn apart.

You know what that means per-

sonally. What you were thinking about

this morning doesn't belong in the

Lord's home. In his living room you
couldn't do what you've been planning

to do. You don't dare bring your pride

and envy and selfishness along when
you shake hands with the one who is

love. You know that all your fool-

The author, D. Clair Davis, is a

teacher of church history and
systematic theology at Westminster
Seminary in Philadelphia.

ishness and rebellion and evil must be

taken out from his presence. And you
with it, if you hold on to it. "Without
holiness no one shall see the Lord."

What about those things that are so

terribly important to you, which

separate you from him? What about

the self-indulgence which means more
to you than doing his will? What about

the selfishness which dominates your

life? What's to be done? Where is there

hope?

The mockers around the cross were

right: If he can't save himself, how can

he save anyone? Peter was right when
he said it's time to go back to fishing.

If he was not raised, then you're the

world's biggest fool, and for you there

is no hope. Mary Magdalene speaks

for you, they have taken away my
Lord and I don't know where.

Then all you have left is a fading

memory of that terrible cry from the

cross, my God, my God, why have you
abandoned me? And you with him.

But then Mary said, I have seen the

Lord! And when the disciples saw him
themselves, they overflowed with joy.

They remembered Jesus had said that

his lifting up on the cross would be his

glory. He said he would go to his fa-

ther and get ready a place for them. He
said it was better for them that he go
away because he would give them his

Spirit.

He said that when the hard child-

birth was over, the time of joy and
confident prayer would come. "But I

shall see you again and then you will

be joyful and no one shall rob you of

your joy. ... I have told you all this

so that in me you may find peace. In

the world you will have trouble. But

courage! The victory is mine; I have

conquered the world" (John 16:22, 33

NEB).
The Father has kept his

word to him, and has

raised him
from
the
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dead, from Satan's cold hand of sep-

aration and hopelessness. He has won
the victory over the last enemy. He has

seen Satan fall never to get up again.

He has set free the Lord's family for-

ever. The Lord's own Springtime has

begun to blossom from his loving

heart. Overflowing out of his own joy,

he has brought joy to you.

You needed to know you could start

home again. Now it's happened. Jesus

has been raised from the hard clutch

of death—and you with him! Winter

is never coming again. You'll never be

the same. All the old has gone, all the

new has come. You're at home in the

new age of his Spirit.

Waves of old misery and terror still

come over you. Satan keeps on lying

to you, even when he's flat on his

back. If you think about just what you
feel, then you'll be swept away by lies.

But if you focus on the Lord's truth,

that he is alive and has given you his

Spirit, then your eyes will clear and
you can see Springtime all around you.

That's what you always need to re-

member about the Lord, that he's alive.

He's the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob—not of the dead but of the liv-

ing. He's not the god somebody whit-

tled out of scraps when he was through

with the rest of the tree. He's not Baal,

who takes a nap or steps out for a min-
ute when he's needed, but he's Elijah's

God, who sends the rain and the fire.

Your Lord is Jesus, alive from the

dead! Your Lord is the Father, who
raises the dead! Your Lord is the Spir-

it, the prince of this age of resurrec-

tion and new life!

The cycle has been broken. No long-

er need you live from hope to disap-

pointment to disillusionment to fear.

What should be done, now can be

done. So when temptation comes, the

Lord calls you to fight in the power of

the Spirit. When you sin, he tells you
not to despair but to lay hold on his

merciful love and find forgiveness. He
tells you to grow up.

So know who you are, united with

the living Lord. For you it's nothing

but joy to plan toward you life to

come, the Summer of your Springtime.

That's where your heart and your trea-

sure is—where else? You've stopped

thinking about your brothers and sis-

ters according to the flesh, and you

don't treat them that way either. The
Lord's words are clear, that he hears

your prayers and answers you. You
have been raised together, after all. 00



SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Faith Wrestles With Suffering
For April 28, 198S Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Job 20, 21

Key verses: Job 20:1-5; 21:1-9. 14-16

Devotional reading: Job 23:1-13

Memory selection: Job 21:7

Introduction

The debates of Job with his friends

cover most of the book of Job. We will

not have time to cover all of that

material, but I hope you will take time

to read it.

Within those debates we find a great

confession of faith by Job, in spite of

the prosperity of the wicked and in

spite of the arguments of his friends

that he is wicked.

1
Prosperity of the Wicked
Job 21:1-15

Job could get pretty exasperated with

his friends. And who can blame him?
They seemed never to hear what he was
saying. Over and over they insisted

that he was suffering because he had
done evil before God and God was
punishing him.

If those who please God are going to

be rich and prosperous, then what other

conclusion is there but that those who
are having a hard time and have very

little to show for it are somehow not

pleasing God? Such a conclusion is

preposterous and Job totally rejected it.

He urged his friends once again to

listen carefully to what he had to say,

knowing beforehand they wouldn't lis-

ten (vv. 2-3).

He urged them to take another look

at him and be astonished at his plight.

They had ignored Job's claims that he
was righteous in God's sight, not by his

own works, but because he had trusted

in the Lord. This they refused to accept.

Job talked about the prosperity of
the wicked. Evidently he had thought
about it often (vv. 7-14). His concern
for the wicked's prosperity has been
shared by many believers in the Lord
down through human history.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

Remember, the wicked are not the

ones who, in the world's view, are

wicked. They are those who simply

give no place to God in their lives.

How many church members could that

definition of the wicked fit?

How can such people prosper? Why
does God let it happen?

Job observes that they live and grow
old like the rest of us, but somehow they

seem to become mighty in power (v. 7).

Even their children do well, seeming

to be healthy and famous themselves,

getting much acclaim (v. 8).

God doesn't seem to be punishing

them in spite of the fact they openly

ignore God in their life and plans (v. 9).

Whatever they try seems to do well.

Whatever they put their hand to do
seems to prosper. It isn't fair! They
laugh at God and go on with their lives
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and seem to be getting away with it (vv.

11-12).

Many of them live to an old age and
never change their life-style. They are

admired by the media and draw the at-

tention of most of the world, which

looks on with envy (v. 13).

They don't even seem to fear death;

and when they have lived a long life,

they go to the grave like the rest of us

and seem no worse for the whole ex-

perience.

How could his friends explain the

prosperity of such wicked ones, if their

argument was right that Job was not

prosperous because he had displeased

God?
Job's concern is shared by the

psalmist in Psalm 73. You would do
well to read it, parallel to what Job has

said here. You will see that many have
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thought the same thing, and been

tempted to follow the life-style of the

wicked because they don't seem any

worse off—and in many ways better

off—than the righteous who care for

God and his Word.

Questions

1 . Has this problem ever bothered you?

2. Can you think of some famous peo-

ple today who obviously have nothing

to do with God but who are clearly

prosperous in the eyes of the world?

2 Rejecting the Wicked
Life-style

Job 21:16-26

Job draws back from thoughts of liv-

ing like the wicked. He knows better

(v. 16). Undoubtedly, Job's thinking

was much like that of the psalmist we
mentioned. Read Psalm 73:15-17 and
see how the psalmist solved the prob-

lem of the prosperity of the wicked, for

his own comfort.

The psalmist, though grieved by the

prosperity of the wicked (73:2) and at

times tempted to throw over his faith

and follow their way, did not. No true

believer can (v. 15). He knew that to do
that would be to sell out all of God's
people and go over to the enemy.

He was disturbed by their prosperi-

ty, when compared with his own hard-

ships because he followed the Lord
(vv. 13-14). But he would not allow

himself to think that way for long.

He needed to be shown the truth, so

he went into the sanctuary of the Lord,

into that quiet place where he could get

his thoughts together again.

He realized the so-called prosperity

of the wicked was short-lived. Their

life in this world was like walking on

a slippery treacherous path. They
thought they were getting away with it,

but suddenly, in the day of judgment,

they would know they had not (Psa.

73:18-19).

Job, too, thought of the terror the

wicked would ultimately face (21:17).

Like the first Psalm, he recognized the

wicked are like the chaff that is blown
away. They have no stability (v. 18).

They lived by the philosophy, "Let us

eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow
we die."

Job's point is that there is no way
to know the better life from the wicked

life just by observing how men's lives

turn out in this world. That is why the

world has so badly misjudged Chris-

tianity (vv. 22-26).

So far as this life is concerned, the

wicked may die in full strength while

the righteous dies in great hardship,

having lived a hard life and suffered

greatly. To the world, the better life is

that of the wicked, if one bases his con-

clusions on human observation.

To Job, therefore, the arguments of

the friends were wholly wrong. They
based their thinking on what one can

see. But the life of faith is not based

on what one sees, but on what one
knows from knowing God.

Questions

1. Are you ever influenced by the

things you see rather than by what you
know from God's Word?
2. Which life seems better to the world,

the life of those who honor God or of

those who ignore him?

3 Dismissing the Friends'

Arguments
Job 21:27-34

Job had to dismiss their words because

to admit they were right would be to

deny everything he believed about God
and about himself. Job, rightly, was

not willing to do this.

Look again at the arguments of the

friends expressed in the speech of

Zophar, in chapter 20. He, too, con-

demned the wicked. But he was talk-

ing about Job when he used the term

"wicked."

He insisted that the wicked soon are

punished for their evil, just as Job was

now being punished (v. 14). He be-

lieved, furthermore, that if one was

not prosperous—as Job was not pres-

ently—that meant he had oppressed

the poor and forsaken them. He had

done some terrible thing to other men
which God did not like, and was get-

ting his due punishment—as Job was

now (vv. 18-19).

Clearly, Zophar and the rest of the

friends who had come to comfort Job

totally rejected the idea that Job could

be a man pleasing to God and still be

suffering as he was.

Thankfully, Job didn't buy this

argument, and neither should we. He
accused his friends of trying to wrong

him—misrepresenting the facts of his

life and experience (v. 27).

The friends looked at the prosperous

and said they dwelt in palaces and must

therefore be pleasing to God, no mat-

ter whether they honored God with

their lives or not (v. 28). On the other

hand, those who dwelt in lowly tents
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and had no prosperity, obviously—to

their fallacious reasoning—did not

please God (v. 28).

Job asked whether they had ever

talked with any of those who traveled

the road—whether of plenty or of hard-

ships (v. 29). He called for their knowl-

edge of the signs—could they rightly

read the signs of what pleases God? He
totally rejected his friends' arguments,

saying they were empty words of no

comfort to God's child (v. 34).

In the same way, we must reject

those today who preach the health and
wealth gospel which promises riches

and good health to all who follow God
and, conversely, trouble and poverty

to those who are not following him.

Questions

1 . What is your assurance of salvation?

2. How do you hold to your faith when
you see so many godless people seem-

ingly doing so well?

4 Job Retains His Faith-
Various Passages from Job

Job held to his faith and refused to ad-

mit he ignored God's word (6:10). In

a similar manner, he refused to admit
he was unrighteous.

He believed his righteousness stood

before God (6:28). He could have this

assurance because he trusted God and
knew that if he sinned, the Lord would
forgive his trespasses and cleanse him
from all unrighteousness (7:20-21).

This is the same faith all true believers

hold (I John 1:8-10).

Job knew that God knew he was not

wicked, in spite of all that his friends

were saying to the contrary (10:7). So
he was sure that no matter what hap-
pened to him in this life, God was his

savior because Job had trusted in the

Lord (13:15-18).

Job was saying nothing different

from Paul's testimony to Timothy: I

know whom I have believed and am
persuaded that he is able to keep that

which I have committed to him against

that day (II Tim. 1:12).

Though it did not appear to his

friends that he had a redeemer, Job
knew better. He knew that one day the

Lord would redeem him from this

awful life and that even though he
died, one day, in his flesh, he would
rise again and see God (19:25-27).

That is a remarkable testimony and
shows amazing faith and knowledge in

Job's heart, regarding not only justi-

fication by faith in the Lord but also

assurance of the bodily resurrection.

Like Paul, Job could say that he had

been faithful in his course of life to

God and that he had treasured God's

word more than anything else in this

world (23:11-12).

It is interesting that Job desired

above anything else in this world, to

help him through his time of distress,

some written word of God (31:35). If

he had such a book, he would treasure

it and carry it with him wherever he

went (31:36-37).

How significant that he longed for

that book and did not have it. But we
who have it—what are we doing with

it? Does it not put us to shame that

God has given us the book Job longed

for and yet we use it so little? We know
so little of what is in it?

Questions

1. Can you express your faith in the

face of the world's accusations?

2. What do you know that Job, not hav-

ing the Bible, did not know? How does

your life of faith compare with his?

Next Week: "Faith in Spite of Suffer-

ing," Job 40:1-42:6. ffi

EK3
WESTERN
REFORMED
SEMINARY

"In Spirit and in Truth"

Thorough training and submis-

sion to God's inerrant Word in

precept and practice were ingre-

dients in the ministries of leaders

like Moses, Paul, Luther and

Calvin. The church requires the

same of its leaders today.

WRS provides an environment of

scholarly biblical research, prac-

tical training and spiritual growth

to meet the challenges of leader-

ship in the church.

For information about the

graduate degree programs

contact:

WESTERN REFORMED
SEMINARY

Five South G Street

Tacoma, WA 98405
(206) 272-0417

AREYOU
TAKING
UP

TIMEOR
FILLING

MINDS?
The Sunday School hour offers a

special opportunity to encourage

spiritual growth and commitment to

a Christ-centered life.

Our curriculum materials have been

created to make the most of every class

with Bible based lessons which

sacrifice neither appealnor substance.

Both students and teachers will enjoy

the variety of topics and activities.

They'll take away a better under-

standing of God and His Word and a

bigger interest in coming back

next week.

Learn more about Great Commission

Publications. Send for our free catalog

now. Look for our completely new
Primary Department Course. We'll be

happy to send sample lessons!

Great Commission
Publications 215-635-6510
7401 Old York Rd. Philadelphia, PA 19126
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THE PRESBYTERY OF THE
MIDWEST

OF THE
EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH
INVITES YOU TO

COME WORSHIP WITH US
Evangelical Presbyterian Church
P.O. Box 653

Anna, IL 62906
Dr. David Hendricks

(618) 833-5225

Trinity Presbyterian Church
Box 638

Columbia City, IN 46725
Rev. Lawrence Schmoekel
(219) 244-7454

Central Presbyterian Church
7700 Davis Drive

St. Louis, MO 63105

Dr. Andrew Jumper
(314) 727-2777

Covenant Presbyterian Church
Box 7087

Ann Arbor, MI 48107

(313) 662-6891

Trinity Presbyterian Church
10101 Ann Arbor Rd.

Plymouth, MI 48170

Rev. William C. Moore
(313) 459-9550

Ward Presbyterian Church
17000 Farmington Rd.

Livonia, MI 48154

Dr. Bartlett L. Hess

(313) 422-1150

Faith Presbyterian Church
1000 W. University Blvd.

Suite 205
Rochester, MI 48063
(313) 651-4910

Meeting at Van Hoosen Jr. H.S.

Grace Chapel

17000 Farmington Rd.

Livonia, MI 48154
Rev. Douglas Klein

(313) 425-9735

Meeting at Wm. Tyndale College

Farmington Hills, Michigan

Evangelical Presbyterian Church
(Forming in Birmingham, Michigan)
Contact: Robert or Peggy Sayed
1301 Northlawn

Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 647-5717

Evangelical Presbyterian

Church
2312 Monroe St. Dearborn, MI 48124

(313) 562-2300

BOOKS
EVANGEL—the quarterly review for think-

ing Christians. J. I. Packer, an Editorial Ad-
visor, writes: "Lovingly Biblical, robustly

theological and when necessary shrewdly po-

lemical—that's EVANGEL, and I'm all for

itl' General Editor: Dr. Nigel M. de S. Cam-
eron, Warden of Rutherford House, Edin-

burgh, Scotland. Send $8 for 1985 issues ($13

air) to: EVANGEL, Rutherford House, Edin-

burgh, EH6 OJR, Scotland.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.
A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

SPECIALS on Presbyterian and Reformed
books. Ray's Withhold Not Correction, reg.

$3.45 - $2.60. Other PRP books, 20% dis-

count. Also, North's Backward Christian Sol-

diers, reg. $4.95 - $3.30. Order from Crown
Christian Books, P.O. Box 4216, Auburn
Hills, MI 48057; phone (313) 852-0352.

churchesmt^mmm^m
DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

JACKSON, MISS. AREA-An Evangel-

ical Presbyterian Church mission is tempo-

rarily meeting in the home of the organizing

pastor, Charles L. Skinner, in Madison, Miss,

just north of Jackson off Interstate 55 on
Bozeman Road. Worship and Bible study is

set for 10:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sundays.

Call (601) 856-7362 or write Rt. 1, Box 19,

Madison, MS 39110 for more information.

GATLINBURG-PIGEON FORGE area,

Tenn. A new PCA church committed to mak-
ing disciples. Visiting the Smokies? Come
worship with us! Contacts would be greatly

appreciated. EVERGREEN PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH, P.O. Box 1275, Pigeon Forge, TN
37863; (615) 428-3001.

MISSION TO NORTH AMERICA is

planning to begin PCA churches in south

Minneapolis, MN; Anchorage, AK; Eugene,

OR; Chapel Hill, NC; and Greensboro, NC.
If you would be interested in becoming a

member, or know of others who might be in-

terested, please write or call: MNA, Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031. (404) 292-5715.

EDUCATION

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

Give that teenager a summer to remember,
with 10 great weeks in the unspoiled beau-
ty of Northern Canada! Outstanding Chris-
tian faculty with degrees in biology, forest-

ry, biology, psychology, outdoor education,
etc. direct this unique enrichment experi-

ence. Separate programs for boys and girls

12-18. with staff ratio of 1:2. Expect remark-
able growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Moderate cost. Early response ad-
vised. Write: New Horizons, 10C0 South 350
East, Marion, IN 46953; or call (317)
668-4009.

FOR SALE
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded

seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,
owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-

HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont, SC
29673.

PEOPLEHHHH
TEAM MINISTRY SOUGHT. Pastor

and lay minister of music seek team ministry

in local church emphasizing evangelism, dis-

cipleship, and church growth. Resumes upon
request. Reply to Box LM, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

YOUTH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
DIRECTOR for 700-member PCUSA con-

gregation. Opportunity to reach the youth of

the whole community through church's min-

istry. Three years of experience and a B.A.

degree or more desired. The applicant must

adhere to Reformed faith. Send resume to:

Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church,

P.O. Box 1258, Bluefield, WV 24701.

CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMAN; B.A.,

M.A., seminary-trained. Background in Oper-

ations Management. Seeks position with

church or church-related organization. Re-

sume furnished on request. Reply to: Box 87,

5422 Clinton Blvd., Jackson, MS 39209.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca

Raton, FL 33429.

In Essentials Unity
In Non-Essentials Liberty
In All Things Charity
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

To work and live In a
Christian setting at

Macon, Georgia's

tgape

Wag<
An Interdenominational
ministry. Founded by a
Methodist pastor.

For Information: Glenda B. Wallace, Ph.D
% Agape Village, Box 2042, Macon, Ga. 31203

WANTED: Three man Christian otolaryn-

gology group looking for a fourth man. Write

W. J. Fravel, 1639 Brabham Ave., Columbia,

SC 29204.

PANAMA CITY, FLA.-PCA Church
seeking DCE to oversee total education pro-

gram including S.S., youth and Christian

school (pre-school through 6th grade). Also

need K-4 and elementary teachers. Send re-

sume and request job description to Covenant

Church, 2350 Frankford Ave., Panama City,

FL 32405. (904) 769-7448.

POSITION OPEN: Director of Music (Or-

ganist and Choir Director) for 600-member
Presbyterian church. Applicant should have

either B.M. or M.M. degree in Music, Church
Music, and Organ Performance. Experience

preferred but not necessary. Must be capable

of directing graded choirs, handbell choirs,

and total music ministry of church. Salary

negotiable depending upon experience. Con-
tract available if desired. The church organ

is a two manual Casavant. Job description

and other information available upon request.

Minister is Dr. John C. Ropp [(919) 875-2101.]

Please send resume to Franklin R. Teal, Rae-

ford Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 219, Rae-

ford, NC 28376. For additional information

by phone call Franklin R. Teal at (919)

875-2488 (office) or (919) 875-3677 (residence).

ASSISTANT PASTOR-youth and educa-

tion ministries. EPC congregation of 400
seeking seminary graduate for the above as

well as limited pastoral services. Send inquir-

ies to Calvary Presbyterian Church, 6062
Richfield Road, Flint, MI 48506.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/
mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue
Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-
istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-
onstrated pastoral, evangelism, and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and
Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,
720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

YOUNG, GROWING OP church seeks in-

terested pastor of Reformed commitment. In-

terested individuals send resume to: Pulpit

Committee, c/o Bill Redington, 5088 Bentley

Lane, Columbus, OH 43220.

SEMINARY GRADUATE with M.C.E.

degree seeking D.C.E. position in church with

Reformed distinctive. Has 8 years Christian

school experience, primarily as Bible teacher.

For resume, call (305) 972-0366.

TEACHER WANTED: Combination

grades 3-4 for 1985-86 school year. Must have

Reformed perspective. Contact: Covenant

Christian School, P.O. Box 871, Cedar Bluff,

VA 24609.

POSITION DESIRED Christian school/

college administrator; B.A., M.A., certified

in administration, history, physical education

desires a position on the secondary or col-

lege level in administration/teaching/athletics.

18 years experience, resume and references

available. Contact Otis Balkcom, 2450-L,

Celanese Road, Rock Hill, SC 29730; (803)

366-1810 (O), (803) 366-2304 (R).

HIGH SCHOOL SPANISH TEACHER
needed. Aucilla Christian Academy, a fully

accredited, K-12 Christian school needs a sec-

ondary school Spanish teacher for the

1985-86 school year. Beautiful Tallahassee

area with excellent Reformed church. Address

inquiries to: William R. Harris, Headmaster,

Aucilla Christian Academy, Rt. 1, Box 56,

Monticello, FL 32344.

ASSISTANT PASTOR needed for grow-

ing suburban Presbyterian church. New posi-

tion with good opportunities. Send dossier

to Southminster Presbyterian Church, 10126

E. Watson, St. Louis, MO 63126.

TEACHERS WANTED-Westminster
Christian School in Miami, Florida is seek-

ing applications for its junior and senior high

schools. Openings include junior high phys-

ical education/science combination, junior

high social studies, senior high English, senior

high math/science combination, senior high

social studies, and senior high social studies/

Bible combination. Approximately 500 stu-

dents in grades 7-12, Member CSI, SACS,
FCIS. Send inquiries to: Mr. Gary B. Adams,
High School Principal, 6855 S.W. 152 Street,

Miami, FL 33157.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Bad Axe, Michigan, a PCA congregation,

seeks pastor. Approximately 325 members,
with strong Sunday School program. Desires

pastor able to work with a wide range of age

groups. We require a minister committed to

the Reformed faith, and seek leadership, di-

rection and ministry to a core of committed
believers. Send resume to: Howard Lane,

chairman, First Presbyterian Church, 112 E.

Woodworth, Bad Axe, MI 48413.

SERVICESMM
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

NON-DRINKERS let the world know
where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

BUILD
BUILD
BUILD 1w 1 fc" fl seating

CHURCHES
designed, built and lumisned

on youf lot Average price

S42/sq It We design tor

seating 1 30 or more

(Not prefabricated)

Includes Masonry and wood construction, social area,

ollices, classrooms, nursery, choir, robe rooms, baptistry,

steeple, carpet, and Sanctuary with padded pews

FAMILY ACTIVITY CENTERS
Steel or masonry trom $22fsq. ft.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL DESIGNS
4 classrooms and larger

Write or call (or FREE information and brochures

(803) 268-7297 (803) 268-7090

NORTHWAY CONTRACTORS
INC. P.O. Box 591, Taylors, SC 29687

Over 300 buildings constructed in the Southeast

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

TRAVEL
BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

wanted ^mmmmmmmm
PCA mission church urgently needs used Trinity

Hymnals and/or NASB pew Bibles. Contact

Rev. Jay Brennan, Hope Reformed Presby-

terian Church, 257 Church Street, Indiana,

PA 15701, or call (412) 349-5627.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015. We will bill you for the cost of the

ad.
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Another Perspective on Central America

UNEQUAL TIME

DENNIS A. SMITH

With regard to your January 23 issue

on Central America I would make
these comments: The cover photo of

the Nicaraguan girl picking coffee was
warm and provocative. Your "Editor's

Desk" piece was simple, direct, and ef-

fective; my compliments. Also, kudos

for including the review of One Day of
Life, by Manlio Argueta, a heart-rend-

ing book.

My problems with Juan Mesas'

"The Gospel of Jesus or the Gospel of

Marx" began almost immediately. He
said he was in Honduras to teach rural

youth how to teach Spanish to Ameri-
cans. This I found to be not only im-

probable but also a not so subtle form
of cultural imperialism. What Ameri-
cans are in this part of Honduras? U.S.

soldiers, of course. What better way to

encourage youth to accept a foreign

military presence than to teach them a

skill through which they will become
financially dependent on that very

presence.

Mesas then goes on to describe the

regional conflict as being "between the

two poles of world powers." This is

the East-West mentality; the North-

South factor is not even considered.

Yes, poverty, corruption, and am-
bivalence about U.S. military presence

is all part of the contemporary scene

in Honduras. But the heart of Mesas'

article is ideology. This becomes clear

when he assumes that all Marxism
comes from "the East." Marxism as

a philosophical rationalization of

totalitarianism and atheism of course

has its clearest expression in the USSR.
It is to be reviled. But Marxism is also

expressed in the social sciences, espe-

cially economics and sociology, as an

The author is coordinator of

communications ministries, Latin

American Center for Pastoral
Studies, San Jose, Costa Rica. He
is a graduate of Wheaton College
and has served as a missionary in

Guatemala.

occasionally useful tool for social anal-

ysis. This use of Marxism simply has

nothing to do with atheism or totali-

tarianism. Both kinds of Marxism are

found in Honduras and throughout

Latin America, but the second is far

more frequent than the first. We in the

U.S. simply must learn to distinguish

between those who occasionally use

Marxist analytical tools and philosoph-

ical Marxists. We also need to learn to

distinguish between different Marxist

tendencies (Maoists, Leninists, Trot-

skyites, etc.) and between each of these

and Anarchists or Socialists. There are

enormous differences.

The author doesn't mention the cur-

rent social tension and insecurity

14-year-old Nicaraguan boy holds AK-47
rifle. upi Photo

caused by the presence of 12-15,000

heavily-armed, CIA-sponsored Nicara-

guan contras in Honduras. Curiously

he speculates on the instability which

would be caused by a hypothetical

mass influx of 300,000 Nicaraguan ref-

ugees if American soldiers pull out.

This whole argument is spurious.

I'm sorry that Mesas didn't go to

Nicaragua to carefully check out the

situation himself instead of relying on

second-hand information from an ap-

parently embittered source. The situa-

tion in Nicaragua is polarized and

chaotic enough without indulging in

empty rhetoric. Mesas' description of

the current church and political situa-

tion is simply not true. The Lord

knows that the Sandinistas are guilty

of more than their share of dumb mis-

takes, but there is an organized and
vocal political opposition in the coun-

try. They captured almost 40% of the

vote in the recent election. The
churches have had sufficient freedom
to come down on all sides of the issue

(which is more than I can say for Gua-
temala or El Salvador), from very

critical to unquestioningly supportive

of the government. To the best of my
knowledge, based on extensive conver-

sations with Christians and non-Chris-

tians, supporters and opponents of the

current government, the Nicaraguan
people are not being "indoctrinated"

with Marxism, especially not in the im-

plied atheistic, totalitarian sense of the

word. I'm willing to be proved wrong,

but Mesas doesn't present any persua-

sive evidence.

Mesas' last paragraph exasperates

me. First, in the context of the previ-

ous paragraph, America is clearly

equated with the gospel and Christiani-

ty. This is at best lousy theology and,

at worst, outright idolatry. Jesus

Christ is Lord, not the U.S. But then

Mesas also conveniently forgets the

whole history of U.S. military and eco-

nomic involvement in the region from
William Walker in the 1850s to United

Fruit Company at the turn of the cen-

tury to the CIA invasion of Guatemala
from Honduras in 1954 to the current

CIA assassination manual. There is an

ugly side to our history which we as

Christians and as Americans must have

courage to recognize and correct.

Donald Wehmeyer's "The Rich-

Poor Gap in Central America" I

found to be not particulary pertinent.

My first impression was that he seems

to be undergoing severe culture shock.

Most of Wehmeyer's ten points are at

least partially true, but he leaves us

with little more than a racist stereotype

of these poor, lazy Latins who just

can't get their act together. In contrast

the poor rural Guatemalan peasants I

have known are among the most indus-

trious, courageous, sincere, loving, se-

cure, hard-working people I have ever

known anyplace. And many of them,

through the grace of God, are seeking

to translate their transformed lives in

Christ into transformed social and po-

litical structures.

Yes, Jesus transforms individual

lives. Praise God for that. But even a

superficial reading of the Bible (or of

John Calvin's sermons) teaches us that

Jesus through us also transforms struc-

tures and societies. EE
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'Star Wars': A Disarming Proposal

EDITORIALS

A second generation is growing up in

the shadow of the mushroom cloud of

nuclear arms. The last decade-and-a-

half has seen the world living with a

precarious balance between the two su-

perpowers, the United States and the

Soviet Union, each one maintaining

deterrence of the other from nuclear

attack by means of a sufficient retali-

ation from a first strike to achieve "Mu-
tually Assured Destruction" (MAD).
As long ago as 1962 this situation

was described and challenged in a

speech to the U.N. General Assembly:

Policy-making officials in the United

States, the United Kingdom, and other

Western countries can be heard saying that

the best guarantee against a new war is the

"balance of fear." Means of destruction

and annihilation have become so powerful,

argue the proponents of this view, that no

state will run the risk of starting a nuclear

war since it-will inevitably sustain a retal-

iatory nuclear blow. . . . But to base the

policy of states on a feeling of universal fear

would be tantamount to keeping the world

in a permanent state of feverish tension and

eve-of-war hysteria.

The speaker was Andrei Gromyko of

the Soviet Union, who then called for

a swift program of nuclear disarma-

ment and, in case the West suspected

the Soviets of cheating on such an

agreement, proposed that both sides be

allowed to build defenses against nu-

clear weapons to provide "a cover"

against such deception. As Gregory A.

Fossedal of the Wall Street Journal

points out in the March 1985 American
Spectator, this was to the Soviets' ad-

vantage in 1962, when the U.S. en-

joyed nuclear superiority.

Now, more than 20 years later, with

the Soviets holding the advantage in

certain areas (such as land-based multi-

warhead missiles) and with the U.S.

superior in some other areas (such as

submarine-launched missiles), Presi-

dent Reagan has proposed a similar,

but modernized scheme to Gromyko's
in his Strategic Defense Initiative

(SDI), or "Star Wars."
It is indeed a disarming proposal. Its

beauty lies in its defensive and non-
nuclear aspects. The basic idea is that

a combination of space-based and
land-based high technology weapons

could eliminate 80% of the attacking

enemy missiles between their launching

and their landing on target. No one is

claiming a 100% leakproof defense

would be possible. But an 80% defense

would prevent the Soviets from having

a first-strike capability of destroying all

our land-based retaliatory missiles (to

say nothing of our planes and subma-
rines), thus preserving our deterrence.

Even more significant, such a defense

would make further buildup of offen-

sive nuclear weaponry a highly ineffi-

cient proposition, only one in five of

those expensive Soviet missiles ever

likely to reach its target. The hope
would be that the superpowers would
both turn to defensive systems and
cease the insane spiral of offensive

buildup beyond the ability to destroy

the world many times over.

Star Wars evidently has succeeded in

bringing the Soviets back to the nego-

tiating table in Geneva. Why are they

so worried about the Reagan proposal?

Fossedal believes it is because it will

lead to the elimination of nuclear arms
and hence an end to the Soviet Em-
pire's domination of its neighbors.

More plausible is the explanation of

Charles Krauthammer in the January

21 New Republic that SDI would
remove Russia's one great advantage,

its superiority in land-based missiles.

At any rate, the seriousness of the

Reagan proposal has clearly shaken up
the Soviets. As Politburo member
Vladimir Shcherbitsky said after a re-

cent meeting with President Reagan,

"If the U.S. pursues this line, the

Soviet Union would have to take ade-

quate defensive and offensive mea-
sures."

Here is the dilemma facing Chris-

tians concerning SDI. Does it really

represent a breakthrough that would
enable the world to move away from
a nuclear balance of fear? Or is it really

a destabilizing factor that upsets the

present precarious balance and leads to

a further spiral of nuclear weapons,

this time in space as well as on earth?

The realities are grim. At a White

House briefing of religious leaders on
Star Wars in February I heard the Wall

Street Journal's Fossedal and the Na-
tional Security Council's Director of

Arms Control, Sven Kraemer, describe

the Soviet buildup in nuclear arms

since 1972. Our submarines are the

main deterrence we currently have

against a first-strike by Russia, and the

Soviets may be developing technology

to locate our mobile submarine force.

In this context the research on SDI
is worth pursuing, even though deploy-

ment may never prove feasible. Star

Wars has its flaws. The very develop-

ment of technology that Fossedal

argues will make Star Wars possible by

the end of the '80s also means that it

is almost inevitable that Russian tech-

nology will find a way to shoot it out

of the sky. Fossedal's argument that

"a defensive satellite that can shoot

down ICBMs can also shoot down
anti-satellite weapons aimed at the

satellite itself" raises the further diffi-

culty of Star Wars: What is to prevent

our defensive satellites from being

turned into offensive weapons? Can
we expect the Soviets simply to believe

our claim: "The U.S. does not seek a

'first strike capability' and we will not

attempt to acquire one. The President

has reaffirmed that we do not aim for

a unilateral advantage in ballistic mis-

sile defenses" (White House briefing,

The President's Strategic Defense In-

itiative, p. 8)?

The alternative to serious considera-

tion of Star Wars, however, appears to

be continuation of the present balance

of fear. The Reagan proposal's pros-

pect for total nuclear disarmament is

probably not realistic. But it may com-
pel enough new thinking to achieve

what is needed: a balanced build-down

in nuclear arms to a level that can
maintain deterrence while not threat-

ening global destruction.

Christians sensitive to the grave im-

plications of the present Geneva talks

will realize the significance of Paul's

urging of prayer in I Timothy 2:1-4

"for kings and all those in authority,

that we may live peaceful and quiet

lives in all godliness and holiness. This

is good, and pleases God our Savior,

who wants all men to be s^ved and to

come to a knowledge of the truth."

And we will take comfort in the

knowledge that it is the Sovereign God
to whom we pray. EE
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THE
REFORMATION

ISN'T OYER
YET

"We pray for all those whom you have
appointed ministers to your faithful

people, and to whom you have committed
the care of souls and the ministry of your
Holy Gospel, that it would please you so
to guide them with your Holy Spirit, that

they may be found faithful and zealous of

your glory, directing always their study to

this end."

—John Calvin

"Going back to biblical days, the Reformers
recognized that in the Old and New Testa-

ment practice and teaching there was a
significant place for the rabbi, the scribe

and the ministry of teaching. That

ministers should be skilled in the ancient

languages, customs, history and literary

analysis is still an important feature of the

Christian Church."

—R.C. Sproul

THE REFORMATION A WAY OF LIFE
EXPERIENCE ITS IMPACTAT

i n
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MAILBAG

REMUNERATION FOR MUSICIANS

My wife and I were pleased with the

honor you bestowed upon Handel
(March 20). We also share your hope
that God would raise up another musi-

cian/composer of Handel's accom-

plishment for the 20th century. And
that this time such a one would come
from the ranks of evangelical churches.

If God does this it will probably be in

spite of the church, rather than be-

cause of the church's involvement and
support of the ministry of music.

In order for a congregation to enjoy

worshipful music, the labors of a lib-

rettist, composer, instrumentalist(s),

and soloist or singers must first be ex-

pended. Words of appreciation for

their work are encouraging! Such as

when my wife Grace sang "Great is

Thy Faithfulness" during a seminary

chapel service. The beloved Dr. G.
Aiken Taylor was to bring the mes-

sage. When he came forward to speak,

he said, "After a testimony in song like

that we may as well pronounce the

benediction and go home."
Recognition is important, but our

pastors and elders must be aware of

their responsibility to remunerate ser-

vices rendered. If our hope of another

Handel in our century is to be realized,

there must be a reformation in the

hearts and budgets of our churches. A
reformation after the manner of what
Nehemiah faithfully accomplished

(Neh. 12:46-47, 13:10-14).

If we consider the music and mes-

sage of Bach and Handel as the work
of the fifth evangelist, then perhaps we
should support church musicians as

missionaries. Indeed it was Handel
who masterfully set to music the great

invitation, "Come unto him, all ye

that labor . . . and ye shall find rest

unto your souls."

—Michael Hewson
Biblical Seminary
Hatfield, Pa.

APPRECIATES CHALLENGING ISSUES

A few weeks ago, a letter appeared in

the "Mailbag" section (March 6) from
the Rev. Bill Rose, PCA minister in

Selma, Alabama. While I have great

respect for my brother, realizing his

zeal for the gospel and love for the

PCA, I disagree with his letter.

There are many of us who are ap-

plauding you and enthusiastically sup-

port what you have done as editor of

The Presbyterian Journal. Personally

I am thrilled with your efforts to ac-

quaint us with the issues of the day, as

well as challenge our thinking on these

issues. Christians must be aware of so-

cio-political issues and how to respond

to them.

As a Christian educator, I would
also like to thank you for your com-
mitment to Christian education on all

levels as it has been expressed in more

than one recent issue of The Presby-

terian Journal.

—(Rev.) Robert W. Bowman
Orangewood Christian School

Maitland, Fla.

ROSES FOR "COUNTRY DOCTOR"

A dozen roses for that delightful arti-

cle in the March 6 issue, "Making the

Rounds With a Country Doctor." It

was simply beautiful and it warmed my
heart. (That's where we need warming
these days.)

More like it. May your tribe increase

—to use a favorite expression of my
dear friend of many years, Aiken
Taylor.

—(Rev.) Frank K. Chapo
Johnson City, Tenn.

ITEMS OF APPRECIATION

Thank you for:

1) Inclusion of news items relevant

to the Christian community, many of

which are not readily available because

they receive limited or geographically

localized coverage.

2) Articles in which the authors dis-

play sensitivity toward women by using,

at least part of the time, language that

includes us (e.g. "humans" instead of

"man" when male and female are in-

tended), and articles by women.
3) Publication both of a variety of

authors, and of authors who speak in

the areas of their professional exper-

tise. This results in intellectual integrity

and stimulation that is lacking when
readers are exposed only to a staff in-

terpretation of someone's thinking and

information.

I anticipate the Journal's continued

development as an instrument to in-

Ministers

Gary K. Sexton (PCA) from Milledgeville, Ga.,

to Fort Meade, Md., as army chaplain.

Don Van Dyke from Detroit, Mich., to the West-

minster Church (EPC), Shreveport, La.

James A. Wiest from Alamogordo, N.M., to

Travelers Rest, SC. as organizing pastor

(PCA).
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form and stimulate thought and par-

ticipation in world events.

—Kerry M. Montgomery
Norcross, Ga.

USE OF LEVERAGE IN REAL ESTATE

Following Richard Chewning's series

on investments in "Christians in the

Marketplace," I was disappointed that

he only treated the real estate aspect of

raw land (Jan. 16). Most "weekend"
investors would not be able to develop

raw land or overcome the liquidity

problem.

However, many middle-income wage-

earners can profit substantially from

investing in residential rental properties

and from buying discounted second

mortgages. Income tax shelter and the

use of leverage are two major factors.

Writing off the bulk of a mortgage

payment (interest paid) and depreciat-

ing rapidly the structure effectively

shelters rental income and other earned

income. As an oversimplified example

of leverage, a $2000 cash downpay-
ment on our first house in 1979 pro-

duced a $20,000 equity four years

later. That's a 225% annual rate of re-

turn the first year, 69% the second

year, 40% the third, and 29% the

fourth.

As Professor Chewning suggests,

my husband and I justify our enthusi-

asm for real estate with the steward-

ship principle, but we also battle the

temptation of worldliness and serving

mammon in terms of time and energies

spent.

—Carolyn R. Wagner
Hanahan, S.C.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK

I I In mid-February assistant editor Stephen Lutz and I at-

tended a meeting at which an evangelical Christian described his role in

assisting certain Central American refugees in making their way from Texas

to asylum in Canada. Technically, these refugees are not illegally in the United

States, since there is a legal period of time during which their status is to

be determined by U.S. authorities, and they can be legally received in Canada.

Such people are only a handful, however, compared to the 2,200 to 2,300

illegal aliens detained daily in the U.S. The "Sanctuary Movement," with

which we deal this week, comprises some 200 congregations—Protestant,

Roman Catholic, and Jewish—that are concerned to aid those who are

political refugees from Central American countries where they would face

death, it is claimed, if returned there. Our focus, therefore, is not on the

large number of people from such places as Mexico or Haiti who have crossed

our borders primarily for economic improvement.

I I The sanctuary movement compares itself to those few who
sheltered and transported Jews under the Nazi regime and also to the "un-

derground railway" for runaway slaves. To get a better feel of the sanc-

tuary movement, we asked Rev. Fred McFarland of Mesa, Arizona to at-

tend the Inter-American Symposium on Sanctuary in Tucson in late January.

He and his wife, Celeste, report on this conference and also draw the con-

clusion that, to maintain a lawful society, we would do well to operate within

our society's system, especially since the evidence is not conclusive that the

refugees being helped do indeed face death if returned.

I I We continue to receive mail concerning Christian schools

and public schools. As space allows, we shall seek to share viewpoints not

yet expressed. Meanwhile we have received word from Christian Schools

International in Grand Rapids, Mich, that April 21-27 is designated as

"Christian Education Week." How about making that an occasion for more
discussion in your church of the reasons for Christian schools—and also

for influencing the public schools?

I I The Easter season presented a number of spectacles for

the world to ponder, from NBC's five-part drama A.D. to the latest find-

ings (from a Duke U. professor) on the Turin Shroud (that it dates back

at least to the 3rd century). In Jerusalem the Roman Catholics celebrated

Easter at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and then made way for the Greek
Orthodox celebration of Palm Sunday. And in Garden Grove, Calif., the

Crystal Cathedral of Rev. Robert Schuller staged The Glory ofEaster with

a cast of 324 actors, a tiger, seven horses, two peacocks, a camel, two
donkeys, three lambs, five goats, and (according to People magazine) gag-

gles of chickens and ducks. One wonders what our risen Lord himself must
make of all this. We hope that, by God's grace, we can say with Paul in

Philippians 1:18: "The important thing is that in every way, whether from
false motives or true, Christ is preached. And because of this I rejoice."

l l Is there someone you know who could benefit from a gift

subscription to the Journal— like a spring graduate from college, or a high-

school grad about to go away to college? Only $15 will purchase such a

gift, and we will send you a free copy of Charles Colson's widely acclaimed

book, Loving God. IS
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Church and State Square Off in Sanctuary Debate

NEW YORK (RNS)— In the wake of

the conviction of two Texas-based

church sanctuary workers on charges

of illegal transport of Salvadoran

aliens, a leading U.S. sanctuary

spokesman and the head of the Im-

migration and Naturalization Service

(INS) squared off in a March 28 debate

pitting moral and legal realms against

each other in the ongoing dispute.

Sponsored by the Council on Religion

and International Affairs, the debate

featured Rev. William Sloane Coffin,

minister of the Riverside Church in

Manhattan, and Commissioner Alan
C. Nelson of the INS.

In his remarks Nelson sought to di-

minish the significance of the church

sanctuary movement nationwide and

to dispel the perception that the INS
is "cracking down" indiscriminately

on church activitists who flout INS
laws by transporting and sheltering

Central American refugees.

"There's a lot of talk about a sanctu-

ary 'movement'," Nelson said, "when
there are at most only 200 churches

involved." That, he said, was an

insignificant number of the approx-

imate 339,000 congregations nation-

wide.

Nelson also said that in 1984 only 20

church sanctuary workers were appre-

hended by the government, compared
with 18,000 others who were sought

for illegal transport of aliens. More-
over, the INS commissioner denied

that the recent spate of prosecutions of

church activists was politically moti-

vated, a frequent charge made by sanc-

tuary supporters. And with respect to

the claim that Salvadoran and Guate-

malan refugees deported to their home-
lands face danger of political persecu-

tion upon their return—a central tenet

of the sanctuary effort—Nelson chal-

lenged the churches to "provide the

facts."

"There is just no evidence of perse-

cution," he declared. "If all the hor-

ror stories we hear are true, the

churches can help their asylum cases

win—but through the system."

Coffin countered that the "asylum
process is highly politicized," and re-

ferred to statistics that show a high rate

of acceptance of refugees from regimes

hostile to the United States— Iran, Af-

ghanistan, and Poland— and lower

rates from nations whose governments

are considered "friendly," such as El

Salvador and Guatemala. However,
when pressured by questioners for

hard evidence of mistreatment of ref-

ugees deported to Central America,

Coffin conceded that solid documen-
tation was difficult to obtain, partly

because the involuntarily repatriated

refugees, he said, seek invisibility be-

cause of their fear of persecution.

Nelson, a member of the American
Lutheran Church and a former active

member of a California Presbyterian

church that has since become a sanc-

tuary church, said he has "no question

about the good faith of the sanctuary

movement. I hope they would have

similar good faith in the motives of the

government." Nelson said his chief

hope for the churches was that they

would "choose to help the refugees by

working through the system," and not

by "taking it upon themselves to deter-

mine who is and is not a refugee. "QJ

Unification Church Sends
'Gift' to 300,000 Ministers

NEW YORK (RNS)—The Unification

Church has sent a packet of three video

tapes and two books to 300,000 min-

isters across the United States as "a
gift for you from some folks who
care."

The tapes explain the church's the-

ology on the principles of creation, the

fall of man, the purpose of the Mes-

siah, God's work through history, and

the second coming of Christ.

Each packet was sent "for the sake

of mutual friendship and ecumenical

sharing," according to Mose Durst,

president of the Unification Church of

America. One church spokesperson

said the effort cost about $10 million.

Joy Garratt, the church's public af-

fairs director, said that of the more
than 500 responses received at the na-

tional headquarters in New York by

mid-March, 58 percent were positive,

39 percent negative, and 3 percent neu-

tral.

Responses varied from that of a

minister in Louisiana who wrote, "I do

believe that there are many sincere peo-

ple in your church and I will consider

anything you have to say," to a min-

ister in Maryland who wrote, "The lit-

erature (brainwashing kit) you sent me
. . . will be put in the incinerator and

burned as will all of Satan's works some
day according to God's Word." DQ

Conference Examines
'Baby Doe' Dilemma

NEW YORK—"There is simply no
way that a physician, with any accu-

racy at all, can predict the quality of

life of a child born with Down's Syn-

drome," U.S. Surgeon General C.

Everett Koop told a conference on the

handicapped newborn held at Ford-

ham University.

Dr. Koop, a pioneer in developing

surgical techniques for treating the

handicapped newborn, said the obste-

trician who delivered Baby Doe, the

Indiana infant who died nine days

after his birth when the parents asked

that food be withheld from him, was
not aware of the possibilities for treat-

ment of the infant's defects and had
given the parents questionable advice.

The surgeon general went on to pre-

dict that "the next ethical issue is go-

ing to be Granny Doe." He said these

cases will be even more difficult be-

cause "for every Baby Doe there are

12,000 'Granny Does'."

His comments highlighted similar

points made by other conference par-

ticipants who gathered to discuss the

lack of agreed standards among phy-

sicians, lawyers, and ethicists in mak-
ing decisions about treatment for han-

dicapped newborns. The conference
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was co-sponsored by the Association

for Retarded Citizens, National
Down's Syndrome Congress, Spina

Bifida Association of America, and
National Right to Life Education and
Trust Fund.

Dr. H. Rutherford Turnbull III,

professor of special education and law

at the University of Kansas, urged that

the discussion of treatment for handi-

capped newborns be focused on
"equality of lives" rather than "quali-

ty of lives." He admonished his col-

leagues that "we have much greater

medical capacity than we think we
have. We have the ability to change
attitudes." CTJ

Jail Sentence the Reward
For Proselytizing In Greece

DENVER (RNS)—Don Stephens, 39,

said he is willing to go to jail for his

faith, even though he's not guilty of a

charge that he handed a Bible to a

Greek youth. The former Coloradan

faces three and one-half years in an

Athens jail if an appeal of the sentence

fails.

Stephens and his family, along with

some 300 other workers for Youth
With a Mission (YWM), an interna-

tional Christian disaster relief agency,

live on board a ship, the Anastasis,

which carries medicine, food, clothing,

and other supplies to underdeveloped

countries and areas hit by natural di-

sasters. In February 1981, when the

ship was docked at Athens for several

months, Stephens and two other men,
one English and one Greek, were talk-

ing with a Greek youth who asked them
for a Bible. Allen Williams, the English

citizen, gave the youth a Bible. The ship

sailed from Athens in July 1982.

More than two years later, in De-

cember 1984, the three men were told

they would have to face trial for pros-

elytizing. The three returned to Greece

for the trial and all were sentenced

without having a chance to give testi-

mony against the charge, Stephens said.

Stephens was recently honored by the

Committee of the Year of the Bible for

directing the distribution of 200,000

Bibles in Hawaii. "It's the greatest

amazement that I can be honored for

distributing Bibles in Hawaii, and be

under threat of jail for the same thing

in a country which considers itself the

cradle of democracy," he said. Steph-

ens hopes an international letter-writ-

ing campaign will convince the Greek

government to drop the charges. HI

Boesak, Naude Arrested In

Cape Town Protest March

CAPE TOWN, South Africa—Rev.
Allan Boesak, president of the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches, and

Abel Hendricks (L), Allan Boesak (center),

and Beyers Naude. upi Photo

Rev. Beyers Naude, general secretary

of the South Africa Council of Church-

es, were among about 300 people ar-

rested in Cape Town on March 26 for

illegal gathering, as they marched

toward the Parliament building here.

The arrests, which included other

clergymen and sympathizers, took

place after a commemorative service

for victims of the Uitenhage shootings

on March 21, where police killed be-

tween 19 and 40 demonstrators, the

worst mass shooting by the police since

the Sharpeville massacre 25 years ear-

lier.

Boesak was recently cleared by a dis-

ciplining body of the Dutch Reformed
Mission Church of charges stemming
from an alleged affair with a 30-year-

old female co-worker. CD

Presbyterian Ernest Trice

Thompson Is Dead At 90

RICHMOND, Va.—Dr. Ernest Trice

Thompson, a prominent Southern

Presbyterian historian, died here March
29. He was 90 years old.

A brilliant scholar, Thompson is

recognized by conservative church

leaders as the man chiefly responsible

for the liberalizing of the Presbyterian

Church U.S. (PCUS) years before its

1983 merger with the United Presby-

terian Church USA (UPCUSA). He

was also a long-time advocate of that

merger movement.
A native of Texarkana, Tex.,

Thompson spent much of his career as

a professor of church history at Union

Theological Seminary in Richmond,

teaching well over 50 percent of the

Southern Presbyterian Church's min-

isters during his tenure.

He was the author of a three-volume

history about the PCUS and a regular

columnist for the Presbyterian

Outlook, which was published in Rich-

mond beginning in 1929. 3j

Presbyterian Student
Missing Since February

LITTLETON, Colo.—Denise Daven-

port, a member of Trinity Evangelical

Presbyterian Church (EPC) here and

a student at Northern Colorado State

University at Greeley, has been miss-

ing since February 24, 1985, when she

was last seen leaving work in Greeley

on her way to a sorority meeting.

Davenport never arrived at the meet-

ing, and her car was later found on a

street leading to her destination with

its signal lights flashing.

Members of Trinity EPC have

formed Littleton Assistance for Miss-

ing Persons (LAMP) to aid the Daven-

port family in its search for Denise,

and the group is seeking donations to

cover expenses associated with the

search as well as information concern-

ing her whereabouts. LAMP may be

reached by calling (303) 797-1341. ffi

Denise Davenport
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Conference Advocates
Sanctuary for Refugees

When the Tucson Ecumenical Task

Force for Central America planned its

late-January Inter-American Sympo-
sium on Sanctuary, the members had

no idea that as many as 1,300 people

would show up.

Under the banner, "From Fences to

Friendship," registrants came not on-

ly from the southern border states of

Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, but

also from northern states such as

Washington, Michigan, and even Ver-

mont.

The academics, clerics, and pew

"I am here," he said, "as someone
who 40 years ago was a refugee. I am
trying to feel what other refugees feel.

I came here to listen and learn." He
continued, "What happened one gen-

eration ago was unique . . . tragedies

today are today's."

Wiesel is urging for a congressional

investigation into exactly what happens

to refugees who are returned to their

country. Law could be changed, he

said, by the findings of such an inves-

tigation. "If there is a danger to these

people upon their return to their coun-

.1

c5 /

Sojourners' Jim Wallis, Robert McAfee Brown of Pacific School of Religion, and a

bandanna ed Central American refugee at the recent Inter-American Symposium on Sanc-

tuary in TuCSOn. Frederick S. McFarland

people of all ages heard sung the words

of Jesus from Luke 4:18, ".
. . to

preach good news to the poor. He has

sent me to proclaim freedom for the

prisoners."

Symposium sessions ranged from
learned, academically-oriented presen-

tations to standing ovation speeches

from William Sloane Coffin Jr. and a

bandanna-ed Guatemalan refugee.

Topics ranged from an historical over-

view of sanctuary to Biblical concepts

of idolatry to traditions and culture of

Mayan-Quiche Indians.

A major address came from Elie

Wiesel, Boston University professor

and chairman of the President's Com-
mission on the Holocaust. A refugee

himself during World War II, Wiesel

spoke concerning the refugee crisis and

human rights.
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try, we should know about it," he said.

The symposium's keynote address

came from the Rev. William Sloane

Coffin Jr., pastor of Riverside Church
in New York City. The controversial

former chaplain of Yale University is

known for having offered sanctuary in

the university's chapel to young men
who were refusing to serve in Vietnam.

Coffin opposes U.S. intervention in

Latin America because he sees the

problems in the area as economic. He
said, "The upheaval would occur even

if no such thing as communism existed.

Of course there are Marxists in Cen-

tral America," he continued. "There
are lots of them. Capitalism has not

been kind to that part of the world.

. . . But Stalinism is to Marxism what
the Ku Klux Klan is to Christianity."

The former CIA agent drew paral-

lels between what has been happening

to the Central American refugees and
the Jews before World War II—"No-
body wanted them." Those Jews

needed, and the current refugees need,

both justice and charity. A problem
arises, he explained, because mainline

people tend to work for justice while

fundamentalists tend to work for char-

ity. "Why can't we have charity and
justice at the same time?" Coffin asks.

Felipe Excot, a Roman Catholic cat-

echist and refugee from Guatemala,

and one of a number of masked refu-

gees in attendance, put the present

problems into a 400-year context. Giv-

ing an historic overview of the ques-

tions facing Mayan Indians, Excot ex-

plained how the Spanish colonizing of

the area resulted in oppression for the

local people who had built their own
civilization. The Indians had their land

taken from them, and the problems re-

lating to land control exist even today.

"Waging Peace" was the title of the

speech given by Jim Wallis, editor of

Sojourners magazine and a co-pastor

of Sojourner's Church in Washington,

D.C. Speaking as an evangelical, Wal-
lis found the text for his speech in Mat-
thew 25, verses 31 and following,

where Christ speaks of the hungry, the

naked, and those in prison—a group
in which Wallis includes the refugee.

"The time has come," Wallis said,

"to learn to wage the moral equivalent

of war. People have been taking risks

for war, we must learn to take risks for

peace in a disciplined way,'.' he said.

"The time has come to move from
protest to resistance, from speaking to

acting, from raising our voices to

standing up with our bodies, from dis-

agreeing to saying, 'No.'
"

Wallis, who made full use of his

popular preaching style, concluded by
reminding the audience that "God
rules and is God—he will have the last

word."
The symposium, which far exceeded

the goals of the planners in terms of

publicity, participation, and enthusi-

asm, gave the Sanctuary Movement
both a theological base and a philo-

sophical focus that will move its mem-
bers to seek changes in present policy.

As William Sloane Coffin said, "Con-
gress could put us out of business by

changing the law." In the meantime
the movement will continue to help

those who come asking—even if that

help is illegal.—FREDERICK S. AND
CELESTE MCFARLAND. 21



Sanctuary in a

Lawful Society

Refugees fleeing fighting in the town of Tenancingo, El Salvador (1983). upi piwu.

FREDERICK S. & CELESTE
McFARLAND

Well-known is the saga of Corrie ten

Boom and her family who gave sanc-

tuary to people fleeing for their lives

during World War II. Well-known is

the fact that this compassion brought

the ten Boom family into conflict with

the government of occupied Holland.

Less well-known is the fact that there

are Christians today who are trans-

porting and hiding refugees fleeing

from the turmoil of El Salvador and

Guatemala. Like the ten Booms, their

acts have brought them into conflict

with the U.S. government.

Government informants wearing

"wires" have infiltrated church groups.

Church workers have been arrested,

arraigned, tried, and convicted for

their activities.

Perhaps you have not heard of the

"Sanctuary Movement." Or perhaps

you do know of the movement and see

these refugee families as a burden to

our economy and local social services.

Wherever we are in our information

and opinions, we all should know that

Central America and the refugee ques-

tion could become one of the biggest

issues of the middle '80s. The issue in-

volves both foreign and domestic pol-

icies of the current administration,

policies which are being challenged by

a small group of churches.

For the people involved in the Sanc-

tuary Movement their involvement is

central to their faith, a point well-

illustrated by the unexpected registra-

tion of 1,300 people from all walks of

life at the recent Inter-American Sym-
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they are both graduates of Covenant
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for other publications.

posium on Sanctuary in Tucson. To
these people, showing radical hospitali-

ty to a refugee is part of their Chris-

tian faith. For many, not to do so

would be to apostatize. The movement,

primarily, is a religious one although

there are humanists involved. Most
who identify with the movement are

mainline Protestants or Roman Cath-

olics. There are a few evangelicals in

the ranks.

Because of the present make-up of

the movement, many conservatives

may, in an offhand manner, dismiss it.

It is true that many of those involved

in sanctuary are former anti-Vietnam

protestors, nuclear freeze advocates,

and people who are part of the left or

liberal camp in the American political

scene.

Though conservatives, traditionally,

have not worked with other people or

groups, in recent years they have found

value in working toward a common
goal with people who think differently

than they. For example, many conser-

vatives have worked with Roman
Catholics in the pro-life movement
during the past ten years.

Indeed, it is the sanctity of life issue,

based in Scripture, which should com-
pel conservative, evangelical, and Re-

formed Christians to take a hard look

at Central America and the refugee

question.

Our focus here is on the refugee fac-

et of the "whole" Central American
problem, but not at the expense of all

the other facets. We should not lose

sight of the understanding that Central

America has been overlooked for too

long. We must realize the problems

will not go away overnight or with a

change in any government. There are

Soviet/American problems (which

many in the Sanctuary Movement
overlook). There are rich/poor prob-

lems, complicated by a long history,

especially involving land ownership.

There is the question of the role of the

military in these countries: Is it above

the law or under the law?
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But out of all these complications

there come people running from their

homes. They run from the civil wars,

the wars of liberation, the death

squads of the right and the left. 50,000

people have died in the past five years

in El Salvador. Many people now live

in refugee camps in Honduras. One-
seventh of the total population of

Guatemala now lives outside their

country. One-half million Nicaraguans

are in the tiny country of Costa Rica.

For Americans, observing fleeing

Central Americans leaving everything

and heading north, the conflict begins

with the question, Are they political or

economic refugees? Are they running

to our borders for a better life econom-
ically, or to escape death in the strife-

torn region? The Reagan administra-

tion says that they are economic refu-

gees and are not entitled to sanctuary

on our soil, but should be returned

home. The people in the Sanctuary

Movement believe it is better to help

all who come, even if just to protect

a few who would be killed if they were

sent home.
A central political issue is the inter-

pretation of the Refugee Act of 1980.

It is under this law that the State De-

partment makes its rulings as to which

refugees may stay and which are re-

turned to their countries. These rulings

then are enforced by the Immigration

and Naturalization Service (INS).

The people in the movement act up-

on the assumption that many of the

refugees will be killed if they are

returned. Our government, after an

18-month study, does not believe such

will happen in most cases. The sup-

porting data come from the Red Cross

and the State Department monitoring

returnees, although such information

does not go unchallenged.

At issue for the Christian are the rule

of law and the legitimate authority of

the government. Scripture teaches on
this concept (Romans 13). But Scrip-

ture also teaches that we should obey

God rather than man (Acts 4:19, 5:29).

The Sanctuary Movement members
are choosing not to obey man, and for

their positive model they go to the

Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25ff.). They
are loving their neighbors, the refugees.

Here is a crunch—the refugees are

escaping because of the breaking down
of law in their homelands and the real

threat of violence. But fleeing to a

country that is stable, because of gen-

eral respect for law by both the civil-

ians and the military, they and those

who help them then break the current,

interpreted laws and subvert the re-

spect for law that gives the stability

they are seeking.

What kind of life does the Sanctuary

Movement offer the refugee? A life of

fear, fear of being found out, fear of

being sent back, a fear of hurting those

who have helped. The refugee also

learns that law is viewed the same way
in the U.S. by members of the move-
ment as it was in his country. Law and

obedience to the law are subjective

—

a personal choice. The instability of his

homeland often is caused by lawless-

ness. His apparent freedom still de-

pends on what he was trying to escape,

that is, lawlessness.

Not unexpectedly, the U.S. govern-

ment views the sanctuary workers as

self-appointed saviors who have not

exhausted all the legal means available

to them in due process, i.e., the courts

and the United Nations Commission
on Refugees. The government also

points out that there are refugees all

over the world who need our help and

we must have a unified policy and

work together. The government says

How Can One Gain Legal Refugee Status?

When actor Robin Williams, playing a Russian circus musician on tour in

New York City in the movie Moscow on the Hudson, quietly walked up
to a Bloomingdale's security guard and asked for political asylum, the scene

was poignant, funny—and accurate.

Though it stretched a point when the security guard declared himself to

be an agent of the U.S. government to protect the saxophone player from
the KGB watchdogs who wanted to drag him to the airport, the writers

of the film were showing us one of the correct ways to seek refugee status.

Ruth Anne Myers, district director of Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS) in Phoenix, explains that the first step to take when seeking

refugee status is to approach an official representative of the U.S. govern-

ment, usually at an embassy, a consulate, or port of entry, and ask for

asylum. Aliens who are in the U.S., as was Williams's character, also can

apply for asylum.

Refugee status is not an instant thing, but is determined by the State

Department for the Justice Department. In the movie, the bewildered but

tenacious musician spent many hours in federal offices trying to have the

government act upon his request. After a decision is made, carrying out

the consequences of the decision becomes the responsibility of the INS.

Most people seeking refugee status apply for it not in their own country

or the U.S., but in a third country, Myers explains. They then wait in that

country (as did the boat people from Vietnam who waited in the camps
in Thailand for over two years) until their processing is complete and it

is determined if there is still room within the quota.

Quotas, according to Myers, are very important factors in determining

refugee status. Congress determines, each year, how many refugees may
enter the U.S. The quota for fiscal year 1985 is 70,000 refugees from all

over the world.

Refugees are in one of two classifications, either economic or political.

While the economic refugee comes to this country seeking a better life for

himself and/or his family, the political refugee, in the eyes of the U.S.

government, is here because of fear of persecution in relationship to race,

religion, nationality, political viewpoints, or membership in a particular

social group.

Once a person has been admitted to the U.S. on refugee status he may
apply, after one year, for permanent resident status.

Americans, Myers said, who attempt to assist aliens to circumvent the

established process are subject to felony charges for harboring, transport-

ing, or smuggling aliens. The punishment, she said, is a maximum fine of

$2000 and/or five years in prison per alien.—FREDERICK AND CELESTE
MCFARLAND. rn
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that the refugees should stay in the

camps set up by the United Nations in

Honduras and Mexico and not just go,

or be taken, to a place where it might

be more comfortable.

Additionally, it is no secret that

there are legal ways a refugee can

postpone his return through the due

process of the courts. And there are

two bills in Congress that would make
sure the refugees would have 18 months

to two years before they are sent back

to their homelands.

If policies are not changed and con-

frontation continues, then we may be

sure Christians will continue to take

sides in the sanctuary issue. Though
conservatives already are balancing

many social issues—abortion and Af-

rican famine relief, for example—we
cannot ignore the urgency of the refu-

gees. We must talk with each other,

pray together, study the issues, and
search the Scriptures—all the Scrip-

tures. And we should remind ourselves

that Christians will express concern

about the same issue in different ways.

We must not accuse people of not be-

ing Christian because we disagree

about domestic or foreign policy. This

issue should not be allowed to divide

the Christian community in the way
the Vietnam War did.

Christians, at the present time,

should make the legal system work for

them, not against them. Conservative

Christians must press for a compas-
sionate foreign policy that includes

developmental aid as well as construc-

tive military aid. Beyond these steps we
must seek to reestablish a missionary

presence in war-torn areas, similar to

that of the Christian and Missionary

Alliance Church in Vietnam during

that war. Work needs to be done in the

refugee camps. Self-help and develop-

mental missions such as Food for the

Hungry need to be supported to help

Central America move away from a

dependence on foreign capital and
governmental aid. As John F. Kennedy
said of the area, if there is not normal
evolution of the region's growth, there

will be violent revolution.

Our compassion must not become
confused. The illegal transportation

for refugees at this time is shortsighted

and does not solve the real problems.
This confusion brings conflict that

does not produce the compassion that

is needed now.
To be a true sanctuary we must

make the legal system work—all of

Illegal aliens are ferried across the Rio Grande at Ciudad Juarez by "mules," men that

work the popular crossing points and for about 50 pesos will carry one across the river

so as not to get wet. upi Photo

it—Congress, the courts, and even the law. We cannot just bring the refugees

executive level. To be a legal haven we from one lawless society to another,

cannot have one group against the Biblically-based law is the only true

other, using the law or ignoring the foundation for sanctuary. HI

'Pledge of Resistance' to Intervention

Prior to Jim Wallis's afternoon speech to the 1 ,300 participants in the Inter-

American Symposium on Sanctuary, the Sojourners Church co-pastor dis-

tributed a portion of a petition that had gone to Washington, D.C., with

the signatures of 43,352 Americans. Those who signed the petition, presented

recently to the State Department, had signed a Pledge of Resistance. The
full pledge, an instrument of the Witness for Peace, a Washington, D.C.-

based organization, contains two pledges, one for participation in nonviolent

civil disobedience, and the other for legal protest. The pledges are designed

to give the signer a means for actively protesting current U.S. policies.

Wallis reported that the assistant secretary who received the petition was
"sobered" when he learned that the U.S. would have to jail thousands of

its own citizens if the U.S. escalates activity in Central America.

Many of those present at the Tucson meeting added their names to the

Witness and Support Pledge or Resistance Pledge forces.

Those pledging witness and support signed the following statement: "If

the United States invades, bombs, sends combat troops, or otherwise

significantly escalates its intervention in Nicaragua or El Salvador, I pledge

to join others in protesting that military action by nonviolently vigiling at

U.S. federal facilities and other appropriate places. I also pledge to sup-

port those who engage in acts of nonviolent civil disobedience in order to

prevent or halt further death and destruction in Central America."
The Pledge of Resistance states, "If the United States invades, bombs,

sends combat troops, or otherwise significantly escalates its intervention in

Nicaragua or El Salvador, I pledge to join with others to engage in acts of

nonviolent direct action at U.S. federal facilities, including U.S. federal build-

ings, military installations, congressional offices, offices of the Central Intel-

ligence Agency, the State Department, and other appropriate places. I pledge

to engage in nonviolent civil disobedience in order to prevent or halt the

death and destruction which such military action would cause for the people

of Central America."—FREDERICK AND CELESTE McFARLAND. ffl
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CHRISTIANS IN THE MARKETPLACE

Investing in a Small Business

What are entre-

preneurs? Entre-

preneurs are peo-

ple who own their

own business,

manage it, assume

the risk, and re-

ceive the rewards

(or suffer the loss). This type of invest-

ment differs from owning stock in a

major, publicly-held corporation in

many ways, but two of these differ-

ences are of particular importance to

us in the context of discussing invest-

ment options.

First, stockholders of a major cor-

poration have limited liability. That is,

they can only lose the money they have

invested in the corporation's stock,

should the corporation fail. Entrepre-

neurs, on the other hand, have unlim-

ited liability. Creditors can "go after"

their personal assets (home, stocks,

etc.) if the business assets are not suf-

ficient to cover the claims of the cred-

itors in the event of a failure.

The second major difference be-

tween owning stock in a publicly-held

corporation and owning a private busi-

ness is the involvement with manage-
ment. Stockholders in major corpora-

tions have no effective involvement

with either the selection of manage-
ment or the formulation or operating

policies. An ownership position in a

closely held business, however, re-

quires either a direct involvement in the

day-to-day management of the busi-

ness or the selection and retention of

a manager who is entrusted with the

daily operations.

One of the biggest problems asso-

ciated with owning a small to medium
size business, however, is providing for

management continuity when retire-

ment time approaches. This is the very

reason so many small businessmen sell

their business and then invest the pro-

7he author, Richard Chewning, is
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administration at the University of

Richmond in Virginia.

ceeds in stocks, bonds, and/or certifi-

cates of deposit. Such a sale, however,

can have adverse tax effects.

If, on the other hand, you have a

competent son, daughter, spouse of

one of your children, or an employee
who is capable of making the business

prosper, then it can be a very pleasant

experience to retain some ownership

position in an independently operated

business. For many people this affords

the opportunity to maintain their in-

terest while withdrawing from the pres-

sure of daily management.
People can retire from a job but can-

not retire from life. Creative interests

are a "must" for a wholesome, well-

balanced life. For many people,

"keeping up" with the business, while

not actually operating it, affords just

such an opportunity.

Another problem frequently faced

by entrepreneurs at the time of retire-

ment, when there is no one in the fami-

ly or business capable of running it, is

one of finding a suitable buyer. Two
characteristics make for a suitable

buyer—their financial ability to buy

the business outright or their skill suc-

cessful to operate the business for a

period of time, allowing them the op-

portunity to purchase the business

from the profits generated under their

management. This latter procedure

usually carries more risk with it than

a cash buyout, but may have some real

tax advantages for the seller. Locating

a suitable buyer is not always easy,

however.

Valuing the small business can also

be a difficult matter. Capitalizing fu-
ture earnings is a guesstimate and
therein lies the rub. The seller often

wants to capitalize a generous view of
future earnings, while the buyer often

feels the need to be more conservative.

The future holds many risks. Will the

former proprietor's "following" and
goodwill prove to be transferable? Will

tomorrow be the same, worse, or bet-

ter than the past? So, negotiating a

"fair" price is often difficult.

The greatest difference, however,

between owning a small business and
owning securities in a public corpora-

tion is the personal involvement re-

quired successfully to operate an entre-

preneurship. But it is that very involve-

ment that makes such an investment so

attractive to so many and so unsuitable

for others. There is an old adage,

"Own only what you can sleep with

comfortably."

This type of investment opportunity

is normally plausible only for those

who have previously exhibited success

in similar ventures. Those who simply

have some excess money to invest will

not normally find this a good oppor-

tunity. The biggest question that

should be asked if one is contemplating

buying a business is, "Has the Lord,

through his acts of providence, pre-

pared me for such an undertaking and

have I demonstrated, historically,

those talents and qualities necessary

for the successful operation of such a

business?" If so, the risk is plausible.

If not, be careful; your emotions alone

will seldom prove sufficient to guaran-

tee success. CD
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Faith in Spite of Suffering
For May 5, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Job 40-42:6

Key verses: Job 40:1-9; 42:1-6

Devotional reading: Job 34:10-28

Memory selection: Job 42:5

Introduction

In this last study in Job, we see his faith

triumph through humility.

1
Job Taught
Job 38-39

When all Job's friends had their say,

the Lord showed his utter rejection of

them all by calling their counsel "words

without knowledge" (Job 38:2).

God did answer Job, after all. The
answer did not come as soon as Job
would have liked and was not quite

what he had in mind. But it was God's
answer and in God's own time.

After rejecting everything the friends

had said to him, because they were

judging Job rather than ministering to

him, God called Job to give attention

to him alone.

The Lord took Job on a whirlwind

tour of creation and providence. He
caused Job to examine again many
things he had seen and known before.

The Lord reminded Job that creation

had been around long before he came
on the scene (38:4). He showed Job the

seas, light, lightning and thunder, and
many other evidences of God's crea-

tion and providence which men tend to

take for granted. He lifted Job's sights

to the stars and other heavenly bodies

put there by God, not man.
He helped Job think about the many

ways God daily provides for all the

creatures he has made: the lion, the

wild goat, the wild ass, the ox, the

ostrich, the horse, the hawk, and all

other creatures of this earth.

What was God showing Job? In

Matthew 6, Jesus did something simi-

lar for the disciples. He reminded them
of the flowers of the field and the birds

of the air and how God took care of

them. How much more he would take

The Inicrnaiional Sunday School Lesson Outlines are
copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

care of these who followed him. He re-

buked their little faith (Matt. 6:30). He
accused them of being anxious.

What Jesus spoke of is exactly what

the Lord taught Job. Job had become
anxious. He fretted because he felt

God was not near him. He too was

guilty of little faith.

But what is little faith? It has noth-

ing to do with the quantity of faith but

the quality of our faith.

Any true faith in God is great faith.

Little faith is when, for a time, we re-

move our attention from God and put

it on ourselves and our troubles, caus-

ing us to lose our perspective and

building up anxiety in us.

Job was guilty of that. He became
so concerned for his own predicament

and the desire to understand what was

going on that he lost his perspective.
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For a time he lost sight of God.
All the time he was anxious, the

Lord was demonstrating through crea-

tion and providence that he is always

near his own, caring for them. They
need not fear. Their only concern

ought to be that they not lose sight of

the Lord—as Job had, for a moment.

Questions

1. Do you, with the written Word of

God, still become anxious at times?

2. How do you think God feels about

your anxiety?

2 Job Humbled
Job 40-41

The Lord rebuked Job for arguing

with him. Job felt the Lord owed him
an explanation and seemingly rebuked

the Lord for not doing as he desired.
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How easy it is for any of us to begin

to accuse God of not caring when

things go against what we prefer. We
expect God to respond in some par-

ticular way to our commitment and

service. When he doesn't, we begin to

argue with God as though he owes an

explanation. Such an attitude on Job's

part and our own is wrong but not in-

frequent in believers.

The Lord could have told Job he

was wrong, but he again showed his

longsuffering with one of his children

and took him on another tour of crea-

tion and providence.

Job sensed what was to come, for he

laid his hand on his mouth, as if to say,

"I've said too much already."

But the Lord would not let him off

the hook easily. He challenged Job to

begin to act like a man, the man God
had created.

He took Job to see some of his

frightful creatures. The creatures are

called behemoth (40:15) and leviathan

(41:1). They may have been the hip-

popotamus and the crocodile, but it

really doesn't matter. Men cannot

tame or control them. That's the point.

Why could Job not control them?

Because, when man sinned, he lost

control of the creatures of this world.

All creation came into rebellion against

man when man rebelled against God.
Genesis 3 teaches that not only man

but all creatures were brought under a

curse. This meant that many creatures

which ought to have been subject to

man would not be.

Therefore, God reminded Job that

man has his limitations on earth

because of the sinful nature in him.

That nature must be brought under

control, for it is a wild beast like those

uncontrollable beasts Job saw.

The Lord showed Job he had
enough to be concerned with in bring-

ing his own sinful nature under con-

trol, and should not be preoccupied

with why God doesn't do what he

would like him to do. This is an im-

portant lesson for us today.

Paul reminds us that the sinful

nature which remains in our bodies is

in continual rebellion against our own
minds which desire to serve Christ. We
must always be alert to the task of

bringing our bodies under subjection

to Christ, to serve him rather than our

own lusts.

It is not easy to control the lusts of

the flesh, but we must, if we are ever

to live to the glory of Christ.

Questions

1 . How often are you guilty of doing

what your flesh wants, rather than

what God's will is?

2. How is your own body like an un-

tamed wild beast?

3 Job Vindicated

Job 42:1-9

Job gained new insight through this ex-

perience. By his own testimony, he ac-

knowledged that the Lord can do all

things and that no purpose of his is re-

strained. Job knew that the Lord was in

control, and he was wrong in supposing

he had been shut him off from God.
God had been there all the time. Job

was just looking in the wrong places.

He was looking for God to show
himself the way Job wanted him to.

Job had accepted the trials, but he

wanted it known by all that he was

being tried by God and that God was

for him. When God did not jump at

Job's request and show those afflicting

him that he was for him, Job began to

be anxious. He began to look at him-

self and not at God and showed "lit-

tle faith," faith that lost its focus on

BELHAVEN COLLEGE
Excellence with a Personal Touch

"Allfour ofmy sons
graduatedfrom
Belhaven. They all

grew in Christ and
received a good
education. All of
them love and
appreciate
Belhaven — and so
do their mother
and I."

Dr. James Baird, Pastor

First Presbyterian Church
Jackson, Mississippi

THE JAMES BAIRD FAMILY

For more information contact:

Dr. Newton Wilson

Executive Vice-President

Belhaven College

Jackson, Mississippi 39202
601/968-5993

Twenty-five academic majors

Six pre-professional programs

'Academic excellence in an enthusiastically
Christian environment"
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the Lord alone.

This anxiety caused Job to say

things he later regretted, things that re-

flected bitterness in his heart that did

no honor to his God.
But all that was past now. Job had

not denied his faith in the Lord and

that faith was now shown to be true

(vv. 5-6).

This led Job to repent of his sin. The
Lord had enabled him to see himself

in an altogether different light. He saw

the worst side of himself through the

experience. He was humbled before the

Lord, as all of us must be, from time

to time, until we learn to walk always

before him in humility.

But the Lord never left any doubt as

to what he thought of Job. His evalua-

tion of Job given in the first two chap-

ters never changed. Job was righteous

by his faith, not by his works—the only

way any of us can be just before God.
In spite of all Job said in the bitter-

ness of his heart, God said that what

Job had spoken of him was right, in

contrast to his friends.

What did he mean? Job's retaining

his own faith, in spite of the attacks

against it by his friends is what pleased

the Lord. Job was a sinner like all men,
but his trust in the Lord had justified

him before God.
The friends of Job were not justi-

fied. Their own understanding of God
and what pleases him was all wrong.

They needed to get right with God.
The Lord chose that they do this by the

intercession of Job—completely vindi-

cating Job and humbling them.

Questions

1. Have you ever been guilty of saying

more with your mouth than you
understood in your heart?

2. Will the Lord vindicate you in the

day of judgment? Why?

4 Job Prospered
Job 42:10-17

The rest of the account describes the

ways in which the Lord prospered Job
after he prayed for his friends—evi-

dence of love.

Job did not like these men. He had
been hurt by what they said and chas-

tised them for their words. Undoubt-
edly, he did not approve of the answers

they gave him or how they treated him,

after he had shown them his kindness

and had helped them before.

Nevertheless, Christian love de-

mands that we treat such friends not

as they have treated us but as we wish

they would—with kindness and love.

The exercise of Christian love is not

dependent upon what others have done

to us or upon what they deserve. It is

dependent upon the fact that God loved

us first when we did not deserve it. If

we are to show ourselves to be his chil-

dren, we must love others as he loved

us, even when they have hurt us.

That's what Job saw and why he

prayed for his friends.

God restored to Job all he had lost

and more, so that in the end he was
better off than before the trials began.

It is not likely Job needed such

evidence of God's favor. He had
already learned his lesson and that was

sufficient. Had the Lord not restored

any of his losses, it would not have

made any difference to Job.

The Lord often allows his own to

suffer greatly and, in this life, receive

no visible compensation. And we ought

not to require it or even expect that

God will compensate in some visible

way for every loss we suffer. Our com-
pensations are in heaven, not on earth.

Clearly, these things were done to

show Job's doubting friends that God
was for him, as Job had long testified.

Questions

1. How do you show your faith when
you suffer great loss.

2. How do you show your faith when
you receive great blessings?

Next week: "Coping with Futility,"

Ecclesiastes 1 : 1-2: 1 1 . CD

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSHHHHHHHH
SPECIALS on Presbyterian and Reformed

books. Ray's Withhold Not Correction, reg.

S3.45 - $2.60. Other PRP books, 20% dis-

count. Also, North's Backward Christian Sol-

diers, reg. $4.95 - $3.30. Order from Crown
Christian Books, P.O. Box 4216, Auburn
Hills, MI 48057; phone (313) 852-0352.

EVANGEL— the quarterly review for think-

ing Christians. J. I. Packer, an Editorial Ad-
visor, writes: "Lovingly Biblical, robustly

theological and when necessary shrewdly po-

lemical—that's EVANGEL, and I'm all for

it!' General Editor: Dr. Nigel M. de S. Cam-
eron, Warden of Rutherford House, Edin-

burgh, Scotland. Send $8 for 1985 issues ($13

air) to: EVANGEL, Rutherford House, Edin-

burgh, EH6 OJR, Scotland.

churches ^mmmmmam
COLUMBIA Presbyterian Church, Colum-

bia, Miss., is celebrating its 75th anniversary

April 24-28, 1985. We cordially invite all for-

mer members and friends to celebrate with

us. Rev. Bernhard Kuiper is our guest preach-

er. For details call (601) 736-4728 or write

C.P.C., 500 Church St., Columbia MS 39429.

WINTER SPRINGS, FLA. (Orlando

area) Associate Reformed Presbyterian mis-

sion church committed to the Scriptures and

Reformed theology. Come join with us. Con-

tacts appreciated. Grace Presbyterian Church,

1111 Tuskawilla Road, Winter Springs, FL
32708. Phone: (305) 699-1424 or Pastor Slater

(305) 677-7251.

MISSION TO NORTH AMERICA is

planning to begin PCA churches in south

Minneapolis, MN; Anchorage, AK; Eugene,

OR; Chapel Hill, NC; and Greensboro, NC.

If you would be interested in becoming a

member, or know of others who might be in-

terested, please write or call: MNA, Box 1703,

Decatur, GA 30031. (404) 292-5715.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

JACKSON, MISS. AREA-An Evangel-

ical Presbyterian Church mission is tempo-

rarily meeting in the home of the organizing

pastor, Charles L. Skinner, in Madison, Miss,

just north of Jackson off Interstate 55 on

Bozeman Road. Worship and Bible study is

set for 10:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sundays.

Call (601) 856-7362 or write Rt. 1, Box 19,

Madison, MS 39110 for more information.

EDUCATION

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

Give that teenager a summer to remember,
with 10 great weeks in the unspoiled beau-
ty of Northern Canada! Outstanding Chris-

tian faculty with degrees in biology, forest-

ry, biology, psychology, outdoor education,

etc. direct this unique enrichment experi-

ence. Separate programs for boys and girls

12-18, with staff ratio of 1:2. Expect remark-
able growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Moderate cost. Early response ad-
vised. Write: New Horizons, 1000 South 350
East, Marion, IN 46953; or call (317)
668-4009.
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for SALEwmmmummmmi
CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Save on

padded seats or reversible cushions. All work

guaranteed. Call collect: (803) 277-3795 in

Greenville, S.C. or write: DON GREEN UP-
HOLSTERY, Rt. 5, Box 261A, Piedmont,

SC 29673.

people^m^mmm^m
PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed

theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism, and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

YOUNG, GROWING OP church seeks in-

terested pastor of Reformed commitment. In-

terested individuals send resume to: Pulpit

Committee, c/o Bill Redington, 5088 Bentley

Lane, Columbus, OH 43220.

POSITION OPEN: Director of Music (Or-

ganist and Choir Director) for 600-member
Presbyterian church. Applicant should have

either B.M. or M.M. degree in Music, Church

Music, and Organ Performance. Experience

preferred but not necessary. Must be capable

of directing graded choirs, handbell choirs,

and total music ministry of church. Salary

negotiable depending upon experience. Con-

tract available if desired. The church organ

is a two manual Casavant. Job description

and other information available upon request.

Minister is Dr. John C. Ropp [(919) 875-2101.]

Please send resume to Franklin R. Teal, Rae-

ford Presbyterian Church, P.O. Box 219, Rae-

ford, NC 28376. For additional information

by phone call Franklin R. Teal at (919)

875-2488 (office) or (919) 875-3677 (residence).

POSITION DESIRED. Christian school/

college administrator; B.A., M.A., certified

in administration, history, physical education

desires a position on the secondary or col-

lege level in administration/teaching/athletics.

18 years experience, resume and references

available. Contact Otis Balkcom, 2450-L,

Celanese Road, Rock Hill, SC 29730; (803)

366-1810 (O), (803) 366-2304 (R).

HIGH SCHOOL SPANISH TEACHER
needed. Aucilla Christian Academy, a fully

accredited, K-12 Christian school needs a sec-

ondary school Spanish teacher for the

1985-86 school year. Beautiful Tallahassee

area with excellent Reformed church. Address

inquiries to: William R. Harris, Headmaster,

Aucilla Christian Academy, Rt. 1, Box 56,

Monticello, FL 32344.

TEACHER WANTED: Combination
grades 3-4 for 1985-86 school year. Must have

Reformed perspective. Contact: Covenant

Christian School, P.O. Box 871, Cedar Bluff,

VA 24609.

BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES
is seeking a caseworker for the Jackson,

Mississippi branch office. MSW or related

Masters Degree required for work in pregnan-

cy counseling and adoption services. Contact

Bethany at (601) 366-4282 or write 3000 Old

Canton Road, Suite 360, Jackson, MS 39216.

ASSISTANT PASTOR needed for grow-

ing suburban Presbyterian church. New posi-

tion with good opportunities. Send dossier

to Southminster Presbyterian Church, 10126

E. Watson, St. Louis, MO 63126.

TEACHERS WANTED-Westminster
Christian School in Miami, Florida is seek-

ing applications for its junior and senior high

schools. Openings include junior high phys-

ical education/science combination, junior

high social studies, senior high English, senior

high math/science combination, senior high

social studies, and senior high social studies/

Bible combination. Approximately 500 stu-

dents in grades 7-12, Member CSI, SACS,
FCIS. Send inquiries to: Mr. Gary B. Adams,
High School Principal, 6855 S.W. 152 Street,

Miami, FL 33157.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Bad Axe, Michigan, a PCA congregation,

seeks pastor. Approximately 325 members,
with strong Sunday School program. Desires

pastor able to work with a wide range of age

groups. We require a minister committed to

the Reformed faith, and seek leadership, di-

rection and ministry to a core of committed

believers. Send resume to: Howard Lane,

chairman, First Presbyterian Church, 112 E.

Woodworth, Bad Axe, MI 48413.

VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS
AFFAIRS. Belhaven College, a Christian lib-

eral-arts college in the Reformed tradition,

is seeking a Vice President for Business Af-

fairs. Duties include budgeting, accounting,

purchasing, cash flow, physical plant, security,

campus services, and non-academic person-

nel. Required degree in accounting and ex-

perience related to duties. CPA. is desired.

Operational knowledge of computers and

programs related to business affairs, expres-

sion in a personal faith in Jesus Christ, com-

mitment to the Christian purpose of the Col-

lege, and active membership in a local church

are required. Presbyterian church membership

is desired. The position is available June 1,

1985, and applications may close May 1, 1985.

Contact Dr. Owen Elder, Belhaven College,

Jackson, MS 39202 or phone (601) 968-5916.

WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN School, a

ministry of Westminster Presbyterian Church

of Rock Hill, S.C. (PCA), presently pre-

school through 6th grade (250 students) has

openings for HEADMASTER and ELE-
MENTARY TEACHERS. Send resume to Dr.

Shelton Sanford III, Senior Pastor, Westmin-

ster Presbyterian Church, 1300 India Hook
Road, Rock Hill, SC 29730. For additional

information by phone call Dr. Sanford at

(803) 366-3107.

ASSISTANT PASTOR-youth and educa-

tion ministries. EPC congregation of 400
seeking seminary graduate for the above as

well as limited pastoral services. Send inquir-

ies to Calvary Presbyterian Church, 6062

Richfield Road, Flint, MI 48506.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/

mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue
Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

MATH AND CHEMISTRY instructors

needed in growing college preparatory, inde-

pendent Christian school, grades 8-12, enroll-

ment 190, located in northwest Atlanta,

Georgia. Salary level near that of public

schools. Contact I. H. Lassiter, Headmaster,

Mount Vernon Christian Academy, 4449

Northside Drive, NW, Atlanta, GA 30327.

Phone (404) 256-4057.

PASTOR AVAILABLE. He is a licensed,

experienced, OPC intern, with a talent for

preaching, looking for a Reformed church.

Write Mr. Robbins, 629 Center Avenue, Oost-

burg, WI 53070.

services wm^mt^B^mm
NON-DRINKERS let the world know

where you stand! Join a 135 year-old organi-

zation that stands fast on the principle of total

abstinence for a better lifestyle. For more in-

formation write to the I.O.G.T. NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, George D. Ormsby, 712 A
Drayton Rd., Aston, PA 19014. An ordained

PCA elder.

REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

TRAVELMHB^^^^HHI
BIBLE LANDS TOUR for PCA. Aug. 14,

1985: only $1198. With guest lecturer Dr.

Palmer Robertson. Write Tour Leader Dr.

Lawrence Roff, 2604 Oaklawn Blvd., Hope-
well, VA 23860. (804) 458-4008, 458-5394.

WANTEDHI^^H
PCA mission church urgently needs used Trinity

Hymnals and/or NASB pew Bibles. Contact

Rev. Jay Brennan, Hope Reformed Presby-

terian Church, 257 Church Street, Indiana,

PA 15701, or call (412) 349-5627.

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts: for 3-5 insertions

- 5°7o discount; for 6-11 insertions - 10% dis-

count; for 12 or more insertions - 15% dis-

count. To place an ad, simply write out the

ad, list the number of times you would like

it to run, and mail to: Classifieds, The

Presbyterian Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Ashe-

ville, NC 28802 or call (704) 254-4015. We will

bill you for the cost of the ad.
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EDITORIALS

The Christian Tradition of Sanctuary

Most of us do not know what it is like

to be a refugee. Forced to flee from

one's homeland, perhaps with no more
belongings than one can carry, one

seeks a haven, a safe place where one's

basic needs can be met until the hostili-

ty of one's enemies has subsided or un-

til the justice of one's opponent's

charges can be determined.

It may be that you or your church

could be faced with the challenge of

providing asylum for such a refugee.

Conflicts in Central America are pro-

ducing thousands of aliens in the U.S.

from south of the Mexican border.

About 400 Salvadorans alone are de-

ported by our authorities each month.

Approximately 200 U.S. congrega-

tions (21 of them Presbyterian) have

declared themselves part of a "sanc-

tuary movement" to provide asylum

for such refugees that would face po-

litical repression if returned to their

homeland.

While it is an unfamiliar scene in

America to have church people arrested

and convicted for providing shelter

and assistance for refugees, the con-

cept of sanctuary is not a new one for

the Christian church.

The use of church buildings as a place

of temporary safety from pursuit for

real or imagined crimes was recognized

by Roman law as early as the 4th cen-

tury. The Emperor Justinian the Great

in 535 limited this privilege to persons

not guilty of the grosser crimes. Me-
dieval canon law allowed sanctuary for

a prescribed time to persons guilty of

crimes of violence until terms of com-
pensation might be agreed upon. In

English common law a person accused

of a felony could have sanctuary with-

in a church, but only until submitting

to a trial or confessing and leaving the

country.

The rationale for such a system was
clearly to provide time to cool the pas-

sions of vengeance and allow for an in-

vestigation to determine the truth that

could lead to justice.

In Biblical times the cities of refuge

described in Numbers 35, Deuteronomy

19, and Joshua 20 served a similar pur-

pose. One who had killed another un-

intentionally could flee to one of the

six such Levitical cities and stand trial

to determine whether it was an acci-

dent and, if so, be protected from the

avenger of blood who was a kinsman

of the slain.

The Mosaic law also indicates that

refuge might be sought at the altar it-

self. Exodus 21:12-14 says: "Anyone
who strikes a man and kills him shall

surely be put to death. However, if he

does not do it intentionally, but God
lets it happen, he is to flee to a place

I will designate. But if a man schemes

and kills another man deliberately,

take him away from my altar and put

him to death."

Right at the beginning of his reign

Solomon was faced with two instances

of this sort of recourse to the sanctuary

of the altar of the Tabernacle. His old-

er brother Adonijah, who had tried

claiming to be David's successor in-

stead of Solomon, fled to the house of

God, took hold of the horns of the al-

tar, and appealed, "Let King Solomon
swear to me today that he will not put

his servant to death with the sword."

Solomon's reply was: "If he shows
himself to be a worthy man, not a hair

of his head will fall to the ground; but

if evil is found in him, he will die." At
least for the moment Adonijah was
spared (I Kings 1:50-53, cf. 2:23-25).

Not so happy was the outcome for

Joab, who after treasonable action fled

to the tent of the Lord and took hold

of the horns of the altar. By the com-
mand of Solomon, and in accord with

the provision of Exodus 21:14, Joab
was put to death in spite of the claim

to sanctuary (I Kings 2:28-34).

It is important to notice the limits to

these Biblical and early ecclesiastical

uses of the concept of sanctuary. The
purpose was to protect the innocent by
providing time to ascertain the facts of

the matter in less heated circumstances.

It is important also to note the his-

torical context of these ancient in-

stances of sanctuary. The cities of ref-

uge were clearly the best possible way
to buy time in a primitive society with-

out a centralized system of courts to

provide justice. The early church use

of sanctuary furnished a more human-
itarian treatment of the refugee than

a society still under pagan and super-

stitious influence might afford.

When we come to the contemporary

sanctuary movement in America, there

are several questions which we must

ask. Are those being deported really

facing death? Our government offi-

cials claim they are not. The other side

claims that the evidence is fragmen-

tary, and if any such deported refugees

have disappeared, it should be recog-

nized that "the disappeared" in Latin

America are usually dead.

Will our courts admit into the U.S.

refugees who are being persecuted? Only

a very small percentage of those who go

through the system are actually admitted.

On the other hand, how many refu-

gees can the U.S. absorb? In contrast to

the small number of Soviet defectors

who might readily be received into our

country, the conflicts of Central Amer-
ica could produce such floods of refu-

gees that we might not be able to pro-

vide meaningful assistance.

As with any instance in which one

claims "we must obey God rather than

men," the burden of proof is on the

conscientious objector, and he must
expect to pay the consequences of his

disobedience of human law. Until the

evidence demonstrates that our courts

are ruling unjustly, we should stick

with the system. Meanwhile support of

legislation sponsored by Rep. Joseph

Moakley (D-Mass.) and Sen. Dennis

De Concini (D-Ariz.) that would sus-

pend deportation of Salvadorans while

the conditions that caused them to flee

persist would be in the spirit of the Bib-

lical concept of sanctuary.

For those who are persuaded that,

apart from asylum that the church can

provide, a refugee would face sure

death, we should recognize a right of

conscience that is in accord with a no-

ble Christian tradition of sanctuary. CD
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COVENANT
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER

PRETTY PLACE
When you consider the value of a

college education your expecta-

tions are high. You want to be sure

your investments of time and

money are worth it. We've found

when students and alumni describe

Covenant, one word is repeated

time and time again. "More."

individual, personal instruction—quality

time spent by professors and fellow students

to help your son or daughter develop their

full potential.

leadership opportunities—with a student

body of 500, individual involvement in

student activities and athletics holds great

potential.

sense of community—a homelikeness,

sharing, caring and growing together.

quality in teaching faculty—65% of whom
have earned doctorates, and with whom
students have daily contact.

than just spiritual thoughts—but a pattern

for developing a Christ-like world view about

critical issues facing our contemporary
society.

beauty—from sunrise to sunset the pano-

ramic, everchanging view from Lookout

Mountain speaks dramatically of the wonder
of God and His creation.

mm
If you're looking for value in education for

your son or daughter, you'll get much "more"
at Covenant.

student's name
address

city, state, zip_

phone £ L
church/denominational affiliation,

major/area of interest

_yr of h.s. grad_

P45

"IN ALL THINGS . . .

CHRIST PRE-EMINENT

Covenant
College

Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
Covenant College does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color, national origin, or

handicap.





MAILBAG

PUBLIC SCHOOLS A MISSION FIELD?

In response to Wes Chapman's "Pen-
etrate the Public Schools" and the edi-

torial "Christian School or Public

School" (March 27) I would like to

make a few observations.

There are various Buddhist temples

here in Korea that have schools for

Buddhists' children to attend. How-
ever, we do not send our children to

these schools in the hopes that they will

be good missionaries there. They at-

tend Korea Christian Academy and are

being trained from a Christian world

and life view so that they will be well

equipped to be missionaries later in life

whether God calls them to serve in Ko-
rea, some other foreign land, or in

their own homeland. Now replace that

Buddhist school with a humanistic

state-run school in the U.S. and I think

that you get the point.

Not to be sarcastic, but I notice that

Mr. Chapman is a student at a conser-

vative seminary. To follow his line of

reasoning, wouldn't the "mission field"

of a liberal seminary have been a bet-

ter choice? I believe Mr. Chapman
chose Covenant so that he can receive

the best possible training to be well

equipped for the ministry. Should he

want any less for his children?

Finally, in light of what I have just

said I must respectfully disagree with

the statement of the editor that "it is

probably best that every young person

have some experience of both Chris-

tian and secular education." Our chil-

dren must be taught all things at all

times from the uncompromising per-

spective of God's truth. We must make
them aware of the falsehoods, but we
must do it in the context of why those

falsehoods are wrong as they stand in

contradiction to God's revealed truth.

It is only then that our children will go
forth as salt that has not lost its savor.

—(Rev.) Jim Kobb
Korea Mission of the PCA
Taejon, Korea

GOALS OF CHRIST-ORIENTED LEARNING

That "we fail by keeping our children

immature in their faith," as Wes
Chapman says ("Unequal Time,"
March 27) when we isolate a part of

our culture and withdraw from it is to

fail to understand the goals of those

who would have a Christ-oriented

learning environment. It would be true

if there were a monastic approach to

what was taught, ignoring the issues of

our time, but that is not so. The Jour-

nal's "God's World" weekly reader is

an excellent example of challenging

our children to understand the world

around them from a Biblical perspec-

tive, not the humanistic. And I feel

safe in saying that is the goal of Chris-

tian schools: to arm our children so

they can reverse the trend of takeover

of all our institutions by the hu-

manists—something the last generation

of public school educated Christians

did not even realize was happening un-

til we ended up with Roe v. Wade, et

al. So, to give our children over to the

Babylonians just so they can learn to

defend the faith is not the only way,

let alone a good way.

—John C. Hendrickson
Union City, Calif.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS THE ANSWER

Referring to Mr. Wes Chapman's ar-

ticle entitled "Penetrate the Public

Schools!" ("Unequal Time," March
27) I am sorry to say that he is trying

to make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.

For some reason or another (and I was

Ministers

Robert A. Cargo from Oxford. Miss., to the

Perimeter Church (PCA), Atlanta, Ga., as as-

sociate pastor.

Kenneth D. Counts from Dallas, Tex., to the

Town North Church (PCA), Richardson, Tex.,

as assistant pastor.

Billy T. Davies from Marietta, Ga., to the Peri-

meter Church (PCA), Norcross, Ga., as asso-

ciate pastor.

Richard Downs, Winston-Salem, N.C., remains

campus minister with IVCF and begins as as-

sociate pastor of Redeemer Church (PCA) in

Winston-Salem.

Bert Edwards, former PEF evangelist, to the

Harmony Church (PCA), Kingsport, Tenn.

Richard B. Fite from St. Louis, Mo., to the

Evangelical Presbyterian Church (PCA), Col-

orado Springs, Colo.

Wayne Good from Virginia Beach, Va., to the

Faith Church (PCA), Charleston, WVa.

Tom F. Henry from Ocala, Fla., to the Christ

Covenant Church (PCA), Matthews, N.C., as

associate pastor.

Kerry W. Hurst from Newport News, Va., to the

Calvary Reformed Church (PCA) in Newport

News.

Young 0. Kim (PCA) from Korea, to Mission

Aviation Fellowship, Garden Grove, Cal.

Churches

First Church (PCUSA), Dillon, SC., has been re-

ceived into the PCA. John 0. Bumgardner is

pastor.

The Hoyte Memorial Church (PCA), Gloster,

Miss, has changed its name to the Charles

M. Anderson Memorial Presbyterian Church.
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK
raised in the public school), some peo-

ple are making a god out of the public

sector where education is concerned.

Having started a Christian school

some 25 years ago and having seen the

results for these years, I can tell you
that the public school is a hopeless case

the same as the post office. It is pure

and simple socialism and rests on the

case of being compulsory and forced

by government taxation.

Your editorial that says "young peo-

ple should have some experience in

both Christian and secular education"

is an evasion of the facts and the prin-

ciples involved. I always found yellow

lines and dead skunks in the middle of

the road, and I don't believe that we
should send our children into a den of

iniquity in order to find out it is not

what we want. True enough, all chil-

dren will be faced with the secular

Continued on p. 16, col. 2
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The responsibility to bear witness to unbelievers about

Jesus Christ has been a frightening and heavy burden to many evangelical

Christians. The emphasis in recent years on "friendship evangelism" has

removed some of the fear by placing our witness in the context of our natural

human relationships and at the same time has kept the responsibility before

us by not allowing it to be isolated from our normal concerns for fellow

human beings. This week we provide for you two very different examples

of witnessing in one's setting. Bruce Rathbun describes an extraordinary

setting, where only a minority of Christians since Paul and Silas have been

—

namely, a prison, where an extraordinary opportunity for witness was found.

The need there was profound, but Christopher Harris, in our second feature,

almost missed an opportunity in a more ordinary setting because he assumed

the need was not there. As we unavoidably bear witness by our lives, let

us realize that, whatever our setting, there is need for witness by word as well.

i i With this issue we come to the conclusion of Volume 43

of the Journal and thus mark the completion of 43 years of publication.

An index of Volume 43 will be made available free within six weeks to those

requesting it.

I I One of the Journal's very earliest board members died

recently after a lengthy illness. Col. Roy LeCraw, one-time mayor of Atlanta,

served for many years as one of this magazine's loyal directors. He was
89 at the time of his death; Mrs. LeCraw survives him.

i i From the White House comes a proclamation declaring

Thursday, May 2 as a National Day of Prayer. Every year since 1952 such

a day has been declared, harking back to a practice begun by the Continen-

tal Congress in the Revolutionary War. We who are Christian Americans
should make every effort to demonstrate that indeed "In God We Trust."

i I Now that the baseball season has begun, there will be

lessons galore out of our national pastime for our spiritual benefit. One
such appeared in the Wall Street Journal recently, where Ed Vargo, Na-
tional League supervisor of umpires after 24 years as an umpire himself,

was quoted on the lack of margin for error in the job of umpiring: "You're
expected to be perfect the day you start, and then improve."

1 1 Meanwhile from St. Paul, Minn, comes a report that the

St. Paul Statuary Co., which has operated there since the turn of the cen-

tury, is going out of business. This calamity, says Religious News Service,

"did not come from poor management or an act of God, but from an act

of the church." It seems that the liturgical reforms introduced by the Sec-

ond Vatican Council (1962-65) nearly wiped out the use of statues for decora-

tion in Roman Catholic churches. In its heyday, St. Paul Statuary employed
more than 60 stone carvers, metal sculptors, statue painters, and wood
carvers, mostly for statues in Roman Catholic churches and cemeteries in

the Midwest. But in the last weeks of business the company barely supported

ten workers. Wasn't that St. Paul who produced some unemployment among
image-makers in Ephesus in Acts 19? fH
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NEWS OF RELIGION

Gordon Clark, Prominent Philosopher, Dead at 82

WESTCLIFFE, Co.—Dr. Gordon H.
Clark, noted Christian scholar and
philosopher, died here on April 9. He
was 82 years old.

Considered by many evangelicals the

most accomplished Christian philos-

opher of this century, Clark focused

his expertise on teaching and writing.

He taught most recently at Covenant
College, serving there from 1975-1984

as professor of philosophy and head of

the philosophy department.

Prior to his tenure at Covenant,
Clark served as professor of philos-

ophy at Butler University in Indiana-

polis from 1945-1973. He also taught

at Wheaton College and the University

of Pennsylvania, where he earned his

Ph.D.

Clark authored 32 books, among
them: A Christian View of Men and
Things (1952), Thales to Dewey (1957),

Religion, Reason, and Revelation
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( 1 96 1 ), The Philosophy of Science and
Belief in God (1964), and Three Types

of Religious Philosophy (1973).

What compelled Clark in his accom-
plishments was his stern belief in the

importance of philosophy to guide

Christians, particularly students,

through the morass of material and
ideas they are required to absorb.

"Laymen pick up ideas from newspa-

pers, magazines, and books. They do
not know the source of these ideas.

They absorb false, anti-Christian ideas

without knowing it. A knowledge of

philosophy makes them less gullible,"

he said.

Like his contemporary Francis

Schaeffer, Clark documented the

breakdown of civilization in the 20th

century, attributing it to the rejection

of Christianity. He stressed the necessi-

ty of a rational approach to the Bible

as the sole source of reality and empha-
sized a need for careful doctrine.

"Non-doctrinal Christianity is the op-

posite of Christianity," he claimed

Clark's classes were marked by his

dry wit and the high standards he set

for his students. His expectations were

understandable in view of his academic

achievements. A Phi Beta Kappa grad-

uate from the University of Pennsyl-

vania, he received his Doctor of Divini-

ty degree at Reformed Episcopal Sem-
inary and attended the Sorbonne Uni-

versity in Paris on scholarship. He was

an ordained RPCES minister.

A quest for excellence in his students

was usually accompanied by a deep in-

terest in them personally, making him
a favorite but tough professor. Dr.

John Sanderson, a student under Clark

at Wheaton College, recalls him join-

ing students who had cut his Aristotle

class to attend a college baseball game.

Joking that they could "study Aristo-

tle's view of motion" during the game,

Clark later assigned a test for their tru-

ancy.

His classroom discipline was re-

warded in the success of many of his

students, among them Dr. Sanderson,

as well as Carl F. H. Henry, Bernard

Ramm, Edward John Carnell, and
Ronald Nash.

What most impressed those who
knew Dr. Clark was his wide range of

activities outside his academic roles.

He was an avid chess player whom few

could beat. At Covenant he often

played with math professor J. C. Keis-

ter—by phone. Dr. Keister was one of

the few opponents who occasionally

bested Clark, and their games, each

move dictated over the phone, lasted

well into the night.

Clark also enjoyed painting and was
a Civil War buff.

Clark is survived by two daughters

and several grandchildren.

"As I think about those secular and Christian

thinkers in the 20th century who have had the

greatest impact without being publicly recognized

for their influence, Dr. Clark's name should

stand at the head of the list ... I hope Chris-

tians today and Christians in the future will look

back and recognize his great contributions."—

Dr. Ronald Nash, Western Kentucky University

"In my opinion Dr. Clark was undoubtedly the

finest Christian philosopher in my generation.

He was single-handedly responsible for the chal-

lenging and training directly of so many contem-

porary evangelical leaders, and he challenged me
more than any other teacher I had."

—

Dr. Rob-

ert L. Reymond, Covenant Theological Semi-

nary

"The first thing that impressed me as a college

student (under Dr. Clark) was the need for dis-

cipline in thinking and in study. We saw it in his

own self-discipline and in what he required of

us. This he combined with a real interest in us

as human beings."

—

Dr. John Sanderson,

retiredfrom the faculties of Covenant College

and Covenant Theological Seminary

"Among articulate Christian philosophers on the

American scene, none has addressed the broad

sweep of contemporary concerns from an evan-

gelical Protestant view more comprehensively

than Gordon H. Clark."—Dr. Cart F. H. Henry

in the introduction to The Philosophy of Gor-
don H. Clark.

Bishops Delay Vote on
Economics Pastoral Letter

WASHINGTON (RNS)—The na-

tion's Roman Catholic hierarchy has

decided to put off a vote on its con-

troversial pastoral letter on the econ-



omy. A recent draft of the letter called

for major reforms in the American
economy to fight poverty and unem-
ployment, and it has come under
strong attack from conservatives.

Originally scheduled for a vote next

November, the letter is now not expect-

ed to be completed until 1986, said

Bishop James Malone, president of the

National Conference of Catholic Bish-

ops. The Youngstown, Ohio, bishop

said the prelates extended the "discus-

sion period" on the pastoral because

of an unprecedented volume of re-

sponses to the draft letter and the de-

sire to take "full advantage of the rich

debate that has been generated by the

document." EE

Court Says Healthy Birth

Isn't 'Wrongful'

NEW YORK—Last month the New
York Court of Appeals ruled that the

"moral, social and emotional advan-

tages" of the birth of a healthy child

outweigh any financial hardships faced

by the parents, in a controversial mal-

practice suit brought by Susanne and
Brian O'Toole.

In the twice-appealed claim the cou-

ple sued Mrs. OToole's physicians for

child support payments after the

"wrongful birth" of their fourth child,

a girl born after Mrs. O'Toole had a

sterilization operation.

Mrs. O'Toole had tubal ligation sur-

gery in 1980 after the birth of her third

child because she and her husband,

both Roman Catholics, felt they could

not afford any more children and be-

cause all of her deliveries had been by

Caesarean section. By refusing to

award them child-support costs, they

argued, two lower courts had in effect

penalized them for not choosing an
abortion.

"I'm a Catholic, and Catholic peo-

ple don't have abortions," Mrs.
O'Toole said following the ruling

against them by a state Supreme Court
justice in 1982, who suggested that

they could have chosen an abortion.

In upholding the lower court deci-

sion, the appeals court judges wrote:

"In view of our society's acknowledg-
ment of the sanctity of life, it cannot
be said, as a matter of public policy,

that the birth of a healthy child con-

stitutes a harm cognizable by law."

Courts in other states have taken a sim-

ilar position.

But the O'Tooles' attorney main-

tained that the law has always required

wrongdoers to compensate their vic-

tims for whatever harm naturally re-

sults from their wrongful conduct, and
that doctors should not be more insu-

lated than others. He said further that

it was inconsistent for courts to speak

of the preciousness of life while com-
pensating parents who, unlike the

O'Tooles, decide to have their unwant-

ed fetus aborted. The state appeals

court ruling may be appealed to the

Supreme Court. CD

Preaching Reconciliation

Drives Presbyterian From
Northern Ireland Pastorate

BOURNE, England—Rev. David
Armstrong, until recently pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church in Limava-

dy, Northern Ireland, has been forced

to resign his pastorate and flee his

country by a minority in his congrega-

tion who opposed his efforts to bridge

the sectarian divide in Northern Ire-

land.

Armstrong, who also served as a

prison chaplain, said, "It's a minister's

duty to preach reconciliation between

man and his God, which comes only

after reconciliation with one's fellow

man."
But a senior member of the Lima-

vady congregation disagreed, saying he

considers contact with Roman Catho-

lics both sinful and dangerous. He
hopes Armstrong's fate will serve as an

example to others of what happens to

clergy who "fraternize with Roman
Catholics."

Armstrong's troubles with the elders

in his church began on Christmas Eve,

1983, when he and a nearby Catholic

priest briefly visited each other's

church to wish worshippers "peace

and good will towards men." The con-

flict reached a crisis point just before

St. Patrick's Day this year, when Arm-
strong accepted an invitation to join a

Catholic priest on a 10-day lecture tour

of the United States.

Although he regrets having to resign

and move away, "I felt like the sheet

of paper a beekeeper places between

two sets of bees," he said. "Only when
the bees from both sides start to eat

away the paper does harmony prevail

in the hive. Genuine Christians must,

like that sheet of paper, be prepared

to be eaten alive." EE

Calvin College Sends
$6,300 Meal Ticket to Ethiopia

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.—Calvin
College students voluntarily turned in

their meal cards for a day on March
13 so that money saved could go to

feed hungry Ethiopians. The money
raised by the effort, a total of $6,300,

was donated to the Christian Re-

formed World Relief committee,

which will buy and transport the food.

"We've got to get involved with the

problems of the world, "said sopho-

more Steve Stonehouse, who headed

the campaign.

But, according to Stonehouse, the

event was not designed as a fast.

"Some floors held hot dog roasts, and
Domino's Pizza was really busy that

night," he said. OfJ

Anglicans Continue Feud
Over Christ's Resurrection

DURHAM, England—Right Rev.

David Jankins, the controversial

Bishop of Durham, has been asked to

resign by another Church of England
leader, Bishop Maurice Wood of Nor-

wich, because he has cast doubt on the

resurrection as the central and crucial

belief of the Christian faith.

Wood, a 68-year-old evangelical,

says he believes his brother bishop to

be a kind and academic man, "but,

nevertheless, I believe he should not be

a bishop in the Church of England"
unless he can preach unreservedly that

Christ was raised from the dead.

Jenkins claims his views are liberat-

ing Christians rather than damaging
their faith, and he said he would not

step down from his bishopric.

Wood's public comments split the

Anglican ranks here for the first time

over the Durham affair. It is known
that a number of bishops have become
increasingly anxious about the disturb-

ing effect the Bishop of Durham's
forthright views are having on church

members. He has questioned both the

virgin birth and the bodily resurrection

of Christ as historical happenings. In

his latest newsletter, Jenkins writes:

"The evidence of the texts, the nature

of tradition, and the general facts

about the way people all over the world

rapidly believe appropriate stories to

support their religious beliefs leave me
wholly uncertain about the empty
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tomb as literal historic fact."

Until now, the bishops have general-

ly reserved their comments. Wood,
however, is unequivocal, stating, "If

these are his considered views, then

sadly I believe he should resign his

bishopric and return to his academic

work."
Easter here has become a time of

mounting pressure from both the evan-

gelical and Anglo-Catholic wings of

the Church of England on the arch-

bishops to reinforce orthodox teaching

in the church. A petition signed by
more than 20,000 Anglican communi-
cants has been handed in to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, Dr. Robert

Runcie, demanding that future bishops

be chosen from those preaching an or-

thodox Christian theology. 12

Labor Activists Arrested
At Presbyterian Church

PITTSBURGH (UPI)—For the sec-

ond consecutive Easter, members of

two pro-labor groups demonstrated in

front of Shadyside Presbyterian

Church, and four of the protesters

were arrested, including actor David

Soul ("Starsky & Hutch").

Also arrested in the protest were Lu-

theran pastor D. Douglas Roth, who
was dismissed from hrs Clairton con-

gregation because of his involvement

with local labor unions, and labor ac-

tivists Mike Bonn and Darrell Becker.

The four arrived before the start of

Easter services at the church, carrying

pieces of scrap metal that they wanted

to lay at the altar to protest layoffs in

the steel industry. The scrap metal rep-

resented "the mills that have been de-

stroyed because of the actions of yout

church," Roth told the arriving Easter,

worshipers. The protesters allege that\

corporate leaders belonging to Shady-

side are responsible for the shutdown

of nearby steel mills and resultant un-

employment.
The demonstrators were forbidden

to enter the church, and the four were
charged with disorderly conduct, fail-

ure to disperse and defiant trespass. All

were later released from jail. EE

High Court To Hear Appeal
Of Blind Ministerial Student

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Supreme
Court will decide during its next term
if a blind man preparing for a career

in the ministry is entitled to federal and
state vocational rehabilitation funds on
an equal basis with other applicants.

Last year, the Washington State Su-

preme Court prohibited granting the

money to Larry Witters, a Seattle man
who is studying theology at two reli-

gious schools, because to do so would
have the primary effect of advancing
religion in violation of the First Amend-
ment, according to the court. Witters

was first denied the assistance by the

state Commission for the Blind, which
was acting under a policy that the

state's constitution "forbids the use of
public funds to assist an individual in

the pursuit of a career or degree in

theology or related areas."

But Witters' attorney disagreed and
warned the Supreme Court justices

that "the Commission for the Blind's

excessive zeal to separate church and
state under the establishment clause,

appears to have created a clear-cut free

exercise violation."

"This Court needs to give further

consideration to the important princi-

ple of keeping the establishment clause

in balance with the free exercise

clause," he wrote.

He also reminded the justices that,

in light of their decision two years ago
upholding the Nebraska law for a paid

chaplain in the state legislature, his cli-

ent could be employed by the state as

a chaplain, yet its vocational rehabili-

tation program could not, presumably,
be used to train him.

Witters attends the Inland Empire
School of the Bible, a non-denomina-
tional Christian school, and Whitworth
College, a Presbyterian institution. QD

Also in the News . .

.

Dr. John MacArthur, Jr., has been
appointed president of Los Angeles
Baptist College. The school has been
renamed The Master's College and is

located on a new 49-acre campus 30
miles outside Los Angeles. Known for

his "Grace To You" broadcast minis-

try carried by over 180 radio stations,

MacArthur received the 1984 National

Achievement Award from the Nation-

al Religious Broadcasters.

Rev. D. Douglas Roth (L), Darrell Becker (center), and actor David Soul (R), prior to their

arrest (along with Steelworker's Mike Bonn) for not leaving the church grounds.upi Phow
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Dr. John MacArthur, Jr.

Kathy Call has been named exec-

utive director of the U.S. office of Af-
rican Enterprise, an interdenomina-

tional missionary organization work-
ing primarily in eastern and southern

Africa. Mrs. Call attended UCLA, the

Sorbonne and Fuller Seminary, and
she is an elder at La Canada Presbyte-

rian Church (PCUSA) in southern Cal-

ifornia.

The second annual National
Church Growth Pastor's and Leader-

ship Conference will be held in Wash-
ington, D.C., May 14-17 at National

Presbyterian Church. Dr. Paul Yonggi
Cho, pastor of the 400,000-member
Full Gospel Central Church in Seoul,

South Korea, will be the featured

speaker, and other speakers will in-

clude Dr. Ralph Winter, Dr. Richard

Halverson, Dr. Richard Lovelace,

Rev. John Howe, and Rev. Myron
Augsburger. [E



A Weekend Witnessing in Jail

BRUCE A. RATHBUN

This past semester, with the various sit-

ins at the abortion facilities, court tri-

als, and weekly sidewalk counseling at

an abortion facility, I'm convinced I've

received a greater education on the

street than in the classroom. (This

doesn't downgrade the classroom at

all, since I love my classes and learn

a great deal there as well.)

My time in jail the weekend of De-
cember 8-9 was one of the high points

of my time at Westminster. I don't

want to glorify it and make it seem like

a picnic, because it wasn't. The place

was filthy, hot, full of smoke, and not

very comfortable. Yet, I would have

wanted to be no place else that week-

end. Why?
First, because our sit-in was done to

stop the murders of about 30 little un-

born babies. We shut down the facility

for the entire day, giving the women
at least two more days to rethink their

decision. (The extra time is crucial.)

One woman decided not to have the

abortion and went home with a woman
pro-lifer and then to a pro-life alter-

natives agency. At least one life saved!

Second, and this is more what this

article is about, I would have wanted
to be no place else because of the tre-

mendous eye-opening exposure I got to

a different part of this world we live

in, and because it gave me some of the

best and most relevant witnessing op-

portunities I've had while at school.

After we were eight hours in a pre-

cinct jail, the police brought us hand-
cuffed in vans down to the city jail,

The author is a second-year student
at Westminster Theological
Seminary in Philadelphia, where he
is training to be a Presbyterian
minister and missionary. Since last

September he has been involved
weekly in demonstrations at

abortion clinics and on four
occasions he has been among
those arrested. Here he describes
his experiences in jail in December.

called the Roundhouse. At the Round-

house we were uncuffed, told to emp-
ty all our pockets on a table, and were

briefly searched. Then they gave us

back all our possessions, except for

things that could be used as weapons,

like pens, pencils, and combs, and any

type of medicine. They almost took my
lip salve, but then decided I could keep

it. They even took away two heart pa-

tients' nitro pills. When the patients

needed them, they were escorted to a

hospital where the pills were adminis-

tered.

Most of these things are done for

good reason, but it seemed strange to

31 "nice guys" who don't usually get

put in jail.

We were supposed to get all our

"dangerous" belongings back when
we got out; we had put them in a box.

However, when we were released 18

hours later, the box had been emptied.

One officer said that I wouldn't want
my comb back anyway, since the box
was so filthy. One of our people, Ro-
land, never got his $12 penknife and
pipe cleaner back. The officer told him
that what probably happened was that

an officer had just thrown it away. The
police would have had to charge Ro-
land with possessing a weapon other-

wise. (The officer called it a stupid

law.) So, to make it easier on Roland,

it had been pitched.

We all had to line up with our backs

against the wall and wait to be finger-

printed. The clerk who fingerprinted

me said, "You guys should never have

been brought here. What you guys did

was right. Besides, it's still ridiculous

to bring you all here. They should have

just mailed you citations."

Later a police officer, when told

why we were there, said, "When is this

country going to wake up to reality?"

After being fingerprinted, the eight

women were taken to a women's cell.

Anyone who carried over a certain

amount of cash was put in a semi-pri-

vate cell. (I think this was to avoid los-

ing the money to pickpockets. I had 50

bucks, and that didn't qualify. I'm

glad, too, because I would have missed

some great experiences.) The rest of us

were put in the Fishtank. That was a

small, lobby-sized, pie-shaped cell with

windows all along the curved part of

the pie. People could look in just like

into an aquarium at the zoo. We fish

could look out a little too.

The Fishtank was not a suite by any-

means. It had five benches along the

walls and one in the middle of the

room. There were three pay-phones in

the room and a drinking fountain. The
floor was filthy, and there was trash

under the benches. I didn't even feel

like walking on that floor, but by the

time we were released, we were quite

happy to lie right on the floor to sleep

a little.

The ventilation wasn't very good, so

the air was very hot and smoky. One
of the other prisoners said that cigar-

ettes were a luxury in here. The room
was quite crowded; at one time there

were 60 people in it—20 of us and 40

others arrested for things like armed
robbery, robbery, aggravated assault,

drugs, gambling, possession of weap-

ons, and other things. (One guy said

that they could fit up to 160 people in

there. That would have been crazy.)

There was no threat to us, though, be-

cause we all were united in a common
bond: We were in trouble and couldn't

get out. Of the people there, except for

three or four, we were the only Whites.

There were mostly Blacks and a few
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Puerto Ricans. It was great exposure

for a suburban, upper middle-class,

WASP seminary student.

We were fed twice during our 18

hours there. A 7 p.m. Saturday we got

two pieces of bread with a fried egg in

between and a cold cup of coffee. At
3 a.m. we got the same thing. Up to

12:30 p.m. Sunday they still had not

fed us again. They let us out every two
or three hours to use the bathroom.
(They called it by a different name.
The language in general was quite dif-

ferent from church talk.) Above the

toilet someone had written in crayon:

"Nobody Cares."

However, someone did care this

time. Jesus Christ was in that place in

power and love, because now he had
some of his people there. I had brought

ten gospel tracts with me, and another

brother had brought many tracts and

a Bible. Scripture memory helped too!

At first I was afraid to talk with peo-

ple (the normal fear of witnessing, and
I wasn't sure if there was some type of

jail etiquette like "Sit down, shut up,

and keep to yourself"). It would have

been easier just to sit down and keep

to myself. But how could I pass up this

opportunity right from the Lord? If I

didn't witness now, I'd never witness.

My friend Paul Arms encouraged me
as he began immediately talking with

people. So I began also.

I went up to people and sat next to

them and gave them a New Life tract

and said, "Here, I have something for

you. The ideas here have really changed

my life, and I think you'd like to read

it." Some would take it and some
wouldn't. Regardless, I then said to

them something like, "Are you feeling

really bummed out?" Something like

that hit home. The people would begin

to open up. After they talked and I

listened, I said, "Well, I can't do
anything to help you. But I know a

God who can and who is powerful.

Can I pray for you?" Everyone said

yes or at least didn't mind. So I would
pray for the person for about three to

four minutes. Most people were very

grateful. They knew Jesus Christ was
there.

One man named William said he

didn't believe this Jesus stuff. He
called across the room, "Can Jesus

give me a quarter to make this phone
work?"

I said, "Sure," because I was going

to give him a quarter in the name of

Jesus.

He said, "Well, let's see then. I want

to call up my bitch and cuss her out."

I said, "Wait, Jesus doesn't give

quarters for that. But he can do some-

thing even better. He can put love in

your heart for your woman. He can

cause you to love each other." He just

kept saying that he wanted to beat her

up.

Later, I went up to a guy sitting next

to William. His name was Martin. I

had prayed with him earlier. He, on his

initiative, asked me if I would pray for

his friend Anthony. I said I would, and
I asked William if I could pray for

him, too. He said, "It wouldn't do no
good. I'm nothin'. I don't believe it

anyway."
I said, "Well, I'm still going to pray

for you." So I prayed.

When I was done, William looked

me in the eye and said with a soft

voice, "Why did you pray for me? I'm

nothin'."

I said, "William, you ain't nothin'.

God has made you in his image. You
have infinite worth in his eyes. Jesus

Christ loves you and cares for you.

And I love you and care for you."
William didn't become a Christian

then, but a friend was made and his

whole spirit was different the rest of

the time.

The entire character of the Fishtank

was different. Everyone there knew
that Jesus had changed our lives and
could change theirs. We were singing

Christmas carols which all focused on
Christ. After some time, a fellow

named Joe, who was in for possession

of marijuana, said, "I've been here

many times before, and this place is

usually dead, people angry and cursin'.

But it's different tonight. This place is

alive. They all love your songs. It's

never been this way before." The love

of Christ had changed that place! I was

able to share the gospel tract somewhat
in depth with Joe and challenge him to

put his trust in Christ.

The convicting power of Christ was
also evident. One guy, Larry, insisted

that he was innocent and wrongly ar-

rested. (So did every one else. There

wasn't one person in there who was
guilty. All were innocent in their own
eyes. We, of course, said the same
about ourselves.) He said, "I was by

a car, and I found a pistol lying under

the car." The pistol later became a

shot gun. "I was just standing there,

and the police came. I didn't run, and
I handed the gun to them and told

them I had found it. But they didn't

believe me. Now I'm in here. I've lost

my job. Man!"
I offered to pray for him and told

him, "The police may be making up
things against you, but Jesus Christ

knows the truth because he knows our

hearts and the police's hearts."

After I prayed, Larry said, "Well,

I wasn't going to give the gun to the

police; I was going to sell it. But, still,

I didn't do anything with it."

Another fellow I talked to was Regi-

nald Spotwood, a Black Muslim. He
said he was open to any kind of conver-

sation and said, "Start talking." I got

a few sentences out before Reginald

started talking, and he talked for most
of the time. He directed his conversation

to all the people in the Fishtank. So,

early on, everyone was aware that Je-

sus was being talked about. Later after

we sahg a lot of songs, we began to

give two to three minute testimonies.

A number of us shared how Christ had
changed our lives. When we were

done, Reginald said, "Let's hear some
more of these talks. Come on." Even
some people who I don't think were

born again told how Christ had changed

their lives. "What then? Only that in

every way . . . Christ is proclaimed,

and in that I rejoice" (Phil. 1:18).

After the first round of songs, a po-

liceman came and said, "Stop that

singing. You can't do that in here.

That's what you were arrested for, and

we won't have you doing that here."

One of the other prisoners, a man be-

lieving in Black power, said across the

room, "Is that what you guys were ar-

rested for? It don't go no lower than

that!" Then he said, "You guys are

policemen." His last comment was re-

ferring to how our presence and words

were policing even the inside of the

cell—a testimony to Christ's love and
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power. Reginald and others told us to

keep singing, so we did. Later, the of-

ficer returned to put another prisoner

in and yelled at us again. We told him
that Jesus loved him, too. We did de-

cide to stop singing, though. We had
to tell about Christ's love but didn't

have to use songs. So we waited until

the officer went off shift and then sang

some more.

After the songs we did some preach-

ing. Paul Arms gave a short evangel-

istic talk and so did Lou Prontnicki.

Paul Arms preached with great bold-

ness and was very direct. There wasn't

one laugh or catcall; everyone listened

with respect. Later, Graham Webb
and a guy named Gabe also got to

speak about the Lord. All of this was

the closest I've ever been to experienc-

ing what Paul and Silas must have ex-

perienced in jail.

At one point, one of the prisoners,

George, began to put down Jesus and
speak about Black power. He said that

every one of man's problems was

caused by Whites and this Jesus stuff

wasn't true. It was good experience to

hear this perspective. The man was

quite educated and knew his Bible,

too. He wasn't a Black Muslim, al-

though he and Reginald teamed up to

dominate the conversation.

On one occasion, George said, "Can
Jesus open up these doors and get me
out of here?" I stood up and said,

"Jesus can do something even more
amazing than that. He can change

your bitter heart and give you love.

Jesus came to break down barriers be-

tween races, not to cause bitterness. He
came to cause us to love one another.

We are all made in God's image and
equal before him. If we believe in

Christ, we are all brothers."

He kept asking if Jesus could open
those doors. So I said, "You think you
are in bondage now. But there is a

greater bondage we are all in, and
that's bondage to our sins. We are all

slaves to our sins, but Jesus Christ can

set you free. If you go out of here with

your bitter heart, you will be in bond-
age even when you aren't behind these

walls. But Jesus Christ has set me free

from my sins. I'm not perfect by any
means, but Jesus has set me free from
a bitter heart. So I'm free whether I'm
in here or out there."

That's about all I could get out

before George started talking non-
stop. While I was talking, I saw two
police officers stop by the door and

listen. I don't know if they had ever

seen preachers like us in jail before.

While George was going on, Felix, a

prisoner whom I had witnessed to ear-

lier, began to defend Jesus and say that

what Christ did was true. Again, the

Lord is marvelous!

Other people had their great conver-

sations and witnessing opportunities as

well. We were encouraged when the

women came by to get their mug-shots,

and Debbie said through the door,

"I'm so excited. I witnessed to one of

the girls in the cell, and she is so close

to becoming a Christian. Even now
she's reading my Bible. Pray for her."

Later, we heard from down the hall a

woman saying, "Will you stop preach-

ing in this cell!"

Around 6 o'clock Sunday morning

the women were released. At about

9:30 eighteen of the men were released,

and at about 12:30 the last five of us

were released. It felt really good to

walk down a nice-smelling corridor. As
I walked into the arraignment room,

I saw the friendly faces of a number
of the demonstrators who had been

outside the abortion facility during the

sit-in, who had been up long hours

waiting for us and who had come to

greet us when we were released. I never

would have predicted it, but just see-

ing their smiling faces and waves of

love made me cry. Their presence was
so special. It is good to know that

others care, and even though I was cut

off from their contact, they still cared

and were waiting.

I need to remember that, unlike us,

most of the others in the Fishtank had
no one to greet them or smile at them.

That sign above the toilet seems true

to most of the people in the Fishtank:

"Nobody Cares." At least for eighteen

hours that message was different: "Je-

sus Cares and We Care."

It was a good weekend. ffl

God Provides!
Only rarely does the Journal organization report to you readers on its finan-

cial well-being. Always through our 43-year history, the Lord has been our

faithful provider.

Even in this fiscal year, which ends June 30, it looks right now as if we
will almost certainly end the year with a balanced budget. For that, we are

very grateful to the Lord and to those of you readers who have gone the

second mile with generous gifts for this ministry.

We are taking this extra space, however, because—as we have indicated

to you before—we have been blessed with an exceedingly generous offer to

help the Journal step through new doors of opportunity having primarily

to do with the God's World series of magazines for children.

The offer is: Every gift dollar we receive this year beyond the $146,000
in gifts received last year will be matched, up to a total of $100,000.

Our present status as we go to press with this issue: Our total gifts so far

this year have topped $161,400. That means that every gift dollar received

right now is being matched dollar-for-dollar. And if we receive $84,600 more
before June 30, we will actually have a total of:

$146,000 equaling last year's gifts

100,000 from our general donors in excess of last year

100,000 from the matching gift

$346,000

Yes, that is more than we need for this current year! And it will give us

a wonderful start on the new year beginning July 1. This fall, we expect to

be mailing out about 225,000 magazines every single week. We need to be
preparing now for that big assignment.

It is a substantial challenge, and we invite you to be part of it before the

matching challenge expires June 30.

Publisher and Editor
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Assumption

CHRISTOPHER HARRIS

The plane arrived in Philadelphia right

on schedule. Claude met me at the air-

port alone, as planned.

"Do they suspect anything?" I asked

as we left the crowded parking area.

"Not a thing," he replied with a

smile. "They think I'm making a busi-

ness call tonight."

As his car sped along the turnpike

1 couldn't help feeling excited. The trip

from California had been perfect—the

in-flight movie, the stewardesses, the

food, everything—but the best part

was being in Pennsylvania again, and
spending a whole week with Claude's

family.

I had met the Yoders two years be-

fore, and our friendship built steadily

from that point, despite the brevity of

our actual time together. Mrs. Yoder
—Carolyn—was my girlfriend's sister,

so it wasn't' too unusual that we got

along so well.

Claude and Carolyn had four sons

—Steve, 19; Pete, 16; Jerry, 13; and
Tony, 10. The boys didn't treat me like

a future uncle at all—more like a big

brother. They were good guys and I

enjoyed each of them individually.

The surprise on their faces when I

walked in that night was genuine. They
weren't sure I'd make it at all this year,

and not before October. I had pur-

posely written letters to throw them off

the track.

It wasn't until the next morning that

I fully appreciated being at the Yoders'

again. I live in the suburbs of Los An-
geles; they lived in the country. Corn-
fields were everywhere. It was very re-

laxing, and that was exactly what I

planned to do —relax. After all, it was
my vacation!

It's probably important that you

The author is a free lance writer

from Van Nuys, Calif. This article is

a true story although the names
have been changed. It was originally

published in Evangel of the Free
Methodist Church.

know a little more about my relation-

ship with the Yoder boys. It all started

the first year I visited them.

Since I'm from California—and in

fact live very close to Hollywood

—

they naturally expected me to be
"cool." I didn't disappoint them. My
language and actions were just as

"cool" as I could make them, without

going overboard. Actually I spoke just

about as I did at home, with a few ex-

tra "groovies" thrown in for good
measure.

At the same time, I didn't want to

do anything that might distract from
my witness for Jesus Christ. I should

point out that Claude is the pastor of

a small church near their home, and
the boys were all active in church ac-

tivities.

The first year I was there for only

one day, having been in Pennsylvania

on a combination business-pleasure

trip. I arrived at the Yoder home Sat-

urday afternoon and left Sunday after-

noon. It was enough to start a corres-

pondence with each of them.

The second year I was there from
Thursday night to Sunday afternoon.

We became even closer. I was "cooler"

than ever.

After returning home after my sec-

ond trip, I was concerned that I really

hadn't discussed spiritual matters with

the boys to any extent. Yes, they knew
I was a Christian and I was sure they

were Christians too, but somehow I

had spent too much time being "cool"
and not enough time sharing my testi-

mony.
On this latest trip, when I could

spend a whole week with them, I was
determined to be more than just

"cool." It would be good to have some
meaningful talks about spiritual things,

I told myself.

It was easier than I thought it would
be, and I soon discovered that I could

be "cool" and talk about Christ at the

same time. The very first night Steve

and I had an interesting discussion.

Other times during the week Pete

and I would be alone and the conver-

sation would turn to God or Christ

—sometimes in relation to something

not connected to the church itself. Like

being "cool," for example. Pete actu-

ally wanted to know how I could be so

cool! I was the "coolest" guy he knew.

I used this question to explain that

personality traits were God-given and
we should develop them to the fullest

extent and use them to his glory. Pete

had never thought of it quite that way
before.

So Steve and I, and Pete and I, talked

about spiritual matters off and on dur-

ing my vacation. Since they were older,

it was easy. Also, it reassured me of

something I thought was undoubtedly
true—they were both Christians and
had accepted Christ many years before.

I assumed that this was also true of

the younger boys, especially since

Tony was so dedicated to reading his

devotions each night. The fact that

Claude was a minister made it seem
logical. They often had family Bible

study and prayer, and all the boys par-

ticipated.

Satisfied with this knowledge, I re-

laxed and enjoyed myself completely.

The boys were musical and so was I.

With the guitars and piano and accor-

dion all going at once, we made a loud

if not entirely harmonious sound. To
them it was "cool."

The week whizzed by, just as I knew
it would, and we did all kinds of things

together, from hiking through the

woods near their house to appearing in

a talent night at a nearby conference

grounds. I tried to spend a little time

with each one of them individually,

and it was rewarding. Communication
was free and easy, with no generation

gap. Of course, I wasn't that much
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older!

On my last night with them—my
plane was scheduled to leave at six the

next evening— I took the whole family

out to dinner. It was a lot of fun and

I was so "cool" at the table I even im-

pressed myself.

It was Jerry's turn to share his bed-

room with me that last night, which

was fine with me. Jerry was quieter

than the other boys, but he opened up
with me. The previous night we had

spent together found us talking until

1:00 a.m.!

We talked about everything—mostly

sports, I guess—and it occurred to me
that Jerry and I had never talked about

Jesus. We didn't that night, either.

But the room was quiet the next

morning. The other boys were up and

busy elsewhere. Jerry and I were still

in bed. Somehow it didn't seem like the

right time or place, but I was deter-

mined to have at least a casual spiritual

conversation with him before I left.

"By the way, Jerry," I began. "How
long have you been a Christian?"

"I'm not one," he replied.

The answer caught me completely

off guard. "What?"
He sort of swallowed. "I'm not a

Christian."

Quickly I went over the basic plan

of salvation. He had heard it all be-

fore, of course. Lots of times. "Would
you like to ask Christ into your heart

right now?" I held my breath.

He nodded.

I made sure he knew what it was all

about, and he assured me that he did.

Then we prayed together, first him,

and then me.

A big tear trickled down his cheek

afterward—something unusual for a

manly 13-year-old like Jerry.

As I was flying back to California

a few hours later, I couldn't help

thinking how close I had come to

blowing the most important part of my
vacation.

And all because I had assumed too

much.
Maybe you're thinking that Jerry

made his decision for Christ just to

make me happy, since we were such

good friends and I was so "cool."
Frankly it bothered me a little, too.

A letter from Jerry a few weeks after-

wards convinced me otherwise.

"I had been thinking about becom-
ing a Christian for the past year," it

said. "I really wanted to do it. Thank
you." DFJ

UNDER MY PALM TREE

The Church Kitchen and the Kingdom
Christian people are loving, forgiving, patient, and kind.

You can tread on their good nature and they will bounce

back with hardly a complaint or grudge. Unfortunate-

ly, this most remarkable quality is the very reason why
these same Christian people treat basic social courtesies

with such casualness. The resulting irritation from this

behavior is usually handled behind the scenes, but it ex-

ists nonetheless.

I am speaking about the whole matter of making reservations and then

keeping them. Anyone who has ever planned a church function knows how
careless people are about putting their names on that ubiquitous sign-up sheet

in the narthex. Somehow the chairman is supposed to know who is really

coming, and accommodate accordingly, always with a light-hearted manner
that dares not admit the problems that such a lack of action causes.

It is an ecclesiastical truism that the actual number of people who eat at

a church meal will be more or less than the number who signed up. The kitch-

en crew is told either to cut back on the potato salad or spoon larger help-

ings of beans. To complicate things, the people who do not sign up stand

in the middle of the line, forcing the conscientious souls toward the back

where they will get a ninth of a pie rather than an eighth. Or there is at least

ten gallons worth of unused food to be sold
—"We've got extra chicken back

here for a dollar a pound!"—or dispersed to the kitchen crew who may not

want five bowls of chopped lettuce, seven cold baked potatoes, and six cans

of tomato juice.

Most church cooks are amateurs who have never read the U.S. Navy
cookbook on cooking for small groups or 25 or more. They approach quan-

tity cooking by multiplying their family recipes x many times to meet the

expected number of servings. This method already has a built-in amount of

error. I found this out the day I cooked rice for 100 people at a missionary

banquet. Inside my electric cooker was a mass of soft white grains surround-

ing a center of uncooked kernels the size and consistency of a bowling ball.

Fortunately, by the time we served the 10 extra people hastily accommodated
in the youth classroom, the rice had reached the point where it could be

chewed by those who had good teeth.

Of all church-related dinners, presbytery is the worst. Presbyters are no-

torious for not making reservations. There are usually two meals to be served,

which means two separate work crews face the uncertainty. Nor are the

meetings dismissed on schedule. Church kitchens (how deplorable many of

them are!) are not equipped with giant refrigerators, warming ovens, and
steam trays. A half-hour delay brings the jello salad and the peas to the same
temperature.

I wonder if the men at presbytery realize what their indifference to those

preparing their meals really says? "We are doing the important business up
here! You down there in the kitchen will just have to wait and manage as

best you can." Never mind that the lovingly prepared food will not be at

its best. Never mind about baby sitters and schedules that have to be ad-

justed. Just keep smiling and hope you don't have to stand against the back

wall in your sweaty shirt and gravy-stained pants when the meal is over, while

all the men applaud.

When we receive an invitation to the company banquet what do we do?

Send an early RSVP and arrive on time. The president will be there, and
we want to show our respect for the president. But when the church has an

event, we don't take our responsibility too seriously. After all, it's just the

church, and we'll be accommodated somehow. We have forgotten that, when
the church meets, the King is there. Shouldn't we show respect for the King?

—JEAN SHAW 21
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BOOKS

TheWorld
alYour

Doorstep

Lawson Lau

A Handbook for

International

Student Ministry

THE WORLD AT YOUR DOORSTEP, by
Lawson Lau. InterVarsity Press, Downers
Grove, III., 1984. Paper, 144 pp. $5.95. Re-

viewed by Karin L. Clumpner, St. Louis, Mo.

Subtitled, "A Handbook for Interna-

tional Student Ministry," this book
leaves the reader without an excuse for

not extending the hand of love and
friendship to foreign students now in

the United States. Starting with Law-
son Lau's own experience as a student

at Wheaton College from Singapore,

he relates ways in which Americans
ministered to him, helping him to ad-

just to American life, but also includes

patterns of behavior which are typical

of Americans but are perceived by for-

eigners as rude or offensive. The ma-
jor thrust of the book is to help us keep

lines of communication open with oth-

ers in order that we may share the Gos-
pel message with them and be heard

with understanding. In order to ac-

complish this, Christians need to

understand how foreigners see some of

our customary practices.

Lawson Lau includes an excellent

Scriptural exposition of passages

teaching the necessity of extending

ourselves for the foreigner and stranger

in our midst. These are summarized in

the appendix which also includes sta-

tistics on where the foreign students are

concentrated and from which countries

they come. To assist the ordinary lay

churchman or woman get involved, the

book includes much practical help. He
provides many examples of ways to

serve and to open communication with

strangers. Sample questions are given

for those who find conversation initial-

ly difficult. Food taboos are discussed,

and activities which have worked well

are described. Organizations which can

provide helpful literature and person-

nel are included in the appendix for

anyone wanting to begin to minister to

students.

This book would make an excellent

study for a Sunday-school class and is

a helpful guide for pastors and lay peo-

ple interested in following Christ by

reaching out to the aliens in our midst.

After the initial section entitled,

"Bridges to Understanding," the au-

thor devotes the rest of the book to

"Sharing the Gospel," differentiating

between slick, insincere methods and
genuine concern for a person made in

the image of God. The word "prose-

lytize" is defined, and areas of misun-

derstanding that have arisen with uni-

versity officials responsible for foreign

students are clarified. The marvelous

opportunity given to all of us who are

Christians in America to become mis-

sionaries to the world right in our own
homes is a message which deserves a

wide hearing. EE

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE:
A 20th-century Socrates Looks At Power,
Pleasure, Truth and the Good Life, by
Peter Kreeft. InterVarsity Press, Downers
Grove, III., 1984. Paper, 189 pp. $4.95.

Reviewed by Reginald F. McLelland,
Associate Professor of Philosophy,

Apologetics, Christian Ethics, Reformed
Theological Seminary, Jackson, Miss.

When I was a freshman in college back
in the dark ages of the '50s, one of the

first things I did after arriving on cam-
pus was to buy a copy of Plato's

Dialogues. I had visions of mastering

the Socratic method of questioning my
opponents and reducing their positions

to logical absurdities while presenting

my own views as the ultimate truth.

But alas, when I actually engaged a fel-

low student in what I thought was phi-

losophical debate, he either gave the

"wrong" answer to my question or

one that I hadn't anticipated and
didn't have the wit to handle. Thus,

my attempts to emulate the Socratic

method of argument always seemed to

be thwarted by some stupid fellow un-

dergraduate who didn't know enough
to follow the script.

In Peter Kreeft's The Best Things in

Life Are Free: A 20th-century Socrates

Looks at Power, Pleasure, Truth and
the Good Life, we have a professional

philosopher (a

professor at

Boston Col-

lege) who does

not have to

worry about
wrong or un-

anticipated re-

sponses in a

Socratic dia-

logue since he

controls both

the questions

and the an-

swers. The result of such control is a

series of humorous, yet intellectually

provoking, dialogues between a 20th-

century reincarnation of the 5th-cen-

tury Socrates, and stereotyped but in-

teresting individuals variously named
Peter Pragma, Felicia Flake, and
"Pop" Syke. Kreeft's dialogues exam-
ine topics such as the purpose of edu-

cation, the reasons for choosing a giv-

en career, drug use, sex, communism
and capitalism, and the nature of val-

ue, in a way that confronts both the

Christian and the non-Christian with

the need to examine their basic beliefs

and presuppositions about reality more
carefully.

Kreeft operates from the classic So-

cratic position that "the unexamined
life is not worth living," and essential-

ly directs his philosophical analysis in

the various dialogues to the examina-

tion of the question, "What is the

good life?" Each dialogue analyzes a

concept or concepts such as "happi-

ness," "human intelligence," "love,"

etc., in an attempt to focus, as the dia-

logues progress, on the question of

what is the "end" or "purpose" of

human life. Kreeft's (Socrates') re-

The BestThings

in Life

Peter Kreeft

A Mi-Century Socrates Looks at Kirwr.

Wfa-sure, IruUi ami the (jowl Life
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peated concern with the ultimate goal

of human life culminates in an ex-

tended defense in the final dialogue of

the reality of objective value or truth

which is not determined by opinion or

human feeling.

The Best Things in Life is essentially

directed to a college audience, al-

though I can imagine a church adult

discussion group profiting from a

study of it. The flow of the discussion

gets confusing at times, and it can be

difficult to see what point Socrates is

trying to make. Further, while formal

knowledge of philosophy is not neces-

sary to understand what is being said

in the dialogues, it would help in order

to follow the line of argument in sev-

eral places. A characteristic of Kreeft's

book that readers not familiar with the

style of Plato's dialogues might find ir-

ritating is that is seems "incomplete"

somehow.
The Best Things in Life does not tell

us what the best thing in life is; it mere-

ly shows what things are not the

ultimate good. But then, as Kreeft's

Socrates says, the first thing that is

needed is to learn Lesson One, which

is to admit what one does not know.
The Best Things in Life is not a

defense of the Christian religion as

such, but it is an attempt to do cultur-

al apologetics by undermining the logic

of some of the "vain imaginings" of

the unbeliever's theoretical world and
life view. Dispensing with what is not

true certainly can serve to make the

unbeliever more open to what is true.

As Socrates tells Peter Pragma at one
point, "... you are not finished with

me. Not until you reach the very end."
-Kreeft's book does not present the end
but it does begin pointing the way.Q]

CHRISTIAN SHORT STORIES: A
CONTEMPORARY ANTHOLOGY, ed. by
Mark Booth. Crossroad, New York, 1984.

Paper, 200 pp. $9.95. Reviewed by Susan
VanZanten Gallagher, Assistant

Professor of English, Covenant College.

Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

What makes a short story Christian?

Mark Booth, the editor of this collec-

tion of seventeen short stories, never

does answer this question, but his in-

troduction and choice of material sug-

gest that stories are Christian if they

contain so-called Christian themes
such as divine justice, the need for

love, and the work of grace. The cover

of Christian Short Stories makes clear

that these stories are not written by

Christians but by authors who have

been "inspired by Christianity."

I am not sure what it means for an

author to be "inspired by Christiani-

ty." Any good short story will be good

because it

CHRISTIAN
SHORT STORIES

An Anthology

IF

,

Edited by Mark Booth

says some-
thing true

about the

human situ-

ation, wheth-

er or not it

couches that

truth in

Christian
language or

forms. And
any true

statement
about the human situation is essentially

a Christian statement. When we en-

counter a truth, we recognize it as

another aspect of Christ's preeminence

and God's sovereignty. So there is lit-

tle difference between a Christian story

and a secular story.

The fact that many of these stories

have Christ figures, or contain preach-

ers and priests, or echo Scriptural ref-

erences does not necessarily make them

Christian. These stories should not be

read because they contain these trap-

pings, but because they are good sto-

ries. And they are.

For despite this book's title and in-

troduction, it contains an interesting

assortment of well-written and thought-

provoking fiction. The stories range

from a retelling of the Grail Quest

from Arthurian legend to a chronicle

of 20th-century materialism by John
Cheever.

Some of the best stories are Thack-
eray's satiric "Dennis Haggarty's

Wife," the realistic and humorous
"Old Mrs. Chundle," by Thomas
Hardy, and Graham Greene's "The
Second Death," with its quiet revela-

tion at the end. The anthology also

contains Catholic writer Flannery

O'Connor's "The Artificial Nigger,"

one of the best 20th-century short

stories. A few stories, such as those by
Charles Dickens, Elizabeth Gaskall,

and Oscar Wilde, suffer from over-

sentimentalism, but most of the collec-

tion is outstanding.

A small paperback, this book is

ideal to take along while traveling in

the car or spending the weekend at the

lake. The brevity and variety of the

stories make it an excellent book to

read aloud with your family. On a re-
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cent backpacking trip, I read to my
husband G.K. Chesterton's "The Blue

Cross" as the sun set over the Joyce

Kilmer Wilderness in North Carolina.

This anthology can give you similar

hours of enjoyment and thought. CD

THE PROVERBS 31 LADY AND OTHER
IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS, by Marsha Drake.

Bethany House Publishers, Minneapolis,

Minn., 1984. Paper, 191 pp. $5.95.

Reviewed by Linda Belz, St. Louis, Mo.

Christians who believe in instant sanc-

tification and perpetual spiritual suc-

cess will probably not like this book.

They will reject its heroine, a young

housewife named Martha, as unduly

adamic. She, after all, struggles and
fails and struggles and fails to live up
to the lofty standards of the noble wife

in Proverbs 3 1 . She further offends by
seeming to make light of the whole
matter.

Other Christians, women especially

and actual human women in particu-

lar, will identify with her difficulties to

the point of pain.

The author's strong suit, certainly,

is her use of humor, which from time

to time will cause even staid Bob-and-

Ray types to laugh out loud. In chap-

ter eleven she describes one of her re-

curring bad dreams about the Lady,

whom at that point she considered a

competitor:

I watched as She stood on a fluffy cloud

surrounded by cherubs. One by one, she de-

posited peace, joy, patience, love, self-

control, kindness, faithfulness, goodness

and gentleness into translucent containers.

A chime played softly each time the pro-

duct touched the bottom.

The Proverbs 31 Lady, who does all

things well, is canning the fruit of the

Spirit. The vision throws poor Martha
into a fit of total-womanhood as she

vows to "come up with a few fruits of

my own!"
If there is any substantial problem

with the book, it is that the author does

not always seem very comfortable with

satire and occasionally abandons it

altogether in favor of overt explana-

tion. She could be accommodating her

evangelical audience (which is tradi-

tionally reluctant to juxtapose piety

and levity), but the book is less effec-

tive for its lapses into didacticism.

Nor is it a complete analysis of

"feminine mystique as God ordained

it, the liberated woman from the bib-

• ma

r Other..,
hnpossible

Dreams
1ARSHA DRAKE

lical perspective," as Norman Rohrer

claims in the foreword. Like Proverbs

3 1 , it addresses itself only to the mys-

tique, liberation and duties of in-ser-

vice wives and not of women in general.

Nevertheless, the author's good wit

and gracious conclusion make the

book a very useful one for wives—not

so much perhaps for new wives with

worse things to worry about than per-

fection, but for old wives who some-

times presume an intimate acquain-

tance with the Lady when in fact they

wouldn't know her if they bumped in-

to her at the A&P. Such women rarely

14
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struggle with Proverbs 31 and fail

—they rarely struggle with Proverbs 3

1

at all any more. Instead they spend

their time writing book reviews. 13

THE SEARCH FOR CHRISTIAN
AMERICA, by Mark A. Noll, Nathan O.

Hatch, and George M. Marsden.
Crossway Books, Westchester, III., 1983.

Paper, 188 pp. $6.95. Reviewed by Louis

J. Voskuil, professor of history, Covenant
College, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

Recent evangelical writing concerned

with the ills of American society has

often turned to our Puritan past or to

the ideals of our founding fathers to

find a model, or at least some guide-

lines, for the reconstruction of our

secular, contemporary world. The
quest is becoming increasingly popular

because of the belief that our past was

fundamentally "Christian" and that

our own era is increasingly secular.

The Search for Christian America is a

book about that quest. Written by

three Christian historians whose
specialty is colonial America and the

history of the American church, the

study examines the popular belief that

there was once a Christian nation and
asks how, if at all, one can find there

a model for contemporary action.

Along the way the authors treat im-

portant questions. They look at both

the strengths and the weaknesses of

Puritan society and of the great revival

movements. They evaluate the degree

of secularization that took place before

the Revolution; they not only ask how
"Christian" the founding fathers

were, but also how Christian was the

political thinking of committed evan-

gelicals such as John Witherspoon.

The phenomenon of culture, specifi-

cally the issue of what makes a culture

Christian, is also briefly examined. The
last chapter is a valuable discussion on
the proper uses of history in general

and appended to the study is a very

helpful essay by Randall H. Balmer on
the literature dealing with the quest for

our Christian past.

One may be inclined to ask, "Does
it all matter?" The authors argue per-

suasively at several points that a failure

to understand our past accurately

means that we may today call Christian

that which in fact was not, and will,

therefore, accept uncritically those

very ideas and forces that brought us

to our current impasse. Such accep-

tance, in turn, may lead to social ac-

tion which perpetuates the problems.

The Searchfor Christian America is

an important book for the Christian

community in America. It is a careful

and sensitive study of issues that are

not often sensitively handled. It does

not tell us how to reconstruct our so-

ciety, but it gives us needed help in us-

ing our past wisely. From here we need

to continue our discussion in a mutual-

ly respectful and edifying fashion. DO

DANIEL, by W. Sibley Towner, John Knox
Press, Atlanta, Ga., 1984. 228 pp. $16.95.

Reviewed by Tremper Longman, III,

Associate Professor of Old Testament,
Westminster Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Towner's commentary on Daniel is the

second Old Testament volume to ap-

pear in the new commentary series en-

titled Interpretation: A Bible Com-
mentary for Teaching and Preaching

(the first to appear was Walter Brueg-

gemann's commentary on Genesis).

The intention of this new series is to

provide "the integrated result of his-

torical and theological work with the

Biblical text" (p. v). In other words,

Towner's concern is not philology or

detailed discussion of Near Eastern

parallels, but a straightforward inter-

pretation of the canonical text fol-

lowed by theological reflection.

This commentary is user-friendly in

the sense that Towner's style is warm
and personable. His interpretation

shows a sensitivity to literary patterns

and reading strategies. His theological

assessments are well though out and
stimulating. Practical application

shines through in his concern to show
how Daniel still has didactic force in

today's church.

Some readers will not accept (nor

will they be surprised by) many of

Towner's "assumptions" including the

late dating of the book, the denial of

the historicity of Daniel and Darius the

Mede, and the belief that predictive

prophecy is impossible. All of these

flow from his even more basic presup-

position that "the flesh limits the

human vision" (p. 4).

Nevertheless, Towner's commentary
along with Brueggermann's before him
offer helpful insights into the text and
really provoke thinking about their lit-

erary structure and theological impli-

cations. The initial impression is that

the Interpretation commentary series

will be an important and helpful series

bringing fresh understanding to the

text. ru
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WESTMINSTER
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
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Institute on the

RELIGIOUS
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AMERICA
Junel7-July5,1985
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• Intensive study of the religious convic-

tions which led to the founding of our
nation

• Special consideration of the theologi-
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Letters—from p. 3

world but we must be sure, as parents

and grandparents, that our loved ones

are well armed before they enter the

battle.

God always prepared his men many
years ahead of when he expected them
to fight. We do not dictate where ev-

eryone shall buy their groceries, have

their automobiles fixed, do their dry

cleaning or even go to church. Why
would we then allow a forced public

education which is a holdover from the

mistaken direction of some of our

founding fathers and a giving away of

the Puritan schools to the state. God
will surely judge us for that. We must

provide a shining light for those who
would be attracted to Jesus Christ

through our school systems and not be

fighting a losing battle in the public

sector where conflict will increase the

more you try to "penetrate the public

schools."

—Robert D. Love
Wichita, Kans.

SOME CLARIFICATION CALLED FOR

Your editorial, "Christian School or

Public School? "(March 27) is a puz-

zler that obviously needs clarification:

The article contains many fine obser-

vations and seems to imply that Chris-

tian schools are all right if and when
public schools aren't very good in se-

lected communities. Or do I misunder-

stand you?

Such reasoning (which I hope is not

yours) may convince me after I have

been convinced that Christian churches

should be considered only for those

communities where well-intentioned

civic associations have evidenced their

inadequacies for the needs of their

localities. Therefore Elks, Moose,

Rotarians, Masons, Chambers of

Commerce, and D.A.R., please move
to the front.

—Gordon Oosterman

Middletown, Pa.

UNILATERAL REPENTANCE

Writing on the subject of peace talks

and the arms race many months ago,

Dr. Joel Nederhood suggested one

stark simplistic answer for all people:

"unilateral repentance." World pop-

ulation—are more people a problem?

We answer "yes," but God loves peo-

ple and is glorified by people—really

by all people.

All of the serious problems exposed
to your readers in the March 27 Jour-

nal, such as Christian schools vs.

public schools, legalized abortion on
demand, and overpopulation, are

symptomatic of the one root problem
that we read about in Genesis 3. All

people, diversified as we are in both

physical and spiritual endowments,
have to deal with our world as we see

it. Our motions must be a careful bal-

ance, like a juggling act, based upon
reality.

The new parameter looming signifi-

cant in population control and ecology

as well as in other more theoretical

areas, and which classical philosophy

has not prepared us to evaluate ade-

quately, is the sudden availability of

massive amounts of energy of which

man is now a steward. God the giver

of life withholds the rain but gives

dreams to the prime minister! We may
have peace and pursue purpose in an

anxious world because of him. Do I

spend as much time on the Sunday-

school lesson and its Source as on the

other material in the Journal, for an

example? I need daily unilateral repen-

tance. We see the answer to all these

things at the crossl

—Herbert L. Hathaway
Telford, Pa.

BIBLICAL APPROACH TO RACISM

You are to be commended for your
forthright and Biblical approach to the

subject of racism and the church

(March 13). You did an outstanding

job and made a real contribution to the

church.

—Janice B. Adams
Washington, D.C.

QUESTIONS REPORT ON PHILIPPINES

I would like to comment on the news
item in the Journal (Jan. 30), "Church
Faces Growing Persecution in Philip-

pines," which is contrary to informa-

tion I have on hand from D. Fred

Schwartz of the Christian Anti-Com-
munism Crusade and Mr. Dillard

Munford, an Atlantan who writes ed-

itorials for a Marietta paper, The East

Cobb Neighbor.

For many years, and I have copious

files to back up my concern, I have

questioned the motivation of groups

such as the "five-member mission"

from Massachusetts who supposedly

protect "human rights," but are actu-

ally protecting the rights of leftist

priests and "liberation theology" cler-
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gymen who are promoting the advance

of communism in a particular area.

How can we forget the lesson we
should have learned from Rhodesia's

history in recent years? The National

Council of Churches and the World
Council of Churches contributed thou-

sands of dollars to so-called liberation

forces in Rhodesia, where the Cubans
armed by the Soviets were aligned with

the so-called freedom fighters to de-

stroy the existing regime and establish

the enslavement of communism.
The policies of the Federal Council

of Churches were not discontinued

with its dissolution. Rather they seem
to have come to full bloom in the Na-
tional Council of Churches, which

condemned the Reagan Administra-

tion in 1981. Could this trip to the

Philippines by the "five-member mis-

sion" from Massachusetts be just an-

other way to discredit the judgment of

the Reagan Administration?

—Mrs. Thomas J. Wesley, Jr.

Marietta, Ga.

DISTORTION RE SHELTON COLLEGE?

Presbyterian Journal's adoption of the

RNS (Religious News Service—Are they

among the prophets of Christian truth

and Reformed theology?) report of

Jan. 23, "Shelton College Loses Su-

preme Court Battle," reminds me of

the farmer's reaction to college influ-

ence on his son. He was not surprised

at so much his son was learning, he

said, but at so much he was learning

that was not so.

Happily, the headlined "Battle" al-

ready collapses in paragraph 1 to the

accurate "let stand." Unhappily, para-

graph 1 creates three new distortions

of its own about (1) who founded the

school, (2) whether it was trying to

"become" or "continue" degree-

granting, and (3) whether the issue was
mere licensing or religious freedom .

PJ seems content to "let stand"

without comment Caesar's claim to the

exclusive right to define historic Chris-

tianity and its educational degrees.

Technically, PJ could do better than

to credit absurd bureaucratic argument

to "the state" of New Jersey. It is most
sad to see PJ conclude its report with

tyranny's nutshell threat: How dare
men, in any appeal to Christ's exclu-

sive headship of the church or to the

first amendment to the constitution,

carve "out a religious exception" (as

the founders of our country certainly

did) to the secular humanistic control

of Christian institutions! Frankly, it is

bad enough to report Caesar's victory

over Christian institutions matter-of-

factly, without distorting it in his

favor.

—(Rev.) Clyde W. Field

Cocoa, Fla.

FROM PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS

In his article "Should the Children of

God Be Educated in the Temple of

Baal?" (Feb. 13) Roland Travis con-

demns the public school system, and

in so doing he vilifies not only the

Christian teachers in they system, but

the parents of Christian pupils as well.

The purpose of this letter, therefore,

is to vindicate those who have been

maligned.

We have many years of combined
experience as professional educators in

the public school system. We both hold

advanced degrees, with experience in

elementary and secondary classroom

teaching as well as public school ad-

ministration.

It is evident that Mr. Travis is not

a professional educator. This is indi-

cated by the fact that he gives no first-

hand information or criticism of the

educational system. His condemnation
is based on 'hear-say' evidence. He
strays far afield when he debases the

entire system on the remarks of a few

persons, a number of which are not

connected or affiliated in any way with

the system. It is our belief that if the

author would acquaint himself with

how our American educational system

evolved, he wOuld discover that it was
not designed to teach Christian educa-

tion. For a basic understanding of the

development of the American school

system, we recommend Mr. Travis

read chapter 8, The Teacher and His
Work, by Gould and Yoakum. With
all its short-comings, and we know
there are many, the American public

school system is the best system that

we know of that provides equal educa-

tional opportunities, tuition free, to all

the children of all the people. It is very

encouraging to observe at this time,

government at all levels diligently seek-

ing to improve the system.

—James R. Bibb

—Carol S. Fletcher

Munford, Tenn.

FROM A HOME EDUCATOR

I commend Dr. Roland Travis for his

hard-hitting and indisputably factual

article (Feb. 13) on the dangers of edu-
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OUT OF THE FORTRESS
AND INTO MINISTRY

A conference to help equip

church leaders train their

members for significant

ministries in their communities.

Frank Tillapaugh is the
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PJ

eating children in government (public)

schools. There is no doubt that secular

humanism is the religion of the govern-

ment schools and that Christianity is

presented, if at all, as an "unfortunate

myth" which hinders intellectual

growth. What purports to be religious

neutrality is actually hostility to Chris-

tianity, sometimes in the form of overt

hostility, but more often (and more in-

sidious because of its subtlety) in the

form of "values clarification," "high-

er order thinking," and the like, which

undermine Christian values.

The Bible charges parents with the

responsibility for bringing up their

children in the nurture and admonition

of the Lord. This sacred responsibility

should not be delegated lightly and cer-

tainly not to persons or institutions

which oppose Biblical principles. I be-

lieve that a Christ-centered home edu-

cation program is the best form of ed-

ucation, particularly for young chil-

dren (10 years and under) and that a

Christian tutor or Christian school is

the next best alternative. In any event,

the Christian parent should make every

effort to avoid sending his child to a

government school, at least until the

child is firmly grounded in the Word
and is equipped to withstand the bom-
bardment of anti-Christian influences.

It is often argued that children must

be exposed to the "ways of the world"

at an early age and that the public

schools are a "mission field." Such an

argument is without merit. Troops are

not sent into battle without thorough

preparation and missionaries are not

sent to the mission field without train-

ing. Neither should a child be thrust in-

to "spiritual warfare" before he is

spiritually equipped to handle it.

—W. Kirk McCord
President, Texas Assoc. for Home

Education

Richardson, Tex.

DARE TO HAVE A DANIEL?

I am writing concerning the article by

Rev. Roland Travis on Christian vs.

secular education (Feb. 13).

That which prompts me to write is

author Travis's use of Daniel as an ex-

ample. I feel he has left out one very

important aspect of Daniel's life. Even

though Daniel was taken to a foreign

land far from his family and support

group, even though his captors at-

tempted to lure his conversion to their

religion, life style, and moral behavior,

Daniel did not succumb!

Author Travis pointed out that Dan-
iel was probably 13 to 15 years old at

the time of his captivity's beginning.

What a marvelous upbringing his par-

ents must have given him!

I agree wholeheartedly with author

Travis that we must be intensely in-

volved in the struggle to prevent our

children from being "taken captive"

through our public school systems. We
should and must fight with all the legal

and moral and Biblical options open
to us in the society in which we live.

But let us not become fearful. Let

us never come to the conclusion that

the forces of darkness are stronger and
more powerful than the forces of light

and he who leads them!

Daniel was prepared for his ordeal

and did nore than survive. He bent

back the forces of darkness, and God's
truth was clearly heard and clearly vic-

torious.

The Bible places the responsibility of

instilling God's truth into our children

on the home and the ordained leader

of the home—the father (Deut. 6:1-9,

Eph. 6:4).

Let us cry as loudly for Biblical obe-

dience as we do for legislative and aca-

demic changes! Daniel clearly demon-
strates what a Biblically prepared

young man can do.

—(Rev.) Thomas E. Schoeneck

San Antonio, Tex.

CALLING A SPADE A SPADE

I can't commend the Journal enough
for the two excellent articles on Chris-

tian schools for our children, by Roland

M. Travis and Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr.

If I dared to have any criticism for

these two brilliant men, it would be

that they almost leaned over back-

wards in order to be gentlemen enough

not to call these godless promoters of

heathenism, who call themselves "ed-

ucators," what they really are. For
they are only ignorant perpetrators of

darkness; full of sin, wickedness, and

crime. They don't have common sense

enough to realize they are incarcerated

by Satan to their own doom, and want

to teach and lead millions of innocent

children and youth also to their de-

struction.

If Jesus said, "Ye are of your father

the devil" (John 8:44), I think I ca

be somewhat descriptive too. Also rea

Heb. 12:8, which tells us what "bas

tards" are.

—(Rev.) C. W. Solomon
Montreat, N.C.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Coping With Futility
For May 12, 1985 Rev. Jack B. Scott, Ph.D.

Background Scripture: Ecclesiastes
1:1-2:11

Key verses: Ecclesiastes 2:1-11; 12:13-14

Devotional reading: Ecclesiastes 7:1-13

Memory selection: Ecclesiastes 12:13

1
The Wrong Way
Ecclesiastes 1:1-2:23

This long passage needs to be read at

one time, to follow the thinking of the

one described here as the Preacher.

The preacher is never identified but

it seems clear that he is not the author

of this book. Instead, he is one of

David's descendants with great riches

and resources but having difficulty

finding meaning to life. Many suggest

he is Solomon, a good candidate, con-

sidering the mess he made of his life

in his latter years.

The theme of the section, represent-

ing the thoughts of the preacher, is

"vanity of vanities, all is vanity." He
proves he really believes this by all that

develops in the subsequent verses.

He sees life as a difficult and mean-
ingless trial (1:13). As he views the

world in which he lives, even God's
creation, he finds it all a bore. Nothing
seems to interest him, so he tries some
things to make life more interesting.

Contrast this attitude (1:4-1 1) about

creation and God's continuing provi-

dence with the view of the psalmist

who contemplates the same creation

(Psalm 19:1-6). What a vast difference

one's faith makes in how he views the

world around him!

The preacher tried all kinds of ways
to make life more meaningful. He
pursued wisdom but concluded wis-

dom only made him more miserable

(1:18).

He also tried spending his money
and pursuing various hobbies (2:1-11).

But this didn't work either. Nothing he

tried—and he had the resources to try

anything he wanted to—seemed to in-

terest him for very long.

The International Sunday School Lesson Outlines are

copyrighted 1985 by the Committee on the Uniform
Series of the National Council of Churches of Christ.

His conclusion? He hated life and

found it all vain and useless (2:17).

What we note in this man's think-

ing, be it Solomon or some other, is

that he left God out of all he sought

to understand and do. God had no

place in his life and therefore his life,

as it is for so many in the world today,

was indeed meaningless. We cannot

find meaning to life without God—not

meaning that endures.

Questions

1. As you look at the world around

you, how do you relate it all to God
and his Word?
2. Do you ever feel that life is a bore

and has no meaning for you? Why do
you think this is so?

2 The Right Way
Ecclesiastes 2:24-26

Beginning with verse 24, we find the

radically different view about life as

seen through the eyes of the author of

this book: There is nothing better than

that a man should eat and drink and
make his soul enjoy his labor. He un-

derstood that his labor was from God
and that by that labor, done for God,
he would find the true meaning for his

own life.

In other words, each of us must see

that our abilities and the job we have

to use them come from God. It is

God's gift to us to be able to work and

live in the world to serve him and not

to please ourselves.

If one looks at his job only as a

means of earning a living, he may
make much money, but he will not

find any true meaning to life.

Our life has meaning only as long as

we do what we do in this world as a

service to God. In this way, we will

please God and as a result will receive

true wisdom and knowledge and joy

(v. 26).

The preacher tried every way he

could think of to make some sense out

of life, but in the end, failed. The
writer of Ecclesiastes says that the way
to find meaning to life is to give your

life to serve the Lord. Do all you do
to please him. If you do, then he will

give you a life that is good and pleas-

ing to God and richly rewarded with

meaning and purpose (v. 26).

Paul said much the same thing in

writing to the Christian slaves of

Roman unbelievers. He taught them
that they were to do what they did not

to please men, but to serve the Lord
(Eph. 6:5-9).

This means that no matter how
irksome our daily job may seem—and
who can think of a more irksome job
than that of slave to an unbeliever

—

we can turn it around and make it a

service to God.
That gives meaning to life and also

enables us to be full-time Christian ser-

Stony Brook School
A COLLEGE PREPARATORY

BOARDING SCHOOL
Where building strong Christian
character and attaining high
academic standards have priority.

Coeducational Grades 7-12

Write: Director of Admissions
The Stony Brook School, Rt. 25A, Stony Brook, NY 11790
Phone (516) 751-1800
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DORDT
COLLEGE

invites applications for teaching
positions in the following areas:

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ANIMAL SCIENCE

Qualified individuals who are

committed to a reformed Biblical

theology and educational philos-

ophy are invited to send a person-
al resume, academic credentials,

and personal references to:

Dr. Douglas Ribbens
Vice-President For Academic Affairs

Dordt College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PCA BIBLE
AND MISSIONS
CONFERENCE
"Building Tommorrow

Together'

Cosponsored by
Mission to the World

and
Mission to North America

July 13-19

Ferrum College
Ferrum, VA

Hear Rev. Steven W. Brown, Key Bis-

cayne, FL., and Rev. Joseph F. "Skip"
Ryan, Charlottesville, VA. Attend
seminars related to foreign and home
missions, evangelism, family relation-

ships, etc. Fellowship with MTW mis-
sionaries, MNA organizing pastors, PCA
pastors and laity. Enjoy outdoor ac-
tivities on this spacious campus tucked
away in Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountain
region.

Please send more information.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ZIP

Mail to: Conference Coordinator,

P.O. Box 1744, Decatur, GA 30031.

HAVE YOU CHECKED V
El OUR COMMITMENT

To the inerrancy of Scripture and the

Reformed faith as expressed in the

Westminster Standards.

E?J OUR FACULTY
All have pastoral experience, academic
competence and spiritual maturity.

El OUR PROGRAMS
M. Div. degree program central; other

programs in missions and ministry.

El OUR CLASSES
Small enough to encourage individual

participation and development.

El OUR COSTS C85- 86 Academic year)

Tuition and Fees $1635
Room and Board $1275

El OUR STUDENTS
Mostly RPCNA and PCA; also from 18

other Reformed and Evangelical
churches.

El OUR GRADUATES
82% in pastorate or on mission field.

CHECK US OUT FURTHER:

Write. Call or Visit

REFORMED
PRESBYTERIAN
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
7418 Pann Ave.. Pittsburgh, PA 15208

Phone: (412) 731-8690

RYM1985:
Building on a

Strong Foundation
The REFORMED YOUTH

MOVEMENT CONFERENCE
is 13 years old and going

strong.

JULY 8-13 at Covenant College,

Lookout Mountain, TN.

Main speaker:

JOHN BLANCHARD

Music, recreation, fellowship

and solid, practical Bible

teaching.

That's RYM.

For additional information:

Richard Burquet, Second Presbyterian

Church, 105 River Street, Greenville, SC
29601. Phone (803) 232-7621.

vants. We don't have to go to a

seminary and become a preacher or a

teacher of the Bible or a missionary to

be a full-time servant of Jesus Christ.

By committing the job you do every

day to him and doing it to please him
rather than men—not working for

raises or promotions but to please

Jesus—you will have a full-time service

to Christ.

Questions

1. What is your attitude about your
daily job?

2. What are some ways in which you
can do that job to please Christ and
not to get rewards from men?

3 Now Is the Time
Ecclesiastes 12:1-8

Here, the writer is addressing young
people in particular. This book is an
excellent study for youth.

He warns that they can ignore his

advice if they so choose, but if they do,

one day they will still have to give an
accounting of their life to God (1 1 :9).

He challenges young people to

remove sorrow from their hearts—for

sorrow they will get if they ignore

God's words—and to put away the evil

life (godless life) before it is too late

(11:10).

Following this, in chapter 12, he

reminds them that if they do not set the

goal of their life to serve God now,
while they are young, the day will come
when they have little life left to serve

him.

It is a very depressing view of old

age which the author gives, but his

point is that now, while we are young,

before we become incapacitated, is the

time to offer our lives to God. We
ought not to wait until our life is nearly

over to dedicate it to the Lord.

Of course, we can always give what

is left of our life to God, but how sor-

rowful when we live most of our life

without him, or at least without see-

ing our opportunities to serve him
when we are strong and young. Now
is the time!

He describes old age in the passage

in verses 1-8. Read it and see how
many allusions to old age you can find

in the passage. It is quite a poetic view,

but very realistic.

In verse 1, he speaks of the time

when we have no pleasure in living—

a

sad allusion to the attitude of many
who are old and who look back on a

life wasted.
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In verse 2 he speaks of the time when
our eyes dim and we cannot see as well

as we once did.

In verse 3 he speaks of the keepers

and the strong men and the grinders

—

all references to the weakness of our

limbs and the decaying of our teeth.

In verse 4 he speaks of the failure of

our hearing and the tendency to be

startled by the least little noise we hear.

In verse 5 he speaks of the time when
rich and flavorful foods we once liked

are no more a joy to us.

In verse 6 he gives some poetic ex-

pressions of death, many of which are

still used at funerals.

Verse 7 affirms the fact of death and
the fact that every soul will ultimately

return to God, who made it, to give ac-

counting to God for the way we have

spent our lives.

Questions

1. Does death or the thought of it

depress you? Why?
2. How can a life well lived for God
make a difference in the way you view

old age, even though you experience

the same physical failures mentioned
here?

4 God's Word Is the Key to the
Right Way
Ecclesiastes 12:11-14

What the preacher never seemed to

learn is what the author finally presents

to us. The end of the matter—the key

to a full and meaningful life now—is

not in reading all the books of the

wisdom of the world, but in reading

and obeying the book God has given

his people (vv. 12-13).

The whole duty of man, as he sum-
marizes the message of that book, is

to fear God and keep his command-
ments (v. 13).

To fear God, in Scripture, has two
different meanings, though not
unrelated.

First, "fear God," as used here and
by the psalmist and elsewhere in Scrip-

ture, means to believe in him, to honor
him by the life you live.

The one who truly fears God is one
who not only knows what God has

taught in his Word, but also one who
obeys that Word daily in his life.

It is the same thing Jesus said at the

end of the Sermon on the Mount. He
taught that it was not those who heard
his word who were truly wise, but
those who both heard and obeyed it

(Matt. 7:24-27).

The other meaning for "fear God"
is dread of him in the day of judgment.

That is the kind of fear in the hearts

of all who ignore his Word in this life.

Further, the words of the wise are

as goads to us. The wise to whom he

refers are those who are themselves

taught by the Shepherd of God's peo-

ple (v. 11). As Paul said, faith comes
from hearing and hearing from the

word of Christ. And faith produces

lives that please God.
One thing is sure. Whether we ac-

cept the message of Ecclesiastes and

dedicate our lives to serving God

—

even in our routine jobs—or ignore

that message, one day we will all have

to stand before the judgment seat of

God and give him an accounting for

all we have done—good or evil (v. 14)!

Questions

1 . How are your thoughts formulated,

by reading the ideas of men or by read-

ing God's Word?
2. If you stood before the Lord today,

how would you answer for the way you
spent yesterday?

Next week: "The Value of Wisdom,"
Proverbs 3:13-18; 8:1-21. E

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKSi^^^^HHM
THE BOOK OF PSALMS FOR SINGING.

A complete Psalter for praise. 425 selections.

Cloth, $10.95; Ringbound, $12.95. Quantity

discounts. Free catalog. Crown and Covenant

Publications, 7418 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15208-2531. Phone: (412) 241-0436.

churchesmmmmm^^m
HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS AREA, N.C.

Cool in the summer, fantastic in the fall, wor-

ship with us at the new Highlands PCA. Call

(704) 526-5513 or 526-4447 for details.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. A church planting

ministry under Northeast Presbytery (PCA)
meeting each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. (nursery)

at the Fairport Montessori School, 625 Ay-

rault Rd., Fairport, N.Y. James J. Alexander,

Pastor. Eastminster Presbyterian Church, P.O.

Box 71, Fairport, NY 14450. (716) 223-6777.

JACKSON, MISS. AREA-An Evangel-

ical Presbyterian Church mission is tempo-

rarily meeting in the home of the organizing

pastor, Charles L. Skinner, in Madison, Miss,

just north of Jackson off Interstate 55 on
Bozeman Road. Worship and Bible study is

set for 10:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sundays.

Call (601) 856-7362 or write Rt. 1, Box 19,

Madison, MS 39110 for more information.

DETROITAREA Ward Presbyterian Church

(EPC), 17000 Farmington Rd., Livonia, MI
48154. 2 miles N. of 1-96, 2 miles E. of 1-275.

Call (313) 422-1150. Worship and Sunday
School 8:30, 10:00, 11:30; Sunday Evening

7:00; Wednesday, School of Christian Educa-

tion. 7:00. Dr. Bartlett L. Hess, Pastor.

DALLAS ! A growing Presbyterian congrega-

tion committed to the Scriptures. NORTH
DALLAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
5639 Forest Lane, Dallas, Texas. Phone (214)

386-0121.

COLUMBIA Presbyterian Church, Colum-
bia, Miss., is celebrating its 75th anniversary

April 24-28, 1985. We cordially invite all for-

mer members and friends to celebrate with

us. Rev. Bernhard Kuiper is our guest preach-

er. For details call (601) 736-4728 or write

C.P.C., 500 Church St., Columbia MS 39429.

DECATUR, ALA. A new and growing

PCA congregation in northern Alabama is

meeting at 540 Beltline Road. Sunday 9:45,

11 a.m., 6 p.m.; Thursday 7 p.m. Rev. Joey

King, 1508 Faye St. SW, Decatur, AL 35601;

(205) 353-4978.

EDUCATION

FOR RENT m̂ mmmmmm
PANAMA CITY BEACH CONDO

near beach, tennis, pool, completely fur-

nished, owned by Christian couple. (205)

793-6375 or 792-1706.

for SALEmmm^^mm
EDUCATIONAL, CHALLENGING!

Computer quiz game for church or family de-

signed to increase Bible understanding. Ex-

ceptional graphics. Available for Apple II

series. IBM PC in 6/85. $29.95. Write: Chris-

tian Computer Consultants, P.O. Box 7787,

Columbia, SC 29202, Attn. M. Wenger.

CHURCH PEW CUSHIONS Padded
seats or reversible cushions. Foam filled, vel-

vet or Herculon. Call collect, with measure-

ments, for estimates: Mrs. J. T. Landrum,

owner, CONSOLIDATED UPHOLSTERY,
28 Dolphin St., Greenville, SC 29605. Phone
(803) 277-1658.

MISSANABIE
WOODS
ACADEMY

Give that teenager a summer to remember,
with 10 great weeks in the unspoiled beau-
ty of Northern Canada! Outstanding Chris-

tian faculty with degrees in biology, forest-

ry, biology, psychology, outdoor education,

etc. direct this unique enrichment experi-

ence. Separate programs for boys and girls

12-18, with staff ratio of 1:2. Expect remark-

able growth in faith, character, and self-

esteem. Moderate cost. Early response ad-

vised. Write: New Horizons, 1000 South 350
East, Marion, IN 46953; or call (317)
668-4009.
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HOME NEAR JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
3-bedroom, 2 bath home in Orange Park.

LR/DR. large FR with stone FP, eat-in kitch-

en, 2-car garage, luxuriant atrium. Not far

from dynamic PCA church. Assume 12 3/4%
VA loan; (904) 264-5837.

PEOPLEHHHH
ARCHITECT/DRAFTSMAN Christian

firm seeking project manager/draftsman,

minimum 3 years experience, capable of tak-

ing project from start to finish. Salary open.

Send resume to: Wolf and Hayes Architects

PC, P.O. Box 577, Macon, GA 31202.

PASTOR NEEDED. Highline Reformed
Presbytnian Church (PCA) in Seattle, Wash-

ington, is seeking pastoral applications fully

committed to the Reformed faith to fill its

pulpit by September this year. If interested

send ministerial data form to: E. R. Meinert,

240 SW 197th Place, Seattle, WA 98166.

ASSISTANT PASTOR needed for grow-

ing suburban Presbyterian church. New posi-

tion with good opportunities. Send dossier

lo Southminster Presbyterian Church, 10126

E. Watson, St. Louis, MO 63126.

TEACHERS apply now for fall positions in

3rd, 4th and 5th grades. Teachers should pos-

sess elementary teaching degrees and have an

enthusiasm for understanding teaching from

a Christian perspective. Send resume to:

Headmaster, Faith Christian School, 4100

Ronnaki Road, Anniston, AL 36201; (205)

238-8721.

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS NEEDED
for a growing Christian school in Ft. Worth

—

Dallas area. Contact Rev. Dale Smith, Cove-

nant Christian Academy, P.O. Box 599, Col-

leyville, TX 76034. Phone (817) 281-4333.

WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN School, a

ministry of Westminster Presbyterian Church

of Rock Hill, S.C. (PCA), presently pre-

school through 6th grade (250 students) has

openings for HEADMASTER and ELE-
MENTARY TEACHERS. Send resume to Dr.

Shelton Sanford III, Senior Pastor, Westmin-

ster Presbyterian Church, 1300 India Hook
Road, Rock Hill, SC 29730. For additional

information by phone call Dr. Sanford at

(803) 366-3107.

VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS
AFFAIRS. Belhaven College, a Christian lib-

eral-arts college in the Reformed tradition,

is seeking a Vice President for Business Af-

fairs. Duties include budgeting, accounting,

purchasing, cash flow, physical plant, security,

campus services, and non-academic person-

nel. Required degree in accounting and ex-

perience related to duties. C.P.A. is desired.

Operational knowledge of computers and
programs related to business affairs, expres-

sion in a personal faith in Jesus Christ, com-
mitment to the Christian purpose of the Col-

lege, and active membership in a local church

are required. Presbyterian church membership
is desired. The position is available June 1,

1985, and applications may close May 1, 1985.

Contact Dr. Owen Elder, Belhaven College,

Jackson, MS 39202 or phone (601) 968-5916.

WESTMINSTER Christian Academy in St.

Louis is seeking master teachers in areas of

science, history, girls P.E., and computer/
mathematics for grades 7-12 for 1985-86

school year. Send resume and inquiries to: L.

J. Birchler, Acting Headmaster, 10900 Ladue
Road, St. Louis, MO 63141.

PASTOR AVAILABLE. He is a licensed,

experienced, OPC intern, with a talent for

preaching, looking for a Reformed church.

Write Mr. Robbins, 629 Center Avenue, Oost-

burg, WI 53070.

MATH AND CHEMISTRY instructors

needed in growing college preparatory, inde-

pendent Christian school, grades 8-12, enroll-

ment 190, located in northwest Atlanta,

Georgia. Salary level near that of public

schools. Contact I. H. Lassiter, Headmaster,

Mount Vernon Christian Academy, 4449

Northside Drive, NW, Atlanta, GA 30327.

Phone (404) 256-4057.

BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES
is seeking a caseworker for the Jackson,

Mississippi branch office. MSW or related

Masters Degree required for work in pregnan-

cy counseling and adoption services. Contact

Bethany at (601) 366-4282 or write 3000 Old
Canton Road, Suite 360, Jackson, MS 39216.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Bad Axe, Michigan, a PCA congregation,

seeks pastor. Approximately 325 members,
with strong Sunday School program. Desires

pastor able to work with a wide range of age

groups. We require a minister committed to

the Reformed faith, and seek leadership, di-

rection and ministry to a core of committed

believers. Send resume to: Howard Lane,

chairman, First Presbyterian Church, 112 E.

Woodworth, Bad Axe, Ml 48413.

TEACHERS WANTED-Westminster
Christian School in Miami, Florida is seek-

ing applications for its junior and senior high

schools. Openings include junior high phys-

ical education/science combination, junior

high social studies, senior high English, senior

high math/science combination, senior high

social studies, and senior high social studies/

Bible combination. Approximately 500 stu-

dents in grades 7-12, Member CSI, SACS,
FCIS. Send inquiries to: Mr. Gary B. Adams,

High School Principal, 6855 S.W. 152 Street,

Miami, FL 33157.

HIGH SCHOOL SPANISH TEACHER
needed. Aucilla Christian Academy, a fully

accredited, K-12 Christian school needs a sec-

ondary school Spanish teacher for the

1985-86 school year. Beautiful Tallahassee

area with excellent Reformed church. Address

inquiries to: William R. Harris, Headmaster,

Aucilla Christian Academy, Rt. 1, Box 56,

Monticello, FL 32344.

A PCA CHURCH in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, is seeking an Associate Pastor to par-

ticipate in the challenge of an expanding min-

istry. Prefer several years experience and dem-

onstrated pastoral, evangelism, and disciple-

ship skills. Committed to Presbyterian and

Reformed standards. Send resume to the Pul-

pit Committee, Faith Presbyterian Church,

720 Marsh Road, Wilmington, DE 19803.

PASTOR SOUGHT for young, conserva-

tive, Evangelical Free Church with commit-
ment to Reformed doctrine (Philadelphia

Confession). Send resume to Pulpit Commit-
tee, c/o Ken Sukhia, 2414 Home Ct., Talla-

hassee, FL 32303.

YOUNG, GROWING OP church seeks in-

terested pastor of Reformed commitment. In-

terested individuals send resume to: Pulpit

Committee, c/o Bill Redington, 5088 Bentley

Lane, Columbus, OH 43220.

PRINCIPAL NEEDED. Spanish River

Church, Presbyterian Church in America,

seeks school principal for pre-school through

5th grade. Send information regarding pro-

fessional qualifications, salary requirements,

and a letter regarding position on Reformed
theology and the Westminster Confession as

it relates to your view of Christian education

to: Christian School, P.O. Box 189, Boca
Raton, FL 33429.

TEAM MINISTRY SOUGHT. Pastor

and lay minister of music seek team ministry

in local church emphasizing evangelism, dis-

cipleship, and church growth. Resumes upon
request. Reply to Box LM, The Presbyterian

Journal, P.O. Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802.

servicesmmmmmm—m
REDUCED RATES on interstate moving

anywhere in the U.S. Call AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL MOVERS, INC. toll-free

for complete information: 1-800-424-6246.

UNMARRIED AND
PREGNANT?
Wherever you live,

we can help!

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES M mm im

Call our Lifeline:

1-800-B-E-T-H-A-N-Y

WANTED HMHMBMi
PCA mission church urgently needs used Trinity

Hymnals and/or NASB pew Bibles. Contact

Rev. Jay Brennan, Hope Reformed Presby-

terian Church, 257 Church Street, Indiana,

PA 15701, or call (412) 349-5627^

CLASSIFIEDS in the Journal. Rates: $2 per

line, $10 minimum charge. More frequent in-

sertions will earn discounts. To place an ad,

simply write out the ad, list the number of

times you would like it to run, and mail to:

Classifieds, The Presbyterian Journal, P.O.

Box 2330, Asheville, NC 28802 or call (704)

254-4015. We will bill you for the cost of the

ad.
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EDITORIALS

How Much Do We Have in Common With Unbelievers?

The experiences of Bruce Rathbun and

of Christopher Harris described earlier

in this week's Journal compel us to ask

how we are to communicate our faith

in the Lord to the increasingly secular

generation in which we live.

Whether it is in the extraodinary set-

ting of a prison "fishtank" or in the

comfortable setting of a home with fa-

miliar friends much like ourselves in

most respects, we can often feel a bar-

rier to communication when it comes
to expressing our convictions about

God, sin, salvation, and eternity.

It seems sometimes (even to us) as

though we are speaking a foreign lan-

guage, as though we are like strangers

from another planet.

And of course in one sense we are.

The truth that we seek to impart can

only be spiritually discerned, as the

Holy Spirit removes the darkness of

the fallen human mind.

Yet, on the other hand, the Spirit

normally does this work through

human instrumentality and through

communication by human language.

You and I no doubt came to know the

Lord and his salvation through the

testimony of some believing person,

whether a parent, a minister, a friend

or acquaintance, or even the written

testimony of an apostle or prophet in

the Bible.

But how should we witness to people

in our secular, naturalistic culture?

How much common ground can we
find with unbelievers today?

Last month I participated in a con-

ference of Wheaton College's Institute

for the Study of American Evangeli-

cals at the Billy Graham Center there

which was wrestling with this subject

on a theological level. Entitled "Chris-

tian Theology in a Post-Christian

World," the conference involved inter-

action between some 30 evangelical

leaders on more than a dozen related

topics. Approximately 200 ministers,

lay leaders, professors, and theological

students were also in attendance.

As the title indicates, the assumption

was that we in North America, as in

Europe earlier, are now living in an age

that no longer shares the Biblical, or

even theistic, assumptions of a previ-

ous generation. One result of such a

situation is that religion tends to be-

come that which proves meaningful

from whatever source. As J.I. Packer

of Regent College predicted in a paper

on "God the Image-Maker" introduc-

ing the whole conference: "... pres-

sure on conservative theology is still

building up from exponents of reli-

gious relativism and pluralism, both

within the church (where some think

that the more theologies there are, the

livelier, healthier and merrier we shall

be) and outside it. I expect over the

next few decades to see the quest for

a transcendent synthesis of world reli-

gions gain impetus, with consequent

attempts to assimilate Christianity to

other faiths all along the line."

Clark Pinnock of McMaster Divin-

ity College, in a paper on "The Final-

ity of Jesus Christ in a World of Reli-

gions," suggested that material in

Luke and Acts indicates that God's
revelation extends beyond the mission

of the church, in the sense that other

religions of the world may contain ele-

ments pointing to the way of salvation,

even where the Christian gospel has

not reached. Not denying the need for

everyone to repent and believe the gos-

pel, Pinnock claimed "the supreme
revelation in Christ is not the sole

revelation of God."
A counterbalancing point to Pin-

nock's emphasis on openness to peo-

ple of other faiths is Luke's recording

of Peter's statement in Acts 4: 12: "Sal-

vation is found in no one else, for there

is no other name under heaven given

to men by which we must be saved,"

and of Paul's in Acts 17:30-31: "In the

past God overlooked such ignorance

[as in idolatry], but now he commands
all people everywhere to repent. For he

has set a day when he will judge the

world with justice by the man he has

appointed. He has given proof of this

to all men by raising him from the

dead." The uniqueness of Jesus Christ

as the one Savior for all the world still

must impel our missionary efforts

around the globe and our witness to

our nearest neighbor at home.
One of the most fruitful concepts

that came out of the conference is to

think of our world not as a post-Chris-

tian, but as a pre-Christian society.

Clearly this was the attitude of Luke
and Paul and the other Christians of

the apostolic age in the Roman world.

As one participant at the Wheaton
conference with years of missionary

experience pointed out, Africa today

is not post-Christian in its culture, but

very likely pre-Christian.

Such an attitude of openness to the

way in which God may have been pre-

paring unbelievers (that is, pre-Chris-

tians) for reception of the gospel will

make us more aware of how much we
do have in common with them as per-

sons made in the image of God. A sep-

aratistic or fundamentalistic back-

ground, and sometimes even our Re-

formed heritage, should not be allowed

to blind us to the reality of what Paul

says in Romans 1:20: "For since the

creation of the world God's invisible

qualities—his eternal power and divine

nature—have been clearly seen, being

understood from what has been made,

so that men are without excuse." Deep
down all humans cannot deny the real-

ity of God.
Deep down we also share the con-

science God has placed in everyone.

No matter how seared or polluted that

conscience may be in those who "sup-

press the truth by their wickedness"

(Rom. 1:18), we who have been con-

victed of our sins must like Paul sum-
mon unbelievers to the righteousness

of God which is in Christ Jesus alone.

Viewing ourself as yesterday's pre-

Christian who by God's grace is to-

day's believer, we can witness openly

to today's unbeliever who by God's
grace can become tomorrow's Chris-

tian. We have much in common. We
also have much to offer—that one
thing without which it is impossible to

please God. CFJ
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Classics to
ReadAkwl

tolfour

Children

Are you one of the fortunate adults

who was led into the enchanted land of

books sitting at the feet of your mother

or dad as one of them read to you? Or
did the best reading come from your

favorite grandmother or grandfather?

If you enjoyed hours like these, of

course you mean to give your own
children or grandchildren the same
precious experience. With this

marvelous new book you can, easily.

William Russell, himself an author and

educator, has combed hundreds of

classics and semi-classics. He found 33

selections that every child must know, or be deemed truly under-

privileged — prose and poetry, fact and fiction. He groups them
by age, all through the years of elementary school.

He also anticipates the questions children are sure to ask (some of

which not every adult can answer). Before each selection he

therefore gives a short description of the work, its historical con-

text and — especially useful — definitions and a pronunciation

guide for the hard words. Ever practical, he even gives you the ap-

proximate reading time for each selection, to guide you when you
want to ration the reading. And for dozens of hints on how to

make your experiment in family reading a success, don't miss the

introductory essay, "Some Questions and Answers About
Reading to Your Children." Here he stresses a point many
parents forget. Mere reading is not enough. What you read to the

children is just as important.

"Reading to your children may be the single most powerful contribu-

tion that you, as a parent, can make toward their success in school,"

Russell emphasizes. How many of us ever realized it is that important?

Importance aside, consider one or possibly two bonuses

likely to come when you begin regular reading:

1) What starts out as something you should do will, very

likely, soon become something you want to do.

2) Reading aloud will soon become a family ritual, a family

tradition. It needn't stop when the children reach their

teens. Before radio and especially TV, reading aloud was a

favorite adult diversion in civilized families.

How to get this $13.95 320-page volume FREE

How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin,

which offers the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates.

Books on current issues, religion, economics, Communism, politics, etc.

—

all of interest to conservatives. * If you want the Featured Selection, do
nothing. It will come automatically. * If you don't want the Featured

Selection, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline date. + The
majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50% discounts, plus a charge

for shipping and handling. * As soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at

regular Club prices, your membership may be ended at any time, either by
you or by the Club. * If you ever receive a Featured Selection without

having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may return it at Club ex-

pense for full credit. * Good service. No computers! * The Club will of-

fer regular Superbargains, mostly at 70-90% discounts plus shipping and
handling. Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club
obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway prices. * On-
ly one membership per household.

The 33 classics: help your children
grow with them
Listening Level I (Ages 5 and up)

"The Ugly Duckling" by Hans Christian
Andersen
"Androcles and the Lion" from Aesop's
Fables

"The Early Days of Black Beauty" from
Black Beauty by Anna Sewell
"Robin Hood and the Merry Little Old
Woman" by Eva March Tappan
"How Arthur Was Crowned King" from
Morte a"Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory
"The Adventure of the Windmills" from
Don Quixote de la Mancha by Miguel de
Cervantes
From Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift
"Ulysses and the Cyclops" from The
Odyssey by Homer
"The Golden Touch" adapted from The
Wonder Book by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Listening Level II (Ages 8 and up)
"The Glorious Whitewasher" from The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
"The Ransom of Red Chief" by O. Henry
Romeo and Juliet adapted from the play by
William Shakespeare
"Rip Van Winkle" by Washington Irving

"Jim Baker's Bluejay Yarn" from A Tramp
Abroad by Mark Twain

Listening Level III (Ages 11 and up)
From The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen
Crane
"The Adventure of the Speckled Band" by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (a Sherlock Holmes
story)

From The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
by Mark Twain
From The Call of the Wild by Jack London

Poetry
"Casey at the Bat" by Ernest Lawrence
Thayer
"The Windmill" by Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow

"Paul Revere's Ride" by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
"The Highwayman" by Alfred Noyes
"The Charge of the Light Brigade" by
Alfred Lord Tennyson
"If
—

" by Rudyard Kipling

"It Couldn't Be Done" by Edgar A. Guest

Holiday Favorites

Passover: "Pharaoh of the Hard Heart"
from Exodus
Easter: "The Risen Lord" from the Gospels
of Mark, Luke and John
Halloween: "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
by Washington Irving

Thanksgiving: "A Prayer of Thanksgiving"
by Robert Louis Stevenson
"Ezra's Thanksgivin' Out West" by Eugene
Field

Christmas: "A Visit from St. Nicholas" by
Clement Clarke Moore
"The Gift of the Magi" by O. Henry
"A Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens
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